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52 Cross country hit set back November 2, 2000 21
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154 Nine year old taking classes at Loyola college (Dctober 5, 2000 4

155 North Carolina State finally names Amato coach iNovember 2, 2000 23

156 Nutcracker production is enchanting November 30, 2000 14

157 Oklahoma quarter back lives up to his expectations December 7, 2000 24
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Julie Wierbinski hops off one of the Golden Eagle Express buses at the comer of Wood Steer ana seventh Avenue.

Golden Eagle Express All Aboard!
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

It's big, while, yellow and blue

and makes daily trips around

town. The Golden Eagle Express,

is a new bus service bringing

together Clarion residents and

Clarion University students.

The bus service, the first of its

kind at Clarion will make trips

seven days a week.

"We are hoping it will improve

quality of life for community

members and students,"

University president Dr. Reinhard

said.

The service is funded through

Clarion University student's

activities fees. A $5 portion of

each students fee goes toward the

program.

In additon nearly a $170,000

grant from the state is helping

fund the service.

•"The bus service is something

that will help students be mobile,"

Dr. Reinhard said.

Clarion University students may

ride the twenty passenger bus for

free by showing a valid identifica-

tion card.

Other passengers under the age

of 65 ride for $1, while children

under 12 ride for fifty cents.

Senior citizens will ride for free

except from 7:30-8 a.m. and 4:30-

5 p.m.

"The bus system is going to be a

great benefit, not only ior the stu-

dent body of Clarion University

but also the entire community,"

Student Senate President Brian

Sowa said.

A tenative schedule has been

formed. In the first few weeks of

the service, stops are being estab-

lished, in the meantime travelers

are expected to flag down buses.

Routes will consist of the fol-

lowing; a bus will leave the

way to its final destination at

Founders Hall.

The bus will make five more

stops including Eagle Park

Apartments.

Afternoon runs will begin at

2:40 p.m. beginning at Founders

Hall.

In the past, students without cars

have had problems finding their

way to the store or mall.

The Clarion Express helps solve

such problems. Between the times

of 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. and

4:30-10 p.m., Monday through

Memorial Stadium parking lot Friday buses will take trips to the

five times between 7:30 and 9 Clarion Mall, County Market,

a.m. There will be six stops on its

See*Bus' Page 4
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Owens-glass

develops plan

to stop brick

dust problems

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Ca" E«!itor-in-Chief

Last weekend the Owens-

Brockway Glass Plant reportedly

had developed a plan to prevent

the release of brick dust into the

air.

The brick dust that was released

from the plant a few weeks ago

caused problems for over 100

automobile owners in Clarion.

The problem arose when brick

was found deteriorating in a

smokestack and falling onto a fan.

The fan helped dust particles

rise out of the smokestack and

into the air, causing the problem.

The plan will call for a grate to

be placed on top of the fan that

will break up brick into little

pieces. In the meantime the glass

plant used temporary steel furnace

stacks.

"Multiple people are working on

the matter," said Steve Sakula an

Owens representative.

The problem was discovered by

residents when their automobiles

were covered in white residue.

The white residue was soon

identified by the Brockway Glass

Plant. Representatives then

announced it was from brick dete-

riorating in a furnace stack at the

plant.

On Thursday Aug. 31 , University

Relations released a mass email to

all students, informing them of

the Owens-Brockway Glass Plant

situation. The release indicated

the white residue sticking on auto-

mobiles parked at the university.

See *Glass Plant^ Page 4
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Is Servicse Fran Verizcxi

en the Horlzxxi?

Why is Cell One's business in Clarion booming?

We'll tell you why. It's because Verizon is slowly

but surely getting its act back together.

After being on strike most of the summer, off

campus students are having a hard time getting a

landline installed. There are some people that

won't even be getting lines until December. Why
will we need them in December AND pay over

break when we aren't here? This is causing a lot

of problem with students. Some have no way to

contact anyone once they leave can^pus. Verizon

should at least be cutting us deals for the lack of

service. At least give us deals on installation fees

or long distance. If you're at a restaurant and the

food and or service is unacceptable, you don't pay

full price without some kind of compensation. Or

say for instance you order a pay-per-view movie

and for some reason, you never get it. No one is

just going to say "Oh well" and not ask for their

money back or a free viewing. The same applies

here. We should be compensated.

There is also little to no way for us to know that

Verizon has gotten back to business as usual. It is

only now and then that we see a truck out there.

They should either hire more people, so that more

work can be done since they are so backed up, or

make use of their public relations department to let

us know what is going on.

We suppose that if this keeps up we'll need to

resort to the 'soup cans and string" method.

Which is fine because Campbells is on sale.

Your Views
Dear Editor,

Underage drinking is a serious problem facing

this country. Kids that engage in underage drinking

not only put themselves at risk, but they put others

at risk. A kid that decides to drink underage needs

to realize the risks at stake before they start drink-

ing.

Once they have been drinking they have no con-

cept of making the right decisions. There are many

unwanted problems that come from underage

drinking that kids need to realize.

The public plays a role in the availability of alco-

hol to underage kids. Underage kids are going to

beer distributors and bars and getting served alco-

hol without proper identification. Distributors and

bars that allow this to happen are putting their

whole business on the line. If the underage kid or

kids they served were to get hurt or killed in an

alcohol related accident they could be held liable.

Another way underage kids are getting alcohol is

by buying fake identification that make them

appear to be legal age to purchase alcohol. It is

very easy for an underage kid to get a false identifi-

cation this day and age.

The last way alcohol has become easily available

to underage kids is from people who are of legal

age who buy it for them. There are friends, parents

and even strangers that are buying alcohol for

underage kids. Underage kids will ask and do

almost anything to get alcohol.

There are many troublesome things that happen

when underage kids are drinking. First, is the risk

of getting caught by the police. The first time you

get caught for underage drinking you will receive a

fine and your driver's license will be suspended for

ninety days. On the second offense you will lose

your drivers license for one year. The third time

being caught you will lose your driver's license for

two years.

Violence is another thing that happens when

there is underage drinking. More arguements and

fights tend to break out when drinking is involved

Alcohol also causes kids to be destructive.

The last problem with drinking is the health risks

that are involved.

This applies not only to peoplewho are underage

but also people of age. Alcohol does several things

to the body. The first thing alcohol will do is make

you gain weight. Alcohol also damages your liver

and other internal body parts. Staying healthy in

order to live longer is so important. So why ruin

that by drinking large quantities of alcohol ?

It is against the law for a person under the age of

21 to drink alcohol. Due to the fact that alcohol

alters the mind, people that are underage are not

mature enough to make the right decisions while

under the influence of alcohol.

It is fact that there are more alcohol related

deaths that occur to people under the age of 21 as

opposed to people that are 21 and older. If kids

would just wait until they are 21 before they drink

alcohol, life would be easier for them as well as the

rest of this world.

Geary Leatherman

Biases: A look into Pennsylvania's Judicial system
Dear Editor,

As a concerned citizen of

Pennsylvania, I would like to

address an issue that I have

recently become aware of:

Justice is not for all.

On July 8, 1998 at 11:45 p.m.,

Pennsylvania State police troop-

er Rodger R. Smith was in acci-

dent while driving under the

influence of alcohol. Other offi-

cers at the scene noticed Smith

as being intoxicated and took

him to a hospital to treat his

injuries. Afterwards, the other

officers took Smith out for cof-

fee (apparently to sober him up),

and never reported the incident

as a DUI offense.

A month later, an anonymous

caller informed The Derrick

Newspaper that the officer

appeared intoxicated, which led

to an investigation. Smith was

found to have been intoxicated

and was sentenced to 48 hours

in jail (the state minimum for a

first offense DUI).

One month later on August 1 1.

1998 officer Rodger Smith's

truck struck the vehicle of 73-

year- old Lois Varga, causing

Varga serious injuries. Officer

Smith was once again intoxicat-

ed.

Now the Pennsylvania State

Law requires a convicted second

offender to serve NO LESS
THAN 30 days in jail along wit!

a minimum fine of $300 and a

one-year license suspension.

However, officer Smith was

offered a plea bargain which

See 'DUF Page
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Opinion
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A new year upon us
" I would hope this

would be a good yeiii*

for all; enrollment has

risen (again)^ as has

luition*'

Hide Park

Dr. Arthur Barlow

As my friend Ben Freed said

the other afternoon,"Happy

New Year."

Realizing it was a novel greet-

ing, I asked him why he was

using a winter greeting at the

advent of autumn. "I read it as a

little Hide Park Column you

wrote years ago."

What goes around comes

around.

But for those most committted

to a life at the academy, this

turn of seasons is indeed, start-

ing a clear line of demarcation

closing one season and signify-

ing the start of another.

For the incoming class of '04

it is a major transition. Both a

homecoming for a few and and

a new beginning for others.

I would hope this would be a

good year for all; enrollment

has risen (again), as has tuition.

The foundation has flour-

ished! Expectations are high. So

what's wrong with this picture?

Week one was completed before

the Labor Day holiday break

and it broke some of the spirit.

add/drop was done in a whirl,

closed sections with students

armed with the permission slips

to enter a "closed section,"

examped classrooms, wait lists,

heat, humidiy, summer boiling

to fall.

But then there is no strike

gathering force on the horizon,

no Y2K bug to bite but

beware- a new millennium

begins on one Jan. two thousand

and one.
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J.P. Kenney, Editor-in-Chief

Editorial
When you think of college, good

times come to mind. Along with

the good times comes problems.

I have grown to look at those

problems as just a minor part of

life.

A few months ago in the dog days

of summer I just wasn't having a

good time. I worked every single

day. To go along with all the work

I was doing, problems began to

pile up. Nothing would go my
way.

Then one day I woke up and saw

a different view of life. At work (of

course), I was on my lunch break

and I noticed something that would

help change my attitude toward my
difficulties.

I discovered something I should

have known all along that other-

people were going through prob-

lems too.

I was reading the Pittsburgh Post

Gazette and came across an article

titled "I'm done with cancer".

The article was centered around a

nine-year-old boy who had just

completed three years of

chemotherapy treatment for

leukemia.

Pictures surrounded the front page

of the magazine section. The pic-

tures showed him celebrating his

ninth birthday.

He was doing everything a typi-

cal nine year old would be doing,

swimming underwater and having

fun with his friends.

Another photo showed him blow-

ing out his birthday candles.

The article was about his past

three years in chemo and his

future. A future that was going to

be filled with nervous times. For

the rest of his life this nine-year-old

named Alex will be hoping and

praying his cancer doesn't resur-

face.

The title of the article "I'm done

with cancer." came from the young

boy's own words. He hopes to be

done with cancer.

It's pretty amazing that at nine

years of age he is worrying about

his health.

I know when I was nine years old

I didn't even know what cancer

was, let alone know anyone with

the terrible disease. This child has a

problem, his family has a problem.

It made me realize that yes I am
facing some difficult times in my
own life but there are other people

out theredealing with the same

problems.

The moral of the story is that just

when you think things can't get

worse in your life just remember

people around the world are deal-

ing with much of the same prob-

lems, if not more severe.

Unfortunately, we will never

eliminate big problems such as

cancer but if we just let the little

problems slide and deal with the

bigger ones, we'll be alright in the

whole scheme of things.

For Alex he may have beat the

big problem, now there will be

minor bumps along the way.

I cut that article out of that edi-

tion of the Post Gazette and I put it

in a place I could see it—my wal-

let.

Just as a reminder for myself

when I think things are at their

worst. I can look at that article and

remember things could be more

difficult.
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Opinion
Anew year upon us

" I would hope this

would be a good year

for all; enrollment has

risen (again), as has

tuition**

Hide Park

Dr. Arthur Barlow

As my friend Ben Freed said

the other afternoon,"Happy

New Year."

Realizing it was a novel greet-

ing, I asked him why he was

using a winter greeting at the

advent of autumn. "I read it as a

little Hide Park Column you

wrote years ago."

What goes around comes

around.

But for those most committted

to a life at the academy, this

turn of seasons is indeed, start-

ing a clear line of demarcation

closing one season and signify-

ing the start of another.

For the incoming class of '04

it is a major transition. Both a

homecoming for a few and and

a new beginning for others.

I would hope this would be a

good year for all; enrollment

has risen (again), as has tuition.

The foundation has flour-

ished! Expectations are high. So

what's wrong with this picture?

Week one was completed before

the Labor Day holiday break

and it broke some of the spirit.

add/drop was done m a whirl,

closed sections with students

armed with the permission slips

to enter a "closed section,"

examped classrooms, wait lists,

heat, humidiy, summer boiling

to fall.

But then there is no strike

gathering force on the horizon,

no Y2K bug to bite but

beware- a new millennium

begins on one Jan. two thousand

and one.

'*When you think of college, good times come to mind. Along with the

good times comes problems."

J.P. Kenney, Editor-in-Chief

Editorial
When you think of college, good

times come to mind. Along with

the good times comes problems.

I have grown to look at those

problems as just a minor part of

life.

A few months ago in the dog days

of summer I just wasn't having a

good time. I worked every smgle

day. To go along with all the work

I was doing, problems began to

pile up. Nothing would go my
way.

Then one day I woke up and saw

a different view of life. At work (of

course), 1 was on my lunch break

and I noticed something that would

help change my attitude toward my
difficulties.

I discovered something 1 should

have known all along that other-

people were going through prob-

lems too.

I was reading the Pittsburgh Post

Gazette and came across an article

titled "I'm done with cancer".

The article was centered around a

nine-year-old boy who had just

completed three years of

chemotherapy treatment for

leukemia.

Pictures surrounded the front page

of the magazine section. The pic-

tures showed him celebrating his

ninth birthday.

He was doing everything a typi-

cal nine year old would be doing,

swimming underwater and having

fun with his friends.

Another photo showed him blow-

ing out his birthday candles.

The article was about his past

three years in chemo and his

future. A future that was going to

be filled with nervous times. For

the rest of his life this nine-year-old

named Alex will be hoping and

praying his cancer doesn't resur-

face.

The title of the article "I'm done

with cancer." came from the young

boy's own words. He hopes to be

done with cancer.

It's pretty amazing that at nine

years of age he is worrying about

his health.

I know when I was nine years old

I didn't even know what cancer

was, let alone kno\* anyone with

the terrible Jije-r e. !'!;i:; ..Jiiid has a

problem, his family hai> .. problem.

It made me reali/e thji yes I am
facing some difficult times in my
own life hut there are other people

out theredealing with the same

problems.

The moral of the story is that just

when you think things can't get

worse in your life just remember

people around the world are deal-

ing with much of the same prob-

lems, if not more severe.

Unfortunately, we will never

eliminate big problems such as

cancer but if we just let the little

problems slide and deal with the

bigger ones, we'll be alright in the

whole scheme of things.

For Alex he may have beat the

big problem, now there will be

minor bumps along the way.

I cut that article out of that edi-

tion of the Post Gazette and I put it

in a place I could see it—my wal-

let.

Just as a reminder for myself

when I think things are at their

worst. I can look at that article and

remember things could be more

difficult.
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OPINION
CAa On You

What do you think about the library being moved all over campus?

by: liz Potter

Christine O^itton,

Sopftomore

"It was a very bad idea

because it will be harder

to find a place to study

and do research."

Setena ^[(ison,

Sopftomore

"It's harder to find books I

need."

DUII Letter to the editor from Page2.

pension. However, officer Smith

was offered a plea bargain which

would grtant him no additonal jail

time, if he pleaded guilty to the

charges of a second DUI. So now,

Rodger Smith has already served

his 2 days in jail, and is required

to attend a 28 day inpatient alco-

hol rehabilitation program. Is that

fair and unbiased punishment?

Those are the facts. My ques-

tion now is: Had I been pulled

over for a second DUI, would I

have been granted such a desir-

able punishment? The judge says

that since Mr. Smith's offenses

both occured within one month,

that they could both be handled as

first offenses. I disagree. The

fact is. Officer Rodger Smith is a

symbol of our State of

Pennsylvania, an enforcer of the

State's laws. He has most likely

arrested countless people for the

same infractions for which he is

guilty of As a college student, I

am lead to believe that we are

susceptible to even higher pun-

ishments due to the fact that we

are 'young, ruthless and unwill-

ing to take responsibility for our

actions.' How are we expected to

abide by the law, when some of

those who enforce it do not? Not

only that, they are not punished to

the extent that the majority of

Amercian citizens would be.

In closing, I feel that law offi-

cials should be held equally

responsible (if not to a higher

degree) for breaking the laws

which they enforce. If they're

not, why should we be held

responsible for anything at all?

Respectfully Submitted,

Nick Donati

BuslThe Golden Eagle Express Bus Service goes into effect,

from Page 1

Clarion Hospital and Wal-Mart.

Trips will also be made on the

weekend to these locations.

These bus routes will not be in

affect until Sept. 25 when a new

bus schedule will be implement-

ed.

The new schedule will include

departure in the morings from

College Park instead of

Memorial Stadium.

. "We will begin promoting the

service in the coming weeks and

are hoping more students will

take advantage of the service,"

Sowa said.

Changes to the schedule will

be made and placed on campus

the by Sept. 25th.

Bus stop signs and possibly

shelters will be added in the

future.

"We are hoping the bus service

will make a difference in stu-

dents lives,"Reinhard said. "If

anything else it gives them an

opportunity to take a ride on the

bus."

Steve Weaven

Senior

"I don't even know where

it IS
5»

Courtney Ortz

Sopftomore

"I don't like it becaue it's

scattered all over campus.'

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Owens Brockway Glass Plant is In the process of repairing a furnace stack ttiat had brick

deteriorating..

Glass PlantI Over 100 automobiles were effected by brick dust from Owens-Brockway

Glass Plant, from Page 1.

Students and faculty were advised by Owens dents about the white residue on their cars,

representatives to make an appointment with Seidle Both businesses washed and waxed as many cars

Chervolet or Sherman Chrysler to have the residue as they could fit into their schedule,

removed. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental

The next day Sherman Chrysler and Seidle Protection is investigating the matter to determine if

Chervrolet received over IGO phone calls from stu- it is a violation.

Still need that print co-curricular!

Come deliver papers for the Call.

If interested give us a call at 393-

2380 or stop by the Call offlee at

270 Gemmell.

I
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News
Where are all the books at Clarion University?

by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Although classes at Clarion

University of Pennsylvania have

been underway for nearly a

month, some students are still try-

ing to figure out what is happen-

ing to Carlson Library.

The library has been shut down

due to renovation plans.

According to Dean of University

Libraries, Howard McGinn, over

the summer roughly 1.9 million

items were moved out of the

building.

This massive number includes

books and reference materials, as

well as all of the furniture.

Each department of the library

has been relocated to one of about

six different locations on campus

and throughout Clarion county.

For instance, the computers and

the reference section are now in

the Gemmell Multi-purpose

Room, and the periodicals are

currently in the basement of Nair

Hall.

All of the faculty offices, as well

as classes that were normally held

in Carlson, have been relocated.

There are also some materials in

a storage warehouse located about

eight miles from campus.

Students may directly order

books from the library page on the

Clarion website.

Articles can be picked up and

delivered by a Clarion van that

makes daily runs to and from the

warehouse.

Debra Decker, who has been a

librarian at Clarion University for

20 years, said, "Both students and

faculty are having to adjust to a

new way of doing things. There is

no longer open access to periodi-

cals. Now, students need to come

prepared with the specific maga-

zine and issue they need.

However, if we all learn to work

together, things will be just fine."

The budget for the renovation

project has been set for about $15

million.

Contractors have been sched-

uled to move in and begin demo-

lition the week of September

14th. The whole project should

take roughly I to 1.5 years to

complete.

Some Clarion students are feel-

ing rather distraught over the tim-

ing of the reconstruction.

However, according to McGinn,

no matter when the project would

begin, reconstruction would

inevitably cut into the semester.

Junior Special Education major,

Stephanie Crane, said, "I really

miss studying on the 4th floor. I

cannot focus on my studies as

much as I know I need to. My
routine has been shot."

Students who opt not to study in

Gemmell may try working in

Chandler Dining Hall from 8:00

pm through 12:00 am , Sunday

through Thursday.

According to McGinn, this

option should be made available

beginning the week of September

U. He is also working with the

university to provide additional

areas for commuters to spend

time between classes.

Sophomore Marketing major,

Jared Moss, views the arrange-

ment as, "...an inconvenience

because it's like a scavenger hunt

trying to find a simple book. If I

want to find a book on Sherlock

Holmes, I've got to become a

detective to read about a detec-

five!"

Jen Marz, a junior Marketing

major said, "It's kind of an incon-

venience having to go all over

campus just to research one thing.

I thought the library was fine

before this project began."

However, Marz said, "Maybe it

will turn out even better than we

expect."

According to McGinn, the plan

is for the library to turn out better

than expected.

The entire building will eventu-

ally be restructured. Carlson

Library will be larger and there

will be a wrap-around feature.

Live-Cam 2000 will be set up on

the Clarion University website for

anyone to view each phase of the

project.

McGinn said, "It's going to be

fascinating to see how they can

rebuild an entire library in the

middle of the campus, especially

with just a walkway separating a

dormitory and the demolition

site."

"We really appreciate the diffi-

culties it's causing students, and

we are trying our best to deal with

Dr. Heather Haberacker leaves Clarion University^ for a new position

•••••••I

by Jennifer DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

This past summer. Dr. Heather Haberaecker, vice pres-

ident of Clarion University's finance and administration

department, left Clarion to accept the position of associate

dean for finance and budget/chief financial officer at the

Northwestern University Medical School.

There is a nationwide search taking place to find a per-

manent replacement for Haberaecker.

Mr. Paul Bylaska will be assuming Dr. Haberaecker 's

past duties of vice president for finance and administration.

According to President Diane L. Reinhard. a permanent

replacement is not expected to be named until next acade-

mic year.

On September 18, Mr. Bylaska will venture here from

West Chester University of Pennsylvania to join Clarion's

faculty.

Dr. Reinhard said that she is "delighted he has come to

help Clarion University".

Mr. Bylaska has extensive experience in the field and

strategic directions for the budget.

Tim Emanuel/The Clarion Call

Dr. Heather f-laberacker, former vice president of

finance and administration, resigned recently to

fuifili a position at Northwestern University Medical
School. Mr Paul Bylaska will serve as her tempo-
rary replacement. A permenent replacement is

expected next academic year

"In his current role as budget director at West Chester,

Mr. Bylaska chairs or serves on all major committees that

allocate the university's financial and non-financial

resources," said Reinhard.

"His strong background in budget decentralization and

experience working with university constituent groups and

State System directors clarifying budget processes and

issues will help us to advance our strategic goal of creating

a well and widely understood budgeting and planning

process."

Mr. Bylaska, who is looking forward to his new position,

will be working closely with Tim Fogarty, associate vice

president for finance and administration, in order to make

a less rocky transition.

Some of Mr. Bylaska's duties will be to oversee all

aspects of non-student administration and non-student

affairs.

He will also be working on the relocation of Carlson

Library, Public Safety, and Human Resources.

President Reinhard and the administration offices are

anticipating Bylaska's arrival to Clarion University this

coming Monday.
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Memorial Scholarship concert held in honor of late provost

by Anita Bowser

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The John F. Kuhn Memorial Scholarship

Concert was held Sunday, Sept. 10th at 3 p.m. at

Hart Chapel.

According to Julia Eckert of the University

Advancement Office, the concert initiative,

through ticket sales and donations, raised over

$2,900 for the endowment.

The featured soloist was Heidi Jane Baschnagel,

a graduate of Venango Christian High School.

Baschnagel attended the Pennsylvania Governor

School of the Arts and currently is a Vocal

Performance major at the Cincinnati

Conservatory of Music.

Baschnagel also sang at Kuhn's funeral service.

Kuhn served as Provost and Academic Vice

President at Clarion University from 1991 until

1999 upon his death.

Approximately eighty people attended the con-

cert honoring Clarion University's former

provost.

The John F. Kuhn Memorial Scholarship honors

driven individuals who demonstrate academic and

personal interests, and pursue them with determi-

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Heidi Jane Bascliangel puts on a vocai per-

formance at former provost Jotin Kulin 's

Memorial Sctiolarship Concert. Over $2,900

was raised at the event.

nation.

Heather Ambrisco, a communicative and speech

disorder major, of Ebensburg became the first

recipient of this award. A reception was held in

Founders Hall following the concert.

Contributions to the John F. Kuhn Memorial

Scholarship can be made through University

Advancement at 393-2572.

Harvey Hall gets 'psyched' for students

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

l-larvey Hall was reopened to the students after being closed for most of last semester due to

remodeling. Han/ey Hall houses the pyschology and women 's studies departments. It now
features state of the art computer labs and newly remodeled classrooms.

by Debby Amon
Clarion Call Secretary

and Ladonna Dunlevy

Contributing News yVriter^

Harvey Hall opened its doors

once again to students, boasting

newly remodeled psychology and

women studies classrooms.

When completely finished,

Harvey Hall's "smart classroom"

technology will be a resourceful

teaching tool.

Internet access and powerpoint

presentations will be readily

available in every classroom.

Joleen Grolemund, a sopho-

more sociology/psychology

major, considers Harvey Hall to

be, "more modernized than other

buildings."

Professors at first were hesitant

of the smaller office spaces,

unassembled furniture, and miss-

ing bathroom necessities.

Dr. Jeanne Slattery, professor of

pyschology, said that she is very

happy with the renovations and

that the job was done beautifully.

But despite these concerns, the

finished Harvey Hall will join

Founders, Chandler, and Davis as

a part of Clarion University's

renovation and building plan.

Professors in the department are

now all conveniently located near

one another, and the updated

computer lab features new I-

MAC computers for student use.

Senior Christina Sickeri said,

"Harvey Hall looks beautiful,

they did a great job. I'm quite

pleased."

Register to

Vote

Monday

12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.

Founders

Tuesday
12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.

Gemmell

Wednesday
12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.

President Reinhard welcomes

back Clarion University faculty

by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

President Diane Reinhard addressed the Clarion University faculty at

the Fall Faculty Address on Sept. 5, 2000.

She began her address by noting some of Clarion Univeristy's accom-

plishments and core values. Reinhard said that Clarion has one of the

highest enrollment rates and is comparable to other national and state

system school graduation rates.

According to Reinhard, Clarion also saw the installation of a new

fiber computer network and is an accreditation leader.

Massive facility improvements have been taking place on campus

including the completion of the new recreation center and the renova-

tion of Harvey Hall, which houses the psychology department.

Reinhard said that building the new Carlson Library will be a tempo-

rary inconvenience for a definite improvement.

"The Golden Eagle Express is up and running," said Reinhard. She

also made a point to acknowledge Student Senate President Brian Sowa

for all of his efforts on the bus project.

Reinhard also expressed her pride in the award winning Clarion

University Speech and Debate Team, which will host the 2001 Fall

Tournament at Clarion University.

She also expressed how grateful she was to Dr. Anand Rao, professor

of the Speech Communication and Theatre Department, for securing

the grant for the college Task Force on Violence and Alcohol. The Task

Force consists of students and faculty working together to submit a plan

to combat alcohol and violence related crimes.

She also said that Clarion has hosted students studying abroad from

such countries as Malta, Greece, and the Ukraine.

After her comments, she turned the floor over to Dr. Joseph P.

Grunenwald, Provost. Grunenwald thanked everyone for their support

last year and led everyone in a moment of silence for the late Clarion

Univeristy Provost Dr. John F. Kuhn.

Clarion University's new faculty were also introduced according to

their departments and each new member had their individual accom-

plishments highlighted during the presentation.

The address was followed by a reception in Moore hall.

Student Senate

Mangieri resigns, President Sowa announces 2000 goals
by Lindsey Lowrie

Clarion Call Staff Writer

At Monday's Sept. 11, 2000

Student Senate meeting. President

Brian Sowa announced the resig-

nation of Senator Mike Mangieri.

Mangieri, who was the chair of

the Student Facilities Committee,

resigned due to scheduling con-

flicts.

Senate will also begin the search

for a new student trustee. Current

trustee Naqeeb Hussain will be

graduating in December.

Applications will be available

next week at the Senate office.

Sowa announced the start of the

new Clarion Eagle Express. The

bus system runs 7:30 a.m. to

10:00 p.m. during the week and

2:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on the

Faculty Senate

weekends. The bus is free to ride

for all Clarion students.

Senator Tom Clopp announced

that The Clarks, The Buzz Potes,

and Grapevine will play October

8, at 7:30 in Tippin Gymnasium.

Sowa also said that this years

major goals for Senate are to com-

bat student apathy, increase the

level of awareness of issues

throughout the state system of

higher education, and make stu-

dent senate more marketable and

known to the campus.

In other business, the Capital

Account has $125,229.22 and the

Large Item Capital Account has

$307,889.74. The Supplemental

Reserve Account has a sum of

$40,612.53, while the

Supplemental account has a bal-

Bryan Powell/The Clarion Call

Student Senate convened for the first time this semester.

The next scheduled meeting is Sept 18 in 246 Gemeil.

ance of $23,140. Monday, September 18, 2000 at

The next scheduled Student 7:30 p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

Senate meeting will be held next

New improved faculty senate office reopened
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

a At Monday's Faculty Senate

meeting on September 11, 2000,

Dr. Scott Kuehn announced that

the Faculty Senate Office was

reopened.

The office is located in B-9 Hart

Chapel with two work-study stu-

dents working in it.

The office now has two comput-

ers, two printers, and one scanner.

Senate expressed how gratetful

they were to Tom Gusler for

enabling them to obtain the equip-

ment.

Over 200 hundred dollars was

spent on office equipment as well.

Dr. Diane L. Reinhard opened

her president's report by saying

how well she thought the

Freshman Convocation and the

Fall Faculty Address went.

She also said that the Eagle

Express Bus transportation sys-

tem would have a permanent

schedule a week from this Friday,

Sept. 15.

Dr. Joseph Grunenwald,

provost, said how thankful he was

to all of the faculty for their

involvement in admissions activi-

ties.

Dr. Susan Prezanno, professor of

t h e

Anthropology/Geography/Earth

Science department, announced

the results of the suspension hear-

ings which were held during the

summer. According to Prezanno,

last semester there were 217 sus-

pensions. Of those suspensions,

48 were appealed and 43 were

upheld.

Senate also voted to elect new

members to the Honors Council.

Those new members are: Dr.

Randy Potter, professor of the

psychology department; Dr. Jon

Beal, professor of the mathemat-

ics department; Dr. Howard

McGinn, dean of libraries; and Dr.

Anand Rao, professor of speech

communication and theatre.

It was also announced that

enrollment has 100 more students

than last year.

Bryan Powell/The Clarion Call

Faculty Senate met for the first time on Monday, Sept. 11. The
next scheduled meeting is for Sept 25 In B-8 Hart Chapel.

Rlyler'sJ^izza and 1
Family Restaurant i

Save $2.00 on any Large Pizza !

Present this coupon with the

purchase of a large pizza and .

receive two movie
|,

tickets for $8.00
j

Plyler's is located in the i

Claron Nail i

1 1

American Red Cross
Blood Drives

September 18- St. Petersburg

Community Center Noon-6 p.m.

September 26- Clarion University

North Tippin Gymnasium 11

a.m.-5 p.m.

For more information, call (814)

226-7040.

Police Blotter

Disorderly

Conduct

Francis Brown, 21,

was cited for disor-

derly conduct on

Sept. 10 after urinat-

ing on a sidewalk in

front of Ralston hall

along Wood St

according to public

safety.

Harassment by

According to Public

Safety an unknown

male was reported

for calling Wilkinson

Hall at early hours of

the morning waking

residents while they

were trying to sleep.

Under Age
Consumption
Frank Edgar, 18, was
charged with disor-

derly conduct and

underage consump-

tion on Sept. 6 after

throwing a cup of liq-

uid out of a 7th floor

Campbell Hall dorm
window according to

public safety.

Act 64

Violation

According to Public

Safety a known stu-

dent was found in

possession of mari-

juana on Sept 3 in

Wilkinson Hall.

Charges are pending

lab results.

i
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Lifestyles
UAB Lecture Series

Teck and Holly show "Survivor" how it's done
by Amber Kozler

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion University

Activities Board hosted MTV's

"Real World/Road Rules" series

on Sunday, September 10, at 7:30

in Hart Chapel. Teck Holmes

from the cast of The Real World

and Holly Shand from Road

Rules led an interactive

discussion about their lives on

and off television. It was a very

informal discussion and students

were encouraged to ask

questions.

Teck spoke openly and

humorously about life on the

show, conflicts with his

roommates and what's in store

for his future. Holly tactfully

answered questions about her

romantic relationships on the

Road Rules tour and about the

struggles she faced from being so

far away from home.

During the course of the

discussion we learned that Teck's

father is a preacher in Illinois

where he grew up. Even as a

child, Teck couldn't control his

urges to be wild and crazy, which

is why "he's been destined

to be in the media since child-

hood." At only twenty-two years

of age, Teck made a video tape of

himself and sent it into the Real

World audition. Within two

weeks, the Real World

producers were trying to reach

him. When they finally got a

hold of him, his first reaction

was, "It's about time you all

called me back." Right now

Teck is really focused on his

career goals. He talked with us

about his upcoming show called

Direct Effect. He says, "It's like

TRL meets The Grind meets

Yo MTV Raps." He has also

produced a low budget movie

called Life's Sweet, which will be

screened on October 17 in

Atlanta. There's no doubt that

Teck is a busy guy who will be

dividing his time between the

show, his new movie and trying

to get into the Playboy Mansion.

Holly feels that her time with

Road Rules was a memorable

one. She auditioned for the Road

Rules show at age twenty in her

Photo courtesy of UAB

Holly from MTV's hit show,

"Road Rules."

home town of Boulder,

Colorado. There was a lengthy

process to go through before

being chosen for the cast. She

had to fill out a 30 page

questionnaire. The questions

ranged from your middle name to

how many sexual partners

you've had to whether your

parents were abusive. She said

that once there was an aspect

about you that the producers

found interesting, they would

dig deeper into your life. She

never did find out what it was

about her that landed her the spot

on the show.

Nonetheless, she has gained

many positive experiences while

on Road Rules. She has a

clearer picture of who she is and

what she wants because she took

the opportunity to step out of her

element. There were times, how-

ever, that being away from her

friends and family was

difficult. Right now she is

finishing up school in Colorado

as a journalism major.

The students asked Holly what

her favorite mission was on the

Road Rules tour. She said that

skydiving was the most thrilling,

but ironically enough bungee

jumping was her most frightful

experience. Holly revealed to us

that her most embarrassing

moment on camera was after a

night of binge drinking at a Sister

Hazel concert, after which she

became sick. Luckily, the

producers were kind enough not

to air it.

Unlike Holly, embarrassment is

a word that's seldom used in

Teck's vocabulary. Teck believes

that at our young age, nakedness

is nothing to be ashamed about.

He was often uncensored at the

house and admits to having a

fetish with being naked. He also

told us of his attraction to female

construction workers. That's an

interesting combo...

Teck enjoyed the time he spent

in Hawaii. He encourages

everyone to visit there at least

once. He spent the majority of

the time on the island doing his

own thing. Teck told us that his

biggest struggle had been

communicating with his

roommates. The producers had

to sit him down on three separate

occasions to talk him into

staying in the house for a while.

Keep in mind, this is around the

time that Ruthie's drinking

problem had hit its peak and

there were frequent episodes

with Amiya the "Drama Queen."

But the times that Teck did spend

' www.thecIafioncall.com

The new^ Jennifer Lopez

movie. The Cell is

reviewed.

To find out if ifs worth

the money.

See Page 9.

Texas artist Gloria Ross

graces Qarion

University with her

paintings

and artwork.

See Page 10.

on air helped to launch his career

in television. Teck's motto in life

is, "Anything you want to do, do

it yourself, because nobody's

going to do it for you."

Overall, the discussion was

more than entertaining. Before it

came to a close, Teck busted out

some free-style rap and brought

the house down with a rendition

of "Old Time Rock and Roll."

They stuck around afterward

to sign autographs and to talk to

the students. Teck and Holly will

continue on their "Real

World/Road Rules" college

lecture tour. It was a pleasure

having them at Clarion, and it

was an hour that I won't soon

forget.

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the water

tower on campus behind Givan Hall.

Watch for new landmarks each week...

The play. The Sisters

Rosenweig at the

Sawmill Theatre is a

wonderful and fulfilling

experience.

See Page 10.

Calendar of Events.

To find out whafs going
on in Qarion University

and the surrounding

community,

See Page 9.
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Today
•Senior Pictures sign up (HTTP://www.ouryear.com)
•IFC/PHC/Intercollegiate Athletics/NCAA presents: James
Matthews: "Beer, Booze, & Books" (Aud) 8 pm
•Interhall Council Meeting 6 p.m. in 346 Gemmell
Friday, September 15
•UAB Spirit Day
Hispanic Heritage Month begins
•Senior Pictures sign up
•Admissions Visit Day (248
Gem) 9 am
•ROC "Panther Cave" trip -

leave 4 pm
•Golf at Bucknell Invitational

•UAB Outdoor Movie (Gem
Perf Area) 9:15pm
Saturday, September 16
Football at Tiffin University 7

pm
•W. Tennis at Shippensburg
Duals
W. Volleyball at Indiana 7 pm
•Community Service-Learning Plunge 8 am - 3 pm
•UAB bus trip to Tiffin Univ. & Pro Football Hall of
Fame (outside Tip) 9 am

•Cross CountFy^tPeTirrState Behrend 1 1"arn

•UAB Welcome Weeks ends
Sunday, September 17
•W. Tennis at Shippensburg Duals
•Rape Aggression Defense Systems (B-8
Chap) 5-9 pm
Intramural Softball Tournament
•MSS Spiritual Program (Chap) 3-5 pm
Monday, September 18
Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
Faculty Senate Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap)
3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30
pm
•Woman's Studies Brown Bag Series
(124 Harvey) 12 N
Tuesday, September 19
•Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
•W. Volleyball vs. Slippery Rock 7 pm
Wednesday, September 20
•Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
•Minority Student Services Program (Chap) 7-10 pm
•UAB: Tom Wilson, comedian (Gem Rotunda) 1 pm
•UAB Float Mtg. (273 Gem) 6 pm

[BMBiaBiBiBjgiBiBjaaigifgi]
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"The Cell" is visually stunning, but little else
by Mike O'Brien

Ever seen Silence Of The

Lambs'? I did, and could

almost swear that I was watch-

ing the sequel when I sat down
to watch The Cell, starring

Jennifer Lopez, Vince Vaughn,

and Vincent D'Onofrio (that

mentally challenged wacko
from the classic Full Metal

Jacket).

Lopez attempts acting yet

again as the character

I Catherine Deane. a research

therapist, that by some form of

future technology enters the

minds and dreams of children

that are comatose to bring

them back from "La La Land."

I think Miss Lopez has been

spending too much time trying

I
to teach boyfriend Puffy how
to rap because her acting just

wasn't up to par.

All right, you asked for it,

even though I tried to deter

you in my opening criticism,

: here it goes. The story opens
up with a stunning visual

effect of a desert dune; the air

looks dry and hot, the sand

smoothed to a perfect ripple

from the breeze, and who do
we see standing atop one of the

dunes in a flowing white dress

but Catherine. She rides a

beautiful white horse down to

an oasis where a little boy sits

on a log.

Appropriately named "Mister

E" (Mystery for the layman),

the boy only answers

Catherine's questions by
telling her what he is scared of,

"The Boogie Man." I say that

he is appropriately named this

because he is not in the movie
much longer after his initial

introduction. Too bad because
after watching this movie I

think the story could have been
better if it was focused around
this little boy and his coma.
Skip to D'Onofrio, the sadis-

tic killer in this visually stun-

ning flick. Playing Carl

Stargher - killer, masochist,
amateur filmmaker, and lover

of water torture, D'Onofrio is

the one and only good actor in

this movie. Graduating from
the guy who blows his brains

out in Full Metal Jacket, and a

bug who tries to kill Will

Smith in Men In Black,

D'Onofrio makes the little

prickles on the back of your
neck stand on end.

After kidnapping a few
women and drowning them
slowly via a glass cell

equipped with timer-set water

works, he admires his victim

but oddly convenient for the

storyline, Carl's inner voices

have affected him so much that

he too becomes catatonic at the

very moment Vaughn's charac-

ter, FBI agent Peter Novak
heroically busts down his front

Vincent D'Onofrio sports his new dreadlocks in "The Cell."

by lying them on a table and
hooking himself up to chains

which latch onto rings implant-

ed into his back and hovering

above them. Wow - who said

body piercing is going out of

style?

Unfortunately for Stargher,

door. But wait - the plot thick-

ens. It seems that hours before

Carl completely looses his

marbles, another young girl

has found his room of torture.

Now the place where she
awaits her demise is locked
deep inside a veg head and

there is only one person that

can help her before she gets

prune hand permanently. You
guessed it - Catherine.

That's about as far as the plot

goes for this movie directed by
Tarsem. The high point comes
when Catherine enters the

mind of Carl and the visual

masterpiece comes to life.

Tarsem and his special effects

crew does a magnificent job of

creating surreal visual land-

scapes and beautiful costumes
worn by Lopez and D'Onofrio.

If I would suggest thiN movie
to anyone, it would be tor that

reason alone. There are a few
scary moments and of course,

who wouldn't appreciate see-

ing Lopez for an hour i)r two.

Other than that, the plot is as

thin as a wet paper bag, and the

characters are constantly fight-

ing their way out of it.

Final Decision: If cine-

matography and costume
design is your cup 'o tea, than

make like the English and pour
yourself some - this movie's
for you. If it's the storyline

you seek, then stay home and

save your money.
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Dave Barnr tells us to "Buy stock in yaks"
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

What lies ahead for the U.S. econ-

omy ? Will it remain strong? Or

will it collapse? Will all the Internet

billionaires go broke and be forced

to use their Palm Pilots to kill rats

for food ? Wouldn't that be great?

To answer these questions, we

need to understand how the U.S.

economy works. We'll start by fol-

lowing an imaginary dollar bill on

its fascinating journey as it circu-

lates through our economic system:

Our dollar is "bom" in the U.S.

Mint when a blank piece of paper

goes into a printing press and

comes out with a picture of George

Washington and a pyramid with a

weird eyeball. It then travels with

millions just like it, on a conveyor

belt to the office of the Treasury

Secretary, who sits at his desk 24

hours a day with a pen and a huge

bottle of amphetamines. After he

signs the dollar, he places it into cir-

culation by tossing it out the win-

dow behind him. At this point we

lose track of it. All we know is that

it eventually winds up in the pos-

session of Bill Gates.

So never mind following the

money. Money is an outdated con-

cept anyway: The hot thing is

stcKks. Stocks are BETTER than

money, because with money,

there's no mystery about what it's

worth: If you have $2,038 at 10

a.m., it will be the same old boring

$2,038 at 5 p.m. Whereas if you

own stocks, you have the excite-

ment of knowing that at any

moment you could be wiped out by

economic forces that you do not

even dimly comprehend. This is

called "owning a piece of the pie,"

and it is the dream that has millions

of hard-working, clueless

Americans investing everything in

the Stock Market, a place operated

by shouting men with big armpit

stains. You should get in on this

immediately. It's easy! You need to

understand only two things, which

are called the "Dow" and the

"NASDAQ."

The "Dow," or "Dow Jones

Industrial Average" for short, is cal-

culated by adding up the stock

prices of 50 major companies, then

dividing the number of times they

get on base. The Dow represents

the Old Economy, defined as "com-

panies that still write on animal

skins." These are the obsolete,

dinosaur companies that are still

trying to make money by - get

ready to laugh - actually manufac-

turing some kind of product. Ha

ha!

This concept has two big eco-

nomic flaws. First, it involves

labor, which is, almost by defini-

tion, work. Second, when you pro-

duce a physical product, you run the

risk that it will fall into the hands of

the American consumer, who is the

least intelligent life form on Earth,

including the sugar beet. Whatever

Gloria Ross displays artwork at Clarion

your product is, some consumer

will find a way to injure himself

with it. Then you'll get sued, and

the plaintiff's lawyer will make you

admit, in court, that NOWHERE on

your product did you put a warning

label stating that consumers should

not set it on fire and jam it into his

ear canal. Then the jury - consisting

of consumers - will find you guilty

and award the plaintiff the biggest

number of dollars it can think of

(currently, a "skillion").

So the U.S. is turning the business

of making things over to the Third

World, which doesn't mind becom-

ing a manufacturing-based econo-

my, because until just recently its

economy was based on yaks.

Meanwhile, we're developing a

New Economy, based on the

"NASDAQ" (which stands for "a

bunch of letters"). This is an

"information-based" economy,

defined as "an economy in which

you can't figure out what anybody

actually does." The key activity is

buying stock in "NASDAQ" com-

panies, which have value because

they run the Internet, which is the

engine that powers the economy

because it provides everybody with

Theatre Review

vital information, mainly about

how the "NASDAQ" is doing.

The other essential tool of the

"information economy" is the cel-

lular telephone, which enables busi-

nesspeople, wherever they are, to

attempt unsuccessfully to return

each other's voicemails. In air-

ports, I have eavesdropped on hun-

dreds of businesspeople's phone

conversations (they use "high-tech"

headsets that require them to shout,

so the only way NOT to eavesdrop

on them is to be deaf). As far as I

can tell, none of these people has

ever actually reached the person he

or she wanted to talk to. But they

keep trying! They are in the airport

right now, pacing and shouting to

nobody. This kind of productivity

would be impossible without infor-

mation technology.

And that's just the beginning.

Some day, our economy will

become so advanced, so purely

informational, that we won't even

walk around. We'll just lie on our

backs, motionless, while the Third

World takes care of all of our bodi-

ly functions for us, including chew-

ing our food. I hope you like yak.

by Colleen Leonard University the first art exhibit of

Clarion Call Staff Writer the year. On Monday, Ross gave

a lecture of her work, which

Straight from the heart of Texas, included media paintings, prints,

artist Gloria Ross gives Clarion ^^d collages that used abstract

Convertibles are needed for the

Autumn Leaf Festival Parade on

Saturday,

October 14,2000.

Contact the Clarion Area Chamber

of Business and Industry for more

information at (814) 226-9161

.

and representational imagery.

Students and professors gath-

ered to watch a slide show and

look at Ross's work on display.

She gave samples of her series on

women, as well as work focused

on classical imagery. More of her

work was created on PhotoShop,

using computer graphics and

scanning. Brianne Ayala, a

Clarion University art minor, said

that the lecture was definitely

worth attending. "I was really

interested in the series of photog-

raphy."

Ross received her Bachelors

Degree in Science in art educa-

tion from Texas Women's

University. She received her

Master's Degree in cultural recre-

ation, as well as her M.F.A. in

sculpture and painting from

North Texas University. Ross has

numerous exhibits across the

United States showcasing her

work, as well as in Japan and

Mexico. Ross gave a hint

to what art is all about. Exhibits

for the Fall 2(XX) semester are

scheduled. The Art Department

Faculty Exhibition will be held

on October 18 - November 15,

with an opening reception.

"The Sisters Rosenweig" pleases

by Mike O'Brien

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Cooks Forest - going to the

theatre on a Friday night isn't

exactly every twenty-two

year old's dream come true.

So when the play. The Sisters

Rosenweig ended, I was

pleasantly surprised that I

hadn't missed out on its

magic to sit on a bar stool

comatose instead.

Entertaining a young white

male while tackling suth

issues as sisterhood, female

diseases, homosexuality, reli-

gion, and mid-life crisis* is a

job well met by director

Miranda Scopel, a junior here

at Clarion University. Oh

yeah, did I mention this was

her directorial debut?

The play takes place in

Sarah Rosenweig's (played

by Kristi Taylor) living room

where a small cast of talented

actors and actresses unfolded

a comedic but heartfelt per-

formance. Sarah's two sis-

ters, one a traveler, the other

a radio talk show host, played

by Seana Simon and Laura

Reichert, all three very dif-

ferent; come to stay with her

to celebrate her birthday.

In the end, when all three

realize that possibly their

lives aren't as perfect as they

seem, it only makes them

stronger.

Laura Reichert played the

part of Gorgeous Teitlebaum,

the radio talk show host, a

flamboyantly strong charac-

ter who voices her opinion on

the other sister's problems.

The part of Gorgeous was

once played by the late

actress Madeline Kahn who

Miranda Scopel greatly

admired, and actually influ-

enced Miranda to direct this

play in her memory.

This play also cast five

other players: Doris Regan,

Trevor Southworth,

Alexander V. Thompson,

Casey Bowser, and

Christopher Taylor.

Excellent performances were

given by everyone involved.
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Twisted View® Cooney Twisted View® Cooney

"Not only did you use Napster to steal music,

you used it to steal Marilyn Manson songs!"
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DAVE
by David Miller

Classifieds
spring 2 bedroom apartment for rent.

226-7092.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring On-

Campus Reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. Call 1-

800-648-4849. www.gospring-

break.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com

.

***************

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, reli-

able air, free food, drinks and par-

ties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Mazatlan and Florida. Travel Free

and EARN CASH! Do it on the

web! Go to StudentCity.com or

call 1-800-293-1443 for info.

Make Your Own Hours. Sell

spring break 2001 trips. Highest

commission-Lowest prices. No
cost to you. Travel FREE includ-

ing food, drink and non-stop par-

ties!!! World class vacations. 2000

Student Travel Planners "Top

Producer" and MTV's CHOICE.
(Spring Break Cancun Party

Program) 1-800-222-4432.

Apartment for rent. Available

Immediately or January 2001. 2-4

people, fully furnished, 1 1/2

baths, 2 bedrooms, washer/dryer.

1 block from Still Hall. Call 764-

3690.

week, and we're on your way, call

Anita at 226-4944._______
Congratulations Mitch and Amy
on your lavalier to KAP. I'm so

excited for you! Love, Mandi.

sisters.

******;t<>|c**>|:>|i:«:!(c*

***************

Cookware-stopped dinner parties!

17 piece sets left! Heavy, Brilliant

Surgical Stainless Steel! 100%

waterless! Was $1600, now $395!

Lifetime warranty! 1-800-852-

3765. www.royalkitchenprod-

ucts.com. Free paring knife for

calling.

***************

Two Steel Buildings, Engineer

Certified. 40x40 was $8680, now

$4580. 50x100 was $17,940, now

$11,935. MUST SELL, CAN
DELIVER. 1-800-292-0111.

:::s^gass^s@ii^g«gassgsgms:;it¥:¥fS:S¥:W4S:¥:?¥:¥:::ii

I'll do your word processing or

typing. Reports, term papers or

resumes. Done to your specifica-

tions. Call Marianne at 764-5920.

Halp neaiieii

Help! Ride needed Monday thru

Friday from my Shippenville

home to Bounty Street School (in

Clarion). I need to be there by

8:30am. If you could use $15 a

Welcome back and good luck this

semester to the brothers of Theta

Xi! Love your sweetheart, Erika.

Dear ZTA, Welcome back!

Looking forward to a great year as

your cuddle bunny! Love, Matt
***************

Sweetheart, hope you had a great

summer and good luck this semes-

ter! Love, OSK
***************

Happy 21st Birthday to Lisa,

Franny, Dara, Tessa, and D. Love

your Theta Phi Alpha sisters.

***************

Good luck with classes every-

body. Have a good semester!!

Love, 04)A.

Hope everyone has a great recruit-

ment this semester! Have fun!

Love, Theta Phi Alpha.
***************

To the brothers of 0X, I hope you

all had a great summer. I missed

you! Hope your ready to party this

semester! Love, your dreamgirl.

Congratulations Mike Robb and

Dana Secola on your lavalier to

KAP. I'm so happy for you! Love,

Mandi.

To the brothers of cDSK: Thanks

for the summer storage space. We
really appreciate your help! Love,

the sisters of 0OA.
***************

*************:|c*

Tracey
***<.<***********

KAP, Thanks for choosing me as

your sweetheart for one more

year. I was so excited! We're

gonna have a great year together,

and I prorvlse I'll take good care

of you. I love you guys. Love,

Congratulations John and

Courtney on your lavalier to KAP.

I'm so excited for you. Love,

Mandi.
***************

ZTA, Thank you for helping us

with our rush event. We had a

blast. Zn.
***************

Welcome back everyone. Good
luck this semester. The brothers of

sn.
***************

Gretchen, Thank you for the cook-

ies and milk. You are the best!

zn.
***************

To our turtlebuddy, Adam and

sweethearts, Tom, Jeremy and

Ben: Good luck this semester. It's

great to have you back. We're

proud to have you in our AZ fam-

ily. Love, your girls.

*******:|c4c****i|c:|l

OSK, thanks for the invite and

great time at the ERB-BQ. We
look forward to doing the float

with you this year! Love, the AZ
sisters.

Thank you to all the sisters that

helped with house cleanup.

Lookin' good girls! Love, your

eOA sister, "D".
if, if. if. if if. if. if. i(.ifii(. if. if. if. if. if,

Welcome back to everyone. Hope

everyone had a great summer.

Good luck to all the fraternities

and sororities during their fall

recruitment. Happy Belated 21st's

to Kristy, Kirsten and Tarrah.

Love, the sisters of OSS.
**************;|c

Welcome back to my favorite

boys. I hope you all had a great

summer. Happy Belated 2Ist's to

Korn and D. Hope it was a mem-
orable one. Happy 2 1st B-day to

Chris. Good luck in your fall rush

and in your classes! All my love,

Dena.
************>((**

To the brothers of OZK, Welcome
back guys! I hope you all have a

great semester. Love, JenSay.

personals

************>((**

Mandi.
**************:ii

WOMEN'S HEALTHCARE
OF CURION, PX.

3k. XaU MaleuK
2K. >Aa .4(y«M

'Pt. gtMft SttftHttti

Speoiailzing in Gynecology and &yneco(ogfc Surgery

Contraception

Pregnancy and High Risk Pregnancy

Ask about our new service:

^Permanent Hair Removal with the UghtSheer User

In our new convenient location at the

CfocMeuioed Qent&t

1008 S. 5th Ave. Suite 203

112 mile from the Ctahon Mall

CALL 226^800 or (800) 479-4958 for an appointment

Effwryency appomtments are avauawe. All major insurance plans are occeptett.

Happy Belated B-day to all our

summer babies. Michel, Andrea,

Ashlee, Erin, Kristi and Julie. We
love you girls! Love, AZ.

**************4c

Happy 20th B-day Lisa! Love

your AZ sisters.

**********:|c****

Good luck to our AZ homecoming

court nominees: Terri, Bethany,

Kristie and Alisha! We love you

girls!

***************

Good luck to all the sororities and

fraternities with classes this year!

Have a great semester! Love, AZ.
*********l|ll|ci|c:|i:|c:|,

AZ would like to wish everyone

good luck with recruitment.
*********)iiiit****

AZ house girls! It's a zoo in here!

Stanley the mouse and Salem the

cat! Will it never end!
*****i|c******t**

Rush OSK! Become one with the

secret.

***********s):4[:|i!|i

OZK welcomes everyone back to

school and hopes you all have a

great semester.
********:|c***«:|i:|,

0OA wishes everyone a great

semester and good luck for rush!
**********4i*i|ci|,,|,

Happy 20th Birthday Barbi! One
more year to go! Love, your 04)

To the best roomates possible! I

love you girls. Jen, Dawn, and

Amy. GO KITTY! Love, Deb.
*************:|c*

Hey guys, don't live like pigs.

House Manager.
**********:|t***4c-

Whazzzup!
Hiif*************

Gwillim, Keep the hair short, it

looks good on you.
************* >i<iii

GoTimmyGo!TIMMY!
************:|it*

Debby, Dawn and Amy, you girls

are the best! I couldn't have hand-

picked better roommates. I love

you guys. Jen.

********>>'******

Jeff, I wish you the best of luck

with your new job. Hang in there!

It can only get better! All my love,

Jen.

************ + !)>*

Deb, I am sorry I have been kinda

blah lately. But I still love ya!

Love, Jen.

*****^fitt*******>f

Tim, thanks for being there for

me. It looks like we have both

been given the ladder! So I have

two words for ya...CLIMB IT!!!
********iHlf:^:^:^t*

Rrrrramone IS a real person!!!!!
*******l|[:tii|ii|i«4t**

Peach house red porch?
********:|i4c****4i

Here's to a great year at The Call!

I love you guys!!! Love, Jen.

*******:^^,i^^i^^,i^^,
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Clarion hopes to rebound against TiflSn
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by Derek Pyda

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion Golden Eagle foot-

ball team will be looking to pick

up their first win of the year

Saturday night, when they travel

to north central Ohio to take on

the Tiffin Dragons at 7 p.m.

After a heartbreaking 37-33 loss

to East Stroudsburg in the opener,

the Golden Eagles dropped a 37-7

decision at the hands of 25th

ranked New Haven last weekend.

Tiffin is 1-1, losing to Dayton 25-

12 in the opener, then rebounding

with a 10-8 win over Gannon.

One of the keys to the game will

be how well Clarion's defense

contains Tiffin wide receiver

Kenny Lockhart. Though two

games, Lockhart has 1 2 receptions

for 262 yards and two touch-

downs, one of which was a 94-

yarder against Gannon.

Containing him may prove to be a

difficult task, considering

Clarion's defense has given up

532 passing yards and eight touch-

downs through the air in their two

games. Four of those touchdowns

have covered over 30 yards.

Golden Eagles' head coach,

Malen Luke, realizes the impor-

tance of stopping Lockhart. "He

displayed a great individual effort

against Gannon last week. We

must execute much better against

the pass than we did the past two

games," said Luke. Clarion will

look to Troy Bowers (2 sacks, 4

tackles for loss) and Erik Williams

(I sack, 4 tackles for loss), among

others to put pressure on Tiffin

quarterback George Whitfield.

Directing Clarion's offense will

be sophomore quaterback Adam

Almashy, who hasn't thrown a

touchdown and 2 interceptions.

Halfback Justin Sickeri will

attempt to take some of the pres-

sure off ofAlmashy. Through two

games, Sickeri has only 14 carries,

but 98 yards and two touchdowns.

The ability of Clarion's offense to

move the ball and put some points

on the board is a must if Clarion is

to win this game. "Tiffin is a very

well-rounded team. Our offense

must take the pressure off of our

defense by making some big

plays," said Luke.

The Golden Eagles will be

counting on Cori Johnson (42.5

avg., one touchdown) and Myron

Hargon (41.3 avg., one touch-

down) to set them up with good

field position on kickoff returns.

However, Johnson and Hargon

File photo/The Clarion Call

Roosevelt Benjamin returns for the 2000 season to help lead the Clarion Golden Eagles to vic-

tory. Benjamin has one interception already this season.

has four tackles. "Johnson and caliber," explained Luke. After taking on the Dragons, the

Hargon are great athletes. That's The game Saturday night will Golden Eagles will return home

why we recruited them. They mark the first meeting between the on September 23rd to battle the

allow us to do some things, we two schools. It can be heard on C- Shippensburg Red Raiders in the

weren't able to do before because 93 radio with Mike Kalinowshi PSAC-West opener,

we didn't have players of their and Dave Katis.

Clarion tennis gains new head coach and kicks ofiF season 1-1

by Jeff Say

Clarion Call Sports Editor

TTie Clarion Goklen Eagles toinis

team is beginning it's first season under

new head coach Jamie Bero and are 1-

1 this season.

"The team is woridng really hard,

they're showing a lot of entiiusiasm,"

said Bero.

The team is led by the tandem ofErin

Glatz and Cara Bobish. The past two

wed<s these twowomen have switched

back and forth betweai first and second

seed for the team. said Bero. "We're having a challenge In the first meet ofthe season Bobish

"Erin played numberone in the spring ^gj^^ ^^^ (ggpt. 14) to see who will lost toAlyssa Bradford ofGrove City in

and Cara was number one in the fall," be number one this weekend" two sets, 6-2, 6-1. Bobish bounced

-^'--'

r L ^H^ii^
Wg .../i''. >?*^ ^^

^QKy'i%x..Mm
;^HK'°<t^'rfx^^Hs.

>:;:

1

1

Erin Glatz Cara Bobish

back against Victoria Hilosky ofJuniata

winning both sets 6-0.

Glatz lost her first game ofthe season

to Lisa Oriti of Grove City 8-3. Glatz

also won at Juniata taking down Lisa

Dumansky in two sets 7-6, 6-4.

Glatz and Bobish team up for a pow-

erful doubles team and have split their

first two games. Glatz and Bdjish were

defeated by Grove City, but on(^ again

dOTiinated Juniata to even up their

recordatl-1.

JenSpaid, the number three seed for

die Lat^ Eagles lost to Wendy Carlson

of Grove City but returned the next

week to defea Juniata's Jen Thcwnpson

in two sets.

Brooke Vukich was defeated her first

two times out but is 1-1 in doubles

action with Spaid.

Brandy Vuckich dropped her first two

games and was also defeated in doubles

her first two times out.

Jamie Bero takes over for former

coach Lori Sabatose however Sabatose

remains an integral part ofthe team.

"Overall it's exciting, the women are

really great, I've taken on Lori Sabatose

as my assistant and I

couldn't do it without her," said Bero.

This is Bero's first season as a tennis

coach but she's had extensive

coaching experience at Clarion

See 'Tennis' Page 15

Clarion University's

women cross country

team prepares for the

season

See Page 15

•www.theclarioncaIl.com'

Test your sports trivia

v^th the weekly sports

trivia column.

See Page 15

Mens cross country is

set to run over

competition.

See Page 16

Interested in writing

sports? Call x2380 to

become part of the

the Clarion Call team

I
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Womens Cross Country team led by Null, Colley
courtesy of Sports Information

Leading the 2000 Golden Eagles womens

team, which finished 7th at the PSACs and 8th

at the Northeast Regionals in 1999, will be

four returning letter-winners and three key

newcomers.

Kelly Null (Latrobe/Latrobe) is the lone

senior and this year's captain. She finished

33rd at PSACs and 57th at the Northeast

Regionals last season. She should be the

Golden Eagles top runner in 2000.

"Kelly has been a mainstay here for four

years," head coach Pat Mooney said. "She is

running real well, and has come back very

focused. We are thin on experience, so she

will have to bridge the gap between the older

runners and the freshmen.

Mooney said he prepares his runners so that

their senior year will be their best, and he

thinks that will be true for Null.

"This is her crescendo year," Mooney said.

"The sky is the limit for her. She has really

improved every year she has been here, and

this should be no exception. She really did her

homework over the summer."

The three other letter-winners joining Null

to lend experience to the Golden Eagles this

season are juniors Brandy Colley

(Smethport/Smethport Area), Wendy Kengor

(Apollo/Kiski Area) and Linda Bryce

(Summerville/Clarion-Limestone).

Colley, who transferred to Clarion from

Penn State prior to last season, was a four-time

PIAA District 9 Cross Country champion and

was the PIAA state champion her senior sea-

son. She finished 56th at PSACs and 98th at

Regionals in 1999. She will be the Golden

Eagles No. 2 runner this season.

"Last year was her first year of competition

in two years," Mooney said. "She was a little

slow making the transition. We expect her to

be a lot better this year and for her to get back

to where she was. We have high expectations

for her."

Kengor finished 69th at PSACs and 139th at

Regionals last season, while Bryce was 67th at

PSACs and II 8th at Regionals. They're both

fighting for a spot in the Golden Eagles' top

five this season.

"They took turns being our sixth and seventh

runners last season," Mooney said. "I expect

them to be stronger this year giving us a little

deeper of a team."

Joining the four returning letter-winners will

be three freshmen who Mooney believes will

have an immediate impact for the Golden

Eagles: Jamie Decker (Woodward/Penns

Valley), Alison Borek (Southampton/William

Tennent) and Jennifer Boerner (Amherst,

N.Y./Sweet Homes).

Decker, who was at Clarion but wasn't eligi-

ble to compete last season, was the No. 3 run-

ner in 2000.

"1 think Jamie will be very good," Mooney

said. "She has all the tools to be very success-

ful in this league. She has the ability to do

well."

Borek was the No. 1 runner at William

Tennent High School last season, while

Boerner was the No. 1 runner at Sweet Homes
High School.

"We recruited both of them to be one of our

top five runners this season," Mooney said.

"They will both be good, but how good

depends on how well they adjust to the college

level."

Other members of the 2000 team include

junior Andrea Borek (Southampton/William

Tennent), Alison's sister, sophomores Hilary

Rectenwald (Erie/McDowell), Kathryn

Szafran (Bradford/Bradford) and freshmen

Gayle Specht (Allison Park/Hampton).

• !•

Trivia

Which
Green Bay
Packer

holds the

team
record for

most
touch-

downs in a

career?

INTRAMU
Intramural, Recreation & Fitness Director - DOUG KNEPP (Office 106 Rec Center 393-1667)

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE INTRAMURALS
FALL 2000 yp- ^iMD RUNNIiNG f^*»

AQIiyrm BEQISTRATION DUE: The Mamural Recreation & Frtness
BEACH VOLLEYBALL in progress

OUTDOOR SOCCER in progress
ULTIMATE FRISBEE \f\ progress
GOLF SCRAMBLE in progress

BIKE RACE in progress

VOLLEYBALL in progress
FLAG FOOTBALL in progress

9/15

9/19

9/22

9/22

10/4

10/4

10/5

10^
10/11

HORSESHOE PITCHING 10/12

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. 1 PITCH SOFTBALL
9. TENNIS
10. FIELD GOAL CONTEST
11. 10 K RELAY
12. POWER LIFTING
13. IN-LINE HOCKEY
14. (NOOOR SOCCER
15. 1 ON 1 BASKETBALL
16- CHALLENGE COURSE
17.

18.

19.

CLOSEST TO THE PIN 10/13

3 ON 3 BASKETBALL 10/18

20. TUG OFWAR 10/19

21. TABLE TENNIS 10/25

22. FLOOR HOCKEY 10/26

23. TUBE H20 BASKETBALL 11/1

24. FREE THROW 11/2
25. BADMINTON 11/8
26. WHIFFLE BALL 11/15

27. SWIM f\/EET 11/27
28. BIG BUCK CONTEST 12/1

(Clip & save!)

Program's are underway to help get
your semester off to a great start! We
already have several sports started

but ITS NOT TOO I^Tt= TO p^ITPRl

We will still accept rosters and begin
scheduling your games for next week.
We will also be offering other

programs throughout the school year
to help promote the quality of student
life at Clarion University. We hope
you will allow these activities to

become an important part of your day!

STRENGTH CLINIC'S
Learn to use free weights and
machines from a certified instructor.

Wednesday, Sept. 20 @ 1 1 :00 am
Thursday, Sept. 21 @ 1:00 pm
(or by appointment - 1667)

BODY FAT TESTING
Thursday at noon (or by appointment).

LK«A«w«
The Intramural Recreation Advisory
Commltt^ Is reformir^ for this year, if

you have Ideas for the Recreation
Center, Intramurals, or recreation on
campus, we need you! Meetings
are held the first and third

Wednesday's of the month in the
Recreation Center meettng room

.

How To Get Involved!
The Intramural office is happy to

announce the addition of a new ON-
LINE registration system for our
activities. Just log onto the web site

lnlramurdls.com for more details.

You may also check the bulletin board
in the Recreation Center. Registration

forms may be submitted personally to

room 105, or you may give them to the
receptionist. Please make note of

registration deadlines and roster limits

for each activity.

OUTDOOR CORNER
Qutdoor gqulpment Rental
Monday - Friday 1 :00 pm to 9:00 pm
Saturday 1 :CX) pm to $;00 pm
Sunday 3:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Summer equipment Ut includes:

tents, backpacks, mountain bikes,

inner-tubes, and in-fine skates.
Minimal cost for bikes and skates

UPCOMING TRtP^*

White Water Rafting LowAr Vnngh

Saturday, October 7
price for students $25.

EalQffislI- Briar Hill Paintball Club
Sunday, October 22

price for students is $10
^Transportation and \mch provided.
Space for both trips Is limiled, sign-up
now to reserve your spot!!

I
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Tennisi Golden Eagles have new coach, from Page 14.

coaching experience at Clarion University. For the past eight years Bero has

coached the cheerieading squad and coached the girls cross country for five

yeare.

Bero said that having Sabatose as her assistant is a wonderful assett.

"Lori's my technical advisory, it's been such a great experience, I learn some-

thing new about tennis everyday," Bero said. ,

Letterwinners lead mens cross country
courtesy of Sports Information

^fauttHKM

BAIT R

1 :45pm 4:15pm 6:45pm 9:15pm
^^^g^S^^^^^^^^

THE WATCHER R
1:00pm 3:00pm 5:00pm

7:00pm 9:00pm
!S!S«8S8SSSS!S?Sii«iSSSS««SS*

NURSE BETTY R

2:30pm 4:45pm 7:00pm 9:15pm
mmm

SCARY MOVIE R

1 :30pm 3:30pm 5:30pm
7:30pm 9:30pm

^i^^i^^^——umiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii

THE REPLACEMENTS Pg-13

1 :30pm 4:00pm 6:15pm 8:30pm

SAVING GRACE pg-13

2:00pm 4:05pm 6:15pm 8:15pm

SSSfflSSSS'f

SPACE COWBOYS pg-13

1 :00pm 3:30pm 6:10pm 8:45pm

Side Items

Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

Pepperoncini, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Drinks

2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large

^ One Topping

$12.99

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

I
able sales tax Additional toppings extra.

Late NighrSpeclal"]
Large 1 -Topping
2-20 oz. Coke

$8.99
Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax Additional toppings extra .

^^ Sp SS SS ^S « aS SS ^S ^M ^m mmt ^m mmt

Family Special'
• One large with the works & One

large with two toppings

^,,^
"*

1-2 liter ofCoke

^m^ $16.99 ^
Expiies .30 days Not valid with any other rtler Valid

LKi.v .41 n «i>riuai.r,(j i/)c.iii..ns CuFtc-ner p;iys all applica-

Playing Fri. 15th Thru

Thur. 21st

Movie line

227-2115

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.00 Tickets

Ask about

our

Frequent

Movie Goer

and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

Three returning letter-winners will lead the

2000 Golden Eagle mens team, which finished

7th PSACs and 15th at Regionals in 1999.

The returning letter-winners are juniors Ean

King (Chicora/Karn's City), Jerry Smith

(Greensburg/Greensburg-Salem) and senior Toby

Smrekar (DuBois/H.M. King, Texas).

King, who finished 12th at PSACs and 14th at

Regionals, became the first Mooney-coached run-

ner at Clarion to make the All-Regional team.

The Golden Eagles, will be without King's ser-

vice for about a month because he is still recov-

ering from the knee surgery he had during the off-

season.

"Ean is slowly coming back," Mooney said.

"We don't want to rush him. We are looking for

him to return at the end of September or the

beginning of October. When he comes back, he

will be a huge plus to our team. We are very

young, and it will be nice to have him around. He
will be able to pull the rest of our runners up a

notch."

Until King returns, the Golden Eagles will rely

on Smith to head the pack. Smith, a transfer from

Robert Morris before last season, finished 61th at

PSACs and 115th at Regionals.

"Jerry should fit in nicely," Mooney said. "He

is more of a middle-distance runner, but he han-

dles the longer distances well. He has looked

very good so far in practice."

Also expected to carry the load until King

returns will be Smrekar, who is a senior at

Clarion but it is only his second year of running

cross country. Smrekar finished 43rd at PSACs
and 117th at Regionals in 1999.

"He had his up and downs last season which is

to be expected from someone in their first year of

competition," Mooney said. "We are looking for

some more consistency from him this season."

Joining the lettermen are returning senior and

captain Colin McGlone (Gibsonia/Pine-

Richland), juniors Jason Bochert

(Punxsutawney/Punxsutawney), Matt LaParka

(Wampum/Mohawk) and Brad Walker

(Burnham/lndian Valley), sophomore Matt

Mastarone (Grove City/Grove City) and freshmen

David Duriancik (Vandergrift/Kishi Area), Joe

McDaniel (New Bethlehem/Redbank Valley),

A.J. Mayernik (Pittsburgh/North Allegheny) and

Chris Noal (Ducansville/Holidaysburg).

Mastarone, who transferred from Grove City

College, is penciled in as the Golden Eagles No.

3 runner.

"Matt just missed qualifying in the 5,000-meter

run during track season last spring," Mooney
said. "He looks very good right now, and should

be able to help us out."

The other two scoring points for Clarion will be

a battle between the four freshmen Duriancik,

McDaniel, Mayernik and Noal.

"We are super excited about these guys,"

Mooney said. "All four of them are all about the

same talent wise and should be the nucleus of the

team in the future. All are potential top five run-

ners, and all were the No. 1 runners at their high

schools."

Pl%%4

PAPk lOHNB
225-4010

Hours:
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Uisa^Master Card and

American Express

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

©
slices only

$.99

X-Large 2 Topping

2 Liter Coke^
$10.99

I

I

I

I
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other otier Valid

I

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax Additional toppings extra

^ ""One Large One Topping Pizza^

Plus Order of Cheesesticks &

Breadsticks

'^$14»99 Delivered

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax Additional toppings extra .

I

I

Free Breadsticks

with purchase of Large or

X-Large pizza

4 Large One Topping Pizzas
|

mmm $23.99

r
I

I

I

5J

I Expires 30 days Not valid vwth any other o«er Valid

I
only at participating locations Customer pays all applica-

|

, ble sales tax Additional toppings extra,

Nol valid with any other offer. Valid only at participat- I

ing locations Customer pays all applicable sales tax |

Additional toppings extra .

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

$9.99
®

I Not valid wrth any other offer Valid only at participat-

I ing locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax

. Additional tof^ings extra.

photos courtesy of Allison Rhea/The Clarion Call

Allison Rhea, o senior at Clarion, in white toward the bacl< , holds a little girl in

her arms,whille taking part in a six weel< mission trip to Naples, Italy.

Allison Rhea and her friend, Hilary Cosgro.

managed to spend a few days in Rome
sight seeing and enjoying the Italian cul-

ture over their six week mission trip.

Missionary trips, a trend for CU students

by J.P. Kenney

^
Clarion Call Editor-in-C^^^^

^

CU students are making a dif-

ference, not just in the classroom

or in the "real world" but also in

the form of mission trips.

Several CU students have taken

part in these excursions, helping

those less fortunate by working

in day care centers in other coun-

tries, and spreading the word of

God.

Senior Allison Rhea is a perfect

example of this type of student.

Taking part in five mission trips,

Rhea has helped build a semi-

nary, visited churches and con-

nected with people in far off

places such as Mexico. While in

Mexico, she took care of children

for extensive periods of time and

spread the word of God.

Most recently she and seven

other college students took a

journey of a lifetime participating

in a youth mission halfway

around the world in Naples, Italy.

She was chosen from 75 other

college students who applied to

the Presbyterian Church USA to

take part in the six week mission.

Allison and the six other stu-

dents enjoyed the trip working at

a children's center in Naples. She

worked both with children and in

developing parts of the city.

Rhea worked with children in

grades kindergarten through

twelfth, teaching them the two

fundamentals of life that have

been in stilled in her.

First, having fun and enjoying

life. She did this by simply being

the children's friend by laughing

and having a good time.

Secondly, she taught them

about God.

"I figured that I would teach

them so much, but I learned from

them. They were so willing to

teach us about their language and

culture," Rhea said. "God was

key the whole trip."

It wasn't all work and no play

for the Clarion student. She took

a week long trip to sight see and

take in the atmosphere in Rome.

Caley Seven and Tricia Grden

are two more CU students both

actively involved in mission

trips. Last Thanksgiving while

most of us were "chowing" down

on our dinner with family the two

twenty-year olds were in Juarez,

Mexico serving Thanksgiving

dinner to those less fortunate.

"I realized how fortunate I real-

ly was," Seven said.

Grden, who has taken part in

four mission trips including the

trip to Juarez, reiterates Seven's

thoughts.

"Every time I come home from

a mission trip I realize how fortu-

nate I am,"Grden said.

Most recently Seven and Bob

Kuenzel, a senior at CU, partici-

pated in an 11 day mission trip in

Costa Rica. The two stayed with

Costa Rican families, learning

their culture while helping set up

a weekend retreat for children in

the small neighborhood of

Cartogi.

"That's the key in these mis-

sion trips is the people you meet

See 'Mission' Page 5

•www.theclarioncall.con>

According to preliminary figures

from Monday, Aug. 28, the end of

add/drop. Clarion University

enrollment is on the incline.

According to the figures, the total

enrollment is registered at 6,085

students, an increase of 112 stu-

dents from last year.

All-time equivalent enrollment of

undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents, shows an increase of around

87 students.

The number of newly enrolled

students is up to 1,505, with the

addition of eight students.

"The President, the Provost, and

faculty have worked for a number

of years to make enrollment man-

agement not just the business of

the registrar. Everyone is doing

their part... This is the University

family effort that's making this

possible," Tom Gusler, Associate

Provost said.

Enrollment numbers from

Clarion's Venango Campus are

also up, showing an 11 percent

increase. With the addition of 161

new students, Venango enrollment

is topping out at around 401.

In Aug., Provost Joseph

Grunenwald said, "We continue

our upward trend in a tough

recruiting market...Although the

final figures may change, all indi-

cations are pointing toward anoth-

er good enrollment year; a unique

situation compared to some other

schools in western Pennsylvania."

Final enrollment figures are due

to the State System of Higher

Education by Oct. 1

.
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Purse snatching

incident in student

parking lot

See Page 6.
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Local band Glue Monkey

gave perfonnance at Hart

Chapel. For review,

See Page 10.

Sports

Golden Eagles get first

win of the year over

Tiffin, 40-3

See Page 14
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Mast interstate drivii^

alvjays be a hassle?

Interstate driving always presents some form of a prob-

lem. If you were to go fr«m point A to point B on the

interstate without construction, bad drivers or any other

form of interference, pinch yourself and wake up because

it didn't happen.

How many times has this happened to you: you're dri-

ving along the highway in the left lane going the speed

limit, and the person behind you passes only to go slow-

er. Why on earth do people feel the need to do this? Or
they will simply pass you only to get off at the next exit

100 yards ahead. ^•

If it's not other cars, it's truck drivers. Why do they feel

obligated to either block you in or speed by you? Instead

of having the sticker that says "How's my driving?", they

should have one that says "If I do not try to run you off

the road let me know so I can do my job right."

There is also something disturbing about following a

police car who is speeding, cutting people off, or tailgat-

ing. If it were that simple we would all put flashing

lights on top of our cars.

Another issue is construction. How many times do they

have to fix the same spot, and why can't it take less time

to do? We could also stand to see a little less of the signs

that say "Slow Down My Mommy Works Here." Why
must the "s" be backwards? Drivers are so obsessed with

this that they could cause an accident over wondering

why it is spelled like that. Another thing; if there is no
construction ahead, at least take the time to take the signs

down.

The interstate signs in Pennsylvania are horrible. It's

almost as if they are purposely trying to see you screw

up. If the exit is in the left lane, don't put the first sign

for it in the right lane over head. It's common sense.

On a final note, for pete's sake, turn off your turn sig-

nal if you're not going anywhere!

The Clarion Call September 21, 2000

Your Views
College's time-honored tradition—road trip

Road trip.

For many of you freshmen, this

phrase brings to mind images of

highways and Harleys, beaches

and booze. For those of you who
ate paint chips when you were

young, this phrase brings to mind

images of roads, and if you

remembered your medication this

morning, trips.

Regardless, a friend of mine and

I, in all our infinite wisdom, road

tripped-it from Denver to New
Orleans last week. Along the way,

we stopped at every university

and college possible. Why? Well,

primarily because we wanted to

see all the Midwestern colleges

that rejected us, such as the

University of We-Accept-

Everyone-Including-Your-Dog-

And-Even-An-LSU-Graduate-Or-

Two and Salina Community
College, "the Harvard of mid-cen-

tral Kansas".

But aside from that, we also

wanted to experience college life

in the American heartland (or to

be blunt, we wanted to pick up

girls) and we wanted to assess

educational values outside of

Tulane (again, we wanted to pick

up girls).

Anyway, here's a brief analysis

of all the schools you, Tulane

freshman joe, aren't going to:

Wichita State University:

One day, when God was excep-

tionally bored, he decided to cre-

ate a Hell on Earth. First He creat-

ed New Jersey, but decided that

wasn't Hellish enough. Then He
created the Tulane School of

Architecture, but again, it wasn't

enough. Finally, He created

Wichita, Kansas.

Despite its location, Wichita

State isn't a half-bad place. After

all, it is the home of the original

Pizza Hut and it does have a half-

decent baseball team. But then

again, Wichita State isn't exactly

known for its academic prowess.

The campus newspaper. The

Sunflower, reported the following

to incoming freshmen:

"If you fail a class, you can

repeat it and the new grade

replaces the old one. Be careful,

you can do it a total of only five

times with five different classes."

Let's just say it's likely most

Wichita State students ate paint

chips when they were young.

And continue to do so.

University of Oklahoma:

Now this is how it should be.

On the front page of The
Oklahoma Daily, there's a photo

of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority

accepting their new freshman

members. In the photo there are

six gorgeous blondes and four

gorgeous brunettes. That's ten

gorgeous girls in one photo of one

sorority. You do the math.

To be fair, my friend's sister told

me, "They grow hot guys like

corn stalks at Oklahoma."

Which, translated, means, "Alex,

you don't stand a chance in Hell

[Wichita] of picking up a Sooner

girl."

The United States Air Force

Academy:

There's one place on Earth I'd

love to wander around drunk.

Well, to be realistic there's some-

thing like 451,678,320 places I'd

love to wander around drunk, but

the Air Force Academy is definite-

ly my top choice.

All the buildings at the Air Force

Academy were built in this 1950's

'futuristic' motif (straight out of

Mystery Science Theatre, I

swear), including the chapel. The

ceilings of the chapel are laced

with dozens of irregular-shaped

stained glass windows. Along the

walls are hundreds of colored

spotlights to compliment the win-

dows. So basically, if you sit in

there while the sun's blazing and

you turn on the spotlights, you'll

swim in literally thousands of div-

ing, flashing colored lights.

And this is a chapel?

Sounds more like a great place to

knock down Bud Lights if you ask

me.

And with that, my little tirade on

some of the flner Midwest institu-

tions ends. We also visited

Louisiana State University, the

number one ranked party school

in the nation. LSU has, amazingly

enough, a 50 percent graduation

rate, which beats their literacy rate

by 49 percentage points.

We also visited Southern

Methodist, another school where I

wouldn't stand a cbanee in

Wichita of picking up a girl (but

then again, isn't that every school

in the nation?).

So in all, our road trip was a suc-

cess. It took 25 hours, 15(X) miles

and three lonesome, lonesome

nights, but we made it. And to be

honest, I can't wait for the return

trip. Watch out Norman
Bartending Academy, Barbizon

School of Modeling and Arkansas

State Penitentiary Vocational

School, "the Harvard ofArkansas'

penitentiary schooling system".

Article appeared in

The Hullabaloo - Tulane

University

by Alex Ross

are mi speakteg for Cladpo U|Ovei^% 'che Clarion Seiideits'
A|somt^o|i or the stu^ats of tftie IJalveMtf, m are spemM as m
deteiopMm a meetmg ofthf Editonai Board, all niember^ did iKit nec-^
essanf agree on the opinioB ^t^>, the j^torial. The opinio^
l^qpre^ if jAared bjr the mmpnty ofthe boarddt is not always^ a onani
mmis o^nifn. Yoii^jgiejidbBe^jr^^erve^thei^ttoexpi^T^^
sure or displeasure wi

J-"- •. /y •. •. J^T'Vft^^^'^'V'

0pim>mim a Oiter Co the
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Write it down Seind it to us!

270 Gemmell Student Complex

"Clarion, PA 16214

call@clarion.edu
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Opinion
Anybody know where Professor Belvedere^s office Is ?

'^JL have bc^n lookup for a

student wUi the drawing

skills aixi m\ that I finally

ftnind in Dustiu Shroyei;'*

Hide Park

Dr. Iseli Krauss
Several new faculty members

and students are about to appear

on campus. They are not teaching

or attending classes, nor are they

attending your faculty or staff

meetings. You might think you

recognize them, but they are

merely hovering outside your

peripheral vision. Yogi Berra had

it right: "Deja vu all over all."

So, who are these people and

why are they here? Dustin

Shroyer, a senior psychology

major and artist, and I, the caption

writer, have created a cast of char-

acters who will appear weekly in

cartoon form in the Clarion Call.

Each of the faculty members rep-

resents something of me and the

hundreds and hundreds of faculty

I have encountered. In the past 50

I have been a student, researcher,

administrator, or faculty member

on eight different campuses. The

best and almost the worst charac-

teristics will make their appear-

ances. Each of the portrayed stu-

dents will represent brief glimpses

of students you pass every day.

While they won't look exactly

like anyone you know, they might

dress, speak, and act like some

you know. Perhaps you will

believe you will recognize your-

self in one or more of these char-

acters, but if so, it's only because

you have characteristic manners

of dress, speech, and action that

are shared across this and many

other campuses.

The cast of characters wil begin

with two faculty members and a

See *Krauss' Page 5

*^n might ti yoti are too >uOBg to start

\% that you might be getting too

savings but the reality

old;^

^i^

Jen DeFazio, Managing Editor

Editorial
Have you ever stopped to think

about your future? Sure you

might have thought about mar-

riage, kids and a career, but I

doubt a lot of you have ever put

serious thought into your financial

future.

You might think that you are too

young to start saving, but the real-

ity is that you might be getting too

old.

Investing in an IRA (Individual

Retirement Account) is one of the

smartest and most secure ways to

ensure financial stability. The

rule of 72 's is the easiest way to

explain how to acheive this suc-

cess.

Take either the interest rate you

know or an assumed rate. Divide

this number into 72 and that is

how many years it will take your

money to double. For instance, if

the interest rate is 6%, your

money will double every 12

years. If the rate is 10%, your

money will double every 7.2

years, and so on.

Let's say that a 20 year old puts

$2,000 into an IRA account and

never touches it. The average

interest rate is 10-12%. So if this

person never adds to it and never

takes anything out, at age 62 they

will have $256,000. You can see

where this is beneficial.

This figure is also assuming that

the initial investment is never

touched. With an IRA, you are

allowed to put in up to $2,000 a

year. So, if you keep adding

money to it, you will obviously

have a great deal more than

$256,000 when you retire.

People must also take into

account that the earlier you start

an IRA, the more time your

money has to accumulate. I

myself started one at age 16 and

have continued to add to it.

Most people think that they

can't afford to start one, or that

the money that they do have to

spare is little to none and not-

worth it. On the contrary, all you

need to do is add whatever you

can afford periodically and it will

add up faster than you think.

If you are thinking that you will

just start one when you graduate

and get a job and can afford to put

more in, think again. By starting

one now and putting minimal

money in, you are just that much

more ahead of the game.

So stop worrying about saving

that extra $5 for the weekend and

think of it as another $5 toward

your future. It all adds up, trust

me.

I'm not saying you have to

invest your life savings and start a

retirement account. I just know

that not enough people think

about their future financial situa-

tion. Especially at a young age. I

myself resented the fact that part

of every paycheck I get has to go

toward my IRA, but I guarantee

that I won't resent it at retirement.

Trust me, that extra money I could

have kept is nothing compared to

what I will end up with. The same

holds true for anyone else.

The best thing you can do is to

start thinking about you future

now. I know it sounds like an

army slogan, but I can pretty

much guarantee you won't be

laughing at retirement when you

are well off. Think about it.
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OPINION
^ CAa On You

What sport would you like to see in the Olympics that's not ah-eady in it?

by: liz Potter

F

Sofhomorc,

undecided

I am an expert at

flipcup."

Senior-Marketing

'Midget chicken fighting."

*BarBara Smith

Sopfiomore-iMatfi 'Education

Colorguard because it

rocks."

'Eric Zdeneki

!funior,

En^Cisfi

"I don't really know...but I

wouldn't be opposed to a

swim suit competition."

I

All right. You thought you got rid of me, but you

were wrong. As Arnold Schwartzenwhatever has

been known for saying: "I'm back". Anyway, wel-

come back to my weekly forum for, well, anything I

damn well please. I just had so many adoring fans

plead with me to bring the stupid thing back that I

couldn't say no (especially President Kylene and the

rest of Phi Sigma Sigma - I'm looking forward to

being back in the bathroom). This week is a rerun of

the very first Vanishing Point, "The ABC's of

Clarion." I know it's unoriginal, but the freshmen (of

which there are waaaayy to many) need to learn the

ropes. Enjoy.

A is for "Alf." Eat. Drink. Puke. Consume more.

Guzzle malted hops. Void stomach. Scarf more...ahhh

the great cycle of life continues.

B is for "boring," which what everyone's classes

are.

C is for "Communication classes." Oh wait, what

are those????

D is for the average GPA on this campus

E is for "eagle," our mascot. But personally, I think

it should be "pigeon."

F is for "fraternities," who throw cool parties.

Besides, I'm in one.

BY KBTH GWffi
G IS lor "gaaaack!!," which is the sound you'll

make after eating at Chandler.

H is for "hot girls," none of whom will go out on a

date with me.

I is for "ice," which is fun to watch people slip on

in winter.

J is for "Jell-O" in Chandler. I hear the roaches

breed in it. Eww
K is for "Keith." (I'm not conceited, I just can't

think of anything else.)

L is for "Loomis." What else?

M is for "money," which is ... hey, what is that

stuff again?

N is for "nauseous," which is what you'll be after

eating too many Gemmell strombolies

O is for "ohhh s***!," which is what you say when

you realize you've got a 24 page dissertation on

French^Film due in two hours.

P is for "President Reinhard." Why can't all off-

campus housing be as nice as her place?

Q is for "quaint," which is a euphenism for "This

town is as boring as HELL!!!

R is for "ripped off," which is what you'll be after

selling your books back.

S is for "sororities," even though I never get

"scoped," damnitl!

- <S!

T is for "three o cluck m the morning drunken

rampages through Wal-Mart."

U is for feeling "under the weather," a better

excuse for missing class than saying "
I passed out

from bonging Brass Monkey."

V is for "van down by the river," which is all you'll

be able to afford to live in after graduation.

W is for "Wilkinson Hall." Turn your frickin'

stereo down, already!!

X is for all those little red marks on my tests. I

wonder what they mean...?

Y is for "yummy," which is what Eat 'N' Park's

Cookie Fudge Fantasy is.

Z is for "zymurgy," a goofy word I found in the

dictionary. But the definition is "fermentation during

brewing," so you figure it out.

Well, there you have it. I'd like to say hey to the

guys in Bally (stop yellin' at me Sheesley), and espe-

cially my phone friends from last year, the

Slimeballs. See you next week.

Thought For The Week: "You're not your job.

You're not the amoant of money you have in the

bank. You're not your car. You're not your fin

khakis. You're the all-singing, all-dancing crap of the

world."

- Tyler Durden, Fight Club.

r

m

III! neeti^ that print co-curricular Come deliver papers for

the Call.

If Interested give us a call at 393-2380 or stop by the Call

Office at 270 Gemn^ll.
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OPINION
KrauSSi Dr. Krauss finds a cartoonist with immense talent,

from Page 3

few students. As yo^, and we

become familiar with these faces

and points of view, new charac-

ters will be added.

The two primary faculty mem-

bers. Professor Belvedere and

Professor Andante, are teaching

veterans who have been teaching

almost, but not quite, too long.

They have the long view of the

academic world and have wit-

nessed the dramatic changes in

campus denizens and politics

over the last half of a century.

They are often bemused or

mystified by what they see

around them. They are pleasant-

ly surprised by the perceptive-

ness of colleagues and students,

but more frequently dismayed.

They have seen it all, but have

no idea at all of what is to come.

Their long view is to the rear,

and only occasionally are

Professors Belvedere and

Andante able even to imagine

the nature of the academic world

to come. Not knowing the future

terrifies them only a little.

Other faculty, some with brand

new Ph.D diplomas protected by

frames and unscratched glass,

and some calcified in one or

another era, will make their con-

tributions as will first semester

freshmen and 12th-semester

juniors-almost-seniors.

Students with no idea why they

are here other than that attending

college seemed better than the

alternative will make an appear-

ance.

Athletes, returning adults,

musicians, artists, number

crunchers, secretaries, custodi-

ans, and high-ranking adminis-

trators might be seen on occa-

sion.

More than a decade ago, two

Syracuse University students

and I ran a brief cartoon series in

the campus paper. Ever since I

arrived at Clarion, well, after I

became tenured anyhow, 1 have

been looking for a student with

the drawing skills and wit that 1

finally found in Dustin Shroyer.

I had known him and admired

his academic abilities for over a

year before 1 saw one of his car-

toon sketches on a folder con-

taining class papers.

I don't remember the papers,

competently done as they most

certainly were, but I do remem-

ber the sketches.

I asked to see more, showed

them to a confidant or two, and

suggested to Dustin that we try

to develop a joint cartoon for the

Clarion Call. He was willing,

but not particularly optimistic.

For the next few months, we

developed characters and cap-

tions and began to put them

together. From then on, any lin-

gering inertia was overcome.

Our intent is to provide win-

dows for students through which

they may perceive the minds of

faculty members at the turn of

the century as well as the frus-

trations and outright joys experi-

enced by veteran and newly-

minted faculty.

The cartoon will also allow us

to identify foibles, weaknesses

and strengths of faculty, students

and staff.

We will try to exercise the

responsibilities and freedoms of

the marvelous opportunity we

have to the fullest, without vio-

lating too many limits.

We hope our readers will look

forward to learning about

Professors Belvedere and

Andante, their colleagues, and

students.

I am confident Dustin and I

will be informed quickly if that

is not the case.

See you in the Call!

Dr. Krauss is faculty member

of the Psychology Department

Clanon Uoiversitv of Pennsvlvania
m iiWMiiiifiniiiTm in i ii iiium'wii

President's Forum
BY BRIAN SOWA-STUDENT SENATE PRESIDENT

This is a new bi-weekly col-

umn offered to you, the readers,

to inform you of the issues fac-

ing not only the entire student

body of this campus but the

entire State System of Higher

Education.

After five years of being a

student on the Clarion campus

and three years of serving on

Student Senate, I have come to

realize that the student body is

not aware of the issues on cam-

pus. Whose fault is that?

Regrettably it is the fault of me
and the rest of the Student

Senate. We, the Student Senate,

are elected by you to serve and

represent your needs. When
those needs are not met, we are

held liable.

When I was elected President

of the Student Senate last

spring, I had three major goals

for the coming year.

First Student Senate must be

focused on reducing the level of

student apathy on campus and

encourage future growth on

campus. We must find ways to

increase the level of activity of

students in the organization

offered on campus.

The second major goal of the

Clarion University Student

Senate is to increase the aware-

ness of important issues not

only on our campus but the

entire State System of Higher

Education. There are important

decisions being made every day

at university and state level that

affect every student on campus,

Clarion's and the other thirteen

state system schools. It is our

responsibility to keep students

informed of these issues,

whether it is contract negotia-

Five dollars of your activity fee

goes to fund this project, so

every student is able to ride the

bus for free.

Also on campus this semester

is the newly completed coffee

shop. The Clarion Student

Association created the coffee

shop in place of the game room

last year after many years of

tions or the state budget process, losing money. The new coffee

Mulligan's Lounge now has their

Monday Night Football Buffet

for only $5.00 starting at 9pm. Including 4 flavors of

wings, pizza, nachos, 6 foot subs and more!

Offical Hotel For Family Fun

I-80&RL68

Clarion, Pa 16214

(814)226-8850
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Finally, we need to make

Student Senate more marketable

and known to the student body.

We are elected by you and

charged to represent your views

and opinions. If you asked a

random student today, "What

are Student Senate's major

responsibilities?" I would guess

that two out of three students

would have no clue. We need to

change that. We need to

become more representative of

the people we wereelected to

serve.

There are many new exciting

additions to the campus for

Clarion students to take advan-

tage of.

First, The Golden Eagle

Express is up and running after

two years of preparation. This

transportation system is a con-

venient way for students to get

around the community and

down to the mallAVal-Mart area.

A^e encourage you to use this

service and take advantage of it.

shop also offers an area to sit

with your friends or have a

small meeting. Chartwells

Dining Service has been very

helpful in providing services

and foods that students have

expressed interest in.

This is your area to use and

enjoy, should there be a change

you would like to see or some-

thing you think would be nicely

added, once again, just let us

know.

I finish this first column by

asking you a favor. Inform us,

the Student Senate of your con-

cerns. ..issues. ..what you like on

campus. ..what you hate.

We are here to listen to what

you have to say and help correct

these problems. Feel free to call

us at X2318 or e-mail us at sen-

ate@clarion.edu.

We can not fix what we do not

know is broken. I look forward

to hearing from you and inform-

ing you of the important issues

in the coming year.

MissionsI CU students are becoming active in mission trips, from Page 1.

and the relationships you build,"

Rhea said.

These students share a similar

bond- all have taken part in

Koinonia, a Christian fellowship

program that is encourging stu-

dents to celebrate God in their

lives.

Kristie Simo, a staff person,

followed in these students foot-

steps taking part in a mission this

summer in Korea.

"Throughout the semester, we

riences,"Simo said.

All four students plan to con-

tinue these mission trips in the

near future.

Grden and Seven already have

plans of traveling back to Costa

will share all our different expe- Rica.
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Purse snatching type incident occurs

in Clarion University parking lot

by Amy Thompson
Clarion Call

^
News Editor

On Wednesday, Sept. 13, a 19 -

year -old Clarion University stu-

dent fell victim to a purse snatch-

ing type incident in Parking Lot 4

of Clarion University Campus.

Fifty dollars was reportedly

inside the apron the victim was

carrying when the perpetrator

stole it from her.

She was approached by a pas-

senger of a dark colored vehicle,

whom she described as a white

male wearing a long dark shirt,

jeans, and a red or orange baseball*

hat.

The Wilkinson Hall resident had

returned from work and parked

her car in Parking Lot 4 opposite

Wilkinson Hall across Main

Street.

The suspect, who returned to

the vehicle left the scene of the

crime and headed toward Dana

Still Hall.

If anyone has any information

regarding this crime, they are

encouraged to call Public Safety

at (814) 393-2111.

Despite the incident, Ladonna

Dunlevy, a Clarion University

junior psychology/sociology

major, still feels confident with

the overall safety of the campus.

"I've never felt unsafe because

my roommates and I take the

proper precautions," said

liunlevy.

Clarion University Public Safety

is advising students to avoid

walking alone at from dusk to

night-time hours; utilize Public

Safety's on-campus escort ser-

vice; and familiarize yourself with

the location of the university's 18

News
Board of Governor's Chairman Dixon retires

by Brian Sowa

Clarion Call^ Circulation Manager
^

Mr. F. Eugene Dixion Jr., the founding chair-

man of the State System of Higher Education's

Board of Governors retired from the board at

it's quarterly meeting on July 13, 2000.

Mr. Dixon was the first chairman named to

the Board of Governors in January of 1983 by

Governor Dick Thornburgh, shortly after the

creation of the State System.

Mr. Dixon was then re-elected to 17 con-

secutive terms as chairman.

"For the State System of Higher Education,

Mr. Dixon has been a leader of enormous

commitment," said Chancellor James H.

McCormick.

"He has been our foundation of support; our

well of inspiration; our source of creativity

and determination - always setting the pace for

the ways and means to advance the State

System,"said Chancellor McCormick.

Under Mr. Dixon tenure as chairman, the

State System's enrollment has grown dramati-

cally from 82,000 students to over 95,000 stu-

dents.

The universities in the system have also

changed their mission from producing primar-

ily teachers to educating a much wider field of

graduates to meet the state's work force needs.

Mr. Dixon's record of volunteer service to

He has been ourfoundation of
support; our well of inspiration; our
source of creativity and determinia-

tion- always setting the pace for the

ways and means to advance the

State System. §9
- James H. Mc Cormick

ligher education goes for beyond the State

System. He has previously chaired the boards

at both Temple and Widener Universities and

has also served on the boards of the University

of Pennsylvania and Lafayette College.

"There will be a successor; there will be no

replacement," said Governor Tom Ridge at the

begining of the meeting.

Mr. Charles A Gormulka was elected as the

new chairman of the Board of Governors.

Golmulka has been a member of the board

since 1997 and serves as president and chief

executive officer of Russell, Rea, Zappala &
Gomulka Holdings, Inc., of Pittsburgh.

"We have had a long, sucessful working
relationship with the Board of Governors,"

said Chancellor McCormick. "I look forward

to working with the new Board leadership as

we strive toward continued excellence for the

State System."

President Diane Reinhard addresses Student Senate
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

President Reinhard addressed Clarion University's

Student Senate at their Monday, Sept. 18 meeting.

One topic Reinhard addressed was the renovation of the

library. She shared her optimistic view that the library will

be very resourceful once the building is finished.

At the same time, she hopes that students are not deterred

from using the library because of construction.

Reinhard spoke about the university's involvement in

Middle States. This connection is an attempt to seek

approval for programs on campus.

Reinhard also addressed the Performance Outcome Plan

(POP), which had also been reviewed by the Board of

Directors.

This comprehensive document considers the core values

of the university. Reinhard discussed the resources avail-

able to implement the plan.

Reinhard said that the Golden Eagle Express, Clarion

University's new shuttle bus, is currently up and running.

She encourages students to take advantage of the bus so

that the university is able to maintain the state grant for the

shuttle service.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

President Diane Reinhard addressed ttie Clarion

University Student Senate at ttieir Monday Sept. 18

meeting. Stie expressed positive feelings ftiat

Clarion tiad "a really nice start of ttie year

"

President Reinhard said, "We've had a really nice start

of the year."

In other news. Treasurer Chervenak said that the cur-

rent Large Item Capital account balance is, $307,899.74.

The Capital account currently has $125,229.22, while the

Supplemental Reserve has $40,612.53. The Supplemental

account has $23,140.00.

Treasurer Chervenak moved to allocate funds from the

Supplemental account to RACS for an upcoming regional

conference in New Jersey, which will provide workshops

that will help to better promote their organization.

The motion was passed by a 16-1-1 vote.

Senate passed another motion to transfer $1,912 from

the Capital account, upon approval of Dr. Reinhard, to pur-

chase a Dell computer for the Student Senate office. That

motion also passed 16-1- 1.

President Brian Sowa passed around a sign-up sheet for

the Senate National Conference.

He also spoke of Alcohol Awareness Week, which will

be held Oct. 1 through Oct. 7.

Senator Shavulsky moved to appoint seven students to

the area's Middle States Task Force Committee.~~~^
See 'Senate' Page 8
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Four "Distinguished" Faculty
by Michelle D'Uva

.9.^.^.l®.?.9.^l'.?.*?.7.^riJ?r.

The Clarion University Alumni

Association will be presenting

four Distinguished Awards on

Friday, Oct. 13th at Chandler

Dining Hall, during the annual

Homecoming activities.

The recipients include: the late

Dr. John Kuhn, Distinguished

Service; Dr. Brian Dunn,

Distinguished Faculty; Madelon

Callen, Distinguished Volunteer;

and Chuck Weir, Distinguished

Alumni.

Joining these recipients will be

Ray Schwabenbauer, Venango

Campus Distinguished Alumni.

Schwabenbauer received his

award during the spring com-

mencement activities at Venango

Campus.

Dr. John F. Kuhn served as

Provost and Academic Vice

President at Clarion University

for eight years, until his unex-

pected death on Sept. 5, 1999.

Some of Kuhn's major accom-

plishments for Clarion University

include the development of new

academic programs, curriculum,

enrollment management and stu-

dent retention, faculty and staff

Photo Courtesy of University

Relations

The iate Dr. John F. Kuhn will

be honored with the

Distinguished Sen/ice Award.

professional growth, applications

of technology in the classroom,

increasing diversity and civility,

creating community cultural and

outreach activities, and launching

the libraries into the 21st century.

According to Kuhn's wife,

Lynn, "He was totally dedicated

to his job at the university. He

really made an impact on the

administration, faculty, students,

and entire community...He was a

real people person and very much

a problem-soldier... He just want-

ed to make things right for who-

ever was involved."

Lynn also said, "He treated

everyone with the same dignity

and respect." These are the rea-

sons she feels her late husband

was chosen as the Distinguished

Service Award recipient.

Members of the Clarion com-

munity loved and admired Kuhn

for the ways in which he united

the university with the rest of the

area.

Kuhn also dedicated precious

time and energy to the Catholic

Campus Ministry. He walked

around Main Street and took the

time to really know the citizens;

both young and old.

Before his career at Clarion

University began, Kuhn served as

interim vice president for acade-

mic affairs, acting associate vice

president for academic adminis-

tration, assistant to the president

for internal planning, and interim

associate vice president for acad-

emic administration and planning

at Northern Michigan University

for 25 years.

In 1966, he joined the NMU
English Department and headed

the department for eight years.

Kuhn was a native of Detroit,

Ml. He earned his bachelor's

degree in philosophy and a mas-

ters in English from Loyola

University of Chicago.

Kuhn received his doctorate in

philosophy and English at the

University of Notre Dame.

He was named the third recipi-
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Photo Courtesy of University

Dr Brian Dunn will be hon-

ored with the Distinguished

Faculty Award.

ent of the Clarion University

President's Medallion during the

Spring 2000 commencement cer-

emonies.

This award was established in

1996 to recognize outstanding

individuals who have made major

contributions to the advancement

of Clarion University, as impor-

tant benefactors, those who have

provided extraordinary and

unique service, or persons who
have stood out in teaching schol-

arship, or service.

Along with his wife, Lynn,

Kuhn is survived by a daughter.

Deb, and a son, David. His fam-

ily will be accepting the award on

behalf of Dr. Kuhn.

In memory of Dr. John Kuhn,

contributions may be made to a

Clarion University scholarship

by contacting the Clarion

University Foundation at

(814)393-2572.

Dr. Brian Dunn, who came to

Clarion as a student in 1967 and

returned as a faculty member in

1978, has over 30 years of associ-

ation with the university. He is

currently a professor of history

and chair of the history depart-

ment.

A native of Pittsburgh, Dunn
remembers choosing to attend

Clarion University after his

father pointed out how friendly

the students seemed to be.

He was originally enrolled as a

Spanish major, but history was

his real interest. He said, "1 think

not having some acquaintance

with history is kind of like having

amnesia..."

After changing his major, Dunn

went on to earn a BA from

Clarion in 1971. He served in the

US Navy after graduation. He

then went on to graduation school

at Bryn Mawr where he earned a

Ph.D.

Once back at Clarion

University, Dunn was offered a

temporary teaching position

which became permanent. He

began to teach European history

and continues to focus on

German history and the

Holocaust today.

Dunn was also awarded the

"Faculty Member of the Year

Award" in Feb. of this year.

That award was presented dur-

ing the 10th Annual Scholar

Athlete Luncheon; it was voted

upon by the Student Athletic

Advisory Committee and is based

on outstanding support and guid-

ance of students.

Dunn said, "As a Clarion grad-

uate, I can say that whatever it is

I have learned about teaching, I

learned here... I certainly feel

honored to have been chosen."

Madelon Callen, who graduat-

ed from Clarion in 1965, is a

third generation Clarion

University graduate. Her grand-

mother, her mother, and two of

her sisters have all graduated

from the university.

Callen is still deeply involved

with the university. Some of her

efforts include three years on the

Clarion University Foundation

Board, three years on the Auction

committee, and as a member of

the Capital Campaign

Celebration Committee.

She remembers growing up in

Leatherwood and always know-

ing that she wanted to become a

Photo Courtesy of University

Relations

Chuck Weir will be honored
with the Distinguished Alumni

Award.

Photo Courtesy of University

Relations

Madelon Callen will be hon-

ored with the Distinguished

Volunteer Award.

teacher. After graduating from

Clarion State College, Callen

taught at Sligo Elementary

School. She then moved on to

teach in the Hollywood, FL
school district.

Upon returning to

Pennsylvania, Callen was offered

a job from the North Clarion

School District to teach develop-

mental reading to all seventh and

eighth graders. She credits her

Clarion degree for being hired at

a time full of many lay-offs.

Her new job inspired Callen to

return once again to Clarion

University to obtain a master's

degree in reading.

After 15 years, Callen retired

from the North Clarion School

District. She took the time to fol-

low through on various interests,

such as volunteering.

Callen is a member of

Immaculate Conception Church,

the Catholic Daughters of

America, the Daughters of the

American Revolution, the

American Association of

University Women, Phi Delta

Kappa, and the American Legion

Auxiliary. She was also a presi-

dent of the Seneca Reading

Council and the Clarion Civic

Club.

Callen resides in Clarion with

her husband. They have one son

and two grandchildren.

In respect to her winning the

award, Callen said, "I'm just so

honored with the award, and 1

work hard winning the award,

Callen said" 1 believe in the uni-

versity. It's done a lot for me in

my profession. I keep wondering

See 'Faculty' Page 8
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Senatel President Reinhard addresses Student Senate dis-

cussing the start of the year, from Page 6.

These students include Dave

Snyder, Brian Sowa, Ron
Bobiak, Kim Extein, Julie

Barletta, lyana Tennon, and

Jason Erb.

Shavulsky also moved to

appoint five students to the

Student Trustees Search

Committee.

The students he named are

Brian Sowa, Stacy Geibel, John

Shavulsky, Shannon Brhem,

and Jared Dickinson.

Senator Gring announced that

the Committee on Rules,

Regulations, and Policies

would be meeting on

Wednesday, Sept. 20, 2000 at

9.00 pm to review the constitu-

tion.

Gring will also be meeting

with Hal Wassink every Friday

to review the constitutions of

other organizations.

Senator Kengor reported that

she will be working with seven

students and Chef Jeff, of

Chandler Dining Hall, to

improve dining options on cam-

pus.

Senator Snyder reported that

he will be working with Dr.

Morris to improve residence

life.

Both Senators Kengor and

Snyder have sent letters to

incoming freshmen who may be

interested in joining the Dining

Faculty! Four Clarion University faculty will be honored with Distinguished awards, from
Page 7.

and Housing Committees.

Vice President McWilliams

reported that Student Senate

office hours are set to begin this

week, and a schedule of hours

are posted to the door.

He mentioned that folders,

which include bus schedules,

are to be distributed throughout

campus.

Shelly Davis, of WCCB, was

present to report on behalf of

the radio station, which held

their first meeting on Tuesday,

Sept. 12.

She acknowledged that many
lowerclassmen were present at

the meeting.

Davis also announcd that

during the Spring 2000 semes

ter, the WCCB executive board

voted to change the station's

call letters to WPIP.

Finally, during the open

forum, there was an announce

ment that Becht Hall will be

hosting the Pennsylvania

Congressional Electorial

Candidates on Wednesday,

Sept. 27 at 7:30 pm in the

lobby.

The next Student Senate

meeting is scheduled for

Monday Sept. 25 at 7:30 in 246

Gemmell Multi-purpose room

Student Senate meetings are

open to the public and everyone

is encouraged to attend.

A Message About Unwanted Hair

H/\IH
If you'd Kke to

remove un-R'anted hait-

upperiip

underarms

bikini line
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Our iMGMTfiM^^ laser provides

comfortable. ««

quick. •*

dramatic. ••

andp^rmQMnt
reduction of
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226^800or 800-^79-4958

WOMEN'S HEALTHCARE OF CURION

if I've done enough to deserve it."

Callen would like to encourage

students to get involved with vol-

unteering. She said, "...It's been

very good for me
personally...Every time I see a stu-

dent, I like to think that I've helped

in some way."

Callen also said, "I am very

proud of the students. They

deserve a pat on the back... I live

right among them, and I still think

a lot of them."

Charles Weir, of Kingsville, has

used his Clarion education to expe-

rience a wide array of career

moves. He first came to the then

Clarion State Teacher's College in

1948. By 1956, he had earned his

degree in education, following two

tours in Korea through the US
Navy. During his college career.

Weir also played football and base-

ball with the Golden Eagles.

Upon choosing Clarion for his

educational plans. Weir had intend-

ed to teach history, biology, and

English after graduation.

However, instead of following

through with a teaching contract in

Beaver Falls, Weir decided to pur-

sue work with Owens-Illinois.

Weir credits a Clarion connection.

Coach Waldo Tippin's son, for

leading him to industry. After

completing a three-day interview

in Toledo, Ohio, Weir was offered

a job by Owens-Illinois, which he

gladly accepted.

This career move allowed Weir to

travel through Indiana, Illinois,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Texas,

Ohio, West Virginia, and

California on various assignments.

Positions held by Weir include

shift foreman, assistant department

head, finished products manager,

and administrative manager of the

glass container division.

By 1981, Weir was named a vice

president of the corporation. This

left him responsible for all 25

plants in the glass container divi-

sion. He served as general manag-

er of the closure division, general

manager of western containers,

and had a seat on the board of

directors of Plastic and closure

Institute as well.

After retiring in 1986, Weir went

I'm very proud of
the students, They
deserve a pat on the

back... Hive right

among them, and I still

think a lot ofthem. §§
-Madelon Callen

It's been very good
forme

personally. . .Everytime I

see a student, I like to

think that I've helped in

some way. 99
-Madelon Callen

after another passion. He started a

cattle ranch, where he worked for

13 years, in Texas. At the time, he

was the president of the West

Brazos Cooperative Water

Company helping provide water to

the local ranches and farms.

Weir, whose two sons are also

Clarion graduates, has continued to

revisit Clarion through the years.

According to Weir, he has only

completed one course throughout

his entire college career, which

was connected to business.

However, he eventually found that

his Clarion education still gave

him the competitive edge against

graduates from major universities.

Weir credits Clarion for teaching

him to study, to work hard, and to

stand up in front of a group of peo-

ple without feeling uncomfortable.

He is quite pleased with where his

Clarion education has led him in

life.

Weir, who is currently a member

of the Clarion University

Foundation Board of Directors,

resides in Kingsville with his wife,

Shirley. They have four children,

11 grandchildren, and four great-

grandchildren.

Ray Schwabenbauer, who is cur-

rently vice president of operations

for Hardware Designers Inc. and a

partner in two other companies

providing technology services in

the Venango County area, earned

his accounting degree from Clarion

University in 1976.

Prior to graduation, he had

attended Clarion University's

Venango Campus in Oil City from

1972-74. Venango Catnpus

allowed him to take classes in the

mornings and continue working at

night.

Although Schwabenbauer began

his education as a business major,

he changed to accounting because

accounting is such a universal

field.

Schwabenbauer continued his

education at Indiana University of

Pennsylvania, where he earned a

master's degree in criminology,

He planned to pursue a law

enforcement career, but he ended

up accepting ajob with US Steel as

an accountant. During his time

working for US Steel,

Schwabenbauer returned to lUP to

obtain a second master's degree in

business administration.

After serving as business manag-

er for Robinsons Wallcoverings for

a short time, Schwabenbauer

joined Hardware Designers Inc.

(HDI) in 1990 as vice president of

operations. As vice president of

operations, he has complete

responsibility for the manufactur-

ing facility in Marienville and all

accounting functions. HSI is a

national manufacturer of furniture

hardware. The company's annual

sales are about $14 million.

Schwabenbauer is strongly

encouraging HDI to diversify and

is guiding it into the product finish-

ing field. He has influenced the

recent purchase of an "E-coat"

line, which allows for new busi-

ness opportunity for the region by

providing contract services to com-

panies throughout the northeast.

He has also created tenancy for

HDI properties in Marienville,

encouraging businesses to use the

facilities, thus helping to create

jobs in the region.

He is a partner in both USA
Choice Internet Services, LLC,
founded in 1996, as well as Lexstar

Communications, founded in

1997.

USA Choice Internet Services is

an Internet service provider out of

Oil City, which currently serves

over- 9,000 customers in seven

countries in northwest and central

Pennsylvania. USA Choice

Internet Services employs 19

employees with approximately .$4

million in annual sales.

Schwabenbauer 's responsibilities

include overseeing all accounting

functions, mergers and acquisi-

tions, and administration.

Lexstar communications is a

wireless communication company

in western Pennsylvania, which

provides for the creation of

"smart" buildings and high-tech

enterprises.

Schwabenbauer is greatly hon-

ored by the award, which he

received on Saturday, May 13, in

Rhoades Auditorium on the

Venango Campus. He recognizes

Clarion University as having a

strong name in business.

Schwabenbauer currently resides

in Oil City with his wife, Janet, and

their four children.

Tickets for the Distinguished

Awards presentation are $15 per

person, and reservations are due by

September 25.

SSHE urging students to

get out, register to vote
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

The Pennsylvania Department of

State recently partnered with the

State System of Higher

Education's Board of Student

Government President's to

increase voter registration and

awareness among students at the

14 system schools.

Governor Tom Ridge has pro-

claimed the month of September as

Voting is our most

cherished right ofcen-
sorship. 99

-KiM PiZZINGRILLI

Pennsylvania Voter Participation

and Awareness Month.

In addition, the National

Association of Secretaries of State

has announced Sept. 16-22 as

National Voter Registration Week.

"Voting is our most cherished

right of censorship," said

Commonwealth Secretary Kim
Pizzingrilli.

"I encourage Pennsylvanians:

Participate fully in our democracy-

register and vote!"

Clarion University Student

Senate has been holding voter reg-

istration drives on campus during

the past two weeks.

"During the past two weeks

Student Senate, with help from the

Political Science Association, has

registered approximately one hun-

dred Clarion University Students,"

said Student Senate President

Brian Sowa.

This project is not over for

Student Senate until after the

November 7th election.

"Voter participation has fallen to

alarmingly low levels in the past

couple of elections, especially

among college aged voters," said

Senate President Sowa.

"We hope to hold a variety of

activities on campus to increase

awareness in the upcoming elec-

tion among students."

Students who are not registered

to vote are encouraged to pick up

voter registration forms at the

Student Senate office or the infor-

mation desk in the Gemmell

Student Complex.

Students must return the registra-

tion form to their County Bureau

of Elections by Thursday, Oct.

10th to be eligible to vote in the

Nov. election.

Students needing to obtain an

absentee ballot may do so by also

contacting their County Bureau of

Elections by Oct. 31,2000.

DESIfNTAll
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Public Safety

Blotter

Criminal IVIischief

According to Public Safety,

John Balicki, 18, of

Monroeville Pa tore a screen

off of a Nair Hall dorm window

while intoxicated. Officers also

found a controlled substance in

his possession. Additional

charges are pending lab

results.

Theft

On Sept. 1 2, according to

Public Safety, a student report-

ed the theft of money and

other items from the Gemmell

Snack area.

Criminal Mischief

According to Public Safety, On
Sept. 8 unknown person(s)

moved a dumpster from behind

Founders onto Mearle St.

Simple Assault and

Disorderly Conduct

On Sept. 6, according to Public

Safety, Officers responded to a

reported fight in the front of

Campbell Hall involving a

known male and female.

Charges are pending further

investigation.

Minors Consumption

According to Public Safety,

Christopher Wassam, 18, was
cited for minors consumption

on Sept. 3 following an inci-

dent that occurred in his

Wilkinson Hall dorm room.

Ttie Donuf Hut

pastf^its iaitd Kf-tsk da/c^.

Homemade lunches

Men- Fri, Only
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Includeing beverage and lax

Bring this ad in and
get a free donut
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726 E Main St
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BLOOMSBURG
Bloomsburg University offered

over 70 fire safety courses to all

those in residence halls last week.

According to BUPD Director

Bob Klinger, the goal of this pro-

gram was to educate students on

fire safety, encourage them not to

panic if a situation would occur,

and develop a plan of action if a

fire were to happen.

The program outlined what

things it takes to cause a fire, the

classifications of a fire, how to

evaluate a situation, fire extin-

guishers and their limitations.

-The Voice

Parking for Bloomsburg

University students has been a

problem for 30 years, according

to BUPD Director Robert

Klinger.

As of last March, the University

Police has decided to address the

situation so as to eliminate hassle

and decrease the excessive

amount of tickets issued to stu-

dent motorists.

"The estimated number of tick-

ets given to students per year at

BU has totaled approximately

21,000," said Klinger.

Bloomsburg University decided

to take action against the constant

violations by lobbying the legisla-

ture, which gave the right to

increase parking fines in all 14

schools in the State System of

Higher Education.

Under the new plan, parking

fines would no longer be $5, but

$15. -The Voice

lUP

Indiana University of

Pennsylvania is collaborating

with United, Purchase Line and

Blairville-Saltsburg school dis-

tricts to create Virtual communi-

ties. The school districts received

$234,000 in grants from the

Pennsylvania Technology

Literacy Challenge Fund to assist

with the program.

lUP is leading the statewide

effort to make stronger and more

effective science and mathematics

educational programs at all 14 of

the Universities in the State

System of Higher Education.

lUP received a $5 million grant

from the National Science

Foundation to aid in the efforts.

Teams from all 14 Universities

worked to develop project input

from representatives from

Community Colleges, businesses,

industry and others related in

Pennsylvania.

- The lUP Press Release

ELIZABETHTOWN
Research within the Biology

Department at the College may

soon be reaching new levels since

Jane Cavender, assistant professor

of Biology, received a $106,000

grant to conduct research within

the department. The College will

begin to reap the benefits of the

National Cancer Institute's fund-

ing this month. The grant will

enable Cavender and her biology

students to conduct research

through August 2001. "It's a

feather in the department's cap,"

James Dively, chair of the

Biology Department, said.

Cavender said she plans to

research cancer as she has done in

previous endeavors, increasing

her knowledge about the disease.

"I want to find out how once

DNA gets into a cell, it turns on

certain genes in cells that should

be off," she said.

This project is an outgrowth of

the research project Cavender did

in 1989 for her doctorate. She

began studying cancer research

exclusively in 1996. Among
Cavender's accomplishments are

her two published papers in the

Journal of Virology.

-The Etownian

The past two years alone have

seen a marked increase in stu-

dents admitted to the College.

Admission has ranged from "the

high 1,400's to the low 1,500's,"

according to Theodore Long,

President of the College. With

increasing numbers and expan-

sion already under way the possi-

bility of raising that number to a

record high of 1,800 seems

viable.

The possibility of adding nearly

300 students to the campus com-

munity has raised some concern

on the part of the faculty. Some
of these concerns were voiced at a

special meeting held last May.

According to Anthony Mateo,

chair of the philosophy depart-

ment, the " key concern is

whether or not by increasing

enrollment, we'd have to lower

admissions standards."

Long said that if an increase and

the number of students were to

occur the College could strive to

preserve all of its traditions.

-The Etownian
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Lifestyles
Concert Review

Glue Monkey give a noble efifort, but disappoint
by Walt Yourema

Another semester is upon us and

with it, all the exciting times of

being at college. As all of the

returning students know (but few

want to admit), there are a lot of

activities offered by the University.

Last week I attended one of these

University sponsored activities.

Glue Monkey, a local rock band

from Clarion, put on a free concert

at Hart Chapel. This particular

event was sponsored by the

Academic Support Center located

in the basement of Campbell Hall.

What better way to have a fun,

social event than to stage a free

rock concert? I would have rather

done homework! Let me explain.

The concert was scheduled on

Thursday. You know, "Thirsty

Thursday!" Which, by the way,

who the heck ever came up with

that anyway? Is someone "cooler"

if they drink on Thursday instead of

Tuesday? Give me a break!

Anyway, with most of the student

body planning to attend one of the

numerous social events being held

by the fraternities, I knew the con-

cert would probably not be packed.

My ego was stroked as I walked

into the concert and saw that my

intuition was once again on the

money. The band had just finished

their sound check, so I took the

Photo courtesy of UAB

Hal Wassink, Director of Student Activities,

tames ttie mechanical bull at last week's

Student Activities Day. Does 'Urban Cowboy'

ring a bell?

Ken Andrews returns to

music with his new
band, On, and their new

disc, Sh^ng Skin is

wonderful. For review.

See Page 11.

opportunity to ask some questions.

I went right to the sound guy

because the sound guy always

seems to know more about the

band than the members. As I

expected, the sound guy had all the

information I needed.

Glue Monkey was started three

years ago by founding members

Matt Elliston and Tracy Rankin.

The group, as it is today, has been

around for the better of five

months. Its current line-up

includes Mark Pangallo on drums,

Jeff Kindler on percussion and a

kid simply known as Quay on bass

guitar. Tracy is the lead singer and

harp player, or as us common folk

say, harmonica. He also handles a

lot of the lyric writing and is a sight

to behold on stage. Matt is by far

the most talented member of the

band; handling the chores of lead

guitar and writing the music;

though his toughest job could be

handling the band itself. The band

plays what they refer to as, "a mix-

ture ofjazz, funk, blues, and rock."

About 70 percent of their music are

original compositions.

The band started the concert, and

I quickly realized the value of get-

ting a college degree. I tried (as all

journalists do) to have an open

mind, listen to the music, and get a

feel for the groove, but I couldn't

help but focus my attention on

Tracy. When he first came out, I

thought that WWF legend

Hacksaw Jim Duggan had found an

interesting retirement plan.

1 noticed that the next song

sounded just like the first one. The

problem was, they were playing

"Whipping Post," which is a won-

derful classic rock song by a really

good classic rock band, The

Allman Brothers. The band played

on, covering Tennessee Ernie

Ford's hit, "16 Tons." (Who is that,

you ask? Good question.) They

then filled up the rest of their hour-

www.theclarioncall.com

The Nutty Professor II is

good for a few laughs,

but if you're looking for
'

storylines, look else-

where.

See Page 13.

long set with originals. The self-

proclaimed "jam band" was true to

form, stretching what would be

good 3 to 4 minute songs into ago-

nizing 20 minute free-for-all's.

What should have been an oppor-

tunity for all the musicians to show

their talent was filled up with the

same chords and notes being

played over and over again. And

yes, Tracy still found ways to be the

center of attention; walking back

and forth from the backstage to the

front every four minutes, only to

act more crazy (or stupid, depend-

ing on your outlook). While

onstage his lyrics shined as he sang

"yabba-dabba-do" in every song

and did some sort of Eastern

See 'Glue' Page 12

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the playground

behind Ralston Hall. Look for new

landmarks each week.

Speaker Jim Matthews

came to Qarion last

week to educate us

about the dangers of

alcohol.

See Page 13.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's going

on in Qarion University

and the surrounding

community.

See Page 11.
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Today
•Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
Friday, September 22
•UAB Spirit Day
•Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
•Admissions Visit Day (250 Gem) 9 am
•W. Tennis at Indiana 3:30 pm
•W. VolleybaU at Millersville Invitational

Saturday, September 23
•Football vs.

Shippensburg 2 pm
•Family Day
•Book Center open
10 am-6:30 pm
•PPST/PLT/Specialty
Area Exam/Subject
Assessments
•Admissions Visit Day
(Carter Aud, Still

Lobby) 9:30 am
•W. Volleyball at

Millersville Invitational

•Alumni Cheerleader Day (Stad) 2 pm
•Cross Country at Slippery Rock 12:30 pm
Sunday, September 24

•Hal Hansen Memorial (Golf)

•ROC Paintball Competition - leave 11 am
Monday, September 25
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
•Meet Your Advisor Week begins

•MLK Series: Joseph Dorinson
(Chap) 7:30 pm
•Hal Hansen Memorial (Golf)

•Writing Across the Curriculum
Faculty Development Workshop:
David Jollife "Handling the Paper
Load in Writing Intensive Courses,

or, I'd like to Have My Students

Write More, but - All Those
Papers!" (246 & 248 Gem) 10 am-4
pm
Tuesday, September 26
•W. Volleyball at California 7 pm
•Bloodmobile (N. Gym) 11 am-5 pm
•UAB "Bassoon in the Wild" (Chap)

7:30 pm
Wednesday, September 27
•UAB Float Mtg. (273 Gem) 6 pm

Music Review

'On' blends the 80s and 90s into a perfect mix
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor
••••••••••••< »••••••••••••!

The great big 80's nostalgia

wave hasn't hit yet. There

were times when it seemed

about ready to crest (i.e. The

Wedding Singer), but it always

ebbed back again. But now,

with half-rate industrial bands

covering 80's standards (Orgy

doing New Order's "Blue

Monday," Dope with Dead Or
Alive's "Spin Me 'Round"), it

just might happen.

Of course the next logical

step would be for today's rock

acts to move beyond the cover

songs, and marry the style and

sound of the "Big Hair"

decade with today's modern
rock crush. On, along with

the Deftones is the band to

take that plunge, with their

debut disc. Shifting Skin.

The brainchild of Ken
Andrews, formerly of the art-

rock-garage-punk-"make you
quiver with ecstasy" band
Failure. After Failure

(arguably the most overlooked

group of the 90s) imploded,

Andrews faded into the back-

ground, producing and writing

tracks with Blinker The Star

and fellow revivalists Self.

But now Andrews is back,

armed with a pantheon of vin-

tage Casios and crystal-clear

guitars with just enough

crunch to make you spike up

your hair, slap on the skinny

tie, and break out the air gui-

tar.

For those who suspected

Failure harbored a Depeche

Mode obsession (their galva-

nizing cover of "Enjoy The

Silence;" the freakish electro-

experiments of the heroin con-

cept album Fantastic Planet),

you're dead on. Equal parts

Depeche Mode, Gary Numan,

"Let's Dance"-era Bowie,

more Depeche, 90s alt-rock,

and a little bit more DM,
Shifting Skin is steeped into a

heavy brew of anthematic

choruses, angst-filled lyrics,

and squelching synths that'll

have you calling Andrews
your own "personal Jesus."

Put simply: every single

song on Shifting Skin could

and should be a major hit sin-

gle. Throughout 11 tracks,

Andrews manages to pull off

the admirable task of radio-

ready tunes that actually have

artistic merit. From the sci-fi

imagery of "Slingshot" (the

leadoff single) to the almost

Pink Floydian closer "Pick

Up," there's never a dull

moment, even after dozens of

listens.

Shifting Skin starts decep-

tively, with a gentle acoustic

guitar and pretty "ooohhh-

ahhhhh" harmony leading into

"C'Mon Collapse," which

builds in intensity and decibel

levels as it slides along.

"Slingshot" is the album's

first highlight, with a "ping-

pa-pa-ping" synth melody that

sounds like it could've been

lifted from "Just Can't Get

Enough." "Soluble Words"

begins like a dark Gary

Numan tune, before whipping

you around halfway through

the song with thudding guitars

that literally fall from the sky;

a chorus of dark angels to

rock your puny ass into obliv-

ion. Damn-near Wagner-ian

string sections come in at last

to truly blow you away. It's a

perfect parody/tribute to 80s

excess.

The rockier "If I Get To Feel

You" is Andrews' chance to

show that he's mastered David

Gahan's strung-out sexuality

with his breathy croon, which

is shown further in the clever

"Building..." and

"Avalanche," which seems
content to drift by on hypnot-

ic sound swaths and repetitive

rhythms.

Elsewhere on the album,

Andrews gets his long-over-

due shot at making a saccha-

rine-sweet pop song, on the

glorious "Feel At Home," and

provides the nervy and angu-

lar rocker "Paper Thin Soul"

so as not to completely alien-

ate his hard rock fans.

On the surface. Shifting Skin

is all about immediate gratifi-

cation: the big pay-off, and

the big paycheck. But the

photograph of Andrews wear-

ing headphones on the cover

should be a clue to you. This

is an immaculately crafted,

superbly written album that

has many pleasures buried

deep inside. Even the title has

meaning, showing what a

musical chameleon Andrews
is. Without a doubt the best

CD of the year so far. On is a

group that both lives up to the

past standards of its members,

and points them in exciting

new directions. On gets 4 1/2

stars out of 5 for Shifting Skin.
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Switching eyeballs and decomposing potatos 'Beer, Booze and Books' author speaks at Clarion
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

It is time for True Crime

Blotter, the feature in which

we examine reports of actual

crimes to see if they reveal

important underlying truths

about our society (no).

We begin with a shocking

crime that either was or was

not committed in Springfield,

III., last year, according to an

article from the July 29 edi-

tion of The State Journal-

Register sent in by many alert

readers. This article states

that a man told police that a

neighbor "may have switched

glass eyeballs with him." The

man claimed that the neigh-

bor "also had a glass eye, but

apparently preferred the vic-

tim's," and that "his false

eyeball was taken from his

pocket and replaced with

another one." The police

report stated that the victim

"did not see the exchange, nor

were there any eyewitnesses."

Of course, it could have

been an innocent mistake.

Every one of us has, at one

time or another, accidentally

picked up somebody else's

glass eyeball. But we have to

wonder if crime is raging out

of control in Springfield, in

light of yet another story

from the Journal-Register,

sent in by alert reader Mark

Mitchell. This story concerns

a man in a movie theater who

becomes annoyed at a group

of teenagers who kept making

noise during the movie. After

several attempts to quiet the

teenagers, the man lost his

temper, went up to the

teenagers, and - in a clearly

illegal act of retaliation -

switched glass eyeballs with

them.

No, really, he sprayed them

with a fire extinguisher.

Nobody was injured, but that

is not the point. The point is

that we are supposed to be a

nation of laws, not of "vigi-

lante justice," and I am sure I

speak for all concerned

Americans when I make the

following statement regarding

the Fire Extinguisher

Avenger: Yay. The Journal-

Register took pretty much the

same position in an editorial,

which stated that some read-

ers had even offered to con-

tribute to a legal defense fund

for the man. As it happened,

he was not charged. But this

does NOT mean that we
should squirt chemicals at

people who talk during

movies. Fire extinguishers

are intended for emergencies

and should only be used if

truly needed, such as when a

restaurant patron lights a

cigar.

Speaking of legal defenses:

A fascinating one is described

in the Oct. 19 edition of The

La Crosse (Wis.) Tribune,

sent in by alert reader Jim

Hansen. The paper quotes a

police report as saying that a

motorist who had been

stopped on suspicion of

drunken driving "attempted to

thwart the arresting officer by

covering his ears and saying,

'I cannot hear you, la la la la

la.'"

Incredibly, this legal

defense did not work, even

though it is almost identical

to the one used successfully

by President Clinton during

his impeachment trial on

charges on extreme mention-

ing.

And speaking of getting

into trouble because of under-

garments: Another intriguing

legal defense was employed

by a man apprehended on sus-

picion of drunken driving in

Alberta, Canada, according to

a report in The Advocate, a

newspaper in the city of Red
Deer (or, possibly, THE
newspaper in the city of Red
Deer) sent in by many alert

readers. The article states

that the suspect "tried to eat

his underwear in the hope that

the cotton fabric would

absorb alcohol before he took

a breathalyzer test."

Before we judge this person

harshly as being a stupid

idiot, we should bear in mind

that Canada is considered by

some experts to be a foreign

country, and thus has its own
laws and customs, which

could include underwear-eat-

ing. For all we know, it is

considered the height of

Canadian Hospitality to offer

visitors a nice pair of jockey

shorts to chew on. So let's

not make fun of Canadians

until we've walked a kilome-

ter in their moccasins, eh?

lY - 4 NIGHT DISNEY ORLANDO AREAVACATION
4DAY- 3 NIGHTDAYTONABEACH FRONT

ONLY $69.00 PER PERSON
FIRST 200 PURCHASERS TODAV!

[D®[iai!DS [DQKl®© ©cKOtaS 33323

These vacations are valid for 12 full months and are fully

transferable. The $69.00 per person rate will be available

to the first 200 purchasers today and once the daily

allotments are gone they're gone.

Hotel Taxes Not Included.

CALL NOW in 1-800-304-7275

Let's remember that WE
have plenty of problems right

here in the U.S.A., in crime-

wracked hellhole cities such

as Sudbury, Mass., where the

following item appeared in

the Police Log section of the

Aug. 19 Sudbury Town Crier,

sent in by alert reader Lew
Weinstein:

"4:15 p.m.: A Silver Hill

Road resident reported there

was a wild animal in her

house. Police responded and

found a rotting potato, which

they removed."

This incident serves as a

chilling reminder that our

ultimate defense against

crime is the "thin blue line"

of police officers who daily

put their lives on the line for

us, never knowing when they

will find themselves in a dark

hallway eye-to-eye with a

decomposing tuber, or - God
forbid - a full-grown member
of the zucchini family, which

every year kills niore

Americans than all other

forms of squash combined.
So the next time you see a

police officer, take a moment
to express your gratitude.

You might also point out that

"Decomposing Tubers" would

be a good name for a rock

band.

Monkeyl A review of Glue

Monkey's concert last week,

from Page 10.

Mediterranean hand dance.

Thank goodness for Matt going otT

on tangents every so often with the

guitar, and I feel for the drummer,

who seemed to play the same beat in

every song. As far as the bass play-

er is concerned, he could be this mil-

lennium's version of the man with

no face, because he did not kx^k up

from his instrument once. You

would think that playing the same

note over and over again would get

easy and you might actually make

eye contact with your audience.

As you read this, another weekend

is upon us, and once again you have

the "great debate": where to go?

Well, there is the obvious, and then

there is Glue Monkey at the Ice

House Inn. in Brookville on

Saturday night. Of course, you

could actually do something con-

structive like homework. As for

myself, I will still be wondering,

"What the heck is a Glue Monkey?"

by Mike Lockett

Clarion Call StafT Writer

I
I "Beer, Booze, and Books"

i

author Jim Matthews spoke to

Clarion University students

I
about alcohol on Thursday

I
night at the Marwick Boyd

1 auditorium.

The theme of "Beer, Booze,

and Books" was "Just Say

Know" to provide students

information about drinking

responsibly.

"Alcoholism is caused by

drinking too much too

often. ..high tolerance to alco-

hol means you're closer to

becoming an alcoholic,"

Matthews said.

Matthews addressed some of

the quirks of drinking with

some of the facts. He referred

I to vomiting from drinking as

I "talking to God through the

great white telephone" remind-

ing students that vomiting is

the body's natural defense

against serious alcohol poison-

ing. He showed students a clip

of how a couple typically

reacts when waking up after a

one-night stand. "And then

comes the walk of shame,"

Matthews said as the girl in the

video headed for the door.

"But shame is a pretty power-

ful word."

Matthews presented the fol-

lowing statistics:

- 25 percent of students come
from families impacted by

alcohol.

- For the argument that every-

one drinks, 25 percent of stu-

dents do not drink.

- One third of college students

drive under the influence each

year. When Matthews asked

students to stand if they knew

someone who died in a drink-

Photo courtesy of Panhellenic

Council

Speaker Jim Matthews

ing and driving accident,

around 80 percent of the audi-

ence stood up.

- When correlating drinking to

grade point averages, an A stu-

dent drinks an average of 4

drinks per week; a B student

averages 6 drinks per week; a

C student averages 8 drinks

per week; and D and F stu-

dents average 10 drinks a

week.

- 90 percent of all campus
crime is alcohol related.

"Acquaintance rape is so bad

we can not find a rug big

enough to sweep it under,"

Matthews stated. He
addressed male students about

the pressure to have sex: "The

guy who says he's getting it

five times a week is probably

the president of the Clarion

University chapter of Sex

Without Partners." Matthews

spoke about using alcohol as

"persuasion juice": "You
might be thinking about using

it on someone else. ..someone

else might be thinking about

using it on your girlfriend,

your future wife, your sister."

Matthews advises students

who plan on partying to plan

ahead, alternate nonalcoholic

drinks with alcoholic drinks,

arrive later and leave earlier,

and to "stick to your princi-

ples." In closing, Matthews

said, "Don't let the time of

your life ruin the rest of your

life."

"Beer, Booze, and Books"

was sponsored by the

Panhellenic Council, the

Interfraternity Council, and

the Intercollegiate Athletics

Association.

Matthews has spoken to over

100,000 students in over 100

The Nutty Professor 11: Big laughs, little plot
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

This is single handedly the best

'bad' movie I have ever seen. It has

little plot, a preposterous story line,

and too much Eddie Murphy.

However, the thing about The Nutty

Professor 11 that sets it apart from

other bad movies is that it has so

jl many hysterical scenes that you for-

get how flawed the movie is.

In this sequel Eddie Murphy

reprises his role as Professor

Sherman Klump. Klump is vying

for the attention of fellow science

professor Denise Gaynes (Janet

Jackson). Ironically Klump and

I

Gaynes fall in love and get engaged.

Everything is going well until

Buddy Love (Murphy), Sherman's impotence. Although some of the the movie's actual purpose, which is

oversexed woman-chasing alter ego

enters the picture.

Buddy Love makes trouble for

Sherman by trying to ruin his rela-

tionship with Denise. However, in

this sequel he just runs around like

an idiot and never really accom-

plishes anything at all.

Another thing wrong with this

film is the fact that Eddie Murphy

practically steals the movie from its

central character by involving the

Klump family so much (for those of

you who do not know. Murphy por-

trays seven characters in this film

including his family members).

Aside from the main story line in

this film we are given many sub- scenes involving the Klumps are the Sherman and Denise's relationship,

stories involving the Klumps, and best in the movie, they deter from Mlinail,T1ie Nutty Prvfessor 11 is

Janet Jackson and Eddie Murphy in thefilm.

a bad movie. It has a confusing

story line, no plot, and basically has

too much going on at one time.

However, there are two things that

make this film enjoyable: all the

scenes that involve Grandma
Klump, and Janet Jackson as

Professor Gaynes. Jackson is the

light at the end of a tunnel crowded

by Eddie Murphy. Jackson does not

save the movie, but she does bring a

sweet innocence to a film corroded

by cmde humor and fart jokes. If

you like movies with crude humor

and no real story then The Nutty

Professor II is right up your alley.

However, if you enjoy a little sub-

stance with your laughter, than go

check out Big Momma 's House.

Interhall Council Update
by Rebecca Missenda

Contributiii^ Writer

On Thursday, September 14,

j
Interhall Council met, and put

[together details for upcoming
events. On October 31, Ralston

Hall will be hosting a Halloween

I

Dance for all of the residence

I

halls to attend. The theme will

jbe "Halloween Scream," and
Iprizes will be given out for cos-

Itumes. This free event will have
jfood, drinks, games, a DJ, and
jeven a haunted room.

Each hall also received new
recreational equipment, includ-

ing basketballs, volleyballs, pool

cues and chalk, and ping-pong

paddles and balls.

Hall Wars 2001 is not until next

semester, but Interhall has started

working on it now. If you have

any suggestions for this year's

Hall Wars, contact Becca in the

Interhall Office at 393-2392.

Interhall Council is working hard

to make the halls work hard for

you.

Orientation proved to be fiin experience
By Christina Beaufort, Ariel Calomino,

and Joe SciuUo

You think you had a phenomenal sunmierjob? Well,

listen to what we did. We had six weeks - ten sessions

of interaction with the class of 2004 and their families.

That's right - we were the Orientation Staff of 2000!!

Now, you may be thinking to yourself, "My orienta-

tion leaders were morons," or "What do they really do

anyway?" Well, to answer that question, from dinner

at Dr. Reinhard's estate to jamming with Jeremy the

DJ we had continuous, positive interaction with

numerous University faculty, staff and administrators.

A week and a half of extensive training and hours

upon hours of folder stuffing made the twelve of us

more able to give Clarion University the pride and

respect it deserves. From campus tours to resource

fairs, group discussions, college life enactments, and

don't forget the evening activities, our job was 65

hours a week of pure excitement.

So, when you are walking across campus and see one
of those sassy orientation t-shirts, be sure to ask them
the following questions: Did they have to dance

around in two circles, or were they woken up for the

midnight bed checks? They are most likely to reply

with a look of enjoyment, remembering their orienta-

tion experience. As this year's orientation leaders will

tell you, "You are on your own, but not alone."
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Entertainment
Soap Opera update
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Compiled by Debby Amon
Clarion Call Secretary

All Mv Children

Chaos erupts at Bianca's party.

Ryan decides to give Gillian

some space, and tries to smooth

things over with Greenlee. Derek

questions Greenlee, who shares

an explosive kiss with Leo. Jack

delivers some distressing news to

Erica.

Preview

Liza feels pressured by Adam.

Tad confronts Ryan.

As The World 1\irns

Holden retums to his roots. Lily

asks Simon to stay in town.

Craig makes a discovery that

changes everything for him.

Molly worries that her past will

affect her future with Jake. Isaac

gets closer to exposing Andy.

Preview

Julia gets a terrifying surpise.

Bold And The Beautiful

Kimberly puts on a wet 'n' wild

show for TTiome's benefit.

Bridget and Brooke enjoy some

quality time together. Amber

tries to strike a bargain with the

Forresters.

Preview

Morgan prepares to unveil her

clothing line to the Forresters.

Pay^OfOwrLiJvw
Philip and Chloe bask in their

newfound love. Jan and Jason,

meanwhile, scheme to reveal the

truth to Chloe about Shawn and

Phillip's bet. Belle lashes out at

Shawn over the bet. Hattie come

to a life-changing decision.

Preview

Chole's world comes crashing

down.

General Hospital

Carly suffers a severe case of

cold feet— until Jason steps in.

Bobbie and Roy have a euphoric

reunion. Juan fills in Hannah on

Gia's criminal past, which sends

Hannah on a fiery rampage.

Preview

Scott gives Luke a serious warn-

ing.

Guilding Light

Michelle receives shocking med-

ical news. Marah and Tony

secretly plan their first date.

Selena opens up to Blake about

her past. Frank and Reva realize

they're in big trouble.

Preview

The Coopers clash over Selena's

contribution to Blake's book.

One Life To Live

Nora continues trying to piece

together her memories. Bo feels

he can let go of the past after he

learns Sam is Matthew's dad.

Cristian finds Jessica and Will.

Sophia bonds with Kelly. Kevin

and Joey struggle to work togeth-

er

Preview

Kelly discovers Blair's betrayal.

Passions

Owen introduces Theresa to her

sorority sisters. Ethan takes

Gwen aside to tell her the wed-

ding is off. Sheridan finally tells

Luis what she overheard.

Simone suggests that Chad move

back into the Russell house.

Preview

Rebecca sees Theresa and Ethan

in an embrace.

Young And The Restless

Chris' news spreads through

town, drawing mixed reactions.

Rianna calls it quits with J.T.,

who learns that Brittany's plan to

break up Mac and Billy was a

success. Jack has an offer for

Phyllis.
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for the Coolest StickWorld Apparel, CreeUng Cards, Games,

& Accessories, Visit Us at: iwvv.stlckivorld.coln

Dave
by David Miller

For the Coolest StichWorld flpparel, Greeting Cards, Games,

& Accessories, Ulslt Us at: VuWiv.sllchworld.com
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Entertainment
IN THE BLEACHERS By Steve Moore

3
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Mi mao«c 0ae>..Corr,

v^VVv..

"I warned you pinheads to call the fly balls

or something like this would happen."

Twisted View® Cooney

"Let me guess, you joined Alpha Delta Dogma."

lERSITY INN

5:00pm - 9:00pm
20(1; Wings eat in

25<t Take out

$5.50 aU you can eat

Wednesday
6:00pm and on

25(t Slice pepperoni pizza

or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

CTWmMETOR INFORMATION: 226-7200

RIOm'S HOTTEST NITE SPOT

Af Last hy Iv^MSS AnJi ^Woy^C

'"^

i

'If you assigned a Harry Potter book for your

,
advanced biochemistry class, you'd have a

waiting list, too.'

fitKCHBPfliQtgtem « "TfflE \imH mMlxP

^lil)|i£OFflSIKyc.
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MvtThm
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Classifieds

Spring Break 2001. Hiring On-

Campus Reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. Call 1-

800-648-4849. www.gospring-

break.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, reli-

able air, free food, drinks and par-

ties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Mazatlan and Florida. Travel Free

and EARN CASH! Do it on the

web! Go to StudentCity.com or

call 1-800-293-1443 for info.'

Make Your Own Hours. Sell

spring break 2001 trips. Highest

commission-Lowest prices. No
cost to you. Travel FREE includ-

ing food, drink and non-stop par-

ties!!! World class vacations. 2000

Student Travel Planners "Top

Producer" and MTV's CHOICE.

(Spring Break Cancun Party

Program) 1-800-222-4432.

r foior raiit

2 bedroom apartment for rent.

226-7092.
^^tt***********

Apartment for rent. Available

Immediately or January 2001. 2-4

people, fully furnished, 1 1/2

baths, 2 bedrooms, washer/dryer.

1 block from Still Hall. Call 764-

3690.
ttut***********

Silver Spring Apartments.

Furnished. Close to campus. Four

person occupancy. Now signing

leases for the Fall 2001/Spring

2002 semesters. Leave message at

(814)226-5917.

fhrn^p

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.

and hope to do it again. The

Brothers of IX
Marilyn! Love, A^E

**i(iH<******* + **

**+++*+****

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter

with the easy

Campusfundraiser.com three hour

fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, so call today!

Contact Campusfundraiser.com at

1-888-923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

greek ads

AST, Thank you for going bowl-

ing with us and knocking down

some pins. We had a lot of fun.

The Brothers of XX

STL, It was great to finally get

together with you guys! Let's do it

again soon. Love, AOE
lie**********

!|< *!(( J(< ********* *

Womens Rugby Team, Thank you

for joining us for our social mixer.

We hope you enjoyed it as much

as we did. The Brothers of IX

in. Let's get working on the

float? Thanks for inviting us over

last week, we had a great time.

Especially when we won! Love,

A(DE
**************

:|<******i|i!|is|ct***

Happy 21st B-Day Jeremy! We
love you! Love, your AZ girls.

**************

Zubik, You did an awsome job

with rush! We're so proud of you!

Love, your AZ sisters.

**************

Congratulations to the Fall 2000

AZ pledge class! We love you

girls!

««4ii|i*i|i«**i|c«***

Congratulations to Jen, Diana,

Kristen, Erin, Julie, Emily, and

Elizabeth! Love your future 90A
sisters.

**************

Happy birthday to Maura and

Sarah. We love you guys! Love,

eoA
**************

Thanks to Shannon for an excel-

lent informal recruitment. You did

an awesome job! Love, 0<I>A
**************

To the brothers of OA0: we can't

wait to get to work on the float!

Love, 0OA
**************

Congrats to the newest member of

Phi Sigma Sigma-Lori! Love your

future sisters.

**************

Happy belated 21st birthday to

Jenn! Love your OSS sisters.

**************

Congrats to Christa on her lava-

liering to KAP! Love your OSS
sisters.

**************

We wish all fraternities and soror-

ities a successful recruitment!

Love, OSS
**************

ZTA, Thanks for hanging out at

our cookout. We had a lot of fun

S^areliiiifl for Information About
Rosumos?

Career Services has:

Information on the basics of resume writing including:

* Worksheet for Preparing Your Resume
* tnfonmation Brief #1, Resumes

* Tl-.ree -nng binders with sample resumes of Clarion grads.

To our sweetheart Nikki, Thanks

so much for all the housewarming

gifts. They were greatly appreciat-

ed. The brothers of SX
**************

Shelley, congratulations on

becoming Sigma Tau Gamma's

White Rose! We love you. Love,

AOE
**************

Congratulations Christa and Jim

on your lavalier to KAP! You guys

are truly meant for each other.

Love, Mandi.
**************

Congratulations Dave and Roi

Lynn on your lavalier to KAP!

You guys are a great couple. Love,

Mandi.
**************

Congratulations to John and

Courtney, Mitch and Amy, Mike

and Dana, and Jimmy and Christa

on your lavalier 's to KAP. Love,

the Brothers of KAP
**************

ZTA, Thanks for the help with

Rush. KAP
**************

AST, Thanks for helping us with

our rush event. KAP
**************

Mandi, Thanks for the basket of

treats Sunday. They hit the spot.

We love you. Love, the Brothers

of KAP
**************

Thanks to AOE for helping out

with our rush event. Sn

Congratulations to Garrat, Steve,

Marlin, Mike, Jim, John, John,

Brad, Jim, and Dave for becoming

associate members of Sn
**************

Happy 21st birthday Dana and

Jennifer
:(c*************

Congratulations Dana on your

Kappa Delta Rho lavalier.

*:|i************

Vicki, congratulations on your

engagement. We wish you and Ed

all the happiness in the world.

Love always. Your Sigma Sisters.

Westermin! Let the coutdown

begin!! Love, your sisters.

*:(i:«c***********

Happy belated birthday to all the

summer girls, Deanna, Stef and

Congratulations to Angie, Kristy,

Abby, Katie N., and Maggie on

making the Homecoming court.

We love you! Love, AOE
**************

Pat, we are already having an

awesome semester with you,

thanks for being a great sweet-

heart! AOE
**************

Happy birthday to Carrie,

Christine, Erika, Andrea, Emily,

Cara, Danielle, Karrah, Liz,

Aubrey, Kim, and Heather. Love,

your S sisters.

**************

The sisters of SSS would like to

welcome everyone back and wish

them luck this semester.

**************

Good luck to all of the sororities

on informal recruitment. The sis-

ters of SSS.
**************

Dena, Thanks for all of the good

snacks, you're an awesome sweet-

heart, we love you. OSK
**************

AZ, thanks for stopping down and

dancing with our boys last Friday.

OSK
**************

Congratulations to the newest 2nd

degree brothers: Luke and Chris.

To the best rommates ever, Jen,

Deb, and Amy. Keep smilinj:

girls!! Love, Dawn.

Jeff, you keep abusing your gir-

friend, she's gonna start going out

with me.

Amy, Congrats on your accom-

plishment. Bad Taste Wednesday

is yours!

Sheesley and O'Shea, meet me on

the streets. Jack! Be sure to bring

that sandwich.

Hey Jessica, Where are you stay-

ing tonight? Haha! I still love ya!

Bethany.

Jen, you got me into trouble but I

still love you, Jeff.

Bethany, you're doing a great job,

I'm proud to have you as an assis-

tant. Jeff.

**************

Chaffee, why are you so plastic

and obtuse? Remember October

3: new Radiohead, then you die at

the bar! Keith.
**************

Pimpin' the Nova!!!!
************** I

OSK
**************

To the brothers of OSK, thanks

for all your hospitality this semes-

ter! We love you guys! Love, the

Peach House Girls, JenSay, Deb,

Amy and Dawn.

parsonals

Happy belated 21st birthday

Chris! Whazzup PoPo!?!?! Love,

The Peach House and Phi Sigma

Kappa.

Kristy, good luck at YSU this^

weekend! Rock I
4c*************

Clarion Call Ad Sales Reps: Keep

up the great work.
**************

I

Kelly and Brandi, Sorry 1 haven't

'

-seen you guys too much. I'm get-

ting a phone Monday! I'll call

you! I miss you guys! Nancy.

Hey lady!!!! Where's the lad-

der?!?!
**************

Ladonna , Deb and Jen-You don't

even know how much I love you

guys. Bust a move Peach House!

Love, Amy.
**************

Ramone is such a good dancer!
**************

Clarion Call Staff, Thank you so

much for all of your help the last 2

weeks. I appreciate everyone's

patience. Love Amy
**************

Ogre, don't make fun of my paja-

mas!
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Sports
improves record to 1-2 with first win at Tiffin

by Dave Colamarino

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion University Golden

Eagles football team improved to

I -2 on the season with a convinc-

ing victory over the Tiffin

Dragons. The Golden Eagles

defeated the Dragons 40-3 at

Tiffin's Frost-Kalnow Stadium

Sept. 16.

"Everyone played hard offen-

sively, defensively, and in special

teams. We worked as a team,"

said Clarion head coach Malen

Luke.

Red shirt sophomore running

back Justin Sickeri and junior

tight end Andy Pore echoed their

coach's sentiments.

The Golden Eagle offense was

led by sophomore Adam Almashy.

Almashy completed 1 1 passes for

226 yards and four touchdowns.

Mike McCallum was Almashy's

favorite receiver catching four

passes for 69 yards and two

touchdowns. Demetric Gardner

grabbed three receptions for 113

yards and a touchdown. The

Golden Eagle offense generated

486 total yards, 260 yards coming

on the ground. Fullback Tab

Musser led the running game with

109 yards on eight carries.

The defense was led by Troy

Bowers who had two tackles for

losses and one sack. Bill Bums,

Kavon Ford, and Kevin Platz all

had sacks on Tiffin's backup quar-

terback Joe Perchinske. The

defense held the Dragons to only

38 yards rushing on 32 carries.

Jhremel Goss, Shaun Saad, Steve

Devennie, and Tom Pore led the

defense with five tackles each.

Emil Johnson recovered a fumble

for the Golden Eagles.

Almashy started the scoring by

hitting freshman, Mike

McCullum, on a wide receiver

screen, and after breaking two

tackles he sprinted to the end zone

to give Clarion a 7-0 lead at the

5:50 mark of the first quarter.

The only time Tiffin was able to

get on the scoreboard was in the

second quarter when Brett

Naidenoff kicked a 30-yard field

goal to narrow Clarion'sby four.

Just before half-time, Clarion

drove 90 yards to score a touch-

down and take a 14-3 lead to the

locker room. From the Tiffin 27-

yard line, Almashy hit wide

receiver, Cori Johnson, for the

touchdown with only 11 seconds

left before half-time. "This gave

us great momentum," commented

Luke.

The turning point of the game

came within the first two minutes

of the second half Tiffin pos-

sessed the ball and went 3-and-out

with Sickeri blocking Gallager's

punt at the eight-yard line. Sickeri

then recovered the ball at the six-

yard line to set the Golden Eagles

up first-and-goal. Clarion scored

§6
Everyone played

hard offensively, defen-

sively, and in special

teams. We worked as a

team. 99

-Coach Malen Luke

on the very first play when

Gardner ran the pigskin

untouched to the endzone off right

tackle, behind the block of Reggie

Wells. Clarion improved the lead

20-3, but missed the extra point.

Clarion's offense showed its

quick strike ability on its next

possession. From their own 15-

yard line, Almashy rolled right

then threw back left to Gardner

standing alone at the 30-yard line.

Gardner sprinted down the far

sideline for 85 yard for his second

touchdown of the afternoon.

Clarion now led 26-3 after anoth-

er missed extra point.

At the end of the third quarter,

the Golden Eagles gave a devas-

tating blow to the Dragons with a

98-yard drive taking 7:30 off of

the clock. They were aided on the

drive with a roughing punter and

interference call. This put the ball

at mid-field and the Golden

Eagles in business. Three plays

later, Almashy hit McCullum for a

30-yard gain down to the Tiffin

ten-yard line. On the third-and-

goal from the five, McCullum

made a beautiful one handed

touchdown catch with 1:29 to

play in the third quarter to give

Clarion a commanding 33-3 lead.

"We always knew we had talent

on this football team. We're just

young. In this football game our

young kids stepped up and per-

formed well to the coach's satis-

faction," commented Luke.

In the fourth quarter, Clarion's

substitutes helped with the final

scoring drive, led by freshman

quarterback Eric Christy and

sophomore half-back Robert

Walker.

Christy opened the drive show-

ing his running ability. He took

the ball from his own 37-yard line

and raced 32 yards down to

Tiffin's 31. Walker capped off the

drive with a 12-yard touchdown

run. Walker's run was the final

score of the game.

Clarion hopes to continue its

winning ways when Shippensburg

visits Memorial Stadium in the

PSAC-West opener. The game is

scheduled to kick off at 2 p.m. on

Clarion University's family day.

The Golden Eagles opened with

a tough home loss Sept. 2 to a

good East Stroudsburg team. The

Golden Eagles dropped the game

37-33 on a last second touchdown

by East Stroudsburg. Clarion then

dropped their next game when

they lost at New Haven 37-7.

Shippensburg also enters the

game 1-2.

Clarion's offense is averaging

26.7 points and 341.3 yards per

game. The running game is aver-

aging 176.7 yards per game.

Clarion is number two in the west

in scoring offense and total

offense. They're ranked number

three in passing.

Clarion's defense is led up front

by Troy Bowers. Bowers has con-

tributed 1 1 tackles, six of them for

losses and three sacks. Bill Bums
joins Bowers up front. Bums has

eight tackles and two sacks this

season. Doug Diegelman and Erik

Williams complete the line.

Travis Dock joins the lineback-

ing core after suffering an injury

during the opener against East

Stroudsburg. He led the team in

tackles that game with 13.

Free safety Roosevelt Benjamin

leads the secondary. Benjamin

leads the secondary squad with 18

tackles and one interception.

Clarion leads the series between

the two squads 32-1 1-1. Clarion's

last home victory over the Raiders

was in 1995.

Coach Luke said he hopes his

team is able to keep their compo-

sure and stay focused against an

experienced team like

Shippensburg.

"We need to execute offensively

and prevent the big play defen-

sively," said Sickeri.

Tennis team surrenders victory to Millersville at Shippensburg tournament

by Jeff Say

Clarion Call Shorts Editor

The Clarion Golden Eagles

tennis squad suffered a series of

tough losses at the Shippensburg

tournament Sept. 16.

The Clarion Golden Eagles

women weren't able to win

against the number one state

ranked Millersville squad.

Most of the Clarion women

weren't able to play two sets due

to a rain delay.

"The rain delay caused some

of our women to play only one

set," said coach Jamie Bero.

The Clarion women struggled

in their contests with

Millersville and plan on using

this tournament as a learning

experience.

"Millersville is number one in

the state and ranked number

seven nationally in division two

tennis. We're using this as a

learning experience," said Bero.

Clarion's number two doubles

team of Jen Spaid and Brooke

Vukich played a tough game
even though they came out on

the losing end. Spaid and Vuchid

lost to Millersville's Eger and

Sweitzer 8-3.

"Jen and Brooke played won-

derfully together, they commu-
nicate well together," comment-

•www.thecIarioncall.com'

ed Bero.

Clarion's number one seed

Erin Glatz had a rough game,

losing 6-1 to Millersville's

Lauren Witner. Glatz played two

sets against Shippensburg when

the rain let up and lost to Kelly

Kulp6-1,6-1.

Cara Bobish played against

Shippensburg's Laura Atwater

and put up a valiant effort, drop-

ping the two sets 6-3, 6-2.

Bobish wasn't able to capitalize

against Millersville as she lost to

Abby Neff 6-2.

"Millersville had a lot of hus-

tle, they had some nice cross cut

shots," Bero said.

The Golden Eagles look to

rebound against Slippery Rock

this Friday.

"1 think we can win our next

three matches if everyone

screws their heads on and play

good tennis," said Bero.

Womens Softball

starts off pre-season

on the right side of

the base.

See Page 18

Test your sport smarts

with the weekly sports

trivia column.

See Page 18

Womens volleyball set

to smash all upcoming
opponents.

See Page 19

Interested in writing

sports? Call x2380 to

become part of the

the Clarion Call team

-J.
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Cross Country

Clarion Golden Eagles softball team splits

Ithaca tournament with big win, tough loss
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Assistant Sports Writer

The Golden Eagles womens softball team hit

off another season with a strong showing at

their first tournament in Ithaca, New York.

Selected by coach Ron Baum, a team of 15

girls traveled five hours to leave a pronounced

impression on both Oswego State and Ithaca.

The Golden Eagles battled against two teams

during the tournament beginning with Oswego

State, defeating the team by a score of 14-5.

Pitching the first four innings for Clarion, was

freshman Jen Reis with Christy Strenko finish-

ing up the last three innings.

Both ladies focused primarily on technique,

combined with speed to produce their untouch-

able pitches. During the course of the game,

the Golden Eagles succeeded in technical

advancements by catching nearly all fly balls.

This was one of the goals the ladies had set

before the game. The ladies also flourished in

many quick throws to first for outs.

The second gafrte against Ithaca proved dif-

ficult for the Golden Eagles. Despite losing

/ wanted to get an idea of
what kind ofplaying situation

we are working with during a

game. §9

-Coach Ron Baum

with a final score of 1-2, Clarion played from

the heart for an intense and exhausting seven

innings. The ladies persevered throughout the

game and kept their spirits up with positive

communication. All in all, the team worked

well together as a unit and succeeded to make

several technical plays during the second

game.

"We had the runners on the bases, but found

it very difficult to bring them home," said Reis.

Working extremely well as a unit proves to

be the secret weapon of the Clarion women's

softball team.

"For only having one week's worth of prac-

tice, we worked very well together and when

we were down, we helped each other stay pos-

itive by communicating," said sophomore cen-

terfielder, Shintrika Hudson.

Coach Ron Baum had one particular motive

set before sliding into the action.

"I wanted to get an idea of what kind of play-

ing situation we are working with during a

game," said Baum.

Baum originates from New York and is

familiar with the quality of the teams the

Golden Eagles played.

"I know what kind of teams we were up

against since I am from the New York area,"

commented Baum.

The Golden Eagles womens softball team has

a positive outlook for the pre-season as well as

the upcoming regular playing period in the

spring. Coach Baum hopes to aid the ladies in

keeping up their enthusiasm and great work

ethic throughout the year. Baum hopes to help

the Golden Eagles stay mentally astute as well.

Sports

Trivia

Don Hutson

was the

answer to

last week's

question.

This weelc's

question is

who is the

oldest NFL
player of all

time?
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INTRAMURAL NEW£
Doug Kmpp -ititrmmai. f^ecreation & INtness Director7 ^eaeatkm C^ntef phone: $9P|te7

In the m^n's division Chris Kelly,

Urmom Sharp arxl Jim Hill destroyed

the companion in la$t weeks outdoor

totariafnemi in the women's avt^on
MIesha Henry. Mlchefie Angiln, Standi

Lawhorn, arKJ Tameka Washington

walked away With the prize. Tharks to

Mark) and 8.S.U. for co-sporm^nng the

cook-out and the tournafrtentl!

Flag football scores from the County
Park, on Monday 9/1$:

'^^*^.*<<«<iHy>^i

Camel Toes 18,

Budc Rogers 38
Deez ^M$5S
NC Woirpack 39
Sigma Fi 46

ThelaXi45

SIg Tau Bkie 16

SIg Tau Qrey 8
Greenv?Heb<>gs6
The Alley 3
ineiigiDiei/

I8APJ 36
* If you are st^ll interested in forming a
team, get your registratkxi in ASAPl

yQ.li.SYBAt.1 BESUilS
Gin & Tonics beat Team Robb

15.10, 16-6

Cheer Squad beat The Filthy Animals

15.9, 16-12

'PDT w/ ChkJKs beat Scuba Squad
15-6. IMS. 16-9

*
Ad<^tional teams may be addedl

"^intramurals.com
Don*t forget that you may now register

for activities, check schedules and
results on-lir^fl Just log onto

intramurals.com and click on the Clark>n

University slie.

Flag Football Tourn* # Ohio State
We will again be sponsoring a tr^ for

interested sUidents to oompet© in the

regional f^g footbaS competition to be
hekl the week-end of October 28. The
top two teams will receive an all

expense pak:! trip to the national

diamj^onship in New Orleans. See
Doug Knepp for detaifs.

BODY FAT TESTING
Thursday at noon (or by appointment).

The Intramural Recreatkm Advisory

Committee needs student ir^t for the

deve]oprr>ent and evaiuatk>n of

intramural, student recreation, and
recreation carver issues!! If you have

kleas or commems plan to attend the

meetjr^s hekJ the first and third

Wednesday's of the month In the

Reaeation Center meeting room.

Next meming is October 4th at 4:00 pm.

W'NIWW»»»^*****<VN^1^><^^*'

PAiNTBALL TOURNAMENTS
This Sunday 9/24 the Recreational

Outdoors Club is sponsoring a trip to 8riar

hSIl Painttjall. Th^ is an open play day that

begins at 1 2:00 noon. Any interested

students may attend.

There &re a few ^x>t$ remaining for the

next trip schedi^ed for Sunday, 10/22,

Price for this trip is $10 for students, which

includes transportation and lunch.

WHITE WATER RAFTING
On the Lower Youghiogheny Saturday,

October 7. Price for ^udents is $20 wf^^h

includes transportation and lunch. A $10
deposit is required and ^ace is limited.

OUTDOOR REhfTALS
The Outdoor F^erttal Office is inM swing.

We have mountain t)ikes, roller blades,

tents, backpacks, etc. available for student

use Ren^ng equipment reqidres a $6
deposit and bikes and roller t>lades cost $2
for 48 hoi^s. The other equ^ent is free.

ISSHIN RYU KARATE CLUB
m^ Rec center miiti purpose room

from 3 - 5 pm and Sunday's in

Qmm^lfom i :30 - 3:30. Men and women
are wekJome arxl no prior experience

necessary, fmo can Dan Kiss 393-329?

Volleyball roundup

Clarion volleyball squad drops home game to SRU
Courtesy of Sports Information

The Clarion Golden Eagles vol-

leyball team suffered a tough loss

at home to Slippery Rock

University Sept. 19.

Clarion dropped the first set II-

15. Slippery Rock won the next

two sets 5-15, 4-15.

Jackie Hill led the Golden Eagles

with 30 set assists and seven digs.

Ali Graham contributed eight kills

and 11 digs. Melanie Bull added

10 kills and eight digs for the lady

Golden Eagles.

Beth Stalder added five kills and

a block for the losing cause.

The Clarion squad is 8-9 on the

season and 0-3 in PSAC-West

action.

The Golden Eagles will travel to

Millersville to compete in the tour-

nament Friday and Saturday.

In their first PSAC West game

the Golden Eagles lost 3-0 at

Edinboro.

Volleyball head coach Scott

Pennewill commented that the

team played well at the start of the

game and that the team just has to

work on its consistency.

Number 1 1 Ali Graham goes up for a set against Slippery

Rock. Graham finished the game with eight icHls and 1 1 digs.

Clarion lost the series against SRU 11-15, 5- 15, 4- 15. The
Golden Eagles are 8-9 on the year, and 0-3 in PSAC-West
action.

Shannon Bowen nails a dig against Slippery Rock Tuesday
Sept. 19. Bowen ended the game with eight kills. The Golden
Eagles squad visits MlllersviHe this weekend to participate In

the Millersville tournament.

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce
Pizza Sauce

Pepperoncini, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

JOINSI

Two Large
One Topping

$12.99

1
I

I

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage
Baby Portabella Miishroonis

Onions

Green Peppers
Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

I

I

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer Valid •

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

I
able sales tax Additional toppings extra. .

I

Late Night Special"!
Large 1 -Topping I

2%^ 2-20 oz. Coke m
"" $8.99 \

223-4010
Hours:

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - FrI. - Sat.

We now accept Uisa.Master Card and
American Express

r-
t

I

L.

slices only
$.99

X-Large 2 Topping

I Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer. Valid

I
only at participating locations Custorner pays all applic-

able sales tax Additional toF>pings extra

j
One Large One Topping Pizza"^

Plus Order of Cheesesticks &

vrsA ill

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer. Valid I

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic- I

I
atte sales tax Additional loppings extra.

J

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

Family Special
j j Free Breadsticks

I with purchase of Large or

I

I

I

i

I

BreactetK^ks

^$14.99 Delivered

Exfwres 30 days. Not valid wrth any Mtier ofler Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays ali applic-

able sales tax. Adcitional topptr^s extra

One large with the works & One
j

large with two toppings

I I

4 Large One Topping Pizzasnr
II

J?

1 -2 liter of Coke

$16.99 ^!
only A-

. athrT olfe' Vaid |
ne' ;5;4yh all aj-plica- i

-.iOtrvQs exlra •

II

iw^Bj X-Large pizza !

lafiltei $23.99 J!

Expires 30 days _ „ . .-.ith any other ofler Valid

I
only at participating icx;afions Customer pays all appiica-

|

I
We sales tax Additional toppings extra ,

Not valid with any othei offer. ._ ,^ ^,„, a, ^-l,.,o.Hd(

ing locations. Cusic^mer pays a'l applicat)»e sales tax

AdMonal tof^ngs extra

li

II

II

li

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppingi

ife] $9*99
Not vaiicl with

ing icxations i
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$5.99
LaigePizza(14")With

one tapping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish $1 Extra Per pizz

r*"

$7. • !•

valufP 1 ^it> ot a oent
J

WING

EX-LargePizza(16")With
j

WG tof^ng I

Order as many as you like I

I aOOO DominoH Pma, ULC Coupon not Valid with I

afiy otriei offer Offer valid with coupon (.jF>iy Valici at >

Iparticlpatino stotas only l='tices may «an/ Customer
|

paya shIhb tax where applH-nble. our drivers r-airy

I
less tneii SHO Cash vaiun 1/20 of a cent I

COMBOS
mt^'

diL

1 Buffalo vV ings

$10.99
Oish $1

. ni*-f 1 "b.'

I

I

\

I

I

XF

Laige(14")0tetcppiiTg

And
20 Buffalo Wings

$14.99
Deep Dish SI. 00 extra

iaooo Domino's Piiia LLC. Coupon not VbIio
any oinei offei Oftei valid with coupon only \'

patticipafma stores or.iy Piices rriBV - '. '

jays aaPns tax vnhere applicable,
less then $20 Casti viiluless then $20 Casft value 1/1'

|

Pile It On!

<^

Mega Deal

$10.99
Any Large Pizza With
Your Favorite toppings
Choose from 16 toppings

2nd pizza only $5.99

Deep Dish $1 .00 More

1

Umlteci Time Offer

ZOOO Doininoa Piiia, LLC Coupon not Valid with

any other offer Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at

partiotpatino stores orily Prices iTray vary Customer
payB aalee tax where applicaple, oirr drivers carry

less ttren *20 Cash value 1/20 of a cent Im ItSBS If i«5i t a*«.vj ^>iso.> -»..u.j ...

I

I

I

L-

Extra large

$11.99
Any EX- l-arge Pizza With

Your Favorite toppings

Choose from 16 toppings

2nd pizza only $6.99
t-imlted Time Offer

2000 Domino s Piiia. LLC. Coupon riol Valid with I

any other offer Offer valid with coupon tjniy Valid at .

pailiclpatlns Ktotes only Pricris inay vary CuHtomer
|

pays sales tax where applicable, oui cjrivers carry

less men Si?0 Cash valun 1/20 of a cent 1

OPEN AT 11:00AM

EVERY DAY

Fresh Dough Stix

Breadsticks- $1.79
Cheesebread - $2.99

Cinnastix - $3.49
We Accept

Visa

& MasterCard

Domino's Pizza Coupon Guarantee
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Fall is upon us

5,000 students registered through SSHE campaign

by Amy Thompson
Clarion Call News Editor and

Jen DeFazio Clarion Call

Managing Editor

wSecretary of the

Commonwealth, Kim Pizzingrilli

awarded the Board of Student

Government Presidents (BSGP)

with a plaque for their efforts

during the Voter Registration

campaign at the conference in

Harrisburg over the weekend.

Over 5,000 students registered

to vote during the campaign. Of

those 5.000 students, 1 1 of them

belong to Clarion University.

"I'm very pleased with the

turnout we have received regis-

tering students on the campus

and the entire state system," said

Student Senate President Brian

Sowa.

Sowa, along with other Student

Senate members and the Politcal

Science Association, participated

in Voter Registiration which took

place from Sept. 16-22.

One of their activities included

a table at Clarion University's

Annual Activities day. By doing

so, they succeeded in registering

many student voters.

"We're proud of these student

leaders for conducting such a

successful drive and for encour-

aging their peers to register and

to vote." said Pizzingrilli.

The other 13 State System of

Higher Education (SSHE)

schools also participated in the

Voter Registration drive by hold-

ing similar activities on their

respective campuses.

"Democracy is the cornerstone

of our way of life," said

Pizzingrilli. "Voter participation

has dropped to alarmingly low

levels in recent years. We all

must work to ensure our young

people understand the impor-

tance of voting."

Those students who registered

will be able to vote in the

November 7, 2000 election, due

to the efforts of the student lead-

ers.

"These student leaders play an

important role to their uni-

James H.Chancellor

McCormick.

Amy Yozviak of West Chester,

and Dawn Qualli of Kutztown

co-chaired the voter registration

ad-hoc committee.

The other BSGP members on

the committee include: Clayton

Wukick of Slippery Rock

veristies and to the State System University, Matthew Goff of

of Higher Education.

This effort in particular, demon-

strates their dedication and com-

mitment not only to their univer-

sities and the State System, but

also to Penn.sylvania and to the

democratic process.

By registering new voters, they

California University of

Pennsylvania, Angela Ambrose

of Edinboro University, and

Damien Golden of Shippensburg

University.

The efforts made by student

leaders does not end here.

"Student Senate will continue to

are helping to assure the future register students until the Oct. 10

strength and success of their deadline.

communities, the

Commonwealth and the entire

nation.

"We indeed can be rightly proud

of every one of them," said

jWww.theciarioncail.corri^

After that, we will encourage

students to use their right to vote

in the election," said President

Sowa.

Authorization

vote held for

coaches

by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call 'Vlanaging Editor
^

A State System coaches strike

authorization vote was held at all

14 State System Schools on Sept.

25 and 26, since no agreement

was reached this past weekend.

Pay increases, benefits, and job

security were the main focus of

the talks. The counting of the

ballots is this Thursday, Sept. 28.

An affirmative vote would give

the State System Schools the

power to authorize a strike if

needed. If a strike were to occur,

it would be at the recommenda-

tion of the Coaches' Negotiations

Team. According to APSCUF,

(The Association of Pennsylvania

State College and University

Faculties) the coaches' working

environment has gone downhill

to the point of necessary repre-

sentation.

"There is now a coaches' union

in the State System. The State

System allowed working condi-

tions for coaches to deteriorate to

the point where the coaches

decided to seek representation.

Enough time has been wasted

—

let's sit down and bargain." said

State APSCUF President William

E. Fulrner.

According to APSCUF, some

coaches are receiving salaries

below poverty level, and the State

System's newest proposition

would still leave coaches with a

salary low enough to allow a fam-

ily of four to be eligible for food

stamps and free school lunches.

Kenn Marshall, State System of

Higher Education (SSHE) Press

Secretary, said, "This vote is a

See *APSCUF' Page 5
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Friends Uritil Ihe Ekid

Look back on your high school years. Remember your

friends? Your memories and good times? Now think of

your college friends and memories and good times. Many

times, high school friends don't compare to the friendships

you create while in college.

Friendships from college tend to last forever, or at least a

lot longer than previous ones. When you live with some-

one, instead of just seeing them for 7-8 hours a day, you

tend to create a bond much stronger. A lot of times, the per-

son you room with your freshman year is who you live with

for the rest of your time at school.

Friends also exemplify certain characteristics. You

always have the fun friend who will take you on a road trip

simply because it's Tuesday. The slob, who keeps your

room a mess but you can't help but love them anyways.

The Designated Driver, who has helped you out on oh

sooooo many occasions. The wild friend, who is famous

for kegstands on Thursday. The practical friend, who

knows the most efficient way to do everything. Of course,

there will always be the dependable friend who would walk

through fire if you asked. If you are lucky, you will find a

friend that possesses all of these traits.

Friends are people you can stay up with until 4 am. and

have the best time of your life, despite the fact that you

have an 8 a.m. class. They are able to finish your sentences

and can be dragged along on trips you dread so that you can

have company. A TRUE friend will always tell you if you

have something hideous sticking in your teeth.

Unfortunately, there are always the people who you

thought were friends and turned out to be mearly aquain-

tances. These people only make you realize what you have

in your real friends.

So think about your friends, and once in awhile let them

know you care. On a final note we leave you with this. "A

friend will stand beside you and stay there come what may.

A friend knows you're not perfect and loves you anyway."

Your Views
Dormnation and the Politics of the Donn Room
by Terence Nowlin side of the room. The roommate

James Madison University tended to the recycling bin. I

Four years of hard work in was jealous of that recycling-

high school and what did I get?

Dormnation. That's right, I was

stuck living in an on-campus

residence hall. I got a decent

grade here, sent in an applica-

tion there, and I was sentenced

for a really long time.

Living in a dorm took some

bin-emptying duty because it

only needed to be executed

when all of the planets of the

solar system aligned or we could

to fill out the basic food groups.

Regardless of what my mama
says, I truly believe this to be a

healthy diet. 1 tried to make it to

Wal-Mart at least once every

two weeks to replenish my
rations, but sometimes it wasn't

no longer balance an additional enough. After the last Orange

pizza box on top. Dream cake was gone, I found

It was a lot like playing large- myself licking Tang dust from

scale Jenga. I, on the other hand, the countertop in my room in a

adjustment my first year. I was was required by the pure ethics desperate attempt to prove to the

able to survive, but some things of sanitation to empty the trash

were easier to get used to than somewhat more often.

others.

All dorm-dwellers were given

notices that we couldn't have a

pet unless it was named

world that I did not have to walk

across campus to survive.

Because Mama wasn't around

to remind me of the state of my
room, that, too, got a little out of

hand. Both the roommate and I

proudly announced to our visi-

tors that we never vacuumed.

So, what advantage did not

vacuuming give us? Well, many

I sometimes tested the room-

mate's persistence in tolerating

the trash can.

I laughed to myself as he

"Bubbles" - meaning an animal tossed fruit cores and soggy old

of the fishy persuasion. But pizza in the bag.

before I could get too bummed "What will that smell like

out about not getting to take my when it ferments?" I wondered.

No. 1 companion to school — The point? Simply to get him individuals on campus accumu-

Andy the Super Dog - I noticed to dump the garbage before I lated fluffy little dust bunnies

the other being living in my did. under their beds, but we had

room. After many days of gagging fuzz-goats.

It had a key; put its stuff in one and waiting on the demise of his That was good for me because

of the closets where I could have nostrils of steel, it was I who I finally got the pet I'd wanted

been stuffing more shoes; and pulled the trash can away from all along. And it was especially

slept on the other bed, where I the heat vent and dumped it, good because pets of the fuzz

could have been displaying my steaming garbage juice and all. variety eat a lot less.

"Pepsi-cans-through-time" col- I think it was the leftover The bottom line: I ate well

lection. Chinese food that had basically enough to maintain life, the

So, it was my first encounter grown legs and was capable of roommate never pawned any of

with a roommate. I decided I scoring 1200 on the SAT that my stuff, and I wasn't harmed by

could live with it (until, of did me in. Talk about your wild any fuzz-goats.

rice. Every once in a while, I even

Another adjustment to living got a chance to see Andy the

away from home was the type of Super Dog.

foods I ate. Some days, I just The experience helped me to

didn't feel like waltzing across decide that spending another

course, it started to pawn my
stuff, at which point, I decided it

would be moving out).

We got along pretty well, part-

ly because we were so careful

about keeping our stuff on our campus to pick up a snack. year in dormnation would be all

own sides of the room. But then

there was the trash can dilemma.

The trash-can was my respon-

sibility because it was on my

That's why I stocked up on right,

cookies. Little Debbie cakes, After all, emptying the trash

Moon Pies (there is a differ- can't be nearly as fun when

ence), with chips and beef jerky you're living in an apartment.

Editorial

Policy
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Opinion
Tuesdays with Caligula

^Tliere is a direct relation*

shi}> between economic

pix)sperily and dw failure to

participate in deniocni€>'"

Hide Park

John C Crawford
Voting would seem a simple

task. The basic physical task is

lacking in complexity: mark a

paper, or pull a lever, or some

combination of both. Registering

to vote is not difficult—in fact,

anyone with a driver's license has

had the chance. Certainly, in the

context of the great American

Republic, it would seem that the

majority of people would take

five minutes to vote the first

Tuesday in November. Yet, even

in the big-draw Presidential elec-

tion, few people make the effort

to vote. During the late

1800s,voter turn-out was regular-

ly above 75 percent. Today, dur-

ing the mid-term elections, turn-

out can fall as low as 35 percent.

Why has that happened?

In part, it is a product of pros-

perity. In the 1800s, a potential

voter was apt to have his face

clubbed for a host of reasons.

The issues involved income tax,

alcohol and other fun, expensive

pastimes. Women's lib meant

having the right to vote at all.

Black power meant not getting

your head kicked until your ears

bled. Labor didn't vote with its

number—its opponents met the

violently aborted revolution of

the proletariat. The plight of the

poor meant losing fingers in a

factory, amid conditions that

would make modern Nicaragua

look like a theme from Disney.

Voting meant something.

But, along the way, we have

been deluded by our comforts.

People do not wish to think for

themselves. As long as Alan

Greenspan keeps inflation under

control, we see no need to care.

As long as Bill Clinton's degener-

ative weaknesses keep us out of

See 'Crawford' Page 5

Making fun of people Is only a temporary high for these people but it

does permanent damage to those at the end of the remarks."

Debby Amon, Secretary

Editorial
Remember elementary school

Remember all the good times

with your friends? Remember

the kid that everybody made fun

of because there was something

different about that person?

I remember how the kids in my
school would make fun of the

same kids all the time throughout

elementary and high school. I

always wonder why they felt the

need to make comments. It was-

n't like the person could help the

way he or she was. Yet every-

time that person would walk

down the hallway, there was

always someone there to make

sure that he would remember his

place at the bottom of the social

hierarchy.

I know this pain from personal

experiences. When I was born I

had three tumors on the top of

my head and one on the side of

my head. I have had nine surg-

eries to remove the tumors and

reduce the scar, starting when I

was three months old, but it is

still there. No matter how many

surgeries I have had or will have,

I will still have a scar.

Throughout my school years, I

was teased about the scar.

People make fun of things that

they don't understand. If they

would have understood why

things were the way that they

were maybe people would have

acted differently. Maybe they

would have thought twice about

the comments that sent me home

crying on many occassions.

I don't understand why kids do

this to each other. I know that

they are just kids, but can't they

understand how hurtful their

comments can be to others?

Those kids that get made fun of

in school, they don't just forget

about it. They will carry it with

them forever. They may grow up

and be very sucessful and have

everything they have ever wanted

but just under the surface that

hurt and humilation is still there.

I know that kids don't alway

understand or think things

through before they do or say

things, but this has to change.

We have to teach them to under-

stand people's physical and men-

tal differences. Instead of break-

ing them down, we need to build

them up.

The only reason that people

make fun of each other is to

cover up their own insecurities.

People seem to feel the need to

tease others in order to make

themselves appear better. They

need to find other ways to do this

rather than at the expense of oth-

ers self-esteem.

Making fun of people is only a

temporary high for these people

but it does permenent damage to

those at the end of the remarks.

So, next time you see someone

who is different than you remem-

ber that on the inside they are the

same.

"Don't laugh at me. Don't call

me names. Don't get your plea-

sure from my pain. In God's

eyes we are all the same.

Someday we'll all have perfect

wings. Don't laugh at me."
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OPINION
Cau On You

What do you think of the chain linked fence around the library?

by: liz Potter

Susan West,

Junior,

"Efementary "Ed. (%C9{)

"I think it's dumb

because we all feel like

trapped animals at a

zoo.

"*<• ^

9(evin "MeaiSatC'J'urovUh,

Sopfiomore-^usiness,

I hate the longer walk on

campus."

Mil^e 9^ctz,

Sopfiomore-Accounting

"I feel like we are trapped

on campus."

Christine 'Balsi^er,

Senior,

Secondary 'Ed. EnyUsh,

"It doesn't affect me
because all of my classes

ai'e in Stevens or Davis

Hall."

Clarion Universitv of Pennsvlvania
iiiM iiiii iiniriiiiiiiiriiiiiii itfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiii^^

TUDENT

BY BRIAN SOWA STUDENT SENATE PRESIDENT

With one of the closest presiden-

tial elections in the past 40 years

only six weeks away, it is time for

95,000 students of the State

System, which includes all of us

here, to realize how important it is

to vote.

Being able to vote and elect your

leaders, whether it is for Student

Senators on campus or the

President of the United States, is

the most privileged right of living

in a democracy. This is a right that

too many people, especially stu-

dents, take for granted.

Voter participation has fallen dra-

matically in every major election

during the past two decades. Once

again, the largest fall has been seen

among college-aged voters. Why
is this? Do we not have the four

minutes it takes to register and the

half hour out of our day twice a

year to vote? Or is it just that stu-

dent apathy has now taken over the

privilege of voting too?

Recently the Board of Student

Government Presidents concluded

a student voter registration drive on

the campuses of all fourteen state

schools. In under a month, 5,000

students were registered for the

upcoming election. This was a

remarkable feat, and I commend

everyone helped with this effort on

our campus and in the entire state

system.

However, we should not be com-

pletely satisfied with this accom-

plishment and realize there is much

more we can still do.

There is still two weeks to con-

tinue: registering students on our

campus. And most importantly, we

must ensure that the students we

have helped register use their

newly found right to vote on Nov.

7.

What good is it to register stu-

dents who do not follow through

and actually vote? It is like win-

ning a million dollars, but never

going to pick up the check. A
failed opportunity.

In the past month, I think I have

heard every excuse imaginable on

why someone is not registered to

vote or just does not vote.

Everything from, "my vote

wouldn't matter anyway" to "it is

against my religon."

(By the way, if voting is really

against a certain religon, please let

me know.) It is time for students to

realize that their vote counts and

makes a difference.

It is the goal of the State System

of Higher Education, the Board of

Student Government Presidents,

your Student Senate and myself, to

make sure every student on this

campus realizes the importance of

voting and playing an active role in

our democracy.

As Secretary of the

Commonwealth, Kim Pizzingrilli

recently said, "Democracy is the

cornerstone of our life."

With the closest presidential race

in modem times coming to a close,

we must realize that every vote

counts. Don't squander away your

right and privilege to make a dif-

ference. Get out and vote on Nov.

7 and feel good that you have made

a difference in the way your coun-

try is run.

National Depression

Screening Day
Tuesday, October 3,

Gemmeli Rooms 250/252

from

10 a.m. to noon

and 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Free, anonymous
screenings

For more information call

CoachesI Coaches union has authorization vote , from

Page 1.

doesn't mean there will be a occured in the past and have not

strike." According to Marshall, lead to a strike. Although the

the talks that were held on. Sept. State System prefers the vote

13 and 22 were very productive didn't occur, they remain focused

and progress was starting to be on a settlement, according to

made. Marshall.

Authorization votes have
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OPINION
TIHlf- "^'K

BY Kt-

POIN
£f>l£x:riYi"'t:Tir^p iji .> :f)l ! OR

I senously thmk people should

have to get a license to go out in

public. Wait - don't get me wrong;

let me finish. I'm not adv(x;ating

some crazy neo-1984 Big Brother

society (Gtxl, what an awful show;

Real Worlcf?. Puck blew snot rockets

that were more entertaining). What

goes on behind closed dcx)rs is your

own business, and should stay that

way; you can build a shrine to Boy

Gwrge from used toilet paper for all

I care. But when interacting with

your fellow carbon-based life forms,

there are some general guidelines to

follow.

1) Wash yourself, or at least

apply generous quantities of

deodorant!! If not for us, then for

yourself, you glorified sasquatch!

What's your problem? Not enough

time? I'm a busy guy, and I still find

time to shower. Why can't you?

Some people must enjoy smelling

like a week-old band-aid. I knew a

guy last year that reeked like a rot-

ting onion in a bucket of sour milk.

I was going to buy a potato gun to

fire soap bars at him, but there were

too many legal ramifications. The

bottom line: Soap is your

friend!!!!!!!!!

2) People who do what I like to

call the "Window-Shopper Walk."

You know what I'm talking about -

these people who walk around cam-

pus slower than an arthritic sloth.

These usually are the same pa)ple

who will weave ftiom one side of the

sidewalk to the next like a dmnken

sailor, making it impossible for you

to pass. And, if they really want to

tick you off, they'll stop abmptly in

the middle of the walkway to talk to

their friend, causing you to bump

into them. Invariably, they will give

you a nasty look, when it's their own

dumb-a** fault.

3) Don't talk about your latest

trip to the bathroom. I'll be sitting

there innocently, eating my Gemmeli

sub, when a friend will come up to

the table and pronounce: "Man, you

shoulda seen the kid I just dropped

off at the pool! Three feet long and

green, dude!!" What the hell?!?!?! I

don't want to hear any crap about

your crap, especially when I'm eat-

ing. The fact that it even breached

the water line like a mighty hump-

back whale does not impress me, it

repulses me. And don't announce

your trip, either: "Well, I'm off to

the sh****r." How am I supposed to

respond to that? "Have a nice

time?' 'Take some pictures?' Jeez.

4) Don't speak in nothing but

TV and movie quotes. You know,

people who always say goodbye by

shouting "Check ya later" like

they're Slatei horn Dazed And

Confused; announce that everything

cool is "sweet" like South Park's

Cartman; or one of countless other

phrases or sayings that show you

have less originality than the cheese-

burger you ate for lunch. Once in a

while is fine, or when you get into

one of those movie-line fests with

friends. Just don't flog it to death is

all I'm asking. Oh
yeah....waaaaazzzzzuuuupp! !!!!!!

5) Don't b**ch too much. Don't

you just hate it when people do noth-

ing but complain? I mean, some

people will even sit down and write

a newspaper colu uhhh, never-

mind.

Anyway, you get the point. I sup-

pose I should say "hello" to The

Slimeballs (you Faithful Readers out

there know what I'm talking about),

all the lovely ladies at the FSS

House (week #2 in the bathroom

comin' up), and since I don't have a

phone, "Hi Mom." This has become

my lifeline to the 'Burgh. In case I

don't see you, good afternoon, good

evening, and goodnight.

Thought For The Week:

"Pools of sorrow, waves ofjoy are

drifting through my opened mind.

Possessing and caressing me. Jai

GuruDevaOm." - JohnLennon,

"Across The Universe."
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Crav\/fordl Tuesdays with Caligula, from Page 3

real wars, no one will care. As

long as George W. Bush holds out

the promise that partial lobotomy

is the sure-fire ticket to aggran-

dizement, we do not care.

When the army of the New
Dumb marches, we salute them,

smile, and snicker behind their

backs. After all, they are the sorry

bastards whose bones pave our

path to glory. Apparently, as long

as the military-industrial complex

keeps the kids out of body bags

and can keep the maximum tax

bracket low, we will swim in our

apathy. But, none of it matters,

because unemployment is down,

aggregate wealth is up, and the

world is at peace.

There is a direct relationship

between economic prosperity and

the failure to participate in

democracy. Frankly, it is reminis-

cent of the old experiment where

the rat is given the choice

between sexual stimulation and

food.

He depresses one lever, he

receives mild arousal; he depress-

es the other, he receives food. In

the end, the experiment has to be

ended because the rat is near star-

vation. One has to wonder how

long it will be before the

Amercian experiment is stopped

for ethical reasons.

And no one will vote?

Comfort breeds weakness. And

we Americans will face the fate of

the Romans. Amercian

Democracy will die for the

same—and damn well the right

—

reasons: corruption, contentment,

and apathy.

Nobody wants to vote today

because no wants to think. If the

New Dumb and Old Rich wish to

bludgeon each other for the right

to chew on the carcass of post-

industrial humanity, let them. As

long as the economy is good, any

jackass is allowed to pose as the

Word before there was Existence.

We do not care. As long as cable

television goes for less than $50 a

month, gas stays below two dol-

lars a gallon, the new Playstation

retails for below $200 a unit, and

the NFL maintains enough parity

to allow an outcast football team

to carpetbag its way to a champi-

onship, we will presume the

world continues to rotate. Some

day, past the end of ourselves, the

American Republic will leave this

little rock's doomed hurtle

through oblivion: The average

citizen in the United States is too

damned mentally lazy and moral-

ly defunct to take five minutes out

of one Tuesday in November to

stare Caligula in the eye and say,

"Not here, not ever."

John C. Crawford is a junior,

double-degree major: History

and Communication

APSCUFI Coaches took an authorization vote last week,

from Page 1.

routine part of bargaining. It

doesn't mean there will be a

strike." According to Marshall,

the talks that were held on Sept. 1

3

and 22 were very productive and

progress was starting to be made.

Authorization votes have occured

in the past and have not lead to a

strike. Although the State System

prefers the vote didn't occur, they

remain focused on a settlement,

according to Marshall.

\<i

n '^

Still not too late to get that print

co-curricular!

We need proofreaders.

If interested give us a call at 393-2380

or stop by the office at 270 Gemmeli

Student Center
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News

BSGP meets in Harrisburg, PA
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

The State System of Higher Education's (SSHE) Board

of Student Government Presidents (BSGP) met in

Harrisburg on Sept. 22-24 for their first conference of the

year.

Student Senate President Brian Sowa, Vice President

Drew McWilliams, and Treasurer Ben Chervenak were the

delegates who attended the conference.

Secretary of State, Kim PizzingriUi awarded BSGP with

a plaque commending them for their efforts in the Voter

Registration drive.

National Voter Registration week was Sept. 16- 22. More

than 5,000 students registered to vote during the campaign.

Clarion University helped to register approximately 110 of

those 5,000 students who registered.

"BSGP conferences are an excellent opportuniy for stu-

dent leaders from across the state system to get together

and share ideas," said President Sowa.

The BSGP delegates voted to determine the Issue of the

Year. This year's issue is comprised of three different

campaigns. The campaigns include; system awareness,

campus safety and security, and diversity.

"The Board of Student Government Presidents provided

me with many excellent opportunites. I was able to bring

back many new and creative ideas to Clarion University

and Student Senate. Additionally, it helped in training me

for my new position on Senate this year by showing a focus

on present issues," said Vice President McWilliams.

Each of the 14 state system schools' presidents had the

opportunity to report to the board on the current events and

issues facing their school.

Clarion University's President Brian Sowa updated the

board on the state of Clarion's library, transportation sys-

tem, and the upcoming Clarks, Grapevine, and Buzzpoets

concert.

Margaret Delmonico of Pennsylvania State Educator's

Credit Union (PSECU) presented the delegates with

Budgeting 101.

She gave every delegate a financial planner and provid-

ed them with information concerning credit cards, check-

books, and budgeting.

At the first BSGP meeting, elections were held to deter-

mine BSGP's executive board.

Slippery Rock's Clayton Wukich was elected as Chair of

the board. Ashley Shoenfelt of East Stroudsburg was elect-

ed vice chair, while Angela Ambrose was elected

Treasurer. Dawn Qualli of Kutztown was elected

Parliamentarian.

"I am very excited about this year's board and our lead-

ership. I think we have the opportunity to take BSGP to a

new level," said President Sowa.

BSGP delegates also experienced an orientation session

in which they could address Chancellor James McCormick

on any issue concerning SSHE.

Treasurer Chervenak said, "It was a great experience.

I learned a lot about the SSHE, and 1 look forward to

working with the rest of the BSGP board and senators

throughout the rest of the year."

Venango Campus on trustees agenda
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Upcoming changes at the

Venango Campus made news last

Thursday night in Oil City.

The Clarion University

Trustees approved a public com-

mitment to maintain future vitali-

ty of the Venango Campus.

"We are taking this opportunity

to say that the Venango Campus

is important to us," said

University President Diane L.

Reinhard.

Reinhard was at the trustees

meeting Thursday to outline the

major improvements.

Reinhard also said that, "These

changes are based on strategic

directions and action steps gener-

ated by our planning process con-

firmed findings of a comprehen-

sive market studey of the

Venango Campus last year."

A recent jump in enrollment at

the campus is partly responsible

for the new changes.

There was an 8.7 percent jump

in overall enrollements, and a 40

percent increase in freshman.

The Venango Campus currently

has an enrollment of 415 stu-

dents. There are 257 full-time

and 158 part-time students.

In other news, Reinhard also

announced that Dr. Arthur Acton,

executive dean of the Venango

Campus, will become the assis-

tant vice president of academic

affairs.

Acton will be in charge of col-

laborative programs, extended

programs, and distance education.

He will also be responsible for

the educational outreach for the

university.

In addition to his job at the

Venango Campus, Dr. Acton has

also helped Clarion gain a leader-

ship role in distance education

withing the SSHE.

"Dr Acton has been asked to

assume additional and increasing

responsibilities in these areas for

which the university has earned

statewide recognition," said

Reinhard.

"In his new assingnment. Dr.

Acton will focus his efforts on

building the university's

acknowledged success in enhanc-

ing and expanding learning

opportunities through collabora-

tion and distance education tech-

nologies," said Reinhard.

Dr. Acton began his job as exec-

utive dean in 1995. The

University will begin a nation-

wide search for his replacement.

In the meantime the University

has hired Dr. Audean Duepohl as

the interim executive dean, which

is effective October 1.

According to a list of changes.

the process and organizational

stucture at the Venango Campus

is said to be completed in a five-

year devlopment plan.

* Re-establishing the position of

Executive Deari as having singu-

lar responsibility for the Venango

Campus and require residency in

Venango County.

* Establishing a permanent,

minimum faculty complemem at

the Venango Campus.

*Provide an additional $40,000

in personel funds to allow the

executive dean to augment sched-

uled course offerings over and

above that which would be possi-

ble with the minimum comple-

ment faculty.

* Increase the available funds

for advertising and promotion

from the current $7,'500 to a min-

imum of $30,000.

* Reconsider current organiza-

tional structure and decide finally

whether academic departments at

Venango Campus should be creat-

ed.

* Establish a technical presence

in courses and programs at the

Venango Campus through collab-

orative programming and or inter-

nal devlopment.

*Authorize a full-time market-

ing position at the Venango

Campus to assist with the promo-

tion, fund raising, external rela-

tions, and programming designed

to enhance the public image of

campus.

* Determine the way in which

the university's continuing educa-

tion operation can be restructured

to provied Venango Campus con-

trol of operations in its service

area.

* Rebuild the campus entry,

build a new parking lot expan-

sion, and relocate the mainte-

nance and storage garage.

Clarion University

student is selected for

The Harrisburg

Internship Semester

(T.H.I.S.),

See Page 7

.
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conference in was voted "Senator

Harrisburg, of the v^eek ",
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Rimer becomes T.H.I.S. intern
by Kelly Drevitch

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Tara Rimer of Oil City is taking part in The

Harrisburg Internship Semester.

Rimer, a junior Information Systems major

at Clarion University, graduated in 1990 from

Oil City High School.

She is the daughter of Rudy and Sue Rimer

of Oil City.

Rimer and 13 other students are participat-

ing in T.H.I.S., which gives students a chance

to work in every state government section and

gain a full semester of credits.

T.H.I.S. offers the program to certain stu-

dents who attend one of the 14 State System

schools.

During the fall program, students must

attend various academic seminars.

Also, the program requires each student to

execute an individualized research project.

Since 1989, when the program was first ini-

tiated, more than 150 State University students

University Relations/The Clarion Call

Tara Rimer, is a junior information sys-

tems major. Stie is working for thie Pa.

Commission for Women.

have, joined, and completed the program.

Students learned and received important

information about the state government at the

policy-making level.

Any State System student interested in

attending T.H.I.S. in the future can receive

information through their campus coordinator,

their university's internship office, or by con-

tacting the Dixon University Center at (717)

720- 4089.

The State System of Higher Education has

over 95,000 students.

The 14 universities have more than 250

degree and certificate programs in more than

120 fields of study. Of the alumni, almost

350,000 have found jobs in Pennsylvania.

The 14 state schools include: Bloomsburg,

California, Cheyney, Clarion, East

Stroudsburg, Indiana, Kutztown, Lockhaven,

Mansfield, Millersville, Shippensburg,

Slippery Rock, and West Chester Universities.

'W'Wr'W'I'!'!'?!'!'!'!'?!'!

The Clarion Call

would like to

apologize for a j

misprint

that took place in last

week's edition.

In the Student i

Senate article, the 1

Chandler Dining hall

chef was referred to

as Chef Jeff. His

name is actually Chef

Chris. Sorry for the

mistake.

Dr. Vega to give Global Warming speecli
by Lindsey Lowrie

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Dr. Anthony Vega, Clarion

Universities associate professor

of earth science, will be giving a

speech at the Clarion Community

Relations Breakfast held in the

American Legion banquet room

on Main Street at 7:30 a.m. on

Wednesday, October 1 1

.

Dr. Vega will be giving a brief

talk entitled "Global Warning:

Fact or Fiction."

The two research factions that

Dr. Vega will be looking at and

discussing are the "doom and

gloomers," and the "skeptics" as

he designates them.

The early outlook of the "doom

and gloomers" stated that by the

year 2050 global temperatures

would increase by 15 to 20
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degrees Celsius.

Vega said that, "Due to advances

in understanding the complex

processes of the atmosphere, the

current computer models will pro-

ject a more realistic temperature

increase of about one degree

Celsius by 2050."

The "doom and gloomers"

information is based on computer

models of the atmosphere that

help to project future global tem-

peratures.

The other outlook, taken by the

"skeptics,"is that these models

may not be right, and that we

should be weary of what they are

predicting. Vega said, "All of my
climatic research utilizes the

observational record and most of

what I see shows considerable

error in the model output. The

computer models of the atmos-
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726 E Main St.

phere are inherently incomplete.

For instance, we still don't know

what happens to about 1 gigaton

of carbon dioxide, out of seven,

that enters the atmosphere each

year."

The "skeptics" believe that the

"doom and gloomers" outlook

may be wrong because the com-

puter generated data does not take

into consideration "real world

trends." In essence, what the

"doom and gloomers are doing is

taking a hypothesis that has not

been proven and passing it off as

a proven theory," said Dr. Vega's

outlook on the future of global

warming is right in the middle .

As some of his research supports

modeled output and some dis-

agrees with it. He also believes,

along with other scientists and

meteorologists, that global warm-

ing will cause both negative and

positive global impacts.

During his speech Dr. Vega will

go into these issues in greater

detail. In addition to presenting

aspects of future global warning

and its impacts, he will also cover

basic, related information such as

what the "greenhouse effect"

actually pertains to.

Dr. Vega has been on staff at

Clarion University since 1994.

He received his BA from the

University of New Orleans; his

MS from Mississippi State

University; his Ph.D. from

Louisana State University; and he

also holds a certificate of broad-

cast meterology from Mississippi

State University.

The breakfast is sponsored by

the Clarion Community Relations

Committee and there is a fee of

$5. This can be paid at the door.

Anyone interested in attending

should RSVP by October 6 by

calling 393-1865.

The staff of Becht and Baiientine

IS sponsoring a Self Defense Clinic

taught by Sense! Paposi-Jobb and his

Judo class, it will be held on
Wednesday,

October 4, 2000 at 7:30 p.m.

In TIppIn Gymnasium North.

Door Prizes and Refreshments will be
served.
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Senate delegates attend BSGP
by Michelle D'lJva

aarion Call Staff Writer

During the Sept. 25th Student

Senate meeting. President Brian

Sowa reported on the Board of

Student Government Presidents

(BSGP) conference, which he

attended over the weekend with

Vice President Drew

McWilliams and Treasurer Ben

Chervenak.

The issue of the year was deter-

mined to be three separate cam-

paigns. The campaigns include

campus safety and security, sys-

tem awareness, and diversity.

Also the Secretary of State pre-

sented a plaque to the BSGP for

their efforts for voter registra-

tion.

In regards to the conference,

Vice President McWilliams said

that he hoped to implement all of

the ideas that they learned at the

conference.

He also announced that Student

Senate would be launching a PR
campaign in order to publicize

Senate's issues and concerns fac-

ing the student body.

On behalf of the Appropriations

Committee, Treasurer Chervenak

informed the Senate that the

Large Item Capital Account con-

tains $307,889.74; the Capital

Account has $123,317.22; the

Supplemental Reserve has

$40,612.53 and the Supplemental

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senate met on Monday September 25, 2000

.

Senate voted to allocate money to Intermurals to build an

outdoor tiockey system

.

Account contains $21,980.

Treasurer Chervenak moved to

allocate $1,912 from the Capital

Account so the Intermurals

Department may purchase a new

computer, pending the approval

of Dr. Reinhard. This motion

passed 17-0-0.

Chervenak's second motion was

to allocate $17,490 from the

Capital Account to Intermurals in

order to build an outdoor hockey

system.

The rink will be constructed

near Wilkinson and Nair Halls,

and it may be used year-round

for in-line hockey, deck hockey,

and indoor soccer.

This motion passed, pending

the approval of the Facilities

Committee and Dr. Reinhard, by

a vote of 13-4-0.

Chervenak moved to allocate

$4,870 from the Supplemental

Reserve fund to Student Senate

for a National Conference in

Orlando, Florida from

Wednesday, November 15

through Sunday, November 19.

The rest of the funding for the

conference will be funded by the

Student Senate Budget. This

motion passed 15-1-1.

Chervenak's final motion was

to allocate $1,035 from the

Supplemental Account to

Students Together Against Rape

(STAR) for their yearly budget.

The motion passed 17-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak reported

to Senate that they would soon be

voting on whether or not to ban

credit card soliciting as a Clarion

University fundraiser.

Senator Ryan Peffer reported to

Senate on behalf of the Student

Facilities Committee.

He informed them that for com-

munity members to purchase a

new membership to the Rec.

Center, the cost is $125 for

unlimited access or $100 for

access before 2:00 pm.

Peffer also said that new hours

for the Rec. Center are Monday-

Friday, 6:00 am- 11:00 pm.

The one-year celebration for

the opening of the Rec Center

will be held on Friday, October

13.

President Sowa welcomed new

Senator Sara Callaro.

He also acknowledged that

Farhard Hussain has been named

Senator of the Week, a new spot-

light in the Clarion Call.

Hussain was chosen for his

work with the Social Equity

Dinner this past weekend.

Senator Clopp reported that the

UAB has sold about 200 tickets

for the Clarks concert thus far.

They are advertising for the

show on WDVE, and the UAB
has plans to advertise on WXDX

as well.

In addition to concert news,

Clopp said that the UAB has

plans to reschedule the "Up, Up,

& Away" balloon ride, which

was cancelled earlier in the

semester due to inclement weath-

er.

Business Manager, Mr. Lee

Krull, suggested that it would be

a good idea for the university to

keep in contact with the borough.

Noting that the university stu-

dents make up almost one half

the population in Clarion County,

he said it would be wise to send a

representative to their meetings,

which are held the first Tuesday

of each month.

The next Student Senate meet-

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Ttie Senator of ttie Week is

Farhard Hussain. Hussain

was ctiosen due to his work

with the Social Equity Dinner

this past weekend.

Faculty focused on Pefformance Outcome Plan
by J.P. Kenney

aarion Call Editor m Chief

Faculty Senate discussed the

(POP) Performance Outcome

Plan at Monday's Sept. 25 meet-

ing.

Senate members raised con-

cerns and comments directed

toward the lengthy document.

The document, which was com-

pleted in June is required by all

14 state system of higher educa-

tion schools and is desgned to

align strategic planning among

the SSHE. The plan outlines

Clarion Universitiy's goals and

objectives from which faculty

will be measured.

Some of the goals include grad-

uation rates and classroom

enrollment.

"The administration has taken a

responsible step to working

together," said Dr. Scott Kuehn

THEWHTIE HOUSE
515 Wood Street, Clarion, Pa (814)227-1240
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Faculty Senate President.

Senate members concerns

addressed several parts of the

document.

President Reinhard addressed

the concerns of the Faculty and

said that the wording of the doc-

ument which could be taken as

Clarion not dedicating them-

selves to their work in the past

was not the intention of adminis-

tration.

President Reinhard added that

she would continue to answer

questions in the coming weeks.

Andrew Barnes, a member of

Student Senate opened the line of

communication between Student

Senate and Faculty Senate.

Barnes' report outlined Student

Senate's budget and future plans

for the Fall 2000 semester.

Dr. Reinhard discussed library

renovations, stressing the impor-

Christine Balsiger/The Clarion Call

Faculty Senate met at Monday's September 25, 2000 meet-

ing, lyiuch discussion took place for the Performance

Outcome Plan (P.O. P.). P.O. P. outlines goals for the future.

ance of hearing students con- very enjoyable day for those in

cems now compared to the end of attendance,

the semester. The next scheduled Faculty

Reinhard was pleased with Senate Meeting is Oct. 9 in B-8

Family Day citing it seemed a Hart Chapel.
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Kutztown U. mourns the loss of two
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

The Kutztown University community has had to

face the loss of one student and one faculty member

since the start of the year.

Student Damian "Train" Mobley, 30, collapsed

Monday. Sept. 11, during a pick-up basketball game

in Kutztown's Keystone Hall.

Kutztown's Public Safety tried to revive Mobley

before he was sent to Lehigh Valley Hospital where

he later died at 9:45 pm.

Mobley was a 1998 graduate of Plymouth-

Whitemarsh High School.

He served for three years in the Army's 24th

Infantry Division as a tank driver. He was also in

Operation Desert Storm.

While attending Kutztown, Mobley was a theatre

major and basketball player, who scored approxi-

mately 15 points per game.

"He was like a son to me," said Jeff Jones,

Kutztown's head coach of intercollegiate athletics.

"He was a special person. You just keep asking

yourself,'How and why would God take someone so

young?*"

Kutztown also lost their Assistant Director of

Housing and Residence Life, Diana Lynne DeRagon

Buchman. Buchman, who was also known to some

as "Miss Diane, the queen of housing," passed away

on Sept. 3.

Buchman taught kindergarten for 24 years before

returning to Pennsylvania as a temporary secretary

for Kutztown's Housing and Residence Life Office

(HARLO).

In 1993 at Kutztown, Buchman became closer to

students as she became the Assistant Director for

HARLO.
"Diana saved a tremendous amount of students

who arrived at Kutztown with a lot of 'baggage'.

She helped others find their role in the community,"

said Kent Dahlquist, Director of Housing and

Residence Life at Kutztown.

A memorial service was held in Buchman's honor

on Sept. 9.

Professional Development Series

Dress for Success:

October 16, 5:30 p.m. 250 Gemmell

Presenters: Jim Crooks and Daria Frielund of Crooks Clothing

A jDrofessional appearance plays an important role in get-

ting the job and keeping it. Area consultants will present

men's and women's fashions and will offer suggestions for

making a positive impression during the interview.

Applications being accepted for

Student Trustee position

Applications are being accepted for the student

trustee position on The Clarion University Council of

Trustees. Eligible candidates must be:

Full-time undergraduate student
(other than freshmen)

.

Enrolled for at least 12 semester hours

In good academic standing

Candidates must complete an application form, available at the Student

Senate Office, 269 Gemmell Student Center. The form must be accom-

panied by three letters of recommendation and submitted to the Student

Senate Office by 5:00pm, Wednesday, October 18, 2000.

For more information, contact Student Senate President Brain Sowa at 226-2318 or

Student Trustee Naqeeb Hussain at 226-8353.

In Brief

Elizabethtown- The

College lost one of its

original pioneers on Sept

8 with the passing of Vera

Hackman, a former dean

of women. She was 97.

At the College,

Hackman taught English,

history, political science

and journalism. As a pro-

fessor, she was most rec

ognjzed for her expansion

of the English

Department's journalism

and composition course-

work. She also was an

active advisor for The

Etownian.

Ttie Etownian

Slippery Rock- The

Student Vote 2000 cam-

paign is under way with

its Rock The Vote SRU
events and promotion of

voter awareness.

The campaign is pro-

moting awareness on the

importance of voting.

Students have started to

register within the first

couple of days of the

campaign. Between the

referendum and

Tuesday's concert at least

30 people have registered

to vote.

The Rocket

Millersville- This past

Thursday, Senate wel-

comed a very special

guest speaker. Dr

Joseph A. Caputo,

President of Millersville

University, had much
information to offer, as he

held a question and

answer session to

address concerns of the

Senate and the student

body.

Many senators had

inventive propositions

and ideas to offer and

also many had concerns

they wished to try to abol-

ish by discussing them

with Caputo.

Public Safety Blotter

Minors Consumption
On Sept. 23, according to

Public Safety, Jason Droske,

18, of Murrysville Pa, was cited

for nninors consumption for

drinking alcohol in front of a

dormitory.

Scattered Rubbish
According to Public Safety, on

Sept. 22 John Larcinese, 20,

was observed throwing paper

down on university property

and was also found with under-

age possession of alcohol in lot

5 of the university.

Criminal Mischief

On Sept. 20, according to

Public Safety, two windows of

the mechanical room in the

basement of Nair Hall were

broken.

Theft Bv Unlawful

Taking
According to Public Safety, on

Sept. 1 5 three disposable cam-

eras and a Pentax Zoom cam-

era were taken from room 250

Gemmell.

Theft

On Sept. 18, according to

Public Safety, a student report-

ed the theft of a telephone from

his room in Nair Hall sometime

during the weekend.

Institutional Vandalism
According to Public Safety, on

Sept. 19, a student reported

having his vehicle vandalized

while parked in Parking Lot 5

on the university's campus.

Burglary

On Sept. 16, according to

Public Safety, an unknown per-

son (s) removed a laptop com-

puter from a student's dorm

room in Wilkinson Hall. This

incident is under investigation.

Criminal Mischief

According to Public Safety, on

Sept. 16, a vehicle was broken

into in Parking Lot 5 on the uni-

versity's campus and items

were reported taken. Campus
Police are investigating.

Harassment by
Communication
On Sept. 14, according to

Public Safety, a student report-

ed harassing phone calls.
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Lifestyles
Concert Preview

The Clarks, Buzz Poets, and Grapevine to rock Clarion
by Julie Barletta,

UAB Recreation Chair, and

Jason Erb, UAB President

Word is slowly geting around

about the upcoming concert that is

being held on campus by these

bands. However, many students

are wandering around asking

"who are they?"

The Clarks are a Pittsburgh

based band that is gradually

climbing its way to national fame.

The band, who got its break

playing covers at parties at lUP

over ten years ago, has sold over

93,000 units of their five previous-

ly released independent albums

due to the popularity of songs like

"Penny on the Floor," "Caroline"

and "Cigarette". This is a number

that they hope to double as word-

gets out about their newly released

album "Let It Go," which they

songs seem to focus mainly on

girls and beer, however there's

much more to them than that; for

as The Clarks put it, their music is

"Rock'n'roll without pretense."

The last time The Clarks came to

Clarion their show was a huge

success due to high ticket sales

and audience appeal. In fact, the

concert was such a hit that Clarion

students have requested time and

time again for The Clarks to return

to campus. The Clarks say that

they love to come to Clarion due

to the large audience participation

and support during their shows.

The group hopes that with this

year's special guests The

Buzzpoets and Grapevine the

show will be even bigger and bet-

ter. In fact, this lineup is expected

to be such a crowd pleaser that

when one of Pittsburgh's biggest

rock stations, WOVE, caught

Photo courtesy of UAB

Rock group, Grapevine.

Photo courtesy of UAB

The Clarks will perform at Clarion in October.

released under their new label

Razor & Tie, the same label that

produces the Monsters of Rap and

Monsters of Rock Collections.

Since its release, "Let It Go" has

been a huge hit with the group's

fans as they sing-a-long to new

hits like "Born toO Late" and

"Chasin'Girls."

On the surface, the group's

wind of it they began advertising

it on the air and on their web page.

In much the same manner as The

Clarks, The Buzzpoets are another

Pittsburgh-based band climbing

their way to national fame. They

too have a huge following and

have headlined large events such

as the X-Fest and 'DVB Rocker in

Pittsburgh. They play at a variety

British band Travis

shows the States what
England is listening to.

To find out what we're

missing.

See Page 11.

local following of their own as

their hit songs "In My Head" and

"The Sign" have made it near the

top of the play lists on Pittsburgh

stations throughout the past two

years.

This group had such a strong fan

support that during the first week

of debut of their album, "Star," it

became one of A&R's top 100

best selling discs.

Since the release of "Star," the

band has been working to put

together another album, which

they hope will be just as success-

ful.

All three of these bands can be

heard on stations such as 102.5

WOVE and the X 105.9 in

Pittsburgh, as well as stations such

as 101.1 the Revolution in State

College and the Peak in Erie.

of venues all over the region

including Sherlock's in Erie, The

Crowbar in State College and

Quaker Steak and Lube in Sharon.

Wherever they play the band

almost always has a sell-out per-

formance to hear them play their

hits such as "Pretzel Sex,"

"Psycho," "Copenhagen Girl" and

"Lemonade."

This past summer, their recently

recorded song "Angel Eyes"

peaked at number 3 worldwide on

the charts at MP3.com and it held

the #1 spot on the site's pop vocal

category for a month. The

Buzzpoets have not only released

songs to mp3.com but they've put

their entire album there to down-

load for free. In fact, the group's

popularity has increased so much

that they were almost voted onto

the nationally syndicated show

"Farm Club,".

With their huge local following

and the accessibility of their music

on the Internet, it is no wonder

they are playing concerts with

increasing demand for them.

Grapevine is the third and final

Pittsburgh-based band that will

rock Clarion in October. While

this group has not been around as

long as The Clarks and The

Buzzpoets, they are gaining a

www.theclarioncalI.com

Qarion University's

Theatre Department

op>ens up the season

with the play Tales of

Lost Formicans.

See Page 13.

iarion

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of Carlson Library

and the new fence, put up for the

construction on the new library.

Interhall Council is

kicking off another year

here at Qarion. To find

out what they're all

.

about.

See Page 13.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's going

on in Clarion University

and the surrounding

community.

See Page 11.
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Today
•W. Volleyball at Allegheny 7 pm
•Interhall Council Mtg. (246 Gem) 6 pm
Friday, September 29
•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•Credit/No Record ends 4 pm
•Meet Your Advisor Week ends

Saturday, September 30
•ROSH HASHANAH
•Football at Kutztown 1:35 pm
•W. Tennis at Rolex Tournament
(Bloomsburg)
•Cross Country at Lock Haven 11 am
•Archery Season opens
Sunday, October 1 i

•Vocal Chamber Concert (Chap) 3 pm
•W. Tennis at Rolex Tournament
(Bloomsburg)

Cl

ijl;

Monday, October 2
•Faculty Senate Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•W. Tennis at Rolex Tournament
(Bloomsburg)
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem)
7:30 pm
•Golf at WVIAC Regionals

Tuesday, October 3
•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•W. Volleyball vs. Lock Haven 7

pm
•Minority Student Services

Program (250/252 Gem) 7:30

pm-9 pm
•Golf at WVIAC Regionals

Wednesday, October 4

•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•UAB Float Mtg. (273 Gem) 6 pm
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Music Review

Britain's biggest band lands here in the States
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

Travis shows us just how much separates

us Americans from the British. And that

petty little pond called the Atlantic Ocean

is nothing compared to this gap - a differ-

ence of musical tastes.

I
See, Scotland's Travis are gods in the

y U.K. They have the top-selling album of

. last year, have won nearly across-the-board

; critical acclaim, and have managed to hold

- the title of England's favorite band, no

small feat considering that country's fickle

and volatile music scene. But here in the

States, Travis is far from a household

name, and they play clubs, not stadiums.

So what's all the hype about? Travis'

record, The Man Who, is what made all the

fuss in the U.K., and somehow hasn't even

' made a spark in the pan here. One of the

points that American journalists attack the

album on is the fact that Travis is very

derivative of Radiohead. While it's easy to

I draw parallels between The Man Who and

what is possibly the best rock band alive,

they're only surface comparisons, and dis-

I
miss Travis' music too easily. If we're

going to hold them up to anyone, try Neil

Young.

The Man Who is a wildly uneven album

at times, filled with astonishing highs, and

sewer-scraping lows. Its major fault lies in

the fact that they don't show much range

here. Most of the album is taken up by

downtrodden acoustic strummers centered

around lost love, ill will, and lead singer

Fran Healy's (it's a guy) high, nasal voice.

Not many bands can pull tricks like this off

well (okay - Radiohead can), and the prob-

lem is that Travis plays it to the hilt.

Let's get the bad stuff out of the way first.

At times, you just want to scream at Healy

to stop with the whining. Some songs are

rendered absolutely ridiculous by this

treatment, such as "The Last Laugh Of The

Laughter." In this song, Healy continually

moans "ooooohhhh my oooohhhh why"

over and over again, like a moose in labor.

Every once in a while, he stops to whine

something in french (don't ask me).

"Luv," which is a bad rewrite of "The Last

Laugh..." is quite possibly even worse, as

Healy moans and, yep, you guessed it -

whines about how he lost his girl. Spacey,

"hey-we-own-DarA: Side Of The Moon-gui-

tars, and a truly unlistenable harmonica

frame such unoriginal lyrics as "What's so

wrong? Why the face so long?" The last

bad song on the album is the Neil Young

rip-off of "The Fear." It just sits there,

flaccid, not going anywhere.

So, is there anything worth listening on

this album? Hell yes. While the songs that

fail are putrid knock-offs of better artists,

the ones that hit their mark are instant clas-

sics. I might as well start with The Man
Who's finest moment - the lead single

"Why Does It Always Rain On Me?"
"...Rain On Me?" is one of the best sob-

rock tunes ever written, an instantly catchy

dirge (how's that for an oxymoron?) that

puts Travis' gentle acoustic sound to won-

derful use, with backing cellos and Healy's

keening (not whining now) vocals.

"...Rain On Me?" actually provides the

album with some emotional release; the

song keeps building in its self-conscious

maudlin-ism, and Healy is singing on his

knees by the end. This should join The

Cure's "Boys Don't Cry" and Morrissey's

entire catalogue as a favorite of sensitive

» iKfmz}

"
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and lonely teenage boys everywhere.

A circular and Byrd-sy guitar riff opens

up the shimmering "Writing To Reach

You," which is only a few steps behind

"...Rain On Me?" A jangly guitar skips

around Healy's vocal as he sings the clever

line, "...but still the radio is playing all the

usual; and what's a Wonderwall anyway?"

Elsewhere, "Driftwood" and "Turn" pro-

vide some rockier tunes. "Driftwood"

rides an expansive and airy guitar, truly

magical bass playing, and caps it all off

with spiteful lyrics, which is a nice change

of pace from the "oh poor me" attitude.

"Turn" is simply spellbinding, a heaven-

searing ode to (gasp!) optimism. Healy

finally opens up those pipes at full volume,

proving he does have the charisma to be a

frontman.

But the second-most impressive song on

The Man Who is an untitled hidden track,

tacked on the end like an afterthought.

Forget everything you've previously heard

on the album - this song is a full-on, balls-

to-the-wall rocker A truly harrowing tale

of domestic abuse, Healy sneers chilling

lines like "Call me a name, and I'll hit you

again - you're a b***h, you're a slut,

you're a wh**e..." and "talk to your daddy

and I heard a voice - there's a belt hanging

over the door." Dynamic rhythm shifts,

volcanic guitar attacks, and raw-as-

uncooked steak production make this a

paranoid classic. The story-song ends

badly, as the line "blue flashing light blasts

Saturday night.. .we watched as they car-

ried you out," indicates.

The Man Who is well-worth your time

and effort. Sure, there are rotten apples

here, but that's what the skip button on

your player is for. The high points out-

shine the lows. Travis may not be the

"great band to save rock 'n' roll," as the

British press hails them (personally, my
money's on Radiohead); but given some
tighter focus and direction, Travis could be

a major force. 3 1/2 stars out of 5.
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Building a deck is not as easy as it looks
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

Tdday's Do-Il-Yourself

Project Is: How To Build a

Deck.

There's nothing like adding a

deck to transform an ordinary

home into a home attached to a

mass of inexpertly nailed

wood. And Just imagine the

family fun you'll have this

summer with a deck!

"Come on, kids!" you'll call

to your children. "Let's go out

on the deck and have some

fun!"

"Shut UP," they'll gaily

reply, because they are

engrossed in a Sony

PlayStation video game that

they've been playing for 11

consecutive weeks.

"OK then!" you'll say, step-

ping out onto your new deck.

"You kids are just going to

miss out on all the AAII-

lEEE." This is the noise you

make when you pick up a

splinter the size of a harpoon.

Yes, a deck would certainly

be a great addition to your

home. But if you're like most

people, you're reluctant to

tackle such an ambitious pro-

ject, for fear that you lack the

"know-how," or will sever an

important limb.

Well, you can stop worrying.

For one thing, they are making

amazing process in the field of

prosthetics. For another thing,

building a deck is NOT as hard

as you think! I've watched TV
personality Bob Vila do it

many times, and he is a regular

"do-it-yourselfer" just like

you, except that he has knowl-

edge, skill, an unlimited bud-

get and a large staff of experts.

So let's get started!

Step one is to select a site

for your deck. You should do

this in accordance with the

principles of "feng shui," an

ancient Chinese philosophy

whose name means, literally,

"new fad." Feng shui (pro-

nounced "wang chung") teach-

es us that where we locate our

household items affects our

happiness by controlling the

flow of "ch'i," which is a life

force that is always around us,

everywhere, all the time, like

Regis Philbin.

You may be skeptical, but

feng shui is actually based on

solid astrological principles

that have been scientifically

verified by Shirley MacLaine

and other leading

Californians. These people

pay feng shui consultants seri-

ous money to come to their

houses and tell them things

like what direction their beds

should be pointing. If you

think I'm making this up,

check out any feng shui publi-

cation, such as Feng Shui for

Modern Living ("The World's

Biggest Selling Feng Shui

Magazine") which is filled

with useful tips, such as this

one from the April issue:

"Keep your toilet seat

down. ..to prevent ch'i being

unnecessarily 'flushed away.'"

(You know how true this is if

you've ever had to pay a

plumber to fix a clogged toilet

by a big glob of escaped ch'i.)

My point is that, unless you

want all your ch'i flowing

onto your neighbor's drive-

way, you need to locate your

deck in exactly the right place.

In my experience, the ideal

location for a deck, consider-

ing all factors, is: indoors.

Just lay some boards on your

living-room floor and tell

everybody it's a deck. This

way, you can enjoy your deck

without going outdoors and-

turning yourself into essential-

ly a Dunkin' Donuts for mos-

quitoes.

If you insist on having a tra-

ditional outdoor deck, follow

these steps:

1. Go outside and, wearing

steel-tipped work boots, care-

fully pace off an area the size

of a deck.

2. Mark the corners by dri-

ving the stakes into the

ground, using a No. 6

Whacking Hammer. If you

hear screaming, you have lawn

vampires, and you should call

your Realtor immediately.

3. Drive a giant mega-ware-

house home-fixin's superstore

that runs TV commercials

wherein cheerful, knowledge-

able employees help you find

exactly what you need. Take

beef jerky, as you will be wan-

dering the aisles for days,

because those commercials are

a big pile of ch'i. You will

need to purchase the following

deck parts: beams, joists,

bevels, headers, footers,

thrusters, barristers and 8,000

metric feet of galvanized

mahogany.

4. Nail these items together

in the shape of a deck, as

shown on the Bob Vila show.

That's all there is to it! Time

to invite "the gang" over to

enjoy some outdoor fun on

your deck!

IMPORTANT SAFETY TIP:

Send smaller, more-expend-

able members of the gang out

onto the deck before you try it.

NIGHTTIME SAFETY TIP:

Everybody should wear garlic.

NEXT WEEK'S HOME-
OWNER TOPIC: Faster

Gardening through Dynamite.

MSS Spiritual Program provides uplifting advice to Clarion students

by Joule Bazemore

Clarion Call Staff Writer

We have all told ourselves at one

point or another that "today is the

day that I will turn myself around

and start out on the right track." Or

maybe you have said "this semester

I am going to be a totally different

person." More often that not, we

fall short of reaching our goal of

"self-renewal" and our "new atti-

tude on life" seems unlikely to

achieve, and if we haven't started

yet then maybe it's too late. So we

say next week, next month, or bet-

ter yet, next semester things will

change.

"Well, it's never too late to 'begin

again' with God," praised

Reverend Lora Adams King.

Reverend Adams King was the

guest speaker for the Minority

Student Services Spiritual this past

Sunday. The spiritual began with a

discussion and prayer led by

Thembi Henderson. Henderson, a

senior and member of MSS, read

from scriptures and also encour-

aged others to share reasons for

prayer and worship.

The topic "Beginning Again" was

an appropriate message for the

MSS Spiritual Program, the first of

the semester. Anyone that has tried

to start fresh, but sadly realized that

in our daily lives "beginning again"

may not be as easy as we hoped it

to be would have enjoyed

Reverend Adam.s King. 'No mat-

ter what we try to do. ..we can

always begin again with God."

As the pastor of Erie Street

Church of God, located in Franklin,

PA, Reverend Adams King's mes-

sage was clear and timely. She

spoke of how difficult it may seem

to turn over a new leaf. "This

minute. ..this second. ..we can begin

again with God. And anything that

we may have done. He will have no

memory of it."

The Minority Student Services

plans to have a spiritual piogiani

once a month featuring pastors

from different churches and student

speakers. If you would like infor-

mation about the next spiritual pro-

gram or future events, plea.se con-

tact Minority Student Services.
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624 MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA
16214

814-223-4600

10% off any accessary

or gift item

1 item per purchase per visit

Custom
window

treatments

Furniture

Carpeting

and

Accessories
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'Lost Formicans' to open Clarion's Theatre season
story courtesy of

Universitj' Relations^

Tales of the Lost Fonnicans, by Constance

Congden opens Clarion University of

Pennsylvania's Theatre season, October 3-7,

in the Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre at 8 p.m.

The Theatre theme for this university year is

"An American Century: 100 years in

American Drama," featuring plays that

reflect America's distinct view and sensibili-

ties.

Tickets for Tales ofthe Lost Fonnicans are

$7 for adults, $5 for children 12 and under,

and free for Clarion University students with

valid identification cards. "If you don't think

a play about Alzheimer's disease and the end

of the world - can take both those things seri-

ously - can still be light, entertaining and

somehow almost hopeful, come see this,"

says Rob Bullington, assistant professor of

speech communication and theatre, and

director of the play.

Tales of the lost Formicans is a hilarious

look at suburban middle America as seen

through the eyes of alien anthropologists. It

contains adult situations and language.

"It has been a long time since I directed a

contemporary American play," says

Bullington. "It is really different to do some-

thing about us. It involves different ways of

working."

The story is told in the framework of a lec-

ture by an alien anthropologist. The aliens

are trying to piece together what 1990s

American society was like by looking at ordi-

nary household artifacts. However, they

haven't done a good job and there are mis-

takes.

What the aliens have uncovered is the story

of Cathy, who following a divorce, moves

from New York City to Colorado with her 15-

year-old son, Eric. There, she finds her

father, Jim, in the middle to late stages of

Alzheimer's disease, and runs into a series of

complications including difficulties with her

mother, Evelyn; Eric running away from

home; and reuniting with her friend, Judy.

"Congden wrote this play from her own

experience after her father died of

Alzheimer's," says Bullington. "Some of the

scenes are very hard hitting. Her theme was

to kx)k at trying to make order out of chaos.

It has the hopeful message that the search for

order is worth it."

Congden is a 1991-92 Guggenheim Fellow.

She has received a National Endowment for

the Arts Playwriting and Fellowship, a

Rockefeller Playwriting Award, and was the

first recipient of the Arnold Weissberger

Playwriting Award. Her recent works

include Losing Father's Body and Casanova.

"This is not a linear play," says

Bullington. "It is presented in frag-

ments. The story moves in time, always

with the sense that the aliens are in con-

trol. Three stories are told, that of the

aliens, Cathy's family, and the future of

the human race. Will our intense desire

to know things and make sense out of

things eventually consume us? It is per-

Photo courtesy of University Relationsl
^o^^d on a stage with many platforms

' and levels. The scenes overlap and the

actors convey to the audience where theySeana Simon and Katie Kerr in

'Tales of the Lost Formicans.

'

are located."

Interhall Council introduces itself to students
by Christina Beaufort

Hello fellow Clarion University

students. My name is Christina

Beaufort and I am a junior here at

Clarion University. I am president

of an organization called Interhall

Council (IHC).

College is the most exciting part

of growing up. It shows that you

are an independent person who is

breaking away from home for the

first time. This is a chance for all

of the university students to meet

new people from all around the

world, experience diversity, live in

a residence hall community, join

different organizations, and create

memorable experiences.

It is a remarkable journey for a

college student to live in a resi-

dence hall, arrange and decorate a

iToom with another individual, and

live in a community with many

other students with a diverse back-

ground. All residence hall stu-

dents have the same common goal

- to get a college degree.

There are many choices that a

student must make, and risks that

go along with any decision. Some

students may want a chance to

praise something they have seen

or liked, but many individuals are

too shy or scared to share their

thoughts or are unaware of whom

to discuss these issues with.

Clarion University students who

live in one of the seven residence

halls (Ballentine, Becht,

Campbell, Givan, Nair, Ralston,

and Wilkinson) need to know that

there is an organization available

for them.

Interhall Council has been

around since before the 1960s, but

sadly is not known by the student

body. As an organization on this

campus, our mission is to govern

and to develop universal goals that

promote purposeful, social and

intellectual activities between res-

idence halls. Providing opportuni-

ties for leadership, diversity, open

communication, and policy devel-

opment to include all residents

within the on-campus community

are benefits as well.

IHC works closely with each hall

council in the residence halls. We
hold a meeting every Thursday

and each residence hall on

Clarion's campus is recognized

and discusses what activities are

being presented within each hall.

Any concerns or issues occurring

within the hall or praises that are

noticed by students are also dis-

cussed.

Each and every person that is

somehow involved with this resi-

dence hall community, whether it

is the Resident Director, Resident

Assistant, the cleaning staff, din-

ing hall staff, maintenance, the

Housing Department, or any stu-

dent living in the residence hall

can be honored by on "Of The

Month Award," also called an

OTM. OTM's are nominated by

anyone and then presented to the

hall council, which then turns the

nomination in to IHC. IHC sends

the award to the College and

University Residence Hall organi-

zation, which judges them against

other schools and then presents

awards at a conference banquet.

IHC also sponsors many activi-

ties which include Hall Wars (an

event held in the spring semester

that is a friendly competition of

events between the halls), the

Semi-Formal dance held in

December, the Gateway Clipper

Cruise, and ice-skating trip. Fright

Night on Halloween, and the Rec-

A-Thon all-nighter held in the Rec

Center, to name a few.

We also hold fundraisers, which

consist of Welcome Kits,

Freshman Collegiate Kits, Fruit

Baskets, and Survival Kits.

IHC is part of a regional and

national organization for college

and university residence halls. We

attend three conferences a year,

which helps our organization

implement new ideas and pro-

grams so IHC can grow and

expand each year. Being part of

this regional and national organi-

zation benefits IHC greatly. This

gives IHC the ability to share ideas

and attend other university's IHC

meetings. IHC members have also

presented programs at these con-

ferences to over 100+ students and

were presented with awards for an

outstanding program.

Over this semester, you will have

the opportunity to read what is

going on within each Residence

Hall and Interhall Council.

Please, take the chance and

become involved in "your" com-

munity. We would love to see you

at our meetings every Thursday in

246 Gemmell at 6 p.m. Become

involved, because new ideas are

always tried, not died. It is up to

you to make a difference.

SllffONE BIGXTRASAND
CET^EFREEI

i
i
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250 Take out

$550 all you can eat
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or $4.00 whole pie eat in or
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Building a deck is not as easy as it looks
l)\ Dave Harr\

SMiditatcd Writt'r

liKhiN 's Do It -^'oui self

Pio)L\! Is; Wow \'o Build a

Deck

ThiMc's nothiiu! like iukiing a

deck u> iiaiistonii an ordinal)

home into a home attached to a

mass o\ inexpertly nailed

wood And jiist imagine the

t'amil\ lun noli" II have this

summer u ith a deck!

"Come on. kidsl" you'll call

to your children. "Let's go out

on the deck and have some

tun'"

"Shut UP." they'll gaily

reply. because they are

engrossed in a Sony

PlayStation video game that

they've been playing tor 1 1

consecutive weeks.

"OK then!" you'll say, step-

ping (Hit onto your new deck.

"You kids are just going to

miss out on all the AAII-

lEEE." This is the noise you

make when you pick up a

splinter the si/.e o( a harpoon.

Yes. a deck would certainly

be a great addition to your

home. But it \ini"re like most

people. \()u"re reluctant to

tackle such an ambitious pro-

ject, tor tear that you lack the

"knou how," or will se\cr an

imporiant limtv

Well. \ou can st(^p worrying.

I'or one thing. the\ are making

ama/ing process in the field ot

prosthetics. I'or another thing,

building a deck is NOT as hard

as you think! I've watched TV
persimality Boh \'ila do it

man\ times, and he is a regular

"do-it-yourselt'er" just like

you. except that he has knowl-

edge, skill, an unlimited bud-

get and a large statf of experts.

So let's get started!

Step one is to select a site

for your deck. You should do

this in accordance with the

principles of "feng shui." an

ancient Chinese philosophy

whose name means, literally,

"new fad." Feng shui (pro-

nounced "wang chung") teach-

es us that where we locate our

household items affects our

happiness by controlling the

flow oi "ch'i," which is a life

force that is always around us.

everywhere, all the time, like

Regis Philbin.

You may be skeptical, but

feng shut is actually based on

solid astrological principles

that have been scientifical!)

\eritied by Shirley MacEaine

and other leading

Californians. These people

pay leng shut consultants seri-

ous money to come to their

houses and tell them things

like what direction their beds

should be pointing. If you

think I'm making this up,

check out any feng shui publi-

cation, such as Feng Shui for

Modern Living ("The World's

Biggest Selling Feng Shui

Magazine") which is filled

with useful tips, such as this

one from the April issue:

"Keep your toilet seal

down. ..to prevent ch'i being

unnecessarily 'tlushed away.'"

(\'ou know how true this is if

you've ever had to pay a

plumber to lix a clogged toilet

by a big glob ot escaped ch'i.)

My point is that, unless you

want all your ch'i flowing

onto your neighbor's drive-

way, you need to locate your

deck in exactly the right place.

In my experience, the ideal

K)cation for a deck, consider-

ing all factors, is: indoors.

Just lay some boards on your

living-room floor and tell

everybody it's a deck. This

way, you can enjoy your deck

without going outdoors and'

turning yourself into essential-

ly a Dunkin' Donuts for mos-

quitoes.

If you insist on having a tra-

ditional outdoor deck, follow

these steps:

1. Go outside and. wearing

steel-tipped work boots, care-

fully pace off an area the size

of a deck.

2. Mark the corners by dri-

ving the stakes into the

ground, using a No. 6

Whacking Hammer. It sou

hear screaminsi. you have lauii

vampires, and you should call

your RealtiM iinniediately.

.V Drive a giant mega-ware-

house home-tixin's superstore

that runs TV commercials

wherein cheerful, knowledge-

able employees help you tiiid

exactly what you need, lake

beef jerky, as you will be wan-

dering the aisles tor days,

because tht)se commercials are

a big pile ol ch'i. "^'ou will

need to purchase the tollowing

deck parts: beams, joists,

bevels, headers, footers,

thrusters, barristers and 8.000

metric feet of galvanized

mahogany.

4. Nail these items together

in the shape of a deck, as

shown on the Bob Vila show.

That's all there is to it! Time

to invite "the gang" over to

enjoy some outdoor fun on

your deck!

IMPORTANT SAFETY TIP:

Send smaller, more-expend-

able members o\' the gang out

onto the deck before yt)u try it.

NIGHTTIME SAIf-TY TIP:

Everybody should wear garlic.

NEXT \VF,1:K'S llOMi;

OWNER TOPIC: 1 asler

Gardeninu thriuii'li Dvnamile.

MSS Spiritual Program provides uplifting advice to Clarion students

by Joule Bazcmore

Clarion (all Staff Writer

We have all told ourselves ;it one

piMnt or another that "today is the

day that I will turn myself around

and sfai! out on the right track." Or

mavbe vou have said "this semester

I am gtiing to be a totalis different

pers(^n.' More otten that not. we

fall sho;! of reaching our goal of

"self-renewal" and our "new atti-

tude on life" seems unlikely to

achieve, and if we haven't started

yet then maybe it's \oo late. So we

say next week, next month, or bet

tei yet. next semester things will

change.

"Well. It's never too late to "begin

again" with God." praised

Reverend Lora Adams King.

Reverend .^dams King was the

guest speaker tor the Minority

Student Services Spiritual this past

Sunday. The spiritual began w ith a

discussion and prayer led by

Thembi Henderson. Henderson, a

senior and member of VLSS. read

from scriptures and also encour-

aged (^hcrs to share reasons tor

prayer and wiirship.

The topic "Beginning .Again" was

an appropriate message tor the

MSS Spiritual Program, the first ot

the semester. Anyone that has tried

to start fresh, but sadly realized that

m our daily lives "h-gipiiing again"

may not be as e;'^- i' -Ae jumped it

to be w(Hild 'Miiovecl

Reverend .Adan V.o nuii-

ter what we .we can

always begin i-.i'n ;M ( iod."

.\s the )ia--li. ;ie Street

Church ot God, Uk .\.\\ in Pranklin,

PA, Reverend Adams King's mes-

sage was c'ear and timely. She

spoke ot how difticult it may seem

lo turn over a new leaf. "This

n'iinute...this scc(ind...we Ciiii i'cgiii

again with CkkI. And anvMiiiig thai

we mav have done. Me will have no

meinorv ot i(

"

The Miiioiitv SUkieiii Services

plans to have a spiiilual piogiaiii

once a month teaiuiing pasiois

from different churches and siiident

speakers. II yi)U would like inlor-

malion about the next spiritual [no-

gram or tutuie evenls. please eon

tact Minority Student Services,

'B]

I
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better furniture
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624 MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

16214

814-223-4600

10% off any accessary

or gift item

1 item per purchase per visit

Custom
window

treatments

Furniture

Carpeting

and

Accessories

needed'

Convertibles are need*]

|0d for the Autumn teafj

^ Festival Parade on I

Saturday,
|

October 14,2000. ^

Contact the Clarion

Area Chamber of

Business and Industry

for more information at

{8t4)226-916i;
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lost Formicans' to open Clarion's Theatre season
story courtesy of

University Relations

Tales of the U)st Formicans, by Constance

Congden opcm Clarion University ot

Pennsylvania's Theatre season, October 3-7,

in the Marvvick-Boyd Little Theatre at 8 p.m.

I'he Theatre iheme for this university year is

•An American Century: 100 years in

American Drama." featuring plays that

reflect America's distinct view and sensibili-

ties.

Tickets for Talex of the Lost Fonnicans are

$7 for adults, $5 for children 12 and under,

and free for Clarion University students with

valid identification cards. "If you don't think

a play about Alzheimer's disease and the end

of the world - can take both those things seri-

ously - can still be light, entertaining and

somehow almost hopeful, come see this,"

says Rob Bullington, assistant professor of

speech communication and theatre, and

director of the play.

Tales of the Lost Formicans is a hilarious

l(X)k at suburban middle America as seen

through the eyes of alien anthropologists. It

contains adult situations and language.

"It has been a long time since I directed a

contemporary American play," says

Bullington. "It is really different to do st)me-

thing about us. It involves different ways of

working."

The story is told in the framework of a lec-

ture by an alien anthropologist. The aliens

are trying to piece together what 1990s

American society was like by looking at ordi-

nary household artifacts. However, they

haven't done a gcH>d job and there are mis-

takes.

What the aliens have uncovered is the story

of Cathy, who following a divorce, moves

from New York City to Colorado with her 15-

year-old son, Eric. There, she finds her

father, Jim, in the middle to late stages of

Alzheimer's disease, and runs into a series of

complications including difficulties with her

mother, Evelyn; Eric running away from

home; and reuniting with her friend, Judy.

"Congden wrote this play from her own

experience after her father died of

Photo courtesy of University Relations

Seana Simon and Katie Kerr in

'Tales of the Lost Formicans.'

Alzheimer's," says Bullington. "Some of the

scenes are very hard hitting. Her theme was

to look at trying to make order out o\ chaos.

It has the hopeful mes.sage that the search for

order is worth it."

(\)ngden is a 1991-92 (juggenhcnii 1 cllow.

She has received a National Itndouincnt for

the Arts Play writing and Felinuship. a

Rockefeller Playwriting Award, atiu was the

first recipient of the Arnold Wcissberger

Playwriting Award. Her recent works

include Losing Father's Body and ( '(Imuiovu.

"This is not a linear play." says

Bullington. "It is presented in frag-

ments. The story moves in time, always

with the .sense that the aliens are in con-

trol. Three stories are told, that of the

aliens, Cathy's family, and the future of

the human race. Will our intense desire

to know things and make sense out of

things eventually consume us.' It is per-

formed on a stage with many platforms

and levels. The scenes overlap and the

actors convey to the audience where they

are located."

Interhall Council introduces itself to students
by Christina Beaufort

Contributing Writer

Hello fellow Clarion University

students. My name is Christina

Beaufort and I am a junior here at

Clarion University. I am president

of an organization called Interhall

Council (IHC).

College is the most exciting part

of growing up. It shows that you

are an independent person who is

breaking away from home for the

first time. This is a chance for all

of the university students to meet

new people from all around the

world, experience diversity, live in

a residence hall community, join

different organizations, and create

memorable experiences.

It is a remarkable journey for a

college .student to live in a resi-

dence hall, arrange and decorate a

room with another individual, and

live in a community with many

other students with a diverse back-

ground. All residence hall stu-

dents have the same common goal

- to get a college degree.

There are many choices that a

student must make, and risks that

go along with any decision. Some

students may want a chance to

praise something they have seen

or liked, but many individuals are

too shy or scared to share their

thoughts or are unaware of whom

to discuss these issues with.

Clarion University students who

live in one of the seven residence

halls (Ballentine, Becht,

Campbell, Givan. Nair, Ralston,

and Wilkinson) need to know that

there is an organization available

for them.

Interhall Council has been

around since before the 1960s, but

sadly is not known by the student

body. As an organization on this

campus, our mission is to govern

and to develop universal goals that

promote purposeful, social and

intellectual activities between res-

idence halls. Providing opportuni-

ties for leadership, diversity, open

communication, and policy devel-

opment to include all residents

within the on-campus community

are benefits as well.

IHC works closely with each hall

council in the residence halls. We
hold a meeting every Thursday

and each residence hall on

Clarion's campus is recognized

and discusses what activities are

being presented within each hall.

Any concerns or issues occurring

within the hall or praises that are

noticed by students are also dis-

cussed.

Each and every person that is

somehow involved with this resi-

dence hall community, whether it

is the Resident Director, Resident

Assistant, the cleaning staff, din-

ing hall staff, maintenance, the

Housing Department, or any stu-

dent living in the residence hall

can be honored by on "Of The

Month Award," also called an

OTM. OTM's are nominated by

anyone and then presented to the

hall council, which then turns the

nomination in to IHC. IHC .sends

the award to the College and

University Residence Hall organi-

zation, which judges them against

other schools and then presents

awards at a conference banquet.

IHC also sponsors many activi-

ties which include Hall Wars (an

event held in the spring semester

that is a friendly competition of

events between the halls), the

Semi-Formal dance held in

December, the Gateway Clipper

Cruise, and ice-skating trip. Fright

Night on Halloween, and the Rec-

A-Thon all-nighter held in the Rec

Center, to name a few.

We also hold fundraisers, which

consist of Welcome Kits,

Freshman Collegiate Kits, Fruit

Baskets, and Survival Kits.

IHC is part of a regional and

national organization for college

and university residence halls. We

attend three conferences a year,

which helps our organization

implement new ideas and pro-

grams so IHC can grow and

expand each year. Being part of

this regional and national organi-

zation benefits IHC greatly. This

gives IHC the ability to share ideas

and attend other university's IHC

meetings. IHC members have also

presented programs at these con-

ferences to over 1 00-1- students and

were presented with awards for an

outstanding program.

Over this semester, you will have

the opportunity to read what is

going on within each Residence

Hall and Interhall Council.

Please, take the chance and

become involved in "your" com-

munity. We would love lo sec you

at our meetings every Thinsday in

246 Gemmell at 6 p.m. Become

involved, because new ideas are

always tried, not died. It is up to

you to make a difference.

ONEBIGXTRASANDWIClfi
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Entertainment
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FoxTrot by Bill Amend
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Entertainment

BY MARK O'HARE
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Mulligan's Lounge now has their

Monday Night Football Buffet

for only $5.00 starting at 9pm. Including 4 flavors of

wings, pizza, nachos, 6 foot subs and more!

Oflical Hotel For Family Fun

I-80&RL68

Qarion, Pa. 16214

(814)226-8850

\^o?)uc8axj Sn*v
a<:k;>\X'N- \v<fki< an hoti-L

SOAP OPERA UPDATE
All Mv Children

Leo and Greenlee's romance intensifies. Adam seeks

forgiveness from Jake. Mateo and Hayley consider

adopting a baby. Liza agrees to dinner with Adam.

Ryan finds himself in the glare of the media spot-

light.

Preview

Brooke finds herself in danger.

As The World Turns
Lily washes her hands fo all thnigs Rose. Julia is

forced into a shocking act in order to protect a secret

she's been keeping. Abigail gets a surprise vistor.

Issac gets closer to convincing Denise of Andy's

betrayal.

Preview

Oaksale learns David's fate.

Bold And The Beautiful

Bridget makes a desperate move to keep Brooke and

Thorne apart. Brooke is shaken after a confronta-

tion with Kimberly. Thorne pleads with Brooke not

to give up on them. Brooke is sickened by Throne's

confession.

Preview
Kimberly gets an unexpected all in her quest to win

Throne.

Days Of Our Lives

Chloe is devastated when she learns of Phillip and

Shawn's bet. Abe tries to stop Bo from traveling to

Ireland to investigate Stefano. Brandon learns that

Victor, Kate, Lucas, and Will are in Europe.

Preview

Marlena's life spins out of control.

General Hospital

Passion builds between Carly and Sonny. Luke and

Scott butt heads as they prepare Luke's defense. Ned

charms Alexis with mysterious letters over the

Internet. Emily provides a clue to her whereabouts.

Preview
Liz and Lucky unexpectedly meet up with Jason.

Guidin g Light

Harley and Michelle have a heart-to-heart talk,

Noah warns Reva that she is endangering her life.

Buz begs Selena to end her collaboration with Blake.

May charms Danny. Cassie is caught in a compro-

mising position.

Preview

Selena is hanted by her past.
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Classifieds
spring

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Spring Break 2001. Hiring On-

Campus Reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. Call 1-

800-648-4849. www.gospring-

break.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, reli-

able air, free food, drinks and par-

ties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Mazatlan and Florida. Travel Free

and EARN CASH! Do it on the

web! Go to StudentCity.com or

call 1-800-293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Book Cancun and get free meal

plan. Earn cash and GO FREE!

Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-

800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

for rent

luirn $1000-$2()00 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraisercom three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraisercom at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campasfundrais-

to a great start! Keep up your

enthusiasm! Love, "D"
^^•'F'F'K^'!''r'f'**'n'T'-1*

er.com

**************

Good luck to everyone on their

float! The sisters of Q<i>A
He******))!******

Congratulations Terri on your

lavalier to OIK! Love your AZ
sisters.

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.

3fC3f(3)e])C3|C3|«%:(e%^%H«%3t(

^t^ltL^ifif********

2 bedroom apartment for rent.

226-7092.

Beneficial Finance, a Household

Corporation and a leading

provider of consumer loans, is

seeking an Account

Executive/Manager Trainee at our

Clarion location. Selling our inno-

vative financial products to cur-

rent and prospective clients, you

will utilize the majority of your

time contacting clients on the

phone. As a self-motivated indi-

vidual with great interpersonal

skills, you'll quickly realize the

full potential of your career.

Management positions can come

quickly for those with take charge,

success driven attitudes. At least 1

yr sales exp. required. As a sub-

sidiary of Household

International, Beneficial Finance

offers a base salary + unlimited

bonus potential, excellent benefits

package, and progressive

sales/management training pro-

grams. Please fax your resume,

Attn: Jeff Foor to: 814-226-5908

or mail to: Beneficial Finance,

857 Main St.. Clarion Pa 16214.

«BH;rKW
I'll do your word processing or

typing. Reports, term papers or

resumes. Done to your specifica-

tions. Call Marianne at 764-5920.

r for sale "I

Larry, Thanks for all your help

around the house with the family

day picnic on Saturday! We appre-

ciate it greatly! Love, the AZ girls.

H!itf****>if*'Hf****

AZ Cedar Point girls. Does any-

one know where we parked the

car? Love, the car retriever.

itti>tififif,^ifif:t,^,ifififrlf

Congratulations to the newest AZ
members of Fall 2000: Lacey,

Julie, Nikaela, Nicole, Lindsey,

Andrea, Mya, Amy, Gaby, Becky,

Lisa, Carrie, Melanie, Lisa V.,

Lana, Jen, Bethany, Sefra,

Vanessa, Allison.

:|c:tc:fc*:|C9|c3|c)|t!t(4t3(ti|(**

Congratulations Ben, Tom, and

Nash for getting on court. You

make AZ proud! We love you! P.S.

thanks for bringing the new girls

roses the other night.

Happy Belated B-Day Nicole! We
love you! Thanks for the cute tur-

tle too! Love your soon to be AZ
sisters.

*****+*+****

Silver Spring Apartments.

Furnished. Close to campus. Four

person occupancy. Now signing

leases for the Fall 2001 /Spring

2002 semesters. Leave message at

(814)226-5917.
+ + *******!|t****

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.

halp wiiiitoii

New international busmess seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.

For sale, 10" car speakers. Blau

Punkt. 430 watt max. Front Ported

Box included. $230 or best offer.

Contact Tim at (724) 679-0339.

Call after 5 pm.

grilk ads

Congratulations to the newest

members of Phi Sigma Sigma-

Jenn, Kelli, Jess, and Stephanie!

Love, your future sisters.

0E, it is going to be so much fun

working on the float with vou this

year! Love. Oil

Thanx Barbi for a great sisters

social! Love your 0O sisters.

©OA sisters: The semester is off

Happy 21st birthday Giska. Your

brothers of III
**************

Thank you Girls Rugby Team for

getting tied up with us. Lets do it

again sometime. IFI

Dena, Thanks for more snacks, we

want some steak and salad next.

Love, OIK
********)|c:^ijc)|c**

Congratulations to Dave Lutz and

Tommie Hern on their marriage.

OIK

Congratulations to Jeff Chaffee on

your 21st.. OIK

ITF, thank you so much for

choosing me to be your white

rose. I love you guys. We are

going to have lots of fun this year!

Love, Shelley.

**************

Congratulations Corey and Dana

on your lavalier to ITF! You two

have a great future to come. Love

Shelley.
}{C3(C****3tC]t(^****)|C

Congratulations Shelley Evan's

on becoming our new white rose.

Love the brothers of ITF
**************

Happy 21st to Jill and Niki. We

can't wait to finally take you out!

Love AOE

Congratulations to our new mem-

bers: Sara, Emily, Aly, Jess. Jill,

and Christina. You've joined the

best! Love your future AOE sis-

ters.

KAP, We'll party with you in our

P.J.'s again anytime! AOE

To the petitioning class of lAI,

good luck on Friday. Love the sis-

ters of TBI
**********^***

OIK, hope you all have a suc-

cessful rush and a great week! All

my love, Dena.

Happy 21st B-Day Jen. Hope you

had a good one. Love, Dena.

AOE, We'll fool around with you

in our P.J.'s anytime. Love, KAP

Congrats Roilyn and Dave on

your lavalier to KAP. Love the

brothers of KAP

Jen welcome to the Big Girls

Club!! Happy Birthday. Love

your Sigma sisters.

Congratulations to Valerie,

Melissa, Dana, Susan, Jessica P.,

Jessica D., Cally, Jenny, Kristy,

and Brittany. Welcome to the

bunch. Love the sisters of III

Congratulations Stacey on being

sister of the week! Love your

AIT sisters.

Congratulations Roilyn and Dave

on your lavalier to KAP! We love

you! Love your AIT sisters.

Happy birthday to the summer

girls: Margo, Lissa. Kristy S..

Tammy B.. Tammy H.. Nicki M.,

Megan, Liana, Stacey, Janice,

Jennie D., and Kate. Love your

AIT sisters.

Happy 21st to the new bar giils,

Kristy Y., Jennie S., Roiiyn.

Tiffany and Heather. Love your

AIT sisters.

Jen Mars, Welcome to the bar!

Happy 21st birthday! Love your

AIT sisters.

Margo, congratulations on being

elected as new alumni liason!

Love your AIT sisters.

Thanks to GE, ZTA, 0OA for a

great social event. Lets do it again

soon. 0X

Tracey, you are an awesome

Dream Girl. Thanks for all the

cookies and your help at Cedar

Point. 0X

OIK, I hope you all have a great

week! Love, JenSay.

personals \

Emi, Sandy and MB, I love you

guys! Friends Forever, Ali.

PSM, Don't burn your hair! Mu!

Love Ali.

P-You want to go golfing this

weekend? No more fire drills!!

HB
**************

T-Ron and dz- thanks for helping

me get over the fear. -K
**3|c:i|e3tc***i|c:4:3)c^:t<3(c

B.B. Next time (SRU), remember

to grab your pants before making

the "walk." Slim.
***********)[: ;f:*

Blister-Chappy called, he told me

to tell you that you're a sausage.

Slim.
********** }|:*)|C*

Blister-How's Chappe? B.B.
***>!<*))(**)(£*+.**>((

Slim-Where are my pants? B.B.
*)jc:lc^^*3|c:4'******

Liz. I am so glad you are hero!

Love you. J. P.

Erb. You know 1 love you so tell

me what you know. Love, Am\.
-^ .':

-.i: ^ :^ ^ :^: * * :>.
-i: * * *

Meatball, Congrats on finally

making it into the "Call On You"

Love Dawn and Amy.
*;^;k:-;*:ic**;+;^****

Ben. These boots are made for

walking. You are such ;i sausayc

for doing that. Just kidding, you

know 1 love you. Ames.
***:ic**^^(:(eij:^%^:+:

Nancy. Congrats on the ring!

The Advertising Staff of

The Clarion Call

wishes to appologize.for any errors

that mtght have occured

in your advertisements.

Ji
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Sports
Almashy named PSAC-West player of the week after

CU's second win of the season against Shippensburg
by Dave Colamarino

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion University Golden

Eagles football team improved to 2-

2 on the season, and 1-0 in the

PSAC-West, with a victoiy over

Shippensburg Raiders. The Golden

Eagles defeated the Raiders 56-49 at

Clarion's Memorial Stadium on

Sept. 23.

The Golden Eagle offense was led

once again by sophomore Adam

Almashy. Almashy completed 16

passes for 282 yards and five touch-

downs. He also ran for 75 yards and

one touchdown on the day. For his

pertbmiance. Almashy was named

the PSAC-West offensive "Tlayer of

the Week." Almashy threw touch-

downs of 57 yards to Demetric

Gardner. 1 1 and 56 yards to Mike

McCullum. 22 yards to Cori

.lohnson. and 2 yards to Tab Musser.

McCullum had five catches for 152

yards.

The defense was once again led by

noseguard Troy Bowers and All-

Region free safety Roosevelt

Benjamin. Each contributed with a

solid game. Comerback Kervin

Charles, outside linebacker Travis

Dock, and inside linebacker Tom

Gaydosz, all had interceptions.

Demetric Gardner started the scor-

ing with a 1 yard touchdown run in

the first quarter to give Claiion the 7-

lead. On their next possession

Gardner caught a 57 yard touch-

down pass from Almashy to give the

Eagles a 14-0 lead.

Shippensburg got on the score-

board when Melvin Scott caught a

1 5 yard touchdown pass from Chris

Gicking to cut the Clarion lead in

half at the end of the first quarter.

After the Golden Eagle defense

intercepted a pass, Almashy went

back to work. After hitting

McCullum on a key 29 yard recep-

tion, Clarion drove the ball down to

the two yard line. From there he

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call Liz Potter/The Clarion Calll

[Clarion's Adam Almashy heaves a poss down field during

ICIarion's win over Shippensburg. Almashy amassed 282 yards

land five touchdowns

Clarion's Mike McCullum makes a reception against

Shippensburg Saturday. McCullum had five receptions for 152

yards.

bootlegged right and when tight end

Andy Pore was well covered in the

end zone, Alm.ashy kept the ball to

the comer of the end zone and gave

Clarion a 21-7 lead.

On the ensuing kickoff, the Raiders

got the momentum back when Brian

Crilley took the kickoflfand sprinted

95 yards for the touchdown which

cut the Golden Eagle lead to 21-14.

On Clarion's next possession, head

coach Malen Luke took the tricks

out ofthe bag. On fourth down fi-om

their own 47 yard line, the Golden

Eagles faked the punt. Roosevelt

Benjamin, in on special teams, took

the direct snap and ran 48 yards

down the far sideline all the way to

the Raiders five yard line. Two plays

later Gardner ran it in from two

yards away to give Clarion the 28-14

lead.

On Shippenburg's possession, they

marched the ball to the Clarion 26

yard line before the defense stood its

ground and stopped the Raiders on

fourth down. On the ensuing pos-

session for Clarion, Almashy used

play action again and once more hit

McCullum, although this time for a

56 yard touchdown pass to give the

Golden Eagles a 42-14 lead.

Clarion got the ball back again and

Almashy hit Cory Johnson for a 22

yard touchdown catch and the

Golden Eagles had a commanding

49-14 lead. Again, though, the

momentum started to swing when

Shippensburg took the kickoff and

ran it all the way to the Clarion 18

yard line. Ryan Hartley would even-

tually take the ball into the end zone

from the oneyard line to cut the

Golden Eagle lead to 49-2 1

.

'www.theclarioiicall.com'

On Clarion's next possession

Almashy hit McCullum once again

for an 11 yard scoring strike to give

Clarion a 56-21 lead. As the third

quarter wound down,Gicking hit

Dave Brown for a 57 yard touch-

down to cut the Golden Eagle lead to

56-28 with only one quarter to play.

This ended up being plenty of time

for Shippensburg and Gicking, who

had 19 completions for 303 yards

and five touchdowns.

The Raiders struck again in the

fourth quarter when he hit Scott

again for a 27 yard touchdown

which cut the Clarion lead to 56-35.

Shippensburg wasn't done yet.

Gicking hit Brian Booker for a nine

yard touchdown pass to cut the

Golden Eagle lead to 56-42. Once

again Shippensburg would not give

up. Gicking hit Marty Brown on a

16 yard touchdown pass to cut

Clarion's lead to only a touchdown,

56-49. The Golden Eagle inability

to score in the fourth quarter did not

affect them, however, as they pulled

out the victory 56-49. Clarion's 576

yards of total offense is the most for

the Golden Eagles at home. The

combined total of 105 points is the

most in a game involving Clarion.

Clarion hopes to continue its win-

ning ways when it visits Kutztown

this Saturday for a PSAC game.

Kickoff at University Field is set for

1:35 p..m.

Clarion's offense is averaging 34

points per game and 400 yards of

total offense per outing. The running

game is averaging 206 yards per

game. Clarion is number three in

scoring offense and number two in

total offense in the PSAC.

Clarion University's

tennis team continues

to improve at lUP
tournament.

See Page 18

The Clarion Golden

Eagles golf team

finishes seventh in

tournament.

See Page 19

Qaiion Golden Eagle

volleyball lays the spike

down.

See Page 19

This week's Sports

Brief focuses on

Golden Eagle cross

country.

See Page 19
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Womens tennis

Clarion Golden Eagle tennis team takes tough loss to lUP
by Jeff Say

C larion Call Sports Editor

Ihc Clarion University Golden

Eagles tennis squad suffered

another loss against lUP Sept. 22.

One shining star in the loss was

number two seed Erin Glatz who

battled back from a first set loss to

win her match against Jackie

Kulp.

1 Glatz came back in the second

set and won 7-5. Glatz took the

,
third set convincingly with a 6-2

win.

"Our whole team was much

improved," said Clarion head

coach Jamie Bero. "Erin played

more aggresively and with a lot of

confidence."

"Erin's down the line shots

were great, she was just putting

them away," said Bero.

The rest of the team played a

strong match despite losing the

overall match 8-1.

Cara Bobish played as the

courtesy of Dennis Posteraro

Clarion 's Erin Glatz follows through on a shot during Clarion 's

match against lUP. Glatz won her match 1-6, 7-5, 6-2.

Golden Eagles number one seed

and lost 6-2, 6-0 to lUP's Yvonne

Niederbach.

Clarion's number three seed Jen

Spaid lost to Cara McKenna 6-2,

6-4.

Brooke Vukich was defeated by

J. Costa 6-1, 6-0.

Number five seed Brandy

Vukich lost in two sets to Carla

Goodman.

Janet Irvin, Clarion's number

six seed lost in two sets.

Bero said Clarion's doubles

teams showed improvement this

week as well

.

"The score was 8-6 for both our

number two and number three

doubles teams. The volleys were

very much improved," Bero said.

Clarion's number one doubles

team, consisting of Bobish and

Glatz lost to the lUP team 8-2.

Spaid and Brooke Vukich,

Clarion's number two squad bat-

See 'Tennis' Page 19

Sports
1
Trivia

The answer to

last week's

question was
George
Blanda.

Who was the

youngest

member of

the 1999

Womens
World Cup

team?

INTRAMURALNEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation & Fitness Director / Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

FLAG FOOTBALL RESULTS
Scores from Thursday. 9/21 /DO:

Longballz 44
Sig Tau Blue 54
Sig Pi P\iip\^ 37

Buck Rogers 30
Camel Toes 30

x^'^ Alley

Ineligible 9

ISAPie 6
Greenville Dogs 12

Sig Tau Grey 22

Scores from Monday. 9/25/00:

Camel Toes 33, ISA ?\% 6
Buck Rogers 28 B©CCE 24

NO Woifpack 24 Deez Nuts 22

Greenville Dogs 36 Ineligible 15

Sig Tau Blue 43 Sig Tau Grey 23

Theta Xi 54 Face Sitters 8

Longballz 50 No Limit 14

*The flag football season is off to a fast

start with four teams sporting perfect 3-0

records: Game! Toes, Buck Rogers, Sig

Pi Purple, and NC Woifpack.

Flag Football Tourn. @ Ohio
State f4% will again be sponsoring a

trip for interested students to compete in

the regional flag football competition to

be held the week-end of October 28.

See Doug M^p for details.

Tennis Doubles and Singles

starts October 3

Field goal Contest October 4

10 K Relay October 4

VQLLEYBALLR£Sm,TS
Scores from Wednesday, 9/20/00:

K-Sackers beat Valley Girls

15-7, 15-5

Phi Delta Theta beat The Bandits

15>3. 15-9

Scores from Thursday, 9/21/00:

The Gin & Tonics beat Q\\^b\ Squad
15-11, 15-9

The Beavers beat Team Robb
15-6, 15-4

Set to Kill beat PDT w/ Chicks

15-7,9-15, 16-12

Scores from Tuesday. 9/26/00:

Set to Kill beat Scuba Squad
15-4. 15-5

The Beavers beat Cheer Squad
15-1 . 15-4

Team Robb beat PDT w/ Chicks

15-11,4-15. 16-14

In the Co-Rec Division, The Beavers and

The Gin & Tonics are both at 2-0.

BODY FAT TESTING
Thursday at noon (or by appointment).

In room 106 of the Rec Center.

"^Intramurals.com
Don't forget that you may now register

for activities, check schedules and

results on-line!! Just log onto

intramurals.com and click on the Clarion

University site.

WHITE WATER RAFTING
LAST CHANCt:.. To Sign up for the trip

scheduled for Saturday, October 7. We
will be depiarting at 8:00 am for a fantastic

trip down the Lower Youghiogheny. Price

for students is $20 which includes your

transportation and lunch. A $10 deposit is

^Q^m^^ and there are just s few spots left.

PAINTBALL TOURNAMENT
Sunday, October 22 is slated for the fail

paintball trip to Briar Hill Paintball. The

price for this trip ts $10 for students, which

includes your field fee< equipment rental.

200 rounds of paint, Co2, transportation

and lunch. What a deal! Hi

OUTDOOR RENTALS
The Outdoor Rental Office is m full swing.

We have mountain bikes, roller blades,

tents, backpacks, etc. available for student

use. Renting equipment requires a $5

deposit and bikes and roller blades cost $2

for 48 hours. The other equipment is ffee.

The Intramural Recreation Advisory

Committee needs student input for the

development and evaluation of nntramurals,

student recreation, and recreation center

issues!!

Next meeting is October 4 th at 4 pm.
at the Rec Center,
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Clarion University Golf

Clarion golf team takes

seventh place at Hal

Hansen tournament
by Jeff Say

Clarion Call Sports Editor
^^^

The Clarion University

Golf team finished seventh

out of 14 teams at the Hal

Hansen Invitational held at

Clarion Oakes Golf Club

Sept. 24-25.

Anthony Taconnelli shot a

78-80 earning him fourteenth

place overall at the tourna-

ment.

Clarion's PSAC rival

Millersville took first place at

the tournament. Allegheny

took second place and lUP

placed third.

Clarion beat five Division II

teams including Sheperd,

Westminster and West

Chester.

The tournament was played

under less than desirable con-

ditions as the course was wet

due to the two days of torren-

tial downpours.

Dave Lichina shot an 80 on

the first day. Lichina's second

day score was an 81.

Paul Garris shot an 81 on

both days finishing with a 162

for the tournament.

Ryan Peffer, a member of

the all-conference team last

season, finished the first day

with a 83 and the second with

a 80. Peffer shot a 163 over-

all.

J. P. Kenney shot a 89 on the

first day and an 85 for the

second day totaling 174.

The Clarion B team was led

by Adam Botteicher who shot

an 82 the first day and an 81

the second day totaling a 163.

Steve Rodgers shot an 82

and an 83 to finish with 165.

Matt Biddington shot a 79 and

84 shooting a 163 for the

tournament. Bill Cole shot an

86 and 88 totaling a 174.

"I think the wet conditions

hurt us and the course played

long," said Clarion second

year coach Ai Lefevre.

Clarion's next match is at

Canaan Valley for a two day

tournament Oct. 2 and 3.

Tennisi Clarion Golden Eagles tennis team improve at lUP

tournament, from Page 18.

tied to an 8-6 loss at lUP Brandy Vukich and Irvin, the number three

squad for the tennis team also played well but finished with an 8-6 loss.

The team's next match is this weekend at the Rolex Inviational at

Shippensburg University. Bero said that the top four seeds will be the

only members attending the meet.

"We're taking the top four seeds, and the number one and two doubles

teams." said Bero. "We're looking at this tournament as a learning expe-

rience, there's going to be some great competition at the tournament. We

get a chance to see the best teams in the region."

Bero also said that the team's attitude is improving as well.

"We had a wonderful attitude improvement for the lUP match," Bero

commented.

The team is planning on having ab opportunity to hold work out ses-

sions during the off season starting Oct. 14.

"The girls can't wait, we're starting a real directive system," said Bero.

"We plan on working on our strength, endurance, flexibilty and con-

centrating on our improvement in the offseason."

Volleyball team battles through season
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call

Assitant Sports Editor

The Clarion eagles womens vol-

leyball team persevered through

two back to back days of competi-

tion at the Millersville tournament

on Sept. 22-23. Clarion opposed

four teams during the course of the

invitational for a total of 1 5 match-

es. Opposing the Golden Eagles

for the first five matches was New

Haven, who were spiked by the

Clarion ladies.

New Haven started the competi-

tion out on top with a score of 15-

I

PJyleji'sj^izza and

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

One of the Clarion Golden Eagles 'volleyball hits a kill against SRU

11 , but the Golden Eagles buckled

down for the next match and won

amily Restaurant

Save $2.00 on any Large Pizza

Present this coupon with the

purchase of a large pizza and .

receive two movie
tickets for $8.00

Plyler*s is located in the
Claron Mall

I I

Sports Briefs

Womens cross

country

Mens cross

country

For the second straight

week the Clarion

Golden Eagles womens
cross country team was

victorious. The team

won the 13 team Penn

State-Behrend
Invitational. The Golden

Eagles scored 52 points

for the win.

Freshman Jennifer

Boerner won for the

second consecutive

week in a row with a

time of 19:54. Clarion

claimed second place

as senior Kelly Null

crossed the line at

19:57 winning second

place.

Clarion took second

place at the Slippery

Rock Invitational Sept.

23.

The Golden Eagles

Kelly Null finished sec-

ond with a time of

24:10. Jennifer Boerner

trailed her teammate by

only four seconds as

she finished third for the

Golden Eagles.

Lock Haven took first

place with 35 points.

Clarion came In second

out of three teams with

a score of 43.

The mens cross coun-

try finished fifth at the

Penn State Behrend

Invitational. Leading the

way for the men was
Gerald Smith who
crossed the line 16th.

A.J. Mayernick finished

with a time of 28:20,

ending up in eighteenth

place.

Matt Mastarone fin-

ished in the top 25 as

well, crossing the finish

line with a time of

28:25.

The Golden Eagles

finished third at the

Slippery Rock invita-

tional, finishing behind

Lock Haven and

Slippery Rock.

Ean King returned

from an off season

injury to lead the

Golden Eagles with a

sixth place finish. King

posted a time of 28:22

in the 6K event.

Mayernick came in fif-

teenth with a time of

29:07.

The two Golden Eagle

teams travel to Lock

Haven Sept. 30.

15-9. New Haven fought back

with another win of 15-12. The

Golden Eagles tied up the game in

the fourth match, 15-13. Clarion

came out on top with a win during

the fifth and final match with a

score of 15-13.

Clarion then went on to play the

second game of the tournament

and final of the evening against

Catawba. The ladies managed to

pull off one victory during the first

of the four matches with a score of

1 5-9. Catawba pulled ahead for the

final three games winning with

close scores of 15-13, 15-11, and

17-15.

The Golden Eagles went into the

second day of competition with

victory on their minds. The ladies

played Millersville for three

matches during their first game on

Saturday. Clarion swept the court

for three consecutive wins with

scores of 15-13, 15-2, and 15-10.

Clarion advanced to battle out

their last game during the semi-

final competition against Slippery

Rock. The Golden Eagles endured

three close matches, but failed to

gain a victory. Slippery Rock won

the semi-final with scores of 15-

12, 15-13, and 15-13.

The Golden Eagles entered the

tournament with certain expecta-

tions.

"We wanted to extend our play-

ing time and get more wins under

our belts," said sophomore Beth

Stalder

On Sept. 26, the Golden Eagles

took to the court once again to

battle four matches against

California University. The ladies

entered the competition with a

landslide victory against

California, with a score of 15-4.

California then layed the spike

down against the Clarion ladies,

winning the remainder of the

matches with scores 15-13, 17-15,

and 15-6.

Overall, the ladies worked well

together and made small improve-

ments, helping them reach their

main goal.
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$5.99
Large Pizza(14') With

one tcH>ping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish Si Extra Per pizza

I ^{_500 Oofnmo'si Piarata. t-t.C Couoon not Vallct vvitf%|ar»v otTier offef Offer valtd wAtM coupon only Valid al
p^fttcipatiity fitores only PriceB mey vafy CtFBlom«r
pays saies last wt^.ere cftpplicable, om drtvem carry

I
teas fr>fn Si!C) Cast* vahift 1 /20 of a cent

|

$7.
EX-LargePi2za(16") With

or^ topping

Order as many as you like

2000 Domir-to's f^izjra. t.t C Coupon riot Valici wttri
ctny otti'^f offer. Offer vahcl trt^it^t tjciupofi only Vuiid mt
participating stores <3nly Ptic«s may vafv Cuntoiiiet
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October 5, 2000 The first draft of Clarion University history.

Suitcase Campus

Country Trails cuts bus service to Pittsburgh
by Michelle D'Uva

Cjarion Call Staff Writer

Country Trails Bus Co., Inc.,

located on Main Street in Clarion,

will no longer be providing uni-

versity students with a ride to and

from Pittsburgh on the weekends.

As of Sunday, Oct. 1, 2000,

Country Trails ended the bus

run,which departed from CU on

Friday's at 3: 15 p.m. and brought

students back from Pittsburgh at

7:30 p.m. on Sunday evenings.

Country Trails had offered this

service for over ten years. Round-

trip tickets had cost students $40.

Country Trails did not have a

contract with Clarion University

to provide transportation for

students to and from Pittsburgh;

nor were the trips funded by a

grant. This service was just

something Country Trails provid-

ed for students. Citizens of the

Clarion community could

purchase tickets as well.

However, on average over the past

two years, only about six people

would take advantage of the bus

service each week. There was a

lack of interest in the Pittsburgh

shuttle service by both students

Clarion is an every

other weekend campus.
One weekend every

one's here and the next

weekend it's a ghost

town 99

-Eric Mausser

and residents.

According to a receptionist at

the bus company, "We weren't

making any profit. It cost us

money every time (we made the

trip)."

So what does this mean for

Clarion University students who
have been accused of attending a

"suitcase college," one in which

the majority of members leave

every weekend?

Apparently not too much is

going to change for students who
enjoy packing up and heading

elsewhere on the weekends.

Rather than making use of the bus

trip to Pittsburgh, students have

found other ways to spend their

weekends in various places.

Whether they car pool with

friends, get picked up by family

members, or find some other

means of transportation, many

Clarion students choose to spend

their weekends off campus for

their own reasons. In fact, some

students do not even consider

Clarion a "suitcase" college.

"Clarion's an every-other week-

end campus. One weekend every-

one's here, and the next weekend

www thprl:ir!nnra||xoni

it's a ghost town," said sophomore

Eric Mausser.

Junior Elementary Education

major Lisa Campbell said, "I go

home to see my family and

friends. If you're not a big parti-

er, there's really not a lot to do in

Clarion. Also I would stay up

here more if my friends did too."

Junior Justine Shea believes the

bus service really didn't affect

students that much, "It seems like

every year I want to go home less

and less. Also, I don't think a lot

of students knew about the bus to

and from Pittsburgh because there

was only a little advertising for it

around town. The majority of

people who would ride the bus

live in the dorms and advertising

was especially minimal there."

Country Trails Bus Co. provides

transportation to and from other

major cities, especially around

semester breaks.
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POP affecting

some faculty

members' outlook

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Performance Outcome Planning

may be changing the way classes

are taught at Clarion University

as well as the other 1 3 state

universities.

The (POP) in its first year of

existence is designed to construct

a list of goals from which faculty

will be measured.

In a document titled

"Comments, Concerns and

Questions: An initial response to

"A Clarion Call to Action:

Performance and Outcomes

Plan," faculty senate members

outline concerns dealing with the

POP
One such issue that may affect

students at Clarion University is

the potential of eliminating low

enrollment majors. Majors that

graduate eight or less students

over three consecutive years

could be modified, combined

with other majors or completely

eliminated.

This problem could fall into

place for philosophy majors

who have notoriously low

enrollment total.

One faculty member was

concerned that this will also

eliminate students from receiving

a well-rounded education.

"We could lose a department

with a few majors. If we start

losing programs this will not

enable our students to be as well

educated," Dr. Quesenberry, a

faculty senate member said.

Only time will tell if faculty

will change their teaching

patterns to fit the POP's idea of
~~~~~
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stress. It's Vlhat's

Everyone in college has had a week, month, or maybe

even a year, when Mountain Dew becomes their best

friend. Yes my friends, we are talking about stress.

Of course, stress has its good points and its bad points.

On the good side of things, stress pushes us on. If it

wasn't for stress, we wouldn't get all of our work done.

Stress makes us procrastinate, which in turn leads to bet-

ter work most of the time. Many people do their best work

when they only have a certain allotment of time to do it in.

On the downside of things, stress can cause insanity. If

it wasn't for stress, we would sleep more. More sleep

equals sanity, so don't blame crazy people. They probably

just have too much stress.

Stress also makes people say words that do not exist.

For instance...J-Hole. What's that all about?

For another thing, have you ever noticed that EVERY-

ONE'S middle name is stress? It's always "Stress is my

niiddle name." Weird huh?

Stress is when everything diat possibly could be due in

classes is due the same week. Or worse, the same day.

Staying up until 4 o'clock in the morning involuntarily, is

not fun. It is stressful.

Stress is wanting to cry when just one more person says,

"Hey, do you think you could do me a favor?" When you

have had just about enough, that line is the worst thing to

hear.

Jim Carrey might have said it best in "'Dumb and

Dumber'' when he said, "We've got no food, we've got no

jobs, our pet's HEADS ARE FALLING OFF!" Now that,

my friend, is stress.

However, school might just be die biggest stressor of

them all. Finals week for some is the breaking point.

Drug stores must make a killing on their Vivarin sales.

Just keep in mind that sometimes stress is self-inflicted.

Take a few deep breathes and calm down.

Keep in mind...Study study, school's our buddy.

YOUR VIEWS
The Clarion Call Page 3

Dear Editor: they will see the light and abandon and burned a stockpile of wood and

I havejust finished reading your the years of hard thinking and soul building implements with which

piece on missionary trips taken by searching that have brought them to Mormons were intending to build a

Clarion students, and I am not ttx)

sure if what you wrote was a news

report or, perhaps, a "feel good"

article intended for a newsletter that

some group, such as a Presbyterian

Ladies' Auxiliary Breakfast Club,

would publish. The reason for my

ism classess taught something

about objectivity in reporting. Or

maybe yours didn't. I don't know.

I just thought, however, that some

place of worship.

Finally, you may, have heard

about the violence in

Guatamala,which over the last

twenty years or so has resulted in

the deaths of tens of thousands of

Mayan Indian villagers. The CIA,

their point of view?

On a less ironic note, you may

have heard of the Protestant

Reformation. It happened a long

time ago. It was when all the

Christian sects decided that each of

other was the work of Satan. The

confusion is that I was always result was a hundred or so years of to the lasting shame of this nation,

under the impression that journal- massacres on the grand scale in was directly involved in these

which hundreds of thousands of killings along with the military

Christians died for the sake of God junta which at that time was headed

and at the hands of other Christians, by Christian Fundamentalists. It is

Now if Christ is the savior—and a documented fact that the Indian

mention of the reaction of people in not everyone believes or wants to villages marked for extermination

Mexico, Italy, and Costa Rica who believe that he is or that he even were overwhelmingly Catholic,

don't believe that they are pagans in existed—, but if he is, I can only When my students ask about

need of "salvation" may have been wonder about how happy he was to going on a mission, I advise them

in order. see a blood bath of this magnitude not to go. If they insist, I caution

Another element in your article committed in his name. them to be humble enough to

that baffled me was that I had I mention the Reformation, understand and respect, first, the

always believed that Mexicans, because, after having believed that history and the social practices of

Costa Ricans, and Italians were, by such senselessness had finally come the places they visit; to remember

and large. Catholics anyway, to an end, I went on sabbatical to they may learn more from those

Catholics are, if you didn't know, Ecuador two years ago. The Indian cultures than they themselves could

Christians already. So I have to community which had remained ever hope to teach. At the same

wonder to whom are our students unified throughout the Spanish con- time, I do not believe that our stu-

bringingthe"wordofGod". Have quest up to and including the pre- dents cannot help to relieve the

they found believers in the ancient sent, was becoming unraveled as appaling social conditions to be

religions of these countries (believ- young American Chrisitian found in parts of South America,

ers in, say, Apollo, or Quetzlcoatal) Fundamentalists, Mormons in

or are they converting Christains to white shirts, ties and pocket protec-

Christianity? I believe the tors, and Catholic priests vied

Catholics, who make up about half among each other for converts,

the University population, may Each group preached the most

want some clarification on this

point. After all, Catholics may con- of the others' point of view,

sider it quite arrogant on the part of Families and whole communities or

19 and 20-year-olds to teach them villages had been split along reli-

about a religon in which they have gious lines. Converts to

believed for the last two thousand Fundamentalism would no longer

years. Additionally, I might men- attend ceremonies and religious found among the humble and the

tion that there may even be some functions held by their relatives or poor of spirit.

non-Christians, such as Muslims, friends who had remained Catholic,

or who had become Latter Day

Saints. Catholics and Mormons

were, of course, doing the same. In

the end, I learned that in one act of

blind fanaticism. Catholics and

Fundamentalists had come together

But I advise them to be careful if

they think that they possess the

"word" of God and that others do

not. I tell them to be careful if they

believe that, ifGod exists in the first

inane and stupid misrepresentations place, he speaks more cleariy to

American adolescents that to South

American Villagers or to the people

of a Neapolitan slum. I remind

them that, according to their own

Bible, Christ was more often to be

Hindus, and Buddhists, not to men-

tion agnostics and athiests, who

may have some questions concern-

ing your article. Or do you think

that once all these people receive a

visit from a Clarion missionary,

-Vincent Spina

Chair of Modern Languages and

Cultures
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Opinion
ALF is here enjoy!

ALF IS one great big party

that kists for a weekJ'

Hide Park

Kraig Koelsch
It's that time of year again,

yeah you guessed it, it's ALF.

This is my ninth semester here at

Clarion, so this is the fifth ALF
that I will have been a part of.

During my freshman year I was

pledging, so the boys of Sigma

Tau had me preoccupied. ALF is

one great big party that lasts for a

week, and the university, stu-

dents, faculty, the towns folk and

even the alumni all come togeth-

er to take part in the extravagan-

za.

I'm tired of hearing people say

that there is nothing to do at

Clarion. If you want to have fun

you have to at least make an

effort to go out.

It's not going to be catered to

you, so you'll just have to go out

and find it.

Whether you go uptown to try

some of the food, or ride an

amusement ride, there is

somthing for everyone at ALF.

(I'm not talking about the comic

space alien).

So to those of you who cry and

complain that you're not having

any fun, get off your couch, put

the phone down, turn the televi-

sion off and go out and have

yourself a good time.

You'll never know if you like

something or not if you don't

give it a try, and ALF is definite-

ly something worth seeing.

NBC Must See TV will be on

next week, and there are sporting

events on every night, so talk to

people, find out what's going on,

and I'm sure that you'll see that

it's not so bad here after all.

The people who usually cry and

moan that they are not having a

good time are usually the ones

See ^Koelsch* PageT"

"Why doe^s the campus look like a jail yard instead of a canipus'f ^

Rock Wyrwas, Ad Sales Manager

Having a little bit of trouble

getting to classes lately? Have

you felt like you have been walk-

ing through a maze to get where

you are going? Part of the rea-

son is the eight foot fence that

was put around the library.

However, sometimes things are

necessary for construction work

and in this case the chain link

fence is needed. The question is

was it that important that it need-

ed to be erected two weeks

before the biggest week in

Clarion. If you haven't guessed,

I am referring to The Autumn

Leaf Festival or ALF.

Every year in October thou-

sands of people flood our little

microcosm to see the parade, eat

some carnival food and of course

see old friends. Why does the

campus look like a jail yard

instead of a campus? Was the

demolition job that urgent? I

have worked for a general con-

tracter for two years and experi-

ence has taught me that demoli-

tion jobs such as this one can be

done in rain, snow, or sunshine.

Why coudn't the giant fence be

held off for just three more

weeks when the alumni and

major financial contributors of

Clarion University go back to

their homes?

It is also my understanding

that many students who are still

in high school will be here for

the festival. Many of these stu-

dents are soon going to have to

choose the college they will

attend next fall. Does the fence

and the appearance of the cam-

Editorial
pus stay in their minds when they

pick where they want to spend

the next four years of their lives?

It just seems to me like the

choice to start the renovation job

was made without considering

factors such as ALF. As a senior

here at Clarion University I have

learned to overcome incon-

viences and get the job done.

For this reason the fence was no

real surprise to me. However,

people who have been away for a

while may not be as willing to

accept this eyesore that engulfed

such a large part of the school.

For the time being we are

stuck with the fence. So, try to

get used to it and have a great

ALF. This will be my last ALF
as a student and I hope the fence

will be gone next year when I

come back.
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OPINION
CAa On You

What is your fevorite Clarks' song?

by: liz Potter

^ason "Erb,

junior,

9otitica[ Science

"Caroline.
^y

l^om Cfopp

Hunior-T^iementanf %d

"Last Call."

Editor's response

Dear Mr. Spina

First off, thank you very much

for reading the Clarion Call. We
at the Call appreciate when facul-

ty and administration take a look

at what we are working on.

But I am sorry to say that I am

disappointed by your comments.

First, I thought the article was a

good representation of Clarion

students helping a less fortunate

situation in a different country.

I don't think it is an article that

should be published by the

Presbyterian Ladies Auxiiary

Breakfast Club.

As for your statement about

being objective, I think I was. I

did not state anything that was in

favor of the mission trips. As for

the spreading the word of God

phrase. I do apologize I should

have clarified that more directly.

This phrase came from the mouth

of those students in the article.

I don' t think these children

thought these 19 and 20-year-

olds were arrogant in any way.

And if you look at the picture in

the front it is quite the opposite.

I see a lot of smiling faces. I

invite you to take a look at these

student's picture albums. You

will see a lot of smiles from the

children.

Then your letter to the editor

goes off on some sort of tangent

of your own. The paragraphs

about the Protestant Reformation

have absolutely nothing to do

with the article title "Missionary

trips, a trend for CU students." I

have no explanation why you

gave me a two paragraph summa-

ry. I don't think you should take

out your own personal opinion

about religion in a letter to the

editor.

I am disappointed that you

advise your students not to go on

mission trips.

Then there is a statement in

your letter to the editor stating

"they may learn more from those

cultures than they themselves

could ever hope to teach."

You are exactly right, that's

why I have a quote from one of

the students saying just that.

"I figured that I would teach

them so much, but I learned from

them," said Allison Rhea.

The bottom line is that the three

students who were in the article

did so much for these children in

these under priviledged countries.

I don't know how you could

criticize anything about mission

trips. They are positive experi-

ences both for the host country

and the ones taking the trip.

I am sorry that your view of

these trips are so negative.

Sincerely,

J.P. Kenney

Editor-in-Chief

^rianne O'^ara

Senior-Speecfi (PatfioCogy

"Penny on the Floor
»»

'Emify liankin

Sophomore,

Communication

"Penny on the Floor."

Nine year old taking classes at Loyola college

by Kirsten Scliarnberg

courtesy of TMS campus

The genius hears the whispers.

"That's him," they say, and the

genius pretends not to hear.

"He's some kind of prodigy,"

they say, and the genius does not

return their stares.

"It's the 9-year-old freshman,"

they say, and the genius starts

walking faster.

The genius sits alone in the

front row of English 106.

Psst ...

He adjusts his green-tinted

goggles in the corner of a crowd-

ed, third-floor chemistry lab.

Psst ...

He becomes visibly annoyed

when the school librarian asks

for proof he is a real student.

Psst ...

"Who cares if they whisper?"

the genius asks, and the deter-

mined set of his jaw indicates he

means every word of it.

The genius knows the whisper-

ers do not wish to offend. He

knows they do not mean to make

him feel like more of an outsider

than he already is.

He knows how hard it would

be to resist talking about the few

dramatic details known about

this 4-foot-3-inch person who

sticks out on Loyola University's

lush green campus like a horse

jockey in a crowd of offensive

linemen:

The genius is 9.

He is so brilliant, tests cannot

measure his IQ.

And he is a full-time, pre-med

college freshman who got a 106

percent on his most recent chem-

istry exam and who Loyola offi-.

cials think is the youngest col-

lege student in the country.

The whisperers know these limit-

ed details about the genius, and

they discuss them endlessly.

But virtually no one—except

for the gentle priest who has

become his friend and the few

matronly college administrators

who look after him—knows the

genius' real name or his extraor-

dinary story, the one that began

five years ago when his mother

embarked on the usually very

ordinary journey of enrolling her

firstborn in kindergarten.

They do not know the genius

plays Beethoven like a profes-

sional pianist and grows

chamomile in his garden and

considers Martin Luther King Jr.

the most respectable person ever.

They do not know the genius'

wee, picture-perfect, 4-year-old

sister is suspected to be equally

brilliant, if not more so.

And they do not know that

behind it all, behind the genius'

straight A's and poker-faced

classroom demeanor and infuriat-

ingly correct answers to all his

professors' impossible questions,

is a kind-hearted boy who has

read the entire Bible three times

and who stops to play with lady-

bugs between class and who

saves every cent of his birthday

money to buy his mother expen-

sive jewelry from

Bloomingdale's.

He just wishes they would stop

calling him "the genius."

POPI Performance Outcome Planning being discussed among faculty and administration

from Page 1.

effectiveness according to

Quesenbery.

"Now it is better to have 60 stu-

dents in a classroom instead of

30, which could prevent some-

thing such as essays and critiques

'from being done with students,"

Quesenbery said.

Faculty Senate President, Dr.

Scott Kuehn, echoed similar

statements, "It will get to the

point that it will change the way I

approach teaching and advising."

Dr. Hilton, a faculty senate

member and a professor in the

communication department,

agrees that it may have an impact

in the near future but not with

what she is doing now.

"This academic year I'm going

to do exactly what I wanted to

do," Dr Hilton said of her les.son

plan. .

"We are going to continue to

talk about different parts of the

POP and bring it up in future sen-

ate meetings," Dr. Kuehn said.

I

I

I

I

I
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A day in the life of a bouncer at Captain Loomis

by Amy Rieder Clarion Call

Contributing Writer

I had the opportunity to sit down
with Jeff Walker, the head bounc-

er at the Loomis. Jeff has been

working as a bouncer for five

years now and says one of the

greatest things about his job is,

"meeting people and getting into

the social mix." Where else to

better be employed than at

Clarion's most popular bar? The

only place to find full of college

students and professors at 5:00 on

a Friday, kicking back after a full

week of classes.

However, behind all of the peo-

ple in their drunken haze, there

has to be the ones that intervene

when a problem arises. That is

where Jeff and his co-workers

step in. They serve as mediators,

the ones who break up the fights

and catch the underagers with the

fake id's (Anyone who doesn't

know who Vxn talking about-

they're the big guys when you

walk in the door, they stare at your

ID for five minutes then take two

bucks so you can go in and drop

another $20 on alcohol).

Jeff says there are the occasion-

al episodes where they have to

step in. The worst incident that

sticks out in Jeffs mind occured

about three years ago. A large

plant was being built in ae nearby

area, which means there were

numerous construction workers

up from the southern states stay-

ing in the Clarion hotels. What

else would they do after a long

day of building but go slam down

a few beers? And they did. And

lets just say they had more than

just a few. A fight broke out

between five of the construction

workers, sending Jeff over along

with a few others that were work-

ing. Jeff had a knife pulled on

him, but fortunately the police

were there along with the other

bouncers and they were able to

restrain them all. One worker

went to the hospital and two went

with the police.

Regardless to say, yes you can

get banned from the Loomis. The

ones who are prohibited to enter

are usually the ones who start the

fight. Jeff also says that they are

about thirty underages with fake

ID'S caught per year, between the

Loomis bar itself and the Six Pack

Shop located downstairs.

Can anybody be a bouncer?

There are no set requirements but

the manager looks for someone

with a level head,Jeff explained.

There used to be a woman bounc-

er (this is for you guys that think a

woman couldn't do the job) but

she was employed full time some-
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Bouncer Ed Hiser keeps things in iine as tie checks a Clarion student's ID at the Loomis.

where else and that occupied too

much of her time. She was on the

police force for awhile which

gave her experience to be a

bouncer and handle situations,

and Jeff categorizes her as "a very

good bouncer."

If you are over 21 and have

never been to the Loomis (highly

unlikely) stop in for a drink or

two. They have a great Happy

Hour every night during the week

(I recommend Fridays) from 5 to

7, and Saturday and Sundays from

8 to 10. While youire there, take

a minute to say hello to Jeff and

the other bouncers that are work-

ing. They are there to break up

conflicts, but I have found that

they are also a lot of fun to talk to

and they like to meet new people

just as much as people going into

the bar do. On their night off, buy

them a drink, they make the bars a

little bit safer for us.

KoelschI ALF is here, enjoy from Page 3.

who when classes are over on

Friday, jump in their cars and

head home to mommy and

daddy.

If you're bored, open up your

eyes and try to have a good time.

You can't call somewhere and

order fun, so you have to do

whatever it takes for you to enjoy

yourself.

Stay off the interstates for one

weekend, and instead experience

the streets of Clarion. I bet

you'll be pleasantly surprised

when you have a good time.

The University provides many
activities for ALF, and the town

has many events that you could

experience.

This editorial is not just about

ALF, it's about experiencing

ALF, and once that you have

experienced an ALF here at

Clarion then I believe that you

will be well on your way to

enjoying your stay here at

Clarion.

It is so interesting to see how
everyone comes together to have

a good time. Whether you're at

the Loomis, a fraternity party, or

at the Holiday Inn for the Alumni

party, everyone who is at one of

these functions is trying to con-

tinue enjoying the mystique of

ALF.

I'm not saying that you have to

drink at any of these events, but

it is just a fact that people gener-

ally do drink during ALF, and

I'm sure that the local beer dis-

tributors don't mind this festival.

You can count on hearing

Vinny from Vinny's Pizza

screaming "Pizza, Pizza, Buck a

Slice." The Zem Zem funny cars

driven by the shriners will be fly-

ing around town the whole way
down to the stadium and people

from miles away will line the

streets to watch the annual

parade.

ALF is just like anything else,

how do you know you won't like

it if you don't go out and try it?

In closing, quit judging Clarion

until you can honestly say that

you have gone out and experiec-

ne ALF and the many other

aspects Clarion has to offer.

ALF is a great time, and if you

try it, I can't see any logical rea-

son why you wouldn't have fun

unless you are a pessimist.

Remember, you're a school

with only 6,500 students. This

isn't Florida State, but you can

make Clarion a fun place, and

ALF is a great time to start

enjoying yourself.

Article was published in The
Clarion Call on October 12,

1995. Kraig Koelsch earned a

bachelor's in communication in

95 and a master's in communi-
cation in 97.
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Last chapter for the Sequelle?
by Mike Lockett

Clarion Cajl Staff Wnter

Will the Sequelle, Clarion University's

yearbook, exist for 2000? So far this

semester the answer is "no".

Last year's edition, "Sequelle 2000," has

been submitted for awards but is not going

into publication this year.

Janet Knepper, professor of the English

department at Clarion University and for-

mer advisor of the Sequelle, said the year-

book has ceased to exist for three main rea-

sons.

According to Knepper, staff accreditation

needs to be restructured. Knepper would

like to see a viable structure where students

would be paid and credited to strengthen

accountability.

"Students start enthusiastically.. ..maybe

they become over scheduled: a couple of

people end up picking up the slack. It's a

lot of work for no credit and no money,"

Knepper said.

According to Knepper, the section editors

for "Sequelle 2000" disappeared: one per-

son did half of his section. As a result, the

editor-in-chief did most of the lay-out for

the yearbook.Knepper said the biggest reason a new

Sequelle is not currently in the making is

because no core staff exists from last year ^j^j^g more work," Knepper said

'It's very stressful....I'd like to know if

the student body is interested. ...The era of

yearbooks might be over," Knepper said.

"The Sequelle still could have a chance

this year, if someone would be willing to

take photos of ALF and homecoming,"

Knepper said.

A "senior supplement" of senior photos,

homecoming and ALF could be a replace-

ment option,

lasn't been working," Knepper said. The Sequelle is still considered a co-cur-

According to Knepper, until last year, ricular option for communication majors.

Student Senate funded the Sequelle. Knepper advises that communication stu-

Senate paid for half of last year's Sequelle dents talk with department staff and Dr.

after they were approached. Up to this Joanne Washington, associate professor of

* Moving up in the Sequelle

just means doing more
work. 99

-Janet Knepper

"Moving up in the Sequelle just means point. Senate has not given an open budget

to start It up again.

Last year's Sequelle started out with 35

people, said Knepper. "All of them seemed

to just evaporate, but a couple. So far those

people from last year don't have time," said

Knepper.

communication and chair of the communi-

for a 2001 edition, said Knepper. cation department, about the Sequelle.

Knepper has approached the So far, Knepper doesn't plan on advising Knepper would also like to hear from the

Communication department to create credit this year because of the stress of staffing, student body to know if students still want

for working on the Sequelle in addition to selling, and budgeting the Sequelle. a yearbook. All comments for the Sequelle

co-curriculars, but she said nothing has (Knepper became the advisor after she was should be e-mailed to

resulted from it. approached by a group of students in '99 sequelle@clarion.edu.

"The student run organization structure who wanted the yearbook.)

A building bites the dust on campus
by Nancy E. Riser

Clarion Call Copy and Design Editor

Don't leave for class on Monday Oct. 9 without your hard

hat. That is the day set for the demolition of the Carlson

Library. In its place we will see a busy construction site

where contractors will be hard at work building a new

library.

According to Dr. Howard McGuinn, the Dean of

University Libraries, the new library will offer approxi-

mately 10,000 additional square feet as compared to the old

building. It will also include a formal archives room, a 24

hour student lounge, numerous dataports, an art gallery,

and a multimedia classroom.

Dr. McGuinn joined the Clarion University faculty in

February of 2000. He received his bachelor's degree at

Villa Nova University, his master's of library science from

Drexel University, and his MBA from Campbell College in

North Carolina. Some of his past job positions include

state librarian of North Carolina; director of an early inter-

net database. Portals; and general mananger of a subsidiary

of the New York Times.

As the Dean of University Libraries, McGuinn's role in

the construction of the library is to "represent the academ-

ic part of the univerity". His main task is to not only to

Angle Allgeier/The Clarion Call

Carlson Library relocated this semester to various

places on ttie Clarion University campus and in

ttie commiinity. Demolition will begin on Monday
October 9, 2000.

"work closely with facilities management and architects",

but to also "assure that what is going into the building is

what we bought". The formal archives room will concen-

trate on the history of the local area. The room will not

only display photographs and documents of the

University's past, but of the town of Clarion as well.

McGuinn said, "In a small community like this, I just don't

see how the two don't impact each other.".

An art gallery will be located on the lower level of the

library, with a separate entrance that can be accessed on the

side of the buildmg facing Greenville Avenue. This art

gallery will be directed by the College of Arts and

Sciences, and take the place of the Marwick Boyd Gallery,

displaying student's artwork. Dr. McGuinn feels that hav-

ing the art gallery in this location will provide more over-

all accessibility to the facility.

Students will also be able to utilize a 24 hour student

lounge. . The lounge will offer a study area equipped with

food and drink machines and cable television. There will

be no staff to monitor the room. When asked if he was con-

cerned about the lack of supervision, McGuinn replied,

"Many other universities have implemented this with min-

imal problems. Students must realize that this operates on

the honor system and if damages occur it will have to be

shut down."

McGuinn expects that students will be back into the

building in the spring of 2002. "This allows extra time for

severe winter weather and any material damages," said

McGinn.
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Senate votes to a adopt new credit card policy
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Student Senate adopted a new
credit card policy by a vote of

16-1-1 on Monday, October 2,

2000.

The policy is based on four

points according to Treasurer

Ben Chervenak.

The first part of the new policy

would state that organizations

participating in credit card

fundraisers no longer receive

money on a per application basis.

Rather, the credit card compa-

ny must pay organizations a flat

fee.

Second, organizations may no

longer offer free gifts as incen-

tives for students to apply.

Third, organizations participat-

ing in credit card fundraisers

must include brochures which

explain the risks of credit card

debt, along with the applications.

Finally, credit card fundraisers

may only be held in or around

the Gemmell Student Complex.

Senate President, Brian Sowa,

said the main reason for imple-

menting the new policy is to help

eliminate the problem of credit

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senate voted to adopt a new credit card policy at
their Monday , October 2, meeting. The first point of the new
plan is to eliminate organizations from receiving money on a
per application basis.

card debt among college stu- accumulate more voters,

dents. In addition, the plan Clarion has had several days

should ease harassment felt by set aside in which students could

students as they try walking register to vote in Gemmell as

through campus. well as in Founders Hall.

Also discussed at the Senate Vice President Drew
meeting was the fact that col- McWilliams announced Senator

leges and universities throughout John Shavulsky as Senator of the

the country have been pushing Week.
for voter registration days. "We have a lot of good leaders

The 14 state schools in on Senate, and once we all get on
Pennsylvania are striving to the same page, I look forward to

the chances and improvements

that will happen for Clarion

University," said Senator John

Shavulsky.

In other business, Vice

President McWilliams informed

Senate that space has been allo-

cated for a bulletin board outside

the Student Organizations

Offices.

Students are free to read about

concerns and issues faced by

Senate; this is part of their new
Public Relations campaign.

Treasurer Chervenak reported

the current figures in each of the

following accounts: Large Item

Capital, $307,889.74; Capital

$103,915.22; Supplemental

Reserve, $35,742.53; and

Supplemental, $20,945.00.

Dr. George Curtis, Vice

President of student affairs,

announced that the university

should begin recognizing club

sports, such as rugby, as many
other sjchools do.

On behalf of the University

Activities Board, Senator Tom
Clopp said they have sold about

500 tickets to the Clarks,

Grapevine, and Buzzpoets' con-

cert so far. 300 tickets have gone

to students, and 200 to non-stu-

dents.

There are still tickets available

for the show on Sunday, October

8, 2000.

Tickets are $8 for students with

a valid I.D. and $15 for non-stu-

dents. At the door all tickets are

$15.

The next scheduled meeting is

on Monday, October 9, in 246

Gemmell Student Center.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Senator John Shavulsky,

Chair of the Committee on
Sub-Committees was voted
Senator of the Week.

WWF puts the 'smackdown' in the political ring
by Billy O'Keefe

jCourtesy of TMS Campus

During a recent appearance on

"Late Night with Conan

O'Brien," Paul Levesque, known
more famously as World

Wrestling superstar Triple H,

described WWF fans as "like

Trekkies, but not nerds."

Phillip Macy, 18, doesn't dis-

agree one bit. Sporting a bright

orange Tazz t-shirt, a pair of the

Rock's sunglasses, and two tickets

for the live event set to roll in

about 12 hours, Macy is the quin-

tessential WWF superfan, a

Trekkie with mu.scles.

"I'm pretty much into anything

[the WWF] is selling," says Macy,

who cut out of work in hopes of

spotting some of his favorite

wrestlers as they pull in to the

area's parking lot. "Anything."

"Well, almost anything!"

"Except that whole voting

thing," he adds. "That seems kind

of pointless to me, although it's a

nice effort I guess.

Macy is speaking of the WWF's
brisk but calculated entrance into

the political arena, a move that

took basically everyone by sur-

prise. Wrestlers commanded the

floor at both conventions this

summer, and if you thought you

saw the Rock on MSNBC, you

weren't having delusions.

Additionally, and perhaps most

importantly, the WWF has con-

verted more than 100,000 fans

into registered voters through live

events and its Web site,

wwfvote.com. And the federation

issued a challenge in August to

both Vice President Al Gore and

Gov. George W. Bush requesting

their presence for a televised

debate—in the middle of the ring,

of course.

Unfortunately, while no one can

deny the numbers, the candidates

van do their best to brush them

off. And that, according to a

recent announcement by WWF

superstar Mick Foley, is exactly

what they're doing.

"We're feeling a little bit

ignored," he told the capacity

crowd—and a television audience

of millions—during a recent tap-

ing of "Raw is War," the federa-

tion's live Monday night telecast.

So maybe Al Gore and George

W. aren't listening. But how
about the fans?

"I think a lot of us are inspired

to vote because of this," says

Lauren Melby, a fan for more than

10 years. "It's almost like the

wrestlers are out there saying,

'Hey, we're on your side.'"

Melby, 22, says she plans to reg-
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ister through the WWF's program,

adding that while she's unsure as

to whether she'll actually go out

and vote on Nov. 7, registering

alone is quite an achievement.

"People sometimes say that any-

one who isn't registered to vote is

stupid," she says. "But it's not like

I can't read or something. I was

just too disinterested to care. I

almost still am, actually, but this

way I can at least have the opinion

to change my mind."

With only a handful of tapping

left until Election Day, the

"Smackdown Challenge" may not

come to fruition? And while

some fans would like to see the

two candidates lock it up on live

TV, the effort is what fans find

most endearing.

"I will admit that they (the

WWF] have a lot of guts for doing

this," says Macy. "They showed

us that they respect us, even if the

candidates do not. And they real-

ly did get some results. I'm still

skeptical, but if they keep talking

after the election ends, I'll listen."
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Debate Team competes at King's College
by Kelly Drevitch

Clarion Cajl Staff Writer

The Clarion Speech and

Debate Team competed at their

opener at King's College in

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.

Clarion competed in the 49th

Connelly-Garvey Debate

Tournament, one of the largest

tournaments of the year.

With competition of 26 col-

leges and universities all over

the East Coast and Midwest, the

Clarion Speech and Debate team

had three Clarion speakers who

received awards.

Scott O'Donnell, the team's

president, received 4th speaker

in his division (debaters with

previous experience) and a team

of Anna Gullickson and Amy
Krachkowski, progressed to

round 16 after defeating

Methodist College in round 32.

Gullickson and Krachkowshi,

both new Clarion members,

competed in the new debater's

division.

Other debaters who attended

included Courtney Morton,

O'Donnell's partner, and a team

of Andrew Barnes and Kelly

Brown, with research assistant,

Carrie Arnold.

Alison Rilling, a Clarion alum-

nus, also attended the tourna-

ment as a judge.

Clarion competed against

teams from George Mason

University, U.S. Naval Academy,

Catholic University of America,

the University of Pittsburgh,

West Virginia University, Boston

College, Mary Washington

University, University of

Louisville, John Carroll

University, and Marist College.

Dr. Anand Rao, the director of

the Clarion Speech and Debate

team, was overall very pleased

and expects great things this

year.

"The team details potential

this year and I see this year as a

breakthrough year for new deba-

ters. I am very excited for this

year, " he said.

Rao feels very confident about

this year and showed an obvious

positive outlook for this year and

pride with in his team.

Clarion Speech and Debate

Team was ranked 4th in the

nation last season in the new

debater's division.

In fact, Clarion ranked higher

than Cornell, and just fell short

to Boston College.

Rao feels this year the stronger

tradition will continue and his

team will sparkle.

With a very busy year ahead,

Rao said the team is preparing to

compete in the advanced deba-

ter's divisen.

The team is practicing for the

British Debate, which will be

held en Monday, Oct. 9 at 7:30

p.m. in Hart Chapel.
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The Clarion University Speecli and Debate Team competed
at King's College Debate Tournament on September 24.

Pictured above are Scott O'Donnell, Anna Gullickson and
Amy Krachkowsid received awards at ttie event.

The debate will be "This

House Believes that 'American

Culture' is an Oxymoron."

The British will support this

idea, using the Autumn Leaf

Festival as a evidence of this

topic.

Following the debate, which is

free to everyone, a reception will

be held in Moore Hall.

Clarion will also be hosting for

the American Debating

Association, a first ever accom-

plishment for a state school.

"I'm looking for redemption at

Duquesne Tounament which will

be held from Oct. 20-22. Scott

O' Donnell and I will be compet-

ing in the varsity level and we

will be the first team to do so in

15 years from Clarion. We have

been working hard since King's

College Debate tournament and I

think that we will have a much

stronger showing at the

Duquesne Tournament," said

Andrew Barnes, a junior politi-

cal science major.
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MS HOTTEST NITE SPOT

Clarion

University

professor

leads

DebateWatch
by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Dr. Kristin Marshall, a professor

of speech communication and

theatre at Clarion University of

Pennsylvania, is leader of the

Clarion DebateWatch 2000 pro-

ject. She was also the leader of

DebateWatch for Western

Pennsylvania in 1996.

DebateWatch is a national pro-

gram pushing American voters to

talk about and listen to the candi-

dates and the issues of the presi-

dential debates. It's purpose is to

get small groups of people togeth-

er in any kind of setting to watch

and then discuss the candidates,

the issues, and the debate.

"The goal is to get people to

focus on the issues and the candi-

dates, learn all they can, and

hopefully vote for the candidates

of their choice," said Marshall.

"Following each debate, a facili-

tator will lead a half-hour discus-

sion."

Marshall also points out that

another goal of the discussion is

to allow expression of thoughts to

what was important, reaction to

what the candidates say, and to

talk about how well the candi-

dates support their issues. It also

gives voters the opportunity to

talk about issues that were not

discussed.

The Clarion League of Women
Voters is hosting DebateWatch,

which is free and open to anyone

in the Clarion University commu-

nity, the Clarion community, and

surrounding areas.

DebateWatch will be held at the

Clarion Main Street Center, 516

Main Street, Clarion. The debates

are scheduled for Tuesday,

October 3, Wednesday, October

1 1 , and Tuesday, October 17. The

debates begin at 9:00 p.m., but the

Main Street center will be opeii at

8:30 p.m. There will be refresh-

ments served.

Marshall is also willing to help

individuals or groups interested in

being a part of DebateWatch.

Anyone wanting information

material can call her at 814-393-

2478.

f
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'Budget' is not a dirty word
by Jen DeFazio

^
Clarion Call Managing Editor

At a workshop presented by

PSECU (Pennsylvania State

Educators Credit Union) in

Harrisburg during the (BSGP)

conference, the focus was on

financial responsibility, especial-

ly for college students.

Before adapting to college

finances and being on your own
with a checkbook and possibly a

credit card, there are certain terms

and concepts a student must

understand.

The first terms have to do with

a general budget to stick to.

There are four aspects of expens-

es that a student needs to priori-

tize first.

The first is fixed expenses.

These items include rent, car pay-

ments, and student loans. These

are not expenses that be con-

trolled, let alone overlooked.

The next is variable expenses.

These can vary month to month.

For example, monthly bills may

vary in amount, but still need to

be put near the top of financial

priorities.

The third term is periodic

expenses. These are expenses

that only occur once in awhile,

such as birthday and holiday gifts,

or car insurance.

The last expenses are miscella-

neous. These would include eat-

ing out, clothing, and entertain-

ment. They are nice, but not

necessities.

To be successful in budgeting

money, students need to rank

these in order of importance and

give a little more thought to how
their money is spent.

The first step in budgeting is to

The biggest thing to

learn is not to write

checks for more than

you have. §§

-Robin Strickler

take a look at all four of these cat-

egories and monthly income.

Decide which categories you

need, and designate certain

amounts for those expenses.

After you divide that up, see

how much you have left every

month to go into the miscella-

neous budget. It is an almost sure

fire way to stay out of debt.

One of the biggest things a stu-

dent needs to know is how to

properly balance a checkbook.

"The biggest thing to learn is not

to write checks for more than you

have, hoping it won't clear until

after payday." said Robin

Strickler, Operations Supervisor

at Parkvale Bank Verona, located

in the Pittsburgh area.

This is one of the biggest traps

a student can fall into. Students

who have checking accounts need

to properly maintain and balance

them for their own records.

"When people ask for their bal-

ance and then say that it is not

right, they don't realize that the

balance banks give you could be

inaccurate. Some checks may not

have cleared our computers.

Customers need to keep an accu-

rate record in their checkbook and

go by that," said Strickler.

Another major thing that stu-

dents need to understand about

banking are the charges they

might incur.

If a student does not know of

the charges, and does not deduct

them from their checkbook, they

will be off balance and may over-

draw funds or bounce a check.

In addition to this, there are

charges for these two things also.

It is a never ending spiral to fall

into.

Certain banks also charge for

using their MAC card at another

bank's machine. These fees need

to be noted and accounted for

when they occur.

There may also be a minimum
balance that needs to be main-

tained, and if it is not, there may

be fees that go along with it.

Some of the biggest charges

occur when there are Non
Sufficient Funds (NSF) or

UncoUeted Funds.

Many banks put a hold on

checks when they are deposited or

cashed to ensure payment. If a

check is placed on hold, it means

that those funds, although

deposited, are not available until

the hold is released. If a check

was to clear during the time that

the check was on hold and there

are not enough available funds,

this is when an uncollected fee

may occur.

NSF fees come into play when

there are not enough funds in the

account to cover a payment and

there is nothing on hold to

become available later.

Many students are not aware of

these fees or of the difference sbe-

tween them, and in turn blame

banks for taking their money.

Customers need to

keep an accurate

record in their check-

book and go by that. 93

-Robin Strickler

THEWHTIE HOUSE
515 Wood Street. Clarion, Pa (814)227-1240

— Qifis & Antiques—
Specials

Gag Jems $2.50ea 5 for $10.oo

Cards buy 2 get 1 free

Art Mugs 2 for $1 5.00

Monday-Friday 12-5 Saturday 10-3

In order to protect against NSF
or uncollected fees, many banks

offer what is called Overdraft

Protection.

This is a separate account given

to a person similar to a loan. If a

customer is in danger of bouncing

a check, this money is loaned to

them to prevent the fees.

However, this money needs to

be paid back with interest.

Another thing that students need

to understand is the difference

bewteen a debit/card and a credit

card. With a debit/card, it is not

borrowed money as with a regular

credit card.

The purchases that are made
with a debit card are called Point

of Sale purchases, which mean

that the expenses are taken

directly out of the checking

account.

Students need to be aware of

this and automatically deduct it

from their account to prevent fees.

Credit cards tend to have a lot of

terms attached with them that stu-

dents don't understand. One of

them is APR (Annual Percentage

Rate).

There are three different types

of rates to know and understand.

The first is a fixed rate. With

this one, the rate will not change.

An introductory rate may be low

to begin with and then, over time,

it may get higher.

A variable rate can change at

any time. When signing up for a

credit card, students need to know
what rate they have and be sure to

read all disclosures to know what

they are getting themselves into.

There may also be an annual

cost for having the credit card

called the annual fee.

Many students are not aware of

this either. It is included in the

disclosure.

One of the biggest problems stu-

dents have with credit cards is

getting them for "emergencies."

These emergencies might end

up being a pair of jeans.

Students just need to pay their

bills on time to avoid accumulat-

ing interest, and only make smart

purchases. This will prevent debt

accumulation.

Another thing that students

might want to consider is their

future.

There are a couple of things to

consider looking into.

An IRA (Individual Retirement

Account) enables individuals to

have a little extra when they

retire, and the earlier it is started,

the more it will accumulate.

The other is CD's (Certificates

of Deposit). These allow individ-

uals to deposit money for differ-

ent terms and earn the interest

rate associated with that term.

As long as students understand

the terms and conditions of credit

cards and checking accounts, and

are responsible for their financial

decisions, staying out of debt will

not be a problem.

Public Safety

Blotter

Harassing phone calls

According to Public

Safety, Given Hall

received harassing

phone calls on Oct. 2

at 8:30 a.m. The mat-

ter is still under
investigation.

Public damage

According to Public

Safety, Brian Gates
was cited for damage
he caused at the play-

ing field by Parking

Lot 3.

Recreation

Center

1 year celebration

Open house at

Recreation

Center

Friday

October 13

2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Free food and

prizes
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Lifestyles
Theatre Review

Tales Of The Lost Fot7nicans...WhnVs the deal?
by Tim Connors

Clarion Call Ad Desipn Editor

Let's start with a couple of

numbers. Actually, let's start

with just one number: two.

That'd be the number of plays

in the last calendar year in

which at least one of the follow-

ing has happened in a CUP play:

Trevor Southworth finishing the

They tell the story of an

Alzheimer's case and chart his

degeneration into a shaking

mass locked away in a nursing

home. At said nursing home, a

combination UFO conspiracy

theorist-male nurse looks after

him. There is a very, VERY dis-

gruntled teen who just loves to

say "f***" as any and all parts

of speech who runs away, then

rest of the cast are an excellent

mix of familiar and new faces,

including Alex Thompson and

freshman Bret Sloan (the f-

bomber). Playing duel roles is

never an easy task (ask anyone

from last spring's Isadora

Duncan), and the combination

alien/characters all did a com-

mendable job with handling the

double personality. Add in the

was good, you're fairly sure

you've enjoyed it, but you leave

sort of...off As I sat writing

this review, I thought about

Fonnicans some more and I can

see it being an examination of

suburban life and the dysfunc-

tional spawn it has a tendency

to spew forth.

Overall, the play was excel-

lent, if confusing. The language

can be a bit coarse at times, so

going in with an open mind

would be an excellent idea. For

best results, just watch the play

to watch the play. It takes some

true reflection to understand a

lot of what you'll see, so sit

there, watch, absorb and digest

later. Trust me.

Clarion

Trevor Southworth (on the gurney), with Bret Sloan, Laura Reichert, and Dustin Keppler

play laying (seemingly) dead at

center stage and/or Seana

Simon in her underwear. Just

sort of odd that they've both

been a recurring theme. Oh

well. Must be a coincidence.

Novj... Lost Formicans.

This is the closest I can get to

a summary/interpretation of the

play: there are aliens who are

controlling us, maybe (or

maybe they're just observing).

comes back. And at the center

of it all (!) is a newly single

mom trying to make sense of

these shenanigans and goings

on. Riiiiiiight.

AH kidding and cynicism

aside, Tales Of The Lost

Formicans is an entertaining

piece. It features Clarion

drama superpowers Trevor

Southworth, Seana Simon, and

Laura Reichert. Filling out the

need to speak entire lines or

scenes backwards and you have

a very talented cast.

The scenery is very basic: five

sliding doors and a tiered stage

area. These minimalist sur-

roundings free up your mind so

you can focus better on the

action itself.

So what is the play like? I

liken it a lot to last year's

American Beauty: you know it

' www.theclarioncall.com

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the monument

on Fifth Street and ti/iain Street. Looi<

for new landmarl(S each weel(.

The jazz program.

Bassoon In The Wild,

was performed here at

Clarion last week.

For details.

See Page 11.

Radiohead stays on the

forefront of musical

experimentation with

their first album in three

years, Kid A.

See Page 12.

Dave Barry explains the

Bush and Gore cam-

paigns for us, and

announces his platform.

To find out what it is.

See Page 13.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on in Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 11.
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[Today
i'Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
j'Lecture: Weavers of Peru, an International Development
iProject by Dr. Gail Silverman (Chap) 7:30 pm
[•Interhall Council Mtg. (246 Gem) 6 pm
iFriday, October 6
i-UAB Spirit Day
!«Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
l-Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•W. Volleyball Clarion Classic

'•Participatory Wkp:
jWeaving Techniques in the

'Peruvian Andes (Textile

Studio. B-13 Founders) 9
ram - 12 pm & 1 - 3 pm
•Lecture: Miguel Paz. poet
'& author of children's

ecological story/picture

Ibooks (Chap) 4:30 pm
•Lecture: Dr. Gail

Silverman. Reading
Andean Textiles (a Book
;of Knowledge) (Chap) 7

pm
Saturday, October 7

i

•Football at California 7 pm
•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
j^W. Tennis vs. California II am
I^W. Volleyball Clarion Classic

j-Junior Olympics (Stad) all day - tentative
•Cross Country at Lehigh 9:30 am
Sunday, October 8
•ALF WEEK
•Autorama (Main St.) 12-5 pm

Monday, OctoBer^9
•ALF WEEK
•COLUMBUS DAY (OBSERVED)
•YOM KIPPUR
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•W. Tennis at Edinboro 3:30 pm
•Spring/Summer 01 Grads
need to file grad apps during
early registration (B-16
Carrier)

•Student Senate Mtg. (246
Gem) 7:30 pm
6th Annual Clarion

University & Community
Cultural Night (in front of
the Courthouse) 6:30 pm
Tuesday, October 10
•ALF WEEK
•W. Volleyball vs. Edinboro
7 pm
Golf at Allegheny Invitational

•6th Annual Clarion University & Community Cultural
Night (in front of the Courthouse) 7:30 pm
Wednesday, October 11
•ALF WEEK
•Sidewalk Sales (downtown Clarion)

•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
•6th Annual Clarion University & Community Cultural
Night (in front of the Courthouse) 5:30 pm
UAB Homecoming Court Lobby Judging (all residence

halls) 9 pm
•UAB Pep Rally (Tip) 7 pm

Better than Bourbon Street in New Orleans

I

by Amber Kozler

Cjarjon Call Staff Writer

The lights dim, and the Basset

and drummer begin to play.

Soon the sounds crescendo, and

the vibraphone enters along

with the bassoon. You can feel

the rhythm in your feet as jazz

melodies fill Hart Chapel. The
only things missing are a small

coffee shop, an expensive drink,

and 30 lit cigarettes.

Michael Rabinowitz is in the

forefront with his bassoon. He's

leading the band in one of his

original pieces, "A Moments
Notice." This song is mellow
and relaxing, in a John Coltrane

kind of way. Rabinowitz per-

forms with intense expression

and feeling. After a slight

pause, the band begins to play a

new piece based around a classi-

cal theme. This song, which is

titled "Song," resembles swing

dance music that could have

been played in the background

of the movie Swingers.

It is impressive how the band

plays with such uniformity, yet

you can hear the unique style in

each member. Each has come
into this circle of people with

their own experiences and ideas.

This diversity has helped to

shape the Bassoon In The Wild.

While Rabinowitz was in

Tallahassee, he wrote,

"Tallahassee Blues." This song

has a jazzy beat to it. I had a

sudden urge to put on a Pink

Panther suit, and creep across

the stage. Next, Rabinowitz

played, "The Port Townsend

Blues," which he wrote while at

a jazz festival in Port Townsend,

Washington. (I'm sensing a

theme here.)

The Bassoon In The Wild has

been playing together for about

two years. Rabinowitz is joined

by Diana Herold, Grisha

Alexiev, and Joe Fonda. The

arrangements by the Bassoon In

The Wild emphasize the ability

of the bassoon to accompany
and lead.

The program ranged from
Mozart to Jimi Hendrix. I asked

the band, "What are some
important factors in sustaining a

good band?" The band collec-

tively agreed that they have

really good. chemistry together,

and a reliable support system.

Rabinowitz added, "Our main

goal is'to g|t better each time

we play." Tlie members of the

Bassoon. In The Wild are all

accomplished musicians.

Each' has worked with various

talented cc^posers and artists,

and can be recognized interna-

tionally. Rabinowitz has just

recorded his third commercial
CD, Rabinowitz In Utopia. A

fourth CD is in the works. The
band is continuing their tour,

and said that their trips through

Pennsylvania were enjoyable.

The evening came to a close

with a Miles Davis tune. Even
after two hours of performing,

the band is still playing with full

energy and excitement. The
bassist Joe Fonda, who has been

giving a visually entertaining

performance, turned his bass on
its side. He concludes the night

by playing the bottom of his

bass with vibraphone sticks.

I'm willing to bet they didn't

teach him that at Berklee

College of music. Slowly, the

music fades and Mike
Rabinowitz gives the audience

one last solo, before laying his

bassoon down for a rest.
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Music Review

Radiohead is back with another masterpiece
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

I've said before that

Radiohead is the band to save

rock and roll; to deliver the

poor deluded masses from the

ultra-processed and emotionally

void dance-pop fodder that has

us caught like a deer in head-

lights. After listening to Kid A,

1 stand corrected. Well, actual-

ly, I'm not standing at all!

Instead of trying to revive what

might be a dying music form,

Radiohead has opted to create

an entirely new genre; one that

defies all conventional music

laws and standards. It's not

even art-rock, for that's still a

form of pop. In short, don't try

to label it at all. While Kid A

sounds as familiar and intimate

as a lover's touch, it is simulta-

neously as foreign and probing

as an assailant in the night.

If Radiohead's 1997 album,

OK Computer (the best record

of the 90s), scared record com-

pany execs, then I'm sure Kid A

bleached their hair as white as

the driven snow. This is the

sound of a band willingly, nay,

gleefully, committing ritualistic

commercial suicide. Radiohead

has decided to release no sin-

gles from the album, shoot no

videos, and toured before the

album's release, not after.

But to choose a single from

Kid A would be near impossi-

ble, as it does not function as a

collection of separate tracks

with distinct identities,

melodies, ect. Rather, it is a

loose concept album about the

first human clone, the "Kid A."

Think of the record as a film

score of "its" life, evoking

many emotions and images,

with each track "bleeding" into

the next; resulting in a continu-

ous stream of music that is

alternately nihilistic and holy,

bleak and lush, indescribably

ugly and breathtakingly beauti-

ful.

"Everything In Its Right

Place," gently propels you into

the album, a swirling head trip

of inhuman synthesizers and

Thorn Yorke's wispy voice.

Flat keyboard notes flow like

blood through the song's veins,

caressing

you into a

hypnotic
state.
Thom is

content to

drift by in

the stream,

gazing up

with dazed

eyes and

drugged
hush, just

another cell

in the body.

As the song

climaxes,

Thom breaks his vocal coma,

extolling "What is that you're

trying to say, trying to say..."

over and over again. The cold

electronics gurgle at a fever

pitch to respond. Welcome to

the machine, indeed.

The next section of the album,

"Kid A," is like being born,

without the cathartic release of

the actual birth. A jazzy break-

beat navigates you from the

womb, through an eerie sample

of an infant's mobile, ending up

in a warm bath of Kraftwerk-

esque keyboards. A looped

piece of backwards vocals spins

your head around, and the dis-

orienting effect is completed by

playing the different pieces at

odd time signatures. You're not

sure what the voice is saying,

which is scary, but you can't

help but connect your own emo-

tions to it, which is even more

frightening.

The knuckle-dragging and Joy

Division-ish bass guitar riff that

opens "The National Anthem"

is the first conventional instru-

ment to be heard on the record,

but is underscored by creeping

s y n t h s

and
shrieking

strings.

"The
National

Anthem"
is a per-

s o n a I

journey
through
Hell, as

short
bursts of

strings
swoop
down on

you like malicious demons,

while Thom's processed voice

acts like flames blistering your

feet. It sounds like Thom is

singing around a mouthful of

razor blades. Halfway through

the track, an out-of-tune horn

section hits you like a speeding

car to the chest. The careening

brass dares you not to look into

its truculent face. They slowly

break down in decay, unable to

sustain their own chaos. If "Kid

A" was the birth, then "National

Anthem" is the violent after-

birth, spewing Radiohead's guts

into the stratosphere.

That aggressive display of

freak-out noise makes the

morosely strummed acoustic

guitar of "How To Disappear

Completely" all the more sooth-

ing. A grand and stately ballad,

"How To Disappear..." is the

most conventional song on Kid

A. It matches the naked emo-

tion of earlier Radiohead tracks

such as "Fake Plastic Trees"

and "Exit Music (For A Film)."

"I'm not here, this isn't really

happening" is wailed by Thom

as the epic string arrangement

points to dark stormclouds on

the horizon. For the last minute

of the song, Thom belts out a

wordless plea; a cry for help

that will chill you to the bone.

The instrumental ambient

piece "Treefingers" lulls you

into a trance, and provides a

bridge to "Optimistic," where

guitars are featured prominently

for the first time. Thom

informs us that "Flies are

buzzing 'round my head; vul-

tures circle 'round the dead,

picking off every last crumb..."

as the spiky guitars repeat their

riff through the song. There is

no righteous guitar explosion as

Radiohead have done in the

past, only a chorus of moaning

computerized voices, and a jazz

outro with upright bass.

"In Limbo," which Thom has

said was inspired by Dante's

Inferno (how heavy can you

get?) features a downward spi-

ral of a guitar riff that drags

Thom's vocal deeper into the

depths. He's all too willing to

follow, as he sings "I've lost my

way.. .you're living in a fanta-

sy..."

But none of that prepares you

for "Idioteque," Kid A's most
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better furniture

/

s

624 MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA
16214

814-223-4600

10% off any accessary

or gift item

1 iteni per purchase per visit

Custom
window

treatments

Furniture

Carpeting

and

Accessories

impressive track. A slice of

tripped-out electro-beats in the

vein of DJ Shadow or recent

Bjork, "Idioteque" throws

everything you thought you've

learned from the album out the

window, right down to the

stream-of-consciousness lyrics.

The song is pure electronica, a

stark experiment in art-noise.

As if in response to "How To

Disappear...", Thom sing-

speaks "This is really happen-

ing..." like a mantra as twisted

sound effects perform a tribal

dance around your ears.

"Idioteque" is a mechanical

insectoid of a song, slowly

slinking its way across your

brain, munching on little bits of

sanity as it goes.

"Morning Bell" suffers in

comparison, and the album

might have been better off with-

out it, yet "...Beir"s narcoleptic

guitar has plenty of charms. It's

kin to the sweeping balladry of

"How To Disappear...", yet

more grounded by conventional

instruments.

The closing track, "Motion

Picture Soundtrack," is the per-

fect summation of all thaf/C/V/ A

strives for, even if we're only

looking at its title. A plaintive

accordion leads you into a

string and harp-soaked master-

piece that sounds like the lost

closing piece for The Wizard Of

Oz. Thoms's depressed lyrics

like "Maybe, I think you're

crazy" belie the lush and gor-

geous musical backdrop it falls

on. As the orchestra trails off,

and only the dissipating echo of

synthesizers remains, Thom

floats back in to deliver his

closing statement: "I will see

you in the next life." Over and

out.

By the album's close, you've

forgotten your surroundings, so

immersive is the album. You've

also left behind the idea that

this is the soundtrack to some-

one else's life, so real and simi-

lar the emotions are to our own.

Radiohead scores the lonely

days and solitary nights of our

lives. In the process, they teach

us something about each other.

This is the first truly great

album 'of the century, and one

that will be near-impossible to

top. On my five-star scale. Kid

A gets a 5 out of 5.
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Barry
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

1

It's time for us to "take stock" of the presi-

dential election campaign, so that we, as vot-

ers, can make an informed decision about how
much vodka we will need to get through it.

In case you haven't been paying attention,

here are the two top issues in this race so far,

based on media coverage:

1

.

Al Gore's decision to kiss his wife. Tipper,

on the mouth.

2. George W. Bush's decision to refer to a

New York Times reporter by the nickname of

another bodily aperture.

That's right, voters: The theme of this presi-

dential campaign is "Orifices Making News."

So let's review these two issues in detail:

THE KISS - Going into the Democratic con-

vention, the Gore campaign was in trouble,

with surveys showing that 63 percent of die

voters agreed with the statement that the vice

president "breathes through gill slits." But

then, just before he gave his acceptance

speech, Al kissed Tipper for three ftill seconds

right on the podium, which is a known eroge-

nous zone. Suddenly, Al's poll shot up.

Apparently, the voters interpreted the kiss to

mean that Al is capable of human emotion,

although an analysis of the video replay indi-

cates that he may have been simply depositing

an egg sac.

In any event, Al's popularity soared, and

now every appearance he makes includes a

scheduled Necking Segment. If the race is

close in late October, the Gore campaign has a

contingency plan that involves Al getting,

according to one top advisor, "very close to

third base."

Speaking of our National Pastime, former

Texas Rangers owner George W. Bush got

himself in "hot water" with the news media

when he used:

THE NAUGHTY WORD - What happened

was, during a campaign appearance, George

leaned over to his mnning mate, Dick Cheney,

and - with an open microphone nearby - kissed

Dick right on the podium.

No, seriously, George told Dick that Adam
Clymer - a reporter for The New York Times

whose name can be rearranged to spell "Ram
My Decal" and "Read My Clam" - was a

naughty word whose letters can be rearranged

to spell "ash sole." Dick agreed with tiiis

assessment.

As you can imagine, this shocking incident

shocked those of us in the news media. We
never use "salty" language. When we whack

our thumb with a hammer, we exclaim: "Gosh

all Nelly!" So when we overheard George W.

spewing this shocking filth, we had no choice

but to inform ttie American public by broad-

casting the video on network TV more often

than the Zapruder film. As a result, tfiree-year

olds all over America started calling their par-

ents ash soles.

I hope you don't get the impression that the

whole presidential campaign has been about

trivial matters. In fact, Al and George have

spent weeks arguing about a crucial issue that

will determine the fate of the entire world for

centuries to come: the format of the presiden-

tial debates. The Gore camp struck first, bold-

ly proposing a series of 140 seven-hour

debates, each one including a segment where

the candidates would have to identify tree

species by looking at bark samples, and con-

cluding with a contest to see who could kiss

Tipper the longest. The Bush campaign coun-

tCTed with a proposal for one 20-minute

debate, with each candidate being allowed to

phone a friend and ask the audience, and the

president
question categories being "Famous Movie

Dogs" and "Name That Golf Club." As I

write this, the two sides are hammering out a

compromi.se debate format, which I'm sure

will attract a nationwide TV audience consist-

ing of whoever is operating the camera.

If you're getting depressed about the presi-

dential race, remember: Al and George are

NOT your only choices. I am still running!

Here's my platform:

¥ TAXES: 1 favor a tax cut for the Middle

Class, defined as "anybody who owns at least

five remote controls." This would be offset by

a 100 percent tax on all money won by con-

testants on "reality-based" TV shows.

¥ SOCIAL SECURITY: I say we scrap the

current system and replace it with a system

wherein you add your name to the bottom of a

list, and then you send some money to the per-

son at the top of the list, and then you...Oh,

wait, that IS our current system.

¥ LOUD CELL PHONE CONVERSA-
TIONS IN RESTAURANTS: I favor on-the-

spot confiscation of the phone, as well as the

hand holding it.

¥ DRUGS FOR SENIORS: Go ahead,

seniors! But don't be playing your stereo at all

hours.

As your president, I would fight for these

measures! I would not take any "guff' from

the ash soles in Congress! Ifthey try to thwart

me, I would say to them, with real meaning:

"Read my clam."

Nurse Betty will give you a chronic case of boredom
by Mike O'Brien

Clarion Call Staff Writer

All of my life I wondered why my
mother watched soap operas. I

wondered how she couldn't see

how horrible the storylines were,

and not to mention the acting. But

after seeing Nurse Betty, starring

Morgan Freeman, Renee Zellweger,

Chris Rock, and Greg Kinnear, I

thank God that she didn't end up

like the leading lady in this comedy

satire.

The movie begins with Betty,

played by Zellweger, so deeply

entranced by the television which is

showing her favorite soap, "One

Love to Give," that she doesn't

even turn around when she pours

coffee in Morgan Freeman's cup.

This amazing feat of accuracy

begins the long affection that

Freeman's character holds for Betty

throughout the flick. Betty is, if you

haven't already noticed, a waitress

in a small cafe in Kansas, who just

golly gee loves her daily soaps.

And Freeman plays a wise old hired

hit man, as if hit men weren't wise,

with his trusty sidekick, Chris Rock.

When the two hit men show up at

Betty's house with her used car-

dealing husband to discuss some

business concerning a "car deal,"

the two accidentally go right ahead

and scalp the old man for lying to
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tiiem about some stolen drugs that

are neaUy hid in the trunk of his

Buick Regal. Betty hears the com-

motion in the other room as her hus-

band screams bloody murder, but

only turns her soap up a few notch-

es louder.

Finally, as if annoyed by some

persistent laughter, she creeps her

way to the door only to see her hus-

band shot and killed in their living

rcx)m. It's about this moment that

all hell breaks loose and the TV
gods come down from the sky to

help our poor little Betty. It seems

that all of the events which occurred

during her favorite TV time are

quickly forgotten as she slips into

her own little TV world to escape

the realities of murder and Indian

traditions.

This is where the story gets fun.

Betty goes crazy, believing that she

has left her husband to find her ex-

husband, soap opera actor for the

sane man, who awaits her in L.A.

Betty's unfortunate circumstances

lead her to believe that her favorite

"One Love to Give" doctor actor is

really her ex, and will stop at noth-

ing; driving across the country in

her brand new Buick Regal, stolen

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Morgan Freeman in "Nurse

Betty."

from her real-life dead husband

before the hit men find the drugs.

Irony, don't 'cha just love it?

Of course the two hit men are

quickly on her trail because they

want their drugs and they want

them now. The rest of the story is a

twisted chase. Betty begins to think

she is a nurse, hence the inventive

name. Freeman's character gains a

serious soft spot for the "nurse."

Rock's character gains a serious

hatred for the "nurse." And Greg

Kinnear's character, the soap op)era

doctor, actually begins to like the

crazed Betty.

This movie kept me on the edge of

my seat, not because of suspense,

but because I was waiting to get up

and leave. 2^1lweger's character

couldn't have annoyed me more,

and the slow, twisting pace of the

plot made my head spin like I was
on a roller coaster ride. The ending,

which I hold as one of the most

important parts of a movie, lacked

strength. We do get one surprise

that doesn't really fit, yet somehow
grabs your attention for the last 15

minutes of Nurse Betty.

Final Decision: Make no mistake,

Ebert was definitely picking Ju Ju

Beads out of his molars instead of

watching this movie, because I say

don't even think about going to see

this. Ifyou really want to waste $8,

come over to my house and leave it

in my mailbox.
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Entertainment
Soap Opera update

Compiled by Debby Amon plan " fails.

Clarion CaW Secretary Preview

Emily shares a tearful

NANCY ® by Guy & Brad Gilchrist

All Mv Children

Mateo is concerned about

Edmund's recent behavior.

Ryan confides in Dimitri

about his feelings for Gillian.

Arlene refuse to give up her

last remaining tie to Adam.

Liza reassures Jack about his

relationship with Colby.

Preview

Elliot makes a decision about

his future.

As The World Turns

Several women in Oakdale

receive mysterious invita-

tions. Carly is shocked to

learn what Craig wants in

return for his recent kind-

ness. Julia makes a bold move

to secure her marriage.

Preview

David's funeral is an unfor-

gettable event.

Bold Anri The Be autiful

C.J. vows not to let the

Forresters destroy his family.

Brooke comes to a difficult

conclusion. Amber pleads

with C.J. to make a sacrifice,

while Stephanie urges Amber

to push C.J. away.

Preview

Ridge vents his fury at

Morgan.

Days Of Our Lives

Nicole flirts madly with

Victor when he calls from

Italy. Austin and Greta's vir-

tual Odyssey intensifies.

John accuses Marlena of tak-

ing out her anger on Brady.

Bo prepares to go to Ireland.

Preview

Nicole does some investigating

General Hospital

Gia prevents an altercation

between Juan and Nikolas.

Luke's trial begins. Hannah

confronts A.J. about his

destructive behavior. Helena

visits Luke. Stephan confides

in Chole after their "escape

reunion with her family.

Guiding Light

Edmund isn't thrilled by

Cassie and Richard's good

news. As Danny and May

become closer, Michelle makes

a decision about her future.

Alan use James' christening

to his own advantage.

Preview

Blake reveals too much infor-

mation about her book.

One Life To Live

Nora unwittingly puts Melanie

on the spot. Jessica is reunit-

ed with Will, and vows to

stand by him. Cristian gets

drunk— and winds up in a jail

cell next to Will's. Kelly and

Joey struggle to work togeth-

er.

Preview

Collin tries to make a deal

with Asa.

Passions

Tabitha is haunted by the

angry spirits of Harmony's

original settlers. TC con-

fronts Julian, vowing to kill

him if he discovers Julian is

responsible for the accident

that cut TC's tennis career

short.

Preview

Gwen finally learns the truth.

Young And The Restless

The latest news regarding

Tomas' book could have been

profound impact on his rela-

tionship with Nina. Billy

tries to ort out Brittany's web

of deceit. Malcom learns the

real reason Dru left for Paris.

Preview

Tricia tells Ryan she wants to

become intimate with him

again.

.^•tfHT',^'

C HAOS by Brian Shuster

CHAOS by Brian Shuster

"Nice and easy. I don't want to have to use this.
"Apparently, some kids hooked up your grandmother's

pacemaker to The Clapper."

DRABBLE ® by Kevin Fagan
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Entertainment
Twisted View® Cooney

"With all due respect, your Honor, you just don't
seem as focused since you got the recliner."

Domino's
OPEN AT 11:00AM

EVERY DAY

n QricKl^hRiD'

Pizza -N- Wings

$10.99
Medium 1 -Topping

Plus 10 Buffalo Wings

$14.99
Large 1 -Topping

I

I

I

I

:•::?%.

20 Buffalo Wings
, „.„ ,

Deep Dish Extra ^P"** ^^'^ I

I

ieOOO 0..rr>lrt... r-„,m LLC Cou(»>o r«>, V.|.<, v-tt*» «r.wtit»^»r ..Mnr Ott«.r VMlIt^^ wtm n..UFK>n orlly V.lld .) ,>.r|lj|.

Mega Toppings
S10 99, til 99* •" Large * • • • X-Large

^Pizz? with ypur
Favorite Toppings
Choose from 1 6 Toppings
2nd Large Pizza $5.99

2nd X-Urge Pizza $6 99
Deep Dish Extra Expires 11/5TO

226-4060

$5.99 ""

LarwPtm(14")Wlth

Ofdsr as many as vou like
Deep dish $1 Extra Par pizza

KJ. fitrm. LLC Couiion .101 V.Mri w.lh Any ait^,
„.^ „ ""^ "^"^ couiran only v«Imi «( tiM.«ci,Miii.u Mors.
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We Accept Delivering a

Smiles ^'^

a DayJm y>

Y'knov, I'd get up to change the station,

but like, the tv Is all the way over there.

for Bit CMlesi SlickWorld Apparel GrRMig Cards, tames,
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ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas,

Acapulco, hlorida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, reli-

able air, free food, drinks and par-

ties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Mazatlan and Florida. Travel Free

and EARN CASH! Do it on the

web! Go to StudentCity.com or

call 1-800-293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Book Cancun and get free meal

plan. Earn cash and GO FREE!

Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-

800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours com.

2 spacit)us rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

mcluded. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.

living in a country setting longing

to adopt your newborn. We offer a

lifetime of love, laughter, and

security. All expenses paid.

Confidemial. Call 1-800-298-

9452.

********+*****

Two person occupancy. For Fall

2001, Spring 2002 semesters.

Walking distance to campus.

Leave message at (814)-354-2238

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.

f help wanted^,

Earn $]000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campasfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campustiindraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

The herbal body wrap to lose

inches and make money! See

results yourself and share with

others who purchase. Fantastic

opportunity and product! Call

Linda for details. 764-5895.

Hey STF, thanks for showing our

new members such a good time

this weekend. Love the sisters of

Tri Sigma.
I^C>(Ci^C^5TC3(C^;^^3fC3fC5fC3|CJt'

Congratulations to our new mem-

bers on getting your Heart-Bigs

Love your future Sigma Sisters.

**************

**************

Hey 0X, We'll build your POMP.

Love S2S

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.

3fS3JC3JCjftS^C3fCS|C3fC3^3^C3JC3|C3|C3|C

**************

for rent

2 bedroom apartment for rent.

226-7092.
**************

Silver Spring Apartments.

Furnished. Close to campus. Four

person occupancy. Now signing

leases for the Fall 2001/Spring

2002 semesters. Leave message at

(814)226-5917.

The Mens Basketball Team is

looking for managers and statiti-

cions for upcoming practices and

games. If interested call 393-2458

or 393-2510. Or you can stop by

102 Tippin Gym

sehooi ii0i|i

I'll do your word processing or

typing. Reports, term papers or

resumes. Done to your specifica-

tions. Call Marianne at 764-5920.

C
opportunities

To the brothers of OSK, have a

great week and the flowers were

beautiful. Thank you so much.

Happy 21st B-Day to Jeff

Chaffee. Hope it is an enjoyable

and memorable one. Love your

sweetheart, Dena.
iii*************

Congratulations to Heather, the

newest member of Phi Sigma

Sigma! Love your future sisters.

**************

Adoption- Active outdoor couple

i
Tickets are still on sale for the

Clarks/Buzzpoets/Grapevlne concert!

Available at the Gemmefl Information desk.

$8 with a valid student ID and $15 for non-students

Tickets are $15 at the door for everyone.

The concert is on Sunday, October 8.

Doors open at 6:30

Concert starts at 7:30.

Need That Housework Done?

Come to the

Society for Collegiate Journalist's (SCJ)

Communication major Auction

on October 29 at 7:00 p.m. in Hart Chapel

and buy a pal to do the work!

Or volunteer to be auctioned!

All proceeds benefit SCJ.

Congratulations to Kylene for an

excellent recruitment! ! Love, your

OSS sisters.

**************

Thank you to our sweetheart Erica

for the basket of gifts. Love the

brothers of 0E
**************

Amanda and Julie, thanks for all

your help on the new house. Love

the brothers of ©E
**************

Congratulations to all our new

members. Amy, Kelly, Becky,

Kara, Angela, Kristen, Jenn,

Mindy, Ashley, and Danielle.

Love Zeta Tau Alpha.
**************

Congratulations to all the fraterni-

ties and sororities on a great rush.

Love, ZTA
**************

Good luck to all the fraternities

and sororites with the floats.

Love, ZTA
**************

Theta Xi, Theta Chi and Theta Phi

Alpha, great quad mixer! Love the

sisters of ZTA
**************

Happy Birthday to Katlin and

Liz!! Love your sisters of ZTA
**************

Thanks for the great quad mixer

Sigma Chi! Love, ZTA
**************

KAP, good work on the float so

far! Love, Zeta Tau Alpha.

Happy Birthday Amy and Val!

One more long year to go! AOE

0X, that was the best prom we've

ever had! AOE
**************

Mike and Tab, Good luck this

weekend. We love you! L.L. and

K.T
**************

Congratulations to our newest

member to the Fall 2000 AZ class:

Katie! We love you!
**************

Happy B-Day Crystal! Love, your

AZ sisters.

**************

Sunday's AZ retreat was a blast!

Thanks for making my last retreat

a memorable one! Love, Dezort.

**************

Deanna Scott, Congratulations on

receiving the title of sweetheart of

<I)A9. We love you.
**************

0X, Have a wonderful safe ALE.

Make it one "not" to remember.

Love, your dream girl Tracey.

**************

Julie, Kimmy, and Heather, Have

an awesome ALE. I love you

guys! Stay away from any unsa-

vory characters. Love, Tracey.

**************

4)SK, I hope you all have a great

ALE! We at the Peach House are

looking forward to the Erb-B-Q!

Love, Jensay.

r personals
V^... J .:

Tim Connors: You ARE my hero!

Co-worker.

Erby: "Operation Petunia" is now

underway.. .We will succeed, so

start roundin' up the men... Love,

"The Angels"
T^T^ T*H^^T^T^T^T^T^T^T^'t*'1^

Erby, If we run out of ideas we're

calling your mom-you know

she'll help us!!!

*** + *****>H* + **

Erby, Ba says "hi" and she's send-

ing us pictures. "The Angels"
*****>):*** :tt * :(: It: ¥

Smile Erb! We love you!
"K^*T^'1^^T''1*'P'T*'1*'l*T*'P

Happy Birthday "Hummel!"

Hope Justin pops out of the cake

for you! We love you, Nicole.

Bethany, and Lauren.
**************

Tim, I know things have been

rough, but you mean a lot to me.

Keep smiling, things will get bet-

ter. I promise. Debby.

Jeff, 1 know we are both running

on empty, but 1 still love you!

Hang in there! Love, Jen
*% + **********:*'

Erb, You know I am always here

for you! You'll always be my

"partmer." Love, Jensay.
3fC3(C.fC#fC'fC?|CjfC^3fC?|C.fC#fC3fCSfC

Jen, Thanks for always being

there for me. I love you. Beware

of the killer Q-Tips! Love, Debby.
**************

Jeff, You are the best. Love ya,

Debby.
T^T'*'r**1^T**1*'1*^T*T^T^^

Jen, If something like that hap-

pens again and you don't come

show me or take a picture I'm

going to spaz out on you. Wake

me up next time! Love. Amy.
**************

Deb, hold no fear for the future.

All good Skinny Men are under-

stood in time. Timmy!!!!!
**************

Murder Mystery Dinner Cruise

on the Gateway Clipper

Wednesday, October 25, 2000

Charter Bus leaves at 3:45 p.m.

in tront of Marwick Boyd.

Cruise in Pittsburgh 6-10 p.m.

$20.00 per person includes:

bus, meals, and cruise

Sign up at Gemmell Infomnation Desk

Still Need That Co-curricular?

Position available for

assistant Copy and Design Editor.

If interested contact Nancy at

393-2380 or stop by The Clarion Call

office at 270 Gemmell.

P
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Sports
Clarion drops a dose game to Kutztown, 17-14

by Dave Colamarino

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion Golden Eagles

football team had its two game
winning streak snapped by the

Kutztown Golden Bears. The

loss dropped Clarion's record to

2-3. Kutztown defeated the

Golden Eagles at Kutztown's

University Field on Sept. 30.

"The defense played well,

much better than in previous

weeks. We need to get the little

things done and get everyone

playing together," said inside

linebacker Scott McGrady.

Leading the Golden Eagle

offense once again was Adam
Almashy. Almashy completed

eight passes for 120 yards and

one touchdown. Justin Sickeri

had one reception for 62 yards.

Fullback Tab Musser caught the

only touchdown of four yards.

The Golden Eagle offense gen-

erated 263 total yards, 143

yards coming on the ground.

Musser also led the running

game with 84 yards on 13 car-

ries.

The defense was led by Scott

McGrady who had eight tackles.

Andre Williams. Travis Dock.

Troy Bowers, and George
O'Brien all had sacks on

Kutztown's quarterback, Mike
de Marteleire. Roosevelt

Benjamin had five tackles

accompanied by Myron Hargon

and Tom Pore who each man-

aged interceptions for the

Golden Eagles.

Clarion started the scoring by

taking the opening possession

of 55 yards in ten plays to take a

7-0 lead. Demetric Gardner

capped off the drive with a four

yard touchdown run.

"We cannot score on the first

possession and then not score

again until the end of the third

quarter. We need to be more
consistent," said pore.

Kutztown got on the score-

board early in the second quar-

ter when de Marteleire threw a

27 yard touchdown pass to Rich

Hamilton to tie the game 7-7.

Two possessions later

Clarion, the Golden Eagles were

forced to start from their own
two yard line. Five plays into

the possession, Almashy hit

Sickeri on a 62 yard pass to put

the ball on the Golden Bears 1

1

yard line. Unfortunately,

Clarion fumbled four plays

later. Failing to put points on

the board gave the momentum
to Kutztown heading to half-

time.

During the Golden Bears' sec-

ond possession of the second

half, Kutztown took advantage

of Clarion's missed field goal

and Golden Eagle penalties. On
second down. Clarion was

called for holding to give

Kutztown automatic first down.

On the very next play, de

Marteleire completed a 55 yard

pass to Vincent Jamison down
to the Golden Eagle ten. After a

pass interference call on the

Golden Eagles, Clarion's

defense held the Golden Bears

to only a field goal. Kutztown

now had the lead 10-7.

On Kutztown's next posses-

sion, they marched the ball 76

yards to extend their lead. The
drive was triggered by a 39 yard

keeper by de Marteleire. The
Golden Eagles aided the Golden

Bears with penalties of rough-

ing the passer and pass interfer-

ence. Kutztown capped off the

drive when de Marteleire again

hit Hamilton for a 27 yard scor-

ing strike, advancing the

Golden Bear lead 17-7.

Clarion would immediately

answer back with a 13 play

drive that covered 72 yards and

took almost five minutes off the

clock. The big play of the drive

was Musser's 20 yard run.

Almashy ended the drive with a

four yard touchdown pass to

Inside

Sports

Clarion University

tennis defeated at

Millersville,

See Page 18.

Musser to cut the Kutztown lead

to 17-14.

The Golden Bear defense

would make numerous stands in

the fourth quarter, yet Kutztown

escaped with a 17-14 victory.

Clarion hopes to bounce back

this week when they return to

PSAC-West action at

California. The game is sched-

uled for 7 p.m. at Adamson
Stadium.

Clarion comes into the game
with a record of 1-0 in the

PSAC-West. Two weeks ago

they defeated Shippensburg 56-

49 in their only conference

game to date.

California comes into the

game with a record of 3-2 and

0-1 in the PSAC-West. Their

only conference game was last

week when the Vulcans lost at

Edinboro, 31-17.

Clarion is #1 in the PSAC
passing efficiency. Clarion's

offense is averaging 30.6 points

and 372.6 yards per game. The
running game is averaging

1 93.4 yards per game. Clarion is

fourth in PSAC in scoring and

total offense. They are ranked

fifth in passing.

The Golden Eagle defense is

#3 in PSAC in rush defense.

Clarion's defense is led up front

by Troy Bowers. Bowers has

contributed 19 tackles, 12 of

them for losses, and six sacks

which leads the PSAC. Doug
Diegelman joins Bowers up
front. Diegelman has ten tackles

this season. Bill Burns, George
O'Brien, Andre Williams, and

Erik Williams complete the line.

Travis Dock leads the line-

backing core with 21 tackles,

two of them for losses, and one

interception. Kevin Platz and
Shaun Saad contribute as the

other outside linebackers. Scott

McGrady, Tom Pore, Tom
Gaydosz, and Dennis Yu com-
plete the inside linebacking

core.

www.thecIarioncaIl.com*
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Number 21 Erik O'Brien moves downfield during a Golden
Eagle punt against Shippensburg.

The secondary is led by the

team's top tackier Roosevelt

Benjamin. The free safety has

37 tackles, one for a loss, and

one interception. Kavon Ford

and Steve Devennie complete

the secondary. Kevin Charles,

Myron Hargon, and Jhermel

Goss are the cornerbacks.

California is #1 in pass

defense efficiency in the PSAC.

Yadin Collins, Al Zone, and

Curtis Majors.

Throwing the football for

California will be Joe

Signorella. The running game,

which is fourth in the PSAC, is

led by Wesley Gates. Wide
receivers Clint Alexander and

David Cole will be the one's

catching Signorella's passes.

Clarion leads the series

The secondary is led by Bryan between the two squads 34-32-

Tarrant with 14 tackles and two

interceptions. Jon Arnold and

Tyrone Cole complete the sec-

ondary.

The Vulcans are #2 in total

defense. They are led up front

by Joe Caterino with 12 tackles,

three of them for losses, and

two sacks. Kip Stewart, Steve good week
Miller, and Earnest Genes round should be

3. Clarion defeated California

last year on the road 28-14.

With the new master PSAC
schedule, the Golden Eagles are

forced to hit the road again.

"Cal's defense is much better

and their offense will show
many formations. If we have a

of practice we
all right," said

out the line. The linebacking McGrady.
core may be the anchor in "Cal has a good secondary and
California's defense. Jim their offense has a solid running
Lukacs leads the team with 46 game and their receivers run
tackles. He will be joined by excellent routes," Pore added.

Test your sports knowl-

edge with sports trivia.

See Page 18.

Qarion University vol-

leyball drops tou^ loss

to Lock Haven,
See Page 19.

Sports Talk takes over

the airwaves, for a

preview of the popu
lar call-in show.

See Page 19.

^
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Womens tennis

Tennis team takes tough loss at Millersvile tournament
by Jeff Say

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The womens tennis team suffered

another tough loss Saturday as they

traveled to the Millersville tourna-

ment.

Earher in the season Millersville

defeated Clarion 8-0 in the doubles

play but this time out, the girls fared

a little better.

"The team felt better about the way

they played against Millersville,"

head coach Jamie Bero said.

The number one doubles team of

Erin Glatz and Cara Bobish

improved on their volleys but still

ended up on the losing side of the

scoreboard. The tandem lost in two

sets 6-1, 6-2.

''We're looking to improve on our

doubles play in our last two match-

es, one facet ofthe game we're look-

ing to improve is our volleys. That's

what we've been practicing this

week," said Bero.

In singles action Glatz faced

k

^t^^S^^^^^^^^A^ \ \^Ni$s^id^^^H

1
Erin Glatz

Rachel Grytta of Edinboro. Giytta

triumphed in two sets, 6-3, 6-3.

Bobish faced Heather Biven of

Binghamton college and lost in one

set. Bobish battled to a 9-8 loss and

was defeated in a tie break 7-4.

"This is the best I've seen Cara

play," said Bero.

Jen Spaid was defeated by

Amanda Campbell of Bloomsburg

University 8-1. Spaid competed

only in singles since her doubles

Cara Bobish

partner Brooke Vukich was out with

an injury.

"We only sent three girls to the

tournament, instead of four, because

Brooke Vukich was injured and

didn't travel with us," Bero said.

"This Bloomsburg girl was tough,

Jen drew the second seed in the tour-

nament," commented Bero.

Bero said that the team is looking

to improve on their volleys and their

mental toughness.

Jen Spaid

The team's fall season finishes in

two more matches. This Saturday

they play at home against California

and on next Monday travel to

Edinboro.

The tennis spring season begins

on Feb. 1 5 and the team looks to fin-

ish in the top five.

"We still want to finish in the top

five in the conference. We're just

looking for continued mental tough-

ness," added Bero.

Sports

Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question
was Lorrie

This week's
question is:

Who is

number two
in the NFL
in touch-
downs? I

INTRAMURAL
Douq Knmo « Intramural Recreation & Fitness Director/ Recreation Center phone: 3^-1^

BOCCE37
ISAPie 32

NC Wolfpack 48

SigTau8luel5
No Limit 46

SigTauOray53

F^AG FOOTBALt BESUtTS
g^ms from Thursday. 9/28^)0.

The Camel Toes 26

The Alley 11 '*

Buck Rogers 20

Longballz S

S*g Pi (Bold 9

TeamKDR20
g^r^^ from Monday. 10/2^1

NC Woifpack 37 80CCE 31

Buck Rogers 28 ineligible 22

Slg Tau Blue 22 Sig PI Purple 15

Theta XI 23 Sig Pi Gold 1

1

* NC Woifpack is stiU undefeated at 5-0^

Theta Xi is 3-0. The Camel Toes, Suck

Rogers, and Sig Tau Blue are 4-1 >

^9^m ^'9^ We^feie^d^v, g/?7J00;

Sun Setters beat Valley Girls

16-9, 15-6

SgPCSg frft.f" TMe$<l$Y. lO^ffl?;

Cattiewhampus beat Team Robb
6-15. 15^9. 16-14

POT w/ ChkJks beat Cheer Squad

15-8, 15-8

The Beavers t>eat The Filthy Animals

16-14, 15*7

The Gin and Tonics beat Set to Kill

unreported score

* In ihB Co-Rec Division two teams are

40, The Beavers and The Gin & TonicsH

PPftyt Party. ?mY,r Pnm^ P^^rty,

Enjoy a healthy alternative to this year's

ALF festivities and join the Recreation

Center staff on P(i6&y, October 13 for our

One Year Anniversary Celebration,

The fun is scheduled for 2:00 - 6:00 pm.

Special features include door prizes,

snacks, and contests. All„#umni,gn^

<;?ftmnnMnity mmt>er$ are ItrnM to M$em
wegk-egst oQte> See you there!

**Specfal Hours:
Saturday, October 14, 4:00-8:00 pm

NET NreHT,.,M, W, F, 5:00-7:00 pm
Our newest addition to recreation

programming is called "Net Night*, This is

a time wTien one court will be reserved for

stiKtents that want to participate in one erf

three net sports. This is the schedule:

Monday open rec TENNIS
Wednesday open rec VOtLEYBAtt

Friday open rec BADMINTON
If you want to f^y, just come on over*

Flag Football Tourn. ® Ohio State

Regional competition to be held the week-

end of October 28. Rosters due soon!

*fntramurais.coiii
Oont forget that you may now register for

activities, check schedules and results on-

llneH Just log omointramt^^als.com and

click on the Clarion University site.

QMTPOOB $iCTtori
PAINTBALL TOURNAMENT
Sunday, October 22 is slated lor the fall

paJntfoall trip to Briar Hill Paintbalf: The price

for this trip is $10 for students, whic^

indudes your field fee, equipment rental,

200 rounds of paint. Co2, transportation and

lunch. What a deal! Sign-upatthe

Recreation Center front desk.

EQUIPMENT RENTALS
The Outdoor Rental Office is in full sv/ing,

We h&sfe mountain bikes, roller blades,

tents, backpadcs, etc. avaiiabiefor student

use. Renting equipment requires a $5

deposit and bikes and roller blades cost $2

for 46 hours. The other equipment is free.

W>0«W»»*W»*WM>«W«I**4»M>»<»»* MMMMAMUtMAMMOMWkWWWWWt

f:iTN€$$ Qomm
Ouestlon: Does pedaling the elliptical

machine backwards use more calories?

Answer: The jury is still undeckied, as

studies conducted have produced differing

results. However, the one definite response

is that "ellipticar training can produce the

same intensity as running, with less than half

of the peak ground force on the feet. This

fact is especially appealing to individuals

hoping to minimize lower body injuries!

-BODY FAT TESTING
Thursday at noon {or by appointment).

In room 106 of the Rec Center.

Boc^ composrtwn is one of the many

variafc)les in assessing over-all health!

Womens volleyball

Golden Eagle spikers drop
game to Lock Haven

by Kervin Charles

Clarion Call Staff Writer
>••••••••••< k*««*««*«i

Last Tuesday night at Tippin

Gymnasium, the Lady Eagles

faced off against PSAC rival

Lock Haven. Lock Haven
came ino the ame a perfect 4-

in the western conference.

The Lady Eagles 0-4 in con-

frence play, were up to the

challenge. In the first match.

Lock Haven jumped out to an

early lead. Midway through

the first period the Eagles

surged back from a six point

deficit to tie the match at

eight.

After the break, the Lady
Eagles committed a few errors

and the match slipped away
14-16.

In the second match, Lock

Haven again raced out to the

early lead, leading 8-2. The
Lady Eagles came out flat in

the second period and strug-

gled. Clarion lost the second

set 2-15. In the third match,

it was Clarion taking the early

2-0 lead. The Lady Eagles

took control of the final

match. Wtih great digs by

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

A Clarion Golden Eagle makes a spike during a recent game
at Clarion University. The Lady Eagles are 0-4 in PSAC-West
conference play this year Clarion tiosts the Clarion Classic
this weekend. The Classic begins Friday and runs through
Saturday Oct. 7. Clarion then hosts Edinboro Tuesday Oct. W
at Tippin Gymnasium.

freshmen Jackie Hill and

crushing kills by freshman

Melaini Bull, Clarion stayed

one step ahead of Lock
Haven.

Never the less even with

the great play by the Lady
Eagles in the third match, a

late surge by Lock Haven
helped them walk away with

the 10-15 win.

With the loss Clarion now
falls to 0-4 in the conference.

"In order to win we must

have all six on the floor play-

ing their best," said head

coach Scott Pennewill after

the game.

Leading the Lady Eagles in

kills were Melaini Bull with

13 and Beth Stalder with

nine.. Toping the list in digs

were Jacie Hill with II and

Melaini Bull with nine.

Clarion's next game will take

place at Tippin Gymnasium.
The Clarion Classic runs

Friday through Saturday, with

Clarion's first game beginning

at 5 p.m. Friday. The second

game will start at 9 p.m. on

Saturday night.

Applications being accepted for

Student Trustee position

Applications are being accepted for the student trustee
position on The Clarion University Council of Trustees.

Eligible candidates must be:

Full-time undergraduate student
(other than freshmen)

Enrolled for at least 12 semester hours
In good academic standing

Candidates must complete an application form, available at the Student

Senate Office, 269 Gemmell Student Center. The form must be accompa-

nied by three letters of recommendatlnn and submitted to the Student

Senate Office by 5:00pm, Wednesday, October 18, 2000.

For more information, contact Student Senate President Brain Sowa at 226-2318 or

Student Trustee Naqeeb Hussain at 226-8353.

Iwcuc

presents

Sports Talk
Courtesy of WCUC

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania's radio station, 91.7

WCUC, offers features that sur-

rounding radio stations don't; a

call-in sports talk show. It can be

heard every Thursday 5:00 P.M. -

7:00 PM.

The two hosts are Bud Bender

and Dana McCombs. Bob Lough

is th show's baseball analyst. Ryan

Tate is the college football insider.

Brian Holtman is the technical

supervisor. Justin M. Ezyk is the

show's Pittsburgh Steelers and

University of Pittsburgh football

insider.

The show was established in

1989 by Clarion alumnus Eric

Ritchie, who now is a Fox Sports

Director in Indianapolis. The show
was started because of the lack of

sports coverage around the local

area.

"This is a great opportunity to get

local residents involved in a call-in

sports how; an opportunity that a

lot of people do not get in a small

market town such as Clarion," said

Bender.

"It gives us a chance to keep area

residents up-to-date on all the local,

collegiate, and professional sports.

It also gives them a chance to call

in and express their opinions."

Sports Talk is a great stepping-

stone in gaining experience for the

professional world. The radio sta-

tion gives communication majors a

chance to gain on-the-air charisma

needed to create a radio personali-

ty. "This show has given me some
great experience; experience that

will hopefully lead to a job after

graduation in December," said

Bender.

The 91.7 WCUC Sports Talk

show is sponsored by Dan Estadt's

Sport. In the two-hour show, lis-

teners can hear about top headlines

in the week of sports; Pittsburgh

sports; Clarion University athletics;

NCAA football; the National

Football League; the National

Hockey League; Major League
Baseball and whatever is on the

mind of a caller. The show is not

considered a success without calls

from the listening audience.

Calling into the radio station is

highly recommended by the broad-

cast crew. Listeners who would

like to call-in can reach WCUC at

(814)393-2514.
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College bowl game names becoming too ridiculous

by Michael Rosenberg

Knight-Ridder Tribune

Twenty-five bowl games are scheduled

this season. That makes 50 bowl teams.

And the NCAA thinks that's enough.

The NCAA championships competition

committee announced last week that it will

recommend a two-year moratorium on

adding bowl games. The recommendation

is being forwarded as "emergency non con-

troversial legislation," a phrase only the

NCAA could think up. Only the NCAA
could declare something non controversial

and study it for two years.

The NCAA's intentions might be noble

here—imagine that—but this is altogether

silly.

1 don't really care if the fourth-place

Mountain West team plays the seventh-

place Southeastern Conference team, which

is exactly the point. Nobody cares. So let

'em play.

When was the last time you saw some

alum scream at some other alum, "1 don't

care about your little Sugar Bowl trip!

WE'RE going to the gallery furniture.com

Bowl!"

The NCAA says it is doing this for "stu-

dent-athletes." Right. The NCAA always

wants to keep the student-athletes happy.

Broke, but happy.

if the NCAA really wants 1o clear things

up, it can break up the bowls into two cate-

gories: Big Bowls and Silly ESPN2

Programming, the latter of which might be

redundant.

This is how you tell the difference. If you

can't chant the name of a bowl when your

team clinches a spot in it, it's not a Big

Bowl. For example: "Rose Bowl! Rose

Bowl!" rolls off the tongue. But nobody

will ever chant "Homepoint.com Music

City Bowl! Homepoint.com Music City

Bowl!"

In recent years, the Clemson-South

Carolina rivalry has had all the national sig-

nificance of Buffalo-Bowling Green. But

now Clemson and South Carolina are unde-

feated.

How South Carolina got to this point

should be the subject of an NCAA investi-

gation, if not an FBI investigation. A year

ago the Gamecocks weren't just 0-11, they

were unwatchable, with an offense that

thought crossing the goal line was a felony.

Clemson's progression is much clearer.

Tommy Bowden is one of the best young

coaches in the country, and quarterback

Woody Dantzler has drawn comparison to

Virginia Tech's Michael Vick.

"Michael Vick can eat pancakes off of

Woody 's head," Bowden said.

Either Bowden is the worst trash-talker of

all-time or he's trying to say that Dantzler is

short. But Dantzler isn't just short; he's one

of the best running quarterbacks anywhere.

A year ago, when Lou Holtz arrived at

South Carolina, he said the place was so hot

"it must be right next to hell." No,

Gamecocks fans said. Hell is losing to

Clemson. And this year, they expect to win.

Duke is 0-4 and has been outscored. 128-

22. Sorry, Blue Devils. Lou Holtz is not

available.

No. 4 Virginia Tech at Boston College,

3:30 p.m., CBS (Channel 62 in Detroit):

It's tough to turn down a chance to watch

Michael Vick. who would be wise not to let

Tommy Bowden serve him breakfast.

No. 1 1 tennessee at Louisiana State. 7:30

p.m., ESPN: LSU just lost to Alabama-

Birmingham, 13-10. But hey, hope you're

enjoying the weather. Mr. Saban.

Brigham Young at Syracuse, 8 p.m.,

ESPN2: Syracuse is positively mediocre.

Which should be enough to win this one.

Arizona State at No. 16 UCLA, 10:15

p.m.. Fox sports Net: Last week, UCLA
quarterback Ryan McCann declared his

team No.l in the country. Then Oregon

thumped the Bruins, 29-10. No word on

where McCann has UCLA in this week's

poll.

Combining education and sports

Nebraska professor's Saturday

Class captivates Husker students
-i

by Billy O'Keefe Physics and football? Yes. And make excuse to give a lecture, he just might

TMS Campus no mistake about it: Gay's bits are a be alright.
**

jjjt
"Everybody knows that Nebraska fans

"Unfortunately, I cannot claim credit are gonzo about football," he says. "If

for this idea," he quips. it's about football, they'll eat it up."

That credit goes to Jeff Schmahl, head Gay just didn't expect them to swal-

of HuskerVision, which produces con- low it whole. After a friend told him

tent for the Memorial Stadium about the crowd's mesmerized response

Jumbotron, as well as all of Nebraska's to the spots, a skeptical Gay had a look

athletic teams. Schmahl wanted to pro- for himself.

duce content that, while entertaining, "It was really shocking," he said,

had an educational edge to it. Still, Gay isn't exactly in the clear

With physics as Schmahl's first The challenge of presenting a relevant

choice, the search was on. and entertaining segment about any-

"He wanted someone who loved foot- thing in a minute's time can be a daunt-

ball and was a shameless self-promot-

er," says Gay. "Everyone raised their

hands and pointed to me."

Gay says that he had reservations

Granted, Nebraska's football team

hasn't lost a game this year But should

the day come when the ball doesn't

bounce their team's way, Cornhusker

fans can always blame Newton's second

aw. And they can do it with authority.

This thanks to physics professor Tim

Gay, who for the past two seasons has

used Nebraska's Memorial Stadium as

an action-packed lecture hall during the

team's home games.

Whenever Gay's face pops up on the

Jumbotron, the normally boisterous sta-

dium crowd grows wickedly silent. For

the next minute or so, 80,000 pairs of

eyeballs are transfixed on Gay as he

explains the physics of football, com-

plete with diagrams, graphics and game

footage. ^^

Additionally, there's the problem with

topics. Or rather, the lack thereof.

Gay has been careful to avoid repeti-

tion in his lessons, but there are only so

many avenues one can travel, even at

the complicated intersection of football

and physics, when time is limited like it

is.

Gay points to a recent episode, in which

he presented the difference between the

speeds of light and sound by comparing

the audio on the jumbotron with the

video.

"It was basically me standing there

Fans look on as lead singer Scott Blasey of the Clarks entertains Clarion at last Sunday's concert at

Tippin Gymnasium.

Rob James, guitar player for thie Clarks, jams

tf^rough a song at tt)e concert Sunday.

The Clarks, Grapevine and Buzz Poets kickoflFALF

giving a lecture," he says. "I think it

ing task. When the topic is physics,, it's was a bit of a flap."

another can of worms entirely.
_

As students would attest, however,

"There's a fine line there," he says. Gay's flops come around as often as a

"You have to present the physics side of Husker loss, and the former CalTech

about fans warming up to the idea, but it, but you also have to be entertaining, tackle says that he has received a great

he knew that if he made football para- And it's very difficult to do that in reaction from students in and out of his

mount in the presentation rather than an under a minute." department. Additionally, the Husker's

sprint coach has enlisted Gay as

WiTY OiSl"ffl^^^^ '
rt'while'Gar.Vth'rmed about

jiPIr* ^^ ^eT AMI* ITDC^I J!^"!^'^ contributions to Nebraska

QailD C9 nft f\n anu I ^rtSO Pi77a ! (BC'jyS!? ""^*B! ff\/i\ J
football, it's the genuine interest

OdVC $6.UU Ull dliy LdliiC riLLa 'iprc^^uso^n^u^n ^^^^^^^ (I m W "the fans display in lessons that

' H ymi bu)' a Big Xtra

Rlyler's Pizza and
Family Restaurant

by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

This past Sunday, Pittsburgh bands

The Clarks, Buzz Poets, and

Grapevine showed the University

how the 'Burgh rocks. For over three

hours, the triple bill pulled out all the

stops to entertain the enthusiastic

crowd, including plenty of obsceni-

ties courtesy of the Buzz Poets.

Grapevine kicked oif the night with

their blistering set. Playing a catchy

brand of punkish power-pop,

Gr^)evine had the unenviable task of

warming up a crowd who only cared

about the Clarks. Fortunately,

Grapevine's lead singer was an

expert in working over the crowd.

He stripped far the ladies, repeatedly

shouted "Who's down with the

Grapevine?" and eventually worked

up to jumping into the crowd.

Although I wasn't too jazzed to see

Gr^vine that evening, they certain-

ly made me a believer. With proper

TLC fi-om their local label, expect to

see big things from this band.

The Buzz Poets, another Pittsburgh-

dwelling band, were next to take the

stage. The Poets are much more

well-knovm around Pittsburgh than

Grapevine, so the crowd was more

excited to see them. The Buzz Poets

have never been my favorite band, so

maybe I was biased against them.

Anyway, their set was largely unim-

pressive, and quite redundant of

many nationally-known alternative

acts. Playing an alt/hip-hop mix, the

Poets come across as an untalented

Incubus. It's a sad but true fact that

their frontman's hot-pink hair was

more entertaining than their set.

They also decided to compensate

for their terrible musicianship by

inserting a few (well, a LOT more

than a few) swear words in their ban-

ter with the crowd. "Well, we have lyrically and musically. Combining

this reputation, so I might as well get sharp hooks with witty lyrics. The

itoutoftheway-f^**,P**, p***y, Clarks are endlessly entertaining.

p***y, f***!!!!" I have nothing Guitarist Rob James attacked the riffs

against 'naughty words' (I like Nine with blistering intensity, constantly

Inch Nails as much as the next guy), showing his supreme musicianship,

but they are no substitute for real Lead singer, Scott Blasey, didn't do

music. I consoled myself with the too much crowd banter, but made up

knowledge that The Clarks were out for it with his strong vocals and com-

next. manding presence. All the ladies in

Minutes before The Clarks took to the house were certainly pleased,

the stage, I noticed that the crowd Combining old favorites with new

became very condensed around the songs off their latest disc, Let It Go,

stage. Although not incredibly well- The Clarks proved that they are a

known nationally (yet), they have a band deserving ofmuch more nation-

rabid following in the western al attention.

Pennsylvania area. For over an hour, "Penny On The Floor," (which

they showed the crowd of fans why spawned the good ole' concert staple

their star is fast rising, and pleased the - lighters waved in the air), "Bom

hardcore followers. Too Late," and "Let It Go" were all

While their music isn't incredibly highlights of an evening filled with

groundbreaking or innovative, they them. By far, though, "Cigarette"

have excellent writing skills, both was the crowd favorite. Anyone who

.
lives around Pittsburgh will under-

jwww.theclarioncall.com, ••«•,••••••••••••

stand this tale of bars, booze, girls,

and nicotine. While grooving to the

song, I tried to count the number of

cigarettes that were tossed up to

Blasey (not to mention a pair of

women's panties, which Blasey

pocketed...).

After leaving the stage, they

returned for a wonderful encore

which featured "Let's Get It On."

(Yes - it was the Marvin Gaye song.)

At once hilarious and soulful, Blasey

and cc^iorts handled it wonderfully,

as all the couples in the audience

were swaying.

The Clarks showed their apprecia-

tion for the fans as they stayed after to

sign autographs and take pictures

with the adoring throngs. Even

though the next major Clarion

University concert isn't until spring

semester, The Clarks gave us plenty

to digest until then.

Present this coupon with the

purchase of a large pizza and
receive two movie
tickets for $8.00

I sindwic'b and you'M pn «

I
S »xiond one (of equal or

I

I

\esscr N^Iue) free! Limit

1 1 one food item per oou|K>n,

I 2 pcf customer, per visit

I

rA:«cj

>McDon^>ds

excites him the most.

"We can't forget that this is a

university, not just some total

Please prescM cotipon when
|i^^®fip>ftw»f'^

Plyler's is located in the ii^.r^^^y^(,.i^^ ^4 wpuwiii , j/ am^
Claron Mall i^oo^.

^iiiiii^'«l««^^a

Valid only ^ McOonaW'

J

^^ ^
of aanon, BrookvUJe. I sports operation," he added
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What^s up with the

I

Why is everyone wiping their noses and and sneezing all

over you? It's because Clarion's weather is wackier than

Bill Nye the Science Guy.

There is just something wrong with snow on Monday and

the need for shorts on Wednesday. Let's not forget the

instances where you walk outside at 1 1 o'clock at night and

it is warmer than it was at two in the afternoon. Figure that

one out.

Mother Nature probably closed her eyes one day and

picked a spot on the globe to laugh at once in awhile.

Guess who that was? Clarion! What's worse is that the

weather is only slightly better throughout the rest of

Pennsylvania.

Why don't people get smart and move to places like San

Diego. The weather is always the same there. Sunny.

Except for the periodic eathquakes, it beats Pa. anyday.

Colds spread so fast here that tissue companies should

make Clarion their headquarters. They would make a

killing in sales. They could even charge for tours to show

how they make what eventually ends up wadded up in

every pair of pants we own, and lines all of our garbage

cans.

Aside from the constant change in the weather, when it

gets cold here, it gets COLD. There is just something dis-

turbing about not being able to feel body parts due to some-

thing other than too much ICY/HOT No amount of layer-

ing will protect you either It will only subdue the frostbite.

Another thing, somebody find that poor sap that was told

that the University had heated sidewalks. Who would even

come up with that? What's worse, who would believe it?

If that's what we are resorting to in order to get student,

then why not go for the gold and tell them that there are

moving walkways too.

On a final note, where else but in Clarion could you have

the possibility of snow, sleet, rain, hail, and

sunshine...TOGETHER! U really is quite a special place.

YOUR VIEWS
Dear Editor:

Thank you for the article you

wrote on missionary trips taken

this past summer by several of

our past CUP students. While I

was an undergraduate, "helping

those less fortunate" was the fur-

thest thing from my mind. My
'cultural hang-ups' were there

then and still followed me

throughout most of my adult

years.

While some people go on mis-

went along with being a middle

class, educated, African-

American woman. I was doing

the 'right thing' by giving back to

my community. However, in the

midst of serving dinner, my
veneer cracked, and I was

exposed for the phony that I was.

You can't fake the genuine love

and concern for people that come

from a servant's heart. When
Jesus called his followers to go

into all the world and preach the

sion trips to other countries, I had gospel", he was sending out a

the opportunity to go on a 'home

missions' trip to the inner city of

Atlanta, Georgia. It was in the

early 1990s, and I was part of a

team that fed homeless women
and children at a local YMCA
shelter. I came with all the airs

and assumptions that I believed

message of hope. The gospel

speaks love where hate abounds,

healing in the midst of sickness

and death, and triumph though

the world around shrieks defeat.

It was not until later this sum-

mer when I held the tiniest baby

who refused to laugh or cry or

Dear Editor,

In last week's edition of The

Clarion Call , an article ran that

disturbed me. The article "Last

Chapter for the SequelleT not

only misrepresented facts but also

did not tell the entire story.

The article was correct in stat-

ing that Student Senate funded

the Sequelle through the student

activity fee. However, that was

the only statement made about

the involvement of Student

Senate that was factual.

During the 1998-99 academic

year. Senate decided that they

were not satisfied with the quality

of recent Sequelles . nor happy

with timeliness that the Sequelle

staffs were producing the books.

To be fair, this was not only the

staff's fault but also the publish-

ers. In the years leading up to

this. Senate was awarding the

Sequelle more than $30,000 a

year for a product of poor quality.

Senate did not feel that this was

an acceptable expenditure of the

students activity fee. During the

budgeting process in the spring

of '99. it was decided not to

award the Sequelle a budget ini-

tially for the 1999-00 academic

year. However, Senate took a

very pro-active approach in deal-

ing with this problem.

Last year. Senate created an ad-

hoc committee to work strictly

with the Sequelle . This commit-

tee met with the executive board

of the Sequelle . along with Dr.

Knepper, numerous times during

the school year. The ad-hoc com-

mittee decided that it was most

feasible to sell the yearbook to

interested students. The Sequelle

sold approximately 300 year-

books during the year

When the Appropiations

Committee discussed the budget

for the 2000 Sequelle . it was

decided to cover any expenses

that were not met by selling the

book. When the topic of discus-

sion turned to the funding of a

2001 Sequelle . the Sequelle staff

told the Appropiations Committee

that there would not be a 2001

book produced, at least by the

current staff, and therefore ihey

did not need or receive a budget

for this year.

I am disturbed that Mr. Lockett

would write an article, and not

check the facts given to him. I,

nor anyone from Student Senate,

were ever approached by Mr.

Lockett concerning the state-

ments given by Dr. Knepper con-

cerning the involvement of

Student Senate.

The statements imply that

Student Senate did not award a

budget for this year for their own
reasons. When in fact, they were

never given a budget request for

the coming year from the

Sequelle staff or Dr. Knepper.

The statements also imply that

See 'Sowa' Paj^e 5

even make the slightest acknowl-

edgement of the world around

him that I truly looked at myself

and was humbled. His mother

was only nineteen and had two

other children, ages four and two.

As we talked, I found out her life

decisions were really not that

much different than mine had

been. And it struck me, "but by

the grace of God I am what I

am."

So, I thank you for writing an

encouraging article. Learning

can, and should, occur in a myri-

ad of environments and circum-

stances. Keep up the good work.

Joanne Washington, Ph.D

Chair, Department of

Communication

Editorial

Policy
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^*It is , I think, a great loss,

for nien to lose that feeling

af k)ve and excitement tliat

pm|)dUed us into

manhood"

irst day of Fall

Hide Park

John Gerow
Although the calendar and the

sun have decreed that autumn

began two weeks ago, I was able

to postpone my acceptance of

that reality. Yesterday, the sec-

ond Saturday in October, was,

without a doubt, the very first

day of fall. It was a day of firsts.

It was the first morning that I

saw frost in the grass just a bit

lingering in the wheel tracks of

the mower. It was the first

morning that I looked for my
gloves, the first morning that I

needed to add a vest under my
jacket.

I noticed that the leaves were

falling like colored snowflakes,

landing in the grass and whisper-

ing in the wind, waiting there for

snow. The geese seemed to be

flying higher, almost as if there

was an urgency in their south-

ward flight. And although the

sun was brilliant in an azure sky

shared with great puffy clouds, it

could not dispel the chill in the

air.

It was also a day to make that

final decision and put the sloop

Notorious in storage for the win-

ter. Whether I want to admit it

or not, my season on the lake is

over. There will be no more

afternoons given way to the

wind. No long tranquil voyages

in the summer sun. No more

opportunities to watch the eagle

dive for his dinner.

It has been so long since I have

been passionate about anything

besides words and ideas. The

sloop Notorious stirred some of

that youthful fire that I figured

long lost. So long and lean, she

would wait patiently in the drive-

way; teasing me and taunting me

See 'Gerow ^ Page 4

"Communication is kly M sitaatiom like this when there is a total

breakdown* Without communication^ any hope of accomplishing

anything is gone."

Tim Conners, Ad Design Editor

Don't you love when people sit

around and talk? I know I do.

But to tell you the truth, what I

love the most is when people sit

around and talk about you. They

take stab after stab while your

back is turned and don't think

twice about it. Then after all is

said and done, word of mouth

finally filters back to you. It's

one of those things that hits you

like a freight train, BAMM, right

in your face. So, as you hear all

the things that were mentioned

you think to yourself, "What the

heck did I do to get all of this?"

After that you hang your head

becau.se you only feel like you're

an inch tall.

Well, let me tell you some-

thing; those people only say

things because they don't have

the guts to say anything to your

face. Yes it's true, it's true. If you

take a step back and think about

it, a person can't defend them-

selves and therefore, they are an

easy target. If they are around

when you talk about them, then

confrontation can come into play

and that's the last thing cowards

want to have happen. It's so

much easier to take your shots

when people aren't looking.

Sorry to tell you this but, every

wall has ears and they can talk

just as easily. I guarantee word

always travels like wild fire.

So let's clear something up real

quick. If you have anything to

say, why don't you try saying it

to someone's face, or even better,

suck it up and deal with it. Don't

be so petty. Words hurt, I think

we can all agree to that, but when
you hear them after the fact, or

even from someone elsewho only

overheard the conversation, that's

when they hurt the most. Is it

Editorial
human nature to do such things?

Only God knows. What I do

know is that what goes around

always comes around.

I'm not saying that I'm a saint

because I'm just as guilty as the

rest of the speaking population,

but I do regret what that I have

said.Next time the sudden urge to

bash someone behind their back

comes about, try something new;

take 30 seconds and think about

it. In other words bite your

tongue. In that time think about

the value of what you're going to

do and realize if it's going to

accomplish anything. When it

sets in that it most likely won't

solve anything try coming up

with a new approach to handling

whatever has come up. I'm not

saying that total silence is golden

or to keep your emotions bottled

up, what I'm saying is communi-

cate your

See 'Conners^ Page 5
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OPINION
CAa On You

What are you anticipating on being the best part ofALF?

by: liz Potter

tHeath Sfiirey,

Sophomore,

Computer Information

Specialist

"All of the partying.

Parties will be better than

they usually are."

1
^'"-

' =^

fl^ Hw

Jon 'Eakjn,

Hunior-'Ek. Special "Ed

"Sigma Tau Gamma's
float."

SluSrey Linder,

Senior-Secondary %d,

Comm. J^rts

'Camies at the Loomis."

"*Tfie skinny man "

Conners,

junior,

Communication

"T'I'm going to eat until I

can't eat no more."

Driver's Ed: Campus Parking Spaces Fill Up
by Alex Remington

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

NEW ORLEANS, La. (TMS) --

Every morning, Katie Naibauer

takes a quick shower, gets dressed,

grabs her books, and heads out the

door a full hour before her 8 a.m.

class begins. And that's when the

fiin begins.

Naibauer, a sophomore at the

University of Colorado at Boulder,

circles the campus searching for a

metered parking spot. Time and

again she explores the few small

parking lots near her first class,

hoping for a miracle.

But, usually, the lots are full.

After a fruitless half-hour of 90

degree turns and slammed fists,

Naibauer heads for one of the resi-

dential streets just off of the sprawl-

ing campus.

If lucky, she'll get to class a

minute or two early after speed-

walking over small hills, past a

stream, and through quads.

"It's a problem everyone has to

deal with," she said. "It seems to

grow in magnitude every year."

A lack of campus parking isn't a

new problem by any means, but it's

one that many students and faculty

members around the nation are

beginning to get especially vocal

about. Several factors contribute to

the worsening situation.

Recent increases in enrollment

have left many schools reporting

their largest first-year classes in his-

tory. To accommtxiate the influx,

man)' schools have embarked on a

flurry of construction projects ~

including new residence halls and

classroom buildings - that eat up

already precious parking spaces.

For those reasons, it takes more

than a parking permit or a pocketful

of change to secure a parking spot

on a college campus. It takes a lit-

tle thing called luck.

"It seems like I spend half the

morning trying to get a parking

spot, and I'll get one only if I'm

~S6
/ live five milesfrom

campus, and if I can 't

get a parking spot, I

have to either walk or

bike. §9

-Katie Naibauer
sophomore at

coloardo university

lucky," Naibauer said.

"I live five miles from campus

and if I can't get a parking spot, I

have to either walk or bike. And

at 7 a.m. in December in the

foothills of the Rockies, walking

or biking isn't exactly a reasonable

option. I really do have stories

about walking uphill for several

miles through snow just to get to

class on time."

While many agree that parking

on campus can be a pain, many

university officials don't know

what to do about it.

They've built new parking

garages, opened up lots that were

previously no-parking, created free

shutdes and installed more bike

racks. And still the problem per-

sists.

Julie Billodeaux, a graduate stu-

dent at Louisiana Tech at Ruston,

said she thinks it's ridiculous that a

parking pass doesn't guarantee her

a spot - or even a little security.

"At Tech there are parking areas

that require students to have a

parking pass," she said. "But signs

are posted in the area [that say]

'park at your own risk.' So what

the school is telling students is that

you must pay money to park here

but if you get robbed or vandalized

don't come to us for help."

Ricky James, a graduate student

at Tulane University, agreed.

"Buying a parking permit doesn't

mean anything," he said.

"You're still subject to fines, van-

dalism, robbery, etc. It's a crap-

shoot."

Many colleges and universities

insist the hassles could be avoided

if students - particularly under-

graduates - left their cars at home.

However, despite a concerned

effort on everyone's behalf, the

problem continues to hamper stu-

dents and faculty alike.

"Many of my professors have dif-

ficulty finding a parking spot in

the momings," Naibauer said.

"They end up parking off campus

like the rest of us, even though

many of them have parking passes.

I know a number of them get real-

ly irritated when they can't find a

spot. It can't be a good policy for a

•university to irk their professors

like that."

Gerowl Gerow's look at the sights and sounds of the first

day of fall, from Page 3.

while I still had work to do. Almost

like some brazen hussy, she proceed-

ed to pull me away from the desk

and out into the wind and the sun. If

the truth be known, I even dream of

sailing sometimes.

Sometimes I think, when we reach

middle age, we assume that passion

and high emotion are lost to us for-

ever. We tend to hide our passions

after we reach a certain age. It is not

seemly, we deem, for middle aged

men to show passions. It is, I think,

a great loss, for mien to lose that feel-

ing of love and excitement that pro-

pelled us into manhcxxJ.

We believe we no longer have the

strength or stamina to have a

passion; perhaps if we allowed our-

selves to be passionate, we would

find that strength and passion retum.

I pondered and thought about a

boat for about three years before I

took the plunge. I sailed some as a

kid and have the fondest memories

of afternoons in the sun. I.remem-

ber a sense of tranquility and peace

as the small boat would glide across

the water. At this point in my life, a

sense of tranquility is incredibly

alluring.

I was only briefly disappointed in

my quest for a sense of [")eace in sail-

ing. My first time out with the boat

was anything but tranquil. In fact, I

was just about mn ragged by lines

and sheets and booms and center

boards, and tillers For tlie first hour

or so, I thought 1 had b»)ught rnyself

a nightmare, but I tlnally rerhenv

bered enought and le;irned to find

that sense of tranquility again.

There is a sense of peace that

comes when sailing.

So the sl(X)p Notorious is shedded

for the winter. The driveway kx)ks

so empty and forlorn, anothei"

reminder that summer is over. I can

no longer pretend; it is fall and win-

ter waits somewhere just beyond

tomonow.

It wasn't that I always dreaded

winter, but 1 have come to. I'm not

sure which is worse, the cold or

dark. I don't like the short days of

winter. I miss the summer sun and

the long days. Perhaps I sufter some

from seasonally affected depression,

or perhaps I am just a creative per-

son meant for sunlight. All I know

is that I find myself ready for bed

about the time it gets dark, not that 1

feel rested in the moming. 1 find

that I don't have the energy or

strength in the winter that I do in the

summer.

So fall is here. The leaves arc

falling like brightly colored

snowflakes. The wind has a dellniic

chill, the days are getting shoiier.

and the skx^p Notorious is shedded

for the winter. Winter will come

after fall, and after that, sometimes

that seems so far from now. spi ing

and summer will return. The lake

will be there, and the sl(X)p

Notorious and 1 will ride the wind

in the summer again.

I ju,st have to hold on until then.

John Gerow, a former dairy

farmer, is a junior communication

major
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OPINION

HOW MUCH ARE YOU WORTH?

0- Where can I find out how much I am worth? - Mike

A. Depends on what you do. Research the field in which you are

interested. The usual places are the career development office, profes-

sional publications, print media and of course the web. It's never too

early to contact a recruiter/headhunter. In fact, with the employment

market the way it is currently, there are some recruiting firms that

specialize in entry-level positions. Call and give them your creden-

tials and let them know you are looking. That might not only be a

good way to find out what you are worth, but also a way to

potentially find a job.

Ryan Tucker

Director

Governor's Intern Program.

PREPARE FOR AN INTERVIEW

Q. What should interviewees know before heading into a job

interview? What is the best way to prepare? -Kerri

A. Know what you are most interested in doing. Saying that you are

open to any opportunity a company has may cause you to come

across as unfocused instead of open to opportunities. Go to the

interview knowing what type of work you are best at and be able to

explain why you are right for that type of work. Also, take the time to

visit the company's Web site. This will make you feel more

prepare going into the interview and will impress your interviewer.

Leslie Schuh

Campus Recruiter

Cerner Corporation

ConnerslEditorial, from Page 3.

feelings to whoever it is that you

believe warranted an attack.

Outside of it being less

painstaking, it most definitely

will get something accomplished.

Communication is key in situa-

tions like this when there is a

total breakdown. Without com-

munication, any hope of accom-

plishing anything is gone.

It was once told to me, "Before

you remove the splinter from

.someone else's eye, remove the

log from your own." We're not

perfect, though some of us like to

think we are, and we are all

bound to make some mistakes at

some juncture of time. After all,

we're only human. So let's for-

give and forget and try not to

hold any grudges. Since the past

is done and over with, all we can

do is look to the future and

change that.

Thank you, and I hope you all

have a good ALF.

*|r- •^>"* rr: :-*JP?''x*f r" 1
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President s Forum
By Brian Sowa-Student Senate President

At last week's Student Senate

meeting, a very important new

piece of legislation was passed

after a long debate. The legisla-

tion was the new Credit Card

Fundraiser Policy for student

organizations, which passed in

Senate with an overwhelming

majority.

Credit card debt has become an

increasing problem among college

students in recent years. Students

from across the state and nation

are applying for credit cards on

college campuses, often times to

receive a free gift or T-shirt, then

use the card without knowing the

risks involved.

Credit cards and the risks

involved is an issue that I and the

other Student Government

Presidents from across the State

System feel needs to be addressed

immediately. Colleges are gradu-

ating qualified and educated stu-

dents and sending them out into

the work force. However, some

of these graduates are unable to

buy a car or rent an apartment due

to the negative credit report they

acquired because no one informed

them of the pitfalls of credit card

debt while they were in college.

The first step to combat this

problem is the adoption of the

new credit card fundraising policy.

Similar policies have been adopt-

ed in schools from across the State

System of Higher Education and

the issue has been a major topic of

discussion among the Board of

Student Government Presidents.

For a brief overview, the new

policy has four major points.

First, organizations can no longer

be paid by the fundraising compa-

nies on a per-application-basis.

Organizations will receive a flat

fee from the company.

Second, organizations and credit

card companies may no longer

offer free gifts or T-shirts in con-

junction with filling out their

application. The basis of this stip-

ulation is that too many students

fill out applications to receive the

gift. They believe if they do not

activate the card when they

receive it, it will not appear on

their credit report. However many

students fail to realize that by sim-

ply filling out an application, a

remark appears on their credit. In

addition, even if the student does

not activate the actual credit card,

it is still considered an open

account. Student's reasoning for

applying for a credit card should

be to actually receive and respon-

sibly use the card, not to get a free

T-shirt.

The third provision is that orga-

nizations holding credit card

fundraisers will be required to

hand out a pamphlet or flyer to

every applicant concerning the

risks of credit card debt and how

to use credit cards responsibly.

Finally, organizations may only

hold credit fundraisers in or

around the Gemmell Student

Complex. This is so students are

not bugged by these solicitors out-

side of their residence halls or

their academic buildings.

Student Senate feels very

strongly on the issues of student

debt and informing students of the

risks involved. This is only our

first step in combating this issue

on the Clarion University campus

and across the State System of

Higher Education.

The policy is currently under

review by Dr. Reinhard, who has

the final approval of all policies.

We are hoping to receive approval

in the near future, so we may

begin to combat this problem on

the Clarion University campus.

Sowal Sowa responds to last week's article "Last chapter for the Sequelle?" from Page 2.

Student Senate took no role in

last year's Sequelle , that we only

awarded a budget after they

came to us. Once again. Senate

created a special committee to

work with the Sequelle staff in

correcting past problems.

Student Senate was very

pleased with the progress of last

years Sequelle staff The 2000

Sequelle was by far one of the

best yearbooks produced in

recent history.

Last year's Student Senate

went above and beyond their

duty to help rectify the

Sequelle

'

s situation. However,

in the article it looked as if we

were the bad guys. We have

continued this approach into this

year. I personally have met with

previous members of the

Sequelle 's executive board and

members of the administration

to see if it is possible to produce

a 2001 Sequelle. The Sequelle

is the only source or us to carry

our memories away from

Clarion. It is important that

every one. Student Senate, the

Sequelle , administration and the

Communication Department

work together to come to a per-

manent solution to this problem.

Brian S. Sowa,

President

Student Senate
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Autumn Leaf Festival banners stolen
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

On Saturday Oct. 7, 13 Autumn Leaf Festival ban-

ners were stolen between 7th and 8th Avenues.

The banners, which were located between the

K.F.C. and Immaculate Conception Parish, were dis-

covered to be missing the following day. The poles

that were holding the banners were bent in order to

get them down.

According to a source at the Clarion Chamber of

Commerce, the banners that were stolen are valued

at approximately $75 apiece.

As of now there are no suspects but police are

investigating.

According to Karen Pope, Director of Clarion's

Chamber of Commerce, a couple of banners were

taken last year and one big banner was taken the

year before.

In both instances, the culprits were prosecuted in

a court of law. They were required to pay for the

banners and take part in community service.

Last year's culprits were caught when they dis-

played the banners in their windows.

The banners were purchased by Clarion University

and the Autumn Leaf Festival.

"It is very disheartening to think that people would

deface property and take things. We try to provide

the banners to decorate the town so it is appealing

for alumni and visitors to our town," said Pope.

If you have any information regarding this crime

contact the Clarion Chamber of Commerce at

(814)226-9161 or call the local authorities.

In other ALF news, there will be no parking in the

Clarion University lots G, H, M, 5, 6, and 9 from
Friday Oct. 13, 12:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. on
Saturday. Students are to use the lots near Dana Still

Hall.

Any unauthorized vehicles will be towed at the

expense of the owner.

British debates against Clarion U.
by Beth McGuire

and Jessica Shirey

Clarion Call Staff Writers

On Oct. 9 the Clarion University

debate team faced the British

debate team with "This House

Believes that 'American Culture'

is an Oxymoron".

Clarion debate members Amy
Krachowski, Courtney Morton,

and Scott O'Donnell represented

the opposition.

Clarion debate member,

Andrew Barnes, born in Britain,

worked with the British debaters.

Matt Butt and Bobby Webster.

The format of the debate was

British Parliamentary. The struc-

ture consisted of four speeches, a

fifteen minute public discussion

and then the closing two speech-

es.

Each speech was eight minutes

long. In the first and seventh min-

utes of a speaker's speech, they

were protected.

From the second to sixth minute

the other side had the opportunity

to an opposition. The speaker had

the chance to honor or refuse to

respond.

The first debater on the

Government side, Andrew

Barnes, asked, "How can a coun-

try without a culture have a

dream?"

Barnes relied on the fact that

America is the bastardization of

other cultures.

His examples were that the

British created television shows

Who Wants to be a Millionaire

and Survivor. According to

Barnes, The American creative

spin to these shows was Who
Wants to Marry a Millionaire.

These were British ideas that

America took and made their

own.

His last point was the Autumn

Leaf Festival was not a celebra-

tion of the changing of leaves, or

the start of a new season.

Amy Krachowski spoke next for

the opposition. She said that

America was a melting pot and all

of the people make a piece of the

pie.

Immigrants from other countries

came to the U.S. to make a new

name, said Krachowski. They

also wanted to raise their children

in a land where they can think for

themselves according to

Krachowski,

Oilier cultures, such as Latm

America, model the U.S. because

of them wanting our dollar bill.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Andrew Barnes debates on the issue of "This f-iouse Believes

that 'American Culture' is an Oxymoron". Barnes debated
with the British Debate Team. Also pictured above are Amy
Krachowski, Scott O'Donnell, and Courtney Morton.

during her speech at least five

point of oppositions emerged

from the British side.

The Autumn Leaf Festival was

her prime example of the

American Melting Pot. During

ihe festival all people celebrate

together, she said. This was her

reason why American Culture is

not an oxymoron.

Bobby Webster had to research

American slang. He looked

www.theclarioncall.com

toward American pinnacles such

as The Dukes of Hazzard and the

MTV Rap Special to learn our

slang.

He was ready to open a "debat-

ing whoop ass and thank his hom-

mie." He said that the- Autumn

Leaf Festival is ih.' "world's

cheapest tree related 1 estiva I to be

centered on greasv i'oM."

Courtney Morton i"rom the

opposition was the next to speak.

She said that since Britain lost the

Revolutionary War to the U.S.

they have been bitter.

In Britain they watch the

American News Broadcast CNN
but Americans don't turn to the

BBC for their news, said Morion.

She had many points of opposi-

tion, one which she chose not to

answer. Her closing was that

without the diversity in our cul-

ture we would have nothing in

common.

The Clarion team was asked to

define the American Dream.

Scott O'Donnell answered this

question by saying the American

Dream can't be drawn or pin

pointed but that it does exist.

Matt Butt said that you don't sit

next to someone and sav. "Hi,

Mow's your culture doing?"

With all the bantering and laugh-

ing a verdict had to be reached.

Based on the large crowd,

America is a "Cultural

Oxymoron.'

Liz Bria, a freshman, psycholo-

gy major said. "1 was lorccd to

come because I'm in a dchatc

class. 1 had to conic hut 1 was noi

bi)red for one minute. The

British debate team was more

See 'Debate' Page 9
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Leadership Development Series returns
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

On Wednesday Oct. 11, the first of seven

sessions of the Mary Walter Leadership

Development Series was held in the

Gemmell Student Complex.

Sponsored by the Offices of Student Life

Services and Residence Life, the series has

been at Clarion for the past six years.

The series was designed to help students

enhance and develop their leadership skills.

"I feel the Leadership Development

Series is an excellent opportunity to meet

new people and develop your leadership

skills,' said Drew McWilliams, coordina-

tor.

"It is a great series for everyone to

attend," he said.

Each of the seven sessions is a one hour

workshop that includes group discussions,

mini-lectures, self-assessment activities,

and interactive exercises.

While the workshops are a great opportu-

nity for students in organizations to better

their leadership skills, the sessions are open

to any Clarion University Student.

Due to student interest, there have been

several new topics added to this years agen-

da.

The first workshop, that was held on Oct.

11. was presented by the Honorable James

G. Arner on Integrity.

Ifeel the Leadership

Development Series is an excel-

lent opportunity to meet new
people and develop your lead-

ership skills. It is a great series

for everybody. 99

-Drew McWilliams

During this session, Arner focused on the

importance of sincerity and honesty when

becoming a successful leader.

On Oct. 18, Ms. Kay King will present a

workshop on goals.

She will guide students through a process

of step-by-step decisions on how to reach

their goals.

The third workshop on Oct. 25 will be

presented by Dr. Stephen Johnson, and will

focus on persistence.

Johnson, Associate Dean of Arts and

Sciences, will share his views on the impor-

tance of persistence in achieving leadership

goals.

On Nov. 1, Dr. Kevan Yeneral will present

the session on service.

As part of the Political Science faculty, he

will not only share his views on what it

takes to become a successful leader, but

also how the current presidential candidates

are presenting themselves as service lead-

ers.

The fifth workshop, presented by Mr.

Howard Utz, will be on achievement.

Utz, a professional presenter from the

Pittsburgh area, will discuss steps that stu-

dents can take to make the progressive

achievements to become a successful

leader.

On Nov. 15, James "Thunder" Thornton

will present the sixth session on teamwork.

Thornton, CUP's Head Athletic Trainer,

will discuss the values of teamwork and

how they can help in achieving better lead-

ership qualities.

The last session will be presented by

Pastor Mark D. Cummins on Nov. 29.

This session will focus on attitude and

will help students learn how to make their

enthusiasm grow to help them become suc-

cessful leaders.

All sessions will be held in room 250/252

Gemmell Student Complex at 7:00 p.m.

Any student who participates in five or

more of the workshops will also be invited

to a reception where they will receive an

award of achievement and completion.

Anyone with questions or concerns can

contact Drew McWilliams at 393-2354.

Leadership

Development Series

Schedule

October 11:

"Integrity" presented by The

Honorable James G. Arner

October 18:

Goals" presented by Ms.

Kay King

OctQber 25:

"Persistence" presented by

Dr. Stephen Johnson

November 1

:

"Service" presented by Dr.

Kevan Yeneral

iv^ovember 8:

"Achievement" presented by

Mr, Howard Utz

November 15:

'Teamwork" presented by

James Thunder" Thornton

November 29:

"Attitude" presented by

Pastor Mark D. Cummins

How To Dine and Act Fine

Mr. Chris Ghurr and Ms. Connie Laughlin present

this addition of the Professional Development

Series on October 23, 5:30 p.m. in the Private

Dining Room, in Chandler Dining Hall.

Employers view interpersonal and social skills as

important candidate qualifications. This session will

cover basic etiquette while participants dine on a

five-course meal.

Cost: There is a meal cost associated with this pro-

gram. Your meal plan, including flex dollars, can be

applied toward the cost. Students without a meal

plan can pay for the meal. You must sign-up in

Career Services by Oct. 19 if you plan to attend this

program.

The Rec. Center turns ' 1

'

by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

319 Main Street
Clarion Pa 16214
(814) 226-8990

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
BUY OR RENT
MAKEUP
WIGS

ACCESSORIES
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

The Clarion University Recreation Center will

be celebrating its one year anniversary with an

open-house on Friday Oct. 13 from 2:00 p.m. -

6:00 p.m.

All students are encouraged to attend as the first

100 students will be given water bottles.

A fruit tray, cake, cookies, and punch will be

served.

There will also be an opportunity to win prizes

including golf balls and athletic apparel.

The manager will be available to hear comments

and to answer any questions you may have con-

cerning the rec. center.

Oct. 13 is also considered Alumni Friday.

Alumni will be able to work out for free from 6:00

p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

On Saturday Oct. 14 the rec. center will offer

hours after the Clarion University Homecoming

football game. The hours are from 4:00 p.m. - 8:00

p.m.

Ladonna Dunlevy, a junior psychology/ sociolo-

gy major and rec. center student worker, said, "The

rec center offers something for everyone. I think

that the number of community members using the

facilities has increased tremendously. It's nice to

have access to what the rec. center offers. I hope

everyone comes to see for themselves."

The rec. center boasts an indoor track, climbing

Lisa Hartman/The Clarion Call

The Clarion University Recreation Center will

celebrate its first annivesary on Friday Oct.

13. The center will host an open-house.

wall, weight lifting room, and various other exer-

cise equipment. There are also all-purpose courts

that are used for basketball, volleyball, tennis, and

other in-door intramural sports.

The rec. center is open Monday - Friday from

6:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. On Saturday the hours are

from 1:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. the hours on Sunday are

from 1:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
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Student Senate

Chartwells spices up services
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Chairman of the Dining

Ci)mmittee, Senatv)r Wendy

Kengor, reported , the results of

her meeting with Jeff

MacTaggert of Chartwells at

Monday's Senate meeting.

New suggestions that have

been confirmed by the dining

committee are the addition of a

weekly menu in the Clarion

Call and a monthly calendar

featuring special events, such

as "Wrap Night" or "Wing

Night."

In addition, strombolis and

wedgies from Gemmell are now

available by Extreme Delivery.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

announced the following

amounts in each of the

accounts: Capital $103,915.22;

Large item capital

$307,889.74; Supplemental,

$20,945; and Supplemental

Reserve, $35,742.53.

A total of over 110 students

registered to vote during the

designated Voter Registration

days at Clarion University,

according to President Brian

Sowa.

Bryan Powell/The Clarion Call

Student Senate discussed new suggestions ttie dining

committee t)as made to Jeff MacTagger of Ctiartweils.

Some new suggestions include featuring a monthly calendar

featuring special food events sucti as "Wrap Nigt)t" or

"Wing Night".

Over 5,000 students regis-

tered throughout the State

System.

Vice President Drew
McWilliams announced the

Mary Walter Leadership

Development Series, which

begins Oct. 1 1 and runs through

Nov. 29.

Students who attend at least

five of the seven workshops

will receive a certificate of

completion and will be invited

to attend an awards ceremony

and reception on Dec. 6.

A representative from

Venango Campus Student

Senate was present to report on

various activities, such as park-

ing and restructuring.

A Venango senator will con-

tinue to represent the campus at

Clarion's weekly meetings; a

Clarion senator will attend

Vanango meetings.

Senator Erika Pidro was

awarded Senator of the Week
honors, for her exceptional

work on the Public Relations

bulletin board.

Pidro said, "By being on the

PR Committee, it gives me a

chance to be creative, which

applies to my education major.

It also helps me to increase stu-

dent awareness about Senate."

President Sowa welcomed

new senator Derrick Parker,

who has joined Senate after the

resignation of Senator Ryan
Peffer.

Radio station WPIP has begun

to DJ at Adventures on Tuesday

nights.

Various upcoming university

activites were announced, on

Wednesday, Oct. 18.

There is a meeting at 7:00

p.m. in the lobby of Becht Hall

for anyone interested in partici-

pating in a Fashion Show.

There will be a Unity Night

and poetry reading at Givan

Hall on Thursday, Oct. 26.

A Halloween party will take

place from 10:00 p.m. to 2:00

a.m. on Oct. 27 in 252

Gemmell.

The next scheduled meeting

is Monday Oct. 16 in 246

Gemmell.

Bryan Powell/The Clarion Call

Erika Pidro was Senator of

the Week for her work on the

Public Relations bulletin

board.
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CU publications receive national APEX

awards for Alumni News, President's Report

by Mike Lockett

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Two Clarion University publi-

cations have received national

awards in the APEX (Awards for

<.n.

,- . . ^ '— -t'r:
'

Erma's House,
Inc.

Fine Furniture
and

Accessories

720 Main Street Clarion,

Pa 16214

(814) 226-8194

Publication Excellence) competi-

tion.

Mary Root Weyer received an

APEX for graphic design in

"Reaching-Presidents Report,"

1998.

The publication was awarded in

the category of annua] reports

printed in four color.,

Paul Hamke, a publication edi-

tor, and Ron Wilshire, director of

University Relations, received an

APEX award for the "Fail '99

Clarion Alumni News."

The "Fall '99 Alumni News

was awarded in the category of

Magapapers and Newspapers

Printed in Four Color.

The two university publications

were awarded from 4,932 entries

in 11 major categories and 96

individual categories.

The most entries came from

magazines and Journals with 702.

The next category was newsletter

with 689.

APEX is a yearly competitii)n

judged on excellence in graphic

design. editt)rial content, and

communication excellence and

effectiveness.

The APEX competition i.s

sponsored by the publishers of

"Writing that Works," a monthly

for profession communicators.

The panel of judges included.

John De Leilis a Concept Editor

and Publisher; Dr. Paul Fisher.

Concepts Senior Evalualor a for-

mer professor of journalism with

the University of Missouri

School of Journalism; and Nancy

Scott, contributing editor of

"Writing that Works: The

Business Communications

Report."

Faculty Senate
v'

Venango Campus faces autonomy

Page 9

by Amy Thompson
Clarion Call News Editor

Provost Dr. Jt)seph P.

Cirunenwald discussed the

autonomy of Venango campus.

Cirunenwald revealed six ways

111 which Venango campus could

have more control over it's own
fate.

They include: scheduling, fac-

ulty c(Miipliment. budgeting,

hiring, curriculum, and evalua-

tion.

He said that autonomy in no

way means that the Venango

Campus would be sold or that

the campus was ever under con-

sideration for sale.

The goal for autonomy talks

are to come to some sort of deci-

sion as to what is best for

Venango Campus, said

Cirunenwald.

A Venango Faculty forum has

been comprised to come to deci-

sions about the autonomy of the

campus.

In other busines.s. Student

Senate Representative, Andrew

Barnes, announced that Student

Senate adopted a new credit

card fund raiser policy.

The policy states that credit

cards can no longer pay on a per

application basis.

Credit card companies must

now pay the organization a flat

rate.

According to Barnes, free gifts

are also no longer allowed to be

given because students tend to

sign up simply to obtain the gift,

thinking that if they do not acti-

vate the cards it will not count

against them.

Student Senate is trying to

combat debt among students, he

said.

Credit card companies are also

required to include information-

Christine Balsiger/The Clarion Call

Faculty Senate met on Monday Oct 9. in Hart Chapel.

Provost Dr Joseph Grunenwald, spoke on the subject of

autonomy for Venango Campus.

al pamphlets when students fill

out applications.

The pamphlets are to inform

students of the risks of credit

cards. Barnes also said that

Senate felt it was necessary to

adopt the policy so students

were not harassed as they

walked across campus.

Barnes also reported that

Senate allocated $17,490 to

Intramurals for the purchase of

an outdoor hockey rink system.

The system will replace the

tennis courts by Wilkinson Hall,

which are becoming a safety

hazard.

Barnes also said that Student

Senators will be attending their

national conference in Nov.

Dr. Hallie Savage, associate

professor of the Communication

Sciences and Disorders depart-

ment, announced that the USA
Today is holding an Oustanding

Student contest.

Savage said she believes that

the student worthy of this title is

on the campus somewhere and

that the person has to be found.

The student nominated must

be able to write an essay saying

why they should receive the

award.

She also reported that many
student organizations have

moved to Becht Hall, including

the Honors Program and

Minority Services.

The next scheduled Faculty

Senate meeting is on Monday,

Oct. 23 at 3:30 p.m. in B-8 Hart

Chapel.

litritloii

Announcement for

the 2001 Spring

Semester

Early registration for the

2001 Spring Semester will

begin on Monday, October

16. Copies of the sched*

ule of classes which

include TELREG instruc-

tions will be available at

the University Book
Center and the Office of

the Registrar beginning

Monday, October 9.

Please check the

Telephone Registration

Appointment Schedule

which will be posted at

Peirce Science Center

(first floor between rooms

140 and 150) for your

specific date of eligibiliy or

check you university CNet

e-mail account for your

advisor's name and the

date and time you are eli-

gible to register.

Students are advised to

verify their eligibility to

schedule classes by

checking for hold flags

now. Call TelReg at 393-

2680. Press 1 to register.

Enter 9 digit student ID

and 4 digit PIN. Press 1

to verify hold flags.

Students who will be can-

didates for graduation in

May or Summer 2001

should initiate an applica-

tion for graduation during

the period of early regis-

tration. Applications are

available at the Accounts

Receivable Office, B16
Carrier. There is a $15
application fee.

Have a news tip?
Call Amy at 393-2380
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entertaining than the last

movie I paid to see."

Sophomore Chris Shropshire

said, "The British were more

experienced and it showed,

although the Clarion debate

team put up a good fight."

"All and all I was impressed

by the British debaters. I sug-

gest that people come to see it

in the future," said

Shropshire.

.Andrea Smith, a freshman

Speech Communication and

Theater major said, "I am very

happy that I attended this

debate. It was informative,

entertaining and educational.

Both sides were interesting

and I believe everyone should

experience and go see a

debate while they are in col-

lege.

After the debate a reception

was held at Moore Hall.

Hostesses served cuisines

including lady locks and bar-

beque chicken.

Public Safety

Blotter

Minors

Consumption
On Oct. 8, in Tippin

Gymnasium Public Safety

reported that Aaron Cooper,

18, of Saxonburg, admitted

to drinking Jack Daniels in

Clarion Boro before attend-

ing a university function.

Aggravated Assault
According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 10, Franklin Rodrick,

26, was served an arrest

warrant on individual

charges stemming from an

incident off campus.

Institutional

Vandalism
On Oct. 8, according to

Public Safety, an unknown
person(s) removed the stop

sign behind Ralston Hall.

The sign was later found at

a site close to the location.

Theft

According to Public Safety,

the theft of cash and a credit

card from a locker in Tippin

Gym Is under investigation.

Use of Marijuana
On Oct. 6, Public Safety

reported that there was an

odor of marijuana in

Campbell Hall.

Theft From Motor

Vehicle
According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 2, a victim reported

that an unknown actor

removed her permit from her

car while parked in lot A
between the hours of 12

noon and 6 pm.

Criminal Mischief
On Sept. 27, Public Safety

reported that an unknown
individual broke off a paper

clip and stuck it in door

locks In Harvey Hall. The
incident is under investiga-

tion.
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Lifestyles
Exclusive interview

The Clarks discuss fame, the past, and chocolate cake
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call
)
jfestyjes Editor

On Sunday afternoon before they

entertained all of Clarion. I had the

opportunity to sit down with The

Clarks and "'pick their brains"

about anything and everything

(including their love of chocolate

cake...)- 1 was a little nervous at

first, meeting a band who

Pittsburgh has awarded near-leg-

music scene, and that no one band,

even them, can be representative of

it. "Everyone in different cities

thinks that their music scene is

awful," said James. One com-

plaint of Pittsburgh is that it has

less venues than larger cities.

"This means you're constantly

fighting the odds to make it big,"

informed James.

What do The Clarks credit their

success to, then? Well, Blasey

work and offer an outside perspec-

tive. Doorways were opened to

us," said James.

The new album. Let It Go, shows

the consequences of the good

times they've chronicled in the

past. Blasey said "It wasn't a con-

scious thing. But when you look

back, you can say 'Oh yeah, I

know what I was thinking

then. ..sort of like a diary.'"

The Clarks aren't looking too far

Photo courtesy of DAB

The Clarks, from left to right:

Greg Joseph.

David Minarik, Jr., Robert James, Scott Blasey, and

endary status. Soon I learned I had

nothing to fear, as Scott Blasey,

Rob James. Greg Joseph and

David Minarik Jr. were receptive

and open to all I had to ask. After

they got their chocolate cake from

Wal-Mart (which they thought was

expertly decorated), of course.

The Clarks have been together

for 14 years now, after meeting at

lUP; their formation a result of a

car wreck between band members.

One of the major topics was their

roots in Pittsburgh. They feel that

Pittsburgh has a truly diverse

doesn't think they've been suc-

cessful enough. "We haven't

accomplished what I hope for us

yet," he said. One thing that all the

band members agreed on was per-

severance. That, and considerable

airplay from Pittsburgh radio sta-

tion, WDVE.
Unfortunately, the recording

process takes them away from

home often. But they all agree that

the process, especially with the

new album, is worth it. "We were

very focused and fortunate to work

with a producer who could take our

"Cigarette." He also added that

"We all have our favorites, but you

can't say that they define us as a

band."

We then focused our attention on

other bands. When asked what

today's music scene is like, they

responded "F***ing crap." But

James also added that there is plen-

ty of good music out there, you just

have to scratch beneath the sur-

Indie-pop band

Belle & Sebastian show

us that you've got to

hold on to your youth.

For a review.

See Page 11.

Urban Legends 2: The

Final Cut is more than

just a horror film - it's

also one of the worst

films ever made.

See Page 12.

face.

Artists that are making ground-

breaking music that were men-

tioned were Radiohead. Ryan

Adams and Whiskeytown, XTC,

and Ouster.

Will those artist's experimental

work influence The Clarks on their

next album? "We want to break

new ground. ..whatever that

means." concluded James.

Spotlit Clarion

into the future right now, as they

are so submersed in supporting Let

It Go. "We want to break new

ground for the band," said James.

"We definitely want to write more

as a collaborative effort."

After taking a look into their

future, we decided to take a look

into their past. I asked what their

"definitive" song was. Blasey and

James agreed that one of their

favorites was "Flame." "Just the

vibe of the song is great..." said

James. Blasey said that if you

asked most people, they would say

www.theclarioncall.com

This week's photo is of one of Autumn

Leaf Festival's many rides. ALF runs

through this Sunday.

Ambridge High School

performs at ALF's

annual Community
Cultural Night. To find

out about them,

See Page 13.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on in Clarion

University and the sur-

rounding community,

See Page 11.
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jTbday
•MID SEMESTER BREAK BEGINS 10 PM
•ALF WEEK
;«6th Annual Clarion University & Community Cultural

iNight (in front of the Courthouse) 7 pm
hUAB Pep Rally

!»Interhall Council Mtg. (246 Gem) 6 pm
Friday, October 13
•UAB Spirit Day
hALF WEEK
•6th Annual Clarion

1

University & Community
I

iCultural Night (in front of

the Courthouse) 10 am
•W. Volleyball Alumni
Match 7 pm
•CUAA Distinguished

Awards Banquet
(Chandler) 6:30 pm
(reception 5:30 pm)
•Beta Phi Mu Initiation

Saturday, October 14
^Football vs. Edinboro 2

pm
•HOMECOMING
•ALF WEEK
(•ALF Parade (Main Street) 12 N
•Book Center open 9 am - 6:30 pm
•W. Tennis PSAC Invitational at Kutztown

i^i^ k̂

u

•Alumni Parade Reception (Chap parking lot) 10 am
•Alumni After-Game Social (Clarion VFW Bldg.) 5-7 pm
•UAB Homecoming Court Intros (Stad) 3:30 pm
•UAB Midnight Madness (Tip) 11:30 pm
Sunday, October 15

•ALF WEEK
•Hispanic Heritage Month ends

•W. Tennis PSAC Invitational

at Kutztown
Monday, October 16
•MID SEMESTER BREAK
ENDS 8 AM
•National Boss Day
•Faculty Senate Policy Mtg.

(B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Early Registration begins for

2001 Spring Term
•Student Senate Mtg. (246
Gem) 7:30 pm
Golf at Slippery Rock
Woman's Studies Brown Bag Series ( 124 Harvey) 12 N
UAB: The Warrens "Seekers of the Supernatural" 8 pm
Tuesday, October 17

W. Volleyball vs. Indiana 7 pm
•Golf at Westminster

Wednesday, October 18
•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
•Opening Reception: Art Dept. Faculty Exhibition

(Sanford Gallery) 4:30 pm
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"Growing up is hard to do" with Belle & Sebastian
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

Belle & Sebastian show that get-

ting older is quite possibly the

worst thing ever (heck, they're

named after a French children's

book). The Who said it best, but

these Scottish indie-poppers have

stretched "My Generation" into an

entire career. Belle & Sebastian

aren't angry about the advancing of

years like The Who, though -

they're just really dejected.

Belle is the heir to The Smith's

adolescent angst. cult following,

and effortless melodies. Their pre-

vious albums have spoke directly

to the shy, ugly, and depressed kid

in the corner of the playground, all

while singing breezy and agreeable

tunes.

What a surprise, then, to fmd such

adult-centered subject matter on

Belle & Sebastian's latest. Fold

Your Hands Child. You W(dk Like A

Peasant. Kicking off with the

majestic ballad. "I Fought In A
War." B&S show us that child-

hood's monsters are adult's every-

day occunences.

"...I found out that the sickness

there ahead of me / Went beyond

the bedsit infamy of the decade

gone before." Pop doesn't get any

more cerebral than that, folks.

Working on a clever story-song that

parallels growing old with war,

lead Belle (or is it Sebastian?)

Stuart Murdoch has crafted a

baroque wonder of a pop song, one

that's so good, in fact, that the rest

of the album suffers somewhat in

comparison. Resplendent with

strings that flow like trees from the

speakers, "I Fought In A War" is

capped off with Murdoch playing

his acoustic guitar so gently he's

afraid it might break.

Even more adult-oriented in lyri-

cal content is the aching and sparse

folk of "The Chalet Lines."

Murdoch (in a gender-bending role

that would make Prince proud)

takes on the role of a woman relat-

ing her rape to a friend. 'The

Chalet Lines" would be overdone

in its maudlin mekxirama if it was-

n't so sincere and brutally honest.

"I missed my time, I don't think I

could stand / To take the test, I'm

feeling sick / F*** this.. .I'd put a

knife right into his eyes" show that

— 'I 11 , i^Br..

this isn't the B&S we've known.

"Don't Leave The Light On
Baby" and "The Wrong Girl" show

that teenage heartbreak is nothing

compared to the heartache of

breakups in your later years.

"Don't Leave The Light..." is filled

with resignation, both lyrically and

musically. When Murdtx;h sings

"Best to go down without a fight /

1

know you will forgive me for my
honesty," an overcast organ echoes

his sentiments.

"The Wrong Girl" is even better,

pure sunny pop that Burt

Bacharach would kill for. Elegant

strings and a bouncy country-ish

guitar belie the song's lyrics of lost

love. But "The Wrong Girl" also

shows that there is a glimmer of

hope, as Murdoch realizes that the

girl he lost was the "wrong dream

to have in my mind."

Belle & Sebastian hasn't com-

pletely disowned the adolescent

story-songs, however. Belle's

other singer, Isobel, handles most

of these. "Family Tree" is the best

of them, as it contains to-die-for

lyrics. A tale of a girl who doesn't

fit in at school, Isobel delivers

memorable lines such as "We do

chemistry, biology, and maths / I

want poetry and music and some

laughs."

"Women's Realm" is one of the

best teenage relationship songs I've

ever heard, filled with doe-eyed

couplets and a melody that will

instantly burrow into your heart

and snuggle up there. Lines like

"I'm thinking of a song or two / A
boy a girl a rendezvous'" show an

unabashed romanticism that absent

in today's music scene.

The album returns to the adult

point of view for its close, the

impressive "There's Too Much
Love." "I feel like dancing on my
own / Where no one knows me. and

where I / Can cause offense just by

the way I look" conflicts with lines

like "There's too much love to go

around these days." I guess B&S
just can't be truly happy no matter

what age demographic.

While there's no dearth of lyrical

growth on the album, it's no depar-

ture from B&S's earlier work,

musically. That's the only com-

plaint with the album. Fortunately,

they're so gotxi at it, you don't real-

ly mind. While I'm wondering

whether or not their pimples will

clear on the next album, this one

will get plenty of spins. Fold Your

Hand.s Child... gets a 4 out of 5.
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Movie review

Urban Legends 2 does not quite make the cut
by Matt Green

Clarion (all Staff Writer
•••••••••I !••••••••••<

1 k:unv sequels are known tor

beiny bad movies. But personally

two ol my favorite movies happen

to be sequels. Aliens and

Tenniihifor 2 are two of the greatest

action/suspense films out there.

Because of these movies, i always

try to v\atch a sequel with an open

mind and even high hopes.

Ho\ve\er, 1 can honestly say that

Urhdii U'gends 2: The Final Cut is

by far the worst movie 1 have ever

seen. No. I don't think any of you

realize how BAD this movie really

is. It quickly replaced Hard Rain

as the worst movie ever in my

book.

Legends has a horrible story line,

a terrible script, and bad acting.

The sad thing is that I have not

even revealed to you the truly bad

thing about this movie yet. I will

save that for later (and I can guar-

antee thai you are feeling more sus-

pense right now than I felt through-

out the whole movie).

The story starts out at a presti- having a hard time coming up with

gious film school for gifted film- a thesis idea for her final film,

makers. From what I gathered they Then one snowy night, she meets

were all working on their final pro- campus police officer Reese

F

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Jennifer Morrison and her mysterious visitor star in

"Urban Legends 2: The Final Cut.

"

ject before graduation. Instantly (Lorretta Divine, who is the only

our attention is taken from the one who returned from the original

school students as a whole and cast). Amy tells Reese about her

focused on sweet little film student, problem, and Reese proceeds to tell

Amy (Jennifer Morrison). Amy is her about what happened at the col-

lege she worked at (the story of the

original Urban Legends). Amy
then decides that her project for

class is going to be a film abiuit a

killer who mimics urban legends.

Now here is where the movie

starts to crash and burn. People

who are working on Amy's movie

with her turning up dead. Here is

what makes the movie so stupid - 5

of the 7 people murdered in the

movie were not even killed by

urban legends.

In my opinion that kind of takes

away from the purpose of the

movie's title; it should have been

called Your Stereotypical Serial

Killer. But anyway, people are

turning up dead, and these people

keep working on their damn movie

in the hopes that someone is just

playing a prank on them (idiots).

Well, nobody is playing a prank on

them, but there really is a killer

(what a surprise).

The rest of the movie is your

basic horror movie. They are all

running away from the killer and

people are turning up dead. Except

for poor brave Amy, who is deter-

mined to find and stop the killer,

which she does.

One half-decent thing about ihis

movie is that you will never guess

who the killer is. However, when

you realize who it is, you will just

laugh hysterically at the ridiculous

motive he has. Oh, yeah - the end-

ing is so stupid that you will be

laughing for the greater part of the

ride home, but I won't tell you what

it is (I will make that a surprise).

If you are looking for a good

scary movie. Urban Legends 2 is

not for you, in fact it is not for any-

body. It is just a horrible movie that

a four-year-old child could have

written more logically. Nothing

makes sense and once you finally

figure out what is happening you

will be even more annoyed because

everything is so stupid. Please do

not see this movie; it does not

deserve your hard-earned money.

If you want to be scared or at least

entertained, spend your seven dol-

lars on a pizza and the rental fee for

Halloween.

Interhall Council prepares for Halloween
by Rebecca Missenda approaching us, many of the looking forward to handing dents who signed up set sail

Clarion Call Staff Writer residence halls are preparing out Halloween treats to the on the 25th. Any student

for fun this holiday. If you elderly, and the Ralston Hall that is interested may attend

As Halloween is quickly
,jyg ^^ Becht, you can be residents will be having a a food meeting on the 17th

VH
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pizza party on October 16.

Also, this month in

Ralston, the big Halloween

Dance will be held. There

will be pizza, soda, prizes, a

DJ, and the best part of it all

is that it's free! Come
dressed in your best costume

and win prizes. Wilkinson

will be having a Progressive

Party, and the Givan girls

will be having a movie night

on the 27th, along with

trick-or-treating on the 30th.

Finally, the Gateway

Clipper Cruise is almost

here. UAB and IHC spon-

sored the event, and the stu-

in 228 Egbert * Hall.

Interhall Council is working

hard to make \our

Halloween fun and enjoy

able.

I'f CUP s^o<ienfs w/ SiM<
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Foodstock 2000
by Colleen Leonard

Clarion Call Staff Writer

It's time for the students to give

a little back. To benefit charity,

the Autumn Leaf Festival has

brought back last year's record-

setting Foodstock 2000.

Foodstock 2000 is a food drive

running throughout the county.

and all Clarion County Food

Banks and Pantries will benefit.

Farmer's and Crafter's Day. the

most popular day of All , has

been designated as Foodstock

day. Over 20 oigani/ations have

helped out to make sure ihal ihc

project v.ill hu\e a succc sful

turnout. Over 1,500 voiuntccrs

will be dressed in lyc-ihod aiui

loLiocd T-shsrts. icidy U' cnUei.:

'it: lood Items

ALF brinus m thou-.M s .'i

j
cople during iiic week Why noi

uikc the time l(» cionaic'

Dave tells women how to drive men wild with desire

by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

When I'm in the supermarket check-

out line, I always look at Cosmopolitan

magazine to see if the editors have made

any progress in their ongoing effort to

figure out men.

I'm sure you're familiar with

Cosmopolitan ("Fun - Fearless -

Female"). It's the one with the cover

that always has a picture of a woman

who looks as though she has a presti-

gious and rewarding executive career as

a hooker Roughly half the articles in

Cosmopolitan are devoted to explaining

how you, the Cosmo reader, can make

yourself look like the cover model. All

you have to do is follow the two-step

Cosmo Beauty Regimen:

STEP ONE: Using a combination of

fun and fearless beauty procedures such

as the Eyebrow Yank, the Hot Wax

Torture, the Hydrochloric Acid Skin

Peel, the Hoover Vacuum Home Spleen

Removal, the Cage of Thigh-Eating

Wolverines and the Industrial Drain

Cleaner Enema, you remove all of the

physical elements that make you unat-

tractive, such as your fat, hair, skin, fin-

gerprints and internal organs. At this

point, you are essentially a skeleton

with eyeballs, or, to put it another way.

Ally McBeal.

STEP TWO: You smear your entire

self with a complex system of founda-

tions, bases, creams, lotions, gels, pow-

ders, moisturizers, conditioners, mouss-

es, sprays, mascaras, eyeliners, lip

glosses, enzymes, lacquers, organic

papaya-enhanced roofing tars, etc., until

you are encased in an impenetrable

layer of beauty products thick enough

that there is no way for anybody to tell,

without giving you a CAT scan, what

you actually look like. You could be a

Shetland pony under there.

Once you have achieved this fun and

female "look," it's time for you to get

started on the other topic that is dis-

cussed endlessly in Cosmopolitan:

Figuring out what men want. It's a

tough one! Cosmopolitan editors wres-

tle with it day and night, and they're

constantly announcing new break-

throughs. Pick up any issue, and you'll

see articles like:

- "23 Ways To Drive Him Wild In

Bed!"

- "127 Ways To Make Him Want To

Get Naked Right In The Foyer!"

- "387 Ways To Make Him
Completely Lose Biological Control Of

Himself While He Is Still In The

Driveway!"

Over the decades. Cosmopolitan has

printed literally thousands of sure-fire

techniques for driving men insane with

passion. If these techniques actually

worked, by now the entire male popula-

tion of the United States would have

been wiped out by lust, literally explod-

ing into little mushroom clouds of

vaporized bodily fluids.

But this has not happened, except in

the case of President Clinton. The prob-

lem, I think, is that Cosmopolitan is

making this issue way more complicat-

ed than it actually is. I mean, we're

talking about MEN here. You don't

need rocket science to drive them wild

in bed: All you need to do is to get in

there with them. Or, just leave them

alone for a while. Because men don't

need much. Using a complex, sophisti-

cated technique to get a man excited is

like preparing a gourmet French meal

for a Labrador retriever.

So I think Cosmopolitan is trying too

hard. In fact, it may be doing women
more harm than good. For example, the

August issue has a feature entitled

"What To Say To Make Him Ache For

You - Whisper these phrases if you wish

to drive him wild." One of the frisky

phrases Cosmopolitan advises you to

whisper to men is - really - "We'd better

hurry home, because at midnight 1 turn

into a vixen." This frisky phrase might

actually alarm the man, especially if he

knows that the dictionary defines

"vixen" as "an ill-tempered, shrewish,

or malicious woman." Basically, you're

telling the man he could suddenly find

himself in bed with Lorena Bobbitt.

Another frisky phrase suggested by

Cosmopolitan is - get ready - "My biki-

ni waxer went a little overboard."

Listen, women: If you actually say

those words to a man, he's going to

assume you want him to take you to the

Emergency Room.

So my advice to the editors of

Cosmopolitan is: Just drop the subject

for a while. Trust me: Even without

technical advice from you, your women

readers will have no trouble getting men

excited, as long as the men are aware

(and believe me, they are) that the

women, underneath their clothes, are

not wearing clothes.

And consider this: If you

Cosmopolitan editors stopped obsessing

about men, you could focus your brain-

power on the Middle East Peace

Process, health care. Social Security or

the federal budget surplus. I bet you

could give us some important insights

into these issues! Or at least tell us how

to drive them wild in bed.

Ambridge Steel Drum Ensemble performs in Clarion
by Amber Kozler

Clarion Call Staff Writer

ALF is here in full swing. It's

time to drain your bank account.

But if you're kx)king for some free

fun and entertainment, check out

Main Street. There's plenty hap-

pening all week. On Tuesday

night, there were monx'cos, tam-

bourines, dancing, focxi, go(xi spir-

its, and the headliner. the Ambridge

Steel Drum Ensemble.

There were people there from all

ages enjoying this unique {perfor-

mance. The band played songs

ranging from the Nutcracker and

the Eagles, to Jimmy Buffet's

"Margarittaville." The energy of

the band grew with each song. The

drummers were all wearing bright

sun T-shirts. This was honestly the

most entertaining high school

ensemble I've ever seen. I inter-

viewed three-year-old Emmy from

Clarion. She told me that she liked

the band, especially the tam-

bourine. She said she hopes to play

in a band when she gets older

There is obviously a lot of inter-

est in the steel drums in Ambridge.

The assistant director of the drum Liz Potter/Clarion Call

Captain loomisJ

Weicowe hack C.U.P. Aiumni

AIFs ?amy Cemrni

The Ambridge H.S. Steel Drum Ensemble entertains ALF-

goers at the weeklong Clarion Cultural Nights, outside of

the Courthouse.

ensemble is Todd Hartman. He

said that his students are hardwork-

ing and dedicated to their perfor-

mances. He has been with the

ensemble for two years. Their hard

work definitely shows. These guys

and gals are not only musically tal-

ented, but include dance moves in

their performance as well.

I talked briefly with William

Parker, a Junior at Ambridge H.S.

He has been playing the steel

drums for three years, and he loves

them. Several odier members told

me that they opened up for Steven

Spielberg at the American

Association of School

Administrators Conference in San

Francisco. While they were stay-

ing in the hotel, they got to meet

Mike Judge, the creator of the TV
show, Beavis and Butthead.

I also had the pleasure of talking

to Amy Frolo, the school bus dri-

ver She drove the ensemble over

100 miles to perform here at

Clarion. Amy has a daughter by

the name of Stephanie, who is a

second-grader in Ambridge. Amy
says that her daughter cannot wait

until she's old enough to participate

in the Steel Drum Ensemble.

The Ensemble was selling CDs

and cassettes to help raise money

for their next trip; the whereabouts

is being kept a secret. But wherev-

er these talented, enthusiastic stu-

dents go, they're sure to wow their

audiences.

Have a great year, Ambridge!

You sounded great!
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Entertainment
Soap Opera update

Compiled by Debby Amon
Clarion Call Secretary

All Mv Children

Brooke and Elliot con-

friHii each other at the

community center.

Arlene and Vanessa cook

up a scheme to get

Arlene out of another

jam. Edmund keeps a lid

on his fury when he has

a run-in with Dimitri.

Preview
Dimitri confronts

Edmund

.

As The World

Turns
David's funeral takes a

shocking turn. Molly,

meanwhile, continues

receiving bizarre calls.

Lily finally makes her

decision. John learns the

truth about Andy. Craig

has a surprising offer

for Emily.

Preview
Carly and Jack share a

passionate moment.

The Bold And The

Beautiful

Throne is once again

templed by Kimberly.

Rick fears that his

chance with Amber may

be gone. Bridget comes

to the aid of a family

member.

Preview
Morgan has an ultra-

sound.

Days Of Our Lives

Hope has an unsettling

suggestion for Bo before

he leaves for Ireland.

Philip serenades Chloe

with a love song. John

and Brady face off over

Marlena. Angela vows

revenge when she spies

a tender moment between

Sami and Brandon at the

hospital.

Preview
Belle goes into a coma.

General Hospital

Mac and Laura's worlds

are shattered by Felicia's

stunning courtroom con-

fession. Scott comes to

Laura's rescue. Lucky

looks to Kevin for help in

finding some answers.

The Quartermaines enjoy

an emotional family

reunion.

Preview
Carly's attempt at domes-

tic bliss fails.

Guiding Lig ht

Danny and May make

love. Delena is mortified

by Blake's very public

announcement. Reva

and Noah's attempt to

cover up Woody's death is

complicated by Oliva and

Josh. Tony tries to

regain Marah's romantic

interest.

Preview
Beth startles Jim with

Philip's offer.

One Life To Live

Bo aggressively interro-

gates Colin. Todd finds a

new enemy in Llanview.

Kevin and Kelly go

undercover. Viki is dev-

astated by Todd's latest

actions. Starr proves to

be her father's child. 5
s

Nora confronts Melanie *

Preview !

Blair turns to Todd for I

help. s
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Entertainment
DAVE
by David Millet

H,g a
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IN THE BLEACHERS By Steve Moore
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WOMEN'S HEALTHCARE
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)0
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Specializing in Synecology and Gynecologic Surgery

Contraception

Pregnancy and High Risk Pregnancy

Ask about our new service:

^Permanent Hair Removal with the LightSheer User

In our new convenient location at the

CnicMeuuKui Centm

1008 S. 5th Ave. Suite 203

1/2 mile from the Clarion Mali

41^9S6 for an wppskistmfk

Emvrstncy appomtments are avauaNe. Aft major msurance piam art occrpted.
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Classifieds
spring break

ACl'NOW!! Ciuarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre.

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas.

Acapulco. F'lorida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free. Barn

$$$, Group Discounts tor 6+. Call

1-800-838-820.^ or visit

www.leisuretours.com
Jf:+L*+)j<* + *** + * + !<C

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun. Bahamas. Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

grt)up and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun. Jamaica,

Bahamas. Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StuderrtCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Book Cincun and get a free meal

plan, fi^rn cash and GO FREE!

Now Wring Campus Reps. 1-

800-247007. endlesssummer-

Silver Spring Apartments.

Furnished. Clo.se to campus. Four

person occupancy. Now signing

leases for the Fall 2001/Spring

2002 semesters. Leave message at

(814)226-5917.

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two. utilities

uicluded. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.

Two person occupancy. For Fall

2001, Spring 2002 semesters.

Walking distance to campus.

Leave message at (814)-354-2238

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 3 or 4 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. Call 226-6867.

tours.

(

Spring^

campi

Cash,

Service

Tour

Bahar

648-4i

\t^^:t1f**yf*****

Jreak 2001. Hiring on

'reps. Sell Trips, Earn
'

FREE!!! Student Travel

America's #1 Student

trator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Eurojjc, Florida. 1-800-

, www.ststravel.com

r rent

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.

Earn $100a$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.

JilipipiMiiiiiiii

Adoption - Active outdoor couple

living in a country setting longing

Need That Housework Done?

Come to the

fciety for Collegiate Journalists (SCJ)

Communication major Auction

tetober 29 at 7:00 p.m. in Hart Chapel

and buy a pal to do the work!

Or volunteer to be auctioned!

All proceeds benefit SCJ.

ADVENTURBS

"V3 3o&" Och 12,13 & 14

*Tuesdays 9-12 Live Music

&. Wmg/Vnnk Deals*

to adopt your newborn. We offer a

lifetime of love, laughter, and

security. All expenses paid.

Confidential. Call 1-800-298-

9452.

and to this week's sister, Renee

Irwin. We love you! AST

(
'"•" ""

^
Congratulations Beth on your

acceptance to the English confer-

ence. We're so proud of you!

Love your AZ sisters.

AZ would like to wish everyone a

safe and happy ALF!

Good luck in the parade on

Saturday Ben, Tom and Adam!

We love you! Love your AZ girls.

Susan you did a great job with

homecoming! You're going to be

great speaking at the Pep Rally

too! Love your AZ sisters.

AZ Fall 2000: You are doing an

awesome job! We love you girls!

Love, your soon to be AZ sisters.

Phi Sigma Kappa: We've had a

blast building the float with you!

We hope it takes the cake! Love

AZ

ZTF, I just wanted to wish you a

"Happy ALF." I can't wait to get

crazy with you this weekend.

Love your White Rose, Shelley.

We would like to wish all sorori-

ties and fraternities a fun and safe

A.L.F.!! Love Zeta Tau Alpha.

ZXr, It was fun seeing double

with you!! Let's do it again soon.

Love the Zeta's.

Happy 21st birthday Christine!

Love ZTA

Happy Birthday Julie! Love ZTA

To OIK, Thanks for coming to

the concert and helping out 'till

the end! Gravel.

AOE, Thank you for all your help

with the float. Let's win this year!

sn

AOE, Thank you for all your help

at Cedar Point, in

Thank you to the Dance team for

a great time. We have to do it

again soon, in

The sisters of AIT would like to

wish Abby Sargent a wonderful

,21st birthday! Congratulations,

we love you.

Congratulations to last week's sis-

ter of the week Danielle Moore,

Congratulations to our new asso-

ciate members: Jennifer, Hayley,

Jodi, Jill, Casey, Heather, Dana,

Lynn, Briana, Leanne. Kelley,

Maura, and Lauren. We can't wait

for you to be our sisters! Keep

smiling. We love you! Love, AIT
sisters.

Thanks for being our "girls".

Girl's soccer team. KAP

me! Love "D"

Phi Sigma Kappa. Get ready for a

rockin' ALF weekend! Love

"Loeb" and the Peach House girls.

OIK, have a great ALF!! 1 am
looking forward to the Erb-B-Q

and pigroast. Love Jensay.

To the brothers of OIK, have a

safe and fun ALF. Good luck on

your float. Happy 21st Birthday

Dustin. All my love, your sweet-

heart, Dena.

persdiials ^
Jen. Amy and Deb, Thanks for

keepin' my chin up! 1 love you

guys. 1 don't know what I'd do

without you! Love, Dawn.

Jennifer, Happy anniversary,

thanks for always being there for

me. Always, Drew.

************** :^;f;^:];:le^^%:^^7|c**^c

KAP, I miss you so much! Sorry 1

haven't been around a lot lately;

I've been so busy. 1 can't wait to

hang out with you guys over ALF
weekend. I love you guys! Love,

Mandi.

Kelly, Jamie and Janice, Thank

you for all of your help this past

week. It is greatly appreciated.

Geibel, Excellent job with the

concert! 1 look forward to the big

Spring Show!!! Thanks. Erb.

ITF, We can't wait to celebrate

ALF old school style! Love AOE

:((:jc;)c:{e:(c4:*^i'!i^5t::je:f;:!

Keep up the good work Alpha

Epsilon's! Thanks for all your

hard work on the float. Love, your

future AOE sisters.

Thank you to everyone who
worked on security for the con-

cert. Excellent job!!! Jason Erb,

UAB President.

>|e:fe:1e}|(:(o|c:)c^:|c:(c;((:f:|c%

Sigma Chi, We had fun, let's do it

again soon. Love, AOE

Sigma Pi, hopefully all of our

hard work will pay off this week-

end! Love, AOE

Peach Hou.se Wrecking Crew, The

puppy chow is delicious! Love

Always, Erb.
:)c:)e4c:fe)t(>fc*>ic*^^^^^

Codey, Dennis, Jared. Tim and

Jesse, Thank you for putting in the

overtime. It is greatly appreciated.

Erb.

Megan, Congrats on being lava-

liered to Mike. Sorry about the TV
too. Love your roomies.

ZTA, 0H, 0X thanks for the get-

together. 0OA

Congratulations to our new sweet-

heart and Theta Phi guy Dan and

Chris. We love you guys! The sis-

ters of 0OA

Have a great ALF everyone! Love

0OA

Thanks to everyone who helped

out with the concert! Christie

Geibel, Concert Chair.

Jen, your flowers are on the way.

sorry I didn't wm you anything at

ALF. At least you'll always have

me. Love. Jeff.

**************

])ci1e*****>t:*H:****

To Shan and Nikki. you guys have

done a great job organizing the

float. The next round of tea is on

Jeff. 1 want a stupid animal from

ALF!!! Just kidding. 1 still love

you. Have a great weekend. Love,

Jen.

Peach house girls, here's to a great

girls night on Thursday! We defi-

nately deserve every minute of ill !

Love. Jen.

ADVENTURES
6. Mc«i^i St./ ClanoKA 226-0201

"Tuesday AH U Ccxn Ea\ C^ah I^^s $13-95

*WexJnesday AH U Co^n Scd Wings $6.95

Sl All M Can exx\ Sfeak $10.25

Oa\, 12, 13 & 1^ "DJcfoe'' 10-2

Sports
Clarion evens record at 3-3, prepares for homecoming

by Dave Colamarino

C larion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion Golden Eagles

evened their record to 3-3 with an

impressive come-from-behind

win over the California Vulcans.

Clarion is now tied with lUP with

a 2-0 record in the PSAC-West

conference. Clarion defeated the

Vulcans at Cal's Adamson

Stadium on Oct. 7.

"Our team never gave. They

kept believing that they could

win," said head coach Malen

Luke.

"Our offense and defense

stepped up in key situations. The

defense made big plays which

helped cause our offense to bail us

out at the end. It was a good team

effort," said inside linebacker

Tom Gaydosz.

Leading the Golden Eagles

offense was Adam Almashy.

Almashy completed 11 passes for

177 yards. Almashy also ran the

ball fifteen times for 67 yards and

three touchdowns, including the

game winner with 46 seconds left

in the game. Fullback Tab Musser

had 17 carries for 82 yards and

two touchdowns. Mike McCuUum

had four catches for 1 04 yards.

The Golden Eagle offense gen-

erated 422 total yards, 245 yards

coming on the ground.

The defense was led by

Roosevelt Benjamin who had ten

tackles and one breakup. Tom

Pore had two sacks and George

O'Brien had one sack on

California quarterback Joe

Signorella. Kervin Charles and

Bill Burns had eight tackles.

Dennis Yu and Chris Blodgett

each recovered a fumble.

California started the scoring by

taking their first possession 83

yards in 16 plays taking 7:29 off

the clock. The drive was triggered

when Signorella ran the ball 39

yards on a third and seventeen

play down to the Clarion five yard

line. The Golden Eagle defense

and penalties put the Vulcan on

the 15. Three plays later Clarion

hurt themselves with a pass inter-

ference call which put the ball

back on the three, giving the

Vulcans first and goal.

Two plays later Wesley Gates

ran the ball in to give Cal a 7-0

lead.

Clarion evened the score on the

ensuing possession. On the final

play of the first quarter, Demetric

Gardner ran for 13 yards on a

fourth and one to keep the drive

alive. Three plays later Musser ran

the ball into the end zone to tie the

game at 7-7.

California was forced to punt on

their next possession, but when

Clarion fumbled the punt, the

Vulcans recovered to keep the

drive alive. Gates set up the

Vulcan touchdown with his 20

yard run down to the two yard

line. On the next play Scott

Schrenker ran the ball in to give

Gala 14-7 lead.

The Golden Eagles would

immediately answer. A personal

foul by the Vulcans and a 25 yard

pass from Almashy to Pore were

the big plays on the drive.

Almashy capped the drive off with

a four yard run to cut the Cal lead

to 14-13 after the missed extra

point. This would be the score

heading into halftime.

After an interception on

Clarion's first possession of the

second half, the Vulcans were in

business at the Golden Eagle 35.

Gates would eventually score

from four yards out to give Cal a

21-13 lead. Gates had four carries

for 30 yards on the drive.

On the first play of the Vulcans'

next possession, Tom Pore sacked

Signorella and caused him to fum-

ble which was recovered by

Blodgett. The Golden Eagles

started from th© Cal 22 and four

plays later Almashy scored from

the one yard line to cut the Cal

lead to 21-19 heading into the

fourth quarter after the two point

conversion attempt failed.

Clarion would take the lead on

their next possession. Robert

Walker had a 49 yard run to set up

the touchdown. Musser would fin-

ish the drive with a one yard run to

give the Golden Eagles their first

lead of the game, 25-21, after

another missed two point conver-

sion attempt.

California was quick in answer-

ing. A short kickoff and a 21 yard

return gave Cal great field posi-

tion at their own 44. During the

drive the Vulcans caught a break

when the ball was stripped from

Signorella by Andre Williams, but

Cal recovered. Signorella would

later score on a 1 5 yard scamper to

give Cal the lead back 28-25.

On Gal's next possession they

drove the ball down to the Golden

Eagle five yard line. On third

down the ball was stripped from

Gates by Doug Diegelman and the

ball was recovered by Yu to keep

Clarion's hopes alive.

"This was a huge play. If Doug

doesn't make this play we may

not have the opportunity to win

this game," said Luke.

On Clarion's second play of the

drive Almashy hit McCullum for a

big gain of 75 yards down to the

Cal 16.

"Mike was able to make a move

down the sideline to pick up extra

yardage. This was a big play,"

added Luke.

Almashy capped the drive off

with under a minute to play with a

two yard run giving Clarion a 32-

28 victory over Cal.

"People don't understand how

important the extra point is in this

situation. U caused the Vulcans to

score a touchdown in«^*°"J ^^ ^

field goal." oouimented Luke.

Clarion hopes to continue their

winning ways when they host

Edinboro this week. The game is a

PSAC-West showdown and will

serve as Clarion's Homecoming

since this is the annual Autumn

Leaf Festival week. Kickoff is

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call!

Clarion's Tab Musser makes a stop in Clarion's game against

Shippensburg. Clarion hosts Edinboro in the Golden Eagles

homecoming game Saturday at 2 p.m.

scheduled for 2 p.m. at Memorial backers.

Stadium. Free safety Roosevelt Benjamin

Edinboro comes into the game leads the secondary. Benjamin

with a 2-4 record and are 1-2 in leads the team with 47 tackles and

the PSAC-West conference. one interception. Kavon Ford,

Clarion's offense is averaging Steve Devennie, Myron Hargon,

30.3 points and 380.3 yards per Kervin Charles and Jhermel Goss

game. The running game is aver- complete the secondary,

aging 202 yards per game. Clarion "Edinboro has a tremendous

is number four in PSAC in scoring running back. He may arguably be

offense and number three in total the best in the league," said Luke.

offense. They are ranked number

five in passing.

Clarion's defense is led up front

by Troy Bowers. Bowers h3<:
'^•''

tributed 22 tarH--' '^ ^^ ^^^"^

locco., and six sacks. Bill Bums

joins Bowers up front. Bums has

18 tackles this season. Doug

Diegelman, George O'Brien,

Andre Williams and Erik

Williams complete the line.

Travis Dock and Scott McGrady

lead the linebacking core with 23 game the Golden Eagles won 33-

tackles each. Kevin Platz, Shaun 30.

Saad, Tom Pore, Tom Gaydosz — —
, „, „ ^

and Dennis Yu round out the line- See Tootbail Page 19

Bernard Henry lead the Scof<^

rushing attack. H^ - "veragmg

ajmoc^ ^^^ yards per game which

IS number two in the PSAC. He is

averaging 7.1 yards per carry. He

had a 200 yard effort earlier in the

season.

Clarion leads the series between

the two squads 36-32-2. Edinboro

defeated Clarion last year 30-29

on a late touchdown. Two years

ago in Clarion's homecoming

•www.theclarioncall.com'

Inside Clarion's Cross

Country season

continues at Lehigh,

See Page 18.

Test your sports trivia,

and find out the

answer to last week's

question.

See Page 18.

Clarion wins Holiday

Inn/Clarion Classic

tournament,

See Page 19.

Barbell club hosts

Bench-a-Thon for

Toys-for-Tots,

See Page 19.
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Cross Country

Cross Country team battles for top stand-

ing at Lehigh Cross Country Invitational
By Andrea Borek

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The mens and womens Cross Country

teams decided to mix things up last week chal-

lengmg Division 1 teams at the Lehigh

Invitatit)nal. Competition in this meet proved

fierce for the Golden Eagles who raced against

some of the most athletically proclaimed

schools in the nation.

The women's team finished 27th out of 34

teams while the men finished 33rd out of 36

teams. The Golden Eagle runners faced tough

competitors during this invitational, some who

rank among the top athletes along the eastern

coast.

The Villanova womens cross country team

took home the gold for the meet with four run-

ners placing in the top ten. A total of 231

women competed in the invitational.

On the mens side, 246 runners battled for the

first place title. Michigan State made the best

showing with three men finishing in the top

ten.

The Golden Fiagles also left a profround

impression at the invitational with two women

placing in the top 100. Clarion's top two

women, Kelly Null and freshman Jen Boerner,

crossed the finish line 74th and 77th overall.

Other CU runners who gave strong sht)wings

include freshman Alison Borek (179th), Jamie

Decker (187th), junior Wendy Kengor (194th),

freshman Katy Szafran (214th) and junior

Andrea Borek (215th).

The womens team will travel to Gettysburg

in two weeks where they hope to claim a vic-

tory. Helping the team accomplish this goal

will be Brandy Colley who missed the Lehigh

Inviational due to illness.

The mens team featured a young lineup

including three freshman in their top seven.

Due to the closeness in finishing time, the

men's team continuously switches the line up

to keep all of the athletes on their toes and

working hard.

Junior Ean King finished first for the Golden

Eagles crossing the finish line in 151st place.

Other CU runners following right behind his

footsteps were; A.J. Mayernik (184th), junior

Matt Mastarone (194th), freshman Dave

Duriancik (195th), sophomore Gerry Smith

(207th), freshman Joe McDaniel (218th) and

Colin McGlone (223rd).

Both teams hope to continue with strong

showings throughout the remainder of the .sea-

son. Working with such young teams only

leaves room for improvement and that will

come with experience.

.

Sports

Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question was
Emmit Smith
of the Dallas

Cowboys.
This weel<'s

question is

what year
did Three
Rivers
Stadium
open in

Pittsburgh?
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IMTDA Ml IDA I lil^lA/Q
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation & Fitness Director / Recreation Center phone: 393^1^67

UPCOMING EVENTS
IN-LINE HOCKEY
1 ON 1 BASKETBALL
INDOOR SOCCER
HORSESHOES
3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
CLOSEST TO THE PIN
RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT

FLAG £Ui;>Tc*ALL STANDINGS
TOP TEN

NC Wo fpack

The Camel Toes 4-1

Buck Rogers
Sig Tau B ue
Theta X

4-1

4-1

3-0

Sig Pi Purple

Gfeenvllle Dirty Dogs
Deez Nuts

3^1

2-2

Longba Iz

80CCE
2-2

2-2

VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS
Co-Rec Division:

The Beavers 4-0

The Gin & Tonics!! 4-0

Cattiewhhampus 2-0

Set to Kill 3-1

*mtramurals.com
Check soheduies. daHy results, and

register or\-\me at intramurals com!!!!

RECREATION CENTER
One Year

Anniversary Ceiebration!!

Join our staff on Friday, October 13 in

celebrating the first year of operation

of the student recreation center. The
festivities are scheduled for 2 - 6 pm
on Friday, and includes a special gift

for the first 100 patrons, door prizes,

snacks : and special contests!

Ai«n featured the entire
weekena »» free admission for all

alumni, family ana in^nds!

Hours for A.L.R week-end only are .

Friday -1

3

6:00 am - 11 ;00 pm
Saturday~1 4 4:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Sunday -15 1 :00 pm - 11 :00 pm

Party, Party, Party, PartyJ>9rty,

NET NIGHT.. .M, W, F, 5:00-7:00 pm
Our newest addition to recreation

programming is called 'Net Tslighr, This fs

a time when one or two courts will be

reserved for students that want to

participate In one of three net sports.

This is ti^e schedule;

Monday open rec TENNIS
Wednesday open rec VOLLEYBALL

Friday open fee BADMINTON

OUTDOOR SECTtON
PAINTBALL TOURNAMENT
Sunday, October 22 iS slated for the fais

paintbali trip to Briar Hilj Paintball, The price

for this trsp Is $10 for students, which

includes your field fee, equipment rental

200 rounds of paint. Co2, transportation and

lunch. What a deal! Sign-up at the

Recreation Center front desk.

PAINTBALL CLUB
NOW FORMING!

The first meeting is scheduled for

Tuesday. 10/17/00 at 9:00 pm.

Meetings will be In Gemmell 246. No
prior experience is necessary. Just a
desire to h^ve some fun! Come and
check it out!

FITNESS CORNER
Clarion Barbell Club is sponsoring

Toys-For-Tots
Benchathon

Contest held Dec. 7 at 6:00 pm. Pick-

up your registration now and start

getting sponsors to raise money for

this great cause. Prizes' will be
av^ar6e6 to the two top male lifters., the

top female Hfter and the person that

raises the most money. Also, all litters

are eligible to win a shirt, based on the

amount ol money you raise.

Womens Volleyball

Clarion spikers win Holiday

Inn/Clarion Classic Tournament
Courtesy of Sports Editor

The Clarion womens volley-

ball team won the Holiday

Inn/Clarion Classic Volleyball

Tournament on Oct. 6 and 7.

The Golden Eagles went 3-1

in pool play with victories

over Southampton (3-0) and

Millersville (3-1) Friday

night, and a win over Sheperd

(3-2) Saturday morning.

Clarion then lost to East

Stroudsburg (1-3) in the final

pool play match Saturday

morning, but still finished tied

for first in pool play with East

Stroudsburg with a 3-1 record.

The two teams faced off in

the championship game
Saturday night, and this time

Clarion was victorious in get-

tins a 3-1 win. The Golden

Eagles won 15-5, 6-15, 15-7,

15-7.

In the final game, Melanie

Bull paced the Golden Eagles

,
getting 19 kills and 13 digs,

while Alissa McKinley had 16

kills and 16 digs.

Beth Stadler added 15 kills

and six blocks.

Jessica Canfield had seven

kills and eight blocks, Jackie

Hill set the offense with 51 set

assists.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Two Clarion spikers compete in a game at Clarion University's

Tippin Gymnasium. Thie Golden Eagles won ttie Holiday

Inn/Clarion Classic tournament held this weekend at Tippin.

The Golden Eagles defeated East Stroudsburg in the champi-
onship game.

Hill now has 1,034 sets this

season, fourth best in a single

season in Clarion history.

Hill was named the PSAC-
West Player of the Week for

the week ending Oct. 7.

Hill had 283 set assists dur-

ing the Golden Eagles six

matches during week averag-

ing 47.2 sets per match.

During the tournament held

this weekend Hill recorded 62

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

A Clarion Golden Eagle goes up for the kill in their game
against Edinboto. The Golden Eagles freshmen Jackie Hill,

,

won PSAC Player of the Week . Hill has added 1034 setting

assists this season for the Golden Eagles. The team 's next

game is Friday Oct. 13.

set assists against Sheperd on Saturday,

then 62 more against East Hill also added 57 digs dur-

Stroudsburg in pool play, and ing the week including 11 in a

then she added 51 against East loss to Lock Haven Tuesday

Stroudsburg in the champi- and 10 in the win over

onships. All games were held Millersville Friday.

Footballl Clarion defeats California, and prepares for their

homecoming game against Edinboro, from Page 17.

Lou Tepper has Division I experience after being a defensive

coordinator at Louisiana State University and was head coach of

Illinois State University.

"We need to stay focused and not be distracted by homecoming

and all of the ALF festivities," said Andy Pore.

"If our offense keeps putting points on the board we have a

chance to win," added Gaydosz.

The game begins at 2 p.m. at Clarion's Memorial Stadium.

lilNN
Monday

5:00pni - 9:00pm
20(t Wings eat in

25<t Take out

$5.50 all you can eat

:. "T,

Wednesday
6:00pm and on

25(t Slice pepperoni pizza

or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

l^fiVIATION: 226-7200

STNITE SPOT
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Seminoles
Courtesy of TMS Campus

Florida State senior center Jarad Moon
gives the Seminoles less than 48 hours to

lick their wounds.

'We can hang our heads today and

Sunday." he said late Saturday afternoon,

slumped forward on a bench in the gloom

of a wrenching 27-24 defeat in the Orange

Bowl.

"But when Monday afternoon comes,

we've got to get ready for the next game."

Poor Duke. Chris Weinke, who led a

comeback for the history books only to

have University of Miami quarterback Ken

Dorsey trump it, said the Seminoles will

take the "only" approach they can for the

balance of the season.

"if someone told us we had no chance of

being in the national championship game,

yeah, that's tough," said Weinke, who
passed for 496 yards and three touchdowns

but with two damaging interceptions. "But

that's not the case."

The Seminoles, who had not lost with

Weinke at the controls since Sept. 12, 1998,

know they will need help. As Moon put it,

"The ball's not in our court."

FSU coach Bobby Bowden took some
solace in the rebound from a 1 7-0 halftime

grave to a 24-20 advantage that lasted all of

51 seconds on the game clock. Of the bal-

ance of the season, he made the same point

as Moon.

"It makes us dependent on other (teams),"

he said of the Seminoles' fall to 5-1 and a

No. 7 ranking in the Associated Press poll.

"But we've been there before and won it

under those circumstances." And lost it

under those circumstances, for that matter.

In 1993, after a 3 1-24 loss at Notre Dame,

FSU regained hope only a week later when

Boston College dumped the Irish on their

home field. Those Charlie Ward-led

Seminoles won the rest of their games and

claimed No. 1 with an 18-16 escape from

previously unbeaten Nebraska in the

Orange Bowl.

Two years ago FSU needed for two of

three teams, UCLA (at Miami), Kansas

State (in the Big 12 title game against Texas

A&M) and Tennessee (in the SEC title

game against Mississippi State) to lose and

leave a vacancy in the Fiesta Bowl. UCLA
and Kansas State lost; the Vols beat

Mississippi State and then edged FSU, 23-

16, in the Fiesta.

"I wouldn't be surprised," Bowden rea-

soned, "if a team with one loss plays for the

national championship." He didn't sound

like a man grasping at straws.

In fact, in an extraordinary season of sur-

prises, Bowden amended that "both" teams

in college foolball's climactic showdown
Jan. 4, 2001, in Pro Player Stadium might

well arrive with a blemish.

The Seminoles have two significant

opportunities to reinstate back-to-back title

hopes: Home against No. 5 Clemson on

Nov. 4 and home against No. 10 Florida on

Nov. 18. "We'd be crazy to give up,"

Bowden said.

Clemson lingers among only seven

remaining unbeatens. Of the others. Big 12

powers Nebraska, Kansas State and

Oklahoma play a round-robin among them-

selves, Virginia Tech must play Miami in

the Orange Bowl, Ohio State runs a Big 10

gantlet down the stretch, and Texas

Christian is unlikely to climb much higher

than a 1998 Tulane or 1999 Marshall with

its cotton-candy schedule.

If he had observed from a perch of neu-

trality, Bowden said Sunday, he would have

viewed Saturday's 44th meeting of UM and

FSU as "one of the greatest games I ever

saw." Instead, of course, he viewed it as a

critical blow but not yet fatal to title hopes.

He conceded that fourth-down gambles in

the first half reflected weakness. "When
you've got doubts in your kicking, you

sometimes make unwise decisions," he

said.

Even so. he added, the Seminoles, who
outgained the Hurricanes by more than 100

yards, were "just a step away all day."

A half-dozen times a Seminole back or

receiver was hogtied or belted out of

bounds by the last Hurricane defender with

a .shot. But, Bowden said admiringK, "(The

Hurricanes) were realK an alert football

team."

Even so, FSU had Matt Munyon's 49-

yard field goal attempt for a tie and over-

time, and he didn't miss by much.

Bowden said he will continue to analyze

the kicking game. Munyon will continue

attempting long-range kicks, Bowden said.

However, he could turn to either Chance

Gwaltney or Bret Cimorelli on short

"gimmes" like the 23-yarder Munyon
yanked badly early in the fourth quarter.

Stepping out: Pat Knight gets fresh start in Akron
Courtesy of TMS Campus

Pat Knight has moved on. The

son of former Indiana basketball

coach Bob Knight is now a part of

the University of Akron family,

recentiv hired as an assistant

coach under Dan Hipsher.

As Pat Knight, 30, begins to set-

tle into his new office inside

James A. Rhodes Arena, he real-

izes how fortunate he is to land

this job.

"I've talked to a bunch of my

friends in coaching and they

couldn't believe that I lucked out

like I did, especially getting with a

program like Akron in the Mid-

American Conference," he told

the Akron Beacon Journal.

"It's a very competitive confer-
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ence with outstanding players and

I'm very happy for the opportuni-

ty."

Prior to being named an assistant

coach, Knight had ties to the

Akron program. He has been

friends with Zips assistant coach

Brian Donoher since childhood

and when former Akron assistant

coach Saint Crawford recently

accepted a coaching position at

Wayne State, Donoher felt he

knew a perfect candidate for the

vacancy.

"I've known Pat a very long

time and I just felt that he would

fit in nicely with Coach Hipsher's

coaching philosophy," Donoher

said.

From 1991-95, Knight played

for his father at Indiana. He was

an administrative assistant and

scout for the NBA's Phoenix Suns

in 1996 and an assistant coach

with the CBA's Connecticut Pride

in 1997 before spending the past

two seasons as an assistant at

Indiana.

"I know Pat is very excited to be

here but on the reverse side, he

really filled a need for us,"

Hipsher said. "He's a guy who

knows the game. He know^ all

about man-to-man defense and

motion offense so we really won't

go through a training period with

him. We're happy to have him."

"I was prepared to sit out a year

from coaching and pretty much

watch high school kids and get

prepared for where'd I'd go next,"

Knight said. "So when I heard

about the opening and got the Job,

I' felt fortunate."

Maybe Akron is the last place

Knight thought he'd be coaching.

Not that he has anything against

the city or the university but had

his father not been fired in

September for violating Indiana's

"zero tolerance'" policy it set in

May, Knight probably wouldn't

be here.

Although Pat Knight is ready to

write a new chapter in his coach-

ing career, he can't help but criti-

cize Indiana president Myles

Brand and athletic director

Clarence Doninger for the way his

father was let go.

"Ever since they put that (zero

tolerance policy) into effect, we
knew that someone would try to

do something to my dad to gc(

him Ilred." he said. "I think they

had it in for him."

But now, all of that Indiana his-

tory is behind Pat Knight and

what he wants is a new start.

All Pat Knight wants is his own
identity and right now. he's choos-

ing to establish it with the Akron

Zips.

HE ClARI
October 19; 2000 The first draft of Clarion University history

A-L-F

VOLUME 85, ISSUE 6

Above; Adam Almashy scrambles against the Edinboro defense. Top rigt)t; Spectators gattier
around ttie 1001 nigtits ride awaiting ttie ALF parade. Bottom rigtit; Homecoming king Bllljsbir

and queen Kristie Best were tionored during tialftime.

Autumn Leaf Festival complete
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Ekjito^^^^

The 47th annual Autumn Leaf

Festival is in the books, nie
weeklong festival was topped off

with a weekend of festivities.

Weekend festivities included the

annual ALF parade down Main

Street, culminating at Memorial

Stadium.

The parade Saturday featured

floats from various groups and

organizations throughout the

community and university.

Kappa Delta Rho and Zeta Tau

Alpha took home first place

honors for their float

demonstrating the theme of "20

centuries of Autumn."

Sigma Sigma Sigma and Theta

Chi took home second place

honors with Sigma Tau Gamma
taking the bronze.

Kyle Kathcart, a sophomore

state wrestling champ, the nine

and ten-year-old little league all-

stars and the Clarion Area High

School track team were Grand

Marshalls for the parade.

The parade lasting more than

two hours was the largest in the

history of ALF.

The parade featured a 163 entries

including clowns, floats, CU
homecoming court Miss Junior

team ALF and other surrounding

community

members and groups.

"It was a great week. Everything

went smoothly and the weather

cooperated," said Karen Pope

Director of the Chamber of

Commerce and ALF Coordiantor.

Saturday was a day to shine for

CU students at Memorial

Stadium.

The festivities continued at the

stadium as the Golden Eagles

football team squared off against

Edinboro.

Clarion University homecoming

king and queen were honored at

halftime of the game.

Kristie Best, and Bill Isbir were

crowned 2000 king and queen.

Best and Isbir were actually

crowned Thurday at a pep rally in

Tippin Gymnasium.

Best, a senior marketing major

was sponsored by Delta Phi

Epsilon Sorority and Bill Isbir a

senior secondary education/ social

studies major was

sponsored by the students of

Clarion University.

Clarion University football

celebrated in style winning 7-0

over the Edinboro Fighting Scots.

The win moved the Golden Eagle

record to 4-3 and 2-1 in the PSAC
West.
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Ihe Tastes of

Autumi Leaf

Once again, ALF has come and gone. So instead of

pouting, we compiled our thoughts on the past week.

Possibly the best feature of ALF is the food. So, we took

the time to put together our top 10 list of foods. (Yours

may be slightly different.)

10. Cheese Fries- this huge basket was worth every bite.

9. Funnel Cake- as long as you didn't inhale as you

were consuming the powdered sugar, we are sure you

enjoyed these.

8. Tex Mex- spicy, but definitely tasty.

7. Lemonade- nowhere but ALF can you get a cup of

nothing but sugar and lemons and have it taste great.

6. Cinnamon Rolls- pecans, vanilla and maple OH MY!

5. Pepperoni/Stromboli Rolls- huge and greasy, but

worth every last bite.

4. Poorman's Carmel Apple- not everything is worth

brain freeze and sticky teeth, but this definitely is!

3. Vinny's Buck-a-Slice- even though it is right up

town...it's A DOLLAR!
2. Gyro's- this booth was definitely worth a second stop.

And the number one booth at ALF...

1. The Lube- being that messy after a meal is worth it for

those wings.

Also ALF would not be the same without the games and

rides.

However.. .$2.00 for the duckpond!! Come on people,

these are college students. They probably had a problem

parting with a quarter as they walked over to that booth.

Seeing the $2.00 might have given someone a heart

attack.

Okay, and whose idea was it to place the rides in the

middle of all the food booths? What's worse is that they

are "drop my stomach to my knees" rides.

People down below probably really appreciated it when

some kid finally lost his lunch, snack, AND dessert.

YOUR VIEWS
Dear Editor:

I appreciate your having

published my letter and having

responded to it. I do, however,

want to mention two things.

First of all, I can't argue with you

over whether your article was

objective or not since I don't

believe you would believe

anything I could say in that

regard. I do suggest, however,

that if you apply for a position at a

newspaper, you send them a copy

of your article as a sample of your

writing. Whatever the response

maybe will bear testimony either

to your or my opinion.

As regards to my going off on a

tangent. I would like to point out

that there is a difference between a

tangent and an analogy.

Reminding you that

fundamentalist religious fervor

and unquestioning belief in one's

own religous point of view led to

the bloodshed of the Reformation

(not to mention the Inquistion)

and that the same fervor and belief

is producing the same effect in

much of Latin America is not a

tangent. It is an analogy.

As far as going on a mission is

concerned, I understand fully the

desire of people to help other

people; it is why I am a teacher.

But before going to a country to

change people in any way, it

would be a good idea to know

where you are going and what you

are doing. 20,000 or more

Guatemala Mayan Indians are

dead today, and part of the reason

is that they didn't belong to the

right religion. What would Christ

do in the face of those

figures, I wonder?

Sincerely,

Vincent Spina

Chair of Modern Languages

Dear Editor:

I am writing to express my
deep concerns with some of the

inaccuracies in Dr. Vincent

Spina's letter to the editor which

dealt with the front page article

in the Oct. 5, 2000 issue of the

paper.

Let me begin with the fact that

I understand that everyone has a

different opinion of what

Christianity is. So why is it

wrong for someone to want to

share with someone else their

views on Chrisitianity while

helping them at the same time?

If that person or group begins to

believe what you believe then

where is the harm?

When I went to Mexico in

1996, it was rule that we were in

no way allowed to badger anyone

to be converted. We were to

build a house for a small family

and by our actions minister to

them. The family understood

that we were allowing God to use

us to help them. Since these peo-

ple were of Mexican descent they

of course, were Catholic, but by

tradition only. The majority of

the people in the village did not

actually practice their religon.

Since Dr. Spina pointed out

that Catholics are Christians and

I agree with that fact

wholeheartedly, I would just like

to remind you of my initial point

that everyone has a different idea

of what Chrisitianity is. So when

someone of a protestant religon

goes on a mission, it is simply to

minister their views to someone

with opposite or slightly different

views, whether the people they

are ministering to believe in

Jesus or Quetzlecoatal.

In no way was the article

intended to discourage people of

other religons from practicing

what they believe to be right.

Also, since the article was based

on interviews, the people being

interviewed are allowed to say

what they feel is the truth. The

reporter, who in this case was

Editor-in-Chief, J.P. Kenney, is at

liberty to print as he sees fit

from the interview. I am

confused as to why Dr. Spina

would say that Kenney was -

not objective in the article

because he did not express his

opinion's (Incidently, J.P.

Kenney is Catholic.) No rules of

newswriting were broken unless

there is a rule that says you can't

report the facts.

As far as the Protestant

Reformation is concerned, it was

to my knowledge that the

Reformation came about after

Martin Luther posted his 95

Thesis on a Castle church in

Wittenburg. His intentions were

to start an academic debate.

I believe he also was referring

to the crusades when he said, " a

blood bath of this magnitude...

committed in his name." I can't

believe that God rejoiced in the

violence that took place. At the

same time, only God can know

the hearts and intentions of the

people involved. So let me sug-

gest that we let God be the judge

in all circumstances.

On a final note, I am appalled

and disappointed that the Chair

of Modern Languages would

advise students not to attend

mission trips.

I agree that one should not

badger to convert people,

however there is still the fact that

you would have the opportunity

to humble yourself and help

See 'Letter to Editor^ Page
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Opinion
orror of it

'If you live in a

neighborhood like mine,

there was always one

house that was scarier

than ail the rest'*

Hide Park

Deanna Raulston

As we move deeper into the

semester Clarion University stu-

dents are getting caught up in the

timeless routine of academe:

interminable classes, boring

organizational meetings, and

impossible exams. These tasks

begin to take a toll on our sanity.

so we look forward to an upcom-

ing event or holiday as an escape.

With another Autumn Leaf

Festival gone, the next "bright

spot" on the list is Halloween.

To some people, Halloween is

not a real holiday; it is only a

time to bomb houses with rotten

eggs, soap car windows or T.P.

front yards. To those of us who
are still young at heart,

Halloween remains a thrill.

Memories of Halloween's past

still strike fear (and humiliation)

in us.

Halloween, originally called

"Halloween's Eve", arrives every

October 31st. It is a time when

leaves are changing from a bril-

liant green to duller shades of

orange and brown. The weather,

once hot and humid, has become

cold and biting. But come

October 31st, this disheartening

weather adds to the eerie

ambiance of the occasion.

This ambiance is one of horror

and peril. Jack 0-Lanterns with

glowing eyes and toothless

smiles are perched in every win-

dow, leering out at the world.

Luminaries line usually darkened

sidewalks inviting children brave

enough to approach. Skeletons,

witches, and cobwebs cover

porches to send chills up the

spines of the innocent.

See ^Raulston' Page 5

^*You really get a sense of what ALF is all about when you have alumni

come back/'

J.P. Kenney, Editor-in-Chief

Alf is what college is all about!

Friday evening will probably be

a night I will never forget.

It was unforgettable because I

saw what ALF was all about. I

wasn't trying to do anything out

of the ordinary I was just simply

taking in the sights and sounds.

It was around six o'clock and

crowds were still filtering around

looking at the things for sale

along Main Street.

Most were students with their

families, while others were locals

just enjoying another ALF
weekend. It was something you

don't see every day, especially in

Clarion.

While others looked for a

bargain or memento with which

to remember ALF, others had

managed to make their way down
toward the food stands.

I walked by and just inhaled

the smell, a smell that would be

hard to put into words.

I looked to my right and saw

that the rides were in full swing.

Kids were laughing and smiling,

looking like they were having the

time of their lives.

But that was not the reason why
I thought ALF was so memo-
rable.

I got to my destination and saw

that my best friends from the last

four years of college were

huddled around a table just

having a good time socializing.

I looked around the table, and I

saw some friends I had not seen

in awhile.

Some of them looked older,

wiser, richer and yes even a little

bigger.

You really get a sense of what

ALF is all about when you have

Editorial
alumni come back. It brings

back all the fond memories

you've had with them when they

were here at Clarion.

The strange thing is that when

you look at them— you see how
they influenced you.

Whether its a great deal or very

little, they all had some type of

affect.

As I looked around, I could just

see how they have affected me in

positive ways.

Each one of them had told me
something that I still carry with

me today.

I guess that the moral of the

story is that your college friends

do stay with you longer than high

school friends.

When next Fall rolls around, I

am going to make an all around

effort to make it back and try to

relive some old memories.
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OPINION
Call On You

What did you think about the Warrens "Secrets of the Supernatural" ?

by: liz Potter

Jresfiman,

%[ementartf %d

"Very interesting, certain

parts gave me the

creeps."

Jl
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Jresfiman-^rt

"Very, very interesting and

informative."

^ames Spencer

freshman-undecided

"I liked it. I thought it was

freaky and cool."

Jennifer 0([un(<i

freshman,

Library Science

"I enjoyed it. It was

something 1 would go see

again."

American Viewers opinion on debate tiiree

Gore vs Bush

USA Today Gallup Poll

Viewers favored Bush by a 2-1 margin

CNN-USA Today Gallup Poll

46% of viewers favored Gore

CBS News Poll

Gore 45%
Bush 41%

Courtesy of IMS Campus

Student thanks WCUC and Eagle Apartments for free rent

Dear Editor:

October 18,2000

I am writing to publicly thank the campus radio-station (WCUC-

FM) and Jay Kumar (the owner-manager of Eagle Park Apartments)

for sponsoring the "Why-I-Deserve-A-Semester-of-Free-Rent" con-

test, during this past Spring semester. I want to thank WCUC for

choosing my entry, and to thank Eagle Park (Jay) for providing me

with free rent for a semester.

I had never been to Eagle Park, prior to winning the contest,

and didn't really expect more than a minimal living-space. Boy, was

I surprised! First, Eagle Park is so close to campus that I wouldn't

even need transportation (I commuted 330 miles per week last

Spring... that's why they picked my entry). Second, there's plenty of

parking, if I wanted to have a vehicle here. And third. Eagle Park is

much more than just a living-space...

Yes, I got a very nice furnished dorm room, with a large fridge

and a microwave, and plenty of storage space. But Eagle Park has so

much more: A kitchen and study lounge on all three floors (2nd

floor, women; 3rd, co-eds; and 4th, males); a weight-room (12 sta-

tions, all-new weights); an exercise-room, adjacent to the laundry

(the laundry facilities are all new, too); a TV lounge with pool table

and pin-ball; a nice computer lab, all on-line; and an indoor bike-

storage area... all included in the rent. On top of all that, there's a

large restaurant area, with a small store for "essentials", and a juke-

box and big-screen TV (there's a meal-plan available at the restaurant

too). And all of these amenities are within the complex. The com-

plex itself has an extensive security system, and a night security

guard... a safe place to live.

Another thing that surprised me was how affordable the place

is, and having been at Eagle Park for a while now how decent the

residents are. Maybe it's because the owner manager runs such a

"class act" off-campus dorm, but for some reason the party folks

keep things cool. My room stays quiet enough to study or sleep,

regardless of activity in the halls and open rooms. And it stays clean

here at Eagle Park, all the time. I was also surprised that, even

though it's such a nice place (in such a good location), you don't have

to be rich to live here. And there's even a free "Eagle Park Shuttle

Bus" running to several locations on campus, for almost every class

period!

I was glad when I won the contest. But I become happier

everyday that I live in Eagle Park. I just really want to thank Jay for

being so generous (in giving a semester's free rent to a student-in-

need), and to WCUC for sponsoring the contest and choosing my

entry. Eagle Park is so much more than what I expected. Thank you.

thank you, thank you!

Sincerely,

David R. Irwin

Resident, Eagle Park

Junior, Soc/Psych major

Bush and Gore

jockeying for

Pa's 23

electoral votes

The contest for Pennsylvania's

23 electoral votes has become

close again. Gore is ahead by

four or five points in the most

recent polls, but there are

conflicting private polls that

show it to be a toss up. Even

though he was passed over for

Dick Cheney, Governor Tom
Ridge is putting his own

popularity on the line and going

full out to help Bush.

The target groups are

independents (about 20 percent

of the state's electorate) and con-

servative, blue-collar Catholic

voters in western Pennsylvania.

They were "Reagan Democrats"

in the 1980s but came back to

vote for Clinton in 1992 and '96.

To carry the state, the Democrats

need a huge margin in

Philadelphia to overcome

Republican power in the central

and southeastern parts of the

state. Western Pennsylvania is

the swing region that often deter-

mines the winner.

*HAL BRUNO'S STATE BY
STATE ELECTORAL VOTE
ANALYSIS*
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OPINION
JobTrak
BASIS FOR NEGOTIATION

Q. I have found a first job that I am very excited about, however my
future employer is offering me less than the industry average. If I

were to negotiate, what would constitute the basis of my negotiation?

1 could say that I graduated from a top school, but my grades are

poor. And my past work experience isn't directly relevant. I think I

sold them on my ability and enthusiasm for learning. So, how should

I go about this? - Monica

A There are a number of factors to consider when you're talking

about salary negotiations. Depending on where you live, the current

market rate in that city may very well be lower than the national

average. You also may want to consider that, in these polls, students

with various backgrounds do these salary surveys. Some, like you,

from good schools with lower GPA's, some with relevant internships,

some with great GPA's from "average" schools and some with good

GPA's, relevant intern experience, and attendance at an Ivy League

school. These surveys also consider the salaries offered to entry-level

candidates that will be working 80+ hour weeks and traveling 100%
of the time. It runs the entire gamut.

The point is, don't give up a great job opportunity just because some-

one you know got an offer that's higher than yours. I would take a

look at all of the other benefits you'll receive from this job. Think

about what it is that has you so excited in the first place. If you've

"sold them on (your) ability and enthusiasm for learning," perhaps

you should negotiate for a 6-month review with a salary review

included. That way, you will have the opportunity to show them

rather than just tell them what a wonderful worker you are. That

should give you whatever leveraging power you need to negotiate a

higher salary.

Laura Jordan

Recruiter

Emerald Solutions

RELOCATION
Q. If a company is asking you to relocate and you have no experi-

ence, what would be the most one could ask for in regards to moving
expenses? -Rebecca

A. Companies typically offer relocation expenses, including costs for

the move itself. Other perks could be provided depending on whether

a shortage for your skills exist or not. I would directly talk to my
supervisor, if I were in your shoes, and explore which items are being

paid by the company and which are not. But then again, it may be

worth exploring first what the company policy is on this issue prior to

such conversation.

Chris Liban

Senior Environmental Engineer

ThermoRetec Corporation

STILL WAITING
Q. I want to start my own company, but I am not sure where to start.

What do you suggest? -Tony

A. Try the Small Business Bureau as well as American Express, who
has a small Business division. I would also suggest the following to

get started. Go to a bank and ask what will be needed to take out a

business loan, see who will be silent and vocal partners and have a

product people really want to buy or need to use.

Daria Mauro

Sr. Human Resource Manager Marriot

RaulstonI ALF ends, Halloween is next from Page 3.

To top it all off, a full harvest Would I ever learn? I never got

moon rises overhead, watching the blow pop, anyway?

and laughing at those who are Other houses were less

guided by it. As a child I frightening, but many brought

remember being petrified at such nothing but humiliation. I don't

a scenario. know which is worse.

But my curiosity and sweet One year when I was eight years

tooth would get the best of me, old, I spent hours putting my
and I would hit the streets, not

long after dark, pillowcase in

hand. Many times I would be

frightened to set foot near any

house that looked slightly suspi-

cious, and I had doubts that I

would receive a treat, instead of a

trick.

If you lived in a neighborhood

costume together.

I covered my face with blue

paint and slipped in the furry blue

costume that my mother had

slaved over for weeks.

At the same time my sister

struggled into a big round orange

suit, also compliments of my
creative mom. Finally we looked

.^ ^M^^^^
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like mine, there was always one perfect.

house that was scarier than all the

rest. Just the sight of it made all

of us want to give up trick-or-

treating forever.

It was the one, set back from the

road with evil blue lights in the

windows, and strange music

piping from inside.

As we hit the streets, we knew

our costumes were better than

other kids'.

First, we looked for the house

we thought would have the best

candy. Locating our choice, we
marched up the stairs knowing we
would walk away with a Reeses

There was no way I would even Cup or Clark bar.

consider going to this one. A When we knocked on the door,

crummy blow pop just was not a young woman in her mid-

worth risking my life over, but thirties answered,

just as I tought I was going to get She was holding a bowl of

away with being a chicken, my mouth-watering candy. "Trick-or-

friends would catch up to me and Treat," my sister and I chanted in

taunt me until I got up the nerve to unison.

approach the house. Instantly the woman began to

Reluctantly, I would stumble up laugh hysterically. "Don't go
to the door in my costume feeling away kids, I want my husband to

like a cement block was hanging

from my shoulders, my face paint

streaming down my face from

perspiration. I would arrive at the

door and knock lightly.

A horrid man would open it

wearing only a hockey mask
stained with blood and a brown

wool sweater to match.

He would stand over me and say

Not knowing what else to do, I

grabbed a piece of candy from the

bowl and ran down the street in

tears. When I got to the corner I

noticed an Almond Joy in my
hand. Is that all I got? I hate

Almond Joy's! For the

humiliation I went through I could

have at least gotten a Tootsie Roll

or a lousy popcorn ball.

Now that my trick-or-treat days

are over, and my Smurf costume

is collecting dustballs in the

closet, I would be lying if I did not

admit that I miss the excitement

(good and bad) of Halloween.

The horror and humiliation were

all part of growing up.

To this day I still have cobwebs

on my porch and carve pumpkins

to set on my windowstill. Instead

of begging for candy myself, I buy

it and hand it out to other

children in hopes of giving them

as much excitement as I got. And
'yes', I even buy an Almond Joy

to satisfy my sweet tooth.

This article was published in the
see your costumes.

My sister and I waited outside
^^'«*»^^ ^5, 1990 edition of The

the door. The woman, still

laughing, returned with her

husband behind her.

She stopped at the door, and said

to her husband, "Look honey.. .It's

the Fruit of the Loom guys!"

Together, Mr. and Mrs. "let's

humiliate the innocent kids"

Clarion Call

Deanna Raulston is a former

Clarion Call News Editor. She
graduated with a bachelor's

degree in Communication

not a word, only breathe like my chimed with laughter.

grandmother who has been

smoking for sixty years.

The chicken in me would take

over, and I would run as far from

the house as I could.

This took place year after year.

Under my blue paint my face

burned with embarrassment.

"What the heck is a 'Fruit of the

Loom guy? Doesn't she know a

smurf and a pumpkin when she

sees them?"

319 Main Street
Clarion Pa 16214
(814) 226-8990

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
BUY OR RENT
MAKEUP
WIGS

ACCESSORIES
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

Letter to Editorl Response
to Dr. Spina from Page 2.

You may have the opportunity

to build a house, give them

clothing, or teach them how to

read. While you are doing that,

you will probably fall in love with

their culture. I know that I did.

Not a day has gone by which I

don't remember the faces of the

people I met there and the

wonderful lessons that I had the

privilege to learn from them. That

trip has been one of the greatest

events of my life.

With deepest regards

Amy Thompson

News Editor, The Clarion Call
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News

Party ends with LCB raid
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

On Oct. 12. the

Pennsylvania Alcohol and

Liquor Control Board

(PALCB) conducted a raid at

RR3 Box 113 on South Fifth

Ave.

The residence is also known
as the 'pickle house' to

Clarion University students.

Twenty-two minors were

cited and arrested for under-

age consumption of alcohol.

The PALCB, who was look-

ing for parties during

Homecoming, raided the

house on Thursday night.

In addition to the underage

arrests, other charges will be

filed for sales of alcohol with-

out a license, and furnishing

alcohol to minors.

"These are misdemeanor

charges that are very serious."

said Rodnee Williams,

District Commander of the

Bureau of Liquor Control

Enforcement.

The minors who were arrest-

ed face fines of up to $300

each.

The criminal misdemeanor

charges could leave those

involved facing fines of up to

$5000 and possibly one year

in jail.

When questioned about the

incident, one member of the

house said, "No comment."

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

On October 12, the PAICB conducted a raid at thie Tickle

House" on Soutti Fifth Avenue.

Scheduling prompts tips for students
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

On Monday Oct. 16, Clarion

University students began schedul-

ing for the Spring 2001 term.

Scheduling is sometimes a hassle

for many students, but there are

some tips to take so that it isn't that

bad.

First, students are urged to see

their advisors before scheduling.

This enables students to be aware

of classes they need and where they

will fit on the check sheet.

The advisor's role is to enable stu-

dent growth and decrease student

withdrawal. Students who see their

advisors before scheduling each

time have less difficulty and frus-

tration.

"Without seeing an advisor before

scheduling, it's like going into the

next semester blind." said Ladonna

Dunlevy, Sociology/Psychology

junior at Clarion. "You could get to

graduation and have unwanted

credits, or end up needing more

than you have." said Dunlevy.

Another step students are urged to

take is to make sure that no holds

are on their account that could pre-

vent them from scheduling on time.

Students can do this a couple ways.

One way is to go to the

Registrar's Office in Carrier to

inquire about a hold.

Another way, is to do it over the

phone using Telephone

Registration (TELREG). To do

this, dial 393-2680 and press 1 to

register. At the prompt, enter the

.social security number and four

digit pin, which is the month and

day of the student's birthdate. Then

press 1 for verification of hold

flags.

If there is a hold, students should

go to the Registrar's Office to get it

taken care of before their assigned

schedule date.

Scheduling may also be easier

now, because first semester fresh-

men are no longer able to schedule

their entire first year of classes dur-

ing summer orientation.

During orientation, freshmen

schedule a full fall term, but are

only allowed to schedule up to

eleven credits for the following

spring.

They now have an advisement

hold placed on their account for the

spring semester. 'They now have

to see their advisor before they fin-

www.thecIanoncail.com

ish scheduling for spring." said

Doug Bills, a member of the

Registrar's Office.

This could now make it easier for

students to schedule lower level

classes that in the past had been

occupied by freshmen.

This will also give the freshmen

an early start on getting used to see-

ing their advisors before

scheduling.

C.U.P. Faculty

member to

take part

in KDKA-TV

panel
Courtesy of University

Relations

Ragan Watson, associate direc-

tor of financial aid at Clarion

University, will be part of a panel

for a KDKA-TV special "College

Bound: Ask the Experts." The

program is scheduled for

Thursday, Oct. 26, at 7:30 p.m.

"This is one series of programs

KDKA has sponsored in this for-

mat," says Watson. "I will be part

of an interactive call-in panel. We
will be available from 5-9 p.m.

Television will join the panel

from 7:30-8 p.m."

The program intends to provide

information regarding the initial

college choices which need to be

made, answer questions from

callers to the show, and establish

an atmosphere to help create a

better informed public. The show

will offer information about col-

lege choices and how to finance

them. Other panelists will come

from other State System of

Higher Education members, and

other public and private colleges

and universities.

The topics intended for discus-

sion include: How do I determine

the best school for me? What

should my timetable be if 1 am a

junior? A senior? How do admis-

sions officers evaluate applica-

tions? How important are

extracurricular activities and ht)w

does my participation in them

affect my chances for admission?

How important are my .scores on

standardized tests? How is finan-

cial aid determined and what is

the timetable to apply? and How

do I apply for financial aid?

Inside

News

To find out the latest

in Senate news

and to discover who
was elected

Senator of the Week,

See Page 7.

Information right at

your fingertips?

To learn more about

the new Kiosk in

Gemmell,

See Page 8.

To discover the latest

in campus crime,

check out the

Public Safety

'

Blotter,

On Page 8.

Autumn Leaf

Festival,(ALF),

.
wins two IFEA

Pinnacle Awards.

To learn why.

See Page 9.
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Student Senate

Rec. Center celebrated 1st year
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion University Student

Recreation Center celebrated its

one-year anniversary this past

week by holding contests and giv-

ing away prizes.

I According to Senator Jared

Dickinson at the Oct. 16th

Student Senate meeting, over

12,000 students used the rec. cen-

ter during the month of

September.

Dickinson also told senate the

university bookstore would have

books available within the first

I week of Nov. for next semester

classes.

About 20% of Clarion students

reserved their books for the begin-

ning of the Fall, 2000 semester.

Vice President Drew
McWilliams announced Senator

Dickinson as Senator of the Week
for an outstanding job as Student

Facilities Chair.

Dickinson said, "1 couldn't have

done it without my fellow sena-

Student Senate discussed the one year anniversary of the
Recreation Center The rec. center had an open-house cel-

ebration on October 13 which featured food and chances
to win prizes.

tors, especially Farhard Hussain."

President Diane Reinhard has

recently passed the new credit

card fund-raising policy, previ-

ously passed by student senate.

The policy needs to be reviewed

further before taking effect.

Treasurer Chervenak shared the

following figures for each of the

accounts: Large Item Capital,

$307,889.74; Capital Account,

$103,915.22; Supplemental

Reserve, $33,114.53; and

Supplemental, $20,103.

Chervenak moved to adopt a new

appropriations policy for organi-

zations trying to allocate funds for

conferences; the motion was car-

ried, 17-0-0.

Chairman of the Committee on

Rules, Regulations, and Policies,

Senator Missy Gring, moved to

recognize Sigma Alpha lota, a

female music society, as a non-

funded CSA organization; the

motion was passed by a 16-1-0

vote.

A representative for the

Panhellenic Council was present

to give feedback on Halloween

activities at the hospital on

October 8th .

The representative also men-

tioned a fall service project

involving the Salvation Army. As

for all sororities, the annual Derby

Days have been cancelled until

further notice.

Finally, President Brian Sowa
offered a note of congratulations

to Parliamentarian Bill Isbir, on

behalf of Student Senate, for

being named the 2000 Clarion

University Homecoming King.

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is scheduled for Monday,

October 23, 2000 at 7:30 p.m. m
250 Gemmell.

i^M:#-^^-^\'^^^. .....^ j^j»^ ^ ^

Wayne Anderson

TheClarion Call

Senator Jared Dickinson was
elected Student Senator of

the Week . Dickinson was
elected due to his work as

Student Facilities Chair.

Young to speak at Clarion U.
by Nancy Kiser

Clarion Call Copy and Design

Editor

Michelle Young will

be visiting Clarion University

on Friday, Oct. 20, to speak on

the topic of "Multi-cultural-

ism, Gender, and Education".

Young's visit is sponsored by

EOP/ACT 101 and she will

speak at several EOP/ACT 101

program classes as well as a

women's studies class.

She is also scheduled to meet

with the University Provost

Joe Grunenwald during her

visit.

Young will address the

EOP/ACT 101 classes at 10

a.m. in room 146 of the

Marwick-Boyd Fine Arts

building , and at one p.m. in

room 204 of Tippin

Gymnasium.

She will speak to a women's
studies class at 11 a.m. in

room 207 of Harvey Hall. All

sessions are open to the public.

Young is the daughter

of an Italian shoemaker and a

Russian Jewish concert

pianist.

By the age of nine she devel-

oped and wrote two versions

of "An Imaginary Musical

Tour of Israel", which was per-

formed throughout various

communities in upstate New
York.

When she was 16 she lived

with the Oglala Sioux Indians

in Pine Ridge, SD, which led

to her first newspaper column

about her experiences.

She was the assistant

manager for the Binghamton

Symphony Orchestra, and has

appeared as a guest in both

televison and radio shows.

She has worked with many

publications including TIME
Digital, Seventeen, Career

Magazine, Hispanic and Vista.

Her articles are related to

business, education, health,

sports, travel, cultural diversi-

ty and multi-culturalism.

Young co-authored the book
"Yesterday, Today and

Tomorrow: Meeting the

Challenge of Our Multi-cultur-

al America and Beyond."

This work received the top

award in general nonfiction by

the North Carolina Press Club

and the number two award by

the National Federation of

Press Women.
Online, Young has

been helped with "Trivia Trek

Multi-cultural Challenge" and

the third culture kids website,

which is a multi-cultural site

focusing on expatriate and

repatriate issues.

Additionally, Young
has also worked as an editor

for the publication "Unity

Through Diversity: Multi-cul-

tural Perspectives for

Educators and Community",
which received national recog-

nition from the K-12 commu-
nity.

THEWHTIE HOUSE
515 Wood Street. Clarion, Pa (814)227-1240
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Gemmell boasts kiosk
by J.P. Kcnney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

Information is literally at our

fingertips in the Gemmell Student

Center.

An informational kiosk as been

installed at Gemmell Student

Center on the ground floor next to

the information desk.

The kiosk was designed by Dr.

Hilton's multimedia design class

last spring and was installed two

weeks ago.

"I checked to see if the class

would be interested, this gave me

a way of doing it," said Hal

Wassink Student Activities

Director and idea originator.

The kiosk allows students access

to the Clarion University web site

(www.clarion.edu) by a touch

screen picture.

The touch screen houses every-

thing the web site contains,

including student organizations,

profiles, a weekly web calendar,

facilities on campus, maps of the

campus, town and the region.

The kiosk also features a section

called What's New?

It profiles new things offered at

the university. This section

includes news about the bus

schedule for the Golden Eagle

Express and repairs being done on

campus.

"The project was never meant to

replace labs. What it is meant for

A new/ information kiosl( lias been placed in the Gemmell

Student Center, me kiosk was designed by Dr Hilton's

multi-media class in order to answer quick questions that stu-

dents may have.

is to provide a lot of quick infor-

mation about the campus,"

Wassink said.

Funding for the project came

through three sources with total

funding coming to $8,000.

Student Senate, Computer

Services and Student Activities

helped in the formation of the

kiosk.

"The overall goal is for students

to have access to little daily ques-

tions such as what's happening on

campus," Wassink said.

"Ultimately, we would like to

have a multitude of students test it

and give us feedback."

Possible changes to the kiosk in

the future could be the adding of a

printer.

For now, Wassink plans to let

the kiosk be at use of quick ques-

tions for people on the go.

"Little things such as losing

your ID instead of making three

phone calls the kiosk will let you

know how to fix that problem,"

Wassink said.
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$5.99
Lai9ePizza(14")Wlth

one topping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish $1 Extra Per pizza

2000 DcxT»lno'» Pixzm. LLC Coupon not Valid with
any otfier offer Offer valid Mwitfi cx>tjpon only Valid at
participating stores only Prices may vary Customer
pays sales tax wfiere appllcatlle. our drivers carry

less ttien S20 Cash value 1/20 of a cent.
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$7.99
EX-LargePizza(16")With

one topping

Order as many as you like

2000 Domino** Rixza, LLC Coupon not Valid with
any other offer- Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
parttclpaling stores only Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable, our drivers carry

less then $20 Cash value 1/20 of a cent
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Unlimited Toppings

$8^9 $10^
OPEN AT 11:00AM

EVERY DAY

Medium Large

Unlimited Toppings
Hand Tossed or Thin Crust,

Deep Dish Extra
No Doubble Portions

2000 DofTiKio B Pizza. LLC Coupon not Valid with
any other offei Offei valid w^ifh ix>upon only Valid at
partffipotirig slojes only Ptic*^» may vary Custom«i
ptays saien tax ^^ere appticabln, our drivers carry

i**as ttier» Si?0 Cash vatur; 1 /20 of a cent

Adda
2nd Pizza

For Only

$5.99

226-4060
We Accept

Vn3
& MasterCard

'I

I

...J

VISA ^^
hot-donninos-pizza.com

Public Safety Blotter

Theft of Services

According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 14, two students

were caught passing their

student ID's through the

fence at the stadium to

non-students to avoid pay-

ment for entry to the game.

No criminal charges were

filed.

Underage Drinking

On Oct. 15, according to

Public Safety, Jessica Lyn

Woods, 18, of Delmont Pa,

was cited for underage

drinking after being found

intoxicated in Wilkinson

Hall.

Criminal Mischief

Substances Drug

According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 16 Campus Police

went to the Ceramics

Studio to investigate a

door window that had

been broken out. The inci-

dent is under investigation.

U n d e r a g e

Paraphernalia, and

Intent to Deliver

On Oct. 13, according to

Public Safety, an individual

was found in possession

of a controlled substance

and drug paraphernalia

Charges will follow further

investigation.

Criminal Mischief

According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 11, Campus Police

reported investigating two

acts of criminal mischief in

Campbell Hall.

Harassment
On Oct. 13, according to

Public Safety, a student

reported that two known

persons were leaving

harassing messages on

her door In GIvan Hall.

U n d e r a g e
Possession and

Consumption and

Possession

On Oct 15, according to

Public Safety, Matthew

Hartle, 19, of Sewickley

Pa, consumed and was in

possession of alcoholic

beverages.

C rim i n a I

Disorderly Conduct
According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 13, Scott

Cornelius, 18, was cited

for underage possession

and disorderly conduct.

This was from an Incident

occurring In and outside

Ralston Hall on this date.

H9r9$$m^nt M
Mischief/Danger bv

According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 15 officers

responded to an oven fire

in Nair Hall. It was later

discovered that a student

was using the oven to dry

some materials for a class

project.

Possession of a

Controlled

Communication
On Oct. 10, according to

Public Safety, a resident of

Becht Hall reported receiv-

ing harassing phone calls.

The incident is under

investigation.

Underage Drinking

According to Public Safety,

on Oct. 13, Melissa

Goyda, 18, of Pittsburgh

was charged with under-

age drinking.

Autumn Leaf Festival wins awards
Courtesy of International Festivals &

Events Association

The International Festivals and

Events Association announced today

that Autumn Leaf Festival is a winner

at the Annual IFEA Convention &
Trade Show in New Orleans, La.

They won in the following categories:

Best Miscellaneous Clothing; Best

Overall Merchandising Program.

The IFEA Pinnacle Awards contest, a

professional competition among many
of the world's top festivals and events,

drew nearly 1,600 entries this year

from member organizations, a record

number compared to last year's 1,400.

"We would like to congratulate all

our 2000 Pinnacle winners for their

outstanding entries into the IFEA
Pinnacle Awards competition," said

IFEA President Bruce Skinner, CFE.

"The competition was very stiff this

year because the level of professional-

ism and number of competing organiza-

tion's were higher than ever," he said.

The most prestigious award in the

special events industry. Pinnacle

Awards recognize the highest quality in

the promotional programs and materi-

als produced by IFEA's more than

3,000 member festivals and events

around the world.

Entries include posters, merchandise,

websites, print and broadcast ads, com-
munity outreach programs, and many
other categories.

Winning entries came from organiza-

tions as diverse as the Fiesta Bowl,

Phoenix, Az.; Cherry Creek Arts

Festival, Denver, Co.; Macon, Ga.

International Cherry Blossom Festival;

Bethlehem Musickfest Association,

Bethlehem, PA.; The Kentucky Derby
Festival, Louisville KY.; Ski to Sea

Festival, Bellingham, WA.; and the

Cowboy & Music Festival at Melody
Ranch, Santa Clarita, CA.

International winners included the

Singapore Tourism Board; Festival

City Productions Ltd., Christchurch,

New Zealand; and the International

Festival Lent, Maribor, Slovenia.

The IFEA is an association of world-

wide festival and event organizers ded-

icated to strengthening the special

events industry through education, net-

working and cultivating the highest

professionals standards.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Clarion's Autumn Leaf Festival (ALF) received two awards at the 45th Annual
International Festival & Events Association (IFEA) Convention & Trade Show in

New Orleans, La. ALF won in the events for Best Miscellaneous Clothing and
Best Overall Merchandising Program. Pictured above is Brownie Troop #333
dressed in costume for their float.

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce
Pizza Sauce

Pepperoncinl, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large

fmmi&l One Topping

$12.99

I

I

I

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid •

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

I
able sales tax. Additional loppings extra. .

LateNight"Special1
Large 1 -Topping :

2-2O0Z. Coke @ I

$8.99

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage
Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers
Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

I

I

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer. Valid I

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

I
at)le sales tcix. Additional toppings extra.

*" Family Speciaf]
One large with the works & One i

large with two toppings

223-4010
Hours:

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Uisa Master Card and
American Express

slices only .

I
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I gj^g 2LiterCokei

' ™=*™« $10.99
I

I

I

I

I

I
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid |

I
only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

I able sales tax Additional toppings extra.
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"^
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I

I r^niinrKi

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

Breadsticks

^$14.99 Delivered

_^aafc_ 1 -2 liter of Coke ,

,

^^% $16.99 ^!!
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i

I with purchase of Large or I

! fNJSlteiii X Large pizza [

6> I

I
4 Large One Topping Pizzas]
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I
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Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other otter Valid I
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"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

$9.99mmm
©

Not valid with any other offer Valid only at panicipat

ing locations. Customer pays all applicatMe sales tax

AtMitional toppings extra""""'——
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Ghosts and ghouls and gohlins, oh my!
by JefT Say

Clarion Call Sports Editor

Clarion University was visited by

the '\inginal ghostbusters" Monday

Oct. 16.

Demonolgists Ed and Lorraine

Warren are nationally renowned

"ghost hunters'" who entertained the

Clarion University students with

stories of ghosts, goblins, demons

and devils.

The couple presented a slide and

audio show encompassing their 50

years of knowledge in the supernat-

ural realm.

The Warrens are nationally

known for their best selling book

and movie, "The Amyityville

Horror" Unbeknownst to many, the

story is not a hoax but a true story of

haunting and horror. According to

the Warrens this is their most dis-

turbing and frightening case even

The Warrens presented a series of

cases that detailed their many

encounters with the supernatural.

One of the most frightening and

well known is the case of the Union

Cemetary in Conneticut.

The cemetary is known for haunt-

ings and horrible occurances that

take place on the road to the

cemetary.

One story that Ed Warren relayed

to the audience was that of a gentle-

men who was driving home from

work and came across two super-

natural beings.

The gentleman was traveling past

the cemetary when he felt a strange

presence in his vehicle. When he

covering his head. When the driver

turned his attention back to the road

a woman in white was in front of

the car, holding out her hand, as if

beckoning him to stop.

The gentleman was not able to

bring his vehicle to stop and felt the

cool breeze of the woman in white

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Lorraine and Ed Warren spooked out the Clarion campus this

past Monday.

turned to the passenger seat he dis-

covered that he was not alone.

A man, or a ghost of a man to be

more precise, had joined the driver

in his vehicle. The gentleman

described the ghost as a man wear-

ing a brown suit with a brown cap

on his cheek as he drove through

her ghostly body.

Many others had accounted for

seeing the "woman in white" near

the cemetary and the Warrens pre-

sented photographic proof of the

mysterious woman.

Author Victor Thorn in Clarion
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestjies Editor

Writer Victor Thorn has decid-

ed to take a very unorthodox

approach to the writing and pub-

lishing industry. He's even gone

so far as to have his book signings

resemble rock concerts or circuses

more than the stereotypical view

of them. Although he won't be

able to have many of his usual

tricks at his book signing this

weekend, he's sure to bring his

trademark wit and humor with

him.

Thorn's new book, published by

his own company, Sysiphus Press

(named after the character in

Greek mythology who continu-

ously pushes a boulder up a hill

for eternity) mirrors his struggles

in the literary world. Sysiphus, he

says, reflects the human condi-

tion, where needs and wants are

never fulfilled. It's also about

being the underdog.

The End Of Fiction isn't a true

story, but it contains many points

of view that Thorn has towards

trying to get published in general.

As Thorn himself describes it as a

"thinly veiled autobiography."

That sort of writing is what most

appeals to him, too. He's written

40-some books during his life, and

the majority of them make up

what he calls a sort of "fictional-

ized biography." He can look

back on each and see his life then

as a "frozen snapshot."

Although The End Of Fiction

can be a rather dark book, where

the protagonist will even murder

See *Thorn' Page 15

Electronic band Hybrid

has put out an incredi-

bly ambitous debut

album. To find out if it

lives up to the hype.

See Page 13.

The Music Marketing

Guest Lecture Series

kicked off this Monday
with Qarion alumni

Damian Allen.

See Page 14.

Ed explained that when pictures

are taken in the cemetary and are

developed a "ghost veil" is clearly

visible. Ghost veils are "globules"

of ghosts that seem to come from

the organic vessels in the area. Ed

said that the globules come from the

very trees and bushes that encom-

pass the cemetary.

Ed explained that you cannot see

the ghost globules with the naked

eye but instead see "glitter" floating

across the sky. The couple showed

more photographic proof of the

veils crisscrossing the grave yard;

scaring more than a few spectators.

Another of the cases that the cou-

ple have covered in their years was

the case of the demonic Ragcdv

Anne doll.

The owner of the doll would play

with it constantly. One evening,

with witnesses present, the doll

See 'Warrens," Page 14

larion

Julie Lundy/The Clarion Call

This week's photo is of Subway's

mascot in the Autumn Leaf Parade,

held last Saturday.

www.theclarioncall.com
*

The Exorcist was recent-

ly re-released with new
and remastered footage.

Is it still as frightening

as it was?

See Page 14.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on in Clarion

University and the sur-

rounding community,

See Page 13.
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Today

i

•Second Series Production (Chap) 8 pm
Friday, October 20
•UAB Spirit Day
•Second Series Production

(Chap) 8 pm
•Madrigal Singers Concert
(Aud) 8 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (248

Gem) 9 a.m,

Saturday, October 21
•Football at Slippery Rock 1 pm
•Admissions Arts & Sciences

Day (Chap) 9 am
•W. Volleyball at Binghamton
Tournament
•Cross Country at Gettysburg
10:30 am
•UAB Toronto bus trip (outside

Tip) - TBA
Sunday, October 22
•Student Recital (Chap)

•Rape Aggression Defense Systems (B-8 Chap) 5-9 pm
Monday, October 23
•Group photos taken (262/266 Gem)
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246

Gem) 7:30 pm
•MLK Series: Annette

Aguilar & Stringbeans

(Chap) 7:30 pm
Tuesday, October 24
•UNITED NATIONS DAY
•Group photos taken

(262/266 Gem)
•W. Volleyball at Slippery

Rock 7 pm
•Visiting Writers Series:

Robert Gibb (Moore Hall)

7:30 pm
Wednesday, October 25
•Group photos taken (262/266 Gem)
•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm

I

I
I
i

Visiting Writer Series: Robert Gibb
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Hybrid's electronica is a mixed bag
by Keith G>villim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

Hybrid wants to be more than

your usual electronic act. In

fact, with their debut disc. Wide

^ngle. Hybrid seems like they

want to be the only electronic

band. After all, how many
techno acts have you heard that

open their albums with a decid-

edly un-danceable Russian

orchestra piece?

That first track, appropriately

titled, "Opening Credits," is

also very indicative of what

you'll hear all throughout Wide

^n\>le. At times a churning sea

<>l wet. dripping textures and

underwater beats. Wide Anisic

'ilso has moments of utter bore-

•Jom, dryer than the middle of a

desert, choking your ears with

grating sand.

As "Opening Credits" fades,

it segues into the album's true

opener, "If I Survive." The

word "ambitious" doesn't even

begin to describe this song. A
seven-minute overture of

throbbing bass, techno-diva

vocal stylings, and grand

strings, "If I Survive" is Wide

Angle's best track. What sepa-

rates it from others isn't its

beats-per-minute or synthesizer

lines (those are pretty stan-

dard). It's the barnburing vocal

of singer Julee Cruise.

Cruise wails, moans, shouts,

sobs and snarls through the

song, beating out any piece of

sampled dialogue, and infusing

the song with virility. The

lyrics are better than any other

straight techno artists (with the

possible exception of Moby).

Instead of shouting "the funk

soul brother check it out now"

over and over until your brain

is runny oatmeal. Cruise

weaves a tale of a jilted lover

who will stop at nothing for

revenge.

"Breathing shallow / I'm slip-

ping away / Hanging in the gal-

lows / I'm starting to pray" is

perhaps the deepest sentiment

I've heard on an electronic

album. As the song builds to a

climax. Cruise belts out "But I

swear you're going down if I

survive," like a pixie from

Hell. It'll definitely make you

call up your ex-lovers just to

make sure they're not planning

anything.

Cruise is only utilized on two

other tracks, which is a shame.

"I Know," is slightly less

impressive, though still a fine

track. The Russian Federal

Orchestra makes another

appearance as a slinky jazz

breakbeat coils around Cruise.

A rumination on faith, religion

and existentialism, "I Know,"

shows yet again how far-reach-

ing Hybrid is.

The last track featuring

Cruise, "Dreaming Your

Dreams," is also a dizzying

scoop of sonic rushes.

Opening with what sounds like

a DJ scratching at the bottom

of the ocean, "Dreaming..."

unfolds slowly, ebbing and

surging until Cruise breaks her

silence. Her echoed voice

chants the mantra, "Cause

where you're going /I'll follow

you, follow you" like a ghostly

presence. "Dreaming..." is

more soothing than a morphine

drip, especially when a flugel-

horn tweets out a response to

Cruise.

The last two tracks on Wide

Angle to feature vocalists.

"Sinequanon" and "Kid 2000,"

are alternately awful and

admirable. "Sinequanon" has a

totally ridiculous French rapper

supported by a lazy hip-hop

beat that's even more embar-

rassing. "Kid 2000," is another

story. A remix of a Chrissie

Hynde (The Pietenders) song,

"Kid 2000," is a jazzy cocktail

of Hynde's sultry vocals and

spiking beats.

The remainder of Wide Angle

is occupied by instrumental

dance tracks. Some of these

are instant fist-pumpers, and

some would clear the dance

floor faster than a Statler

Brothers song. "Beachcoma"

is nice enough, but is fairly

prosaic, "Snyper," is as dull as

drum 'n' bass gets, and

"Finished Sympathy" goes

nowhere, taking over nine min-

utes to get there.

Much better are, "Kill City"

and "Altitude." "Kill City"

starts out with laid-back trip-

hop atmospherics and quiet

synths, but progresses to a

house-rocking trance number
guaranteed to make you shake.

"Altitude" is even better, with

an insane BPM and squelching

synths pulling your mind and

body in two different directions

as it moves into hyperdrive.

Reminiscent of Orbital 's In

Sides album, "Altitude" should

be rocking clubs everywhere in

the near future.

In the end, Hybrid's Wide

Angle is a lot like most other

overly ambitious albums: Its

reach exceeds its grasp. But

when they are able to latch

onto something, the results are

spellbinding. On my five-star

rating system. Hybrid gets .) 3

out of 5.
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The Exorcist still scares after 27 years
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

When I was a little kid I always

remember people talking about

The Exorcist. I remember them

saying that it was the most terrify-

ing thing they have ever seen.

Well, now I know that they were

right. The William Friedkin classic

based on William Peter Blattey's

book of the same name is honestly

one of the most frightening films I

have ever seen. The movie is won-

derfully written and acted. And the

special effects are amazing for a

70's film. The movie gives you

such an unsettling feeling that you

are somewhat happy when it's

over, because you cannot take

much more of the horrifying

images they present to you.

The film (which has been digital-

ly re-mastered with new footage

included) starring Linda Blair as

12-year old Reagan who becomes

possessed by Satan. Her actress

mother Chris (Ellen Burstyn) takes

her to doctors and psychiatrists

everywhere. They all say she has a

nerve problem, but are unable to

help.

Finally, Chris comes into contact

with a priest (Max Von Sydow)

who specializes in psychiatry. He

meets with Reagan and her "visi-

tor" and decides that an exorcism,

(removing a demonic spirit from

someone with the power of God) is

in order.

Now I know those of you who

have never seen this movie before

probably think this plot sounds too

simplistic for the movie to be any

good. Well, ironically, that is what lines to try and follow. It starts off

makes the movie so great! They calm, gets to the point, and leaves

do not give you any bizarre plot the viewer with a terrifying look at
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Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Linda Blair prays to Strange visions in the new re -released

verion of "Ttie Exorcist.
n

Music Marketing Guest Lecturer Speaks
by Dr. Richard Strasser

Associate Professor of Music

On Tuesday, October 17,

the Music Marketing

Association Guest Lecture

Series opened its current

session with a talk from

Clarion University alumni,

Damian Allen. Allen is the

co-founder of On Fire Studio

in Punxsutawney, PA. On

Fire Studio is a fully

equipped digital recording

studio, designed by Allen in

collaboration with T'andre

Rudolph, owner of Rudolph

Computer Consulting.

The studio provides digital

recording and demo manu-

facturing for bands, solo

artists and ensembles.

Currently, the studio has

attracted numerous local

DESTINTATHBll*
CLARION iii^
Movie SchiP^

'

DR. T AND THE WOMEN R
1:40pm 4:10pm 7:00pm

9:30pm

THE EXORCIST
4:00pm 9:10pm

R

BEDAZZLED pg-13
1:15pm 3:15pm 5:15pm

7:15pm y:20pm

PAY IT FORWARD PG-i3i

1 :30pm 4:10pm 6:45pm
9:15pm

ALMOST FAMOUS
1:20pm 6:45pm

LADIES MAN
1:15pm 5:25pm 9:30pm

R

R

THE CONTENDER R

1:45pm 4:25pm 7:00pm 9:30pm |

REMEMBER THE TITANS P&13

1:30pm 3:45pm 6:10pm 8:30pm |

LOST SOULS
3:15pm 7:20pm

Playing Fri. 20th Thru

Thur, 26th

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Destinta.com

$4,00 Child & Senior

Student Discounts

Gel a SI off when you show a

Clarion University ID

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.00 Tickets

Ask about

our

Frequent

Movie Goer

and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

bands including The Mad
Cows and Clarion

University-based band,

DTA, heard frequently on

WCUC-FM radio.

The lecture focused on the

foundation of the studio and

the problems associated with

such a business. After sev-

eral examples of current pro-

jects, a lively discussion

began on the difficulty of

young bands breaking into

the highly competitive music

industry. Allen's final

words of wisdom were

directed to current students,

"Hang in there! Without a

degree, you are worth noth-

ing in the real world."

Mr. Allen earned a B.A. in

English with a concentration

in Literature. He is also

planning to develop an inde-

pendent record label and a

new branch office in one of

the surrounding northwest-

ern Pennsylvania counties.

The Music Marketing

Association is an organiza-

tion that includes various

Music Business majors

along with several Music

Education majors, and is

advised by Dr. Richard

Strasser. The organization

helps to increase awareness

about the happenings of the

music industry outside of

the classroom through

events such as the Guest

Lecture Series. The organi-

zation and the series- are free

and open to all Clarion stu-

dents and staff. The next

lecture is planned for mid-

November.
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demonic possession.

The other thing that makes this

movie so scary is the images of

Linda Blair under Satan's control.

Every image of her is worse than

the one before, and appear very

real. Every time her mother opens

the bedroom door, you are waiting

in anticipation for what you are

going to see. And what you are

picturing is mild compared to what

you will see. There were a few

scenes that made me uncomfort-

able sitting in the theater.

The Exorcist is definitely worth

your money. It will scare you, or at

least give you a very uneasy feel-

ing that most movies do not give

you. Forget Scream, and forget

Urban Legends - this is a truly

scary movie. So go see it now, but

do not go alone.

WARRENSI Supernatural

hunters, from Page 12.

moved on its own. Through a

seance, the doll claimed that it

was the spirit of a six year old

girl that was killed in a car acci-

dent. Little did the owner of the

doll know was that she had

opened up a "portal" to a

demon.

The doll soon turned to evil

and attempted to kill a friend of

the owner's through telepathy.

The Warrens were called in and

confiscated the doll and took it

back to their museum. The

Warren museum houses other

relics of evil that they have col-

lected over the years.

The Warrens placed the doll in

a glass showcase and warned

their guests not to touch the

doll.

One high school student who

didn't believe in the curse of the

doll mocked the doll and

knocked on the glass. Three

hours later the boy was killed in

a motorcycle accident. The pas-

senger on the bike said the boy

was joking about the doll, when

it felt like "the wheels were on

banana peels." The passeiiL-er

was hospitalized for nearly a

year after the unfortunate acci-

dent.

The Warrens credentials arc

pristine, as they have taughi

classes on demoni)logy and

paranormalology at Southern

Connfeticut State University

They have been consulted b\

numerous physical research

institutions around the country.
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Dave takes on eyeball surgery and health care
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

Aside from God - who has

been endorsed by both major

political parties - the big

issue in the presidential

campaign is health care.

Every time we turn on the

TV. we see either an ad from

the Republicans telling us

how h(Hrible Al Gore's

health-care plan is, or an ad

frt)m the Democrats telling

us how horrible George W.

Bush's plan is. So to sum-

marize what we, as voters,

have learned from this cam-

paign:

IF GORE IS ELECTED:
Health care will be con-

trolled by government

bureaucRATS who will cre-

ate so much red tape and

confusion that if you go into

the hospital for a tonsillecto-

my, you'll wind up having

your left leg amputated, and

then you'll be fitted for a

prosthetic arm. (A prosthet-

ic RIGHT arm.)

IF BUSH IS ELECTED:
Health care will be con-

trolled by heartless insur-

ance-company bean-counters

who will force doctors to cut

corners via questionable

practices such as using toma-

to juice for transfusions and

closing wounds with duct

tape.

Clearly, we need a better

option. Does one exist?

Yes! And to achieve it, we
don't have to spend billions

of dollars! All we have to do

is get in a time machine and

go back to 1957. In those

days we had a great health-

care system. The way it

worked was, every family

had one doctor, who wore a

white coat and a head reflec-

tor, and who had an aquari-

um in his waiting room. The

purpose of the aquarium was

to distract young patients,

although it did not work on

me. I'd be looking at the

fish, and one of them would

swim up to the glass, look

me right in the eye and clear-

ly mouth the words: "You're

going to get a shot today and

I'M NOT! HAHAHAHA-
HA!" I hated the fish.

But the point is that, back

then, you had just one doc-

tor, who treated everybody

in your family for every-

thing: flu, appendicitis,

insanity, hamster ailments,

transmission trouble, what-

ever. My family doctor was

Mortimer "Monty" Cohen,
who not only delivered and

gave thousands of shots to us

Barry children, but also took

care of my parents. For

example, he was always try-

ing to make my father stop

smoking.

"Dave," he'd say, "you

have to quit."

"I know, Monty," my father

would say. Then they'd both

laugh and fire up unfiltered

Camels, which Dr. Cohn kept

in his desk for just this type

of medical emergency.

In those days, medical

paperwork was simple: The
doctor gave you a bill. That

was it. Whereas today, if

you get involved with the

medical-care system in any

way, including sending flow-

ers to a hospital patient, you

will spend the rest of your

life wading through baffling

statements from insurance

companies. I speak with

authority here. At some
point in the past, some mem-
ber of my family apparently

received medical care, and

now every day, rain or shine,

my employer's insurance

company sends me at least

one letter, comically titled

"EXPLANATION OF BENE-
FITS," which looks like it

was created by the Internal

Revenue Service from Hell.

It's covered with numbers

indicating my in-network,

out-of-pocket deductible; my
out-of-network, non-

deductible pocketable; my
semi-pocketed, non-work-

able, indestructible Donald

Duckable, etc. For all I

know, somewhere in all these

numbers is a charge for Dr.

Cohn's fish food. What am I

supposed to DO with this

information?

Here's another health-care

question I have: What's the

deal with all these people

who want to shine laser

beams into your eyeballs? I

constantly hear radio adver-

tisements like this:

"Visit the Dr. Wayne F.

Grommet Laser Eye Surgery

Clinic and Reupholstery

Center! Let us do one of

your eyeballs for $799, and

we'll do all your other eye-

This is one class

you can't SKIP. Your life.

Plan for it.

Our professional staff offers :

o Complete gynecological care

o Free vvalk~in pregnancy testing

o Birth control methods 8( counseling

Emergency contraception

Testing & treatment for sexually transmitted

diseases (men & women)
o Ail services are high quality, confidential, and

reasonably priced. Most health insurance plans

accepted.

I064A East Main Street

(.-lose to campus
We are located at:

•#

To schedule an appointment
> Family Heaith

Council. Inc

CALL 226-7500
wvYW.fliclnc.org

balls for half price! All laser

surgery is performed person-

ally by Dr. Grommet! Or his

assistant, Warren! Or one of

Warrens' friends! All

surgery is done while you

wait! We'll laser your eye-

balls right in the waiting

room! Or we'll do it on the

sidewalk! Or, just slow

down your car as you drive

past, and we'll..."

1 am not a medical profes-

sional, but I know this: In

the motion picture

Golclfinger, when Goldfinger

decides to divide James

Bond into two equal parts,

he uses a laser. So I have

SERIOUS questions about

letting people aim this

device at my eyeballs. What
if they make a mistake? For

example, what if they forget

to change the power setting

from "James Bond" to

"Eyeball."

THESE are the health-care

questions that we voters

want to have answered, darn

it! Let's demand some
action! Let's track down the

people sending out these

EXPLANATION OF BENE-
FITS letters and have them

arrested! Let's bring back

head reflectors!

Speaking of which, it's

time for my shot.

THORNI Book signing in

Clarion, from Page 12.

people to get his work seen, it is

ultimately a book of hope. Thorn

stresses.

Thorn's most interesting project

outside of The End Of Fiction is

what he describes as a "3-D

novel." He felt that a normal book

couldn't capture the feelings that

you have while reading a book.

Therefore, he wrote Return To

Eternity to push the world of fic-

tion into the 21st century.

In this book, certain words are

highlighted and when you click on

them, a hyperlink takes you to

another place, where the book can

go off on a tangent, and explore

that particular feeling. Graphics,

music, and artwork can all be

incorporated. ...Eternity is able to

capture the "totality of humanity"

as Thorn puts it.

Victor Thorn will appear in the

Clarion Mall in front of

Waldenbooks this Friday, from 6

to 8 pm. So stop on by and explore

what makes him so different.
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The Exorcist still scares after 27 years
by Matt CJreen

Clarion C all Staff Writer

When 1 was a little kid I always

reniemher pet>ple talking ahout

The ExoniM. 1 remember them

saying that it was the most terrify-

ing thing they have ever seen.

Well, now I know that they were

nghi. The William F-riedkin classie

based on W'llliam Peter Blattey's

book 1 <\ the same name is honestly

one ol Uie most frightening films 1

have c\ ei seen, fhe movie is won-

derfiiil> w ritten and acted. And the

special effects are amazing \\n a

7()'s tilm. The movie gives you

such an unsettling feeling that you

are somewhat happy when it's

over, because you cannot take

much more of the horrifying

images they present to you.

The film (which has been digital-

ly re-mastered with new footage

included) starring Linda Blair as

12-year old Reagan who becomes

possessed by Satan. Her actress

mother Chris (Hllen Burstyn) takes

her to doctors and psychiatrists

everywhere. They all say she has a

nerve problem, but are unable \o

help.

I'lnally. Chris comes into contact

with a priest (Ma.x Von Sydow)

who specializes in psychiatry. He

meets with Reagan and her "\ isi-

tor." and decides that an exorcism,

(removing a demonic spirit from

someone with the power of God) is

in order.

Nt)w I know those of you who

have never seen this movie before

probably think this pk)t sounds too

simplistic for the movie to be any

good. Well, ironically, that is what lines to try and follow. It starts off

makes the movie so great! They calm, gets to the point, and leaves

do not give you any bizarre plot the viewer with a terrifying look at

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Moviesi

Linda Blair prays to strange visions in the new re-released

verion of "The Exorcist."

Music Marketing Guest Lecturer Speaks
by Dr. Richard Strasser

Associate Professor of Music

On Tuesday. Octt>ber 17.

the Music Marketing

Association Guest Lecture

Series opened its current

session with a talk from

Clarion University alumni.

Damian Allen. Allen is the

co-founder of On Fire Studio

in Punxsutawney. PA. On

Fire Studio is a fully

equipped digital recording

studio, designed by Allen in

collaboration with T'andre

Rudolph, owner of Rudolph

Computer Consulting.

The studio provides digital

recording and demo manu-

facturing for bands, solo

artists and ensembles.

Currently, the studio has

attracted numerous local

DESTWIBi
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PAY IT FORWARD pg-13
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1:20pm 6:45pm

LADIES MAN
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REMEMBER THE TiTANS PX:.13

1:30pm 3:45pm 6; 10pm 8:30pm

RLOST SOULS
3.15pm 7:20pm

Playing Fn. 20th Thru

Thur. 26th

Movie line

227-2115
Ch«ck us out on the web at

WWW.Destinta.com

$7,00 Adult

$4,00 Child & Senior

Student Discounts

Get a $1 of! when you show a

Clarion University ID

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.00 Ticketi

Ask about

. requent

Movie Goer
and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

bands including The Mad
Cinvs and Clarion

University-based band,

DTA. heard frequently on

WCUC-FM radio.

The lecture focused on the

foundation of the studio and

the problems associated with

such a business. After sev-

eral examples of current pro-

jects, a lively discussion

began on the difficulty of

young bands breaking into

the highly competitive music

industry. Allen's final

words of wisdom were

directed to current students,

"Hang in there! Without a

degree, you are worth noth-

ing in the real world."

Mr, Allen earned a B.A. in

English with a concentration

in Literature. He is also

planning to develop an inde-

pendent record label and a

new branch office in one >*r

the surround in u north \wst

em Pcnns_\l\aii .

The M- .
• -•'

Associat. uani/.a-

tion that includes various

Music Business majors

along with several Music

Education majors, and is

advised by Dr. Richard

Strasser. The organization

helps to increase awareness

about the happenings k^S. the

music industry outside ot

the classroom through

events such a.s the (iuest

EeLtme Series. The organi-

zation andthe series, are free

and npe ii to all ("larion slu-

dcntv and staff. The next

l.cturc r. planned Un mid

.N'o\ ember
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demonic possession.

The other thing that makes this

movie so scary is the images of

Linda Blair under Satan's control.

Every image of her is worse than

the one before, and appear very

real. Every time her mother opens

the bedroom door, you are waiting

in anticipation for what you are

going to see. And what you are

picturing is mild compared to what

you will see. There were a few

scenes that made me uncomfort-

able sitting in the theater.

/'/;(' E.xoirist is detniitely worth

your mt)ney. It will scare you, or at

least give you a very uneasy feel-

ing that most movies do not give

you. F-'orget Scream, and forget

Urban Le^^ends - this is a truly

scary movie. So go see it nt)w, but

do not go alone.

WARRENSI Supernatural

hunters, from Page 12.

moved on its own. Through a

seance, the doll claimed that it

was the spirit of a six year old

girl that was killed in a car acci-

dent. Little did the owner vii the

doll know was that she had

opened up a "portal" to a

demon.

The doll soon turned to evil

and attempted to kill a friend of

the owner's through telepathy.

The Warrens were called in and

confiscated the doll and took it

back to their museum. The

Warren museum houses other

relics of evil that they have col-

lected over the years.

The Warrens placed the doll in

a glass showcase and warned

their guests not to touch the

doll.

One high school student who

didn't believe in the curse of the

doll mocked the doll ami

knocked on the glass. Three

hours later the bo\ uas killed in

a motorcvcle accident. The p. is

.senger on the hike said ihc bi\\

v\as |oking about the d>ill. u hen

It tell like "ihc V. hccK uca' nii

banana pcoK ""

llic

uas ho\piiali/ei! tor ncjil;.

year alter ihc uiilortunate acci

den!

I lie ^^ a I : I. i
I
-

'. K "UL i M i .1
1

- ,ii

p/ristinc. as thc\ liaxi.- laiiijh:

classes on dt'mnnolog\ ane

paranornialoloL;} al Snulheii:

Conntt lent Slate rni\eisit\

They ha\e been consultetl b>

numeriuis physical leseareh

institutions ar(Hind the counti\
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Dave takes on eyeball surgery and health care
b\ Dave Barry

Sviidicatt'd Writer
•••••••••••«•«•)

Aside from (iod - who has

been endorsed by both major

political parties - the big

issue in the presidential

c inipaign is health care.

!• • er\ ! Mil. w e iiirn ^.'iw the

.' '.
. we see eitb.er an ad !rom

the Repul'l leans ; el ling us

tioiw hoirihle .Al (iore'.s

heallh eare [ihin is, or an ad

iVom the hemoerats telling

lis how horrible Cicorge W.

Bush's
I")

I an is. So to sum
mari/e v\hal we, as voters,

have learned from this cam-

paign:

IF GORK IS ELECTED:
Health care will be con-

trolled by government

bureaucRATS who will cre-

ate so much red tape and

confusion that if you go into

the hospital for a tonsillecto-

my, you'll wind up having

your left leg amputated, and

then yi>u"ll be fitted for a

prosthetic arm. (.A prosthet-

ic HKiHT arm.)

IF BUSH IS ELECTED:
Health care v\ill be con-

trolled b\ heartless insur-

a n c e - c ( ^m p a n y b e a n - c o u n t e r s

who will force doct(Ms to cut

corners ww questionable

practices such as using toma-

to juice for transfusions and

closing wiiunds with duct

tape.

Cleail}, we need a better

option. Does one exist.'

Yes! And to achiexe it, ue

don't have to spend billions

of dollars! All we have to do

IS get in a time machine and

go back to 19^7. In those

days we had a great health-

care system. Th,c ua\ ii

worked was, evers lamiK

had one doctor, who wore a

white coat and a head refiee

tor, and who had an aquari-

um in his waiting room. The

purpe)se of the aquarium was

to distract young patients,

although it did not work on

me. I'd be looking at the

fish, and one of them would

swim up to the glass, look

me right in the eye and clear-

ly mouth the words: "You're

going to get a shot today and

I'M NOT! HAHAHAHA-
HA!" I hated the fish.

But the point is that, back

then, you had just one doc-

tor, who treated everybody

in your family for every-

thing: flu, appendicitis,

insanity, hamster ailments,

transmission trouble, what-

ever. My family doctor was

Mortimer '"Monty" Cohen,

who not only delivered and

gave thousands of shots ti^ us

Barrv children, but also took

care ot my parents. lor

example, he was always tr\-

ing to make my father sttt|i

smokin'j.

"DaNC." he'd say, "yi>u

have to quit."

eoini^anies. I speak w ith

authority here. At some
point in the past, some mem-
ber of my famil}' apparently

receixed medical care, and

now e\ery d;iy, rain or shine,

my employer's uisuranee

company sends me at least

one leitei. ecmiically litlvii

"LXPLANATION OF BllNI.

"I know, Monty," my father

would say. Then they'd both

laugh and fire up unfiltered

Camels, which Dr. Cohn kept

in his desk for just this type

of medical emergency.

In those days, medical

paperwork was simple: The

doctor gave you a bill. That

was it. Whereas today, if

you get involved with the

medical-care system in any

way. including sending flow-

ers to a hospital patient, you

will spend the rest of y(>ur

life wading through baffling

statements from insurance

ITTS." which looks like il

was ereaied by tlie InternLii

Rexcnue Service lioin I id!.

It's covered with numhei:.

indicating my in -net work,

out-of-pocket deductible; my
out-of-network. non-

deductible pocketable; my
semi-pocketed, non-work-

able, indestructible Donald

Duckable, etc. For all I

know, somewhere in all these

numbers is a charge for L^r.

Cohn's fish food. What am I

supposed to DO with this

information?

Here's another health-care

question I have: What's the

deal with all these people

who want to shine laser

beams into your eyeballs'.' I

constantly hear radio adver-

tisements like this:

'"Visit the Dr. Wayne E.

Grommet Laser Eye Surgery

Clinic and Reupholstery

Center! Let us d(> one of

your eyeballs for $799, and

we'll do all your other eye-

balls for half prue' All laser

surgeiv IS peifotmed peison

ally by Dr, (iiommct ' Or his

assistant. Warren' Or one ol

Warrens' friends' .All

surgery is done while vod

wait: We'll laser your eve

balls rig ill in the \'> a i! i iig

room' Or wo" I! ,', <' i, th,_'

s I lI e w a 1
1-

> w

ilo W 1' \ Mil
: > ,1 i as . 1 M' ill 1 \ e

past, ami w el!

I iiii !. 'Cdical proles

sional. bill I know ihi . \\\

the motion i>ielure

(l(il(lfmi;('r, when (ioldtinger

decides to divide .James

Bond into two equal parts,

he uses a laser. So I have

SERIOUS questions about

letting people aim this

device at my eyeballs. What
if they make a mistake? Lor

example, what if they forget

to change the power setting

from "James Bond" to

"Eyeball."

THESE are the health-care

questions that we voters

want to have answered, darn

it! Let's demand some
action! Let's track down the

people sending out these

EXPLANATION OF BENE
FITS letters and have them

arrested! Let's bring back

head reflectors!

Speaking o\' which, it's

time for mv shot.

This is one class

you can't SKIP. Your life.

Plan for it.

Our professional staff offers :

Compiete gynecoiogical care

o Free waik-in pregnancy testing

o Birth controi methods & counseling

Emergency contraception

o Testing & treatmenf for sexually transmitted

diseases (men St women)

o Ail services are high qualitv, confidential, and

reasonably priced. Mo.st heaith insurance plans

accepted.

1064A V/Asi Main Street

f'losc to campus

1

We are located at.

To schedule an appointment F Family Heaith

Council, inc.

CALL 226-7500
wvvw.fhcinc.org

THORNI Book signing in

Clarion, from Page 12.

people to yet his work seen, it i.s

uhirnately a book of hope. Th(trn

stresses.

Thorn's mo>t mtere^tinL; [>n))ect

outside o{' The End Of linmn \s

what he describes as a "3-1)

novel." He felt that a nt)rmal book

couldn't capture the feelmiis that

you have while reading a book.

Therefore, he wrote Renirn Tn

Eternity to push the world of fic-

tion into the 21st centurv.

In this book, certain words are

highlighted and when you click on

them, a hyperlink takes \ou to

another place, where the book can

go off on a tangent, and explore

that particular feeling. Ciraphics.

music, and arlwt)rk can all be

incorporated. ...Eternity is able to

capture the "totality of humanity"

as Thorn puts it.

Victor Thorn will appear in the

CMarion Mall in troni ot

Waldenboi>ks this I-riday, tmm
to 8 pm. So stop on by and explore

what makes him so different.
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Entertainment
Soap Opera Update
Compiled by Debby

Amoti, Clarion Call

Secretary

All Mv Children

Jake and Gillian rebuild

the chemistry between

them. Leo takes

Greenlee away for a

night of passion.

Edmund contemplates

making a large sale.

Arlene taunts Liza, as

Liza blames herself for

Arlene's loss.

Preview

David crosses the line

with Dixie.

As The World

Turns
Carly works frantically

to undermine Julia's

confidence. Kim discov-

ers Andy's betrayal.

Katie may sink Craig's

ship. Craig calls Carly's

bluff. Carly makes a

desperate attempt to get

through to Jack.

Preview
Lily and Holden have a

passionate encounter.

Bold And The

Beautiful

Connor devises a new

plan to get Little Eric

away from the

Forresters. Clarke toys

with Ridge. Thorne

wonders what really

happened between him

and Kimberly. Amber

expresses herself in

song.

Preview
Morgan threatens

Clarke.

Days Of Our Lives

Jennifer watches as Bo

is held captive in

Ireland. Belle's life

flashes before her eyes.

Shawn comforts Hope as

baby John faces a life

and-death operation.

Nicole prepares to tell

Roman the truth about

Franco' s murder.

Preview
Hope reels after receiv-

ing news about her

baby

.

General Hospital

Zander's admission stuns

Emily. Alexis finds her-

self acting and speaking

like a Quartermaine.

Felicia and Mac deliver

heart-breaking news to

Maxie and Georgie.

Lucky persuades run-

away Maxie to return

home.

Preview
Helena takes drastic

measures with Nikolas.

Guilding Lig ht

Edumund spoils Cassie

and Richard's good

news. Maria confronts

Selena. Josh and Noah

compare notes on Reva's

whereabouts. Pilar

unwittingly makes a

revelation at the open-

ing of Dariny's club.

Preview
Richard is disppointed

by his medical progno-

sis.

One Life To Live

Todd makes a move that

could destroy Max and

Blair's marriage. Collin

reveals he has the tape

of Asa's confession.

Joey encourages Sophia

to confess her feelings

to Antonio. Todd and

Skye form an alliance.

Preview
Things heat up between

Cristian and Sophia.

Passions

The mine shaft collapses

when Tabitha tries to

crush Charity. Luis and

Sheridan get caught up

in their passion. Grace

has a premonition of the

magic box in the mine

shaft.

Preview
Theresa runs off after

seeing Ethan and Gwen

kissing.

Young And The

Restless

Nick and Sharon worry

when Cassie needs addi-

tional medical tests.

Victor ponders the

implications of Ashley's

recent visit. Jill learns

the truth about Billy and

Mac.

Preview
Chris and Paul's mar-

riage suffers as they

continue to drift apart.

Af Last by \y'^nfS. anA ^Woy^f
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ICK.
by Rich Moyer

"I want you to know I don't usually

go this far on a first date."

iprliig

WHAT AMISH
KIDS DO
ALL DAV.

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre.

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.

Acapulco. Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$. Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas. Florida, and

Jam;iica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how yt)u can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parlies! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas. Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun.

Jamaica. Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

meriours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash. Go FREE!!! Studem Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

for rent
'^^

' I I l]W.W...>l.if..'.'l,l

Classifieds

Silver Spring Apartments.

Furnished. Close to campus. Four

person occupancy. Now signing

leases for the Fall 2001/SDring

2002 semesters. Leave message at

(814)226-5917.

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.

to adopt your newborn. We offer a

lifetime of love, laughter, and

security. All expenses paid.

Confidential. Call 1-800-298-

9452.

if greek ads ^

the losers bracket! I love you

guys. Love, Beth.

Beth, thanks for all your hard

work with the float. We love you!

Love your DZ sisters.

Alpha Epsilons. you girls are

making us proud. Great job on the

float. We can't wait until you fig-

ure out your bigs! Love, AOE
sIcJt:************

Two person occupancy. For Fall

2001, Spring 2002 semesters.

Walking distance to campus.

Leave message at (814)-354-2238

To the AZT's, Thank you so

much. I am looking forward to a

fun-filled year. Let's Party! T.T.

Fall 2000, You looked great all

dressed up on the float! We love

you! Love your soon to be AZ sis-

Pat, Thank you for all the wonder-

ful things you do for us.

Especially with ALE. You're our

sweetheart and our best friend.

Love always. AOE
ters.

>|cj|t*>|c*Jt;*H<***** +

Christine, Best Birthday party

EVER says 33.7% of your sorori-

ty! Happy B-Day. Love, SSZ.

Phi Sigma Kappa, Thanks for

doing the float with us. We had a

great time! Love AZ

STF, We enjoyed spending ALE
with you. Let's do it again s(X)n.

Love, AOE
]|o{e4:i|(if;>t:>|c^3lci|c3fe%;(c:fc

*>ic*H<:|<*>l<>l<*>l<*!|<^>l<

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 3 or 4 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. Call 226-6867.

help wanted "^

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.

Wanted, Student who speaks

French to teach the language to

my children. Call 226-4328.

Attention overweight people. Lose

2-8 pounds a week. 100% natural.

Results guaranteed. 1-888-327-

7511. www.bellel23.com.
**************

The Men's Basketball Team is

looking for managers and statiti-

cions for upcoming practices and

games. If interested call 393-2458

or 393-2510. Or you can stop by

102 Tippin Gym.

opportutiltias A

Theta Chi, We had a great time

working with you guys. Thanks a

lot. Love, Tri Sigma.

Katie, You did a great job with the

alumni picnic on Saturday.

Thanks for all your hard work.

Love, your AZ sisters.

Sn, This past weekend was great!

What happened on Saturday?

Thanks for all your hard work.

Love Always, AOE

Jessica D. Happy birthday from

your future Sigma sisters.

Thanks for the great weekend. All

our hard work and time paid off.

We made this ALE #L Love, the

Zeta's

Adam, Ben, Tom, and Susan, You

all looked great riding in the

parade! You sure made AZ proud!

AZ, great job on the float, we had

a great time working on it with

you. OZK

Congratulations to all the sorori-

ties and fraternities for a great job

with the floats for ALE! Love, AZ

Mike and Kurt, great job on the

pig roast. Thanks for all your hard

work. OSK
i|cj|c:)<3{c%%%3|e:(c))c)f:]|e:(c:4E

We had a blast at the mixer. We'll

play games with you any time!!

Love, ZTA

0E, Thank you for a great float

and a great ALE! Love, OSS

AZ, Hope you all had a great ALE.

I had an awesome time with all of

you. Ben.
}tc^}^>|c^c>|c)|c3|i:%>|c3|ci|c:fe3(e

Great job Tricia and the rest of

your float committee. You did an

excellent job!! Love, ZTA
)|c3|c:4e%9i()|c)fe)l;)tc}|c;|c}|(^:t:

Adoption - Active outdoor couple

living in a country setting longing

ADVENTURES
S. Mam Si., ClaHoKv 226-0201

"Ttiesday AW U Can Scd C^oh Legs $^3.95

*\/\)eAy^esdcxy AH U Ccxn Ea\ Wikigs $6.95

& All U Ccxn e^\ Sfenk $10.25

Oa\. 12, 13 & 1^ "D'ddoe^' 10-2

1.

Katlin, Moniqua, and Courtney:

Congratulations on Homecoming.

You guys looked beautiful. Love

your sisters of ZTA
********s|i*4ii|c**

Thanks to John Truscott Auto

Sales for donating the car raffled

off over ALF.0X

SZZ, We had a great time building

the float with you this year. 0X
**************

Happy 22nd birthday to our

dreamgirl Tracey. Love, ©X
**************

The sisters of AZ would like to

welcome our chapter consultant

Angle Goodson to Clarion. We
hope you enjoy your stay!

Happy Belated 19th B-Day

Andrea! Love your soon to be AZ
sisters.

**************

Steph K., Sunday's the Big Day!

Happy 22nd birthday! Love your

AZ sisters.

*********:|i****

Dan, Anchoring the parade with

you was a blast! Thanks for mak-

ing my last ALP so memorable.

Love ya, Kris.
*******I|r«««^|El|I4<

Thank you to all the boys of 02K
for all the help with the float.

Especially Ben, D, Mike, Jared,

Chris, Kurt, and Meatball.

Nothing like getting 1st place in

Lori, Jess, Jenn, Heather,

Stephanie, and Kelli, You're

almost done! We're so proud of

you! Love your future Phi Sig

Sisters.

Uji, Keep your chin up! We love

ya lots! Love your 0O sisters.

**************

Congratulations to all the sorori-

ties and fraternities who partici-

pated in the floats. 0OA
**************

Diana, Erin, Julie, Emily, Liz,

Keep up the great effort. We love

you! Your future Theta Phi sisters.

**************

Happy Birthday to Jen K., Stacey

and Christine C. It's going to be

another fun week at the bars! AOE
**************

Congratulations Kristy Best on

winning homecoming queen, you

make us so proud! Love, AOE
**************

Happy Belated Birthday Sarah T.

We love you like a true sister.

Love, AOE
**************

Dena, Hope you had a great ALE!

Love, OSK
:f:%9(c3fc;(c}|()f::f(3|e3^:fc:f:it:]|c

Ben, congratulations for being

nominated onto homecoming

court again. OZK
**************

To the brothers of OZK, Thanks

for a great ALF weekend! I had a

blast. I love you guys! Love,

JenSay.

pers0ii|ils

Jenna, Any teeth marks on your

boots? Ben
**************

Thanks for everyone's help and

support during homecoming!

Susan West, UAB Homecoming

Chair.

**************

Congratulations to all of the

homecoming court members, you

looked great out there! Bill and

Kristy, you represented CUP very

well, we love our King and

Queen! Susan West.
i^1^^^^^^^^^l^l^^^^^^^1^^^:^

Need That Housework Done?
Come to the

Society for Collegiate Journalists (SCJ)

Communication major Auction

on October 29 at 7:00 p.m. in Hart Chapel

and buy a pal to do the work!

Or volunteer to be auctioned!

All proceeds benefit SCJ.
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Sports
Clarion downs Edinboro, 7-0 to win Homecoming game

by Dave Coiamarino

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion Golden Eagles

improved their record to 4-3 with

a 7-0 win in front of over 7,000

fans at Memorial Stadium. The

Golden Eagles defeated the

Edinboro Scots in the Autumn

Leaf Festival Homecoming game

Oct. 14. Clarion continues to

remain tied with lUP for first

place in the PSAC-West with a 3-

record.

"We had a good defense. Our

young players came together. If

you would have asked me that we

would have shut down the run that

well before the game, I wouldn't

have believed it," said head coach

Malen Luke.

"Our defense played a hell of a

game." added running back Justin

Sickeri. "We weren't shocked on

how well we shut down their

offense. We were very prepared

thanks to our coaches," said line-

backer Tom Pore.

Leading the Golden Eagles

offense was Adam Almashy who

completed 6 passes for 67 yards,

but carried the ball 18 times for 42

yards. Fullback Tab Musser had

12 carries for 37 yards and the

game's only touchdown.

The Golden Eagle offense pro-

duced 235 yards in the game. The

running game produced 168

yards.

The defense was led by

Roosevelt Benjamin who had

fourteen tackles, one forced fum-

ble, and one breakup. Bill Bums

had two sacks and Doug

Diegelman, Kevin Platz, and

George O'Brien each had a forced

fumble. Steve Devennie and

Kavon Ford each recovered a

fumble.

Clarion scored all of the points it

needed on their first drive of the

second quarter. The Golden

Eagles got excellent field position

at the Edinboro 46 yard line. A
personal foul penalty on fourth

Liz Potter/Clarion Call Liz Potter/Clarion Call!

Oarion's Justin Sickeri'avoids two Edinboro defenders in the

Golden Eagles win Oct. 14. The Golden Eogels edged by the

Fighting Scots 7-0.

down gave Clarion a first down, as coT.pared to recent weeks

Robert Walker had an eleven yard because of our inability to exe-

scamper for a first down on the cute. Give the Edinboro defense

ensuing third down play. Three credit for confusing us in certain

plays later, Musser put the ball in situations. We may also have

from the 2 yard line to give the beenalittledistractedby allof the

Golden Eagles the 7-0 lead. festivities going on," commented

The Golden Eagles had a chance coach Luke.

to add to their lead in the third

quarter. They got the ball again at

the Edinboro 46 yard line.

Clarion advanced the ball to the

Edinboro 29 yard line, but then

had a pass intercepted.

Edinboro's best chance to score

came late in the first half, but

kicker Sean McNichols sent the

ball wide left. The Scots also had

a chance with under three minutes

left in the game, but on fourth-

and-one Benjamin and Dennis

"We missed too many blocks,"

added Sickeri.

Clarion starts an important two

game road trip this week when

they travel to Slippery Rock.

Kickoff is scheduled for 1 p.m. at

N. Kerr Thompson Stadium. Next

week the Golden Eagles visit lUP.

Slippery Rock comes into the

game ranked 13th by D2

Football.com The Rockets have a

record of 5-2 and are 3-1 in the

PSAC-West conference. They

Cianon's Kervin Charles returns a kick against Edinboro Oct.
\

14. Clarion travels to Slippery Rock Oct. 21. The Golden Eaglesl

are in tie for first place in the PSAC -West.
J

PSAC. Clarion is numberTouFln them for losses which leads the

PSAC in scoring and total offense. PSAC. He also has six sacks.

They are ranked number six in Doug Diegelman joins Bowers up

passing. front. Diegelman has 13 tackles

Almashy has completed 7 1 pass- this season, 5 of them losses, and

es for 1,140 yards and ten touch- three sacks. Bill Burns, George

downs. He has also ran the ball 85 O'Brien, Andre Williams, and

times to lead the team gaining 212 Erik Williams complete the line,

yards and scoring four touch- Travis Dock leads the Imeback-

downs. ing core with 27 tackles, 4 of them

Tab Musser leads the rushing for losses, and one interception,

attack with 69 carries for 410 Scott McGrady has contributed

combined to shut down running have won three straight confer-

back John Williams and ended the ence championships.

scoring threat.

The Golden Eagles ran the clock

out offensively to earn the win.

"Our offense had lack of success

Clarion's offense is averaging 27

points per game. The running

game is averaging 197.1 yards per

game which ranks them fifth in

'www.theclarioncali.com

yards and three touchdowns.

Demetric Gardner, Robert Walker,

and Justin Sickeri get plenty of

carries also.

Freshman wideouts Mike

McCullum and Cori Johnson

along with tight end Andy Pore

lead the wide receivers.

McCullum has 20 receptions for

433 yards and four touchdowns.

He leads the PSAC averaging 21.6

yards per catch.

with 25 tackles, 3 of them for loss-

es as well. Kevin Platz, Shaun

Saad, Tom Pore, Dennis Yu, and

Tom Gaydosz round out the line-

backers.

Free Safety Roosevelt Benjamin

leads the team with 61 tackles, 1

of them for a loss, one intercep-

tion, and three break-ups.

Cornerback Kervin Charles has 36

tackles with one interception.

Kavon Ford, Steve Devennie, and

The Golden Eagles defense is Myron Hargon complete the sec-

led up front by Troy Bowers who

has contributed 26 tackles, 14 of See ^Footbair Page 20

The Golf team contin-

ues its quest to the

Slippery Rock

Invitational,

See Page 19.

Test your Sports Trivia

and find out the

answer to last week's

question.

See Page 19.

The Qarion Golden

Eagles have a big corne-

back win.

See Page 20.

The Clarion Golden

Eagle tennis team fin-

ishes with a win.

See Page 20.
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Golf

Clarion Golden Eagles golf team
advance toward tournament goals

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor jn Cheif

For the first time in quite a few years the

Clarion University Golf team has put them-

selves in a position to make a run at a birth in

the Division II East Regional Tournament this

spring.

CU finished out their five-tournament fall

season with a trip to the Slippery Rock/

Westminster Invitational.

CU came away with a fourth place showing.

A two day total of 638 placed the Golden

Eagles behind Westminster, Slippery Rock and

Malone.

Malone won with a 582 total winning by 42

shots over Slippery Rock.

Clarion was led by freshman Matthew

Biddington who earned himself a top ten finish

with rounds of 79-75.

CU's fall season was a positive step toward the

team's goal according to second year head

coach Al Lefevre," We have ourselves in posi-

tion to make the regional tournament but we

have to have a good spring season."

The fall season saw 2000 PSAC Champion

Anthony Tacconelli pick right up where he left

off averaging a 75.9 through eight rounds of

competition.

Newcomers Dave Lachina, Matt Biddington

played consistently throughout the fall.

Lachina averaged a 78.9 which included an

even par round of 72 at Canaan Valley in West

Virginia.

Biddington averaged a 79.3. He also had an

even par round of 72 at Canaan Valley.

Sophomore Ryan Peffer kept his average

below 80 (79.8).

The teams best performances may have come

in West Virginia with a 7th place finish at the

WVIAC Regionals and a 4th place appearance

at the Fairmont Invitational.

Others returning in the spring who should

have an impact include two freshman. Paul

Garris turned in some sub 80 rounds in com-

petition this fall. Jimmy Parks, a long hitting

freshman from Upper St. Clair will return in

the spring after missing the fall with a broken

• If

Trivia
The answer

to last
week's
question
was
1970.
This

week's
question

Who holds
the most
U.S. Open

golf
vicfories?

INTRAMURAL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation & Fitness Director / Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

FLAG FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS

f^ WOLFPACK

MON to/23 6:00

FUSA«

SIQ TAU aUE

tONGBALLZ
WED to/25 4.«)

THETAXI
MON 10/30 4.30

MON 10/23 5.-30

SIG TAU GREY

INELIGJBLE
we0 10/25 5 ;00

MON 10/23 5XJ0

euCK ROGeRS

(8)

MON iaS3 5.00

SJGPJOOLD

weo 10/85 5.-30

OEEZNUTS

M0N10«35«»

COJRTYDOGS

M0N10O0500
CAMEL TOES

(A)

(8)

MON11«4;30

MON 10/23 4:30

NOLIIWT

WHOJQffl56:00
jg^^pig

MON 1023430

SIG P{ PURFLE

Sifigies^ Racquetbail
Toumaineiit

Friday, Novemt^r 3 at GemmelK
This will be a doubf# elimination

toumanient beginning at 4:00 pm.
Cost Is $5.00 to regisfer. and the first

16 contestants that register will

receive a tournament shirt. Two skill

divisions will be offered for men and
women.

indoor Soccer ,.. In progress
3 on 3 Basketball *.. begins 11^
In-line hockey ... new boards??
Tug of War ... Wednesday Oct, 5
Table Tennis ... begins 11/3

NET NIQHT...M. W, F, S:00-7:00 pm
Monday open rec TENNIS

Wednesday open rec VOttEYBAU
Friday open rec BADMINTON

OUTDOOR SECTION
PAINTBALL TOURNAMENT
This Sunday, October 22!

Trip will be leaving the Rec Center
parking lot at 11 ;0a am on Sunday
We plan to be back by around 5:00 pm.
This trip Is open for any interested

students. NO PRIOR paintball

experience Is necessiaryf Cost is $10
and that includes rental equipment,
M6 fee, paint and snacks.

Transportation will be provided if

necessary. Briar Hill Paintball fields

are approximately 15 miles north on
route 66. Directions or available on the
bulletin board, S\Qr\-up at the

Recreation Center front desk.

F1TNE$$ CORNIER
Question: I'm stili exercising the same
amourrt, but it doesn't seem like Tm losing

any more weight. What's going on?
Answer: there are many factors that can
contribute to weight loss. One such (actor in

your case may involve the S.A.I. D. Principle-

Specific Adaptation to imposed Demands.
Basically, this means your body will respond
to, and become stronger or more efficient to

the spectfic stress you put on it. One way to

overcome this plateau effect is by "cross*
training" or varying yottf work-outs. See
Doug Knepp for more Information.
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Womens Volleyball

Golden Eagles volleyball smashes lUP
by Andrea Borek

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Golden Eagles womens vol-

leyball team played by the motto,

"believe you can and you will"

during Tuesday night's game

against Indinana University of

Pennsylvania. The teams dueled

for five exhausting matches, end-

ing with a Clarion victory.

The Clarion ladies struggled to

catch lUP for the first two match-

es of the game, pulling off scores

of 7-15 and 12-15 respectively.

During the third match, the

Golden Eagles buckled down and

managed to come from behind by

sweeping the the last three match-

es of the game with scores of 16-

14, 15-7, and 15-10.

Highlighted players for

Tuesdays game include freshman

Melanie Bull, freshman Jackie

Hill, and junior Ali Graham. All

three ladies combined speed, con-

sitency, and control to produce

effective plays during the match-

es.

The Golden Eagles gained con-

sistency and confidence associat-

ed with experience as the team

continues with the matches.

Clarion's overall record is 16-15.

The ladies are ranked sixth out of

40 teams in the region and sixth

out of six in the conference. If the

Golden Eagles manage to stay at

their current position, they will be

able to compete at the regional

tournament.

The Clarion womens volleyball

team consists primarily of under-

classmen which contributes to

some mechanical mishaps during

the matches. Captains Shannon

Bowen and Jen Sally spend time

on and off of the court helping to

improve the level of experience

with the young team.

The Golden Eagles will compete

at the Binghamton Tri Match in

New York this Saturday. The team

will face CW Post and

Binghamton for the matches.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

One of the Clarion Golden Eagles passes during one of tlie

games this season. The Golden Eagles are 16-15 on the year.

Womens soccer takes bronze

The Clarion Women's Soccer team traveled to Franscian University in Steubenville OH, on

Saturday Oct. 14, for the fourth annual Friendship cup. The Golden Eagles first game was played

against the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown. Clarion's Marianna Reino scored the only goal

of the game for the Golden Eagles. The team finished the tournament with a win and two losses;

good enough for third place.

Footbolll Golden Eagles

meet Slippery Rock, from 18.

ondary.

Senior quarterback Randy

McKavish leads the Rockets

offense. He is the two-time

PSAC-West "Player of the Year."

He has completed 86 passes for

1,078 yards and eight touchdowns

his season. He is #2 in PSAC in

otal offense, with 217.1 yards a

»ame and is averaging 7.2 yards

jer carry.

The Rockets running game is led

)y Stan Kennedy and Dorrian

jlenn. Kennedy had 464 yards

md six touchdowns while Glenn

lad 524 yards and eight touch-

iowns.

"This is a good offense.

vlcKavish is a great quarterback.

These two running backs may each

jet 1,000 yards as well," com-

nented coach Luke.

The Rockets defense is led by the

inebacking core. Mike Waszczuk

eads the team with 51 tackles,

^hris George and Mike Burns

ound out the linebackers.

"Their linebackers are good run

stoppers. We need to hit good pass

plays. Andy Pore should have an

advantage," commented Sickeri.

"If we can control McKavish then

we have an excellent chance of

winning the game," commented H
Tom Pore.

mTTvn'>*4n¥mvffvm

IRSITY INN
Monday

5:00pm - 9:00pm
20<j; Wings eat in

25<t: Take out

$5.50 all you can eat

Wednesday
6:00pm and on

25<t; Slice pepperoni pizza

or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

irril^E FOR INFORMATION: 226-7200

OTTESTNITE SPOT;=»J£4

Qat County Market & Pharmaq^
Near The Clarion MaU

(814) 226 5830

I

I

I

L

IBM
Muiti Purpose

Computer / Copier
Paper 500 Sheets

$2.97
W / Coupon
Expires 11/1 1/(X)

1 r
1

1

1

1

I i

I

I

1

1

1

1

J L

Rocky Top
Pop 12 Pack

2 / $3.00
W / Coupon

Expires 11/11/00

1

I

Tennis finishes

season

The Clarion Golden

Eagle tennis squad

finished the fall sea-

son on a high note

Oct. 18. The Golden

Eagle squad came
within one win of tak-

ing home a victory

from Edinboro. The

number one seeded

doubles team for

Clarion, Erin Glatz

and Jen Spaid took

home a 8-5 victory to

pace the Golden

Eagles. In singles

action Cara Bobish,

Jen Spaid and Erin

Glatz took home wins

for Clarion. Edinboro

won the match 5-4.

October 26, 2000 The first draft of Clarion University historv. VOLUMF85, TSSLf

Election 2000 Students voice their opinion on

who should be President

...he is a well

rounded guy and Ifeel

more comfortable with

nuclear missiles under

his control than

''trigger happy"

Bush. 99

22-year-old female
Voting for Gore

Talkers that arent as smooth always seem to

be the honest ones. The smoother a

politician talks the more likely it is he is lying. §§

2 1 -year-old female
VOTING FOR Bush

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Ihe County Courthouse will be the center of attention on
Nov. 7 as voters cast their ballots.

I feel that it is time

for a change in the

presidential office 9§

22-year-old Male
Voting for Bush

Hes much better for teachers, and 1 like the

idea of having a robot for president. That, and
George W. Bush has the capabilities ofa an

amoeba. 99

23-year-old male
VOTING for Gore

Countdown to Election 2000, who will it be Gore or Bush?
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

The student body's opinion of

who should be president

resembles that of the national

polls.

In a recent survey conducted by

The Clarion Call results have

students virtually choosing a

dead heat between Al Gore and

George W. Bush.

Many students have differing

opinions on who should lead this

country into the 21st century.

Of the 70 females surveyed

8 1 % plan to take to the polls on

Nov. 7. In a close margin, 48% of

female's surveyed favored Bush

over Gore.

Gore was close behind

receiving 46%, while others

chose not to pick either, but to go

with an independent candidate.

"...I agree with his standings on

the environment and wanting to

continue what Clinton has done

(well, not everything)," said a

1 8-year-old female of why she is

choosing Gore.

A total of 11 female students

looked toward Bush's strong

beliefs in Christianity.

"I strongly agree with his stand

on abortion, and he is a Christian

that is strong in his beliefs," said

a 21 -year-old female Republican.

It's not just Democrats sticking

with Gore and Republicans

choosing Bush. Five percent of

students surveyed chose their

opposite party they are registered

under

"'He's pro-life, he wants to do a

lot with community, he wants to

take the government away from

schools and make it more

localized," said one 21 -year-old

Democrat.

CU males responded differently

choosing Al Gore with 56% of

their votes and Bush only

received 46% and 3 % chose to

go with an independent

candidate.

69% of the males surveyed said

.www.theciarioncall.com,

they intend to vote.

One student chose Gore for his

past work in office as Vice-

President under Bill Clinton.

"I think he will follow with the

same ideas as Clinton," said a

20-year-old male democrat.

Others chose Gore for the

reason they don't like Bush.

"I think Gore has a better stance

on most issues. I think Bush is

running on his father's name,"

said a 20-year-old female.

Male respondents favoring

Bush believe he has better views

on the major issues concerning

the country.

"I like Bush's view's on the

military, abortion and many other

simple views that he gives or

mentions," said a 21 -year-old

male Repubilican.

"Overall he has the simpliest

rationale for government

spending," said another 21 -year-

old Republican.

In all, 75% of those surveyed

said they were planning to vote.
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Frustxatixxis of

Close your eyes and picture this scenario: you call TEL-

REG...it's busy. SURPRISE!!

So you call back four or more times and get through.

You then jump up and start your happy dance, but before

you can start jiving, the classes you want are closed.

This probably sounds familiar to many of us. (For those

of you who have never had a hard time scheduling, you are

not our favorite person right now.)

There are even students whose schedules consist of all

write-in slips. Why is this? The professors are probably

just as sick of seeing them as we are of needing them.

Then there is another problem. Many of the classes stu-

dents need are all scheduled at the same time.

This is a BIG problem when there is only one section of

a class offered. If there were more sections opened maybe

this wouldn't be a problem. We stress maybe.

What happens when someone can't graduate because

some courses are only offered during either the Fall or the

Spring?

Some students are here for extra semesters just to get one

class. People wonder why it is hard to graduate in four

years.

The biggest problem is just making sure that you have

the green light to schedule. Why should students be held

up from scheduling because paperwork (that they turned

in on time) is lost?

Also, whose idea was it to put a hold on accounts for not

putting a phone number on the personal data form? It's

crazy.

Why are some classes held for freshmen? There are

juniors that still need lower level classes because they are

reserved for freshmen. It's really quite sad.

Scheduling should just be redone so that students can

schedule for the whole year.

This way, we have a full year for our hair to grow back

from pulling it out.

YOUR VIEWS
Statistics on Underage

Drinl^ing

-According to The Bedford Journal . 1999 National Health statistics reveal that more

than half of high school students (52.5 %) had a least one alcoholic drink on one or

more occasions during a 30-day period. Another 33.2 % engaged in binge drinking

consuming five or more drinks in a row during a 30-day period.

-According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, more than 35 % of

motor vehicle fatalities involving persons ages 15 to 20 are alcohol related, with 2,315

youths dying in alcohol-related crashes in 1996.

-In 1998, alcohol-related deaths were 35% of the total traffic deaths, the highest since

1994.

-First use of alcohol usually begins around the age of 13.

-Alcohol use is associated with the leading causes of death and injury among teenagers

and young adults.

-240,000 to 360,000 of the current college student body will eventually die of

alcohol-related causes.

-Studies show there will be 24% more crashes caused by 15-17 year olds during the next

decade because they will choose to drink and drive.

-Alcohol-related crashes are one of the leading causes of death for adolescents and

young adults in the United States. A teenager dies every three hours because of an

impaired driver.

The total number killed in alcohol-related crashes between the ages of 15-19 in 1998

-1,695

-Drinking drivers in crashes by age and sex between the ages of 16-20

-Male 1,311

-Female 225

-Total 1,536 Statistics provided by

Geary Leatherman

Sophomore-Business major
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Opinion
got your car

*^I am named after a

great man, and had I

better start working on

living up to \V

Hide Park

Keith Blair Gwillim

My grandfather passed away

last week. It's a terrible cliche,

but you don't know what you've

got until you've lost it. It's a

cliche, but for a reason: It's true.

When he was alive, it seemed I

could only find faults with the

fact that Blair Johnson lived with

us. His seemingly gruff nature

was alienating to me; I couldn't

play my stereo loud because he'd

complain; he cut down my
mother's favorite shade tree; and

on and on.

Of course, I had feelings for

him. I admired his strength (how

many 88-year-old men do you

know that could cut down a tree

and haul it out of the yard?), his

sharp and quick wit, and how

you knew that even though he

seemed outwardly tough, he was

just a big teddy bear inside.

When confronted with the

statement, "I love you," he'd

return it with a simple one-word

answer: "Likewise."

When my mother called to give

me the news, I have to admit that

it didn't hit me that hard. It

wasn't real yet; I wasn't face-to-

face with the problem. It didn't

even sink in when I arrived

home, surrounded by teary eyes

and wounded hearts.

But when my mother asked me
to go down to his little apart-

ment in our basement to get

some cookies, the floodgates

opened. Standing there, looking

at the cellophane-wrapped box

of Archway cookies he was so

fond of, the reality of the situa-

tion hit me.

See 'GwiUim' Page 4

"^^ hiave ii tbal

road

Immmfpm^mm only lengthens ttie

whiefa tiifiii tfiaii«^^

Jen DeFazio, Mangaging Editor

During my freshman year mere

were a lot of instances that made

me think twice about being in

school. I was fighting with my
roommate and ended up moving

out, I had a horrible first semester

academically, and I had barely sur-

vived my share of bad

relationships.

I know that this sounds familiar

to many people. I also know that I

got through it.

In the Spring of '99, 1 had all

that I could take, or so I thought. I

sat down and vented onto paper.

What I came up with was a list of

lessons that I have learned.

It really helped me and I think

that it will strike a chord with

many people.

I have learned that the meaning

of the word "friend" is actually

very precise.

I have learned that the meaning

of the word "aquaintance" is

indeed very broad.

I have learned that college does

not fix the problems, or the

pettiness from high school. Nor

does it get any better.

I have learned that three letters

across my chest will not be what

makes me who I am.

I have learned that running from

my problems only lengthens the

road back in which to fix them.

I have learned that speaking my
mind all the time only makes me

look stupid and self-centered.

I have learned that the world

does not revolve around what I

think and what I feel, and the only

way to get anywhere is by giving

back what you expect to take along

the way.

I have learned that everyone has

two faces and the hardest fact is to

learn to speak with only one of

Editorial
them.

I have learned the meaning of

the word 'love' and know now that

it is the most complex emotion.

I have learned not to give my
heart to anyone willing to take it,

only to break it later and hand it

back to me in pieces.

I have learned how to look at the

scars on my heart and not be

resentful at how that got there, but

grateful they all made me who I

am today.

I have learned not only to respect

others, but respect myself in the

process.

I have learned that I can't make

anyone else happy until I am
happy with myself.

I have learned that I can't please

absolutely everyone, and there

comes a time to only think of

myself and not feel selfish about

my actions.

See 'DeFazio' Page 5
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Frustrations of

Sdhsduling

Close your eyes and picture this scenario: you call TEL-

REG. ..it's busy. SURPRISE!!

So you call back four or more times and get through.

You then jump up and start your happy dance, but before

you can start jiving, the classes you want are closed.

This probably sounds familiar to many of us. (For those

of you who have never had a hard time scheduling, you are

not our favorite person right now.)

There are even students whose schedules consist of all

write-in slips. Why is this? The professors are probably

just as sick of seeing them as we are of needing them.

Then there is another problem. Many of the classes stu-

dents need are all scheduled at the same time.

This is a BIG problem when there is only one section of

a class offered. If there were more sections opened maybe

this wouldn't be a problem. We stress maybe.

What happens when someone can't graduate because

some courses are only offered during either the Fall or the

Spring?

Some students are here for extra semesters just to get one

class. People wonder why it is hard to graduate in four

years.

The biggest problem is just making sure that you have

the green light to schedule. Why should students be held

up from scheduling because paperwork (that they turned

in on time) is lost?

Also, whose idea was it to put a hold on accounts for not

putting a phone number on the personal data form? It's

crazy.

Why are some classes held for freshmen? There are

juniors that still need lower level classes because they are

reserved for freshmen. It's really quite sad.

Schcduhniz should just be redone so that students can

schedule for the whole year.

This way. we have a full year for our hair to grow back

from pulling it out.

YOUR VIEWS
Statistics on Underage

Drinking

-According to The Bedford Journal , 1999 National Health statistics reveal that more

than half of high school students (52.5 %) had a least one alcoholic drink on one or

more occasions during a 30-day period. Another 33.2 % engaged in binge drinking

consuming five or more drinks in a row during a 30-day period.

-According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, more than 35 % of

motor vehicle fatalities involving persons ages 15 to 20 are alcohol related, with 2,315

youths dying in alcohol-related crashes in 1996.

-In 1998, alcohol-related deaths were 35% of the total traffic deaths, the highest since

1994.

-First use of alcohol usually begins around the age of 13.

-Alcohol use is associated with the leading causes of death and injury among teenagers

and young adults.

-240,000 to 360,000 of the current college student body will eventually die of

alcohol-related causes.

-Studies show there will be 24% more crashes caused by 15-17 year olds during the next

decade because they will choose to drink and drive.

-Alcohol-related crashes are one of the leading causes of death for adolescents and

young adults in the United States. A teenager dies every three hours because of an

impaired driver.

-The total number killed in alcohol-related crashes between the ages of 15-19 in 1998

-1,695

-Drinking drivers in crashes by age and sex between the ages of 16-20

-Male 1,311

-Female 225

-Total 1,536 Statistics provided by

Geary Leatherman

Sophomore-Business major
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"I am named after a

great man, and had f

better start working on

living up to it."

Hide Park

Keith Blair Gwillim

many 88-year-()ld men do you

know that could cut down a tree

and haul it out of the yard?), his

sharp and quick wit, and how

you knew that even though he

lace with the problem. It didn't

even sink in when I arn\ed

home, surrounded by teary eyes

and wounded hearts.

But when my mother asked me

My grandfather passed away

last week. It's a terrible cliche,

but you don't know what you've

got until you've lost it. It's a

cliche, but for a reason: It's true.

When he was alive, it seemed I

could only fmd faults with the

fact that Blair Johnson lived with

us. His seemingly gruff nature

was alienating to me; I couldn't

play my stereo loud because he'd

complain; he cut down my
mother's favorite shade tree; and

on and on.

Of course, I had feelings for

him. I admired his strength (how

seemed outwardly tough, he was to go down to his little apart-

just a big teddy bear inside. ment in our basement to get

When confronted with the some cookies, the floodgates

statement, "I love you." he'd opened. Standing there, looking

return it with a simple one-word at the cellophane-wrapped box

answer: "Likewise." of Archway cookies he was so

When my mother called to give fond of, the reality of the situa-

me the news, I have to admit that tion hit me.

it didn't hit me that hard. It

wasn't real yet; I wasn't face-to- See 'Gwillim' Page 4

"I have learned that running from my prohlems only lengthens tlie

road back in which to tlx them.'*

Jen DeFazio, Mangaging Editor

During my treshman year there

were a lot of instances that made

me think twice about being in

sch(H)l. 1 was fighting with my

rcHimmate and ended up moving

out, I had a horrible first semester

academically, and I had barely sur-

vived my share of bad

relationships.

I know that this sounds familiar

to many people. I also know that I

got through it.

In the Spring of "99, 1 had all

thai I could take, or so I thought. 1

sat down and vented onto paper.

What I came up with was a list of

lessons that I have learned.

It really helped me and I think

that it will strike a chord with

many people.

1 have learned that the meaning

of the word "friend" is actually

very precise.

I have learned that the meaning

of the word "aquaintance" is

indeed very broad.

I have learned that college does

not fix the problems, or the

pettiness from high school. Nor

does it get any better.

I have learned that three letters

across my chest will not be what

makes me who I am.

I have learned that running from

my problems only lengthens the

road back in which to fix them.

I have learned that speaking my
mind all the time only makes me

look stupid and self-centered.

I have learned that the world

does not revolve around what I

think and what I feel, and the only

way to get anywhere is by giving

back what you expect to take along

the way.

I have learned that everyone has

two faces and the hardest fact is to

learn to speak with only one of

Editorial
them.

I have learned the meaning of

the word 'love' and know now that

it is the most complex emotion.

I have learned not to give my
heart to anyone willing to take it,

only to break it later and hand it

back to me in pieces.

I have learned how to look at the

scars on my heart and not be

resentful at how that got there, but

grateful they all made me who I

am today.

I have learned not only to respect

others, but respect myself in the

pr(x:ess.

I have learned that I can't make

anyone else happy until I am
happy with myself

I have leamed that I can't please

absolutely everyone, and there

comes a time to only think of

myself and not feel selfish about

my actions.

See 'DeFazio' Page 5
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What do you plan to diess up as for Halloween?

by: liz Potter

r

Senior,

Communication

"I plan on dressing up

like a party hooch,

complete with smelly

body glitter."

SUffi ^pter

!funior, iCem. 'Ed. ST^E'D

"I am going to dress up as a

hula girl."

Scnior,To(itica( Science

"I always think of my cos-

tume at the last minute."

'Penny Smith

Senior,

Communication

"I am dressing up as a

pregnant nun."

Can Girls play football? A court says Tes'
by Bill Wallace

Courtesy of TMS Campus

A recent Associated Press

dispatch from Greensboro, N.C.,

began as follows. "A federal jury

awarded a female place-kicker $2

million in punitive damages, ruling

Duke University cut her from the

team solely because of her gender."

Run that bulletin by me once

more.

Five years ago, a 19-year-old

sophomore at Duke named Heather

Sue Mercer tried out for the varsity

football team again after having

kicked a winning field goal in the

Blue Devils' intrasquad game the

previous spring.

Coach Fred Goldsmith cut her

from the preseason squad and

allegedly told her she should go out

for beauty pageants rather than for

football.

Mercer complained to the

Chronicle, the campus newspaper,

saying that if she had been a boy

she would not have been cut.

However, she filed no formal com-

plaint with university officials.

Almost three years later, before

graduation, Mercer filed suit

against her alma mater on grounds

of gender discrimination.

Two more years went by before

this jury decided she indeed had

been a victim of sexual discrimina-

tion, that Duke had acted with mal-

ice and reckless indifference and

that Mercer deserved $2 million in

punitive damages.

One dollar was added for compen-

satory damages, meaning economic

loss.

What to make of all this?

There is a good chance that

college and high school football

programs henceforth are going to

be inundated with female students

coming over from the soccer

fields—any field—demanding to

try out as kickers.

Those summer kicking camps will

find a fertile new field of

customers-girls of all sizes and

shapes.

The football coaching fraternity,

well versed in the matter of Mercer

V. Duke, will be terrified of saying

anything, or doing

anything, to discourage this

gender invasion. New ways will

have to be found to politely and

nicely dispense with these girls

after they prove they cannot consis-

tently kick 45-yard field goals in

front of a fourth-down rush by

mean boys playing defense.

Who knows? Perhaps one or two

will prove they can.

That this is a 21st century trend

there can be no doubt. "Anything

you can do, I can do too. Maybe

even better."

But football?

Mercer was a 16-year-old soccer

player in high school in Westchester

County, New York, when she

observed the kickers on the football

team and supposed she could do as

well. In her junior year she was the

place-kicker on the Yorktown High

School football team that won a

state championship.

The coach did not let her do the

kickoffs and that angered her, she

told The New York Times.

Her senior football season was an

inactive one due to a knee injury.

Then on to prestigious Duke and

Coach Goldsmith, a good man

under pressure to produce a win-

ning program in the rough Atlantic

Coast Conference.

The university's defense in the

Mercer lawsuit was that sex played

no part of her failure to qualify for

the team.

. "She can't kick the ball half as far

as six other kickers," Goldsmith

told the Chronicle the day he

dropped her from the squad. The

Chronicle had no quote about beau-

ty pageants.

The jury did not buy that defense,

even after viewing

videotapes of Mercer and other

kickers in practice. Those jurors

thus took on roles as football

coaches, and talent evaluators.

Mercer, 24, now works in New
York for Charles Schwab & Co.,

the financial transaction company.

She has said she will establish a col-

lege scholarship fund for female

place-kickers with the judgment

proceeds.

Duke will appeal the judgment,

probably on the ground that Mercer

never filed a complaint with the

university. What do I think? The

appeal should win out. This was a

cosmetic suit that had no merit.

Check out The Clarion Call

on-line at

www,theclarioncalLcom
Gwilliml I got your card , from Page 3.

All of a sudden, I wasn't just

standing in his apartment; it was

as if I was in him. His smell lin-

gered on every surface, his grave-

ly voice echoed in every floor-

board creak. The family cat

walked around, sniffing the air, as

if trying to detect his presence.

I glanced to my side, the crinkle

of cellophane resounding in my

ears like an atomic bomb, and I

saw a pile of Christmas cards that

he'd already written out. Mine

was at the top, with a holiday

sentiment already scrawled in it.

I lost it. He would never eat

these cookies, never hand out

these cards. There would be no

more weekly Sunday night visits

with my aunt, uncle and cousin -

a tradition with us since

God-knows-when. There would

be no more looking out my
window for his car to leave,

patiently waiting to turn up the

stereo. In short, there would be

no more. The apartment was a

pantheon to what used to be. I

sat in his favorite chair and cried.

But then I realized something.

Blair Johnson may be dead, but

not gone. I needed look no .

further than my own name to

prove it. "Keith Blair Gwillim."

I'd always been sort of

embarrassed by the middle name,

especially around him. But

bearing his name, which seemed

such- a burden during his life,

now seemed like a blessing. I

bore the mark not of some shad-

owy ghost, but of a strong, inde-

pendent and willful man. A vet-

eran of wars, a loving father.. .and

a caring

grandfather. A good man.

So, still sitting in his chair, I

picked up his notepad and pen. I

began to write. It was an exorcis-

ing of demons, of sorts. No,

strike that - not demons, just

expressions of fond memories

and warm

feelings.

That's what you're reading

right now. And although it's not

printed on a yellowed notepad,

smudged with my tears and blue

pen, the thoughts and feelings are

the same. I am named after a

great man, and I better start

working on living up to it.

I just want to tell him one more

thing: I got your card, Papap, and

I read what you wrote. Likewise,

Pap, likewise.

-Keith Blair Gwillim, October

20th, 2000.
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OPINION

By Brian Sowa Student Senate President

Since this will be my last

column before Nov. 7, 1 am
dedicating it to the upcoming

election.

Since I am the President of the

Student Senate, I unfortunately,

must take a neutral and non-parti-

san approach in this column, and

can't tell you who I think is the

better candidate. I will say

though, that I have always liked

the letter W. and think the state

of Texas is second best in the

nation.

With only two weeks before

the election, the polls show the

Presidential race in a statistical

dead heat. However, if you look

at all of the data, especially how
well the economy is, Al Gore

should be running away with the

election. Why isn't he? Are the

citizens of the United States

ready for a change from the

Clinton-Gore administration or

can the public not stand the

thought of seeing Gore on the

nightly news every single night?

(It scares me.)

To be fair and try to keep this

column from becoming a "Let's

Rip on Gore" article, 1 have to

say that G.W. is not the most

ideal candidate either.. .he has

problems remembering foreign

leaders names and then an even

harder time trying to pronounce

them. And there are those

allegations of the "slight" drug

and alcohol abuse in his younger

days.

Contrary to popular belief by

many scholars and political

analysts, most college students

do hold a view of which

candidate would be a better

President. Whether these views

are based on actual opinions or

just to antagonize your

conservative Republican

roomates, students do care who is

elected.

Then why have the three most

debated issues in this election

been. Social Security, Medicare,

and prescription drugs? Because

senior citizens vote.. .in large

numbers. In the last Presidential

election in 1996, over 2/3 of the

United States senior populafion

voted, compared to less than 1/4

of eligible voters our age.

Many people have ridiculed

both candidates for passing up

the opportunity to appear on

WWF's Monday night RAW.
But can you really blame them?

I would like to see the candidates

express their issues on this

popular show as much as every

other college student. However,

on the practical side, why take

that much time out of their

schedules to talk to people who

will not get them elected on Nov.

7? College students have proved

to the politicians in Washington

(and Harrisburg) that we do not

vote, and have given them the

attitude we just don't care.

In order to change politician's

perception of college students,

we must prove to them that we
can make a difference in their

elections. The only way we can

do that is to VOTE. This is the

only way we will get their

attention and get things done for

us.

Finally if anyone still needs to

request their absentee ballot, stop

by the Student Senate office (269

Gemmell) and we will help you

get it registered.

Everyone's opinion matters. We want to

hear from you. If you have an opinion on

an article that appears

throughout The Clarion Call write us and

drop it off in the Call office. The office is

located in 270 Gemmell Student Center.

DeFaziol Learning at college, from Page 3

I have learned the meaning of

individuality and know that being

a follower will only lead me back

to where I started.

But most of all, I have learned

that people come in and out of

our lives and rarely do we find a

special person to stay in our

hearts forever.

I have learned to hang on to

these special people, for if I lose

them, I am also losing a part of

myself.

JobTrak

JOB TITLES
Q. How important is a job title?

Jen

A. This question is hard to answer because it depends. To start with,

how important are job titles to you? If you are motivated by title, then

you might be content with a title of VP of Sanitation Control, know-

ing that your responsibility was simply to empty our wastebaskets. On
the other hand, if you are motivated more by what you do and the

impact you make, then job titles may be a non-issue. It is true that

there is more prestige to inflate titles, e.g. VP, Director, Sr. Manager,

etc. However, it is typical that a company will reward its employees

more by what they do and not what they're called. Likewise, your

peers will value you for your contributions, not your title.

Miguel Abdo

Systems Engineer

Paradyne Corporation

NMS Solutions

COAST TO COAST
Q. I want to relocate to New York. How do I conduct a successful job

search from California? I would like to find a job before I move. Any

advice?

-Adelina

A. The Internet is going to be your best friend in your campaign to

find the job you want in NYC. After you have identified the position,

the industry and the companies you wish to apply to, visit the compa-

ny websites. You will find all sorts of useful contact information such

as the names of persons to contact to

discuss employment opportunities.

Many companies have online recruiting screens that invite users to

apply online by posting an existing resume or filling in the blanks of a

template application.

Do not overlook the "high touch" methods such as networking. Ask

your family and friends for the names, addresses and phone numbers

of people they know in the New York area so you can find out if they

know anyone who might grant you an "informational" interview.

This is your opportunity to gather important information referenc-

ing housing, rents, rental fees, and cost of living factors.

When negotiating salary, this will be important for you to know. Go
to your favorite search engine on the web and key into the text field:

salary surveys - cost of living surveys. You will be led to useful sec-

tions that will inform you of the realities of relocation.

Maureen Sullivan

Editor/Publisher

Drake Beam Morin
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News
Clarion University dub sports recognition may be in sight

by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

The day when Clarion University club sports are recog-

nized may be in sight.

Currently, club sports operate on their own without the

aid of university funding or facilities.

An ad hoc committee was formed by Student Senate

which consists of four student senators; Dr. George Curtis,

Vice President of Student Affairs; Hal Wassink,

Coordinator of Student Activities; and Doug Knepp, head

of intramurals.

The committe was formed because no policy for club

sports exists. Senate does not fund club sports because of

a decision years earlier to allow Intercollegiate Athletics to

accept the responsibility for them.

Since a policy wasn't developed and an interest exists on

campus, surveys and research are being conducted at other

universities to try to establish a policy including: help and

liablity insurance; facilities and equipment; and supervi-

sion.

"We have well over 100 students involved in club sports

and others that would be involved if we had facilities and a

policy that not only permitted but encouraged their partic-

ipation," said Wassink.

Currently, club sports are not allowed to fund raise on

campus and are not permitted to utililize campus grounds

or equipment for practices. Clubs are also responsible for

finding their own supervisors (if any), transportation, and

insurance.

According to one club sports participant, one of the only

downsides to being recognized is that some students would

not be elligible due to grade point averages.

"It's great that they are trying to make them recognized

because they are becoming a bigger part of the university,'"

said Amy Ujazdowski, former Rugby player.

By Nov. the ad hoc committee hopes to make a recom-

mendation to Senate on whether to maintain the same pol-

icy, modify the current one, or adopt a new one entirely.

Credit card debt plagues college students
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The average credit card debt facing

undergraduate college students is $2,200;

debt totals $5,800 for graduate students,

according to Nellie Mae, the nation's

largest maker of student loans.

Studies have shown more than half of 16

to 22-year-olds do not save any money

they get, and only 23 percent use a month-

ly budget.

Junior Finance major, Gary

Aughinbaugh, said, "People who are in

credit card debt don't know how to man-

age their money."

This is a major cause of credit card debt

among college students. Sources prove

only 2 1 percent of students have had a per-

sonal finance course before entering col-

lege.

Kenny Thomas, director of corporate

relations of Visa, USA in San Francisco,

said, "Education is the key here, and that's

where Visa is really taking the lead.

We offer issuers a host of resources to be

able to help their cardholders manage

credit and stay out of trouble when it

comes to consumer debt."

Sophomore Joe Rendos, Business major,

said, "It's not the fault of the credit card

company, it's the fault of irresponsible stu-

dents. If you don't have the money, don't

buy it."

A Southern Illinois University personal

finance teacher, Peter DaDalt, agreed the

cardholder is responsible for his or her

own debt.

Once you 've filled out a

credit card application, you

become haunted with further

junk mail and 7 a.m. phone
calls asking you to applyfor

the card, just to find out you

can 't even be aprovedfor
it. 99
-Brian Monico

He said, "Credit is like dynamite. It's

great in some areas, but it has to be han-

dled with care."

A Georgetown University study found

that 70 percent of undergraduates at four-

year colleges own at least one credit card.

Reasons students give for carrying cred-

it cards include: establishing a good cred-

it history, handling emergencies, and pro-

tecting themselves from the dangers of

carrying cash.

Junior CSD major, Brian Monico, said,

"Once you've filled out a credit card

application, you become haunted with fur-

ther junk mail and 7 a.m. phone calls ask-

ing you to apply for the card, just to find

out you can't even be approved for it."

One alternative to credit card ownership,

according to Maria McKay, program

supervisor of consumer credit counseling

for Metropolitan Family Services of

Chicago, is ATM cards connected to a

checking account.

However, she pointed out, there is no

protection against loss or theft of ATM
cards. In addition, a student would have to

keep track of withdrawals so as not to let

their balance unexpectedly drop to zero.

The Georgetown study confirmed that in

some situations, a parent will help his or

her students pay credit card debts, but in

other cases a student may be forced to

withdraw from classes to work more hours

and pay the debt his or herself.

Sophomore Business major, Erin

Bucciarelli, said, "A friend of mine does

not take classes this semester because her

parents refuse to pay until she can pay off

her $2,000 credit card debt."

According to the Consumer Federation

of America, in extreme cases, students

have committed suicide because they felt

they were too deep in debt to ever climb

out.

Authorities around the nation have been

trying to limit credit card debt among col-

lege students.

Rochester, New York Congresswoman

Louise Slaughter, was contacted in regard

to this issue in her area.

Last fall. Slaughter introduced the

Student Senate is trying to

combat the negative impacts

of credit cards through the

use ofour new credit card

fund raising policy. 99

-Student Senate President

Brian Sowa

College Student Credit Card Protection

Act. This bill would limit the total credit

given under a credit card to a full-time stu-

dent unless a cosigner assumed joint lia-

bility.

Also, a credit card could not be provid-

ed to a student with no gross income. The

bill, which is now in subcommittee, has 36

co-sponsors.

In addition. Slaughter has also prompted

the General Accounting Office to study

credit card debt among college and uni-

versity students.

More locally, Clarion University is

working to reduce credit card debt among

its own students as well.

"Student Senate is trying to combat the

negative impacts of credit cards through

the use of our new credit card fund raising

policy," said Senate President Brian Sowa.

The new plan entails four major points.

First, the fundraising company must pay

organizations a flat fee rather than giving

money on a per application basis.

Second, organizations may no longer

give away free prizes as incentive for stu-

dents to apply.

Next, anyone participating in credit card

fund raisers must distribute materials

addressing the risks of credit card debt

along with each application.

Finally, credit card fund raisers may only

be held in or around Gemmell Student

Complex.

Sowa said, "We're looking forward to

President Reinhard approving this policy

in the near future."

www.thecIarioncall.com
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Clarion U. hosts "The Business of Art"
by Anita Bowser

Clarion Call Staff Writer

A one day intensive seminar, "The

Business of Art," was held in Marwick

Boyd Fine Arts Complex on October 24.

The seminar featured Libby Platus, a

consultant who shows small business own-

ers imaginative ways to market and publi-

cize their works without high costs.

The seminar was sponsored by Clarion

University's College of Arts and Sciences,

Department of Art, Department of

Communication, and Small Business

Development Center.

"The seminar was a great success," said

James Rose, of the Clarion University Art

Department.

Rose reported that students, community

members and representatives from the

Clarion County Arts Council attended the

all day event.

Approximately 70 people turned out for

the event, which was moved into Gemmell

at the last minute.

"It was a good atmosphere for artists to

network," said Charu Uppal, of the com-

munication faculty.

Valerie Lorimer, a freshman and com-

muting student, said, " Platus encouraged

people to think differently about their mar-

ket sources."

Platus emphasizes an entrepreneurial

approach to taking charge of career sur-

vival.

Topics covered by Platus include: pricing,

identifying customers, promotional and

marketing strategies and publicity for vari-

ous events, and organizations.

Platus has appeared in Who's Who in the

World, Who's Who in American Art, and

was on the Los Angeles Olympic Cultural

and Fine Arts Commission.

She has given over 850 presentations in

all 50 states and nine countries.

Platus has lectured extensively, sharing

information and evaluating art products for

small and home-based businesses, artists,

designers, galleries and communities.

Platus does private consultation for individ-

uals and advises groups.

Hal Wassink, of the Student Activities

Office, made the last minute move into

Gemmell possible.

Can you graduate in four years?
by Lindsey Lowrie

Clarion Call Stoff Writer

. Is a four year degree an idea of

the past?

It may not come as much of a

shock to realize that it is increas-

ingly harder to graduate in four

years.

A recent article written by

Philip Walzer for TMS Campus

said, "At most of Virginia's 15

public four-year colleges, less

than 50 percent of freshmen

graduate within six years."

The spokeswoman for ACT,

Kelley Hayden, believes that

there are two reasons for the

decline in four year graduation

rates, "inadequate preparation

for college work" and also the

need for students to work to help

pay their college tuition.

Acceptance standards into col-

leges may not be as hard as they

once were.

This results in students who

are not prepared for the work

involved at the college level.

Robert D. Doane, as cited in

the TMS campus article, said

that Christopher Newport

University in Virginia is "now

.^^%
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accepting much more qualified

students."

"Students who go to William

and Mary and the University of

Virginia are academically pre-

pared," said Phyllis Palmiero,

executive director of the state

council.

She said at other colleges,

"students may be less prepared

or they may have more chal-

lenges paying for school. So

they're going to be dropping out

and taking fewer courses."

Hank Crawford, a sophomore

Communication major at

Clarion, said that he feels "col-

lege acceptance levels are too

low so more kids will go to that

certain college. Then that col-

lege can make more money, but

it hurts the students who aren't

prepared for the work."

This decrease in four year

graduation rates may be linked

to more than just poor planning

on the students' part.

Many students can not take a

full course load or summer
courses because they have to

work at part-time jobs to help

pay for their education.

Tiffany Russell, a sophomore

Speech Pathology major at

Clarion, said while working a

part-time job can help to teach

you how to handle responsibility

well, that it does push back the

expected graduation date.

The question remains whether

it is the fault of the students or

the university as to why students

aren't graduating in four years.

Brianne Ayala, a sophomore

education major, said the univer-

sity is at least partly to blame.

Brianne said, "it is hard to

find a good advisor."

She said the guidance that stu-

dents expect may be lacking and

therefore it is hard to decide

what classes to take.

This pushes back graduation

dates because you may end up

behind in core classes and gen-

eral education classes.
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Search for trustee continues
by Mike Lockett

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The university is seeking more

applicants for the position of

student trustee.

The position has been adver-

tised for the past four weeks.

The deadline, originally set

for Wednesday, Oct. 25, has

been extended to Nov. 1.

"We only had one applicant,"

said Naqeeb Hussain, the cur-

rent Student Trustee.

'i highly encourage anyone to

apply for the position. It's very

prestigious. The Student

Trustee is a representative of

the whole university... you work

closely with the president and

administration," said Hussain.

The student trustee is part of

an eleven member council.

It consists of Clarion alumni

and community members with

an interest in the university.

The Trustee Board is a leg-

islative enabler for the System

of Higher Education.

It was designed to sit over the

president and other administra-

tive bodies of each state school.

It serves functions like evalu-

ating the president and approv-

ing contracts negotiated by the

president for more than

$25,000.

"When issues come up to the

level of trustees, the student

trustee influences the rest of the

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Naqeeb Hussain is the cur-

rent Student Trustee. A
searcti for a replacement is

underway.

council to pick an avenue in the

best interest of students and all

involved.

For example, an increase in

tuition: I have to look at the big

picture and decide whether it is

appropriate," said Hussain.

According to Hussain, the

Student trustee provides feed-

back from the student point-of-

view to the president.

For example, Hussain said he

e-mailed Dr. Reinhard this past

summer because Becker Lab,

the only lab available to stu-

dents in the evening, closed at

10:00 p.m. because of budget

cuts.

"It didn't accommodate stu-

dents' schedules... A few days
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later the lab was open until

12:00 a.m.," said Hussain.

Hussain said he advised Dr.

Reinhard that the Golden Eagle

Express should have scheduled

stops to make it more accessible

to students.

"I e-mailed her about a water

fountain in Campbell Hall that

didn't work for a year... They

are things that no one else is

going to tell her," Hussain said.

Hussain is graduating this

summer, creating the need for

the new Student Trustee.

Applications are available at

the Student Senate office.

Applicants must have com-

pleted 12 credits.

They should have good acad-

emic standing and three letters

of recommendation.

The chosen student will serve

as a trustee until graduation, or

a maximum of four years.

After approval on a university

level, the potential trustee's

application is sent to the chan-

cellor of the State System in

Harrisburg for review.

Upon approval, the potential

trustee will go to Harrisburg for

an interview.

Upon further approval, the

trustee will take a court oath to

"do his/her best to serve the uni-

versity and the State System."

Hussain is Computer

Information Science major from

Sri Lanka.

TV 5
Over the course of the next month it is possible that

TV 5 will not be able to broadcast their

programming as scheduled. Due to upgrades of

AT&T Cable lines near the TV 5 studios, TV 5

broadcast service may be interupted. They will try

to broadcast but cannot guarantee success.

You can watch TV 5 every Tuesday and

Wednesday night for the latest in local news on

Clarion's very own TV 5 News at Eight. Also, go in-

depth with local newsmakers on Feedback with

Mark Despotakis, airing at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday and

Wednesday evenings.

Ryberg goes to Reno

Leadership

Development

Series Schedule

November 1

:

"Service" presented by

Dr. Kevan Yeneral

November 8:

*Ach}evemenf presented

by Mr. Howard Utz

November 15:

Teamwork" presented by

James "Thunder"

Thornton

November 29:

"Attitude" presented by

Pastor Mark D. Cummins

by Ladonna Dunlevy

Clarion Call Ste^^^

The 112th annual meeting of

the Geological Society of

America will be held at the

Reno/Sparks Convention Center,

in Reno, NY Nov. 13th through

the 16th.

Clarion University's Dr. Paul

Ryberg, an associate professor of

Anthropology/Geography/Earth

Science will present "Utilizing

State-of-the-Art Field Equipment

in project-oriented curriculum at

an Undergraduate Geoscience

Department; Examples from

Clarion University."

Ryberg will describe the new

revisions of upper level under-

graduate geoscience curriculum

which have enhanced the usage

of geophysical, geochemical, and

surveying equipment.

These include ground penetrat-

ing radar, magnometer and con-

ductivity meter; field colorimeter

and multi-parameter water test

meters, flow meters, portable

weather station, and GPS

receivers, total station and target-

less laser survey instruments

interfaced with dataloggers and

field computers.

Examples of student field pro-

jects that use total station survey-

ing with laptops include: map-

ping and measuring a coal-bear-

ing stratigraphic sequence; map-

ping a quarry with structurally

complex folds; and surveyiiig a

strip mine reclamation site.'

Hydrology projects include

GIS mapping and hydrolic char-

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Dr. Paul Ryberg is slated to

speak at tt)e Reno/Sparks

Convention Center in Reno,

NV in Nov.

acterization (precipitation, dis-

charge and field-based water

chemistry) of a watershed system

affected by acid mine drainage.

Soil projects include terrace

delineation and soil mapping

along the Allegheny and Clarion

Rivers.

According to Ryberg, approxi-

mately 5,000 to 6,000 geologists

from all over the world attend the

conference that occurs Nov. 9th

through the 16th.

The conference offers field

trips before and after the meet-

ings, as well as short courses

and workshops for teaching and

practicing a variety of geological

divisions.

"You see everything, there are

huge exhibits relating to the field

everywhere. It takes a whole day

just to walk through," said

Ryberg.

I
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Student Senate

ATM machine to move inside Riemer Snack Bar
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University students

have begun adjusting to the new

location of the ATM machine,

which used to be inside Gemmell

across from the bookstore.

According to Student Senate

Advisor, Dr. George Curtis, S&T
Bank was unhappy with the low

amount of use the machine got at

that location.

In order for more students to

access the machine, S&T chose

the new area inside the snack bar,

figuring there would be more

daily traffic in this location.

However, because the snack bar

doors lock at 9:00 p.m., the ATM
could possibly relocate again.

This time. Student Facilities

members are considering moving

the machine to the area between

the first set of doors entering the

snack bar and the second set. This

will allow students an extra hour

and a half to take out money even

after the snack bar has closed for

the night.

In other business. President

Bryan Powell /The Clarion Call

Student Senate met on Monday Oct. 24. One topic of dis-

cussion was that the snack bar will now host the AThA

machine. The ATM machine used to be inside Gemmell
across from the bookstore.

Brian Sowa thanked all senators

who took part in riding the

Golden Eagle Shuttle Bus through

the campus loop from Founders to

College Park Monday evening.

According to Senator Dave

Snyder, roughly 14 senators rode

the bus so they are better able to

promote the service to the student

body.

He said, "It was a very enjoy-

able ride...The bus driver was

very personable and answered any

questions we had."

Snyder, chairman of the

Housing Concerns Committee,

addressed the fact that many resi-

dence hall students miss the large

areas on the ground floor of their

dorms, which were devoted solely

to recreation. With periodicals in

Nair, the Academic Support

Center in Campbell, and the

CATS center in Wilkinson, some

students feel that recreational

space has become limited.

Senator Missy Gring moved to

adopt the amended Mock
Constitution; this constitution will

now be used for organizations

wishing to be recognized by

Student Senate.

Vice President Drew
McWilliams said there is informa-

tion available on the PR board

about obtaining absentee ballots;

students can get absentee ballots

through the end of Oct. He added

that there are new board specials

available at the coffee shop in

Gemmell.

Vice President McWilliams

announced Senator Derek Parker

as Senator of the Week.

Parker said, "I was basically just

doing my job. I was doing my
part to get the Social Equity

Dinner rolling."

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

reported the following amounts in

each account: Capital,

$103,915.23; Large Item Capital,

$37,889.74; Supplemental,

$20,103.00; Supplemental

Reserve, $33, 114.53.

According to UAB
Representative, Senator Tom
Clopp, there were between 400

and 500 people in attendance at

last week's "Warrens'

Ghosthunters Show."

The next scheduled Student

Senate meeting is for Monday

Oct. 30 in 246 Gemmell.

Bryan Powell /The Clarion Call

Senator Derek Parker was
elected Student Senator of

the Week for his work on the

Social Equity Dinner

Call Amy at 393-2380

CSA Board ofDirectors

This is one class

yoii can't SKIP. Yotir life.

Plan for it.
4MMMWMMI

Our professional staff offers :

o Complete gynecological care

fr^^ walk-In pregnancy testing

Birth control methods & counseling

Emergency contraception

Testing & treatment for sexually transmitted

diseases (men Si women)
All services are high quality, confidential and
reasonably priced. Most health insurance plans

accepted.

10^4A East Main Street

Close to campus
We are located at:

To schedulem appomtment

CSA Board buys van
by Anita Bowser

Clarion Call Staff Writer

LL 226-75
wv.uJlicinc.Oi'u

At the Oct. 24 meeting, the Clarion Student's

Association (CSA) Board of Directors passed a

motion to purchase a 2001 Ford Windstar van for

$28,707.

The van will be purchased with bookstore profits.

The board elected officers for the Fall 2000 semes-

ter,

Shane Eck was elected Chairman for the fourth

consecutive semester. Eck has served on the CSA
Board for four years.

Brian Sowa was elected Vice Chairman. This is

Sowa's first semester in this position after serving for

one year on the board. Sowa is also the President of

Student Senate.

Lee Krull, Business Manager of CSA, reported

that this will be the second time CSA has bought a

vehicle and it may be possible to purchase one every

two years.

In other business, two amendments to the travel

policy were passed.

A 20 percent limit will be imposed on CSA reim-

bursement of gratuities.

Mileage reimbursement was raised to 30 cents per

mile.

An ad hoc committee was formed to go over CSA
ticket, fund raising and athletic concession policies.

A representative of the Venango Campus was not in

attendance at the meeting.

Bryan Powell/The Clarion Call

The Clarion Student's Association (CSA)
voted to purchase a new Ford Windstar Van.

The van will be bought with profits from the
bookstore.
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Lifestyles

"The Dining Room" is thought-provoking and fun
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

and Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

ferent characters each time they

set foot on stage.

Many times, there was more than

Clarion University received a

slice of "American Pie" when they

entered into Hart Chapel's "dining

room".

"The Dining Room," a play by

A.R. Gurney, was presented by

Clarion University Second Series

Production, which is made up

entirely of Clarion students.

The play, done completely in one

room, depicted the changing fami-

ly throughout the last century;

from the early 1900's to present.

The cast, which included: Mary

Lou Manhart, Jonathan Banjak, ^^pg ^^^QJ^Q taking place in the din-

Alexis Hileman, Travis j^g J^^J^ n ^as as if audience

McGunigle, Jack Troese, Becky members were witnessing appari-

Thielet, Megan Overholt, and
tions.

Jonathan Edwards, portrayed dif- Director Joseph Gourley, said

that "if these walls could talk you

would hear tales of humor,

tragedy, illicit romance and self-

discovery."

We can't help but agree with that

statement because of some of the

scenes that took place.

For example, there was one

scene in particular, where a birth-

day party was taking place.

Some of the actors in the scene

played young children. It was

very humorous to see them portray

five and six-year-olds in appropri-

ate attire. One actor in particular

sported a beanie.

The great costuming didn't end

there. One scene featured an

elderly woman wearing a 60's

style dress that had sequins and

tulle underneath. The kicker was

the horn rimmed glasses that she

wore. The combination was quite

a sight on stage.

Reading to save lives
by Dani Stein

Contributing Writer^

Would you like to help raise

money for a good cause while

having fun and even soaking up

some culture? If you would, then

the English Club and Sigma Tau

Delta have the perfect activity for

you.

"Reading For The Cure," which

will take place Monday, Oct. 30,

at 6 pm in Moore Hall, is an

informal gathering where stu-

dents, faculty, and others can read

their creative works to help raise

money for breast cancer research.

Participants may also share their

favorite works by writers besides

themselves.

The clubs will be raising money

by selling pink ribbon pins and

raffle tickets. The main prize of

the raffle is a beautiful, colorful,

handmade quilt, but other prizes

will be given away as well.

This is the English Club and

Sigma Tau Delta's third year of

Photo courtesy of Sigma Tau Delta

The quilt that will be raffled off

by English Club and Sigma Tau

Delta.

holding this event, and it has

been very successful in the past.

Last year's activities raised

Filmmaker Cameron

Crowe returns with his

awe-inspiringnew film.

Almost Famous. To see

why it's so special.

See Page 12

Newcomer Dido has

cut her teeth with

Eminem, and toured

with Ulith Fair. Toleam

about her debut.

See Page 13.

Perhaps one of the funniest and

most enjoyable aspects was the

change in voice that Jonathan

Edwards consistently had to do

throughout the play.

Often times without the change

in voice, the age and nationality of

the characters would be hard to

distinguish because of the constant

change in costuming and roles.

Some scenes also featured extra-

marital affairs spaning one genera-

tion to another.

Others spotlighted teenage

experimentation with drugs and

alcohol.

We were both very into the char-

acters, even though they were only

on stage for short periods of time.

The play, which was free to stu-

dents and lasted a mere hour and

fourty-five minutes, captivated the

audience for the entire duration.

We thoroughly enjoyed this pro-

duction and look forward to seeing

these performers in the future.

^Ff^rr^wfrf 'J'i'immwvwwi 1 1 u VfJiti ' i

Spotlig larion

over $1,600 for the cause, and the

university's English organiza-

tions were listed as sponsors on

the T-shirts for Race For The

Cure.

The organizations are proud to

be able to say that they combine

their love of language and writing

with a desire to help causes both

within the community and out-

side of it.

If you have work to share, or

would like to listen to the creative

endeavors of others, please join

them for the reading. You do not

have to share your work if you

attend, but if you would like to

read, you can sign up outside of

Dr. Kevin Stemmler's

office;Room 112 D, Davis Hall.

The proceeds of this event will be

donated to "Race For The Cure,"

and for the sake of women every-

where. Any help received is

greatly appreciated.

www.theclarioncall.com
'

Photo by Tim Knapp

Ladonna Dunlevy, Jen DeFazio, Debby

Amon, and Amy Thompson hang with

the "big rocking chair" in Emienton.

Dave Barry tells of the

problems with highway

construction, and why
cockroaches will enjoy

it

See Page 12

Calendar of Events.

Tofindoutwhafs

going on in Clarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 11.
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Cal 1/ ?^
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IToday
•Public Performance Competition (Founders Hall) 6 pm
Friday, October 27
•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•W. Volleyball at

Mercyhurst 7 pm
•Class Withdrawls end 4

pm
•Swimming & Diving at

Indiana 5 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (245

Gem) 7:30 pm
•Tom Welch, author "Work
Happy - Live Healthy"

(250/252 Gem) 10-12 Noon
& 1-3 pm
Saturday, October 28
•Football at Indiana 1:30

pm
•Clarion Diving

Invitational 10 am
•PSAC Cross Country Championships at Slippery Rock

•Diabetes Community Expo
•General small game season begins

Sunday, October 29
•Daylight Savings Time ends (turn clocks back one hour)

2am
•Rape Aggression Defense Systems (B-8 Ch ap) 5-9 pm
•MSS Spiritual Program
(Chap) 3:30 - 5 pm ^t^^M^^^
Monday, October 30 ^^^^H^^^^
•Student Senate Mtg. ^HHII^^^m
(246 Gem) 7:30 pm ^^^^|^^V
Tuesday, October 31 ^^ ^HHI^^H^V
•HALLOWEEN ^W^S^IIJJ^Mf
•W. Volleyball vs. ^J ^^Uttti[^[ff^iBH!
California 7 pm ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
Wednesday, ^^B ^V.^^
November 1 ^^^B^ ^

^B
^^^H

•Leadership ^JH^HD^rVrflH^^V
Development Series ^^l^^^*^*^*^^^w
(250/252 Gem) 7 pm ^^^^^^^Wi
•Swimming & Diving at

Allegheny 6 pm
•UAB Massage (Gem Rotunda) 1 1 am-3 pm

aiaaBjBiaaaaagiBMBiBiBiBiaMBfBiBiBMBiaaa^^
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Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

V\TiA

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

^rite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large i

[a^^ One Topping

® $12.99
I

* Expires 30 days Not valid wth any other offer Valid

I
only at partc^jatmg locations. Customer pays atl appiic-

|
I atjle sales tax Additional toppings extra

Late Night SpeciaH
Large 1 -Topping
2-20 oz. Coke

» $S.99N
I

• Expires 30 days Not valid with aiy oBier o«er N^tfid I

I
'K at partcipating locations Customer pays all applic- I

j alDte sales tax Addifconal toppings extra .

PAPI lOHte
223-4010

Hours:
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat

We now accept Uisa Master Card and
American Express

Toppings
P^peroni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese
r-
I slices only

$.99

r
I

I

I

I

I Expires 30 days Not valid «Mth ewiy other offer Valid

Ionty at participating locations Customer pays all sipplic-

able sales tax Additional toppings extra

X-Large 2 Topping

2 Liter Coke^
$10.99

vrsA

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

One Large One Topping Pizza

Plus Order of Cheesestlcks &

Breadstioks

®$14.99 Del'^«^

Family Special
J

I One large with the works & One
|

f large with two toppings
1-2 liter of Coke '

$16.99

' Free Breadsticks |

with purchase of Large or I

X-Large pizza
a!

fes K) (tJvs fi^T valid wHth any other oBer Valid
I sMrticipdtiiiu locauons Customer p^rs att SN3P<ica

! Ik- &atst, tax AOOHionai toppingt extra

I

I

J

I

e
Expires 30 days Not valid with any ottier offer Valid

only at participating loc^ions Customer pays all awlica- |

I
tde sa*es tax Additior«l toppings extra

4 Large One Topping

$23.99tsmn^

Expires 30 days. tMot valid iwrtfi any ottier otter Valid

only ^i participaling locations Customer pays eMI applic-

, at>te sales tax Additional toppings extra

I

I

I

9
I

Not vaM iwitfi any ottier oifter Valid only at participat- I

ing locatwns Customer pays all ajplcatjle sales tax I

Additional toppings ewra

r
I

I

I

I

I

i

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

$9.99EKX13
©

Not valid mth any other otier Vaiic

tng loc»ons Customer pays all a;j;

Additional loppings en-

•ipat-

tax

I

I

- X
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Almost Famous is almost perfect
by Mike O'Brien

Clarion Call Staff Writer

It's been five years since Cameron

Crowe has written and directed a

movie. In that time I have graduated

trom high schtxil, moved on and

almost finished college, had three girl-

fiiends and lived in four different

apartments. Just to think, while I was

doing all of that, Crowe was some-

where re-creating a turning point in his

life so it could be put on the big screen

just in time for me to give it praise

right here in Tlie Gill. And that's exact-

ly what I am about to do.

The story is simple, and better yet,

autobiographical. A young boy, repre-

senting Crowe in his adolescent years

(played by newcomer Patrick Fugit),

follows his dreams of becoming a cri-

tique writer for none other than

Rolling Stone magazine. He masks

his voice on the telephone and pre-

tends to be older to get a job writing

about a new band when he is actually

only fifteen. The editor of the maga-

zine makes him an offer and the

young boy goes off into the great big

glamorous world of rock 'n' roll.

On the road, the boy (Fugit) meets

not only the band, but a groupie,

excuse me - "band aid," played by

Kate Hudson. Hudson's character,

'Penny Lane," is that close to a perfect

human representation of a character

that is hardly ever seen in most

movies.

In fact, Crowe has made most of the

characters as human and relatable as

possible. After all, he did live out the

things that happen in this movie. In

one short part of the movie, the young

Crowe is standing backstage with

Penny Lane watching as the fictional

band Stillwater walks onto stage and

the lights go up. The crowd goes com-

pletely insane as the first guitar riffs

are sent screaming into the audience.

The boy's face bghts up with excite-

ment and he turns to look at Penny

Lane. She looks back with the same

elated expi^ssion. And when he goes a feeling of realness, with a touch of

to start writing about the moment in magic, all wrapped up into what I am

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Patrick Fugit and Kate IHudson watcti bacicstage as tt)eir

favorite band piays.

his little notebook. Penny Lane touch- willing to call the "feel-good movie of

es his hand, shakes her head, and at the year."

once they are both completely over- Being a music lover, one thing I find

taken by the music being played. It's impossible to overlook is the sound-

track. Crowe had no problem finding

the perfect music for each and every

moment in Almost Famous. Every

song tells a story about the part of the

movie that it's placed in. In fact, some

songs fit so perfectly that if all the dia-

logue was taken out the song alone

would be enough to get the point

across. Crowe still writes for Rolling

Stone magazine today and has a wide

knowledge of music which is tri-

umphantly expressed in this movie's

soundtrack.

Almost Famous is a film about two

families - the one you're bom with and

the one you find, ft's a story about the

passion for life, dreams, and most of

all - rock 'n' roll. And finally, it's a

story that strums the heart chords like

Jimi Hendrix used to play guitar.

Final Decision: Almost Fatuous is a

huge success. It will make you smile

the entire movie, and tor days after-

wards, too. Don't miss this one,

because a story like this doesn't come

along often.

Cockroaches will enjoy our highway cones
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

According to a recent news-

paper article that I carefully

clipped out and then lost but I

remember the gist of, traffic

gridlock in the United States is

very bad. It's getting to the

point where many commuters

arrive at work, use the bath-

room, then immediately begin

commuting home.

FACT: The average American

commuter whose car radio is

tuned to a "Classic Rock" sta-

tion spends more time singing

along to Kiss' song Rock And

Roll All Nite than talking with

his or her spouse.

FACT: I made the preceding

fact up, but for all we know it

could be true.

What is causing this traffic

congestion? According to a

report from the U.S.

Department of Transportation,

which recently completed a

Applications being accepted for

Student Trustee position

Applications are being accepted for the student trustee

position on The Clarion University Council of Trustees.

Eligible candidates must be:

Full-time undergraduate student
(other than freshmen)

Enrolled for at least 12 semester hours

In good academic standing

Candidates must complete an application form, available at the Student

Senate Office, 269 Gemmell Student Center. The form must be accompa-

nied bv three letters of recommendation and submitted to the Student

Senate Office by 5:00pm, Wednesday, October 18, 2000.

For more information, contact Student Senate President Brain Sowa at 226-2318 or

Student Trustee Naqeeb Hussain at 226-8353.

six-year, $187.3 million study

of the problem, the root cause

is, quote, "a whole lot of peo-

ple driving." But that is only

part of ^the problem. The other

part is: highway construction. I

happen to travel extensively,

because of the nature of my

profession (I am a monarch

butterfly). I would estimate

that, at present, approximately

two-thirds of our nation's high-

ways have been rendered

impassible by "construction"

crews. If there had been this

much highway construction

going on back in 1804, Lewis

and Clark would never have

gotten any farther west than

Atlantic City, N.J.

Now I realize that we must

pay a price for progress. As the

old saying goes, "You can't

make an omelet without

putting millions of motorists

through living hell for

decades." I honestly believe

that when all these highway

projects are finally done, the

world will be a better place.

Unfortunately, that will be 17

million years from now, and

the only living things left on

earth will be cockroaches. As

they crawl along the wide-

open, obstacle-free highway

See *Barry,' Page 13
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Dido proves she is No Angel with her debut
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Li^^^^^^^

Dido's debut disc. No Angel, was

released well over a year ago, but

her fast-rising star makes this

review very timely. This album

was virtually ignored until a cer-

tain whiny-boy rapper (Eminem)

decided to sample her song,

"Thank You," in his dark tale of

obsession, "Stan."

What starts out as an almost-

sappy love song on No Angel

becomes an eerie and unnerving

piece of spectral music. Fans of

Mr. Mathers that decide to pick up

No Angel will probably be disap-

pointed, although they shouldn't

be. Dido shows poise, confidence,

and a masterful tunefulness (not to

mention a voice that'll repart your

hair).

At first glance. Dido's music can

be passed off as sub-Sarah

McLachlan, with its slowed tem-

pos, yearning vocals, and wispy

melodies that float like smoke in

the air. But with repeated listens

(and closer examination), Dido

reveals her reluctant charms.

Dido's brother, Rollo (of the

trip-hop group Faithless) is put to

good use here. Without his

knowledge of synthesizers and

programming techniques, it's

quite possible that the album

would have been condemned to

Lilith Fair hell. Rollo's subtle

touches to the album, (a barley

perceptible synth line here, an

ethereal swath of sound there) are

magnificent.

We can't discount Dido herself,

though. Without her soaring

vocals, this would be quite a bor-

ing affair, and this batch of songs

is surprisingly strong for a fresh-

man release. Her lyrical content is

somewhat limited, though. Let's

just say that Dido has been hurt a

lot in past relationships. A IqI.

Almost every single track on No
Angel is about being scorned or

left by the curb.

The epic "Here With Me" opens

No Angel, and sets the tone. A
synth percolates to life, as clouds

of strings and guitar brew around

Dido's vocals. Though nowhere

near as dark as "Stan," "Here With

Me" is another tale of a person just

not letting go. "I won't go / I

won't sleep / I can't breath until

you're resting here with me," she

sings, and you believe her.

Hell hath no fury like a woman
scorned, and Dido puts on her best

butt-kicking shoes for songs like

"Don't Think Of Me" and "All

You Want." Her voice adopts sur-

prising sarcasm in the bitter

"Don't Think Of Me." "So you're

with her, not with me...oh how
lovely with your homecoming

queen..." she sneers, and you can

almost see a little smirk on her

lips. Dido also takes delight in

telling her ex that "In fact your

best friend / I heard he spent last

night with her," her voice dripping

with spite.

"All You Want" is similar,

though it contains more longing

than vitriol. "Oh, if you'd come

back / I'd let you know that all you

want / Is right here in this room"

shows that she's not quite as

angry. But Dido can turn on a

dime, as she sings "And you and

your sin / Can leave the way you

just came in / Send my regards to

her."

While those two songs show the

anger of a break-up, "My Lover's

Gone" is utter desolation. Dido is

by herself on this cut, accompa-

nied only by ghostly programming

and a downtrodden acoustic gui-

tar. She's not reaching out to her

lover or us on the track, just wal-

lowing in her own despair. It's the

album's most chilling moment.

Dido doesn't just know

heartache. She's also included a

couple of unabashed love songs

that Sarah McLachlan would kill

for. "Thank You" and the more

complex "Take My Hand" show

that Dido can do, well, pretty

much anything she wants.

Treading a thin line between

sugar-coated schmaltz and sincere

emotion, "Thank You" is a won-

derfully doe-eyed poem to a lover.

"I drank too much last night.. .my

head just feels in pain. ..but your

picture on the wall reminds me
that it's not so bad." She then pro-

ceeds to thank her lover for "giv-

ing her the best day of her life."

"Take My Hand" is even more

impressive, as skitterish strings

and guitar slide along the song's

surface. Dido extends her invita-

tion to "Touch my skin, and tell

me what you're thinking / Lie

down next to me, look into my
eyes and tell me what you're see-

ing," and you'll be helpless to

resist.

Although Dido may forever be

condemned to be remembered as

that woman who sang on

Eminem's record, if there's any

justice in the world, it won't be so.

But even if she doesn't break big,

I'm sure Dido will write a perfect-

ly pissed-off song about it. On my
five-star rating scale, No Angel

gets a 4 out of 5.

BARRYI Dave Barry examines the problem of highway construction this week. From Page 12.

and the only living things left

on earth will be cockroaches.

As they crawl along the wide-

open, obstacle-free highway

system, they'll wave their feel-

ers at each other, communicat-

ing the message: "I'm so glad

they finished this thing before

they became extinct!"

The problem is, at the current

rate of progress, 17 million

years might not be enough. To

understand why, let's take a

look at how a typical highway

construction project works:

PHASE I: The Division of

Traffic Cones (motto: "Over

Our Dead Bodies") sets out the

hundreds of thousands of cones

that form the heart of any high-

way project. Often, in fact, they

ARE the project. What happens

is, a crew will strew cones all

over a stretch of highway the

length of Tennessee, and this

effort will use up the entire

budget for that particular pro-

ject, leaving the highway

department with no financially

responsible choice but to aban-

don it and move on to the next

project in the Master Highway

Construction Plan, which was

originally developed during

World War II by Nazi under-

cover agents seeking to bring

America to its knees.

If there is any money left

over, the project moves to:

PHASE II: Large, angry men
come with jackhammers and do

not leave until every square

inch of usable road surface has

been smashed into pieces no

larger than a standard Chicklet.

PHASE III: Nothing happens

in Phase III, which typically

lasts six years.

PHASE IV: Workers from the

Division of Great Big Machines

That Never Actually Move lit-

ter the construction site with

huge, powerful-looking pieces

of construction equipment,

many of which do not have

engines. Eventually these are

worn away by erosion.

PHASE V: The project is

actually completed, and a giant

talking cucumber from Mars
dances the hula.

I don't mean to be overly crit-

ical of highway-construction

319 Main Street
Clarion Pa 16214
(814) 226-8990

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
BUY OR RENT
MAKEUP
WIGS

ACCESSORIES
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

workers. They're only doing

their jobs. I'm especially grate-

ful to the unsung employees of

IZahle 13
WWCH BmT^

1300 Clarion

David Lawrence

Discussing online topics every

night from 10:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Only on 1300 A.M.

the Division of Really Helpful

Signs. Think of this crack unit

the next time you're trying to

get somewhere, traveling at

roughly the same speed as the

Chrysler building, creeping

past miles of cones and immo-
bile construction equipment,

some of which has vines grow-

ing on it, and at last you come
to what is, as far as you can tell,

the only working machine in

the entire highway project: 'A

generator-powered electric

sign, flashing the vital mes-

sage: "EXPECT DELAYS."
Yes, gridlock is indeed a

problem. What can we, as citi-

zens, do about it? Plenty! We
can form car pools with our co-

workers, so that instead of

being stuck in traffic, we'll be

stuck in traffic smelling our co-

workers' bodily odors. Or we
can take mass transit, defined

as "transit that does not go

where you need to go." Finally,

we can demand that Congress

take action, in the form of laws

requiring "Classic Rock'" sta-

tions to play some different

songs. Working together, we
CAN make a difference! Then

we can rock and roll all nite,

and party every day.
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JOKE OF THE WEEK
contributed by Naqeeb Hussoin

Quoted from Jen from Penn - Who loves "The Rock"

O.K. I know I don't follow the elections too closely,

but anyway, two weeks ago I was talking to my

16 - year - old brother , and we were kinda having a

serious conversation and we went on to talk about the

Presidential Elections. This is how it went;

Jen: Why would people even think about voting for A\

Gore when George Bush has so much experience because

he was president before!

Brother: You stupid moron, this is his son!!

This is a true story

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Inc. in Liverpool

4 Pitch symbol

8 Calm
14 Period of note

15 Add employees
16 Lady ofThe

Raven"

17 Pronounce
18 Skip

19 Aerie builders

20 Location of

Michelangelo's

ceiling

23 Buries

24 Crude shelter

25 Cup brims

28 Actress Patricia

and others

29 Sebaceous cyst

30 Vietnam capital

31 "American

Gigolo" star

32 That man's
33 Mouthed-off

34 Signify

36 Epic tale

37 Fill with dismay

40 Duped
41 Annoying fit

45 Movers and
shakers

46 Snooze
47 Task
48 Pig's comment
49 Howard of

"Happy Days"

50 Poet Andre

51 Distant relatives

54 Loos and Louise

56 Theater section

57 Baseball hat .

58 Austere

59 Give off

60 PrkJe in oneself

61 Borg and Edberg

62 Gets the point

63 Confirmed

DOWN
1 Author of 'The

Four-Gated City"

2 Apprentice

3 Sun
4 Singing groups

5 Paints a word
picture

1 ?
3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1? 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22

I
30

|||H
23 24

I
33

25 26 27

28

wt
I
36

31 32

I
40

j^H 34 35

I
47

41

^^H
37 38 39

I
46

50

42 43 44

45

53

48 49

^51 52

1

54 55

1

56 57

58 69 60

61 82 63

© 2000 Tribune MecNa Services, Inc.

All rights reserved.
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6 Buffato's lake

7 Goes and gets

8 Skirt fold

9 Vault

10 Frank McCourt's

Pulitzer Prize

winner

11 "Sussudio" singer

Phil

12 Fury

13 Some: Fr.

21 Sold via

infomercial

22 Attila, e.g.

26 'The Raven" poet

27 Silly Caesar

29 Take first place

30 Old crone

32 Linden or

Holbrook

33 Unhappy
35 RRs on trestles

36 Gullible person

37 Fuss

38 Luau fare

39 Thoughtful

40 Manipulates

Solutions

i 3 S

1

s 3 3 S

1

S 3 a 3 M s

9 3 i 1 \N 3 3 b 3 A 3 s

d V 3 9 1 S V 1 1 N V

s N 1 s n Q N 3 S ^H
N 1 3 a B N H I X N 1

3 ti H I d V N s b 3 a

i 1 N S a V ^ 1 1 V d d V

V 3 V s n V 3 w
a 3 S s V£ s 1 1^ 3 d 3

1 N V H I N 3 M S 1 V 3 N

s d 1 1 i n H s ^ 3 1 N 1

IJH 1 3 d V H 3 N 1 1 s 1 S

s 3 n V 3

1

i 1 t^

1

A V s

3 d N 3 1 3 U 1 H V U 3

a 1 V 1 d d 3 1 a 1 1

42 Obsen/es
43 Last B.C. era

44 $10
46 _^ compos

mentis

47 Vinegar-and-oil

bottles

49 Kentucky Derby
flowers

50 Hobgoblin

52 Mind

53 „ off it!

54 Nincompoop
55 Fresh

off the mark by /v\ark Parisi off the mark by /v\ark Parisi
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GOOD

BAD
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'Thanks, but these aren't mine.

They're for Frank N. Stein, he's down in 3-C."

GOP'nCRATS
came to our town

turning Issues upside down .^5^

^ Upside, downside, outside lnf|

^\ Oh, what tangled webs

EC^ ^hey spin!

They say they do not wish for wars ?1
and do not peep In tradroom doors. ^^

^^ They do not 111(0 to pass new faxes '^^

Oust read the 'Relax Wax Tax* faxes). *)|

"Family values are whot we need.

Family values, yes indeed!

And don't forget Johnny's school,

flaclt-Jacket vests should l>e the rule."

When it ail Is said and done,

GOP'nCRATS hove ail the fun.

But 'til i do my civic duty. «jj
.GOP'nCRATS con kiss my booty. uJot

Twisted View* Cooney
ty l\<in<SS mA ^\\fo^tC

"You know, I built this system

from stuff I dug up in a computer graveyard."

1

I
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spring break
j

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre.

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com

.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go

Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

mertours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted ! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!
ifH:^Hfilfrliiitiil: ******

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

The Clarion Call Page 16

Classifieds
SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

Oor rent

Silver Spring Apartments.

Furnished. Close to campus. Four

person occupancy. Now signing

leases for the Fall 2001/Spring

2002 semesters. Leave message at

(814)226-5917.
^:ilfJll*,f*********

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.
**************

Two person occupancy. For Fall

2001, Spring 2002 semesters.

Walking distance to campus.

Leave message at (814)354-2238
^iilt^:i^**********

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 3 or 4 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. Call 226-6867.

f help wftntecl A

the First Baptist Church in

Clarion, for an organist/pianist.

Send a cover letter and resume to

Attn: Worship Board, PO Box

651, Clarion, Pa. 16214

ters! Love your future 0<I> sisters.

Brandi and Nikki, We're thinking

of you! Love ya lots, your 0OA
sisters.

optiortiiniti

}|C:4e)|C)|C3|o|C9)C3(C3tC9(C3|C^if(^

Attention overweight people. Lose

2-8 pounds a week. 100% natural.

Results guaranteed. 1-888-327-

7511. www.bellel23.com.

Happy Birthday Emily, you're a

wonderful roommate and a great

sister! Love Mindy and A<I>E

**************

Happy 21st Jill H. You'll enjoy

spending your big night with us!

+************ Love AOE

Excellent opportunity to lose

inches and make money! The

Herbal Body Wrap actually

achieves permanent inch loss. See

results and share with friends who

purchase and earn referral bonus-

es! Call Linda at 764-5895.

Alpha Epsilons, thank you for

singing for us at the chartering

banquet. It was sweet. Love AOE

**************

Adoption - Active outdoor couple

living in a country setting longing

to adopt your newborn. We offer a

lifetime of love, laughter, and

security. All expenses paid.

Confidential. Call 1-800-298-

9452.

KAP, It was so nice to see all of

you at the pizza party. I miss

hanging out with you guys! Love,

your sweetheart.

**************

To the brothers of OIK, have a

safe and Happy Halloween. All

my love, your sweetheart, Dena.

Happy 21st B-Day Adrienne!

Love your AZ sisters.

3|c}|e3((^:tc:t(3te>|'3('^3(c9(e>|c3|e

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.
ifiif************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusftindraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.
ittifiiiiiiftii*********

Wanted, Student who speaks

French to teach the language to

my children. Call 226-4328.

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F

9am-4pm EST.
**************

A part time position is available at

KAP, Thanks for making history

by being the first to mix with us.

We had a great time. Love, the

Soccer team.

Happy 20th Birthday Lisa V.!

Love your soon to be AZ sisters.

Hfiliiti***********

Sigma Pi, we had a blast at the

mixer. We'll "hula" with you boys

anyday. Love, the Soccer team.
i(fi^*llf **********

STF would like to congratulate

Bill Isbir for being crowned

homecoming king.
3fC3|C5|(3fC3f(3|C3|C!(C3(C-p3|CJf*3|C3fC

Congratulations to the new broth-

ers of ITF. Alpha Gamma class!

***!li:*** *******

Presort ihis coupon when ^j^^w^^w \. ^^VC?-^^ / tW ll

Thank you Shelly for the cookies

and food keeping us PHAT. Love,

STF
**************

ALF week mixer was a blast

AOE. We should go old school

again someday. ZTF

Thanks to the girls soccer team for

the trip to Hawaii. Let's do it

again sometime. SO
Hole************

To the newest members of STF,

Congrats from your favorite Tri

Sigmas. P.S. could we get our

clothing back?!

Fall 2000: Happy 1/2 way! We're

so proud of you! Love your soon

to be AZ sisters.

Happy 99th B-Day Delta Zeta!

Sigma Pi Larry, Thanks for my
flower. That was so nice of you!

You were a great trainee and are a

great friend! Love Dezort.

Congratulations to our new Tau

Tiger, Ron Bobiak. You're a great

guy and we are looking forward to

a fun-filled year with you! Love,

the sisters of AST

Margo and Jen, thanks for doing

such a great job with the alumni

picnic. We love you! AZT

We hope everyone had a great

ALF weekend. Congratulations

on the floats. AZT

Congratulations to the womens

rugby team on a great season.

Good luck at the playoffs! Love,

the sisters of AST
:{c;|e:(ci^^3t'^}|(j|e:fc:i|c^:tc3)e

To Fall 2000, we really are

"lucky" to have you as associate

members. Your future sisters ot

AST

We love our associate members,

especially Katie S. Love your

future AST sisters.

Dena, thanks for the great cook-

ies. ..next week, steak salad! Love,

OSK
**************

Meat, Kurt, Luke: thanks for all of

the work with the lights. Ben

Congratulations to Amy and

Smooter on your lavalier. OSK
**************

To the AST sisters, you girls are

the best. Thanks for the great

times the past couple of weeks.

We love you girls. Love, your Fall

2000 Associate Members.

Carrie and Roilyn, you guys are

the best Big and Grand Big I

could have ever asked for. Thanks

for everything. I have had a great

couple of weeks with you guys.

Love, Katie.
sUti^^/lfilf^citi*******

OSK, I hope you guys had a great

week! Have a great weekend and

a Happy Halloween too! Love.

JenSay.

[f
perscTirals"')

'V ^. ....... ..^

Happy Belated 21st Waylon. My
car still stinks but I love you any-

ways. Always, Nanc.
iifiif************

Jeff, I am looking forward to the

weekend. We deserve it. I love

you, Jen.

Chris, I would love to watch the

Discovery Channel with you.

JenSay.
**^ ***********

Timmy, you owe me a game of

wrestling! Say.

Yeah Halloween! Look out for the

Flintstone's and the Rubble's! The

Peach House.
*:^************

Deb. you're the best rommie ever!

^i*^***********

. ..„j coupon

H ynu bu) d Big X'tra

»rKiwicli and you'li ff^ a

? second one (of equa) of

I -iesscr NattiK) free^ Limil

one food it«iR per ooufK>n,

5 per customer, per vt»l.

I Please present coupon when

I onkring. Not vaJid wfth any

Mother oticr

Tri Sigma would like to wish

everyone a happy and safe

Halloween.
I**************

Valid ofily si McOonaWJ
of Clarion, BrookvHIe, |
and Punxsutawr>6y. |

Mresl^SgOO J

Amy, great house social! Love,

the house girls of Q^A
tti^Hf***********

Diana, Liz, Erin, Julie, Emily:

Congrats on getting your big sis-

Need That Housework Done?

Come to the

Society for Collegiate Journalists (SCJ)

Communication major Auction

on October 29 at 7:00 p.m. In Hart Chapel

and buy a pal to do the work!

Or volunteer to be auctioned!

All proceeds benefit SCJ.
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The Clarion Golden Eagles lose to Shippensburg, 27-14

by Dave Colamarino

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion Golden Eagles suf-

fered their first conference loss of

the season. The Golden Eagles

lost at Slippery Rock 27-14 on

Oct. 21. Clarion is now 4-4 over-

all and 3-1 in the PSAC-West.

"We had a good game plan

defensively and executed it well.

We really should have won the

game without taking anything

away from Slippery Rock. We
didn't execute well on offense.

Slippery Rock had a good defen-

sive game. They made the big

plays offensively," commented

head coach Malen Luke.

"We are missing assignments

offensively. We are just not click-

ing right now," added head coach

Malen Luke.

Leading the Golden Eagle

offense was Adam Almashy who

completed eight passes for 179

yards and two touchdowns. Justin

Sickeri led the ground game with

six carries for 40 yards. Tight end

I Andy Pore and wide receiver Cori

Johnson each caught touchdown

passes.

The Golden Eagle offense pro-

duced 284 yards. The running

game produced 105 yards.

The defense was once again led

by Roosevelt Benjamin who had

16 tackles, one fumble recovery

and two breakups despite leaving

the game with back spasms.

Kavon Ford, Travis Dock and

Steve Devennie each had two

sacks, while Tom Pore and Doug

Diegelman each had one sack on

Slippery Rock quarterback Randy

McKavish. McKavish had only

been sacked four times all season

prior to the contest against

Clarion.

"The coaches had a great plan.

They watched video all week to

prepare," commented Mike

Mangeri.

Slippery Rock took their first

possession of the game 53 yards

and took a 6-0 lead after the

missed extra point. The drive was

triggered by a 25-yard run on a

third and 14 play by McKavish.

McKavish would complete the

drive by hitting Nate Stewart for

the 20 yard touchdown pass.

"We lost containment on the

play. We just had a breakdown.

McKavish is the premier quarter-

back in the conference because he

has proven it," said coach Luke.

Slippery Rock would strike

again in the second quarter.

Dorrian Glenn would cap a 45

yard drive off with a 30 yard

scamper to the end zone to give

Slippery Rock a 13-0 lead.

The Golden Eagles would

immediately answer on the ensu-

ing possession. Clarion took the

ball 78 yards in 10 plays to cut the

lead to 13-7.

Sickeri had 43 total yards and

Demetric Gardner had 38 yards on

the drive. The Golden Eagles

caught a break when they recov-

ered their own fumble in Slippery

Rock territory. The drive was

capped off when Almashy hit

Andy Pore for the 7 yard touch-

down.

Slippery Rock had a chance late

in the first half to add to the lead,

but Benjamin stripped the ball

from Chris Eckenrode and recov-

ered it at the 3 yard line to keep

the deficit at six at halftime.

"This saved us from having a

broken back at halftime. This was

a key play," commented coach

Luke.

Slippery Rock immediately

struck to start the second half.

McKavish hit D.J. Flick for a 44

yard strike to give Slippery Rock

a 20-7 lead into the fourth quarter.

Glen put the final touches on the

game when he broke a 51 yard

touchdown run with under a

minute to play to give Slippery

Rock a 27-7 lead.

"We were gambling to get the

ball back and made a mistake,"

commented Luke.

Inside

Sports

Qarion University

track takes fifth place at

Gettysburg Invitational,

See page 18.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Erik Williams (50) and Steve Devennie stop Edinboro's running back in Clarion's homecoming
game two weeks ago. Last week at Slippery Rock the Golden Eagles lost to the Rockets 27-

14. Clarion is led this season by junior quarterback Adam Almashy. The Golden Eagles travel

to Indiana University of Pennsylvania to battle the Indians.

Clarion wouldn't give up

though. They took the ball 77

yards in 38 seconds for the touch-

down to cut the lead to 27-14.

Almashy finished the drive by

PSAC. The running game is aver-

aging 185.6 yards per game. Their

164.9 passing yards per game

ranks them fifth in PSAC.

Almashy has completed 79 pass-

hitting Johnson for the 36 yard es for 1,534 yards and 12 touch-

score, downs on the season.

The Golden Eagles still weren't Musser leads the rushing attack

Leading Clarion up front is Troy

Bowers with 28 tackles. Andre

Williams has seventeen tackles,

four of them for losses. Doug

Diegelman, Bill Burns, Erik

Williams and George O'Brien

complete the line.

Travis Dock continues to lead

done. They recovered the onside with 77 carries for 442 yards and the linebackers with 35 tackles.

kick, but their final pass was inter- three touchdowns. Gardner leads

cepted, giving Slippery Rock the the backs in receptions with 16 for

27-14 win.

Clarion hits the road again this

week when they travel to lUP.

Kickoff at George P. Miller

Stadium is set for 1:30 p.m.

277 yards and two touchdowns.

Sickeri and Robert Walker see

plenty of time as well.

Freshmen wideouts Mike

McCullum and Cori Johnson

lUP comes into the game with a along with Andy Pore lead the

6-1 record and a perfect 4-0

record in the PSAC-West. A win

would virtually give lUP the con-

ference title.

Clarion's offense is averaging

25.4 points per game which ranks

them fifth in the PSAC. They are

averaging 350.5 total yards per

game which ranks them fourth in

•www.theclarioncall.com'

receiving core. McCullum has 21

eight of them for losses, and three

sacks. Scott McGrady has con-

tributed with 31 tackles. Kevin

Platz, Shaun Saad, Tom Pore,

Dennis Yu and Tom Gaydosz have

also contributed a great amount.

Free safety Roosevelt Benjamin

will play this week and leads the

team with 77 tackles, five

catches for 468 yards and four breakups and has caused two fum-

touchdowns. hies. Comerback Kervin Charles

The Golden Eagle defense is has added 38 tackles. Kavon Ford,

giving up 24.8 points a game Steve Devennie and Myron
which ranks them ninth in the Hargon complete the secondary.

PSAC. They are giving up 339.5 lUP has last year's PSAC-West

total yards which ranks them tenth

in PSAC. See 'lUP' Page 19

Test your sports trivia

and find out the

answer to last week's

question.

See page 18

Golden Eagles volley-

ball suffers tough loss.

See page 19.

The Recreation

Center celebrates its

one year aniversary,

See page 20.
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Cross Country

Clarion Golden Eagles cross

country team shines at Gettysburg
by Andrea Borek

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Golden Eagle cross country team made a

lasting impression on the competition at the

Gettysburg invitational last Saturday. Both

men and vvomens team placed within the top

ten at the meet.

The Clarion ladies brought home a fifth while

the men managed to pull in seventh place fin-

ish out of the 22 teams competing. These final

places stand as the best Clarion has taken at this

invitational to date.

"We have been doing well all season, but this

is the step forard we need going into the last big

meets," said coach Pat Mooney.

Team Captain, Kelly Null led the team with a

fifith place finish overall. This is the highest

place a Golden Eagle has captured at this invi-

tational.

Other top finishers for the women include

freshman Jen Boemer with a 13 place and

junior Wendy Kengor with a 33.

The Golden Eagle Junior Varsity team fin-

ished their season with a bang at the invitation-

al. Junior Linda Bryce came across the finish

line first for the J.V. team with a 35 place.

Freshman Gayle Specht took the second

Golden Eagle spot with a 52 place finish, fol-

lowed by Hilary Rectenwald in 66. Both

Specht and Rectenwald have been battling

injuries all season, but that didn't slow them

down on Saturday.

On the mens team, junior Ean King lead with

a 24 place for the Golden Eagles. Following in

King's footsteps was freshman Joe McDaniel.

McDaniel ran an exceptional race placing him

48 overall.

The Clarion mens Junior Varsity team also

finished their season well on Saturday.

Freshman Chris Noal led the Golden Eagles

with a 16 place finish for the J.V. team. Next in

line for the Clarion team was junior Matt

Lapatka with a 25 place. Brad Walker took

third in line for the team with a respectable 37.

This Saturday the teams will compete at

Slippery Rock for the PSAC championships.

The meet will be very close and highly com-

petitive, but Clarion plans to do well in both

mens and womens competitions.

Sports

Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question
was
Tiger
Woods.

This week's
question Is:

Who broke
Walter

Payton's
single game

rushing
record?

INTRAMURAL NEWS
Doi^ Knepp jritfamural, Recraal^nA Fitness Director / Recreate Center r^one: 3g3>l667

Fir9t round playoff games*
No Limit 43 Camel Toes 22
SlgTauBlue45 Slg Pi Gord 20
NCWoifpack(w)Fubaf{f)
LongbafIz 36 Bocx)e 22
Sig PI Purple 42 18API20

Deez Ntits 29 a DJrty Dogs 1

2

Theta Xi li Sig Tau Grey 14

Buck Rogers 32 Ineligible 24
* CKiarter final games Wednesday,
10/26 - no scores available.

First round playoff games-
Sun Setters defeated K-Sackers (!)

Set to Kill defeated Scuba Squad
16-a 15-2

Beavers defeated Cattlewhampus
15-13,12-16,11-10

PUT w/ Chicks defeated Cheer Squad
15-10, 16-12

Gin & Tonics defeated Rltfiy Animals(f)

INPOPR $OCQgR R£gMLT$
Mia Hamms 3 Clanon Schist

Razors 1 Stingers

Hooligans (w) Studio Mullet (f)

^fiitramurats.coni
Register for activities, check schedules

and results on-fineH Just log onto

intramurals.com and click on the Clarion

{JnmrBit^ site.

igfagi<t» RiggM^ttoM lp^m^mm
Friday, November 3 atGemmell.
This will be a double elimination

tournament beginning at 4:00 pm.
Cost Is $5.00 to register, and the first

16 contestants that register will

receive a tournament shirt. Two skill

divisions offered for men and women,

NET NiGHT...M, W, F, 5:00-7:00 pm
This is a time when one or two courts will

be reserved for students that war^i to

participate in one of three net sports.

This is the schedule:

Monday open rec TENNIS
Wednesday open rec VOtLEYSAtt

Friday open rec BADMINTON

Toys-For-Tots Benchathon
Contest held Dec. 7 at 6.*00 pm. Pick-

up your registration now and start

getting sponsors to raise money for

this great cause. Prizes will be
awarded. Contact Clarion Barbeii
Club for more information.

BODY FAT TESTING &
FITNESS CONSULTATIONS:
Get a ixxiy fat evaiuation on Thursday's at

noon in room 106 of the Recreation Center,

or schedule an appointment to learn how to

get started on a fitness progfQm,

OMTPOOe SgCTtON
RENTALS

Get out and enjoy the few nice days we
have left! The Outdoor Rental Office

will continue to rent bikes and roller

blades until Thank^iving break
Renting all equipment requires a $5
deposit. Due to repair costs, renting

bikes and roller blades cost $2 for 48
hours. All the other equipment is free

rental for students,

PAINTBALL CLUB
Meetings are every Tuesday at 9 pm.
The club meets in the Recreation

Center meeting room and is open to all

Interested students. No prior paintball

experience is necessary!

FiTNESS CORNER
question: How many laps equal a
mile on tfie Recreation Center track?

answer: Each of the four lanes is

different due to the radius of the turns.

Here are the approximate distances

measured from the center of each
lane. Running on the inside or outside
of the lane would be slightly different.

Lanel - 8.5 laps = 1 mile

Lane 2 - 6,2 laps = 1 mile

Lane 3 -.7.9 laps =:1 mile

Lane 4 - 7.6 laps ^ 1 mile
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Womens Volleyball

Clarion wins tournament, losses

to Slippery Rock in PSAC match
by Bethany Bankovich

Assistant Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle womens
volleyball team outshined

their competitors at last

week's tournament at

Binghamton, N.Y.

The ladies competed against

both C.W. Post and

Binghamton for their final

tournament of the season.

The Golden Eagles began

the tournament by surging

through four matches against

C.W. Post.

The Clarion ladies started

off the competition on the

right foot, winning the first

match 15-9.

C.W. Post answered back

and took the second match by

a close margin of 13-15. The

Golden Eagles responded with

two more consecutive victo-

ries with scores of 15-11 and

another 15-11. Clarion ended

the matches with a 3-1 victo-

ry-

The Golden Eagles moved

on to their next competitor,

Binghamton. Clarion started

off on the shaky side with a 7-

15 loss during the first match.

The Golden Eagles then

buckled down to take the next

two matches with respective

scores of 15-12 and 15-6.

Binghamton answered back

during the fourth match and

won by a margin of 11-15.

The Clarion women went for

the kill during the fifth and

final match, smashing

Binghamton with a score of

15-9. Clarion took the victory,

3-2.

The Golden Eagles finished

up the tournament with two

victories under their belts and

headed to Slippery Rock on

Tuesday for their next compe-

tition.

The Clarion women began

their first match against

Slippery Rock with high

hopes, but accepted a close

loss with a score of 15-19.

Slippery Rock took advan-

tage of their victory and

smashed the Golden Eagles

during the next match by a

score of 16-6. Clarion

answered back during the

third match and won 16-14 to

show that they hadn't given

up.

Slippery Rock finished the

Clarion women during the

fourth and final match, taking

the game 15-1.

With five games left in the

season, including PSAC's, the

Golden Eagles have a positive

outlook for the PSAC champi-

onship.

The Clarion women are cur-

rently placed sixth in the

PSAC-West division.

Clarion's freshman setter

Jackie Hill has been selected

as the Co-PSAC-West
Volleyball Player of the Week
for the week ending Oct. 21.

Hill earned the award after a

stellar week that saw her lead

the Golden Eagles to a 3-0

record including a five-set

win over lUP.

For the week she had 192

assists (64 per match) and 38

digs. Her top performance

came in the win over lUP
when she posted 84 assists.

This is the second time this

season that Hill has been hon-

ored as the PSAC-West Player

of the Week. She was Player

of the Week two weeks ago.

WjIpH^^MW

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Freshman Melanie Bull (2) makes a hit during a Clarion

Golden Eagle volleyball game. Bull has 3 14 kills this season for

the Golden Eagles. Bull has contributed 21 blocks and 276
digs this season as well. The Golden Eagles next game is Oct.

27 at tsAercyhurst.

Jackie Hill now has 1,245

assists this season (3rd at

Clarion). She needs 28 to

move into second place and

169 to set the all-time record

of 1,413 set by Karne Banks

in 1984. Hill is also 56 assists

THANKSGIVING BREAK EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION FROM CAMPUS

TO
PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT
ONLY $50.00

Wmmm
ilTHE GEMMELL STUDENT
III: COMPLEX:

Tuesday, November 21st at 4 p.in.

iilRETURNING

Sunday, November 26th at 3 pm.

lALL TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

Pittsburgh north

-AIRE-RIDE-

1-800-647-4331

L

shy of number five on the

career chart. Clarion has won
eight of its past 11 matches

(excluding Slippery Rock)
and tooks its first PSAC-West
win when it beat lUP.

lUPI The football team
travels to lUP, from Page 17.

defensive "Player of the Year".

Linebacker Mike Borisenko

leads the team with 67 tackles,

12 of them for losses, and 4.5

sacks.

"We still have a chance at the

conference championship. lUP
beat Slippery Rock. They are a

veteran team that is big and
physical," said Luke.

"We need to get back to basics.

They have a great defense which

will be a good challenge for us.

Each individual needs to get

their jobs done," said Musser.

"lUP is a great competitor and

is very fast. We can't get caught

up playing on the road or in what

they are trying to do to us,"

added Mangieri.
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Peiin State quarterback Casey indicted in assualt case
Courtesy ofTMS Campus

Perm State quarterback Rashard

Casey was indicted on a second-

degree assault charge Tuesday by

a Hudson County, N.J., grand jury

investigating the alleged beating

of an off-duty police officer in

May in Hoboken, sources said.

Grand jury proceedings are secret

and no official announcement will

be made until at least next

Tuesday.

Terry Hull, first assistant Hudson

County prosecutor, said that, under

court rules, he was unable to speak

about the grand jury's decision

regarding the charges against

Casey and Desmond Miller, a for-

mer Hoboken High School class-

Rec Center

Photo submitted by Lori Sabatose

Lori Sabatose (left) and Juanice Vega celebrate the one

year anniversary of the Clarion Student Recreation

Center. Oct. 13 marked the one year anniversary of the

opening of the Rec. Center.
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iRSITY INN
Monday

5:00pm - 9:00pm
20(t Wings eat in

25(t Take out

$5.50 all you can eat

Wednesday
6:00pm and on

25<|: Slice pepperoni pizza

or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

i i.:'jiiL

jfDR INFORMATION: 226-7200

'S HOTTEST NITE SPOT

mate of Casey's.

He did say that he could have

spoken if the grand jury, meeting

in Jersey City, had decided not to

press charges or to send the matter

back to municipal court where it

would have been treated as a mis-

demeanor, the equivalent of a dis-

orderly person offense. The grand

jury's only other option was an

indictment.

It is expected that a judge will

assign the case, probably next

Tuesday or the following Tuesday.

At that time, the indictment likely

will be made public. According to

a source, Miller also was indicted

on a second-degree assault charge.

A second-degree charge is a

felony. The maximum sentence is

10 years.

Casey and Miller, both 22, were

arrested May 14 after an alleged

incident at 2:40 a.m. outside a

Hoboken bar.

Miller was arrested at the scene.

Casey was arrested at a

McDonald's restaurant several

blocks away.

It's unlikely a trial would be

scheduled until sometime in 2001.

Police charged Casey and Miller

with beating off-duty police offi-

cer Patrick Fitzsimmons, 34.

Fitzsimmons was treated and

released from a hospital that day.

Hoboken Police Chief Carmen

LaBruno said Fitzsimmons has not

retumed to work since the inci-

dent.

In July, Fitzsimmons filed a civil

lawsuit against Casey, Miller and

Keeon Walker, a Syracuse defen-

sive back and a former high school

teammate of Casey's. Walker, who
was at the scene of the incident,

was not charged by police.

In filing the suit, Fitzsimmon's

attorney Anthony J. Pope Jr. said

that his client had suffered facial

and jaw injuries, and that his

vision and mental well-being had

been affected.

Casey and Miller pleaded not

guilty at their arraignments on

May 15.

Casey talked briefly about the

incident on Aug. 5.

"I'm not embarrassed by any-

thing," he said then.

He had been told by Penn State

coach Joe Patemo and his attorney

not to talk about the case, but did

elaborate somewhat.

"Ifyou are in my shoes and some-

thing like that nonsense, as I call it,

happened," Casey said, "things

come out and people write things

and say things, you can't do any-

thing but live with it and grow

from it."

Casey's attorney, Dennis

McAlevy, has been saying for

months his client is innocent.

In August, McAlevy said: "I truly

don't think they're going to indict

him. I'd love for them to dismiss

the whole thing."

Tuesday, McAlevy had no com-

ment.

The Penn State Sports

Information Office said it had

received no official notification of

any decision.

Patemo has steadfastly stood

behind his quarterback, saying in

May that he "hoped and expected

he will be exonerated when all the

facts are examined."

In August, Patemo said, "I'm

going to play Rashard Casey until

something convinces me I should-

n't." Casey has been the starter

from the first game.

Patemo has been criticized by

some for playing Casey while the

charges were pending. He has

been asked several times if his

stance would change were his

quarterback to be indicted. The

coach has said he wouldn't deal in

speculation.

Since the indictment won't be

made public for at least a week, it

won't be an issue for Patemo this

week. After Penn State plays at

Indiana on Saturday, it will have

three regular-season games

remaining. Two home games with

Iowa and Michigan State and an

away at Michigan. The only way

Penn State (3-5) would play in a

bowl game is if it wins all four

games.

"I honestly have gone with the

premise that Rashard didn't do it."

Patemo said Oct. 17. "1 wasn't at

the scene and can't tell you I was

an eyewitness or anything like

that. Deep down in my gut, I don't

think he did it. That is the way I

-have approached it."

College football teams batde for coaches

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

With success comse phone calls,

quiet inquiries and then, perhaps,

outright bidding. All of it is part of

being a winning college football

coach.

Rick Taylor knows that as well

as anyone. During the 1995 sea-

son, when Northwestem went to

the Rose Bowl, the Wildcats' ath-

letics director knew suitors would

call for coach Gary Barnett.

Finally, Colorado was too much of

a dream job to pass up, and

Barnett was gone, his 12-year

contract in his wake.

"Whenever you get a coach

who's successful at this level,

other people who aspire to that

level are going to take a run at

him," Taylor said.

So it will go for University of

Minnesota coach Glen Mason this

offseason, especially if the No.

Qarion County Market & Pharmacy
Near The Qarkm Mall

(814) 226 5830

IBM
Multi Purpose

Computer / Copier
Paper 500 Sheets

$2.97 ^1
W/ Coupon T^^^

I

Expires 11/11/00

1 r
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Rocky Top
Pop 12 Pack

2 / $3.00
W / Coupon

Expires 11/11/00

22-ranked Gophers are invited to a

Jan. 1 bowl game, and especially

if they're playing in Pasadena.

Attractive jobs such as Southern

California and Alabama could

open following this season. And

one would guess that if Mason

takes this Minnesota team to a Jan

1 bowl, he at least would make the

short list for the highest-profile

openings.

"That's the price of success."

Wisconsin athletics director Pat

Richter said.

Richter has been through it all

with Badgers coach Barry

Alvarez, who came to Wisconsin

As a first-time head coach

Alvarez took Wisconsin to the

Rose Bowl in 1994, and has since

followed with trips in 1999 and

2000.

"Everyone is prepared to lose

someone," commented Taylor.

The Clarion Call
November 2, 2000 "The first draft of Clarion University history.

Trick or Treat
^m

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Double trouble; Two area youngsters wear skelton outfits while trick or treating in Clarion.

CU football knocks off lUP in OT , 21-13

by Dave Calamarino

.... .9!?.''i?.". !??.". ?}^^. yyj?}^!'.

The Clarion Golden Eagles

stunned #10 lUP, 21-13 at

George P. Miller Stadium

Saturday, Oct. 28. Clarion is

now 5-4 overall and 4-1 in the

PSAC-West.

"We hung in there as a team

after everything that happened

throughout the game. We talked

all week that if we can stay in the

game till in the fourth quarter,

we will have a chance to win,"

commented head coach Malen

Luke.

"This was an unbelievable win.

Everyone came together to pull

out the win. We didn't quit,"

added linbacker Tom Gaydoscz.

Leading the Golden Eagles

offense was Adam Almashy who
completed ten passes for 136

yards and two touchdowns.

Almashy also ran the ball twenty

times for 58 yards and one touch-

down. Wide receiver Cory

Johnson and tight end Andy Pore

each caught touchdown passes.

The Golden Eagles offense pro-

duced 291 total yards. The run-

ning game produced 155 yards.

The defense was led by

Roosevelt Benjamin who had 13

tackles, one for a loss and one

interception. Kevin Platz led the

team with 2.5 sacks, while Doug

Diegelman, Steve Devennie, and

Erik Williams each had one sack.

Bill Burns and Troy Bowers con-

tributed with a .5 sacks each.

Platz, Travis Dock and Williams

each forced a fumble. Platz and

Devennie each recovered the

fumbles for Clarion.

"The defense played well the

last three weeks. They kept us in

the game. The defense didn't

give up any touchdowns and

allowed less than one yard per

carry if you take away two of

lUP's big runs," stated Coach

Luke.

"The defense had a great

scheme put together. They made
big plays and did what they were

supposed to do," added Goydosz.

Clarion had the first possesion

of the game. After a poor return

the Golden Eagles went three

and out and were forced to punt.

lUP's Kairi Cooper blocked the

punt and recovered it for the

touchdown to give lUP the early

7-0 lead.

See Tootbair Page 20
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4th College

Press Day

draws near

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

The fourth annual College Press

Day at Clarion University is sched-

uled to be held Saturday, Nov. 1 1 at

Hart Chapel and Founders Hall.

The fourth annual day to bring

collegiate and professional

journalists together is sponsored

by the Office of the Provost, the

office of the Dean of Arts and

Sciences, the Department of

Communication, Pennsylvania

Journalism Educators, Society for

Collegiate Journalists and The
Clarion Call

The schedule of events are

centered around this year's theme;

"The Dangerous Road to

Excellence."

"The theme follows the decision

to deal with volatile and

controversial subject matter to set

an agenda for rigorous and vigor-

ous discussion on this campus,"

said Dr. Arthur H. Barlow.

Dr. Barlow, SCJ Executive

Director and coordinator for

College Press Day, is excited about

this year's program.

"It is an enriching day. We have

nine academic sessions available, a

chance to meet important gradu-

ates to build your career network

and we have a nationally recog-

nized figure speaking," said

Barlow,

That nationally recognized

See 'Cpd' Page 5
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Everyone has their own memories of Halloween,

whether they are good or bad. Of course, we all had the

year that we dressed as something dumb and embarrass-

ing, but we are over that right? Right.

The worst had to be when you had a great costume but

was forced to cover it up with a coat. Parents had to be

hated those nights.

Halloween is a great day because it gives people the

chance to get dressed up and be less serious than nor-

mal. For some reason though, there has been less and

less trick-or-treaters coming to our doors.

The night is too fun not to partake. Except of course

if you were one of the kids who always had their bag

stolen and their house egged. That would not have been

fun.

Who couldn't love the kids coming to the door all

dressed up? We personally all agreed that we would be

the ones to give out the big candy bars so that we could

be the "cool house" on the block.

The worst thing a trick-or-treater can see is a street

full of houses with no lights on. Why do people do this?

Don't they realize how heartbreaking it can be when a

child comes home with a bag that is only half full?

Of course, the day all of us remember is when we

graduated to a pillow case instead of a plastic pumpkin

pail. That was a sign of a true trick-or-treater.

One memory almost everyone should have is dumping

the hard earned stash all over the floor and trading with

siblings and friends.

There was always the dependable kid who hated

chocolate and traded it all for those stupid popcorn

balls.

Lastly, people shouldn't make fun of high school or

college trick-or-treaters. After all, it's more fun to eat

the candy than to give it out.

YOUR VIEWS
Dr. Spina fires back once again
Dear Editor

I am asking for your indulgence

again in regard to publishing one

more of my letters (which now

are probably boring many of your

readers). I am doing so only

because as deeply as my previous

letter appalled Miss Amy
Thompson, her response

concerns me.

In the first place, I did not

confuse the Crusades with the

Protestant Reformation and the

subsequent Catholic Counter

Reformation. The Reformation

was not a debate between Martin

Luther and few leaders of the

Roman Church. Martin Luther's

posting of the 95 theses sparked

wars between the Protestant

north, and the Catholic south,

which took the lives of tens of

thousands of people, many of

whom were women accused of

heresy and witchcraft. In this

regard, it is my understanding

that in some areas of Europe

almost the entire female popula-

tion was eliminated because they

were believed to be heretics and

witches. Both Catholics and

Protestants can take the credit for

this. But there I go on a tangent

again!

If the bloodshed of the

Reformation had simply ended in

the 17th century or so, perhaps

we would not have to treat it as a

very serious issue. But it didn't.

Our Puritan "Fathers", having

fled Europe because of religous

persecution, lost no time in mas-

sacring the local "heathens", and

banishing Quakers, Catholics and

other denominations from their

New England settlements. In

Northern Ireland, I believe that as

of last year Catholics and

Protestants were still killing each

other. So I dare say that, though

the Reformation has long ended,

we are still feeling the repercus-

sions. This is especially true in

Latin America where what I saw

with my own eyes and what I

have learned about Guatemala

from respectable journalists are

facts. And if one does know this,

if one is unaware of the history of

Christianity, I believe one should

at least hesitate before preaching

Christianity to anyone.

As for non-practicing Mexican

Catholics, I do not know whom
Miss Thompson saw nor with

whom she worked when she vis-

ited that country. I do know

about Latin people, and I do

know that just because they do

not attend church on anything

that resembles a frequent basis,

they do not consider themselves

non-practicing. All

Mediterranean people (Hispanic,

Italian, Portugese, French) have a

reputation for not going to

church. By and large however,

the rural and urban poor or uned-

ucated people of these areas,

share a rich heritage of folk belief

involving patron saints and the

Virgin Mary. They venerate

these religous figures in their

homes and in their neighbor-

hoods throughout the year. In the

case of Mexicans, many of these

Christian figures have been

mixed with the deities of their

own native religons. When you

convince them that your beliefs

are right and theirs mistaken or

wrong, you rob them of this her-

itage. If Miss Thompson did not

know this, then how can she be

sure the people she met were

non-practicing Catholics?

The sad part about all this is the

fact that it is so easy for North

Americans to play on the beliefs

of the Mexican poor and poor of

all of Latin America. We go

down there full a foot taller than

they and at least 25 pounds heav-

ier. Why? Because we have

food! In many cases they don't.

We go with college degrees, or, at

least, we are attending college.

What are they to think but that

we must be doing something

right? And maybe if they do it,

they will become as tall as we,

have as much to eat, become as

educated. We, in their positions,

would believe the same thing. If

Miss Thompson wants a fair

exchange of views, then she

should exchange them with peo-

ple who are intellectual equals

and who know for certain where

their next meal is coming from,

not with those driven to despera-

tion by their social conditions.

Finally, Miss Thompson is

appalled that I would not advise

my students to go on a mission.

May I remind Miss Thompson

that, despite the prayers delivered

at our graduation ceremonies, in

violation of the Constitution (but

maybe I'm missing something

here?). Clarion University is a

public institution of learning. It

should strictly adhere to the prin-

ciple of separation of church and

state. I am not supposed to

encourage my students to go on

missions. It's against the law. I

can discourage them from doing

something, however, when they

don't know all the facts.

See 'Spina' Page 6
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nteming for

**11iey value their inteiiis

and are quite proteittive

of tliem, not to sav that i

didn't iiave some crazy

jobs to do.

Hide Park

fi

Carrie Arnold

First things first... no, I did not

spend my summer ogling over

Carson Daly! While I did see

him, he wasn't the best thing in

person. I did, however, spend my
summer in New York City!

MTV's main headquarters are

located in the Viacom Building on

throughout MTV.

My duties as an intern included

running errands, assisting produc-

tion assistants, assisting produc-

ers, screening and logging tapes,

assisting at shoots, etc... While all

of this work may seem meaning-

1515 Broadway, overlooking less, in fact it is really important.

Times Square. I interned in the I never felt "abused" as an intern.

Production Department with Some of my other friends have

about 45 other students from uni- told me horror stories of spending

versities across the country. We their internship as gophers; how-

were rotated every couple of days ever, at MTV the attitude is just

to a different show to give us the the opposite. They value their

opportunity to work in various interns and are quite protective of

positions and make contacts them, not to say though that I

didn't have some crazy jobs to do.

One day I got into work, and they

immediately sent me and all of the

interns outside. Apparently it was

the Video Music Awards Press

Conference day, and there were

not enough fans screaming below

the big glass windows.

N'SYNC and the Wayan's

brothers were in the studio, and

the directors wanted shots of

screaming teens; however, there

were none outside because the

press conference celebrities were

not announced to the public.

See 'Arnold' Page 4

^^When the t^l was complete I had the

What, waste $100P
n to canceL

Liz Potter, Photography Editor

Everyone knows that if you

are planning on going to graduate

school you have to take the

Graduate Record Exam. There

are many places where you can

take it; too bad they don't offer

them here at our university. I had

to drive to Pittsburgh to take it.

The exam is offered Monday

through Saturday, depending on

where you take it. It costs $99

and your money is non-refund-

able. It is recommended that you

only take the exam once.

This past weekend I took my
GRE's. I should have taken them

durmg the summer, but I didn't

feel prepared. I found it similar

to the SAT's I took back in high

school. There was only one

major difference. The GRE's

were

computerized. The thought of

taking a test on a computer made

me very nervous. Before the

exam I had to sign a lot of papers

and show identification. My head

shot was then transferred onto the

computer that I was using. I took

the test in a cubicle and every

move I made was videotaped.

The instructions for the GRE's

were very clear. It explained how

to scroll down the page, how to

use a mouse, and what all of the

icons meant on the computer

screen. I also had the option to

see how much time I had left per

section. Even though I already

knew how to use a

computer, the instructions were

very helpful for those who do not

know how to use a computer.

After all the instructions were

given, I began the exam. Some

of the questions were very hard.

I was advised to guess if I was

EDITORIAL
unsure, so I did. There were four

sections; vocabulary, quantitative,

analytical and the last section was

a "surprise". After the second

section was completed, I had the

option to take a 10-minute break.

I chose not to because I just

wanted to get out of there.

Looking back, I realized that I

should have because my eyes

needed a rest. I ended up with a

migraine.

When the test was over I had

the option to cancel. What, waste

$100! I was tempted to cancel

because I had no idea how well

or how poorly I did. If I chose to

see my scores, it would be too

late to cancel. I decided not to

cancel my scores. Three numbers

then appeared, one vocabulary

score, a quantitative score and an

analytical score. I had no idea

what any of my scores meant; 1

was just glad that I was finally

finished. The exam lasted three

and a half hours.

See 'Potter' Page 4
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OPINION
Cau On You

Who do you think the next President should be?

by: liz Potter

%arcn Wnul<i

Senior,

Speech (Pat/iofo^y

"Bush, because Gore

wants to open and close

many schools to improve

education..."

!l(tfan ^ardocfi

freshman, 'Efementary "Ed.

"Gore, because he doesn't

believe in charter schools...

Justin %fldtf[al<i

Senior, graphic Mrts

'Gore, because he had me
at hello."

^ave ''Catfish"Johnston

Senior,

JlppCied !Math

"Gore, because Bush is

running under his dad's

name."

Hide Park! A summer of learning and screaming "I love

Lance" at MTV Studios for Carrie Arnold, from Page 3.

Thus, I spent the entire morning

outside screaming "I love Lance!"

My favorite part of working at

MTV was assisting on shoots. I

worked in the studio for the taping

of TRL and the bloopers special,

F*ups.

I also had the opportunity to go

on location to a few shoots

including the show "And the

Nominees Are" taped at New
Jersey Island Beach State Park.

Even though the weather was

incredibly horrid, it was another

great learning experience. I met

tons of people that day, and

learned that adaptation to weather

and smiling when things are less

than perfect are two key elements

to television production.

The two people I must give

credit to for enabling me to have

this awesome experience are

Clarion alumnus Bob Kusbit and

his assistant Drew Yowell. Mr.

Kusbit is Senior Vice President of

Production at MTV, without his

and Mr. Yowell 's assistance, I

would not have spent my summer

in New York City.

Not only was my internship an

awesome learning experience, but

it also helped provide me with the

direction for a future career. I

might possibly work at MTV this

coming summer as a Production

Assistant. I definitely

recommend, to other

communication majors, to pursue

an internship, and I hope it gives

you the same insight and educa-

tion MTV gave me.

Carrie Arnold is a senior with a

double major in Communication

and Musical Theater

Heb;ni Harlan!,
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Potterl Preparing for graduate school, from Page 3

I went home and called my

mom. She knew that I was really

nervous to take them. I told her

that I had no idea if I did good or

bad. She asked her friend, a

teacher, about the exam scores. It

turns out I did better than I thought.

For those of you who didn't take

the GRE's yet, don't sweat it. But

if you are planning on going to

graduate school next fall you better

get on the ball. They are not as

bad as you think that they are

going to be. I recommend buying

a book and practicing some of the

questions to get an idea to see what

the test is going to be like. Good

luck!

The Clarion Call wishes to apologize for an error last week

in the article ''Search for trustee continues". Naqeeb

Hussain will guduate in Fall 2000 not Summer 2000.

Dear Harlan,

I have a teacher who demands

my respect, but gives none in

return. He is rude, he doesn't lis-

ten, and he is openly sexist. I am

getting sick of him and will soon

result to more drastic measures

than putting up with him. How
can I stop him without getting sus-

pended? I asked some of my other

teachers about it and they say I

can't do anything. Every time I

bring something up against him he

makes me look like an unfeeling

stupid mean monster. What

should I do?

Unfeeling Monster

Dear Monster,

He sounds like a phenomenal

teacher. You're lucky.

Better you encounter a power

hungry sexist tyrant today then

have to deal with this for the first

time later in life. He pushes your

buttons because you allow him to

push your buttons. Therefore,

don't let him push your buttons.

Every time you let him affect

you, you're letting him win. You

can document what you deem as

inappropriate and sexist then have

a meeting with a supervisor, but

he isn't going to change.

Understand that it's all a big game.

Don't engage him and you'll win.

Let it slide off your back.

Learn to laugh at him. See

through it all. These are the kind

of people that feed on other's

emotions. Ultimately, he's

teaching you a lesson that goes far

beyond anything you can learn in

a book. Appreciate it and learn.

Dear Harlan,

I think I'm mad. I live completely

in the past. I mean the past as in

500 years ago. I want love, but I

cannot accept it. I want success,

but I turn away from opportunities

that arise. Everyone calls me full

of angst. Though I try to be happy,

I can't. I want something to

believe in.

There is nothing. What is wrong

with me? I used to be a part of life,

but for the past five years I can't

belong to anything. 1 am so out of

place in this world that I want to

cry, but I can't. I am 24 years old

and I have no idea who I am or

how to be what I am? Help me

please.. ..Jen
'

\

Dear Jen,

Yes, those 1500s were a good

time. That Ottoman Empire was

one wild ride.

You're not the only 24-year-old

looking for meaning in life. The

good news is that you have a

lifetime to keep searching to find

it.

The options are limitless, proba-

bly even a little bit overwhelming.

Just try not to fight it so hard. All

you need is enough money to eat

and enough money to sleep in

safety. The rest is an awesome

adventure waitmg to be had.

Be happy not to take

opportunities others deem worthy

and you deem empty. Be happy to

avoid settling for anything less

than true love.

Be happy to simply follow your

heart.

While others might not

understand, they don't need to

understand. This is your time.

There is no such thing as a

wrong decision when using

passion as your compass in life. If

you're paralyzed and can't live the

life you desire then seek out pro-

fessional help. Otherwise, go. and

have fun searching for something

to believe in. And please, write

back when you find it!

Help Me, Harlan is an advice

column that takes on college life

outside the classroom twice a

week. No topic is taboo. Harlan

takes on roommates, relation-

ships, sex, STDs, depression,

parental pressure, and anything

you can think (and can't think

of) and more.

Write Harlan via e-mail at har-

lan@helpmeharlan.com. All let-

ters submitted become

property of the column

By Harlan Cohen

TMS Campus
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OPINION
Iverson's Rap Worse Than Unguarded; '40 Bars' Could Get Someone Killed

by Debbie Woodell

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Last season, Allen Iverson

wore a bracelet with the letters

"WWJD," which means, "What

would Jesus do?" The 76ers' star

guard said he wore it to remind

himself to think about the conse-

quences of his actions before

doing something stupid.

I have to think Jesus would not

threaten to kill someone who

made a sexual advance, which,

as we all know by now, is what

Iverson said he would do in his

new rap song, "40 Bars."

To the best of my knowledge,

Jesus never mentions homosexu-

ality in the Bible. His

overwhelming message is one of

love. And even the most

conservative Christian talks

about loving the sinner (us),

while hating the sin (homosexu-

ality).

So maybe the 76ers' star guard

has found it in his Christian heart

to realize his lyrics were wrong

because he apologized for

offending people. NBA
Commissioner David Stern says

Iverson told him he would

change the lyrics before the full

album, "Non-Fiction," is

released in February.

How naive must Iverson have

been to think death threats —
even in the guise of a song —
would not be offensive, or even

dangerous?

"If he's pretending that he

didn't realize that people might

get offended by it, then I think

he's not going to fool the rest of

us. He's a grown man," said

Billy Bean, a retired ballplayer

who spent six seasons in the

major leagues, with Detroit, Los

Angeles and San Diego.

Bean, 36, who is gay, was at

the University of Pennsylvania

earlier this month as part of the

Human Rights Campaign's

National Coming Out Day cele-

bration. A confessed NBA fan.

Bean called Iverson a "tremen-

dously gifted athlete" and

expressed disappointment at the

superstar's anti-gay lyrics.

"I think a lot of times, people

like that don't really understand

or embrace the responsibility

that goes with being a $100 mil-

lion athlete, a spokesperson for

the city of Philadelphia, basical-

ly the most famous athlete in the

city," Bean said.

"I think he was trying to speak

to a very select, intimate group

of friends and speak the lan-

guage that they speak among

each other.

"And when you're going to

record something and distribute

it and try to make money off it

and sell it to the mainstream

world, he has to account for it.

And I think he should be held

accountable for it."

Iverson claims his music, which

also is said to be violent and

anti-women in content, speaks of

his reality, tells of his life in the

streets.

Also in the streets is the blood

of gay men and lesbians killed

for who they were and how they

lived their lives. Twenty-nine

anti-gay homicides were report-

ed to the National Coalition of

Anti-Violence Projects in 1999.

But what's worse than the insen-

sitive comments by Atlanta

Braves pitcher John Rocker,

Iverson is out to make money.

"I think John Rocker was

guilty of speaking his honest

opinion in a situation where he

photo courtesy of TMS Campus

NBA guard Allen Iverson sits next to tiead coach Larry

Brown. Iverson's controversial rap album is due out in

February .

"Conversely, (Iverson) obvious-

ly was recording music. He knew

(what he was doing), so in my
mind, he ought to be prepared for'

this."

Maybe he is now. But issuing
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CPDI The fourth annual College Press Day to be held Nov. 11, from Page 1

one who makes a pass at him.

And that, we don't know.

And we don't know if he

already has planted the seeds for

the next senseless death.

Debbie Woodell is a columnist

and sports desk editor for the

Philadelphia Daily News.

That nationally recognized

speaker is Diane Everson.

Everson is the new President of

the National Newspaper

Association and is the founder

and current President of

Directions Publishing Inc.

"Diane is looking forward to

addressing this issue (A

Dangerous Road to Excellence),

she knows and respects the

reponsibilities of the student

press," said Barlow. "We are

really pleased that she accepted

our invitation to Clarion."

After the keynote address,

students, faculty and professional

journalists will have the

opportunity to choose from nine

academic sessions..

"Any student who has any

inclination to go into journalism

CPD (College Press Day) will

teach you where to go to get a job

and what types of experiences

you will have in the work-

force,"said Jen DeFazio, junior

communication major.

Topics in academic sessions

include "Constitutional Press

Freedoms", in which Dr. Ngo

Dinh Tu will take a look at what

benefits the Constitution will

give to journalists.

Other sessions scheduled for

College Press Day are;

"Minorities and Women, New
Paths" a session hosted by Dr.

Joanne Washington Chair of the

Communication department.

"Newspaper Professionals

Discuss Barriers to Excellence" a

roundtable moderated by Denny

Bonavita of the Dubois Courier

Express and Rodney Sherman of

the Clarion News.

"400-pound Gorilla and the

Student Press" will be presented

by Beth Slusser of Student publi-

cation from Fairmont State, WV.
"Libel and the Student Press"

will be presented by Dr. Allan

Larson. Larson will be dis-

cussing libel laws and legal situ-

ations students have encountered.

"Internship"is a session

moderated by representatives

from MTV, MSNBC and KDKA.
The session will focus on "what

it takes to grab a good internship"

and what skills a prospective

organization is looking for.

"Who is the client?" is present-

ed by two media professionals;

one serving a general public; one

serving a specialized public.

"Round Table of College

Editors" is a session in which

college editors from Clarion

University, Muskingum, Lock

Haven, Fairmont State and

Susquehanna University will

discuss problems they face when

putting out a college paper.

In "Marketing Yourself: How
do you get your First job?", Mrs

Mary Wilson, professor in the

Communication Department of

CU and Ms. Lori Niesen of the

PR Department at Clarion

Hospital and Wendy Clayton will

discuss what it takes to finding

the right job after graduation.

There is also a media fair and

panel of graduates. In "Panel of

Graduates", fellow Clarion

graduates will address questions

regarding their

experiences in the workplace.

"College Press Day has not

even reached its full potential.

We are continuing to expand. We
extend an invitation to all mem-
bers of the campus communi-

ty,"said Dr. Barlow.

Co-coordinator Professor Mary

Beth Curry sees it as an

opportunity.

"It's a chance to build up

knowledge and see what's out

there for communication

majors,"said Curry. "There is so

much out there that students

don't know about. College Press

Day is a way to beef up knowl-

edge for student organizations

and to educate ourselves at the

same time."
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OPINION
Spinal Dr. Spina speaks out again, from Page 2.

And that is what I do. On the

other hand, I not only remember

but I am haunted by the faces of

people whom I have seen in all

states of suffering and dying

throughout Latin America over

the last 35 years of my life.

The cause of much of this waste

of precious human life is owning

to a system prevailing throughout

most of this region in which a

privileged two or three percent of

the population own up to 95% of a

given country's wealth.

Since the 1800's beginning in

Mexico, every social effort made

by Latin Americans to eliminate

this gross imbalance of wealth,

which turns into a gross

imbalance of justice has been

squelched by Latin American mil-

itaries backed wholly by the

United States. One of the latest

and most shameful acts of

American intervention occurred

with our backing of the Contra

criminals in Nicaragua in the

1980's. Missionary work does

nothing to alleviate these

problems.

Knowledge of the issues and

involvement in the rogues who

support this kind of injustice in

Latin America (not to mention

other parts of the world) may lead

to improvement.

I hope so, but I really don't

know. When I recall the faces,

however, I keep trying to learn

more and do more in areas I can

be most effective.

Sincerely,

Dr. Vincent Spina

Chair of Modern Languages

\s
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STUDENT
SENATE

President
By Brian Sowa-Student Senate President

President*s Forum

Everyone's opinion matters. We want to hear

from you. If you have an opinion on an article

that appears

throughout The Ciarioo Call write us and drop it

olt in the Call olTlce. The office is located in

270 Gemmel! Student Center.

Thanks everyone...! found out

this past Monday night that people

actually do read this column. That

kind of surprised me. I was also

informed that some of you got my
joke about the presidential candi-

dates (I was hoping that most peo-

ple would). Though most people I

have spoken to thought the com-

ment was humorous and lightened

up what some consider to be a

boring topic, others were not to

happy about it.

You see, some people were

unhappy, because they felt I was

writing on behalf of Senate. They

felt I was using Senate's column to

promote my own political beliefs.

They were wrong. This is nei-

ther Senate's column nor is any-

thing I write in this column on

behalf of Student Senate. I write

on behalf of myself, as the elected

President of the student body. Not

everyone will agree with what I

write in this column, and a lot of

times most people will actually

disagree. That is fine with

me...that means 1 am writing about

something important and students

are actually digesting it and think-

ing about it.

Therefore, I need to inform you

that any views represented in this

column are my views and mine

alone. Nothing that I write repre-

sents the views of the entire

Senate, only my views on different

things facing Senate, our student

body and our generation. This

column is strictly mine...as

President.

If I wrote strictly on behalf of

the views of Student Senate, I

would need all twenty pages for

my column. There is no way that

a Student Senate column would be

possible since it is very rare that

all twenty Senators agree on a sin-

gle issue.

For example, take the discussion

at this week's Senate meetings

about the proposed Athletic

Enrichment Fee. Senate seems to

be split down the middle on how

they feel about it. Either they are

strongly lor it, or strongly against

it. If this were Senate's column,

how would you suggest I write

about this topic? Dedicate half the

article to those in favor of it and

give the other half of the column

to those arguments against it? Not

very practical, that is why this is

my column.. .representing my
views. By the way, I am in favor

of the Athletic Enrichment fee.

Originally, I was going to apolo-

gize to those of you who I thought

I was misusing this column, how-

ever, no apology should be neces-

sary. I have not misused anything

since the column never belonged

to the entire Senate. I hope all

misunderstandings have been

eliminated about this

column.. .should any further ques-

tions arise, please feel free to con-

tact me or J.P. Kenney, The

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief.

And finally since I was accused

of this, I might as well admit it. I

support George W. Bush. Go
Vote.

DJing not just a weekend profession anymore
Courtesy ofTMS Campus

One highlight of the party scene on

campus is the music played to keep

attendees nKwing and grooving into

the wee hours of the night. The DJ is

a central focus of those weekend get-

aways trom classes, and a lot of stu-

dents have cashed in at their school

by taking up the practice of spinning

tunes like Beastie Boys DJ Spins

Advice To Aspiring Scratchers tire-

lessly into the night.

For some, that dream is even bigger

than mixing at freshman orientation

weekend or the frat party scene. A
few of those DJs may have their

sights set on mixing things up profes-

sionally, perhaps as a headliner at a

top dance club, or as part of a touring

music group.

Such was the dream of the Beastie

Boys' Mix Master Mike, who got his

focus nailed down in his teenage

years, leading to his current position

in one of the world's most famous

party styled rock bands.

"I've spent 14 years building up my
own style and presence," Mix Master

Mike says. "I used to be a break

dancer and I really liked all aspects of

the culture. I got involved right in the

midst of the scene and went to every

party and concert surrounding the

style to study it and see where I could

find my niche."

Mix Master Mike's niche turned out

to be mixing the hip-hop style, while

incorporating vinyl scratching,

scratch drumming, and improvisation

of adding in old and new songs from

any genre within that mix.

"I actually play the turntable as a

percussion instrument," he says. "I'll

scratch sometimes, but I also keep my

ears open to how other instruments

sound. When I program drums, I

know where they hit, and when I mix

in keyboards, I know where to add

those sounds. I'm like the master of

my own art, sort of like someone who

paints a picture and has complete cre-

ative control over their painting."

Developing that art form has come

from years of practice and listening to

each and every artist he could get his

hands on.

"I've learned not to just study one

style," he says. "That means not just

listening to pop music, but getting

into everything, from blues, tojazz, to

rock.

Switching styles has given me a uni-

versal appreciation for music and

helped me understand the process of

mixing."

Having found that universal ^preci-

ation, and having been almost every-

where in the universe throughout his

touring schedule. Mix Master Mike

has developed a passion for helping

out and giving advice to young DJs.

"You must have a unique talent to

do this and in order to be successful,

you have to stand out," Mike says.

"The key to making it is to identify

your own sound. Once you have .that

sound as a DJ, you also have to have

it as a producCT, who can form their

own grooves and mix up sounds that

fit within that style."

An additional tip he has for those

starting out is to keep track of all the

progress they've made. "I've written

on paper some of the formulas I've

discovered for mixing," he says. "1

would highly recommend writing

down anything you create so you

make sure you have record of it and

can recreate it some day."

Mix Master Mike is focusing on

solo performances, like his dates on

the Twix Mall Tour. On those dates.

he's disc jockeying a set of music and

giving fans the chance get some

quick one on one tumtable training.

"I've never done such a tour, but

I'm been real interested in helping

people go down the same path I've

taken and a mall is a cool place to start

because it incorporates many aspects

of culture."

•>

Great American Smokeout, Nov. 16
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Nov. 16 is the Great American Smokeout day. On this

day anyone who smokes can make the choice to not do so

for 24 hours.

According to Dr. Rebecca Leas, associate professor of

health and physical education, many girls have approached

her with the growing problem of smoking on the Clarion

University campus.

"You go to college to give yourself the greatest opportu-

nity in life. What good is it to spend all of this money and

die at age 38," said Leas.

Leas was referring to the life threatening health risks that

are associated with smoking. Some risks include: heart

disease. Diabetes Type II Adult, and increased chance of

stroke.

"Every part of your body gets ruined by nicotine," said

Leas.

Smoking also reduces circulation which can cause impo-

tency in males. Pregnant women who smoke also run the

risk of giving birth to children with a low birth weight

(about 5 1/2 pounds) which can result in learning disabili-

ties.

"Gynecological health is drastically affected by smok-

ing," said Leas.

Birth control pills and smoking do not mix because it

advances cardiovascular disease.

Second hand smoke is just as dangerous especially for

children because their bodies are smaller, said Leas.

Leas also had the opportunity to attend the American

Health Association 74th Conference and heard Mississippi

Attorney General, Mike Moore.

Moore was the first to take on the tobacco companies and

demand they pay the health care costs associated with

smoking.

Some rips to help you or anyone you know to quit smok-

ing are:

* Do more things with non-smoking friends

* Rally smoking friends to quit and try to kick the habit

together

* Before you quit, try to find other ways to cope with

stress

* Talk to your physician or counselor for additional tech-

niques to help you quit

There also many websites and chat rooms which exist to

help people to quit smoking. The Center for Disease

Control's website is www.cdc.gov/tobacco.

Breast Cancer Awareness
by LIndsey Lowrle

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Every three minutes a woman will be

diagnosed with breast cancer. Every

14 minutes, a woman will die from

breast cancer.

Because you are under 30, because

you are a man, or because you do not

want to face reality, is no reason to

ignore the reality of breast cancer.

The reality is that approximately

180,000 new cases of breast cancer

occur each year in the United States.

The reality is that breast cancer is

the leading cause of death among
women in the United States aged 40-

55.

If you are under 30, chances are that

you have a mother, or a sister, an aunt

or a friend in this age range.

No one is immune to this disease.

October just wrapped up National

Breast Cancer Awareness Month, but

that doesn't mean that the fight is

over for another year.

The battle against breast cancer can

be fought year round.

Education and self examinations

should be done year round in order to

allow people to become more aware of

what breast cancer is and how it can be

survived.

A statistic shows that in the 1940s

only 72% of women suffering from

breast cancer had a survival rate of

more than five years.

Today the survival rate from local-

ized breast cancer over a five year

period is 97%.

The key to surviving is knowing the

warning signs and then acting. Some
warning signs include:

* A lump in the breast

* Unusual increase in the size of one

breast

* One breast is unusually lower than

the other

* A puckering of the skin of the breast

* A new dimpling of the nipple

* Discharge or bleeding from the nip-

ple

* Unusual swelling of the upper arm

These are only some warning signs.

In order to protect against breast can-

cer, one weapon is education.

The internet is a source for finding

out more about breast cancer. Keeping

up to date on the information provided

about breast cancer is important not

only to women, but to men also so that

they help protect their loved ones.

If you would like to help, there is a

foundation called the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation.

This foundation, along with Yoplait,

is sponsoring a program called Save

Lids to Save Lives.

If you already eat yogurt, then this

is a one way to help in the fight

against breast cancer.

By saving the lids off of Yoplait

yogurt, 10 cents per lid will be donat-

ed to the foundation.

The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha will be

hanging envelopes on all the doors of

the RA's in the dorms, in Gemmell,

and other locations on campus in order

to collect Yoplait lids.

If you have any questions, contact

one of the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha.

www.theclarioncall.com
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Student Senate

Athletic Enrichment Fee debated at Senate
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Senators debated for nearly 40

minutes Monday night on

whether or not to adopt the pro-

posal to enforce the Athletic

Enrichment Fee.

This one-time fee, to be paid by

incoming freshmen and transfer

students, would be built into

Athletics for scholarship money,

and the remaining $10 would be

put into a fund for intramural and

club sports.

Although Senate would not

motion to vote on the issue until

next week, members presented

controversial views regarding the

fee.

In opposition to the fee. Senator

Andrew Barnes said, "There

would be an institutional bias

toward one group of the popula-

tion in that only 5 percent of the

Clarion University population

will get that money."

Barnes also suggested that the

fee would not decrease apathy

among university students; nor

would it guarantee an increased

turnout.

However, Treasurer Ben

Chervenak said, "I don't think it's

about helping the department only

get better, but it's also about pre-

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senate debated at ttieir t\/londay Oct. 30 meeting

over the Athletic Enrichment Fee. The one-time $30 fee

wouid be paid by incoming freshmen for the use of Athletic

scholarships and Intramurals.

serving what they already have."

Senator Jared Dickinson agreed

with Treasurer Chervenak. He

said, "...I think a successful athlet-

ic program is an integral part of

this university...With the addition

of the athletic enrichment fee, it

can only help to promote success-

ful athletes and benefit the entire

student population... It will also

improve the quality of the

Intramural and help to maintain

facilities, such as the rec. center."

According to Senator Missy

Gring, fund raisers currently sup-

port athletic scholarships. With

the addition of the Women's

Soccer Team, extra money for

athletic scholarships would be

beneficial.

If Senate would pass the motion

for the one-time $30 athletic

enrichment fee, to be paid by

incoming freshmen and transfers,

the issue would be forwarded to

President Diane Reinhard.

If the fee were passed through

each stage, it would be included

in tuition bills beginning in the

Fall, 2001 semester.

In other news. President Brian

Sowa reported the Golden Eagle

Bus System has formed a new

promotion and advertising com-

mittee.

Each time a student rides the

shuttle, his or her name will be

entered into a drawing; plans are

progressing to gather donated

gifts from the university and

Clarion community.

Senator Tom Clopp reported on

behalf of the University Activities

Board.

Tickets for the Nutcracker on

Nov. 28 went on sale Monday.

The show costs $10 for adults, $6

for children 12 and under, and is

free for all CU students with a

valid ID.

According to Sowa, absentee

ballots for the upcoming election

are due by Friday, November 3 by

5:00 p.m.

Sowa also reported that this was

a record year for bookstore prof-

its. The profits created a

$123,000.00 increase to the

Capital account.

Chervenak reported the follow-

ing account balances: Large item

capital, $431,350.24; Capital,

$103,915.22; Supplemental,

$19,853; and Supplemental

Reserve, $33,114.53.

Vice President Drew

McWilliams announced that

Senator Missy Gring has been

named "Senator of the Week."

Gring said, "This year's senate

has a lot of great leaders. We are

all working together very well to

improve the quality of life for stu-

dents.
"

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is Monday, November 6 at

7:30 p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

t\/lissy Gring, Student Senator

of the Week, is the Chair for

Rules, Regulations and
Policies.

Honors students go to Washington D.C.
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I •••••••••••••••••«

Clarion University honor students are breaking new

ground both literally and figuratively in recent semes-

ters.

CU honor students attended the National Collegiate

Honors Council Conference in Washington D.C.

where Melanie Strohecker presented "Anthropology

Out of the Classroom."

The program, which was conducted by Clarion

University honor students in Honors 240, took place

at Hopkins Farm field site in Allegheny National

Forest.

At the field site, students uncovered Native

American artifacts from 1250 to 1000 years ago.

Artifacts included Native American tools and pot-

tery.

Strohecker believes the whole experience taught her

a great deal about archaeology and "promoting" one-

self.

"It was a good experience promoting myself to

oiher professors when I presented our class findings,"

said Strohecker.

"I mainly showed graphs and displayed charts that

Courtesy of the Honors Program

The Clarion University Honors Program attended

the National Collegiate Honors Council

Conference in Washington D.C. from Oct 18-22.

Clarion University student Melanie Strohecker pre-

sented at the conference.

our class had made after our findings. Dr. Prezzano

deserves a lot of credit for helping us."

Dr. Susan Prezzano, a professor in the

Anthropology, Geography and Earth Science depart-

ment, has not limited archaeological studies to just

college students.

"We also took three high schools' (Franklin, Rocky

Grove and Dubois) honor students on the archaeolog-

ical research project," said Dr. Prezzano.

The conference not only allowed Shrohecker and

the other CU honors students the opportunity to share

their findings but also to learn about other university

honors programs.

"We met with students from all over the nation. We

discussed things such as curriculum and we attended

seminars on housing for honors," said Joe Fiedore

president of Arete (Honors program's student

governance).

Clarion University honor students m'^st maintain a

3.0 cumulative GPA to remain in the program.

The program has students enroll in one honors class

each semester..

For their senior year, each student compiles a

senior project as their final assignment in the

program.

I
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MSA meets in Hart Chapel
by Beth McGuire and

Jessica Shirey

Clarion Call Staff Writers
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••< »•••••••••••••

The Muslim Students Association (MSA)

presented The Origins of Science on October

25, 2000 at Hart Chapel.

The MSA hopes to generate awareness about

Islamic nations. Farhard Hussain, the MSA
president, said their goal is to generate global

peace and universal justice.

The program began with Alabi-Oki Lateef, a

member of the MSA, reading the first chapter

of the Qur'an (Koran) in Arabic. Wai-loon

Chan, also a MSA member, then read the same

material but in English.

The Qur'an is the Muslim people's equiva-

lence to the Bible.

Dr. Siddiqui, an Associate Professor of

Communication, spoke next. He said he

thought that history is biased. His example

was the neglect of the Muslim achievements in

science.

According to Siddiqui, the Koran encour-

aged knowledge. "Knowledge goes from the

cradle to the grave" was said by the Prophet

Mohammed as found in Koran.

Unlike the rest of the western world, science

did not conflict with Muslims faith.

While Europe was in the Dark Age, the

Muslims were making advanced achievements

in science.

The video, "The Wonders of Islamic

Science," was the next event.

As seen in the video, the Muslims were

advanced at seafaring; they had been to

America five hundred years before Columbus.

Muslims thought the world was round long

before the rest of Europe; they created the first

globe eight hundred and thirty years ago.

The words entomology of typhoon and mon-

soon, are Muslim.

Muslims used prevention as cornerstone of

their medical practices, which is now becom-

ing a modern American practice. Muslims

were the first to use anesthesia and to use

music as a therapeutic technique.

Their science achievements were not limited

to the medical field. They were the first to use

algebra and trigonometry.

"The angles on the numbers equal their

value," said Mike Lockett, a senior communi-

cation major. In fact, a Muslim discovered the

Binomial Theorem, two hundred years before

Sir Isaac Newton.

Why doesn't the general public know many

of the above contributions made by the

Muslims? According to Siddiqui is because

history is biased.

Tanya Howie, a senior communication

major said, "My European culture is biased

when it comes to the origins of scientific

breakthroughs."

If our history did not include the Muslim's

contributions it is crucial to study on our own.

The Koran enables Muslims to change the

fate of humanity. The MSA's presentation

helped shatter what history books may have or

have not taught.

A reception was held in the Chapel's base-

ment afterwards.

Clarion University remembers Krosnar
by Mike Lockett

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Friends, family and faculty

assembled in Founders hall on

Monday in memory of Lisa M.

Krosnar, a 2000 Clarion gradu-

ate.

"Good people die, but their

goodness lives on," said Dr. Tu,

Professor Emeritus from the

Political Science department.

The memorial service was

officiated by Rev. Harold

Jacobson. Speakers included

Dr. Diane Reinhard, Dr. Tu, Dr.

Rourke and Dr. Beverly Smaby.

Nathan Graham a friend from

the Political Science

Association, also spoke.

Graham told the assembly a

story he and Lisa shared.

According to Graham, a boy

was trying to save thousands of

starfish that washed ashore.

As the boy put the starfish into

the water one-by-one, a man in

the story said, "You'll never be

able to save all of those

starfish."

"When things got tough, Lisa

/>•
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and I would remind each other

that we might not be able to

save the world all at once, but

we could do it one person at a

time... I was one of Lisa's

starfish," said Graham.

Krosnar, who had cancer,

graduated in her hospital bed.

Faculty from the Political

Science department drove to

Hershey, dressed in academic

regalia, to hold the ceremony

for Lisa.

They learned the Clarion alma

matter on the way to the hospi-

tal.

"Given her condition, we

weren't even sure if Lisa would

be respondent when we reached

her room," said Dr. Rourke, one

of the faculty members that held

the graduation ceremony for

Krosnar.

"If I ever thought Clarion did-

n't care, it was before I heard

about Lisa Krosnar. It showed

Clarion University is a true

family... I was touched by her

story," said Jami Price, an edu-

cation major.

Because of her commitment to

academics, Krosnar left her life

insurance policy to the universi-

ty foundation.

Anyone interested in more

information can contact the

Clarion University Foundation.

Music for the memorial ser-

vice was provided by Dr.

Strasser.
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sumption

False reports to law

enforcement, posses-

sion of drug parapher-

nalia, under age con-

According to public safety,

Morgan Ruefle, 18, of

Clarion PA, was charged

after lab tests confirmed

marijuana present and after

an investigation found that

Ruefle tried to incriminate

another by giving a false

name to police.

Harrassment
On Oct. 27, charges were

filed on Christopher Biswick,

of 621 Nalr Hall for harrass

ment, according to Public

Safety. University Police,

through investigation, dis-

covered that Christopher

Biswick had struck Shane

Fabian in the chest and face

after an altercation in their

dorm room on Oct. 16.

Criminal Mischief

According to Public Safety,

University Police are investi-

gating a fire that was started

when an unknown actor/s

set fire to a large poster on

the dormitory wall.

According to Public Safety, a

student had a tire slashed on

his car sometime between

MkJnight and 11 :0O a.m. on

Oct. 24 while parked in

Parking Lot 5.

Theft by Unlawful

Taking

According to Public Safety,

unknown person(s) removed

5 movies from the 2nd floor

TV lounge at Wilkinson Hall.

The movies were rented

from The Video Place. They

are: Nightmare on Elm

Street, Texas Chain Saw
Massacre, Jack Be Nintyle,

Hellraiser, Silent Deadly

Night.
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Debate Team goes to Duquesne
by Susan Campbell

aarion Call Staff Writer

On October 20-22, 2000,

Clarion University's Speech and

Debate team competed at

Duquesne University's 2000

Debate Tournament. The team

received several awards.

Julie Lundy and her partner

Nicki Williams, placed first in the

team debate while Andrea Smith

received the first place speaker

award in the division for first

debaters.

Lundy and Williams made it to

the final round after defeating

teams from Duquesne University,

Wake Forest University, and

James Madison University.

It was a 3-0 decision for Clarion

against James Madison in the

final round.

Lundy and Williams were rec-

ognized as eighth and ninth

speakers and partners Lisa Bria

and Andrea Smith named the third

and first speakers.

Shaye Cornell and Mark
Gatesman also competed in this

division, helping their teammates

extend Clarion's win record

against Duquesne University,

Wake Forest University and

James Madison University.

"I had a really good time there.

I definitely learned a lot. Debate

is addicting. The more we started

winning, the more we wanted to

keep going. Even if we lost, the

debates were stimulating," Lundy

remarked.

Debating in the intermediate

division was Amy Krachkowski

and Terrilyn Cheatham.

They advanced to the octafinal

round where they competed

against a team from Catholic

University, last year's top squad

in the country.

Also debating in the advanced

Courtesy of the Debate Team

The Speech and Debate Team competed in the Duquesne
Tournament. Front row: Terrilyn Cheatham, Dr Rao, Andrea
Smith, and Julie Lundy. Back row: Amy Krachkowski, Lisa

Bria, and Nicki Williams.

division were partners Scott

O'Donnell and Andrew Barnes,

Kelly Brown and Courtney

Morton. They defeated teams

from Catholic University and

national powerhouse. University

of Pittsburgh.

Faculty advisor Dr. Anand Rao

and Allison Rilling, a debate

alumni accompanied the teams.

Dr. Rao remarked that he was

"extremely pleased with

CTarion"s outstanding perfor-

mance at the Duquesne tourna-

ment.

"Clarion should be proud of its

team bringing home the first place

team trophy, and receiving four of

the top ten speaker awards,

including first speaker. Clarion is

competing against many of the

biggest debate programs in the

nation, including Wake Forest

University, West Virginia

University, University of

Pittsburgh, Duquesne University,

and James Madison University,

and bringing home some of the

top awards."

He also added that he was "very

happy with the results, and every-

one did well."

The Speech and Debate Team is

scheduled to travel to three more

tournaments this semester.

Public Performance Toumament Have a news tip?

Caii Amy at 393-2380.

TVS

Pictured above: Back row - Terrence Mosovsky, Evan Elliot Joe Mc Daniel, Pete Gramp, Bret

Sloan, and Ctiris Shropshire. Front row - Megin Hanely, Laura Andrae, Shannon Rogers, Lisa

Bria, Andrea Smith, and Heather Ambrisco.

Courtesy of the Speech and Debate Team

The first Public Performance Tournament, spon-

sored by the Speech & Debate team and the

Department of Speech Communication & Theatre,

was held on October 25, 2000.

Held in Founders Hall, the Toumament had four

events: Informative Speaking (students prepared a 6

minute speech on a topic of their choice). Impromptu

Speaking (students spoke for 2-5 minutes on a topic

given to them). Debate (the topic was that United

States should increase AIDS education programs in

Africa) and Limited Prep Drama (students presented

a scene given to them 10 minutes before their round

was scheduled).

Each event was judged by two judges: one student

member of the Speech & Debate Team and one fac-

ulty judge.

Guest faculty judges were recognized: Dr. Myrna

Kuehn (SCT Department) and Dr. Jamie Phillips

(PSSP Department).

This was the first of four planned tournament for

this year.

The next will be held at 6pm, Thursday, December

7, 2000 in Founders Hall. Contact Dr. Anand Rao

(393-2476) for more information.

On Thursday, November 30, 2000 at 7:00 p.m., TV
5 will host "A Clarion Town Meeting." This meeting

will provide an opportunity for citizens in the Clarion

community to speak directly with community lead-

ers. We are asking for any community members
interested in attending to call TV 5 at 393-2398.

We only have a limited number of audience seats

available, so the sooner you call, the better your

chances are of receiving a seat.

This is the first of its kind event and its success

depends on community Interest, If you would be

interested In participating, know someone who
would like to participate, or would like more info.,

please call the number above.

Qarion County Market & Pharmacy
Near The Qarion Mall

(814) 226 5830
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Internationals nest with eagles
by Kelly Drevitch

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University's international communi-

ty increased along with the student population

this fall.

Reaching an all-time high with 53 students

from 30 countries, the enrollment grew to 107,

with students now representing 39 different

countries.

General Clarion students often wonder how

an international student chooses or even hears

about Clarion University.

First, new strategies of recruitment account

for the recent growth of the international com-

munity this year.

Dr. Jocelind Gant, director of International

Programs said they placed an extra effort on

recruitment on certain areas like Cyprus,

India, Kenya, Sri Lanka, and Ghana.

Gant also said, "Many of our students come

to Clarion because of positive experiences

they hear from friends and relatives. Unlike

many of our sister institutions, we do not have

the budget to support travel for recruitment

purposes. Hence, we utilize creative and cost

effective strategies that include focus groups,

target recruitment, and the enlistment of the

assistance by the parents of our international

students."

The university has a clear

commitment to increase our

international enrollment. 99

-Dr. Jocelind Gant

Gant thinks the enrollment growth met one

of Clarion University's goals.

"The university has a clear commitment to

increase our international enrollment," she

said.

"Clarion University recognizes the value of

providing an education that prepares its stu-

dents to function effectively in this global

society."

Linda Heinemann, of International

Programs, feels these students really

contribute to the community.

"These students have a major influence in

increasing global awareness on campus and

the community," she said.

"We have an active community outreach pro-

gram including our annual Cultural Night,

International Cuisine Week at Chandler

Dining Hall, participating in the Clarion

University and Community Cultural Nights

during Autumn Leaf Festival, cultural pro-

grams for schools, churches, scout groups, and

other civic organizations. Many faculty mem-

bers also request international students to

speak at their classes."

Gant feels the school and community also

help to, "Bring different culture and experi-

ences to a rural setting that it may not ordinar-

ily encounter."

On November 3rd at 7 p.m. in Hart chapel,

the annual Clarion International Association

Cultural Night, "Color of the World," is

scheduled.

Open to the public, students will display

their homeland traditions and information

through skits, music, and other activities.

After the program, the audience can try

international appetizers and desserts in Moore

Hall.

These students have a major

influence in increasing global

awareness on campus and the

community. 99

-Dr. Jocelind Gant

Leadership

Developinent

Series

Schedule

November 8:

"Achievement"

presented by Mr.

Howard Utz

November 15:

"Teamwork"

presented by

James 'Thunder"

Thornton

November 29:

"Attitude"

; presented by

Pastor Mark D.

Cummins

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,
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$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25
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American Express
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j

I ® I
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Lifestyles

College students "get the goods" on Halloween
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor,

Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor,

and Ladonna Dunlevy

Clarion Call Staff Writer

How do you suppose Clarion

County would treat college aged

trick-or-treaters? Well, we went

"undercover" to find out.

Dressed as Pebbles, Bam Bam,

and a geek, (despite the picture, it

was way too cold to go as Betty

Rubble) we set out on the town at

7:00 p.m.

At the first house we visited, we

were greeted quite respectfully.

After all, three 20 year old girls

coming up the stairs after a group

of six year olds could very well

earn some questioning looks. We
graciously received our candy and

continued on our quest. the candy. Which very well might

Now, many of you may be think- have been true; however, one of

ing that we were solely in this for us. Bam Bam, had only been

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H|^:^<-

^^'^'^'^^JHIH
JtoS^^-T .L^^^^MSl

w^ . ^"^

r ^^J^^^^^^

|j
Photo by Tim Knapp

Amy Thompson, Ladonna Dunlevy and Jen DeFazio dressed

up In their Halloween best.

Madrigal Singers concert

Photo by Liz Potter

On Friday, October 20, the Madrigal Singers gave a concert at the Marwick-Boyd

auditorium. The Madrigal Singers represent the finest singers at Clarion. They per-

form choral literature from all musical periods. Here they are, shown performing

at their annual Madrigal Dinner

The new WebMail ser-

vice will make checking

your Qsfet account a lot

easier. To find outhow
it will.

See Page 13.

Interhall Council has a

full slate of events lined

up for Qarion

University students.

For whafs coming up.

See Page 14.

trick-or-treating twice in her life.

It's true, it's true. We owed it to

her.

The majority of the houses we

visited were quite welcoming;

except one. As we approached

about our sixth house, we were

greeted with a nasty look from the

woman at the door.

We bowed our heads, but con-

tinued towards the door. "You

should be ashamed...poor little

kids." the woman said. Have no

fear though, we took our pity

candy and left.

We then crossed the street to a

house with a large, fake looking

figure on the front porch. The

bravest of us, Pebbles,

approached the figure first.

Of course, it was a live man who

lunged toward us only to leave us

screaming like banshees.

During the fiasco. Bam Bam,

wailed her arms back only to slam

See 'Halloween,' PagelS
SJ^VfTlJfW^JW

Photo by Wayne Anderson

This week's photo is a shot of the

woods surrounding the picturesque

Clarion River.

' www.theclarioncall.com
*

English cult band XTC
returns with Wasp Star,

their best effort in over a

decade. To see what's

so special about it.

See Page 16.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on in Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 13.
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Today
•Interhall meeting (246 Gem) 6

pm
Friday, November 3
•UAB Spirit Day
'•Admissions Day (248 Gem) 9

am
[•Clarion International

jAssociation Culture Night

|(Chap) 7 pm
Saturday, November 4
•Football vs. Lock Haven 1 pm
•PIAA District Volleyball

•W. Volleyball at Lock Haven
7 pm
•Swimming at Shippensburg 1 pm
•Cross Country at NCAA
Regionals (Lock Haven)
•UAB Free Shaker Poms
(Stad)

Sunday, November 5

•Student Recital (Chap)

•W. Volleyball vs. Robert

Morris 2 pm
•Rape Aggression Defense Systems (B-8 Chap) 5-9 pm

Monday, November 6
•Student Senate Mtg. (246

•Faculty Senate Mtg. (246

Gem) 7:30 pm

V J
Gem) 3:30 pm V*-X
•Minority Student ^^
Services Program (Chap) /\^ tffl^
7-10 pm // j^^fc
Tuesday, November 7 />jf wF'^mm
•ELECTION DAY
•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm v4^^3JL:^^
•Visiting Writers Series, ^.^^^^^^^i^ii^^T^^gl^nr
Ann Pancake (Moore 'r-"r~l~2C-^^
Hall) 7:30 pm ^^^^SWednesday, November
8

•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm -T-n[jMj2^AH^
•Leadership Development ^4^Hrn i IJLJi^j'yT^"^
Series (250/252 Gem) 7 LjT--3liHpm 'iijZT-^^BBP^i _j
•Wrestling Intra Squad

Meet 7 pm Hnjjpi^Hr^^
•Woman's Studies presents Allan Johnson (Carter Aud)

6 pm

jJlBfBlBEJBIBiaBIBJBIBlBlEJBIBIilBlBiaBIBBtBIBIBIBIBlBl^^

•:Presents
G^TT

When: November 28

Where: Mai-wick Boyd Auditorium

Time: 7:30 PM
* Doors open at 7 *

,>«i«

Ticket Prices:

$10- Adult

$6 - Children 12 and under

Free to CU Students with valid ID
Groups of 15 or more receive SI off each ticket

Ticket sales begin October 30 at the Gemmell Information

Desk

Advanced Sales:

Send check (payable to CSA and a self-addressed stamped
envelope) to:

UAB Office

273 Gemmell
Clarion, PA 16214

WebMail provides

easier access to CNet
by Clayton Kroh

Computer Services

WebMail is here! What is

WebMail? I'm glad you asked.

WebMail is a web browser inter-

face that provides you the abili-

ty to access your Clarion

University e-mail account from

anywhere on the Internet. It is

easy to use and provides more

functionality than either VMS
Mail or Pine by allowing you to

send and receive attachments,

spell check your messages,

search your messages for key-

words, and change your account

password.

Future enhancements will

allow you to view your disk

space quota usage so you will

know when your mailbox is get-

ting close to full. Currently all

CNet accounts are allotted three

megabytes of storage.

WebMail works by providing

an IMAP (Internet Message

Access Protocol) interface to

your VMS mail account to

remotely access and manipulate

your mail messages. It allows

you to move messages between

folders on the VMS servers just

as you can with VMS Mail or

Pine, but with a much friendlier

user interface. Since WebMail

provides a Windows interface to

your VMS e-mail account, your

e-mail remains on the VMS
servers and is accessible from

any PC connected to the

Internet.

To access WebMail, you must

have a CNet account

and agree to abide by the

Clarion University computer use

policy at

http://www.clarion.edu/admin/c

ompserv/common.htm . Just

point your web browser to

http://webmail.clarion.edu and

sign on with your CNet user-

name and password. The inter-

face is very easy to use, but if

you should need assistance, you

can click on the on-line button

for very detailed information on

how to use WebMail.

See *WebMail,' Page 15
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Interhall council provides many opportunities
by Amanda Cackowski

Contributing Writer

Need a break from studying?

Looking for some new, fun,

interesting things to do? Want to

meet new people? Those are just

some of the features that can be

found when attending an activity

sponsored by Clarion

University's Interhall Council.

For those uninformed about

Interhall Council, it is an organi-

zation that plans and promotes

different activities in each resi-

dence hall.

For instance, activities occur-

ring in residence halls include a

Thanksgiving dinner scheduled

in Becht, a JELLO Jiggler social

in Campbell, "Boo-Grams" in

Givan, the Progressive Party

held at Wilkinson and most

recently. Fright Night held in

Ralston. There is also a pool

party in Tippin Gym for Nair

residents to look forward to.

IHC not only coordinates

events within the residence

halls, but also outside of

Clarion's campus as well. On

Wednesday, October 25, IHC,

along with the University

Activities Board, co-sponsored a

Gateway Clipper Trip aboard

The Murder Mystery Cruise.

The cruise was a major success

with good food and great weath-

er. 46 CU students attended the

trip; seven of which actually

took part in the murder mystery.

Planning is in the works for

another off-campus IHC activity

on Friday, December 1. IHC

will be hosting a formal dinner

dance, entitled "C.U.P. of

Snow," held at the Holiday Inn

located in Clarion. Arrival times

are set at 6-6:30 PM and dinner

will be served at 6:30 PM with

music and dancing to follow at

8:30 PM. The cost of the tickets

along with other information is

to be announced.

IHC also takes part in various

conferences to learn vital skills

that pertain to residence life in

order to improve conditions here

at Clarion. During the weekend

of Friday, November 3 to

Sunday, November 5, eight CU
students will participate in the

National Association of College

and University Residence Halls

(NACURH) Conference at

Kutztown University in

Kutztown, PA. Three IHC mem-

bers will be presenting at the

conference.

Christina Beaufort will be dis-

cussing two topics: "Networking

with Organizations on Campus,"

IHC information can be found

at many locations. One of the

newest forms of IHC advertising

is the "Interhall Council Toilet

Talk." Each edition of the

"Toilet Talk" will feature

- 4,
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The staff of Interhall Council.

and "Getting a Residence Hall

Association (RHA) Going,"

along with Drew McWilliams.

John Shavulsky will also display

his ideas in his presentation

called "Drawing the Line."

Givan Hall directly across from

the front desk. Any IHC infor-

mation needed can be found here

or outside the office on IHC bul-

letin board, which contains

information on meetings, events,

copies of the "Toilet Talk," and

the IHC's mission statement.

IHC news can also be found by

either calling the IHC office at

393-2392; e-mailing at inter-

hall ©clarion.edu or attending

one of the weekly meetings.

IHC is always looking for new

ideas and concepts to develop

and share with CU students.

Currently, two positions are

open to the IHC staff; Vice

President of Programming, a

position that helps to coordinate

programs for IHC, and also the

Food and Housing Chair, a posi-

tion required to meet in Egbert

once a month to discuss food

Photo courtesy of Interhall Council

|

and housing concerns on cam-

pus.

So, if you are interested in one

of these two positions, or any

involvement in IHC. come and

join the fun at the weekly meet-

ings every Thursday at 6:00 PM
in 246 Gemmell. Hope to see

you there!

upcoming events and updates on

activities, so watch for these

informational sheets in bath-

room stalls around campus.

IHC has also moved into a new

office located in the lobby of

Magic ity

f
Select

-^Beanie

Babies
only

At The UniversiJ

Book Center offau
We will close at 4:30pm and reopen at CU

Wed., Nov. 8™ 7pm until 9:30pm mSSw
25% off General Reading Books

J,
>»«/ J rto/ 25% off stuffed Anima Is
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.
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time you're in trouble, call a bat
by Dave Barry which would be a good name

Syndicated Writer for a rock band.

Fortunately, there are peo-

There has never been a TV pi^ working on behalf of bats

series where the animal hero _ people who study bats;

was a bat. Why not? Why ^^o respect bats; who love

couldn't Lassie have been a
j^^ts; who have, on occasion,

bat? There could have been an tasted bats. A group of these

episode wherein Lassie and people met recently in Miami
her young master, Timmy, are f^^ j^g 30th annual North

Myotis lucifugus the

Mosquito Hunter of the

Night?" and of course the

question that is on everyone's

mind: "Do Frugivorous Bats

Provide Directed Dispersal

frolicking around the farm,

with Lassie playfully catch-

ing insects for Timmy via

sonar, when suddenly ... UH-

oh! Timmy is caught in the

quicksand!

So Lassie flits as fast as she

can back to the farmhouse.

American Symposium on Bat

Research. On hand to provide

retail diversion was a compa-

ny called Speleobooks ("Cave

and Bat Goods"), which was

selling a wide array of bat-

themed merchandise, includ-

ing bat jewelry, bat candles.

where she squeaks and hurls ^^^ shirts, bat ties, bat baby

her tiny self against the

screen door until Timmy's

family, realizing that some-

thing is wrong, comes run-

ning outside and kills Lassie

with a rake, because people

generally hate bats. Plus they

are getting sick and tired of

Timmy falling into the quick-

sand every other week.

My central point is that

bats have a poor public

image. This is unfair, because

bats play a vital role in the

clothes, bat sculptures, bat

tissues, bat cookie molds, bat

Christmas-tree ornaments, bat

hot sauce and bat tea towels.

The symposium itself was a

serious affair, consisting of

bat researchers presenting

scientific papers on such top-

ics as "Feeding Ecology of

the Naked-backed Bats";

"More on the Complexities of

Water Hole Use by a

Coloradan Bat Community";

"Common Vampire Bat

ecology, as opposed to dogs. Management in Nicaragua";

who hardly ever do anything "jj^ Leptonycteris curasoae an

except bark and emit paint- Unreliable Pollinator?"; "Is

peeling puffs of flatulence.

HALLOWEEN! How are college students "treated" when

they go out for Halloween? From Page 12.

her fist into the geek's face. "No

need to beat up the geek." said the

man.

So we pushed on. One of us

bruised, one of us freezing, and

only four candy bars left. One of

us literally had to chase him down

and make him take one of the

candy bars he gave up. We are

still not quite sure the parent

the other anxious to get to the next enjoyed that.

house.

During the night we came across

some interesting costumes. Mr.

Peanut was by far our favorite. He

had even perfected the bow.

We were even pleased to find that

kids aren't all selfish when it

comes to candy. One boy even

gave up his candy bar when there

were five of us at the door and

By the time the night was over,

the three of us had full bags, and a

ton of tooth-rotting pleasure to go

home with.

We were not sure how people

would react when we came to their

doors, but we have to hand it to

you Clarion. College students can

still experience the fun and excite-

ment they did in grade school.

for a Large-seeded Tropical

Tree?"

(For the record, another

good name for a rock band

would be "Mosquito Hunter

and the Unreliable

Pollinators.")

I talked to several bat sci-

entists at the symposium, and

here are some of the bat facts

I learned:

• Wherever you live in the

world, there are bats nearby.

In fact LOOK OUT THERE'S
ONE COMING AT YOU

NOW!!!
• No, seriously, although

bats look like evil creepy

demonettes from hell that

want to swoop down and bite

us and give us rabies, the

truth is that they are general-

ly harmless flying mammals

just like us who form

colonies, care for their young,

go to the mall, etc.

Statistically, the average bat

is far less likely to be rabid

than Pat Buchanan.

• Besides catching insects,

bats play a critical role in

pollinating certain plants,

such as the agave, without

which there would be NO
TEQUILA.

• Even vampire bats have

their human side. Researcher

Ted Fleming told me that

sometimes a female vampire

bat will return from a suc-

cessful bloodsucking trip and

share her good fortune by

"regurgitating to her roost

mates." Awwwww.
• Many bat species are

endangered because of

humans, some of whom view

bats as actual food. A
researcher named Tom Kunz

told me that in parts of

Southeast Asia, bat soup and

fried bat are considered tasty

treats. In Guam, people have

eaten pretty much all the bats.

There's a bat shortage! You

could become a bat rancher

and get rich! Although you

would need skilled bat wran-

glers.

• Kunz also told me that the

Gubu people of Papua, New
Guinea (I am not making the

Gubu people up), have a big

feast wherein they boil up a

mess of bats, cook them over

coals and then eat them

whole, after which they pick

little bat teeth out of their

mouths. Kunz said that, as a

researcher, he actually took a

tiny bite of this dish.

• Incredibly, he did not say

that it tasted like chicken.

So we see that bats have

really received a "raw deal"

from us humans. I think that

from now on, we should all

remember that bats are our

friends, and we should make

every effort to be nice to them

while remaining at a safe dis-

tance of, in my case anyway,

14 miles. Also, if we go to a

restaurant in Southeast Asia,

we should make darned sure

we know what we are order-

ing.

WEBMAILI Clarion introduces WebMail, which makes it easier to access your CNet account

from anywhere. From Page 13.

Three notes of importance to ber to use the WebMail Logout

remember when using

WebMail: (1) WebMail is a

web browser application so to

use it you must use the

WebMail buttons such as

Index, Previous and Next to

navigate between your mes-

sages and not the web browser

Back and Forward buttons; (2)

there is a timeout limit in

which you will be automati-

cally disconnected from

WebMail after thirty minutes

of inactivity and (3) for secu- button and close your browser

rity purposes, always remem- when exiting WebMail.

I

I* Pnsiicm (his coupon when

I vou buy a Big Xtra

I sandwich and yvu'K get a

S Scxxjnd one (ofequa) or

I lesser N-aiuc) free' Limit

I one food item per oou|>on,

I
per customer, per visit.

Please present coupon when
I uixtefing. Not valid with «ny

ftothcr oOw

.

V^jkl of^ly at McOonald'J
ofClanon, BrookvUle. I
and Punxsutawney. |

Expires lOg^W J

ADVENTURES
e. Mc»in St., Cia>^on 226-0201

^Tuesday AW U Can &it Cmb Legs $13.95

*WgdkAgsdav All U Can Exx\ WikAgs %6S?5

&. All U Can Ba\ Sfeak $10.25

Oo^, 12, 13 & 1^ 'W3oe-" 10-2

For your convenience, the

University sends important e-

mail messages to you Clarion

CNet Account throughout the

semester. These include your

schedule of classes, advisor

and registration appointments,

hold information, and updates

on the number of withdrawls

you have accumulated since

Fall 1999. If you do not cur-

rently use your CNet account,

it is advised that you have you

CNet e-mail forwarded to an

account you actively use.

Instructions on forwarding e-

mail to a second account can

be found at http://www.clari-

on.edu/admin/compserv/email

forward.htm .

We hope the WebMail appli-

cation will provide a more

convenient method of access-

ing you university e-mail

account, especially with the

new capabilities of sending

and receiving attachments and

spell checking.

I
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XTC shows us what pop music is all about
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

What makes a good pop

song? What elements separate

a lasting piece of music from,

say, Britney Spears? Is it

lyrics? Instrumentation? The

beat? I don't have the answer,

but XTC sure does. Their new
disc. Wasp Star: Apple Venus

Vol. 2, has a heart that pumps
pure, exhilarating pop with

every beat.

Wasp Star is a return to form

for XTC, after last year's lush,

orchestrated Apple Venus Vol.

1. While the string-soaked

album was impressive, it alien-

ated many fans. On Wasp Star,

XTC come back to their nervy.

Movie Review

new-wavish geek-boy rock,

producing a startlingly fresh

album for guys that have been

doing this for over 20 years.

The result is their best album

since 1986's Skylarking.

Filling up an entire album

with first-rate songs has

always been a problem for

frontman Andy Partridge.

While that is still a hurdle he

needs to overcome (witness the

lumbering "Wounded Horse,"

and the sappy "You And The

Clouds Will Still Be

Beautiful") the remaining ten

songs are so well-crafted that

those two are easily over-

looked.

While most of the songs fol-

low their "What would the

Beatles sound like in the 80's"

mold, their eclecticism from

Apple Venus carries over into

many tracks, infusing them

with zest. Reggae, blues, and

traditional English folk

(among others) are woven into

the tracks, resulting in a seam-

less fusion of the familiar and

foreign. Other bands (includ-

ing early XTC) would try and

make this into an arty form.

but XTC never lets their genius

get to their head. And that's

why this is pure pop - the

influences are never the meat

and potatoes of the music, just

the parsley sprig on the side.

Songs like "We're All Light"

and "Church Of Women" boast

reggae beats that are reminis-

cent of Sting's Dream Of The

Blue Turtles, though nowhere

near as dour. In fact, this in an

incredibly upbeat and just

plain "happy" album. Look no

further than "Stupidly Happy"

to discover that.

An endlessly looped guitar

riff, practically drooling in its

own idiocy, draws you in

against your will, as Partridge

declares "My heart pumping

wine / With idiot grin - I'm

stupidly happy." It's so sweet

you might have cavities by the

end, but "Stupidly Happy" is

like hot fudge sundaes - com-

pletely irresistible.

"I'm The Man Who
Murdered Love" is Wasp Star\

best track. Guitar-pop at its

finest, "...Who Murdered

Love" combines Partridge's

best lyric of the album with

XTC's signature sound. A
hilarious fable of - you

guessed it - a man who kills

love itself, "...Who Murdered

Love" is the next in a long line

of Partridge songs dealing with

being a geek who can't get any.

It's bizarrly touching and end-

lessly funny. Sure, at the end

you realize it's only Beatles

worship, but when the results

are almost as good as their

idols, who cares?

While the music will draw

you in at first, it's Partridge's

lyrics that'll have you coming

back for more. Partridge

dances through the album with

his trademark wit and mastery

of the English language. He's

like Morrissey on Prozac, com

menting on everything from

existentialism ("We're All

Light") to decaying relation

ships ("The Wheel & The

Maypole"). Funny but never

trite, smart but never snobbish,

Partidge will have a great joh

as an English teacher when

he's done being a rock star.

Other highlights of the album

include the social class com-

mentary of "Playground," the

Beatles tribute of "In Another

Life," and the affair song

"Standing In For Joe." Also

check out "The Wheel & The

Maypole," a song that makes a

breakup sound positively jubi-

lant. I've never heard lines

like "Empires crumble in /

Wedding cake begins to must

and moulder / And what made

me think we're any better"

sound so happy.

So if you need an antidote to

all the rap-rock and boy-bands

(the musical equivalent of

cheese from a spray-can),

check out XTC's Wasp Star.

Being a bespectacled, geek}

Brit was never this fun. 4 out F

of 5 stars.

Blair Witch 2 makes for a scary sequel
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I remember when I went to

the movies last summer to see

the much-hyped film. The

Blair Witch Project. I was

hoping to have the crap scared

out of me. Weil, it did not

happen. I ielt the theater with

a queasy stomach and a

headache. It was a good

movie and a great idea, it's

just that if I cannot see some-

thing I do not get scared.

Well, Blair Witch 2: Book Of
Shadows did not actually scare

the hell out of me, but it did

give me a really bad case of

the creeps. This film shows

you a lot of things, some of

which you do not really want

to see. We'll get to that later,

though.

Blair Witch 2 picks up in the

town of Burkittsville. The

town is now flooded with

tourists all wanting to go into

the woods and see the house

where the footage from the

first film was supposedly

found. The town's citizens are

also capitalizing on the 'Blair

Witch' myth by running tour

groups and selling various

witch merchandise.

The scenes in the beginning

of the movie are the only ones

shot in documentary format.

All the others are shot on reg-

ular film. This kind of deters

from the creativity of the orig-

inal film, but does cut down
on the motion sickness.

Director Joe Berlinger tries to

make the movie seem as real

as possible by having the

members of the cast use their

real-life names in the movie.

This doesn't work though,

because you don't realize it

until the credits roll at the end.

Anyway, after we see the

scenes of "Blair Witch" may-

hem, we are introduced to

Jeffrey Donovan, a

Burkittsville troublemaker the group awakes to their

who leads a group of four trashed campsite. Things go

tourists into the woods for from bad to worse when they

Photo courtesyof Yahoo! Movies]

Erico Geerson (Erica Leerhseti), Stephen Ryan Parker

(Stephen Barker Turner), Tristen Ryler (Tristen Skyler), and Jeff

Patterson (Jeffrey Donovan) in "Blair Witch 2.

"

what he calls "The Blair Witch discover they all have unusual

Hunt." The night in the woods marks on their body, an"d see

seems to go well for the group, odd things that are not really

until the next morning when there. For those of you with

weak stomachs, watch out for

the scene which shows a

woman having a miscarriage.

That's all I'm going to tell

you about the plot of this

movie. 1 don't want to give

any of the creepy details away.

Let's just say that unlike the

original, there is very little

running, and lots of gore and

violence. Yes, folks, in this

one you actually see ghosts

and people being murdered.

The fun of it is you never

know if it's really happening.

or just an illusion.

This movie is a great sequel

to a film that I did not think

needed one. It has an original

story line, a great script, and a

surprisingly good east. Pa>

special attention to newcomer
Kimbery Director - she is

excellent! So go see BUur

Witch 2: Book Of Shadows.

You will enjoy it, and may

even get a few scares out of it

- I know I did.
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Crossword

ACROSS
1 Four-posters and

singles

5 Large, thick slice

9 Foals' moms
14 Spoken
15 Yield

16 Vibrant

1

7

Rescuer

1

9

More pleasant

20 Sleuth's specialty

21 Tractor

manufacturer

22 'The „ and the

Pendulum"
23 Actor Connery
25 God of war

28 Pixie

31 Posture

35 Coupe or sedan

36 Unrestrained

37 Adds up
38 Gem State

40 Adage
42 Send payment

43 Demilitarize

45 Risque

47 Wind dir.

48 Pablo's nap
49 Sell-out letters

50 Questions

51 Purchases

53 Inc. in Great

Britain

55 Compare
58 Type of

geometry

64 Miio of 'The

Verdict"

65 Follower of

Moses
66 Viewpoint

67 Tidy

68 God of love

69 Feel

70 Advantage

71 PartofUSDA

DOWN
1 Brave

2 Cleveland's lake

3 Wacky
4 Visits dreamland

5 Disperse

6 Jacob's third son

7 Gulf of the

Arabian Sea

1 ? H 4

1
5 6 7 8 g 10 11 1? 13

14 15 16

1/ 18 19

20 21

PM 22 ^^^H23 24 ^^^1
25 26 27

.1
28 29 30

1
31 32 33 34

35 r 37

38 39 40 41 42

43 44

1
45 46 _ 47

48 49 r
BHi 51 52 53 54

jj^^H
55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

64 65

66 67

1
68

69 70 71
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8 Ice masses
9 A must
10 Estrange

11 Houston
university

12 Always
13 Withered

18 _-fi

24 Winter hours in

NYC
25 Etching fluids

26 Wheel spokes

27 Rub out

29 Guitarist Paul

30 Dreads
32 Titles

33 Hoosegow
34 Senator

Kefauver

36 Lucky
39 Washed-up

celebs

41 Armed hostilities

44 Receives
permission

46 Assemble in

sequence

Solutions

i d 3 a

1
3 9 a 3

1

3 s N 3 S

s d 3 i V 3 N i N V 1 S

3 1 1 1 3 V U s 1 V 3 H S

N V 3 a 1 1 n 3 N 3 M 1 1^a i i^Hs A n a^^^l
s » S

i!
u s

1
V 1 s 3 1 s

3 N 3 V d n d V S 1 a

1 1 W 3 d M V s| H V a 1

S 1 V 1 i

1
3 3 uf d V

3 N V i s d 1 3 3 d V

I^B N V 3 s^ 1 1 d^^H
3 d 3 3 a

1

9 N 1 i 3 i 3 a

U 3 1 N U 3 A V s 3 d 1 1

3 A 1 1 V 3 Q 3

1
1 V d

S 3 d V l/\l 9 V 1 s S a 3 e

50 Confused
52 River of Rouen
54 Bond
55 Profit's

partner?

56 Capri or

Anglesey

57 Genghis_
59 Exploited

60 Steep, rugged

rock

61 Ireland

62 Resting on

63 Cozy retreat

QnddfioRLD" S-riddAbRO?

"Oh... did I rfally say stop by anytime?

Fop ttie Coolest itickWorld Xpparel, Creeling Cards, Games,

t Acteitorlet, Visit Us ii: www.itttltmirM.coin

"Don't fepl bad honey. Bruce Willis Is a spx

symbol and ho's almost bald too."

Fop the Coolest SUdtWorld Apuarei, Greeting Capda, Games,

t Accetnrlts, Villi Ui it: wwwjucl(wopld.com

off the mark by Mark Parisi

MarkParisi@aol.com ^J' «n,«X:!;u^rr,
ATLANTc FEATURE geoooK/iARK PARISI J*^ www.offthemark.com

This i$ one doss
you can't gj^jp^ Your life.

Plan for it.

Our professional staff offers :

o Complete gynecological care

o Free walk-in pregnancy testing

Birth control methods & counseling

Emergency contraception

Testing & treatment for sexually transmitted

diseases (men & women)

o All services are high quality, confidential, and

reasonably priced. Most health insurance plans

accepted.

1064A East .VI atn Street

(Mose to campus
We are located at:

••

To schedule an appointment Councii, Irc

\vvvw,fnc(nc.or<'
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Classifieds
spring

ACT NOW!! CJuaranlee (he best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapuico, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$. Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.
**************

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air. free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

mertours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

for rent

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.

Two person occupancy. For Fall

2001, Spring 2002 semesters.

Walking distance to campus.

Leave message at (814)354-2238

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 3 or 4 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. Call 226-6867.

Apartments for groups of 4 or 5.

Two blocks from campus. For Fall

2001. Call Jim 354-2489.

Eagle Park Housing Complex. For

Clarion University students.

Singles, doubles and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities. Fully fur-

nished. Call 226-4300.

Female roommate needed for

Spring 2001 semester. Wilson

Ave. townhouses. $975 a semester

plus utilities. Leave message for

Megan. 227-2892.

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfiindrais-

The sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau

would like to congratulate Lori

Oliver on her 21st birthday. Have

fun at the bars Lori, we love you!

ercom
iH^il,itiil,>^:f*******

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.

ZTA, Thanks for the pizza party.

KAP

families! We love you! Love, your

soon to be AZ sisters.

Dan, thanks for the "extra cake" at

the AZ house on Tuesday, of

course this means war! Love ya,

Kris.

:tlilr^,ilrit:^cift******

^fi^^i^Hlt^tti*******

Wanted, Student who speaks

French to teach the language to

my children. Call 226-4328.
:)< H< * :|cl|cs|c « :|<:|< IC :(< * :|i >|c

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

**************

A part time position is available at

the First Baptist Church in

Clarion, for an organist/pianist.

Send a cover letter and resume to

Attn: Worship Board, PO Box

651, Clarion, Pa. 16214

Mpp^iiifMiWii'^

Attention overweight people. Lose

2-8 pounds a week. 100% natural.

Results guaranteed. 1-888-327-

7511. www.bellel23.com.

Excellent opportunity to lose

inches and make money! The

Herbal Body Wrap actually

achieves permanent inch loss. See

results and share with friends who

purchase and earn referral bonus-

es! Call Linda at 764-5895.

greek ads
tijijjiiiijiiiitttiiitttiaiiiiaatmtiiil^

rhmlp wanted ^

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

OZ2, Thank you for hanging out

with us last Thursday. We had fun

and hope you did too. The brothers

ofZX
**************

TZahle 13
WWCH

fffT!^
1300 Clarion

David Lawrence

Discussing online topics every

night from 10:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Only on 1300 A.M.

Brett, congratulations on making it

through. Your soon to be brothers

ofSX
**************

Congratulations to our new asso-

ciate members. Matt and Mike,

Good luck these next few weeks.

The brothers of ZX

To my OSZ sisters, Thank you for

all your help this semester with

recruitment. I couldn't have done

it without you all. Phi Sig love,

Kylene.

Mandi, Thanks for the Halloween

treats. Love, the brothers of KAP

Happy belated 21 Birthday Holly!

You did great. We love you. Love,

AOE

Happy belated birthday Kate W.

One more long year to go! Love

A4)E

Happy birthday Leah. Love, AOE

AOE, everyone did a great job

pulling together the grab-a-date.

We really work together as a true

team! It was so fun!

KAP, Thanks for coming to our

pizza party. It wasn't much but we

wanted to apologize for the pig

roast. We love you guys! ZTA
**************

We had a great time at your

swimmers mixer! ZTA

Thanks to the mens rugby team

for an awesome Halloween mixer!

ZTA
**************

Congratulations to Spring 2000 on

getting your new families. We
love you girls! ZTA

**************

Beth, it's finally time for you!

Happy 21st! Love your AZ sisters.

Thanks to everyone who came out

to celebrate AZ's 99th B-Day! We
had tons of fun with you! Love,

the AZ sisters.

Zubik, you did a great job oi^anizing

our B-Day celebration! Love, your

AZ sisters.

**************

Fall 2000, welcome to your new

Happy belated B-Day to Jen

Fargo. Love your 64>A sisters.
'

, **************

Happy Halloween everyone!

Love GOA

Good luck with midterms everyone!

The sisters of0OA
**************

Dena, thanks for the candy, you're

the best! Love, OEK
**************

Thanks to the girls softball team

for a great "game" on Thursday.

Where are the skeletons? 02K
**************

Happy B-Day Beth! Ben

Thanks for everything Beth, we
love you, happy 21st. Love your

new members. AZ
**************

OSS, thanks for doing the float

with us. We had a great time.

Brothers of 0E
****** IK :|< ** >|c;|c * *

Ryan, great job on the float.

Brothers of 0S

Kris, hang in there. Brothers of

OSK, congratulations on receiv-

ing littles! Love, JenSay.

Good luck to the associate mem-
bers of OSK! Love, JenSay.

**************

Congratulations Marty on becom-

ing the new OSK secretary! I am
sure you will do a great job! Love,

JenSay.
**************

J, Good luck this weekend.

Remember to hum the "Hootie"

song and think of me. Love Amy.

**************

OSK, Hope everyone is having a

great week. Congratulations to

Mike, Jeff, Jared, Korn, John,

Ogre and Marty on getting littles.

Congrats to Smooter and Amy on

your lavalier. (sorry this is late)

Love, your sweetheart Dena!

r

**************

Need That Housework
Done?
Come to the

Society for Collegiate Journalists (SCJ)

Communication major Auction on

Nowinber 5 at 8:00 p.m.

in Hart Chapel

and buy a pal to do the woric!

Or volunteer to be auctioned!

All proceeds benefit SCJ.
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Sports
Golden Eagle swimmers dive into season opener at lUP

by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Assistant

Sports Editor

The Golden Eagles mens and

womens swimming team dove

into their season opener on Friday

Oct. 27 at the I.U.P Invitational.

Five teams attended the unscored

meet in order for the swimmers to

obtain times in events of their

choosing.

Clarion made a pronounced

impression in both the men and

womens competitions, capturing

first place victories in multiple

events. As a whole, both teams

swam incredibly fast times for a

season opener and several person-

al records were achieved during

the invitational.

Many of the Golden Eagle

swimmers obtained times which

placed them among the top ten in

the PSAC. Clarion had 16 women

achieve PSAC top ten status dur-

ing the meet, several taking the

first place seed.

Captains Shannon Cattoni and

Meghan Tracy led the womens

team with Cattoni taking both the

200 and 500 freestyle, giving her

PSAC places of third and second,

while Tracy won the 100 back-

stroke, brought home a second in

the 200 back, and a third in the

200 individual medley. These

races placed her first in the 100,

second in the 200 back, and fifth

in the PSAC.

Seniors Andrea Fallen Kelly

Horner and Jeanine Buecheler

tore up the water for the Golden

Eagles with Faller taking the gold

in the 50 freestyle and a third in

the 100 freestyle, placing her first

in the PSAC in the 50 and sixth in

the 100. Homer claimed a second

in the 200 fly as well as a fourth in

the 100 fly, gaining her PSAC
places of third and tenth.

Golden Eagle Tina Decker

joined the top ten times in the

PSAC with her fourth place finish

in the 1 00 freestyle and seventh in

the 100 backstroke. These races

helped Decker claim a ninth and

tenth place in the PSAC.

Clarion sophomores Jenny

Lloyd, Missy Baer, Alyssa Helm,

April Johnson, and Abby Koch set

the water on fire with exceptional

swims at the invitational.

Lloyd pulled in a third place fin-

ish in both the 200 and 500

freestyle, achieving tenth and

sixth place in the PSAC. Baer

took first place in both the 1000

freestyle and 200 fly, achieving

first place status in the PSAC in

both events.

Helm took home fourth in the

100 and third in the 200 back-

stroke events, placing her sixth

and third in the PSAC. Johnson

took the breastroke events with

first place finish in the 200 and

asecond in the 100. Johnson's

swims gained her a first and sixth

place rank in the PSAC.

Koch finished up for the sopho-

mores with a first place finish in

the 200 l.M. and a third in the 100

fly. These races placed Koch first

and sixth in the PSAC.

The Clarion freshmen ladies

joined the upper classmen in indi-

vidual as well as overall PSAC
places. Megan Trimbur claimed a

first in the 100 freestyle as well as

a second in the 50 fi-ee, placing

her first and second in the PSAC.

Caroline Miller claimed first in

the 100 breaststroke and third in

the 50 freestyle. Miller's swims

gained her second and sixth place

in the PSAC. Bethany Bankovich

took a second in the 100 fly and a

fourth in the 50 freestyle, placing

her fifth and seventh in the PSAC.

Brandi Smithson brought home

a second in the 200 freestyle as

well as a second in the 100 back-

stroke. Her swims placed her sev-

enth and second in the PSAC.

Finishing up for the Clarion

ladies was Jessica DiLoreto.

DiLoreto brought home a third

place in the 200 breaststroke

which placed her fourth in the

PSAC.

The Golden Eagle mens swim-

ming team had exceptional races

during the invitational allowing

13 swimmers to make the PSAC
top ten times list.

Seniors John Smithson, Adam

Ulishney, Aaron Ulishney, and

Matt Jefllers led the mens team.

Smithson took home a fifth in the

100 fi-eestyle and a second in the

100 fly giving him seventh and

eighth place seeds in the PSAC.

Adam Ulishney placed second in

the 200 l.M. and second in the 200

backstroke, gaining places of sec-

ond and third in the PSAC. Aaron

Ulishney took home a first place

finish in the 100 backstroke, and a

second place finish in the 200

backstroke. These swims gained

him fourth and second place seeds

in the PSAC.

Matt Jeffers placed first in the

200 breaststroke and second in the

100 breaststroke gaining him first

and seventh place standing in the

PSAC.

Juniors Brian Monico, Gary

Aughinbaugh, and Adam Loht

ripped through the water for the

Golden Eagles. Monico took first

in both the 500 and 1000 fi-eestlye

events, placing him first in both in

the PSAC.

Aughinbaugh placed second in

the 50 freestyle and fourth in the

100 backstroke. These swims

placed him third and ninth in the

PSAC. Lohr took a second in the

200 freestyle and 500 freestyle,

placing him third and fourth in the

PSAC.

Sophomores Bill Wright, Brent

Cunningham, EJ Dams, and Ben

Chandlee brought home victories

for Clarion. Wright took the 50

freestyle and brought home a sec-

ond in the 100 freestyle, placing

him first and third in the PSAC.

Cunningham took seventh in the

50 freestyle, placing him ninth in

the PSAC.

Dams placed third in the 500

freestyle placing him fifth in the

PSAC. Chandlee finished up for the

sophomores with a first in the 100

breaststroke and first in the 200 l.M..

placing him second and first in the

PSAC.

Caldwell brough home the gold

for Clarion in the 200 freestyle and

100 fly. These swims placed him

second and seventh in the PSAC.The

team travels to Shippensburg this

weekend for a dual meet.

Footballl Clarion Golden Eagles defeated lUP in PSAC-West football action last Saturday and prepare for Lock Haven, from Page 1.

"We had communication fail-

ure. We had man to man block-

ing assignments and zone block-

ing assignments. We just missed

one of those assignment," stated

Coach Luke.

On lUP's first offensive posse-

sion the Indians tried to add to

their lead after excellent field

position at the Clarion 32. lUP,

however, would miss a 40 yard

field goal and there would be no

more scoring the rest of the half.

Clarion took the opening pos-

session of the second half all the

way to the lUP 28, but fumbled

the ball and lUP recovered to end

the scoring threat, ft was the

second straight fumble in the

drive.

On the ensuing Indians posses-

sion, a 50 yard run by Henry

Lane set up the field goal to give

lUPthe 10-0 lead.

The Golden Eagles again fum-

bled on their next drive and lUP

was in business at the Clarion 34

yard line.

The Indians would connect on

another field goal to give lUP the

13-0 lead at the end of the third

quarter.

The Golden Eagles got it going

immediately in the fourth quar-

ter. Almashy hit Johnson for a

55 yard scoring strike to cut the

lead to 13-7.

Later in the quarter. Clarion

would capture the lead for good.

Almashy rolled out on a

designed run play. When the

defense pursued him, he found

an open Andy Pore for the 23

yard touchdown to give Clarion

the 14 -13 lead.

The Golden Eagles finished

lUP off on their next possession.

After a poor punt which gave

'www.theclarioncall.com«

Clarion the ball at the Indians 33

yard line, Almashy capped off

the scoring drive with a 9 yard

scamper to give Clarion the 21-

13 victory.

Clarion comes back home this

week to face Lock Haven.

Kickoff at Memorial Stadium is

scheduled for 1 p.m. A win will

give Clarion a share of the PSAC
West conference championship.

Lock Haven. comes into the

game with a 2-7 record and has a

1-4 record in the PSAC-West.

"They have an experienced

quarterback and a good wide

receiver. They have an experi-

enced, sound defense. We need

to continue playing good

defense. We know a win will get

us a part of the conference cham-

pionship," commented Coach

Luke.

"We know Lock Haven plays

hard. We need to keep doing

what we've been doing and bring

home the conference champi-

onship," said Gaydosz.

"We need to stay focused and

get the job done. We can't have

a let down after last week's big

win," added Andy Pore.

Qarion Golden Eagles

cross country tra\^els to

negionals.

See page 21.

Test your sports tri'vda

and find out the

answer to last week's

question.

See page 21.

The Qarion University

Recreation Center is

offering wall climbing

classes.

See page 22.

Clarion Golden

Eagles volleyball

losses to California

University,

See page 22.

I
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Cross Country hit set back
by Andrea BorekWomen's

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Both Cross Country teams hit a minor set

back last weekend at PSAC Championships,

held at Slippery Rock. The teams didn't finish

as quickly as they had hoped to.

Going into the meet, the womens team was

placed 7th and the men's 9th out of 14 teams.

After the race, the women's team finished 9th,

and the men's 10th out of 13 teams.

Edinboro rocked the conference by finishing

ist in both the Men and Womens competitions.

On the upside, Kelly Null earned a finish in

the top 15 at the meet. She finished I4th over

all which makes her an All Conference runner,

something only one female runner has done in

Clarion's history.

In order to receive this honor a runner needs

to be in the top 15 out of the 89 runners.

Freshman Boerner just missed this honor plac-

ing 16th over all. Both girls hope to place in

the top 15 at Regionals this week at Lock

Haven. If both runners place they earn All

Region honors.

Freshman Alison Borek, (43rd) and Junior

Brandy Coley (62nd), each turned in good
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times. Both girls went out strong and held it

together.

On the mens side Junior Ean King placed

24th to lead the team. Freshman A.J. Mayernik

(39th) and David Duriancik (40th) followed

him. The mens team hopes to learn from this

meet and move on and prepare for their next

meet.

The men hope to finish their season on a high

note.

The young teams seemed to be intimidated by

this meet even though they have run against

better teams in previous races.

Social Equity

Dinner is

being held

Nov. 10 at 7

p.m. at the

i^iidiiiciicr

Dining Hall.

The event is

free to the

public and

Clarion

University

students
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Sports
Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question
was Corey

Dillon.

This week's
question is:

Who did
Kurt Angle
beat In the

1996
Olympics

for the gold
medal?

INTRAMURAL NEWS
Doug Knepp ~ Intramurai, Recreation & Fitness Director / Recreation Center phone: 393-1667
iiWiff^iiwMVMv^^^ — ^^,. . .
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WALL BELAICUNICS
Begin this week!
Sign up now so that you can
become a Recreation Center
certified belayer, and foe able to
foeiay your friends. Clinics mfd^

approximately two hours long and
include a practical exam.

jingles R^pq^^baii ToMrrf^m^nt

y FLAG FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME MONDAY. NOV. 6

S.

G»

B
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U
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Friday, November 3 at Gemmell.
This will be a double elimination

tournament beginning at 4:00 pm.
Cost is $5.00 to register, and the first

16 contestants that register will receive

a tounnament shirt. Different skill

divisions offered for xmx\ and women,

VOLLEYBALL CHAMPrONS
CO.REC DIVISION: "SET TO KILL"
Ethan My{er David Snyder
t/ohn Shavulsky Corey Trott
Molly Butler Tori Walt
Stef Snyder Stacy Gelbel
Julie EvenoskI Tara DInardo

WOMENS DIVISION; **SUN SETTERS"
Bridget Hammond Katie McNerney
JackJ tevenduski Held! Jortes
Tara DINardo Amy Weaver

MEN'S DIVISION; "PHI DELTA THETA**
Kevin Deardorff Nick DonatI
Adam Lang Andy Powell
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Rec Center update

Rec Center offers wall climbing clinic
Courtesy of the Recreation

Center

The Recreation Center at

Clarion University will be offer-

ing a wall climbing clinic

Thursday Nov. 2 from 6 p.m. to

9 p.m. and Friday Nov. 3 from 2

p.m. to 4 pm.

The clinic is for Clarion

University students to learn how

to belay each other for the

climbing wall at the Rec.

Center.

The clinic is limited to three

people so the experienced wall

climbing staff can supervise the

students properly and teach

them as much as they can about

belaying in a two hour period.

These clinics are being held so

students can become certified

belayers and to increase the use

of the climbing wall at the

Recreation Center.

Once a student is a certified

belayer it opens up the possibil-

ity of employment at the

Recreation Center in the

wall/outdoor recreation facili-

ties.

To earn a belaying certifica-

tion you must pass a test given

by the instructor. The test con-

sists of belaying four different

individuals on seperate days.

The belaying certifaction lasts

for as long as the student belays

at least eight times a semester.

The belaying certification

class registration is being held

at the climbing wall area at the

recreation center.

Ben Richardson, a Clarion University student climbs the wall

at ttie Recreation Center me belaying clinic is being held

Nov. 2 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. and Nov. 3 from 2 p.m. till 4 p.m.

Sign up is being held at the climbing wall.
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The Riemer SnaiiRJar

welcomes all students to

lunch, Friday Nov. 10 for

a new menu taste test.

..Us

Photo submitted;

l?ydri~HdWianJests~ou't the climbing wall at the recreation

center IHoffman will be one of the instructors for the belaying

clinic that the Recreation Center is holding. The clinic will help

provide Clarion students with certification for belaying.

THANKSGIVING BREAK EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION FROM CAMPUS

TO
PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT
ONLY $50.00

iiiiillVIG THE GEMMELL STUDENT
IP'- COMPLEX:

Tuesday, November 21st at 4 pm.

RETURNING

Sunday, November 26th at 3 p.m.

Et TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

Pittsburgh Fiorth

-AIRE-RIDE-

1-800-647-4331

Womens
volleyball lose

toCal
Courtesy of Sports Information

The Clarion University Golden

Eagles volleyball team took a 7-

15, 7-15, 12-5 loss to California

University Oct. 31 at Tippin

Gymnasium.

The Golden Ealges have won 18

games and lost 16.

The team is led by Melanie Bull

who has 314 kills on the season

and Ali Graham who has 283 kills

for the year.

Jackie Hill leads the team with 76

blocks and Graham leads the team

in digs with 312.
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Courtesy of IMS Campus

Rosie Amato was driving to the

Tallahassee Airport last

Thanksgiving to pick up his broth-

er, Chuck, when he heard on the

radio that Mike O'Cain had been
fired as North Carolina State's

football coach.

When Chuck got in the car,

Rosie told him the news. Chuck
didn't believe him. He had to hear
it for himself

"I asked him what he was going
to do," said Rosie, who at 56 is

three years older than Chuck. "He
said that he wasn't going to do
anything. If they want to talk to

me, they know how to find me.
I'm not going to make the first

phone call this time."

Chuck Amato had made the first

phone call to his alma mater too

many times. For 24 years and five

coaches, he had been the

Wolfpack's rejected favorite son.

For the past 1 8 years, he had
been on the staff of Florida State's

Bobby Bowden, and for 14 of
those years he had been the assis-

tant head coach.

"North Carolina State was
always in the back of his mind,"
said Peggy, his wife of 26 years.

"He had never stopped wanting to

be the Wolfpack's coach. The tim-
ing just wasn't right the other
times."

It was this time, as then-athletic

director Les Robinson contacted
Amato. He was hired to replace

O'Cain shortly after the

Seminoles' 49-26 victory over
Virginia Tech in the Nokia Sugar
Bowl to win their second national

championship.

All the people who rejected

Amato for so many years are
among those smiling over the

team's 5-1 start, best since 1994,

,
and national ranking as it prepares

to host No. 6 Florida State.

The Wolfpack has been one of
college football's best stories. The
team's success has caused a frenzy

of excitement. "It's Chow Time on
the Chuck Wagon" tee shirts are

hot items. People are constantly

seeking Amato 's autograph.

"It feels good to show those who
doubted my ability to do the job,"

Amato said. "I just smile and
pinch myself I'm waiting for the

dream to end. All those who are

happy should know that there is a

lot of work to do before we get to

where I want to take us."

Amato, a linebacker and champi-
onship wrestler at North Carolina

State from 1965-67, led the best

defense in the school's history in

1967.

The team went 9-2 and finished

No. 2 nationally in points allowed,

giving up an average of 7.6 per
game. He was the voice behind the

defense painting its shoes white to

give it an identity.

"It was time to hire an alumnus,"
said Fred Combs, a defensive back
on the 1 967 team. "He should have
had the job a long time ago. I've

always lobbied for him. I couldn't

understand why he was bypassed."

Amato learned his X's and O's
under A

1 Michaels, the Wolfpack's

defensive coordinator, and Jack
Stanton, its secondary coach who
later coached at FSU and for the

Oakland Raiders.

He learned the psychology of
coaching under Lou Holtz, and
organization and how to delegate

.

power from Bowden.

"Chuck is the type of coach who
can demand the most from his

players," Stanton said, "but not
cross the line of losing their

respect."

Amato
Stanton's claim is supported by

the stories from Pittsburgh

Steelers coach Bill Cowher and
Clayton White, one of N.C. State's

captains this season.

"He was very demanding and
tough," said Cowher, who played

linebacker at N.C. State from
1975-78 when Amato was one of
Holtz's assistants. "He would push
you to another level. You might
not always like what he had to say,

but you always knew where you
stood."

"We wanted to hear what he had
to say," White said. "We knew that

he understood how to do it. We
thought his intensity would go
away in a month. It didn't. At first,

we thought that he was crazy."

There was intense conditioning

the team had not experienced pre-

viously There were disciplinary

rules, such as lockers having to be
in order every day to the point of a

player's stool having to be placed
in a precise spot, just as it's done at

FSU. Players in violation must run
sprints.

"After we beat Arkansas State

1/838-31 in double overtime 3/8,

our heart and character were
apparent," White said, "and we
understood where he was taking

us. It's hard to believe that they

passed him over."

When Holtz left after the 1975
season, Amato thought he might
get the job, but it went to the late

Bo Rein. Rein stayed four seasons
before leaving for Louisiana State.

Amato was certain that he would
then get the job, but it went to

Monte Kiffm.

"It ate him up," said Rosie, who
played for the Wolfpack from
1963-64. "He was crushed. It was
like a knife right in his heart."

Chuck's confidence was shattered.

He left N.C. State in 1980 and

went to Arizona to coach for two
seasons.

"It didn't feel any better, but I

realized then that being passed
over was the right thing," Amato
said. "It allowed me to re-affirm

my confidence as a coach."

Amato was visiting Stanton, then

FSU's defensive coordinator, in

1982, when defensive line coach
Bill Shaw left in the middle of
spring practice. Stanton wanted to

hire Amato.

"Coach Bowden called me," said

Greg Williams, who had been on
Bowden 's staff at West Virginia

and was a defensive back for the

1967 Wolfpack. "I told him that he
couldn't hire a better man. I'm
glad that he's at N.C. State. It's

where he's always wanted to be."

Over the years, Bowden devel-

oped a fondness for Amato. He
sees him as a tireless worker, an
innovator, motivator, good
recruiter and outstanding coach.

"He was willing to take respon-

sibility like no one that I've been
around," Bowden said. "Just when
you thought he had enough to do,

he would ask for more. He used to

slip into the offensive meetings
and just listen. He's been getting

ready for a long time to be where
he is."

Jim Donnan, the quarterback of
the 1967 team and now coach at

Georgia, could envision Amato as

a coach when the two played
together.

"He was cerebral as well as

physical," Donnan said. "He knew
and understood what everyone on
the defense was supposed to do."

Williams, Georgia's secondary
coach, believes Amato will help
N.C. State "catch up with the

Joneses" of the Atlantic Coast
Conference and college football.

"He hired a great staff," Williams

said, "and new facilities are on the

way. He could make football as

important there as basketball has
always been."

In 1 967, Amato told the defense,

one that won at FSU, 20-10, that it

was going to be something special

before the first game, a 13-7 win
over North Carolina. Out of that

speech came the white shoes.

One player said, "What if we
lose?" Amato snapped back, "If

you think that we're going to lose,

you shouldn't be here."

Amato is confident to a point that

borders on cockiness.

"He's never thought about los-

ing," Rosie said. "He'll tell a kid

that if he commits himself and
does what he's told, it will work,
and the team will win."

The immediate success of his

team has surprised Amato. He
wasn't prepared for the instant

popularity. His career has been
spent in the background. Now,
he's the man out front.

"I'm going through a transition,

too," Amato said. "I'm not used to

signing autographs. I've watched
Coach Bowden do it with no prob-
lem. What's happening at N.C.
State isn't about Chuck Amato."

Amato has learned his lessons

well. He knows not to accept too
much credit, especially for early

successes, because there can be
equal blame waiting down the
road if things go awry.

"The boosters told me, "If there's

only game you win, beat North
Carolina,"Amato said after a 38-

20 win broke a seven-year Tar
Heel winning streak. "I said. In

five years, if I'm 5-50 and have
beaten North Carolina five times,
I'll have done what you told me.'
Do you think that they will have a

different tune?
'"•"
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Monday
5:00pm - 9:00pm
20(1: Wings eat in

254! Take out

$5.50 all you can eat

ITYINN
Wednesday
6:00pm and on

25(1; Slice pepperoni pizza
or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

f/of ^Pot CM€

^'K' fpftTION: 226-7200

STNITE SPOT

.^i*^.

gusat

OAUY

.mmist
f^&^ 0mfmrfT MHHiMO

Boston College (Troy Bell),

Geoigetown (Kevin Braswell), Noire
Dame (Troy Murphy), Pittsburgh

(Ricardo Greer) and Seton Hall (Darius
Lane), you know times have changed.

Muiphy the only player ever to lead

the league in scoring and rebounding in

the same season, is an All-America
player The othere, right now. are just

guys.

So, even though the old stars are gone,
there are new stars such as Griffin,'

Villanova sophomore Gary Buchanan,'

Miami fiieshman Darius Ria- and St'

John's freshman Omai- Cook poised to

take their places.
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Public Transportation
Comes to Clarion

t is with great pleasiire that we ofter the students of Oarion University and Cftjzens tn and around tne

uqh of C!afK>n the Golden Eagle Express, a new and exciting transpoftation systeai.

i^;fAiifl<lfl/i/i^^ *'*"'*'"**-*'^*f^*f'*
-MAWM

\ we oner ine sujoenib vj uianwn un(v«jfs»iiy «<jm «^fu*^«ii^ «> ««

borough of C!arK>n the Go/cfe/j Eagle Express, a new and exciting transpoftation systeni.

Use it to go to class, to the movies, shopping, up-tov/n, dov^ntown, to the Clarion Um
reason. Ur^iverstty students oan ride free upon presentation of your student I.D. to the driver.

The citizens of Clarion and surrour^ding townships may ride the Express on ar^y ol the routes. Our

senior cstizens (those 66 years of age or older) can ride the Express, free of charge.

How to ride the Express:

• 8e at one of the printed stops on the sctiedule at the scheduled titne.

Of "flag" bus (wave) any^vhere on route.

Fxact tare is required when tx)arding the bus. Just deposit your fare in the fare box as you board. Our

drivers can not make change.

riKr:mhifimwtmM^

Campus Loop (f^onday through Friday)

A.M.

Coii&ge Park Apts

tragie Park Apis

HftidfJCk & Greanvilie 7:33

7/JO 7:56 8:22 8:46 9:14 9:40

7:32 7 56 6:24 8:50 9:t6 9:42

7:59 825 8:51 9:17 9:43

Paym^^aenviHe

Founder's HaH

7:34 8:00 6:26 8:52 9:18 9:44
laiwi^rt^^w^*^

7:36 6:02 826 6:64 9:20 9:46

95h A Main 7:37 8:03 8:29 8:55 9:2'
«WHWHV«wtMiw<MMMMMnnnMMAnMAAAMM^

Main ^ 7th 7:38 8:04 8:30 8:66 9;22
^WWMMNXW^"*^***

Mam & 3fd 7:39 6:05 8 31 8;57 9:23

M&k-. A 2nd 7:40

Football Field 7:42

8:06 6:32

8:08 8.34

8:58

9:00

<VW<W»>»»»»»^'MW>^MWM'WW<«^^W*WI

9:24

9:26
MMAAMMAMAAMMMMMMMMAAMMMMA

2rKi & Soulh 7:43 8:09 8:35 9:01 9:27

5th & South 7:44 8:10 8:36 9:02 9:28
1 1. rfV^»l^W«MMMW>^^<^^'<^W^^

oih & Eiss 7:45 8:11 8:37

6th & South

7th & Souih

7:47

7:47

8:13 8:39

9:0$

9:05

9:29

9:31
VVWMM'l^fWW^lH*^^*^^^*

8:13 8:39 9:05 9:31
^•^t^i^i^t^lH*^^^^

7m & Wood

Founder's HaH 7:51

7:48 8:}4 8:40 9:06 9:32
JWVWWWW M'l»m»lWWW«»>^W*l^»NWWW^Wr*V*WU

6:17 8 43 9:09 9:35
MMMMAM^MMMWMMMkM

Grand & Wood 7:52 8:18 8:44 9:10 9:36

Grand i Heidrick 7:53 8:19 8:45 9:11 9:37

P.IVI,

2:58 3:24 3:50 4:16

3:0D a^ii"'" 3:52 4:18

3:01 3:27 3:53 419
r J _r i.rLr.rLnrnrr i

" -*-****

302 3:28 3:54 4:20

3:04 3:30 3:56 4:22
^WMMMWMVMMWWW^'^A^^^

3.05 3:31 3:57

3:06 3:32 3:58

3:07 3:33 3:59

4:00

4:02

3:08 3:34

3:10 3:36

3:12 3:38 4:04

3:13 3:39 4 05

3:14 3:40 4:06

4:3:16

3:40

3:42 106

316 3:42

3:17 3:43

4:08

4:09

3:20 3:46 4:1

2

3:47 4:13

3:22 3:46

Mall/HOSpitalWal-Mart Runs (Monday through Friday)

Founder's Hail 9;46>->:10:45 11:45 1:09 2:09 4:22 5-
f" ^9 6:t6 7:39 8:39 9:39

.«<ivirt*^<m^*Kw>wi

9lh & twain 9:46 10:45 11:45 1:09 2:09 4:22 5:19 6:16 7:39 8:39 9;39

Um & 7\T: 946 50:47 11:47 1:11 2:^.^ 4:23 5:20 6:17 7:40 8:40 9:41
Wwa«AfWtAAMMA^A

Liberty & /'th

Liberty & 3fd

3:49 1049 11:48 1:12 2:12

9:50 10 50 11:50 1:14 2 14 4:2

4:25 ^22 6:19 7 42 8:42 9:42

5:24 6-21 7:44 8:44 9:44./)"t

Mairt & 2nd 9:52 10:52 11:52 1:16 2:16 4:29

Footbaii Fietd 9:54 1054 11:54 1:18 2:18 4:31

5:26 6:23 7:46 8:46 9:46

"eii 7^48" 6:48 9:485:28

2nd & South 9:55 10:55 11:55 1:19 2:19 4:32 529 6:26 7̂
•49 8:49 9:49

2nd & Railroad 9:57

4th & Pine 9:59

JO:57 11:57 1:21 2:21 4:34 5:31 6:28 7n^ 8:51 9:51

5th & South

10:59 11:59 1:23 2 23 437 5:34 6:31 7:54 8.54 9-^54

5:36
' 6:33 7:56 8:56 9:56

10:01 11-01 I2:01ftnj1:25 2.25 4:39

Counly Maiket 10:07 1107 12:07 1:31 2:31 4:45 5:42 6:39 8:02 9:02 10:02

^w^wwwww<»m^«ww>^^^^^w^*^*'*'

Mali-Main Ent. 10:08 11:08 12:08 1:32 2:32 4:45

Hospital 10:10 11:10 12:10 134 2:34 4:47

5:42

5.44

6:39

6:41

9:02 10:02

'9:04
1 0:64

WaFMan (departs) 10 19 11:19 12:43 1:43 2:43 4:65 5:52

5th & South 10.25 11:25 12.49 149 2 47 5:01 5:58

7:15

7:21

8:15 9:15 10:05

8:21 921 10:11

7tti & South 10:26 11:26 12 50 150

7th & Barber 10:30 11:30 12:54 1:54

2 48

2:52

5:02 6:59 7:22 8:22 9.22 10:12

7th & Wood 10:32 1132 12:66 1:56 2:54 5:08

5;'06 6:03 7:26 8:26 9:26 10:16

6:05 T2B 8^28 9:28 10:18

Founder's Hall 10:33 1133 12:57 1:57 2:55 5:09 606 7:29 8:29 9:29 10:19

CoiteQe Park Apts 10:38

Fagte Park Apts 10 40

11:38 1:02 3:02 2:57

11:40 104 204 2:58

5:13 6.10 7:33 8:33 9:33 10:23

TT5 ili tS 8:35 935 1025

Heidrck & GVttle 10;41 11:41 1:05

Founder's Haii

2:05 5:16 6:13 7:36 8:36

10:46 11:45 109 2:09 5:19 6:16 7:39 8:39

9 36

939

MMWMWMMWMMW

FARES: (one woy)

tjniverstty students: Free mn too

Senior CiHzehs: Free i^m pr<rt>f oi a^*)

Youtti (5 yfS. Si mder): Free

Youtti(12yf$- Sunder): $-50

All others: $1^00

For service

between

MALL RUN
Schedule

wwwwwwtiiiiiii i iiM iiiiiim iii

For service

between

2:S8 f>*m. and 4:22 p.m.

seethe

CAMPUS LOOP
Schedule

For <>v<>57<>nc s cmmnicnce, ux* mk uH |>i?.ss<'):<>?rs ui

rcspi^xi ihi' ioynfon uf other jxis^icr^^fY'^ ^'hik

on the ht4s. \X'V \v<mi i'wyyomr u> e«j«y ik^ir riiie. s<> «>

haw jm> smpk ^uuklme^ {<>hen rtdnv^ the bus,

PiEASEt Nt> SaiokuHi

No itkoUolic m^vcrajjt'4

N<> proSijrHty

Thank You!

Vii««««««*a**««*«**«^i^^^wv*« -

Weekend Service {Saturday ar\di Sunday)

2 p.m.-6;35 p.m. (Sat) 7:06 p.m.^lOrOO p.m. (Sat.)

1 p.m.'5;35 p.m. (Sun.) 6:06 p.m.-9;00 p.m. (Sun.)

01

LOCATION
Grand & Wood ;24

;03 Colieqe Park :24

:06 eagle Park :27

:06 Grand & Hetdrick :2V

:07
' Payni & Groenviiid :28

:09 rounOer's Hall ;30

:10 9;h & Wood .31

10 .9!h & Main :31

12 Ma;f< & 7th .33

:13 7th & Liberty :34

:15 3fci & lioeriv :36

:17 Main & 2nd :38

:17 Footbatl Fjeid (sSKfidavi- ooiy) 38

:18 2nd & Soutrj 39

:20 Railroad & 2nd ,41

:22 4m ^ Pine 45

:24 5lh & South :45

:30 County Market _^ 51

;31 Mall-Main Entrance 52

:33 Hospiiai ;54

:45 ^j.y»it» Wai'Maft :06 Oefd.Ji

:51 5>h-S South A2

:52 /!h A South

7{h $ Barber

Jl3

:56 :17

58 7{h & Wood 19

:59

03
^^y!}.^.f!.lh^'^}.

'CoJiege Park

20

:24

uiuumttMMti tm-' 1
-^^^^''^^' Httmtdttt^tti i^-'

'-""''•'" ^"-r-—^-"''' if^J-.
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Every vote counts

Liz Potter/The Glatrion Call

Cindy Calihan places Clarion County voter's ballots in the ballot counting machine Tuesday at The County-Court<^i?^

House. For Presidential results state by state see page five.

Cultural Night enlightens students
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

An onlooker might have

thought the United Nations was

meeting in Hart Chapel last

Friday night. But world leaders

were not meeting. It was

Cultural Night, a program bring-

ing together the international stu-

dents of Clarion University.

Students from Clarion's

International Program introduced

cultural music, dance, calligra-

phy and skits from their various

countries at the annual Cultural

Night.

All performances fell under the

theme of "Colors of the World".

Students demonstrated their

• ••••••••••' ------

colors of the world by beginning

with a parade of flags through

the chapel. Flags from several

European, African and Asian

nations were represented.

Overall at Clarion University

the International Program has its

highest enrollment since 1992,

with 107 total students, including

53 new members this year.

This includes students repre-

senting 39 different countries.

"We were really pleased with

the number attending," said

Linda Heineman Director of the

International Program at Clarion

University. "Students did an

excellent job. That was one of

the best Cultural Nights ever."

After festivities were complet-

ed the crowd of over 300 people

was invited to Moore Hall to

taste the many different foods

students prepared from their cul-

tures.

"The night showed diversity in

the community. Students

exposed and shared their unique

cultures," said International

Association President Farhard

Hussain of Sri Lanka.

Anthony Attard of Malta

enjoyed the diverse evening as

well. "
It was good to see other

cultures in the world so diverse

and different."

Attard and Minna Korpimies of

Finland put on a skit with other

European students about French

Culture. After their skit they

showed off their dancing abilities

with a Spanish hlamingo dance.

Clarion University's

International Program has seen a

steady rise in popularity since

the I990's according to

Heineman.

"A lot of time and effort goes

into recruiting," she said.

VOLUME 85, ISSUE 9

Athletic

Enrichment

Fee passes

through Senate

by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer
•••••••••••••>••• ,,.••••••#••••

Student Senate passed the motion

to adopt the Athletic Enrichment

Fee Monday night by a 13-6-0 vote

after an hour-long debate.

The one-time, first semester fee

for all incoming freshman and trans-

fer students attending main campus

will not affect students already

enrolled at Clarion.

Each year, 50 percent of the $30

Athletic Enrichment Fee would be

distributed to student athletes as

scholarships. The remaining half

would be further divided; 25 percent

would be placed in an endowment

fund for future use, and the other 25

percent would be placed in an

account set aside to improve recre-

ational athletic facilities.

A student would be able to request

a refund on his or her Athletic

Enrichment Fee upon graduation. A
refund packet, which would give

students the option to request a full

refund or to donate the fee, would

be included in commencement

information.

The Athletic Enrichment Fee

could not be adjusted for two acad-

emic years following enactment.

Upon approval of the Athletic

Enrichment Fee, Senator Mike

Davis said, "I commend Student

Senate for this decision. We realize

the intent was to better our institu-

tion as a competitor on both the field

and in enrollment. If it turns out to

be anything other than that, it can

simply be repealed in two years."

See 'Senate' Page 8

s « • a # d • • • • ,w-v^^'.theclarioncall.com, ,,,,••••••• • • •

News
Social Equity Dinner

to honor the late

Robert Casey

See Page 7.

Lifestyles

"Scenes and

Revelations" dazzles

Clarion

See Page 12.

Football team clinches

tie for PSAC-West

crown with 42-20 win
See Page 20
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CtoUege Pi:ess Day IV

College Press Day IV is approaching and as a staff we

decided to comment on it seeing as how we are sponsoring

the event.

For those of you who are not aware, College Press Day

(CPD) is a day filled with sessions and speakers aimed at

journalism, both print and broadcast.

It is a great opportunity for any student, not just

Communication majors, to meet professionals. After all,

isn't that what we are all here for, to become

professionals? That's what we thought.

There will also be a chance to meet former students who

are coming for the "Panel of Grads." How else can we get

the honest truth about what the "real worid" is like?

Some of us have never been to a CPD, and we are look-

ing forward to attending our first one. It will also give us

and other students a chance to support fellow Comm.

majors for all the hard work they put into it.

CPD is a great way to network yourself and "smooze"

with the Big Wigs. So bring your resume and attend the

media fair. We are sure that everyone would jump at the

chance to have so many job options at your fingertips.

You should go because you want to, not because some

professor is giving extra credit. Although we admit that's

good incentive.

Think about it, in one day you could meet many profes-

sionals. After all, it's who you know, not always what you

know. Right?

So get up early on Saturday morning (We know this is

sacrice for some of you) and come down to Hart and

Founders at 9:30. Meet other students from around the

region, and who knows, you could land a job offer or an

internship.

At the end of the day, if worse comes to worse at least

you can sit back and say you have connections. That has to

count for something.

YOUR VIEWS
Through the Looking Glass
I'LL BE BACK IN ONE
MINUTE ... CLICK!

An armed man went into a

Dayton, Ohio, liquor store, intent

on robbery, and told the clerk to

hand over the money. Just then,

two men came in, saw what was

happening and walked right back

outside. Thinking quickly, the

clerk, Victor Ojezua, followed

them out and immediately locked

the door behind him, trapping the

would-be robber inside. The store

owner told reporters, "This guy

obviously is not a professional."

SOMETIMES IT'S EASIER
JUST TO LIVE:

Despite a determined and pro-

longed effort, a Croatian police-

man and his girlfriend failed in

their attempt at double suicide.

They first took an overdose of

sleeping pills washed down with

alcohol, which didn't kill them.

They then got into a car, started it

up and ran a hose from the exhaust

pipe to where they were sitting.

When he woke up alive, the cop

shot himself through the head. He
survived that, too, prompting his

girlfriend to abandoned the plan

and call an ambulance.

NOBODY WILL NOTICE ME
HERE:

Police say Kenneth Corlew, 35,

was heavily intoxicated when he

decided to pull his car into a park-

ing lot for a brief respite.

Unfortunately for him, it was the

parking lot of the Glens Falls,

N.Y., Police Department. His

arrest was swift once it was dis-

covered that he had a blood alco-

hol level of .25 percent, 2 times

the legal limit.

THE HORSE HAD, MAYBE,
TWO BEERS, TOPS:

After a car hit a horse on U.S.

62 in Arkansas, a state trooper

arrested the horse's rider, who was

apparently drunk, for driving

while intoxicated. The charges

were ultimately dropped when it

was determined that the law

applies only to motorized means

of transportation. And, anyway,

the horse was sober.

Mike Pingree of the Boston

Herald brings readers the latest

in stupid human tricks.

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Front page photo causing some confusion
In regards to last week's front

page, I received a phone call from

someone who was not pleased

with the photo of the two children

dressed in Halloween costumes.

The caller would have rather

have seen a picture of the Clarion

football team defeating lUP.

Since I was not in the office at

the time I was unable to take the

phone call.

I'm going to explain why there

wasn't a football photo on the

front. Usually I would have just

spoke with the individual but he

did not leave a number to contact

him.

At Sunday's Clarion Call organi-

zational meeting we decided that

Clarion's win over lUP was going

to be on the front page.

I decided that I wanted to run a

photo with that article.

Unfortunately, the game against

lUP was at lUP. We were not able

to have a photographer at the

game.

I made two phone calls to lUP's

sports editor to receive a photo of

the game to use on the front page.

Either he did not receive my mes-

sages or did not have any photos

because I never heard back from

the sports editor.

So as Editor-in-Chief I decided

to use a stand alone photo. Stand

alone photos are used when a story

is not needed or it is used as a teas-

er to a story inside the newspaper.

The caller also mentioned he was

upset that the two individuals on

the front page were not Clarion

University students. I would like

to mention that we cover the sur-

rounding campus community and

the Clarion campus.

We do not just cover campus

activites. We cover things that

relate to students, faculty and

administration.

Thus Halloween was

experienced by all of us in some

way or another.

In closing, I urge people to voice

their opinion about The Clarion

Call. This type of feedback

enables us editors and writers to

see what readers want to see.

Thank you,

J.P. Kenney

Editor-in-Chief
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Policy
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y expression can never go too

^^Freedom of expression

ha$ become tlic defining

characteristic of

American $ocMy»''

Hide Park

John Crawford

For two and a quarter centuries

the American experiment has been

ongoing. The core of this experi-

ment has been the question of lib-

erty, especially the freedom of

expression. Liberty is not a

human right; it is not a privilege;

It is a simple fact. Every man, by

virtue of free will, has the capaci-

ty to act in whatever manner he so

chooses. The ability to act is

inherently limited by only the

unwillingness to accept conse-

quence.

Most citizens do not promote the

notion of complete liberty. Past

scholars have often beaten the

issue into a pulp. Politicians make

entire careers from guaranteeing

or limiting the free exercise of lib-

erty. Confuscius said of the mat-

ter, "Release an enemy for one

day, it will bring evil to many

generations." St. Augustine

believed free will was an act of

blasphemy. Socrates was con-

demned for preaching free

thought. Limiting free expression

has been the impetus of many fun-

damentalist movements.

Central to the American experi-

ence with liberty has been free

speech. This aspect of American

culture has witnessed a massive

transition of the last two centuries.

A nation once governed by a

white, upper class, landed elite

has evolved into a robust market

place of ideas. Freedom of

expression has become the defin-

ing characterisitics of American

society. From the most adverse

racial literature to the most

obscene pornography, the means

to express have come unhinged.

Technology, from the printing

press to the internet, has allowed

the concept of freedom to exceed

what most would deem accept-

able.

See 'Crawford' Page 5

In a country of Smiths,

Fotlygen is not welcome. F as in

Frank, O, F as in Frank, L,

Y,....G, E, N. Or if I don't have

the luxury of time on my hands, I

just tell people there is a FLY in

the middle of Foflygen.

However, that could be disas-

trous to tell certain people

because they may want to pro-

nounce a name like that. You

didn't think we would make it

THAT easy on you, did you?

Well, according to the Fotlygen

women, it's pronounced FOF
with a short sounding o, LY like

the masculine definite article in

French "le", and GEN with g

sounding like a. j. According to

the Foflygen men (they just love

being difficult!), it's pronounced

the same as the women's version

until you get to the GEN part.

which is pronounced with a soft

g. Of course, I don't tell every-

one who asks how to say it, the

whole story. I'm sure they would

die of boredom anyway! I just

tell them how I say it, like the

women of course! No one knows

in the family how the gender split

concerning the name began, but,

it's tradition now. This competi-

tion of pronunciation reminds me
of the "Highlander" television

series' famous quote: "There can

be only one." As for other

acquaintances, they have made

their own versions of Fotlygen:

Farfignugen (like the car?.. .that

one always gets a good laugh),

Folgers (don't ask me, ask the

kids who picked on my sister), or

how about Fluffy (my nickname

in sixth grade due to my last

name). "What is that? German?"

asks a secretary of some compa-

Editorial
ny, or one of my new acquain-

tances, or perhaps some other

poor schmuck who doesn't want

to bother with longevity in the

fast-moving Western world. My
family used to think the name

originated in Germany. Until

now...

A family legend says that our

ancestors originated somewhere

in Russia during the time of the

falling of the czars. One of our

Great-Great-Great-Great-Great

(etc.) Grandfathers had been a

czar at that time. He escaped the

horrible death of beheading by

fleeing his homeland, Russia, and

leaving everything behind except

his eight children. Coming to

America with eight children, this

ex-czar gave up his treasures at

home to make a new life for his

family while being dirt poor.

Sadly to say, he decided it was

best for his children that he

orphaned them. They were given

up for adoption.

See 'Foflygen' Page 4
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OPINION
Call On You

Did you vote, why or why not?

by: liz Potter

Junior,

Tsycfioto^y

I voted because it is my
duty as an American

citizen."

f%art Retire

Sofhomore, Marketing

'Yes, because I felt like I

had to."

FoflygenI What's in the meaning of a name. Rachael
Foflygen finds out, from Page 3.

"Paut Woffe

Sofhomore, Communication

"Yes, I voted for Bush."

All those eight children went

their seperate ways, forming the

Foflygen family. Of course this

legend missed some pieces to its

mysterious puzzle. Where in

Russia did they live? Was the

treasure he left behind still there?

Who were those orphans?

My Dad set out to answer those

questions for himself. No, we
weren't German at all.

Immigration records confirmed

our legend to a certain extent.

We are Ukrainian (a part of

Russia). Our name changed from

Foflyngoin, with a soft g (the

men of the family just love point-

ing that out to the women), to

Foflygen when our ancestors

came to America. Instead of the

major competition in the family

being "how to pronounce the last

name", it changed to "Who Wants

to Be a Millionaire?" because the

treasures of the czars can be

claimed if there is irrefutable evi-

dence showing this Ukranian blue

blood. My Dad and Aunt Linda

have taken up "the race for the

treasure" (as I call it). They do

compare their notes on any new

information that has been uncov-

ered. Personally, I just want to

hang on to the legend: fleeing

czar, the evil people trying to kill

him, the eight orphans make for a

great story and helps me remem-

ber the history of a time and

place in which I couldn't fathom

living. Let's face it-America, the

land of the free and home of the

brave must have lost some of its

appeal when immigrants arrived

on Ellis Island to discover a part

of their heritage, which remained

in their names, would be lost

because of language barriers. I

could just imagine..."Could you

please repeat your last name

again, sir?" "Foflygoin."

"Foflygen?" "Foflyngoin!"

"Close enough, Foflygen it is.

Next!" However, this czar may
have wanted the change in the

name, the new beginning. After

all, that's what happened in the

legend. Angry peasants pursued

him; I think I would change my
name, too. They were fugitives.

The family had to be reborn. I

guess you could say it makes me
feel special to know we have a

very unique heritage. Who needs

to be a Smith anyway (no offense

to all those millions of Smiths out

there!)?

"Dan "mnker" Lcecfi

Sofkomore,

Communication

No, because I forgot to

register, but I would

have voted for Gore."

^^tm-^K^^

The Ciarion Call wishes to apoiogize for last week*s

error on the front page. Clarion UnlverisCy football

<eam did not win in overtime. They beat IW 21-13 in

regulation. We apologize for the mix-up in the

headline.

Dear Harlan,

My boyfriend and I are going

to have sex.

He says that he doesn't want

me to have any worries or regrets

after we do it, the only problem

is that my past relationship ended

extremely badly and I'm very

worried about getting hurt again.

I do want to have sex with him,

but I'm really scared what should

I do?

Thinking it over

Dear Thinking,

Most people want to have sex

with a long list of people (me

excluded), but "wanting" to have

sex isn't reason enough to go out

(or stay in) and have some sex.

You've discovered that sharing

something so incredibly intimate

too soon means opening yourself

up to serious hurt. Learn from

your past.

This guy seems cool about

waiting, so just wait. Scared is

never the way to share something

so personal. Go slow and build

trust. Enjoy each other emotion-

ally and physically without the

hot sex.

Take it slowly and you'll slow-

ly stop growing scared. Make this

time different and wait until it's

right emotionally and physical-

ly. And I just changed my mind.

I'm included in the long list of

sex, too.

Dear Harlan,

I'm a foreigner in the States

and I've decided to experience

affairs with my own sex, some-

thing that I couldn't have done in

my native country. There is a

man I'm interested in with whom
I've come across a few times a

week on my way to classes. For a

few months, we looked at each

other in the eyes while passing.

Later, I acted courageously and

introduced myself. We have

talked a few times, but my clos-

est friend, who is also gay, says

this guy is just being polite

because he doesn't show any

interest. If he were interested he

would have made plans. I'm not

so sure. I'm bored of living under

this disguise and I don't know

what to do.

Hidden goose

Dear Hidden,

Welcome to the States. If oiily

you had docked on the shbres of

San Francisco during the gay

parade this past summer upon

your arrival. You've come to the

States at a great time in history to

explore your sexuality. The "

sexual revolution" is in full

motion here. The good news is

that you can stop wearing your

disguise and start being yourself.

But before shedding your dis- '

guise and sharing your interna-

tional language of love, it's

important that you get completely

comfortable with your sexuality.

This means finding a community

of people who understands. This

means talking with people who
have been through similar experi-

ences. This means seeking out

the support of other people who
can help you become comfortable

minus the disguise.

Fortunately, most college

campuses offer amazing diversity

support. Most colleges have

gay/lesbian^isexual/transgender

support services on campus.

There is also great information

available online. Check out the

following websites for support:

www.outproud.org and

www.pflag.org. Once you're

more comfortable with your sex-

uality you can approach this guy

and simply ask him if he wants to

hang out. See what happens and

take it from there. Once you can

get comfortable with yourself

you won't be as concerned about

his reaction. Whatever happens,

know that you're NEVER alone

and there is always support avail-

able.

Help Me, Harlan is an advice

column that takes on college life

outside the classroom twice a

week. No topic is taboo. Harlan

takes on womates, relationships,

sex, STDs, depression, parental

pressure and anythings you can

think (and can 't think of) and

more.

I
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Presidential breakdown

George W. Bush states won (246)

Florida and Oregon are still pending as of 11/8 at 10 pm

New Hampshire

Ohio

West Virginia

Virginia

North Carolina

South Caroiina

indiania

Kentucky

Tennessee

Mississippi

Georgia

Louisiania

Arkansas

Missouri

Oklahoma

Texas

Kansas

Nebraska

South Dakota

North Dakota

Wyoming
Colorado

Utah

Idaho

Nevada

Arizona

Alaska

Al Gore states won (260)
Washington

California

New Mexico

Minnesota

Iowa

Wisconsin

Illinois

Michigan

Pennsylvania

New York

Maine

Vermont

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Rhode Island

New Jersey

Delaware

Maryland

District of Columbia

Hawaii

Hide ParkI John Crawford explores freedom of expression, from Page 3.

Those who oppose this market

place of ideas - where so many

tainted products are now available

have beseeched the judicial system

to curb corrupt and prurient inter-

ests. Both liberal and conservative

elements now ask the Supreme

Court to place substantive limits

upon interpretations of the First

Amendment. The

freedom of our fellow man has

come to burden more relevant

interests.

In The Republic, Plato makes the

point that it is the freedom of our

fellow man which causes us to

withdraw from democratic princi-

ples. Nowhere does this seem

more evident than in present day

America. We demand that violent

games and literature be restricted.

We demand that racists not be

given the right to march.

We demand either strict banish-

ment or inclusion of Judeo-

Christian moralism be applied in

the schools.

Even when we don't make these

demands, it is often that we

begrudge the granting of liberty.

Indeed, the belief that liberty can

be granted to others-as if it were

candy is an insult to democracy.

Thomas Paine wrote "Toleration is

not the opposite of Intolerance, but

is the counterfeit of it. Both are

despotisms. The one assumes to

itself the right of withholding

Liberty of Conscience and the

other of granting it." We may dis-

dain or even despise the exercises

of free expression which others

make. However, we are not so

holy as to abrogate our responsi-

bility to uphold free expression at

all costs, for all citizens.

Free expression is important to

the stability of a democratic

society. It provides an outlet for

the oppressed. Even when those in

question are not being oppressed,

it is important to maintain their

right to express the sense that they

are.

Free expression infers the great-

est of all possiblities: nonviolent

revolution. In the words of Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr.,

"(Nonviolence) is a sword that

heals." Even the nonviolence of

the most hateful, evil humans can

serve a purpose.

If a man submits to the faith of

Nazism, he does so because he

feels opressed. If a man engages

in perverted acts, he does so

because he feels repressed. If a

man chooses to speak, then let us

allow whatever he says to be

expressed. Otherwise, we risk

invalidating him as a member of

our society.

The belief can often be: if we

fear the Word, it is because the

Word is true. What if the Word

isn't true? Every belief has a dis-

ciple. And that disciple is desper-

ate to see the proof that Word is

true. There may be such a man as

a false prophet, but there is no

such man as a false disciple. The

young follower seeks proof, and

the effort to hold down expression

often can legitimize a Word which

isn't true. He fears something

more wicked than the evil offered

him: he sees the tyranny of censor-

ship.

If a young man becomes a Nazi,

he knows in our society he is an

outsider. He believes elements

within our system conspire to keep

his people down. He says, "Jews

and blacks and mud people are

given preference while I am left

with nothing." When he expresses

this point of view, we ridicule him.

Some are motivated to attack him.

And he looks among us, and sees

nothing but people who have been

cowed by the system. After all,

who made the laws of today? The

people of the 1960s. What was the

force behind that nonviolent revo-

lution? It makes total sense to him

that the system has clearly been

taken over by an enemy people.

And that enemy does not want his

Word to be known.

Is he wrong to think so? Yes.

But, we cannot legislate enlighten-

ment. Every man must learn in his

own due time. If in the meantime

he seeks to spread a word which is

evil, then let him. If what he says

is evil, let his evil shine as an

example to those we teach. If

some among us nod at what he

says, it is only because they, too,

feel oppressed.

If we become the praetorians

who command the gates, we are no

better than those who commanded

them before us.

If we apply the methods of

tyranny even in the name of the

most noble cause-we are tyrants.

Fair means do not justify wrong

ends; fair ends do not justify

wrong means.

Once we have grasped that sense

we can begin to make a difference.

To limit free expression is to vali-

date the sense of oppression. If we

are a free society, such a validation

of oppression can never be

allowed. Even the most immoral

and most hate-filled evil has a

place in the marketplace of ideas.

To catch something, we must first

let it go. When it has run its

course, we will truly know what

we have.

John C. Crawford is a

junior communication major

JobTrak
PHONE INTERVIEWS

Q. I recently had a request for a telephone interview and am really

nervous. How should I approach this situation? What should I

expect? -Martin

A. In terms of a phone interview, definitely take it seriously and be

prepared. Make sure that you let other housemates know that you

will be on the phone conducting a phone interview. It would be very

embarrassing for you if a housemate picked up the phone and started

dialing while you were in the middle of telling a hiring manager what

you can do for their company! Additionally, make sure you've elimi-

nated all distractions. Typically, a phone interview determines if an

in-person interview will occur. The hiring manager or HR personnel

wants to get an idea of what you are looking for and if you will be a

good match for the company/position. As I tell any potential candi-

date, this is your chance to ask questions. Have a list of questions

you'd like to ask the interviewer. It's important that the joj) descrip-

tion and company matches your needs as well.

Kathy Turner

University Relations

Integrated Device Technology, Inc.

DOUBLE MAJOR
Q. Is a double major really beneficial in the workforce?- Jenn

A. Double majors are very impressive, but do not necessarily imply

workforce success. What it shows is that the person has at least two

career interests and can handle the same convincingly. What's impor-

tant in college, in my opinion, is not much dependent on what you

have tried to learn while in school. Your success in the workforce is

gauged by your ability to think things through and cost-effectively

carry out to completion job-related tasks in a reasonable time frame.

Cris Liban

Senior Environmental Engineer

ThermoRetec Corporation

Students can submit their job searching questions to:

Keri Resh Kraft

J0BTRAK.COM
1964 Westwood Blvd, Third Floor
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Slaves To The Web: Students Becoming Online Addicts

by Claire Zulkey need to leave one's dorm room.

.?.?V!?f??'. ?L™?. 5;?»"P"s Kenneth J. Anderson, a psychol-

ogist at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Robert Areola says he paid the Institute, in Troy, N.Y., decided to

price for his obsession with online

comics.

"I ended up dropping classes my
senior year because I would stay

up until five in the morning look-

ing at comic Web sites," says

Areola, who graduated from Ball

conduct a study on how much
time college students spend

online.

He had been counseling a stu-

dent who flunked out after spend-

ing an average of 18 hours a day

online. The student talked about

State University in May. "I had to other problems he had, such as

take a couple classes in the sum-

mer to make up for it. I felt pathet-

ic."

Areola's not alone. A recent

study says that 10 percent of col-

lege students may spend too much
time online, resulting in missed

classes and social isolation.

These results may seem to come
as no surprise. Much Internet and

depression, missed classes, clash-

es with his parents, and lack of

sleep.

"Interestingly, while he did not

know his next-door neighbors,

[he] drove to Tennessee, some
1900 miles roundtrip to meet a

women that he met during MUD
conversations," says Anderson.

"Students will always take

computer technology is developed advantage of things that make
on college campuses, which are their lives more efficient," is how
updated in order to lure potential Anderson explains students' readi-

students by being state-of-the-art.

Meanwhile, students are encour-

aged to use campus email and

electronic research systems to

their advantage.

Even the media associates col-

lege students with living life

online, from a commercial show-

ing a student ordering a car via his

computer, to Kozmo.com, which

comes close to eliminating any

ness to spend a lot of time online.

"However, sometimes they just

lose track of time, as anybody

does. They have more indepen-

dence, there is nobody telling

them when to do their homework,

go to class, go to bed," says

Anderson.

From 1998-1999, Anderson sur-

veyed 1,300 students from

American International

DESTINTAIW^
CLARION m.
Movie SiMf

BOOK OF SHADOWS R
BLAIR WITCH 2

9:00 pm

BAGGER VANCE
1 :30pm 4:15pm 6:50pm 9:20pm

|i Playing Fri. 10th Thru

m Thur. 16th

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Destinta.com

RED PLANET
3:15pm I

8:30pm
1:00pm 3:15pm 6:05pm

"30p"

PG-13

PAY IT FORWARD
3:30pm 8:40pm

aaaaaoowoaooeaowMtoaaaoaooQcwowgJ

PG-13

THE LITTLE VAMPIRE PG
1:30pm

CHARLIE'S ANGELS pg-isI
2:00pm 4:30pm 7:00pm 9:15pm

REMEMBER THE TITANS P&13|
1^40pm 4:00pm 6:45pm

S4,00 Child & Senior

Student Discounts

"It a SI off wfien you show a

Clarion University ID

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.00 Tickets

LITTLE NICKY pg-i3
1 :15pm 3:15pm 5:1 5pm 7:1 5pm

9:15pm

MEN OF HONOR
1 :00pm 3:40pm 6:30pm 9:20pm

LEGEND OF DRUNKEN r
MASTER "

I
6:30pm

Ask about

our

Frequent

Movie Goer
and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

Liz Potter/ The Clarion Call

Rachel Rogan scans the Clarion University web site.

According to a study done by Kenneth Anderson 10 percent
of college student's grades are affected due to excessive
internet use.

University, Black Hawk College,

The New Jersey Institute of

Technology, Rensselaer, Siena

dependents are found among the

hard science majors." Of the 106

classified as Internet dependents,

93 were men, and 76 percent of

the dependents majored in chem-

istry, computer science, engineer-

ing, math, physics, and computer

science.

"These types of students tend to

be more comfortable with the

technology," says Anderson, "and

are less comfortable socially."

In order to remedy this problem,

Anderson suggests that some
schools look into a system in

which students are granted a sort

of debit system for Internet time.

He is aware, however, that this

may be unpopular with many col-

leges.

"Schools are trying to increase

access, not decrease it, and they

may look at this suggestion as a

tion, such as withdrawal from

other activities because of the

addiction, unsuccessful efforts to

College, The State University of cut down or quit and a tendency to

New York campuses at Albany consume larger amounts over a
and Buffalo and The University of longer period of time than they ^'gg^f problem than it's worth."

Ulster, in Northern Ireland (see had intended. Anderson also applauds schools

survey results). The students who were charac- ^^^^ emphasize the importance of

What he found is that at least 10 terized as Internet-dependent ^"^ reward students who get

percent of college students use the spent an average of 229 minutes a
Internet to the extent that it inter- day online for nonacademic rea-

feres with their grades, their sons, compared with 73 minutes a

health or their social lives, and

that the problem is not only limit-

ed to science and engineering

institutions.

For his study, Anderson used cri-

teria from alcohol and drug addic-

involved in campus activities.

Ball State grad Areola agrees.

"I used to do so much my first

day for other students, according '^^"P'^ y^^'"^ of school at

night ,intramurals, going to see

local bands. Then I just started sit-

ting in front of my computer

screen," Areola said. "It took me a

while to snap out of it."

to Anderson.

Do certain types of people tend

to become Internet addicts?

According to Anderson, "A dis-

proportionate number of Internet
r^ i nTfwi i iiiww

Five years
CLARION

ago at
Week of November 2-9, 1995

-Clarioit University establishes Its own
Worid Wide Web site.

-Clarion flags flew at half mast mourning the death of

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

-DAB reached an agreement for $840 to continue movie
night at the Garby Theatre

-Clarion football team came off a 14«9 loss to lUP.

Golden Eagle wrestling team were pre season ranked #6*

I
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Social Equity honors late Gov. Casey
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

"Outstanding Community Award" to Rev.

and Mrs. Kirk Orr.

Additional awards include: the

Clarion University of Pennsylvania will
Outstanding Supporter Award, Special

be honoring the late Robert Casey, former
^^^^^ ^^^^^ Outstanding Student Award,

Governor of Pennsylvania, at the Social
,^^^ ^j^^ gq^^y ^^^^^^

Equity Dinner and Awards Ceremony.

The Posthumuous Award which will be

accepted on behalf of the Casey family by

Arthur Martinucci, honors Casey's contri-

bution to the Equity Week tradition at

Clarion University.

Student Senators, Jared Dickinson and

Ericka Pidro will be the master and mistress

of ceremonies. The welcome address will

be given by Student Senate President Brian

Sowa.

A poetry reading will be done by Senator

The keynote speaker Keith Murphy a
j^^^^^ Tennon and Dr. Jerry Belloit, associ-

graduate of St. Vincent College was recog-
^^^ professor of finance, will give the

nized as a member of Who's Who in

American Universities and Colleges will

start the evening speaking on the topic of

Unity in the Community.

Other awards to be given out include

Invocation. Another poetry reading will be

done by the Debate Team.

Shamira Underwood will perform a vocal

selection and Jude Pierre will perform and

Outstanding Supporter Nominees

*Rogers laugand III, Director of

Minority Student Services

*Malen Luke, CUP Football: Head

Coach

*Dr. Barry Morris, Director of

Residence Life

*Dr. Barrie Brancato, Department of

Education.

Special Group Nominees

*Tfie Clarion International Association

*lnterhall Council

*CU Physics Department

*Given Hall Council Executive Board

*Theta Xi Fraternity

^English Club/ Sigma Tau Delta

Outstanding Student Nominees

*Brandon Phillips of EOP
*Sean McDonald of Building Bridges

*Brianne Frish of Zeta Tau Alpha

*Drew McWilliams of Student Senate

*Chad Topper of Theta Xi

* Naqueeb Hussain Student Trustee

*Avonita Byrd student

* DeMar Manuel student

Special Equity Nominees

Dr. Steve Johnson , Dr. Thomas

Rourke , Dr. Beverly Smaby.

Equity Nominees

*John Lovelace, Academic Support

*Dr. Ray Feroz, Special Education

*Robert P. Casey, Former Gov. of PA

Blood drives give hope to CU student
by Beth Bassett of Sun Gazette

Courtesy of Clarion University

student

There are many reasons to give

blood. Uses for blood that come to

mind are transfusions for accident

victims and gunshot wounds. But

what about those who need blood

on a regular basis to stay alive?

Sarah Weiss, a 19-year-old

Clarion University student, of

Williamsport, has a very serious

blood disease called Common
Variable Hypogammaglobunemia,

or CVH.

She is one of only 24 people in

the world who has the blood dis-

order, which attacks her immune

system, making her extremely

susceptible to diseases.

Although Sarah was bom with

the disease, she was only diag-

nosed in 1993. The disorder is not

transmitted by genes.

Sarah, daughter of Elliott and

Barbara Weiss, must have gama-

globulin treatments one or two

times a month in order to stay

If the public as a

whole became more
involved in donating

blood, the medicine

could be generated and
be therefor Sarah and
others with diseases. 99

-Mark Shuman

sick she has no symptoms. more involved in donating blood,

Sarah shows no signs like others the medicine could be generated

do, be it the sniffles that come

with a cold or the spots that are

associated with chicken pox.

The contracted viruses attack

various organs in her body and

without the gamaglobulin, the

and be there for Sarah and others

with diseases, Shuman said.

percentage of the local population

to become regular, consistent

donors.

Whether it effects us or not, we

alive.

She needs the blood product to

fight diseases since she has no

immune system. Sarah receives

the blood through the American

Red Cross, a program affiliated

with the Lycoming County United

Way
Even if the gamaglobulin is

available, Sarah is put at the end

of a list that includes patients with

hepatitis and the AIDS virus.

Last year she went without her

treatments because of the blood

shortage, which put her body

under stress.

Having CVH, Sarah is asympto-

matic, which means when she's

The blood supply has improved need to go out there and support

but still is not at satisfactory lev- the cause, Shuman said,

els. We have to join forces and

donate blood because there's no

substitute for it.

The blood services program is

one of four American Red Cross

programs receiving United Way

For individuals like Sarah, and

common cold could seriously for society in general, the blood

cause damage and discomfort and supply must be maintained to han-

impair her abilities to function. die the increased demand, he

The only way she can tell if her emphasized,

disorder is getting worse is by a On a daily basis, the county's funding.

CAT scan that is taken once a Red Cross blood program pro- Last year, the Red Cross

year. vides life-saving help to many received $70,005 for the program.

Last year, in an effort to help people but to avoid shortages. The agency oversees the collec-

boost Lycoming County's blood there is a necessity for a higher tion of blood in Lycoming County

using a volunteer force of approx-supply, Sarah became actively

involved with the Red Cross.

She was the local promoter on

radio stations and was on hand at

blood drives.

Her presence was extremely

positive, according to Mark

Shuman, development coordina-

tor for blood services. She served

as a real person for people to reach

out to, putting a face to the cause.

If the public as a whole became

www.theclarioncall.com

We have to join

forces and donate

blood because there 5

no substitute for it. 99

-Mark Shuman

imately 250 people, 87 bloodmo-

biles and more than 18,000 donors

in order to collect 6,700 units of

blood.

More information about the

Lycoming County United Way is

available by calling 323-9948.

To learn more about Red Cross

services, contact Bonny Troisi,

executive director of the local

organization, at 326-9131.

Athletic Enrichment

Fee causes quite a

debate at last vv^eek's

Senate meeting.

For the scoop.

See Page 8.

DUFs on the rise

around the holiday

season. For more

information and the

chart breakdown.

See Page 9.

Two CU students win

regional NBS-AERho
awards for

broadcasting

excellence.

See Page 10.

Society of Collegiate

Journalists inducts

nine new members at

fall initiation banquet.

For more details.

See Page 11.
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Faculty Senate

Senate discusses P.O.P. grant idea
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

Dr. Anand Rao, associate professor of speech communi-

cation and theatre, proposed a Performance Outcome Plan

grant idea at the Nov. 6th Faculty Senate meeting.

Rao's idea is to have students film a day in the life of

Clarion faculty members.

This is to be used as criteria for evaluation of faculty

members and may also be used as a public relations tool for

Clarion University.

The project would involve a team of students and a selec-

tion of faculty members.

The students would be responsible for the video taping

and the writing assignments. The faculty would mainly

oversee the students.

In the president's report, Dr. Diane Reinhard announced

that State Supreme Court Judge Sandra Duncan has been

reviewed as a possible commencement speaker by the

Honorary Degree committee.

She presented changes that the President's Executive

Council had with the Core Values, Vision Statement and

Mission Statement. According to Reinhard the majority of

the changes were editorial.

Clarion Call Photographer/The Clarion Call

Faculty Senate met on Monday Nov. 6th and dis-

cussed ttie idea of filming a day in thie life of

Clarion University faculty.

Reinhard also announced that she would be a Clarion

University student on Tuesday Nov. 7th. The Eagle

Ambassadors had a drawing to trade places with the presi-

dent.

Dr. Hallie Savage, associate professor of communication

sciences and disorders and chair of Student Affairs,

announced that they had received an overwhelming

response to the USA Today scholarship.

Savage also announced that the Spring Semester

Legislative Fellowship Program is slated for Jan. 15th

through April 13th.

All students wishing to spend a semester as an intern in

the House of Representatives are welcome to submit a

completed application, a resume, two letters of recommen-

dation, two writing samples and a grade transcript to

Savage, the Honors Program Director.

The deadline for all recommendations is Friday, Nov. 17,

2000. Any questions may be directed to Kristen Bernard at

(717)783-1027.

In old business, Woodrow Yeaney of The Small Business

Development Center was appointed to the Research

Committee of Dean of College and Business

Administration. Yeaney was nominated by the chair of the

Finance department.

The next scheduled Faculty Senate meeting is on Nov.

20th at 3:30 p.m. in B-8 Hart Chapel.

Senatel Athletic Enrichment Fee, from front page.

Kutztown University Director of

Athletics, Clark Yeager, addressed

Clarion University SUident Senate

in a letter regarding a similar plan

adopted by Kutztown senators in

1988.

He said, "...I can assure you that

the student initiated and student

fiinded athletic enrichment fee is

our life blood, and it continues to

provide an ongoing and reliable

support base for athletics."

Benefits of the Athletic

Enrichment Fee on Clarion

University include helping to attain

gender equity goals, enabling

Clarion to stay competitive among

the PSAC West schools, and build-

ing on the future of the athletic pro-

gram.

According to the athletic depart-

ment, student athletes must follow

NCAA eligibility standards, meet-

ing satisfactory progress towards a

degree.

In addition. Clarion University is

ranked number one out of the 14

state schools in the amount of

scholar athletes.

Fifty percent of Clarion student

athletes maintain at least a 3.0 aver-

age.

At the Student Athlete luncheon

last spring, there were 99 athletes

recognized for at earning at least a

3.2 average; this number has

increased every year since 1991.

Finally, Clarion University is

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senate voted to approve ttie Athletic Enrichment
Fee on t^onday Nov. 6th. The one time $30 fee will be for

incoming freshmen and transfer students. The meeting was
standing room only.

ranked number six out of the seven

schools in the PSAC West in total

scholarships distributed.

In regard to the crowded meeting,

(which left some observers standing

in the doorway while others sat on

the floor). Parliamentarian Bill Isbir

said, "I think the students showed

great support last night by coming

out and supporting this fee."

Although the majority of Senate

supported the proposal, there con-

tinues to be some mixed feelings.

In opposition to the fee. Vice

President Drew McWilliams said,

*T still view the Athletic

Enrichment Fee as a negative

impact to Clarion University. It is

putting an additional burden on

future students even though the

majority of them will not reap ben-

efits of it."

In favor of the fee. Treasurer Ben

Chervenak said, "I think that the

Athletic Enrichment Fee is a good

thing, and not only for the athletes.

All students will be able to take

advantage of this fee, and it will not

only make the athletics stronger, but

the university as a whole."

If the proposal is passed by

President Diane Reinhard and is

moved through each stage, the fee

will begin in the Fall, 2001 semes-

ter.

Senate President Brian Sowa said,

"I'm very pleased that Senate

passed the Athletic Enrichment Fee.

I feel this will not only benefit the

athletic department, but the entire

student body. Senate looks forward

to working in cooperation with Dr.

Reinhard in approving this fee."

In other Senate news. Treasurer

Chervenak moved to transfer

$2,550 from the Marching and

Symphonic Band 2000-2001 bud-

get allocation to the Supplemental

Account.

A stipulation was placed upon the

band last year that they must attend

certain football games, including

the California University game,

which they did not attehd. The

motion passed by a 17-2-0 vote,

pending the approval of President

Reinhard.

According to Senator Wendy

Kengor, chair of the dining commit-

tee, Reimer Snack Bar will be pass-

ing out free food samples from

Schwan's Food Company on

Friday, Nov. 10th from 11 a.m. to 2

p.m.

Senator Farhard Hussain remind-

ed Senate of the upcoming Social

Equity Dinner at Chandler Dining

Hall on Friday November 10th

from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Treasurer Chervenak reported the

following amounts in each of the

accounts: Capital, $103,915.22;

Large Item Capital, $431,350.24;

Supplemental, $19,853; and

Supplemental Reserve, $33,114.53.

Vice President McWilliams

announced Senator Kengor as

"Senator of the Week."

Kengor said, "Student Senate has

been one of the most meaningful

learning opportunities! It allows

me to gain an inside perspective of

decision making processes that

affect all Clarion students."

The next Student Senate meeting

is Monday, Nov. 13th at 7:30 p.m.

in 246 Gemmell.

•Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Wendy Kengor was elected

Student Senator of the

Week. Kengor is chair of

Dining Hall Concerns.
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The season for DUIs approaching
by Anita Bowser

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Turkey, deer season and Christmas shop-

ping may be foremost on your mind in

November, but there is another, more sober

designation to the season.

As you scan the roadway for frightened

deer, and struggle with your radio dial to

locate the best Christmas carols, beware of

the radio hazard called 'drunk-drivers.'

The Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation reports 38 percent of the

deaths that occurred during holiday week-

ends, in 1999, were related to alcohol use.

The winter holidays of Thanksgiving,

Christmas and New Years accounted for

one-third of these deaths.

Of the almost 3000 alcohol-related holi-

day crashes which occurred across the

commonwealth in 1999, almost half

occurred between Thanksgiving and New

Years.

The good news is, with only two alcohol-

related traffic deaths in 1999, Clarion

County has a low rating. Bud Neely, of

Clarion County Adult Probation Services

estimates that as few as 1 1 percent of all

time DUI offenders in Clarion County ever

return to court for a repeat DUI.

"This is a really low recidivism rate,"

11 1999 Aicohol'Reldted

D&aths by Cour}ty, bs

I
mported by PennDO T,

said Neely.

Neely, who conducts the PA Alcohol

Highway Safety School (DUI School) for

Clarion County, pays attention to the statis-

tics.

Aside from the increase in holiday travel,

Neely believes the onset of deer season

contributes a great deal to the high level of

alcohol-related holiday crashes in

Pennsylvania.

The bad news, for many is that the holi-

day seasons will increase travel into other

counties. Counties with increased urban

resources, such as Allegheny and

Westmoreland Counties, have a higher

incidence of alcohol-related deaths.

Many holiday shoppers will flock to these

areas in the coming months.

While legislators grapple with the impli-

cations of the statistics, the average

motorist can make use of defensive-driving

techniques in an effort to decrease the odds

of colliding with a driver who is under the

influence of alcohol or drugs.

The majority of alcohol-related fatal

crashes occur on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday.

After 4:00 p.m., the likelihood of encoun-

tering an alcohol-impaired driver increases

hourly until approximately 4:00 a.m.

Motorists should keep this in mind when

planning holiday travel.

The U.S. Department of Transportation

suggests that there are a number of clues,

which could indicate that a driver is under

the influence of alcohol or drugs.

These visual cues are:

* Turning with a wide radius

* Straddling the center or lane marker

* Appearing to be drunk

* Almost striking an object or vehicle

* Weaving
* Driving on other than designated road-

way
* Swerving

* Driving at a speed slower than 10 m.p.h.

below the speed limit

* Stopping without cause in a traffic lane

* Following too closely

* Drifting

* Driving with tires on the center or lane

marker

* Braking erratically

* Driving into opposing cross-traffic

* Signaling inconsistently with driving

actions

* Slow response to traffic signals

* Stopping inappropriately

* Turing abruptly or illegally

* Accelerating or decelerating rapidly

* Headlights off

wwii/.geltoyota«€om

L

Most everyone has them...no one likes them. (ToyoUi Echo cmMp.) Echo gets up to 38 miles per gaiton\.iha{ limits your spending

on gasoline. {Goodsmt.) Echo has an amazing amount of interior room..,seating for 5,.,so it will hold a lot of somethmg, like up to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home— positive cash ilow to further limit your spending. (Anorher plwi.) Now you try one,

{mm: IVs Toyora.,.vetj dependabk. And Us an Echo, muting around $13,500 well equipped.) So the next time yoxw spending limits

come \xp for discussion, youll be all set with a positive suggestion.. .A visit to your nearby Ibyota dealer.

"EM estimait: y\/3B 4 door, 4-speed automatic, liven belter M\h 5-*ipee<I mjmwjil
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Cody, Despotakis win NBS-AERho awards
by Joy Strain

Clarion Call Contributing

Writer

Two Clarion Universirty

Communication students won
awards at the regional NBS-
AERho Convention at Indiana

University of Pennsylvania (lUP).

Senior Mike Cody placed first

in the audio promotion category

for his promo "Dead Air."

Cody produced the promo to

promote his Monday night show

on91.7WCUC-FM.
Junior Mark Despotakis

received a third place award in the

video news package category. He
produced a package about the stu-

dent strike during the State

System negotiations last year.

There were seven Clarion

University graduates who served

as panelists at the convention.

Val Porter and Kevin Battle

from WDVE-FM spoke about the

radio industry.

Steve Chenevey and Tracy

Campbell from WPXI-TV dis-

cussed careers in television news.

P.J. Kumanchik, Program

Director at KDKA-AM radio,

addressed the past 80 years of

KDKA.
Tim DeBacco, public-address

announcer for the Pittsburgh

Pirates, talked about sports broad-

casting.

Fred Angiolieri, Production

Managei at High Performance

Productions, discussed video pro-

duction.

The National Broadcasting

Society-AERho is an organization

designed to help students get a

jump start on their professional

careers.

According to Clarion chapter

advisor, Bill Adams, "NBS-

AERho is the single-most impor-

tant organization to be in for stu-

dents pursuing careers in broad-

casting."

The Clarion chapter organizes

field trips to television and radio

stations in Pittsburgh, invites pro-

^NBS-AERho is the

single most important

organization to be in

for students pursuing

careers in

broadcasting. 99

-Bill Adams

essionals to speak at their meet-

ings and attends the regional and

national conventions each year.

Regional conventions have been

held in Boston, Massachusetts

and Long Island, New York.

This year's national convention

will feature the television and

film industry in Los Angeles,

California in March. Previous

national conventions have taken

place in Washington D.C. and

Atlanta, Georgia.

These conventions offer

Communication students the

opportunity to receive valuable

feedback and career recommen-

dations from professionals in the

broadcasting field.

Students also have the opportu-

nity to network with these profes-

sionals, giving the students an

edge on pursuing future career

endeavors and, more importantly,

internships.

Professionals in attendance at

this year's regional convention

included WPXI reporter and

anchor Jodien Costanzo, play-by-

play announcer for the Pittsburgh

Pirates Greg Brown and B-94's

afternoon jock Melanie Taylor.

Clarion students Dana Graver,

Becca Missenda, Mike Cody,

Brad Poling, and Joy Strain

attended the regional NBS con-

vention.

They were joined by

Communication professor and

NBS advisor Mr. Bill Adams and

recently retired Communication

professor Dr. Allan Larson.

If you are interested in joining

NBS please contact Dana Graver

at 223-3460 or Mr. Bill Adams at

393-2544.

Clarion County Literacy Council

Needs tutors in allareas of Clarion County
Free training sessions to become Basic Literacy and GEO tutors

November 18, 9 am to 3 pm
Session to be held at Clarion Library Meeting Room

Lunch provided free of charge

If you have any questions call 226-4626

THANKSGIVING BREAK EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION FROM CAMPUS

TO
PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT
ONLY $50.00

PiMifIMG THE GEMMELL STUDENT
COMPLEX:

Tuesday, November 2 1st at 4 p.irL

RETURNING

Sunday, November 26th at 3 pjn.

CALL TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

Pittsburgh North

-AIRE-RIDE-

1-800-647-4331

Red Cross

Offers a CPR
Review
Course

The Allegheny

Region Chapter

will be offering a

review course in

CPR. This

course is for indi-

viduals whose
CPR has expired

within the last 12

months, or will

expire in the near

future.

The course will

be held in Red
Cross' office on:

Nov. 16, 2000 at

5:30 p.m.-

10:30 p.m.

This four hour

CPR Review will

include instruc-

tion in adult,

infant, and child

CPR, as well as

checking the

unconscious vic-

tim, choking, sig-

nals of a heart

attack, and a

written and skills

exam.

Interested

persons must

pre-register by

calling the

Allegheny Region

.Chapter at

(814)226-7040.
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SCJ inducts new members
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary

Clarion University's local

chapter of the Society of

Collegiate Journalists (SCJ)

held an induction meeting for

nine new members.

The meeting was on

November 6, 2000 at 6:30 in

Moore Hall.

The meeting began with J. P.

Kenney, Clarion's SCJ presi-

dent and senior communication

major, giving the opening

remarks and introducing Dr.

Susan Hilton, the chapter's

advisor and associate professor

of communication.

Hilton welcomed everybody

and gave a brief history of the

purpose of SCJ and the local

chapter.

This speech was followed up

by a dinner for all SCJ mem-

bers and the members to be

inducted that evening.

After the dinner, the

National Executive Director of

Debby Amon/The Clarion Call

Pictured above, newest SCJ members. Front row from left:

Dave Sctiwabenbauer, Ractiel Foflygen, Martisse Maori, Pat

Grace, Dr Sue Hilton. Back row: Dr Arthur Barlow, Anttiony

Hlltz, Josiati Jones, Bryan Powell.

SCJ and associate professor of Nov. 11, 2000, starting at 9

communication. Dr. Arthur H. a.m.

Barlow, gave a speech trying to "It was a very nice event. I

get everybody motivated about was glad to see that the new

the upcoming College Press inductees were enthusiastic

Day, to be held on Saturday, about SCJ. I look forward to

working with them." said J. P.

Kenney, SCJ President.

The new members inducted

into the society are: Rachel

Foflygen (The Clarion Call),

Patrick Grace (TV 5), Anthony

Hiltz (WCCB), Bryan Powell

(WCUC), Martisse Macri

(WCUC), and Dave

Schwabenbauer (TVS).

The two members that could

not attend the meeting are

Theresa Hogg (TV 5) and Dana

Graver (TV 5).

"It is good to see that the

Clarion chapter of SCJ contin-

ues to grow. Hopefully we can

continue to make a name for

ourselves, and keep our chap-

ter a strong one." said Jennifer

DeFazio, SCJ secretary and

junior communication major.

SCJ has put forth an effort in

College Press Day for the past

three years.

SCJ as a chapter hopes to set

a precedent for other schools to

begin their own College Press

Days.

Leadership

Development
Series

Scliedule

Novennber 15:

"Teamwork"

presented by

James
"Thunder

Thornton

November 29:

"Attitude"

prBsented by

Pastor Mark D.

Cummins

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

PiM\
Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large

f^ratei
One Topping

® $12.99

I

I

I

I

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-
|

I
able sales tax Additional toppings extra. .

* Late NighrSpecian
Large 1 -Topping _ .

PAPl lORNS
223-4010

Hours:
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Visa Master Card and
American Express

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

©
I

I

slices only
$.99

r
I

I

I

I

X-Large 2 Topping
|

2 Liter Coke^ I

I

I

101
9 $10.99

I Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid |

(only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax. Additional toppings extra *

' One Large One Topping Pizza |

1
2-20 oz. Coke

$8.99
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other olfer Valid I

only at participating locations Customer pays aH applic- |

. at)te sales tax. Additional toppings extra. .

* Family Speciafj
One large with the works & One

j

large with two toppings i

ofCoRe

I

Expires 30 days r^loi vallc) wltfi any olhec offer VaNd |

only at paniclpalino locations Customer pa>s aM appUca- I

I
bie sales tax AddiUonal loppings axlra .

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

Plus Order of Cheesesticks &

[PilSlte Breadstlcks

^$14.99

1-2 liter of Coke

$16.99

f Free Breadsticks
|

I with purchase of Large or I

j
fgOte ^ X-Large pizza

[

I Expires 30 days. Not vaKd witfi any other offer. Valid

I
only at partiopating locations. Custonrter pays all appUca-

|

I
bie sales tax Adcttional toppings extra

j" 4 Large One Topping Pizzas]

;^^ $23.99
i

I
•

I

I Not valid witfi any other offer. Valid only at panicipat- I

I
ing locations Customer pays all applicable sales tax. I

I
Additional toppir)gs extra .

Delivered |

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer Valid I

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic- I

. able sales tax. Additional toppings extra. .

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

$9.99mmm
e>

Not valid with any other offer V«yid or^y at participat-

ing locations Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

Additior^ toppings extra.
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Lifestyles
Theatre Review

New CU production is a true "Revelation"
by Becky Thielet

Contributine Writer

University students who frequent

theatre prcxluctions will not be sur-

prised to learn that, once again,

actors are removing their clothes

for the sake of audience entertain-

ment. This time, however, Seana

Simon get^ to keep her dress on.

Yes. certam characters in Scenes

and Revelations, the latest direct-

ing venture of Robert Gerald Levy,

do strip down to their girdles and

bloomers, but this show is hardly a

traditional "Bob show" in that it is

far removed from Levy's previous

shows, which include the racy

Celebration (barely-clad dancers

and a re-creation of the Garden of

Eden...original sin included) and

last semester's Isadora Duncan

Sleeps with the Russian Navy (the

name says it all). Scenes is a

thoughtful, wistful look at the lives

of four sister in tum-of-the-century

Lancaster county, Pennsylvania.

Helena Lonfnecker, the eldest, is

portrayed by the too-tense ball of

passion, Mary Beth Geppert, and in

stark contrast, Seana Simon serene-

ly plays cool, suave Charolotte

with a calmly raised eyebrow,

reserved demeanor and an occa-

sional sly smile. Miranda Scopel,

who simply isn't seen in enough

mainstage productions, masterfully

portrays Millie, the "confused artist

in love". It is role that could have

easily dissolved into a sliloquy of

whines and pouts, but Scopel

played it with tenacity and - dare I

say it?- verisimilitude.

The baby sister, Rebecca, is

played charmingly by Carrie

Arnold, who graced the role with

the right combination of flightiness

and fortitude.

The men in their life - all

six of them - are played by two

very gifted actors; Casey Bowser

and Alex Thompson. Casey played

the lovers of each sister: goofy

boy-next-door Dennis, young hus-

band Peter, self-made man Samuel,

and confused Dr. Zeigler. He was

able to play four very different men

with admirable gusto and distinc-

tion. Thompson's roles are smaller

but no less enjoyable, as he plays

the slightly stuffy Uncle Jacob and

the briefly seen but very funny

moving man, Mr. Karonk.

The costumes, though simple,

were brillantly designed by Erin

Hilty. They were not only attrac-

tive, historically accurate and

appropriate for the characters, but

they were flattering, too! Along

the same vein, Wayne Aurick's

plainly designed set, and Marty

Savolski's lighting worked very

well for the minimalistic, some-

times surreal feel of the show, and

let actors be themselves with no

hindrances.

With few exceptions, this is a fan-

tastic (albeit uncharacteristic)

directing job done by Levy. My
only regret is that a large portion of

the audience is there because class-

es demand play reports or observa-

tions. It would be a great honor to

the theatre department to have

more support from the student

body. Of course, the Little Theatre

is just that: a small house, but what

a joy it is to have a full one!

The final point I would like to

mention is on a related subject: the-

atre etiquette. Unlike a movie the-

atre, where there are people con-

stantly murmuring about the acting

and costumes onscreen, the theatre

employs actors who can be easily

distracted by people doing inappro-

priate things, like standing, talking

or commenting on the acting. The

only time it is truly appropriate to

leave in the middle of a perfor-

mance is in the case of an emer-

gency. Disliking the show is not an

emergency. I guarantee, however,

that this is a show you will enjoy. It

features some of Clarion's finest,

and shows them off well. Throw in

a few funny accents and you've got

yourself one hell of a show.

Interhall Council updates and events
by Amanda Cackowski

Contributing Writer

The Ralston Hall Rec
Room proved to be a popular

place to visit on Halloween

night with over 200 people

present at Fright Night spon-

sored by Interhall Council.

Fright Night participants

enjoyed an evening of danc-

ing, food, games, and most

importantly, fun! Prizes

were given out for the best

costumes and also to the

winners of the games, which

included the mummy wrap

and donut-eating on a string

contest. Whether you dressed

in a costume or just sported

your normal attire, a great

time was had by all.

If you are looking for

another fun-filled evening to

attend, IHC has the perfect

night planned for you. On
Friday, December 1, IHC
will be sponsoring a Clarion

University Snow Formal din-

ner dance. The event will be

held at the Holiday Inn

located in Clarion. Guests

are to arrive between 6-6:30

PM. The evening's activities

will begin with a buffet style

dinner at 6:30 pm and music

and dancing to follow at 8:30

pm. Tickets will be sold at

the Gemmell Information

Desk and also by a hall coun-

cil representative in each

residence hall. More infor-

See 'Interhall,' Page 14

This week's photo is of the cannon on

the corner of Fifth Street and fJiain

Street.

Visiting WriterAnne
Pancake had a reading

ofher short stories last

week on campus.

To find out more.

See Page 13.

The Allegany River
Indian Dancers

performed at Qarion
last week. For more

details.

See Page 14.

www.theclarioncall.com
*

Superstar band U2
retiun with their first

full-length album in

three years. For a

review.

See Page 16.

Old TV show,

'Charlie's Angels" gets

new life as a major

motion picture. For a
review.

See Page 16.
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Today
•Interhall meeting (246 Gem)
!6 pm
i-Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
Friday, November 10
i-LJAB Spirit Day
'•Admissions Visit Day
1(250/252 Gem) 9 am
I^W. Volleyball PSAC
iChampionship

I^Social Equity Banquet &
Awards Ceremony (Chandler)

7 pm (reception 6 pm)
Saturday, November 11

•VETERAN'S DAY
•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (Carter

Aud)
•Football vs. West
Chester 1 pm
•W. Volleyball PSAC
Championship
•Swimming & Diving

vs. Ashland 2 pm
•Wrestling at Ashland

Open
College Press

Day (Chap &
Founders) 8:30

am - 4 pm
Sunday,
November 12
•MSS Spiritual

Program
(Chap) 3:30 pm
- 5 pm
Monday,
November 13
•Faculty Senate

Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
•MLK Series: Women of the Calabash (Chap) 7:30 pm
•Women's Studies Brown Bag Series (124 Harvey) 12 N
Tuesday, November 14

UAB: Gary Tuerack "Better Grades in Less Time"

(Chap) 7:30 pm
Wednesday, November 15

•Jazz Bands Fall Concert (Aud) 8 pm
•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm

MLK Series: Women of the Calabash

1

I
i

i

I
I

I

I
I
1
I

I

I

I
I
I

I
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•ipresents
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When: November 28

Where: Mai-wick Bovd Auditorium

Time: 7:30 PM
* Doors open at 7 *

Visiting Writers Series

Anne Pancake entertains an

enlightens Clarion students

by Colleen Leonard

Clarion Call Staff Writer
•••••••••••••••« !•••••••••••••«

After students have read

Anne Pancake's work in and

Ticket Prices:

$10 - Adult

$6 - Children 12 and under

Free to CU Students with valid ID

Groups of 15 or more receive SI off each ticket

Ticket sales begin October 30 at the Gemmell Information

Desk

Advanced Sales:

Send check (payable to CSA and a self-addressed stamped

envelope) to:

UAB Office

273 Gemmell
Clarion, PA 16214

West Virginian Anne Pancake
read to students last week in

Moore Hall.

outside of class, it was excit-

ing to meet the face behind

the print. The English

department helped to bring

Pancake to Clarion on

Tuesday. After she was

introduced, the West Virginia

native read three of her sto-

ries in Moore Hall. Each of

her stories contained elabo-

rate details and strong sen-

tence structures. She spoke

with confidence as she pulled

the listeners into each story.

Pancake attended college

for English Literature. Soon

after, she traveled across the

globe to teach the English

language. She has taught in

places such as Japan and

Thailand. Pancake's collec-

tion of short stories will soon

be published in the New
England Press after she

received a reward from the

Bread Loaf. She has written

many stories. Some of these

include "Tall Grass" and

"Red Neck Boys."

Interested in English and

reading? Next time, make it

a Pancake.
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A tribe called "Seneca" - the River Indian Dancers
by Amber Kozler

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Allegany River dance pro-

gram was sponsored by the

Minority Student Services Office

- and what a performance it was. I

bet this family could really break

it down at the Captain Loomis.

The dancers are from the Seneca

Nation and are family members of

Bill Crouse. the group leader and

singer of the show.

He introduced his wife, Robin,

and their children; Bill Jr., Chris,

Courtney. Autumn, and Breezy.

His son-in-law Jason Harris and

his son Dylan Harris took part in

the dancing, as well. They were

wearing elaborate dance regalia,

printed in bright beautiful reds,

yellows, and blues. Some wore

feathery head-dresses on and

sported angora mountain goat fur

around their ankles. Bill Crouse

and his son had a large single

feather that stuck out of their head

dresses. This is strictly a sign of

the Seneca tribe, as no other tribe

does this.

The Crouses are members of the

Iroquois Nation, mostly residents

of the Allegany Indian

Reservation, located south of

Buffalo, New York. They like to

entertain and educate audiences

about Native American philoso-

phy. They achieve this through

dance stories of ancient origin.

Some of the dances that they

performed were: the Stomp

Dance, Women's Dance, the

Smoke Dance, Fish Dance, and

the Stick Dance. Each dance is a

few minutes long. Where some

songs have a slow beat and easy

steps, others have a faster tempo

and resemble a strenuous aerobic

workout.

All eight people took part in the

first song, the Standing Quiver

dance. Bill Crouse sang out while

his family danced around. The

tribe would circle around arrows

that would be placed in the center

on the ground. This song is to ask

for luck when the men are out

hunting.

Bill Crouse explained that each

tribe has their own heritage sym-

bol. For example, he wears the

Hawk symbol. His wife's symbol

is the Turtle. You cannot marry

someone from your own clan that

has the same symbol. A Bird

symbol is supposed to marry

someone from an Animal Clan. means nothing to them in their

The children take the clan sym- own language. They use a word

bol of the mother. So all of the which means People of the Great

Crouse children are of the Turtle Hill. This is what they are known

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

The Allegany River Indian Dance froup performs for Clarion.

Clan, like Robin Crouse. Even his

daughter Courtney and her son

Dylan carry the Turtle symbol,

even though Jason Harris,

Courtney's husband, is of a differ-

ent clan.

There have been many mis-

nomers about Native American

tribes. Seneca is a word that

as. Bill Crouse also made it

known that he and his family do

not always dress in ceremonial

regalia.

He drove to Clarion in a Chevy

minivan, and they do live a mod-

ern life. However, they do like to

carry on their Seneca tribe tradi-

tions and dress up for such occa-

sions. The songs they sing and

dance have overtones of thanks-

giving in them, but their religious

songs are restricted for them to

sing in public.

Many times throughout the

show, the Crouses asked for vol-

unteers from the audience to come

on stage and participate. They

danced and sang a song of thanks

for corn, beans and squash in the

Corn dance. During the Stick

dance, Bill Crouse taught a

Clarion volunteer how to make

plant and animal shapes out of

hula hoops. Bill Crouse did

things with hula hoops that I did-

n't think were possible. This is

another form of Native American

self-expression and helps to reaf

firm the bonds they have with the

natural world.

This show was very entertaining

and informative. I think that it

also offered an important lesson,

too. The earth is comprised of dif-

ferent elements, trees, grass, and

water. Once one element is

destroyed, the others cannot sur-

vive. Therefore, we must be kind

to Mother Nature and protect our

environment for future genera-

tions to use.
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INTERHALU Interhall announces upcoming events to attend, as well as positions they have open. From Page 12.

information will be posted Have plans for Friday, night of recreation at the Rec-

around campus and in the IHC's December 8? No? Then you're A-Thon All-Nighter. Doors
"Toilet Talk," so stay tuned! in luck! Come and enjoy a open at 8 PM and events will

continue all night long until 7

AM. This activity is open to

anyone with a student ID but

guests may also attend.

Refreshments will also be pro-

vided.

Congratulations go out to IHC

members that participated this

past weekend in the National

Association of College and

University Residence Halls

(NACURH) Conference at

Kutztown University in

Kutztown, Pennsylvania.

Christina Beaufort, Drew
McWilliams, John Shavulsky,

and Erika Clark represented

Clarion well, with the programs

they presented winning the Top

Ten Award.

IHC is still looking for indi-

viduals to fill the Food and

Housing chair and the position

PPif'
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Photo courtesy of Interhall Council

Ail dressed up at interhall Council's '^Fright Night' party, which

was held in Ralston Hall's Rec Room.

of Vice President of

Programming. If anyone is

interested in either of these two

positions or simply interested

ill joining IHC, you can contact

the IHC office at 393-2392, e-

mail at interhall@clarion.edu

or attend the weekly IHC meet-

ing on Thurdays at 6 PM in 246

Gemmell.

At IHC's most recent meet-

ing, members met with STV
Architectural Consultants to

talk about future plans concern-

ing CU's residence halls. IHC

members were given the oppor-

tunity to suggest ideas and dis-

cuss areas of concern.

Clarion University offers

many organizations and activi-

ties in which a student can be

involved. In becoming

involved with Interhall

Council, a person not only

works to improve residence

life, but his or her voice and

opinions are heard and used to

change things and make a dif-

ference. So why not join

Interhall Council, the second

largest student organization on

campus, and let your voice be

heard.

Hangiti' with the Customer Services
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

Recently I had a great idea while

waiting on hold for Customer

Service. That's pretty much all I do

these days: wait for Customer

Service. My call is important to them.

They have told me this many times in

a sincere recorded message. They

can't wait to serve me! They will

answer my call just as soon as they

finish serving the entire population of

mainland China.

It's my own darned fault that I need

to speak to Customer Service. We
made a really stupid homeowner mis-

take: We moved to another house.

Don't ever make this mistake! It's

ALWAYS better to stay in your cur-

rent house, even if it's actively on

fire. If other people have bought your

house and are moving in, you should

hide in the basement and forage for

food at night.

Because if you move, you'll end up

like us: surrounded by hundreds of

cardboard boxes packed by strangers,

each box containing an average of

one item — perhaps a used toothpick

— wadded up inside 75,000 square

feet of packing paper. Virtually every

box will be labeled with some mutant

spelling of the word "miscellaneous."

You will not be able to find ANY-
THING. For example, I'm pretty sure

that, before we moved, we had a

seven-month-old daughter.

(I'm kidding, of course. We know
exactly where our daughter is. She's

inside of one of these boxes.)

On moving day, I was crouching in

a forest of stacked boxes, attempting

to take apart a sleeper-sofa the size of

a Chevrolet Suburban so that we
could attempt to force it through a

doorway the width of Courteney Cox,

when suddenly, outside, I heard the

movers, who spoke Spanish, shouting

something about a "serpiente." I

could tell by the urgency in their

voices that there were upside-down

exclamation points at the beginnings

of their sentences. So I ran outside,

and there, on the front walk, was a

snake. In other places, when you

move, you're visited by the Welcome

Wagon; here in South Florida, you

get: the Welcome Snake!

"I'm always around!" was the

snake's unspoken message. "Let me
know if you ever need any puncture

wounds!"

But my point, which I am hoping to

get to before we reach the end of the

column, is that, because we moved,

we had to change all the essential ser-

vices — the electrical service, the

phone service, the mail service, the

water service, the cable service, the

beer tanker delivery service, etc. —
and naturally, because all the compa-

nies involved use sophisticated com-

puters, none of these services actual-

ly work right in our new house.

Everything is mixed up. We have

water coming from our phone, and we
receive phone calls on our toaster,

and when we turn on our kitchen

faucet, scenes from Buffy the

Vampire Slayer come gushing out.

So to straighten this mess out, I quit

doing my job (whatever that may be)

and started spending my days waiting

on hold for Customer Service, listen-

ing to the snappy "lite" jazz music

they play when they are not telling

you how important your call is to

them. While doing this, I got my idea.

You know those telemarketing people

who always call you at dinnertime?

I'm talking about the ones who never

come right out and say they're selling

something. Lately, they've been using

the bizarre term "courtesy call" to

describe what they're doing.

"Mr. Barry," they'll say, "this is

just a courtesy call to do you the

courtesy of interrupting your dinner

so I can ask you this question: Would

you like to save 50 percent or more

on your long-distance phone bill?"

I always say no. I tell them that I

WANT a big long-distance bill, and

that I often place totally unnecessary

calls to distant continents just to jack

it up. I tell them that if my long-dis-

tance bill is not high enough to suit

me, I deliberately set fire to a pile of

cash. Then I hang up. But of course

this does not stop them. The next

night, they call again. That's how
courteous they are.

So here's the deal: On the one hand,

we have telemarketing people con-

stantly calling us, despite the fact

that everyone hates them and, to my
personal knowledge, nobody in the

history of the world has ever bought

anything from them; and on the other

hand, when we want to reach

Customer Service, we can never get

through. Obviously, what corporate

America needs to do is round up all

the employees in the Telemarketing

Department, march them over to

Customer Service, and order them to

step over the bodies of the Customer

Service employees, all of whom
apparently passed away years ago,

and ANSWER THE PHONE, OK?
Because this toaster is burning my
ear.

$5.99
Large Pizza(1 4") With

one topping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish $1 Extra Per pizza

2000 Domino's Pizza. LLC Coupon not Valid \fvith

any othei otter Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
paiticipating stores only. Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable, our drivers carry

less then $20 Cash value 1/20 of a cent

$7.99
EX-LargePizza(16")With

one topping

Order as many as you like

2000 Domino's Pizza, LLC. Coupon not Valid with
any other offer. Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable, our drivers carry

less then $20. Cash value 1/20 of a cent.

GREAT SIDE ITEMS
Bread Sticks $1.99
Freah dough breadsticks served with

Pizza Sauce.
Double Cheesybread $2.99
Fresh dough breadsticks topped with

Mozzarella cheese and Cheddar cheese.
Buffalo Wings $4.49
Hot, Mild, BBQ, or

Butter Garlic

New Cinnastix $3.49
Fresh dough lightly dusted with just the right amount
of sugar & cinnamon. With 2 sides of Creamy Icing

OPEN AT 11:00AM
EVERY DAY

22&4060
We Accept

Visa

« MasterCard

Register to win a free pizza at

hot-dominos-pizza.com
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A tribe called "Seneca" - the River Indian Dancers
by Anibir Kozler

Clarion (all Statt Writer
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Tb.c Alleeari) Ki\ci dance pro

graiii was spunsoicd by the

Miriiiriu Sukleiit Scr\ ices Ot't'ice

ail.' shat a pertormance it was. I

lu-i s taniilx could reallv break
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Tl- ac from the Seneca

NaLv >: .uiu -ic family members ot

Bill Cri)use. the i:roup leader and

singer of the show.

He introduced his wife. Robin,

and iheu children; Bill Jr.. Chris.

Courlnc) Autumn, and Breezy.

ill- Non-m-!aw .lason Harris and

his son Dylan Harris tot)k jxirt in

the dancing, as well. They were

wearing elaborate dance regalia.

printed in bright beautiful reds,

yellows, and blues. Some wore

feathery head-dresses on and

sported angora mountain goat fur

around their ankles. Bill Crouse

and his son had a large single

feather that stuck out of their head

dresses. This is strictly a sign of

the Seneca tribe, as no other tribe

does this.

The Grouses are members of the

Iroquois Nation, mostly residents

of the Allegany Indian

Reservation, located south of

Buffalo, New Y'ork. They like to

entertain and educate audiences

about Native American philoso-

phy. They achieve this through

dance stones of ancient origin.

Some of the dances that thev

performed v\ere: the St(mip

Dance. Women's Dance, the

Smoke Dance, I'ish Dance, and

the Stick Dance. {:ach dance is a

few minutes long. Where some

songs have a shnv iieal and easy

steps, others have a ta.ster tempo

and resemble a strenuous aerobic

vvorkciut.

.All eight people took part in the

i'irst song, the Standing Quiver

dance. Bill Crou.se sang out while

his family danced around. The

tribe wt)uld circle around arrows

that would be placed in the center

on the ground. This song is to ask

for luck when the men are out

hunting.

Bill Crouse explained that each

tribe has their own heritage sym-

bol. For example, he wears the

Hawk symbol. His wife's symbol

is the Turtle. You cannot marry

someone from your own clan that

has the same symbol. A Bird

symbol is supposed to marry

someone from an Animal Clan. means nothing to them in their

I he children take the clan sym- own language. They use a word

bol of the mother. So all of the which means People of the Great

Crouse children are o\' the Turtle Hill. This is what ihev are known

Li^ Potter/ rhe Clunon Calli

;
The Allegany River Indian Dance froup performs for CJuncK'

Clan, like Robin Crouse. Even his

daughter Courtney and her son

Dylan carry the Turtle symbol,

even though Jason Harris,

Courtney's husband, is of a differ-

ent clan.

There have been many mis-

nomers about Native American

tribes. Seneca is a word that

as. Bill Crouse also made il

known that he and his family do

not always dress in ceremonial

regalia.

He drove to Clarion in a Chevy

minivan, and they do live a mod-

ern life. However, they do like to

carry on their Seneca tribe tradi-

tions and dress up for such occa-

sions. The .songs they sing and

dance have overtones of thanks

giving in them, but their religious

songs are restricted tor them \,

sing in public.

Many times throughout tin

show, the Crouscs asked for vol

unteers from the audience to com,,

on .-^tagc and participate I !ic

danced and sang a song of thank'

l(M- corn, beans and squash in th.

Corn dance. During the Stick

dance. Bill Crouse taughi

Clarion volunteer how to mak,

plant and animal shapes out oi

hula hoops. Bill Crouse diil

things with hula hoops that I did

n't think were possible. This i

another form of Native American

self-expression and helps to reaf

firm the bonds they have with the

natural world.

This show was very entertaining

and informative. I think that it

also offered an important lesson,

too. The earth is comprised of dif-

ferent elements, trees, grass, and

water. Once one element is

destroyed, the others cannot sur-

vive. Therefore, we must be kind

to Mother Nature and protect our

environment for future genera-

tions to use.

INTERHALLI Interhall announces upcoming events to attend, as well as positions they have open. From Page 12.

information will be posted Have plans for Friday,

around campus and in the IHC's December 8? No? Then you're

"Toilet Talk," so stay tuned! in luck! Come and enjoy a

night of recreation at the Rec-

A-Thon All-Nighter. Doors

open at 8 PM and events will

continue all night long until 7

AM. This activity is open to

anyone with a student ID but

guests may also attend.

Refreshments will also be pro-

vided.

Congratulations go out to IHC
members that participated this

past weekend in the National

Association of College and

University Residence Halls

(NACURH) Conference at

Kutztown University in

Kutztown, Pennsylvania.

Christina Beaufort, Drew
McWilliams, John Shavulsky,

and Erika Clark represented

Clarion well, with the programs

they presented winning the Top

Ten Award.

IHC is still looking for indi-

viduals to fill the Food and

Housing chair and the position

^HniMIMMIM

Mnimum Age 18

For audHlon sites or

informsytion contact:

Cedsj' Point

Live Entertainment

One Cedar Point Drive

Sandusky, OH
44870-5259

(419)626-2390

Cedaipoint.com

Pmmt^

Photo courtesy of Interhall Council

All dressed up at Interhall Council's 'Trighf Night" party, which

was held in Ralston Hail's Rec Room.

of Vice President of

Programming. If anyone is

interested in either of these two

positions or simply interested

iri joining IHC, you can contact

the IHC office at 393-2392, e-

mail at interhall@clarion.edu

or attend the weekly IHC meet-

ing on Thurdays at 6 PM in 246

Gemmell.

At IHC's most recent meet-

ing, members met with STV
Architectural Consultants to

talk about future plans concern-

ing CU's residence halls. IHC

members were given the oppor-

tunity to suggest ideas and dis-

cuss areas of concern.

Clarion University offers

many organizations and activi-

ties in which a student can be

involved. In becoming

involved with Interhall

Council, a person not only

works to improve residence

life, but his or her voice and

opinions are heard and used to

change things and make a dif-

ference. So why not join

Interhall Council, the second

larges't student organization on

campus, and let your voice be

heard.
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Hangin' with the Customer Services
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

Recently I had a great idea while

waiting on hold for Customer

Service. That's pretty much all I do

these days: wait for Customer

Service. My call is important to them.

They have told me this many times in

a sincere recorded message. They

can't wait to serve me! They will

answer my call just as soon as they

finish serving the entire population of

mainland China.

It s my own darned fault that I need

to speak to Customer Service. We
made a really stupid homeowner mis-

take: We moved to another house.

Don't ever make this mistake! It's

ALWAYS better to stay in your cur-

rent house, even if it's actively on

fire. If other people have bought your

house and are moving in, you should

hide in the basement and forage for

food at night.

Because if you move, you'll end up

like us: surrounded by hundreds of

cardboard boxes packed by strangers,

each box containing an average of

one item — perhaps a used toothpick

— wadded up inside 75,000 square

feet of packing paper. Virtually every

box will be labeled with some mutant

spelling of the word "miscellaneous."

You will not be able to find ANY-
THINCj. }n)r example. I'm pretty sure

that, before we moved, we had a

seven-month -old daughter.

(I'm kidding, of course. We know

exactly where our daughter is. She's

inside of one of these boxes.)

On moving day, I was crouching in

a forest of stacked boxes, attempting

to take apart a sleeper-sofa the size of

a Chevrolet Suburban so that we
could attempt to force it through a

doorway the width of Courteney Cox,

when suddenly, outside, I heard the

movers, who spoke Spanish, shouting

something about a "serpiente." I

could tell by the urgency in their

voices that there were upside-down

exclamation points at the beginnings

of their sentences. So I ran outside,

and there, on the front walk, was a

snake. In other places, when you

move, you're visited by the Welcome

Wagon; here in South Florida, you

get: the Welcome Snake!

"I'm always around!" was the

snake's unspoken message. "Let me
know if you ever need any puncture

wounds!"

But my point, which I am hoping to

get to before we reach the end of the

column, is that, because we moved,

we had to change all the essential ser-

vices — the electrical service, the

phone service, the mail service, the

water service, the cable service, the

beer tanker delivery service, etc. —
and naturally, because all the compa-

nies involved use sophisticated com-

puters, none of these services actual-

ly work right in our new house.

Everything is mixed up. We have

water coming from our phone, and we
receive phone calls on our toaster,

and when we turn on our kitchen

faucet, scenes from Buffy the

Vampire Slayer come gushing out.

So to straighten this mess out, I quit

doing my job (whatever that may be)

and started spending my days waiting

on hold for Customer Service, listen-

ing to the snappy "lite" jazz music

they play when they are not telling

you how important your call is to

them. While doing this, I got my idea.

You know those telemarketing people

who always call you at dinnertime?

I'm talking about the ones who never

come right out and say they're selling

something. Lately, they've been using

the bizarre term "courtesy call" to

describe what they're doing.

"Mr. Barry," they'll say, "this is

just a courtesy call to do you the

courtesy of interrupting your dinner

so I can ask you this question: Would

you like to save 50 percent or more

on your long-distance phone bill?"

I always say no. I tell them that I

WANT a big long-distance bill, and

that I often place totally unnecessary

calls to distant continents just to jack

it up. I tell them that if my long-dis-

tance bill is not high enough to suit

me, I deliberately set fire to a pile of

cash. Then I hang up. But of course

this does not stop them. The next

night, they call again. That's how
courteous they are.

So here's the deal: On the one hand,

we have telemarketing people con-

stantly calling us, despite the fact

that everyone hates them and, to my
personal knowledge, nobody in the

history of the world has ever bought

anything from them; and on the other

hand, when we want to reach

Customer Service, we can never get

through. Obviously, what corporate

America needs to do is round up all

the employees in the Telemarketing

Department, march them over to

Customer Service, and order them to

step over the bodies of the Customer

Service employees, all of whom
apparently passed away years ago,

and ANSWER THE PHONE, OK?
Because this toaster is burning my
ear.

$5.99
Large Plzza(1 4") With

one topping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish $1 Extra Per pizza

I ;_*000 Dt3mino s Ptxxa. LLC CoupOfi not Valid with(any ottiei otter Oft*?r valid wilhi ctjupon only Valid at
p<jtlii;ipating stoies orfly Prices inay vaiy Custom^*!
pays Males tax wti**ie applicable?, oiii drivers cairy

I
(ess ttit*t\ $;^0 CaKli value 1 /i?n of a r;«nt

1

$7.99
EX-LargePizza(16")With

one topping

Order as many as you like

i?000 Domino s Ptxza. LLC Coupon fiot Valid witti |
arty ottier oftei Offer valid witti uoupon only Valid at -
participating wlores only Prioes may vary Customer I
pays sales fax wttere applicable, our drivers c:arrv '

less ftien 9,'^0 Cash value 1/20 of a cent I

GREAT SIDE ITEMS
Bread Sticks
Freah dough breadsticks served with

Pizza Sauce.
Double Cheesybread
Fresh dough breadsticks topped with

Mozzarella cheese and Cheddar cheese.
Buffalo Wings
Hot, Mild, BBQ, or

Butter Garlic

New Cinnastix
Fresh dough lightly dusted with just the right

of sugar & cinnamon. With 2 sides of Creamy Icing

$1.99

$2.99

$4.49

$3.49
amount

OPEN AT1 1:00AM
EVERY DAY

2264060
We Accept

Visa

« MasterCard

TIsa'^
Register to win a free pizza at

hot-dominos-pizza.com
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U2 leave the baggage behind on their new album
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

A sprouting bass line, a gently

pumping drum machine, and a

soft voice are what you hear at

first. The voice assures you that

"The heart is a bloom / Shoots up

through the stony ground."

Okay - who stuck the Jewel disc

in the case for the new U2
album. All That You Can't Leave

Behind ? By the time the chorus

rolls around, there appears to be

some great guitar work here, and

confidence is somewhat reas-

sured. But then the second track

starts, and you feel like you're at

a tent revival. It isn't rock, and

certainly not what you've come

to expect from U2, even their

recent work.

Welcome to U2, circa 2000.

Rather than being the blues-

rockin' political ambassadors of

The Joshua Tree, the world-

weary barflies of Achtung Baby,

or the over-the-hill ravers of

Zooropa and Pop, Bono & Co.

seem to have opted for the same

path another Irish legend went

down on All That You Can't...

That performer is Van

Morrisson, and the music is

R&B. Bono is now acting the

part of evangelist, spewing forth

his faith at every turn.

The only problem is that Van

Morrisson is a god, and Bono is

well, umm... .he isn't. Some peo-

ple can sing about religion well.

Look no further than Van the

Man, Eric Clapton, and Bob
Marley. Some can't. U2 has

always been overtly religious in

their lyrics. But before, they

were searching for God. Here,

Bono shoves the fact that he has

finally found what he's looking

for down your throat. Not to

knock Bono, but he was much
more compelling when he stri-

dently waved a white flag around

the stage than staring at the

heavens with doe-eyes.

That isn't to say that All That

You Can't... is a bad album.

Truthfully, it's quite good. But

some songs are just too filled

with the whole "Sunday Faithful

Sunday" sentiment to stomach.

"Stuck In A Moment You Can't

Get Out Of is just plain nause-

ating, and "Peace On Earth" is

more like "Boredom On Earth."

If you can listen to lines like

"Where I grew up / There

weren't many trees / Where there

was we'd cut them down / And
use them on our enemies," with-

v^'vw^V^

out bursting into laughter, then

more power to you. "I'm just

trying to find a decent melody..."

Bono sings in "Stuck In A
Moment..." Try harder!!

Okay - now that I've beaten U2
over the head for a while, let's

point out what the album does

right. When they hit upon some-

thing decent in this album, it's

like a lightning bolt from God.

The high points of All That You

Can't... match their best work

from Achtung Baby or War.

"Beautiful Day" is the first real

"rocker" they've recorded since

1991, and it's worth the wait.

Edge's guitar is walking the

tightrope, still trying to unite the

spiky-haired new wavers, and

the long-haired Zeppelin fans

like it's 1983. Bono's voice

sounds rejuvenated, not whimpy,

and the rhythm section of Adam
Clayton and Larry Mullen is air-

tight. When Edge's guitar bursts

out of nowhere in the first cho-

rus, it's the sound of U2 redis-

covering themselves. And that's

more joyous than any gospel

reading.

"New York" is every bit as

impressive. A searing carol to

the Big Apple, "New York"

shows U2 using their loud/soft,

slow/fast dynamic to its fullest.

It melds what they learned about

ambiance from Brian Eno with

their classic sound. It's a song

filled with doubt and uncertain-

ty; both in its lyrics and music.

It provides some much-needed

tension on the album.

There are plenty of other high-

lights on the album. "In A Little

While" and "Wild Honey" show
their newfound appreciation for

Van Morrisson. "In A Little

While" is colored by shades of

Van's "Bright Side Of The

Street," resulting wonderful

white-boy soul. Even Bono's

"ooo-oooohhh" vocalizing is

completely without irony.

The track "Elevation"

advances a problem, though, lis

a completely dumb song, goofier

than a Blink 182 concert, but just

as irresistible. "Elevation" is the

sound of U2 just having fun,

something they've hardly ever

let themselves do (only

"Discoteque" and "Lemon"

come to mind). A silly little beat

forms the background for lines

like "At the corner of your lips /

As the orbit of your hips eclipse

/ You elevate my soul." No pre-

tense here.

When all is said and done. All

That You Can't Leave Behind is

the sound of a group trying to

come to terms with their past,

while looking ahead to their

future through music of the past.

While it's no Achtung Baby, All

That You Can't... reclaims U2's

legitimacy with style. As Bono

sings on "Walk On," "What

you've got they can't steal it /

No, they can't even feel it." On

my five-star rating system, U2

gets a 3 and 1/2 for All That You

Can 't Leave Behind.

Charlie's Angels is a movie sent from Heaven
by Mike O'Brien

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Three beautiful ladies scantily

clad, a lot of fight scenes, and

really cool technology-based

weapons. There, I thought I'd

get the main points for the men
reading this review out of the

way first, so I could thoroughly

break down the rest of Charlie's

Angels with scrutiny.

When I first saw the previews

of this flick I thought, "When is a

good movie going to come out so

I can stop writing bad reviews?"

But I was delightfully surprised

when this movie made for a real

entertainer. And that is exactly

what I credit the success of this

movie to - entertainment at its

best. The collage of action,

beautiful women, humor, cine-

matography, and a twisted plot

all comes together in two hours

and leaves you wanting to watch

the sequel.

Charlie's Angels, for those who

don't already know, is based on

the 80's TV show. It's about

three secret agents, the "Angels":

Alex (Lucy Liu), Dylan (Drew

Barrymore), and Natalie

(Cameron Diaz), who work for

the millionaire Charlie as an

action-based investigative ser-

vice. The Angels only talk to

Charlie via an intercom system

but never actually get to see him

in person. He simply tells them

their job and ihcy CAecnte it with

grace and charm.

The plot goes like this. A
super-smart man named Knox
invents a voice-activated satellite

system that caii trace a cellular

phone call to anywhere in the

world. He is then kidnapped by a

high-tech company associate and

found by the Angels. Charlie and

his girls think that the evil com-

pany will use this stolen technol-

ogy to do evil things so they

break into the facility and do

some investigating. Along the

way they find out that you can't

always read a book by its cover

and loose something dear to them

in the whole mess.

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Drew Barrymore, Cameron
Diaz and Lucy Liu in "Charlie's

Angels.

"

The Angels aren't alone in their

quest. Bosley (Bill Murray), a

sort of middle man between the

Angels and Charlie comes along

and puts his two cents in wherev-

er he can. Murray's character

was my favorite. His timing and

jokes were just perfect. He was

dropped into sequences where he

just wasn't needed, but being

Bill Murray he executed with

accuracy. Everyone in the the-

ater was happy to see him grace

the screen.

There was also some surprise

cast members that I won't men-

tion because.it would ru.in some
of the magic that their characters

brought to the big screen. The

element of surprise should never

be underrated, and I think the

direction showed that.

I won't lie that I didn't have a

lot of doubts about this movie.

But I'd have to say that the

chemistry of the three girls along

with Murray worked like I never

imagined it would. Together

they enchanted you with wit and

enthusiasm. Every scene that

included the Angels and Bosley

was something new and fresh.

At one time the Angels are at :i

drive-thru, and are suddenly

whisked away to fight the evil

villain as they hang from a heli-

copter.

Although one low point of the

movie was the Afr^rrK-style

fighting scenes where the charac-

ters move in slow moti(Mi

through the air and perform era''

karate sequences. I liked that m

The Matrix, but here it was sc

over-executed that I thought.

"Seriously, come on!" But then

there are the scenes like Diaz

dancing on the stage at Soul

Train to "Baby's Got Back"

doing the 'robot' and 'running

man' that makes you remember

why you really like this movie -

it simply entertains you and

makes you genuinely laugh.

Final Decision: It may be just

another remake of a so-so sit-

com, but don't be predetermined

that this movie isn't the one for

you. Don't miss this action/com-

1

edy because you'll regret it.
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Entertainment
Crossword

ACROSS
1 Peddle

5 Messy eaters

10 Command to

sled dogs
14 Zone
15 Classic Tiemey

film

16 At some prior

time

17 Single-handed

19 Ski tow

20 Duck in cartoons

21 Ashe and Shea
23 Departs

25 Jogging pace
26 Do ghost work

29 Appleseed

32 Where the victor

comes out

35 _ St. Vincent

Millay

36 Low points

38 Small bill

39 Angler's need
40 Parish clerics

41 Bottom-line

figure

42 Product to mine
43 Barefoot

44 Blowhole

45 Postpone

47 Geological time

period

48 __ bear

49 Egress

51 Fly high

53 Party supervisor

57 Take a drink

61 Mobile starter?

62 Not expurgated

64 Notices

65 Follow

menacingly

66 Germ
67 Jekyli's alter ego

68 Saturates

69 Catch sight of

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 I
24

29

21

I
30
I
31

22m 23 25

37

^H
26 27 28 32

1
44

33 34

35 36 36

39

1

40

I
46

41

42 43

52

45 46 47

I
56

61

I
63

49 50 pum
53 54 55 57 58 59 80

61

1

62

1
64 65 66

67 68 69

© 2000 Tribune Media Services, Inc
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11/9/00

1

DOWN
King Ibn of

Saudi Arabia

Man with a toy

cube
Be inclined?

Layered pasta

dish

5 Playground ride

6 Cruces, NM
7 Inning enders

8 'The Luck of

Roaring Camp"
author Harte

9 Anwar of Egypt

10 Gesture

11 Casuallook?
12 Con game
13 That girl's

18 Aperture for

coins

22 Trivial stuff

24 Meager
26 King of Judea
27 Love deeply

28 Indomitable

30 Gem State

31 Climber's

devices

33 Upright

34 Trivial

36 Holy woman
37 Carmine or

crimson

40 Radioactivity unit

Solutions

A d S 3

1
s M V s

1

3 a A H

a 3 3 S x 1 V 1 s S 3 3 S

a 3 U s N 3 N n i n V

3 9 1 l/\l 1 I N d 3 d V
dl

j^^H d V s IHi 1 X 3

A a a 3 il N 3 » 3 d ^\ a

i N 3 A

s

a H S N n

1
3 d

i 3 N

1
3 i V U n a d

3 N S b 1 a V N V N a 3

d 1 N d 1 d i N n V H

1 d i^s 3 l^^l
S lAI n 1 a V 1 s a 1 V N a

bl V a i

1

a 3 i s 1 s s V N n

3 N V d n V 1

1
V 3 d V

H S n 1^ s g 1 s 1 1 3 s

44. Long-winded

46 Make visible

48 Scottish caps
50 Structural

support

52 Piggy comments
53 Liquid asset

54 Long or Newton
55 Not taken in by
56 Final Four org.

58 Angry states

59 Pager sound
60 Small whirlpool

63 Wapiti

Muffin

off the mark by Mark Parisi

f^K MarkParisi@aol.com
Bj?/^/ www.offthemark.com ATumnc feature synd. wbw mabk parisi

off the mark by Mark Parisi

www.offthemark.com
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By Nora McVittie

A^€r^H D^l^^Sfg They 5^t all ^^per
u)h€r\ preparing -fo

shouj po+€rTHa.l -f^n-

anis ground

Alt sense, o-f reason (5 C^\nerc'^ i^v^f onjt uja«j -to

end -thtis rna.d»agS^ .
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Classifieds
spring break

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

^^HiiifiifiHiilt*******

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

mertours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 3 or 4 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. Call 226-6867.

2-8 pounds a week. 100% natural.

Results guaranteed. 1-888-327-

7511. www.bellel23.com.

your new sweetheart. 1 look for-

ward to our year together. Love

your sweetheart, Jackie.

4tl|El4l«*l|ll|(:t<>|c>|ct>|i<ti>(c Itli|c«l|<>|i:|ii|ii|cl|ii|ll|<]|i**

ltl««!|<>|cHc«l|l*lti:|cl|ll|c*

Apartments for groups of 4 or 5.

Two blocks from campus. For Fall

2001. Call Jim 354-2489.
:|I >|c H> :|I l(c ;|c % Held >|c :|i s|cl|e *

Eagle Park Housing Complex. For

Clarion University students.

Singles, doubles and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities. Fully fur-

nished. Call 226-4300.

Excellent opportunity to lose

inches and make money ! The

Herbal Body Wrap actually

achieves permanent inch loss. See

results and share with friends who

purchase and earn referral bonus-

es! Call Linda at 764-5895.

Congrats to John, the newest

member of KAP. From the broth-

ers of KAP
**************

To the brothers of STF, Sorry this

is late. Congratulations for doing

such a wonderful job. 1 had an

awesome time partying with you

last weekend and I'm excited

about our fun weeks to come.

Love your White Rose, Shelley.

:t,*:tc:IHf*********

syiiiliior

^Htilli^t:t!ilf^^^^:^fl^iif^f

Carrie and Roilyn, I missed going

out with you girls last week. I

hope you both have an awesome

weekend. Love, Katie.
^^>lfiti>lftf:^JIiilfiti>f***

Female roommate needed for

Spring 2001 semester. Wilson

Ave. townhouses. $975 a semester

plus utilities. Leave message for

Megan. 227-2892.
:|c>(ll|i:|c:|<i|i4'*>l<>|c>l<>l<>|l*

Only a few left. Fall/Spring 2001-

2002, 2-3-4 person apartment.

Very nice. Fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. Call 764-

3690.
^ii)ti>i1f^i:tLt:tf3ft^t^i^t*

2-3 female roommates needed for

Spring 2001. $925/semester. All

utilities included. Spacious

rooms. Weight room. Free com-

muter parking pass. 435 F, South

2nd Avenue. Call 226-0280.

help wantttfi

Gor rent

2 spacious looms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour flindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com
**************

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

5674873. www.iwork4myself.com.
**************

Wanted, Student who speaks

French to teach the language to

my children. Call 226-4328.
********:ii*****

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F

9am-4pm EST.
*******:tc*****i|<

A part time position is available at

the First Baptist Church in

Clarion, for an organist/pianist.

Send a cover letter and resume to

Attn: Worship Board, PO Box

651, Clarion, Pa. 16214

( opporiunNleT)

Attention overweight people. Lose

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Councelors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food , laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

To the AZT sisters, especially

Leslie, Thank you for making our

first Founder's Day a beautiful

and memorable event. The Fall

2000 Associate Members.
**************

OA0, thanks for such a fun birth-

day party. We had a blast! ZTA
**************

Fall 2000, You're doing a great

job girls. Keep it up! Love, ZTA
**************

Danielle, Awesome job with

social. You've made it a great

semester for us!

Happy Birthday Melanie!
**************

KAP, Thanks for letting us use

your place this weekend. We can

always count on you guys! Love,

ZTA
**************

Good job with the date party

Sabrina! ZTA
**************

Congratulations to the newest

brothers of 02K: Tim, Tony,

Brian, Jeff, Rob, Chris and Mike.

You guys are awesome. Love your

sweetheart, Dena!

Dena, you spoil us way too much!

We like it though. Love, 02K

AOE, thanks for traveling back in

time with us. Can't wait til we can

do it again. OSK

Jared and Teri, congratulations on

your lavalier. OZK
**************

To the newest members of Phi

Sigma Kappa: Chris Clark, Brian

Seech, Jeff Rich, Tim Perry, Tony

Reaves and Mike O'Neil. Great

job and congratulations! OIK
**************

Congratulations to the guys who

got littles, Jared, Jeff S., Mike,

Dennis, Ying, and Korn. OSK
**************

Happy Birthday Brad Hallam!

Sorry it's late. Love your sweet

heart, Jackie.

**************

Garth, Happy 21st Birthday!

Forever your sweetheart, love,

Jackie.

***«*****«***«

Sigma Chi, thanks for making me

**************

To the brothers of 0IK, congrats

on your newest edition to your

chapter. You've worked hard this

semester and it finally paid off.

Happy 22nd Birthday J.R. All my
love, your sweetheart, Dena.

**************

AZ Fall 2000, Thank you so much

for voting us most helpful sister!

You are all so sweet! Love, Dezort

and Erin.

AZFall 2000, Thursday's Candyland

was so much fim! You are all our

sweetest girls! We love ya! Love your

soon to be sisters.

**************

AZ would like to wish our advisor

Jamie Bero a Happy B-day this

Monday. Thanks for everything.

**************

Happy 20th B-Day Katie G! We
love ya! Love your soon to be AZ
sisters.

**************

Happy 19th B-day Lana! We love

ya! Love your soon to be AZ sis-

ters.

*******4>**«4>**

El Presidente, You're doing a

wonderful job. We love you! Your

0OA sisters.

**************

Liz, Diana, Julie, Emily, you guys

are doing great. Keep up the good

work! Your future 0OA sisters.

**************

OSZ, Let's continue to make this

year great, I love you all! OZ love,

AH.
**************

Lori H. The formal will be so

much fun! OS love, your roomie

AH.
**************

A belated congratulations to the 6

new sisters of OSS, Jenn, Jess,

Lori H., Heather, Stephanie,

Kelli! Love your sisters.

Congratulations to the newest

members of Phi Sigma Sigma,

Lori H., Kristen, Lisa. Love your

Future Sisters.

**************

Tau Tiger, Thanks for the flowers.

We love you. ASTs
**************

Congratulations to Stacey

Carothers on receiving the Amy
Turk award. Love, ASTs

**************

Congratulations to sister of the

week Leslie Lastoria. Founder's

Day was perfect. Love you AST
sisters.

Congratulations to the new broth-

ers of OSK. You guys are great.

Love, JenSay.

pursenals '\

Yeah "A!" Congratulations "partmei^'

**************

Seech, we will buy you a "real"

sandwich whenever you want

one! Love, The Peach House.
**************

Tim, I am glad we have gotten to

spend more time together lately.

But 1 can still kick your butt any-

time. Love, your Mountain Dew.
**************

Jeff, maybe after this week is over

we can actually see each other. I

love you. Jen
**************

Jen, I am sorry I haven't seen you

much lately. I promise I'll call at

least twice a week now. Maybe

we'll get more time together when

you are done with CPD. Love

Jeff.

*«***«******»«

.^
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Sports
Golden Eagles capture shared PSAC-West title

by Dave Colamarino

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion Golden Eagles cap-

tured a share of the PSAC-West

conference title with a 42-20 vic-

tory over Lock Haven at

Memorial Stadium Saturday. Nov.

4. This is the tlrst time Clarion

has had any part of the title since

1996. The Golden Eagles are now
6-4 overall and ended up 5-1 in

the conference.

Leading th Golden Eagles

offense was Adam Almashy who
completed eight passes for 104

yards and two touchdowns.

Robert Walker had 15 carries for

177 yards and two touchdowns.

Tab Musser added 19 carries for

169 yards and two touchdowns.

Mike McCullum had two catches

for 70 yards and two touchdowns.

The Golden Eagles offense pro-

duced 547 total yards. The run-

ning game produced an amazing

443 yards. This broke the record

of 438 yards set back in 1965.

"Lock Haven did things defen-

sively that allowed us to run so

effectively. Our offensive line and

running backs did a great job.

Also, tight end Andy Pore is a big

part of the line and he did an

excellent job. Lock Haven tried to

take the option away, and while

they did at times, they also lefit

themselves vulnerable at times.

Everyone did their jobs," com-

mented head coach Malen Luke.

"Our linemen blocked well. The

Lock Haven defense blitzed at

wrong times which allowed us to

have big runs," added Almashy.

The defense was led by

Roosevelt Benjamin who had 16

tackles, one for a loss, and one

breakup. Doug Diegelman led the

team with two sacks. Troy

Bowers, Kevin Platz, Bill Bums,

Shaun Saad, Andre Williams, and

Tom Gavdosz each had one sack

on Lock Haven quarterback Ed

Galiczynshi. Kervin Charles had

two interceptions and torn Pore

added another interception.

George O'Brien forced a fumble

which was recovered by Bowers.

"The defense is more experi-

enced now than what it was in the

beginning of the season. We are

eliminating mental errors and let-

ting athleticism take over. The

players knew they would come

into their own," stated coach

Luke.

Clarion's McCullum took the

opening kickoflF66 yards down to

the Lock Haven 28. The Golden

Eagles failed to score because

after four straight plays, they

turned the ball over on downs.

On Lock Haven's possession,

Galiczynski hit Marcus Burkley

for 64 yards down to the Clarion

13. On fourth down Bums
blocked the 30 yard field goal by

Matt Mapes and the Golden

Eagles took over.

Later in the quarter, Clarion

fumbled to give Lock Haven the

ball in Golden Eagle territory.

Lock Haven would capitalize with

a 43 yard field goal by Mapes to

take a 3-0 lead.

Lock Haven would start their

next drive in Clarion territory. On

the very first play Galiczynaki hit

Burkley for the 40 yard touch-

down pass to give Lock haven the

10-0 lead.

"We came out tentative. Lock

Haven came out with a different

game plan then what we saw on

the videos. They blitzed more

than usual. We came back before

and we knew we could do it

again," commented coach Luke.

"We made mistakes early. We
had opportunities that we didn't

take advantage of," added

Almashy.

The Golden Eagles would

immediately answer to start the

second quarter Tab Musser had a

28 yard run to set up a 16 yard

touchdown scamper by Walker to

cut the lead to 10-6 after the

missed point.

On the next Clarion possession,

Walker had a 42 yard mn to set up

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Golden Eagle Tab Musser stretches Into ttie end zone after a 28 yard run to score a touct)-

down early Into ttie second quarter. Musser claimed anothier touchdown late In the second
quarter along with a 56 yard run to set up a 40 yard firsid goal. Musser also nnade four carries

for 29 yards during the fourth quarter

Musser's ten yard touchdown run

to give the Golden Eagles the lead

for good. On the conversion

attempt, Eric Christy botched the

snap, and while scrambling, ended

up throwing a prayer to the comer

of the end zone. Andy Pore kept

his feet in bounds in the front of

the comer end zone and pulled

down the amazing reception to

give Clarion the 14-10 lead.

"Eric and Andy each showed

oustanding effort on the play.

These are two good athletes mak-

ing a play," stated coach Luke.

When the Golden Eagles got the

ball back, Almashy hit McCullum

for the 56 yard touchdown strike

on the very first play and Clarion

now lead 21-10.

After a Golden Eagle intercep-

tion, the offense went back to

work, taking the ball 98 yards.

Walker had the first two carries

for 61 yards, Justin Sickeri had a

21 yard mn and Musser capped

•www.theclarioncaIl.coin<

the drive off with a three yard

touchdown run to widen the

Clarion margin, 28-10.

Lock Haven would close out the

first half with a field goal by

Mapes to cut the lead to 28-13 at

halftime.

After a Golden Eagle fumble in

the third quarter, Lock Haven got

the ball deep in Clarion territory.

Ray Riley would finish the drive

with a three yard touchdown mn
to cut the lead to 28-20.

On the next Golden Eagle pos-

session, Musser had a 56 yard mn
to set up a 40 field goal, but the

attempt was blocked and kept the

score 28-20 at the end of the third

quarter.

Lock Haven had the ball first in

the fourth quarter and were stuffed

on a fourth and one by Diegelman

and Benjamin in Clarion territory.

The Golden Eagles immediately

answered. Musser had four carries

for 29 yards and Sickeri had two

carries for 27 yards on the drive.

This set Almashy's touchdown

pass to McCullum for 14 yards to

give Clarion the 35-20 lead.

After a Lock Haven fumble, the

Golden Eagle offense would add

one more score. Walker would

have 31 total yards on the drive,

including the five yard touchdown

mn to make the final score 42-20.

Tom Pore ended the final scor-

ing threat with his interception in

the end zone late in the game.

Clarion will close out the season

this week at home against West

Chester. This game will serve as

Senior Day. Kickoff is scheduled

for 1 p.m. at Memorial Stadium.

West Chester comes into the

game with a 2-8 record. West

Chester leads the series 12-1. The

only Clarion win came in the 1966

PSAC title game.

"West Chester runs numerous

formations. They are a wide open

See *Footbair Page 24

Cross Country team

finishes season.

See page 21

Swimming team

defeats Shippensbuig,

See page 22

Benjamin named PSAC
defensive player of the

week.

See page 23 .

Womens volleyball

wraps up season.

See page 24
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Cross Country

Golden Eagles cross country ends season
by Andrea Borek

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion's cross country teams finished their season with a 11th place

finish for the women and a tenth place finish for the mens team.

Edinboro won the meet for both men and women.

Team National qualifiers on the women's side are Edinboro, Kutztown

and Shippensburg.

Individual National Qualifiers include Kelly Walton ofWest Chester and

Jessica Steck of lUP

Team qualifiers on the men's side include Edinboro, Shippensburg and

Lock Haven.

Individual qualifiers include David McCollam from Alderson Broaddus

College and Roch Mortensen from Slippery Rock.

The womens race consisted of 20 teams and the men's race had 1

8

teams.

Kelly Null led her team with an 11th place fmish out of 1 33 women. This

makes her the first woman in Clarion's history to finish All-Region. Null

was named the most valuable player on the Clarion squad for the 2000

season.

The women's team suffered a loss before the race when Alison Borek

was diagnosed with a stress fracture in her ankle late Thursday Nov. 2.

Borek had been a consistent runner all year and had been the team's third

runner for most of the season.

With the loss of Borek the rest of the girls had to step it up a notch.

fc^"'"? &

|r .1

Jen Broener came in second for the

Golden Eagles with a 30th place finish.

Broener earned the team's captain

award, due to her continued improve-

ment throughout the season. The cap-

tains award is given to a runner each year

for hard work, excellence and leadership.

Junior Brady Colley finished after

Broener with a 68th place finish. Jamie

Decker came in 84th place, Wendy

Kengor finished 85th, Katie Szafran

came in 1 10th and Andrea Borek crossed

the finish line in 11 4th place.

The mens team was lead by Ban King,

who finished in 32nd place.

King earned the captains award for his

excellence on the course and his leader-

ship for the 2000 season.

King was followed by freshman David Duriancik with a 38th place fm-

ish.

Duriancik earned the MVP for the mens team.

A.J. Mayemick, another freshman, finished third for the Golden Eagles,

coming in at 57th place.

Joe McDaniel was the next Clarion runner across the line, finishing 67th.

Matt Mastorone came in 69th, Gerald Smith fmished 70th and Colin

• !•

Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question
was Abbas

Jadidi.

This week's
question is:

Who just

retired as
the Detroit

Lions' head
coach?

MURAL NEWS
iampionsi

Buck Bo§&m 13, Sig Tan Blue 11

After both teams scored TD's on

their op6nir)9 possessions, the

Igame became an offense struggle.

iBuci< Rogers managed one more
touch-down, and that proved to

make the difference. Sig Tau's

defense came lYmugb on several

occasions forcing two picks, one on

second down forlhree points, and

the other on a PAT for one point

Buck Roger's tough defense and Sig

Tau's knack at stopping themselves

kept them out of the end zone the

second half, including a fourth down
at the three. The game was still up

for grabs with only 1 1 ticks left, Sig

Tau trredforthe end zone twice. It

looked like they had the game, but

two mcemts went for the same ball

and neither came up with the catch!

Congratulations to both of squads,

and all the rest of the teams who
made this a great year! Buck
Rogers squad consisted of: MM
Dzanai, Brian Komoroski> Gregg

Kissel. Dave Keibler, Jason Pmmt
Dave Vassar, and Mike Sparrow,

'<MM^*»j''*'''^'''^''i"^<^^*y^

Top three finishers were; Oavid
Bupert, Zach JankowslcJ, and

Andrew DeAntonio,
Friday, January 19 will be our annual

Double's Tournament - get madf.

INDOOR SOCCER RESULTS

% MIA HAMMS 1

ROC HEADS 3 ROC JOCKS
KOLOTRIFA 2 ROC HEADS 1

RECCGS 8 UNDERDOGS 2

RECCOS 3 STINGERS 2

KOLOTRIPA 4 ROC JOCKS
FOJLSLA 5 KOURNIKOVA 3

WEEK TWO:
Bone Collectors 25 Valley Girls 7

; Why Try 25 OS 13

B. Knfghfs Boys 55 Thsia Xi SO

Da^8ricks22 The Killer KB 17

Gozer 57 Cartel 47

Mutt Warnors 35 Sallas 31

NET Ni€iHT,«.M, W, F, SjOO-TjOO pm
This is a time when one or two courts will

be reserved for students that want to

participate in one of three net sports

ThfS is the sdiedule:

lyiofiday open reo TENNIS
Wednesday open rec VOLLEYBALL

Friday open rec BADMINTON

Tjn.'******irLfvvvii
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Doug ¥.mm - W^mrnBl Reoreation ^ Fitness Director / Recreation Center phone: 393-166

Ids on to r RaeaytlfeaJilftMOllflMai
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CLIMBING WALL CONTEST
CLIMB YOUR WAY TO THE MOVIES!
A contest, co-sponsored by UAB will

pro^^de each climber that reaches "^^e

top of "^B waif a raffle ticket. Every two

weeks a drawing will be held and \\\^

winner receives two Destinta passesi

Recant White Water Rafting ItXpW

HINESS CORNER
ciuestion: Who can help me get

started on a lifting program?
answer: Doug Kx\epp, VPE faculty

member, Is a Certified Strength and
Conditioning Specialist! He is available

to answer questions and provide you
with programs and instruction. Fitness

clinics are scheduled throughout %^
semester, or you may schedule an
appointment by calling the Rec Center

front desk at 393-1668.
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Swimming season underway

Golden Eagle swimmers bring home gold from Shippensburg
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call

Assistant Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle swimming

and diving teams brought home

the gold against their first PSAC
section team, Shippensburg, last

Saturday. The womens team

won by a respective score of

170-94 and the men churned out

an even larger margin of 178-84.

Both mens and womens teams

raced against the clock, manag-

ing to spin out amazing early

season times.

Leading the Clarion womens

team in first place victories were

senior Shannon Cattoni, senior

Megan Tracy, and sophomore

Abby Koch. Each of these ladies

won two individual events.

Cattoni brought home the gold

in both the 200 and 500

freestyle, Tracy took the 100

and 200 backstroke events, and

Koch won the 200 breaststroke

and the 400 I.M.

Drafting off of their wake and

taking more individual victories

for the Golden Eagles were

sophomore Missy Baer, and

freshmen Caroline Miller,

Megan Trimbur, and Bethany

Bankovich. Baer turned out a

first place finish in the 200 fly.

Miller took the 100 breast-

stroke, Trimbur brought home
the gold in the 100 freestyle,

and Bankovich won the 100 fly.

The Clarion womens swim-

ming team produced many other

fast swims and great times for

the first section meet of the sea-

son.

Leading the Golden Eagles

mens team in first place victo-

ries were senior Doug Scott,

junior Brian Monico, and fresh-

men Aaron Bell and Beau

Caldwell. Each of these men
brought in two individual victo-

ries for Clarion. Scott won botli

the 100 and 200 backstroke,

Monico took the 1650 and 500

freestyle, Bell turned out victo-

ries in the 100 and 200 freestyle

events, and Caldwell won the

200 fly and and 400 I.M.

The Golden Eagles mens team

also brought home more indi-

vidual first places for Clarion.

Senior Matt Jeffers took the 200

breaststroke while sophomore

Ben Chandlee won the 100

breastroke. Bill Wright also

aided his team with a first place

finish in the 50 free.

The offion Call pfesentst
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Satordiay,^'

Clarton UnivefSitv o

9 a.m. * 9^50 a,m. - Keglstiaiioii and Morning Refresliment

9:30 a,m. - Opening Remarks, Or. Aitte B, Barlow

9:45 a-m. - Keynote speaker, Matthew W, Faxtoo rv, National Newspaper Aj^soclation Board Member

10:50 a.iii. - Ses^lm la - 'tk>iis<itu(tioiial Press Freedoms

'

10:30 a.111. Session lb - *lfiiiodte md Womm^ New Hti^''

" Session Ic - ""Mwsp^p^ Professloiials Discim Barriers io Excellence

Se^Qfi 2a - ''400^poim<) Godlk: f^xMitf$ tok in Student Piil>liaitto«s

'

11 :30 a,m - Session 2b *• **libel and the Stiideat Fress^

1 1 130 num. - Sc^loii 2c - ^^Intenisiiip''

nm p.«t - Sesslcm 3a -^mo 1$ ike Cllenr

1 2:30 |>.iii. - Sesslait 3I> - **Roiind Table <^CdO[ege MttotfT

12:30 p.m. - Session 3c - ""Mafkettag Yourself: How do you get your First Jdb?*^

2:30 p.m. - Media Fair

3:00 p.iit - Panel of Graduates

11;30 ajil* -
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Comhusker's former coach turns to politics

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Looking out a car window late

Monday afternoon, the

Republican candidate for the U.S.

House of Representatives from

Nebraska's Third District said that

he saw "a feed lot, some corn-

fields, some pasture land, an irri-

gation ditch. This is pretty typical

of the Third District. I'm out

toward the western end of it. The

population is pretty sparse."

But when Tom Osborne finds

people, they are ones who almost

certainly are going to vote for

him.

"I have no chance of winning,"

said Rollie Reynolds, the

Democratic candidate who had to

run against Osborne, the former

University of Nebraska football

coach.

Even Osborne's Comhuskers,

who won all or a share of three

national titles in his 25 years as

head coach, were rarely this big a

favorite. The latest poll taken

before Tuesday's election had

Oisbome getting 81 percent of the

vote to 7 percent for Reynolds, a

69-year-old real estate investor.

"It's been about football," said

Reynolds, who has spent under

$10,000 to Osborne's roughly

$500,000. "He could get more if

he wanted to. He's a famous hero.

His face is as recognizable (in

Nebraska) as Muhammad All's."

Osborne, 63, said that he still did

not consider himself a politician.

"Somehow the name doesn't fit,"

he said. "I guess I am. But I'm not

a highly political person. I've

never been to a Republican con-

vention at either the national or

state level."

Osborne was talking by cell

phone as he traveled across the

66-county district, which, he said,

encompasses about 85 percent of

the state's land but just a third of

its population.

Osborne said campaigning was a

lot like recruiting.

"People think 1/8 recruiting is

3/8 just talking to 17-year-olds,"

he said. "You're also talking to

coaches and parents and teachers

and grandparents. That part hasn't

been too different. But traveling

was mostly on an airplane. Now
I'm in a car.

"I've traveled more than 60,000

miles in seven months. I think I've

learned a lot. I've seen the state of

Nebraska for the last 40 years, but

from a different perspective. Now
I'm more likely go into a small

business or a feed lot."

"Everybody likes him,"

Reynolds said. "Even though he

says he doesn't know anything

about agriculture, they forgive

him for that."

Osborne doesn't exactly profess

ignorance of agriculture. He says

that he spent part of his youth on a

small dairy farm and that his fam-

ily was in the irrigation business.

But he acknowledges that his

business has been football.

Osborne's campaign manager says

that voters have given the former

coach credit for letting them know

what he doesn't know.

"He didn't go out like a lot of

politicians and say, i'm a

farmer,'" said Bruce Rieker, who

is running Osborne's campaign in

a district that is more than two-

thirds Republican. "He said, 'I'm

"not a farmer. But I'm willing to

learn _ and learn from the people

who know it best.'

"He doesn't pass up an opportu-

nity to study the issues. He is truly

the most challenging candidate

I've had, in that he wants to know

more, he wants to go deeper in the

issue, not just go to a campaign

event and know the cursory

amount."

Barry Switzer, his friend and an

old coaching rival at the

University of Oklahoma, said that

Osborne has already proved that

he is well-qualified for the open

House seat.

"It's like one old politician told

me years ago," said Switzer, who

also coached the Dallas Cowboys.

"He asked if I would consider run-

ning for office. I said, "My voca-

tion has been coaching. I don't

have the qualifications.'

"He started laughing. He said the

only qualification a politician

needs is 51 percent of the vote."

Osborne's earnestness apparently

has played well with the voters.

"I went fishing with Tom sever-

al months ago," Switzer said. "I

asked him why he was running.

He said it comes down to wanting

to help the people. "Things they

need, I'm going to get done."

The most negative publicity

Osborne received as a coach came

in 1995, when he let Lawrence

Phillips, his star running back,

return to the team after pleading

no contest to misdemeanor

charges related to having dragged

a former girlfriend down a flight

of stairs by her hair.

"Every time I speak, I speak

about violence against women,"

said Reynolds, Osborne's oppo-

nent. "He never responds to that."

Reynolds said that he had found

nothing that would stick against

Osborne, who has taken no contri-

butions of more than $300 and

who says that he is not beholden

to any political action committee.

"He doesn't even live in this dis-

trict," Reynolds said. "He lives 50

miles out of the district. He's got a

duck blind out in the western part

of the district."

Reynolds, a Comhuskers foot-

ball fan, like seemingly just about

everyone else in the state, drops

the campaign-speak when he says

that Osbome will do fine as a leg-

islator.

"He'll be good," Reynolds said.

"He'll be hardworking, and he'll

be honest. "He's a bit far right

wing for my taste, but he does

come across as a nice guy."

Nebraska's Democratic leader-

ship doesn't have much of a prob-

lem with Osbome, either.

"It was a big surprise that he was

even entertaining running for any

office," said Anne Boyle,

Nebraska's Democratic chair-

woman. "To go from one arena of

the public spotlight to another that

is usually much more brutal on the

ego was a big surprise."

The day that Osbome announced

his candidacy, one Democrat and

two Republicans pulled out of the

race.

"He's not a movie-star type,"

said Boyle, who added that

Osbome is probably more moder-

ate than most voters in his district.

"His public image is that he's

somebody who is a very decent

person. People like him. He is

against the death penalty. He is

not as strong a gun advocate as the

NRA. There is kind of a gentle-

ness to him."

Reynolds said that the reality is

that he could not have beaten any

Republican in the district, no less

Osbome.

Osbome, who last coached dur-

ing the 1997 season, said that he

had looked at a couple of college

coaching opportunities last

December. (Michigan State

reportedly made an offer.)

"When I left coaching, it really

wasn't because I was burned out,"

Osbome said, explaining vaguely

that he had "made a promise," not

to his wife but "to another per-

son."

Osbome declined to elaborate,

although it is reasonable to

assume that the commitment had

something to do with his top assis-

tant, Frank Solich, taking over the

head coaching job.

This year, Osbome and his wife,

Nancy, talked about the possibili-

ty of him retuming to coaching,

but they decided against it.

"We decided 1/8 the House seat

3/8 was something I would take a

shot at," Osbome said.

Though many former athletes

have moved into politics J.C.

Watts, who was an Oklahoma

quarterback under Switzer, is

moving up in the House

Republican leadership not many

coaches have made the jump.

Dennis Hastert, the Speaker of

the House, was a high school

wrestling coach. Plenty of football

coaches, such as Penn State's Joe

Patemo, have enjoyed the popu-

larity to consider politics. Switzer

said that he has been approached

to mn a number of times.

"I'm not wired up for public ser-

vice," Switzer said. "In 40 years,

people have taken enough out of

me.

Benjamin named PSAC defensive player of the week
Courtesy of Sports Information sive player of the week honors

for the third time in four weeks.

Benjamin, a senior, has been

Clarion University's Roosevelt the defensive mainstay for the

Benjamin earned PSAC defen-

I
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Golden Eagles all season, tallying Eagles.

106 tackles for the season. Benjamin eamed the honors

Benjamin has also contributed this week after posting 16 tackles

two interceptions for the Golden in Clarions' win over Lock
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Haven Nov. 4 42-20. This was

the fifth straight game that

See *Benjamin' Page 24
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Womens Volleyball

Golden Eagles volleyball end season

on down note, lose to Lock Haven
Courtesy of Sports Information

The Clarion womens volley-

ball team ended the 2000 sea-

son on a down note losing its

final two matches of the sea-

son to finish the year 18-20

overall and 1-9 in the PSAC-
West.

The Golden Eagles suffered a

rough 3-0 loss to Lock Haven

during the first of the final two

games.

Clarion started off on the

wrong foot for the first match

and lost by a margin of 8-15.

During the second match

Lock Haven took advantage of

Clarion's state and took the

match by a score of 15-7.

Clarion made an attempt to

gain some status during the

third and final match, but

failed to catch Lock Haven and

ended the final match with a

score of 8-15.

The Golden Eagles then

returned home to play another

match the following day

against NCAA Division I

Robert Morris College.

Clarion started off the first

match with a positive attitude,

but fell slightly short with a

score of 12-15.

The Golden Eagles fought

back against Robert Morris

and played a long and tiring

second match. Clarion fell

behind at the end of the second

match and lost by a score of

19-21.
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Clarion finished up the third

and final match by taking

another loss, ending with a

score of 10-15.

Although the Golden Eagles

suffered two rough losses over

the weekend, some Clarion

ladies managed to make excep-

tional plays.

Jackie Hill led the way for

the Golden Eagles with 67 set

assists during the two matches

and 14 digs. Ali Graham added

17 kills and 12 digs, while

Alissa McKinley had 18 kills

and nine digs.

Before the Robert Morris

game, the Golden Eagles hon-

ored their three seniors:

Shannon Bowen, Jessa

Canfield, and Jen Salley.

Bowen finished her 2-year

Clarion career with 676 kills

and 670 digs.

Canfield ended her season as

one of the best players in

Clarion history, finishing sec-

ond in school history with

1,104 kills and second in

blocks with 502.

Footballl Clarion takes

share of lead in PSAC-West,

from page 20.

offense. We need to eliminate

mental errors. Defensively they

will blitz from everywhere and

try and confuse you. This game

is very important to end with a

win. For the seniors, you will

always remember your last

game. You have shown oustand-

ing leadership. For the rest of the

team, this game can be used as a

launching pad for next year.

Next year we can achieve a bet-

ter record and get into the the

playoff picture," stated coach

Luke.

"We need to continue to run the

ball. We need to have the same

game plan of running the option

which will open up the pass. This

game is important for the seniors

to end on a good note and for the

rest of us to get rolling for next

season," added Almashy.

Michigan State shows oflf talent

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

Michigan State begins its repeat

attempt having so much talent that

coach Tom Izzo will use the

Spartans' two exhibitions to find

out what to do with it.

Izzo's starting lineup appears

set, but he'll showcase several

combinations against Northern

Michigan at 7:30 tonight in the

Breslin Center.

That's the beauty of being a team

that's reloading instead of rebuild-

ing. The Spartans were ranked

No. 3, behind No. 1 Arizona and

Duke in the season's first

Associated Press poll, released

Monday.

"I'm a little surprised we were

ranked that high," Izzo said. "1

hope we're half as good as some

people think we are, but we're not

there yet."

Izzo must figure out the best
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approach for a team that is 11

deep.

"Our lineup is still very large,"

said Izzo, who played guard at

Northern Michigan in 1973-77. "I

have a starting lineup etched in

my brain. But I'm going to use

these exhibition games to see

what's best for our team the first

month of the season."

The Spartans play Florida,

Kentucky, Seton Hall and North

Carolina during the first month of

the regular season.

Izzo's starting lineup for tonight

appears to be the one he'll go with

this season. He'll play freshman

Marcus Taylor at point guard,

senior Charlie Bell at shooting

guard, sophomore Jason

Richardson at small forward,

senior Andre Hutson at power for-

ward and sophomore Aloysius

Anagonye at center.

Anagonye is bothered by a deep

chest bruise and might play a lim-

ited amount tonight, which could

create more time for forward

Adam Wolfe and freshman center

Zach Randolph.

The biggest headache for Izzo

will be deciding who comes off

the bench first, because many

players have had good fall camps.

Tonight, he said he'll try a concept

he called the "sixth men," when

spectators may see two-man com-

bos come off the bench instead of

one person.

About five or six players are

candidates for the job. Randolph

has shown offensive talents, but

his defense remaiins questionable,

something from which most

freshmen suffer and he's had trou-

ble running the floor.

Wolfe played well in the team's

Green and White game, an

intrasquad public scrimmage. He

shot8-of-ll for 21 points, includ-

ing 3-of-4 from three-point range.

But Izzo seemed in favor of

using forwards David Thomas and

Mike Chappell as a two-man

combo.

"I'll make that decision by next

Monday," Izzo said. "Those guys

could be an incredible tandem

coming off the bench."

Benjamin! Clarion player

named PSAC co-defensive

player of the week, from page

2^

Benjamin had 10 tackles or more.

This is the second week in a row

that Benjamin has been named co-

defensive player of the week.

Benjamin shares the award with

Indiana University of

Pennsylvania's Jay O'Neal.

She is the second person to

ever go over 1,000 kills and

500 blocks during her career.

Jodi Fezek-Burns is the only

other Golden Eagle to obtain

such status in kills and blocks.

She is tops in school history in

both kills and blocks.

Salley, a defensive specialist,

finished her 4-year career with

40 digs and 101 service aces.

Hill ended her freshman sea-

son with 1,408 set assists, sec-

ond most in a single season in

Clarion.

Hill is just five assists behind

Karen Banks' record of 1,413

set in 1984. Hill is also fifth in

the school's all-time set assists

list, while teammate Graham is

fourth with 520.

Sports Briefs

Subway/KFC

Clarion Classic

The Golden Eagle mens and

womens basketball teams will tip-

off the 2000-01 season on Friday

and Saturday at Tippin Gym. The

men will play host to the

Subway/KFC Classic while the

women host the Clarion Classic.

The Clarion Classic begins

when Mercyhurst meets with Pitt-

Johnstown at 2 p.m. while the

Subway/KFC Classic tips off at 4

p.m. when St. Rose meets West

Liberty.

The consolation game of the

Clarion Classic begins at 1 p.m.

Saturday followed by the champi-

onship game at 3 p.m.

The consolation game of the

Subway/KFC Classic will be at

5p.m. Saturday followed by the

championship game at 7 pm.

Null gains All-

Region title

Kelly Null gained all region

honprs in cross country after she

finished 11 at the NCAA East

Regionals at Lock Haven in a

time of22:35.
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Firefighters climb to the top of Carlson library to put out a fire that began when a construction worker's torch lit a stairwell

installation on fire. Clarion Fire Deparment ,assistecl by ,Stratfanville Fire Department, were able to contain the blaze in a short

amount of time.

Fire at Carlson construction site contained
by Tim Conners

Clarion Call Ad Design

Manager

The Carlson Library construc-

tion site caught fire Tuesday

afternoon while construction

workers were removing a stair-

well. Sparks from a worker's

torch landed on some insulation,

igniting the blaze.

At 2:04 p.m. the Clarion Fire

Department, assisted by two

units from the Strattanville Fire

Department, were called to the

scene. Clarion County Police,

Clarion County Sheriff's

Department, and Clarion

University Public Safety were

also involved.

Twenty workers were evacuat-

ed from the site along with stu-

dents and employees in Becht

Hall located next to the construc-

tion site.

Residence and employees were

allowed back into Becht Hall an

hour and half after being evacuat-

ed.

Approximately 25 firefighters

were able to quickly contain the

fire and extinguish it. No injuries

were reported.

"We got the water flowing in

about 10 minutes. Everyone who
assisted did a good job," said

Clay Williams, Chief of the

Clarion Fire Department.

The fire started in the stairwell

that was being removed for a new

elevator shaft, and broke through

the roof of the building causing

difficulty for the firefighters.

Firefighters had to remove sec-

tions of the roof to battle the

flames.

Working for the firefighters

advantage though, was a pre-

planned method of attack.

The Clarion Fire Department

has planned and practiced meth-

ods of fighting fires on all build-

ings on the Clarion University

campus.

"We used about 60% of our pre-

plan knowledge in today's fire,"

said Chief Williams.

The area was secured and there

was 100% certainty that the fire

was out before firefighters left

w^^w.theclarioncall.coni

the scene according to Chief

Williams.

As for the fate of the Carlson

construction site, the extent of

the damage is unknown.

The Pennsylvania Department

of General Services (PDGS),

which oversees all major con-

struction projects for the com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania, has

been called in to assess the dam-

age caused by the fire.

It is not known at this time if

any delays will occur in the reno-

vations of the library, or the total

cost of damages.

Work will resume in other parts

of the building that were not

affected by the blaze.

VOLUMI 85, ISSUI 10

Social Equity

Dinner

honors late

Casey

by Michelle D'Uva
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Former governor of Pennsylvania,

the late Robert Casey, was among

seven award recipients honored

Friday night at the seventh annual

Social Equity Dinner and Awards

Ceremony. The Clarion I Iniversity

Student Senate and the Office of

Social Equity sponsored the cere-

mony at Chandler Dining Hall.

Casey was honored with the

Posthumous Award for his contri-

butions to Equity Week in the past.

Senate President Brian Sowa pre-

sented Casey's award to Arthur

Martinucci, a close friend of the

Casey family.

Parlimentarian Bill Isbir present-

ed Reverend Kirk and Mrs. Vicky

Orr with the Outstanding

Community Award.

Among the nominees for the

Special Group Award were: The

Clarion International Association,

Interhall Council, CU Physics

Department, Given Hall Council

Executive Board, Theta XI

Fraternity, and the English Club

(Sigma Tau Delta). Senator Mike

Davis presented the Special Group

Award to the Clarion International

Association. Outstanding

Supporter Nominees were: Barrie

Brancato, Department of

Education; Roger Laugand III,

Director of Minority Student

Services; Malen Luke, Head Coach

of CUP Football; and Dr. Barry

Morris, Director of Residence Life.

See ^Social equity* Page 9
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OXjrkey Day is

Thanksgiving is more than just a week off

from classes. It's true, it's true.

Think about it. Thanksgiving is the only day

of the year where if you don't eat until you

think you are going to die, you are not consid-

ered American.

Thanksgiving usually consists of events in

this order: Women cook and clean all day. ..men

watch football.

The family eats together. ..while football is on

in the background. (Don't think that women

don't notice that guys purposely position them-

selves towards the TV.)

Women clean up from dinner.. .men watch

football.

Everyone crowds around the table again for

pumpkin pie and cookies. ..football is still on.

Women finish cleaning and gather around

the kitchen table to gab. ..men fall

asleep. ..watching football.

Turkey Day is also a great time to visit friends

from high school and see family. It is also one

of the only days you could have some wine as a

kid. That was the best.

The day after Thanksgiving is either the best

or worst time depending on your sex.

For women, it is the best shopping day of the

year. For men. if they are dragged, it is a field

trip to Hell.

So enjoy your turkey, stuffing, potatoes of all

kinds, corn and desserts because after the feast

is over, you have to wait another whole year.
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YOUR VIEWS

Through the Looking Glass
KNOCK, KNOCK, WE'RE
LOOKING FOR ... HEY, IT'S

HIM! Dexter Mathis, convicted

of receiving the ill-gotten pro-

ceeds of a bank robbery and sen-

tenced to 20 months in a federal

prison in Atlanta, managed to

convince Pierre Carlton to go to

jail in his place.

Carlton did Mathis' time, but,

with only 50 days left to go, he

escaped. Authorities, unaware

that Carlton was substituting for

Mathis, went to Mathis' home to

see if any family members had

heard from him. Mathis answered

the door. He must now do the 20

months plus whatever he gets for

fleeing to avoid incarceration.

WE'RE PRETTY SURE IT

WAS YOU, SONNY: A young

nitwit and some of his friends

had a night of fun in a secluded

neighborhood in Sacramento,

Calif., swilling down brewskies

and blasting mailboxes with his

brand-new pump shotgun, then

fleeing into the night.

When police arrived, they

found empty beer cans, spent

shotgun shells — and a receipt

for the weapon bearing the

nitwit's name and address.

The cops went to his home

where they found a street sign —
stolen from the crime scene by

the vandals — hanging on his

wall. He was arrested.

ATTA BOY, GET THE
DUMMY, CHOMP! Bill Jones

was training his 65-pound

Labrador retriever to rescue a

drowning victim, tossing a

dummy into a lake in Bossier

City, La.

After the animal retrieved the

dummy a few times, an 8-foot

alligator crawled out and ate the

dog.

City Council member David

Jones was not surprised. "We

don't live in Kansas," he said.

BIASED? WHY WOULD I BE
BIASED? A female juror in

Sicily, hearing a case against the

local Mafia, has been having a

secret romance with another

Mafiosi who is on the run from

police.

She failed to mention this to

officials, who found out about it

after the trial was well under

way.

Her boyfriend fled police cus-

tody after being sentenced to life

plus eight years for murder and

extortion.

The 34-year-old woman says he

is her "soul mate," but she

admits he has had "a few prob-

lems with the law."

YOU WANT ME TO DO
WHAT, OFFICER? Hauled into

court on a charge of unlawful

restraint and sexual imposition,

Scott Winsor, 35, a McDonald's

manager, claimed he strip-

searched two young female

employees because a police

detective phoned the restaurant

and told him to do it.

He told a judge that he

believed the man on the phone

was a Zanesville, Ohio.

Policeman investigating a theft,

and Winsor was cooperating by

strip-searching Stacy Carruthers,

19, and Sara Quick, 18.

Authorities said that the man

on the phone was apparently

impersonating a cop. The girls'

parents have filed a civil suit.

Mike Pingree of the Boston

Herald brings readers the latest

in stupid human tricks.

Courtesy of TMS Campus
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Opinion
'The Origins of Giving Tlianlcs"

i^f-

They begane now to

gather in the small har-

vest they had, and to fitte

up their houses..,"

Hide Park

William Bradforc
September 1620 - At Sea

After they had injoyed faire

winds and weather for a season,

they were incountered many times

with crosse winds, and mette with

many feirce stormes, with which

the shipe was shroudly shaken,

and her upper works made very

leakie; and one of the maine

beames in the midd ships was

bowed & craked, which put them

in some fear that the shipe could

not be able to performe the

vioage.

1620 - The Landing

Being thus arived in a good har-

bor and brought safe to land, they

fell upon their knees & blessed

the God of heaven, who had

brought them over the bast & furi-

ous ocean, and delivered them

from all the periles & miseries

therof, againe to set their feete on

the firme and stable earth, their

proper elemente.

And no marvell if they were thus

joyefull, seeing wise Seneca was

so affected with sailing a few

miles on the coast of his owne

Italy; as he affirmed, that he had

rather remaine twentie years on

his way by land, then pass by sea

to any place in a short time; so

tedious & dreadfull was the same

unto.

November 1620

First Explorations

Afterwards they directed their

course to come to the other shore,

for they knew it was a necke of

land they wer to crosse over, and

so at length gott to the sea-side,

and marched to this supposed

river, & by the way found a pond

of clear fresh water, and shortly

after a good quantitie of clear

ground wher the Indeans had for-

merly set corne, and some of their

graves.

See 'Bradford' Page 5

^e simple process of ntaddbcig a ballot, idiich consisis ofmakiog a
'

d«Hi^ drde or pyncliitig a small hole out of a piece of paper lias proved

to be too dilliciilt for our country.^^

Nancy Kiser, Copy and Design Editor

For anyone who is sick of hear-

ing about the election; stop read-

ing now. I swore that I wouldn't

write about the election, but the

whole situation is just too outra-

geous to ignore.

In case you've been hiding

under a rock for the past week, I'll

fill you in. The big issue now in

"Decision 2000" is when we will

find out just who the president

will be. Will America hold to a

deadline of Friday to know the

results, or will the Gore party

receive an extension?

Where will America draw the

line? Why can't Gore just suck it

up and admit defeat? Didn't his

mother ever teach him the impor-

tance of being a good sport? I

guess not.

Electing a new president to lead

the nation should be a very seri-

ous event, but instead it has been

turned into a circus. We don't

even call it the election anymore.

"Decision 2000" is a much more

sophisticated term for us as we
move into the 21st century. It is

funny how we are so technologi-

cally advanced, with the invention

of the Internet and all, yet we
can't figure out who won the elec-

tion. The worst part about the

whole thing is, the people running

the circus are the very same ones

who want to run the country.

Aren't other countries laughing

at us? You really can't blame

them. The simple process of

marking a ballot, which consists

of making a dark circle or punch-

ing a small hole out of a piece of

paper, has proved to be too diffi-

cult for our country.

And don't you think it is a little

bit fishy that all these extra ballots

were "found" after the election?

Editorial
What about all the voters who got

confused,and"accidentally"voted

for one candidate, while really

meaning to choose another one? It

just seems strange to me that, in

the whole history of our nation,

we have never had any problems

like this before.

On the bright side though,

"Decision 2000" is a late night

talk show host's dream. They

never run out of material, because

it just gets more ridiculous as it

drags on. Tuesday, on'The

Tonight Show with Jay Leno', Jay

announced to the country that he

had a solution to end this mess.

He then showed a skit which por-

trayed George W. Bush and Al

Gore competing in a foot race.

The winner of the race would also

win the presidency. Hey, that's

not a bad idea.. .we would finally

have a president, and after all, it

wouldn't be any sillier than what

is happening now.
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OPINION
Cau On You

What is your favorite food to eat on Thanksgiving?

by: liz Potter

9{anci/ %iser

Senior,

Communication

"Homemade noodles.

Tim Conners

junior, Communication

"Good ol' fashion Mama
Conners stuffing."

^ana 9^cComSs

Senior, Communication

"Anything my mom puts in

front of me."

(Denise SteiS

Senior,

Secondary 'E'D Matfi

"Pumpkin pie."

JobTrak
HAND WRITE OR TYPE

Q. When writing a letter back to an interviewer thanking them for

their time, is it better to hand write the letter or type it? Some people

tell me hand written notes are better because it is more personal and

other people say hand written letters look like you didn't take the time

to type it up.

A. In terms of typed or written, I think the preference depends on the

interviewer. There's really no "rule." To be safe, I would suggest

typed. A typed letter is very professional looking and it shows that

you put some time into generating it. While a hand written letter may

seem more "personal," you can't go wrong with typed. Almost every-

thing in the business world is typed out now. You rarely see anything

in ink anymore. On a side note, thank you letters are definitely impor-

tant. This will help the interviewer remember you. If, for some rea-

son, you were not the right match for the particular job you inter-

viewed for, the interviewer will most likely remember you for another

opening.

Kathy Turner

University Relations

Integrated Device Technology, Inc.

Everyone's opinioa matters. We
want to hear from you. If you have

an opinion on an article that appears

throughout The Clarion Call, write us

and drop it off in the Call office. The

office is located in 270 Gemmell

Student Center.

HelpMeliitei!
Dear Harlan,

My fiance "Jim" and I are trying

to get married. The trouble is that

no one seems to care about us.

Our parents are so excited about

throwing this huge bash that they

have completely ignored us.

Jim's mother actually said that

we were being selfish to try to

choose our own wedding date and

location.

She refuses to come to the wed-

ding unless she gets her way,

which is to delay the wedding for

another year so she can "get used

to the idea."

My parents insist that the wed-

ding should be in the city with all

of their friends, though we wanted

a quiet ceremony in the moun-

tains.

We are so sick of it all that we

have threatened to elope. Every

time we say something like that

my mother cries and says, "I

never thought a daughter of mine

would do that to me," and Jim's

mother says he'll be cut off from

the family.

I don't want to go through with

this charade, but I am willing to

do as they say because Jim and I

are both graduate students and

can't afford to have any kind of

wedding on our own. However, I

think I am going insane!

I hate Jim's mother with a pas-

sion for her manipulation.

I don't feel that she should have

any say in my wedding whatsoev-

er, especially since she isn't pay-

ing for it. My parents just keep

planning away and telling every-

one how excited I am to be having

this wedding.

I don't want to make them look

bad, but I am very angry with

them. They have everything set up

and planned. What should I do?

- Extremely Unhappy

Dear Unhappy,

Your parents are making me

crazy, too. And Jim's mom really

needs a hobby.

This isn't their wedding. You

both need to take control.

Traditionally, the groom plans the

rehearsal dinner and the bride

plans the wedding.

If your parents insist on break-

ing tradition and refuse to com-

promise then consider making

your own plans. Have your moun-

tain wedding and offer to be the

guests of honor at y.our parents'

party.

If your mom cries, you can cry

with her and say, "I never thought

my mother would put me in such

an uncomfortable situation." This

wedding isn't about their friends

and easy travel; it's about sharing

your love. As for Jim's mom
nudge the year up on her calendar.

I have a good feeling she wont

even notice. • •

Dear Harlan,

I was dating my best friend for

about one month. He went into the

Marines and is now at boot camp.

Well, since he has been down

there I cheated on him twice. I

told him, and now he wants to quit

and come home to win me back. I

do not love him like that anymore.

I told him not to come, but his

mind is made. What should I do?

Unwelcome Home

Dear Unwelcome,

You should get in a time

machine and never start dating

him. Now, did you cheat on him at

his going-away party or was it on

the ride home?

Listen, the guy needs some clo-

sure. Let him know you care (if

you still care). Offer to be his

friend, but not his girlfriend. If he

refuses your friendship, then give

him the boot back to camp.

Help Me Harlan! is an advice

column that takes on colle}> life

outside the classroom twice a

week. No topic is taboo. Harlan

takes on roommates, relation-

ships, sex, STDs, depression,

parental pressure and anything

you can think (and can't think

of) and more.

Write Harlan via e-mail at har-

lan@helpmeharlan.com. All let-

ters submitted become property

of the column. Copyright Help

Me, Harlan! 2000
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OPINION

Unsettling election posing questions
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Edito^^^^

After all the dust settles either

Al Gore or George W. Bush will

reign as the 43rd President of the

United States. But questionable

issues remain according to

Clarion Student Senators and

some faculty.

"A modification should be con-

sidered," said Dr. Barry Sweet, a

professor in the Political Science

Department. "The popular vote

has a 200,000 vote difference. If

you went by that you could pre-

sent a strong arguement for

fraud."

Dr. David Wright, a member of

the Pennsylvania House of

Representatives (63rd-D) for 20

years is favoring the abolishment

of the electoral college.

"It has outlived its usefulness,"

said Dr. Wright. "We need to rid

ourselves of this 18th century

mechanism."

"It's needed but needs to be

updated to a new form," said Ben

Chervenak Student Senate

Treasurer.

Other student senators favor the

electoral college but would prefer

a change.

"The electoral college is needed,

but not for the same reason the

founding fathers put it there for,"

said Brian Sowa, Student Senate

President. "The election

shouldn't be a popular vote

because elections would be decid-

ed by five or six states."

Others pointed to its fairness in

choosing a candidate.

"It's fair throughout all 50

states,"said senator John

Shavulsky.

But some disagree with its fair-

ness.

"My vote in Pennsylvania does-

n't count the same as it would in

Vermont,"said Dr. Wright.

Others believed the media cover-

age on election night has created a

number of problems.

"To call Florida before the polls

were closed was wrong," said Dr.

Sweet.

"The media created a number of

problems displaying a false mes-

sage,"said Dr. Wright. "The

Florida situation gives voters a

reasonable doubt if their vote

counts.

Others believed the same senti-

ments.

"If there wouldn't have been so

much speculation, and if they

(media) waited longer to call the

state of Florida, there would not

have been this type of impact hap-

pening,"said Vice President of

Student Senate Drew

McWilliams.

"It should be only one controlled

media source reporting on elec-

tion night," said Chervenak.

A fourth issue at hand when

dealing with this election is how-

will the eventual winner hold up

under the pressure he now faces.

"It will be a very strained presi-

dency," said Senator Mike Davis.

"I think it will affect the candi-

date who doesn't win," said

Shavulsky.

Dr. Wright summed up the

impending situation for the next

president.

"It will be very difficult."

All
by James V. DeLong

Courtesy of IMS Campus

If A I Gore takes Oregon and

New Mexico's electoral votes,

which appears possible, then he

would have 267 electoral votes to

George W. Bush's 246.

And if Florida does not appoint

its 25 electors, then a candidate

would need only 257 votes to win,

because neither the Constitution

(Article II, Sec. 1 & Amends. XII

& XX) nor the applicable statute

(U.S.C. Title 3, Ch. 1) says that a

majority of all possible electoral

votes is necessary to elect a presi-

dent.

The Constitution says that who-

ever gets the "majority of the

whole number of electors appoint-

ed" wins. The statute on the vote-

counting process contains elabo-

rate provisions for settling dis-

putes over competing slates of

electors or over the legitimacy of

challenged votes, but it does not

say that a state must have count-

able electoral votes.

The language of the law con-

templates that a situation could

arise in which both houses of

Congress agree that a state's votes

are illegitimate and should be

thrown out and replaced with

nothing. Indeed, in 1864, 11 states

failed to send electoral votes, and

the election was held without

them.

So what happens if Gore loses

in Florida and challenges the

result in court, with a view toward

preventing Florida from casting

any electoral votes?

And what if no judicial decision

has been rendered by January?

Under the statute, both houses

of Congress assemble on January

6.

The certificates and papers from

each state are opened in alphabet-

ical order ("beginning with the let-

ter A," says the law-Congress can

speak clearly when it wants to). As

the certificates from each state are

read, the president of the U.S.

Senate (named Al Gore) calls for

objections.

If any are made, then the houses

separate and resolve them before

continuing on to the next state. If

no proper objections are regis-

tered, the tally continues.

The law makes no provision for

an objection if there is no paper

from a state that purports to be a

certificate of electoral votes.

So the tally might simply skip

Florida and move on.

The final total of 267 to 246

would be announced and Gore

would declare himself the winner.

When the tally skipped Florida (or

at the end, or in both instances)

then surely all hell would break

loose on the floor.

The proceedings might be sus-

pended and legal decision sought.

But as noted, the decision would

appear to be legally correct. In any

event, even if it is dubious, sup-

pose the president of the Senate

(Al Gore) ruled objections out of

order, since there was no certifi-

cate from Florida before the body

and the statute provides only for

objections to certificates and

papers?

Then he could continue and cer-

tify the count over the objections

of the dissenting members. And

declare the winner is: Al Gore.

Arguably, by the way, the statute

also says that this announcement

is conclusive, not subject to judi-

cial review.

It is difficult to imagine the

Republicans playing out this sce-

nario, and several responses

would be available.

The governor of Florida, looking

into this abyss, might certify elec-

tors regardless of the state of play

in the courts.

Under the federal law, this certi-

fication would be final unless

overturned by both houses of

Congress.

Of course, Florida Gov. Jeb

Bush might decline, given the

uproar this would cause. If Jeb

Bush recused himself, a

Democratic secretary of state

could certify Al Gore.

The U.S. House might reject this

effort, but what happens if the

Senate is tied, 50-50, and ties are

broken by the vote of its president.

Vice President Al Gore?

Then the certification would

stand. Or a state official other than

Jeb might certify Bush rather than

Gore.

This would be upheld in the

House (the Senate is not needed to

uphold, only to reject). But the

uproar would ring for centuries.

So imagine Florida is indeed

paralyzed and no certificate is

issued by anyone. Then the

Republicans could play tit-for-tat.

If Gore stalls Florida's vote.

Republicans could move to knock

out states that gave the edge to

Gore.

Even a Republican governor

might be reluctant to go along

with a ploy that denigrated the

legitimacy of his state's proce-

dures, but the situation is unusual.

The Democrats would counter,

of course, and the race would be

on. A final response to a failure of

certification by Florida would be a

quick new law resolving the situa-

tion. Fat chance.

And if the situation is not

resolved by January 20, then meet

President Dennis Hastert, who
takes office if neither a president

nor a vice president is selected.

At that point, of course, new laws

become possible.

There are other possibilities,

including actions by the Florida

legislature, competing slates of

electors, faithless electors, further

complexities in the federal review

process and so on. But surely there

is no point in continuing.

All this must be only a night-

mare-it's inconceivable that either

of our major parties would even

think about bringing this on the

nation.

Surely both will agree to abide

by the Florida recount, and will

reject the option of a broad chal-

lenge that ties things up in the

courts past the vote counting on

January 6.

JAMES V. DELONG (jedelong

cei.org) is a senior fellow at the

Competitive Enterprise Institute

in Washington, where he works

on the Project on Technology &
Innovation. His views are not

necessarily those of BridgeNews,

whose ventures include the

Internet site www.bridge.com.
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OPINION
Dennis the Menace in The Clarion Call

"Generally Speaking: A Spotlight on General Education"
by Dr. William Buchanan

Contributing Writer

If you think you 're

in control you 're not

going fast enough. §§

-Mario Andreti

WHAT'S THE
DIFFERENCE

One of my favorite cartoons

shows Dennis the Menace and

his friend sitting in the back of

the classroom commenting on

the teacher's attempts to explain

a mathematical concept.

"So," the teacher says, pointing

to the chalkboard, "if I have four

and take away two, what's the

difference?"

Turning to his friend, Dennis

says wisely, "see, even she

doesn't care."

Dennis' interpretation of the

question reflects both his lower

level grasp of the English lan-

guage and perhaps his own

humorous need to believe that

the formula for reducing one

number by another is not worth

learning.

If we could all live in Dennis'

perpetually immature world, per-

haps general education wouldn't

make a difference.

But this amusing story reminds

all of us outside the comic strip

that general education really

does make a difference.

The rudimentary grasp of lan-

guage, and of the world which

we bring with us as college

freshmen, is merely a foundation

to build greater understanding

and knowledge so that we can

understand the difference.

To take the cartoonist's play on

language a step further, we can

pick almost any word and

demonstrate how a greater

knowledge of math or science or

language or sociology or litera-

ture can expand our intellectual

horizons to the point that we can

understand the obvious and not

so obvious messages inherent in

one string of alphabetic charac-

ters.

Take the word "scat" for

instance.

Most of us come to college

knowing that it is an imperative

used to order an irritating animal

out of our presence.

"Scat, cat" is something many of

us have heard as children.

It can also mean to depart

quickly as in the oft-heard phrase

from a departing person, "I've

got to scat."

But a knowledge of music

informs us that it also refers to a

complex and highly individual-

ized form of jazz singing.

So when jazz great Cleo Laine

says "I've got to scat" some will

infer that she is about to take off

quickly for some other destina-

tion.

Others who have had the bene-

fit of an introductory music

course will properly infer that

she feels a song coming on.

To take the word to a bluer

environment [and I'm not refer-

ring to the actual color here], we

learn from a study of biology

that scat actually refers to excre-

ment and forms the root of the

word scatology, the original

meaning of which was the study

of fossilized dung.

The word has now been

borrowed by social scientists to

refer to a morbid interest in

excrement or a preoccupation

with obscene literature.

I will leave you to ponder pri-

vately the amusing and not-so-

amusing circumstances that a

misunderstanding of this word

might lead to.

The point, I think, is clear. As

was illustrated in a very simple

way by Dennis and his teacher

,and in a more convoluted way

by our considerations of scat,

general education takes us

beyond single and simple under-

standings of the world around us

to a more complete and mean-

ingful understanding of that

world at all its many levels.

General Education — What's

the difference, you might ask.

The difference is enlightenment.

(EDITOR'S NOTE) This is the

first in an ongoing series of

columns addressing issues

related to general education as

a concept in higher education

as well as a degree requirement

here at Clarion.

The authors of the column are

all members of the Council on

General Education and invite

your questions, comments and

suggestions for further

columns.

This article appeared in The

Clarion Call last spring.

Dr. William Buchanan

Associate Professor of Library

Science
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BradfordI Excerpts from William Bradford's personal records of the first Thanksgiving,

from Page 3.

And proceeding further they saw

new-stuble where corn had been

set the same year, also they found

wher latly a house had been, wher

some planks and a great ketle was

remaining, and heaps of sand

newly padled with their hands,

which they, diggin up, found in

them diverce faire Indean baskets

filled with corne, and some in

eares, faire and good, of dirverce

collours, which seemed to them a

very goodly sight, (haveing never

seen any shuch before). This was

near the place of that supposed

river they came to seeck; unto

which they wente and found it to

open it slefe into 2 armes with a

high cliffe on sand in the enter-

ance. but morelike to be crikes of

sake woter then any fresh, for

ought they saw; and that ther was

good harborige for their shalop

when she was ready. So their

time limeted them being expired,

they returned to the ship, least

they should be in fear of their

saftie; and tooke with parte of the

corne, and buried up the rest, and

so like the men from Eshcoll car-

ried with them of the fruits of the

land, & showed their breethren; of

which, & thier returne, they were

marvelusly glad, and their harts

incouraged.

March 1621 - Squanto

But about the 16. of March a

certaine Indian came bouldly

amongst them, and spoke to them

in broken English, which they

could well understand, but mar-

velled at it.

Squanto continued with them,

and was their interpreter, and was

a spletiall instrument sent of God

for their good beyond their expec-

tation. He directed them how to

set their corne, where to take fish

, and to procure other eomodities,

and was also their pilott.to bring

them unknowne places for their

profitt, and never-left them till he

dyed. He was a native of this

place, & scarce any left alive

besids him selfe. He was caried

away with diverce others by on

Hunt, a master of a ship, who

thought to sell them for slaves in

Spaine; but he got away for

England, and was entertained by a

marchante in London, &
imployed to new-foundland &
other parts.?

November 1621 - Thanksgiving

They begane now to gather in

the small harvest they had, and to

fitte up their houses and dwellings

against winter, being all well

recovered in health & strenght,

and had all things in good plenty;

for as some were thus imployed in

affairs abroad, others were excer-

sised in fishing, aboute codd, &
bass, & other fish, of which they

tooke good store, of which every

family had their portion. All the

sommer ther was no wante. And

now begane to come in store of

foule, as winter approached, of

which this place did abound when

they came first ( but afterward

decreased by degrees). And

besides water foule, ther was

great store of wild Turkies, o\'

which they tooke many, besids

venison, &c. Besides they had

aboute a peck a meale a weeke to

a person, or now since harvest,

Indean corne to that proportion.

Which made many afterwards

write so largly of their plenty hear

to ther freinds in England, which

were not fained, but true reports.

William Bradford was the

Pilgrim in charge of the first

Thanksgiving
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News
CPD features the road to excellence

by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The road to excellence consists of approximately five

main steps, according to Matthew W. Paxton IV, who gave

the keynote address at Clarion University's fourth annual

College Press Day on Saturday, Nov. llth.

Paxton said an individual must first seek an overall

vision, or goal, of what he or she wants to accomplish. The
goal must be realistic, yet at the same time, it should be

challenging.

Once the purpose is determined, Paxton said there must

be a plan for how to get there.

He read a famous quote, "Those who fail to plan, plan to

fail."

One suggestion Paxton made was to encourage ideas

from everyone involved and to seek outside views as well;

diverse opinions could provide a fresh perspective.

A third step in reaching excellence, according to Paxton,

involves self-discipline to remain on task. By stepping

back and looking at individual responses to each situation,

a person could examine if he or she reacted in the best pos-

sible way.

The next step Paxton mentioned dealt with empower-

ment. He said management must provide authority to get

the job done, meaningful and regular training, and proper

equipment and tools. In addition, there should be continu-

ous networking within and outside the organization in

order to maintain contacts throughout the company and

with other businesses.

The last major step in the road map to excellence, accord-

ing to Paxton, is to regularly "keep score." An organiza-

tion need to monitor progress and check to see that each

step is done with the original goal in mind. In addition, he

Wayne Anderson/The Clarion Call

Students filled the session called "Internship" at

College Press Day.

Wayne Anderson /The Clarion Call

Matthew Paxton IV delivered the keynote
address at the Fourth Annual College Press Day.
He spoke on the day's theme, "The Dangerous
Road to Excellence.

"

said an individual or a company has the right to recognize

or to celebrate when goals have been reached.

Paxton indicated possible loopholes that may occur on
the road to excellence. The first was that burnout is com-
mon; people need not hesitate to encourage rest and relax-

ation. In addition, they should ignore tunnel vision and

focus on the big picture.

Another difficulty is complacency. Paxton explained the

theory, "Why work harder when we're already number
one? He said this attitude must be improved before excel-

lence can truly be achieved.

A third factor, according to Paxton, is that individual

expectations are constantly growing. In addition, people

are often skeptical of change, which tends to increase

uncertainty.

Paxton believes excellence is not an absolute; rather, it is

a relative theory. He said, "Excellence is a moving tar-

get.. .Goals and aspirations must also move."

Paxton said each human brain creates its own standards;

excellence involves individuals' manifestations of values.

He explained that even those acknowledged best would
have flaws. Paxton said excellence is a balance between

complacency and perfection. Thus, a perfectionist may

never allow him or herself to achieve excellence; he or she

cannot accept the imperfections.

Despite "The Dangerous Road to Excellence," and the

loopholes one my encounter, Paxton mentioned some indi-

cators of excellence among newspaper organizations. He
said when people refer to the paper as their own and go to

great lengths to read every edition, success has been

reached. When staff members actually make change hap-

pen and they report unpopular news as well as the bright

spots, they are a step closer to achieving excellence. When
the staff develops a true commitment to the quality of life

among readers, and when the paper represents the con-

science of the community, excellence has been accom-

plished.

Paxton is the publisher of The News-Gazette, a family

owned community newspaper serving Lexington, Buena
Vista, and Rockbridge County, Virginia. In addition, he is

president of the News-Gazette Corporation.

In 1976, Paxton earned a B.A. in Economics from the

University of Virginia. Four years later, he joined The
News-Gazette as an advertising sales person. Paxton went

on to become advertising manager. In 1986, he moved to

business manager. After his father retired, Paxton bought

the company in 1994, becoming publisher and president.

Paxton once served as president of the Virginia Press

Association, and he is currently Building Committee Co-
Chair. Since Aug. 1999, he has been on the board of direc-

tors of the National Newspaper Association. He is direc-

tor of the Dabney S. Lancaster Community College

Foundation as well as the Shenandoah Valley Workforce

Investment Board.

College Press Day was a day filled with new information

for Communication majors, as well as anyone interested in

developing stronger communication abilities.

iiaittiittiilKia

Wayne Anderson /The Clarion Call

Graduates and internship experts moderated a
session at College Press Day.

www.theclarioncaIl.com
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Credit card poliq^ becomes official
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University President

Diane L. Reinhard approved the

new credit card policy, according

to Brian Sowa, president of

Student Senate, at Monday's

meeting.

The new policy, which Senate

passed earlier in the semester,

became effective Tuesday,

November 14.

Next semester. President

Reinhard will begin to review the

Athletic Enrichment Fee, another

proposal recently approved by

Student Senate.

According to business manager,

Mr. Kruli, there will be trans-

portation to southeastern

Pennsylvania for Thanksgiving

break.

The bus leaves on Tuesday, Nov.

21, and will return to Clarion

Sunday, November 26th.

Round-trip tickets cost $45, and

the bus will stop in Harrisburg,

Philadelphia, and King of Prussia.

Senator Missy Gring moved to

.....o,.^ .^^^xx..»:M..:i„v;«Xv::<mi

Bryan Pov^ell/The Clarion Call

Student Senators learned ttiat the new credit card policy

was accepted by Clarion University President Diane

Relnt)ard. Ttie new policy was effective on Tuesday, Nov.

14.

recognize the Lions Club as a

non-funded CSA organization.

According to Senator Derek

Parker, the Lions Club includes a

group of individuals dedicated to

fund-raising for the less fortunate

in the community. The motion

carried by a 17-0-0 vote.

A representative from

Panhellenic Council said there

will be a blood drive on Monday,

December 4th, for which they are

seeking volunteers.

According to a member of

Interhall Council, there will be a

CUP Holiday formal Friday,

Information Highway

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Pictured above from left: Gabriel Comi, Assistant Administration/Computer

Science Major; Randon Cable, Computer Resources; Dr. Dana Madison, associ-

ate professor of Computer Information Sciences; and Dr. Richard Smaby,

associate professor of Computer Information Sciences. The computer pictured

above was donated by Cable for the use of a Linux Operating System. The

computer will be used by CIS and CS majors.

December 1st at the Holiday Inn.

Tickets cost $8 per student.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

moved to allocate $ 1,266 from the

Supplemental Reserve account.

The motion passed by a 17-0-0

vote.

In addition, Treasurer

Chervenak moved to allocate

$1,449 from the Supplemental

account to the English Club for a

regional conference in

Washington, DC. The motion

carried, 17-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak reported

the following amounts in each of

the following accounts: Capital,

$102,195.22; Large Item Capital,

$431,350.24; Supplemental,

$15,041; and Supplemental

Reserve, $33,314.53.

Vice President Drew

McWilliams announced Senator

Mike Davis as "Senator of the

Week" for his continuous dedica-

tion and determination.

Senator Davis quoted a line by

Senator Hubert Humphrey from

the January 23, 1978 edition of

"Newsweek" magazine.

He said, "The Senate is a place

filled with goodwill and good

intentions, and if the road to hell

is paved with them, then it's a

pretty good detour."

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is Monday, November 20th at

7:30 p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

Bryan Powell/The Clarion Call

Mike Daviswas elected

Student Senator of ttie Week
for his dedication and deter-

mination.

C.U.P. Education

Department hosts

minority students
by Anita Bowser

Clarion Call Staff Writer

One hundred minority stu-

dents from Pittsburgh visited

Clarion University's

Educational Department as part

of recruitment campaigns.
.

The students from Cappa High

School, Peabody High School,

and Westinghouse High 'School

were participating in a project

titled "Teacher Education.

Opportunities for Minority

Students at Clarion University."

The University Chapter of the

Student Pennsylvania Education

Association (S-PSEA) hosted an

open house for the students fea-

turing the learning opportunities

in the teacher education pro-

gram.

The groups visited the com-

puter center/lab, microteaching

lab, literacy center/special edu-

cation wing, and participated in

a question and answer period.

The project is part of a drive to

recruit minority students into

the Education Department and

was made possible by a SOAR
grant.

The University Chapter of the

Student Pennsylvania Education

Association (S-PSEA) obtained

the $1,600 grant.

This is the second consecutive

year that Clarion University's S-

PSEA obtained a SOAR grant

for minority student recruit-

ment.

S-PSEA advisor Dr. Vickie

Harry and members Cnnn Hohl

and Marc Page wrote the appli-

cation for the grant.

Hohl, a senior elementary edu-

cation major, is a graduate of

Ford City High School.

Page, a graduate of Central

Cambria High School, is also a

senior elementary education

major.

I
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Treasurer Ben Chervenak present-

ed the Outstanding Supporter

Award to Dr. Barry Morris.

Senator Farhard Hussain, chair of

the Student Relations Committee,

presented the Special Equity Award

to Dr. Steve Johnson, Dr. Thomas

Rourke, and Dr. Beverly Smaby.

The three Clarion professors trav-

eled to Hershey, Pa to hold a sepa-

rate graduation ceremony for Lisa

Krosnar, a former student, who had

been suffering from cancer.

Nominees for the Outstanding

Student Award included: Avonita

Byrd; Brianne Frisk of Zeta Tau

Alpha; Naqueeb Hussain, Student

Trustee; DeMar Manuel; Sean

McDonald of Building Bridges;

Drew McWilliams, of Student

Senate; Brandon Phillips of EOP;

and Chad Topper of Theta Xi. Vice

President Drew McWilliams pre-

sented the Outstanding Student

Award to Sean McDonald.

The Equity Award Nominees

included: Robert P. Casey, former

Governor of Pa; Dr. Ray Feroz,

Special Education; and John

Lovelace, Academic Support.

Senator Missy Gring presented Dr.

Feroz with the Equity Award.

The main topic addressed by

keynote speaker, Mr. Keith

Murphy, was, "Unity in the

Community." He said, "Unity is

health. Disunity is destniction."

Murphy urged individuals to com-

municate directly through conver-

sation for a hopeful future. He said,

"It's going to be through communi-

The night turned

out pretty well... There

were approximately

300 people there,

which was more than

we had expected . 99

-Farhard Hussain

cation that they (students) will

enhance their ability to gear them-

selves towards unity."

Murphy ended his speech by say-

ing, "Tomorrow's work begins

today.. .Ultimately, everything you

do should be reflective of commu-

nity."

Murphy is the executive director

of Bethany House Ministry in

Pittsburgh. He graduated from St.

Vincent College where he was rec-

ognized as a member of Who's

Who in American Colleges and

Universities. Murphy founded the

POWER (Positive Outcomes With

Excuses Removed) Program,

which works to build character

among children and young adults.

Senators Jared Dickinson and

Erika Pidro served as Master and

Mistress of Ceremonies, introduc-

ing each speaker. President Brian

Sowa welcomed everyone to the

banquet.

Dr. Jerry Belloit, associate profes-

sor of finance, gave the invocation

before dinner, which was served by

members of the Chandler Dining

Hall staff.

With a similar idea in mind, fresh-

man, Shamira Underwood provid-

ed lyrical entertainment.

Underwood said, "1 sang

'Amazing Grace,' admonishing

myself and others to remember that

it's God's amazing grace that

helped us to be successful thus far."

Jude Pierre provided more enter-

tainment with two instrumental

music presentations.

Senator lyanna Tennon read an

untitled poem, written by Marcel

Holyfield.

In regard to the evening she said,

'The keynote speaker said a lot of

meaningful things... If each group

works together as one, there's real-

ly nothing we cannot do... I hope

this is a step toward something pos-

itive on Clarion's campus."

A member of the Debate team pre-

sented a second poetry reading;

Amy Krachkowski read the poem,

"Still I Rise" by Maya Angelou.

President Diane Reinhard, who

provided introductory remarks for

the evening said the banquet had

been, "....Extremely well-orga-

nized, and featured outstanding tal-

ents of some of our students...All

recognition was richly deserved."

Senator Hussain concluded the

night by thanking everyone who

attended as well as all individuals

who helped prepare for the Social

Equity Dinner.

He said, "The night turned out

pretty well...There were approxi-

mately 3(X) people there, which was

more than we had expected."

$5.99
Large Pizza(1 4") With

one topping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish Si Extra Per pizza

2000 Don>Mio'B Pi2za , LLC Coupon no\ Valid with
any othei otfe^i Otfef vcilid with coupon orily. Valid at
paiticipating stoies only Piices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax wtieie applicable, our drivers catry

l«ss trien $:^0 Cash value 1 /20 of a cent

$7.99
EX-LargePizza(16")With

one topping

Order as many as you like

2000 Dominos Pizza. LLC Coupon not Vattd with
any other offer Offer valid witli coupon only. Valid at
paitlcipattng stores only Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable, our drivers carry

less then $20 Cash value 1/20 of a cent.

GREAT SIDE ITEMS
Bread Sticks $1.99
Freah dough breadsticks served with

Pizza Sauce.
Double Cheesybread $2.99
Fresh dough breadsticks topped with

iVlozzarella cheese and Cheddar cheese.
Buffalo Wings $4.49
Hot, Mild, BBQ, or

Butter Garlic

New Cinnastlx $3.49
Fresh dough lightly dusted with just the right amount
of sugar & cinnamon. With 2 sides of Creamy Icing

OPEN AT 11:00AM
EVERY DAY

226-4060
We Accept

* MasteKard

VISA

Register to win a free pizza at

hot-dominos-pizza.com
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Social Equity! Seven awards were given out to recognize efforts for social equity from

page one.

Public Safety Blotter

Simple Assault.

R^$i$ting Arr^gt,

Tamper with fire

equipment and

P r o h i b i t e d criminal mischief

Offensive
Weapons
Disorderly
Conduct. Underage

Consumption.
E s p 9 p ?
Possession of mar-

ijuana with intent to

d e I i V e r

Paraphernalia

Public Safety was called

to Campbell Hall for an

odor of marijuana.

According to Public

Safety, when officers con-

fronted the individual he

became combative and

resisted arrest. One pub-

lic safety officer sustained

minor injuries, according

to Public Safety. A Tanto

knife was found and a

large amount of suspect-

ed marijuana and para-

phernalia was also found

in the room, as reported

by Public Safety. Clarion

Borough Police assisted

with the individual,

According to Public

Safety, Chiz was incar-

cerated overnight in the

Clarion County Jail, was
arraigned on 11/6/2000,

and was released.

Burglary

University Police are

investigating a theft that

occurred on Nov. 2, in a

dorm in Nair Hall.

According to Public

Safety, a total of $120

was taken from a dorm

room. The incident is

under investigation by

University Police.

Unknown persons set a

fire extinguisher off on the

third floor of Wilkinson

causing the fire alarm

system to go off evacuat-

ing the building, as

reported by Public Safety.

Harassment
According to Public

Safety, Nyema Singleton,

18, of G-17 Givan Hall,

was charged because

she shoved and struck

her roommate following

an argument.

Public Safety also report-

ed that Cherry Ashby, 1 8,

of G-17 Givan Hall, was

charged because she

shoved and struck her

roommate after an argu-

ment.

Theft
i| |II H I»*"" il MM I "

Campus Police are

Investigating a reported

theft of a bicycle from a

rack outside of the Rec.

Center on Nov. 6.

According to Public

Safety, John Yonushonis,

1 9, of 41 4 Treasure Lake,

Dubois, Pa, was cited for

underage possession

after campus police were

called to Wilkinson Hall.

Risking §
Catastrophe
Public Safety reported

that unknown person(s)

threw a lit cigarette into a

garbage can on th first

floor of Wilkinson Hall.
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Yeaney receives "State Star"
by Lindsey Lowrie

Clarion Call Staff' Writer

'i am honored to receive this award," were Dr.

Woodrow Yeaney 's words when he was honored

with the "'State Star" award at the 2000

Association of Small Business Development

Center Conference (ASBDCC).

Yeaney gained national recognition at the con-

ference that was held in Miami, Florida last

month.

Dr. Yeaney is the director of Clarion

University's Small Business Development Center

(SBDC).

Dr. Yeaney was presented with this award by

Woodrow McCuthen, who is the president of

ASBDC, and the chair of the ASBDC Board of

Directors, Robert McKinley.

Among Yeaney, 56 other honorees received

awards.

These "State Star" awards went out to represen-

tatives of all 50 states and other places such as the

Virgin Islands and the District of Columbia.

These awards were presented as part of the 20th

anniversary of SBDC, and to honor outstanding

* employee from each state.

In many cases, the honorees were judged by

their peers, and were said to be "exemplary per-

formers, making significant contributions to their

state's SBDC programs, and showing a strong

commitment to small business."

Dr. Gregory Higgins Jr., State Director of the

Pennsylvania SBDC said that Dr. Yeaney was a

founding member of Clarion's SBDC program and

has since made very valuable contributions.

"Throughout the 20 year history of the program

his leadership had been exceptional. Not only has

the Clarion University Center arguably been the

best managed center in the state, but also is one of

the most innovative. Among the innovations led

by the Clarion Center are: Foreign student

exchange programs, entrepreneurship programs

for the disabled, a very effective banking based

outreach program, development of a knowledge

management system to visibly improve the effi-

ciency of consulting, and a very effective political

stakeholder marketing program," said Mr.

Higgins.

Dr. Yeaney said that this program is so success-

ful that it is accredited by the national SBDC,
receiving an award for productivity.

Also, the internal management system is under

consideration for statewide adoption.

The Pennsylvania SBDC director has proposed

that a statewide SBDC model be based on

Clarion's operations.

Dr. Yeaney has also been recognized as 1999's

"Western Pennsylvania Financial Services

Advocate," and he received a Northwest

Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge Award for eco-

nomic development.

TVS
Clarion UnJversity of Pennsylvania Broadcasting,

TV 5, announces a first of its kind event, "A Clarion

Town Meeting," Thursday, Nov. 30 at 7:00 p.m.

This meeting will provide an opportunity for citizens

in the Clarion community to speak directly with

community leaders. A limited number of audience

seats are available for the program to be broadcast

from Becker HalL Any community member interest-

ed in attending should call TV 5 at (814)-393-2398.

"A Clarion Town Meeting" is a half-hour program

moderated by TV 5's Mark Despotakis. Audience

members will be encouraged to participate by ask-

ing questions of the panel and by participating in

the meeting's discussions. At this time, the Clarion

County Commissioners have committed to be part

of the program. Other local officials may join the

meeting. The meeting will be taped and aired the

following week on TV SThis event's success

depends on community interest. Anyone interested

in participating, or who would like more information

may call TV 5 at (814)-393-2398.
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The Clarion Hospital Ambassadors

invite you to,,.

Shop now for

Christmas!

- gently used

clothing

- seasonal gifts

- books

Find great

merchandise

for your

starter

apartment!

IxKatecl on the Clarion River I-lill

near Dairy Queen

(81 4) 223-4620
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Clarion University students get PEP
by Nancy Kiser

Clarion Call Copy and Design Editor

Students from Clarion University are currently

going into surrounding communities in an effort to

help local children.

Over 50 CUP students have begun working in area

school districts, as the result of a program organized

through the Partnerships in Education Projects (PEP)

of Clarion University.

The program is funded by the university's Federal

Work Study (FWS) funds.

Eligible university graduates and undergraduates

are hired by the university.

The students put in about 10 hours a week, and they

work directly with children who need help improving

their academic or social skills.

Some examples of the services students provide

are:

* Clarion-Limestone School District and North

Clarion School District are utilizing the university

students as mentors to high school aged students

with academic and social needs.

* University students in the Clarion Area School

District are offering reading and other academic

assistance to Boundary Street students after school,

as well as in-school tutoring to high school students, spending all available funds, approximately $90,000,

* In Franklin and Union School Districts, university to employ university students who want to see chil-

students have helped in expanding reading services dren learn and succeed.

by joining reading teams that assist children in need

of individual reading instruction.

This program was initiated at Clarion University

three years ago, as a result of the America Reads Act.

This federal law gave universities the opportunity

to devote as much as seven percent of their Federal

Work Study student aid funds to aid school district

swho are interested in expanding reading services to

children.

According to Dr. Bryan Huwar and Marta

Alexander, university personnel responsible for this

program, "The first two years of the program has to

be created and school district personnel, university

personnel and university students had to be informed

about the opportunities available through this new

facet of the existing Federal Work Study Program."

Initially, the university was unable to spend all of

the financial resources available to help local kids.

This year, however, the university anticipates

Student discovers what it is like to be President
by Ladonna Dunlevy

Clarion Call Staff Writer

On Tuesday. Nov. 7, P.J. Carroll, a

senior biology major from Strattanville

received an insiders look at the operation

of Clarion University.

Carroll was the winner of the annual

raffle sponsored by the Eagle

Ambassadors and was given the opportu-

nity to assume President Diane L.

Reinhard's position for a day.

In exchange. Dr. Reinhard attended

Carroll's classes and provided him with

notes.

The day held a busy schedule for

Carroll, who met with Harry Tripp, Vice

President for Advancement; Tim

Fogarty, Associate Vice President for

finance and administration; Ann

Jamison, secretary to the President; Ray

Feroz, chair of the Presidential

Commission on sexual harassment; Dr.

George Curtis, Vice President for student

affairs; and the board of directors of the

Clarion Students Association.

Carroll had lunch with Curtis and Jeff

Gaugher, senior food service director for

Chartwells.

According to Carroll, the President's

position is a lot harder than what most

people expect.

"There is a lot of information to be

learned and remembered, and a lot of

traveling is involved," said Carroll.

Although Carroll was not expected to

make any decisions throughout the day,

There is a lot of informa-

tion to be learned and
remembered, and a lot of
traveling is involved. §§

Pj Carroll, on the topic of

President Reinhard's job

he was encouraged to provide an opinion

or suggestion during each meeting.

The conclusion to the day originally

entailed dinner at Dr. Reinhard's resi-

dency, but was postponed until

Wednesday, Nov. 8.

According to Carroll, over dinner, Dr.

Reinhard discussed the classes she

attended and explained the notes she

took for Carroll's classes.

P.J.'s classes included freshwater ecol-

ogy, environmental geology, and conser-

vation.

"She was interested in my classes,

which were courses she never had to take

before, and she seemed to have learned a

lot."

They also discussed politics and col-

lege in a conversation Carroll described

as "down to earth".

The student organization. The Eagle

Ambassadors, is involved in establishing

Clarion Spirit by working with the

Clarion alumni, VIPS, and the student

body.

THANKSGIVING BREAK EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION FROM CAMPUS

TO
PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT
ONLY $50.00

G THE GEMMELL STUDENT
COMPLEX:

'^v. '<\/'*
.

Tuesday, November 21st at 4 p.nL

RETURNING

Sunday, November 26th at 3 pm.

IMSDAY TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

Pittsburgh north

-AIRE-RIDE-

1-800-647-4331

The Last

of the

Leadership

Development

Series

November 29:

"Attitude"

presented by

Pastor Mark D.

Cummins

^
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Living in an "Emu Paradise"
by Nancy Kiser

Clarion Call

Copy and Design Editor

Nestled back in the Clarion

woods, down by the river , is a

secret. Not a secret exactly,

because no one has been trying to

keep it under wraps, it's just

something most people don't

know about. There are no signs

for it and you can't see it from

the road. It's an emu farm,

owned by Butch and Donna

Smith.

Drive down the old dirt road,

213 Emu Lane, and the first thing

you see is emus scattering every-

The emu craze started in Texas

during the late 80s. When the

market reached its peak in 1993,

a five-month-old chick was sell-

ing for $5,000, and a proven

breeder pair went for upwards of

$40,000.

Butch and Donna Smith decid-

ed to make this agricultural

investment in 1991. At one time

they owned over 300 emus, but

now they have cut back to about

60. According to Donna, "Emu

farming takes a lot of land and a

lot of time. You need to have

some knowledge of the bird, as

well as farming."

Any unexpected surprises in

Photo courtesy of Donna Smith

The emus strut ttieir stuff on Donna and Butch Smith's emu
farm.

which-way inside their pen. Tall

and lanky, these emus provide

endless amusement just by

watching their everyday actions.

Their tall skinny legs look as

though they might crumble under

the birds' heavy bodies as they

run to and fro, but they hold firm.

Thier fuzzy heads bob up and

down like marionette puppets.

These funny creatures seem more

like rather silly cartoon charac-

ters than a business investment,

but that couldn't be further from

the truth.

this business venture? "Emus are

very fast runners, which we

didn't think about," said Donna.

"They aren't dangerous, but they

are a fast, strong bird, so they

present somewhat of a physical

challenge."

It takes about an hour each day

to get the birds fed and watered.

It also takes plenty of time to take

care of the eggs that the birds lay.

Most of the Smith's basement is

occupied by hatching incubators.

The birds begin laying their

speckled blue-green eggs around

Thanksgiving and continue on

through Easter, each laying

one egg every three days. It takes

49 - 56 days for an egg to hatch.

So what is an emu good for,

anyway? "Almost every part of

an emu is usable, from their

feathers right down to their toe-

nails," states Donna. Believe it

or not, an emu's toenail can be

used as jewelry. "When it is pol-

ished, the tonail looks alot like

onyx," she claims.

A big source of income from

the birds is their meat. Donna

said, "Emus are a red meat very

similar to beef. You can use it

exactly the same way, making

steaks and ground meat." Butch

and Donna even make an emu

snack stick, which they sell to a

few local bars.

If you're hungry for breakfast,

simply go rustle up an emu egg.

Just one of their eggs can feed

five people a scrambled morning

feast. All in all, the Smith family

dines on emu about six times a

week.

That's not all emus are good

for, though. Butch and Donna

have also developed their own

cosmetic line. Immortelle.

Immortelle features seven differ-

ent products made out of emu oil.

"Emu oil is the only oil that actu-

ally penetrates the skin," explains

Donna. "This oil increases blood

flow, reduces inflammation, and

works to heal bums and cuts. The

Aborigines have been using it for

hundreds of years."

The emu's soft, fluffy feathers

can be used for down pillows and

comforters. Also, emu skin pro-

vides soft, strong leather, deco-

rated with a pattern of small dots

made by emu quills.

As if all that isn't enough.

Donna has found a new hobby

for herself since she got these

birds, using - you guessed it -

emu eggs. The large eggs, which

www.theclarioncall.com
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Hectranica wizards

Underworld release a

UveDVDandCD. To

see if it captures the

excitement of them live.

See Page 14.

Modem rock bands

Ijnkin Park and

Spineshank prove that

guitar can still be fun.

For review.

See Page 14.

are really quite beautiful, can be

hollowed out and cut open using

a dentist's drill. Donna then sets

to work creating scenes inside the

egg with miniatures replicas of

items, like one would use in a

dollhouse.

One egg she made is a carousel,

with the egg's top and bottom

split apart. Inside are tiny brass

fixtures and miniature horses.

The top of the egg is ornately

decorated with small Austrian

crystals. When you twist the

halves, the egg plays a tune. This

egg took four days to make, but

less detailed ones can be done in

about eight hours, according to

Donna.

All of this from a bunch of silly

looking birds, nestled down by

the river on 213 Emu Lane.

Spotll anon
III iWit

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of Clarion

University's flagpole in Gemmell Park,

on the corner of Wood and 9th St.

Speaker Gary Tuerack

shows Qarion students

how to improve their

grades. To find out

what he had to say.

See Page 16.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on in Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 13.
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Today
•Interhall meeting (246 Gem)
6 pm
•Early Registration ends for

2001 Spring Term
Friday, November 17
•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Visit Day (248
Gem) 9 am
•Concert Choir (Aud) 8 pm
•M.BB Subway/KFC Classic 4
pm St. Rose (NY) vs. W.
Liberty and 8 pm Clarion vs.

Mt. Aloysius
•W.BB Clarion Classic 2 pm & 6
pm
Swimming and Diving at Kenyon
(Canton, OH) 5:30 pm
Saturday, November 18
•PPST/PLT/Specialty Area
Exam/Subject Assessments
Madrigal Dinner (Wolf's Den
Restaurant) 6 pm
•M.BB Subway/KFC Classic 5 pm
& 7 pm
•W.BB Clarion Classic 1 pm & 3

pm

•FootbaTi NCAA Playoff

Sunday, November 19
•Student Recital (Aud)
•Madrigal Dinner (Wolf's

Den Restaurant) 6 pm
Monday, November
20
Faculty Senate Policy

Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg.
(246 Gem) 7:30 pm
Percussion Ensemble
Concert (Aud) 8 pm
•Cross Country NCAA
Championships
•Bear Season begins

Tuesday, November
21

•THANKSGIVING HOL-
IDAY BEGINS 10 PM
•W.BB at Ashland 5:30 pm
•M.BB at Daemen 7:30 pm
Residence Halls close 10 pm for Thanksgiving Break
•CUAA Board of Directors Mtg. (246 Gem) 4:30 pm
Wednesday, November 15
NO EVENTS SCHEDULED

I

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

PU7A
Extras

^read Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large

iPiUfei On® Topping

® $12.99

"1

I

I

I

I

xpires 30days- Not valid with any other otter Valid »

', ai participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

able sales tax. Additional toppings extra .

Late Night Special!
Large 1 -Topping I

2-20 oz. Coke

$8.99

PAPl lOHNS
223-4010

Hours:
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Uisa Master Card and
American Express

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Anchovies

Hann

Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

© I

I

L.

slices only
$.99

I

I

I

.J

loEiis

X-Large 2 Topping

2 Liter Coke^f

$10.99

'Dires30days Not valid with any other offer. Valid

" i' ocatons Custonner pays all at^ic-

ix Additional toppings extra
I

V/SA

730 Main St.

Clarion. PA 16214

I ExfHres 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

I

only at panicipating locations Customer pays all applic-

able salas tax. Additional ic^pings extra

One Large One Topping Pizza

Plus Order of Cheesesticks &

Breacfetfcks

®$14.99 Deliver^;

Family Speciaf}; Free Breadsticks
I with purchase of Large or

One large with the works & One
|

large with two toppings i

jjp^^ 1 -2 liter of Coke ! faS^ X-Large pizza
®

«ixres 30 days Nol vahd with any other o«ef VaW
-V at [latiicipatinu locations Cttsiomer pays aw ap^ttcs

iHe salos tax AiJditionHi lupptnjs extra

' Expires 30 days Not valid wth any other c^er Valid

I I
only at participating locations Customer pays all applica

II tjfe sales tax Additional toppings extra |

r" — —— — — — — — — — — — — —

1

I
4 Lai^ One Toj^ing Pizzas

j

$23.99 J!

I Expires 30 days Not valid with any otlier otic va,,u

I
wily aJjjarticipating locations Customer pays all appitc-

I
atHe sales tax Additional topp'ngs extra

5f

Not valid wth any other offer Valid only at participat-

ing locations Customer pays all applicable sales tax

Additional toppngs extra

M
il

II

II

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

$9.99tnmm
©

^
Not valid with smy ottier c*er Vtfid crty m parltcipai-

ing locations Custcxner pays all ap(Micat^ sales tax

Additional topfMngs extra
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Transform your room into an instant rave
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

Underworld's new live DVD,
Everything Everything is just that

- everything you need to know

about electronica to this date. It's

quite possibly the defining

moment of techno, ever. The CD
version of the concert can be

skipped, as it doesn't paint a

complete picture of the 21st cen-

tury's first band, but the DVD is

absolutely essential for anyone

with even a passing interest in

electronica.

As the case for Everything

Everything proclaims; "Short of

standing in front of the stage and

stuck in between the speakers,

this is the definitive Underworld

live experience." I've never had

the pleasure of seeing

Underworld in concert, but the

above statement seems about

right to me. From the moment 1

stuck the DVD in my player,

hearing the first few scattered

shouts, to the monolithic and

frenzy-inducing closer,

"Moaner," my room was trans-

formed into a rave. NOTE: A
decent home theater system is

really the only way to listen to

Everything Everything, with its

Dolby Digital 5.1 surround

sound.

While Underworld may be a

techno consortium, at heart

they're a big, loud rock band (lis-

ten to their previous efforts as

Freur...). While on CD it's hard

for that to show through, on stage

it's up-front and in your face.

Frontman/singer/guitarist/general

weirdo Karl Hyde prances, struts,

flops, and spasmodically jerks

about the stage like a monkey on

speed. He exudes every bit as

much rock-star charisma as (dare

I say it), Mick Jagger.

As the tripped-out concert visu-

als flash behind Hyde, DJ Darren

Emerson and Rick Smith func-

tion as the eye to Hyde's storm.

They calmly stand there, working

the mixing board and turntables,

as the 40,000-strong crowd

works itself into an absolute

delirium. The beats and intoxi-

cating rhythms never cease, even

when they go into a live electron-

ic jam session. Just call them the

'Grateful Droids,' improvising

new material on the spot.

But nothing stirs the crowd up

quite like when Hyde picks up

the mic and shouts out one of his

stream-of-consciousness
mantras. His voice is often

processed into the mix, becoming

every bit as robotic as the sur-

rounding instruments. People

lambaste techno for its lack of

meaningful lyrics, but what could

be more perfect for a generation

that has nothing to say than a

band who says just that - nothing

(at least nothing of any real

importance)?

Most of Underworld's best

moments are captured here; and

the pulsing live versions can even

eclipse their studio counterparts.

The epic opener,

"Juanita/Kiteless" teases and

taunts the crowd at first, refusing

to burst into full rhythmic

assault. Just when you think

they're about to make your ass

shake to the sound of exploding

eardrums, they pull back the

tempo, leaving you breathless

and desperate for more.

gular talent for a killer hook.

The second half of the disc is

even more impressive, containing

their best-known and most-loved

songs. "Shudder/King Of Snake"

doesn't deviate much from the

studio version, but the song is so

damn infectious that it hardly

matters. It only functions as an

opener to techno's "Stairway To

Heaven," the song "Born Slippy."

By far. Underworld's best song

"Push Upstairs" is far more

groovier than the studio version,

and so damn funky that George

Clinton should pay tribute. The

beats are more fluid, and Hyde's

vocal more aggressive. The

sonic acid-tab of "Pearl's Girl" is

simply mesmerizing, at once

abrasive and hypnotic. It lulls

you into a trance, which "Jumbo"

only intensifies. By far their

most straightforward song, struc-

turally, "Jumbo" shows their sin-

(maybe techno as a whole's best

song), they've somehow found a

way to improve on it here. Extra

layers of rhythm, and a complete-

ly new hip-shaking midsection

come out of nowhere to rock your

ass into oblivion. It's 10 straight

minutes of Heaven, and works

towards the concert's climax.

They close out the show with

two more of their instant rave-

ups, "Cowgirl" and "Moaner."

Both pulse with an intensity

that's unheard-of, and "Moaner

"

spins out of control, thrashing out

at you like a wounded animal.

There are several more reasons

why the DVD is preferable to the

CD, and why I call Underworld

the 2 1 St century's first band. The

entire concert can be played with

just the concert visuals, designed

by Underworld's multi-media

side project. Tomato. You can

program the concert to play in

any order you wish, along with

outtakes and two bonus tracks.

But stick the DVD into your

DVD-ROM drive, and you'll sec

that the show ain't over yet.

There are Internet links to other

material, including a constantly

updated website accessible only

through the disc. There's a sec-

tion that allows you to mix your

own "video," as the song "Dark

And Long" plays. There's even a

section where you can try your

hand at being the DJ. allowing;

you to re-work sections of audio.

In short, it's a tech-head's dream

come true.

Techno will unfortunately

always be passed off as inhuman.

But in today's age, where wc

contact one another with comput-

ers in solitary rooms, something

that can bring 40,000 people

together in one ecstatic mass i.s

about as human as it gets. On my

five-star rating system.

Underworld's Everything

Everything DVD gets a 5 out of

5.

Linkin Park and Spineshank rock out with new discs
I

by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I learned a valuable lesson way

back in middle school. If I had-

n't heard of a band or song, there

were two options: it was old (and

I'd somehow missed it) or it was

brand spankin' new (and I'd

somehow missed it). As I

entered college, a third possibili-

ty arose: the band/song was

unsigned "talent" (read: some-

one's garage band from back

home) waiting for their big

break.

I took that stance when I first

started hearing things about a

group called Linkin Park (from

the lovely ladies of www.elec-

tralux.bla-bla.com). It seemed

like option 3, as Linkin Park was

, Prcsctn this cuupon when

I v«u buy a B<g Xtra

Isandwktt aixi >ou°li get a

^ second one (of eqta) or

I lesser \'alue) free! Limit

I one food it«m per coupon,

I
per customer, per vim.

Ple«9c present coupon when

I onief ing. NcX y<iiid wrth any

& other oir«.

McDonstds

Valid only at McOonaW'sl
of Clarion, BrookvSle, I
and Punxsutawn6y, |

mentioned in the same breath as

a local act from Columbus, Ohio.

But, as with the majority of the-

ories, I was dead wrong. ..and on

a few more things than my rea-

sons for ignorance.

Linkin Park's debut album.

Hybrid Theory, aims to kick out

a space for this upstart quartet.

The boys do not disappoint.

Starting with "Papercut," one

can hear the influence of current

rap-core metal evident in the too-

many -syl lables-jammed-i nto-a-

line forms. The sound is a

"hybrid" of lyricists from

Orange 9 Millimeter and

Incubus, lashing out with angst

at the many "you's" that the band

seems to write about.

I've mentioned the lyrics, but

what does the actual sound fit

under? It's a close call. ..if the

reader can envision the melodic

jams of emo-core act Boy Sets

Fire meeting the hard, driving

riffs of Around The Fur-em

Deftones, you get the point.

Each song offers a few tricks to

set it off from the others, .some-

thing I can always appreciate.

You may find yourself searching

for song titles, though, as this

seems to be a "I love the second

track. ..uh, you know, the second

one" kind of album.

The Verdict: mid-level emo for

the masses with an Incu-9 mm
twist. Excellent "hybrid": 4/5

stars. Essential cuts include

"Papercut," "One Step Closer"

(the current single), and

"Crawling."

When 1 first picked up

Spineshank "s The Height 01

Callousness, 1 figured it would

be run-of-the-mill. wall of guitar.

long-haired dark metal. I mean-

one thing you learn after getting:

music in the mail for a radio sta-

tion is that certain types of

names for CDs and bands usual- h

ly key you into what their sound fi

is. Now, bearing that in mind. '|

does it sound like "Spineshank" J
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Not-so important medical news for men
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

Today we present:

Masculine Medical News For

Men.

Our first item concerns

what could be the most sig-

nificant medical discovery

for men since the invention

of the electric nose-hair trim-

mer. According to an

Associated Press article sent

in by alert reader Shirley

Damiano, researchers at the

University of Chicago have

discovered that — and here,

to indicate the importance of

this breakthrough, we will

activate our keyboard's

"Caps Lock" feature — MEN
NEED SLEEP.

The reason for this is hor-

mones, which are chemicals

that our bodies produce so

they can take control away

from our brains. For example,

men produce a hormone that

compels them to watch

instant replays on TV. If a

man is watching a football

game, a moose could walk

into the room wearing a tutu,

and the man will not notice,

because his hormones are

forcing him to watch, possi-

bly for the sixth time, a foot-

ball player fall down in slow

motion. Women do not pro-

duce this hormone, but they

do produce one that compels

them to rearrange furniture,

and another one that causes

them to believe they can

improve their appearance by

using a tiny pencil to draw

dark lines around their eye-

balls.

So anyway, according to the

University of Chicago

researchers, men produce a

hormone that causes them to

develop muscle mass, which

they need to perform mascu-

line tasks that are biological-

ly necessary for human sur-

vival, such as operating the

remote control. The thing is,

men produce this particular

hormone ONLY DURING
DEEP SLEEP. If they don't

get enough sleep, they

become flabby.

In other words, men, the

reason that you do not have

the chiseled physique of a

male underwear model is

NOT that you have the same

exercise habits as a cheese

log: It's that you're not get-

ting enough deep sleep! For

your medical health, you

must change your lifestyle

immediately. I'm sure your

spouse will be supportive.

YOUR SPOUSE: Dear,

could you take out the

garbage, mow the lawn and

help me move a 350-pound

sofa around the living room

until I finally decide that I

like it best in its original

location?

YOU: Gosh, honey, I sure

wish I could! But I need to

get some deep sleep so I can

build muscle mass.

YOUR SPOUSE: Gee, I

guess that IS medically more

important!

YOU: Thanks, honey! And
by the way, those eyeball

lines are very attractive!

I think there should be a TV
exercise show call Muscle

Mass for Men. It would be

similar to other exercise

shows, except that instead of

annoyingly perky women
prancing around to annoying

music. Muscle Mass for Men
would consist of eight to 10

uninterrupted hours of a man

sleeping in a Barca-Lounger.

I can envision a nationwide

chain of Men's Muscle Mass

Fitness Centers, equipped

with state-of-the-art beds.

Fitness-conscious men could

spend entire weekends at

these centers, watching golf

on TV and secreting vital

hormones. (Anybody who
thinks you can't watch golf

and sleep at the same time

has never watched golf.)

OK, men! We've got you on

a medically sound masculine

fitness program, scientifical-

ly based on an actual newspa-

per clipping. Before you

know it, your muscles are

going to be so massive that

you may have to move up to a

larger potato-chip-bag size

("Small Village") to provide

your new physique with ade-

quate nutrition.

But even the manliest man
can become sick or injured.

The question is: What should

you do if you need medical

treatment? The masculine

answer is: Try to fix the prob-

lem yourself. Real men know
that many so-called "seri-

ous" health problems, such a

sucking chest wound, that the

so-called "medical profes-

sion" will charge you an arm

and a leg to correct, can be

easily treated via simple

home remedies such as duct

tape. For a good example of a

man treating himself in a

manly medical manner, let us

consider a newspaper clip-

ping sent in by alert reader

Joel Prange from the Redding

(Calif.) Record Searchlight,

concerning a man in Tehama

County who had a painful

corn on his toe. Now if this

man had gone to see a doctor,

who knows what he would

have been charged? So,

according to the article,

which I am not making up,

the man "decided to shoot it

with his 22-caliber rifle."

And guess what? It worked

out FINE, except that he

injured his foot and had to be

taken to the hospital for treat-

ment and may face legal

charges. This is why the

American Medical

Association states: "For foot

problems, it's a lot easier to

aim a pistol." Although of

course nobody is suggesting

that you should attempt this

without ANY preparation.

First, you should sleep.

Cominci Soon
To Hemlock Ridge of Clarion

Features
Gas Fireplace

Central Air

Gas Forced Air

Heat

Full Front Porch

1 00% Stick built

Not Modular III

Call or Stop in Today at

our Newest Location

73 Beaver Drive, DuBols, PA
DuBols (814)375-0738
Clarion (814) 226-5833

State College (814) 867-5121
Mifflintown (71 7) 463-8253
Camp Hill (717) 761-7951

Haubert Homes
Custom Buiiaing for Generations

Features
Deluxe Master Bath

Four Bedrooms

Ceramic Foyer

2nd Floor Laundry

2,000 Sq. Ft.

Beautiful Wooded
Lot

See 'Spineshank/ Page 1?
I
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I
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Transform your room into an instant rave
bv ki'ith (^Hillim

riarion Call lifestyles Kditor

I 'ndLMWi tiki's new li\c I)\l),

hvciMliini: l-'\cr\rhin^ is
j
list tliat

- cvcr\rhinii ndu need lo know

abtnit electninica to this date. It's

quite possibly the defining

moment o\' techniv e\er. The CD
version of the eoneeit can be

skipped, as it doesn't paint a

eomplete picture ol' the 2 Lst cen-

tury's first band, but the DVD is

absolutely essential for anyone

With e\en a passing interest in

electriMiica.

As the case for Evcryrhiiii;

Evcrytliiiii^ prt)claims; "Short of

standing in frcnit of the stage and

stuck in between the speakers,

this is the definitive Underworld

live experience." I've never had

the pleasure o\ seeing

Underworld in concert, but the

abo\e siaicnient seems about

right to inc. Iroin the moment I

stuck the D\D m m> pla\er.

hearing the fust few scattered

shouts, to the monolithic and

frenzy -inducing closer.

"Moaner." my room was trans-

formed into a rave. NOTE: A
decent home theater system is

really the onlv way to listen to

Evcrvthmi^ Evcrvtluiii^, with its

Dolby Digital 5.1 surround

sound.

While Underworld may be a

techno consortium, at heart

they're a big. loud rock band (lis-

ten to their previous efforts as

Freur...). While on CI) it's hard

for that to show through, on stage

It's up front and in your face.

I-roniman/smgei7guitarist/geneiaI

weirdo Karl Hyde prances, struts,

tlops, and spasmodically jerks

about the stage like a monkey on

speed. lie e.xudes every bit as

much rock-star charisma as (dare

I say it), Mick .lagger.

As the tripped-out concert \ isu-

als flash behind Hyde, DJ Darren

Emerson and Kick Smith func-

tion as the eye to Hyde's storm.

They calmly stand there, working

the mixing board and turntables,

as the 40,()00-strong crowd

works itself into an absolute

delirium. The beats and intoxi-

cating rhythms never cease, even

when they go into a live electron-

ic jam session. Just call them the

"Cirateful Droids,' improvising

new material on the spot.

But nothing stirs the crowd up

quite like when Hyde picks up

the mic and shouts out one i)[' his

s t r e a m - o f - c o n s c uui s n e s s

mantras. His voice is often

processed into the mix. becoming

every bit as robotic as the sur-

rounding instruments. People

lambaste techno for its lack of

meaningful lyrics, but what could

be more perfect for a generation

that has nothing ti^ say than a

band who says just that - nothing

(at least nothing of any real

importance)?

Most of Underworld's best

tnoments are captured here; and

the pulsing live versions can even

eclipse their studio counterparts.

I be epic opener,

"Juanita/Kiteless" teases and

taunts the crowd at first, refusing

to burst into full rhythmic

assault. Just when you think

they're about to make your ass

shake to the st)und o\' exploding

eardrums, they pull back the

tempo, leaving you breathless

and desperate for more.

gular talent for a killer hook.

The second half of the disc is

even more impressive, containing

their best-knt)wn and most-loved

songs. "Shudder/King Of Snake"

doesn't deviate much from the

studio version, but the song is so

damn infectious that it hardly

matters. It only functions as an

opener io techno's "Stairway lo

Heaven," the song "Born Slippy."

By far, Underworld's best song

"Push Upstairs" is far more

groovier than the studio version,

and so damn funky that George

Clinton should pay tribute. The

beats are mt)re fluid, and Hyde's

\oca\ more aggressive. The

sonic acid-tab of "Pearl's Girl" is

simply mesmerizing, at once

abrasive and hypnotic. It lulls

you into a trance, which "Jumbo"

only intensifies. By far their

most straightforward sv)ng, struc-

turally, "Jumbo" shows their sin-

( maybe techno as a whole's best

scmg). they've somehow found a

way to improve on it here. lixlra

layers of rhythm, and a complete-

ly new hip-shaking midsection

come out of n(.)vv here to rock your

ass into oblivion. It's 10 straight

minutes of Heaven, and works

towards the concert's clima.x.

They close out the show with

two more of their instant rave-

ups, "Cowgirl" and "Moaner."

Both pulse with an intensity

that's unheard-of. and "Moanei

spins out of control, thrashing oui

at you like a wounded animal.

There are several more reason

s

why the DVT^ is preferable to tlk'

CD. and why I call Underworld

the 21st century's first band. Tht

entire concert can be played witli

just the concert visuals, designci!

by Underworld's multi-media

side project. Tomato. You can

program the concert to play in

any order you wish, along with

outtakes and two bonus tracks.

But stick the DVD into your

DVD-ROM drive, and you'll .sec

that the show ain't over yet.

There are Internet links to other

material, including a constantlv

updated website accessible onlv

through the di.sc. There's a sec

lion that allov\s you to mix your

own "video," as the song "Dark

And Long" plays. Thcie's c\cn a

section where \(ui can ir\ \oiii

hand at being ihc f)J. allow in;

you to ic-uork sections of audio

In short. It's a tcch-head's dreair.

come true.

Techno will untorlunatch

always be passed off as inhuman

But in today's age, where we

contact one another with compul- i

ers in solitary rooms, something

that can bring 40,U()0 people

together in one ecstatic mass is

about as human as it gets. On niv

five-star rating system.

Underworld's Evcrxthtin:

Evcrythiiifi DVD gets a 5 out of

5.

Linkin Park and Spineshank rock out with new discs
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I learned a valuable lesson way

back in middle school. If I had-

n't heard of a band or song, there

were two options: it was old (and

I'd somehow missed it) or it was

brand spankin" new (and I'd

somehow missed it). As I

entered college, a third possibili-

ty arose: the band/song was

unsigned "talent" (read: sotne-

one's garage band from back

home) waiting for their big

break.

I took that stance when I first

started hearing things about a

group called Liiikin Park (from

the lovely ladies of www.elec-

tralux.bla-bla.com). It seemed

like option 3. as Linkin Park was

I

I yuu do; .

<an<1wH'!i aix'

5 St-ooncJ one ((>i (x^ua. t

I l«ssc,' vsAkk) free' Limn

I one f<x^ item pc coupon,

per cusjomei, (.kt vistl

'
i'lc^asc pf C'iai' coupon %<- hen

I i>r<kf mg. Nt'H vdlid wrth any

» olhcr olT't.

Valid only at McOonald'sl
of Clarion, Brookvilie, |

and Punxsutawney |

ExDjres I^^OO J

mentioned in the same breath as

a local act from Columbus, Ohio.

But, as with the majority of the-

ories, I was dead wrong. ..and on

a few more things than my rea-

sons for ignorance.

Linkin Park's debut album.

Hybrid Theory, aims Ui kick out

a space for this upstart quartet.

The boys do not disappoint.

Starting with "Papercut." one

can hear the influence of current

rap-core metal evident in the too

man V - syllables-jammed- 1 nto-a-

line forms. The sound is a

"liybrid" of lyricists from

Orange 9 Millimeter and

Incubus, lashing out with angst

at the many "you's" that the band

seems to write about.

I've mentioned the lyrics, but

what does the actual sound fit

under ' It's a close call. ..if the

reader can envision the melodic

jams of emo-core act Boy Sets

Fire meeting the hard, driving

riffs of Around The Eiir-Qm

Deftones, you get the point.

Each song offers a few tricks to

set It off from the others,.some-

thing I can always appreciate.

You may find yourself searching

for song titles, though, as this

seems to be a "I love the second

track. ..uh, you know, the secotui

one" kind of album.

The Verdict: mid-le\el cmo for

the masses with an lncu-9 mm
twist. Excellent "hybrid": 4/.^

stars. Essential cuts include

"Papercut," "One Step Closer'

(the current single), ami

"Crawling."

When I Inst picked up

Spineshank s The lleii^hi CI

C(ilhni.sn(",s, I ligincd il uoiiiJ

he run (i! ihe-mill. .\all ol lmiiI;!;

long-h;;ired dark inelal. I mea'i

one thing \'MU learn after gcttin:-

musK II' the mail tor a radio st.i

tioii '. that certain types

names tor CDs and bands usuai

ly knv \'ou into what then sounJ

IS. N( w. bearing that in miiul

does if 'oind like "Spineshank

See 'S|iiiieshank/ Pajie I-^
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Not-so important medical news for men
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

Today we present:

Masculine Medical News Eor

Men.

Our first item concerns

what could be the most sig-

nificant medical discovery

for men since the invention

of the electric nose -hair trim-

mer. According to an

Associated Press article sent

in by alert reader Shirley

Dainiano, researchers at the

University of Chicago have

discovered that — and here,

to indicate the importance of

this breakthrough, we will

activate our keyboard's

"Caps Lock " feature — MEN
NEED SLEEP.

The reason for this is hor-

mones, which are chemicals

that our bodies produce so

they can take control away
from our brains. For example,

men produce a hormone that

compels them to watch

instant replays on TV. If a

man is watching a football

game, a moose could walk

into the room wearing a tutu,

and the man will not notice,

because his hormones are

forcing him to watch, possi-

bly for the sixth time, a foot-

ball player fall down in slow

Features
Gas Fireplace

Central Air

Gas Forced Air

Heat

Full Front Porch

100% Stick built

Not Modular I!!

motion. Women do not pro-

duce this hormone, but they

do produce one that compels

them to rearrange furniture,

and another one that causes

them to believe they can

improve their appearance by

using a tiny pencil to draw

dark lines around their eye-

balls.

So anyway, according to the

University of Chicagt)

researchers, men produce a

hormone that causes them to

develop muscle mass, which

they need lo perform mascu-

line tasks that are biological-

ly necessary for human sur-

vival, such as operating the

remote control. The thing is,

men produce this particular

hormone ONLY DURING
DEEP SLEEP. If they don't

get enough sleep, they

become flabby.

In other words, men, the

reason that you do not have

the chiseled physique of a

male underwear model is

NOT that you have the same
exercise habits as a cheese

log: It's that you're not get-

ting enough deep sleep! For

your medical health, you

must change your lifestyle

immediately. I'm sure your

spouse will be supportive.

YOUR SPOUSE: Dear,

could you take out the

garbage, mow the lawn and

help me move a 350-pound

sofa art)und the living room

until I finally decide that I

like it best in its original

location?

YOU: Gosh, honey, I sure

wish I could! But I need to

get some deep sleep so I can

build muscle mass.

YOUR SPOUSE: Gee, I

guess that IS medically more
important!

YOU: Thanks, honey! And
by the way, those eyeball

lines are very attractive!

I think there should be a TV
exercise show call Muscle
Mass for Men. It would be

similar to other exercise

shows, except that instead of

annoyingly perky women
prancing around to annoying

music. Muscle Mass for Men
would consist of eight to 10

uninterrupted hours of a man
sleeping in a Barca- Lounger.

I can envision a nationwide

chain o\' Men's Muscle Mass

Fitness Centers, equipped

with state-of-the-art beds.

I'itncss-conscious men could

spend entire weekends at

these centers, watching golf

on TV and secreting vital

hormones. (Anybody who
thinks you can't watch golf

and sleep at the same time

has never watched golf.)

OK, men! We've got you on

a medically sound masculine

fitness program, scientifical-

ly based on an actual newspa-

per clipping. Before you

know it, your muscles are

going to be so massive that

you may have to move up to a

larger potato-chip-bag size

("Small Village") to provide

your new physique with ade-

quate nutrition.

But even the manliest man
can become sick or injured.

The question is: What should

you do if you need medical

treatment? The masculine

answer is: Try to fix the prob-

lem yourself. Real men know
that many so-called "seri-

ous" health problems, such a

sucking chest wound, that the

st)-callcd "medical profes

sion" will charge \ou an arm

and a leg to correct, can be

easily treated vui simple

home remedies such as duct

lajK-. I'or a good example ot a

man treating himself m a

manly mcdica! manner, let us

consider a newspaper clip

ping sent in by alert reader

.loel Prange from the Redding

(Calif.) Record Searchlight,

concerning a man in Tehama
County who had a [lainful

corn on his toe. Now il this

man had gone ti) sec a doctor,

who knows what he would

have been charged.' So.

according to the article,

which I am not making up.

the man "decided to shoot it

with his 22-caIiber rifle."

And guess what? It worked
out FINE, except that he

injured his foot and had to be

taken to the hospital for treat-

ment and may face legal

charges. This is why the

American Medical

Association states: "For foot

problems, it's a lot easier to

aim a pistol." Although of

course nobody is suggesting

that you should attempt this

without ANY preparation.

First, you should sleep.

Comim Soon—^w^Mfc———————
To Hemlock Ridge of Clanon
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Gary Tuerack wants you to have good grades
by Mike O'Brien

Clarion Call Staff Writer

"Better Grades in Less

Time" was the motivational

speech Gary Tuerack gave to

an enthusiastically large audi-

ence last Tuesday night in Hart

Chapel Theater. Everyone in

attendance gave their ears and

minds to his every word like

nothing I've ever seen before

on this campus.

From the moment I walked

into the theater and heard

disco music pulsating through

the speakers and saw huge

bouncing balloons flying

around the place 1 began to

wonder what Tuerack was up

to. I soon found the method to

his madness, so to speak.

Motivating the common col-

lege student in any matter

other than partying is a task in

itself, but motivating us to get

better grades is a whole other

ballpark. Tuerack, a Cornell

University graduate, president

of his own company, nominee

for Best Lecturer of the year

by the NACA and APCA, and

author of two books with one

on the way, began his speech

Photo courtesy of UAB

Gary Tuerack, who delivered

his program, "Better Grades
in Less Time, " at Clarion

University on Tuesday night.

with a simple amusing slide

show parody of college life

that put the audience in an

even more relaxed state,

relieved that this speech was-

n't going to be another boring

Step 1, Step 2, BAM - you're a

better learner!

He put forward many facts

throughout the speech such as

we forget 50% of what we've

learned in the first hour of

learning it, and 80% in 3 days.

He added that by taking notes

increases retention by 30%
and visuals help retention by

40%. Cleverly, Tuerack incor-

porated this into the speech by

giving many visuals and tried

his hardest to get us all to take

notes. He also miraculously

taught the entire audience how

to increase their reading skills

by almost two-fold. He did

this by simply teaching us

some hand and eye movement

techniques that some people

pay $400 or more to learn.

He said that top students, 3.7

to 4.0, do three things that

make them such high achiev-

ers. One is to review their

notes within five hours of tak-

ing them. Two is practicing

the new speed reading tech-

nique he taught us, and three

was getting at least 8 hours of

sleep a night. The statistics

for the students that followed

these three steps were stagger-

ing. It was clear from the

visual that he gave us that by

doing these steps a student

could increase his or her reten-

tion up to 957c\

He threw in some great facts,

too, that made so much sense

that I wish I would have

I like making a

difference. §^

-Gary Tuerack

learned them years ago. I

want to run through them all,

but it would fill up the entire

page so I'll just give a little

taste to tease you. If you play

music while studying, only

play songs without words,

preferably Mozart or Baroque.

If you take a break, try power

naps of only twenty minutes

because after that the body

begins to get ready for an

entire night's sleep and only

wears you down.

Avoid large meals and espe-

cially foods like turkey and

sugars, they only slow down

your body. Light meals and

fresh fruits are excellent for

alertness. The rest of these

suggestions, which I urge you

to try and learn some of them,

can be found in his book

accompanied by audio tapes

which he has donated to the

University and anyone can

take it out from the library in

Gemmell.

He closed his speech by giv-

ing his office phone number

(1-800-601-6248), his website

(www.totalsuccess.com), and

told the newly enlightened

audience that we were wel-

comed to call him anytime to

ask him questions on his

speech and on any concerns

dealing with its contents.

"I like making a difference,"

said Tuerack, and he did just

that on Tuesday night. 1

remembered 70% of his

speech, and that alone is a feat

in itself.

;^Presents

When: November 28

Where: Mai^wick Bovd Auditorium

Time: 7:30 PM
* Doors open at 7 *

^r-

Ticket Prices:

$10 - Adult

$6 - Children 12 and under

Free to CU Students with valid ID

Groups of 15 or more receive SI off each ticket

Ticket sales begin October 30 at the Gemmell Information

Desk

Advanced Sales:

Send check (payable to CSA and a self-addressed stamped

envelope) to:

UAB Office

273 Gemmell
Clarion, PA 16214

SpineshankI Rock isn't dead yet, From Page 14.

in mind, does it sound like

"Spineshank" will be pastoral con-

temporary Christian rock?

I sat on the disc for about two

weeks, "really meaning" to get

around to listening to it. It took a

snippet of the first single

("Synthetic") on a radio promo to

finally get me more interested.

While I was right in a way - defi-

nitely loud, hard metal - 1 was way

off in others.

At first listen, the electronic

sound-tweaking puts one in mind

of a more mainstream Fear

Factory. A deeper listen sprouts

roots in Gravity Kills-like techno

metal, with almost every track

boasting at least a little random

industrial noise. And the best

thing is that it's never used exces-

sively or inappropriately. By far

the best examples of this reside in

the mega-pissed sound of "Pla}

God."

Overall, the record earns hig

marks for its departure from the

radio norm of pop punk, power

pop, and rap-core (thank God)

Spineshank rolls a lot of genre

together to get their point across

sampling a bit from hardcore

electronica, industrial and ban

rock - and to excellent ends.

About the only nitpicky thing

can say about the album is that i

falls under the heading o\

"revenge songs" a bit too much

You know what 1 mean: even

song (or so it would seeni'

screams its pain to that "you" m

someone from the band's life. Oh

well. I give Tlie Height Ot

Callousness a 4 and 1/2 out ot •''

simply because it took me so long

to find something wrong with it.
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Entertainment

DITHERED T¥?TS b, Stan Waling

Vincent van (Soglis to Disney World

O2000 Tiibune Madia S«rvtca9, Inc. . -__.
All Righls Reserved .r*OT>!rV-T« ypff.

"Two 'Happy Meals', please - and can you
put them in a plain brown bag?..."

CHILDHOOD
EASTER BUNNY
(THE JOy OF

DISMEMBERMENT).

PEANUT fA&M'S

( FOR SHARIN6 )

HOT FUDGE SUNDAE
( WITH LOTS OF
WHIPPED CREAM
FOR SEXINESS

)

CHOCOLATE CAKE
( SKULLY'S GREAT,
HE eiVES US THE
CHOCOLATE CAKE ).

DOVE BAR
( RICH CHOCOLATE
ICE CREAM COVERED

IN A DARK
CHOCOLATE SHEU;

NOT FOR THE TIMID )

ENTENMANN'S
CHOCOLATE
DONUT

( THE HOLY 6RAIL
OF CHOCOLATE ).

CHOCOLATE
COVERED sKuay

( HARD CENTER
I'M AFRAID ).

DEATH BY

CHOCOLATE.

www.m0rtco.a2it.com #48
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Crossword
ACROSS

1 Israel's airline

5 Slightly wet

9 Actress Emma
14 Kind of dancer

15 Arab leader

16 Slink

1

7

Over again

18 Game divided

into chukkers

19 Central Florida

city

20 Scandalous

23 Wordless

agreement
24 Continental prefix

25 Deep gorge

27 Volcanic rock

30 Stone or Gless

32 Habituate

33 Making a mess
out of

36 & so on
37 Stoppages
38 To's partner?

39 Rebounding
bullets

42 Bullets

44 Canyon
comebacks

45 Button slot

46 Placard

48 Dangle

49 Wynn and

McMahon
50 Able to act

inventively

56 Easy touch

58 Search for

59 Baset>all team

60 Cold-Wooded
61 Engrave
62 Information

63 Man and Dogs
64 Pallid

65 Discontinue

DOWN
1 I say!

2 Burt's ex

3 Becomes
melkwer

4 State of minimum
activity

5 Go away
6 Sunoco rival

7 Distance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22

M"
^^^^^^H24 ^^^H25 26

27 28 29 _ 30 31 ^H
32 33 34 35

36 ^H 37 ^^^38
39 40 41 42 43

^^^44 M"
46 47 ^^^^48 ^H
49 50 51 52 53 54 55

56 57

1

58

1

59

60 61 62

63 64 65

©200
All rig
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jneMi
served

idlaServlces, Inc
111/1 B/00

measure
8 Short teacher?

9 Peter of "Bosom
Buddies"

10 Circle segment
11 Significant

12 Cantaloupe, e.g.

13 Digging tool

21 Regulation

22 Kazakhstan range

26 Erich_ Stroheim

27 Catafalque

28 Con
29 Having a

favorable

outcome
30 Smoky deposits

31 Embraces
33 Cut and run

34 Yen
35 Work station

37 Task
40 Sept. follower

41 Ladd and Miller

42 Out of_
43 Traditk)nal tales

45 Hearty and

Solutions

d i S

1
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natural tags

46 "Home Alone" co- 53 Authoritative

star decree

47 Smells 54 Do-others

48 Intuition separator

51 Mets stadium 55 Jump
52 Double plays and 57 Golf gadget

ss«»
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I
defUul^A yp« gitwU y.uf/ly f^^-tW WJk
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Classifieds
spring lir^ak

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com

.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

mertours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!
if if if if if if Hf if -if if if if if Hf

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how
you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

( for rlill^ \

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

message 226-5017.

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 3 or 4 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. Call 226-6867.
ififiliififit.ifif^L^fiHfifif

Apartments for groups of 4 or 5.

Two blocks from campus. For Fall

2001. Call Jim 354-2489.
if if if if if *if if if if if if if if

Eagle Park Housing Complex. For

Clarion University students.

Singles, doubles and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities. Fully fur-

nished. Call 226-4300.

Female roommate needed for

Spring 2001 semester. Wilson

Ave. townhouses. $975 a semester

plus utilities. Leave message for

Megan. 227-2892.

Only a few left. Fall/Spring 2001-

2002, 2-3-4 person apartment.

Very nice. Fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. Call 764-

3690.

2-3 female roommates needed for

Spring 2001. $925/semester. All

utilities included. Spacious

rooms. Weight room. Free com-

muter parking pass. 435 F, South

2nd Avenue. Call 226-0280.

Silver Spring Rentals: House

and/or apartment available for the

Spring 2001 semester. Call and

leave message at 226-5917 for

information.
))c3|(^:t(%'4<3|'i('%%^}ic'i(!|<

Female roommate wanted for

Spring 2001. Will have single

room. 115C S. Sixth Ave. $1400

includes rent, utilities, and securi-

ty deposit. Please contact Jodi,

Becky or Jenn at 226-7816.

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.
ififififififififififiiiififif

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraisa-.com three

hour fiindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusllindraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

**************

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.
**************

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
For

FALL '01 & SPRING '02

Furnished

Two-Bedrooms

Sleeps four people

534 Main Street

(Beside the Loomis)

CAM
782-3162 or

(412) 468-4287

Apart-time position is available at

the First Baptist Church in

Clarion, for an organist/pianist.

Send a cover letter and resume to

Attn: Worship Board, PO Box

651, Clarion, Pa. 16214

f Opportunities \

Attention overweight people. Lose

2-8 pounds a week. 100% natural.

Results guaranteed. 1-888-327-

7511. www.bellel23.com.
******H<*******

Excellent opportunity to lose

inches and make money! The

Herbal Body Wrap actually

achieves permanent inch loss. See

results and share with friends who
purchase and earn referral bonus-

es! Call Linda at 764-5895.

(
mummmt Jons A

5 great kid's summer camps in sisters.

NY, ME, PA and WV seek **************

General Councelors and Group Dana, Jami, Maria, Candace,

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists Megan, Kasey, Melissa, Mandy,

and Directors who teach/coach: and Tiffani: good job girls on this

tennis, swimming, climbing, past years exec, board. You did

backpacking, caving, mountain great! ZTA
, •• . II' **************
bikmg, nature, kayakmg, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind- Moniqua, Brianne, Tricia,

surfing, ropes course, theatre,
Danielle, Emily, Natasha,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics, Stephanie, Amy and Starla: con-

woodworking, stained glass, web- ^''^^^ on your new exec, positions!

site design, desktop publishing.
You girls are going to do just fine!

photography, video, weights/fit-
^^^

**************
ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey, ^^^ ^«"'^ ^'^^ '" ^'^^ ^"^'"y^"^

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and " '^^^ and happy Thanksgiving!
:)( % ^ >|e )(e )|c % ]fc % 3(c 3fe >!< ;4c:fc

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and t-* t mi u i

^^ . ..„,., Dance Team, we 11 break com-
operations staff also needed. Wide . , „. ,. ^^^^ ^ . ,

.

, r mandments with you anytime. 0X
range of paid internships for many *********+***

majors! June 16-August 16. Congratulations to our newest sis-

Benefits include training, salary,
tg^s: Aly Paulden, Jess Wojton,

accomodations, food, laundry, Christina Yocum, Emily Pastor,

and travel allowance. Apply s^^ah Mills, and Jill Horwath!
online at www.horizoncamps.com jhanks for B.P Table! We love
or call 1-800-544-5448.

y^^^ ^^g

f'jg^^.

jhliHh'^J|fllhL^':*JMfee:-:-^|'^M^ : :^^h^\ --.^^^b. l^^^ t^ ^ V V ^F ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j|c ^ ^^

ft'PMI^M 9lis I•"
Jl Happy Birthday Mackenzie, Love

Congratulations to our new sweet- **************

heart, Jackie Neilen. Love, the Happy 2 1st Monica! We can't

Brothers of 2X wait to party with you in the
*****«:ic4<iic***** "Bursh'"

The brothers of SX would like to *********x,***

wish everyone a safe and Happy Thank you Sigma Pi for letting us

Thanksgiving. use your house last week. We can
************** always count on you guys! Love,

Dena, thanks for the dinner, it was AOE
awesome! We love you, 4>ZK **************

**************
<I>ZK boys, I hope everyone

Happy 22nd B-Day to J.R.IOSK enjoyed my dinner on Sunday.

Thank you all for coming. Have a
Congrats to Bill Holmes and Jeff ^^fe ^^^ Happy Turkey Day! All
Shipkowski on being initiated. n,y lo^e, your sweetheart Dena.
Brothers or 0s ******j|<****!i<*!(t

^lL sisters, hope everyone has
Fall 2000, congratulations on get- f^n at the formal. We've worked
ting your bigs. Love your future hard and need a break. Have a safe
Sigma Sisters.

^^j j^appy Turkey Day. All my
ififififififififlfififififif

i 1 J J j j

T-. II TT r.- I J T
love, Dena!

Danielle, Happy Birthday. Love **************

your Sigma Sisters.
Congratulations to sister of the

************** '-'

^ , . ^ ,,. T
week Tiffany Russell. We love

Congratulations to: Callie, Jessica
, * >^t^

r. T T^ r^ r, •
.

you! AITs
P, Jessica D., Dana, Brittany, and **************

Jenny. Welcome to the bunch!! jhe sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau
Love your Sisters. ^^^i^ ^^^^ ^^ congratulate our

* 3}e * J|t jjc jjc sic* s|e 3(c 3|c j)t )|e j(c

™ , . . .... newest members. Welcome to the
Happy 1 hanksgiving to all the fra- ., „, ,

. . .'t sorority. We love you.
temities and sororities. Don t eat **************

too much turkey! Love, the sisters Happy 22nd B-Day Eric!! Love,
of Delta Zeta. 0OA

**************
**************

Congratulations Fall 2000 on get- lj,^ gn^jiy piana, Julie: Not that
tmg your bigs! We love you all! ^^^^ jo^ger to go! Love your
Love, your future AZ sisters. future Theta Phi sisters.

*********:)<****
**************

ZTA, thanks for a great mixer. We ^e hope everyone has a great
had a blast. Can't wait to do it Thanksgiving break! The sisters
again. cDAG

^f ^^f^
iflfifiUf^^lfifififi^ifif

infm*%*if^innnfinr

Happy Birthday to Stephanie. ^^^ ^ave a great Thanksgiving
Mandy, and Kate! Love your ZTA

break! Love. The Peach House.
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Sports
Clarion Golden Eagles finish season with 7-4 record

by Dave Colamarino

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion Golden Eagles

ended their season with a 28-21

victory over West Chester last

Saturday, Nov. 1 1 at Clarion's

Memorial Stadium. The Golden

Eagles finished the season 7-4

overall.

Leading the Golden Eagles

offense was Adam Almashy who

completed six passes for 141

yards. Robert Walker had 2 1 car-

ries for 2 1 1 yards and one touch-

down. Tab Musser added 25 car-

ries for 1 10 yards and three touch-

downs.

The Golden Eagles offense pro-

duced 519 total yards. The run-

ning game again led the way with

378 yards.

"We are a better offense when

we can base it off of the run. We
had planned to pass more, but the

running game was going too

good. We have responded well

with the run in recent weeks,"

commented head coach Malen

Luke.

"All of our running backs

stepped up and made big plays,

especially with Demetric Gardner

out," added wide receiver Mike

McCullum.

The defense was led once again

by Roosevelt Benjamin who had

nine tackles, three for a loss, three

breakups and one sack. Mike

Mangieri added five tackles.

Kevin Platz had three sacks while

Travis Dock and Kavon Ford

each had one sack on West

Chester quarterback George

Caroulis. Platz also had a fumble

recovery.

"Our defense has been playing

as well as anyone. They have a lot

of confidence," stated coach

Luke.

Clarion took the opening pos-

session deep into West Chester

territory before fumbling and giv-

ing the ball to West Chester.

After the defense held West

Chester, the Golden Eagles found

themselves deep in West Chester

territory again. This time they

would fail to convert on fourth

down and again gave the ball

back to West Chester.

On Clarion's next possession

they got it together and Walker

took the ball 79 yards for the

touchdown to give Clarion a 7-0

lead.

When Clarion got the ball back

they moved it into West Chester

territory again. Another lost fum-

ble cost the Golden Eagles anoth-

er scoring chance.

On West Chester's first posses-

sion of the second quarter,

Caroulis found Elzar Camper on

the first play for a 80 yard scoring

strike to cut the Clarion lead to 7-

6 after the missed extra point.

"Our defender went to bat the

ball down, but Camper was taller

and made an excellent catch. Our

defender did everything he could

and you can't blame him," com-

mented coach Luke.

"We had a blitz on with man to

man on the comers," added Steve

Devennie.

On the ensuing kickoff, Cori

Johnson set the Golden Eagles up

in excellent field position at the

West Chester 48 with his 44 yard

kickoff return. Clarion was forced

to punt, but a roughing the punter

call gave the Golden Eagles new

life. A 22 yard completion on

third down from Almashy to

Walker set up Musser 's 17 yard

touchdown scamper to give

Clarion the 14-6 lead.

"They probably felt that they

had the momentum after the big

touchdown pass. Fortunate for us,

we took the momentum back with

the penalty and then the touch-

down," stated coach Luke.

"This may have been one of the

turning points in the game. After

the penalty, we said to ourselves

that we had to put this one in and

take their heart out," commented

McCullum.

West Chester would immediate-

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call I

Clarion's Jason Flora kicks off during Clarion's win against West Cliester Nov. 1 1. The Golden
Eagles prevailed 28-2 L Robert Walker led ttie Golden Eagles witti 21 1 yards and one toucti-

down. Tab t\/lusser added 1 10 yards rushing and three toucdhowns.

ly answer. VanAlstine would take

the kickoff 87 yards down to the

Golden Eagle 5 yard line. One

play later Caroulis would hit

Chris Shaffer for the score.

Caroulis would hit Shaffer again

on the two point conversion

attempt to tie the score 14-14.

"We had not only a mental, but

physical breakdown as well. This

was definitely a big play for

them," commented coach Luke.

Clarion would get a chance late

in the first half to recapture the

lead when West Chester's Jason

Muchler was stripped by Andre

Williams and Platz recovered.

The Golden Eagles would unfor-

tunately fail to convert once again

on fourth down and the score

remained tied at the half, 14-14.

Clarion's defense would shut

down West Chester on the first

drive of the second half The

Golden Eagles would then take

the ball and go 79 yards in 1

1

plays. Almashy hit Walker for a

www.theclarioncall.coin <

28 yard reception and Musser

capped the drive off with the one

yard touchdown run to give

Clarion the 21-14 lead.

"This was a key part of the

game to shut them down and then

score. We discussed at halftime to

control the clock, shorten the

game and score.- We felt that the

only way they would score is if

we gave up big plays," stated

coach Luke.

"This was the biggest part of the

game. This gives us the momen-

tum for the rest of the game,"

added Devennie.

Late in the third quarter Clarion

had the ball back. Walker led the

rushing attack and Almashy hit

McCullum for a 34 yard strike on

the drive. West Chester would

block the field goal attempt, and

the score remained 21-14.

The Golden Eagles would

bounce back on their next posses-

sion. Walker had a 32 yard run

and Almashy hit Andy Pore for a

31 yard reception. Musser fin-

ished the drive with another one

yard touchdown burst and Clarion

led 28-14.

West Chester would answer

immediately. Muchler had a 42

yard run and Camper had two

receptions for 29 yards on the

drive. Caroulis hit Camper for the

17 yard touchdown and the

Golden Eagle lead was cut to 28-

21.

"We didn't have a nose guard in

on the big run by Muchler. We
had confusion with our substitu-

tions and only had ten men on the

field," stated coach Luke.

West Chester would have a

chance late in the game to tie the

score. A huge illegal block penal-

ty put West Chester back at the

Clarion 35 instead of first and

goal at the nine yard line. West

Chester would fail to convert on

fourth down and the Golden

See 'FootbalFPage 23
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Womens Basketball

Golden Eagles start season with Clarion Classic
by Jeff Say

Clarion Call Sports Editor

and

Courtesy of Sports Information

The Clarion Golden Eagles

womens basketball season kicks

off this season Nov. 17 at the

Clarion Classic held at the Tippin

Gymnasium. The first game kicks

off at 2 p. m.

The Golden Eagles are led this

season by senior Melissa Yearous

at guard/forward. Yearous aver-

aged 14.7 points per game for the

Golden Eagles last season.

Yearous will be joined by fellow

co-captain Christina Lantz. Lantz,

the Golden Eagles center, only

played three games last season

due to an injury averaged 21.3

PPg-

"Both Melissa and Christina

have maturity on and off the

court," said head coach 'Gie'

Parsons. "These young ladies lead

by example. It makes a big differ-

ence to have strong leaders, and

when you have two players of

their caliber who work as hard as

they do it is important. They have

been running the show since

February and doing it quite well."

Yearous is looking to a be the

key leader on the Golden Eagles

team. Yearous is a leader by exam-

ple said coach Parsons.

"1 am expecting Melissa to have

her best season this year. She is a

great leader and a go to player.

She is a tremendous leaper and is

in incredible condition. She is also

a very unselfish player. She was

like a sponge during the summer.

She soaked up everything that she

could and has come back and

shared a lot of what she learned

with us. Anything she benefits

from benefits us," said Parsons.

The Golden Eagles other

starters include guards Allison

Stodart, Tameka Washington and

center Courtney Willman. Guard

Judy Zimmemian also saw time in

the starting position last season.

Willman took over Lantz's start-

ing position last season after Lantz

was injured in the third game of

the season. Willman responded by

posting 8.2 ppg and 5.7 rpg.

"Allison has a phenomenal out-

side shot," said Parsons. "We just

need her to become more consis-

tent. Tameka is one of our top ath-

letes in our program, while

Courtney is a success story

already. It is just a matter of her

continuing to improve each day,

which so far she is doing."

The Golden Eagles come into

the season with a strong support-

ing cast. Most of the sophomores

have experience from playing sig-

nificant minutes as freshmen.

Point guard Jen Duhnke

appeared in 22 games and six foot

four Erin Stinnette provides a

large force off the bench.

"Jen is another of the players

that is the heart and soul of our

team," said Parsons. "You just

can't outwork Jen."

The Golden Eagles also have a

new crop of 'bailers' as well.

Clarion has five newcomers;

Lindsay Kostorick, Kristen

Maholic, Julie McCormack,

Aaliyah Muhammad and Tiffany

Taylor.

Muhammad was a very sought

after point guard coming out of

high school and decided on

Clarion. Taylor is a transfer from

Odessa College in Texas. She

averaged 13 ppg, 3.8 assists per

game and 2.8 rpg.

"We are going to take a big step

toward reaching the post season,"

Parson said. "It is our goal to

reach the PSAC playoffs. We are

seeing a huge improvement. It is

really fun to see how much every-

one has improved."

Sports
Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question was
Bobby Ross.
This week's
question is:

Who is the

first hockey
player to be
put on trial

for a penalty

during a
game?

INTRAMURAL NEWS
Doug Kn&pp " {rrtramurai, Recreation & Fitness Director / Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

I

INDOOR SOCCER STANDINGS
CO-REC DIVISION:

Kofotripa 5-0
Reccos 4-0-1

Stingers 4-1-1

Razors 4-2
Roc Heads 2-2
The Mia Hamms 2-4
Clarion Schist 1-5
Roc Jocks 0-3
Underdogs 0-5

MBWS DIVISION:
Studio MuHet 4-1

Hooligans 4-2

Kournikova 0-5

INDOOR SOCCER SCORES:
Reccos 3 Mia Hamms 1

3 ON 3 BASKETBALL STANDINGS
MEN^S DIVISION:

Bobby KnightsiSoys 5-0
Oa-Bricks
Mutt Warriors
Gozer
Pacella*8 MBX
The KHIer KB's
Balias

ThetaXI
Trey-ups
Cartel

4-0
4-1

3-2
2-3
2-3
1-3

1-4

0-3
0-3

RECREATION CENTER HOURS
During Thanksgiving Break:

Tuesday, 11/21

Wednesday, 11/22

Thanksgiving Day,

Friday, 11/24

Saturday, 11/25

Sunday. 11/26

6 AM -10 PM
9 AM •> 5 PM
CLOSED
9AM-6PM
CLOSED
5PM- 11 PM

WOMEN'S OrVISION:

Stingers 3
Studio Mullet 3

Razors 5

Studio Mullet 3
Reccos 5

Hooligans 3

Roc Jocks
FOJLSLA 2
Clarion Schist

Hooligans 2
Razors 3

FOJLSLA

SOCCER and BASKETBALL
Playoffs

will begin Monday Nov. 271

*Tournament brackets wiH be
posted \n the Rec, Center.

Why Try
DS
The Contenders
Bone Collectors
Valley Girls

Curropters

4-1

2-1

2-2
1-4

0-3
0-0

3 ON 3SC0RES:
Why Try 21 Valley Girls 3
The Contenders 16 Bone Collectors 5

Knights boys 37 Trey-ups 24
Oa-Bricks 25 Mutt Warriors 1

7

Ballas 33 Cartel 22

Pacella's MBX 17 Theta Xi 12

The Killer KB's 22 G02er 21

Why Try 16 The Contenders 1

2

D$ 1

6

Bone Collectors 1

4

B. Knight's Boys 32 Cartel 26
Da-Bricks 18 Trey-ups 10

Mutt Warnors 21 The Killer KB's 19

Theta Xi 16 Ballas 12

Gozer 20 Pacella's MBX 1

7

B

BIG BUCK CONTEST
This year's competition js now under-
way. Several submissions were made
through archery season, but you sti
have until December 8 to tag your
monster. The winner will be based on
the number of points, with the inside

spread as the tie-breaker. Good Luck
and sate hunting! To enter your trophy
just submit a picture to the IM office.

FITNESS CORNjiB
question: What can I do to not gain

weight over the holiday's?

answer: It's a fact « most Americans
will gain some weight during the next

few weeks. As always, your best

defense is to keep moving! Try to keep
your activity levelup by exercising, or
at~least taking a walk every day. Since
more food choices are available, take
smaller p^ortions, and stay away from
seconds if you can...
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Swimming and diving

Golden Eagle swimming and diving teams defeat Ashland
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call

Assistant Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle mens and

womens swimming and diving

teams cruised past Ashland dur-

ing their first home meet on

Saturday, Nov. 1 1

.

The Clarion men won by a

score of 134-89, and the women
dominated with a score of 138-

95. Both teams managed to sig-

nificantly improve times, tech-

niques and swim fast races.

The meet started off with the

400 medley relay. Both mens and

womens teams crushed the event,

claiming firsts in both.

The womens team included

Megan Tracy, Abby Koch,

Bethany Bankovich and Shannon

Cattoni. The mens 400 medley

relay team consisted of Doug

Scott, Ben Chandlee, John

Smithson, and Aaron Bell.

The meet then proceeded to the

second event, the 1000 freestyle,

where Brandi Smithson brought

home another first place finish

for the ladies.

The next first place for Clarion

wouldn't come until event five,

where Cattoni won the 200

freestyle. Megan Trimbur fol-

lowed Cattoni's wake and

brought in another Clarion victo-

ry in the 50 freestyle.

From that point on, both mens

and womens team were on a roll

with Bill Wright taking a first in

the 50 freestyle.

Sweeping event nine, the wom-

ens 200 I.M., for the Golden

Eagles, was Koch while Adam
Ulishney churned out a first in

the mens event.

The meet was then turned over

to the diving team who also made

a pronounced impression on

Ashland.

Winning both the womens one-

meter and three-meter diving

events was senior Stephanie

Sutton.

On the mens side, Jimmy

McGee took first in both the one-

meter and three-meter diving

events.

The Golden Eagle swimmers

continued their winning streaks

with Cattoni taking a first in the

100 freestyle. The next first place

finish would be brought home by

Tracy in the 200 backstroke.

Doug Scott captured a first

place victory for the Clarion

mens team in event 19, the mens

200 backstroke.

Trimbur took another first

place for the Golden Eagles

while competing in the 500

freestyle, but exhibitioned the

event due to the dramatic lead in

points.

April Johnson captured another

first place victory for the Clarion

women in the 200 breaststroke.

The points were also exhibi-

tioned to Ashland.

Matt Jeffers took home a first

place for the mens team during

the final individual swimming

event, the 200 breaststroke.

The meet concluded with the

womens and mens 400 freestyle

relays. Both mens and womens

teams were victorious in the

events.

Swimming on the first place

womens 400 freestyle relay team

were Missy Baer, Koch, Kelly

Horner, and Trimbur.

The first place mens 400

freestyle relay team consisted of

Gary Aughinbaugh, Wright,

Scott, and Smithson.

Both mens and womens swim-

ming teams are coached by Mark

Van Dyke and new assistant

swimming coach, Christina

Tillotson.

Tillotson, a 1999 Clarion grad

and former great swimmer with

the Golden Eagles, returns to her

alma mater filling the vacancy

created when Mark VanDyke was

named head coach, replacing

retiring mentor. Bill Miller.

Tillotson came from Ball

State University, where she

attended in 1999-2000 under an

NCAA Post-Graduate

Scholarship. She was also an

assistant women's swimming

coach last year.

Tillotson had a storied Clarion

career. She was a 5-time NCAA
Division II National Champion,

including individual titles in the

200 I.M. in 1999 and 98. At the

NCAA's she posted five first

place finishes, nine second place

endings, three thirds, three

fourths and four fifth place fin-

ishes. A 28-time All-American

(maximum possible), she never

finished lower than seventh in

any event.

An 18-time PSAC champion.

Christina was named PSAC
"Swimmer of the Year" in 1999

and 98, PSAC "Rookie of the

Year" in 1996, was a four-time

PSAC and Clarion "Scholar

Athlete" and named to the PSAC
"Academic Top Ten" in 1998 and

99.

The three-time female "Athlete

of the Year," at Clarion

University (1997-99), she helped

the Golden Eagle Women's

Swim team to three PSAC titles

(1996-98) and four high placings

at NCAA's inch' Jing 4th in 1999,

3rd in 1998 4th in 1997 and 5th

in 1996.

She earned her degree at

Clarion in Elementary Education

and finished with a 3.83 cumula-

tive grade point average.

Tillotson is a native of York,

Pa. and a 1995 graduate of

Dallastown High School. She is

the daughter of Mary Anne and

Fitch Tillotson of York.

Most everyone has them...no one likes them. (Toyota Echo can help.) Echo gets up to 38 miles per gai}on\.that limiis your spending

on gasoline, (Good start.) Echo has an amazing amount of interior room...seMng for 5...so it will hold a lot of something, like ix^ to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home— positive cash ilow to ftirther limit your spending. (Another phiS.) Now you try one.

(Hints: W$ Toyota.,.very dependabk. And its an Echo, darting aromid $13,500 weH equipped.) So the next time your spending limits

come up for discussion, yoivll he all set with a positive suggestion...A visit to yout nearhy Toyota dealer.

'FPA s.stitjuuf ^\/^B 4 door, 4-$pee4 automatic, Kven btntcr m\h ^-*ipfre<l m:»tx«;U.
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Golden Eagle mens basketball ready to tip-off season
Courtesy of Sports Information

The 2000-2001 mens basketball

season is ready to explode at

Clarion's Waldo S. Tippin

Gymnasium as the Golden Eagles

prepare to defend their 2000

PSAC-West title. Clarion is

ranked #24 in Division 11 in the

pre-season by Division II

Bulletin.

The 2000-2001 Golden Eagles

feature four returning starters and

seven returning letter-winners

from last year's title team. The

returning starters account for 55.8

points per game, 21.7 rebounds,

216 assists and 165 steals.

"We are really looking forward

to the new season," said coach

Righter. "We have a solid nucleus

returning who have been through

Footballl Clarion Golden Eagles finish season with 7-4

record, from page 20.

Eagles escaped with a 28-21 vic-

tory.

"The defense has played well,"

commented McCullum.

"We blitzed them on the fourth

down play and the comers did a

good job of covering," added

Devennie.

"This team has a lot of character.

We were picked to finish sixth in

the PSAC and we started out 0-2.

We played as a team all season. I

feel the turning point of the season

was the California game when Cal

fumbled the ball as they were get-

ting ready to score and put us

away. We then took the ball 97

yards for the touchdown with very

little time left. We learned how to

hang in there and win because of

this. The kids believed in them-

selves. Next season we have a lot

of young kids who hopefully still

have their best football ahead of

them. We need to work hard in the

offseason in the weight room. On

the field we need to work on the

passing game, especially the

routes of the young receivers. If

we can control the ball running,

we will have big plays throwing.

Also, we as coaches have to con-

tinue to recruit quality players,"

commented Luke.

"I think we can win it all. We
have good players coming back

that can step it up," added

McCullum.

the wars in the PSAC and know

what it takes to be successful in

Division II. Our style should

remain the same as the last few

years."

Returning to the starting lineup

are forward David Shearer,

guards Tamir Harbin and Rollie

Smith and center Allen Stevens.

Shearer, a pre-season HM All-

American by Division II Bulletin

and a first team PSAC-West selec-

tion in 2000, is ready for another

quality season. Last year Shearer

was second on the team averaging

16.1ppg, led the team with 8

rebounds per game, plus added 47

steals, 31 assists, 16 blocked shots

and shot 74% from the free throw

line. He averaged 9.6ppg and 6.2

rebounds as a freshman and

earned PSAC-West "Rookie of

the Year" honors. He has 693

career points and 383 rebounds.

Harbin, a second team PSAC-

West choice last year, made an

immediate impact in his first year.

He led the team averaging

1 6.9ppg, plus added 68 assists, 42

steals and chipped in with 4.9

rebounds per contest.

Smith, the Eagles starting point

guard, earned PSAC-West

"Rookie of the Year" honors as a

freshman last year He averaged

9ppg, led the team in assists with

101, made 35 steals and shot 77%

from the free throw line.

Stevens, a quick, agile center

with great mobility, averaged 13.8

points and 6.4 rebounds per game

last year He nailed 17 three point-

ers and shot 53% from the floor

while blocking 12 shots and grab-

bing 41 steals.

"We have four returning starters

who exemplify teamwork,

unselfish play and leadership,"

complimented Righter "They

have all stepped up and made big

plays to help us win the big games

and that type of experience is

invaluable."

Guard James Bigler and for-

wards Stephen Nesmith and Mark

Starkey return with valuable expe-

rience.

Bigler, a shooting guard, played

in 17 games last year and con-

tributed 3.2 points per game. He

made 50% of his three-point

attempts ( 1 6 of 32) and had a high

game of 20 points versus Goldey

Beacom.

Nesmith, a strong defensive

player at power forward or center,

Students experience paintballing trend

by Matthew Hummel
Clarion Call Staff Writer

On Oct. 22, 19 students from

Clarion University travelled to

Briar Hill to play eight games of

paintball. After several rounds of

all out paintballing, students expe-

rienced the communication skills

necessary to be successful during

the games.

Everyone attending had the

opportunity to play eight games

with 200 balls and have lunch all

for $10.00.

A new Paintball Club has recent-

ly taken off Meetings occur every

Tuesday night in the Recreational

Center at 9:00 p.m.

ADVENTURES
S. Ma:\n Sfv Clayton 226-0201

Tuesday AH U Ccxn Ccx\ C^oJb Le9S $13.95

*Wednesday AH U Ccxn Bed W\ngs $6.95

& All U Ccin Sai Sfeak $10.25

Ooi, 12, 13 & 14 'V33oa 10-2

Monday
5:00pm - 9:00pm

20(t Wings eat in

25(J; Take out

$5.50 all you can eat

.'•).S^%S>

ITYINN
Wednesday
6:00pm and on

250 Slice pepperoni pizza

or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

IMFORMATION: 226-7200

OTTESTNITE SPOT

contributed l-Sppg and 1.9

rebounds last season in 26 games

as a freshman. He drew a game-

saving charge in the last 30-sec-

onds at Slippery Rock, plus

blocked a last second in Clarion's

70-68 win over SR at Tippin Gym.

Starkey, a forward, is a well-

conditioned athlete who runs the

floor well and has a nice shooting

touch. He played 11 games,

scored 24 points and grabbed 11

rebounds.

Also returning with experience

from a year ago are point guard

Kirk Evanov, forward Justin

Kreefer and center Ben Meese.

Five newcomers to the Clarion

roster will be ready to step in and

make an immediate impact.

Guards Steve Serwatka and

Reggie Bullock, along with for-

wards John Reddick and Ken

Trader and center Herman Can-

are all very talented players.

Serwatka, a shooting guard that

can also play the point, is battling

for a starting spot. A pure shooter,

he came to Clarion from Sullivan

Community College where he

averaged 24ppg and helped his

team to the J.C. Final Four with a

32-3 record. Before that he played

at Salesian High and was an All-

State player averaging 26ppg.

Bullock, a transfer from Morgan

State, can play guard and forward.

At six foot seven inches he will

present matchup problems for

opponents. At Morgan State he

played in 46 career games, scored

129 points, had 91 rebounds, 28

steals and 19 assists.

Reddick, a small forward, comes

to Clarion from F.I.T. He was a

junior college All-American aver-

aging 22ppg and 12 rebounds. He

went to McClancy High and was

third team All-City averaging

19ppg and 10 rebounds.

Trader is an athletic power for-

ward that came to Clarion from

Mississippi Delta Community

College. He averaged 1 2ppg and 6

rebounds. He also attended

Greenville High and averaged

Ibppg and 7 rebounds.

Carr, a forward center, gives

Clarion a physical presence

inside. A 2-year starter, he aver-

aged 16ppg and 10 rebounds for

the Red Hawks. He also attended

Woodrow Wilson High in

Youngstown, Ohio and was an

All-Ohio and All-City selection.

"Our newcomers add experi-

ence, depth and size to the team,"

said coach Righter.
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Valuable Prizes
CLARION'S NEW PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

RIDE TO WIN
• TV-VCR

* DESTINTA movie passes, CDs, music videos

* T-shirts, scooter, and much much more

* $ 1 ,000 scholarship to Clarion University

* $500 off a semester's rent at Eagle Park Apartments

* Gift certificates and merchandise from your favorite

Clarion Area Merchants!

Enter the prize drawing through December S

Drawing set for 7 p.m., December 6 at the Clarion Mall

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!
SIGN UP on any GOLDEN EAGLE EXPRESS BUS

The Golden Eagle Express is sponsored by: C-93 and Radio 13, Clarion Mall, and the Clarion University Student Senate.

Enter on the bus or mail entry to: C-93 Radio, P.O. Box 688, Clarion, PA 16214. Employees of C-93 Radio, the Area Transportation

Authority of North Central Pennsylvania, Clarion Mall businesses, and their families, are not eligible to enter.You must be 18 or older to

win some contest prizes.

See the complete bus schedule on the web at: www.clarion.edu/relations/bus

i

November 30, 2000 The first draft of Clarion University history.

Liz Pottfer/The Clarion Call

Pierce Science Center Is getting closer to renovating as proposals passed ttirough PA legislature this past summer Renovation
plans to Pierce are scheduled to be completed by the year 2004.

Renovation plans drawing closer

by Amy Thompson
Clarion Call News Editor

•••••••••••••••••••I ••••••••••••••••

Clarion University's capital

program, which outlines renova-

tion and building projects for

Clarion, passed through the

Pennsylvania legislature last July.

Included in the Capital Program

was the proposal for the rebuild-

ing and remodeling of Pierce

Science Center.

Since the Capital Program has

been approved, the university is

eligible to seek funding for the

project.

Pierce Science Center is a $27.9

million project that is slated for

2004. The current library project

is estimated at $15 million.

The project,when concluded,

will be affecting the Math

Department, Physics Department,

Chemistry Department, Biology

Department, Geology

Department, Earth Science

Department and the Special

Education department.

"We are looking forward to

developing strategies that will

effectively articulate the need for

the building and thereby obtain

funding as soon as possible," said

Clare Heidler, a member of the

Facilities Planning Committee.

One construction possibility is

for the science center to have two

wings. One wing would feature

• • • • • • • • • •««e««»#e»»ti**«e«c»»«»s

lab work; while the other wing

would have classrooms and

offices.

The Planetarium is the only sec-

tion of the current science center

that will remain but experience

renovations.

The remainder of the building

will be rebuilt.

Dr. Stephen Shulik a member of

the Anthropology, Geography,

and Earth Science Departments

is currently accepting suggestions

for renovations from Clarion

University staff and faculty.

The science center will apply

for Performance Outcome plan

money for the renovation.

,ww\\^theclarioncalLcom^

€6 We are looking

forward to developing

strategies that will

effectively articulate the

needfor building. 99

-Clare Heidler

The Planetarium will also pre-

sent "A Star in the East", the

annual Christmas presentation.

It is scheduled for Dec. 1 , 8 and

1 5 at 7 p.m. The show is free, but

donations will be accepted.

:^
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New deal for

State System,

University

Administrators

/Mk..

State SviteiJi of iiighei hdiiC^iio/i

i ii, k\i\>-f HVitV? fnt Pfnttt'H-iftti

Courtesy of the State System of

Higher Education

The State System of Higher

Education and State College and

University Professional

Association (SCUPA) have signed

a four-year collective agreement

which will provide pay increases

each year and improved benefits.

"... I believe that both sides

recognized the many challenging

issues that confront all of us in

higher education and worked

together to resolve them for the

best interests of the students in our

State System of Higher

Education," said SCUPA
President Ray Bazylak.

The agreement will provide pay

increases totaling near 1 1 .5 per-

cent over the next four years.

Administrators will receive two

percent increases effective imme-

diately until July 1 , then increases

will fluctuate between one percent

and two an a half percent.

Terms of the new contract

include the State System con-

tributing $50,000 annually in

2000 and 2001 and $75,000 a year

later toward SCUPA's

Professional Development

Program.
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Often times, just the mention of the words "Chandler

Dining Hall" gives people chills and bad vibes. What peo

pie don't know is that Chandler has improved this semes-

ter. Well, not all, but most of it has.

For some reason, the renovations must have also had an

effect on the food quality, because food is more than just

edible now. There are a ton of selections and the variety

in the lunch meat alone is much better. The chili cheese

fries are fabulous also.

We can always count on Chandler for consistency in the

same foods, but there is always one or two entries that are

new every night. These are always a treat to look forward

to.

When we are able to choose from more than just pizza

and pasta, it tends to make us all happier people. We all

know that there is nothing worse than a hungry, disgrun-

tled college student. It's true, it's true.

Let's face it, who couldn't love the mass quantities of

food that you can consume in one visit at the dining hall?

With unlimited drinks and food, we are not sure why a lot

of people opt for Gemmell when there are many of the

same choices for much less quantities.

Chandler still lacks in a few items though. For one, the

price to eat there without a meal plan is way too much.

Yes, we want to go, but some of us can't afford it. We
know it's sad, but it is true. Especially for poor college

students. Secondly, there are still many students who
don't go there because they have the "old Chandler" in

mind. Many people go for a change in atmosphere only.

Hey, it's better than not at all, right?

There are also those of us that have been there about

three times since we have been here at Clarion and don't

think it has changed much. It is just a matter of opinion

we guess.

So Chandler, we give you two thumbs up, but let's face

it. ..the desserts need a little work.

YOUR VIEWS
Through the Looking Glass
SIR, YOUR PICTURES
ARE READY: A young man

stole a car and took his own pic-

ture with a camera the owner had

left on the front seat. Then he left

the camera behind when he aban-

doned the vehicle. The police

published the picture in the New
York papers, so he won't be at

large for long. One cop said, "I

wish they were all this stupid."

COULDN'T SHE HAVE
PREDICTED THIS? To

help the business of his friend

who works as a telephone psy-

chic, Yarneiser "John" Perez

made 153 calls $4.99-per-minute

to her psychic hotline from the

New Jersey bank he works at,

often leaving the phone off the

hook for hours, police said. The

bill came to $164,378.74 for 546

hours of calls to her number in

the Dominican Republic, the

longest of which was 14 hours.

He was ordered to repay the

money and spend a year in cus-

tody.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN
YOU'RE HIS WIFE!?
I'M HIS WIFE! Haitian

bom doctor Jean-Claude

Dominique married the woman
who helped put him through

medical school in America, and,

a few years later, and unbe-

knownst to her, also married his

high-school sweetheart from back

home. He lived part time in a

home on the waterfront of Long

Island with 56-year-old Wife

Number One and their two chil-

dren, and the rest of the time

with Wife Number Two, age 50,

and their two kids, in New
Jersey. Everything was going fine

until he was hit by a car and

killed. The two widows met for

the first time at the emergency

room. They were quite shocked.

HELLO! HELLO? WHO
THE HECK IS THIS?
Timothy Michel, a member of his

Missouri college wrestling team,

called his home to get the phone

messages from his answering

machine. Since he lives alone, he

was very surprised when some-

one answered his call. After a

somewhat agitated exchange dur-

ing which he determined that the

man — someone named Harvey

— had broken into his home,

Michel called three of his

wrestling buddies who live near-

by. They ran to the house and put

Harvey in a headlock.

PULL OVER! I SAID
PULL OVER NOW! The

New Delhi Driving School of

Chicago, through which many
immigrants from India got their

licenses, has come under fire

because it has been alleged,

instructors bribed state officials

to pass students who failed to

learn how to drive.

State examiners testified that

some "graduates" of the school

didn't know how to start a car,

and others didn't know the differ-

ence between "drive" and

"reverse."

During some tests, applicants

were ordered to stop the car and

get out because they constituted a

danger to the highways. A retest

was ordered, and, of 60 students

who showed up, 23 failed.

Mike Pingree of the Boston

Herald brings readers the latest

in stupid human tricks.

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Editorial
iiSiSi'i'i^i^;';^-"'^i!SSi^^

u II Mp<^
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las an Editorial Board - the voice of The Clarion Call. These editorial
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lliecessarily agree on the opinion stated in the editorial The opinion
topressed is shared by the majoritv of the board, il is not always a unao-
iimous opinion. \'bu, the public, reserve the right to express your plea-
sure or displeasure with these opinions via a Letter to the Editor
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Opinion
Abominations

**Before I built a waif Fd

ask to know

what I was wailing in or

waiting out.**

-Robert Froist

Hide Park

Dr. Vincent Spina

Some of my friends are gay.

No, I mean it: Some of my best

friends are gay. If my sister or my
brother wished to marry one, I

would hope to be the best man at

the wedding. If they become ill, I

would visit them. If I became ill,

I would wait for their visit. They

are some of my best friends.

Indeed, some are even my rela-

tives.

They have become my best

friends because we have arrived at

our present state of affairs by way

of long and difficult journeys. We
have known the sweetness of life.

We have fallen in love, and out of

love, and then in again. Over the

years we have been brave on

occasion, and we have been cow-

ards on occasion. We have been

honest and we have lied. We have

regrets. Regrets lie heavy on our

heart. But so does the sweetness

of life.

Are we the same? "Are we all

the same under the skin?" as the

old saccharine cliche would have

it. No. We have traveled different

routes. We can sympathize with

each other's pain, recognize the

moments of sweetness. But we

are not the same. The route I have

traveled makes me what I am.

The route they have traveled

makes them what they are. We
cannot be separated from our

experience. Every decision we

make, every thought we have, or

ideal we hold is somehow mediat-

ed by the route we travel-our

experience. So much, therefore,

about loathing the sin but not the

sinner. The experience one has is

not a sin in the first place. And

the sinner is only a sinner when he

or she hurts someone.

See 'Spina' Page 6

'^..Never forget tiiat you iiave the opportunity to inaise this country a

better (not bitter) place by what you say/'

Amy Thompson, News Editor

Have you ever gone for an

extended period of time without

speaking? When you ask someone

how they are, do you actually care

about the answer? Do you listen

with your ears or your heart?

On Leap Year of this year I was

forced to ask myself some of these

questions. I had surgery to remove

two cysts from my vocal folds. I

wasn't allowed to speak, laugh,

whistle, clear my throat, cough, or

mouth any sort of words for six

days following the procedure.

In that time I was tortured with

messages saying, "Amy I know

you can't talk to me right now.. .ha,

ha!" During that six days I also

wore out one dry erase pen, used

countless sheets of paper, and

sharpened my pencil a million

times.

I also came to realize how much

Americans value the human voice

and free speech, but I have to won-

der if some of us abuse the privi-

lege.

Right now somebody somewhere

is yelling obscenities out a car win-

dow due to road rage. Somebody is

spreading a piece of vicious gossip

about somebody else. Somebody

is causing someone unnecessary

pain. Somebody is ending a friend-

ship because of words spoken too

quickly. Somebody is voicing

hateful ideas about someone

because they are of a different race,

creed, sex, religion, or gender.

Somebody right now has the con-

stitutional right to bash the govern-

ment.

I'm not saying that our free

speech should be taken away from

us. (In fact, I'm the last person who

would ever say that.) What I am
saying is this; we need to be thank-

ful for the privilege we have been

Editorial
given or should I say bom with.

However, realize that with the priv-

ilege comes a certain responsibility

to oneself and to others. In certain

parts of the world people are perse-

cuted for not saying the "right"

ideas, but in America we take for

granted that we have the right to

voice ideas which are all too often

ludicrous and absolutely ignorant.

The next time you go to say

something that you think may be

questionable, do yourself a favor

Write down what you were going

to say and read it to yourself.

Maybe this will persuade you to

think twice about it and help you to

choose your words more wisely.

After all, someone once said the

pen is mightier than the sword. It is

my belief that the tongue is even

sharper.

I also urge you to consider the

holiday season and how you could

make it brighter for someone else

by what you say.

Finally, never forget that you have

the opportunity to make this coun-

try a better (not bitter) place by

what you say.

As a member of the National Newspaper
Association, The Clarion Call is entitled

to access NNAs Libel Hotline; with advice

from Washington attorney

Alice Neff Lucan.
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CAa On You

What do you want for Christmas?

by: liz Potter

!^(il<ie (Davis

junior,

Tofiticaf Science

"A winner to the

election."

Senior, Communication

"Two merry prostitutes and

a keg of eggnog."

^icf^ Mecl^fey

Senior, %efiaS

Vevefopmentaf (DisabiCiiies

'A holiday without stress."

'Daniete Tarry

^junior,

'Efementary 'EarCy

ChitcCfiood

JobTrak
JOB JUMPING

Q. I recently graduated from college and took an entry-level financial

analyst position with a defense contractor. I find that the culture of

the company and the industry is no place for a young energetic grad-

uate like myself. I am currently looking for another job while still

working. Should I reference my current position, even though I've

been here for only 1 month? Would it look bad to recruiters seeing

that I already want to quit even after a month? -Sam

Q. First, you should decide if the problem is with the company or

yourself. You have only been there one month. Have you really

explored the company well enough to know that this is not the place

to work? Are there other departments or locations that might be a bet-

ter match for you? Jobs don't make the person; the person makes the

job. Decide what you want out of your career with this company and

then go out and get that. You will be surprised by the opportunities

lying right in front of you at your present company, but had neglected

to see them. Planning your career should be no different from a CEO
doing his business plan. If you have made the plan and after working

that plan for some period of time decided that you must move on,

then you should not put an engagement on your resume of less than a

year. If you can omit the experience without leaving a gap in your

resume that would be preferable. Job jumping or short duration

engagements raise red flags and for good reason. Either the person is

a perpetual job seeker and never commits to any organization; or they

are incompetent; or they can not work with others; or they just don't

know what they want. Regardless of the reason, these are all good

reasons to not hire someone.

Tom Lawton

President

Advent Design Corporation

Students can submit their job searching questions to:

Keri Resh Kraft

jobtrak.com
1964 Westwood Blvd, Third Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90025

Kkraft@jobtrak.com

Dear Harlan,

My ex-boyfriend — who wants

to get back together — moved to

California. He is admittedly very

mean to me when I make him

mad. He knows how much his

words hurt, but it is like he can't

stop. He has started seeing a coun-

selor who thinks he is depressed.

My ex says that if I'm not there

for him, he will resent me forever,

but the only way he will accept

my help is for us to date because

he says he loves me. This guy has

a wonderful heart and always

means well, but when he gets

angry he takes on another person-

ality and it's very scary. He says

that when I was going through a

lot of family problems he was

there for me. He is mad because I

can't be there for him now.

I know it's not a healthy rela-

tionship but I do want to be there

for him and I do want to help.

I am not sure I can though

because I am scared.

Please if you have any advice on

how I can be there for him and

deal with this situation.

"M"

Dear "M",

Help yourself and stay away

from him.

Wash your hands of this relation-

ship and shower yourself with

some of your compassion. You've

tried but he's made it impossible.

You need to help yourself and stay

away. DO NOT feel guilty for

even a second. He's in no place to

nurture your friendship or date

you (or anyone). He's not even a

friend. Friends don't place condi-

tions on friendship. Friends don't

do things because they "owe"

each other. Friends don't guilt

each other into friendship. He's a

long way from being even close to

a friend. He needs professional

help that you can't offer him. You

don't owe him anything. You only

owe yourself a healthy relation-

ship absent of abuse.

Hi Harlan,

This is in response to the 14-

year-old who likes the 15-year-old

that does drugs and has sex. I'm

22, and I know all about the

attraction of "bad boys," but this

girl needs to know what she's gel-

ting into. Guys who make their

first priorities doing drugs and

having sex tend to be fun on the

outside, but shallow on the inside.

They care only about themselves.

and their own needs, and any con-

sideration they show you in the

beginning is a means to an end- a

way to get something they want.

Guys like that don't understand

anything besides self-gratifica-

tion.

In the end, you'll end up frustrat-

ed and confused- wondering why

he treats you the way he does and

where it all went wrong. If you

can't resist him - fine, but you

should know how it will end

before you start. If you think

about it, he isn't worth all the time

you'll waste and the problems

he'll create. If you don't under-

stand this now, you will eventual-

ly. I promise!

Been There

Dear Been There,

It's one thing for me to say it but

I've never been a 1 4-year-old girl

aching to date a drug-dealing, sex-

seeking "bad boy." It helps to hear

it from someone who knows the

dark inner-core and selfish

motives behind a drugged-out

boyfriend. Thanks for the note.

Harlan is not a licensed thera-

pist, but he is licensed driver and

author of the book, Campus Life

Exposed: Advice from the Inside.

Write ffarlan via e-mail at har-

lan@helpmeharlan.com. All let-

ters submitted become property

of the column. Copyright Help

Me, Harlan! 2000
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Survey Indicates Employers

Often Uncover Lies On

Resumes
by Maria Mallory

If you've ever thought about

lying on your resume, here's a

word of advice: Don't.

A survey on reference checking

from the Society of Human
Resource Management shows

many job applicants who lie on

resumes are getting caught.

Human resource professionals

reported uncovered lies in these

categories:

— Length of employment, 53

percent.

— Past salaries, 51 percent.

— Criminal records, 45 percent.

— Former job tales, 44 percent.

— Former employers, 35 percent.

— Driving records, 33 percent.

— College degrees, 30 percent.

— Credit, 24 percent.

— Schools attended, 22 percent.

— Social Security number, 14

percent.

The moral of this survey's story is

hiring managers and their sup-

porting staffs aren't just taking a

job applicant's resume at face

value.

"The person who's preparing a

resume for an interview needs to

realize that their resumes are

being looked at more carefully

than ever before," advises Gail

Geary, president of Geary

Communications, a human
resources and consulting firm

based in Sandy Springs that helps

companies sniff out inconsisten-

cies and potential trouble spots in

resumes.

These days, in addition to tradi-

tional reference checking, com-

panies are using new software

applications to screen resumes

tor inconsistencies, Geary says.

'The screening process is more

sophisticated, and the job hunter

needs to know that when they are

applying," she says.

Geary acknowledges not every-

one who is at risk is a baldfaced

liar. "The fact that we have cor-

porate downsizing and reorgani-

zation, people don't have any job

security, so they are, in a lot of

cases, protecting themselves by

^'hat they consider a slight exag-

geration. Maybe it wasn't an out-

and-out lie. They don't want to be

dropped out" of consideration for

the job.

But even exaggerations can spell

trouble if detected by a hiring

manager, Geary notes.

When it comes to unpleasant

admissions, gaps in work history,

lack of formal education, what

should you do to save face?

"There are a lot of ways you can

make yourself look good without

lying," Geary says. "Emphasize

your strengths."

Additionally, Geary offers these

suggestions:

— Don't go it alone.

"The savvy applicant actually

shouldn't just do a resume with-

out having a professional who
understands the resume go

through it with them," Geary

says. "They can get some good

books or hire an executive coach

to go through it with them. When
you have someone to go over it

with you, you won't have the

accidental errors."

— Don't fill holes with lies.

"If you're missing a credential,

build your own professional cred-

ibility by getting the credential

that you need," Geary says.

Do you feel you're being

screened out by not having a col-

lege degree?

"To be a student enrolled in one

course in your area, that looks

like you're moving ahead,"

Geary says, so note that on your

resume or list appropriate contin-

uing education courses. In the

interview, you can explain.

"There are certain ways you can

put things without lying," she

says. " "No, I don't have a

degree, but I have a lot of experi-

ence in that field, and I'm cur-

rently enrolled in classes to get

more experience.'
"

— Don't lie about your age.

"If you're an older employee with

a long employment history, you

might want to describe yourself

in your cover letter as very ener-

getic and future-oriented," Geary

says.

If you're fresh out of college and

lack formal work history, high-

light any related experiences

from your college activities, she

adds.

Clarion UriMersity of Pennsyfy/ania

STUDENT
SENATE

President
By Brian Sowa * Student Senate President

President's Forum

Student Senate recently

passed the Athletic Enrichment

Fee (AEF).

Some may consider this fee to

be controversial. However, most

students are not completely aware

of the purpose of this fee and

how it will be administered.

The purpose of the AEF is to

provide seed funding to help

encourage the development of a

permanent endowed athletic

scholarship fund.

Additionally, funds will be set

aside for the improvement of

recreational facilities on the

Clarion University campus.

If approved by Dr. Reinhard, a

one-time $30 fee would be

charged to all incoming freshman

and transfer students.

This fee would not be charged

to any current student of Clarion

University.

Each year, fifty percent of the

AEF collected will be distributed

to student athletes as scholar-

ships.

Our Athletic Department

currently does an excellent job of

fundraising for the majority of

the athletic scholarships currently.

However, with the addition of

women's soccer as an intercolle-

giate sport, there will be a consid-

erable shortfall in the scholarship

fund. The purpose of this fee is

to supplement the Athletic

Department's current efforts.

Of the remaining fifty-percent

of the AEF, 25 percent each year

would be placed into an endow-

ment fund for future use.

The remaining 25 percent will

be placed into an account for the

sole purpose of increasing recre-

ational athletic facility improve-

ments.

This fee will benefit all stu-

dents on the campus, not just stu-

dent athletes. The athletic depart-

ment is a vital part of our univer-

sity.

I feel that some students fail to

recognize that fact.

This fee is not to place a bur-

den on students to help individual

students.

This fee is to help our universi-

ty community continue to grow

and strive.

The fee also provides funds to

better the recreational facilities

on our campus.

Anything from intramural fields

to lights could be funded through

this account.

Yet another example, of how
this fee will benefit the entire stu-

dent body.

The best part about this fee that

most opponents fail to recognize

is that it is refundable upon grad-

uation from Clarion University.

A refund packet would be

included in the graduation infor-

mation. The student would have

the option of donating their fee to

Clarion University or to request a

refund.

Student Senate understands that

not every student will agree with

this fee.

However, as the elected repre-

sentatives of the student body, we
felt that this fee would benefit the

entire student body.

If you have any questions con-

cerning the fee, its purpose or its

administration, please contact me
personally, or any other student

senator.

UNIVERSITY

Everyone's opinion matters. We want to hear from you.

If you have an opinion on an article that appears

throughout The Clarion Call write us and drop it off in

the Call office. The office is located in 270 Gemmell
Student Center.
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Making it through the holidays

Tips For A Hassle Free Holiday Season
by Amanda Sanyal

Courtesy of TMS Campus

The air travel industry has taken

a beating lately on everything

from poor customer service to

increasing prices. It's safe to say

that last summer's leisure travel-

ers experienced the brunt of the

industry's growing problems.

Most of their travel time was

spent at airport terminals waiting

for delayed flights, standing in

long lines, and experiencing a

whole host of travel woes and

stresses.

Everyone wants to be home for

the holidays and on the verge of

the busiest travel season of the

year, it's important that travelers

are equipped with the information

they need to make smart travel

decisions.

There are simple ways to man-

age seasonal travel to ensure that

the holidays remain stress-free,

even for hurried travelers.

These tips can not only preserve

sanity, but also allow for more

time with friends and family and a

budget that won't blow the bank.

- Decide on a travel itinerary and

book flights as early as possible in

order to avoid the stress and con-

fusion caused by last minute trav-

el.

- High fares are a barrier for

many when it comes to travel.

Consider using an online travel

site, like Hotwire

(www.hotwire.com) to combat

high prices.

At Hotwire, trusted name brand

airlines like United, American,

America West, USAir, Northwest

and Continental aggressively

compete for travelers' business,

which allows them to offer fares

up to 40 percent less than pub-

lished retail fares.

The process is quick and easy,

saves time and money and elimi-

nates the guessing, bidding and

waiting required of most other

travel sites.

- When making travel arrange-

ments, be flexible when it comes

to departure dates and times.

Flying mid-week or at off-peak

times of the day can often save

travelers a great deal of money

and ensures less hassle and short-

er lines at the airport.

- Avoid the risk of having pre-

sents checked at the last moment

on full holiday flights by mailing el to the airport and for check-in at

them in advance instead of the airport than is normally

attempting to carry gifts on the expected. Full holiday flights

plane. often lead to overflowing parking

- Allow extra time both for trav- lots and longer than usual lines

within the airports.

- By using a few simple tips, the

holidays can once again be a time

for family and friends, instead of a

fight at the ticket counter.

It's not too late to get great deals

on holiday travel.

Web sites like Hotwire that are

committed to enabling users to

find the best price available for

holiday travel, can save users both

time and money, allowing travel-

ers to focus on what's important

this holiday season. So take the

fuss out of this busy travel season

with timesaving tips like these,

and have a great hassle-free

holiday.

The Honey Baked Ham
Company^^

EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
HOLIDAYS!

TEMPORARY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Customer Service Clerks
Phone Operators

Food Prep.

Full or Part-time

Flexible Hours

$6.oo-$7.oo/Hr.

i^ply now to guarantee yourjob at the Thanksgiving and

Christmas hoHdays. Call 8oo-.^,'^6-4267

Hide parki Abominations, from Page 3.

The Honey Baked Ham Companv Locations
4780 McKnight Rd, Pittsburgh

1600 Washington Rd, Pittsburgh

329 Penn Center Blvd, Pittsburgh

Century III Mall, Pittsburgh

Westmoreland Mall, Greensburg

4713 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg
Park City Mall, Lancaster

If the route gay persons have

taken has led to no hurt then there

is no sin. If it has caused them to

do good, then it is a blessing, a

blessing for whom the good was

done.

Furthermore, what makes them

my best friends is that, whether for

some generic or hormonal reason,

or from simple choice, they have

taken each footstep on their own

journey with as much honesty as

they could muster They have con-

fronted the end result with as much

honesty as possible. They have by

and large seen that they, like all of

us, are essentially a process, a

becoming in which elements of

life mix and become matched or

mismatched, in which strengths

and weaknesses develop. They

have seen that life,in a sense,

places us all on hold: No final

answer is ever given; most things

come with strings and contingen-

cies attached; and we must accept

it all in good faith, and act in good

faith, and try our best not to

judge,as long as the other is doing

no hurt, and may, for all we know,

be doing good. 1 like them for

this—for this quality my best

friends posses. ..some gay, and

some not gay for that matter And

I hope they can discern something

similar in me too.

I was talking to my son about the

elections this past week and he

noted that perhaps it was all for

good. The country had finally

shown its true stripes. It has divid-

ed almost fifty-fifty under two

banners. And it is not that either of

these poor men who ran for oifice

adequately represent his respective

banner. Circumstances, special

interest and their own ambition

have merely placed them there.

The banners, of course, are the

conservative and the progressive.

In "Mending Walls" Robert Frost

mentions all this. There are those

who will build a wall around them-

selves. But something in life

inevitably sends the groundswell

under the wall and it comes down.

This is where those others come in,

the ones who, instead of building

the wall again, wish to find out

what it is that tears it down or what

it is they are walling in or out.

These two populations now stand

almost equally divided within this

country. These ones rely on books

written thousands of years ago and

say it is the word of God, as if all

time had stopped for even God

Himself, and not one mystery were

left in the world...as if three thou-

sand years of science hadn't taken

place, as if people hadn't been

finding words as equally true as

those of the ancient Hebrews in

Asia, Africa and the Americas. So

either out of accidental or inten-

tional ignorance they speak of

abominations. The others have

decided to explore that something

which sends the groundswells up

to tumble down the walls of past

verities. They know that the road

they have taken (to make reference

to another of Frost's poems) may

not be as well traveled, but they

take it anyway, perhaps only intu-

iting that it will make all the dif-

ference.

In the meantime I think of anoth-

er writer, Mark Twain. In

Huckleberry Finn, young Huck

makes an earth shattering decision.

The Bible of his time (how odd

that the unchanging truths of this

book do seem to change) abomi-

nated those who would help a

slave escape. Huck is helping Jim

the slave to escape. He loves Jim.

Jim is not only his best friend, he is

his only true friend. Huck decides,

therefore, that if he must go to hell

then he will go to hell for helping

Jim escape what we were later to

find out was the abomination of

slavery.

The country is now quite evenly

split. The little town of Clarion,

lost in the hills of the 19th century

has witnessed that split and is liv-

ing it right now. I have no doubt

that there will be repentance, bu'

not part of those who have accept-

ed the reality of the groundswells.

not on the part of those who.

despite the continual disruptions

and heartbreak, persevere in build-

ing lives around themselves and

their best friends,and not walls.

Vincent Spina

Chair ofModern Languages
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News
Clarion University student passes away

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

Kevin Rice, 21, a junior at Clarion University died early

Saturday morning after a car he was riding in apparently

ran off a curve on a York, PA road and rolled over sever-

al times according to York Area Regional Police.

Rice who had just turned 21a week prior was riding

with Jonathan Hutton 19, of Spring Garden Township in

York PA.

According to investigators early reports say Hutton was

Council of Trustees

trying to take a curve at a high speed when his 1993

Honda veered off the road into a field flipping several

fimes throwing both him and the passenger Rice from the

automobile.

Both were taken to York hospital early Saturday morn-

ing.

Rice was pronounced dead of severe injuries to the

head.

According to the York County Coroner's Office, a tox-

icology test measured his blood-alcohol level at 0.236.

It is undetermined at this time if the driver Hutton had

been drinking. He was treated and released on Sunday.

Rice was a junior at Clarion University and a 1998

graduate of York Suburban Senior High School.

Rice is survived by his parents, Joseph and Linda Rice

of York and his two sisters, Leslie Rice of Washington

D.C. and Erin Rice of Pittsburgh.

Memorial contributions are being taken by St. Mary's

Catholic Church 309 S. George St., York 17403.

No charges have been filed as of Wednesday but York

Area Regional Police are still investigating the crash.

Performance Outcome Plan features new initiatives
by Anita Bowser

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Innovative planning for future Clarion

programs, and objections to the athletic

enrichment fee. were among the items

discussed at the Thursday night meeting

of the Clarion Council of Trustees.

A new Internet interface system and a

biology lab program, directed at non-sci-

•ence students, are two of a wide range of

efforts on the horizon for Clarion

University, according to information pre-

sented at the meeting.

These efforts are in response to the

Performance and Outcomes Plan (POP),

which was initiated by the State System

of Higher Education.

Each university was required to devel-

op a three-year plan to support and

enhance enrollment management, cost-

saving measures and to develop and

improve academic programs, said

Provost Joe Grunenwald.

Funds totaling $1.4 million have been

designated for POP initiatives at Clarion

University, said Grunenwald.

The money comes from Clarion's bud-

get. State System allocations and other

government grants.

Dr. Scott Kuehn, Chair of Faculty

Senate and associate professor of com-

munication, said that Clarion was among
the leaders in the State System, develop-

ing a comprehensive response.

Faculty members have been given

66
I have received recom-

mendations about the fee, but

my intent is not to make the

final decision until next

semester. §§

-President Diane Reinhard
ON the subject OF THE

Athletic Enrichment Fee

opportunities to submit grant proposals

to address POP goals.

Among other items discussed at the

meeting, student trustee Naqeeb A.

Hussain said his opposition to a $30 ath-

letic enrichment fee approved on Nov. 6,

by the Student Senate.

The new fee would be a one-time fee

for incoming freshman to help fund ath-

letic scholarships. The fee would be

refundable upon graduation after filling

out the proper forms.

Hussain expressed his belief that stu-

dent activity fees already provide a large

amount of support to athletics.

President Reinhard must approve the

fee, according to university policy.

"I have received recommendations

about the fee, but my intent is not to

make the final decision until next semes-

ter," said Reinhard.

"Some other schools have a similar fee,

but I welcome input from students about

the fee."

Trustees approved a resolution of

appreciation for Hussain, who is gradu-

ating in December.

"Mr Hussain has conscientiously dis-

charged his responsibilifies as a trustee,

achieving an admirable melding of his

role as an advocate of student interests

with his responsibility for directing his

judgement and influence toward the con-

cerns and challenges of the whole insti-

tution," said the resolution.

Hussain, who has been a member of the

trustees since July 1998, also served on

the Board of Directors of CSA, Student

Senate, Clarion International

Association, and the Muslim Students

Association.

In other business, President Reinhard

presented trustees with revised drafts of

core values, vision and mission state-

Some other schools have a
similarfee, but I welcome

^

inputfrom students about the

fee. 99
-PRESIDENT Diane Reinhard

ments for Clarion University.

University constituent groups have

developed the drafts as part of the POP
process.

The core values include:

* We believe in the learning^^ potential of

all our students who are willing to invest

hard work in the pursuit of their educa-

tion.

* We are committed as a faculty, staff,

and administration to creating opportuni-

ties for all our students to achieve suc-

cess beyond their own expectations with-

in an environment which cultivates toler-

ance, civility, and respect.

* We believe that we exist to serve the

needs of all people of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and to

advance higher education as a public

good.

* We are committed to advancing our

relationships with the larger communi-
ties of which we are a part.

Trustees attending the meeting includ-

ed: Dr. Syed R. Ali-Zaidi of

Shippenville, Oleta B. Amsler of

Clarion, Susanne Burns of Shippenville,

H. John Drayer of Clarion, Richard R.

Hilinski of Erie, Naqeeb Hussain of

Clarion, R. Lee James of Oil City,

Sheryle L. Long of Renfrew and Orville

H. Lerch of Clarion,

The next meeting of the trustees is

scheduled for Jan. 18, 2001, in Carrier

Hall.

www.theclarioncaIl.com

Ride the Golden

Eagle Express and

win a TV-VCR, CDs
and Other prizes

For the scoop.

See Page 8.

Learn about the IRS

and new federal

income tax legislation

at "Federal and State

Tax Update" seminar.

On Page 8.

SAFE is helping stop

domestic abuse.

Learn more about

SAFE and find out

how to volunteer.

See Page 9.

To find out what
happened in campus
crime. Check out this

week's Public Safety

blotter,

On Page IL

L
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Student Senate

Interfratemity Council elects new

executive board for upcoming term
by Arthur H. Barlow

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Senator Jared Dickinson report-

ed Monday on behalf of the

Inter-Fraternity Council.

The new executive board for

the upcoming term has been

elected. Senator Mike Davis, of

Theta Xi, was elected President

of IFC.

Other officers include Vice

President Jim Williams of Sigma

Tau Gamma, Treasurer Nathan

Lutz of Phi Delta Theta,

Secretary Ashley Giska of Sigma

Pi, and Historian Eric Zednek of

Student Senators learned the names of thie new Inter-

Fraternity Executive board members.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Vice President Drew
McWilliams was named
"Senator of ttie Week.

"

Theta Xi.

According to Senator Tom
Clopp, University Activities

Board representative, sign-ups

for the New Year's Eve trip to

New York City begin this week.

A representative from RACS
announced a Christmas party to

be held Saturday, December 9th

before finals begin.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

reported the following amounts

in each of the accounts: Capital,

$102, 195.22; Large Capital,

$431,350.24; Supplemental

Reserve, $32,048.53.

In addition. Treasurer

Chervenak announced Vice

President Drew McWilliams as

"Senator of the Week."

Vice President McWilliams

said, "The national conference

that we recently attended in

Florida proved to be very benefi-

cial in a number of ways not only

to myself, but to the entire

Student Senate. I hope to bring

back all I learned at the confer-

ence to Clarion University."

The next Student Senate meet-

ing will be held on Dec. 4, at

7:30 p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

Ride the bus, win prizes
Courtesy of University Relations

Ride the Golden Eagle Express and win prizes.

Now through Dec. 5, Clarion's new public trans-

portation bus is holding a grand opening promotion,

giving the public an opportunity to win prizes and

support the new bus.

Entry forms are available only on a Golden Eagle

Express bus.

Clarion University students ride free with a valid

identification card, all others pay one dollar.

Everyone will ride free on Dec. 4 and 5 as part of

the special promotion.

The prizes include a TV-VCR, Destinta movie

passes, CD's music video, t-shirts, scooter, and much

more.

Other top prizes include a $1,000 scholarship to

Clarion University, $500 off a semester's rent at

Eagle Park Apartments, and gift certificates from

Clarion Area Merchants, including the University

Book Center.

Entry forms are available only on a Golden Eagle

Express bus.

Entries are accepted until Dec. 5, with the draw-

ing set for Dec. 6, at 7 p.m. in the Clarion Mall. No
purchase is necessary.

A complete bus schedule is available on the web at

http://www.clarion.edu/relations/bus.

The Golden Eagle Express is sponsored by: C-93

and Radio 13, Clarion Mall, and the Clarion

"Federal and State Tax

Update" seminar slated

for December
by Nancy Kiser

Clarion Call Copy and Design

Editor

Thursday, Dec. 7, is the date

scheduled for a "Federal and State

Tax Update" seminar, held from 8

a.m. - 4:30 p.m. at the Clarion

Holiday Inn.

The seminar, is co-sponsored by

Clarion University and its Center

for Accounting Education and

Research, Small Business

Development Center and the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Upon completing the seminar,

participants will receive eight

CPE credits.

There is a registration fee of $95

dollars for the seminar, and there

will be lunch and refreshments at

breaks.

Registration forms are due by

Dec. 4. Cancellations after the

deadlines will be refunded at 50

percent of the cost.

Registration forms including

name, title, company/organiza-

tion, address, and telephone num-

ber, should be sent to the Division

of Continuing Education , Clarion

University of PA, 210 Still Hall,

840 Wood Street, Clarion, PA

16214-1232.

Checks should be made payable

to Clarion University.

Dr. Charles Pineno, director for

the Center for Accounting

Education and Research for

Clarion University, will lead the

seminar with the opening remarks

and introductions.

Presenters at the seminar will be

Joseph R. Nicole Jr., CPA, J.D., a

senior tax manager for Alpern

Rosenthal and Company; Oren

Spiegler, an unemployment com-

pensation tax office manager for

the Pennsylvania Department of

Labor Industry; and Ida

McFarren, administrative officer

for the taxpayer assistance area

and the Pennsylvania Bureau of

Collections and Taxpayer ser-

vices.

Topics include:

* new federal tax legislation in

2000
* 2000 case law-federal income

taxes focusing on individuals,

partnerships, corporations and

limited liability companies

* 2000 case law-federal estate

taxes

* IRS activity - 2000 rulings and

regulations

* qualified retirement plan

amendments
* year-end tax planning for indi-

viduals and businesses

* Pennsylvania unemployment

compensation tax

* changes in Pennsylvania corpo-

rate and personal income tax

Treasury regulations permit an

income tax deduction for educa-

tion undertaken in order to main-

tain or improve professional skills

or to meet express requirements

of an employer.

This pertains to expenses such

as registration fees and cost of

travel, allowable meal expense,

and lodging.

Special accommodations for the

handicapped and those with

dietary restrictions.

If special accommodations are

needed, please call 814-393-2227

at least one week in advance of

the seminar.

All programs and services are

provided on a non-discriminatory

basis.

The support that the U.S. SBA
provides through funding does

not^ constitute an express or

implied endorsement of any of the

cosponsors' or participants" opin-

ions or services.

I
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A SAFE charity

Photo Courtesy of Carol D. Schuckers

During the month of October. Clarion University's Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority

held a coat drive on the CUP campus to benefit SAFE, a local domestic violence

program and Clarion County Children & Youth Services. Approximately 25

coats for adults and children were collected and donated to the agencies.

Through the generosity of the sorority members and those individuals that

donated, 25 people will have a warm winter coat this season. Pictured are:

front row- Becky Thompson of SAFE, Cynthia Critten. Back row: Shannon J.

Powe, Barbara L. Hammond, Erica J. Fowlks, Fawn T. Robinson and Adell

Suggs.

Stop Abuse For Everyone
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

Stop Abuse For Everyone

(SAFE), a domestic violence

agency, provides services to

those who are victims of abuse.

Abuse includes physical, emo-

tional, sexual, and destruction of

property and pets.

Physical abuse can include

anything from hitting, biting,

choking, and even using

weapons and/or restraints.

Emotional abuse, which is

sometimes the most common,

includes name calling, isolation,

and intimidation.

Sexual abuse includes pornog-

raphy, unwanted sexual contact.

and refusing to protect from

pregnancy or disease.

SAFE volunteers help victims

with all these forms of abuse.

Volunteers are needed for:

* 24-hour hotline coverage

* In-office counseling

* Advocacy-accompaniment

* Fund raising

* Speaker's Bureau

* Child care

* Transportation

* Donation pick-up's

* Clerical support

As a volunteer of SAFE, there

is a chance to make a difference

in the life of battered and home-

less individuals. Volunteers also

gain skills to use in future

employment.
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There is no experience neces-

sary to become a volunteer.

SAFE provides training for

every position. Training

includes a 44-hour program that

goes through group instruction,

role plays, and audio visual

materials.

There is also a minimum of

five hours of supervised experi-

ence needed, and all volunteers

are given a training manual.

Training sessions are held

twice a year, in the fall and

spring. Training is free and open

to the public.

They are held two nights a

week for eight weeks.

For information on the next

session, call 226-8481.

Other resources for abuse are:

* the PA State Police: 226-1710

* the Department of Public

Welfare: 226-1700

* the Clarion County Counseling

Center: 226-6252

* Clarion County Drug and

Alcohol: 226-5888

* Laurel Legal Services: 226-

4340

* the Victim/Witness Program:

226-4423

Clarion University

certified as Microsoft

AATP
by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

and University Relations

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania is now certified as a

Mircosoft Authorized Academic

Training Provider (AATP) and a

Microsoft Academic Professional

Development Center (APDC).

These certifications not only

enhance Clarion University's aca-

demic standing, but also allow eli-

gibility for thousands of dollars of

free software.

Currently, twenty-three students

are involved in Clarion's first

AATP course, "Supporting

Windows 98."

Dr. Dana Madison, chair of the

Computer Information Science

Department, made the certifica-

tions possible by completing test

to be a Microsoft Certified

Professional and a Mircosoft

Certified Trainer.

Madison will incorporate

instruction of the material into his

current courses and into addition-

al education courses.

"Mircosoft certification adds a

new dimension to Computer

Information Science. It is an

added sign of credibility. It is also

a tremendous opportunity to

advance the software capability

for all of campus," Madison com-

mented.

In addition, because of

Madison's certification, $10,000

worth of Windows 98 software,

for use on campus, will be provid-

ed by Mircosoft.

"We will use the software in the

Becker Hall computer laboratory

first and then throughdut the uni-

versity," Madison said.

The certified department must

train students on official products

in exchange for the software

licenses.

Offering special training cours-

es, or combining the training into

existing educational material can

do this. Training facuhy and

information technology staff at

other education institutions, such

as high schools, is another phase

of the program.

The Microsoft AATP program

allows academic institutions to

give training on Mircosoft net-

working and developer technolo-

gies to their students.

The training will help prepare

students for industry-recognized

certification for system engineers

and developers by using autho-

rized materials and educational

material designed for the

Mircosoft Certified Professional

program.

AATP and APDC training

focuses on the following:

* Windows NT operating system

with Internet Information Server

* Windows 95, 98, 2000 operat-

ing systems with Internet

Explorer 9 technical support and

installation.

* Exchange Server; Proxy Server;

SQL Server

* Visual Basic development sys-

tem

* Visual C-i-f- development sys-

tem

* Visual Studio development sys-

tem.

The targets for this training are

those who wish to become net-

work administrators, program-

mers, and system managers.

The courses will teach now to

develop, support, and combine

computing system managers. The

courses will teach how to devel-

op, support, and combine comput-

ing systems with Mircosoft prod-

ucts. It will also help students

prepare for MCP exams.

The APDC program trains

potential trainers through a pro-

gram structured to extend the

availability of technical training

on Microsoft networking and

developer tool technologies.

The program furnishes afford-

able technical training for faculty

an IT staff of academic institu-

tions.

Mircosoft certified courses is

very beneficial for students of

Clarion.

"This will provide an option for

students who are seeking certifi-

cation. There is an advantage for

students to be certified before

they leave college. Certification

is big in the computer industry

now. There are dozens of certifi-

cations available and students

graduating with certification have

more opportunities in the job mar-

ket," Madison said.
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Top grads could have it all, get lesson in life instead

by Meg McSherry Breslin

Courtesy of TMS Campus

The 1999 valedictorian of her

class at the University of Notre

Dame, Jennifer Ehren had her

pick of plum jobs.

Among other options, the

chemical engineering major

could have made a $50,000

starting salary for a major phar-

maceutical firm.

Instead, the Harrington High

School graduate took a mini-

mum-wage job teaching science

and math at a Catholic high

school far from home, on

Mississippi's Gulf Coast.

Like scores of other Notre

Dame graduates who might

never have otherwise considered

teaching, Ehren was drawn to

the university's increasingly

popular Alliance for Catholic

Education program.

The ACE program is a kind of

Peace Corps for the nation's

Catholic schools, a system in

crisis because of teacher short-

ages and financial woes.

An effort with modest initial

goals when it was launched six

years ago, ACE has succeeded

beyond expectations by appeal-

ing to students intrigued by

doing "volunteer" work before

taking a permanent job.

Today, 8 percent of Notre

Dame's senior class applies to

ACE; only one in three is

accepted.

The program has attracted

many top students who now are

mulling over education as a life-

long career.

What Ehren and many other

participants didn't realize at first

was that a program designed to

help the schools would have

such a deep and lasting impact

on their own lives.

"I never thought I'd be chal-

lenged so much," Ehren said of

her first year of teaching.

The experience, she said, has

changed her. "Service will be a

part of my life no matter what,"

she said.

Even the program's founder.

Rev. Thomas Scully, vice presi-

dent and senior associate

provost at Notre Dame, has been

surprised by the widespread

response to his idea.

Initially, he figured a small but

passionate group of students

could be lured into a tuition-free

master's degree program in edu-

cation involving a two-year

teaching commitment in needy

Catholic schools.

The living stipend would be

$1,000 per month.

The program now boasts 300

alums and 150 current partici-

pants. Applicants have included

some of the school's best and

brightest students.

Eighty-three percent of last

year's ACE graduating class

stayed in education, either by

remaining as teachers or by pur-

suing further education to

become school administrators or

professors.

"I figured if we could get 10 or

20 percent [to remain teachers],

I'd be thrilled," Scully said.

"I didn't expect these young

people to stay."

The success of Notre Dame's

program has also inspired inter-

est from Catholic universities

across the U.S., eight of which

are creating similar programs

based on the Notre Dame model.

Many teachers on the front

lines of ACE say working in

under served Catholic schools

can be a wrenching and emo-

tional experience, no matter how

bright or enthusiastic they are

about the program's goals.

Ehren found that out the hard

way. From the moment she

arrived, she felt the entire school

was whispering about how smart

she was, that she would never be

able to relate to her students.

But Ehren plunged m. In all

three of her classes in chemistry,

physics and advanced math, she

hit students like a bomb from

the first day, pounding them

with questions, demanding them

to think through their answers.

The students, and their par-

ents, quickly rebelled. Students

said she pushed too hard, that

her expectations were way

above their level. Ehren kept

pushing.

"I tried to keep showing them

that the only thing I have up on

them is determination and a pas-

sion for learning," she said.

"They think I'm this big brain,

but I just want them to try."

Ehren, 23, grew up fast in the

face of all that resistance. She

learned she wasn't willing to

back down, and she worked to

convince the students and par-

ents that she had their best inter-

ests in mind. But she felt incred-

ibly alone.

"In October of last year, I felt

like such a failure," she said. "I

just had too much on my plate. I

was trying to do everything per-

fectly, and it was really hard to

balance everything."

Even though Ehren expects to

stop teaching high school, she's

still interested in pursuing a

doctorate and possibly teaching

at the college level.

Her principal. Sister

Jacqueline Howard, feels lucky

to have her, even for a short

time.

Studying abroad can be a rewarding challenge

by Christina Beaufort

Contributing Writer

Imagine traveling abroad to a

foreign country for four

months and only speaking a

language that you have prac-

ticed in the classroom. In

these four months, you will

also learn a new culture, try

different foods, and meet new

people, all of which will

broaden your ties in this for-

eign country. Although taking

classes in a foreign language is

challenging, it will aid the

experience you will share with

your "adopted" host family for

this time.

As a junior here at Clarion

University, I am majoring in

Spanish Education with a

minor in Computer

Information Systems. Taking

a trip like the one I just

described has been a dream of

mine since taking interest in

the Spanish language and cul-

ture during a high school trip

to Costa Rica.

Fortunately, I was given the

opportunity for my dream to

come true. Three other

Clarion student, Megan Erb,

Danielle Shurskis, and

Victoria Smith will take this

CHRISTMAS BREAK EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION FROM CAMPUS

TO
PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT
TICKETS ONLY $50.00
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lliiiliiy COMPLEX:
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Monday, December 11* at 6:00 am and 1:00pm
Wednesday, December 13* at 6:00 am and 1:00pm

RETURNING

Saturday, January 13* at 1:00pm and 6:30 pm
Sunday, January 14* at 1:00pm and 6:30pm

CALL TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

Pittsburgh Piorth

-AIRE-RIDE-

1-800-647-4331

journey, also. We were all

accepted to travel to Seville,

Spain next semester and take

the challenge of visiting this

country to broaden our knowl-

edge of the Spanish culture

and language. We will be

studying at the University of

Seville, living with a host fam-

ily, and taking part in cultural

trips to other areas of Spain,

all to live the life of a

Spaniard.

I began my search looking

for semester programs to

Spanish speaking countries in

the International Programs

Office located in Becht Hall.

The program that best suited

me was through Slippery Rock

University.

Traveling abroad is an expe-

rience of a lifetime. It broad-

ens your view on other people

in the world and provides the

opportunity to learn a new cul-

ture. There is so much to gain

from these trips; traveling

abroad is truly a rewarding

experience. I would highly

encourage anyone to take the

challenge of fulfilling their

dreams of studying abroad.

I
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Marijuana use decreases
by Mathew McGuire

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Marijuana use decreased over the

ast three years among American

eenagers, however, an increased use

f the club-drug ecstasy shows drug

se as a whole is not declining,

ccording to a new study by the

Partnership for a Drug Free America.

The study, released Monday, Nov.

7, polled 7,290 teenagers between

he ages 12 and 18 and in grades 7

hrough 12. The margin of error is

lus or minus 1.5 percent.

In 2000, about 40 percent of teens

eported trying marijuana at least

nee, down from 44 percent in 1997.

The study also found a drop in the

umber of teens who had used mari-

uana within the last month, down
rom 24 percent in 1997 to 21 percent

n 2000.

"The shifts we're seeing with mar-

juana - which by and large repre-

ents the bulk of illicit drug use

mong kids - suggest good things for

he future," PDFA president Richard

D. Bonnette said in a statement.

With this particular

drug, we appear to be

turning a very important

corner But as we turn one
comer, troubling develop-

ments are coming at us

from all directions - specif-

ically with ecstacy. 99
-RICHARD D. Bonnette

The shifts we 're seeing

with marijuana - which by
large represents the bulk of
illicit drug use among kids-

suggest good thingsfor the

future. 99

-Richard D. Bonnette

"With this particular drug, we
appear to be turning a very important

corner. But as we turn one corner,

troubling developments are coming

at us from other directions - specifi-

cally with ecstasy. While the overall

usage numbers are much lower for

this drug, the spike we're seeing

demands our attention."

The drop in marijuana use occurred

mostly between 1997 and 1999, as

figures between 1999 and 2000 stabi-

lized. Use of ecstasy, however,

increased during the same time

frame.

About 10 percent of teens reported

using ecstasy in 2000, twice the num-
ber who reported using the club-drug

in 1995.

While the number doubled over the

last five years, the most significant

increase took place over the last year,

as use among teens increased from

seven percent in 1999 to 10 percent

in 2000.

Red Cross

Offers a CPR
Review
Course

The Allegheny

Region Chapter

will be offering a

Review Course in

CPR. This course

IS for individuals

whose CPR has

expired within the

last 12 months,

or will expire In

the near future.

The course will be

held in the Red

Cross office in

Clarion on

Tuesday,

December 5, 2000

from 5:30- 10:30

p.m.

Interested per-

sons must pre-

register by calling

the Allegheny

Region Chapter at

(814)226-7040.
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226-4060
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Public Safety Blotter

Simple Assault.

Reckless endan-
g e r m e n t

Aggravated
Assault
Propulsion of mis-

and
Disorderly conduct

According to Public

Safety Derrick Walker

was arrested on Nov. 28
and charged with shoot-

ing a female Clarion

University student in the

neck with a BB pistol on

Nov. 13.

Walker is currently

being held in the Clarion

County Jail in lieu of a

$10,000 bond.

Underage

unattended proper-

ly

According to Public

Safety two unknown indi-

viduals damaged an

office door in Chandler

Dining Hall

According to public safe

ty, a victim's vehicle was
backed into in Lot 5 by

NairHall

T$rrpri$tig Thrggtg

According to Public

Safety a female employ

ee in Pierce Hall reported

receiving a threatening

letter. Public safety is

continuing to investigate.

False alarms to

Consumption
John Larcinese of 423

Nair Hall was cited by

university police for

underage consumption

according to public safety

Underage
Consumption

Agencies of Public

Safety

According to Public

Safety an unknown per-

son pulled the fire alarm

on the first floor of

Wilkinson hall. Public

safety is still investigat-

ing.

According to Public

Safety, Andrew Peterman Terroristic Threats.
was cited for underage Defiant Trespass^^ion of alcohol on Harassment

Institutional van
<i9li$m
Two unknown individuals

removed all of the toilet

paper from the restrooms

in Pierce science center

according to public safe-

ty.

Accidents involv-

fnq ^^inggg tp

According to Public

Safety, a known actor

entered a room without

permission on the 5th

floor of Campbell Hall

and threatened to beat

two females or have
someone beat them for

him. He refused leave

after being asked to do
so by the residents of the

room.
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Lifestyles
Thompson 's Tips

How to survive the "holiday humbug"
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

With the holidays upon us

many feelings may surface

from happiness and excitement

to "If 1 have to see ^4 Christmas

Story one more time on the

Superstation I'm going to kill

someone."

Well chances are you are not

alone. There are many different

personality types during the

holidays according to psycholo-

gist, Herbert Rappaport, Ph.D.

One type, according to

Rappaport is the "juggler" who

tries to do everything for every-

body and becomes burnt out.

There is also the "merrymak-

er" who over indulges and

'crashes' when the holidays are

over. The "mourner" remem-

bers the past so much that they

don't enjoy the present. The

"grinch" is self-explanatory

and the "fixer" wants to correct

family dysfunctions.

Rappaport outlined his rec-

ommendations for these per-

sonality types in his Woman's

Own article for the Jan. 2001

issue.

Your situation may not be as

extreme as the personalities

mentioned above, but you may

still be experiencing some holi-

day stress. Here are some tips I

compiled that you can follow to

make sure your holiday is

merry and not filled with may-

hem.

First and foremost, start shop-

ping early or all year. Watch

for sales on classic every year

items such as pajamas, socks,

underwear, sweaters, etc.

As soon as Christmas is over

this year, purchase tape, wrap-

ping paper and Christmas cards

for next year. (Remember this

key phrase, 50 percent off after

Christmas sale.) Store these

goodies in a place where they

are not in the way and don't

forget where you put them.

My next piece of advice is

hard to follow, especially com-

ing from myself, who's sport of

choice is shopping. Do not

shop the day after

Thanksgiving and on Christmas

Eve.

If you have already broken

that rule by going shopping the

day after Thanksgiving, you

probably found you had bruises

from all of the pushing, shov-

ing, and 'accidental' shopping

cart ramming. If you must go,

wear thick clothing as protec-

tion.

I don't want to be accused of

making generalizations, but I

have known more than a few

dads who have waited until

Christmas Eve to do the major-

ity of their shopping.

I don't understand why they

do this, but heed the warning,

do not neglect your father over

the holidays. Help him do his

shopping before Christmas Eve

or you will be helping him wrap

his presents at 1:00 a.m. on

Christmas morning.

Also on the subject of shop-

ping, make a list and try to stick

to it, especially if you are on a

budget. "I'm making a list and

checking it twice," said

Ladonna Dunlevy, Clarion resi-

dent.

When it comes to wrapping

your Christmas presents be cre-

ative and wrap them in a blan-

ket. This is good if you are

straight! If Little Timmy asks

how Santa gets in their house

because their is no chimney,

you must do the follow up work

and tell everyone what you told

him.

If you do not do this be pre-

pared for a question/answer

period which will be conducted

by Little Timmy. He will want

to know why none of your sto-

ries match.

Finally, learn to accept and

even laugh at you families dys-

functions. Every family has got

them, even the seemingly per-

fect ones. Remember, if you

are a college student, you only

have a month to have to deal

with it.

iarion

buying for a small child. Baby

receiving blankets work well as

do thin fleece blankets.

If you are short on cash, use

newspaper. I recommend the

comics and even old issues of

The Clarion Call. Who would-

n't want the Halloween edi-

tion's skeletons covering their

socks and underwear?

To avoid the stress of cookie

making, make them now and

freeze them. No one will know

the difference unless they

become freezer burnt. Wrap

them well before putting them

into the freezer.

The following tip is not

intended for our younger read-

ership who still believes in the

"S" word. It is strictly directed

toward moms, dads, aunts,

uncles, big brothers and sisters.

Get your Santa stories

' www.theclarioncall.coin

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the student-

painted mural on display in the

Gemmell Student Complex.

Inside

LIFE

Studying abroad can be

a fun, challenging, and

rewarding experience.

Read about one stu-

dent's upcoming trip.

See Page 10.

Alternative rocker PJ

Harvey has crafted a

career-defining album

with her latest. To find

out whafs so special.

See Page 14.

The Grinch is a total

disaster, as it tries to

bring I>.Seuss's

holiday classic to

the big screen.

See Page 14.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on in Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 13.
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Today
•Interhall meeting (246 Gem) 6 pm
•Swimming and Diving at Miami (OH) Invitational

•Public Debate (Chap) 7:30 pm
Friday, December 1

•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Visit Day
(248 Gem) 9 am
•Wind Ensemble
Concert (Aud) 8:15 pm
•IHC Dinner/Dance 7

pm
•Swimming and Diving at Miami
(OH) Invitational

•Wrestling at Las Vegas
Invitational

Saturday, December 2

•Concert Choir Concert (Aud) 8

pm
•Admissions Visit Day (Chap) 9

am
•M. BB at Mansfield 3 pm
•W. BB at Mansfield 1 pm
•Swimming and Diving at Miami
(OH) Invitational

•Wrestling at Las Vegas Invitational

Sunday, December 3
•Orchestra Concert (Aud)
3:15 pm
•M. BB at Bloomsburg 3

pm
•W. BB at Bloomsburg 1

pm
Monday, December 4
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8

Chap) 3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246
Gem) 7:30 pm
Tuesday, December 5

•Public Performance

Competition (Founders

Hall) 6 pm
Wednesday, December
6

•NO EVENTS SCHED-
ULED
Thursday, December 7

•Dance Concert (Aud) 8 pm
•Wrestling vs. West Virginia 7:30 pm

i

I

I

I
i

I

I

I
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Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

PUWA
Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks

2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large
i

[piiSliisl
One Topping

j

® $12,99
I

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer. Valid »

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

I
able sales tax Additional toppings extra. .

' Late NighrSpeciall
Large 1 -Topping
2-20 oz. Coke m

j

I

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other otter Valid I

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

I
at)le sales tax. Additional toppings extra

Family Speciafj
One large with the works & One

j

large with two toppings

_-in,^ 1-2 liter of Coke !®% $16.99 ®|

"^"H $8.99

pmVim
223-4010

Hours:
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - FrL - Sat.

We now accept Uisa Master Card and
American Express

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushrooms
Onions

Green Peppers
Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

©
slices only

$.99

X-Large 2 Topping

2 Liter Coke

$10.99I

I

I
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer. Valid

I
only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic-

• able sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

^= = = == == = === = = -*

j
One Large One Topping Pizza"'

I
Plus Order of Cheesesticks &

Breadsticks

®$14.99 Delivered

Free Breadsticks |

with purchase of Large or
j

(rtlOtei) X-Large pizza

Expires 30 days Not vaHd wHh any cMher offer Valtd
only at partictpating localtons Customer pays all appiica- I

Me sates tan AdrJiiionai tof^ngs extra

4 Large One Topping Pizzasj

I

I Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer. Valid

I
only at participating locations Customer pays all apple

I
able sales tax Additional toppings extra

®
I

I

Expires 30 days Not valid vmth any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all appiica- I

I
ble sales tax Additional toppings extra .

laSiiBi $23.99

Not valid with any other offer Valid only at participat- I

ing locations Customer pays ail applicable sales tax. I

. Additional toppings extra :

II

II

I

I

"Papa's Choice"
1 Large with 5 toppings

iPidSltiK) $9*99
Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participat-

ing locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax

Additional toppings extra

u
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Music review

PJ Harvey's Stories From The City... are compelling
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

Welcome, friends, to the Church of Patti

Smith. Your pastor for the evening will be

none other than alterna-rock's dark

princess, Polly Jean Harvey. The sermon

for tonight is titled Stories From The City,

Stories From The Sea. Let us pray.

PJ Harvey's new album isn't just about

paying homage to her proto-punk idol,

though. It's also about New York City,

though Ms. Harvey has sworn up and

down the Empire State Building that it's

not. At any rate, it doesn't matter if PJ

Harvey is riding on Smith's Horses, or

schlepping Times Square on this album.

Stories From The City... is a record sent

from Heaven (actually. Limbo might be

more appropriate, given Harvey's subject

matter).

In short, Harvey has finally found the

balance between art and commercialism

here, quite possibly the thinnest tightrope

rock has to offer. Stories From The City...

is aggressive, but not filled with undiluted

bile, as Dry and Rid OfMe were. It's more

dependent on riffs 'n' rock than the death-

toll blues of To Bring You My Love. And

it's certainly more organic and inviting

than the ice-princess posing of the disap-

pointing Is This Desire?

Shifting gears from achingly beautiful

ballads ("This Mess We're In"), churning

bursts of sonic shrapnel ("Kamikazee"),

and droning art-rock ("Horses In My
Dreams"), Stories... is all over the map,

yet is so tightly produced and performed

that it presents nothing less than a unified

front of sheer rock genius. Maybe I'm

overreacting, and it's not that good, but

given today's utterly stagnant music

scene. Stories... certainly seems that way.

You'll forget all about rock's pathetic,

disheartening death rattle as Harvey wails

"I'm scared baby / Give me the gun!!" as

guitar salvos explode around her in the

opener, "Big Exit." Newly reinstated

drummer Rick Ellis echoes the sentiment,

snares banging like a shotgun blast to the

ear. Harvey's phased vocal proclaims that

"I'm immortal when I'm with you" in the

chorus, summoning up all the passion of a

thousand Shakespearean sonnets, and

beckoning you further into Gotham.

After taking you on a hazy journey

through Chinatown and Little Italy in

"Good Fortune," Harvey sets you down in

"A Place Called Home." As a folky guitar

winds down, a maudlin, Leonard Cohen-

esque accordion enshrouds Harvey's

vocal, as she pleads you to "Just hold on to

me." A multi-tracked chorus of Harveys

sings you to rest in this stately lullaby.

She finally tucks you in with the line

"With you, I wait to be born again."

Never one to let you sit still, Harvey fol-

lows up with the moody neo-psychedelia

of "One Line," which marks the first

appearance of guest vocalist Thorn Yorke

(of Radiohead). Just when you think the

proceedings couldn't get any more mes-

merizing, rock's reining prince (though

he'd rather be a pauper) unleashes one of

his wordless wails. Just a few seconds of

Yorke's sullen choirboy vocalizing can

accomplish complete understanding.

The bluesy, spare and droning "Beautiful

Feeling" is perhaps the only weak section

of the album, as it boasts no melody to

speak of. "...Feeling" mostly functions as

a coda to the careening "The Whores

Hustle And The Hustlers Whore." While

the lyrics can be a bit pretentious, the

music is never less than captivating, dri-

ven by a throbbing backbeat and eerie

sound effects.

But it's the album's centerpiece, "This

Mess We're In," that will cement this

album's brilliance in your mind. Sung

mostly by Thom Yorke, "This Mess..." is a

haunting duet about emotional detachment

and one-night stands, set to a melody so

vibrantly beautiful it threatens to take on

its own sepia-toned life. As Thom sings

"Can you hear them? The heli-

copters.. ..we sit in silence" he conveys the

feeling.of total isolation within a teeming

sea of people. A cinematic keyboard motif

at the midpoint simply begs for your mind

to paint visuals (Scorcese's Taxi Driver

city-scapes come to mind). The dream of

"love-making" is shattered without

remorse in the last verse, as Thom tells his

lover that "You must leave now, before the

sunrise above skyscrapers / The sin and

this mess we're in."

The surging, 2-minute assaulting burst of

noise that is "Kamikazee" shows that

Harvey can still be a punk with the best of

them. A rapid-fire breakbeat that Atari

Teenage Riot would be proud of blisters

the sky as Harvey dive-bombs on top of

you. "This Is Love" is another shining

example of Harvey's harder edge. It's a

simple rocker: 3 chords and one dirty little

secret. Harvey shouts "I can't believe

life's so complex / When I just want to sit

here and watch you undress." It's a rare

moment of humor from an artist who does-

n't often let her guard down. The grungy

guitars slink around, framing instantly

memorable riffs as the airtight rhythms

section never lets the song meander.

Her anger spent, Harvey slows things

down for the album's close. "Horses In

My Dreams" is a hypnotizing minor-key

dirge, and the closing song, "We Float,"

shows a hard-won optimism. "One day,

we'll float.. .take life as it comes," she

whispers, the flinty edges of her voice

showing through. With no guitar in the

song, it relies on piano and organ, along

with a trip-hop beat. Think recent REM,
only less whiny, and you've got an idea.

Raw, vital, elegiac, pounding, and I

could sit here all day throwing superla-

tives at this album, but I'd only be repeat-

ing myself. Something that PJ Harvey has

never done. Stories From The City,

Stories From The Sea is a modern-day

rock classic, the sound of alternative rock

entering adulthood. Buy it (along with

Radiohead's Kid A), learn it, love it
-

SAVE ROCK MUSIC (at least of the intel-

ligent variety). You'll feel good about

yourself. 4 1/2 out of 5 stars.

"The Nutcracker" production is enchanting
by Amber Kozler

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Marwick-Boyd auditorium

quieted as the music began and the

curtain lifted. The UAB presented

the Nutcracker on Tuesday at 7:30

pm. We are greeted by a Christmas

party on stage, hosted by Dr.

Stahlbaum and his wife. There

were many children there includ-

ing Clara and Fritz Stahlbaum.

The men were decked out in long-

tailed tuxedos, and the women

wore elaborate velvet and lace

gowns. The little girls were

absolutely adorable in their beauti-

ful dresses and tight spiral curls.

All of the guests were anxiously

awaiting the arrival of the magical

Herr Drosselmeyer. The ballet was

taking on a life of its own as the

dancers pirouetted across the floor.

Soon, Herr Drosselmeyer

arrived, flinging his purple cape

back with one quick movement.

Adults and children alike were

amazed as this magical man enter-

tained his audience by bringing

mechanical dolls to life. He was a

lively performer and an incredible

dancer. Herr Drosselmeyer pre-

sents Clara with the nutcracker

doll, which she happily accepts.

In scene two, "Clara's Dream,"

Clara is unable to sleep, so she

creeps downstairs to play with the

nutcracker. She falls asleep and is

dreaming about mechanical dolls

coming to life, when suddenly her

peaceful dream is interrupted by a

nightmare. The holiday happiness

comes to a halt as the Christmas

tree grows 10 feet, giant mice are

fighting soldiers in the living

room, and the Nutcracker comes to

life to battle the Mouse King.

Naturally, the nutcracker prevailed,

and with the Mouse King dead, the

spell has been broken, and the nut-

cracker turns into a handsome

prince.

In the last scene, Clara is whisked

away on a magical journey with

her prince to th6 Kingdom of

Sweets. In her dreams, of course.

She watches exotic entertainment

from around the world. There was

a twinkling star backdrop to set the

mood, which I thought was very

effective. The prince is escorting

his princess on a sleigh ride around

the world. Many dances were tak-

ing place as she looked on in wide-

eyed amusement. Clara is mes-

merized when her prince proclaims

his love for her with a severed

mouse head that was cut off in

Scene Two. Pretty romantic stuff.

But this wonderful fantasy comes

to an end when Herr Drosselmeyer

appears and takes Clara home to

her family. The dream is over and

the nutcracker turns back into a

doll. A very heartfelt ending for a

heartwarming tale.

This was actually my first

encounter with The Nutcracker

story. I thought the performers did

an excellent job. Everyone seemed

to really enjoy being a part of this

production and it was felt by the

audience. I thought the costume

designers did a fabulous job with

the costumes. I could tell that it

took a lot of time, effort and prac-

tice to make this happen.

Congratulations on a wonderful

performance!

I
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PlayStation 2 is destroying Christmas
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

On behalf of parents everywhere,

I just want to say; Thanks a lot,

Sony!

We're all grateful to Sony because

of the swell job it has done of pro-

moting the Sony PlayStation 2,

which is the most important

advance in entertainment technolo-

gy since Tickle Me Elmo. This thing

is amazing: It can play video

games! It can play movies! It can

make jerky! It can perform laser

eyeball surgery in your family

room!

Sony spent millions of dollars

hyping the PlayStation 2, thus creat-

ing a huge demand. Every child in

America MUST get one of these

things for Christmas or Chanukah

or Kwanzaa or Atheist Children Get

Presents Day. Children who
DON'T get one will be bitterly dis-

appointed.

To meet the demand it created,

Sony set up the PlayStation 2 man-

ufacturing facility, which is located

in a one-car garage in suburban

Tokyo. There, the PlayStation 2

work force, which consists of 92-

year-old Mr. Wokohito

Mumuwama and his 89-year-old

wife, Blanche, have been making

PlayStation 2 units as fast as they

can, considering the fact that they

must assemble all 123,972 parts by

hand, and their candles keep blow-

ing out. Nevertheless the

Mumuwamas have been cranking

out these babies at the rate of nearly

one per month, for a total of 11 so

far, of which eight failed quality-

control tests because of defects such

as spiders, denture adhesive on the

microchips, etc.

So the bottom line is that only

three functioning PlayStation 2

units have actually been made, and

two of these were stolen during

shipment. As a result, 37 million

parents were competing for the one

remaining unit, which was pur-

chased by 24-year-old video-game

enthusiast Trevor Beanhonker, who

got it in a heartwarming holiday

story, by strapping explosives to his

chest.

The rest of us are out of luck. We
will have to explain to our children

in our most soothing Mr. Rogers

voices, that Santa did not bring

them a PlayStation 2 this year, but

that this does NOT mean they have

been bad! It just means that Santa

hates them.

So again I say: Thanks, Sony! Way
to plan! Maybe you could use the

same kind of marketing expertise to

open a chain of restaurants: Each

one could have 50 tables, 15 wait-

ers, five chefs, an extensive menu,

and one lone packet of saltines.

But enough bitterness. As the old

farm saying goes, there is no point

in spilling milk on a bam door that

has already hatched. So what if we

can't buy our kids a PlayStation 2

this year! Who says they need it

anyway? What's wrong with the

toys we got when I was a boy?

Some of them were pretty darned

"high tech," tcx?! For example, there

was a toy called the "Wheel-0,"

which was this wheel that you

rolled around and around in this

metal frame, which the wheel stuck

to because of ... magnetism! Wow! I

bet our kids would think THAT was

pretty "cool," huh?

Also we had "Tickle Bee," which

was this little bee you dragged

around and around in a maze, using

the amazing power of ... magnet-

ism! And what about electric trains?

I spent countless fun hours watch-

ing my Lionel train go around and

around, and of course around. The

train had a milk car with a milkman

who loaded and unloaded milk cans

by means of the mysterious power

of— prepare to become excited —
magnetism! There was even a mis-

sile car that used magnetism to

launch a missile, which went

straight up and came back down on

the train, sometimes hitting the

milkman, who apparently represent-

ed some kind of military threat. And

in the unlikely event that we ever

got tired of magnetism, we had:

vibration.

This was the force that powered a

football game in which little vibra-

tion pt)wered football players scoot-

ed around on a little football field

with a vibrating motor under it. You

painstakingly lined up all the play-

ers, then you turned on the motor,

and suddenly you were watching an

incredibly realistic simulation of

what a football game would look

like if all the players had ingested

massive quanfities of psychedelic

drugs. Some would go in circles;

some would take off for parts

unknown; some would flop onto

their sides and just twitch around.

The player with the "ball"— a little

football-shaped piece of felt —
would ALWAYS head directly for

the wrong goal line. It was a lot like

the production plan for the Sony

PlayStation 2.

But my point is that, this year,

maybe you don't need to give your

child the "latest" toy. Maybe your

child will be just as happy with a toy

from the attic! Because in the end,

the holiday season is not about

material things. Ho ho ho.

®TOYOTA

ivivw.gettopla.eoiii

Most everyone has them..>no one likes them. (Toyota Echo cm help.) Echo gets up io 38 miles per gallon",.that hmlts your spending

on gasoline, (Good start.) Hcho has an amazing amount of interior room.,,seating for 5.,.$o it will hold a lot ofsomething, like \i^ to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home -- positive cash ilow to further Umit your spending. (AnorluT phis.) Now you try one.

(Hints: Ws Toyota^.veyy dependabk. And itsm Echo, starting around $13,500 well equipped.) So thenext time your spending limits

come up for discussion, youll be all set with a positive suggestion...A visit to your nearby Toyota dealer

'EPA estimate MBS 4 door, 4-speed aittomatic. Even better with 5-!jpee<l tnamial.

MM MMMMM IMWMWMMMI mmmmmm mimmmmm Ml
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The Grinch, Scream sequels and other bad mistakes
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

READ THIS FIRST: I've not

much good to say. If you're a

reader who likes the warm,

fuzzy, liked this/hated that kind

of reviews, you'd better stop

reading here and start with

Dave Barry.. .the only thing that

was good, warm and fuzzy was

Max, the Grinch's dog. And I

still missed the sly smile he

gives oT Greeny when his tail

goes through the sewing

machine.

It's officially the Christmas

season now, so I really tried to

get into the spirit by shelling

out seven bucks for Ron

Howard's "adaptation" (if it

could be called so) of Dr.

Seuss's How The Grinch Stole

Christmas! over Thanksgiving

break. If Howard's Grinch is

any indication of the season to

come, I think I'll be packing it

in and going off to live in a

sewer or a mountain or some-

thing of the sort. Sheesh.

Every single one of us knows

the story of the Grinch. But

see, that's the funny thing -

according to Howard (and

Seuss's widow, who gave the

green light to all the liberties

taken with the original story),

we DON'T know the story.

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

The Grinch In his full Santa

get-up.

Turns out that Who-Ville is

NOT just a funny place, it actu-

ally exists in a SNOWFLAKE.
And the Grinch isn't just some

kind of auslander from the day-

to-day Who life, but he CHOSE
that life after a scarring

Christmas experience as a

young' in. Okay.

Let's move to the usually

entertaining Jim Carrey. No.

Let's not. Carrey's usual rub-

ber-faced, butt-talking insanity

was well-hidden under a furry

green Grinch get-up - a costume

complete with Grinch Nipples

(man, even thinking about that

makes me shudder). On top of

all this, Carrey's Grinch just

seems too, well, modern. From

what we all grew up on, the

Grinch was a hermit in a barely

inhabited cave atop Mt.

Crumpit. Wrong again - seems

that Mt. Crumpit and Dr. Evil's

lair were designed by the same

people. .."heavy industry" must

be the style for evil geniuses

this season.

Cindy Lou Who. ..the sweet

little cherub who busts Santa

Grinch during his thieving?

Not even close. Put it this way:

about the only thing I liked

about this Cindy was that it

really wouldn't take much to

kill her, should someone need

to.

Overall, even the props, sets,

colors - all of it - were just too

much. I couldn't even be happy

about how the usually messed-

up lookin' pictures from

Seuss's books were translated

got a 'colorizing') and another

25 minutes for the house-to-

house raiding we've come to

know and love.

Bottom damn line. ..spend

November 30, 2000 The Clarion Call

into the real world. Everything your seven dollars on me this

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Moviesi

The Grinch (Jim Carrey) confronts little Cindy Lou Who (Taylor

Momsen) In Ron Howard's new adaptation of the favorite

Christmas cartoon.

was just, like I said.. .too much. Christmas. It'll help pay for

It took about 75 minutes just my new place in the mountains,

for the first bars of "You're A My evil lair architect just raised

Mean One, Mr. Grinch" (you his rates, and heavy industrial

guessed it. ..even that most machinery isn't cheap these

famous song from the cartoon days.

Charlie's Angels is sent from Heaven
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

When I bought my ticket for

Charlie's Angels I thought to

myself how fun it would be to

rip this movie apart. I mean, I

am such a know-it-all. I had

myself convinced that this was

going to be a terrible movie.

Classic television shows that

are made into movies usually

suck. Let's remember The

Avengers, The Mod Squad, and

The Brady Bunch - some of the

worst movies of the 90s.

However, I was wrong about

Charlie's Angels; this was one

of the most entertaining films I

have seen in a while. However,

I should probably tell you about

the bad things before I get to

the good.

First of all, the story is poor-

ly written and very predictable.

You know who the villain is

about 23 minutes into the

movie. Secondly, the actions

are very unbelievable. Some of

the things these ladies do, no

one could ever do. And finally,

the movie blatantly rips off The

Matrix with their special

effects.

Now I know those three

things sound like they could

ruin a movie. However, in this

flaws. Another good thing is

the movie is so much fun, you

don't care about the shortcom-

ings.

The movie is about the three

new angels Alex (Liu), Dylan

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Drew Barrymore, Bill Murray, Lucy Liu and Cameron
Diaz star in the movie version of "Charlie's Angels."

film they do not. Cameron (Barrymore), and Natalie

Diaz, Drew Barrymore, and (Diaz). The girls are trying to

Lucy Liu are so good in this stop a terrorist from taking over

movie that they make up for the the world with a computer chip

that can tap into people's

phones. They then go an a ram-

page of kicking everybody's

butt, blowing things up, and

looking very sexy.

Now, I know this sounds stu-

pid, but the fun is watching the

Angels investigate the crime,

and seeing them in their ridicu-

lous costumes. Pay special

attention to the scene in which

they portray a group of Swedish

singing messengers. However,

the best scene in the movie

involves Liu playing a no-non-

sense efficiency expert. It is

wonderfully acted and very

funny.

Charlie's Angels is not going

to be winning any Academy

Awards for best picture or writ-

ing this year, but it should

receive some acclaim for being

so darn entertaining. It is

funny, campy, and sexy. So, the

next time you want to see a film

just for the fun of it, Charlie's

Angels is for you. Trust me -

the film's flaws will not take

away from the fun you will
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Crossword
ACROSS

1 Cultural

showplace

7 Zhivago's love

11 Madison Ave.

offerings

14 Recorded
15 Computer

graphic

16 Bud's buddy
17 Nebbishes

18 Irritating child

19 Leader of the

TTiree Stooges
20 Holston and

French Broad
formation

23 Act the straggler

24 Man with regrets

25 "My Friend _"
27 Holiday lead-in

28 Prohibition hot

spots

32 Wooded valley

34 Gish and
Hellman

35 Hankering

39 Spindrift

40 Former German
leader

44 Box to train

48 Enmities

52 Gardner of 'The

Killers"

53 Isinglass

54 Pipe part

55 Luau garland

56 South China Sea
arm

61 Furthennore

62 Earthen jar

63 Oozy sediment
64 Name for a lion

65 Mob violence

66 More chilling

67 Wood and Wynn
68 Idiot

69 Statistical

leanings

DOWN
1 Marked by

blotches

2 Take knitting

apart

3 Casey of

baseball

3 2000 Tribune Media Sarvieee, Inc
Ail righU racarved

4 Bring in

5 Half dentures

6 Make a mistake

7 Broad-minded
8 Homestead

piece

9 Lion's call

10 Against: pref.

1

1

Spanish port

12 Lobbyists, of a
sort

13 Litigate

21 Comprehend
22 Calls on
26 Beast of burden
29 Kipling book
30 Whitney or

Wallach
31 Gore and Smith

33 Of the family tree

36 Cure hide

37 Slice

38 Skirt edge
40 Escort's offer

41 Condescended
42 Lisbon loot

43 Say the same

Solutions
s a N 3 H 1

1

3 d o a

1

S a 3

b 3 1 d 3 3 1 1 b 3 1

3 9 a n n S V 1 1 a N V

a N V T 1 V H 1 d o d 1 n 1
Yi1 3 1

1
Vi 3 i s V 1

V A V S i N 3 Yi 1 N 3 s 3 ti

b V d s^^lu 3 n V N 3 a V

1 s 1 ^P H i 1 II^H
s N V 1 1 1 1 i^^H 1 1 3 a

s 3 1 s V 3 X V 3 d s

1
3 A 3

V n H 1 u 3 n ti 9 V 1

ti 3 A 1 U 3 3 S s 3 N N 3 J.

i O \rt

1

i V U S s d U 3 M i

n O 1 N o 1 3 d V I N
s a V V u V 1 W n 3 S n IN

thing again

45 Heroic champion
46 Settled okl

scores

47 Corporate

pirates

49 Final degree

50 Silver server

51 Grinner

57 U.S. auto maker
58 Hodgepodge
59 Lead balloon

60 Attract

61 Pub preference

Sh\9

9

^^

%
r

ji,

"FEaiN- REAay
DRIED OUT."

"H/»IR OF
THE D06."

"WHY DO I HAVE
A CITATION FOR
WHIZZING ON
CITY HALL?"

"WHAT AtK I

DOING IN

VEGAS?"

"WHEN DID

I BECOME A
SCIENTOLOGIST?"

"HOW DID I

END UP DEAD?"

DITHERED T¥TTS ^^.^^

MAGIC
ACTS

TatentAgency -/^^

•./^i

Please take a number !

Any number

mt^tiEclio^^
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Entertainment
DAVE
by David Miller

^0

b>) Juftlin &oru« and N)irtv Feinttwn

BRADLEY. DO YOO
SPEND TIME WITH ME
JUST BECAUSE YOU
HAVE nothing;

BETTER TO DO?

NO. JOANN. I HAVE

A LOT OF BETTER
THINGS TO DO
mWl NOW

i mean. yes.

nothing; be
to do than

:i TlhE WITH
2 ^^

I HAVE

TTER
SPEND
YOU >

15 THIS

A TRICK
QUESTION?

off the mark by Mark Parisi

off the mark by Mark Parisi

Twisted View® Cooney

"I'm gonna wrap him in swaddling clothes,

but only until we can get to a Baby Gap."

1. I > ( I . . o I > J I > i I
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Classifieds
\
spring

message 226-5017.

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapuico, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.ieisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

mertours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how
you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

or rent
lJfMtlllJlJL.lHjulU.'.'il..'Jllll.llllillljlifiiUilU]iflll'l]lfM

l|<*:|i:.c:|i:|ci|is|< **:(<«!.<!.<

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 2 or 3 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. Call 226-6867.
>K;.c:«it).<*4<3.ci|i4:4<H<>.<4<

Apartments for groups of 4 or 5.

Two blocks from campus. For Fall

2001. Call Jim 354-2489.
:|<>|c >!<>{:* He He* ***>!<>.<>.'

Eagle Park Housing Complex. For

Clarion University students.

Singles, doubles and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities. Fully fur-

nished. Call 226-4300.
HiH<H!!.:*HcH<*H<***4<«

Female roommate needed for

Spring 2001 semester. Wilson

Ave. townhouses. $975 a semester

plus utilities. Leave message for

Megan. 227-2892.
i.<i|iHiH<ii<!i<!(i>(<«i|<>(<>(c>(<4i

Only a few left. Fall/Spring 2001-

2002, 2-3-4 person apartment.

Very nice. Fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. Call 764-

3690.
**lH!*^cili^ltif****

2-3 female roommates needed for

Spring 2001. $925/semester. All

utilities included. Spacious

rooms. Weight room. Free com-

muter parking pass. 435 F, South

2nd Avenue. Call 226-0280.
Hi*%:.iH<*3.<>.iH<H<s.iH<iKH<

Silver Spring Rentals: House

and/or apartment available for the

Spring 2001 semester. Call and

leave message at 226-5917 for

information.

HcH<i(<H<H<s|c>(cH<HcH<>.<i.<4<i(c

Female roommate wanted for

Spring 2001. Will have single

room. 115C S. Sixth Ave. $1400

includes rent, utilities, and securi-

ty deposit. Please contact Jodi,

Becky or Jenn at 226-7816.
HcH<H<HcH<H'H<H<H<H<H<«H<Hc

4-5 bedroom house available for

Fall 2001/Spring 2002. Walking

distance to campus. Leave mes-

sage at 226-5917.
HcHcH<H<t**H<*H<i.c*i(<4<

For rent. Fall 2001: 3 bedroom, 1

1/2 bath with fireplace.

Accomodates 3 persons. $850 per

person per semester, includes

most utilities. 3 bedroom, 2 full

baths, sundeck, accomodates 4

people. $850 per person per

semester, includes most utilities.

Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m. On
campus parking permits available

for both. Washer/Dryer available

for both.

Sleeping rooms available in large

Victorian home close to campus.

Available by interview only. $175

per month, includes all utilities.

Call 226-5651 after 1p.m.

help wanted ^

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.
^9|c)|c9|e)(e)te:t"i"l<'|('|('t<>k3|(

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com
:tc%3fc;|c]tc:tc3|ej)e%:(c)|c]{e)|c)|c

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

3|e>)e3|c)|c3f9|'3(ci|'}|'>t'3k4'>i'>k

A part-time position is available at

the First Baptist Church in

Clarion, for an organist/pianist.

Send a cover letter and resume to

Attn: Worship Board, PO Box

651, Clarion, Pa. 16214

opportiliiltMs^
Attention overweight people. Lose

2-8 pounds a week. 100% natural.

Results guaranteed. 1-888-327-

7511. www.bellel23.com.

Excellent opportunity to lose

inches and make money! The

Herbal Body Wrap actually

achieves permanent inch loss. See

results and share with friends who
purchase and earn referral bonus-

es! Call Linda at 764-5895.

#iimm0f Jobs

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Councelors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many
majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

f greek ads ^

To our sweetheart Erica, thanks

for the crest and the goodies. Love

the brothers of 0S
4citi Hi Hotc** i|< H< !|< % 4< >l< 4i

Ropy, Congrats on this weekend.

The brothers of 0E

Merry Christmas to our sweet-

heart and blue Iris's. The brothers

ofOH
:|cH<Hc**>l<i|<>|!H<*H<>l<H<H'

Moth and Ropy, good luck this

weekend. The brothers of 0S

To Lori F., Kristin and Lisa, keep

up the good work! Love your

future Phi Sigma Sigma sisters.

Congratulations to Heather for

making the cheerleading squad!

Love, AST
itcHtH<!»: ««>(<* «>!<**««

Danielle, Amy, and Stacey, con-

gratulations on being nominated

for Top Tau! AST

We are very proud of our new
exec, board. Good luck girls in

2001! AST

We hope everyone had a great

Thanksgiving! Good luck with

finals! Sisters of AST

Happy 22nd B-Day Smooter!

<DSK
* H< * 4< * *>(<>|: He :(< gillie He

Thanks to OSK and 0E for col-

lecting pop tabs for our philan-

thropy, the National Kidney

Foundation! Love, OSS
H>H<>l<H<>*:H<*H<H<it:H<H<H<Hi

A big thanks to this year's e-board

Janell, Dena, Kristy, Tarrah,

Kristen, Kylene, Kelly L., Karen,

and Sarah. Love your OS sisters.

* Hi Hi Ik* « * * He « i|i * « 4i

Thank you Heather's for a great

formal! Your hard work paid off!

Love your OS sisters.

HcH<H<H<>l<H<H<H<H<H<H>HiHcHc

Congrats to the newest sisters of

OSS. Lisa, Lori R, and Kristin!
Hi H< He ** H<>ti *>!<>)< He H<H<*

Congrats to our graduating

seniors. Di, Kara, Jen S., Karyn

and Terri. Once a OSS, always a

OSS
Hi Hi s|< i|i * 4i Hi % Hi Hi Hi Hi Hi

To my boys at STF, good luck on
your upcoming finals. I am sure

you all will do a great job. Love

ya, Shelley.

Congratulations to Pam. Michelle,

and Joycelyn. Welcome to the

bunch!! Love your future Sigma

sisters.

Hi Hi H< * * « Hi * * H< Hi * * *

Brittany, Happy Birthday. Love

Tri Sigma.

Happy Birthday Alison. Welcome

to the Big Girls Club. Love your

Sigma sisters.

Happy Birthday Lenny! Love

your sweetheart, Jackie.

0OA, Thanks for the birthday

surprise. You all sing great! Eric.

( personals
Mr. Fussbuttons, How much
soap? An eighth of a cup? Look,

pretty bubbles! Love, Jules.

i|iHii|iHiHi>ti>|ii|i>|i*:ti>|iHiHi

Dear Mr. Erb, Having a great

vacation! Love, Petunia.
Hi Hi* HI Hi Hi Hi HI Hi Hi Hi** Hi

Erby, When are we watching

South Park? Love, your crew.
He*************

Dear Mr. Fussbuttons, What did

you say? Woolite has directions?

Love Kimmy.
**************

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.

Sean McDonald on their newborn

Seani Moneek McDonald.
**************

Tim, Thanks for always being

there for me. You're the best.

Love, Debby.
**************

Jeff, Remember, I will always be

there for you. You have my phone

number. Love, Debby.
**************

Yoda, the force is strong with this

one. The Young Jedi.

**************

MB Earnheardt, hope you got all

the beans out of your hair before

your wedding. Kate S.

**************

Congatulations MB!!!! From cur-

rent editors, to a past editor, we
wish you the best of luck. The

Clarion Call.

**************

Barlow, thanks for nothing. I got

your poster. Keith.

**************

We are almost there guys!!!! One
more issue and we can all take a

break. I have enjoyed working

with all of you. Keep up the great

work. Jen
**************

*********Hi****

OSK, I hope you all had a great

break and ate lots of turkey. Only

2 weeks until Christmas. Have a

great week. All my love, your

sweetheart Dena.

Ladonna, I miss you. I can't wait

until I get to see you again. I can't

wait to give you your Christmas

present. Love Amy.
**************

Go Peach House at X-Mas time!

We are lit up and ready to eo!
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Sports
Swimming and diving teams compete in Ohio tri-meet

by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call

Assistant Sports Editor

The mens and womens swim-

ming and diving teams recently

competed in a tri-meet against

Akron and Kenyon of Ohio. The

Golden Eagles mens team

defeated both contenders, while

the women defeated Kenyon and

lost by an eight point margin to

Akron.

Unlike most meets, each event

consisted of two heats in which

several competitors from each

team raced.

Leading the mens team in first

place finishes was freshman,

Beau Caldwell. Beau took the

gold in both the 200 l.M. with a

time of 2:00.34, as well as the

500 freestyle with a 4:54.40.

Following closely behind were

seniors Doug Scott and John

Smithson, junior Matt Buckley,

sophomores Bill Wright, Ben

Chandlee and Adam Lohr.

Scott captured first in the 100

backstroke with a 53.27 while

Buckley took the 200 freestyle

in a 1:49.19.

Continuing with the first

places for the mens team were

Wright in the 50 freestyle with a

time of 21.77 seconds, Chandlee

in the 100 breaststroke in a time

of 1:00.46, Smithson in the 100

butterfly with a 54.11, and Lohr

in the 100 freestyle with a time

of 49.27.

The womens team also man-

aged to bring home first several

first place finishes during the

course of the meet.

Captain Shannon Cattoni took

a first place in the 200 freestlye

with a time of 1:55.23. Senior

Andrea Faller took the 50

freestyle in a time of 24.93 sec-

onds, and freshman Bethany

Bankovich captured a victory in

the 100 butterfly with a time of

1:00.27.

The Clarion Golden Eagle div-

ing team added to both the mens

and womens points with excep-

tional dives.

Senior captain Stephanie

Sutton captured the gold in the

three meter competition with a

final score of 270.20.

James McGee won the one

meter diving for the mens team

with a final score of 252.40.

McGee also took the gold in the

three meter diving with a score

of232.05.

The Golden Eagles teamed up

to produce three first place relay

teams at the beginning and end University of Miami of Ohio

of the meet.

The Clarion mens team took

home the gold in both the 200

medley and the 200 freestyle

relays with respective times of

1:37.83 and 1:26.61. The 200

medley consisted of Aaron

Ulishney, Matt Jeffers, Wright,

and Brent Cunningham.

The 200 freestyle relay con-

sisted of Wright, Aaron Bell,

Smithson, and Gary

Aughinbaugh.

The womens team also cap-

tured a first place finish in the

200 freestyle relay with a time

of 1:39.91. Competing in the

womens relay were Faller,

Megan Trimbur, MeganTtracy,

and Cattoni.

The swimming and diving

teams will travel to the

where they will compete in a

three day invitational against

several Division 1 teams as well

as Division 11 teams from Dec.

1-3.

Golden Eagles soar past Davis and Elkins Senators
by Kervin Charles out in hopes of slowing down reached the century mark. The

Clarion Call Staff Writer the pace of the charging Golden contest ended with a final score

The Clarion mens basketball

team played host to the

Senators of Davis and Elkins

College, Tuesday night in a

non-conference game held at

Tippin Gymnasium.

The game got off to a slow

start as each team struggled to

establish its offense. Both

Clarion's and Davis and Elkin's

defenses seemed to dominate at

the outset of the contest.

Arrant passes and what

seemed to be a lid on the basket

kept the score in single digits

with 13:06 remaining in the

first half of play.

The Senators managed to tie

the contest at eight all, but Al

Stevens replied with a five-

point spurt that put the Golden

Eagles ahead for good.

With 9:44 left in the first half,

the score was 14-11; Golden

Eagles. After a Clarion 10-0

run, the Senators called a time-

Eagles.

Clarion was sitting atop a 14

point lead with 4:06 remaining

before intermission. Clarion

ended the half with a 43-27

advantage over the Senators.

Clarion shot 42 percent from

the field, while Davis Elkins

shot 40 percent.

After intermission, the

Golden Eagles came out

scorching the nets and looking

for the kill, which forced the

Senators to call a time-out five

minutes into the second half

Steve Serwatka, a 6-1 junior

guard from Rochelle, New
York, lit up the Senators with

three- pointers. It seemed that

the only thing that could stop

Serwatka was a timeout.

With 6:34 left in the contest

and the game fully at hand, the

Golden Eagles brought in the

subs with an 83-41 lead.

The subs were relentless and

of Clarion 100, Davis and

Elkins 53.

Serwatka finished the night

five of eight from beyond the

arc and with a game high of 32

points.

Other high scorers were Al

Stevens with 16 points and

Rollie Smith, also with 16

points.

The Golden Eagles will trav-

el to Mansfield University for a

showdown with one of the top

teams in the PSAC-East.

The game will begin at 3:00

p.m. and will be Clarion's first

PSAC game of the season. The

team hopes to gain yet another

win under their belts.

Serwatka named PSAC-West player of the week

Clarion University junior guard Steve

Serwatka (New Rochelle, N.Y./Saleslan) is the

PSAC-West Player of the Week for the week of

Nov. 22-Nov. 28.

Serwatka, a transfer from Sullivan Community

College, averaged 23.0 ppg while shooting 54.8

percent (17-31) from the floor in helping the

Golden Eagles to a 1-1 week including a 100-53

win over Davis & Elkins Nov. 28 and a hard-

fought 78-58 loss to NCAA Division 1

Youngstown State Nov. 25. He also made 7 of 17

three pointers (41.2%), 5 of 5 free throws,

grabbed seven rebounds and dished out seven

assists during the week.

Part of a six-man starting rotation for the

Golden Eagles, it was Serwatka's turn to come

off the bench against Davis & Elkins and ignite

the Clarion attack. And, oh how he caught fire

hitting on 12 of 15 shots (80 percent) including

5 of 8 (62.5 percent) from three-point range

while scoring a career-high 32 points. He also

dished out six assists and grabbed three

rebounds against the Senators.

In the Youngstown State game, Serwatka led

Clarion with 14 points while grabbing four

rebounds.

For the young season, Serwatka is the leading

scorer for the 2-2 Golden Eagles averaging 21.0

ppg while dishing out 4.3 apg and grabbing 3

rpg. He is shooting 46.3 percent (31-67) on the

season including 41 percent (16-39) from three

point range.

www.theclarioncall.com

Golden Eagle wrestlers

open season.

See page 21

Qarion football coach,

Malen Luke named

PSAC coach of the year.

See page 22

Gatorade celebrates

thirty years of success.

See page 23-

Page 21

Wrestling team begins season
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Golden Eagle wrestling team opens season
Courtesy of Sports Information

and by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call

Assistant Sports Editor

The 2000-2001 Clarion

University Wrestling team is

ready to roll out the mats on a new

season. A traditional NCAA
Division 1 powerhouse, the

Golden Eagles will travel to the

Las Vegas Invitational on

December 1 -2, then open the dual

meet season on December 7th

hosting Eastern Wrestling League

rival West Virginia. Match time at

Tippin Gym for the dual opener is

set for 7:30pm.

Head coach Ken Nellis begins

his fourth season directing the

program having posted a three-

year dual meet record of 14-29-2.

An injury filled 2000 season saw

the Golden Eagles dip to a 2-13

dual record, a fourth place finish

at PSAC's and an 8th place ending

at EWL's. Backed by three-time

All-American Mark Angle, the

Eagles finished 26th at the NCAA
Div. I Nationals. Angle however

has graduated and the leadership

role will turn to other returning

veterans.

"We're excited to get out on the

mats and start the new season,"

said Clarion's coach Nellis. "I've

been very pleased with our pre-

season and believe Clarion

wrestling fans will like this year's

team. Right now 1 believe we are

solid at all 10 weights and have

really improved our depth in a

number of places. Our leadership

has been extremely good and I

like what I've seen from our first

year wrestlers. We've set some

high goals, including wanting to

battle for the EWL title. We know

that's high, but that's where we
want to be."

Leading the returnees are three

NCAA Division I Qualifiers in

battling with freshman Peter

Derstine (Coral Springs, Florida)

for the starting spot. Snyder was

1 1-20 overall last year and placed

6th at EWL's. Derstine, from

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High,

is a three-time Florida State

Champion. He had a 130-10

career record.

133: Sophomore transfer Rad

Martinez (West Jordan, Utah) and

freshman David Cordoba

(Kearny, N.J.) are battling to start.

Martinez, from Northwest

Community College (Wyoming),

posted a 38-6 record at 133-

pounds and placed 4th at JUCO
nationals last year at 133.

Cordoba was a New Jersey State

Champ as a junior and runner-up

his senior and sophomore years.

Both have bright future. Red-

shirting this year will be last

year's starter Mike Diaz

(DuBois).

141: Gone is three-time All-

American Mark Angle and his

126-1 1 career record. Looking for

the starting spot is freshman

Frank Edgar (Toms River, N.J.). A
two-time state placewinner, he

was second his junior year and

fifth as a senior. His 107 career

wins is a school record. Battling

him will be sophomore Jim Perry

(DuBois) who red-shirted last

year. Perry was a District

Champion at 135-pounds in high

school. Matt Cook (So.

Biglerville) is also at this weight.

149: Veteran Dominic Surra

(Kersey, Pa./St. Marys) will

receive a challenge from red-shirt

freshman Jared Moss (Sharon).

Surra saw time at 149 last year

posting a 5-4 record and finished

2nd at the Wilkes Open. He was

15-19 at 126 in 1998 and placed

See 'Wrestling' Page 24

Sports
Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question
was Marty
McSorley

.

This week's
question is:

What is the
newest foot-

ball league
that is

beginning in

February?

INTRIUVIURAL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
First Round Tournament Scores

Womens* Division:

Bone Collectors 1 8 Valley Girls 3

I'he Contendors W Curropters F

Men's Division:

BX's Boy's 40 Cartel 38

Pacella's MBX 23 The Killer KB's 14

Ballas 40 Mutt Warriors 34

Da-Bricks 30 ThetaXil8
Final Four games will be played on 12/4.

Finals on Wednesday 12/6,

Women's 9:00 pm. Men's 9:30 pm.

Big Buck contest win end on 12/8

Bring proof of your trophy, picture etc. to

qualify for the championship. Currently a 7

point with 12' spread is in the lead.

Toys-for-Tots "Benchathon"
Contest held Thursday, 12/7 at 6 pm.

Registration is due this Friday 12/1.

Don't miss this opportunity to show
your strength, and help needy

children have a good Christmas!

Prizes will be awarded to top lifters,

and T-shirts will be given to all lifters

that raise $10 or more.

INDOOR SOCCER
First Round Tournament Scores

Men's Division:

Studio Mullet 3 Koumikova 2

FOJLSLA 4 Hooligans 1

Co-Rec Division:

Reccosl3 Roc Jocks

Stingers 3 The Mia Hamms
Razors 7 Roc Heads

Kolotripa 3 Clarion Schist 2

Finals Monday, December 4,

Co-Rec 9:00pm, and Men's 10:00 pm.

Organize now...

To participate in our Fourth Annual
Doubles Racquetball Tournament.
Held on Friday, January 19. Cost to

enter is $5.00 for students and $10 for

everyone else. Tournament is open to

the public, and prizes will be awarded.

Divisions and tournament format will

be based on number of entries that are

received.

In-line Hockey has beei stponed

until spring semester. Hu^cfiilly, the

much anticipated boards system will be

installed in early spring.

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Equipment Rentals:

Don't forget to check out gear for use

during the winter. Available gear

includes: snow sleds, cross country skis,

poles/boots, and inner tubes.

Christmas break packages for cross-

country skis are available. ($20 deposit)

Cost for the entire break is-

students $10, faculty/staff $20.

FITNESS CORNER
Question: With finals coming up, is

there anything I can do to help with

managing the stress?

Answer: Studies have shown that

exercising can reduce the harmful

effects that stress has on the body. You
can help clear your head, relax, and
think faster by getting in a good work-

out! ! Remember to eat right and get

your rest also.

Mark your calendars. .

.

Tae Kwon Do classes starting in

January, every Monday 5-6 pm. Classes

held on court 1 and are free to students.
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Golden Eagles honored by PSAC- West

Golden Eagle's Malen Luke named PSAC-West coach of the year
Courtesy of Sports Information

By vote of the PSAC-West

coaches. Clarion head coach

Malen l.uke was named the 2000

"Coach of the Year".

Named to the PSAC-West first

team was free safety Roosevelt

Benjamin, noseguard Troy

Bowers, offensive guard Ryan

Duchon, tight end Andy Pore and

punter Ken Crawford. Second

team selections included offensive

center Nick Swiger, defensive

lineman Doug Diegelman and

outside linebacker Travis Dock.

Clarion had a strong 2000 foot-

ball campaign. The Golden Eagles

won a share of the PSAC-West

title with a 5-1 league mark and

ended the year with a 7-4 overall

record. Clarion opened 2000 with

two losses to East Stroudsburg

(37-33) and New Haven (37-7),

but bounced back for wins over

Tiffin (40-3) and Shippensburg

(56-49). After a 17-14 loss at

Kutztown, the Eagles defeated

California 32-28 and Edinboro 7-

0. A close loss at Slippery Rock

(27-14) was followed by a big win

at lUP (21-10). The season ended

with wins over Lock Haven (42-

20) and West Chester (28-20).

Luke, who finished his seventh

season at Clarion, won the "Coach

Roosevelt Benjamin

of the Year" award for the second

time. He was also named the

PSAC-West's top mentor in 1996

when he led Clarion to the NCAA
Div.II semi's with an 11-3 record.

He has a 7-year slate of 37-39 at

Clarion and a 13-year collegiate

record of 74-60.

"It is always a great honor to be

recognized by your peers and I

thank them for this honor," said

coach Luke. "But these types of

awards are really a reflection of

the hours and quality of coaching

of our entire staff They, along

with the players, deserve a lion's

share of the credit."

Benjamin, a 6-2, 215-pound,

senior, free safety from Erie, Pa.,

had an All-America season. A cap-

tain on the 2000 squad, he led the

team with 115 tackles (#3 in

PSAC), including 66 solos, 6 tfis

for minus 19 yards, 9 break-ups, 2

DESTINTA THEATRES mthe

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

interceptions, 2 fumbles caused 1

fumble recovery and 1 qb sack.

He was named PSAC-West defen-

sive "Player of the Week" three

times. Benjamin led a defense that

was #1 in the PSAC in tfls (128)

and qb sacks (5 1
). Clarion posted

27 sacks in its final 4 games of the

year against SR, lUP, LH and

West Chester. In his two year

career he finished with 179 tack-

les, 14 tfls, 11 break-ups, 6 ints

and 3 sacks. He was a second

team All-Region and PSAC-West

choice in 1999. A general studies

major at Clarion, he is the son of

Lois Page and is a graduate of

Central High in Erie.

Bowers, a 6-0, 255-pound,

sophomore, noseguard from

Columbus, Ohio (Westerville

South), also had a stellar defen-

sive campaign. He notched 41

tackles (20 solo), led the PSAC
with 20 tfls for -77 yards, posted 8

qb sacks for -42 yards and recov-

ered a fumble. In 1999, his fresh-

man year, he had 33 tackles, 6 tfls

and 4 qb sacks. He now has career

numbers totaling 74 hits, 26 tfl's

and 12 sacks. The son of Deborah

Bowers, he is a management

major at Clarion.

Pore, a 6-3, 245-pound, junior

tight end from Shippenville, Pa.

and Keystone High, is a strong

blocking and receiving tight end.

In 2000 Pore grabbed 17 passes

for 229 yards and 2 tds. His

biggest reception of the year was

his game-winning score against

lUP In 1999 he led the team with

33 catches for 386 yards and 7 tds

and was named 2nd team All-

Region. In his career he now has

58 catches for 715 yards and 9 tds.

A librrary science major, he is the

son of Randy and Janet

Swartzfager.

Duchon, a 6-3, 300-pound,

offensive guard from Alliance,

Ohio, is a two-year starter on

Clarion's offensive line at right

guard. A strong, physical blocker

who excels in the run and the pass,

helped lead Clarion's potent

offense. The Golden Eagles

ranked 3rd in the PSAC in scoring

(26.7ppg), 3rd in total offense

(378.3) and 4th in rushing offense

(223.7). Clarion set a new team

record for rushing yards in a game

when the team rushed for 443

yards against Lock Haven.

Clarion also had 378 rushing

yards against West Chester.

Duchon was a 2nd team PSAC-

West choice last year as a fresh-

man. He is a management major at

Clarion and is the son of Jerry and

Tami Duchon.

Crawford, a 6-4, 200-pound,

red-shirt freshman from

Montgomery, Pa., had an out-

standing freshman year as

Clarion's punter He ranked #1 in

the PSAC with a 40.6 yard aver-

age in 2000. He had 45 punts for

1828 yards and placed 4 punts

inside the 20. His best game was

at Slippery Rock when he punted

6 times for a 49.2 yard average.

An accounting major at Clarion,

he is the son of Lucinda Crawford.

Swiger, a 6-2, 260-pound,

senior, offensive center from

Sidney, Ohio, had a strong career

at Clarion. A 4-year starter on the

O-line and a captain of the 2000

team, he started his last three

years at center. Swiger made all

the line calls during that time, and

was considered a top run and pass

blocker. Like Duchon, he helped

lead a very potent Clarion offense

in 2000. A Clarion and PSAC
Scholar Athlete, Nick is an envi-

ronmental geoscience major at

Clarion and the son of Steve and

Joanne Swiger.

Diegelman, a 6-1, 250-pound,

red-shirt sophomore noseguard

from Pittsburgh, Pa. and Shalcr

High, posted a quality 2000 sea-

son. He collected 26 tackles, 12

tfls for a minus 73 yards and 7 qb

sacks for a minus 42 yards. He

also recovered a fumble and

blocked a kick. In 1998 as a true

freshman he notched 42 tackles,

13 tfls and 5 qb sacks. In 1999 he

suffered a broken leg after three

"
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RUGRATS IN PARIS G
11 :00am 12:50pm2:35pm 4:20pm

'^' ^""' 6:10pm

102 DALMATIANS G
11:15am 1:15JDm 3:15pm 5:15pm

7:15pm 9:15pm
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I
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WWW.Deslinta.com i

(Sal'SunI

MEETTHE PARENTS PG-1 3
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'^"^> 8:15pm 10:25pm

Winter season brings about

winter sports at the Clarion

University Recreation Center
S4 00 Child S Senior

Student Discounts

THEGRINCH_ pg
11:00am iTlOpm 3:25pm 6:05pm

,s., su., 8:20pm 10:30pm

UNBREAKABLE pg-i3
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BOUNCE PG

11 :10am 1 :45pm 4:20pm 7:00pm
(s.. Sum 9:40pm

CHARLIE'S ANGELS pg-i3|
11:15am 6:05pm 10:30pm

(S«t Sun)

THE 6th DAY
8:00pm 10:20pm

MEN OF HONOR r
1:10pm 3:40pm 8:00pm

Clarion Umversily ID
|

Vfll J G- I'. J lib uji I u!:iji, fe

Tuesday - |

Bargain Night |

$4.00 Tickets
|

Ask about p

our p
Frequent

|

Movie Goer

'

|
and our I

Frequent I
Popcorn I
Cards !

As the weather changes so does the demands of

students interests in outdoor activities. The

Rolierblades and bikes have been replaced by cross

counrty sicis, boots, sleds, and snow tubes. All clari-

on University students, and faculty/staff can check

out equipment to be used outside the Recreation

Center.

To gain access to the Recreation center, you must

provide a valid ID. For those faculty/staff that are not

members, please bring your current ID to get in as

well.

The renter fills out an equipment rental waiver

form and pays a deposit per each piece of equipment.

Renter understands equipment must be returned dur-

ing Outdoor Recreation hours.

Clarion University Students pay a $5 refudable

deposit if returned within 48 hours. Faculty and staff

will pay $5 for 48 hours. If equipment is not brought

back within 48 hours, the renter will be charged a $5

a day late fee.

Certain equipment for students will be charged a

minimal rental - bikes and ski's will cost two dollars

for 48 hours and therefore seven dollars is required

for a deposit ifbrought back on time, their $5 refund-

able deposit.

If equipment is brought back damaged then the

Recreation Center will keep the deposit and bill the

renter to fix the equipment. Please record on your

rental waiver form if any equipment is not working

properly before you rent it.

TheOutdoor Recreation/Climbing wall hours are dif-

ferent tfian the regular hours of the Recreation

Center.

For more information please call 393-1669.
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Rams look to improve with Warner and Faulk back
Courtesy of TMS Campus

St. Louis Rams coach Mike

Martz put a positive spin on the

team's latest setback during his

Monday news conference.

"I don't want to sound like

Pollyanna here, but there are a lot

of things we can correct and move

on and be a heck of a team,"

Martz said. "That's what we want

to get across to this football

team."

The Rams are 8-4 after losing

four of their last six, including a

3 1-24 setback to the New Orleans

Saints on Sunday at the Trans

World Dome. They are now tied

with the Saints for first place in

the NFC West.

If the playoffs started now, the

Rams would travel to Detroit for a

wild-card game against the Lions.

"With four games to go in the

season, we have a chance to win

this division and get back into this

thing," Martz said. "How many
times does that happen? How
many times has that happened

here with the Rams?

Yeah, there is something to be

positive about. Ifyou are not, then

you are looking to repeat what

happened last week. You can't

allow yourself to be like that."

The Rams play three of their last

four on the road.

Two of those road games

(Carolina on Sunday and New
Orleans on Dec. 24) are against

teams that have already beaten

them this season, and the other is

against the Tampa Bay

Buccaneers, who want revenge on

the Rams for beating them in the

NFC Championship game last

season.

Their lone home game is

against the Minnesota Vikings,

who are tied with the Oakland

Raiders for the best record in the

NFL at 10-2.

"It's a mini-season for us, and

that's how we have to approach

it," Martz said. "It's a four-game

season right now. Regardless of

what has happened or in spite of

what has happened, we are sitting

here with a chance to win this

division with four games to go.

"I think we have an excellent

chance in the playoffs." The loss

to the Saints was ugly. The Rams

lost three fumbles, got hood-

winked by an onside kick on the

opening kickoff and gave up 3

1

points to the Saints no-name

offense of Aaron Brooks, Chad

Morton, Jerald Moore and Robert

Wilson.

"They probably are as upset as I

am," Martz said when asked about

the team's mood. "There is noth-

ing that you can do about what

has happened. What is done is

done. The position that we are in,

we can still achieve the goals we
set at the beginning of the season.

With four games to go in the sea-

son, that's pretty good. There is no

reason why we can't do that."

The Rams tried to beat the

Saints without using Marshall

Faulk. Faulk only had the ball 10

times eight rushing attempts and

two pass receptions in the game.

"I think that is a real legitimate

criticism," Martz said of abandon-

ing the run early in the game. "As

the team went on, and we were

down by 14 points, I felt like we
had to make up chunks, and we
didn't necessarily have to do that.

I could have been a lot more

patient than 1 was."

The Rams' defense is on pace to

give up 489 points, the third-high-

est total in NFL history.

The Rams' defense was plagued

by poor tackling against the

Saints.

"That's attitude, and wrapping

up, and getting there in a real ugly

mood," Martz said. "That's what

playing defense is about." In

injury news. Rams defensive end

Kevin Carter had the bursa sac

problem in his knee flare up

again. Carter had fluid drained off

the knee, which has bothered him

most of the season. His practice

time probably will be limited this

week.

Pass-rushing specialist Leonard

Little had a hand specialist look at

his dislocated ring finger. Little

might need surgery, but it wasn't

immediately known whether that

would cost him any playing time.

Defensive end Grant Wistrom

(shoulder) and defensive tackle

Jeff Zgonina (knee) also have

minor injuries.

Gatorade, quenching athletes' thirsts for thirty years
Courtesy ofTMS Campus on enhancing athletic performance. opposed to an energy drink that provides a physical

The growth has made Chicago-based Quaker Oats, lift through vitamins, caffeine and other ingredients.

Gatorade's parent, a coveted possession. Atlanta- Quaker has given Gatorade a scientific sheen
based Coca-Cola confirmed Monday that it is in talks through the Gatorade Sports Science Institute, which
with the company about a possible transaction. was established in 1988 and does research on sports
"Gatorade created the category and was in the mar- nutrition,

ket years before other sports drinks," said John Gatorade pitches itself as being better than water,

Today, Gatorade dominates its niche, despite a
f'^^er, editor and publisher of Beverage Digest. "On and the institute conducts studies to help back the

decade-long assault by the biggest players in the
^op of that Quaker Oats has simply done a first-class claim.

h.v.r.o. Knein^cc r..o_r.io o„^ D.!... i:.,. Job marketing thc brand." "This is really a functional drink that has a science
Gatorade hasn't rested on its laurels, despite the behind it," Sanford Bernstein analyst Bill Pecoriello

arrival of competitors like Coca-Cola's Powerade said. It has sweeteners to provide carbohydrates and
and Pepsi's All-Sport. And its 73 percent market electrolytes to provide minerals,
share hasn't kept Coke and Pepsi from trying to steal Gatorade was also savvy in twining itself with pro
its thunder. athletes. It signed up Michael Jordan in 1991. The
The drink has its roots in Gainesville, Fla., where brand's "Be Like Mike" tagline helped build

researchers developed it for the Florida Gatorade at a time when Pepsi and Coke were gun-
Gators football team. The idea was to ning for it.

replace fluids lost during exercise. The Today, Gatorade is linked with the NFL, NBA,
formula dates to 1965. Major League Baseball and NASCAR. The Gatorade

Stokely Van-Camp bought the brand in "shower" is a staple of winning celebrations at foot-

1967 and, in 1983, Quaker Oats picked it ball games, giving the drink an endless stream of

From humble beginnings came a brand worth bil-

lions.

That's the story of Gatorade, a sports drink devel-

oped in the mid-60s for the University of Florida

football team.

beverage business, Coca-Cola and Pepsico. Like

Kleenex or Jell-O or Coke itself, the name Gatorade

has become almost synonymous with its entire bev-

erage category.

The reasons for Gatorade's success are multiple,

including a head start, savvy marketing and a focus

Annuity Owners Could Pay 50% to

IRS For Taxes

Many annuity owners are losing tialf of their

annuity value to taxes and many are not even aware of
the problem. The IRS is hoping that annuity owners
don't find out about a little known secret that could

save thousands of dollars in income and estate taxes.

A FREE Report is available that shows current annuity

owners how to avoid big nnistakes and save thousands!

This FREE Report shows the most costly

annuity owner mistakes.

Call 1-888-232-7312,

24 hours, for a FREE Recorded Message, and get your
copy of the report that the IRS and insurance companies

would prefer that you never read.

if v.-^ • t%"WArt*.

Call 1-888-232-7312 24-Hours for FREE Report

up- free publicity.

"The success of Gatorade is really a Whoever buys Gatorade will be getting strong
function of just how well Quaker has management, assuming there are no changes at the
advertised and marketed and built it," top.

Sicher said. "Sue Wellington, who runs the Gatorade business at

Gatorade is considered a sports drink, as Quaker, is a real talent," Sicher said. "In my opinion,

she's one of the best marketers

in the country."

The only downside might be

tinkering with success.

"They're extremely focused,"

Pecoriello said of the manage-

^-i/\/\ '^ .1 . ...... "^^"^ ^^^"^ behind Gatorade.

es are SluO it they are turned in by 2 He added that any acquirer

^ _ i\ y%-* %«;* > 1 1 would run the risk of damaging
|i*m. on Dec. 22, Winter break passes what has worked so wen

are avaible for S20

Reminder that all conimunltv mem-
bers passes for the Rec* Center

expire Dec, 22. Spring semester pass-
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Miami continues hunt for post season bertli in 2000
Courtesy of TMS Campus

The University of Miami has a

chance to play for a national

championship — with or without

Oklahoma's help.

Even though Miami's hopes to

play in the FedEx Orange Bowl

hinge on an Oklahoma loss to

Kansas State on Saturday in the

Big 12 Championship game, the

Hutricanes can play for a national

title even if Oklahoma wins

because the Associated Press

media poll votes for a champion.

The new Bowl Championship

Series rankings that will be

released Monday afternoon show

UM lost ground to idle Florida

State despite a 52-6 blowout

against Boston College because

No. 1 Oklahoma had an unimpres-

sive 12-7 win against Oklahoma

State.

Because of the close victory,

Florida State is expected to gain at

least two more No. 1 votes in the

computer polls from Oklahoma,

giving the Seminoles six No. I

computer rankings and further

widening the gap between them-

selves and UM.

Not only that, Florida State's

strength of schedule ranks No. 1

in the country, followed by UM's

No. 2, and the Seminoles have vir-

tually assured themselves of a

spot in the Orange Bowl despite

losing to UM 27-24.

The new BCS rankings make it

clear that an Oklahoma loss is the

best chance for UM to face

Florida State on Jan. 3 for the

BCS national championship.

If Oklahoma wins, there is

another national championship

awarded each season— one given

by the AP media poll.

A split national championship is

possible if Florida State can beat

Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl —

and not as unlikely as you might

think. Since 1954, there have been

10 split national championships.

UM's most recent national title in

1991 was split with Washington,

for the "Canes won the AP poll

and the Huskies won the coaches'

poll.

Sunday's latest AP poll shows

there is a possibility it could hap-

pen. Miami collected six first

place votes, its only six of the sea-

son, and is closing the gap

between itself and No. 1

Oklahoma while widening the gap

with No. 3 Florida State.

In the past three polls,

Oklahom.a had 70 first-place

votes, the Seminoles one and UM
none. Miami trails Oklahoma by

69 points and leads Florida State

by 56. UM trailed the Sooners by

93 points and led FSU by 36 point

a week ago.

For this to work out in UM's

favor, the "Canes would need AP

to vote them No. 1 ahead of

Florida State should both teams

win their bowl games.

"We're going to try to win one

of the national championships,"

UM coach Butch Davis said after

Saturday's win.

The BCS was created to avoid

split national championships, and

uses a complex formula including

strength of schedule, computer

rankings, losses and the coaches

and media poll to determine the

top two teams in the country.

Things might not play out as

fans and teams would like this

season because there is a glut of

one-loss teams. UM has an argu-

ment to be ranked in front of

Florida State because of the head-

to-head win earlier this year, and

players dismiss any notion the win

was a fluke.

"1 don't know what to say to

those people," quarterback Ken

Dorsey said earlier this week. "1

guess beating Florida State was a

fluke. I guess beating Virginia

Tech was a fluke, and I guess

beating Syracuse in the Carrier

Dome was a fluke. I guess all our

wins were a fluke. If a computer

came out to watch Miami

Hurricanes football, I might take it

seriously."

Before the BCS was created,

there were three split national

championships in the 1990s: In

1990 between Colorado and

Georgia Tech, in 1991 between

UM and Washington, and in 1997

between Michigan and Nebraska.

The Comhuskers made a serious

rally for the coaches' poll title in

1997, picking up decisive votes

with a huge 42-17 win against

Tennessee while Michigan strug-

gled to a 21-16 victory against

Washington State.

Either way, Miami's fate

remains out of its control.

VyrestlingI Golden Eagle wrestlers open season, from Page

21.

5th at EWL's and 6th at PSAC's

as a freshman. Moss sat out last

year. He was a 3-time PIAA

Qualifier from Sharon High. Kirk

Alt (Fr. Elyria, Oh.), Scott

Cornelius (Fr. Hermitage/

Greenville) and Barrett Johnson

(Fr. Biglerville) will also battle

for time.

157: Good battle between

McChesney, senior Pete

Kroshefskie (Sr. Gordon/North

Schuylkill) and sophomore Nick

Frick (Roaring Spring/Central).

Kroshefskie wrestled at 157 last

year to a 9- 1 1 record and placed

6th at PSAC's. He was 14-18 in

1999 at 165 pounds and placed

4th at PSAC's. Frick transferred

to Clarion from UPJ last year and

sat out. He placed 4th at PlAA's

in 1998 and is a very strong,

physical wrestler. Also looking

for time here are red-shirt fresh-

man Tony Prosdocimo (Pgh-

Woodland Hills) and Jason

Robinette (Fr. Grafton,

Ohio/Elyria).

165: A solid battle is expected to

develop between junior transfer

Myron Mahone (Florence,

Kentucky) and freshman Todd

Schuchert (N.

Huntingdon/Norwin). Mahone,

who has been out much of the

Fall with a broken foot, is expect-

ed to return soon. The talented

transfer from Iowa Central, was

the JUCO National Champion at

1 74 last year. He attended Solon

High and placed second and third

at States. Schuchert meanwhile

was 5th at PIAA's last year and is

very talented. The loser at this

weight will likely challenge up at

174. Jason Little (So. Bradford)

will also look for time.

174: Veteran Aaron Mitchell

will battle for time and should

expect a challenge from Mahone

or Schuchert. Freshman Michael

Scaff (Glen Rock

/Susquehannock) provides depth.

184: Bob Topper returns to

anchor this weight class. Red-

shirt freshman Dennis Mitchell

(Smethport) provides solid depth,

along with Marcus Surin (Fr.

Spring Valley, N.Y./Ramapo).

197: Eric Mausser is an NCAA
Qualifier that returns to anchor

197.

HWT: John Testa, who was the

PSAC "Freshman of the Year" in

2000, returns to be Clarion's

mainstay in the final weight class.

The first tournament was the

Ashland Open, held in Ashland,

Ohio on Nov. 11.

In weight class 125 lb, Mike

Snyder took a third place finish

and Starlin Jiminez captured a

fourth. In the 133 lb weight class,

Rad Martinez brought in a third

place finish while Frankie Edgar

took fourth in the 141 lb class.

Dom Surra and Jim Perry

placed in the 149 lb weight class

with respective finishes of third

and fifth while Shane McChesny

took a fifth in the 157 lb class.

Freshman Todd Shuchert took

the only first place finish for the

Golden Eagles in the 174 lb

weight class. He wrestled a great

tournament and annihilated his

opponent in the finals.

Shuchertt entered the tourna-

ment with an open mind. He felt

that he had nothing to lose and

wrestled every match as such.

In the 184 lb weight class. Bob

Topper took a third place finish

while Eric Mauser pulled a

respectable second place in the

197 lb class. Heavyweight John

Testa also brought in a third place

for the Golden Eagles.

Many wrestlers who did not

place were disappointed by the

outcome, but shared similar feel-

ings about the tournament.

"I did not finish how I would

have liked to. College wrestling is

a big step up from high school

wrestling, but it was quite an

experience to get that first tourna-

ment under my belt," said fresh-

man Marcus Surrin.

The Clarion Golden eagle

wrestling team is young, but

tough, and they plan to get better

as the season progresses.

The next tournament the

Clarion wrestling team will

attend is the Las Vegas

Invitational. The Match will be

held in Stateline, Nevada from

December 1-2.

Sports Briefs

Wrestling schedule

Dec. 1-2 @ Las Vegas Invite

Dec. 7 WEST VIRGINIA

Dec. 10 @ Penn State

Dec. 17 CLARION Duals

Dec. 1-3 @ Miami Invite

Swimming schedule

Dec 8-10 WINTER INVITE

Jan. 1-13 @ College Forum

Invite

Jan. 19-20 @ West Chester

Tri-Meet

m ''"'
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Monday
5:00pm - 9:00pm
20(|: Wings eat in

25 (f Take out

$5.50 all you can eat

Wednesday
6:00pm and on

25<t Slice pepperoni pizza

or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

(5ALL ANYTIME FOR INFORMATION: 226-7200

CLARION'S HOTTEST NITE SPOT

Preaenl Ihis coupon when >ijSE^P>Vv^iir5^e^ / \IJ ilPreaeni (his coupon

I >pu buy a Big Xtra

sandwich and you'll get a

^ second one (of equal or

I lesser value) free! Limii

one food item per coupon.

5 per cujlomer. per vis^.

I Please present coupon when

ordering. Not valid with any

L other ofRer.

Valid only at McDonald'sl
of Clarion, Brookville. I

and Punxsutawney. |

Exoires 12/31/00 J

Footballl Malen Luke

named PSAC-West coach,

from Page 22.-

games and received a medical red-

shirt. In his career he currently has

79 tackles, 27 tfls for -124 yards

and 14 sacks for -91 yards. An ele-

mentary education major, he is the

son of William and Diane

Diegelman.

Dock, a 6-2, 210-pound, fresh-

man, outside linebacker from

Youngstown, Ohio and Ursuline

High, made a strong contribution

as'a freshman. Travis was third on

the team with 48 tackles, had 12

tfl's for -54 yards, 4 qb sacks for -

28 yards, 3 fumbles caused, •

interception and I fumble recov-

ery.

December 7, 2000 The first draft of Clarion University history.

'Tis the season'

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Ho Ho Ho, Santa Clause knows when you've been naughty or nice. Santa Claus is making a special visit to The

Clarion Mail this month.

Newman to receive honorary degree
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

Sandra Schultz Newman,
Justice of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, will be receiving

an honorary Doctor of Public

Service at this fall's Clarion

University commencement cere-

monies.

Newman, the first female elect-

ed to Pennsylvania's highest

court has received a law degree

from Villanova Law School, a

master's from Temple University

and her bachelor's degree from

Drexel University.

She has numerous recognitions

for achievement in her field

including being named to the list

of Best Lawyers in America in

"1983, 1987, 1989 and 1993".

Recently Newman has received

honorary degrees from Gannon

University and Widener

University Law School in 1996.

She was also awarded the Susan

B. Anthony Award from the

Woman's Bar Association of

Western Pennsylvania for "her

dedication to the elimination of

gender bias in the legal system

and the legal profession and for

being an exemplary role model

for women aspiring to the prac-

tice of law and to judicial office."

Besides her many accomplish-

ments Newman is also an author

of the book Alimony. Child

Support and Counsel Fees.

Other previous Clarion

University Honorary degrees

awarded include Ginny Judson

Thomburgh, a Doctor of Public

Service, Dr. William Wilson,

John Rigas, Doctor of Public

Service, Gary Merz, Doctor of

Pedagogy, Randall Robinson,

Doctor of Laws, Janice Fuellhart,

Doctor of Letters and Dick

Thomburgh, Doctor of Public

Service.

Other speakers on commence-

ment day will be Dr. Diane

,www. theclarioncali.com.

Reinhard, who will make opening

remarks.

"We are very delighted to have

her (Newman) accept our hon-

orary degree,"said Dr. Reinhard.

"She is an outstanding individual

who has served the common-

wealth effectively."

Erin Kriebel, a senior, will lead

the singing of the Clarion alma

mater to the Fall 2000 graduates.

One outgoing student, Naqheeb

Hussain, a student trustee, will

speak.

According to the President's

office around 350 students will

receive degrees at winter

commencement.

VOIUMI 85, ISSUri2

McCormick

leaving

SSHE for

Minnesota

Courtesy of The State System of

Higher Education

Chancellor James McCormick

of the State System of Higher

Education will be leaving the State

System. He has accepted a similar

chancellor position with the

Minnesota State Colleges and

Universities.

McCormick, who has been the

head of the State System of Higher

Education since 1983, will remain

in Pennsylvania until June 30,

2001 when his contract ends.

"I am excited, indeed, gratified to

be given the opportunity to lead the

Minnesota State Colleges and

Universities," McCormick said. "I

look forward to the tremendous

challenges that lie ahead, but am
realistically sobered by them, too.

The State System has grown

under the leadership of

McCormick. The total enrollment

of state schools has gone from less

than 82,000 to more than 96,000

this fall.

The SSHE has also developed

programs that have gained national

recognition.

Some of these programs include

Academic Passport, which

guarantees community college

graduates admission to state sys-

tem universities.

"Chancellor McCormick has

been a strong leader and advocate

of the State System of Higher

Education," said Board of

Governors Chairman Charles

Gomulka

• •
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Over break x/ge mil. • .

We are sure you are all wondering what the executive

board of The Clarion Call will be doing over break. Well,

here it is.

Most of us will all be doing one thing.. .working. Think

about it, we are poor, poor college students. It's not like we
have the money to party and socialize at home without sub-

sequent funds.

Whether we work at a bank, a chicken place, a newspa-

per, a photo place, a movie theatre, or a video place. ..our

pockets will be accumulating with those little green men we
love so much.

There are a couple of us who won't be working over

break. For whatever reason this is, the rest of us wish you

many happy hours of sleeping in and relaxing. Well no, we
really don't. Just kidding.

Another past time we are all looking forward to is catch-

ing up with old friends. Getting the latest gossip about their

lives and giving them the latest on ours is always fun.

Maybe, just maybe, if we get bored enough we'll make
prank phone calls to each other. Again, we stress the

maybe.

We all agreed though, that we are going to try to wind

down over break. Although we all know that won't happen.

One of our staff members will be making wedding plans

over the break. To this we say good luck and have fun, but

don't go crazy. Also, make sure your better half participates

in this also.

We are all probably going to hide our grade reports from

our family when they come too. We are not saying that we
are not good students, just that we worry. Who doesn't.

Whatever happens over break, we are sure we will all have

fun and eat decent meals. When January comes around we
will all be ready to get away from our parents and come
back here.

So have a great break and we would all like to wish you

good luck on your finals, and a great holiday and New Year.

YOUR VIEWS
Letter to Editor

Interhall Council member speaks up
Dear Editor:

Over a month ago I took on the

position as the Public Relations

chair of an organization here at

Clarion University called

Interhall Council.

Responsibilities associated

with this job included writing a

weekly article to be submitted to

the Lifestyles section of The

Clarion Call.

The purpose of these articles is

to inform Clarion's student body

of the upcoming events in the

residence halls and also of activ-

ities sponsored outside of cam-

pus.

During the time I have been

employed as Public Relations

chair, I have submitted four arti-

cles, two of which have appeared

in The Clarion Call.

The reason for this action is

somewhat unclear.

If the purpose of a newspaper

is to inform an audience of cer-

tain events and functions, then

why not provide a space in each

edition where the second largest

organization, Interhall Council,

can advertise?

It has been noted in recent pub-

lications that students are

encouraged to speak out and

voice their opinions about The

Clarion Call; well I have voiced

my concern.

It is my only hope that some-

one will take notice and do

something about this problem.

Thank you,

Amanda Cackowski

Response to letter to editor

Lifestyles Editor explains IHC articles
Dear Editor:

I'm truly sorry that you and

your organization feel so neglect-

ed by my section. But if you had

done your research before writing

to me, you would have found out

that Interhall Council has received

more coverage than any other

organization on campus. Let's

run down the list, shall we?

In the September 21 edition of

The Clarion Call, I ran two IHC
related articles: an IHC update by

Rebecca Missenda, and a summer

orientation piece by Christina

Beaufort, Ariel Calomiro and Joe

Sciullo.

In the Sept. 28 edition, there was

one article I ran, an introduction

of IHC to the students by

Christina Beaufort. Next, in the

Oct. 12 edition, one article was

ran, covering the IHC Halloween

party and other events by Rebecca that I must publish any and every-

thing that is sent to me. If you

have a problem with your job,

then I suggest that you complain

to your executive board, instead

sending me letters

criticizing my work, because

Finally, in the Nov. 18 issue, I there's nothing I can do about it.

ran a free advertisement for IHC's

Missenda.

The Nov. 2 and Nov. 9 issues

each boasted one IHC article

each, IHC opportunities, and

IHC updates and events both by

Amanda Cackowski.

Snow Formal.

I feel that above constitutes

extensive coverage of a an organi-

zation that constitutes only a frac-

tion of the students.

It is extensive, in fact, that other

stories and organization were

neglected to make way for your

propaganda.

Your 'letter to the editoi " said

that your job is to submit articles .

to the Call. That means to submit

for my consideration.

Nowhere in the Call's constitu-

tion or my contract does it tell me

Sincerely,

Keith Gwillim, Lifestyles Editor

.
Editorial HiOFi^g^F^lll?' if^^^ |J^P^^o ""^ft f

^^MPer with

^i;^%^^iy^^5^^ ^iM^jvf tpi^; Cam, is that first step.

Policy /ll'^'? Editorial Uoardy will express our opi nion about

Students^
as an Editorial
are developed in a meeting of the Editorial Board, all members did not
necessarily agree on the opinion stated in the editorial. The opinion
expressed is shared by the majority of the board, it is not alwavs a unan-
imous opinion. You, the pubfic, reserve the right to express your plea-
sure or displeasure with these opinions via a Letter to the Editor.
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Opinion
The Polnsettia: Myth, Legend and History

**'rhe flower was called

Flor de la Nocha Buenal

or the Flower of the

Holy Night."

Hide Park

Rafael Diaz

According to history, many of

Mexico's gifts to the world have

been of a very exotic and tradi-

tional nature like the tomato,

chocolate, chicle, a variety of hot

peppers and tropical fruits but not

least, the "guajolote" (turkey)

which were taken by Cortes to the

Court of Charles V after the con-

quest of Mexico in 1521. The

turkey and the chocolate,

Moctezuma's favorite dishes,

were served to the conquistadors

upon their arrival at Tenochititlan,

the capital of the Aztecs at that

time.

But one of the most colorful and

unique of these gifts is the poln-

settia cultivated by Aztecs for cen-

turies before Christianity came to

the Western Hemisphere. Prized

by the emperors Netzhalcoyotl

and Moctezuma, the flower was

given the name of Cuetlaxochitl.

In Nahuatl, the language of the

Aztecs, the word is derived from

"cuetlahul" which means to with-

er and "xochitl", meaning flower.

Though the climate of the Aztec's

mountain capital was too cold and

dry for this flower, the plants grew

in the foothills of the lower moun-

tains and on the moist coastal

plains of Mexico. Due to lOits

color, the Aztecs regarded the

flower as the symbol of purity.

Juan Balme visited Southern

Mexico and described the poinset-

tia in his writings. "The plants

had large green leaves and small

flowers surrounded by fracts,"

which in reality are the showy

stars of crimson that crown the

stalks of poinsettia during the

blooming season. The inconspic-

uous green and yellow structures

are the true flowers.

See Tointsettia' Page 6

**T can now^ look bacfe at my time ffife audi be proud of what I've

become in a very short time.*^

Jeff Say, Sports Editor

Editorial
I've known this was coming for

months, but I'm still not prepared

for it.

You may ask, what is this "it",

he speaks of. After three and a

half years of service at The

Clarion Call, it's time to say good-

bye. I begin an internship in the

spring and have a full time job in

the journalism business, and my

time at the Call has come to an

end.

It seems like an eternity since I

came into the newspaper business

a green scared little music critic

and was groomed to take over the

Lifestyles section.

After a one-year stint as

Lifestyles Editor, I moved up to

the Editor-in-Chief position and

finally ended my stay as the

Sports Editor.

Not only has my time at the

Call come to an end but my time

at Clarion is reaching a climax as

well.

Four and a half years ago, I

walked into Wilkinson Hall a ner-

vous wreck. I didn't know anyone

besides a handful of classmates

from my hometown and Clarion

was a thriving metropolis to a

small time country boy.

I can now look back at my
time here and be proud of what

I've become in a very short time.

In time I discovered new friends,

new hobbies, new interests and

most importantly, myself.

I can't speak for everyone, but

most people come into college

unaware of who they are or what

they want to be. I was one of

those people. I was a communica-

tion major, but I was so self-con-

scious that I was afraid to talk. I

had a self-loathing of myself that

I couldn't understand and the

awkward years of high school

had vanquished myself esteem

and scarred my pshycie.

This may not make much sense,

and you may be wondering, why

in the hell is he telling us his life

story?

My point is plain and simple.

Clarion University helped me

find myself and grow to be the

person I am today. I always hear

people complaining about how

horrible Clarion is and how much

they can't wait to leave.

Sure, Clarion can be more bor-

ing than watching a 12 hour

marathon of "Who Wants to be a

Millonaire". The things that you

do while at Clarion aren't as

important as the people and the

memories you gain from them.

College is about creating friend-

ships and reinventing yourself.

I've found through experience

that friends may not always be

around, and you may lose track of

them but the memories that you

have will mean just as much.

See 'Jeff' Page 6
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OPINION
CPdL On You

what do you want for Christmas? check out the rest oftheCall stair on page 16 and n

by: Uz Potter

i^
if::
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Lifestyfes 'Editor

"I would like a pet

Mogwai, one passion

filled night with

Catherine Zeta-Jones,

stock in Coca-Cola, and

even more sex, drugs and

rock n' roll!"

"^X

jen (Dcjazio

!Mana0ing 'Editor

"Prince Charming"

JobTrak
LETTER OF INTEREST

Q. There are organizations and companies where I have an interested

in working, but they currently have no job openings. Do I write a

regular cover letter, or is there a format for a letter of interest to just

let them know who I am and to keep me in mind if a position

becomes available? -Lisa

A. Yes, write a cover letter about how you can best fit into their orga-

nization. No openings in the morning could change to an opening by

late afternoon. Be precise in placing your resume.

Send it to the VP of the

department you want to work in because the VP can create openings.

Human Resources focuses on positions currently open. It doesn't hurt

to send your resume to both.

Teresa Jackson

Human Resource Manager

Internet Pictures Corporation (iPIX)

www.ipix.com.

SHORT SLEEVES

Q. I landed an internship in a firm where I noticed people wearing

button down shirts, khakis, and dress shoes (it the spring). The intern-

ship is during the summer, and in Dallas! Are short-sleeve shirts

accepted? -Ricardo.

A. If you have a question about the dress code at your new job, by all

means ask! It will show that you are concerned about giving the right

impression, you want to follow the rules, and that you are detailed

and thorough. Business casual means a lot of different things to a lot

of different companies. To some, it's a button down shirt and no tie,

to others it may be golf shirts.

This even gets more difficult for women!

Robin Lynch

Recruiting Manager

Bradley Consulting Group

Liz (Potter

Tfioto^rapfitf 'Editor

"I want to ride on Santa

Claus' sleigh."

Editor-in-Cfiief

"I'll be the corny one.

To have a happy and

safe

Help Me Harlan!
Dear Harlan,

Two years ago I was raped and

never told anyone, not my family,

not even my best friend.

I didn't want to go through all of

that court stuff and I didn't want

people to look at me differently.

I just didn't let it out. I figured

eventually it would go away and

everything would be OK. Well

emotionally, it hasn't! It has gotten

worse.

I've been with my boyfriend for

the past year and never even told

him.

I basically told him about the

guy (that did this to me), but I did-

n't tell him it was rape. I figured

I'd rather have my boyfriend mad

at me for having "sex" than to

have him think of me differently

and be worried.

Well lately, my boyfriend has

hated me for my "decisions" (or

so what he thought has happened).

So I knew I had to tell him

because keeping it from him and

the lies were killing our relation-

ship. I told him a couple days ago.

I figured he'd be relieved and be

there for me. That's what I want-

ed. Well he's not. He hates that I

lied to him.

He feels I was covering up for

the guy that did this to me. That's

not it true.

I did it for me. I did it because

mentally I could not tell anyone. I

don't know what to do. I love my

boyfriend so much and I don't

want to lose him over this. I also

told my best friend, and she com-

pletely understood why I kept it

in.

How can I make my boyfriend

understand? How can I make him

not hate me for lying?

I've told him all my reasons and

I just don't know where to go from

here! I need my boyfriend here for

me.

Needing Support

Dear Needing Support,

I'm so sorry this happened to you.

And I'm so sorry you have such a

selfish boyfriend. THIS IS NOT,

YOUR FAULT. YOU ARE NOT
TO BLAME. YOU DID NOTH-
ING WRONG. You need people

around you who will love and

support you. There are so many

people who understand and want

to help.

The most commonly used sta-

tistic is that approximately one in

four college-age women have

been victims of sexual assault or

attempted sexual assault. You're

far from alone.

There are so many people who

want to love you and support you,

but you need to put yourself in

touch with them. Your energy

needs to be put into understanding

the past, not your self-consumed

boyfriend.

He's so misguided it makes me

sick. I hate to think that his actions

make you think you did some-

thing wrong. He has two choices:

start thinking about your feelings

or continue thinking of himself...

ALONE. You've done NOTHING
wrong.

There are plenty of guys who

want to love you and support you.

But most importantly, you need to

seek out support and get help in

order to move your life forward.

There are so many incredible

resources and amazing people

waiting to help you.

There are also some great books

out there to help. One worth

checking out is, "I Never Called It

Rape:The Ms. Report on

Recognizing, Fighting, and

Surviving Date and Acquaintance

Rape," by Robin Warshaw.

To get in touch with a counselor,

contact your local hospital or call

the Rape, Abuse & Incest

National Network (RAINN) at 1-

800-656-HOPE (they can refer

you to local resources). Also, log

on the RAINN website at:

www.rainn.org.

Harlan is not a licensed thera-

pist, but he is licensed driver and

author of the book. Campus Life

Exposed: Advicefrom the Inside.

Write Harlan via e-mail at har-

lan@helpmeharlan.com. All let-

ters submitted become property

of the column. Copyright Help

Me, Harlan! 2000
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OPINION
Hey Hey! Ho Ho! The Electoral College Has Got To Go!

by Michael J. Kleckner

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Last week, I proposed that we
begin voting digitally on touch-

screen kiosks, in order to elimi-

nate any questions of the legiti-

macy of our elections.

But there is a second pillar to

my election reform plan, and

that's the Electoral College.

Recently, pundits and colum-

nists have been vigorously

defending this stalwart of the

voting process.

But it's all hogwash. The elec-

toral system has absolutely got to

go-

Conservatives might be expect-

ed to support the Electoral

College. They are, after all, con-

servative.

The very name means they are

resistant to change — and espe-

cially to something as hallowed

as the Constitution.

I think there's a little oppor-

tunism involved also, though.

Texas Gov. George W. Bush

seems poised to win this election

even though he didn't receive the

most votes.

I mean seriously, if the election

had gone the other way, and Gore

had lost the popular vote but won
the electoral vote, the U.S.

Congress would now be voting

on scrapping the whole electoral

business.

Opportunism aside, let's treat

the arguments for retaining the

Electoral College seriously.

What goodies does it give our

democracy to not have a popular

vote?

The first bonus offered by sup-

porters of the electoral system,

such as writers for the

Washington Post, Business Week
and the Christian Science

Monitor, is that it makes candi-

dates have to campaign in all the

states, not just the major metro-

politan areas with a large popula-

tion.

Mmmm, no. Not true. For

example, this year neither Gore

nor Bush visited Wyoming or

South Dakota.

The outcome in those states

was assumed, and with so few

electoral votes, they just didn't

TIMBERLANDS
RESTAURANT

CLARION UNIVERSITY
GRADUATION BUFFET

DECEMBER 16th 2000

4 p.m. to 9 p.m.

CARVED PRIME RIB
SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN

RICE W/ ORIENTAL VEGETABLE
HERB CRUSTED PORKLOIN

BEEF LASAGNA
BAKED COD W/ CITRUS SAUCE
PARSLEY REDSKIN POTATOES
SICILIAN BLEND VEGETABLES

PEEL & EAT SHRIMP
SOUP & SALAD BAR

matter.

Florida, on the other hand, was

visited by the two candidates a

combined 38 times. Florida was

seen as a battleground state (in

hindsight, I can't imagine why),

so the candidates focused efforts

there.

If the popular vote was institut-

ed, candidates would have to

woo the whole country.

After all, if the vote was

expected to be close in

California, or say, Florida,

30,000 votes in Wyoming would

matter.

Why is there such a focus on a

"nationwide campaign," any-

way? We live in the TV and

Internet era. Buying TV ads

makes it a nationwide campaign.

Having debate transcripts and

party platforms available on the

Internet makes it a nationwide

campaign. Candidates no longer

have to ride on horseback to the

next town meeting.

A nationwide campaign is fine,

but what about a nationwide re-

count? Opponents of the popular

vote worry that a close election

would require an almost impossi-

ble national re-count.

That wouldn't be necessary if

we institute digital voting.

With a digital system, every

vote would be counted instantly

and correctly the first time — all

100 million of them.

The only other significant

defense of the Electoral College,

Letter to the Editor

offered by, among others,

Emerald columnist Bret

Jacobson on this page last week,

is that it's a necessary part of our

tradition and the Constitutional

values of representative democ-

racy that make our country great.

But the electoral system isn't

representative democracy.

It isn't as though the high-class,

educated elite are the people who
cast electoral votes for president.

Electors are little more than the

party faithful, who are just as

likely to be drooling morons as

the average voter.

So where is the benefit of hav-

ing our intellectual betters make
wiser decisions than we our-

selves would make?

There is no wiser decision, and

there is no benefit.

The electors simply mouth the

popular vote of each state. But

they mouth it in a magnified

manner.

This magnification of the elec-

toral vote compared to the actual

voters is the problem.

See, the Electoral College was

designed to give preference to

places with a larger population,

not a larger number of voters.

As explained by Walter

Williams in the March 1998

issue of Headway, and Abraham

McLaughlin in the Nov. 15, 2000

issue of the Christian Science

Monitor, some people have

argued this was a method to help

preserve slavery, because slaves

were counted in the population

of a state even though they

couldn't vote.

So even though they had less

voters, states with more slaves

had more pull in the presidential

election.

Slavery and unequal representa-

tion — are these the American

values that conservatives are

speaking of when they defend

the Electoral College?

The way this inequality works

out today is to give more power

to voters in states with more chil-

dren.

A voter in Utah has more say in

the presidential election than I

do.

I defy anyone to explain to me
how this is fair or sustains a rep-

resentative democracy.

We need to blow this system

out of the water.

Thanks to some of the electoral

system's supporters, I have a few

more compelling reasons that

people should demand the aboli-

tion of the Electoral College.

Underage drinking a serious problem

ADULTS
$13.95

CHILDREN 5-12

$5.95

KIDS UNDER 5 EAT FREE!

Dear Editor:

Recently I have been searching

the internet to see the growing

number of problems underage

drinkers face.

There are countless numbers of

cases in colleges around the coun-

try in which students have either

been forced to binge drink or they

are just simply doing it.

As a result I decided that it

should be brought to your atten-

tion some of the thousands of

serious problems alcohol leads to

for underage kids.

One problem is the eternal prob-

lem it could lead to death. The

death of a 20 year-old LSU frater-

nity pledge recently drew the

nation's attention to the growing

problem of drinking at colleges,

or more specifically the increasing

numbers of students who drink "to

get drunk."

The LSU student who died

apparently was the victim of acute

alcohol poisoning, caused by con-

suming a large amount of alcohol

in a short period of time.

This obviously was an extreme

example of the problems involv-

ing drinking by college students

—

otherwise it would not have made
the national news— but it is

symptomatic of a continuing and

growing problem throughout the

college community.

Frankly, until the LSU incident,

most underage kids were not

aware of the extent of the problem

or how much information there is

about it, on the Internet.

Sincerely,

Geary Leatherman
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OPINION
Pointsettial The Pointsettia: Myth, Legend and History, from Page 3.

In the rain forest, "he found

rangy speciments of the plant as

tall as 10 feet speckling the dense

green foliage with brilliant

tongues of flame."

I can attest for the veracity of

Balme's description because dur-

ing my travels throughout

Mexico, Central America and

Puerto Rico, I have seen these

10-foot tall plants bursting into

bloom and brilliant colors in

December, and even in January.

Fray Bernardino de Sahgun, the

greatest historian after the con-

quest of Mexico, speaking of the

superstitions of the natives,

wrote there was a tree with red

leaves which young girls were

forbidden to smell, to sit over

and even walk over them because

they may bleed and become sick.

Legends, too, were invented to

explain the origin of this flower.

An old Mexican legend tells of a

little boy who wanted more than

anything to visit the manger in

the village church.

He was very poor and had no

gift to take to the Christ Child,

and he felt sad.

Along the way, he noticed a

bush growing beside the dusty

road that he thought he could, at

least, take a few of its green

branches to present to the

Newborn Baby.

Miraculously, as soon as he had

cut them, the branches sprouted

scarlet, star-shaped flowers; the

boy had a lovely gift for the

Infant Jesus.

He ran to the church and laid

the flowers at the foot of the crib,

and the Virgin Mother raised her

hand in a gesture of love.

The golden stars on her robe

began to twinkle, and outside in

the dark, a bright star appeared in

the East and shone down in

splendor over the little Mexican

village.

The flower was called Flor de

la Nocha Buena or the Flower of

the Holy Night.

Another story about the origin

of the poinsettia is a more melan-

choly one.

A young girl, separated from

her lover, died a broken heart on

Christmas Eve.

The drops of blood fell to the

earth and were transformed into

the huge red flowers of the poin-

settia.

Whatever you wish to believe

the poinsettia has been around a

long time.

How and when the plants seeds

or cuttings were first brought to

the United States is not definitely

known, though Joel Poinsett

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

\Vs that time of year again. Snow has fallen but there is still

some growing plant life. Especially the polnsettias at C &A
Trees

(First ambassordor to the

Republic of Mexico), is custom- Rafael Diaz is a retired

arily gven credit for the importa- professor who taught Spanish in

tion and, according to scholars, the Modern Languages

there is no reason to doubt the Department

tradition.

JeffI The Sports Editor looks back at his experiences at Clarion University, from Page 3.

In Clarion Call tradition, each

editor usually leaves a piece of

advice for the Clarion students to

help them on their way through

the University. I'd like to follow in

that tradition but I'm not the great-

est at giving advice, but I'll take

my best shot.

Enjoy what you have at Clarion,

hang out with your friends, meet

new people, make yourself happy.

It sounds cliche but these really

are the best times of your life. I've

seen a glimpse of the real world,

I'm working at a local newspaper

and I'd trade a thousand jobs for

the experiences that I've had at

this University. Not to say that I

DESTINTA THEATRES I. me

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

PROOF OF LIFE
1 1 :00am 1 :45pm 4:30pm 7:1 5pm

's«' ^-) 10:00pm

102 DALMATIANS
11:15am 1:15pm 3:15pm 5: 1 5pm
'^' ^""^ 7:15pm 9:15pm
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Thur 14th ^E
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227-2115
Check us out on the web at I

WWW.Destinla.com f

MEET THE PARENTS PG-13

1:45pm 7:00pm 9:15pm

THEGRINCH pg
11:40am 1^5pm 4:05pm 6:15pm

(s., Sun, 8:30pm 10:40pm

UNBREAKABLE pg-i3
6:05pm 8:20pm 10:30pm

BOUNCE
11:10am '^•^-> 4:15pm

VERTICAL LIMIT pg-13
12:00pm 2:30pm 5:00pm 7:30pm

10:00pm(S«I - Sun)

RUGRATS G
11:00am 12:50pm 2:35pm 4:20pm

DUNGEONS N DRAGONS
12:30pm 2:45pm 5:00pm 7:15pm

9:30pm

Sneak of the Emperor's New Groove on
Satuday at 7:15pm. Taking the place of

102Dalmations

S4 00 Child & Senior

Student Discounts

Get a SI off when you show a

Clarion University ID

Va'iJ 3" nights tiutTyes!!3y

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.00 Tickets

Ask about

Frequent

Movie Goer

and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

don't enjoy making money or the

people I work with, it's just that

Clarion will always hold a special

place in my heart. A few months

ago I realized I wasn't ready to

leave and took my job. I've

bought myself more time to spend

here but I've realized that all good

things come to an end. Soon I'll

have to relocate from what I now

consider my "real" hometown,

and move on.

My bottom line is enjoy the time

you spend at Clarion, they really

are the best times you'll have.

Another tradition of Clarion Call

editors is to send our regards to

our friends and the ones that mold-

ed us, so I will now join the ranks.

To everyone at the Clarion Call,

past and present, thanks for mak-

ing my time at the Call and enjoy-

able and memorable one. Mike

and Steve, thanks for bringing me

in, I had no experience but our

"coup" worked. J.P., you're doing

a better job than I ever did, you are

a true editor and have dealt with

adversity and moved on. No mat-

ter what anyone says, you put out

a quality paper every week. Amy,

you bring an amazing amount of

energy to the news position. You

are doing a great job, I just miss

the Thompson's Tips.

To everybody I worked with

over the years at WCUC and

WCCB, you made my love of

radio grow. I may not be going

into that field now but I learned

everything I know about the radio

biz from all of you. I wish I could

list everyone but it would go on

for ever. There is one special per-

son who needs to mentioned,

Pippy, where are you, look me up.

To all my brothers at Phi Sigma

Kappa, thanks for letting me join

such a great group of gentlemen.

Four years ago I hated fraternities,

I thought it was buying your

friends. Now I know that it builds

friendships and character. Once

again I can't list everyone but a

few of you guys deserve a men-

tion.

Korn, who would have ever

thought that a road trip to

Pittsburgh would have convinced

me to join. You may be a "tool"

but I forgive you. I still curse

Gwillim for getting you for a big

instead of me. Oh yeah, BALL U.

TIMMY, where do I begin Yoda?

I turned my back on you and yet

you still stood by me, that's not

only a sign of true brotherhood but

of true friendship. I know I sound

cheesy but you've been one of my
best friends. You know I'm up for

a game of No Mercy any time

you're ready, I'll kick your a**.

Hope you're ready for Friday,

hehhehe.

Gwillim, two years flies pretty

fast doesn't it? We've been

through so much together I don't

even know where to begin. If I

could have I would have taken you

for a little since I feel like you

really are my little bro. Keep writ-

ing, you'll make it to Spin soon.

Chaffee and Seech, keep the

family growing. I did my part,

now it's your turn. If you guys

ever need anything, you know

where to find your big.

Debby, you've been the "other

girlfriend" in my life for a while

now. You've always been there

and I thank you for that, if it

hadn't been for you last year I

would never have gotten fat (just

kidding).

Jen, thank you for the best year

and a half that I could have asked

for. I cherish the memories I have

of you, and I wish you the best. I

will always be there for you, one

way or another, if you ever need

me for anything you know where I

am.

Dr. Barlow, I can't thank you

enough for your guidance over the

years. 11 it hadn't been for your

"inspirational speech" I wouldn't

be at uhcre I am today. I'm look-

ing lorward to working with you

next semester and can't wait to

hear all the stories about the

Sliganese Liberation Army.

Mom and Dad, I'm on my way

out the. door. Thanks for all your

support and love.

Well, this is it. Clarion thanks for

the memories. I'll never forget

you.
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Tis the season for bell ringing!
by Anita Bowser

Clarion Call Staff Writer

They are a fixture on the street corner or storefront.

They have been for as long as you can remember.

When you were a child you begged your parents for

coins to toss in their kettle.

For some of us they signal the start of the Christmas

season. The red emblem on their kettle tells us that the

money we donate will go to the Salvation Army.

But how much do we really know about the Salvation

Army?

Jeanne Oakes, an elementary education major, is a

member of the Oil City Chapter of the Salvation Army.

Oakes participates regularly in various campaigns pre-

sented by the Salvation Army. Oakes joined the organi-

zation in her youth.

"A lot of people don't know that the Salvation Army is

a church," said Oakes. "We accept all denominations."

The Christmas Assistance Program, the bell ringing, is

only one of many service projects the organization does

throughout the year.
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Two Salvation Army bell ringers stand outside

Clarion's Walmart on Dec. 5. Bell ringers stand
outside grocery and department stores yearly in

hopes of receiving donations.

The money raised in the Christmas campaign is used

to help local children with Christmas needs.

The Oil City Chapter usually uses the funds to provide

each eligible child with clothing and at least two toys for

under their Christmas tree.

To qualify for the Christmas Assistance Project, peo-

ple must fall within certain income guidelines.

Oakes involves her daughter Shawna, 6, and son

Dalton, 8, in many service projects.

"They help box canned goods, and som.etimes help

wrap clothes," said Oakes who also participates in the

annual Clothing Give Away.

The Oil City Chapter is currently involved in a cam-

paign to raise funds to build on to their facility. The

building, constructed in 1946, is old and needs many
repairs.

The Oil City Chapter was founded by Lieutenant

Brown in 1987.

More information about the various service projects of

the Salvation Army can be found at www.salvation-

army.org.

What you don't know could hurt you
by Lindsay Lowrie

£'?ri?.".
.C?j! Staff yj^rher

You may not be at immediate risk for colon cancer,

but your father, grandfather and even your mother may
be.

Colon cancer is a cancer that if found in the tissue of

the colon. The colon is part of the digestive system and

serves to remove nutrients from foods that are eaten and

then stores waste until in passes from the body.

Colon and rectal cancers are responsible for 15 per-

cent of deaths due to a single type of cancer, coming in

second only to lung cancer.

That amounts to two out of every 1000 people. Ten

percent of colon cancer cases are inherited from gene

mutations.

That is why even if you are under the age of 50, which
is the most at risk age group, you should still be aware

of this cancer and what its causes and preventative mea-
sures are, and what symptoms to look for.

While their is not a definite cause that is known, some
factors are thought to contribute to the likelihood of the

development of this form of cancer.

According to Dr. Koop, former Surgeon General, a

diet high in fatty foods may be a contributing factor.

Other factors that are thought to contribute to the dis-

ease are diets that are low in whole grain foods, and a

lack of vegetables and fruit in daily diets.

One study suggests that calcium rich diets are also

helpful in fending off colon cancer.

Apart from a healthy diet, it is important to have at

least 30 minutes of physical activity a day.

The next thing to know are the symptoms that accom-
pany colon cancer, even though in many cases colon

cancer are asymptomatic, or in other words, have no
symptoms.

A list of what to look for is:

diarrhea or other changes in bowel habits lasting 10

days or more

*blood in the stool

abdominal pain and tenderness

intestinal obstruction

weight loss

anal lump

abdominal fullness; gaseous

If you, or anyone you know, has these symptoms, or

is over the age of 50, it is important that they see a doc-

tor immediately.

The doctor will perform one or more of the following

procedures:

a rectal exam

a proctoscopy

a colonoscopy

All of these screening can be done within the doctor's

office and are described as painless, with only the slight

discomfort of extra pressure.

The treatments that exist so far for this disease are

surgery to remove the cancer, and like in many other

cancers, the attempt at using radiation and chemothera-

py to try and stop the spread of the cancer.

The prognosis varies from very high rates of survival

after surgery, to a five year survival rate of 50 percent

after surgery.

Being aware of this disease and being able to recog-

nize the symptoms are the first lines of defense. While
there is no cure for this cancer, or any other cancer,

knowledge is the best measure one can take in order to

save their own life, or the lives of loved ones.

Colon cancer has received recent media attention

because of the number of celebrities who have adopted

the cause.

Katie Couric, whose husband died of colon cancer,

has tried to develop awareness for the disease. Couric

even went as far as having a colonoscopy done on the

Today Show.

It is designed to give up to date information on detec-

tion, treatment, and supportive care is a service of the

National Cancer Institute.

www.thecIarioncalI.com
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Outdoor hockey system approved
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

Vice President Drew

McWilliams announced that

President Diane Reinhard

approved the purchase of the

hockey rink system at Monday

night's meeting.

One stipulation was placed on

the purchase. After three years,

Student Senate will assess the

Wilkinson location to see if it

would need to be moved to anoth-

er area on campus.

Vice President McWilliams also

reminded everyone that those

who were auditioning for the

Student Senate Secretary position

would be taking minutes at the

present meeting and interviews

would follow.

President Brian Sowa said that

people are needed to work for Fall

Commencement on Dec. 16 at

2:00 in the afternoon.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

announced the account balances;

Large Item Capital, $431,350.24;

Capital Account, $102,195.22;

Supplemental Reserve,

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senators met on Monday and learned thiat

President Reintiard tiad approved ttie tiockey rink system

ttiat ttiey tiad voted on a couple of weeks prior In three

years. Senate will assess its Wilkinson location.

$32,048.53; and Supplemental

Account, $3,592.

Vice President McWilliams also

announced that the Student

Senator of the Week would be

somewhat untraditional.

Current Student Senate secre-

tary Kara Stimpert was elected for

the honor due to her hard work

and dedication for senate.

Stimpert will not be returning to

Senate in the Spring.

President Sowa wished every-

one good luck on their finals and

a happy holidays.

President Sowa also reminded

senators of an Student Senate

organizational meeting that will

take place on Jan. 16 at 7:00 in the

Student Senate office.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Secretary, Kara Stimpert, was

elected Student Senator of

the Week for her hard work

and dedication to senate.

Faculty Senate

Clarion's Venango campus

voices its concerns

Courtesy of The Clarion Call files

Faculty Senate had an Interactive Television meeting in

Becker with Clarion's Venango Campus. The special meet-

ing brought forth concerns Venango felt needed to be
addressed.

by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

At the Faculty Senate meeting

on Monday Dec. 4, faculty from

the Clarion campus met with fac-

ulty from the Venango campus

through the Interactive Television

room in Becker.

The main topic discussed was

the organizational proposal that

the faculty from Venango campus

had written to propose changes

that they felt needed to be made.

Venango faculty is concerned

with the hiring procedure.

Hiring is done by a committee at

the Clarion campus. The

Executive Dean at the Venango

campus often does not even meet

the person being interviewed,

inhibiting discussion about their

campus, what to expect, and other

ideas to that extent.

In addition, Venango feels that

the amount of permanent faculty

is insufficient; therefore, making

tasks harder to complete. .

They also feel that it does not

allow the students to gain that

sense of comfort Clarion campus

students have when seeing a

familiar professor's face.

A number of classes are taught

by professors that commute from

Clarion campus, and Venango

feels that it inhibits the support

that the students need.

Another concern discussed at

the meeting was the idea of cer-

tificate programs.

Venango feels that although they

are part of a certificate program

with a shorter response time.

They offered that the certificates

would contribute to an Associate

of Baccalaureate degree.

In conclusion to the proposal,

Venango faculty feel the proposal

is just a starting point.

It is asking for the minimum,

and over time they will probably

have more requests.

A great deal of the Venango fac-

ulty that had issues they wanted to

discuss could not attend the meet-

ing; therefore, some area were not

addressed fully.

A motion was passed that the

foreign language requirement for

the political science, sociology,

and philosophy departments can

be substituted with an alternative

class next year. The motion

passed by an unanimous vote.

sex has consequences www teenpregnancy.org

Attention Graduates:

Join AmeriCorps.
Individuals needed to serve in;

Keystone, North Clarion, Franklin, Mars,

and Punxsutawney School Districts

You can earn: An ed. award of $2362.50,

a stipend of $4700, and Student Loan Forbearance.

Gail Keystone SMILES for more information:

814-797-2127
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Accounting Club scholarships
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

The Gary L. Merz Memorial

Scholarship was presented to

Dane Graham at the Pennsylvania

Accounting Club banquet. This

was only one of five awards pre-

sented.

Graham, a senior, is the son of

Norman and Stella Graham of

Evans City. The Gary L. Merz

scholarship was established in

memory of Merz for his contribu-

tions to the community, accoun-

tancy department, students, and

the university.

It is awarded to a senior

accounting major based upon aca-

demic performance.

Another award presented was

the "Exceeding Expectations"

scholarship. It was given to

Lynette Travis, a junior, daughter sented. The first Accounting Club Byrd of Aliquippa. Applicants of

of Rodger and Mary Ann Travis Service Scholarship was given to this award must have a minimum

of New Bethlehem. Chris Miller. Miller is a senior

The "Exceeding Expectations" and the son of Connie Miller of

award was established by certi- Mt. Pleasant,

fied public accountants of the firm The first Charles J. Pineno

of Alpern, Rosenthal and compa- Scholarship was given to Corey

ny. Carson. Carson, a senior, is the

This scholarship is given to a son of Mari Carson of Bethel

junior exhibiting not only good Park, and William Carson of

academic qualities, but leadership Bridgeville.

skills and other involvement as The recipient of the Charles J.

well. Pineno .scholarship must be a

To receive this award, the recip- senior accounting major and

ient must have a grade point aver- exhibit good academic perfor- * Treasurer: Mike Mangieri

age of 3.0 or better, be a member mance and service to the depart- * Secretary: Martha Whalen

of the accounting club, be active ment.

The Harry Joseph Smith

Memorial Scholarship was the

last award given.

It was presented to Avonita

Byrd, a junior, daughter of Johnie

Pictured above, 1999-2000 Accounting Club. From left:

Jamie Forshee of Oil City: Chris Miller of Mt. Pleasant; fVlichael

Mangieri of Bethel Park; Colleen Faller of Chicora; Avonita

Byrd of Aliquippa; Lisa Kahle of Leeper; Lynette Travis of New
Bethlehem; Corey Carson of Bethel Park; Megan Pile of

Johnstown; and Melissa Boyd of Fredonia.

of 1,000 on his/her SAT's and be a

full time undergraduate student.

During the banquet, the new

2001 officers of the Accounting

Club were introduced.

* President: Lynette Travis

* Vice President of meetings:

Colleen Faller

* Vice President of publicity:

Lisa Kahle

* Vice President for membership:

Matt Mastarone

in the community through

Volunteers in Tax Assistance, and

be active in the College of

Business.

There were also two "firsts" pre-

I

(

For 1
FALL "01 & SPRING '02

Furnished

Two-Bedrooms

Sleeps four peop e

534 Main Street

(Beside the Loomis)

CAW ^m
782-3162 or

(412) 468-4287 ^

The outgoing 2000 officers were

introduced and commended as

well. They include:

* President: Corey Carson

* Vice President of meetings:

Chris Miller

* Vice President of publicity:

Jamie Forshee

* Vice President for membership:

Megan Pile

* Treasurer: Avonita Byrd

* Secretary: Colleen Faller

* IMA Liaison: Tiffanie Barnes

* Career Liaison: Melissa Boyd

Chandler

Dining Hall

Monday
December 11th

Midnight

Breakfast

10:00 p.m. -

12:00 a.m.

Public Safety Blotter

Minors
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Consumption
According to Public

Safety, Monty Duke,19,of

320 Wilkinson Hall, was
cited for minors con-

sumption during an

investigation Into an inci-

dent relating to a criminal

mischief.

Minors consump-
tion, and criminal

a smoke head on the 5th

floor of Wilkinson Hall,

causing it to set the fire

alarm system off.

Theft of movable
objects

Campus Police are

investigating the theft of a

stop sign on Siler Road

by Ralston Hall, accord-

ing to Public Safety.

False alarms to

mischief Public Safety

David Coyle, 18, of 234

Wilkinson Hall is accused

of breaking a window in

the boiler house, and

was cited for minors con-

sumption, according to

Public Safety reports.

Harassment by

communication
Public Safety reported

that campus police are

investigating a report of

harassment by communi-

cation filed by resident of

Givan Hall.

Criminal Trespass
Campus police respond-

ed to a report of a distur-

bance involving a possi-

ble attempt to enter a res-

ident's room in Givan

Hall, according to Public

Safety.

Tamper with fire

Spgrgt^g

According to Public

Safety, unknown per-

son(s) threw powder Into

Agency
Campus Police are

investigating an inten-

tional activation of a

smoke detector in

Wilkinson Hall, as report-

ed by Public Safety.

Harassment
According to Public

Safety, a student came
into the office to say that

they were being

harassed by another stu-

dent. While filing the

report the other student

came in and caused a

disturbance in the Public

Safety office, according

to Public Safety. Things

were resolved and indi-

viduals were released,

reported Public Safety.

False Alarms to

Public Safety

According to Public

Safety, a fire alamn pull

station was activated

causing a false alarm

and evacuation of a

building.

Have a news tip?

Call Amy at 393-2380.
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Student Senate

Outdoor hockey system approved
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

Vice President Drew

McWilliams announced that

President Diane Reinhard

approved the purchase of the

hockey rink system at Monday

night's meeting.

One stipulation was placed on

the purchase. After three years.

Student Senate will assess the

Wilkinson location to see if it

would need to be moved to anoth-

er area on campus.

Vice President McWilliams also

reminded everyone that those

who were auditioning for the

Student Senate Secretary position

would be taking minutes at the

present meeting and interviews

would follow.

President Brian Sowa said that

people are needed to work for Fall

Commencement on Dec. 16 at

2:00 in the afternoon.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

announced the account balances;

Large Item Capital, $431,350.24;

Capital Account, $102,195.22;

Supplemental Reserve,

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senators met on Monday and learned ttiat

President Reint)ard had approved ttie hockey rink system

that they had voted on a couple of weeks prior In three

years, Senate will assess its Wilkinson location.

$32,048.53; and Supplemental

Account, $3,592.

Vice President McWilliams also

announced that the Student

Senator of the Week would be

somewhat untraditional.

Current Student Senate secre-

tary Kara Stimpert was elected for

the honor due to her hard work

and dedication for senate.

Stimpert will not be returning to

Senate in the Spring.

President Sowa wished every-

one good luck on their finals and

a happy holidays.

President Sowa also reminded

senators of an Student Senate

organizational meeting that will

take place on Jan. 16 at 7:00 in the

Student Senate office.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Secretary, Kara Stimpert, was

elected Student Senator of

the Week for her hard work

and dedication to senate.
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Faculty Senate
v'

Clarion's Venango campus

voices its concerns

Courtesy of The Clarion Call files

Faculty Senate had an Interactive Television meeting In

Becker with Clarion 's Venango Campus. The special meet-

ing brought forth concerns Venango felt needed to be
addressed.

by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

At the Faculty Senate meeting

on Monday Dec. 4, faculty from

the Clarion campus met with fac-

ulty from the Venango campus

through the Interactive Television

room in Becker.

The main topic discussed was

the organizational proposal that

the faculty from Venango campus

had written to propose changes

that they felt needed to be made.

Venango faculty is concerned

with the hiring procedure.

Hiring is done by a committee at

the Clarion campus. The

Executive Dean at the Venango

campus often does not even meet

the person being interviewed,

inhibiting discussion about their

campus, what to expect, and other

ideas to that extent.

In addition, Venango feels that

the amount of permanent faculty

is insufficient; therefore, making

tasks harder to complete.

They also feel that it does not

allow the students to gain that

sense of comfort Clarion campus

students have when seeing a

familiar professor's face.

A number of classes are taught

by professors that commute from

Clarion campus, and Venango

feels that it inhibits the support

that the students need.

Another concern discussed at

the meeting was the idea of cer-

tificate programs.

Venango feels that although they

are part of a certificate program

with a shorter response time.

They offered that the certificates

would contribute to an Associate

of Baccalaureate degree.

In conclusion to the proposal,

Venango faculty feel the proposal

is just a starting point.

It is asking for the minimum,

and over time they will probably

have more requests.

A great deal of the Venango fac-

ulty that had issues they wanted to

discuss could not attend the meet-

ing; therefore, some area were not

addressed fully.

A motion was passed that the

foreign language requirement for

the political science, sociology,

and philosophy departments can

be substituted with an alternative

class next year. The motion

passed by an unanimous vote.

sex has consequences www teenpregnancy.org"

Attention Graduates:

Join AmeriCorps.
Individuals needed to serve in:

Keystone, North Clarion, Franklin, Mars,

and Punxsutawney School Districts

You can earn: An ed. award of $2362.50,

a stipend of $4700, and Student Loan Forbearance.

Call Keystone SMILES for more information:

814-797-2127

Have a nose

for news?
Call

Amyatx2380
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Accounting Club scholarships
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

The Gary L. Merz Memorial

Scholarship was presented to

Dane Graham at the Pennsylvania

Accounting Club banquet. This

was only one of five awards pre-

sented.

Graham, a senior, is the son of

Norman and Stella Graham of

Evans City. The Gary L. Merz

scholarship was established in

memory of Merz for his contribu-

tions to the community, accoun-

tancy department, students, and

the university.

It is awarded to a senior

accounting major based upon aca-

demic performance.

Another award presented was

the "Exceeding Expectations"

scholarship. It was given to

Lynette Travis, a junior, daughter sented. The first Accounting Club Byrd of Aliquippa. Applicants of

of Rodger and Mary Ann Travis Service Scholarship was given to this award must have a minimum

Courtesy of the Accounting Club

Pictured above, 1999-2000 Accounting Club. From left:

Jamie Forshee of Oil City; Chris Miller of MlPleasant: Michael
Mangieri of Bethel Park; Colleen Poller of Chicora: Avonita
Byrd of Aliquippa; Lisa Kahle ofLeeper; Lynette Travis ofNew
Bethlehem; Corey Carson of Bethel Park; Megan Pile of

Johnstown; and Melissa Boyd of Fredonia.

of New Bethlehem. Chris Miller. Miller is a senior

The "Exceeding Expectations" and the son of Connie Miller of

award was established by certi- Mt. Pleasant,

fied public accountants of the firm The first Charles J. Pineno

of Alpern, Rosenthal and compa- Scholarship was given to Corey

ny. Carson. Carson, a senior, is the

This scholarship is given to a son of Mari Carson of Bethel

junior exhibiting not only good Park, and William Carson of

academic qualities, but leadership Bridgeville.

skills and other involvement as The recipient of the Charles J.

well. Pineno scholarship must be a

To receive this award, the recip- senior accounting major and

ient must have a grade point aver- exhibit good academic perfor-

age of 3.0 or better, be a member mance and service to the depart-

of the accounting club, be active ment.

The Harry Joseph Smith

Memorial Scholarship was the

last award given.

It was presented to Avonita

in the community through

Volunteers in Tax Assistance, and

be active in the College of

Business.

There were also two "firsts" pre- Byrd, a junior, daughter of Johnie

I
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of 1,000 on his/her SAT's and be a

full time undergraduate student.

During the banquet, the new

2001 officers of the Accounting

Club were introduced.

* President: Lynette Travis

* Vice President of meetings:

Colleen Faller

* Vice President of publicity:

Lisa Kahle

* Vice President for membership:

Matt Mastarone

* Treasurer: Mike Mangieri

* Secretary: Martha Whalen

The outgoing 2000 officers were

introduced and commended as

well. They include:

* President: Corey Carson

* Vice President of meetings:

Chris Miller

* Vice President of publicity:

Jamie Forshee

* Vice President for membership:

Megan Pile

* Treasurer: Avonita Byrd
* Secretary: Colleen Faller

* IMA Liaison: Tiffanie Barnes

* Career Liaison: Melissa Boyd

Chandler

Dining Ha
Monday

December 11th

Midnight

Breakfast

10:00 p.m. -

12:00 a.m.

Public Safety Blotter
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Consumption
According to Public

Safety, Monty Duke,19,of

320 Wilkinson Hall, was
cited for minors con-

sumption during an

Investigation into an inci-

dent relating to a criminal

mischief.

Minors consump-
tion, and criminal

mischief

David Coyle, 18, of 234

Wilkinson Hall is accused

of breaking a window in

the boiler house, and

was cited for minors con-

sumption, according to

Public Safety reports.

Harassment by

a smoke head on the 5th

floor of Wilkinson Hall,

causing it to set the fire

alarm system off.

Thgft of mpv^tjlg

objects

Campus Police are

investigating the theft of a

stop sign on Siler Road
by Ralston Hall, accord-

ing to Public Safety.

False alarms to

Public Safety

communication
Public Safety reported

that campus police are

investigating a report of

harassment by communi-

cation filed by resident of

Givan Hall.

Criminal Trespass
Campus police respond-

ed to a report of a distur-

bance involving a possi-

ble attempt to enter a res-

ident's room in Givan

Hall, according to Public

Safety.

Tamper with fire

Agency
Campus Police are

investigating an inten-

tional activation of a

smoke detector in

Wilkinson Hall, as report-

ed by Public Safety.

Harassment
According to Public

Safety, a student came
into the office to say that

they were being

harassed by another stu-

dent. While filing the

report the other student

came in and caused a

disturbance In the Public

Safety office, according

to Public Safety. Things

were resolved and indi

viduals were released,

reported Public Safety.

False Alarms to

gpgrgtg^

According to Public

Safety, unknown per-

son(s) threw powder into

Public Safety

According to Public

Safety, a fire alarm pull

sktion was activated

causing a false alarm

and evacuation of a

building.

Have a news tip?

Call Amy at 393-2380.
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Senior Honors presentations
by Nancy Riser

Clarion Call Copy and Design

Editor

Two seniors in the Honors

Program made their Honors

Presentations during a program

recently held in Founders Hall.

These 10 minute presentations

are designed to be a culmination

of the program, and feature a

combination of student's majors,

interests and internships.

Julie Bartletta, a double major in

Spanish and Spanish education,

made a presentation entitled,

"Changing the Way Teachers are

Taught."

Her advisor was Dr. Vincent

Spina, associate professor of

modem languages.

Barletta's project suggests a

change in the curriculum of for-

eign language education majors.

She chose the topic through her

experience working in local ele-

mentary schools.

According to Barletta, "Spanish

Education majors are certified by

the state for grades K-12, but the

university only gives courses in

secondary education. Spanish is

heavily integrated in the Clarion

area schools and I liked it and

wanted to get more experience."

In her presentation, Barletta pro-

poses more classes dealing with

elementary language acquisitions,

and an elementary methods class

where students would work in

conjunction with area schools.

Barletta also feels that students

should take some core elementary

education classes.

Barletta is the daughter of Philip

Courtesy of the Honor's program

Pictured above from left: Dr. Janet Knepper, assistant professor of English, Heidi Marzolfof
Franklin, Julie Barletta of Harrlsburg, and Dr. Vincent Spina, associate professor of modern
languages.

and Susan Barletta. She is a grad-

uate of Central Dauphin High

School.

The second presentation was

made by Heidi Marzolf, a sec-

ondary education/English major

with a minor in German.

Her project was entitled,

"Neoplatonism in the Art of the

Italian Renaissance: Bridging the

Gap between the Reality of

Humanity and the Ideal of

Christ."

Dr. Janet Knepper, assistant pro-

fessor of English, was her advisor.

Marzolf 's project explored the

sculpture of Michelangelo, partic-

ularly in two renditions of the

Pieta, the "Madonna della

Feebre" in St. Peters, and the

"Deposition in the Duomo" in

Florance.

She explained how the figure of

Christ acts as a bridge between

the human and divine: the actual

and the ideal.

Marzolf is the daughter of Gary

and Janice Marzolf of Frasnklin.

She is a graduate of Franklin Area

High School.

Established in 1986, the Honors

Program strives to encourage stu-

dents to develop their talents,

strengthen their creativity, and

further their intellectual abilities.

The program features a core of

21 -credit, interdisciplinary cours-

es over four years.

Fifteen of the credits are earned

in the first two years, with stu-

dents taking one Honors course

per semester.

These courses cover language

skills, humanities, social sciences,

natural sciences and math.

In their junior year, Honor stu-

dents spend one semester taking a

Junior Honors seminar.

This is a thematic course, which

provides students with a chance to

use the skills and knowledge they

acquire during their first two

years in the program.

Senior Honor students spend

their fourth year collaborating

with the faculty in their major

departments to devise an individ-

ual project to be presented in

either the fall or spring semester.

CHRISTMAS BREAK EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION FROM CAMPUS

T
PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL ^

AIRPORT
TICKETS ONLY $50.00

DEPARTING THE GEMMEL STUDENT
COMPLEX:

Saturday, Decenber 9^ at 7:00 a.m.

Monday, Decenriber 11*^ at 6:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Deceniber 13^ at 6:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m

RETURNING

Saturday, January 13*^ at 1:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

Sunda/, January 14* at 1:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SEA'

Pittsburgh North

-AIRE-RIDE-

1-800-647-4331
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How would you
like to be in NYC
for New Year's

Eve?
Well, you can!

UAB is sponsor-

ing a trip that

leaves Tippin

Gym at 6:00 a.m.

on Dec. 31, and
leaves NYC at

2:00 a.m. on
Jan. 1 after the

ball drops.

The cost is $15
for students and
$30 for non-stu*

dents. Get

information at

the Gemmel!
info. desk«

I would like to thank

my staff writers for

their wonderful con-

tributions to The
Clarion Call.

They are

Michelle D'Uva,

Ltndsey Lowrle,

Anita Bowser,

Mike Lockett,

Kelly Drevitch,

Beth McGuire,

Jessica Shirey and
Susan Campbell.

I would also like to

thank four special

people Ladonna
Dunievy, Jen

DeFazio, Nancy
Kiseft Bnd Debby
Amon. Have a

Happy Holidays!

-Amy Thompson
News Editor

I
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How to build the perfect snowman
by Tim Conners

Clarion Call Advertising

Design Manager

When you look around these

days you can see that winter is all

around but do you know how to

build a snow man?

Remember the days when you

saw the snowmen that were 8 feet

tall or when you got clocked by a

snowball that whizzed through

the air?

Those days are not gone though.

Here are some tips to rebuild that

8-foot-snowman or create that

killer snowball to pummel the

competition.

First and most important you

need what is called packing snow.

What is packing snow?

Simply put, it's snow that is

almost at its melting point. Here it

is in its heavy and most dense

state. When scooped up and com-

pacted it makes a harder snow-

ball. In the case of the snowman

it makes a sturdier base and body.

Another tip to think about when

building a snowman is location.

Avoid hills at all costs, even the

slightest slant can kill your whole

project. Think of it this way.

You've just finished hour number

6 of building your snowman and

you put the final rock in as the

eye.

You take seven steps back and

look as you marvel the tallest

snowman on the block. You turn

to go inside and thaw out and the

crashing sound of snow behind

you gives you a sick feeling in

you stomach.

As you look back, a mound of

snow with a bunch of rocks is all

that is left of your former master-

piece.

Why or how could this happen?

Then you notice the slant you

built the snow man on caused the

top to tumble over.

On top of the old ground factor

you need to consider the amount

of time your snowman spends in

the sun. The ample location is a

point where he will receive the

least amount of sun, but the most

number of people will see him.

Lets say once again you build

the all mighty snowman. When

you go to bed you dream of your

triumph as all the kids will see

your giant masterpiece and envy

you and the ground you walk on.

You wake up a little late the next

day and as you rush through the

yard to get to class, you trip on a

rock and land in a puddle of mud

that was the snow formally known

as man.

You're not the envy of every

kid. You end up being the laugh-

ing stock.

Snow type and location are key

but decoration is equally impor-

tant.

You don't want your snowman

looking like a Picasso or even

worse Mr. Potato Head after a fire

cracker has taken its toll.

You could go for that old rock

eyes, carrot nose, and stone mouth

but what fun is that? Give this a

try. Get two big super bounce

balls and paint the center of the

ball white. You will have an orig-

inal set of eyes.

Instead of a carrot as a nose use

a cucumber. It has more charac-

ter.

For the mouth don't use those

silly rocks. Use big fat red

licorice.

Around the neck make sure you

put on a scarf that blows in the

wind not a short scarf that looks

like it has no earthly business on a

snowman.

Arms are also a critical compo-

nent. You need to find arms that

are proportional to the rest of the

body. Not too skinny of arms and

not too fat. Finally, for the body

go back to the black super bouncy

balls and line them up so they are

straight down. Try to avoid an all

over configuration.

One final tip you can use that

can prolong the life of your snow-

man, and make the bad boy shine

like no other, hose it down with a

little bit of very cold water.

Now this may seem silly but

look at it like this. When the

water hits it will freeze forming a

shell around your snowman, pro-

tecting it from the elements.

Plus, it will keep him colder for

longer prolonging his return to the

big clouds in the sky.

While his increase of life span is

good, when the sun hits him he

will shine brighter then a brand

new nickel.

These tips will not only give you

a fine looking snow man, he will

live longer than any other snow

man on the block.

So welcome back the return of

the 8-foot-snowman.

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce
Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushroonns

Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

®

Two Large
i

One Topping
|

$12.99
I

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic- I

I
at)le sales tax. Additional toppings extra. .

" Late NlghrSpecial"]
Large 1 -Topping [

2-20 02. Coke ^«** '

IN
® $8.99

223-4010
Hours:

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Uisa Master Card and
American Express

©
I slices only

$.99

X-Large 2 Topping

lOiiisl
9

2 Liter Coke@
$10.99I

I

I Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other c^er. Vtfid

I
only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

I

I

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer. Valid

only at participating locatioos. Customer pays all applic- I

I
at}ie sales tax. Additional toppings extra. .

^ Family Speciaf]
One large with the works & One i

large with two toppings

_^:a^ 1-2 liter Of Coke I^% $16.99 ®!

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

I
Free Breadsticks

I

i with purchase of Large or i

j fgBl^ X-Large pizza '

I
4 Large One Topping Pizzas]

j
One Large One Topping Pizza

I

Plus Order of Gheesesticks &

I ffidSHfel Breadsticks

i ^$14.99 o^^rwi

I Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

I
only at participating locations. Customer pays all ap(^ic-

I
able sales tax. Additional topptngs oxtra.

I

J5

O i

Expires 30 days Noi valid with any other oOar ^Ikj
only at partlcipallng locations Customer pays all appHca-

I
t>le sales tax Addlllonal toppings extra

I • Expires X> days. Not valid with any other offer. Valid

I I
only at participating locations Customer pays all applica-

1

II
ble sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

"Papa's Chioice

fgfila $23.99
II J>^^9^

^'th 5 toppings

0SmiSi ^ ^9*99II
I Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at partlcipat- I

I
ing locations. Custonner pays all applic«yMe sales tax.

|
- Additional toppings extra. i

Not valid with any (Mher offer. Valid only at participat-

ing locations. Customer pays all applicat>te sales tax

Additional toppings extra.

m.
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Lifestyles
Nationally known dance teacher to speak at Clarion

story courtesy of

Riz-Biz Productions

Bob Rizzo, a world

renowned teacher and chore-

ographer of dance, will pre-

sent a lecture and dance class

on Monday, Dec. 11, in the

Dance Studio, Tippin

Gymnasium.

From 12:00 to 1:30 PM,
there will be a Jazz/Theatre

dance class, followed by a

hip hop dance class from

1:30 to 2:30 PM. Rizzo will

then finish up by presenting

a lecture and

question/answer session from

2:30 to 3:30 PM.

Bob Rizzo has established

himself as one of the leading

producers of educational

dance videos in America.

With a widely diversified

career as a dancer, choreog-

rapher and teacher, Rizzo has

been on the faculty of all the

major dance convention

organizations and has taught

master classes worldwide.

For more than two decades

of workshops, classes and

videos, Rizzo continues to

reach both young and experi-

enced dancers. He currently

teaches dance for the under-

graduate program at New
York University, as well as

professional classes at

STEPS on Broadway. Rizzo

has also been on the faculty

at the Broadway Dance
Center and the David Howard
Dance Center for more than

ten years. He is proud to say

that more than twenty-five of

his students are currently

dancing in Broadway hits.

Photo courtesy of Riz-Biz

Productions

Bob Rizzo on the set of "The

Guiding Light " a television

show that he has choreo-

graphed on numerous

occasions.

Bob's choreography has

been seen Off-Broadway, in

national tours, workshops,

dinner theatres, cruise ships,

commercials, television,

industrials and more than one

hundred summer stock

shows. He has staged shows

for such stars as Jane Powell,

Ken Berry and Anne Blythe,

and most recently. The
Pointer Sisters in "Arrow On
Broadway." Rizzo's other

credits include numerous

business theatre shows for

corporations such as

Panasonic, Sony, Levi's 501,

and most recently, the 60th

Anniversary television spe-

cial of The Guiding Light.

Rizzo has been spotlighted

twice in Dancer newspaper,

first in recognition of his

continuing work producing

top quality instructional

videos, and later in a profile

of his teaching activities. He
was also featured in Soap

Opera Weekly, in an article

focusing on his many dance

sequences seen on The

Guiding Light. Most recent-

ly, Rizzo was featured on the

cover of Dance Teachers

Now magazine, which cap-

tures Rizzo's work as a

"V-Day" is strong on campus
by Carrie Arnold

Contributing Writer

Monologues."

Clarion University's own

V-Day is a movement to stop

sexual violence against women
and to proclaim Valentine's

Day as the day to celebrate

women and demand the end of

abuse.

For the third year in a row,

colleges and universities

around the world are staging

their interpretation of Eve

Ensler's Obie Award-winning

play, "The Vagina

production of "The Vagina

Monologues" will be per-

formed in Hart Chapel on Feb.

20 and 21 of 2001. Open audi-

tions will be held on

Wednesday, Jan. 17 at 7:00 PM
in Hart Chapel.

All women are welcome; the

audition will consist of cold

readings from the script.

Scripts are available to peruse

at the Women's Studies Center

located in Harvey Hall or by

contacting Carrie Arnold, SCT
Department.

Inside

LIFE

What are the Top Ten

best CDs of 2000? Did

your favorites make the

list? To see w^ho ruled

the music world.

See Page 13.

dancer, choreographer, and

producer, calling him the

"teacher's teacher."

With a catalog boasting

over 35 titles, Bob's videos

are a favorite in dance stu-

dios and schools across the

nation. As estimated 25,000

teachers now use Rizzo's

videos in their classrooms

and feature his original

choreography in their work-

shops and recitals.

Whether Jazz, Tap, Ballet,

Lyrical, Hip Hop or Swing,

Rizzo's videos are dynamic

and entertaining from the

first minute to the last. And
then there are the teachers!

Rizzo is the only one in the

world to employ top New
York dancers and choreogra-

phers on all his videotapes.

So come to Rizzo's lecture,

and find out how to get on

Broadway, and how to work

as an actor/dancer. All are

welcome to attend.

anon

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the Clarion

River after one of this season's first

winter storms.

www.theclafioncall.coin
*

Calendar of Events.

To find out v^hat's

going on in Clarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 14.
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Top ten albums of the year 2000
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestj'Ies Editor

1) Radiohead - Kid A (5 out of

5 stars)

I've said before that

Radiohead is the band to save

rock and roll and deliver the

poor deluded masses. After lis-

tening to Kid A, I stand correct-

ed. Instead of trying to revive

what might be a dying music

form, Radiohead has opted to

create an entirely new genre, one

that defies all conventional

music laws and standards.

While Kid A sounds as familiar

and intimate as a lover's touch,

it is simultaneously as foreign

and probing as an assailant in

the night.

This is the sound of a band

willingly, nay, gleefully commit-

ting ritualistic commercial sui-

cide. Each track blends into the

next, resulting in a stream of

music that is alternately nihilis-

tic and holy, bleak and lush,

indescribably ugly and breath-

takingly beautiful. "The

National Anthem" is a personal

journey through Hell, "How To

Disappear Completely" has epic

string arrangements that resem-

ble dark stormclouds, and

"Idioteque" is a stark experi-

ment in electronic art-noise. Kid

A is the first classic of the new
century. Bring on the chal-

lengers.

2) Eminem - The Marshall

Mathers LP (5 out of 5 stars)

Eminem may be a rap singer,

but at heart he's a rock star, and

the best one we've had in a long

time. While his first album was

an uneven and often immature

effort, The Marshall Mathers LP
is a supreme statement of dark-

ness, nihilism, anger and even

plenty of genuine laughs.

The brooding mood piece

"Stan," the instantly memorable

hits "The Way I Am" and "The

Real Slim Shady," and the bone-

chilling "Kim" are all highlights

on an album filled with non-stop

lyrical virtuosity. Loud,

raunchy, offensive, rebellious -

Eminem is criticized for all

these things, but they're actually

what makes him great in today's

homogenized pop world. The

Sex Pistols were criticized for

the same things, and hey, they

triggered a musical revolution.

Eminem shows he is capable of

making even greater music here,

and I can't wait.

3) David Gray - White Ladder

(4 and 1/2 out of 5 stars)

The first artist signed to Dave

Matthews' label, ATO Records,

but don't expect more of the

same roots/jazz/pot rockin' from

David Gray. White Ladder is

one of the warmest, engaging,

and soothing records in a long

while. Each song consists of not

much more than acoustic guitar,

sparse keyboards, and Gray's

emotive voice, but it never gets

stale. On your first listen, songs

like "Babylon," "White Ladder."

and "Sail Away" will make you

think you've been singing them

• •
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your entire life.

Gray is able to connect with

the listener on a direct and inti-

mate level, and establishes him-

self as the best singer-songwriter

working today. That, and "This

Year's Love" is the most aching-

ly romantic song in years. Think

Springsteen's "Secret Garden"

with less gruffness, and you're

on track. Turn down the lights,

pour the wine, and relax with

White Ladder.

4) PJ Harvey - Stories From
The City, Stories From The Sea

(4 and 1/2 out of 5 stars)

Alternative rock grows up with

this, the fifth release from

Harvey. Her mythical portraits

of desire and unrequited love are

thrown out the window, in favor

of a more personal approach,

with New York City as the back-

drop. "This Mess We're In" is

the best song on the album,

thanks to Radiohead's Thom
Yorke, but the album's graces

certainly don't end there.

Everything from beautiful bal-

lads, churning sonic shrapnel,

and droning art-rock is repre-

sented here. Other highlights

include the trip-hop influenced

"We Float," the jagged

"Kamikazee," and the muscular

opener, "Big Exit." For fans

who were turned off by the

largely electronic Is This

Desire?, Stories From The

City... is a wonderful return to

form.

5) On - Shifting Skin (4 and

1/2 out of 5 stars)

The brainchild of Ken
Andrews, formerly of the vision-

ary art-grunge band Failure, On
blends the blip-bloop Casio-new

wave of early Depeche Mode
with dirty, pounding guitars and

just enough sheen to make you
spike up your hair, slap on the

skinny tie, and break out the air

guitar.

Shifting Skin is steeped into a

heady brew of anthematic cho-

ruses, angst-ridden lyrics, and

squelching synths that'll have

you calling Andrews your own
"Personal Jesus." Every song

could be a single, so catchy is

the album. From the sci-fi

imagery of "Slingshot" to the

Pink Floydian closer "Pick Up,"
On never rests. On the surface.

On is all about immediate grati-

fication. But dig deeper, and

you'll see that Shifting Skin is an

immaculately crafted, superbly

produced album. The 80's never

sounded so good.

6) Deftones - White Pony (4

out of 5 stars)

GEEAARRRRGGGHHH! ! !

!

PUNK F**K'IN ROCK!!!!!

YES! W/ii/e Pony is a righteous

bolt of adrenaline-fueled, mosh-

pit inducing frenzied art-metal.

The album wouldn't be half as

good if it didn't have a sly intel-

lect to match all the chest-

thumping machismo, but thank-

fully it does.

Lead vocalist Chino Moreno's

admiration for bands like

Depeche Mode and Massive

Attack haven't been really

noticeable until now. Tracks

like "Digital Bath," with its bub-

bling synthesizers, and

"Teenager," a slow-paced

moody love song show this

musical growth and depth. The
album climaxes with the epic

"Passenger," featuring' guest

vocalist Maynard James Keenan,

and the teeming "Change (In

The House Of Flies)," a wonder-

fully dark and mysterious sonic

assault. Keep on rockin' in the

free world, dudes.

7) Smashing Pumpkins -

MACHINA/The Machines Of
God (4 out of 5 stars)

MACHINA is a return to form

for the now-defunct Pumpkins,

leaving behind the weeping and

somber synthesizer beds of

I998's Adore. Kicking off with

a jagged and galvanizing guitar

riff, "The Everlasting Gaze"
shows that Corgan is tired of

whining, and now just wants to

smash stuff, a' la "rat in a cage."

Reminding us that the Pumpkins
can still kick out the jams,

Corgan shrieks "You know I'm

not dead!!" Well, actually, they

are now, but...

Also see the anthematic pop of

"Stand Inside Your Love," the

snappy groove-oriented rock of

"Try Try Try" and 'h^ rusted

See '2000 Albums, f age 15
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Calendar of Events
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Today
Interhall meeting (246 Gem) 6 pm
Dance Concert (Aud) 8 pm
Wrestling vs. West Virginia 7:30 pm
Friday, December 8

UAB Spirit Day
CLASSES END 10 PM
Dance Concert (Aud) 8 pm
Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
Swimming & Diving Winter Invitational 10 am/6 pm
Saturday, December 9

READING DAY
Buck season ends

Swimming & Diving Winter Invitational 10 am/6 pm
W. BE vs. Wheeling Jesuit 6 pm
Doe season begins

Sunday, December 10
I.U. 6 Honors Band Concert (Aud) 2:30 pm
Candlelight Mass (IC Church) 5 pm
Swimming & Diving Winter Invitational 10 am/6 pm
Wrestling at Penn State 1 pm
Monday, December 11

FINAL EXAMS BEGIN
UAB Stress Buster Room (248 Gem) 12 N - 5 pm
Tuesday, December 12

•Doe Season ends

•UAB Stress Buster Room
Wednesday, December
13

•UAB Stress Buster Room
(248 Gem) 12 N - 5 pm
Thursday, December
14

•Graduation Practice 4 pm
Friday, December 15

•FINAL EXAMS END
•SEMESTER ENDS 10

PM
•Residence Halls close 10

pm for underclassmen

•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, December
16

•WINTER COMMENCE-
MENT
•Residence Halls close 6

pm for graduating students

Sunday, December 17

Wrestling Clarion Duals 1

(248 Gem) 12 N - 5 pm

1/1/3/5 pm

BafaagiBfaaaaaaaaaaagjaagiB^^
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SPENDING
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wivw.gettoyota.coiii

Most everyone has them.. .no one Ukes them, {loyoia Echo can help.) Echo gets up to 38 miles per gallon*. .that limits your spending

on gasoline. (Good start.) Echo has an amazing amount of interior room...seating for 5.. .so it will hold a lot of something, like up to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home— positive cash flow to further limit your spending. (Another plus.) Now you try one.

(Hints: It's Toyota...\ery dependable. And its an Echo, starting around $13,500 well equipped.) So the next time your spending limits

come up for discussion, you'll be all set with a positive suggestion...A visit to your nearby Toyota dealer,

'EPA estimate 31/38 4 door, 4-specd automatic. Even beucr wiih 5-speed manual.
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2000 Albumsl A rundown of 2000's Top Ten best music albums, from Page 13.
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splendor of "This Time," which

may be the most optimistic song

they've ever done. MACHINA
is a fitting swan song for the

group. We'll miss you (and

your bald little head), Billy.

8) XTC - Wasp Star (4 out of

5 stars)

XTC^s latest. Wasp Star, has a

heart that pumps pure, exhilarat-

ing pop with every beat. XTC
turns in a wonderfully nuanced

set of nervy, new-wavish geek-

boy rock that is arguably their

best since 1986's Skylarking.

Reggae, blues, and traditional

English folk are woven into the

tracks, resulting in a seamless

fusion. Other bands would try

and make this into an arty form,

but XTC never lets their influ-

ences be the meat and potatoes

of the songs - just the parsley

sprig on the side. So if you need

an antidote to all the rap-rock

and boy-bands, look no further

than Wasp Star.

9) Belle & Sebastian - Fold

Your Hands Child. You Walk

Like A Peasant (4 out of 5 stars)

Belle & Sebastain show that

getting older is quite possibly

the worst thing ever. Belle is

the heir to The Smiths' adoles-

cent ungst, cult following, and

effortless melodies. Their pre-

vious albums have spoke direct-

ly to the shy, ugly, and

depressed kid in the corner of

the playground, all the while

singing breezy an agreeable

tunes.

The opener, "I Fought In A
War," shows that childhood's

monsters turn into adulthood's

everyday occurrences.

Resplendent strings and gentle

acoustic guitars frame most of

the songs, including the wonder-

ful classic pop of "The Wrong
Girl" and "Don't Leave The
Light On, Baby." While there's

no dearth of lyrical growth on

the album, it doesn't depart

from their signature sound. One
last thing - how the heck does a

peasant walk?

10) A Perfect Circle - Mer De
Noms (4 out of 5 stars)

Mer De Noms is a side project

that doesn't seem like one; an

alternative supergroup that lives

up to the title. A Perfect Circle,

made up of members from Tool,

Failure, and an ex-groupie and

-8tpi.*rfeetjeHx4e~

guitar tech for the Smashing

Pumpkins is able to avoid the

traps that other supergroups like

Blind Faith fall into.

Mer De Noms is wonderfully

wacky neo-prog rock, with the

incredibly distinctive voice of

Maynard Keenan. It's like mod-

ern-day Rush, only without the

septic Geddy Lee. One com-

plaint, though: the whole "I hate

God" sentiment is really getting

old. Let's find a new scapegoat.

reeti and Je^f Chaff^i^

woui<i also (tkG to exteni

i^esf v/tshcs to Jeff $i

tv»t)v you never find v»
^acfH

7hanks for (>ctr)*f a

W^er, feachcfi and a^o*

iU a traiv .yreat, and wt%

I a doui>f, rv>v ^eJt frl,"
« officej^on't teiWi
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The Clarion Hospital Ambassadors

invite you to..»

Shop now for

Christmas!

- gently used

clothing

- seasonal gifts

- books

Find great

merchandise

for your

starter

apartment!

Located on the Clarion River Ifil

near Dairy Queen

(814) 223-4620

€I>
Clarion Hospital
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•Iiiteiliall iiK'oling (24(> (icin) 6 pin

•Dance C\)iicort (And) S pin

•Wrestling \s. West Viruiiiia 7:30 pin

Friday, Deceiiiher 8

•liAB Spirit Hay
•CLASSICS I:ND 10 PM
•Dance C\>ncert (And) 8 jnn

•Admissions Visit Day (248 CJein) 9 am
•Swimming & Diving Winter Invitational 10 am/6 pm
Saturday, December 9

• ri:adinCi day
•Buck season ends

•Swimming c<: Diving Winter Invitational 10 am/6 pm
•W. BB vs. Wheeling Jesuit 6 pm
•l^i>e season begins

Sunday, December 10

•I.IJ. 6 Honors Band C\)ncert (And) 2:30 pm
•Candlelight Mass (IC C^lunch) 5 pm
•Swimming «S: Diving Winter Insitational 10 am/6 pm
•Wrestling at Penn State 1 pm
Monday, December 11

•MNAL EXAMS BiX.IN
•DAB Stress Buster Rt)oin (248 Gem) 12 N - 5 pm
Tuesday, December 12

•Doe Season ends

•TjAB Stress Buster Room
Wednesday, December
13

•L'AB Stress Buster Room
(248 Gem) 12 N - 5 pm
Thursday, December
14

•Graduatic^n Practice 4 pm
Friday, December 15

•FINAL liXAMS END
•SEMFiSTER ENDS 10

PM
•Residence Halls close 10

pm f(^r underclassmen

•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, December
16
•WINTER COMMENCE-
MENT
•Residence Halls close 6

pm for graduating students

Sunday, December 17

•Wrestling Clarion Duals 1

(248 Gem) 12 N - 5 pm

1/1/3/5 pm
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splendor ot This Time," which

may be the mn.si optimistic song

they've ever done. MACHINA
is A t'itlini: swan si)ng tor the

group. We'll miss you (and

your bald little head), Billy.

8) XTC - m/.v/) Star (4 out of

5 stars)

XTC's latest, Wasp Star, has a

heart that pumps pure, exhilarat-

ing pop with every beat. XTC
turns in a wonderfully nuaneed

set of nervy, new-wavish geek-

boy rock that is arguably their

best since 1986's Skylarkini^.

Reggae, blues, and traditional

English folk are woven into the

tracks, resulting in a seamless

fusion. Other bands would try

and make this into an arty form,

hut XTC never lets their influ-

ences be the meat and potatoes

of the songs - just the parsley

sprig on the side. So if you need

an antidote to all the rap-rock

,ind boy-bands, look no further

than Wasp Star.

9) Belle & Sebastian - FoUl

Your Hands CliiUI, You Walk

Like A Paisani (4 out of 5 stars)

Belle & Sebastam show that

Lietting older is quite possibly

the worst thing ever. Belle is

the heir to The ^Smiths' adoles-

cent angst, cult folh)wing, and

elfortless melodies. Their pre-

vious albums have spoke direct-

ly to the shy. ugly, and

depressed kid in the corner of

the playground, all the while

singing hiee/.y an agreeable

tunes.

The opener, 'T Fought In A
War," shows that childhood's

monsters turn into adulthood's

everyday occurrences.

Resplendent strings and gentle

acoustic guitars frame most of

the songs, including the wonder-

ful classic pop of "The Wrong
Girl" and "Don't Leave The

Light On, Baby." While there's

no dearth of lyrical growth on

the album, it doesn't depart

from their signature sound. One
last thing - how the heck does a

peasant walk?

10) A Perfect Circle - Mer De
Noins (4 out of 5 stars)

Mer De Nonis is a side project

that doesn't seem like one; an

alternative supergroup that lives

up to the title. A Perfect Circle,

made up of members from Tool,

F-ailure, and an ex-groupie and

Greet) Chaffee

,y

guitar tech for the Smashing

Pumpkins is able to avoid the

traps that other supergroups like

Blind Faith fall into.

Mer De Noms is wonderfully

wacky neo-prog rock, with the

incredibly distinctive voice of

Maynard Keenan. It's like mod-

ern-day Rush, only without the

septic Geddy Lee. One com-

plaint, though: the whole "I hate

God" sentiment is really getting

old. Let's find a new scapegoat.
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The Clarion Hospital Ambassadors

invite you to...

Shop now For

Christmas!

- gently used

clothing

- seasonal gifts

- books

arm
'S

iPee

Find great

merchandise

for your

starter

apartment!

located on the Clarion River iiil

near Dair)- Queen

(814) 223-4620

€ "HI.
•]

JilJ"
Clarion I iosfiitiil

Hours:

Tues. & Thurs. - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Sat. - 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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Entertainment

Twisted View* Cooney

BY
WILLIAM
MORTON

©KCMXCIX

"YOU CAN CATCH
MORE FLIES WITH

HONEY THAN
WITH VINEGAR."

"STICKS AND
STONES MAY
BREAK MY
BONES..."

"THE EARLY

BIRD CATCHES
THE WORM."

"WHAT eOES
UP MUST

COME DOWN."

PEARLS
[5]^

WISDOM

"NEVER

Cook A GIFT

HORSE IN

tPie mouth."

"IF THE VAN IS

A ROCKIN', DON'T
COME A KNOCKINV

'THE DEAD
TELL NO TALES."

«vww.mortco.azit.com #45

\/V\/

?^

I

"Are you sure there's nothing going on

between you and that ostrich friend of yours?"

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Faded and dull

5 Highland hillside

9 Syrup source

14 Oxen connection

1

5

Oxidation

16 Brainstorms

17 Kuwait's ruler

18 "Do_olhers
as..."

19 Nocturnal

primate

20 Astonishing

23 Dander
24 Panache
25 Flip do-over

27 Library nook

30 Buoyed up?

32 Tackle-box items

33 Puts oft until

tomorrow

36 Diligent insect

37 Wish granter

38 Yachting trophy

39 Scales again

42 Cutting edge

44 Bulks of bodies

45 Ultimatum words

46 Robert Treat and
Thomas

48 Opera song

49 ET's

transportation

50 European

56 Someone to t)e in

Ihe kitchen with

58 'Jane
"

59 Andrews or

Carvey

60 Fireplace

element

61 Impersonator

62 Midterm or final

63 Hollers

64 Glowing

65 Solemn
ceremony

DOWN
1 Changes cokjr

? City on the Tiber

3 Similar (to)

4 Destructively

crazy

5 Bestial

6 Encounter

7 Coriceming

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 B

1

9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 ia 19

20 21 22 23

U^H 24 25 26

27 28 29 I
30 31 !

32 13 34 35

36 37 ^H 38

39 40 41 I
4^^^^

43

44 45

46 47 |||H 48 ^H
49 I

50 51 52 53 54 55

56 57

1
•.KM

58

1

59

60 61 62

63 64 65

©20(
All rig

10 Ti*uneMMiaS
1.

«IVIC« ^ 12/7/00

8 Harrow rival

9 Cheryl and
Reggie

10 Commotion
11 Magazine

12 Dens

13 Slalom turns

21 Alternatives to

lager

22 Got up

26 Part of AT&T
27 Scorch

28 First-dass

29 Of a cycle

30 Patches

31 "Miss^,.

Regrets"

33 Comic Jay

34 FkDps

35 Fencer's weapon
37 Painter's base

40 Abel to Adam
41 Nativity scenes

42 Runn'y French

cheese
43 Lover of Hero

45 Cantankerous

Solutions
3 i 1 U
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IVBI V 1 ti V Ips 3 N 1 V d

3 s 1 3 U£ s s ti I ^H
3 a V 1 w a N 3 s V 3 ti

d n 3 1 N 3 ^B i N V

3 a 1 S S 1 3 "1 s X H1 a 3 u o n| 1 3 ti ti V

S s i 3 ti

V

||Bn V T 3~^^H
3 H 1 n N 1 i V s N 3 s

S 1 u 1

1

O i N n

1

ti 1 n 3

s V 3 a 1 J. s n ti 3 x A

3 T d V W 3 V ti B e v^ ti a

46 Short and fat

47 Blazing

48 Buenos .

Argentina

51 In the vicinity

52 Misprint

53 Scorsese film.

"_ Driver"

54 Medical school

subj.

55 Feeble,

excusewise

57 Ocean on the E
Coast

5i^:'

AKCrtOKiiv-ns

-!f^KrSi||

I

«wr FAIm

mwml-mmTf^^

man
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Entertainment
qS %r»%^ to y#u by Ur. ivWisi anJi GiafM Sdrtyer

.»:)i-i<rhii

^ l*Jc \*<tt - y.u

li«rk. Here is «

..«*< fccrc XfHtkJ Ike
I

ftuil Outfit TV mi h RjH

hi^w.
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'' Co\k*t

DAVE
by David Miller

©lW7WeWll«.
AHrt^rewnwl

i«nA <;£|>vic«,*w

N0(VV^ To Pri(«Y

^ Mg."i \>cf^cm"
gUT I m^t RfAUY /MVP,

bT^ufttin e'oruft and Anirevi Fem*t«n

I'M Gam TO RUN A GJVE-AND-«0 WITH V
TC FLOWER SHOR SETTlNGi ME UP FOR A
CANDLE-LIT DINNER. THAT'LL GET ME OUT /

Q^ THE PENALTY BOX J
C33-> ^fflffiO

:e<_^<_0<3.

off the mark by Mark Parisi

DITHERED TWTTS b,3ta.watoa

"I don't Imow, Doc.

I just feel lilie a million bucks."
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Call On Us

What do you want

for Christmas?
*^f

Debby Amon, Secretary

"Keg of Mountain Dew."

Jeff Say, Sports Editor

"Wrestlemania tickets"

Amy Thompson, News Editor

"I want to go on a mission trip with Dr.

Vincent Spina."

i

i.«rt • AV.

V

II

Tim Conners, Ad Design iVIanager

"I would like an AK-47 assault rifle with

laser citing and a grenade launcher or

a fluffy bunny."
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Call On Us

Rock Wyrwas, Advertising Sale

iVIanager

"A back and some biceps."

Nancy Kiser, Copy and Design Editor

"Free rent and a lock box to put my
supplies."

Brian Sowa, Circulation Manager
"I want 8 years of George W. My exec

board to stop "saluting" me and for Mac
to remember where he left his pants."

Kisho Ethirveerasigham, Business

Manager
"I want the Golden Eagle Bus to

continue their good work during the

winter season."

Rachel Foflygen, On-line Editor

"French to French dictionary

sometime before I graduate."

Happy Holidays

from The Clarion Call

^t^^^m^^ mJi^UM^mmm^i^i^m^^^ rf^-^UMUMUfaiiWi^UMU^IAIMMMIIU^UUiMUMUMWMi^MUb^^ ^MMMMMMMMid
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f Spring iiralk

act NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapuico, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com

.

1f^^^^l^1^1^1^1^^^^^^^^^^^^(

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go

Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

mertours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.
^^^^^^i^^^^^1(^^^f^^^^1^l^^l.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

C!or r«ii«
U. JLl l^'L'i'*'1' rf"""eP" )

2 spacious rooms paneled and car-

peted plus kitchen/eating area plus

bath. Private entrance. Residential

area, accomodates two, utilities

included. Within walking distance

of campus and downtown. Leave

Classifieds
message 226-5017.

+ )(c*3|t)|( ** +*** +

House for rent: 2001-02 academic

year. House for 2 or 3 females.

Close to campus. Lease.

References. For summer and aca-

demic year. Call 226-6867.

Laken apartments. Fall 2001-

Spring 2002 apartment. 2 person

occupancy. Call 745-3121, ask for

Patty.

ifiti,i(1fififititif1fiflflf

if.if.i/.i^'if.if.if.iliif.-it.ifiifii/i'i^

Apartment for one graduate stu-

dent. Available immediately. Call

226-6867.

Apartments for groups of 4 or 5.

Two blocks from campus. For Fall

2001. Call Jim 354-2489.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1^^^^^i^

IfififiUfififlflfifttififlf

Eagle Park Housing Complex. For

Clarion University students.

Singles, doubles and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities. Fully fur-

nished. Call 226-4300.

Spring 2001, 3 or 4 person apart-

ments. 1/2 block off campus. Off

street parking. In house laundro-

mat. Call 797-2225 for more

information.
^^^^i^i^1^^^^^^^^^^^^^1(^^1^

4>lt<:tl4c*:4i:|c:)e4is|c:t<i|c!|<:tl

Female roommate needed for

Spring 2001 semester. Wilson

Ave. townhouses. $975 a semester

plus utilities. Leave message for

Megan. 227-2892.
>ti4i>|ci|(t :«<:•<* + **>(**

Only a few left. Fall/Spring 2001-

2002, 2-3-4 person apartment.

Very nice. Fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. Call 764-

3690.

2-3 female roommates needed for

Spring 2001. $925/semester. All

utilities included. Spacious

rooms. Weight room. Free com-

muter parking pass. 435 F, South

2nd Avenue. Call 226-0280.

2 person downtown Clarion apart-

ment. Available for Spring 2001,

$500 per month. Utilities includ-

ed, except phone and cable. Call

226-8561.

i0fp wanted!

New international business seek-

ing customer service representa-

tive. Call 1-877-457-3481.
lit*************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour flindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

General Councelors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

Congrats to our new executive

board: Katie S., Jen R., Amy,

Liana, Stacey, Renee, Kristy,

Abby, and Michelle. We love you.

AIT
:)c««s|il|c:tl><c4i>|c*><<4lll<>l<

To the 2000 executive board, you

girls did a wonderful job. Thanks!

AIT
**********

The sisters of AST would like to

wish everyone a safe and wonder-

ful holiday. We'll see you in 2000!
l^^^^^^^^^^l.^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^

Happy birthday to all the

December and January giris! AOE

Congratulations to all of our soon

to be graduates: Stef Bursich, Lisa

Lamorella, Kristy Best, Megan

Parks, Emily Mackey, and Mindy

Mariskanish. We will miss you!

Love AOE
ififlfltifif-lfificifitif-lf-lf

ilfHrHUti:^!!'********

^^t***********

Silver Spring Rentals: House

and/or apartment available for the

Spring 2001 semester. Call and

leave message at 226-5917 for

information.

ATTN: Work from home. Up toS25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.

To our sweetheart Erica, thanks

again for the crest, it looks great.

The brothers of 0H
* :|Cl|Cl(t % t >l<* >l< 3|>* ** >|I

Ropy, take care of yourself friday.

The brothers of 0E

Moth and Ropy, try not to get in

trouble this weekend. The broth-

ers of 0E
^^,:i^ifiti^tilf^it,^^t*iHt

:^^f^,:tf^,^^^,^,t**>lf*

JK, how's this? The brothers of

Hi^i^t^tHLif*!^******

Female roommate wanted for

Spring 2001. Will have single

room. 115C S. Sixth Ave. $1400

includes rent, utilities, and securi-

ty deposit. Please contact Jodi,

Becky or Jenn at 226-7816.

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F

9am-4pm EST.

es
:|(4::|it:|<***%«!|<>l>4>4i

Steph and Jenna, good luck next

week. Moth, Ropy, Bill and

Pedro.
iH^ifilfi^^i*1lirlf**if**

itt************

^l^,1^i^^f^l^ii^^^^:****

4-5 bedroom house available for

Fall 2001/Spring 2002. Waking

distance to campus. Leave mes-

sage at 226-5917.
^t^iUft**********

For rent. Fall 2001: 3 bedroom, 1

1/2 bath with fireplace.

Accomodates 3 persons. $850 per

person per semester, includes

most utilities. 3 bedroom, 2 full

baths, sundeck, accomodates 4

people. $850 per person per

semester, includes most utilities.

Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m. On

campus parking permits available

for both. Washer/Dryer available

for both.

A part-time position is available at

the First Baptist Church in

Clarion, for an organist/pianist.

Send a cover letter and resume to

Attn: Worship Board, PO Box

651, Clarion, Pa. 16214

/"oppoHunfnis^

Attention overweight people. Lose

2-8 pounds a week. 100% natural.

Results guaranteed. 1-888-327-

7511. www.bellel23.com.

Excellent opportunity to lose

inches and make money! The

Herbal Body Wrap actually

achieves permanent inch loss. See

results and share with friends who

purchase and earn referral bonus-

es! Call Linda at 764-5895.

Soccer team, thanks for the awe-

some mixer. You guys can buy us

anytime. Let's do it again next

semester. IFI
it^iilfit'**********

Cross country and tennis team, the

mixer was a blast. We need to do

it more often. Can't wait until next

time, give us a call. lO
t*i)i1f**********

Thank you Gretchen for the cook-

ies, you're the best sweetheart and

we all love you. Zn
*«««4i4ii|iiti*«****

Congratulations Stacey on your

lavalier, we know you'll wear our

letters as proudly as we do. From

all the brothers of Zn

Everyone have a safe and fun

Christmas and New Years. Love

AOE

Sigma Chi, good luck on finals!

Love your sweetheart, Jackie.

Happy 21st birthday Drew! Love

your sweetheart Jackie.

**************

Happy birthday Jared! Love your

sweetheart, Jackie.

Dena, happy 21st! Love, ^ZK
*****lti***:tl****

Dena, thanks for the Christmas

candy and the nice stockings for

all of us! Have a great winter

break and thanks for the great

semester! Love, OIK

Congratulations to our soon to be

3rd degree brothers, Jeff Say and

Ben Lutz. OIK
********I|C*****

Happy belated 20th Shan! We

love you! Your 0OA sisters.

**tii<***«iii4i****

Congratulations to Liz, Diana, and

Emily! We're so proud of you!

Love your 0O sisters.

**************

Have a great Christmas break

everyone! See ya in 2001! The

sisters of 0OA
**************

Happy birthday Courtney,

Natasha, and Mandy! Love your

ZTA sisters.

**************

********«*«*«*

**************

Sleeping rooms available in large

Victorian home close to campus.

Available by interview only. $175

per month, includes all utilities.

Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m.

C
siiiiiiiier j4»nM

)

ZTA, the mixer was great. We'll

get dressed up and eat cheese and

drink grape juice with you any-

time. Just call and give us three

weeks notice, in

Jackie, Congratulations on your

lavalier to Doug and ITF! Love

your ZTA sisters.

**************

**************

Congrats to all of our graduating

senior sisters! Good luck and

we'll miss you! Love ZTA

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

The brothers of Sigma Pi would

like to wish everyone good luck

on their finals.

**************

ZTA wishes everyone good luck

on finals and a nice break.

>f

flc

i

Sports
Clarion swimmers and divers compete at Miami of Ohio

By Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Assistant Sports

Editor

The Golden Eagle swim-

ming and diving team recent-

ly competed in an invitation-

al at the University of Miami
of Ohio. The meet spanned

over three days, beginning on

Friday Dec. 1 and ending on

Sunday Dec. 3.

The swimming and diving

teams competed against a

variety of different teams

from all NCAA divisions.

Many of the teams included

Division I schools such as

Indiana, Illinois, Miami of

Ohio, and Johns Hopkins

University.

Due to the presence of

many Division I schools, the

Golden Eagle swimmers and

divers were faced with very

challenging competition dur-

ing the course of the meet.

Although the intimidation

factor was high, many of the

Clarion swimmers managed

to hold their own and pro-

duced some very fast races.

The invitational ran in a

preliminary and finals man-

ner. All swimmers competed

in the morning in order to

qualify for the finals at night.

The top 24 swimmers in the

preliminary session qualified

for the finals from each

event.

In the evening, a bonus heat

was followed by a consola-

tion heat, and then each event

concluded with a final heat of

the top eight swimmers.

Going into each prelimi-

nary session, both coach

VanDyke and assistant,

Tillotson, stressed the impor-

tance of swimming each race

as fast as possible in order to

make it to the final races

occurring later in the

evening.

Several Clarion Eagle

swimmers swam incredibly

fast times in the preliminary

session and qualified to swim

in the finals.

Starting off the competition

and competing in the finals

heats in the 50 freestyle were

junior Gary Aughinbaugh,

sophomore Bill Wright, and

senior team captain, Doug
Scott.

Scott swam a time of 21.12

seconds. This swim placed

him fourth overall and first in

the PSAC.
Wright swam the 50

freestyle in a time of 21.33

seconds while Aughinbaugh

went a swift 21.74. Wright is

currently fifth in the PSAC
and Aughinbaugh stands at

sixth.

Competing in the finals for

the Clarion womens team was

sophomore, Abby Koch.

Koch swam the 400 l.M. in a

time of 4:36.17 that places

her second in the PSAC.
Freshman Aaron Bell raced

an amazing time of 1:43.01 in

the 200 freestyle which

places him third in the PSAC.
Continuing the finals streak

for the Golden Eagle mens

team were sophomore Ben

Chandlee and senior Matt

Jeffers. Both swimmers com-

peted in the 100 breastroke.

Chandlee went a time of

59.22 and Jeffers concluded

with a time of 1:00.76.

Chandlee currently stands at

second in the PSAC and

Jeffers at sixth.

Swimming in the finals for

the Clarion womens team was

senior captain, Megan Tracy.

Tracy went a time of 58.69

which places her first in the

PSAC. Tracy also competed

in the 200 backstroke in the

finals. Her time of 2:09.76

places her third in the PSAC.
Many other Golden Eagle

swimmers qualified for the

final competition in the

evening during the prelimi-

nary session on Sunday, but

due to the seven hour drive

back to Clarion, they had to

scratch their races. All in all,

there were many fast races

and time improvements.

This weekend, the Clarion

swimming team will host the

annual Clarion Winter

Invitational at home. Various

teams in the PSAC will

attend to compete in four

days of competition. The
meet will begin at 6:00 p.m.

on Thursday and runs until

Sunday afternoon.

Benjamin and Pore honored with acceptance to

the Daktronics Northeast Region football squad
Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion University senior free

safety Roosevelt Benjamin

(Erie, Pa./Central) was named

as a first team selection today to

the Daktronics Northeast

Region football squad.

Teammate Andy Pore (Jr.

Shippenville, Pa./Keystone) was

tabbed as a second team selec-

tion at tight end. Voting was
done by the Sports Information

Directors in the region.

Clarion had a strong 2000
football campaign. The Golden
Eagles tied for first in the

PSAC-West with a 5-1 league

record and ended the year with a

7-4 overall slate.

Seventh year head coach

Malen Luke was earlier voted

the PSAC-West "Coach of the

Year". He has a 7-year slate of

37-39 at Clarion and led the

1996 Eagles to the NCAA
semi's. He has a 13-year colle-

giate record of 74-60.

"Ro and Andy are very deserv-

ing of these awards," comment-

ed Luke. "They are extremely

hard workers and had tremen-

dous seasons on the field. Their

leadership was important to our

success and we congratulate

them on this honor."

Benjamin, a 6-2, 215-pound,

senior, free safety from Erie,

Pa., had an All-America season.

Inside

Sports

A captain on the 2000 squad, he

led the team with 115 tackles

(#3 in PSAC), including 66

solo's, 6 tackles for losses for

minus 19 yards, 9 break-ups, 2

interceptions, 2 fumbles caused

1 fumble recovery and 1 quar-

terback sack.

He was named PSAC-West

defensive "Player of the Week"

three times. Benjamin led a

defense that was #1 in the PSAC
in tackles for losses (128) and

quarterback sacks (51). Clarion

posted 27 sacks in its final 4

games of the year against SR,

lUP, LOCK HAVEN and West

Chester.

In his two year career he fin-

ished with 179 tackles, 14 tack-

»www.thecIarioncall.com<

les for losses, 11 break-ups, 6

interceptions and 3 sacks. He
was a second team All-Region

and PSAC-West choice in 1999.

A general studies major at

Clarion, he is the son of Lois

Page and is a graduate of

Central High in Erie.

Pore, a 6-3, 245-pound, junior

tight end from Shippenville, Pa.

and Keystone High, is a strong

blocking and receiving tight

end. In 2000 Pore grabbed 17

passes for 229 yards and 2

touchdown's.

His biggest reception of the

year as his game-winning score

against lUR In 1999 he led the

team with 33 catches for 386

yards and 7 touchdown's and

was named 2nd team All-

Region. In his career he now has

58 catches for 715 yards and 9

touchdown's.

A library science major, he is

the son of Randy and Janet

Swartzfager.

Benjamin will now appear on

the nationwide Daktronics All-

America ballot. All first team

members qualify for All-

American. That team will be

announced in the next two

weeks.

Both Benjamin and Pore were

2nd team selections on this team

a year ago. Both were also

named to the PSAC-West first

team two weeks ago.

Qaiion wrestlers face

West Virginia,

See page 22

Test your sports

knowrledge.

See page 22.

Thompson competes in

marathon.

See page 23

Oklahoma quarter-

back lives up to

expectations.

See page 24
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Wrestling kicks off at Clarion

Golden Eagle wrestlers host West Virginia
Courtesy of Sports Information

The 2000-2001 dual meet sea-

son is about to get underway with

a bang. The Golden Eagles will

host West Virginia on Thursday,

December 7th at Waldo S. Tippin

Gym. Match time is set for

7:30p.m. The match is the EWL
(Eastern Wrestling League) open-

er for both teams. Then on Sunday

Clarion travels to Rec Hall to bat-

tle Penn State, ranked 25th.

Match time is set for 1p.m.

Clarion is led by 4th year head

coach Ken Nellis. The former

Golden Eagle grappler has a

three-year record of 14-29-2 and

is coming off a 2000 season where

Clarion was reloading and slowed

down with injuries. Clarion was

2-13 overall, 4th at PSAC's, 8th at

EWL's and 26th at the NCAA's in

St. Louis. The Eagles placed 20th

at Las Vegas last weekend.

The 2001 Golden Eagles are led

by number 12 ranked heavy-

weight John Testa (So. Newark,

De.), Eric Mausser (197- So.

Sharon) and captains Bob Topper

(184-Sr. Hanover) and Shane

McChesney (157-Sr. Corry).

Testa, an NCAA Qualifier last

year as a freshman, is 10-3 overall

and won the heavyweight title at

the Slippery Rock Open defeating

#7 Josh Pearce (Edinboro) in the

finals. Mausser, who red-shirted

last year after going 25- 1 6 in 1 999

and was an NCAA Qualifier, cur-

rently stands at 10-4. Topper also

won at Slippery Rock and has an

11-3 overall record, while

McChesney is 5-4 and was an

NCAA Qualifier two years ago.

The remainder of the lineup will

have Mike Snyder (5-3, Jr.

Milton) at 125, Rad Martinez (13-

3, So. West Jordan, Utah) at 133,

Frank Edgar (7-6, Fr. Toms River,

N.J.) at 141, Dominic Surra (11 -4,

Jr. Kersey/St. Marys) at 149, Pete

Kroshefskie (6-4, Sr. Gordon) at

165, Todd Schuchert (5-2, Fr. N.

Huntingdon/Norwin) at 174.

West Virginia is led by veteran

head coach Craig Tumbull who is

starting his 23rd year with the

Mountaineers. Compiling an

overall record of 187-129-6, he

led WVU to a 6-4-1 record last

year, a 2nd place finish at EWL's

and a 22nd place finish at the

NCAA's.

Tumbull, a 1974 Clarion grad,

has a team led by heavyweight

Ryan Kehler, 157-pounder Joe

Carr and 165-pounder Tom

McMath. Kehler, ranked 19th last

week, is sure to move into the top

ten soon after his impressive win

at Las Vegas last week. He defeat-

ed number 1 rated John Lockhart

of Illinois and Edinboro's Josh

Pearce to win the tiile. Carr, an

NCAA Qualifier last year, has a

record of 5-2 this season. McMath

has come on for a 12-4 slate thus

far.

West Virginia won last year's

match 35-8 at WVU. and two

years ago in Clarion by a 22-13

margin. In both 1996 and 1998 the

teams ended with a 19-19 tie.

Clarion's last win against the

Mountaineers came in 1995 (25-

13). Clarion leads the EWL series

12-8-2 against WVU.
Clarion also travels to Penn

State on Sunday to renew a former

EWL rivalry. The match has the

25th ranked Nittany Lions

coached by former standout Troy

Sunderland and led by Franklin,

Pa. natives Josh and Scott Moore

at 125 and 133 respectively. Both

were recent winners at the Penn

State Open and Scott Moore is

ranked Uth by AWN. Also ready

See 'Wrestling' Page 23

Sports
Hi
Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question
was the
XFL. This
week's

question is:

What year
did the

Cleveiand
6rowns
move to

Baltimore?

INTRAlViURAL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393- 1 667

3 on 3 BasketbaU CHAMPS
Men's Champions-

Da-Bricks

Tynell Williams

Chris Kelly

Dwyone Sanders

Women's Champions-

WhyTry
Miesha Henry

Brandi Lawhom
Michelle Anglin

Lauren Mammone

Indoor Soccer CHAMPS
Men*s Champions-

Studio Mullet

Ryan N^Ginnis

Andy Peterman

Ryan Balani

Co-Rec Division-

Reccos

Jason Flora Jen Hotzman

Raheem Olumide Steph DeFlorentis

Tiff Zeshore Dawn Jachowski

Kasey Seigh Jill Reborer

Marcus Carasquero Victor Chinikidiadi

Ron Volpatti

Tom Malatesta

Chris Roth

Tovs-for-Tots ^'Benchathon'^

Contest held Thursday, December

7 at 6:00 pm at the Recreation

Center. Prizes awarded to the

strongest lifters and most money

raised. Spectators are welcome.

All proceeds will be used to buy

presents for area children!

***************************

RECREATION CENTER HOURS
Friday 12/8 9am- 11pm

Saturday 12/9 1pm -7 pm
Sunday 12/10 1 pm-Upm
Hours for Finals Week 12/11-15

Mon&Tue 9 am -11pm

Wed - Fri 9 am - 8 pm
Closed Sat 12/16 & Sun 12/17.

Hours for the rest of break:

Open 9 am - 5 pm Mon - Fri.

Closed Saturday's and Sunday's

Closed 12/25 -1/1/00

(call 393-1667 for info)

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Equipment Rentals:

Ciiristmas break special!!

Cross-country skis are available for

the entire semester break. Included

in the rental are poles and boots.

$20.00 deposit required, cost is:

Students $10.00

Faculty/staff $20.00.

Other gear available includes: snow

sleds and inner-tubes.

Snow boards coming soon!!
********************************

Doubles Racquetball Tournament

Held on Friday, January 19. This is

the first weekend back after Christmas

break, so get your team organized now.

Cost to enter is $5.00 for students and

$10 for everyone else. Tournament is

open to the public, and prizes will be

awarded. Divisions and tournament

format will be based on number of

entries that are received.

Local Sports Update

Local runner lives her dreams in Raleigh marathon
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

On Dec. 10 Laurie Thompson,

a former student at nearby

Allegheny-Clarion Valley will

fulfill a dream.

She will run in a marathon (26

1
miles) that will begin at 7:30

[a.m. and will take about five

lours to complete. Thompson
las been training for this

[marathon for the past six months.

Thompson said running in a

larathon is something she want-

ed to do before she turned 30.

In order to properly train for

^he event, Thompson joined a

[running club six months ago.

[Members of the club were taught

[the Galloway Training Program,

lamed for Jeff Galloway.

JGalloway a trainer, author and

[marathon runner.

The program features walk

[breaks every five minutes. The

five hours it takes to complete

the marathon averages to about

II minutes per mile, including

the walk breaks.

Thompson ran for five miles

twice a week and went for a long

run on the weekends. At the

beginning of her training the

long run was only for three

miles. Gradually a mile was
added every week until the group

ran 25 miles and walked the final

mile. The full 26 miles will be

run ( and walked) on the day of

the marathon. In additon to run-

ning, she also cross-trained, par-

ticipated in aerobics, lifted

weights, and used yoga for train-

ing.

Thompson said she made no

changes to her diet except

becoming accustomed to eating

'gels.' Gels are squishy foil

package supplement used to sus-

tain athletes during events such

ii
JWrestlingI clarion wrestling takes on West Virginia, from
[Page 22.

|to anchor the lineup are #12 ranked

Jate Parker at 141 and Jeff Knupp at

[184 and 20th rated Mark Becks at

Il74.

Although the two teams did not

[vrestle last year, the Lions won a

lose 22-17 decision in Clarion on

)ecember 11, 1998. Both teams won
|ve matches each. Penn State leads

be series 20^-1.

133-pounder Rad Martinez placed

, \
^^^^h at the Las Vegas Open last week-

|id... 165-pounder Myron Mahone is

^covering from a foot/ankle injury

^^ffered early in the Fall. He could

'^^)ssibly return as early as the Clarion

luals, or delay his return until

leveland State January 3rd... ITie

[arion matches will again be broad-

st over WCCR-FM or WCCH-AM
Clarion with Rich Hennan and for-

[r coach Bob Bubb supplying the

-by-play and color commentary...

ion wrestling fans can also hear

matches over the internet at

[E BIG XTRA SANDWirti"!
GETONEFREE! ~~^-

oupon when
;Xtra

I you'll get a

of equal or

e! Limit

1 per coupon,

I
per visit

,

I coupon when

I
valid with an\

Valid only at McDonald"J
of Clarion. Brookville. |
and Punxsulawney.

|
Expires 12/3 MOO A

as this one.

Plain saltines, gatorade and

plenty of water are also con-

sumed during the run to sustain

the runner.

"Your body was not made to

run a marathon. I completely

understand why the first Greek

guy dropped dead," said

Thompson.

The only physical change she

noticed was weight gain as a

result of the intense training she

has been doing. Thompson did,

however, suffer from a knee

injury a couple of months ago.

According to Thompson, a mem-
ber of the group miscalculated

the mileage of one of the longer

runs. As a result, everyone ran

too much too soon. The group

ran 17 miles instead of their tar-

geted 14 miles for the weekend.

Thompson has since recovered

after lightening her training. She

also said that the stretching yoga

provides aided in her recovery.

While running, Thompson
passes the time away by talking

to the group members. According

to Thompson one should be able

to carry on a conversation.

Thompson also said she finds the

run to be relaxing.

"I just enjoy being out in the

fresh air," said Thompson.

Thompson said some runners

can experience a psychological

block known as 'the wall'.

Runners tend to experience 'the

wall' toward the end of the race

and feel as though they can't

continue. Participants in the run-

ners club had the option to attend

a clinic on avoiding 'the wall'.

"It is a very long time to run,"

said Thompson. She further

added, "You get to a point where

the endorphins kick in."

Thompson could not quite articu-

late what it feels like to run for

that distance and that amount of

time. She did however, say that

her group name is the

"Renegades" and their motto is

"Eat our dust." Thompson's per-

sonal motto is "I love to run!"

The marathon, which will be

held in Raleigh, North Carolina,

was originally scheduled for

Dec. 3, but was cancelled for fear

of inclimate weather. According

to Thompson, the many who had

traveled to see their loved ones

and those who were slated to

compete were both angry and

dissappointed. Thompson said

she is anxious about running the

marathon although she wished

she could have run on Dec. 3.

"Somebody told me it was the

best day of her life, but I don't

expect that to be the case for me.

In fact, I hope it's not. But, I am
excited about it."

www.nauticomsports.net; or by going

to www.cIarion.edu/news and click on

the Eagle logo...

Probable Lineups

Clarion West Virginia Penn State

125- Mike Snyder Brandon Lauer

Josh Moore

133- Rad Martinez Brian Floyd Scott

Moore/Nate Pozniak

141- Frank Edgar Joe Finch Nate

Parker

149- Dom Suma Mike Catullo Nate

Wachter

157- Shane McChesney Joe Can-

Jeremy Reitz

165- Pete Kroshefskie Tom McMath
Andrew Butville

174- Todd Schuchert Jason Ward

Mark Becks

184- Bob Topper Jon Foster Jeff

Knupp

197- Eric Mausser Martius Harding

Pete Mielnik

HWT- John Testa Ryan Kehler Pat

Cuinmins

Master of Physical Therapy at Gannon University

Additional Graduate Programs at Garni

CmmnmI^ CammHm
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* Scholarships available

St3te^-tt)e-aitlatje()uipment

Boart certified clinical specialists on faculty

• Quality emplownt opportunities for graduates

•
Overall and prerequisite iDlnimum 6W of 3,00 i^iuired

•Accepting applications for Fall 2001

•Interviews set for February 16, 2001

For more information, call (800) GANNON-U or visit www.gannon,edu.

Gannon University. ..Northwestern Pennsylvania's Premier Catholic University.

Qmm
IJMJJ LLIJ

Gannon Office of Graduate Studios

m̂ DIVERSITY INN
^m

Monday
5:00pm - 9:00pm
20(|; Wings eat in

25(1' Take out

$5.50 all you can eat

Wednesday
6:00pm and on

25(1; Slice pepperoni pizza
or $4.00 whole pie eat in or

take out

©ALL ANYTIME FOR INFORM/VTIGN: 226-7200

g^LARION'S HOTTEST NITE SPOT

BCS isn't aU

it's cracked

up to be
Courtesy of TMS Campus

Leave it to Florida coach Steve

Spurrier to say what the other guy
had to be thinking. Butch Davis

took the high road after Miami's

unfortunate BCS fate got spit out

on Sunday. Through pursed lips,

Davis said all the right things on

satellite dishes and teleconfer-

ences. What else could he do? You
don't get invited to a $13 million

party in New Orleans and pull off

the host's mask.

At least Spurrier, whose Gators

play Miami in a Sugar Bowl that

will be bittersweet for the

Hurricanes, said what needed to be

said.

"I don't think (the BCS) is what
it should be," Spurrier said. "I've

always said we should have a play-

off with 16, or at least eight teams,

and play it down until there's one

winner."

But that would make too much
sense, make too many people

happy, except for some bowl offi-

cials who ought to be irrelevant,

some college presidents who are

too sanctimonious and some

See^BCS' Page 24
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Oklahoma quarter back Uves up to his expectationsj
^ n

....„„, Ho., .^earance in five Though Leach and Heupe, were quarter and strong a, .he end of -

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

Greater expectations don't

appear to bother Oklahoma quar-

terback Josh Heupel a pip.

"Josh remembers that before

everyone knew him as Josh

Heupel the Oklahoma quarter-

back, they were skeptical of what

he could do, and he didn't give

that much thought then," team-

mate and roommate Josh Norman

said. "Now that people do know

who Josh is and they're expecting

big things of him, he still doesn't

pay attention."

The same guy as always looks

back from whatever mirror

Heupel happens to see himself in,

Norman explained.

"Josh can't forget who he was,

what it took to get him here," he

said. "And he knows it will take

the same thing to keep him here

and keep him constantly getting

better.

"He'll do what it takes. And if

that means not paying attention to

whatever people are saying about

him, not paying attention to what

they expect of him, then that's

what he's going to do. The first

thing that 1 think of when 1 think

of Josh Heupel is dedication.

Dedication to anything he does,

regardless."

Record-setting Sooners quarter-

back.

Heisman Trophy candidate.

Strong arm. Quick mind.

The player who more than any-

one else is responsible for the

sense among eager OU fans that

the Sooners are on the verge of

reasserting themselves as one of

college football's elite programs.

Son of a small-town football

coach from the northeast comer of

South Dakota who seldom reads

the sports pages or watches sports

on television, yet is acutely con-

scious of the position to which he

has been thrust.

"God puts people in certain sit-

uations," Heupel said matter-of-

factly. "I've done nothing to cre-

ate all this, and I realize what a

blessing this all has been. But I

enjoy the position I'm in and the

responsibility placed on my shoul-

ders. I'm humbled by this every

day.

"My expectations of myself are

no different than they have ever

been. The only thing that has

changed is the expectations of the

fans and the media."

Justifiably so. An unknown

quarterback from an obscure

junior college (Snow) in Utah, the

left-hander emerged last season in

OU's pass-happy offense to

become the Big 12 offensive new-

comer of the year. He set school

and conference season passing

records for attempts (500), com-

pletions (310), yards (3,460) and

touchdown passes (30) in leading

the Sooners to a 7-5 record and

Big 12 South crown.

"Our expectations of Josh as

well as of our offense is that both

should be better," Sooners coach

Bob Stoops said. "There are sev-

The Honey Baked Ham •

Company^*'

EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
HOLIDAYS!

TEMPORARY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Customer Service Clerks

Phone Operators
Food Prep.

Football Scouting Inc. - a firm Heupel s game both pnysic y ^^ _^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^

that provides analyzes to NFL and mentaUy.
^^.^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^ ^

teams - ranks him behind only Coach Leacfi ana i n g
^^^

Purdue's Drew Brees among this working relationship, Heupel being a siuu
6

s:r^r-= ^^o^^^SE rS£Ht
;-:rr=rr:: ^i^^zrp^^ ^^i^^-^^^^-^t :^z^^- :Sr:r;r:",.
.ajor contender to Texas for the back^ *at -ch Leach and > about ^h.mse

^^ ^^^ ^^^
'

Careful not to step on any toes, hype. But that doesn't mean he

Long agreed that having played not mindful of the aura surrou-

the ^sMon helps. i-g "hat could be h,s legacy >r

n K <:.^„. «»iH "There are sev- "There are a lot of very good glorious history of Oklal

;,=.r:;Tsr,z :=r.«^= »i--.,:„.„,
terback Danny Wuerfel-type else has.

^

poise and calm. 1 see that in Josh. You not.ce *tngs othe s don f ^ ^'^ *"«;
^.„„^^

?,anny didn't have a strong an« "J^^/ ,"- ^ B,C3s(1952Vs.eveOw
but he had touch and so does Josh, in December, oeiorc __

And they both have great minds Independence Bowl, Long imme-

for getting you out of a bad play diately began refining Heupel s

into a good one." throwing mechanics.

One key to Heupel's sensed "Josh was a chronic back-foot

5=rEs^ H=r.r.r =s-=r
E^B-s^i =t=r*= ^:£fB
i-jrs.=a;:-' nrsrs...... «i:-;'""'
now head coach at Texas Tech, back foot, your arm wears down to wm eveo^ Saturday,

after five seasons on the Iowa over the course of the season. We ^ . .- .- -.-...„ .

^^^^
want Josh strong in the fourth

(1969) and Billy Sims (1978).

"I walk through the Switj

Center every day," Heupel s^

"One reason 1 came to Oklaho^

was because of the tradition

That he has already done.

BCSI This season proves what's wrong with the BCS, fromPagej3^

• J u . .^uh^A 5,11 ran make a case that they unbeaten teams, like Virginia

coaches who are too womed about a ^«*'^^'
^'

^^^^^^^^
^ and Florida State last year. Bu

landscape where only one team not

^f> "^^^^^^^^ ^i„,te youVe got a slew of tJ

would end the season a wmner. belong >"

f^^^^^^^^^f^^fp^ ^j^h similar records whoVe tf

Those coaches prefer the stattis quo, agamst Oklahoma at Pro Player with similar

Full or Part-time

Flexible Hours

$6.oo-$70o/Hr.

Apply now to guarantee yourjob at the Thanksgiving and

Christmas holidays. Call 8oo-3'i^-4267

where bowl winners can hit the ban-

quet circuit and point to happy end-

ings.

You have to feel for Davis'

Hurricanes today, just as you have to

Stadium Jan. 3.
turns beating each other, youVJ

The bottom line: the BCS system is an irreconcilable mess.

as flawed as the one it replaced. It

just took three years to prove it.

Meet the new boss. Same as the old

feel for Washington. They all got boss. Works great .f there are two

The Honey Baked Ham Company Locations

4780 McKnight Rd, Pittsburgh

1600 Washington Rd, Pittsburgh

329 Penn Center Blvd, Pittsburgh

Century III Mall, Pittsburgh

Westmoreland Mall, Greensburg

4713 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg

Park City Mall, Lancaster
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PMepsyizza and
'^imily^Restaurarif

Save $2.00 on any Large Pizza

Present this coupon with the

purchase of a large pizza and

receive two movie

tickets for $8.00

Plyler*s is located in the

Claron Mall
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Hopefully many more cont

sial, confusing endings in the c<j

seasons, starting with this one.|

seems to be too much comi

inertia out there in BCS-land,|

one (especially ABC) happy

current monopoly is loci'

through 2006. It's doubtful tli

thing could bring about chan^

er, outside of insun-ection oj

body hiring David Boies.

For now, the Hurricanes

settle for the Gators while di|

their sorrows on Bourbor

Fair? Maybe not, but there

things in life.

$300
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8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

B

Title

"HaFof Fame" Committee inducts six new nnembers

"^Hallof Fame"lnclucts six: Miller master of ceremony

"Life of MalcoTml('^is entertaining and informative

"Meet the candidates" open^ forum

May 3, 2001

"Songs for a New World"jsadventuresorrie^

$1 62T740^warcled to CU for performance

11th annual wellness fair

A blast from The Posies' past

AaronTMichelle, CUP senior accepted at Yale

ADA Nationals hosted by Clarion University

Adams and Hilton win Telly Award^

Annual "learn to swim/dive undenA/ay in Tippin

April madness: schools riot after basketball losses

April sky

Army reaching into pockets for students

Athletes struggle to make the grade in recent study

Athletic enrichment fee violates SSHE standards

Barbell Club: to host state champs and seminar

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

Baseball team looking fonvard to winning season

BasebaIhGolden Eagle shortstp Dalaine Ofchinick Player of the week

Behind the scenes with MTV's "Total Request Live"

Big week for Greeks

Bobby Knight receives warm welcome at Texas Tech

Bush introduces education, tax cuts to Congress

Bush to change tone in capital

Buying gifts for your girlfriend is a scary thing

Cabinet members speak out at GAC
Civil War re-enactment in Rimersburg

Clarion athletes participate in Operation Clean Sweep

Clarion athletic programs awarded for achievement

Clarion crime: National City Bank robbed; accuded

Clarion Fol k College to be held later this month

Clarion Hockey team ready to open season

Clarion hosts Western Special Olympics sectional

Clarion professor "Hungary" for experience

Clarion student athletes are "A" okay

Clarion to host 18th Annual Women's Conference

Clarion U. offers "Web for Students"

Clarion University introduces Tobeco

Coldplay: Parachuting into great music

46

47

48

Consumer information: wheels that keep rolling

CUP accepting grant proposals

Date

March 22, 2001

February 8, 2001

March 29. 2001

February 22, 2001

March 29, 2001

April 26, 2001

March 2, 2001

April 26, 2001

April 5. 2001

May 3. 2001

April 5, 2001

April 5, 2001

April 5, 2001

February 1,2001

February 8, 2001

April 5, 2001

April 26, 2001

March 15, 2001

May 3, 2001

February 22, 2001

April 5. 2001

March 29, 2001

January 25, 2001

March 29, 2001

April 5, 2001

March 29, 2001

May 3. 2001

May 3, 2001

February 14, 2001

February 14, 2001

May 3, 2001

February 1 , 2001

April 26, 2001

February 1,2001

February 8, 2001

February 22, 2001

March 29, 2001

February 14, 2001

January 25, 2001

February 1,2001College death: Purdue student found dead in her apartment

Con^cert preview: "Everything is wonderful now" - Everclear at Clarion
j

March 22. 2001

March 22, 2001

CUP students shine bright next to Hollywood stars^

March 29, 2001

March 29, 2001

CUP to host Institute of Mangement Accountants Conference

Daffodils help lives to grow

April 5, 2001

February 8, 2001
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Clarion Call Jan-May 2001

A B C

49 Dance Alloy shows its strength and beauty February 1,2001 10

50 Danko, Allison. CUP student published in legal journal March 2, 2001 9

51 Dave Barry explains men's technology obsession February 8, 2001 16

52 Day, Anne, prof. Receives teaching award April 5, 2001 10

53 Diabeties support group March 29, 2001 9

54

55

Diaz-Martin, Portia named 2001 Minority Woman of the Year April 26, 2001 10

Dispute settled: Gwillim, Ms. Michel settles things right March 15, 2001 6

56 Do you have a problem with alcohol? February 8, 2001 11

57 Doves take flight with hypnotizing debut album February 14, 2001 14

58 Dude, Where's my money back January 25, 2001 10

59 Duke defends third NCAA title against Arizona April 5, 2001 24

60 Earnhardt killed during final lap of Daytona 500 February 22, 2001 24

61 Earnheardt, Adam, named Clarion Webmaster February 8, 2001 8

62 Echoboy is minimalist techno at its best February 8, 2001 15

63 Electricity is a lot less complicated than it looks March 2, 2001 15

64

65

Everclear concert contains "musical highs" May 3, 2001 1

Faculty Senate: Becht Hall renovations discussed May 3, 2001 10

66 Faculty Senate: elections to be held on April 5 March 29, 2001 8

67 Faculty Senate: Reinhard comments on robbery suspect February 22, 2001 8

68 Federal appeals court drops bomb on Napster February 14, 2001 6

69 Flu season comes to Clarion January 25, 2001 6

70 Freddie Got Fingered is good dumb fun for all May 3, 2001 15

71 Frederick Douglass Program, CUP introduces April 26, 2001 10

72 Gators' experience defeats Lady Eagles tennis team April 5. 2001 22

73 Gemmel: new lounge March 2, 2001 7

74 Golden Eagels fall to Lock Haven in EWL showdown February 14, 2001 20

75 Golden Eagels slam Slippery Rock in PSAC-West games February 22, 2001 21

76 Golden Eagle divers compete at Youngstown State Febmary 14, 2001 23

77 Golden Eagle golf team places second at PSACs April 26, 2001 22

78 Golden Eagles fall 77-72 in NCAA game against Salem March 15, 2001 21

79 Golden Eagles finish fourth at 58th PSAC Wresting Champs. February 1,2001 17

80 Golden Eagles open season with early bird invitational March 29, 2001 28

81 Golden Eagles split final home game: honor seniors May 3, 2001 24

82 Golden Eagles win first PSAC title; Qualify for NCAA's •March 2, 2001 20

83 Good movies come to those who wait March 15, 2001 16

84

85

Grennan, Eamon, poet enthralls Clarion students March 15, 2001 12

GSU searching for new fight song March 2, 2001 24

86 Guth, Jeannine Botta, joins CUP Social Equity Office February 1,20Q1 7

87 Hall wars is going strong April 26, 2001 15

88 Hell no to written finals! April 26, 2001 5

89 Hockey boards under construction on Nair/Wilk. Courts April 5, 2001 20

90 Holocaust is remembered in D.C. March 29, 2001 12

91 Hooperphonic breathes life into trip-hop March 22, 2001 14

92 IFC to make inprovements in Greek life January 25, 2001 7

93 Inauguration is one great ho-down for Barry February 1,2001 11

94 Inside a fashion show February 8. 2001 13

95 Intramural rugby: Taffurs defend title as Pittsburg Classic April 5, 20O1 21

96 Is your house or apartment safe? March 22, 2001 7

1
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A B C

97 It's alright, ma (I'm only making records) February 22, 2001 13

98 Jimmy Buffet escorted from courtside for use of profanity February 8, 2001 24

99

100

101

Kirkwood, Heather earns internship February 14, 2001 9

Knight may sue lU March 15. 2001 23

Lantz, Christina, Named PSAC-West Player of the Week January 25. 2001 15

102

103

Leadership development series January 25, 2001 7

Letter to Editor: a look at the Student Senate Budget April 5, 2001 6

104 Letter to Editor: CU equals no fun for one student April 26. 2001 5

105 Letter to Editor: hard work pays off May 3. 2001 7

106

107

108

Letter to Editor: Reader still upset over Bush victory April 5. 2001 5

Letter to the editor: "Move on", not being bought by one American March 2. 2001 6

Letter to the editor: Whoop de do' NYC March 2. 2001 5

109

110

111

Letters to Editor: Professor upset at Call February 22. 2001 5

Letters to the Editor: Sowa addresses Senate concerns for future March 29, 2001 2

Letters to the Editor: The purpose of Student Senate March 29. 2001 5

112 Lifestyles editor responds to lack of coverage February 22. 2001 6

113 Louisville Cardinals going after coach Rick Pitino March 2. 2001 24

114

115

116

Martin Luther King Jr. Series: Chiqui Cartagena educates about hispanic March 29. 2001 20

McGinn, Jane, to co-chair at ALISE February 1,2001 9

McViegh feeds off publicity April 26. 2001 6

117 Meet your new rock gods: At The Drive-ln February 8. 2001 15

118 Men' Basketball: Golden Eagles rebound defeating Pitt Johnstown February 1 . 2001 19

119

120

Men's and wonen's swimming: hold high ranking, PSAC meet February 14. 2001 21

Men's Basketball: Clarion plays Slem in NCAA tournament March 2, 2001 21

121 Men's basketball: Clarion sweeps Lock Haven in home game February 14. 2001 21

122 Men's team wins PSAC title, advances to NCAA's March 2, 2001 1

123 Minority woman of the year to be selected, 2001 March 15. 2001 10

124

125

Movie Review: Getting stuck in Traffic has never been so fun February 1.2001 12

Movie Review: Hannibal is a bloody feast for the eyes February 14. 2001 15

126

127

128

Movie Review: Heartbreakers scores with big laughs and a great cast April 5, 2001 12

Movie review: November isn't sweet March 2. 2001 13

Movie review: Segal returns with Exit Wounds March 22. 2001 15

129

130

Movie review: The Wedding Planner is a waste April 26, 2001 13

Movie Review: Top five movie picks for the year 2000 February 8. 2001 14

131

132

Movie women want January 25. 2001 10

Music Review: 100 broken windows in eclectic and energetic April 5, 2001 13

133
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Music Review: Add N to X crafts surreal experimentalism April 5, 2001 14

Music Review: CFP-Nintendo rock will never die March 29. 2001 23

Music Review: Dave Matthews Band is enjoyable everyday March 2. 2001 14

Music Review: Depeche Mode returns with new, mature sound May 3, 2001 17

Music Review: Getting naked with Skindive in the WHO files April 26. 2001 15

138

139

140

Music review: London calling? More like Melbourne calling April 26. 2001 14

Music Review: Sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll? Yes please! March 29. 2001 22

Napster good idea, but has its faults February 22, 2001 6

141

142

National broadcasting society travels to L.A. March 2, 2001 8

National City robbery suspect captured in a Cincinnati airport February 22. 2001 1

143 National debate tournament, CU hosting March 15. 2001 1

144 National News: Chelsea Clinton to have extended Secret Service Prot.
1
February 14. 2001 11
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145 NCAA tournament breakdown, who's staying, who's leaving March 15, 2001 24
146

147

NCAA: Sutton defends diving titles, swim teams compete March 15, 2001 23

NNA meets for GAC March 29, 2001 13

148 Open road to sponsor a concert next month, "Road Rage" February 14, 2001 13

149 Oscar nominations for 2000 announced February 14, 2001 12

150 Pa business leaders praise SSHE March 2, 2001 1

151

152

Paintballers experience Army Reserve Combat training March 29, 2001 30
Parking problems of a differnet kind March 15, 2001 5

153

154

Pitchshifter creates confrontational sounds March 15, 2001 14

Powell addresses defense issues March 29, 2001 13

155 President explains alcohol at function February 22, 2001 5

156 Primal Scream's new musical therapy February 1,2001 13

157 Professional development series completed May 3, 2001 11

158 PSAC recognizes former athletes for success in field March 29, 2001 31

159 Rape, take preventitave steps against February 1, 2001 9

160 Real Slim Shady should sit down and shut up February 8, 2001 6

161 Rec. Center, keep your resolutions at January 25, 2001 5

162 Rhoades, Jason, CU graduate making a difference March 22, 2001 1

163 Ridge proposes $470 million for SSHE February 8, 2001 10

164 Runners compete at Kent State February 8, 2001 23
165 Schuenemann, Paul, alleged bank robber commits suicide March 29, 2001 1

166 Sequelle wins bronze medal February 8, 2001 10

167 Sex in America: just another pop image April 26, 2001 5
168 Shearer, David, named "PSAC-West Co-player of the Week" February 8, 2001 21

169 Should college athletes be paid for performances? February 22, 2001 24
170 Sidewalks, clean, keep your January 25, 2001 3

171 Softball team takes one win/loss against Slippery Rock April 26, 2001 20
172 Softballers working season April 5, 2001 23
173 Solution to parking difficulties? March 15. 2001 1

174 Speech and debate team sponsors tournament March 2, 2001 8
175 Spoken word series: Liz Rosenberg entertains with her brand of poetry April 5, 2001 11

176 Sports Relations: annual wild game dinner ready to serve March 29, 2001 29
177 Spring break student dies from stunt injuries March 15, 2001 9
178 Spring for Scholars raises $55,247 March 15, 2001 7

179 SSHE adding programs Febmary 8, 2001 1

180 SSHE Chancellor wanted March 22, 2001 1

181 Stanford recruit sacked by Stanford's academic denial February 14, 2001 24
182 Student charded in Theta Chi incident February 14, 2001 1

183 Student interview: interview with Senator Rick Santorum April 5, 2001 7
184 Student lifestyles opinion: the trials and tribulations of holding a concert March 2, 2001 12

185 Student opinion on the XFL: XFL, NBC an unholy marriage February 14, 2001 5
186 Student Opinion: being up front at a concert May 3, 2001 2
187 Student opinion: How to spot a graduating senior April 26, 2001 6
188 Student Opinion: U.S. air strikes on Iraq defense systems warranted March 2, 2001 6
189 Student recreation: students place in Ironman/woman competition March 22, 2001 21
190 Student Senate: 45 applications for senate March 29, 2001 8
191 Student Senate: adopts requirements for new Student Service Award May 3, 2001 9
192 Student senate: allocate funds to CUP athletes March 15, 2001 11
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Student Senate: forms ad hoc committees

Student Senate: Gruenwald and Gusler explain ISF budget

StudenTSenate: new senate executive board installed

Student Senate: Seanje resignations create controversy

Student Senate: Senate takes new initiative

Student Senate: Senate to allocate funds to nine groups

Student Senate: Senators express concern for auction

Student senate: six motions discussed at senate meeting

Student Senate: Three groups receive funding from senate

Student Senate: University Foundation to host an event with alcohol

Student service award named for two admin istrators

Students protest Starbucks

Students recognized for academic achievement

Students seek adrenaline rush in outdoor climbing

Swimmers and divers tackle Pittsbu rgh quad-meet

Swimmers take runner-up at PSAC

Swimming and diving teams place at Division II NCAA's

Swimming and diving: Golden Eagles compete in tri-meet

Swimming and diving: Golden Eagles defeat Allegheny

Swing and hip-hop music? Not as crazy as it sounds

tacconeiii selected for NCAA North Region

Take our daughters to work day

Tennis: Tennis team finishes seventh in PSAC championship

Testa, John, Named PSAC-West Athlete of the Week

Testa, John, Topper win titles

The WHO Files profiles Poe's Debut

Theatre departnnent offers auditions

Theatre preview: Second Series returns to Clarion with "SubUrbia"

Theatre Reviewr"SubUrbia" is foulmouthed drivel

TheaFre review: Picnic is a fine close for CUP's theatre season

Theatre Review: Vigina Monologues thoughtful and entertaining

Theft of college newspaper continues

Thlrty-sbTthings I have learned at Clarion University

Three named to PSAC Winter Academic Top Ten

three new degrees added

Three outstanding student teacher awards given

ThTee students present their research papers in Norfolk

TippFn, Waldo 8., natatorium undergoes renovations

fobeco. Dare changes to

Toby Keith: Rides into Tippin
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V-Day represents more thant Valentine's^Day^
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janiKiry 25, 2001 The first draft of Clarion University history.

The 'frozen tundra' of Clarion

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Old Man winter has nnade his usual stop in Clarion. The question now is when will he pack up and leave!

Bush introduces education, tax cuts to Congress
by J.P. Kenney

^
Clarion Call Edi^^^^^^^^

After all the hoopla of the

Presidential Inauguration, it is

now official, George W. Bush is

the 43rd President of the United

States.

Bush wasted no time making

waves on Capitol Hill sending his

multi-million doliar education bill

to Congress.

Labeled controversial by many

critics, the bill calls for math and

reading exams to be given each

year for children in grades three

through eight.

The bill sticks to his promise

before the election promising

"performance to be measured

annually.".

The controversial part comes

with rewarding states, districts and

schools who improve, but

punishing those not improving in

these two categories.

In another big issue dealing with

the education bill. Bush is hoping

to help less privleged students in

failing schools apply for federal

and state aid to help them

attend private institutions or other

forms of education.

Many democratic members of

Congress are opposing this part of

the bill citing it as "vouchers"

while Bush chooses to- call it

"school choice."

Bush also proposed a $1.6 tril-

lion tax cut over the nexr ten

years.

The tax cut is focusmg on cutting

tax brackets from five to four and

cutting taxes for all four groups.

Tax cuts would range from 39.6

to 36 percent for the highest tax

bracket and 15 to 10 percent for

the lowest bracket.

Social Security is a hot topic

among senior citizens and for

children oi today.

Bush intends to lead a bipartisan

effort to reform Social Security by

giving individuals the option of

•www.theclarioncall.com'

voluntarily investing a portion of

their Social Security payroll taxes

in personal retirement accounts.

Bush believes by doing this

American accounts will earn high-

er rales of return and generate

wealth that can be owned and

passed on from parents to their

children.

This in essence, gives individu-

als the opportunity to invest their

money now instead of waiting for

their retirement age.

As for the economy, Bush hopes

to create an environment that will

allow young and older entrepre-

neurs the opportunity for "equal

opportunity."

VOLUMI 86, fSSUF 1

Three new

degrees

added

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

CLARION
UNIVERSITY

Tlie Pennsylvania Council of

Trustees approved speech commu-

nication, industrial mathematics

and a minor in religious studies as

new undergraduate degree pro-

grams to be offered at Clarion

University.

The industrial mathematics

degree, along with a minor in reli-

gious studies shared much of its

backing from faculty.

"Two relatively new professors

Dr. Todd Lavin and Dr. Jon Beal

helped develop these idea .," said

Dr. Stanton Green, Dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences.

"The religious minor is another

set of alternatives to cut across dis-

ciplines for students. "said

President Dr. Diane Reinhard.

Industrial mathematics and

speech communication degrees are

in demand according to Dr. Green

and Dr. Reinhard

"This curriculum is to fit the stu-

dents needs to be more competi-

tive in the job market," said Dr.

Reinhard.

"There is a lot of demand for

mathematician careers in the cor-

porate world,"said Dr. Green.

The Slate System of Higher

Education will review the pro-

grams befoic they go into effect.
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Back BceakiJig

Even though most of us had jobs over break, we have all

spent that money and more on books for this semester.

It's ridiculous. There is no reason why students should

pay $510 for books when most of them will not be able to

be sold back anyways. The books sold back might get that

student a whopping $30.

There is also no need to fear the register. It is an inani-

mate object, but it could seriously be the cause of a heart

attack. It should not be this way.

The bookstore is not the only one to blame. The profes-

sors are the ones that choose the books. The books might

be great for the class but we really don't get too excited

about a book that costs $80 no matter how in depth it is.

The worst are the books with the stupid CD ROMs. When

are we ever going to use those?

Some of us are seriously debating dropping out and open-

ing up our own book store. We figure that it will not only

pay our fees for books, but be enough of an entrepreneur-

ship to sustain us financially for the rest of our lives. That's

pretty big stuff.

Maybe after we are in the real worid for five years we will

have made enough at those jobs to pay our loans. Then

again, maybe not.

Maybe if we could pay for our books in the middle of the

semester that would be better At the beginning with rent,

utilities and other fun stuff, there is no extra loot for books

we will probably never use again.

There is absolutely no reason to have more than two books

for one class. If professors search long and hard for books

that are so great for their class, they should take the extra

time to find ONE book that is perfect.

Book buy back should cut us some slack too. Some of us

have literally received less than a dollar for some books.

What is that about? If we did nothing but shop at gumball

machines, getting fifty cents would be a different story.

Right now though, it's not so fun.

JOBTRAK
Ask The Employer
Q. After I send my resume to a

prospective employer, how long

should I wait before I contact

them? Is it best to contact them by

phone, e-mail or letter? -Tony

A. I assume that if you sent them

the resume it was to indicate inter-

est in a position.

They will contact you if they are

interested, but certainly a call,

note or email to get your resume

to the top of the pile is effective. I

would wait about a week.

Sometimes it takes a couple of

days to go through the mail. If

there is no response, I would wait

another week or 10 days.

It is good to be persistent, but as

an employer, I can say that I do

not want to hear from you every

day or two.

Ryan Tucker

Director

Governor's Intern Program

www.gagovernor.org

BRING
Q. What should I bring to an inter-

view? -Tom

A. When going to an interview, I

would suggest bringing additional

copies of your resume, a reference

list, as well as a writing sample (in

case one is required).

Samantha Yakutiel

Recruiting Analyst

Corporate Executive Board

www.executiveboard.com

THANK YOU NOTE
Q. What should be included in a

thank you note? -Liz

A. I'm happy to hear that you plan

on sending a "thank-you" or "fol-

low-up" letter following your

interview.

Unfortunately, few candidates

take this important step in the job

search process. It will make a big

difference, as you will see.

The letter should be sent within

48 hours of the interview and

should:

- Thank the person for the inter-

view.

- Emphasize your interest in the

position.

- Re-phrase your background and

explain how your experience will

compliment the position.

- State anything you were unable

to convey during the interview

that is relevant/important.

- Re-cap two things you discussed

that were of mutual interest.

- State that you look forward to

hearing from them.

Make sure that you send a "thank-

you" to each person who inter-

viewed you at the company.

Vary each so that if notes are

compared it does not appear that

you blanketed the interviewers

with a "formula" mailing. Doing

so will defeat the purpose of your

communication.

This "follow-up" letter will

demonstrate the care their cus-

tomers and colleagues will receive

once they've hired you.

Maureen Sullivan

Editor/Publisher

Drake Beam Morin

www.dbm.com

ASKING ABOUT
SALARIES
Q. I'm a graduating senior going

to my final round for an

Commerce business intelligence

consulting company in NYC.

I like the company, but I've been

wondering what the average

salaries are there?

Although pay is not the most

important factor, I want to know it

for my own sake and prioritizing

of prospective employers. Is it

appropriate to ask around while

I'm there?

- Jay

A. There are many factors that go

into accepting a job and it is

extremely important to know the

"entire picture" before making a

decision.

That is the purpose of the inter-

viewing process. Therefore, it is

worthwhile to go through an inter-

view with any company in which

you are interested.

The company will make the

move to discuss salary, which is

when it is appropriate for you to

talk about it.

It is not appropriate for you to

ask around while you are inter-

viewing or even after you begin

your job.

You should only discuss your

salary with Human Resources and

your Direct Supervisor.

Your future co-workers might

not appreciate being asked to

divulge their compensation and

most likely it won't reflect well on

you.

- Kitty Nix, Human Resources

Manager, Ventera Corporation

FniTORTAT Thf Clamii CaO Is tajklug steps to unify to paper with™^^^^ Otogte voce, W^M^ffiTF €am. Is thaffitse stm
p We, me Editorial Board, will express our opinionsmm
^ ^^^^^ issues across tbe eampus, state, nation, and worldu We

are not speaking lor Clanon University, the Clarion
Students* Association or the students of the University, we are speakjnj;

as an Editorial Board - the voice of The Clarion Ca(1. these editorial

are developed in a meeting of the Editorial Board, all niemhers did not

necessarily agree on the opinion stated in the editorial. Tbe opinion

eicpi^ssed IS snared bv the majoritv of the board* it is not always a unan*
Imons oiMm. Yon, the public, reserve the right to express jour plea-

sure or displeasui-e with these opinions via a Letter to the bditor
A^J^ !*^'A*-V%^^. v^ ^v//iC^^.<.j^W 4i'4«>4C4fr.«i>..>4>V''-^'*A ^ .'••A^

What is Ljour opinion?

Write it dowin Send it to us!

270 Gemmell Student Complex

Claripn, PA 16214

call@clarion.edu

Opinion

*',,. I liad seen snowfall,

a mild one, only onee.

Would Pa also mean
that [ really get to see

tulips in the spring?''

Hide Park

city (^f brotherly love, which were bars here, God what am I going to

definitely featured in American do in this hellhole?."

Cham Uppal

movies and shows. ..the regular

propaganda material that is sent to

other nations. I was moving to

Clarion, a small town. I got a

There were about five of us

headed toward Clarion

University; two Cypriots, one

Nigerian, and two Indians. When

I finally arrived in Clarion, it was

Having grown up in India,

where the lush green of nature,

despite all the pollution, sort of

bursts on you after every heavy

downpour of ever welcome rain, I

was sort of wary of moving to Pa.

Although I desparately wanted

to experience the Amish state, I

whiff of it at the Franklin airport,

^JJJXiZnS^Sr^t where the waiting room is about late at night and we were tired

bring. Would it be hard to the size of a one-bedroom apart- from our 22 hours of flight, so we

breathe, because every word

would freeze and hang in the fog?

Would it mean trudging through

five-feet-high snow? Would it

mean I would have to start eating

meat again to survive? After all, I

was not going to Pittsburgh or the

ment. The fears were confirmed

when I heard another student,

who was to become my best

friend, complain loudly and unab-

shedly over the pay phone, " but

they tell me there is no coffee

shop in the town, and only 2 or 3

were quickly shown to our tempo-

rary housing for the week.

Because I love sunrises, I woke up

early. Not wanting to wake my

roommate, I stole a peek from

behind the curtain.

See 'Hide Park' Page~4
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^*Once yon begin a path, there are billions of other branch paths that

lead m to who^ where, and what we are this very second.

J.P. Kenney, Editor-in-Chief

Fate is defined in Webster's

dictionary as the principle or

determining cause or will by

which things in general are

believed to come to be...

I disagree. I've been doing a lot

of thinking about this topic and

there is no such thing as fate.

However it has led me to some

interesting conclusions about life

in general.

Fate, to me, means that events

are already predetermined. But

with the billions of decisions we

face each and every day there

can't be fate.

The way I see it, life is made up

of paths. The first path is birth,

but the next path is undetermined.

Once you begin a path there are

billions of other branch paths that

lead us to who, where, and what

we are this .very second. Just

think about it.

I'll give you an example; every

thing you do affects your path

whether its sleeping in late

causing the whole path to change

for the day or just yawning—

everything affects our future.

There is a path that leads every-

where for us. I believe there is a

path for me to be the next

President of the United States or a

path to be homeless. These paths

probably already have passed me
by especially the presidency one.

Hypothetically, if right now

you were to stop reading this

article and get up from wherever

you are and drive to a different

location. On your way a semi-

tractor trailer clips the back end of

your car and flips your car over

three times killing you instantly.

But you began that path by leav-

ing sooner than expected putting

Editorial
you on a path for your death.

But let's say you continue to

read this article for another two

minutes and then get in your car

to go to your location. That semi-

tractor trailer may have passed

you by and you would not die but

carry on to your location safely.

But like life, you can alter that

path even if you are on that colli-

sion course with the tractor-trailer.

How about taking a different

street, or driving above or below

the speed limit. These are other

little branch paths.

You might say that this is all

"b.s.". But it's something I invite

you to think about. Feel free to

write The Clarion Call with your

feedback of this or any other addi-

tional ideas that come to your

mind on this topic.

I wish you well on the right path

in life. Who knows, it could be a

path to happiness or one of failure

or even death. Happy trails!
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OPINION
Call On You

What is your New Year's resolution? by: Ui Potter

junior, 'En^Hsfi

To save money so I can

go to Las Vegas and

many an Elvis

impersonator."

i

^Branden %adunct

fnsfiman, ^ht^sics

"To party every chance I

get."

Hide ParkI Uppal fights through her first Clarion winter,

from Page 3.

I saw a few old yet majestic look-

ing buildings, that I would later

come to know as Becht, and

Carlson. We were definitely

around the mountains.

The uneven pathways wound

around the buildings, and revealed

their geography through the vehi-

cles parked at an angle.

It was really quiet, and I had a

feeling it would be like that even

during the middle of the day. Even

in the month of August, cold weath-

er was gently whispering. I tried to

imagine what snow flakes slowly

floating through frozen air would

feel like. I had been in a place that

got really cold, but I had seen

snowfall, a mild one, only once.

Would Pa also mean that I really

get to see tulips in the spring?

Would I have to pad up for winter?

Well, it did not take me long to

realize that one does not complain

about winter in Clarion. In Clarion

winter just is. One breathes it,

endures it, and waits for the three

weeks of spring and two weeks of

summer-during the good years.

Like Garrison Keillor says of

Minnesota, "there is no point com-

plaining about the cold, because

everyone else is just as cold as you

are; winter is not a personal experi-

ence."

Anyhow, before I knew it, I had

become a Clarionite. With snow

boots, winter jackets, scarves, hats,

gloves, and a nice thermos, I was

well prepared. I remember my first

snowfall in Clarion.

It was fluffy white, powdery, gen-

tle and bright. I turned off any

music and lights in my room, and

listened to the soundless music of

Clarion winter, as each snowflake

waltzed to it, before it merged in

the chalk white bedsheet that was

slowly being woven on dried

autumn leaves. It looked even bet-

ter at night when it reflected the

street light, and brightened every-

thing around. Once I got involved

with TV 5, I often walked home

late, many a time during the snow-

fall. Halfway toward home (the

then Forest Manor, now Eagle

Park) I would turn back and take

pleasure in the fact that mine were

the only footsteps to be seen.

Then I would usually sit on a lit-

tle hillock of grimy, stone solid

snow, and happily carve out my

name or draw a tulip on it.

Although I knew very well that it

would be gone in the bashful winter

sun next morning, I could fell the

glow of the snow gods' smile in the

yellow neon light. I had a pact with

winters of Clarion. I would bear it

with a smile, so long as it tickled

my puerile nerves, and that they

did. I found courage to do things

that my friends considered outra-

geous. People spotted me walking

through notorious snowstorms, and

blizzards.

End ofParti

Cham Uppal is a graduate of

Clarion University. She now

teaches in the Communication

Department

Stacey Wif^r

junior, SpeciaC *Bd. ^L
'T want to workout

everyday and get a 4.0."

MartWatts

graduate Student

'Elementary %d.

"To emotionally

distance myself from

my imaginary friends."

Clarion UnK^rsity of Pennsyhyania

STUDENT
SENATE

President

By Brian Sowa ~ Student Senate President

President's Forum

Another semester begins at our

fine institution of higher education.

Another fifteen weeks, for Student

Senate to ftmho- try to better every

student's expoience at Clarion

University.

In the first issue ofThe Qarion

Call last sonesto-, I stated several

goals that I would like to see

accomplished by the Student

Senate. I feel that we have accom-

plished many of these goals.

Student Senate is the legislative

body for the students of Clarion

University...all students. We repre-

sent every student enrolled, not just

the rich ones, poor ones, tall ones,

short ones, young ones or the old

ones.

Recently, Senate was accused of

not accomplishing anything on our

campus. Furthennorc, we were

accused of not equally representing

the student body.

I would like to respond to those

accusations with a big thank you; a

thank you to this year's Student

Senate. In one semester, I feel that

the current Student Senate has

accomplished nmre than previous

Senate's have accomplished in an

entire year.

We have tackled issues that real-

ly affect the student body...not just

the normal everyday issues that

everyone associates with Student

Senate. We have gone farther than

the typical stereotype of being the

"the rich grandparent that gives

money out." We have worked

together, for the most part, to repre-

sent the student body.

We have addressed the issue of

credit cards and the consequences

of student debt. We have made it

much harder for credit card solici-

tors to suck our students into

applying for a credit card.

We have helped institute the new

transportation system on campus

and throughout the community.

For those of you who have no idea

what I am talking about, it is the

big "Golden Express" bus on cam-

pus. Ride it.. .it's free and conve-

nient.

We have proposed the Athletic

Enrichment Fee to Dr. Reinhard.

This fee will not only help our

Adiletic Department tremendously.

but it also-helps fund recreational

improvements to our campus,

which benefits everyone. The best

part about the fee, it is only

charged to incoming students and

is REFUNDABLE.
As I type this we are in the mid-

dle of several large projects. We
are working with the 14 state uni-

versities to better campus safety

and security. We are looking into

• recognizing Club Sports, such as

Rugby and Ice Hockey, so that

they too are represented as an inte-

gral part of our University. The list

goes on and on.

Student Senate, as a whole, will

not agree on everything. Likewise,

the entire student body will not

agree with every action we take.

However, what we all agree on

most is what we are doing is bet-

tering all of our college experi-

ences. I apologize to those who do

not think Senate has accomplished

anything. I feel we have accom-

plished quite a bit. Maybe what is

needed is for these people to take a

step back and look at the whole

picture... not just a small portion.
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News
Keep your sidewalks clean this winter
Courtesy of Clarion Borough

Clarion Borough Police Chief,

Mike Reed, announced that his

officers are going to hold proper-

ty owners responsible and

accountable for the removal of

snow and/or ice from any side-

walk used by the general public

within Clarion Borough.

Local Ordinance 185-14

requires snow and/or ice removal

within 24 hours of any accumula-

tion. Chief Reed reports that most

property owners comply with the

Ordinance but there are others

that do not.

Chief Reed says, generally

speaking, he is not in favor of any

"Warning" given by his officers

pertaining to this violation.

He understands there will be

extraordinary circumstances that

will affect this strict enforcement

policy and when that occurs he

will take all things into considera-

tion.

Chief Reed's goal is to be fair to

all property owners within the

Borough and at the same time

bring all property owners into

compliance.

He says his policy of strict

enforcement of this Ordinance is

fair to the majority of property

owners who comply by clearing

their sidewalks.

Chief Reed reports that when a

violation is found, the property

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

A Clarion University student stioveis tier snow on a cold win-

ter's day. AH Clarion Borougti residents must get used to

maintaining their sidewail(s ttiemselves

owner is to be cited.

In the case of two or more

names listed as property owners,

all will be cited.

Reed reports if one of the prop-

erty owners is willing to accept

responsibility for the require-

ments of the Ordinance, then the

other citations may be withdrawn.

Otherwise all persons listed as

property owners will be held

accountable and can face similar

fines.

Anyone with concerns, ques-

tions, or opinions concerning this

or any other police issue is

encouraged to call Chief Reed at

226-9140.

His hours are generally 9-5

Monday through Friday.

Keep your resolutions at the Rec. Center
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

With the start of the new year. Clarion University's

Rec. Center has seen an increase in facility use.

Two possible reasons for the increased interest in

the Rec. Center are New Year's resolutions and

preparation for spring break.

According to Lori Sabatose, director of the Rec.

Center, the first day the Rec. Center reopened, 800

people utilized the facility.

On the first day students returned to classes 1,400

people came and went to the Rec. Center.

The Rec. Center has continued to average over

1,000 people since classes have begun. A treadmill

broke Wednesday due to the amount of use it has

had.

"The amount of people that are going is just amaz-

ing compared to last semester. People are getting

ready for Spring Break. 1 hope it continues," said Liz

Potter, a senior Speech Pathology major, who also

teaches step aerobics at the Rec. Center.

In order to keep New Year's i^solutions and make

exercise a part of your routine, start slowly. Avoid

trying to do too much, too soon. It is recommended

that you exercise for thirty minutes, three times a

week.

This regimen will increase your metabolism and

also train your body to maintain the higher level. The

Courtesy of The Rec Center

/V/c/c Snyder, Student Rec Center Ciimbing Wall

belayer, is involved witti the wail's increased pop-
ularity. Climbing wail socials can also be
arranged for student organizations

harder you try to stick to your routine, the easier it

will be to keep your resolution. The more you exer-

cise on a normal basis, the easier it will become.

Also, always remember to stretch before and after

all exercise. Failure to stretch could result in an

injury such as strained or pulled muscles.

The Rec. Center recently purchased new stretching

equipment to help people stretch.

Those who are exercising at the Rec. Center are also

taking advantage of the three multipurpose courts,

instead of simply biking, running, walking, and using

the treadmill.

"I've also seen a lot of use at night with basketball,

volleyball, and tennis," said Sabatose.

The climbing wall has also gained popularity by

hosting 10-20 people per day throughout this week.

The climbing wall can also be reserved for social

events for student organizations.

Also, belay certification is taking place. If you pass

the belay certification and continue to belay at least

eight times per semester you have permission to

belay your friends.

If you have any questions regarding how to use the

equipment, you are encouraged to ask any of the Rec.

Center staff members.

The Rec. Center is open Monday through Friday

from 6:00 a.m. until 1 1 :00 p.m. On Saturday the Rec.

Center is open from 1:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. On

www.theclarioncall.com

Inside

News

A controversy took

place at Student

Senate's Monday
night meeting. For

details.

See Page 6.

Flu season is

once again here.

To avoid getting

sick follow

the tips

On Page 6.

To find out

the latest in

campus crime,

see the

Public Safety Blotter,

On Page 7.

To find out

the results of last

semester's

Leadership

Development Series,

See Page 10.
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Student Senate

Senate resignations create controversy
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

K^.H9r

Student Senate faced two sepa-

rate resignations at Monday

night's meeting. President Brian

Sowa announced the resignation

of Senator Huriya Edens due to a

scheduling conflict. Because

there were no students remaining

on Senate's list of alternates, cur-

rent members were required to

nominate students for the open

position, as well as create another

list of alternates.

The process requires the nomi-

nation of candidates by present

senators, followed by a blind vote.

Senator Bryan Marley ques-

tioned the process, wondering if

Senate might have the chance to

meet with the nominated candi-

dates. President Sowa explained

this was the traditional way of

nominating and electing new sen-

ators mid-year.

Senator lyana Tennon expressed

displeasure at the idea of having

to vote for someone that she had

never met.

Senator Jared Dickinson sug-

gested that she vote based on her

respect-level for the nominating

senators; if she had a lot of respect

for one specific senator, then she

could trust his or her nomination.

She responded by saying that

she lacked respect for all senators.

Later in the meeting, Senator

Tennon resigned, explaining that

she ran for Senate to help create a

more diverse campus. She also

said it was unfortunate for a group

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senators engaged in discussion concerning the

nomination and re-election process after one senator

resigned. After ttie discussion, lyana Tennon chose to resign

as well.

of students who have so much

power on campus to accomplish

nothing.

When asked about Tennon 's

comment. President Sowa

responded by saying, "I feel this

year's Senate has accomplished

more in one semester than previ-

ous Senates have one in an entire

school year."

Treasurer Ben Chervenak said,

"I think it is unfortunate that for-

mer-Senator Tennon feels this

way about Senate. I believe that

the goal she had in mind takes

more than one semester to accom-

plish, and I wish she would have

stuck around to see it."

Tennon said, "I just feel this is a

difference of interests...! think

people need to see people as peo-

ple. I felt like my work wasn't

being appreciated...! also feel

Student Senate works as a clique

instead of looking out for the stu-

dent body. I never received any

support when I tried to encourage

diversity. ! understand they have

no power to enforce it, but they

could encourage it a little more..."

!n response, President Sowa

said, "I'm sorry to hear she views

Senate as a clique. ! was not

aware of any problems from with-

in Senate until Monday night's

meeting. I feel that this year.

Senate works very well together

to represent the student body

equally and fairly."

After the voting process.

Freshmen Mike McCabe and Tim

Smith were announced as the new

senators.

!n other business. President

Sowa introduced the new Senate

Secretary, Julianne Lanich, as

The Department of Residence Life and Student Life Services congratulates tlie following

staff members (Resident Assistants and Graduate Assistants) on achieving academic

excellence (3.5 or over) for the fall semester 2000.

Christina Arsalidou Renae Knapek Scott O'Donnell

Jennifer Barton Kristy MacCready Adam Osterrieder

Jennifer Boose Heather Maiuro Laura Radline

Melissa Bush Kristy McDaniel Kelly Remaley

Jacqueline Collier Marie Mokwa Jill Rhinehart

Sarah Clement Melody Morgan Frannie Save!

Sara Denicola Scott O'Donnell Gwen Schnaufer

Todd Emery Adam Osterrieder Lesley Spute

Jamie Geary Laura Radline Jason Vickers

Patrick Grace Kelly Remaley Aaron Weese

Anna Gullickson Jill Rhinehart Jermifer Wojewodka

Kristin Kalie Marie Mokwa .

Rebecca Kast Melody Morgan

well as the new Student Trustee,

Joe Sciullo.

Lanich said, "I'm really glad to

be involved with something at

Clarion, which gives me the

opportunity to meet all kinds of

new people."

According to President Sowa,

Senator Mike Davis will be absent

for the next two weeks because he

has been selected to work security

for the Super Bowl on Sunday,

January 28, 2001.

The Board of Student

Government Presidents' issue of

the year is campus safety and

security. President Sowa said all

14 universities in the State System

would be filling out surveys on

campus safety and security.

According to business manager,

Mr. Krull, "...the bookstore rush

went well." By providing stu-

dents with the opportunity to pur-

chase books over the internet or to

reserve books ahead of time, lines

were not as hectic as they have

been in the past."

Senator Tom Clopp announced,

on behalf of the University

Activities Board, country musi-

cian Toby Keith, would perform

Sunday, February 18th. Tickets

are on sale now; the cost is $8 for

students and $15 for non-students.

Treasurer Chervenak reported

the following amounts in each of

the accounts: Capital,

$123,014.48; Large Item Capital,

$434,651.10; Supplemental,

$13,227; and Supplemental

Reserve, $32,048.53.

The next Student Senate meet-

ing will be held on Monday,

January 29, 2001 in 246

Gemmell.

Julianne Lanich was elected

the new Student Senate

Secretary for the Spring

Semester.

Flu season

comes to

Clarion
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

The flu season is past fast

approaching, it's arrived. Here

are some tips to stop the sneez-

ing.

First, if you are the one suffer-

ing with the sniffles,don't spread

it. There is always the curtious

and sterile gesture to do. Cover

your mouth when you sneeze.

Now, don't be proud you did

that and stop there. Those germs

are still on your hands.

A sneezing fit may not always

come at a time when it is conve-

nient to get to a sink and wash

your hands.

Start carrying some anti-bacter-

ial lotion with you and use it in

these instances.

Use this before you shake hands

with someone else so that they do

not become your flu buddy.

The tips don't stop at sneezing

properly. With sneezing comes

runny noses and therefore, tis-

sues.

After blowing your nose, don't

keep the used tissues in your

hand. Dispose of it and then use

the anti -bacterial lotion yet again.

Second, start eating healthy. As

much as some of us would like to

include Papa John's as a food

group, it's not.

Eating healthy keeps the

immune system up to fight off

germs and the common cold that

can lead to the flu. So when there

is the. choice of an apple or Fritos,

think of your fellow man and go

with the fruit.

Another step to take in order not

to get sick, is to get a f1u shot

every year. Keeling Health

Center distributes flu shots for a

minimal charge.

One of the biggest tasks is to

simply bundle up. It may sound

like common sense to most, but

there are still a few that run

around without wearing a coat

on.

The myth about getting pneu-

monia if you go outside with your

hair wet is exactly that, an old

wives tale. However, it ioes

weaken the immune system and

virus' are more apt to attack.

Take these tips-and apply them,

and perhaps the flu season will

pass you by.
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Leadership Development Series
Courtesy of Leadership

Development Series

The Mary Walter Leadership

Development Series ended last

semester breaking all precious

records.

Under first time coordinator

Drew McWilliams the series has

grown to the largest it has been in

the past seven years of exsis-

tence.

This semester, over 150 stu-

dents participated in at least one

of the seven sessions.

Sixty of those students com-

pleted five out of the seven ses-

sions and became certified in

completion on Wednesday,

December 6.

Another goal that was accom-

plished was that of a single series

attendance of 89, which came on

November 8th with a presentation

of Mr. Howard Utz from the

Pittsburgh area.

This is an accomplishment

because of the opportunity that it

provided the numerous students

who attended.

The regular attendance rates

almost doubled from last year.

If you have noticed the light-

house pictures on posters or the

table tents in the cafe, then you

have been noticing the work of

the Leadership Development

Series.

The series also boasted a new

logo, topics, and presenters.

"! am extremely excited about

the success of the series this

semester, 1 can only imagine

where the series will go next

semester," said McWilliams "The

students who attended the series

are the ones who deserve the

credit for making it a success."

The series is coordinated by the

Department of Student Life

Services in Egbert Hall.

"! couldn't imagine the series

being where it was without the

guidance of Mrs. Brenda !.

Porter, the entire Department of

Student Life Services, and

Jennifer Wojewodka, because all

of the help they have provided me

throughout the entire

semester,"said McWilliams.

!f you were unable to partici-

pate in the series this semester

catch it again in the spring with

all new presenters and topics.

Have a news tip?

Call Amy at 393-2380.
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Public Safety Blotter

Criminal Mischief

According to Public

Safety, Douglas Rock,

26, was charged for crim-

inal mischief for breaking

a television set in a TV
lounge of Wilkinson Hall.

On Jan. 18, charges

were filed against

Nicholas Bissett, 20, of

313 Campbell Hall for

criminal mischief,

according to Public

Safety. It was reported

that damage was done to

a carpet in Campbell Hall

when a garbage can full

of water was leaning

against a door. The can

was then knocked over

causing water to spill into

the room.

Safety and Disorderly

Conduct
According to Public

Safety, Amar Tripathy^

19, of 304 Balientine

Hall, was charged for

intentionally pulling the

fire alarm causing the

building to be evacuated.

Theft

According to Public

Safety, on Jan. 22,

unknown person(s) took

four school books from

the third floor lobby of

Nair Hall. This incident is

still under investigation

by the University Police.

QonipMter

According to Public

Safety, a report of

harassment by a known

individual was reported

on Jan. 22. The victims

did not want charges

filed, suspect was
warned.

IFC to make improvements in

Greek life

by Mike Davis

Clarion Call Contributing Writer

RESIDENT ASSISTANT POSITIONS

As Clarion University heads into the Spring 2001 semester, the

InterFraternity Council looks to make improvements in Greek life on

campus.

For the Spring-Fall 2001 term, a new executive board has been elect-

ed. These men hope to continue the work the previous executive coun-

cils have pioneered for the Greek community.

The executive council is represented as follows: Michael L. Davis as

President, James A. Williams as Vice President, Ashley Giska as

Secretary, and Nathan Lutz as Treasurer. The IFC now represents ten

active fraternities on the Clarion campus and has an agenda focusing to

disprove the typical fraternal stereotypes and proving that fraternities

as a whole, are in a valuable part of the Clarion community, as well as

in campus life.

The InterFraternity Council is the legislative body governing frater-

nities. The IFC has worked to develop its community service projects

throughout Clarion, and this effort will continue to be a focal point in

the upcoming year.

Projects on the horizon of IFC and the recognized fraternities include

the growing tradition of ringing the bell for donations to benefit the

Salvation Army. The fraternities will also be participating in the

Clarion Barbell Club's Toys for Tots Bench-a-thon, dt)nations will go t(^

help needy children in the Christmas Season. We are looking forward

to our annual involvement and our role in the Fun Fair at the Clarion

Elementary School in the Spring semester.

If there are organizations wishing to contact any of Clarion's ten local

fraternities for community service work or projects, please contact

IPC's advisor. Dr. John Postlewait at the Clarion University IFC office

in 277 Gemmell or call at 393-2418.
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"When Country Comes To Town"
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

On February 18, Toby Keith

will be performing in Clarion.

Although many of you may not

know who this is, Toby Keith is a

renowned country music artist.

Keith, originally from Clinton

Oklahoma, made his debut into

the country scene in May of 1993

with the hit "Should Have Been

A Cowboy" that rose to be a

number one hit that stayed on the

charts for two weeks. The song

also ended up to be the most

played country song of the

decade in the 90's.

In 1999, Toby Keith signed

with DreamWorks. In 1997, he

teamed up with producer and

friend to write and release yet

another hit, "Dream Walkin."

Toby Keith has received many

awards, honors, and nominations

for his efforts and music. CMT
named Keith "Male Video Artist

of the Year", and the song "How

Do You Like Me Now" was also

named Number 1 Video for the

year 2000.

He was also presented with the

Native Son Award by the South

Photo courtesy of UAB

Country singer Tobey Keith, wtio will be performing at Clarion

University.

Oklahoma City Chamber of

Commerce on January 27 of last

year. Keith received this honor

for his contributions and partici-

pation in the rescue effort in the

Oklahoma City bombmg.

Toby Keith has also received

two nominations for the CMA
awards. These nominations were

for Single of the Year and Music

Video of the Year for the song

"How Do You Like Me Now".

He was also nominated for

Favorite Album Country Music

at the American Music Awards.

Perhaps Keith's seventh and

most recent album is the one that

he is most known for. "How Do
You Like Me Now" is not only

another number one hit, but the

title of this award winning

album.

"How Do You Like Me Now"
received awards and nominations

for the video and song for good

reasons. Anyone who can look

back at their high school experi-

ence and recall a crush that did

not give them the time of day, can

relate to this song and video.

In the video, Keith plays a man

who made it big and wants to let

his crush know what she missed

out on. It starts out with his

grown up crush arriving at the

high school stadium with a note

from Keith to meet him there.

When he arrives and she sees

who it is, she gets angry as he

proceeds to tell her how he feels.

The video also features actors

that play the young Keith and

crush during high school. The

whole song and video are very

upbeat and humorous and easy to

identify with. Some features that

many music videos lack today.

The rest of the album features

songs such as "When Love

Fades", "Country Comes To

Town", "You Shouldn't Kiss

Me", and "Heart To Heart".

This is definitely an album

www.theclarioncall.com

British music gets ready

to invade the States once

again. This time,

Coldplay leads the pack.

To see how they do.

See Page 9.

Dude, Wiere'sMy Car?

resorts to

lowest-common

denominator humor to

draw in the crowds.

See Page 10.

where listening to every song

isn't a chore. Rarely does this

happen.

Toby Keith is also scheduled to

appear on CMT's All Access

Show on February 8th at 8:00

p.m.

Clarion is definitely lucky and

privileged to have Toby Keith.

Tickets for the concert are now

on sale ai: the Gemmell

Information Desk at the Gemell

Student Center. They are $8 for

students and $15 for non stu-

dents. Doors open at 7 p.m. on

February 18, and the show starts

at 8 p.m.

So clear your calendar and

make your way to the gymnasi-

um for a great night of music and

entertainment. Even non-country

fans will enjoy the performance.

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of an aerobic

exercise session being held in

downstairs Gemmell.

So, what do women
really want?

Mel Gibson finds out

vdth his latest film,

which entertains.

See Page 10.

Calendar of Events.

To find outwhafs
going on in Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 10.
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Parachuting into great music with Coldplay
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestj'les Editor

It's taken a while for it to filter

down, but now Radiohead's

influence (at least their early

period) is finally rearing its head.

I have only one thing to say:

Thank God. Maybe it's just

blind luck, or perhaps the fact

that Yorke & Company appeal to

better musicians, but the recent

pack of bands that lick at

Radiohead's heels are damn
good. Adopting their more

space-rock sound are the art-

school wankers Muse, and Travis

has co-opted Thom's knack for

sparse, acoustic beauty.

Now the latest of the "New

Laddism" movement (as it has

been dubbed), Coldplay, has sur-

faced in the States with their

debut album, Parachutes. It's

interesting to note that what is

perhaps the best of this crop of

bands is also the one that's least

indebted to Radiohead.

Coldplay has more in common
with Jeff Buckley's voice and

expansive music, along with a

healthy dose of Leonard Cohen's

dark romanticism. It's hard not

to draw parallels to Buckley's

"Last Goodbye" when listening

to lead singer Chris Martin's

and musicianship.

The songs on Paraciiutes can

be easily dismissed on first lis-

ten, but stick with them for a

couple more spins. The melodies

unfurl their majestic wings, and

you'll be singing Martin's

lovelorn lyrics at the top of your

lungs, in spite of yourself.

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING

Why is TIAA-CREF the

#1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
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keening vocal on tracks like

"Shiver."

And much like Buckley, or

Radiohead, adoration of

Coldplay hinges on whether you

think Martin sounds like he's

bearing his soul, or just has his

testicles in a vice. If you choose

the former, then you've just

found the most promising new
band in the world. But if you opt

for the "clamped nuts" route,

then you're going to think this is

some seriously wussified music.

The mellow quartet has already

experienced some of this back-

lash. Art-punk-jazz-techno ter-

rorists Primal Scream have

accused them of making "bed-

wetter's music." If that's so,

then I'm breaking out the plastic

sheets, because I am completely

enraptured by this group.

For those of disenfranchised

with straight-forward British

rock, thanks to Oasis (everyone's

favorite band to hate), get ready

to pull those Union Jacks out of

the closet. Coldplay demon-

strates all that's good about

British rock in the past decade:

sweeping songs with choruses

that define the word "anthemic,"

yearning vocals that scrape the

rafters, and supreme songcraft

But don't think Coldplay is all

style and no substance. Guitarist

Jon Buckland literally makes
love to his instrument, most

impressively on the lead-off sin-

gle, "Yellow." He creates the

perfect canvas for Martin to

paint his sad, yet hopeful por-

traits of wounded love. The
rhythm section of Will

Champion (drums) and Guy
Berryman (bass), provides a

steady and unfaltering backbeat,

grounding the songs and prevent-

ing them from getting too flighty.

Highlights include the taut

"Shiver," a song in which Martin

doesn't just wear his heart on his

sleeve, he slaps it up on a bill-

board; the airy, atmospheric

"Sparks," and most notably,

"Yellow." "Yellow" is pure pop

perfection, with a chorus that

won't leave your head, and a riff

that begs for a thousand air gui-

tar solos.

In short, Coldplay will make
you believe in Wonderwalls

again. With a little more focus

and experience, Coldplay will

graduate from just a great band,

to a truly legendary one. Until

then, you can be sure I'll wear

out my copy of Paraciiutes. 4 out

of 5 stars.
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Today
•Sorority Recruitment
Registration (247 Gem)
Friday, January 26
•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem)
•Swimming & Diving Allegheny
1 pm
•Sorority Recruitment
Registration (247 Gem)
•Wrestling PSAC Tournament
(Clarion)

Saturday, January 27
•Wrestling PSAC Tournament

^m

(Clarion)

Sunday, January 28
•UAB Super Bowl Party (Gem Rotunda) 6 pm
Monday, January 29
•Faculty Senate Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Credit/No Record begins 10 am (Registrar's office)

•May/June/July/Aug 01 Grad apps due from College
Deans of Feb. 28.

•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
Tuesday, January 30
•UAB presents The Dance Alloy (Aud) 8 pm
Wednesday, January 31
•M. BB vs. Slippery Rock 8 pm
•W. BB vs. Slippery Rock 6 pm

BuBjaaaaBMBiagiBMBiBMaBjaBiBigMBMBMa^^
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Dude, Where's my money back?
by Matt Green

.... .9!?Fi?P. !??.'! ?}^^. y^,^}}^F

I must first apologize for the

brevity of the following review.

However, it has been a month

since I have seen the movie.

Dude, Where's My Car?, and

since that time I have forgotten

the names of the characters in

the movie. I also cannot

remember the names of the

actors in the movie. However, I

consider myself lucky because

this is single-handedly one of

the worst films I have ever

seen.

Dude, Where's My Car? is

about two clueless stoners try-

ing to remember what happened

to them the night before, so

they can find their car that con-

tains their girlfriends' anniver-

sary gifts (heck of a storyline).

On their various travels around

town, they encounter aliens, a

cult that wears bubble wrap as

clothing, a transvestite stripper,

a disgruntled pizza man, and

more aliens. They also get into

a fight with several ostriches in

LookiFTgi /to PARTY for

SpriPipBreak2001?
SIS has guoranlilo^ piiceslo Ihello^ng desMons:

' " MEXICO; -iraiOA

Jamaica fii^ Cancun

Starting @479
Ameicrfs #1 stu^nTta'cJi^irta, C^ncuii Bcacli Front

Www.stsifavel

BAHAMAS-Vi

a farmer's field. All in hopes of

finding a car. That is all I can

really tell you about the story-

line of the movie because, well,

that's all there is.

Dude, Where's My Car? takes

the old phrase, "a little goes a

long way," and smashes it into a

million pieces. It then trans-

forms those pieces into a movie

that we are expected to enjoy. I

left the theater angry for a cou-

ple of reasons. First, I was'

insulted that movie companies

feel that moviegoers today

would find such simplistic and

dumb antics funny. Second, I

was upset that a few people in

the theater referred to this

movie as "comic genius."

All in all, Where's My Car?

gives you a hopeful feeling. I

wanted them to find the car so I

could leave. However, they

went through such boring and

long processes to find it, when

they did I didn't care. So, don't

see this movie; spend your

money on Traffic or Cast Away,

or just throw seven dollars out

of your car window. Because, I

can guarantee that will be better

than watching this movie!

A movie women want
by Jeff Say

Contributing Writer

Alright ladies, I'm going to have

to ask you to leave at this point in

time, you can come back later -

just look through Dave Barry's

hilarious column.

Okay, guys, are we all alone.

Good. Here's a quick tip, when

your girlfriend/wife/friend of

opposite sex/mother drags you to

see What Women Want don't get

fooled by the hype. This movie

will only confuse you on what

women want, not clue you in to

that elusive secret.

Not only does this movie not

help out our cause, but it makes

one of our finest men look, dare 1

say it, feminine.

I never thought in my entire life

that I would see the manly Mel

Gibson prancing around in panty-

hose waxing his legs. That's right

guys, Mel stoops that low to make

this romantic comedy work.

I never thought that the mighty

Mel, who has made such influen-

tial movies as Lethal Weapon,

Lethal Weapon II, Lethal Weapon

in and let's not forget Lethal

Weapon IV, would everbe caught

dead dancing to Paula Cole drunk

on a bottle of Chianti. But there he

is, in all his glory, dancing away

decked out in several feminine

products.

This is the beginning of the end

for Mel's character, Nick

Marshall. Marshall, who is an

advertising designer for a New
York firm, lost out on a promotion

to up and comer Darcy Maguire

(Helen Hunt). Now he has to try

on feminine producic to try and

relate to the female consumer.

Marshall tries on the products

and after being caught in his

pantyhose by his daughter, falls

on several bath beads, electrocutes

himself and, "poof," can magical-

ly hear women's thoughts.

After trying to rid himself of the

mind reading ability, Marshall

uses it to steal ideas from the fresh

thinking Maguire. Marshall pitch-

es a novel ad idea to Nike, an idea

that was originally Magune's.

This wouldn't be called a roman-

tic comedy for nothing and mid-

way through the film Marshall

inexplicably falls for Maguire.

The movie quickly follows the girl

meets guy; guy is an a**. guy

^AAAiJA JAJA^ Sorting® 529
1800648-4849CallI(xJay,Spaceinynileci!!!

NEED TO EARN EXTRA
CASH?

Part-time employment available with
local manufacturing company. 20 hrs

per week or more. Flexible schedule.

CaU (814) 927-6428 for more information

loses woman; gets woman back

fcxrmat.

While not the best movie Mel

ever made we are at least treated

to the sometimes hilarious and'

always frank thoughts that travel

through women's minds. Mel's

character is bombarded with

womanly thoughts where ever he

is but he quickly recovers to

become the loving sensitive man

that every wx)man wants.

In the end the film really does

reveal what all women want... Mel

Gibson.

\
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DAVE
by David Miller

A TTENTION S TUDENTS:
ARE you LOOKING FOR A GOOD NORKOUT?

HON AbOUT JAE'KNON-DO?
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Crossword
ACROSS

1 Exchange
5 Butterfly snare

8 Fitting

14 Stadium level

15 Olympic "Dream
Team"

16 Interior lining of

eyes
17 Eradicated

19 Proclamations

20 Fatalities

21 Network of

"Nature"

23 Pass over

24 Thanksgiving

guest of honor?

25 Angler's rods

27 Expert

28 Show teeth

30 Sketched out

32 Long period of

time

33 Modestly

34 Field research

36 Struck out

40 Current-

measuring

instruments

42 "Norma _"
43 Bishop's aides

46 Overdo the TLC
47 First of a count

48 Laurel andMikita
49 Scottish cap
50 Small bottle

52 Part of TG IF

53 Asiatic deer
56 Motionless

58 Deceptive

60 Premier passive

protester

61 Also

62 A single time

63 Compositions

64 Slangy

affirmative

65 Loch for

monsters

DOWN
1 Ornamental

button

2 Rub over

3 Ventilating

4 Positive particle

5 Bonkers

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7

1

8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

IS) 21 22

I 23

24

I 25 .g 27

28 29 . 30 31

32 33 i
34 35

I 36 37 38 39

Hhi 40 41 " 42

43 44 4b W47 W 49 ll
50 51 52

I
53 54 55

b6 57

1

58 59

60 61

1
62

63 64 66
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6 Wind dir.

7 Polliwog

8 Oscar-night VI Ps
9 Carmine, e.g.

10 Elevator man?
11 Nag
12 Lure

13 Spoke roughly

18 Resistance

measure
22 Vision restrlctors

25 Ate like a
chicken

26 Offers to buyers

28 Solidify

29 Caviar base
30 Skin problem

31 Gobs'
agreement

33 Cupolas

35 Open hostilities

37 Brass

instrument

38 Take in food

39 Sandra or Ruby
41 State of being on

edge

Solutions

43 Unusually tall

seasoning plant
44 Loos and Louise
45 Eats one's heart

out

46 Eurasian plum
49 Greek letter

51 Clytemnestra's

mother
53 Swill

54 Circle parts

55 Bread choices
57 Reticent

59 Bud's sidekick

CLASSES S TARTING IN JANUAR///

NMO: INS TRUC TOR DENNIS bUSSELL

NMEN: EverLj MONDAY, starting JANUARY 22, 2001

TIME: 5:00-6:00PM

NHERE: CLARION UNIVERSITY RFC. CENTER

COURT I

THE BENEFITS OF TAE-KNON-DOE ARE MANY:
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SEE YOU THERE//

FOR MORE INFORMA TION

CONTACT THE STUDENT REC

CENTER 3P3-I667
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At the Student Hecreation Center

iEvery Monday ^
) Tennis 6-8 pm

iy Every

Volleyball 6-8 p

:*^very Friday'

Badmitton 6-S pm
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Twisted View* Cooney Twisted View* Cooney

DITHERED TWfTS b, Stan Waling

Is that where you download the milk?" "We want one young enough to be cute,

but old enough to show us how to get on the internet."

off the mark by Mark Parisi off the mark

"Waiter, there's a fly in my ants!"
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ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

ifinciUfinnftnnnnnii

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go

Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssum-

mertours.com.
He* « «* :|I :tc « *« 4: * * l|l

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!
^l.^^1^1^^^^^^^)(1^)^^^^^l^^^

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

included except phone. Laundry

facilities. Across the street from

campus. Call 223-9161.
iHfiUfifif-IHHHHHHflf

Student apartments for rent for

groups of 3-4. One block from

campus. Call 354-2489 or 226-

7774.
^^i^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^

1 bedroom apartment in Clarion.

All utilities included. $425 per

month. 226-8561.
1^^^1^^^^^^^l^^l.)^i^^^i^^^l^

Wanted: 7 female tenants who's

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a I year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!
:)cHiHc««it>«*i|i*>l<>l<i|<«

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
^^l^)^^^)^i^^^l^^^1^l^1^l^^^

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.

C
holp wantod

2001-2002 year. House for 2, 3 or

4 female students. Quiet, close to

campus, summer included. Lease,

references. Call 226-6867.

«4>4i«4<«t4<*4> If >•"•"*<

House for 3-4 female students.

Fall 2001-Spring 2002. Utilities

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour liindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

ATTN: Work Irom home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Councelors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

gr»»k atis )
Congratulations to sister Jen

Kenedy on her lavalier to Jesse

Cozad of 0X. You're perfect for

each other. Love AST

Congratulations to sister Kristy

Sunderland on her engagement to

Wayne Koenig. We wish you the

best. Love AET
^^^l.1^^^^^^^^^1^1^^^l^^^^^l(

Good luck to all the sororities dur-

ing rush. Love, the sisters of AZT

Happy belated birthday to Amy
Tanski, Laura Zettlemoyer and

Jodi Latosky. We love you girls!

AST
ll.^^1^1f^f1^^^^l.^^^^^l.^li^l.l|i

AST would like to welcome

everyone back for a new semester,

and good luck in the new year.

Happy 21st birthday to sisters

Renee Irwin and Brianna Shomin.

Have a great time at the bars!

Love AST
^^t^if^^lfi^^^l^^^ie^^^^^^i^

Congratulations to Stacey

Carothers on being elected Panhel

president. We are so proud of you!

Love AST

The sisters of OSS would like to

wish all the sororities a great

recruitment.

Happy 21st birthday to Mike.

Love the sisters of OSS

Happy 21st birthday to Kylene.

Love your Phi Sig sisters.

^^1^^^^^^^^f^^^fl^^fl(^^^^1f

To the brothers of OSK: Welcome

back and I hope everyone had a

great break. Congratulations to

Chris, Mike, Smooter, Tim, Marty

and John on making the new E-

board. Happy 21st birthday to

Tim, Mike and Ben. Have a great

week! Love your sweetheart,

Dena.

Happy belated B-day Brandi.

Love your 0OA sisters.

innnnnnnnnnnnnt

Welcome back everyone. We hope

all of you had a good break. 0OA

Good luck to all the sororities dur-

ing recruitment. 90A

Shannon, keep up the good work

with recruitment. Love your 0OA
sisters.

To the ASTs, welcome back. I

hope your break was fun. Let's

hang out soon. TT.
l^^,^^•i^i^^^^^^^i^l^^^^^^^^( ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1^^^>^^^^^^^

Congratulations Steve Shepard

and John Kimmel for getting

engaged. From the brothers of

Sigma Pi.

Dena, Welcome back! We're look-

ing forward to another great

semester with you. Thanks for the

candy. Love, OSK
ifiHHHfiHeiUfiHtintif Hi >|< 4> If i|<ll><ti>l< *>!<*>•<**

Welcome back everyone and good

luck with rush. From the brothers

of Sigma Pi.

ifitit'lfil.1clfl(1(1l.'lflclf1r

Happy 21st birthday Chuck! Love

your sweetheart, Jackie.

The brothers of OSK would like

to wish a happy birthday to Tim

Connors, Mike Metz, Luke

Benedict and Ben Chervenak.
tfil.1fifif1fi(iifitififl(1f-l(

HcHod***********

Happy birthday Zac! Sorry this is

late. Love your sweetheart,

Jackie.

Happy birthday to Amy Cohen

and Nakki Panelle. We love you!!

AOE

Congratulations to Haylee Becker

on your engagement. You truly

deserve it. Love your sisters of

AOE
^^^^l^l^l^K^^^e^H^1HHH^

Good luck to all the fraternities

and sororities this semester! Love,

AOE
**************

Go Giants! 0X
**************

Welcome back Tracey. Good luck

on your last semester. Love, 0X

Welcome back everybody. Sigma

Chi.
**************

Happy 21st birthday to our sweet-

heart Jackie. The brothers of SX
**************

OSK would like to welcome

everyone back for spring semes-

ter. Good luck on all classes.

D, would you like to buy a vowel?

Love Keith and Jen.

**************

Jeff, I am glad we decided on

Chow Fun's. Love always, Jen.

**************

Happy belated birthday Tim. I had

a lot of fun at the bar with you.

Love, Debby.
**************

Hello Kettle? Black calling. Love

The Pot.
**************

Hey Erb, we are soooo fighting!

Bring me coffee and I will think

otherwise. Love, JenSay

Dr. Barlow, here is to another

great semester. We are looking

forward to New York and working

with you again. The Clarion Call

Executive Board.
**************

UAB presents

"Toby Keith"

with special guest.

When: February 18, 2001

Where: Tippin Gymnasium

Doors open at 7 p.m. and the

show starts at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $8 for students and

$15 for non-students.

Tickets can be purchased at

Gemmell Info Desk!
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Sports
Golden Eagle wrestlers manage seventh straight vic-

tory: Testa named PSAC-West Athlete of the Week
Courtesy of Sports Information

Golden Eagle sophomore,

Eric Mausser, defeated Rider

senior. Marc DePrancesco,

4-2 at the 1971b. weight class

in the final match of the day

against Rider, giving Clarion

a hard earned 19-15 win over

the Broncs at Clarion's Waldo

S. Tippin Gym.
Mausser's second period

take down provided the mar-

gin of victory as he ran his

overall record to 20-4 this

season.

With the win, Clarion has

won seven straight dual

meets and has run its overall

record to 8-1 on the season,

under fourth year head coach

Ken Nellis. Rider's record

dropped to 3-4 overall.

With the match starting at

heavyweight, Clarion's 11th

ranked John Testa posted a

major decision over Vinny

D'Agostino 14-4. He scored

10 points in the third period

to garner the win.

Three straight wins at the

1331b. weight class, 1411b.

weight class and 1491b.

weight class gave the Golden

Eagles a 16-3 lead they never

relinquished.

Rad Martinez scored a

major decision over Rick

Bauer, 13-3, with four take-

downs, a two-point near fall

and a reversal. Frank Edgar

notched a 21-5 technical fall

at 5:30 over Seneca Cooper

paced by 15 second period

points. Dom Surra finished

the run with an 8-4 decision

over Nick Harrington. With

the score tied 4-4 in the final

10 seconds. Surra reversed

Harrington to his back with a

4-point move that gave him

the victory.

Rider's comeback was led

by 18th ranked Nick Catone's

5-1 decision over Pete

Kroshefskie and 9th ranked

Shawn Scannell's narrow 4-2

win over Bob Topper.

Topper's third period take-

down tied the bout 2-2, but

Scannell reversed late and

with riding time, won 5-2.

Rider narrowed Clarion's

lead to 16-15, but that simply

John Testa

set the stage for Mausser's

last match victory.

The Golden Eagles, direct-

ed by fourth year head coach

Ken Nellis, entered

Bloomsburg's match with a

6-1 overall record and a 2-0

mark in the EWL.
After opening the year with

a 27-10 win over West

Virginia and losing 37-6 at

Penn State, Clarion has post-

ed five straight wins over

East Stroudsburg (28-9), Pitt-

Johnstown (21-19), Kent

State (23-12), Cleveland

State (37-3) and Buffalo (25-

9). Clarion is "Honorable

Mention" in InterMat's top 25

poll.

Bloomsburg, under eighth

year head coach, Tom
Martucci, is a deceiving 0-3

this season, having lost to

three ranked teams.

The Huskies have dropped

close matches to Pittsburgh

(21-14), Virginia Tech (23-

21) and Edinboro (21-12),

giving Bloomsburg an 0-3

record in the Eastern

Wrestling League.

"We're expecting a very

exciting match on Friday,"

said Clarion's Nellis.

"Bloomsburg will be con-

sidered a slight favorite

based on their having five

ranked wrestlers, but we're

looking forward to the chal-

lenge that presents. They are

especially strong in the mid-

dle and upper weights, and

we'll need to win some key

matches to get the win."

Clarion was led by 11th

ranked John Testa (16-4) at

heavyweight. Testa had a 2-0

record last week leading

Clarion to victories over

Cleveland State and Buffalo,

and was named the PSAC
"Wrestler of the Week."

Testa pinned Cleveland

State's Don Caramell at 2:32,

then decisioned Buffalo's

John Eschenfelder 3-2.

Eschenfelder was ranked 6th

in the nation.

Also leading Clarion was

13th rated, Rad Martinez (19-

4) at the 1331b. weight class,

along with Dominic Surra

(14-5) at the 1491b. weight

class, Aaron Mitchell (14-9)

at the 1771b. weight class.

Bob Topper (14-5) at the

1841b. weight class and Eric

Mausser (18-4) at the 1971b.

weight class.

Also in the lineup for the

Golden Eagles will be Peter

Derstine (9-6) at the 1251b.

weight class, Frank Edgar
(10-10) at the 1411b. weight

class, Shane McChesney (8-

7) at the 1571b. weight class

and Pete Kroshefskie (6-9) at

the 1651b. weight class.

Waldo S. Tippin natatorium undergoes renovations
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Waldo S. Tippin natatorium is in

the process of undergoing renovations

for the 2001 year. Reconstruction and

repairs to several areas of the pool as

well as the surrounding areas have aided

in the appearance of the facility.

The natatorium has undergone the

most drastic changes with the install-

ment of new plexi-glass guard-railing

and lighting in the balcony area.

Construction crews replaced the

underwater viewing windows in both the

competition pool and diving well. The

pillars in the pool area have also been

repainted with Clarion colors, blue and

gold.

Other renovations to the Waldo S.

Tippin facility have also taken place

during the past month.

Two new offices have recently been

added for coaches in the lower level of

the building, along side of the gymnasi-

um. New showers have also been

installed within both mens and womens
locker rooms. All renovations will

improve the general appearance of the

facility.

Liz Potter /The Clarion Call

The Waldo S. Tippin natatorium after a frest) paintjob.

•www.theclarioncall.com'
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Womens Basketball

Lantz named PSAC-West Player of the Week
Courtesy of Sports

Information

Clarion University junior for-

ward, Christina Lantz, was

named the PSAC-West "Player of

the Week" during the week of

Jan. 8.

Lantz averaged 24.5 points per

game and 10.5 rebounds per

game in helping the Golden

Eagles (6-5) to back-to-back

wins over the weekend, including

a 72-53 win over Cheyney

Saturday and a 112-108 double-

overtime win over the No. 1 team

in the East Region, West Chester.

Lantz, a co-captain, was the key

player in the Golden Eagles win

over previously unbeaten, West

.Chester, scoring a career-high 34

points on 15 of 20 shooting

(75%) while grabbing 12

rebounds.

The previous day against

Cheyney, Lantz scored 15 points

while shooting 54.5 percent (6-

11) from the field. She also had

nine rebounds in just 29 minutes

of playing time against the

Wolves.

On the season, Lantz, who
missed all but three games last

season with a knee injury, is

Clarion's leading scorer, averag-

ing 13.1 points per game and is

third on the team in rebounding

grabbing 7.4 rebounds per game.

She had also blocked a team-high

of eight shots while dishing out

16 assists and grabbing 18 steals.

She is the daughter of Gary and

Mary Beougher of Rockford,

Ohio. The Golden Eagles wom-
ens team enters the game with a

6-5 record and a two-game win-

ning streak.

Clarion came off back-to-back

wins over the weekend at home

having beaten Cheyney 72-53

and the No. 1 team in the East

Region, West Chester, 1 12-108 in

double overtime. The Golden

Eagles were the first team to beat

West Chester this season.

Shippensburg (9-2) has won

five games in a row and was

ranked No. 3 in the East Region

in the Jan. 2 rankings. The Red

Raiders are coming off a week-

end sweep as well as having beat-

en Mansfield 72-62 and

Bloomsburg 71-61.

Clarion was led by PSAC-West

"Player of the Week" Christina

Lantz. Clarion's second leading

scorer is Melissa Yearous who is

averaging 12.9 points per game

and 7.5 rebounds per game.

Two other Clarion starters are

averaging in double figures with

Allison Stodart scoring 12.0

points per game while hitting 34

three-pointers and Tameka

Washington scoring 10.5 points

per game while grabbing 3.5

rebounds per game.

Rounding out Clarion's starting

five is center Courtney Willman

who is scoring 7.7 points per

game while grabbing a team-high

8.0 rebounds per game.

In Yearous, absence guard

Tiffany Taylor has stepped in

nicely averaging 5.8 points per

game while dishing out 22

assists. She had 1 1 assists in the

Golden Eagles win over West

Chester.

Leading a deep Clarion bench

that has four players averaging

13 or more minutes per game is

Jen Duhnke who is averaging

4.2 points per game and 2.7

assists per game. Also coming off

the Golden Eagle bench are Judy

Zimmerman, Erin Stinnette,

Aaliyah Muhammad, Lindsay

Kostorick, Kristen Maholic and

Julie McCormack.

Soorts
frivrivia
What is

the yearly
salary of
Texas
A&M's
football
coach,

Slocum?

IWTRmVUIRAL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

5 on 5 BASKETBALL
Games begin Tuesday, 1/30/00.

Registration due by Monday, 1/29.

Captains meeting Monday 1/29 9:15 pm.

Both Men's and Women's leagues

will be offered. Rosters are limited to

ten players. You may drop or add

players until haliway through the

regular season. Further information

and registration forms are available in

the Rec Center.

FLOOR HOCKEY
Floor Hockey begins Thursday, 2/1

Registration due Wednesday 1/30/00.

Captain's meeting Wednesday 9 pm.

This is a 4 on 4 league, and rosters are

limited to 8 players. Registration

forms and further information are

available in the Rec Center.

RACOUETBALL RESULTS:
Doug Knepp and Jon O'Donnell were the

champions of the doubles racquetball

tournament held on Friday, Jan. 19 . Eight

teams competed in all.

SPRING 2001 IM SCHEDULE
ACTIVITY: REGISTRATION DUE:

RACQUETBALL 1/18

CLIMBING CONTEST 1/26

5 ON 5 BASKETBALL 1/29

FLOOR HOCKEY 1/30

BOWLING 1/30

DARTS 1/30

POOL VOLLEYBALL 1/31

BILUARDS 2/1

BENCH PRESS 2/5

3 POINT SHOT 2/6

BACKGAMMON 2/7

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT 2/12

3 ON 3 VOLLEYBALL 2/13

CHESS 2/14

POKER TOURNAMENT 2/21

FLOOR HOCKEY 3/5

WALLEYBALL 3/6

WRESTLING 3/7

PUNT/PASS/KICK 3/13

HACKEY-SACK 3/14

TUBE H20 POLO 3/27

SOFTBALL 3/28

5 K ROAD RACE 4/3

HOME-RUN DERBY 4/4

FISHING DERBY 4/10

TRACK MEET 4/19

TURKEY SHOOT 4/20

TRUTHALON 4/26

GOLF SCRAMBLE 4/27

BOWLING
The spring bowling League will begin

Wednesday, Jan. 31^'. Registration forms

are due Tuesday, Jan. 30*. Teams will be

Co-Rec and must have at least two girls on

each team. Teams may have four or five

bowlers per team. There will be a $3.00

lane fee charged per person for each night

of bowling. Fee must be paid before you

start bowling. Shoe rental is included in the

lane fee. Championship T-shirts will be

awarded to the winners of the Regular

Season, Final Tournament, and the Lowball

Toumament. Further information and

registration forms are available in the Rec

Center.

CLIMBING WALL COMPETITION:
Monday, January 29"' at 8:00pm. Registration

forms are due Friday, January 26^^. Men's and

Women's singles and Co-Rec divisions will

compete. All equipment will be provided by

the Rec Center. The Rec Center will also

provide belayers for all climbers. Further

information and registration forms are available

in the Rec Center.
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Swimming and diving

Golden Eagle swimmers and divers compete in tri-meet
By Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle swimming

and diving teams recently com-

peted in the annual Golden Ram
Classic from Jan. 19-20 at West

Chester University.

Clarion competed in a total of

40 eventJ against both

Shippensburg and West Chester

during the two day event. Both

mens and womens teams defeat-

ed Shippensburg, but suffered

losses to West Chester.

Several swimmers and divers

placed among the top three fin-

ishers during the event.

Starting off the meet with a

third place finish for Clarion was

the womens 200 yard medley

relay team, consisting of Megan
Tracy. Caroline Miller, Bethany

Bankovich, and Andrea Faller.

The mens swimming team of

Doug Scott, Ben Chandlee, John

Smithson, and Bill Wright

replied with a first in that event.

Shannon Cattoni brought in a

second in the 200 freestyle while

Aaron Bell took a third place for

the mens team. Beau Caldwell

managed a second place in the

following event, the 400

Individual medley.

Next up for Clarion was

Bankovich, scoring a third place

in the 100 fly while Tracy added

a first place in the following 100

backstroke. Scott also pulled in a

second place finish in the mens

100 back, while Brandi

Smithson managed a third place

for the Golden Eagles in the 500

freestyle.

The Clarion womens relay

team of Faller. Katie McNerny,

Megan Trimbur, and Cattoni

pulled in a first place finish in

the 200 freestyle relay while the

mens team of Wright, Gary

Aughinbaugh, Smithson, and

Bell took second for the men.

Caroline Miller worked her

way for a first place finish in the

100 breaststroke for the women.

Chandlee pulled in a first place

finish in the same event while

Matt Jeffers added a third.

Concluding the meet for Friday

was the 800 freestyle relay.

Taking second place for the

ladies were Trimbur, Missy Baer,

B. Smithson, and Cattoni. The

mens team managed a third in

this event. Competing were

Adam Lohr, Scott, Brian

Monico, and Bell.

Plunging into Saturday's com-

petition was Lohr taking a sec-

ond for the men in the 1650 free.

The 400 medley relay team of

Tracy, Miller, Bankovich. and

Cattoni. The mens team of Scott.

Chandlee, Smithson, and Wright

also took second in the 400.

The next swimmer to score in

the top three was Adam Ulishney

in the mens 200 I.M. Trimbur

was next up for the women with

a third in the 50 freestyle. Scott

also scored a third for the men in

that event.

Baer pulled in a third place fin-

ish in the 200 fly while Cattoni

managed a second in the 100

freestyle. Trimbur took a third in

the 100 free as well.

Bell was the next to bring in a

top three finish, with a third in

the mens 100 free. Brandi

Smithson took a third in the 200

backstroke and was followed by

Scott in the mens with a second.

Miller brought home a third

place finish in the 200 breast-

sroke for the womens team while

Jeffers took a second for the

men. Chandlee also pulled in a

third for the men.

The Golden Eagle divers also

had a respectable meet with all

participants placing in the top

three.

Starting off for Clarion was

junior Amanda Earnest, taking a

first place in the one meter com-

petition with 644.41 total points.

Chrissy Young took a second in

the one meter with 622.80 points

and Jessica Waldman pulled in a

third with 619.95 points.

On the three meter board com-

petition, Young took home a

first with 702.98 points while

Earnest scored 684.67 points.

Finishing up the meet for the

womens swimming team with a

second place finish in the 400

freestyle relay was Trimbur,

Bankovich, Baer, and Cattoni.

The mens 400 relay of Wright,

Aughinbaugh, Smithson. and

Bell also took second.

Both swimming and divine

teams will compete at home
against Allegheny on Friday.

Jan. 26 at 5:00 p.m.

®TOYOTA

SPENDING
flSiiiiii^E^BHSff^ B

www.gettoyota.eoiii

Most everyone has them... no one likes them. (Toyota Echo can help.) Echo gets up to 38 miles per gallon*..that limits your spending

on gasoline. (Good start.) Echo has an amazmg amount of interior room,. .seating for 5. ..so it will hold a lot of something, like up to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home— positive cash flow to further limit your spending. (Another plus.) Now you try one.

(Hints: It's Toyota.. .very dependable. And its an Echo, starting around $13,500 well equipped.) So the next time your spending limits

come up for discussion, you'll be all set with a positive suggestion...A visit to your nearby Toyota dealer.

*EPA estimate 31/38 4 door, 4-speed automatic. Even better with 5-speed manual.
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Fourth place finish for Ciarion
Testa,

Topper

win titles

Courtesy of Sports Information

!•••«•••••« ia«««*«*«*<

courtesy photo

Clarion wrestling finished fourth this past weekend at the PSAC Championships held at Tippin Gymnasium.

Haven won the team title, Edinboro was second and Bloomsburgh finished third.

Lock

Army reaching into pockets for students
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion CdlEditoM^^^^^

"Be all you can be" has echoed

through the ears of thousands, if

not millions of individuals. Many

students are finding that sound to

be money in the bank.

The Army Reserves is prosper-

ing especially in Clarion County

according to Daniel Baxa, U.S.

Army Reserve Recruiter.

Baxa, a recruiter for the

ranklin, Clarion and Warren area

has had a steady pace of young

adults signing onto the Army

Reserves.

"We are doing very well. Since

October we have signed 12 area

high school seniors to join and

also around five to six college stu-

dents," said Baxa.

Baxa believes that the Army

Reserve is there for what you want

it to be there for.

"When I go up to a potential

recruit I ask him 'what do you

want from the army reserve',"

Baxa said. "Some say training;

others say money."

Most answer with money

according to Baxa. With growing

college tuitions the Army Reserve

is helping students get through

with a lot of extra cash says Baxa.

Tom Brown, senior information

science major at Clarion

University agrees with that idea.

Brown joined the reserves in

Aug. of 1997 and will complete

his enlistment in Dec. 2002. He

will reep the benefits of his Army

reserve experience soon after

entering into the "real world."

"When I graduate I'll have no

student loans. I'm basically sup-

porting myself right now," Brown

said. "By working one weekend

a month right now I am making

around $400."

A member of the Unit 36

Military Police Battalion, Brown

goes one weekend a month to

work for the reserves and two

www.theclarioncan.com

weeks a summer for field training.

This is after nine weeks of basic

training.

~
See *army' Page 4

Clarion's wrestling team fin-

ished fourth at the 58th PSAC

Wrestling Championships which

ended on Saturday evening at

Clarion's Waldo S. Tippin

Gymnasium.

The Golden Eagles also crowned

two individual champions and

had nine placewinners in the tour-

nament.

Lock Haven won the team title

with 153.5 points, Edinboro was

second with 126, Bloomsburg

third with 119 and Clarion fourth

with 100.5 points.

Rounding out the nine team

field were fifth place East

Stroudsburg with 57 points.

Slippery Rock sixth with 52.5,

Kutztown seventh with 34,

Millersville eighth with 32.5 and

Shippensburg ninth with 23

points.

Clarion crowned two individual

champions; in the 1841b division.

Bob Topper, and heavyweight,

John Testa.

Rad Martinez was second, while

fourth place finishes were earned

by Frank Edgar at 141, Dom
Surra at 149, Aaron Mitchell at

174, and Eric Mausser at 197.

Fifth place endings were notched

bv Peter Derstine at 125 and Jim

Perry at 157.

Topper, a senior tri-captain, won

his first PSAC title posting a 3-0

record.

See 'wrestling' Page 17
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Every year there is always one day in January that is con-

sidered a holiday to some and a day of mourning to others.

Yes, it is the Super Bowl.

Even when the game itself is boring, one can always count

on the food. For some reason, the Super Bowl leaves Wal-

Mart's chips and dip isles bare. Although, the nachos and

casseroles are quite worth it.

Even though the food and people can be great, there are

those of us that do not think that the Super Bowl is worthy

of attention. For some, the game was seen in small incre-

ments only when channel surfers were waiting to catch the

beginning of Survivor II. There were also those of us who
completely boycotted any place that the game could be seen

or even heard.

However, there is always one aspect of the Super Bowl
that no one can dispute...the commercials. They are always

great and worth the time.

Although some of us do miss the "Budweiser Frogs", the

"Whazzup Guys" are quite entertaining. The running of the

squirrel's also proved to be Super Bowl worthy. Another

one that had us laughing was the "Crunch Guys". We could

all relate to at least one...admit it, it's true, it's true.

As for the game itself this year, it was quite boring and un-

entertaining for the most part. The three touchdowns in 37

seconds was the highlight of the action. It is a huge let

down when the expectations of the game greatly outweigh

the action of the game itself. There were regular season

games that were more fun to watch. Die hard football fans

found themselves channel surfing through the game at some

points.

Even for those of us who feel that the game is just a bunch

of neanderthals running around grabbing each other, the

three touchdowns in 37 seconds. There is usually the half-

time show for the rest of us who don't care about the game.

This year however, it was mediocre. Quite frankly, Brittany

Spears was scary.

Through the Looking Glass
SURE, WHY NOT,
SHOOT IT OFF MY...

ARGHHH! During a

Christmas Eve celebration at a

home in Aurora, Colo., two young

men went out into the back yard,

and one of them placed a plastic

cup on the other's head, the idea

being that he would shoot it off,

William Tell-style, with a 25-cal-

iber semiautomatic pistol. Alas,

the shot was low. The bullet hit

the man in the forehead, killing

him instantly. The shooter fled

and was being sought. Police Sgt.

Dan Mark said, "I have never seen

anything like this in my 16-year

law enforcement career."

HOLD IT RIGHT
THERE, MOMMA! a
26-year-old woman was about to

board a plane for London at

Zimbabwe's International Airport

when customs officials detained

her because she had an unusually

large rear end. Closer inspection

revealed that she had stuffed 14

pounds of marijuana into her

panties. She was arrested on

smuggling charges.

WHEN ICEBERGS
FLY: A man in Wappapello,

Mo., apparently doesn't believe in

brushing the snow off the top of

his vehicle, preferring instead to

let it melt or blow off as he drives

along. But, due to prolonged bad

weather in the Midwest, a chunk

of ice built up and built up on top

of his van. When it finally blew

off, it weighed about 500 pounds.

It crushed the roof and windshield

of a passing 1999 Ford Contour

being driven by Andy Burnett

who saw it coming. "I had about a

split-second reaction time and

thought, 'This is going to hurt,'"

he said. The van driver stopped

briefly but left without giving his

name.

NOT MY KID, NOT
MY PROBLEM: in 1989,

Tollie Shealey of Cincinnati got

the worst news a bachelor can get

from his girlfriend: "I'm preg-

nant." But he owned up to his

responsibility, and paid child sup-

port for the next seven years.

Then, in 1996, the girlfriend's

mother told Tollie's mother that

another man had, in fact, fathered

the child. A paternity test con-

firmed the joyous news, but, due

to a quirk in Ohio law, Tollie had

to continue to pay anyway. Now,

the Ohio Legislature has passed a

new law letting Tollie off the

hook.

BECAUSE HE'S IN
THE PIPE, YOU SEE:
A 10-foot-long alligator was stuck

in an underground pipe in Boca

Raton, Fla., for about a month.

Curious people, who would drop

by to gawk, gave the animal an

appropriate nickname: 'Drano."

WE HAD A CONFUS-
ING CHILDHOOD:
Police said Ed Valdez of

Lafayette, Colo., was savagely

beaten by his two brothers.

Investigating officers soon dis-

covered that one of his brothers is

also named Ed. So is the other.

NIGHT MOM,
THINK I'LL TURN
IN EARLY: a soldier, who

romanced a 15-year-old girl on

the Internet, went AWOL from his

unit at Fort Knox, Ky., and wound

up living in her bedroom closet

for three weeks, unbeknownst to

her mother. The mother worked,

so Jeffrey Martin, 26, had the run

of the Mount Vernon, Ohio, home
when she wasn't there, but stayed

in the closet when she was. Mom
found out about it when she went

to put some things away and

found dishes and a bed in the clos-

et. Martin was out at the time. The

girl admitted everything. The cops

found the man nearby in his pick-

up truck and arrested him for cor-

rupting a minor.
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Opinion

^Mrs* Wilson gave me a

bike, whkii I drove

around town like a

Mercedes."

Hide Park

Cham Uppal

Every time I got home from a

long tedious, yet purposeful walk

in the snow, I opened a window,

and let the swift, whooshing win-

ter breeze come in while I made

myself some hot tea. Girls on my

floor knew to be in my room I had

to be sick, for there was snow I

was obligated to go out and greet

it.

My first Thanksgiving I was

paired up with the Corbett family,

who owned the Exxon station I-

80, at the mouth of Clarion. My
first Thanksgiving was to become

something to be truly thankful for.

My host family became my home

away from home. They truly

deserve a lot more space so I will

write more details about them in a

later account.

My first spring in Clarion was

just as memorable. Nature was

wearing brighter colors and peo-

ple seemed more hopeful. It was

then I realized that without

knowing, I had made myself a

home in Clarion. I knew its

streets, I knew its hoods, I knew

its people. And surprisingly,

many of Clarion's people knew

me. My regular rituals included

taking a walk in the woods, hang-

ing out at the Clarion free library.

stuffing myself with Boston

Cream at Mr. Donut (now Donut

Hut), visiting some senior citizens

at the Senior home near Forest

Manor; hanging out at the

International office; but most of

all spending uncountable hours at

Gemmell computer lab. You can

laugh now, believe me those hours

of computer work brought me

several job offers later on. I

packed my daily stock of food and

tea, so that I would not have to

come home for a break. It was

like having a picnic in computer

lab^^

See 'Hide Park* Page 5

*^I honestly cannot count the nnmber of neardeath experiences Tye

encountered while making my way tod^ dne to the layer of per-.

^-<v

mafro$t ei»dM| e campus \U!'

Bethany Bankovich, Sports Editor

Let us all come together and

give a round of applause to the

ground crew for their commend-

able efforts on clearing the walk-

ways on campus.

I honestly cannot count the

number of near death experiences

I've encountered while making

my way to class due to the layer

of permafrost embedded onto the

campus sidewalks.

Allow me to enlighten all with

a tidbit of vital travelling infor-

mation concerning the time fac-

tor between starting point. A, and

final destination, B.

A typical excursion from point

A to point B takes approximate

six minutes, 37 seconds.

With this example in mind, add

a three inch layer of frictionless

surface, a limited amount of ven-

turing time, and multitudes of

scurrying. That 6.37 minute trip

magically transforms into a

week-long adventure of plentiful

spills and the most noteworthy of

wipe-outs.

Sound like fun? Visit your

local sidewalk for details.

All right, so perhaps I exagger-

ate slightly, but I'm sure many

other students travelling through

campus can relate to the previ-

ously mentioned.

One would imagine that the

walkways would be a top priority

considering the possibility of a

lawsuit.

If a woman can sue

McDonald's for hot coffee, a stu-

dent can surely make a case out

of dangerous sidewalks.

Before you run to your local

sporting goods store and invest in

ice-skates or cleats, there are

Editorial
other options to battling this

dilemma. The every day salt

shaker, for example, can be

implemented in one's daily jour-

ney to class.

Just a few sprinkes of iodized

salt can aid in melting the walk-

way of death, creating a safer

sidewalk for all. Yes, Scotty,

beam me up.

Realistically speaking, all stu-

dents can do is complain, and

hopefully, the commanders-in-

charge will listen to our humble

plea. But until that fateful

moment, we will just have to

brave the icy paths unassisted.

Help us all.
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OPINION
Call On You

What was your &vorite commercial, during the Super Bowl?

by: Uz Potter

Tim Con Iters

junior, Communication

"The running of the

squirrels in the EDS
commercial."

%mitif ^nkjn
junior, Communication

The Budweiser, "What are

you doing" commercial.

Armyl Army Reserves giving

ty to make some money, from

college students the opportuni-

Page 1.

Basic training took Brown to

Fort Jackson, South Carolina.

• "It wasn'f as iiard as I thought it

,
would be but it definitely was not

easy."

According to Brown the Army
Reserves have given him more

than green to go in his pocket, it

has taught him time management

skills and has helped him learn a

lot about himself.

Not to mention a chance to trav-

el, his army units have gone on

two field trainings over the past

two summers taking them to New
York and New Mexico.

But, Brown does agree that

there are some drawbacks.

Brown like the millions of other

reserves are at the risk of deploy-

ment to action.

^ason Harnett

Sofhomore, business

Budweiser, "What are

you doing" commercial.

%eitft QtinCtim

bunion Communication

"The crunch toys

commercial... I need one

badly."

Reaching for the Stars

DESTINTATHE/VrRESihthe
CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

HEAD OVER HEELS pg-i;

11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00
(Sal ' Sui)

VALENTINE
11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

(S<t - Sun)

LEFT BEHIND
11:00 1:15 3:30 6:05

(S«l t Sun)

PG-13

THE WEDDING PUNNER PG-13|

11:00 1:15 3:30 5:45 7:50 10:00
(Sat - Sun)

SAVE THE LAST DANCE PG-13

1

12:30 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:40
(Sat Sun)

SUGAR AND SPICE PG-13

11:30 1:15 3:40 5:30 8:00 9:45

WHAT WOMEN WANT PG-13
1:15 5:30 9:45

EMPERORSNEWGROOVE
11:15 1:15 3:15 5:00

CAST AWAY
6:45 9:45

PG-13

TRAFFIC
8:30

Playing Fri 2nci Thru

Thur. 8th

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Destinfaxom
.--.--, .,--,,..-.....-.,-.-..-. ,-.--.-,....-....-...v.y.v.y.y.y,

S7,00 Adult

S4,50 Child S Senior

Student Discounts

Ge! a SI off when you show a

Clarion University ID

Valid all nigdistutluesdai'

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.50 Tickets

Ask about

Frequent

Movie Goer

and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

Rating Clarion University's daily goings and happenings in and around the University

campus."Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The
Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To university improvement. Kudos to the addition of three new academic programs

that are somewhat overlooked. Speech Communication, Industrial Mathematics, and a

minor in Religous Studies are plusses in an already very diverse group of degrees offered at Clarion

University.

To the Clarion Wrestling program. Way to do a 360! After a 2- 12 dual meet record a

year ago in the 1999-2000 season the Golden Eagles have now posted a 8-1 record with

a 7 match winning streak. Throw in a fourth place finish at the PSAC wrestling championships and two
individual winners in John Testa and Bob Topper. The sky's the limit in the second half of the season.

To the Construction workers. Damn its cold out. I hate just walking to class in it. And
on the way, what do I see? Construction being done on the Carlson Library site. I tip my

cap to you workers busting your butt through a cold hard long winter. You would have had four stars but

you do get paid for your hard work. Keep up the good job.

To the Spring Concert. Toby Keith is coming to town on February 18. Yes, he is a "renowned"
country music artist. Yes, he is nominated for some Country Music Awards. Who cares! The

majority of CU students do not like country music in fact they hate it. I know its not possible to bring in a

music artist who the whole student body will enjoy. But why bring in a country artist.? It doesn't make
sense and it definitely deserves only one star if that.

To Public Safety. If I just stopped writing now you would agree. Enough already! These
ticket happy people are out of control. They drive around just hoping to find someone to tick-

et. I must say though, that they are here to enforce the rules they do not make them, but it gets out of

hand at times.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief J.P. Kenney. Ideas and views expressed do not necce-

sarily reflect that of The Clarion Call staff.

OPINION
College death

Purdue student found dead in

her apartment two days after

celebrating birthday

by Matthew McGuire

Courtesy of TMS Campus^

Two days after a Purdue

University student celebrated her

21st birthday, police found her

dead in the off-campus apartment

she shared with college room-

mates.

Laura Marie Williams, a student

in the school of Consumer and

Family Science, was found by

police approximately 11:30 a.m.

Monday, Jan. 22, after her room-

mates called the police, said West

Lafayette Police Department Lt.

Jeff Dumkowski. Williams had

entered her room between 3 and 4

p.m. the day before complaining

of a birthday-celebration hang-

over.

By the time her roommates

called police Monday, Williams

had missed classes and not

responded to knocks on her

locked bedroom door.

Williams had gone out with

friends Saturday night to celebrate

her 21st birthday and became very

drunk, Dumkowski said. She

awoke late the next afternoon and

complained of a hangover to her

roommates before taking a show-

er.

Williams roommates last saw

her alive when she re-entered her

room late Sunday afternoon.

The Tippecanoe County coro-

ner's office completed an autopsy

Tuesday, Jan. 23, but said the

results wouldn't be available for

two weeks, pending a toxicology

report, a spokeswoman said.

LookiRp|to PARTY for

SpriR^Bf%ak2001?
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1 800648-4849talI(ii?,SpaceinMe(J!!!
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Everyone's opiniott matters. We want to hear from

you; If you have an opinion on an article that appears

throughout The Clarion Call write us a letter and drop it

off in the Call office- The office is located in 270

Gemmell Student Center.

Hide ParkI Chani' s life in Clarion , from Page 3.

The best gift from Clarion was

that of friendship with people

from various countries. My clos-

est friend was from Cyprus, and 1

got a chance to know many other

people from around the globe

through the international nights

we put up during the course of our

stay here. Although the final

product was not the main accom-

plishment. Instead it was the

making of those cultural shows

that reflected the world in minia-

ture. With only 200 foreign stu-

dents, no one region could put up

a cultural event without the efforts

of another region. Together Latin

Americans danced to Indian

tunes, Greeks acted in Asian

plays, and Sri Lankans helped the

Swedes with the rice pudding.

Best of all, we got to be part of

American higher education,

which was a great experience in

itself. I was lucky to be in one of

the friendliest departments of the

university. Students felt the bond

between the teachers, and they

were not afraid to approach any

staff member.

Nancy, the administrative assis-

tant, was the best-unpaid therapist

a department could ever have. In

addition, she handled the job that

she was not paid enough for.

When it came time to look for

jobs, my communication profes-

sors were very generous in giving

time and glossy recommendation

letters, but I secretly hoped that I

would get a job in Clarion. 1

knew it so well, and felt comfort-

able there. I never thought 1

would say that about a town just

about twice the size in area, and

less than half the population of the

city 1 grew up in. Anyhow, 1 had

to leave.

After almost two years of trying

to find my place in Washington

D.C., despite having a decent job,

I decided to return to school. To

decide between Syracuse, Florida

State (pending) and Penn State

University was unspeakably easy.

1 knew Pennsylvania. The winters

were beautiful, the summers were

glorious, the autumn was unmis-

takably ravishing, and 1 had my

host family here. The area code

(814) gave the feeling of being

back again. I kept in touch with

all my profs via phone and letters.

Often 1 would brag about Clarion

days, epecially when a computer

lab assistant refused to give you

the time of the day. 1 missed the

time that professors at a small uni-

versity could offer to students.

But let me not undermine the

Penn State experience, which was

necessary for my professonal

growth.

During my Ph.D. I visited

Clarion at least once a year on

Thanksgiving, and whenever pos-

sible I would stop by to speak to

Nancy Harriger or Larry Elkin.

The thought of coming back to

Clarion always was in the back of

my mind, but I never believed it to

become a reality. Besides I had

since lived in huge cities, and

towns 10 times the size and popu-

lation of Clarion, how would it

be? After a year of teaching at

Indiana University in the state of

Indiana, I was offered a teaching

position at Clarion this past sum-

mer.

Well, this time the choice was Pa

or Ca? California was enticing.

Very much-But Clarion was

home.

I heard its wintry silence beck-

oning me. And 1 gave in.

On my way here in a fullington

Trailways bus, 1 noticed the stark

difference between the quality of

chlorophyll of the mid-west and

Pa. Big difference guys!! One

has to admire the hard work that

Pa foliage puts in, despite the

stinginess of Lord Sun on this side

of the country. It had been driz-

zling all day long. The houses

looked much older, larger and

regal than 1 had remembered. The

flowers hung in bunches, and little

shrubs stood up all spic and span

after the gentle rain, in what I

would like to believe was "my

welcome". My stay at Dr.

Barlow's had been arranged. Bill

helped me move my stuff. Nancy

was doing what she does

best...helping me re-orient myself.

Mrs. Wilson gave me a bike,

which I drove around town like a

Mercedes.

My first evening, despite the

fatigue of a 24 hour bus ride, I

decided to take a stroll down

town.

Oh yes, it was all there.

Clarion's tribute to the literary

mind. The Clarion free Library,

Clarion's way to allergy free days,

CVS, Clarion's link to the world,

the post office, and Clarion's little

corner for gastronomical sin,

Donut Hut. Sure there were some

additions, alterations and dele-

tions, but since I had been coming

to Clarion I was aware of its road

to progress via, the Wal-Mart,

Taco Bell and well, other signa-

tures of commercialized prosperi-

ty. I walked down the main street,

like a Queen, holding my sugar

free vanilla cone from

McDonald's.

I looked around the familiar sur-

roundings and knew, 1 was warm,

even on a cold rainy August

evening. And looking at clarion

grass, 1 simply had to say that

sometimes grass is greener on this

side of the town.

If you think 1 am saying that this

is my destiny and that I could

never think of leaving this town

again, you are wrong. I am sim-

ply saying that despite all what

people tell you, despite all your

doubts, despite all the heartbreaks

and difficulties, growth and new

ideas offreedom, sometimes you

can come home again...

Charu Uppal teaches in the

Clarion Communication

Department
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News
Student Senate

Senate takes new initiative
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

Editor

In order to reduce binge

drinking and to encourage stu-

dents to stay on campus over

the weekends, Student Senate

passed a Weekend Program

Initiative at Monday's meeting.

The motion passed 17-0-0,

pending the approval of Dr.

Reinhard.

The Weekend Program

Initiative would require every

funded CSA organization to

provide one weekend activity

each academic year.

The first stipulation added to

the program was for organiza-

tions to try to hold activities on

campus, but exceptions are

possible in some cases.

Second, smaller organiza-

tions would have the option to

pair up for events.

If for some reason, an organi-

zation would need to cancel,

they would need to do so with

at least two weeks notice.

Finally, Student Senate would

re-evaluate the plan during the

Fall, 2003 semester.

Another motion recently

passed by Student Senate was

to approve the 2001 Budget

Packets.

Budget Packets are available

for pick-up in Room 123

Gemmell.

Senator Tom Clopp moved to

recognize Women United as a

non-funded organization, pend-

ing the approval of Dr.

Reinhard.

However, in order to answer

questions concerning funding.

Senator Dave Snyder moved to

table the motion.

Senator Snyder's motion

passed 16-1-0; Senate will fur-

ther discuss the issue later in

Senator Mike McCabe (pictured left) and Senator Tim Smitt)

(pictured rigtit) took part In ttieir first Student Senate meeting
on Monday night as senators. McCabe and Smitt) were
elected to Student Senate after last week's resignations.

the semester.

Executive Board and senators

welcomed two new members,

Freshmen Mike McCabe and

Tim Smith.

Senator Farhard Hussain

announced the tentative dates

for Student Senate elections.

The plan is to have applica-

tions available by Monday,

February 19 and turned in by

Wednesday, March 21.

The Open Forum would be

Tuesday, March 27 at Hart

Chapel, and the voting process

would begin Monday, April 2.

According to Senator Clopp,

the University Activities Board

sold about 270 tickets in two

days for the upcoming Toby

Keith concert.

In addition, he said there

were about 60 students present

at the UAB Super Bowl party.

A representative from

Panhellenic Council announced

the Fun Fair on Saturday,

February 10 as the spring ser-

vice project.

During the Open Forum,

lyana Tennon said, "Student

Senate has accomplished a lot."

She went on to say how beau-

tiful last semester's Social

Equity Dinner was.

Tennon said every campus

event should look the way
Social Equity night looked.

Tennon said she would like to

see the UAB encourage diver-

sity by sponsoring concerts that

would draw various crowds.

Senator Clopp explained the

UAB has in fact been trying to

schedule diverse artists, such

as Eminem.

However, last year Eminem
was in the middle of extensive

lawsuits and was therefore

unavailable.

This year, Eminem was not in

UAB's budget, and two other

potentials. Shaggy and

Outkast, were unavailable as

well.

According to Senator Clop,

although the UAB has been

working with three of the top

agents in the east coast, some

artists are simply not available.

Senator Dave Snyder said

Toby Keith is the first country

www.theclarioncali.com
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Jeannine Botta Guth,

has joined the Clarion

University family as a

compliance specialist.

For more.

See Page 7.

One Clarion

University Professor

returns after a year of

teaching in another

country For more.

See Page 8.

musician to perform at Clarion

University.

Tennon said she wanted

Senate to use the power they

have to promote diversity

throughout the campus.

She announced a unity night

at Ralston Hall Thursday,

February 1 at 7:30 p.m. for

everyone to attend.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

reported the following account

balances: Large Item Capital,

$434,651.10; Capital,

$123,014.48; Supplemental

Reserve, $32,048.53; and

Supplemental, $13,277.

Vice President Drew
McWilliams announced

Treasurer Chervenak as

Senator of the Week.

Treasurer Chervenak said, "I

really enjoy being a part of

Senate, and it is nice to be rec-

ognized for something that I

take pride in being apart of."

The next Student Senate

meeting will be Monday,

February 5 at 7:30 p.m. in 246

Gemmell.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Treasurer Ben Ctiervenak

was voted Student Senator

of ttie Week for completing

ttie most office tiours.

Middle States Self-

Study Task Force

Hearings

The Middle States Self-

Study Task Forces will be

holding open hearings for

the entire university confimu

nity. The schedule for these

task force hearings is:

Friday, February 16 at

Noon:

*Catalogs,

Publications, and

Promotional Materials

*Faculty

*Library and

Learning Resources:

Access and Utilization

Friday, February 16 at 3:00

p.m.:

*lnstitutionai

Integrity, Equity, and

Diversity

*Organlzation,

Administration, and

Governing

Board/Governance

l\/!onday, February 19 at

10:00 a.m.:

•Facilities,

Equipment, and Other

Resources

*Mission, Goals,

and Objectives/Planning and

Resource

Allocation/Financial

Resources

Tuesday, February 20 at

10:00 a.m.:

*Students

•Educational

Programs and Curricula

***AII of these hearings will

be held in B-8 Hart

Chapel.***

Each hearing will begin with

a brief presentation by the

task force chairs, which will

then be followed by a gener-

al discussion session.

Take preventative

steps against one of

the most under-

reported crimes; rape.

See the article

On Page 9.

To find out

the latest in campus

crime,

see the

Public Safety Blotter,

On Page 9.
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Guth joins CUP Social Equity Office
by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania's Social Equity

Office welcomes Jeannine Botta

Guth, esquire, as the new com-

pliance specialist.

Maria Battista Kerle, esquire.

previously filled the position,

from Knox.

Guth is an attorney, practicing

from her own law office located

in Oil City. She was recently

elected as a member of the Oil

City Council.

Guth and her husband, David,

live in Oil City with their three

daughters, Rachel 13, Elizabeth

11, and Katherine 8.

In describing her new role as

compliance specialist, Guth

said, "My role at Clarion is to be

a problem solver for students

and university employees. It is

my responsibility to ensure that

Clarion University complies

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITI ON FINAN C ING

Why is TIAA-CREF the

#1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

Year in and year out. employees at education and

research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.

And for good reasons:

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly

managed funds
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personal service

• A strong commitment to low expenses

• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options

For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff

at over 10.000 campuses across the country invest for—

and enjoy—successful retirements.

Choosing your retirement plan pnwlder is simple

Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF

THETIAA-CREF

Investment Expertise

Low Expenses

Customized

Payment Options

Expert Guidance

Ensuring the future

for thosewho shape it/

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org

For more cwrplete information on our secunties products, cal 1 .800.842.2733. ext. 5509. for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you

invest • TiAA<:REF indivtdual and Institutional Seivkes, Inc. and leachers Personal investors Services, inc. distribute secunties products.

. Teachers litturance am} Anmjity Associaton(TIAA). N«w York. IW and TJAA<R£FUfelr»$ur«nce Co. New YoA. NY issue irBuraoce and
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Jeannine Botta Guth has recently joined Clarion University as

the new compliance specialist for the Social Equity Office.

with Federal regulations such as

the Americans with Disabilities

Act as well as its own policies. I

want to make sure that no oppor-

tunities are closed to anyone on

campus. I also review policies

and sometimes revise or develop

new policies. I am really enjoy-

ing it. This position provides

new challenges and avenues of

creativity for me."

Coming from Long Island,

New York, Guth came to

Pennsylvania to attend

Pennsylvania State University.

She received a B.A. in Political

Science upon graduation in

1981.

Guth and her husband were

both Navy ROTC students. He

also attended Penn State, which

is where they met.

After graduation, they joined

the U.S. Marine Corps as com-

missioned officers. In 1985,

Guth started law school part

time. She finished her tour of

duty in 1987.

Guth's educational path also

led her to Dublin, Ireland where

she attended Trinity College,

The University of Cincinnati's

College of Law, and the

University of San Diego School

of Law where she received her

juris doctor degree in 1988.

Before Guth and her husband

returned to Pennsylvania, she

worked in the law offices of

My role at Clarion

is to be a problem

solverfor students and

employees. 99

-JEANNINE Botta guth

Thomas B. Goode in San Diego,

California; the law offices of

Nash & Schoettler in Hamilton,

Ohio; and was also an adjunct

professor in San Diego,

California.

"My husband wanted to return

to Pennsylvania and attend

Clarion University," said Guth.

In 1995, David Guth graduated

from Clarion University with a

degree in secondary educa-

tion/mathematics. He teaches at

Cranberry High School.

Since returning to

Pennsylvania, Guth has worked

in the law offices of John

Achille in Brookville; Wheeler

Legal Services in Clarion; and

the law office of Wayne H.

Hundertmark in Seneca. Her

law office was opened in 1998.

Guth's extensive professional

activities include being licensed

by the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania; the Supreme

Court of Ohio; and the United

States District Court for the

Southern District of Ohio.

She is also a member of the

American Bar Association,

Pennsylvania Bar Association,

the Pennsylvania Bar

Association on Women in the

Profession, Venango County Bar

Association, Law Day 2000

Coordinator for Venango County

Bar Association, Oil City

Rotary, Venango County

Council of Republican Women,

and James M. Henderson Post

32 of the American Legion.

Guth is also a board member for

the Oil City Chapter for the

March of Dimes.

Guth plans to have office

hours all day on Mondays and

Tuesdays. On Wednesdays, she

is available from 1:15 - 5:00

p.m.
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Clarion professor "Hungary" for experience
by Joy Strain

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Dr. Patrick McGreevy recently returned

to Clarion after spending a year teaching in

Hungary.

McGreevy, a professor of Geography and

chair of the

Anthropology/Geography/Earth Science

Department was selected to teach American

Studies at the University of Debrecen in

Debrecen, Hungary.

McGreevy has taught at Clarion

University since 1991.

He was selected by the Fulbright Senior

Scholar Program to fulfill the position of

the Laszlo Orszagh Distinguished Chair in

American Studies.

McGreevy said, "Debrecen is one of the

top universities in Hungary," with half of

his students completing Ph.D. programs.

McGreevy says the country is still mak-

ing modifications to the fall of

Communism.

The Hungarians are excited about having

an opportunity to make their own decisions,

including changes to their education sys-

tem.

The country would like to allow more

people the opportunity of higher education.

The system is currently based on a hier-

archy system, only permitting the best stu-

dents to enroll in a university.

"Some problems they face are ironic. The

Communists suppressed sexism, racism,

and street crime. Political freedom has

allowed them to return. The former system,

the government had almost total power, for

good and ill. In a free country people can

behave as they wish, and some will choose

criminal activity or picking on minority

groups.

The biggest race issues today in Eastern

and Central Europe involve the 'Roma,' or

'Gypsy' people," McGreevy states.

His wife, Betsy, and son, Jonah, joined

McGreevy. Most Hungarians welcomed

^
Since 1989, they have had

a love affair with

Americans. 99
-Dr. Patrick McGreevy

the family with open arms.

"Since 1989, they have had a love affair

with Americans," he said.

The younger generations of Hungarians

are heavily influenced by American

movies, television, and music videos; they

want to learn from Americans.

However, the older generations seem to

be set in the ways of their traditions.

McGreevy says most have not progressed

economically since the fall of communism.

Housing is expensive and many still grow

their own food and raise their own live-

stock.

McGreevy conducted research on the

modernization of Hungary.

He found one similarity that stretched

very close to home.

He said, "One of their first national goals

was to make to Danube navigable and con-

trol its flooding. This type of patriotic

modernization is similar to what I learned

about while studying the Erie Canal in the

United States."

Hungary's rail system is one of their most

modem and successful developments. It is

used as the main means of travel.

McGreevy visited more than 20 countries

/ will encourage Clarion !s

students to become involved

overseas and to learn other

languages. 99
-Dr. Patrick McGreevy

.

during his stay in Europe.

He looks forward to bringing his experi-

ences and first-hand knowledge to the

classroom.

He said, "I will encourage Clarion's stu-

dents to become involved overseas and to

learn other languages. I will also encour-

age them to travel; in many parts of the

world, jobs are readily available to people

who can speak English."

McGreevy is just the sixth professor to

receive a Fulbright at Clarion University

since 1981.

The program is administered by the U.S.

Information Agency. The scholarships are

awarded through open competition, with

final selections made by the Foreign

Scholarship board.

Dare changes to Tobeco
Courtesy of University

Relations

Tobeco, Clarion University of

Pennsylvania's creative writing

magazine, is accepting submis-

sions for its upcoming issue.

The publication is open to sub-

missions by Clarion University

students and people in the sur-

rounding communities.

Tobeco is the new name for the

magazine, previously published as

Dare.

Tobeco is the Native American

name for the Clarion River.

The publication accepts poetry,

fiction, nonfiction, essays, art, and

translations, both in original lan-

guage and in English.

Poetry, fiction, essays and art

submissions should be sent to

Philip Terman, Davis Hall,

Clarion University, Clarion, Pa

16214.

The submission deadline is

Friday, March 9. Any questions

may be submitted by e-mail to

terman@clarion.edu or by phon-

ing 814-393-2673.

Got a hot xwiNS tip, call

A«iy at 393-2380.
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American Red Cross

Area hospitals continue to use blood at a faster rate than vol-

unteer blood donors are giving. The American Red Cross
renewed its call for healthy people to give blood at:

ki9i ^f9t CaIc HAns
mm

GnSAT
rood

DAILY
UNCH

SPECIALSI

2-6-01 Clarion University Tippin Gym 11 :00 a.m.
2-12-01 Lucinda St. Joseph's Hall 12:00 p.m.
2-13-01 Owens Brockway 9:30 p.m.
2-26-01 American Legion Clarion 12:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

- 6:00 p.m.

- 3:30 p.m.

- 6:00p.m.

The holiday season and cold weather have caused the blood

supply to drop at many hospitals and blood banks in Western

Pennsylvania.

Blood inventories at the Greater Alleghenies Region Red Cross
are especially low. 'While it is normal for inventories to drop

during the holiday season, this is a unique year," said Ted
Mazza, senior director for the Red Cross Center.

"There are eight blood types and six of these types are at less-

than-optimum levels," he said.

"Two types, O negative and A negative, are at less than one-

day supply."

All blood types are needed, although types O negative, A nega-

tive and B negative are in critically short supply.

j

McGinn to co-chair at ALISE
by Kelly Drevitch

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Dr. Jane Moore McGinn, an assistant professor

in the library science department, was elected by

the board of directors of the Association for

Library and Information Science Education as

co-chair for their 2001-2002 Multi-Cultural

Special Interest Group.

Moore McGinn received her co-chair position

at ALISE's annual meeting earlier in January.

As a co-chair, Moore McGinn will plan and

present two workshops in the four-day annual

ALISE conference in New Orleans in 2001.

The workshops present research issues on how

to recruit minority students, diversity among

international students and any additional infor-

mation about minority communities and immi-

grant population in library science.

"I'm so delighted and excited to be a co-chair,

" McGinn said.

"I will receive the chance to work with many

people that I know and are very respectable,"

McGinn knows the committee will be a lot of

hard work, but she is ready for the challenge.

In the past, McGinn worked on several other

committees. People in her field know her as very

hardworking, dedicated, and extremely person-

/ will receive the chance to work

with many people that I know are

very respectable. 99

-Art Barlow

According to Public Safety,

Jason Raszkowski, 18, of

Wilkinson Hall was charged

with possession of marijua-

na.

DUI, stop Signs

able. She already looks forward to the commit-

tee's first meeting later this year in San

Francisco.

ALISE is the professional society of library and

information science educators that excels in

research, teaching, and service for library and

information science education.

McGinn and her co-chair. Dr. Denise Atkins,

assistant professor in School Of Information

Studies at SUNY Buffalo, along with three other

members devise the committee.

The Library Science Department is in Clarion

University's College of Education and Human

Services.

Clarion is one of only fifty-two graduate

schools of library and information science

accredited by the American Library Association

in United States, Canada, and Puerto Rico.

Possession of Marijuana consumption
prohibited from operating

On January 18, according

to Public Safety, James
Slater, 22, was arrested

after lab tests confirmed a

blood alcohol level of ,11%.

Burglary

According to Public Safety,

a report of theft was filed on

January 22. An unknown

individual(s) entered a

dorm room and took two

pieces of jewelry. Incident

is under investigation.

DUI. Use of multipte

beam lights. Under age

with alcohot in system.

On January 19, according

to Public Safety, an 18 year

old lUP student was
stopped by university

police after failing to dim

their high beam lights. The

student was then found to

have been drinking and

was taken into custody for

DUI.

Purchase. Consumption

PQ$$e$slon , M
Transportation of Liquor

or IVIalt Brewed
Beverages

According to Public SafetyJ

Anthony Romanelli, 18»i

was cited for underage

drinking after Public Safety

was called to his room \n

Nair Hall.

Take preventative steps against rape
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary

Rape occurs approximately once every

eight minutes, yet it is one of the most

under-reported crimes in the United States.

According to the FBI, only one of 10

rapes committed are reported. This is a

crime of violence.

It has nothing to do with sex, but it is

about the desire to control and dominate

another person.

Men and women both have roles in

decreasing the number of rapes that occur

in the United States.

There are ways to reduce the risk of

being accused of rape or being raped your-

self.

*Try to walk with other people. If this is

not possible then make sure to let someone

know where you are going and when you

plan to be back.

Stay in well lighted areas and use public

walkways.

Always be aware of your surroundings

and the people around you.

When you are home alone, keep your

doors locked and always check who is at

the door before you open it. These are

some steps that you can use to help protect

yourself from rape.

Men's attitudes need to be changed,

according to a study done by the Pittsburgh

Action Against Rape (PAAR).

They need to think of women as more

than sexual objects; they need to be viewed

as people with rights to their bodies.

Men and women also need to look at

their own sexual behavior and responsibil-

ities.

Make sure that you understand the wants

and desires of your partner and don't make

assumptions about how far your partner

will go sexuality with you.

If men take these precautions it will

reduce their risk of being accused of rape.

Another topic that must be discussed

when talking about rape is Rohypnol.

This drug is better known to most people

as the date-rape drug. This drug is color-

less, odorless and tasteless, and this drug

will dissolve in any drink in a matter of

seconds. This drug is very powerful.

It enters your bloodstream about 15-20

minutes after ingestion.

The first symptom is a drunken-like state.

The drug reaches its full potential within

two hours where the victim lose con-

sciousness.

This state can last up to eight hours.

During the period of unconsciousness is

It is important that we
start talking about rape. 99

-Jacque Walsh president of

S.T.A.R.

•• PASSAGES provides free

and confidential services to

victims ofsexual assault. 99

-LOU Ann Williams

Executive director of

Passages

when the victim usually gets raped because

the drug produces near total amnesia,

where the victims cannot remember what

happened to them.

This is becoming a more commonly used

drug because all traces of the drug can dis-

appear from the body within 24 hours.

Some precautions to protect yourself

from this drug are: only drink and eat from

unopened containers and if you experience

any of the effects that are associated with

this drug get someone to drive you to the

hospital immediately.

Rape can cause physical and psycholog-

ical harm. The physical harm can be sore-

ness, bruising, bleeding, headaches,

fatigue, disruption of sleep, edginess, and

loss of appetite.

As for the psychological harm the victim

can experience depression, suicide, sub-

stance abuse, and post-traumatic stress dis-

order.

Organizations in Clarion that are set up

to deal with the psychological trauma of

rape are PASSAGES (226-7273) and

S.T.A.R. (393-2720).

"PASSAGES provides a free and confi-

dential services to victims of sexual

assault, the Executive Director of PAS-

SAGES, Lou Ann Williams said.

Jacque Walsh, the president of S.T.A.R.

said, "It is important that we start talking

about rape."

S.T.A.R. has meetings every Thursday at

4 p.m. in the conference room in the sec-

ond floor of Founders Hall on Clarion

University's campus.

If you are raped you need to get to a safe

place as soon as possible and get medical

attention.

You will also need to consider whether

you want to press charges. It is also rec-

ommended that you and those close to you

get involved in counseling to help you

understand what has happened to you.

At Clarion University the Public Safety

Department offers an escort service on

campus.

"It is intended for use by people who are

concerned for their safety," said David

Tedjeske, the Director of Public Safety.

This is a service provided to lone indi-

viduals who request the service. Student

officers (if not available, security officers

or police officers will fill in) will escort

people on campus to their destinations.

This service is available from dusk to

dawn. Special arrangement can be made

for other times. If you wish to take advan-

tage of this service call Public Safety at

393-2111.
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Dance Alloy shows its strength and beauty
by Emily Gill

Dance Alloy graced the stage

of Marwick-Boyd Auditorium

Tuesday night with a stunning

performance. The show present-

ed four separate contemporary

pieces. Xanadu, the perfect

opener, was a fusion of move-

ment backed by rhythmic hums

of synthesizers and amps.

Xanadu started with no music,

just movement. It soon pro-

gressed into a power struggle,

with each dancer challenging the

others. The swift movements of

the dancers ended with a surpris-

ingly abrupt stop, which left me
feeling like I didn't want it to

end.

Love Stories was next. Part I

of Love Stories, Daylight, was a

duet with the dancers portraying

lovers, who moved in time to

vocal moans, laughing, gossip

and phrases such as "I love you.

I hate you," and I can not live

without you." I interpreted this

piece as the evolution of a rela-

tionship.

The lovers, who have a

love/hate relationship, are acting

according to the verbal direc-

tions of the other dancers. These

vocal gyrations melded together

to form a vocal version of

"STOMP." It showcased the

things that people see in public;

the fighting, the love, the des-

peration of being in love.

Daylight was a very different

piece which intrigued the

Clarion audience.

The second part of Love

Stories was danced to the narra-

tion of an older African-

American woman and man. The

woman narrated a story by a

third grade class that tells the

tale of a lonely man.

"He had no one to hold his

hand, so he shriveled up and

died." The dancers moved slow-

ly to the narration, which was

interrupted by the man talking

about the old mutt he curls up

with at night. This is obviously

a different type of relationship,

but important because it carries

on the lack of love and loneli-

ness theme of Love Stories.

The piece ends with a male

dancer wearing a gas mask slow-

ly shriveling under a spotlight.

A woman walked over and took

his hand which made him shed

the mask, and led him into the

group of dancers. Unlike the

man in the story who's loneli-

ness killed him, he was saved.

Part II of Love Stories,

Nighttime brings to the surface

what people outside of a love

affair, or lack of one, don't

see. ..the loneliness and longing

to be loved. Love Stories as an

entire piece was more shocking,

sensual and softer than the oth-

ers.

Province was the third work

that seemed to convey the

exploring of one's self: seeing

yourself for who you are, and

maybe not liking it. Therefore

you try to change it, which is

hard for anyone to do. The two

dancers began in robes, which

they soon shed. The exploration

was on as the two dancers tor-

mented each other with a small

mirror that gave them their

shame.

The dancers tried to make

sense of their insecurities by

attempting to fit together. They

made shapes with their bodies

and gracefully moved from one

to the other. As they climbed

over each other, the female

dancer held the male dancer

(who was much larger than her)

in many varying stances with

ease. Moving together in

smooth transition, the act of

fierce balance evokes trust in the

dancers.

The final piece was entitled

Nevertheless, which quickly

became my favorite. The music

is classical with the help of a

playful violin and powerful

piano. The piece began with a

male dancer lying on the floor,

under a spotlight struggling to

get up. The light seems to be

giving energy to the man who

eventually gives up his light for

the next dancer.

A female dancer entered the

scene, looking on sympatheti-

cally at the young man. My
interpretation of this work was

the pain in life and death; being

mortal versus immortal. The

man on the tloor appeared to be

dying and maybe the young girl

knew or loved him. She sees

that he is lying in pain and tries

to find help. Another male

dancer enters who tries to com-

fort the girl by explaining all the

pain he has endured.

Soon after, another female

dancer (possibly an angel),

enters and comforts the dying

man. The man finally does get

up and dances joyfully with the

others, only to fall again. His

soul leaves the body and he is

taken to Heaven by the woman
who comforted him. The young

girl is sad, but the other man

shows her how to move on with

her life.

Dance Alloy, founded in 1976,

has a mission of exploring dance

as a creative performance medi-

um and an educational process.

Currently in its 25th season.

Dance Alloy is under the artistic

direction of internationally

known choreographer Mark

Taylor. The name. Dance Alloy,

comes from the Pittsburgh

region, which produces a mix-

ture of "collective metals" to

create the perfect substance or

alloy, like steel.

Taylor explained that the pas-

sion for modern/contemporary

dance starts with the desire "to

explore new movement, as well

as new lifts." This idea was evi-

dent throughout the performance

' www.theclarioncall.com

with dancers constantly building

on their movements to create

new shapes and levels with their

bodies. The most rewarding part

of being involved with Dance

Alloy according to Taylor, is the

ability to share art with the pub-

lic.

Even if you've never taken a

basic dance class, you can

appreciate the beauty and

strength of these dancers. There

are few things more beautiful

than a defined dancer's body

accentuated under a bright spot-

light, standing out from a black

abyss of background. For those

who were fortunate to attend

Dance Alloy's performance, you

know the artistic wonderment

that I am trying to convey. For

those of you who did not attend,

you can see Dance Alloy per-

form Dust in Pittsburgh at the

Byham Theater, running May 4-

5.

Dave Barry finds out

what goes on behind the

scenes at Washington's

biggest parties.

For the low-down.

See Page 11.

Traffic, the new film

torn Stephen

Sodeibeigh, director of

Erin Brockmch, is a taut

and gripping drama.

See Page 12.

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the tressels in

Clarion County. See a new Clarion

landmark each week.

British techno-rockers

Primal Scream have

returned with their new
abrasive masterpiece,

XTRMNTR.
See Page 13.

Calendar of Events.

Tofindoutwhafs
going on in Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 11.
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Today
•Black History Month
Friday, February 2
•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem)
9 am
•Tau Beta Sigma/Kappa Psi

Conference (Chap & Founders) 5 -

11 pm
•Wrestling at Edinboro 7:30 pm
Saturday, February 3
•M.BB vs. Shippensburg 3 pm
•W.BB vs. Shippensburg 1 pm
•Swimming & Diving at Pittsburgh

1 pm
•Tau Beta Sigma/Kappa Psi

Conference (Chap & Founders) 9

am - 1 pm
Sunday, February 4
•Tau Beta Sigma/Kappa Psi

Conference (Chap & Founders) 9

am - 1 pm
•Swimming & Diving at Youngstown State 1 pm
Monday, February 5

•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•M.BB at California 8 pm
•W.BB at California 6 pm
•Professional Development
Series (250/252 Gem) 5 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246

Gem) 7:30 pm
Tuesday, February 6
•Admissions Visit Day
(250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•Bloodmobile (No, Gym) 11

am - 5 pm
•Minority Student Services

Program (Chap) 7-10 pm
•Wrestling vs. Pittsburgh

7:30 pm
Wednesday, February 7

•Admissions Visit Day
(250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•M.BB at Edinboro 8 pm
•W.BB at Edinboro 6 pm
•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
•Visiting Writers Series, Lee Gutkind (Chap) 7:30 pm
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Inauguration is one great ho-down for Barry
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

WASHINGTON — Every four years,

this stodgy city kicks off its wingtip

shoes. Then it puts on shoes that are

even less comfortable, and celebrates

the inauguration of a president.

And so the federal government — as

only the federal government knows

how — has gone into Festivity

Implementation and Facilitation

Mode. Unfortunately, the weather was

awful. But the rain, freezing tempera-

tures and occasional death from expo-

sure have not put a damper on the

inauguration and its upbeat theme:

"We're Cold, And We're Wet."

No, seriously, the official theme, as

far as I can tell, is: "We're Texans,

And By God We're From Texas!" This

place is infested with Texans, who

simply cannot get over how Texan

they are. Many of them are wearing

cowboy hats, though I suspect they're

mainly business people who have

never personally interacted with a cow

that was not in the form of prime rib.

So the new administration will defi-

nitely have a "Texas style," as

opposed to the old administration,

which had an "Arkansas style." The

Washington news media have made a

big deal out of this changeover.

although in fact there is no discernible

difference between the two styles,

both of which basically consist of

people going: "Whooo-EEE!"
Speaking of Arkansas style: Bill

Clinton had a very classy final full

day in office, didn't he? Mr. Legacy

signed a deal with the special prosecu-

tor in which he finally came clean and

admitted, in no uncertain terms, that

he — to quote from his statement —
"may or may not have said things

under oath that may or may not have

been less than totally truthful, or pos-

sibly not, depending on how you

define 'not.' " Mr. Clinton also admit-

ted to "a possible involvement" in

four convenience-store robberies. Of

course, these blemishes on his record

must be weighed against the many
accomplishments of his administra-

tion, which, according to the estimat-

ed 450 farewell speeches given by Mr.

Clinton, include peace, prosperity,

gravity, pasteurization, the plow and

Handel's Messiah.

But the focus now is on our new

president, George W. Bush III Jr.,

who, along with his gracious wife,

Mrs. George W. Bush III Jr., has been

attending numerous inaugural balls,

which are real Washington-style fun-

a-paloozas.

I attended a hot-ticket ball hosted by

The Texas State Society for 9,000

paying guests and several head of

actual cattle. I am searching for a way

to tell you how much fun this ball

was. OK, try this: Imagine that you're

at a major airport on a Friday night,

and all the flights have been canceled,

so that thousands of travelers are

jammed together in long, jostling,

increasingly hostile lines for food,

drink, bathrooms, escalators, every-

thing. Now imagine that everybody is

wearing formal clothes, and the

atmosphere is 97 percent hairspray

fumes, and every few seconds some-

body, who always seems to be right

next to your ear, shouts "Whooo-
EEE!"

That's the kind of fun we were hav-

ing. This ball was so crowded that it

took me — a trained professional

journalist with vast experience in this

area — 45 minutes to get a beer. I am
fervently hoping that the highest

domestic priority of the new adminis-

tration will be: more bartenders. In

between balls, they held the actual

inauguration ceremony, featuring

music by rap star Eminem.

No, seriously, it featured traditional

patriotic tunes, played by the tradi-

tional band of military people armed

with tubas. The ceremony was very

dignified, except when Al Gore,

understandably, lost control, and

Barbara Bush had to cold-cock him

with the Bush family Bible. After that,

George W. took the oath of office; he

did this flawlessly, except for ending

with the words "so help me, Rhonda."

Then he read a nice speech in which

he pointed out — correctly, in my
view — that the future lies ahead.

Then it was . . . back to the balls!

Call me corny, but seeing this in

person — this orderly transfer of the

greatest power on Earth — made me
feel something that I have never felt

before. I think it might be frostbite.
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Movie Review

Getting stuck in Traffic has never been so fun
by Matt Green

Clarion Calj Staff Writer

There is nothing that I hate more

than traffic. It is such a slow and

boring process, and I just can't

wait for it to end. However, if

director Steven Soderbergh could

be involved in all traffic jams then

I would probably enjoy them

much more.

Soderbergh 's newest movie

Traffic, starring Michael Douglas,

Catherine Zeta-Jones, Don
Cheadle, and Benicio Del Torro is

an amazing look at the art of drug

trafficing in the United States and

Mexico. With a brilliant script,

gripping performances, and daz-

zling camera shots, Traffic brings

the viewer 150 minutes of non-

stop entertainment.

Actually, Traffic is more than

just a movie - it's three movies in

one. The first story is centered in

Mexico. It follows a cop (Benicio

Del Torro) who is working to shut

down a group of drug lords in

Tijuana. These scenes are shot in

such a realistic and dark light that

you can almost feel the intense

heat from the sun beating down
on you. This is also a more com-

plicated part of the movie to

watch because all of the dialogue

is in Spanish, so we are provided

subtitles to follow along with.

The second story follows a con-

gressman (Michael Douglas) who
is soon to become the head of the

'f HiiTi H i imn iim im in i ii i ii i i w i

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Benicio Dei Torro mal<es an arrest in director Stephen
Soderbergti's new drama of drug trafficldng, the 3-hour
Traffic.
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Spring 2001 Program Schedule

6:30

PM Greenworks

7:00

PM
I-

7:30

PM

8:00

PM

Capitol

Conversations

Wednesday

Focus on PA
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Capitol Connection

^'SmSSm Mark Despotakis
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with

Mark Despotakis
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1st Tuesday of Every Month: 6:30 PM - Legislative Report

7:00 PM - LIVE Clarion

Borough Coucil

A TV 5 News LIVE^' Update follows

^^^r'i Borough Council Meeting.

National Drug Administration.

He is hell-bent on stopping the

imports of drugs such as cocaine

and heroin in the United States

from Mexico. Meanwhile, he is

rattled when he discovers that his

16 year-old daughter has a major

drug problem that eventually

leads to prostitution.

The third, and in my opinion,

most gripping story involves a

wealthy expectant mother

(Catherine Zeta-Jones), whose

husband is arrested for importing

illegal drugs. She is forced to go

to extreme measures to keep her

life, and maintain the safety of her

young son in the process. While

doing all of this, she is also being

monitored by a cop (Don

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Michaei Douglas faces dan-
ger as he plays a congress-

man about to become the

head of the National Drug
Administration in "Traffic.

"

Cheadle) who is trying to prove

her innocence in the whole matter.

The three different stories are all

unique and interesting in their

own right. However, towards the

end of the movie they prove to be

interconnected to make for some

unusual surprises and plot twists.

Traffic is not for everyone. It

moves at a relatively slow pace,

and shows you scenes from each

of the stories at random.

However, in my opinion, that's

what makes the movie so great.

Just when you think you have

figured something out, something

else happens to prove you wrong.

The movie keeps you constantly

asking, "What's going to happen

next?" I can honestly say I loved

this movie (and that's not some-

thing I say often). So give Traffic

a chance - you'll be surprised how
fun it can be!
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Primal Scream's new musical therapy
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifesh'les Editor

Primal Scream is just your typical

' techno-punk-terrorist-jazzy-anti-fas-

cist-new wave groi^. Many groups

out there excel at switching identities

and sounds like most of us change

undCTwear, but none of them more so

than Primal Scream.

In fact. Primal Scream's

schizophrenic nature and shifting

ethics are what has earr^d them such

a rabid fan base, in an age where

musical nonconformity is seen as only

slightly better than the bubonic

plague. TTiey started off as a nonde-

script blues-rockin' Stones outfit,

which made 199rs complete sonic

makeovCT, Screamadelica, such a gal-

vanizing wake-up call.

Birthed in England's "Madchester"

scene, which celebrated raves,

Ecstasy and the groove above all,

Screamadelica was a kaleidoscopic

joumey of neo-hippieism. No one

befwe had dared to bring electronica

song structures and production tech-

niques to the rock audience at this

level. Primal Scream provided the

modem-day template, updating the

work of earlier electro-rock pioneers

such as New Order.

But the Scream promptly returned to

their 60s-rock roots witii their next

album. Give Out But Don't Give Up,

and then i^xlated Screamadelica with

1997's Mmishing Point, an accom-

plished but uninspiring album. Now,

with their newest offaing,XTRMNTR
(fHonounced "ExtaminatOT"), Primal

Scream takes a sledgehammer to their

entire back catalogue, and marches

bravely into their future, wielding

flame-throwers and crowbars.

Just a quick glance at the song titles

should be a clue to Scream veterans

that they've changed their peaceful

worldview. "Kill All Hippies,"

"Swastika Eyes," "Shoot Speed/Kill

Light": this firom a group that used to

sing lines like "I believe in live and let

live," and named previous songs with

titles like "Come Together." As the

rallying sample in the opener, "Kill

All Hippies" says - "subvert normali-

ty"

Subvert normality, indeed. Not one

song on XTRMNTR sounds like any

other, but all flow into the next like

molten lava, scorching your ears, and

providing the album with a unified

fiiont. The music itself runs the gamut

from thrash-punk ("Accelerator"),

acid-techno ("Swastika Eyes"),

abstractionist jazz/rock fusion

("Blood Money"), and elegiac trance

("Keep Your Dreams").

The strand that ties the album togeth-

er is its shea confrontational nature.

If you can listen to this album without

it grabbing you by the throat and

b**ch-slapping you to attention, then

check your hearing-aid, grandpa.

LoudCT than loud, mde, raunchy, per-

VCTsely wicked - XTRMNTR sounds

like someone took an old Kraftwerk

record, dipped it in acid, grafted

Buzzcock guitars on it, and then

played it backwards. If pot fueled

their rock-oriented albums, and

Ecstasy did the same for

Screamadelica, then these guys must

have taken up injecting cockroach

Hippies," he adopts a gleefiilly weird

white boy-Marvin Gaye croon, quip-

ping that "You've got the money/I've

got the soul/I can't be bought^ can't

be owned." He gargles nine inch nails

a track later for "AcceleratOT," and

blood in their veins (which would

explain unsettling lines like "I'm a

host/Parasites hving in me/Insect roy-

alty/Beating inside of me").

Lead singo- (read: ranter) Bobby

Qllespie is an uncaged mental patient

on this record, morphing his voice to

fit the proceedings. For the

Terminator-funk of "Kill All

enters a dream-like stupw on "Keqj

Your Dreams." Lyrically, Gillespie

sums up the entire album's vibe in the

eaie pseudo-rap of 'Pills," with its

repeated chant of "Sick! Sick! P*k!

F**k! Sick f**k! Sick f**k!"

Needless to say, keep the kids away

fix)m this one.

Also notable on XTRMNTR is the

fAAD;
%«oc-

This message isn't about magic, it's about medicine."

Amand* w«j bom with « lerious skin cpnditioo. A red birthmafk <;ovcred ainiost half

htr face. Uft untreated, it could have damaged her self-esteem, and Ae wonJdn't be the
Tiappy, outgoing child she is today Most skin conditioiu arc iTtatablc. And while they
won't disappear hy magic, they can disappear with the help of a dcrmatologiW. Ftjr

more information, call t.MI8.462X)ERM or visit wirw;.aad.org. Don't lei anytfaii^ gtt in

the way of being a kid.

return (at least in any substantial form)

of alt-rock mastermind Kevin Shields,

forniCTly of My Bloody Valentine.

Breaking his silence that's lasted since

1991, the "Brian Wilson of alterna-

tive" appears here as a guest mem-

bCT/producer, and his contributions arc

unmistakable. "Blood Money" shows

the direction My Bloody Valentine

might have taken.

The groove is like an infectious dis-

ease, hoisted along by the flawless

bass playing, and accentuated with

dissonant and nightmarish jazz horns

(which seems to be the new "big

trend" in modem art rock). Tqj it all

off with blood-boiling guitar, and glo-

rious yet sparse synthesizers, and

you've got sonic heaven. Equally

impressive is the Shield's showcase of

"MBV Arkestra (If They Move Kill

'Em)." "MBV Arkestra" follows

through on "Blood Money," only

looser, funkier (hell, there's bongos in

it),and way dancio".

Also making an impHiessive guest

spot is New Order's frontman

Bernard Sumner himself, playing gui-

tar on the driving, incendiary "Shoot

Speed/Kill Light." Propelled into

warp speed by Sumner's uixrhained

riff and Gillespie's processed vocal,

"Shoot Speed/Kill Light" sounds like

a lost New Orda- single. Finally, tfie

Chemical Brothers show up to work

their magic on a remix of "Swastika

Eyes," making it sound like, umm....a

Chemical Brothers tune.

Ultimately, XTRMNTR is all about

completely rearranging your view cmi

popular music, even if it means they

have to take a chainsaw to you to

accomplish this. The quasi-political

bile in many of the lyrics aren't really

substantial, just icing on the cake.

Many simply extol tte virtues of

being a countCT-culture rebel. The

Scream enjoy pulling tfie rug out from

under your feet nKxe tfian anything.

Take "Keep Your Dreams": the music

is calming and ethereal, before

Gillespie crashes the party by

announcing "I believe that sinfiillness

can bum your soul away/Thoie's no

release fiDm nothingness when bve

has gone away."

XTRMNTR is a tripped-out joumey

through a future worid of cri^^kd

empty people and rusted m^hinery.

Yet, it's also invigwating, danceable,

funky and completely visionary.

Gillespie boasts in the closing track

that "I'm leaving everyone so far

behind/I'm five years ahead of my
time," and he's completely right.

How's that for a neat little trick? Now
quit reading and listen to the Scream's

"civil disobedience." 4 1/2 out of 5

stars.
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Entertainment

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Kind of jockey or

brake

S Wine container

9 Night hunter to

be
14 Choir pari

15 Mane man?
16 Chicago airport

17 Push-button

forerunner

18 Supply of BB's

19 CUmbing device

20 Arrangements

22 & others

24 Trial by fire

25 Botch

27 Honest man?
29 Astronaut turned

senator turned

astronaut

32 Filled with

worKler

37 Watched a tape

again

38 Track gatherings

39 Com serving

40 MkMIe of the

road

42 l-laving a will

44 Veiy dry, as wine

45 Dash to pieces

47 Desert spnngs

48 Peevishness

50 Uncorks

51 Writer Buntline

52 Rk^ or Worth

54 Work gang
57 Meedtehoie

59 Categorize

63 Swift

65 Seth's son

67 Siamese, kxlay

68 Stage type

69 Farm parcel

70 Orange coat

71 Like an unkempt
lawn

72 fences
73 Oxen link

DOWN
1 June celebrants

2 Nastase of tennis

3 ERA, e.g.

4 Uce colonnades

5 Set of students

1 2 3 4 5 « 7 a 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 16 19

20 21 22 "M 24

^B 25 26 27 26

^^^1
29 30 31

1
32 33 34 35 36

37 38 I 39

40 41 42 43

44 45 46

1
47

4« 49 60

^^ 51

I
62 53 ^^^

54 ss SS '" 56 58 eo 61 62

63 64 65 66

1

67

68 69 70

71 72 73

S 2001 TribuM Madn SanicM, mc
A* rigtitt rMWVMl.

1/81/81

6 Objective

7 Anytxjdy

8 Windsor or

bowline

9 Atey in comes?
10 Blanch

11 Betterthan

never?

12 Love god
13 Hiker's shelter

21 Summit
23 Blanche's

leader?

26 Humiliate

28 Woodwind
instruments

29 Gel a hoW on
30 Embankment
31 Put up
33 Leash

34 Discontinue

35 Consumed
36 Apply bandages

to

41 Test score

43 WaHhoiging
46 Systematized

Solutions
3 M A

1

s 3 3 s A C 3 3 M
a N 1 ti 3 b V y N 3 ti V

1 V H 1 s N 3 a 1 d V b

i U S S V 3 Ala I M 3 ti

3 N 3

3

1 a 3 N ^^^1
s N 3 d

1
o[n V 1 1 3 d

s 3 S V H s V u 3 S

3 1 V 1 s 3 i 3 V ti 3 A V

u V 3

!
s i 3 3 n

1
N V U 3 b

a 3 V U i N 3^ N N 3 1

P^Hale V s 1 n l^^l
i S 3 i Oi 31 S d n 1 3 S

N 1 1 d

1

fi Yi V

1

T V 1 a

3 u V H N 1 1 1 1 V

i 3 1 M X s V s 1 a

knowledge

49 f^lax

53 Relaxes

54 Bircfs crop

55 Few and far

between

56 Fencer's toil

58 Affirmative votes

60 Buckeye Slate

61 Lmeofcabs
62 Powerful trend

64 Calendar

component
66 Mispickel, e.g.

CAPTAIN RIBMAN >« Public Safety by Sprengelmeyer It Davis

TOOAX
I AA^ ANNOtlNCINa

A PAOGACSSfVK NCW
ouN SAfen p«oo«AM j

FOa THK CrmMNS Of
,

A^WArfmpous/ '^

/

crnz«NS WITH
OLD. FILTH*/ BULLETS

CAN MAVe TmM MPLACeO
WITH SHINV. SANm2£0^

BUUMTS.

QtffiSTIONS
ASKCOf

***«i

iSitttiffSli

WORKING TooermR,
we CAN SHORTMN THfi

HOSPITAL STAy Of
SUKVtViNG VKTIMS FROM

OIRTV. OeRM-LAOeN
euujers/

ftUCH^CtS IMViMtftOTS

fOUMO AhlGeuvcA -CAS-CGD

sKuay HAS
60NE MISSIN6I

IN HIS ABSENCE
THE SEARCH

HAS BE6UN FOR
AN APPROPRIATE

STAND IN...

BOWLINE BALL.

-#
FOOTBAU
HELMET.

SCULPTED
MASHED

POTATOES.

SNOW GLOBE.

ii W m

WED6E0F
CHEESE.

MISSING:

PRESUMED
DEAD.

k m-
www.mortco.azit.com #53
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b'^ Tu«tin ^orus and Andrew Feinstein

EXCUSE ME. WHAT'S

A (;;00D LINE TO
use ON GIRLS?

GIRLS DON'T
LIKE LINES. JUST
BE NATURAL

REALLY?! THAT'S A

RELIEF. I'M NOT
GOOD AT LINES

ANYWAY

i

IMSTIMeUTED lY TWauiC MCDW SCRMCCS

^ CHECK iT(wre)eiw.i\ieKe^»,

^mxmmm-
mmmmx'

^TurM..^Wle*^W

I. -1 mp^/ I

—

lilltiKi^ltMlliiloTHS

JEis&l[jisr?
\3#«)f3«ie

mmw...

VvefdV^VwrniMl-fiMn u»uMj.»**rf»o«««e«x»'n

HERE'S MY PHOt^E

NUMBER...YOU
SHOULD CALL (IE

SOMETinE

r EXCUSE HE, WHAT'S
'

A GOOD LINE TO

off the mark by Mark Parisi off the mark

oftthemark.cc
• imANnCFEAIUnECaomUAHKmRSIMarkParlsi@aol.com

by Mark Parisi

www.offthemark.com

Rules for Surviving Academla # 1.

Over tk< y«*ff, X ^*%/e

<maiie4 (^w;tt» kelp -frtn

I

<^«IU«jues, sUdtfits, Aod

I

««<«..•*• ttr*.f.Ve cenUcis} Th« p«r.son curry iAa tlie cap
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•priiig braak
ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South

Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and

Mardigras. Reps needed. Travel

Free, Earn $$$, Group Discounts

for 6+. Call 1-800-838-8203 or

visit www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Breal(! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

Classifieds
SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

for rent

2001-2002 year. House for 2, 3 or

4 female students. Quiet, close to

campus, summer included. Lease,

references. Call 226-6867.

House for 3-4 female students.

Fall 2001 -Spring 2002. Utilities

included except phone. Laundry

facilities. Across the street from

campus. Call 223-9161.

Student apartments for rent for

groups of 3-4. One block from

campus. Call 354-2489 or 226-

7774.

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusllindraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

week with your recruitment. Have

a wonderful week. Love, your

sweetheart, Dena.

congratulate all sororities on a

great formal rush

!
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ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.
Hli^1lt*i),ifiti:/ifH,*i^t**

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F

9am-4pm EST.
**************

**************

1 bedroom apartment in Clarion.

All utilities included. $425 per

month. 226-8561.
**************

Wanted: 7 female tenants who's

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!
**************

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
**************

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.
**************

Looking for room to rent for the

spring semester 2001 in Clarion

area. (814)678-8870.

help waiit0d

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Coed summer

camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com .

**************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

NEED TO EARN EXTRA
CASH?

Part-time employment available with

local manufacturing company. 20 hrs per

week or more. Flexible schedule.

Call (814) 927-6428 for more information

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

**************

Congratulations to Dena Buetzow

and our sweetheart Mike Metz on

your engagement. You are truly

meant for each other! With love,

the sisters of OSX

OSI would like to congratulate

all of the sororities on recruitment

and best of luck for this semester
**************

Congratulations to Amanda,

Kimmie, Nikki, Laura and Sarah

on becoming a new edition to

OSS. Love your future <I>Z2 sis-

ters.

**************

Congratulations to Kylene on get-

ting lavaliered to Jeff S. of Theta

Xi. You guys are perfect for each

other Love your 02I sisters.

**************

Good job to Heather, Karen,

Kirsten and Kristy for being great

PX's. Good to have you back.

Love your OSZ sisters.

**************

Congrats to Kylene for doing a

great job with recruitment this

past week. You're awesome. Love

your OSS sisters.

Thank you cheerleaders, soccer

team, rugby team, and track team

for a great time. From the brothers

of Sigma Pi.

**************

Congratulations to ZTAs Spring

2001 New Members: Stephanie,

Kaitlin, Lindsey, Liz, Rachel,

Katie, Raeann, Amber, Janna,

Rachele, Nicole, Marissa, and

Renee.
**************

Welcome back! Good luck to

everyone this semester SSS

Happy 21st B-day Brenda and

S.W. Welcome to the Big Giris

Club. Love your Sisma sisters.

**************

Happy belated birthday to Erin,

Michelle, and Julie. Love, SSS
**************

Congrats to our new Sigma

Sweetheart, John A. We love you!

SSS
**************

The sisters of SSS would like to

congratulate all sororities on

recruitment.

Congrats to Spring 2001! Pam,

Lexie, Christy, Breanna, Kelly,

and Mindy. We can't wait to call

you sisters! Love, SSS sisters.

Geibel, don't let things get to you.

Just look forward to Sunday and

your favorite prom dress. Love

Jen and Amy.
**************

Happy birthday Amy and Mindy. Keith, the "hobbit" misses you.

Love your ZTA sisters.
**************

***********^**

The sisters of ZTA would like to

Jeff, your next shirt from me?

Cpt. Obivous. Chaffee

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

DUlliifiilfifiriliiirifinglfllt

gr00k
snainiacitsnMmnnn^

Congratulations to our new mem-

bers Tosh, Jillian, Shauna, Erica,

Tricha and Kathleen! Love, your

future AOE sisters.

**************

Good luck Liz and Niki on your

radio show. Love, AOE
**************

AOE wants to congratulate all the

sororities on last week's recruit-

ment.
**************

Congratulations to Jeni Beckwith

for being our "sister of the month"

Love, AOE
**************

OSK, I hope you all had a fun and

exciting weekend. Good luck this

UAB presents

^Tbby Keith"

with special guest.

When: February 18, 2001

Where: Tippin Gymnasium

Doors open at 7 p.m. and the

show starts at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $8 for students and

$15 for non-students.

Tickets can be purchased at

Gemmell Info Desk!
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Sports
Golden Eagles finish fourth at 58th PSAC Wrestling

Championships: Testa and Topper PSAC champs
WrestlingI Clarion finishes

fourth at PSAC's from Page 1.

Seeded #1, Topper decisioned

Millersville's Brian McDonald 6-

5 in the first round, then majored

Edinboro's Justin Millard 10-2 in

the semi's, before defeating

Bloomsburg's Kris Smith 3-2 in

the finals. Topper ran his season

record to 18-6.

John Testa, a sophomore who

was seeded #1, won his second

straight PSAC crown at heavy-

weight. In the quarterfinals he

posted a 12-1 major decision

over Bloomsburg's Pat Spirelli,

then pinned East Stroudsburg's

Marc Bauknecht at 1:22 in the

semi's. Testa defeated Edinboro's

Josh Pearce 3-1 in the finals. He

also defeated Pearce in the finals

last year 5- 1 . Testa ran his season

record to 21-4 and now has a

career record of 49-15.

Rad Martinez, seeded #2 at

133, posted a 2-1 record at

PSAC's. He opened with a 5-1

win over East Stroudsburg's

Kevin Rake, then edged

Edinboro's Charlie Soto 4-3 in

the semi's. Martinez lost to LH's

Scott Bair 10-3 in the finals. He

has a season record of 23-5.

Frank Edgar, a freshman, was

2-2 in placing fourth at 141-

pounds. Seeded #5, he posted a

24-9 technical fall over

Shippensburg's Mark Mentzer,

then lost to #1 seed Mike Maney

of Lock Haven 5-4 in the final

seconds. In the wrestle backs he

defeated ESU's Brad Kleckner 9-

4, but was majored by Slippery

Rock's Tony Abbate, 15-1. Edgar

now has a season record of 14-

12.

Dominic Surra, a junior,

placed 4th at 149-pounds. He
opened with a 12-10 sudden vic-

tory overtime decision over Brad

Washburn (ESU), lost 8-0 to

Edinboro's Ryan Shapert, defeat-

ed SR's Erick Eythe 6-5, then

was pinned by Bloomsburg's

George Carter at 1:15. Surra has

a season record of 17-8.

Aaron Mitchell, a senior and

tri-captain, was fourth at 174

with a 2-2 record. Mitchell, seed-

ed 5th, started with a 2-1 win

over #4 seed Dan Roy (ESU),

then was pinned in 30-seconds

by eventual champion Josh

Koscheck (Edinboro). In the

wrestle backs he defeated SR's

Adam Shawver 10-4, but lost 9-1

to Lock Haven's Ed Pawlak to

finish fourth. Mitchell has a sea-

son record of 17-13.

Eric Mausser, a sophomore

who was seeded #3 at 197, also

was 2-2 over the weekend.

Mausser lost a 6-6 tie breaker in

the opening round to

Millersville's Greg Eynon, then

bounced back to pin Clarence

Ezell (Kutztown) at 2:19 and

posted a 7-6 decision over Ship's

Kevin Boccella. In the match for

third place he lost a 6-5 decision

in the final seconds. Mausser has

a season record of 21-6 and now

has a career record of 46-12.

Peter Derstine, a freshman, was

fifth at 125 pounds with a 3-2

record. He opened with a 7-6

loss to #2 seed Brian Burzynski

(Kutztown), but battled back

with a 3-2 win over Edinboro's

Jacob Gray and pinned

Shippensburg's Todd Hawn at

6:05. He lost a 1-0 decision to

Bloomsburg's Brock Hite, then

decisioned SR's Adam Renner

10-8 sudden victory. He moved

his season record to 12-11.

Jim Perry, a sophomore, placed

fifth at 157 pounds. He replaced

Clarion senior Shane

McChesney late in the week

when McChesney was hit with

the flu. Perry lost his opening

bout to Edinboro's Shaun

Courtesy photo

Shapert 4-2, then came back to

decision Millersville's Brandyn

Hardnett 7-6 and John Ratki

(Kutztown) 13-10. After being

pinned by LH's Jason Gilligan at

1:40, he decisioned SR's

Anthony Errera 8-2 for fifth

place. Perry now has a season

record of 9-6.

Also competing for the Golden

Eagles was senior Pete

Kroshefskie (Gordon) at 165

pounds. Pete was 0-2 in the tour-

nament losing in the opening

round to Edinboro's Yanni

Diamond 2-0, then to Shawn

Smith (ESU) 5-4. He now has a

season record of 7-13.

Clarion now has 99 PSAC

Champions in its overall history.

Testa, with two titles joins ten

other Eagles as two-time win-

ners. Other two-time winners

include Ken Warnick, Jack

Campbell, Charlie Heller, Rob
Albert, Brian Kesneck, Paul

Clark, Ken Haselrig, Bryan

Stout, Chris Marshall and Tom
Tomeo. The Eagles have eight,

three-time champions and four,

four-time champions. The four-

time winners include Bill

Simpson, Wade Schalles, Don
Rohn and Jim Beichner.

Clarion's next dual meet is

Friday, Feb.2 against #11 ranked

Edinboro. The match time is set

for 7:30pm.

Topper named Clarion Call "Athlete of the Week"
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Clarion Call "Athlete of

the Week" for the week of Feb.

1 is senior wrestler. Bob Topper

of Hanover, Pa. During the

PSAC championship over the

weekend. Topper decisioned

Millersville's Brian McDonald
6-5 in the first round. He then

majored Edinboro's Justin

Millard 10-2 in the semi's,

before defeating Bloomsburg's

Kris Smith 3-2 in the finals.

Topper ran his season record to

18-6.

Bob Topper, who currently

serves as one of the wrestling

team's captains, is an elemen-

tary and early childhood educa-

tion major.

Coaches commend Topper's

good all-around skills, leader-

ship abilities, and aggressive-

ness.

His Clarion background

includes red-shirting in 2000, a

17-20 record in 1999, 4th at

EWL's & PSAC's at 184, and in

1998 a 6-10 record at 190 with a

6th at PSAC's. Topper is also a

Clarion & PSAC Scholar
* Athlete.

Topper attended New Oxford

High and wrestled under coach

Dave Conaway. he took fourth

at PIAA's his senior year and

also qualified his junior year.

Topper's career record is 105-

36. He was Athlete of the Year

in 1996, a football and wrestling

captain with four wrestling and

two football letters.

Topper is married to wife

Angela and is son of Bob
Topper and Kathy Long. He has

a brother, Nathan, and sister,

Amanda.

»www.theclarioncall.com<

Womens basketball

gain first PSAC-West

victory.

See page 18

Test your sport smarts

with the Sports Trivia

question of the v^eek,

See page 18

Mens basketball defeats

Lock Haven,

See page 19

Swimmers and divers

celebrate senior

night.

See page 20
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Womens basketball

Clarion gains PSAGWest win over Lock Haven
Courtesy of Sports

Information

The Goiden Eagle womens bas-

ketball team headed East on

Interstate 80 Wednesday, Jan. 22

to take on Lock Haven in an early

season PSAC-West doublehead-

er. The Clarion women managed

to defeat Lock Haven with a final

score of 73-62, gaining their first

PSAC win.

Clarion's women's team was 7-

9 overall and 0-3 in the PSAC-

West before the game.

Lock Haven's womens team

was 8-7 overall and 0-2 in the

PSAC-West.

The womens game was a key

game for both Clarion and Lock

Haven, as both were looking for

their first PSAC-West win.

Clarion came off an 81-47 loss

.at home to lUP, while Lock

Haven fell 72-50 at Califomia.

The Golden Eagles are led by

Christina Lantz's 12.2 points per

game and 7.2 rebounds per game.

Allison Stodart is adding 11.2

points per game and 4. 1 rebounds

per game. She has also hit a

team-high. 47 three-pointers.

Also scoring in double digits

for Clarion is Tameka

Washington at 10.3 points per

game. Courtney Willman is

adding 8.3 points per game and

8.1 rebouns per game, while

Melissa Yearous is averaging 9.9

points per game and 5.5 rebounds

per game.

Lock Haven, who has lost 5 of

its past 7 games after starting the

season 6-2, is led by Shawna

Boyd's 9.3 points per game and

3.9 rebounds per game.

Tara Ballintine is adding 8.6

points per game, while Nicole

Schimelfenig is chipping in 8.1

points per game. Holly Young

contributes 8.0 points per game

Coach Margaret Parsons lends advice to player

and 4.3 rebounds per game.

Clarion likes to run an outside

game as is evident by the Golden

Eagles PSAC leading 92 three-

pointers and 5.75 3-pointers per

game. The Golden Eagles have

also taken a league leading 326

treys.

Lock Haven, meanwhile, does-

n't shoot much from beyond the

arc. The Bald Eagles have tried

only 142 three's this season,

fourth fewest in the PSAC and

have made only 49 of those

shots, fifth lowest in the confer-

ence.

Sports
Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question is

$301 ,200.

Til is week's
question is:

When were
the first

Winter X
Games

introduced?

IWTRAMUllilL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

.

Climbing Wall Champ
Scott Cerilli won the first ever

Intramural Climbing contest! Scott

climbed three different routes in a

total time of48.46 seconds. Second

place went to Nicholas Snyder with a

time of 52.90. Watch for more

climbing contests coming soon.

BIG BUCK CONTEST

Whafs Happening:
5 on 5 Basketball in progress

Floor Hockey

Bowling

Darts

Pool Volleyball

3 Point Shot

CO-CHAMPS!!!

in progress

in progress

starts 2/7

starts 2/8

starts 2/14

/-; ^

e- #

Robert Mott - 7 point, 12" spread Dustin Thompson 8 point, 1
1" spread

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Equipment Rentals:

Don't forget to check out gear for

use during the winter. Available

gear includes: snow sleds, cross

country skis, poles/boots and inner

tubes. Five dollar deposit required.

Recreation Center / Open Net Nights

Here's your chance to join others in

three different net sports from 6-8 pm.

Monday - Tennis

Wednesday - Volleyball

Friday - Badminton

Free - Tae Kwon Do lessons to all

students and Recreation Center pass

holders. Monday's 5 - 6 pm on court 1.

The new Paintball Club is having a

social for prospective -members on

Wednesday, February 7. Stop by the

information bulletin board for details.
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Mens basketball

Golden Eagles rebound defeating Pitt ofJohnstown
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor &
Courtesy of Sports Information

The Golden Eagle mens basket-

ball team dominated the court on

Monday Jan. 29 against Pitt of

Johnstown, winning with a score

of 79-72. This victory was a con-

fidence boosting rebound after

losing to Lock Haven, 66-79.

Clarion's mens team had itself

right back into a first place tie in

the PSAC-West with an 83-72

win at home over lUP. Lock

Haven fell a 1/2 game behind

Clarion, Edinboro, and

Shippensburg in the early

PSAC-West race after dropping

a 73-62 decision at California.

Clarion, which has won ten of

its past 14 games, is led by a bal-

anced attack that features all five

players scoring in double digits.

Steve Serwatka is Clarion's

and the PSAC's leading scorer at

19.9 points per game, while

Tamir Harbin is adding 14.9

points per game. Harbin has

picked his game up since the

start of PSAC-West play averag-

ing 18.7 points per game in the

three conference games.

David Shearer is chipping in

with 13.3 points per game and is

third in the PSAC with 8.7

rebounds per game. Rollie Smith

is scoring 12.3 points per game
and dishing out 4.3 assists per

game, good for eighth in the

conference.

Allen Stevens is adding 10.9

points per game and 5.9

rebounds per game. He has also

picked his game up in confer-

ence play averaging 15.3 points

per game.

Lock Haven, who has lost to

California, broke a four game
winning streak. Lock Haven has

won six of its last eight games

after starting the season 2-6.

The Bald Eagles are led by

Rico Abbondanza's 17.0 points

per game & 6.1 rebounds per

game. Abbondanza is seventh in

the PSAC in scoring.

The Clarion's mens team

swept Lock Haven last season

winning 88-71 at Clarion and

81-68 at Lock Haven. The

Golden Eagle men have won
eight in a row against Lock

Haven. Clarion only lost 84-64

during the 1995-96 season.

Clarion and Lock Haven split

the womens games last year with

Lock Haven winning 69-61 al

Clarion and Clarion returning

the favor with a 90-71 win at

Lock Haven.

Both teams return to action

Jan. 31 when they host Slippery-

Rock in a PSAC-West double-

header. The womens game starts

at 6 p.m. with the men to follow

at 8 p.m.

Liz Potter /The Clarion Call

Player #3, Steve Serwatka, soars for a two-pointer during

Monday's game aglnst Pitt of Johnstown.
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TOYOTA
CALL IT START UP MONEY.

weM5
TOYOTA'S^COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $300

TO GET YOU GOING!

Celicst

There^s sure to be a Toyota that s just right for yoit,...

And now there's a Toyota College Graduate Finance Program

that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages:

No Down Fayment

No Paymentfor 90 days

Finance up to 72 months

• Get $500 Cash Back From Toyota,,,

in Miiion lo any other cumnt Toyota customer meniivesi

So if you're within 4 months of graduation

or if you graduated within the past 2 years

Ask your Toyota dealer for all the detail$>

www.gettoyotaxom
Toyota CoJlegc GradiMW riaaacc J^«>j{fajrj avajkble ?o quahliwi A^plu
cants ihtt) Ttw>t.i Finam-.»l ?>«vit«. Not a^ ^tpplkants wiW ijuahfy Som<-

rc-sttlciioftsmd hmiximm apply; Osh back o^kt .<«s!«c«-.t to gt<^raj>i>k

lBmt«ttoti&«n<J e(Ut expires (vOiVOl. $c«r U«r»ltr for tlmils.
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Swimming and diving

Golden Eagle swimming and diving teams defeat

Allegheny: Clarion celebrates annual "Senior Night"
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor and

Stephanie Sutton

Clarion Call StafT Writer
•••••••••••I »»••••#••••!

It was an emotional evening

for the 14 graduating seniors

from the Clarion swimming and

diving teams on Jan. 26 at

Tippin Natatorium. The athletes

competed against Allegheny for

victories in both the mens and

womens teams.

A majority of the Golden

Eagles came in as a team during

the 1997-98 season and will be

departing from the programs

this 2000-01 year.

The meet began with the pre-

sentation of gifts to the depart-

ing athletes, courtesy of the

coaches. Retired coach. Bill

Miller accepted the honor of

reading the senior profiles.

After the conclusion of the

opening ceremony, the meet was

underway. Bringing in the gold

for the first event was Brandi

Smithson in the 1000 freestyle.

Beau Caldwell joined Smithson

with a first place in the mens

1000 freestyle as well.

Shannon Cattoni captured first

in the 200 freestyle while

Andrea Faller claimed the 50

free.

Gary Aughinbaugh took a vic-

tory in the 50 freestyle for the

men, and was joined by Aaron

Bell with a first in the 200

Individual Medley.

Next up for the women was

Missy Baer with a gold in the

200 fly. Megan Trimbur pulled

in more points for the women
with a first in the 100 freestyle.

These women were joined by

Alyssa Helm in the 200 back-

stroke and Abby Koch in the

500 free.

Bringing in more points for

the mens team was Adam
Ulishney in the 200 backstroke,

followed by Brian Monico in

the 500 freestyle and Matt

Jeffers in the 200 breaststroke.

Dominating the boards was

Stephanie Sutton, taking both

the one and three-meter compe-

titions. She was joined by

Jimmy McGee in the mens divi-

sion with a first on the one-

meter.

Graduating from the Clarion

womens swimming and diving

teams are Jeanine Buecheler,

Shannon Cattoni, Andrea Faller,

Kelly Horner, Katie McNerny,

Mindy Mizia, Stephanie Sutton,

Megan Tracy, and Chrissy

Young. Departing from the

mens team are Aaron Ulishney,

Adam Ulishney, Matt Jeffers,

Doug Scott, and John Smithson.

Between all 14 seniors there

are nearly 100 All-American

honors, PSAC finalists, PSAC
champions, PSAC and Clarion

scholar athletes, one national

champion, and one NCAA
Division II "Diver of the Year."

All of these honors were earned

together as a team during the

past three seasons. Both teams

are working hard for more

PSAC titles and top finishes at

the NCAA competition.

"All of the practice and hard

How much do you already know about wellness?

(Answer Trut or False)

1.) If you exercise regularly, it's not necessary to watch your diet as well.

2.) Women and men have the same nutritional needs.

3.) Calcium helps reduce the risk of the serious bone disease, osteoporosis.

4.) Aerobic exercises such as walking, swimming, and bicycling, are the only ones you

need for fitness.

5.) Walking is one of the best all-around exercises you can do.

6.) To get the cardiovascular benefits of aerobic exercise, they should be done within the

level of intensity known as your target heart rate zone.

7.) Strength training will make you look like a muscle builder and isn't really necessary

for total wellness.

8.) One way to reduce stress is to prioritize the things you have to do eah day.

9.) It is considered poor patient etiquette to write down your healthcare provider's rec

ommendations for your care.

(Answers to questions 1-4)

1.) FALSE. Adequate exercise combined with good nutrition will help you feel better,

control your weight, and stay healthier.

2.) FALSE. The nutritional needs of women differ from those of men because women

have a smaller body size. They need fewer calories than men, which makes it harder

to get adequate amounts of some nutrients such as calcium and iron.

3.) TRUE. A diet high in calcium can help reduce the risk of osteoporosis. Try to eat

three or more servings of calcium-rich foods each day.

4.) FALSE. It takes a well-rounded program including stretches, aerobic exercise, and

strength training to meet your exercise needs throughout life.

(Look for answers for questions 5-9 in next week's Clarion Call.)

Courtesy of Jeanine Buecheler

Eight of the nine senior women pose for a quicl< picture

before practice. The team traveiied to Ft. Lauderdaie, Fl. to

train at the Swimming Mali of Fame from Jan. i-13.

work was well worth it when

you do it with some great

friends. I will never forget the

bonds I have made with these

nine women," said Jeanine

Buecheler.

The Golden Eagles will return

to the pool on Feb. 3 at the

University of Pittsburgh's,

Trees Natatorium. The women
will then compete against

Youngstown State on Sunday,

Feb. 4

Clarion hockey team

ready to open season
by Bill Friedline

Clarion Call Staff Writer

It's the most wonderful time of

the year for the Clarion hockey

team. The boys of winter are back

and ready for another season of

battle. The team is off to a 1-2

start after a big 14-7 win on

Sunday Jan. 28 at the Belmont Ice

Complex.

The Team is led by captain.

Drew McWilliams and alternates,

Bill Evans and Jeff Hartman. All

look to serving as leaders through

the duration of the season.

The offense is led this season by

center, Bill Holmes. During the

past three games. Holmes has tal-

lied six goals and two assists.

Rounding out the offense attack

are Andy Boarts, Rich Caporal,

Sean Daugherty, Matt Drudy, Bill

Friedline, Jake Perrache, ' and

Dave Woods.

With the loss of Jeff VanStone

during the off season, the defen-

sive duo of Jeff Hartman and

Steve Seller have stepped up to

fill the void. Christian Vanassa,

Brian Wolfe, and newcomer, Nick

Corsini complete the defensive

wall this season.

In between the pipes are goal

tenders. Brad Bowser and Mike

Napierkowski. Both look forward

to keeping the puck out of the net

this season.

Bill Holmes takes the lead of the

top three list with eight points

scored during the past three

games. Following close behind is

Drew McWilliams with seven

points, and Bill Friedline with five

points.

The team plays every Sunday at

the Belmont Ice Complex in

KittannJng. The next game is

scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 4 at

8:45 p.m.

t]

Learning in progress

Mary Beth Crawshaw^/The Clarion Call

Professor James Holden of the Computer information Science Deportment lectures to his class this week in Becker

Hall.

Clarion student athletes are "A" okay
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Cdl Editor-in-™

Excelling in and out of the

classroom is an old cliche often

used to describe university ath-

letes. The term is proving to be

true at Clarion University.

For the third straight year the

Clarion University varsity inter-

collegiate athletic program has

had the highest percentage of

"Scholar Athletes" in the PSAC.

One hundred and six students

representing the 16 varsity inter-

collegiate sports at Clarion

University have fallen under one

of three stipulations to achieve

scholar athlete status.

Students receiving this honor

had to achieve a cumulative grade

point average of 3.2, attained a

3.2 GPA or higher during two pre-

vious semesters or earned a 3.2

GPA as a first semester freshman.

In 1991 Head Athletic Director

Bob Carlson implemented the

"Scholar Athlete" program. For

seven of the past ten years

Clarion's "Scholar Athlete" total

has risen.

"Coaches do an excellent job of

recruiting top quality kids,"

Carlson said.

Its first year 47 student athletes

earned the honor, this semester

106 students will win this award.

"This is one of the brightest

spots of the year. It is important

to keep recognizing the academic

side of the student athlete,"

Carlson said.

The 106 students this year is

Clarion's largest since the begin-

ning of the "Scholar Athlete" pro-

gram.

They will be honored this

Friday at the annual luncheon at

Chandler Dining Hall. The lun-

cheon will allow student-athletes

to be recognized along with a

individual of their choice. An

individual who has had an influ-

ence on their academic careers.

"Each athlete brings someone

who had an influence on them,"

Carlson said. "The luncheon is

•www.theclarioncall.conn

something for the athlete to take

pride in. Many of them have a

goal to make it to this (lun-

cheon)."

This year the Clarion University

Golden Eagle football team will

have the most in attendance with

17. Other teams earning "Scholar

Athlete" awards include the

Womens Basketball team with

10, Womens Swimming and

Diving teams with 11, the

Baseball team with 9 and the

Womens Track and Field Team

with 1 1

.

Bob Carlson was pleased that

all 16 intercollegiate teams have

at least one representative attend-

ing the banquet.

SSHE
adding

programs

Courtesy of The State System of

Higher Education
«••••••••••••••••••••••••**********

The Clarion University Board of

Trustees recently voted to add

three new academic programs, fol-

lowing suit with nine other new

programs approved by the state

system this semester.

The SSHE's Board of Governors

has approved nine new degree pro-

grams designed to fit the ever

changing workforces needs of the

state of Pennsylvania

The new degrees include

Master's in the Art of Teaching at

Cheyney University, Master's of

Education in early childhood edu-

cation and a Master of Business at

Millersville University.

Bachelor of Arts in broadcast

journalism: radio/television and in

print journalism at Edinboro

University and a Bachelor of

Science in Criminal Justice at

Lock Haven University have also

been added.

Rounding out the nine new

degrees include an Associate of

Science and Bachelor of Science in

computer engineering technology

at California University (Pa) and

an Associate of Science in

nanofabrication technology at

Cheyney University.

The Board of Governors has

added 20 new academic programs

since January 2000.

Clarion University's three new

academic programs are currently

under review by the SSHE.
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Gaimell, it's vAiat's

Have you ever seen Alien? Remember that scene where
that cute little critter bursts out of John Hurt's stomach,
only to grow into an extremely ill-tempered insectoid

beast who devours the crew? Well, if you look at that

scene very closely, you can see a Gemmell sign in the

background.

Although this may be true, there is some credit to be
given to Gemmell. First, the coffee and bagel cart pro-

vides some very scrumptious meals. Who couldn't love
the monstrous cookies?

However, the staff here wishes to offer Gemmell a few
hints on how to better the establishment.

First, don't tease us with the Ben and Jerry's Mint
Cookie Ice Cream. It really is cruel. It should constantly

be in the case for ice cream conessiouers. It's true, it's

true.

Next, and this may be the most important one of all,

poppers should fit on board. Everyone eats those more
than the fries, but they cost an arm and a leg.

Another hint is to change the board specials once in

awhile. It might sound crazy, but students really do get

tired of the same stuff all the time. There are only so

many ceaser salads one can eat in a week.

There are also the people who go to eat in Gemmell who
are not fortunate enough to have meal plans. Now, does it

really make sense to charge so much for the food when
lack of funds might be the reason for not having a food
plan? It's really bad when a banana costs $1.50. Come on
now, cut us some slack.

The last hint is to bring back some of the long lost

items. What happened to the steak subs? They were
great. The garlic mayo for the panini sandwiches is great-

ly missed also. We also miss the old breadbowis. You
know, the ones that were two to three times the size of the

ones now.

Through the Looking Glass
JUST WHAT HE
WANTED: The three wives

of Lebanese farmer Ghassan
Abdel-Al are tired -- very tired.

Between them, they have given

birth to 42 children, and judging

by Ghassan's insatiable appetite

for "love," things aren't about to

let up any time soon. He is only 47
years old. So, to take the pressure

off themselves, the three gave

Abdel-Al what they consider the

perfect gift a fourth wife. He is

very happy about it. "I can't live

without love, or at least without

women," he said. "That is the way
Allah created me."

OH LOOK, A KITTY,
A BIG KITTY,
AIEEE! After his tenant sud-

denly vacated a rented Omaha,
Neb., home due to his arrest for

bank robbery, landlord Ray
Besore went in to inspect the

place and get it ready for a new
renter. He opened the door and
was met by a lunging six-month-

old mountain lion, a pet of the for-

mer tenant. Besore immediately

retreated. He was unharmed.

WHAT'S WRONG
WITH THAT DEAL?
Eileen Mayfield, a 42-year-old

guard at the Montgomery County
prison in Pennsylvania, made five

male inmates who wanted candy

or snacks have sex with her in

exchange, police said. She report-

edly told one of them "If you don't

do what I want I can write you up
and you will get another six to

nine months added to your time."

Prisoner complaints sparked an

investigation. She is facing

charges.

HONEY, YOU ARE
DRIVING ME NUTS:
John Turner of Middlesbrough,

England, took his wife, Pauline, to

divorce court, because she

rearranged the furniture in their

home every single day of their 38-

year marriage. Every single day.

John cited grounds of unreason-

able behavior. Pauline admits that

her habit is, indeed, odd, but

explained, "Everybody has their

little obsession." The divorce was
granted.

A SHOCKING DIS-
PLAY OF MODESTY:
David Joyner, who is serving 14

years in a Texas prison for robbery

and assault, was extremely disap-

pointed at the nude pictures of

Paula Jones in December's

Penthouse, because they were not

revealing enough. He is suing the

magazine for $500,000 because

he was "very mentally hurt and

angered" that the photographs did

not live up to his expectations.

Perhaps to make his complaint

seem more substantial, he identi-

fied himself as the Minister of

Law of the Mandingo Warriors

prison gang. It didn't work. The
suit was summarily dismissed.

and His Ministership was fined

$250 for filing a frivolous legal

motion.

OFFICER, I THINK
HE'S THE ONE: Police

in California put a robbery suspect

in a lineup with a group of other

men and instructed them all to say,

"Hand over the money or I'll

shoot." To the astonishment of

witnesses on the other side of the

glass partition, the robber

exclaimed defiantly, "Hey, that's

not what I said."

A WILD RIDE BUT A
BRIEF ONE: As a driver

was gassing up his green Lincoln

Continental at a filling station in

Pittsburgh, two teenagers jumped
in and drove off at high speed.

They were going so fast that they

failed to negotiate a 90-degree

turn and rolled the car over onto

its roof and right onto the railroad

tracks.

They crawled out and were try-

ing to roll the car back onto its

wheels when a freight train came
through, demolishing the vehicle.

The youths fled but were soon

apprehended in a nearby wooded
area.
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Opinion

**...if Phil had forecast an

early spring, my thoughtji

would»*t be turnhig tO[

variouis recipes for cook

ing ground hog."

Hide Park

John Gerow
Watching the wind blow snow

across the yard today didn't make

me feel any better disposed

toward Punxsutawney Phil the

weather forecasting groundhog.

Perhaps if Phil had forecast an

early spring, my thoughts would-

n't be turning to various recipes

for cooking groundhog.

I know it isn't Phil's fault that he

has lost touch with the common

man and common groundhog; it's

all the media hype that surrounds

the rodent. He's a star, and as

such, no longer has to contend

with the nasty side of winter, the

cold, the snow, and the ice. Oh

no, not Punxsutawney Phil, he

lives in a comfortable heated den

where his every rodent need is

attended to by his human lackeys.

Phil would be singing a different

song about early springs if he was

holed up for the duration in a wet,

cold hole in the ground like the

rest of the groundhogs in the

world. If Phil had to wait for

warm weather to fill his little

groundhog tummy, you can bet

he'd be forecasting an early

spring every year!

Maybe I'm just getting cranky

because of the cold and the snow.

It wasn't so many years ago that I

almost enjoyed winter.

It seemed to be a great relief

from the endless, hot, sweaty,

summer time. Now, though, it

hardly seems that summer is ever

long enough.

The nice weather whisks away

on an endless stream of "wish I

hads" and before I get half the

things done I wanted to do, the

frost is in the air and the geese are

flying south and winter is about

ready to pounce on me again.

I grew up in a land where win-

ter was about as soft and mellow

as a mother's hug.

See *Hide Park' Page 5
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pr a reason so people

e to walk m the street Nova! idea isn't it^^

Tim Conners, Advertising Design Editor

Editorial
i)0 here is a little background

for my editorial, Le'ts see if any

of you can relate.

I'm driving my car across

campus, listening to some Tool,

and all of a sudden I'm forced to

slam on my brakes.

After I remove my head from

the steering wheel, I look up to

see the student that stepped

blindly in front of my car, caus-

ing this whole scene, has safely

made it across the street.

After I pick up all of my per-

sonal possessions off the floor, I

proceed on my way.

This little story I just told you

is true. People walk around here

like they own the streets.

I can't even count how many

people this happens to on an

everyday basis.

Use common sense people. A
car weighs about 1,500 lbs. the

average human weighs about

2001bs. Do the math; Who do

you think is going to win in a

collision?

Out of curiosity do you

remember all the classes you

had as a kid, look both ways

before crossing?

Now I can let this slide, but

when one of these incidents

happens what the heck is up

with glaring at the driver?

Look, we just risked our butt

to save yours.

Not only did you put yourself

in risk, but the driver has to

worry about getting rear-ended

by the car behind them. So why

the look?

If that isn't bad enough why

do people walk up the middle of

the street? Sidewalks were

invented for a reason so people

wouldn't have to walk in the can all lead to bad things. Hey a

street. Noval idea isn't it? little common sense can go a

Look people, all I'm saying is long way.

think a little before you do Look people, I don't want to

something stupid. Like look hit you, but if ycj keep running

both ways before crossing. out in front of me, accidents do

One last thing , don't walk up happen!

the middle of the street. This
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OPINION
Cau On You

what was the last moAie you saw?

What did you think about it ? by: liz Potter

n^ron VaCentine

Junior, Communication

Dude Where's my car?

"I don't remember

because I fell asleep. It

was dumb."

CaCCy Layman

Jreshman, tariy Ckiidkood

What Woman Want "It was

really funny."

Chrisiim 'BaCsijer

Senior, Secondary 'En£.

Miss Congeniality "It was

funnier than I thought."

(DanieCe (Parry

Junior, *£/" "Ed. "LarCy

Childhood

Dude Where's my car? "I

am more stupid for hav-

ing watched it."

Letter to Editor

Toby Keith has a fan!

Dear Mr. Kenney:

This is in response to your objec-

tion about the Toby Keith concert

in your "Reaching for the Stars"

column of Feb. 1. Don't get me

wrong, I was as surprised as any-

one else to see that a major coun-

try music star was coming to

Clarion. However, as a fan of

Keith's music, and in some regard

country music in general, I was

somewhat dismayed by the fact

that you chose this as the focal

low point of your debut column,

Financial Aid

especially considering all the

more important crap that goes on

around campus.

I may very well represent only

about 1% of the student body on

this matter, but fingering a partic-

ular musical performance, just

because its contents happen to be

unpopular, doesn't make much

sense either. I hope y'all will con-

sider this matter, and try to be

more open minded in the future.

Sincerely

Josh Alderton

Communication major

RemwM Starts

Deadiine to apply for financial aid for the

2001/2002 academic year is May 1, 2001. Any

student interested in applying for a federal

PELL Grant, Pennsylvania State Grant or a

Stafford Loan must complete the FAFSA in

order to be eligible for these programs.

The FAFSA is a green and white application

and is currently available in the Office of

Financial Aid.

Students who are applying for aid for summer

school should contact the Office of Financial

Aid after March 15 for specific instructions.

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by

J.P. Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The

Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

lb Student Senate. Student Senate has been a very noticeable force this year. Two

11 recent actions come to my mind. The first is the addition of The Golden Eagle Express.

It may not be as successful as they woud have liked, but it is a g9od idea. The second

is the addition of the Athletic Enrichment Fee. The controversial Athletic Enrichment Fee was approved

by Senate a few weeks ago. The Athletic Enrichment Fee will help the athletic teams to compete against

rival PSAC schools. Student Senate is definitely making an impact, and that deserves three stars.

'
^ To the "Potty Press". What a great idea to have reading material in the bathroom.

With insightful columns and sections it is definitely entertaining. It is always a nice sur-

prise to see a new one up hanging in a stall. Keep them coming. I even heard that you can have them

mailed to your home. You can't beat it "Potty Press" in the comfort of your own home.

ib TV) reserving a room in the Student Activities office. First off, let me say that the Student

^^
Activites office always does an excellent job. They have very helpful workers and are always kind

and more than willing to offer advice. I have never had a problem there. They do outstanding work. But

the only thing I do not like is when reserving a room having to fill out a space request form on a type-

writer. Yes, a typewriter. No, you can't write it in pen or type something on a computer. To me the idea

is primitive. It's the year 2001 and students are using typewriters. Sorry, but practically nobody uses

typewriters anymore except at Clarion.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief

J.P. Kenney. Ideas and views expressed do not k

neccesarily reflect that of The Clarion Call staff.

Please do not take these comments to heart.

They are all in good fun and are meant as con-

versation builders.
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OPINION
Hide ParkI Pesky Little Rodent!, from Page 3.

I longed for the basic, elemental

confrontation between man and the

elements. I dreamed of fighting the

blizzard winds and winning my way

to a cabin warmed by a glowing

wood stove.

What do you do when your dream

comes true and you find that you

can't wake up and end the night-

mare?

I discovered that one of the harsh

realities of life in the cold was that

the wood stove was only glowing if

one was there to keep it stoked. Too

many times I fought my way

through the blizzard wind only to

find that the fire had gone out and

that the cabin wasn't much warmer

than it was outside. My dream of a

safe and warm cabin, and a night's

rest for the weary turned out to be

colder and harsher than I ever want-

ed anything to be. About die only

element missing fi^om diose night-

mare scenes of cold cabins and bliz-

zard winds was the howling of the

wolves waiting to devour the weak

or the careless. In time, before I

managed my escape, there were

even wolves howling around the lit-

tle house. I woke up (or escaped)

before I became prey for the rav-

aging wolves of the North.

Maybe it's not Phil's prophesy of 6

more weeks of winter that has me

bummed out. Maybe it's my own

inability to enjoy cold and snow and

ice. Maybe it's just that I have lost

that childlike ability to see beauty

where it really doesn't exist. Maybe

1 need to find ways to enjoy winter

and to make the best of it. After all,

I'm not in the land of endless snow

and howling wolves anymore.

I guess 1 shouldn't be so hard on

the groundhog. After all, a ground

hog's gotta do what a groundhog's

gotta do. We should probably pity

poor Phil. Can you imagine what

his little groundhog buddies would

do to him after predicting another 6

weeks of winter? I just have to suf-

fer some wind and driving snow.

The groundhogs have to wait in their

dirt burrows for the warm weather

that Phil says won't be here early

again this year. I canjust imagine all

the groundhogs in Jefferson County

ganging up on Phil if he ever

escapes from his handlers.

But then again, why would he want

to escape from his handlers? After

all, his handlers keep him safe and

fed and warm throughout the entire

winter, that sure beats being a

groundhog in the wild by a country

mile! I suppose if one has to deal

with winter, it's better to be a

Punxsutawney Phil than to be an

ordinary, every day, burrow in the

ground, groundhog.

Think spring.

John Edwin Gerow is a Senior

Communication major

DESTINTA THEATRES in,he

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

HEAD OVER HEELS
12:00 2:00 7:15

VALENTINE
8:45 9:30

LEFT BEHIND PG-13|

11:30

Playing Fri 2fid Ttiru

Thur 8th

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Oestinla.com

THE WEDDING PLANNER
11:00 4:00 6:05
(Sal ' Sun)

SAVE THE UST DANCE PG-13|

12:30 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:40
(Sal -Sun)

HANNIBAL
11:00 1:30 4:05 8:40 9:15

(Sal ' Sun)

THE GIFT
1:40 4:10 6:45 9:15

EMPERORS NEW GROOVE
11:15 1:15 3:15 5:00

(Sal ' Sun)

CAST AWAY
1:15 8:15

TRAFFIC
4:00 9:15

SAVING SILVERMAN PG-13
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9.00

S4,d0 Child & Senior

Student Discounts i

Get a SI off when you show a |
Clarion University ID I

Tuesday -
|

Bargain Night |
$4.50 Tickets |

Ask about I

our I
Frequent |

Movie Goer |

and our

Frequent f
Popcorn

Cards

This column is starting out dif-

ferent than any other column I

have written this year. People

who are around me in the office

while I am trying to write my col-

umn, they know that I usually sit

here and stare at a blank screen

for hours, asking myself out loud

what I am going to write about.

This week has been different. I

have quite a few things I would

like to write about...now the prob-

lem is deciding which topic to

write about this week. Do I write

about why I am confused why

every other student government in

the state system receives the prof-

it from the vending machines on

campus, but us? For reasons I am

still trying to figure out, the

University Foundation controls

our vending machines.

If students are the primary cus-

tomers of these machines, then

why does the University

Foundation receive the proceeds?

Or do I write about the Athletic

Enrichment Fee, and how much it

could do for our University? It

could reap benefits for all stu-

dents on our campus.

From what I hear, the fee is

gaining support among the stu-

dent body. Hopefully, Dr.

Reinhard will listen to these stu-

dents and approve the fee for the

better of this University.

The big news story this week for

our University and the rest of the

State System is Governor Ridge's

proposed budget for 2001-02. In

Gov. Ridge's budget, he proposed

$470 million for the State System,

a four percent increase over last

year's State System budget.

The Governor has been criti-

cized in recent years for his sup-

port of the State System of Higher

Education. However, he has pro-

posed four percent increases in

the previous two budgets, large

increases since his first term in

office. He has also agreed to allo-

cate over $20 million in funds for

special projects within the

STUDENT
SENATE

President
By Bdan Sowa - StudmtS^mM Pftsident

President's Forum

System.

Though four percent is a very

nice increase for the System, it's

still half a percent short of what

was approved by the State

System's Board of Governors for

their proposed budget. For those

who do not know about our state's

budgeting process, once the

Governor proposes his budget, it

is debated in the. State House and

Senate.

A final budget must be approved

by the state legislature by June 30.

So where does that leave us as

students?

Last year our tuition went up

$174 for in-state students. Unless

we can convince our legislatures

otherwise, expect the same this

coming year.

Tuition in the state system has

increased an average of three per-

cent a year over the past four

years.

That equals to a little over a hun-

dred dollars a year. That may not

sound like a lot but think about it

this way. I and other "old heads"

who have been here for five years,

are paying over $600 more for

tuition than we did our freshman

year.

How can we fix this? How can

we stop our tuition from continu-

ally rising or at least not as much?

By contacting our legislatures.

Writing. ..Calling.. ..Visiting.. ..con

tinually making our Senators and

representatives aware that we

need that extra half percent in our

UNIVERSITY

budget increase.

You may remember last semes-

ter when Student Senate regis-

tered students to vote...that had a

purpose.

Our legislatures know who can

get them elected...or make them

lose their re-election; people who

are registered to vote. So who do

you think they take more serious-

ly? Registered voters of course.

Our goal is to continue to regis-

ter students at Clarion University

to vote, and then have these stu-

dents contact their legislatures

and let them know where we

stand. Inform them that we do not

want yet another tuition increase.

They, as our representatives,

should grant the State System the

extra one-half percent, and while

we are at it, why not try for more!

Any student interested in help-

ing in this cause is encouraged to

stop by the Student Senate Office,

269 Gemmell. We will be happy

to help you contact your legisla-

tor. Remember, this is about your

tuition bill.

Everyone*s opinion matters. We want to hear

from you. If you have an opinion on an article

that appears

throughout The Clarioft Call write us a letter

and drop it off in the Call office. The office is

located in 270 Gemmell Student Center.

i^iiiiiiiSiUiMiiibUliiliiif^iiuii^
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OPINION
Student opinion on Eminem's latest CD and Grammy nomination

Real Slim Shady Should Sit Down And

February 8, 2001 The Clarion Call Page 7

by Chris McCall

Courtes;' ofTMS Campus

The rap artist Eminem has been

called one of the most talented

and influential artists of our time.

The New York Times has praised

him as a "master rhymer" and a

"stinging critic of critics."

His most recent album, The

Marshall Mathers LP, has sold

more than eight million copies,

making it the second-best-selling

album of 2000. For his talent and

accomplishments, Eminem has

been nominated by the National

Academy of Recording Arts and

Sciences (NARAS) for four

Grammy Awards, including the

prestigious Album of the Year.

In addition to being an extreme-

ly talented singer, however,

Eminem is also a vicious bigot

and misogynist.

Take, for example, the lyrics

from the song "Marshall

Mathers", in which he sings "New
Kids on the Block, sucked a lot of

dick, boy/girl groups make me
sick, and I can't wait 'til I catch

all you faggots in public I'm 'a

love it."

Or "Amityville", in which he and

his guest artist. Bizarre, sing "My
little sister's birthday, she'll

remember me for a gift I had 10

of my boys take her virginity. And
bitches know me as a horny ass

freak. Their mother wasn't raped,

I ate her pussy while she was

'sleep." Disgusting? Repugnant?

Of course, but also, according to

NARAS, worthy of an award.

Groups such as the National

Organization for Women and the

Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against

Defamation immediately

expressed their outrage at his

nominations, inundating NARAS
with angry phone calls and e-

mails. NARAS president Michael

Greene responded by saying that

while Eminem's songs may be

"nauseating in terms of how we as

a culture like to view human
progress," the Marshall Mathers

LP was nevertheless a "remark-

able recording."

Remarkable? If it is "remark-

able" to advocate violence against

women and gays, then Eminem
fits the description.

He may indeed be a talented

artist in terms of form and style,

Lookigpto PARTY for

"ipiic||)fl|ibw^

MBdCO^-^LORDA

JaiflaiW& Cancun

MAV.1. ^^,Starting @ 479

^^M^ncun Beach ftontAmenaJs #1

.

._ ., , .

Www.sfslravel.coriti

1800648-

-I.

^ Starting @ 529
all Iciy, Space in Umled!!!

but that does not mean
he deserves to be

rewarded, praised and

legitimized for the hate-

ful message so prevalent

in many of his songs.

Mein Kampf may be an

interesting, albeit "nau-

seating," read, but

should Hitler have been

awarded the Pulitzer?

Opposition to

Eminem's nominations

does not, as many
Eminem fans insist,

have anything to do with

censorship.

Eminem should be free

to sing about whatever

he wants, no matter how
distasteful it is.

And people should be free to

buy and listen to his music, no

matter how distasteful it is. But

that does not mean he should be

rewarded for it.

The National Academy of

Recording Arts and Sciences is

not a government agency bound

by any constitutional require-

ments of viewpoint neutrality.

It is a private organization with

a moral obligation to stand up to

people like Eminem and make it

clear that the hatred he espouses is

unacceptable and not "art" worthy

of praise and reward.

This is also not to say great

music needs to be devoid of offen-

sive language.

If music were judged according

to standards of vulgarity and

offensiveness, then artists like

The Beatles, The Doors, and

Tupac Shakur would never have

achieved the popularity they did.

But Eminem is different.

His lyrics are not protesting

some social injustice, as many
artists attacked by censors for

their vulgarity are. In the words of
one Eminem critic, "his rage is

not against the oppressor, but

against the defenseless."

Eminem is not passionately rail-

ing against the Vietnam War (as

The Doors and The Beatles did) or

America's "war" on drugs (as

Tupac did). He is a misogynist

and a homophobe singing about

all the people he hates, and, most

disturbingly, the acts of violence

he would like to commit against

them. His success lies solely in his

ability to cater to prejudice.

This brings up the interesting

point of whom Eminem attacks. If

Eminem simply substituted "nig-

ger" or "kike" for "faggot" and

"bitch" in his songs, does anyone

really believe we would be having

this debate?

If Eminem were a racist or an

anti-Semite rather than a homo-
phobe and misogynist, does any-

one for one second think NARAS
would have nominated him for

four Grammys?

Eminem claims that such criti-

cisms are indicative of the Yber-

political correctness of society to

which he is so vehemently

opposed (and to which, he would

surely argue, this author is a

party).

When he sings about killing his

wife, who later attempted suicide,

or disparages the slain gay fashion

designer Gianni Versace, he

claims to mean it "in good fun."

There is probably some validity

to his criticism that society has

become too politically correct, but

is the way to point this out to

advocate violence against women
and gays with such enthusiasm?

It seems clear by listening to

any of Eminem's songs that there

is no intellectual social critique

behind his tasteless and violent

lyrics, just plain old-fashioned

prejudice.

In another of Eminem's songs, he

sings that it is a "sick worid we

live in these days." For once, he is

right about something. It is a sick

worid we live in when an

appalling misogynist and bigot

who happens to have some musi-

cal talent can be nominated for the

most prestigious award offered to

musicians in this country. It is a

sick worid we live in when a

singer's vicious, violent attitudes

towards gay and women are not

only condoned by society, but are

rewarded and legitimized by it. A
sick world indeed.

Chris McCall is a sophomore

majoring in political science and
German at the University of
Wisconsin.

What do you think of

Eminem? Should he

be nominated for a

grammy? Does he

have a fight to his

free speech even with

what he says?

Write what you think

and drop it off at The

Giarion Call oflBce*

News
Student Senate

Senate to allocate fiinds to nine groups
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News
Editor

Student Senate passed nine

motions to allocate funds, during

the 15th meeting of the 2000-

2(X)1 academic year.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

reported the following account

balances: Large Item Capital,

$434,651.10; Capital,

$123,014.48; Supplemental

Reserve, $32,048.53; and

Supplemental, $13,277.00.

Treasurer Chervenak 's first

motion was to allocate $5,500

from the Supplemental Reserve

account to Student Senate. The

main reason for the motion was

because the previous appropria-

tions committee simply did not

budget enough money to allow

Student Senate to progress

through this semester. The

motion passed 17-0-2.

Next, Treasurer Chervenak

moved to allocate $1,250 from the

Supplemental account to DARE
Literary Magazine for publication

and design costs. Representatives

of DARE Magazine, whose name

will be changed to TOBECO,
pending the approval of Dr.

Reinhard, said the magazine pro-

vides an outlet for students' art-

work. Treasurer Chervenak's

motion passed 18-1-0.

Treasurer Chervenak then

moved to allocate $211.50 from

the Supplemental account to the

Psychobiology Club for a region-

al conference in Washington, DC.

The motion carried 19-0-0.

The next motion by Treasurer

Chervenak was to allocate $600

from the Supplemental account to

People Reaching Out and

Understanding Disabilities

(PROUD). This group works to

create awareness about disabili-

ties and provides one service

activity every month. The motion

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senate allocated money to nine different organiza-
tions including: Student Senate, Tobeco, Psyctiobiology Club,

PROUD, the Speech and Debate team, Interhall Council,

Show Choir, Cheerleaders and the Dance Team.

passed 19-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak then

moved to allocate $1,438.50 from

the Supplemental account to the

Speech and Debate Team for a

national conference hosted by

Clarion University. The motion

carried 19-0-0.

The next motion by Treasurer

Chervenak was to allocate $2,050

from the Capital account to

Interhall Council for a new com-

puter, pending the approval of Dr.

Reinhard. The motion passed 19-

0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak then

moved to allocate $2,349.85 from

the Capital account to the Show
Choir for costumes, pending the

approval of Dr. Reinhard. The

motion includes a five-year stipu-

lation, in which Show Choir can

not ask for funding for costumes

until 2006. The motion passed by

a 19-0-0 vote.

Next, Treasurer Chervenak

moved to allocate $2,770 from the

Supplemental account to the

Clarion University cheerleaders

for the purpose of a national com-

petition. The motion carried 19-

0-0.

Finally, Treasurer Chervenak

moved to allocate $1,525 from the

Supplemental account to the

Clarion University Dance Team
for a national competition. The

motion passed by a 19-0-0 vote.

In other business, Senator Missy

Gring moved to recognize three

clubs as non-funded CSA organi-

zations. The first motion, to rec-

ognize the Hockey Club, passed

by an 18-0-1 vote. In addition,

the motions to recognize the

Paintball Club and ALLIES each

passed 19-0-0.

Senator Gring then moved to

bring back to the table last week's

motion to recognize Women
United as a non-funded CSA
organization. The motion to rec-

ognize Women United passed by a

19-0-0 vote.

According to Senator Tom
Clopp, over 1100 tickets to the

upcoming Toby Keith concert

have been sold this far.

On Sunday, February 1 1 from 4-

8 p.m., UAB is sponsoring a

Jimmy Buffet Tribute Band. In

addition, Senator Clopp said

applications are now available for

UAB.

www.theclarioncall.com

Senator Wendy Kengor report-

ed, on behalf of the Food &
Dining Committee, upcoming

activities held at Chandler Dining

Hall.

On February 14, students have

the option to use their board plus

$3 flex to purchase shrimp or a

king cut of prime rib.

Queen cuts of prime rib would

be available for board meal plus

$2 flex. Those students who do

not have meal plans may pay $8

cash; students must make reserva-

tions by February 10.

Senator Dave Snyder reported,

on behalf of the Housing

Committee, that residence halls

would be provided with two new
Tl connections to speed up

Internet service.

In addition, the housing com-

mittee discussed the possibility of

providing on-campus apartments.

In addition. Vice President

McWilliams announced Senator

Clopp as Senator of the Week.

Senator Clopp said, "I'm exu-

berant to be a part of Student

Senate. I enjoy it greatly, and my
goal is to get as many students

involved as possible."

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

This weel('s Senator of the

week is Tom Clopp. Senator
Clopp is also the UAB repre-

sentative.

Middle States Self-

Study Task Force

Hearings

The Middle States Self-

Study Task Forces will be

holding open hearings for

the entire university comnnu-

nity. The schedule for these

task force hearings is:

Friday, February 16 at

Noon:

*Catalogs,

Publications, and

Promotional Materials

*Faculty

*Library and

Learning Resources:

Access and Utilization

Friday, February 16 at 3:00

p.m.:

^Institutional

Integrity, Equity, and

Diversity

•Organization,

Administration, and

Governing

Board/Governance

iVIonday, February 19 at

10:00 a.m.:

•Facilities,

Equipment, and Other

Resources

•Mission, Goals,

and Objectives/Planning and
Resource

Allocation/Financial

Resources

Tuesday, February 20 at

10:00 a.m.:

•Students

•Educational

Programs and Curricula

•••All of these hearings will

be held in B-8 Hart

Chapel.^*^

Each hearing will begin with

a brief presentation by the

task force chairs, which will

then be followed by a gener-

al discussion session.

Inside

News

Adam Eamheardt

has recently been

named Clarion

University's

Webmaster.

See Page 8.

Clarion area Daffodil

Days is underway to

earn money for PA
cancer research and

patients. For more.

See Page 9.

Ridge proposes $470

million for the PA
State System of

Higher Education.

For details.

See Page 10.

Do you or anyone

else you know
have a drinking

problem?

To find out.

See Page 11.
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Eamheardt named Clarion Webmaster
by Kelly Drevitch

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Adam Earnheardt, the former assistant

admissions director, has been promoted as

Clarion University's Webmaster and e-mar-

keting director.

"We are pleased to have Adam join our

staff and help our electronic communica-

tion and marketing efforts," said Ron

Wilshire, University Relations Director.

Eamheardt recently joined the University

Relations Office with his new position.

"I am just very excited," Earnheardt said.

Eamheardt's main goal as Webmaster is to

create website usability.

Eamheardt also said that as technology

grows many websites are just flashy, which

makes its usability slower.

"I hope to make the website easy, usable,

and consistent for faculty, students, or

prospective students to use," Eamheardt

said.

The initial launch of the new website

occurred in August of 2000. Eamheardt

was a member of that steering committee.

He also finished a pilot program with the

College Board's web based admitted stu-

dent questionnaire to learn about student's

view of the university.

Although very excited and anxious in his

new position, Earnheardt will still miss his

admissions assistant director job.

"This was my first love," Earnheardt

said.

During his four years in the admissions

office, Earnheardt developed an inclusive

website that consisted of an on-line under-

graduate admission application, an on-line

tour, and scholarship information.

Many students also remember Earnheardt

as the happy man who called them with

their Clarion acceptance news and assisted

with the university tour program.

In this new position, Earnheardt will still

/ hope to make the web-

site easy, usable, and consis-

tentforfaculty, students, or

prospective students to

use. 99

-Adam Earnheardt

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Adam Earnheardt has recently been
named webmaster for Clarion

University. Earnheardt has worked in

the Admission's Office for four years.

hold some admission duties on a transition-

al basis to help with student recruitment.

Eamheardt presently serves as Webmaster

for the Society of Collegiate Journalists

(SCJ) and technology advisor.

Recently, he received the SCJ President's

Award.

The honorable President's Award, pre-

sented by SCJ President Dr. William

Lawbaugh, acknowledges meaningful con-

tributions to the society.

Eamheardt also serves as the technology

chair of the Pennsylvania's Universities

Admissions Association (PUAA) and has

presented various workshops and the arti-

cles for the Association.

He is also a member of the "Ask the

Experts" panel for the

CollegeView.com/Hobsons DMI.

Earnheardt's favorite websites are

U2.com, and of course, clarion.edu. "The

U2 website is just awesome," he said.

Earnheardt graduate from Cheswick

Christian High School in Cheswick,

Pennsylvania.

He received his bachelor ( 1995) and mas-

ter (1999) degrees in Communication from

Clarion.

He plans to earn his doctoral and will start

part time classes next fall. Eamheardt's

wife, Mary Beth also works at Clarion in

the Communication Department.
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®TOYOTA
call it start up money.

TOYOTA'SaCOLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE plan INCLUDES $500

TO GET YOU GOING!

I heres sure to be a loyola that s just right lor you

And now there's a Toyoia College Graduate Finance Program

that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages:

• No Dowm Payment

• No Paymentfor 90 days

• Finance up to 72 months

• Get $500 Cash Back From Toyota...

in addition to any other current Toyota customer incentinsl

So if you're within 4 months of graduation—
or if you graduated within the past 2 years

Ask your Toyota dealer for all the details.

www.gettoyota.com
ToyoU Collfgf Graduate l-inamf Program available to qualifi«i appli-

cants thru Toyota Financial Services. Not all applicants will qualify. Some

restrictions and limiutions apply Cash back offer subject to geographic

Itmiuitions and offer expires h/ JtVtJI . See dealer for details.

Celica

Daffodils help lives to grow
by Carrie Lopuh

Clarion Call Staff Writer
••••••••I »••••••••••••••••••

As the first flower of spring,

the daffodil is the American

Cancer Society symbol of hope

for cancer patients.

The annual American Cancer

Society Daffodil Days is under

way. The fund raiser, which his-

torically starts with the coming

of spring, is expected to raise

over $3.2 million in the state of

Pennsylvania.

Darcy Kiehl of Corsica and

Peggy Stahlman of Clarion are

the co-chairs for this year's

Daffodil Days in Clarion.

"We're looking forward to this

being the biggest Daffodil Days

ever for Clarion County," said

Kiehl.

Stahlman added, "Our goal is

to raise $13,000 [in Clarion] to

provide hope, progress, and

answers to cancer patients in our

66
Our goal is to raise

$13,000 (in Clarion) to

provide hope, progress,

and answers to cancer

patients in our commu-
nity. 99

-Peggy Stahlman

community."

Kiehl is a graduate of Clarion

University and has volunteered

for the American Cancer Society

for six years.

Stahlman is currently the

Board President for the

American Cancer Society and

has volunteered for over one

year.

A bouquet of ten daffodils

costs $6.00, and a bouquet of

five flowers in an etched vase is

$12.00.

Chocolate daffodil lollipops

are also being sold for $1.00

each. To place an order, call the

American Cancer Society office

at (814) 226-7261.

The last day to place an

advanced order is Tuesday

March 13,2001.

Orders of $30.00 or more to

one address will be delivered on

March 20, 2001.

All other daffodil orders can be

picked up Thursday, March 22,

2001 from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00

p.m.

Cancer is the second leading

cause of death in the United

States and one out of every four

deaths is from cancer.

An estimated 1,500 people die

of cancer each day and in the

year 2001 alone, over one mil-

lion new cancer cases are

expected to be diagnosed.

50% OFF
And More

Tommy Hillfiger

Nautica - Polo -

Woolrich

Columbia- Leathers

CROOKS CLOTHING
Downtown Clarion

Thursday/Friday 9:00-8; 00
Daily-Till 5:30

226-0820

Your donations help to support

cancer research and provide ser-

vices to cancer patients and their

families.

Service programs for the

American Cancer Society avail-

able in Clarion are the

Information and Referral

Service, Look Good Feel Better,

Nutrition Counseling, Free

Wigs, Reach to Recovery, and

Transportation Assistance.

The American Cancer Society

is a nationwide, community

based voluntary health organiza-

tion.

It is dedicated to eliminating

cancer as a major health prob-

lem by preventing cancer, sav-

ing lives, and diminishing suf-

fering from cancer through

research, education, advocacy,

and service.

For the most up to date cancer

information, call the American

Cancer Society is National

Cancer Information Center at 1-

800-ACS-2345, or visit their

web site at

http://www.cancer.org.

Retraction

The qoute that said

"I will receive the chance to work

with many people that I know are

very respectable"

was said by Dr. Jane Moore

McGinn, not Arthur Barlow like the

pull quote said.

The Clarion Call

wishes to apologize to Dr. McGinn
for the oversight. Sorry for the

inconvenience.
j.^^j.^j.„^^^j.„jjj.,^ j._ j.^j..,.,.....t„..
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Be Healthy... Health Coiiifiil

February 14th is Valentine's Day
It's also National Condom Day.

iFof peoplewho are sexually active, condoms are a must to pro-

tect against sexually transmitted diseases

Vctur local Farnlty Health Council office has information on con-

<loms, blitN control methods and STD's. They also provtde STD

\

tes^ng and treatment, routine gynecological care and other
' Importaht health c3Xq services, all quality and all confidential

:
Leam all there is to know.,.give the gift of health and protection

10 yourself o^nd someone you care atx)ut.

To get information or make an appointment, call the Clartor^

Family Health Courtcii office at

814 226-7500

Public Sifiy

Bliir

False Alarms to

agencies of

Public Safety

According to Public

Safety, unknown per-

son(s) did falsely acth

vate a smoke detector

on the first floor of

Wilkinson Hall,

According to Public

Safety, an Investigation

is being conducted fol-

lowing a false fire alarm

caused by unknown
actor(s). The alarrti

was pulled on the third

floor of Nair Hall, as

reported by Public

Safety.

Harassment
According to Public

Safety, Diane

Slywczuk, 18, of 430
Becht Hall, was
charged after an alter-

cation took place

between two females.

Nicole Riggen, 19, of

430 Becht Hall, was
charged after an alter-

cation took place

between two females,

according to Public

Safety.

Have a

news tip?

Call Amy
at 393-

2380.
hM*****« I I UJ***^M
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Ridge proposes $470 million for SSHE
Courtesy of the State System of Higher

Education

The State System of Higher Education would

receive a four percent increase in its base fund-

ing from the state next year, under the budget

proposal unveiled today by Gov. Tom Ridge.

The governor's spending plan would provide

for a base appropriation to the State System of

nearly $469 million in 2001-02 , an increase of

about $18 million over the current funding

level. It also includes separate funding that

would help support the System's social equity

programs and the operation of the McKeever

Environmental Learning Center.

'The governor's budget again recognizes the

important role played by the universities that

comprise the State System," said Board of

Governors Chairman Charles A. Gomulka.

"We are pleased with that special recognition,

and pledge ourselves to doing all that we can to

meet the needs of both our students and the

Commonwealth."

In addition to the base appropriation. Ridge's

proposal would provide approximately $1.6

million for programs designed to help recruit

and retain minority and other under-represented

students and to help them succeed in college. A
total of $231,000 is proposed for the McKeever

Environmental Learning Center, which is oper-

ated by Slippery Rock University of

Pennsylvania on behalf of the Commonwealth.

The center provides environmental educational

programs to Pennsylvanians of all ages.

The State System could receive additional

funding from several other sources in the 2001-

02 state budget. The governor's spending blue-

print includes $5.5 million in technology grants

for all of higher education and $6 million for

equipment purchases. The System would

receive an estimated $9.3 million for deferred

maintenance through the Keystone Recreation,

Park and Conservation Fund.

Ridge also proposes spending $3 million in

the first year of a new program to help colleges

and universities pay for the installation of sprin-

klers in their residence halls.

The state funds would subsidize a portion of

the interest schools would pay if they borrow

the funds needed for the projects.

The Board of Governors, last year, directed

die state-owned universities to prepare plans for

the installation of automatic fire suppression

systems in each of their dormitories within five

years. Those installation projects are expected

to begin this spring and to be completed by

2005 at a total estimated cost of $50 million.

Sprinklers will be installed in 136 campus resi-

dence halls, which house approximately 33,000

students.

The governor's budget was presented today

to a joint session of the General Assembly. It

initially will be reviewed by the House and

Senate Appropriations Committees, which will

hold a series of hearings with various state

agencies beginning later this month. A final

budget must be approved by the full Legislature

by June 30.

The State System's Board of Governors in

October approved a 2001-02 state appropriation

request of $471 million, an increase of $20.3

million, or about 4.5 percent, over the current

year's base appropriation.

The universities were able to trim about $6

million from the System's initial budget projec-

tions through the development of detailed cam-

pus business plans called Performance and

Outcomes Plans that include a variety of cost-

saving activities.

The Board also has requested several special

appropriations for the next fiscal year, including

$19.3 million for the Preparing Pennsylvanians

to Excel initiative and $4.5 million for perfor-

mance funding, which would be used to reward

the 14 state-owned universities for producing

positive results in the areas of student advance-

ment, finances and diversity.

"We would like to continue those efforts in

2001-02," said McCormick.

Sequelle wins Bronze Medal
Courtesy of The Sequelle

Clarion University's 2000 edition of the Sequelle Yearbook recent-

ly was notified that they were awarded Bronze Medalist standing

from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association (CSPA).

The Sequelle was deemed to be in the top 80 percent of CSPA scor-

ing criteria.

CSPA is a program of the Graduate School of Journalism at

Columbia University in the City of New York.

CSPA rates high school and college yearbooks from across the

nation in the areas of concept, design, writing, coverage and photog-

raphy.

The 2000 Sequelle was the last yearbook to be produced at Clarion

University due to lack of student interest.

In its last year, it was able to achieve such a high honor under the

direction of Editor-in-Chief, Mark Despotakis; Assistant Editor-in-

Chief, Suzanne DeGrazia; Photography Editor, Doug Haskins;

Business Manager, Ryan Wentz; Advertising Manager, Julieann

Davis and Advisor, Dr. Janet Knepper.

Mary Walter Leadership

Development Series

Inspiration

Ms, Cassandra Neely

Ms. Cassandra Neely, a partner with the law

firm of Alexander, Garbarino, Neely &
Hindman, will share her thoughts on

inspiration and leadership.

Leave this session with a new sense of

inspiration to accomplish your goals.

COUNTY SEAT RESTAURANT
'All Home Cooking & In A Family Atmosphere"

531 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214
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TV 5 back on

the airwaves

by Joy Strain

Clarion Call Staff Writer

TV 5, CUB (Clarion University

Broadcasting) is back on the air-

waves.

TV 5 is owned by Clarion

University and is operated solely

by Clarion University students.

TV 5's programs air on local

access, channel 5.

TV 5 offers a wide variety of

programming produced by

Clarion students.

"Feedback, with Mark

Despotakis" airs every Monday

night at 8 p.m. "Feedback" is an

interview program which covers a

wide variety of subjects.

Despotakis often invites local

and political officials to join him

on the show. Despotakis asks

questions about issues we want

and need to know about.

Every Tuesday and Wednesday

night at 8 p.m. you can catch "TV

5 News at 8".

CUB news broadcasts important

local, state, and national news sto-

ries. "TV 5 News at 8" also

includes a full weather report,

sports, and entertainment.

On the first Tuesday of every

month, TV 5 joins the Borough

Council for its monthly meeting

and brings it live to your home.

TV 5's Jessica Curry concludes

the council meeting with a brief

interview with one of the council

members, to clarify the issues

covered in the meeting.

TV 5 is always looking for new

members. You are not required to

be Communication major to work

for TV 5; CUB welcomes all stu-

dents.

Please contact the TV 5 office at

39.3-2398 or TV 5 advisor Mr.

Bill Adams at 393-2544 if inter-

ested.

THE CARPET BARN
470 South Fifth Avenue

Clarion, PA 16214

Phone: (814) 226-7332

FAX: (814) 226-0660

Mon. - Thurs: 9:00 • 5:00

Fri: 9:00 -9:00

Sat: 9:00 3:00

James V.Wilsliire Thomas RShreffler

226-9121 226-7856
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Do you have a problem with alcohol?
by Lindsey Lowrie

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered if you may have a drinking

problem? Is it hard to unwind and make new friends at

parties unless you have a few drinks?

If you think everyone at college drinks, you are

wrong. One in five college students don't drink at all.

The fact that 300,000 college students will die of alco-

hol related causes may be why.

Incidents like car accidents due to drunk driving, and
diseases such as cirrhosis of the liver, various cancers

and heart disease will take the lives of hundreds of

thousands of college students.

Another factor is that young adults entering into col-

lege for their freshman year will drop out. 159,000 of

this year's college freshman will drop out by the next

school year due to alcohol and drug related reasons.

Also, while all college students are complaining of

being broke that the average students spends 900.00 on
alcohol a year!

That is almost 400.00 more a year than a student pays

for their books. A night of drinking heavily can impair

a person's ability to think for up to 30 days.

Here are a few tips on how to limit drinking and stay

safe:

1. Make a mission statement that you follow that states

why you want to quit drinking

2. Don't go out with people who you don't feel com-
fortable with when you aren't drinking

3. Set a limit as to how much alcohol you can drink.

4. Don't guzzle your alcohol. Drink slowly and take

long breaks between drinks. Try to avoid drinking

games, too.

5. Alternate alcoholic drinks with non- alcoholic drinks

like pop or juice.

6. Don't keep beer, wine, or hard liquor at home. The
more accessible it is, the more likely you will be to

drink it.

7. Take a vacation from drinking and see how you feel.

If you don't feel better both physically and mentally,

you may have a drinking problem.

8. Always eat before drinking. A good meal will help

to absorb the alcohol you do drink.

9. Don't go places where you will be bored if you don't

drink.

Some signs to watch for in your friends if you suspect

they might have a drinking problem are:

1. They always promise to quit, but never do
2. They use drinking as an escape

3. They have to drink more and more for the same
effect

4. They have blackouts and can't remember what
occurred

5. They gulp or sneak drinks

If anyone you know exhibits this behavior, the best

thing to do is let them know they can confide in you.

Once they admit to having a problem, encourage them
to seek help, and let them know they can count on you
to help them through it.

College doesn't have to be a drunken blur to be a

memorable experience.

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce
Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage
Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers
Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

Two Large
i

slices only
$.99

One Topping

$12,99

I

I

I

Expim 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Vklld I

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

able salM tax. Additional toppings extra. .

' Late NJghrSpecial"]

IWIIITO
(9

Large 1 -Topping
2-20 oz. Coke

$8.99

223-4010
Hours:

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Visa Master Card and
American Express

© I

I
X-Large 2 Topping

|fe 2 Liter Coke®

.J

e $10.99
I

I Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer. Valid

I
only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic-

I
able sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

I
W^m^^':

Expiree 30 days. Not valid with any other offer. Valid I

only tt participating locabons. Customer pays all applic- I

I
able salae tax. Additional toppings extra. !

*" Family"Speclaf]
One large with the works & One

|

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

1 eth Anniversary SpedafJ

Two Large 1 Topping
fnJUljD

e Pizzas For $11.99
Delivered

large with two toi
^-2

liter oi

$16.99

ppings
1-2 liter of Coke II

II

I
Free Breadsticl(s

I with purchase of Large or

I

IgjSJte ^ X-Large pizza '

I
4 Large One Topping Ptezas

ffdratei $23.99

Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer. Valid

I
only at participating locations. Custonfier pays all applic

I
able sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

I

Exptraa 30 days No< vMId vkIUi any aitmr oltmr VaMd
only ai pantdpaung locaUon* Cuaiomar pay. an appMca-

tM* .aiM lax AddWonal tofifMngi extra

I I Expires 30 days Not valid witfi any ottier offer Valid I

I I
only at participating locations. Customer pays all applica-

1

J I
bie sales tax. Additional toppir^gs extra. .

Not valid with any ottier offer Valid only at participat-

ing locations. Customer pays all appiicabte sales tax.

AdiMional toppings extra.

nr
II

n
II

II

II

jj

"Papa's Choice
1^ Large with 5 toppings

$9.99jrmm
e

Not valid witfi any other offer. Valid only at participat-

ing locafions. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

Additioral toppings extra.
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Lifestyles
"Life of Malcolm X" is entertaining and informative

by Chuck Delcroix

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Mr. James Stanley Stringer

gave a presentation on the life

of civil rights leader Malcolm

X at the Hart Chapel on

Tuesday, February 6. Mr.

Stringer is a native of

Photo courtesy oi www.cmgww.com

Civil rights leader Malcolm X.

Washington, he received his

B.A. from Milliken University,

Decatur, IL and M.S. from

Eastern Illinois University,

Charleston, IL. He is a former

history teacher and was identi-

fied in 1986 as a leader for civil

rights. Stringer has personally

fought discrimination through-

out his life. The program,

which was sponsored by the

Minority Student Services, was

both educational and informa-

tive.

In an interview before the

show started, Mr. Stringer told

me that "the lack of opportuni-

ty to receive a good education

due to overwhelming distrac-

tions such as absentee fathers"

was one of the biggest prob-

lems facing youth today.

He continued by saying he

hoped that the one thing audi-

ence members could take with

them after the presentation was

the belief that, "Malcolm X was

a great role model in the past,

present, and will continue to be

one in the future."

Once the show started, I

immediately could tell that

Stringer was a well-spoken and

very intelligent man. It was

obvious to see that he was

excited about presenting this

particular show for the very

first time. He used a timeline

made of pieces of poster-board

to chronicle the life of Malcolm

X.

Born Malcolm Little in

Omaha, Nebraska on May 19,

1925, Malcolm X had a tumul-

tuous childhood. A streetcar

killed his father, who was an

activist and follower of Marcus

Garvey, in 1931, when

Malcolm was only 7. Shortly

after, his mother would become

ill and die as well. A young

Malcolm had already lost his

mother and his only male role

model. This was stressed by

Stringer, because he feels a

male role model is a very

important thing for everyone to

have.

Time passed and Malcolm,

who always did well in school

and had aspired to become an

attorney, would have a run-in

with the law and be sentenced

to 10 years in prison. It was

here that he became a follower

of Nation of Islam leader Elijah

Muhammed.
After being released from

prison three years early,

Malcolm would meet

Muhammed and be taken under

his wing. For the first time

since his father's death,

Malcolm now had a male role

model. Soon, Malcolm started

gaining notoriety and the word

was out about the nation of

Islam.

But after the death of

President John F. Kennedy in

1963, Malcolm made a com-

ment about the "chickens com-

ing home to roost," which

many believed meant that

Malcolm was saying that JFK

had it coming. Stringer

stressed that this is not what

Malcolm meant at all.

Instead, he was only saying

that with so much hatred in the

world, something like this was

bound to happen.

Nevertheless, the Nation of

Islam severed ties with

Malcolm, who then set off for

Mecca. It was here that he

truly discovered himself and

changed his name to "El-Hajj

Malik El Shabazz." Shortly

after this, on February 21,

1965, Malcolm X was assassi-

nated.

Throughout the performance,

Stringer added in interesting

facts and some of his personal

opinions. He explained to the

audience that Malcolm was not

that militant of a man, and that

the only time he met Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. was an acciden-

tal run-in at the state capitol.

After the timeline portion was

over. Stringer fielded a few

audience questions and said

that from his position,

"Malcom X was a role model

that overcame adversity as well

as many changes, all of which

made him stronger." He added

that he wished "more black

men and women would have

attended the program, because

it would have been to their ben-

efit."

The turnout was lower than

expected, which was quite dis-

appointing. After the show I

had the opportunity to find out

what several Clarion University

students thought about the pre-

sentation. Matt Buchanen stat-

ed that the show was "very

informative" and that he

"learned a lot that I was not

www.theclarioncall.com

What goes on behind

the scenes at a fashion

show? News editor

Amy Thompson finds

out.

See Page 13.

Movie reviewer Matt

Green tells us what his

picks are for the top five

movies of 2000. To find

out what they are.

See Page 14.

aware of before." He wished

that more people, black and

white, would have shown up.

Ian Wingfield proclaimed that

"it was an excellent perfor-

mance and was very education-

al." Brian Cook of TV-5 had

this to say, "I wish there was a

bigger turnout; Clarion

University should have more

programs to promote pro-active

awareness because I think there

are several individuals on cam-

pus who should be educated.

Not only about African-

American history, but about

American history as well.

Because African-American his-

tory is American history."

Everyone who did show up

walked away with something,

whether it was more informa-

tion about Malcolm X, or even

a new opinion about him. The

presentation was very well

done, and entertaining. Mr.

Stringer should be commended

on a job well done.

orion

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of Ciarion Area

Elementary School. See a new Clarion

landmark each week.

Texas rockers At The

Drive-In show us that

rock, punk in particular,

hasn't died yet. To find

out why.

See Page 15.

Echobov's newest disc,

Volwne 2, is arb.

engaging set of

mininiafist techno and

muted rhythms.

See Page 15.
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Today
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
Friday, February 9
•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
Saturday,
February 10
•M.BB vs. Lock
Haven 8 pm
•W.BB vs. Lock
Haven 6 pm
Swimming & Diving
Conference Qualifier

1 pm
•Wrestling at Lock
Haven 7:30 pm
Sunday, February
11

•Student Recital

(Chap)

•UAB Snow Days
begin

•UAB Snow Days
Beach Party Contests

(Gem Rotunda) 4-8 pm
Monday, February 12
•LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•Faculty Senate Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm

•Professional Development Series (250/252 Gem) 5 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
•Woman's Studies Brown Bag Series (124 Harvey) 12 N
•UAB Snowflake
Grams (248 Gem) 11

am - 3 pm
Tuesday, February
13
•Admissions Visit Day
(250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•PIAA Wrestling Team
Regional Tournament

•MLK Series: Street

Beats (Chap) 7:30 pm
•UAB MTV-style video

Karaoke 4-8 pm
Wednesday,
February 14
•VALENTINE'S DAY
•Spring Musical (Aud)
8 pm
•M.BB at Slippery Rock 8 pm
•W.BB at Slippery Rock 6 pm
•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
•Summer Job Fair (No & So Gyms) 8 am - 3 pm
•UAB Snowflake Grams delivered

•UAB Snow Object Building Contest (outside Gem) 2 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
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Inside a fashion show
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor
ia«**«*a*««***«l

On February 4, I participated

in something 1 never thought I

would. I modeled in a fashion

show for Annie's Bridal shop.

This is something I never

thought I would happen because

I am five feet two inches tall

and 100 and never mind pounds.

But basically, they needed girls

my dress size, so I was in.

This was a great experience

because I got to model wedding

dresses. This is something

every girl dreams of from the

BUCK -A-BOX

$1.00 1 piece of

Dark Chicken. Mashed
Potatoes, Bravy and

BnttermiikBisqniL

time she learns to pin a white

sheet on her head, steal plastic

flowers from the coffee table,

and parade through the living

room singing dum, dum, de,

dum
Besides the wedding gowns, I

had the opportunity to model a

prom gown and three brides-

maid dresses.

I learned a couple of lessons

that day. The first of which is

that models give up all sense of

modesty. Modeling also

requires quick changes.

Therefore, someone helps you

get in and out of clothes.

The undress station was set up

in one room and the dress-up

station was in an adjoining

room. This meant having to go

braless from room to room, a

Peeping Tom's dream.

Another lesson I learned, high

fashion models deserve millions

of dollars. Anyone who has to

wear high heels, heavy dresses.

and sometimes outfits that you

yourself aren't crazy about,

while everyone stares at you

with your frozen fake smile

deserves every penny that they

get.

Modeling is tiring and I didn't

used to think so. All of the

models that day changed in and

out of 117 gowns in an hour's

time.

However, there are great perks

to modeling. Obviously looking

great in a beautiful expensive

gown is the most apparent perk.

Another perk is the payment

for modeling. All of the models

in the show that day received

$25 Annie's Bridal store credit

for an hour's work. I'm not sure

what I'll buy with the credit,

though.

A couple of us thought we
would just keep modeling in the

shows and build up enough

store credit to purchase our

dream wedding dresses. If that

is the case, I'll probably contin-

ue to model until I'm 80.
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Lifestyles

"life of Malcolm X" is entertaining and infonnative
by Chuck Delcroix
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Mr. James Stanley Stringer

gave a presentation on the life

of civil rights leader Malcolm

X at the Hart Chapel on

Tuesday. February 6. Mr.

Stringer is a native of

Photo courtesy of www.cmgvvvv.comj

Civil rights leader Malcolm X, ]

Washington, he received his

B.A. from Miiliken University,

Decatur, IL and M.S. from

Eastern Illinois University.

Charleston. IL. He is a former

history teacher and v\as identi-

fied in 1986 as a leader for civil

rights. Stringer has personally

fought discrimination through-

out his life. The program,

which was sponsored by the

Minority Student Services, was

both educational and informa-

tive.

In an interview before the

show started, Mr. Stringer told

me that "the lack of opportuni-

ty to receive a good education

due to overwhelming distrac-

tions such as absentee fathers'

was one o'i ihe biggest prob-

lems facing youth today.

He continued by saying he

hoped that the one thing audi-

ence members could take with

them after the presentation was

the belief that, "Malcolm X was

a great role model in the past,

present, and will continue to be

one in the future."

Once the show started. I

immediately could tell that

Stringer was a well-spoken and

very intelligent man. It was

obvious to see that he was

excited about presenting this

particular show for the very

first time. He used a timeline

made of pieces of poster-board

to chronicle the life of Malcolm

X.

Born Malcolm Little in

Omaha. Nebraska on May 19.

1925, Malcolm X had a tumul-

tuous childhood. A streetcar

killed his father, who was an

activist and follower of Marcus

Garvey, in 1931, when

Malcolm was only 7. Shortly

after, his mother would become

ill and die as well. A young

Malcolm had already lost his

mother and his only male role

model, This was stressed by

Stringer, because he feels a

male role model is a very

important thing for everyone to

have.

Time passed and Malcolm,

who always did well in school

and had aspired tc^ become an

attorney, would have a run-in

with the law and be sentenced

to 10 years in prison. It was

here that he became a t'ol lower

of Nation of Islam leader Elijah

Muhammed.
After being released from

prison three years ear!>.

Malcolm would meet

Muhammed and be taken under

his wing. For the first time

since his father's death,

Malcolm novv had a male role

model. Soon. Malcolm started

gaming notoriety and the word

was out about the nation of

Islam.

But after the death of

Inside
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VMiat epes on bclimd

tlie scenes at a fasliion

show? News editor

Am\- Thompson finds

out.

See Page 13.

President John F. Kennedy in

1963. Malcolm made a com-

ment about the "chickens com-

ing home to roost," which

many believed meant that

Malcolm was saying that JFK

had it coming. Stringer

stressed that this is not what

Malcolm meant at all.

Instead, he was only saying

that with so much hatred in the

world, something like this was

bound to happen.

Nevertheless, the Nation of

Islam severed ties with

Malcolm, who then set off for

Mecca. It was here that he

truly discovered himself and

changed his name to "El-Hajj

Malik El Shabazz." Shortly

after this, on February 21.

1965, Malcolm X was assassi-

nated.

Throughout the performance.

Stringer added in interesting

facts and some of his personal

opinions. He explained to the

audience that Malcolm was not

that militant of a man, and that

the only time he met Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. was an acciden-

tal run-in at the state capitol.

After the timeline portion was

over, Stringer fielded a few

audience questions and said

that from his position.

"Malcom X was a role model

that overcame adversity as well

as many changes, all of which

made him stronger." He added

that he wished "more black

men and women would have

attended the program, because

it would have been to their ben-

efit."

The turnout was lower than

expected, which was quite dis-

appointing. After the show I

had the opportunity to find out

what several Clarion University

students thought about ihe pre-

sentation. Matt Buchanen stat-

ed that the show was "very

informative" and that he

"learned a lot that I was not

aware of before." He wished

that more people, black and

white, would have shown up.

Ian Wingfield proclaimed that

"it was an excellent perfor-

mance and was very education-

al." Brian Cook of TV-5 had

this to say, "I wish there was a

bigger turnout; Clarion

University should have more

programs to promote pro-active

awareness because I think there

are several individuals on cam-

pus who should be educated.

Not only about African-

American history, but about

American history as well.

Because African-American his-

tory is American history."

Everyone who did show up

walked away with something,

whether it was more informa-

tion about Malcolm X, or even

a new opinion about him. The

presentation was very well

done, and entertaining. Mr.

Stringer should be commended

on a job well done.

Photo by Liz Potteri

This week's photo is of Clarion Area

Elementary Schooi. See a new Clarion

landmark 3cC/i week.
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Mo\ie re\iewer Matt
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' Texas rockers At Tlie

Green tells iis wdiat hi- Drive-In show us tlial

picks are for the top five ! ! rock, punk in partiaiiai;

n-o\desof2000. To find '

' hasn't died yet. To find

out what they are,
^

,
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See Page 14. \\ See Page 15.
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Today
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
Friday, February 9
•UAB Spirit Day
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
Saturday,
February 10
•M.BB vs. Lock
Haven 8 pm
•W.BB vs. Lock
Haven 6 pm
•Swimming & Diving

Conference Qualifier

1 pm
•Wrestling at Lock
Haven 7:30 pm
Sunday, February
11

•Student Recital

(Chap)

•UAB Snow Days
begin

•UAB Snow Days
Beach Party Contests

(Gem Rotunda) 4-8 pm
Monday, February 12
•LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•Faculty Senate Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm

•Professional Development Series (250/252 Genn) 5 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
•Woman's Studies Brown Bag Series (124 Harvey) 12 N
•UAB Snowflake
Grams (248 Gem) 1 1

am - 3 pm
Tuesday, February
13

•Admissions Visit Day
(250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•PIAA Wrestling Team
Regional Tournament

•MLK Series: Street

Beats (Chap) 7:30 pm
•UAB MTV-style video

Karaoke 4-8 pm
Wednesday,
February 14
•VALENTINE'S DAY
•Spring Musical (Aud)
8 pm
•M.BB at Slippery Rock 8 pm
•W.BB at Slippery Rock 6 pm
•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
(•Summer Job Fair (No & So Gyms) 8 am - 3 pm
[•UAB Snowflake Grams delivered

[•UAB Snow Object Building Contest (outside Gem) 2 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am

allBiagiBlBlBMBfaaiBlBJaiagJBMBMBIBIBMBIBigiBIBiBJBB^

Inside a fashion show
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor
»••«•••«*••*••••••< •••••••••••«

On February 4. I participated

m S(imething I never thought I

would. I modeled in a fashion

show tor Annie's Bridal shop.

This is something I never

thought 1 would happen because

I am five feet two inches tall

and 100 and never mind pounds.

But basically, they needed girls

my dress siz.e. so I was in.

This was a great experience

because I got to model wedding

dresses. This is something

every girl dreams oi from the

BUCK-A-BOX

$1.00 1 Piece of

Dark Chicken, Mashed
Potatoes, Gravy and

Buttermilk Bisqult

time she learns to pin a white

sheet on her head, steal plastic

flowers from the coffee table,

and parade through the living

room singing dum, dum. de.

dum

Besides the wedding gowns. 1

had the opportunity to model a

prom gown and three brides-

maid dresses.

I learned a couple of lessons

that day. The first of which is

that models give up all sense of

modesty. Modeling also

requires quick changes.

Therefore, someone helps you

get in and out of clothe>.

The undress statioD was set up

in one room and ihc dress-up

i.ition was in an adjoining

riiom- This meant having to gc^

braless frc^m room to r !•
•

Peeping Tom's dream

.\nother lesson I learncu. uiu;:

r.isliion models deserve mili'>'-

^
* dollars An\:!n:' \^h,^ '-

>metinu

yourself aren't crazy about,

while everyone stares at you

with your frozen fake smile

deserves every penny that they

get.

Modeling is tiring and I didn't

used to think so. All of the

models that day changed in and

out of 117 gowns in an hour's

time.

However, there are great perks

ta modeling. Obviously looking

grea' in a beautiful expensive

gown is the most apparent perk

Another perk is the payment

for modeling. .All of the models

in the show that day received

$2.5 .Annie's Bridal store credit

for an hour's work. I'm not su

uhat ri! buy with the cred:

though.

\ couple thought v

would just keep modeling r '

shiuvs and build up ent.u:

store credit \.'- purchase oi

Cofitef^*
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Top five movie picks for the year 2000
by Matt Green sucks! What happened to the good

Clarion Call Staff Writer
^^^^

old days when you had mediocre

movies? Well, anyway, I have seen

It has been a very odd year for ^^^^ ^^^jg^ ^^is year, and only a

movies. There has been no happy f^^ ^^^^d out in my mind as being

medium whatsoever. I mean, the ^^^ 5^^ j j^^^g compiled a list of

movie is either excellent, or it

my favorite movies of this past enjoyed it! It has strong charac- ion is what made the movie great),

year. ters, an unusual story, and scary Angels is not going to win any

5. Blair Witch 2: Book Of visuals. However, the thing I Academy Awards, but it was a lot

Shadows. enjoyed the most about this movie of fun to watch.

I do not care what any critic or is the fact that it was nothing like 3. Traffic.

fan said about this movie. I its predecessor. There is no run- Who thought a movie about drug

ning, you get to see things, and you trafficking could be so entertain-

PrriREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITl ON FINAN C I NG

Why is TIAA-CREF the

#1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

faWus for

Pa»a0e

Year in and year out, employees at education and

research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF

And for good reasons;

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly

managed funds

• A solid history of performance and exceptional

personal sen/ice

• A strong commitment to low expenses

• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options

For decades. TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff

at over 1 0,000 campuses across the country invest for—

and enjoy—successful retirements.

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.

Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF

THE TIAA-CREF

•vAlM.|jTACaE:\

Investment Expertise

Low Expenses

Customized

Payment Options

Expert Guidance

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.**

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org
For more complete information on oufSKUfitiespfoducts.cal 1.«)0.842 2733,ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before yoo

mvest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, hx and Teachers Personal Investors Sewices. Inc. dirtribute securities products.

• leadjers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New Yoric. NY a¥i TIAA<REF Ufe hsurance Co., New York. NY i»ue insurance and

annuities. • TiAA-CREf Tnist Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment pro<kJCts are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are

not bank guaranteed. O 2001 Teachers hsurance and Annuity Association -CoHege Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/02

Harrison Ford and Michelle Pfieferplan to rid themselves of a

nasty ghost in Matt Green's second-best movie of 2000.

don't have to worry about motion

sickness.

4. Charlie's Angels.

The Drew Barrymore, Cameron

Diaz, and Lucy Lui project made

millions at the box office, and I can

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Lucy Lui in "Charlie's Angels,

Matt Green's fourth-best

movie of 2000.

see why. This was one of the most

entertaining comedies I have seen

in a long time. It was a great way

to pay homage to a classic televi-

sion show. The movie had won-

derful performances, good action

scenes, great special effects, and a

campy script (which, in my opin-

ing? I didn't, and I was wrong.

This dynamic thriller had you

guessing at every comer. You were

never quite sure what was going to

happen to whom. Traffic is an

intense non-stop journey through

the underground world of drugs,

and I enjoyed every minute of it.

2. What Lies Beneath.

A ghost is haunting Michelle

Pfeifer and Harrison Ford's home,

but that is just the beginning of this

well-to-do couple's problems.

What Lies Beneath is a creepy look

at an affair gone horribly wrong!

Although a bit far-fetched, the

strong performances by the two

leads, and the intense action in the

last 45 minutes of the movie pro-

vides for great entertainment.

1. The Exorcist.

Do I really need to list reasons for

why this is my number one pick? I

think not, but I will. No movie has

ever, nor will ever have such a last-

ing impression on people as this

classic does. The horrifying look

at a young girl possessed by Satan

is still terrifying audiences nearly

20 years later. No other movie has

staying power like that.

So, there you go - my five

favorite movies of the year. You

may agree or disagree, and that's

fine. But
J

I am urging you to see

all of them at one time or another.

You may be surprised and really

enjoy them. I know I did.

Meet your new rock gods : At The Drive-In
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestjies Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM: At The Drive-

in, Relationship OfCommand.

FOR FANS OF: Angular punk

and/or post-punk, hardcore-lite.

FOR FURTHER LISTENING:

Husker Du's Zen Arcade, Fugazi's

Steady Diet OfNothing.

Great - another Ross Robinson-

produced album. Robinson, of

course, is the Wizard behind the

Oz of the recent rap-metal trend,

including such "bands" as Papa

Roach. Rap-metal is fast becom-

ing the modem-day equivalent to

hair-metal, and Robinson seems

only too happy to perpetuate this

dreck. And now, he has the gall to

produce a record by the perfectly

fine punk band At The Drive-In,

tuming in - an absolutely blistering

and energizing set of songs.

At The Drive-in's new release.

Relationship Of Command, is a

wild collection of light-speed punk

songs with just enough aggro-rock

flourishes to appeal to all the Limp

Biz-kids out there. At times.

Relationship... sounds like the sec-

ond coming of hardcore gods

Husker Du; other parts sound like

D.C. gums Fugazi and Bad Brains.

A real rose

dipped in

real gold!

Nothing

outshines it for

Valentines Day!
A very special gift fot a

very special woman.
A real 12" long-.stenimeri

rose, preserved and
dipped in real 24k ^oUl.

Each rose is unique (no two
are alike) and like your love

tor her, it will last torcvcr For
almost the same price of a

dozen roses, you'll give her a

Ixingle rose that she'll remember
'you by and cherish forever.

James Jewelers
Downtown Clarion
226-8711

and sometimes you'll swear you're

listening to Rage Against The

Machine (the only artistically com-

petent rap-metal band).

Prior to Relationship..., the

Texas-based At The Drive-ln was

mostly known for their incredibly

intense live act. Lead singer

Cedric pogos around the stage like

a jackrabbit on crack, his huge

sweaty afro threatening to fly off

his head. Maintaining non-stop

energy and aggression is held

above all. For a good example of

their live antics, check out the

video for the single, "One-Armed

Scissor." However, At The Drive-

in's albums weren't nearly as

exciting or engaging, suffering

from poor production and bad mix-

ing, which leeched the band's fury.

Relationship..., on the other

hand, is the closest you're ever

going to get to the "live sound" in

the studio. Some critics may
accuse Relationship's sound as

being too thin, but it's the lack of

bass that allows the album to take

flight. Without a deep, anchoring

bass sound to hold the album

down, songs like "Arcarsenal" and

"Mannequin Republic" are mean

and lean; ultra-streamlined and

precise barrages aimed to knock

you flat on your ass. You'll swear

you're in a packed and overheated

club with the band just a few feet

in front of you.

The first thing about Relationship

OfCommand that you notice is the

fact that these guys are playing

actual riffs. Let me say that again:

riffs, not beefed-up, dumbed-

down, "chunka-chunka" power

chords (exemplified by Limp

Bizkit and newer Kom). And what

riffs they are - glorious sonic bursts

of pure rock passion that'll have

you bouncin' round the room with

your best air guitar moves and

rock-god posings. This is some of

the most refreshing and inspired

punk guitar playing recorded since

Rancid's 1997 Life Won't Wait.

Atmospherically, Relationship's

closest cousin is probably Husker

diacy wears off, the songs are left

to stand on their own merits. And

stand they do, like mighty red-

wood trees. Tracks like

"Sleepwalk Capsules" and

"Quarantined" are positively

anthemic and epic in structure and

scope. The hardcore-based songs

't^^E?

7f: tr '§ §"m iwmjiki

Du's 1984 opus, Zen Arcade. Zen

Arcade was another album that

attempted to translate a furious live

act to record, and also was accused

of a washed-out sound by main-

stream critics. Relationship... not

only mirrors the Minneapolis rock-

ers in terms of sound, but also in

songwriting. If At The Drive-In

had simply gone into the studio,

hammered out a few noisy bursts

of chaos, and called it a day.

Relationship Of Command would-

n't be half as good as it is.

After the album's zealous imme-

practically spew fordi Husker wor-

ship, the punk rockers are as

melodic and speedy as the Clash's

heyday, and the few rap-rock lean-

ings of the album should send

Kom back under whatever dank

rock they crawled from.

Cedric is one hell of a colorful

frontman, to boot. Vivacity exudes

from his every squeal and shout,

and he sounds every bit as right-

eous as a young Bono. As to what

he wants you to rally around, your

guess is as good as mine. Cedric 's

lyrics are pretty cut-and-paste.

though most have disoriented and

shifty political leanings. "Yes this

is the campaign/Slithered entrails

in the cargo bay/ Neutered is the

vastness." Huh? I dunno, but it

sure is fun to yell out. He can turn

quite a colorful phrase, though.

Standout tracks include the rebel-

lious and dissonant opener,

"Arcarsenal." Here, Cedric shreds

his throat, telling you to "Beware!

Bewaaaaare!!!!!" "One-Armed

Scissor" is one of the best rap-rock

songs ever (oxy-moron alert), pro-

viding an arty flipside to "Nookie."

"Invalid Litter Dept." shows that

the boys are just as comfortable in

a slower setting, as the song's vers-

es slink by in a meditative state,

and creepy electronics appear

around the fringes. "Rolodex

Propaganda" sports a wonderfully

weird cameo from one of punk's

godfathers - the one, the only Iggy

Pop! He incoherently pops up in

the chorus to blubber "Manuscript

replica!" before being buried under

a tsunami of guitars. And
"Mannequin Republic" will have

you frothing at the mouth.

The only track where At The

Drive-In really stumbles out-and-

out is the pathetic attempt at art

rock that "Non-zero Possibility" is.

Cedric sounds whiny, there's no

direction for the song (almost 6

minutes of meandering), and ends

the album on a real bum note.

Aside from that, there really are no

major complaints with the album.

Not all the songs are first-rate, but

hey, we all can't be Bob Mould.

Relationship of Command will

reaffirm your belief in punk (hell,

rock in general), and will get you

juiced-up after many repeated

spins. And hey - love die afros,

dudes. 4 out of 5 stars.

Echoboy is minimalist techno at its best
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Hi, all. I've been doing all the

fantastic things a strapping young

college lad should be lately - study-

ing, partying (and yes, oddly

enough, in that order), and most

importandy overdosing on music

that nobody's ever heard of nor will

hear of even long after I'm done

with it.

In that spirit, I decided to launch

a new series of articles highlighting

said "unheard of music with

vague, grandiose plans on finally

shaking off the chokehold the boy-

band phenomenon has put on the

creative process.

Our first stop could've been just

about anyone...in fact, I had a short

list of seven or eight artists that

would fit the bill nicely. But it was

this weekend, while going through

some of the former WCCB's
thrown-away CDs that I discovered

the tme #1 "Let's get going with a

bang" disc.

WHO: Echoboy. ALBUM INFO:

Volume 2 (Mute Records, 2000).

WHAT: Funky "try it and see"

techno with standard rock-song

layouts and a bit of almost-Primus

added in just to be difficult. FOR

FANS OF: Minimalist music

(Steve Reich), Garbage, Bjork,

Beta Band, Devo. WHY YOU
SHOULD CARE: Echoboy is the

brainchild of English singer/song-

writer/multi-instrument alist

Richard Warren. Warren started

Echoboy after his stint with the crit-

ically acclaimed group the Hybrids;

in fact, Warren began selling the

first Echoboy EP/single at the

Hybrid's final gigs.

Volume 2, Echo's third full-length

CD, is a trip through pounding

muted dmms and looped, minimal-

ist synthesizers thrown in for good

measure. Several tracks also fea-

ture the calming tones of an

unnamed (trust me, she's not

unnamed for lack of looking; there

are few, if any identifying words in

the CD booklet) female singer, who
adds an air of sensuality to the

already captivating tones.

While Volume 2 is just barely a

full-length album (do 9 tracks real-

ly make a full-length?), but each

song helps you forget that the end is

more imminent than it seems.

Personal favorites include the first

two tracks, "Turning On" and

"Telstar Recovery." The album

sags a bit in the middle, but picks

See 'Echoboy,' Page 16
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Dave Bany explains men's technology obesssion
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

I'm a big fan of technology.

Most guys are. This is why all

important inventions were

invented by guys.

For example, millions of years

ago, there was no such thing as

the wheel. One day, some primi-

tive guys were watching their

wives drag a dead mastodon to

the food-preparation area. It was

exhausting work; the guys were

getting tired just WATCHING.
Then they noticed some large,

smooth, rounded boulders, and

they had an idea: They could sit

on the boulders and watch! This

was the first in a series of break-

throughs that ultimately led to

television.

So we see that there are vital

reasons why guys are interested

in technology, and why women

should not give them a hard time

about always wanting to have the

"latest gadget." And when I

say"women," I mean "my wife."

For example, as a guy, I feel I

need a new computer every time

a new model comes out, which is

every 15 minutes. This baffles

my wife, who has had the same

computer since the Civil War

and refuses to get a new one

because — get THIS for an

excuse — the one she has works

fine. I try to explain that, when

you get a new computer, you get

exciting new features. My new

computer has a truly fascinating

feature: Whenever I try to turn it

off, the following message,

which I am not making up,

appears on the screen:

"An exception OE has occurred

at O028:F00OF841 in VxD—

.

This was called from

0028:C001D324 in VxD
NDIS(Ol) + 00005

A

AO. It may

be possible to continue normal-

Clearly, this message is not of

human origin. Clearly, my new

computer is receiving this mes-

sage from space aliens. I don't

understand all of it, but appar-

ently there has been some kind

of intergalactic problem that the

aliens want to warn us about.

What concerns me is the last sen-

tence, because if the aliens are

telling us that "it may be possi-

ble to continue normally," they

are clearly implying that it may

NOT be possible to continue

normally. In other words, the

earth may be doomed, and the

aliens have chosen ME to

receive this message. If I can fig-

ure out exactly what they're say-

ing, I might be able to save

humanity!

Unfortunately, I don't have

time, because I'm busy using my
new GPS device. This is an

extremely important gadget that

every guy in the world needs. It

receives signals from orbiting

satellites, and somehow — I sus-

pect the "cosine" is involved —
it figures out exactly where on

the earth you are. Let's say

you're in the town of Areola, III.,

but for some reason you do not

realize this. You turn on your

GPS, and, after pondering for a

few minutes, it informs you that

you are in ... Areola, 111.! My
wife argues that it's easier to just

ASK somebody, but of course

you cannot do that, if you truly

are a guy.

I became aware of how useful

a GPS can be when I was on a

plane trip with a literary rock

band I belong to called the Rock

Bottom Remainders, which has

been hailed by critics as having

one of the world's highest ratios

of noise to talent. On this trip

were two band members whom I

will identify only as "Roger"

and "Steve," so that you will not

know that they are actually

Roger McGuinn, legendary co-

founder of the Byrds; and

Stephen King, legendary legend.

We were flying from Chicago

to Boston, and while everybody

else was reading or sleeping,

"Roger" and "Steve," who are

both fully grown men, were star-

ing at their GPS devices and

periodically informing each

other how far we were from the

Boston airport. "Roger" would

say, "I'm showing 238 miles,"

and "Steve" would say, "I'm

showing 241 miles. Then

"Roger" would say, "Now I'm

showing 236 miles," and

"Steve" would come back with

another figure, and so on. My
wife, who was confident that the

airplane pilot did not need help

locating Boston, thought this

was the silliest thing she had

ever seen. Whereas I thought: I

NEED one of those.

So I got a GPS for Christmas,

and I spent the entire day sitting

on a couch, putting it to good

use. Like, I figured out exactly

where our house is. My wife told

me this was exciting news. I

think she was being sarcastic,

but I couldn't be sure, because I

had to keep watching the GPS
screen, in case our house moved.

I also used my GPS to figure out

exactly how far my couch is

from LaGuardia airport (1,103

miles). There is NO END to the

usefulness of this device! If

you're a guy, you need to get one

NOW, so you can locate yourself

on the planet. While we still

have one.

#1 Summer Job
$6.25/hr base rate for most positions. PLUS
the best bonus plan in the industry - an extra

$l/hr! Dozens of different types of Jobs: bar-

tender, ride operator, lifeguard, sales, hotel staff.

Even internships for college. What's right for you?

#1 Amusement Park
Vbu call this work? Unlimited access to the

over 150 rides and attractions of the best
park on the planet. Free tickets for friends,

and after-hours parties with the rest of

the 4,000 summer staff.

#1 Coasters
What other job offers the best coasters in the

world? 14 in all - including Millennium Force?**

America's tallest and fastest!

Intervieiv ^fith
Clarion University of PA

Job Fair

Wednesday, February 14
11 am - 3 pm

Tippin Gymnasium

Apply online at

cedarpoint.com

.

Or call 1-800-668-J0BS
for more Information.

Amusement Park/Resort
Sandusky, Ohio

int;
No oppointment necessary. EOE. Bonuses are paid to employees after th^ luffill their Employment

/^eements. Low cost housing and intemships available for qualified applicants.

ECHOBOYl Looking for some good techno? Echoboy

feeds your need. From Page 15.

right back up where it left off with "Sudwestfunk No. 5" and "Schram

And Sheddle 262," before concluding with the overdriven drum 'n'

bass of "High Pitch Needs."

Since I happened upon Volume 2, it's been best suited for my "just

something to fall asleep to," but it also makes fantastic walking music,

as it really doesn't enforce a real pace to your step for any length of

time. Overall, I give Echoboy's Volume 2, 3 and a half stars. It's not

going to start, or even really catalyze a revolution, but it's a balanced

album, more solid than soft.

THE FINAL WORD: Wonder if I can get my hands on Volume 11

Entertainment

AtL^^t
Rules for Surviving Academia #

NeyMr /^nore "Inft b*cic rc\^j,

net tW.i $€*iesier, tlve-n o^xt. )^nr-hisk 's +«>

fiflKr^Odt" vUtM one he orttt 'b 'oefcre "IKt -f^nf e^A.ivu

PAUL
r. ^

BV BILLY 0*KEEFE www.mrbiuy.com

KEV bAb (&66ilh WHO LET,
THE b06 O0T-? (6<66tEry

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Birth-related

6 Hefner or Grant

10 Blow one's own
horn

14 Make amends
15 Ersatz butter

16 Lounge around

1

7

Executive ability

19 Kiempereror

Preminger

20 Sea eagle

21 Qtrus drink

22 Peter Welter

movie

24 Cancun snooze

26 Uncanny
27 Pause maik
29 Dog Stat?

33 Appendectomy
reminder

36 Campbell of the

NFL
38 Tempest
39 Vaulter's need
40 Sikkim antelope

42 Wander
43 Declares frankly

45 Audible breath

46 European
volcano

47 Sewing tool

49 Honshu port

51 Pro driver

53 Opportune

57 -West Skte Stoiy"

song
60 Accomplished

61 Come to regret

62 Serb or Croat

63 In the open ar
66 Assistant

67 Home of Iha first

family

68 Jockey Arcaro

69 Leo's comment
70 Earthly seven

71 Feats

DOWN
1 Identities

2 Vkleo-game

company
3 British might
4 Santa winds

5 Smooth, even

style in music

1 } 3 4 5

1
IB

6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17

I
19

20 " 22 23

24

J
25

P
26

1
37

PI32I
34

'" 29

41

30

33 35

1
36 36

39 40

I 1
42

43 44 45 46

47

I

46

i2

49

I
64

SO

55
I
5«61 .3 S4

57 59 61

6?

1

63

1

65

66 67 68

69 70 71

® 2O01 Tribuna Media SarvtcM, mc
Ml righU r«Mrv«d.

2/8/01

6 Habitat

7 Mod ending?

8 Art category

9 Masseur's liquid

10 Orculatoiy

system

11 U. miLgip.

12 Choir member
13 Soggy food

18 '50s crooner

23 Bikini tops

25 Vodka and
orange juice

26 Battle hand
28 Murray and West
30 Chlmriey deposit

31 Persia, now
32 Thompson of

Tetei's Friends"

33 Team of oxen
34 Small inlet

35 Soothing plant

37 Cabin material

41 Suppose ttiat

44 Smelting waste

48 Canyon
comebacks

Solutions
s a 3 3

1
S V 3 S

1

d V d

3 1 a a 3 N 3 a 3 3 a 1 y

S b a d I n O A V 1 s

3 n u a 1 |q i. H 1 N J.

A "1 3 n 1 i d 3 V d H^H
V X V s 1 3 1 3 3 N

V N i 3

1
H 1 S 1 s AA A V

W V U AA d 3 S

1
3 T O d

3

u

1

i s 1 1 d V 3 d V S

s s V 1 1 V n n
a d 1 3 ^1 V i s 3 1 S|

d e b I 3 a V N d 3

i i

1

1 N 3 n

i

3 V N V n
1 1 1 3 1 3 N O i V

w ti 8 H 9 n H 1 V I V N

50 Joshed

52 Practice piece

54 Wear away
55 Gruesome
56 Affirmatives

57 Russian luler

58 MisceHany

59 Mottling in

Granada
60 Adams and

Rk:kles

64 Sri Lankan
export

65 Keatsian work

Branded by Dan Beyer

#09

"ShG can't be all that mad. She usGd my
favorite mustard,"
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Entertainment
off the mark by Mark Parisi

e^oru* ana ^nar^v. f*in*»«n

MARSHALL, yOO

SH00U>6ET
YOURSELF A

GIRLFRIEND

WELL. I WAS

IN PRELIMINARY

TALKS WITH

MELISSA...

^ 7mT TALKS BROKE DOWN
WHEN SHE WOaDN'T

GIVE ME AN CXJT CLAUSE
V AFTER 6 MONTHS

o

/ BOTTOM LINE IS I WANT
I TO BE A FREE AGENT

\JX)ME SUMMERTIME _

luCMLrrVoft^MiRT.'

Captain RibMan ••^whirr of stupidity by Sprengeimeyer & Davis

IS THE phsjtsr,
5UPWHER0/

fM WTT AW
AVCRASC Gt/y VS440

WAAfTS TO OMATIt A
svsnEM Of coveRNA/ieNr

AV10KH> 8y CCNTAAUZATION
or AurHQ«fry unow? a cMCTAroA,

JTWNOeW SOOOeCONOA^ CONTROW.
S«JPf>RU5ION OF TNi OPfOSmON

THROUGH nffftM AMD aNSOASHn>,
AND WHO w«x AcnvfiL'y
/ENFO(?Ce MLUGCMNr
NATIONAUSM

Twisted View* Cooney

'The doctor went a little too far during your

endoscopy. All we can say for sure is that

your inner ears look fine."

Twisted View* Cooney

^ "Please listen carefully, as the menu options

have changed."

b300 Tribune Media Services, Inc

Jl Rights Reserved

I

Classifieds
1" f i|i >

>fe.

spring Hreak \
ACT NOW! r Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South

Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and

Mardigras. Reps needed. Travel

Free, Earn $$$, Group Discounts

for 6+. Call 1-800-838-8203 or

visit www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers!

Best prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.
if^iHHHHHHHHHHfif

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how
you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.
^^>^^^|^|^|^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^

SPRING BREAK 2001 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com.

Student apartments for rent for

groups of 3-4. One block from

campus. Call 354-2489 or 226-

7774.

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer
school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

*« * * l|> i|< * 4<« « lie* * * ^^^^l^^^^^l^1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

1 bedroom apartment in Clarion.

All utilities included. $425 per

month. 226-8561.

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.
*%ltc«i|c:«<;|<l|ci|c«l|<>|ii|i« ^(^^^^^^^^i^1^^^^^^^i|il^^^^(

2001-2002 year. House for 2, 3 or

4 female students. Quiet, close to

campus, summer included. Call

226-6867.

Furnished apartment near campus

for 3 non-smoking students. Air

conditioning, and all utilities

included. Available for Fall 2001.

226-7997.
Ill *# :ti**« i|t 1)1 1 >l< « 1)1 *

Wanted: 7 female tenants who's

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
i|ci|c4c*««4c>|ci|ciKi|ci|ii|ii|<

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.

Looking for room to rent for the

spring semester 2001 in Clarion

area. (814)678-8870.
« l|i* i|c « 4i ]|ci|ci|c :ti * 4< ](i 1)1

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.

Affordable student housing. 2

Nice quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

l|i«i|c:|ci|ci|E*4<l|il|<i|ii|<«i|t

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom
house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Domino's
.^'4\

$5.99
Large PizzaO 4") With

one topping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish $1 Extra Per pizza

2000 Domino's Rixza. LLC. Coupon not Valid with
any otnar offer Offer valid with coupon only. VaHd at
participattng atores only Pric:e8 may vary. Customer
paya sales tax where applicable, our drivers carry

less than S20. Cash value 1/20 of a cent.

$7.99
EX-LaiigePlzza(16")Wlth

one topping

Order as many as you like

2000 Domlno'B Pizza, ULC. Coupon nol Valid with
any othsr offsr Offer valid wi«n coupon only Valid at
participating storea only.Prlcaa may vary. Cuatomer
paya aales tax wtiere appllcatxie, our drtvflra carry

leaa then S20 Caah value 1/20 of a cent.

GREAT SIDE ITEMS
^1^Bread Sticks

Freah dough breadsticks served with

Pizza Sauce.
Double Cheesybread
Fresh dough breadsticks topped with

Mozzarella cheese and Cheddar cheese.
Buffalo Wings
Hot, Mild, BBQ, or
Butter Garlic

New CInnastix
Fresh dough lightly dusted with just the right amount
of sugar & cinnamon. With 2 sides of Creamy Icing

$2.99

$4.49

$3.49

OPEN AT 11:00AM

EVERY DAY

22&4060
We Accept

Visa
& MasterCard

ma^':

Register to win a free pizza at

hot-dominos-pizza.com

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer
camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fiindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

CampusflindraisCT.com at 1-888-923-

3238, OT visit www.campusfiindrais-

CT.com
If t« *« 4c * « i|ci|ci|i * i|ci|i

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. FT/FT. Mail ordCT. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.
Itl * * * Itct* III 1)1* l|ll|l 1)1

«

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

FT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

l(cHl*l|Cl|<!|l*l|Cl|c4ll|ll|Cl|l*

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide
range of paid internships for many
majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry.

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars- 1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call 1-866-

746-4836.
i|ci|> ifili * III Ik ilcik« Ik« If III

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

" " I H II 11 1 I M^^^;fcjMjbttM*jH^*** ĥfcjM*aiil I MM l l \t *t*m^^

Thank you ZTA. The brothers of

:|ii|ii|l%l|li|ei|il|ci|l4l*i|<i|c4i

Happy 22nd birthday Abby
Tyson!! Love, A<I)E

l|ll|Cl|Cl|l«*l|<«l|l>|ll|ll|ll|Cl|l

Pat Aaron, you're our angel, our

Deepher Darling. We love you

sweetheart! You're the best! Love
the sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon.

i|ii|iitiitii|c4c4ii|ci|i]|[4ii|c4ii|i

Congrats to Jeff on his lavalier to

Kylene. The brothers of 0S

Ropy keep in touch. The brothers

of 0H

Eric Zednick, congrats on your

new college. The brothers of 02
l|ll|ll|Cl|Cl|ll|C*l|El|l«l|C«||l;|C

Mike, welcome back from Tampa.

The brothers of 0H
i|ci|ci|c ikik « * Ik Ik i|i ik i|c i|i i|i

Franny, you did a great job as a

Rho Chi. Love your 0OA sisters.

ikikikik>kikikik*ikikik:k*

Congratulations to all the sorori-

ties with recruitment. 0OA
Ik Ik H( Ik Ik Ik Ik Ik Ik* Ik*«*

Some dance to remember, some
dance to forget, some don't

remember dancing, but all

remember OMA!! Love your

02Z girls.

Ik Ik Ik Ik Ik Ik Ik Ik* Ik* Ik Ik*

I love our Phi Sig new members!

OS Love and Mine, Ali, M.O.C.
*«ikikik*ik«**ikikikik

OZK, I hope you guys had a great

week. Enjoy the snow. Love, your

sweetheart Dena.
ik4>4<**%ikik*«ikikik*

Congratulations to Nina on

becoming a new edition to our

chapter. Love your future Phi

Sigma Sigma sisters.

To the spring class of 2001. You
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guys are doing an awesome job.

Keep up the good work. Phi Sig

love, your future Phi Sig sisters.

**>ti*;|r*l)>4>*««4l*><i

The AZ sisters would like to con-

gratulate all sororities on recruit-

ment and good luck to all mem-

bers.

roomies?
t >|< !|ci|i >|> >|< :(< 1)1 ;ti ;tc * s|i «

t

Jen, can't wait for NYC. Love,

Jeff.

OIK would like to congratulate

our newest associate member,

Jared Hulings. We look forward to

calling you a brother.

^f^t^tfUf^t******* l|c Ik Jti « 1)1* DC 4i :)ci|i III It'* *

« « 1)1 Ik :)( * >|i # « * :)ci)< >m)i

Dena, thanks for the great

Valentine's cookies. You're the

best sweetheart we could ask for.

Have a wonderful Valentine's

Day. Love, the brothers of OZK
4i4i4i«*4ii)i4i*«it>**«

Congratulations Pam, Christy,

Kelly, Brianna, Jen, Kristen,

Kristi and Lexie. Love your future

Z sisters.

Happy Valentine's Day to every-

one from XXZ

Happy birthday to our sisters

Michelle, Jess and Amy. Love,

your AZ sisters.

*«4i«««4ii)<<)ii|<4i4i**

Congratulations and good luck to

Amy, Katie, Becky, Lisa A.,

Jessica, Michelle, Julianne,

Andrea, and Lisa S. Love, your

future AZ sisters.

41 1|< « 1)1 1)1 1)1 >|ii)<i)ii)i« 1)11)1*

Happy belated birthday to our

sweetheart Ben Chervenak. Love

the sisters of AZ

Olivia, Thanks for being a great

little sister. I love you! Nancy.
ikilt + lUlcjIl))!!)!!)!*****

Waylon, Thank you for being the

love of my life. I can't wait to

spend every day with you. NO
PLAID CARPET!! Always,

Nancy.
i)i«i)ii|ci)ii)>i)ii)<4ii)i>tiik*i|<

*iti Ik 1)11)1 1)1 « 1)1 41111 1)1 111 41 1)1

Congratulations to D on lavalier-

ing Kara G of ZTA. We never

thought we'de see the day. The

brothers of OSK.

Timmy and Jared, ready for the

aquarium? Yeah, no character.

Say.
4ii|i*ik4i«!kit>4i>|iit>*>l<*

Gwillim, ready for the new

Want to advertise your

business in

The Clarion Call?

Call 393-2380

for more information.

Drive

St. Joseph's Church Hall

in Lucinda

Monday February 12, 2001

12 p.m. until 5 p.m.

All types are needed,

although type O
and B negative

are in critically short supplies.

Nicole, Thanks for being an awe-

some roommate, friend and

bridesmaid. I know I can always

count on you. Nancy.

Bubba, Who's your daddy?

Nancy.
4iik*ik*****ikikikik*

Am, Ash and Annie, thanks so

much for the hospitality!! You're

going to be sick of me by the end

of the semester. Love you guys, B.
**************

Happy belated birthday to April

Bittner. We hope you had a great

one! Luv the girls of Givan's 2nd

Wild Wild West Girls!

Ik*************

To The Clarion Call Staff, New
York is almost here. We are going

to have lots of fun. Deb, Jen and

Amy.
**************

Jen and Amy, Downstairs apart-

ment...PLEASE? Debby.
Ik*************

NO! ! ! Love, Jen and Amy.
**************

Ashlee, Ashley, and Judy, the new

additions of The Peach

House...we are looking forward to

calling you guys our roomies!

Love, Jen, Deb and Amy.
Ik*************

Jeff, I am looking forward to

spending time with you in NYC.

Especially on Valentine's Day. I

love you, Jen.

Ik*************

Christine. Julie, Justi and Janna. I

love you. guys. Love, your room-

mate Liz.

**************

Liana, Abby, and Laura, The

Peach House will not be the same

without you guys. We will miss

you. You know our number!!

Love, Jen, Deb and Amy.
4iik************

Erb, keep smiling. The sun will

shine agam, especially if you're

down south! I am always here for

you. Love, JenSay.
*ik************

Deb, even though you will be in a

different room next year, you're

still my roommate. I can just walk

across the hall. ..not down the

stairs.

**************

Amy, I like the tundra!! Love, Jen.

Ik*************

To the Call staff, just think.. .at this

time next week we will be paymg

$5 for a big mac. Looking forward

to the trip, Jen.
Ik*************

Jen and Jeff, I am sorry for keep-

ing you awake at night. Love,

Nietszche the hampster.

**************

I see you Jeffrey...diggin that hole,

diggin that hole. Love, Amy.
**************

Nancy, try not to glue your hand

to any pages. Beware the killer

glue stick. Tim.
**************

Nicole, no more skunks.
**************

Geibel, Go you almost selling out!

Just remember a little more of

this. (Envision my hands flailing)

Love, Amy.
**************

Geibel and Jen, Oh yeah on March

18 we get to be brides again.

Double fast food day! Love, Ame.
Ik*************

Debby, the hampster doesn't

count as a rommate. Neither do

the fish. Nice try. Love, Ames.

Deb, you're the bestest, thanks for

everything sweetie. Looking for-

ward to chillin' out wich you in

New York. Beware the raining

frogs. YOUR Skinny Man.
*ik************

Jen, I love you. Your big bear

from Denbeigh is coming. Love,

Jeff.

Ik*************

Keith, don't change the oil in your

car.. .it might crush you. Jen
**************

Congratulations Mary Beth on

helping me sell all my tickets.

Enjoy the cash. Barlow.
**************

Geibel, now is the time to tell

everyone I TOLD YOU SO! ! You

did a great job. Love, JenSay.
*ik************

Managing Editor is

looking for an assistant.

If interested, Call Jen

at 393-2380.

UAB presents

"Toby Keith"

with special guest.

When: February 18, 2001

Where: Tippin Gymnasium

Doors open at 7 p.m. and the

show starts at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $8 for students and

$15 for non-students.

Tickets can be purchased at

Gemmell Info Desk!

Sports
Golden Eagles soar past California University:

Shearer named "PSAC-West Co-Player of the Week"
by Stephanie DeFlorentis

The Clarion University mens

basketball team soared past

California on Monday, Feb. 5, in

a PSAC-West conference match

up. This win placed Clarion at

14-6 overall and 5-2 in the con-

ference.

Tamir Harbin led the way for

the Golden Eagles posting 19

points in the effort. Al Stevens

put up 18 points, followed by

Steve Serwatka with 17 points.

David Shearer lead with the

boards, racking up six rebounds.

John Reddick, who has been real-

ly stepping up for the team

recently, added 17 points right off

the bench.

"Cal needed the win, and we
knew they would come out and

play with intensity. So, I knew I

had to come off the bench and

play hard," said Reddick.

California did put up a good

fight against the Golden Eagles

with only a four point deficit at

the half. Clarion's defense came

on strong to gain the eventual

victory despite California's

efforts.

"The defense played well

together. Everyone contributed to

the win," said Stevens.

With the regular season wind-

ing down, the mens basketball

team has a positive outlook on

the remaining five conference

games.

"There are only five big confer-

ence games left, and we are just

going to take it one day at a

time," added Stevens.

The team returns to the hard-

wood on Saturday, Feb. 10 look-

ing for revenge against Lock
Haven. Clarion fell to Lock
Haven just two weeks earlier in a

66-79 upset.

The women tip-off the double-

header at 6 p.m., followed by the

men at 8 p.m.

Clarion junior forward David

Shearer was named the PSAC-
West Co-Player of the Week on

Monday, Feb. 5, for leading the

Golden Eagles to a 3-0 record last

week.

Clarion defeated Pitt-

Johnstown on Monday by a 79-72

margin, then downed Slippery

Rock on Wednesday 67-55. The

Golden Eagles also trampled over

division leader, Shippensburg, on

Saturday 89-81. The Eagles are

now 13-6 overall and 4-2 in the

PSAC-West.

During the week. Shearer aver-

aged 12 points, 12.7 rebounds

and 4.3 steals per game in leading

Clarion to those three wins.

During the Shippensburg game
Shearer had an especially great

game with 17 points, 15

rebounds, five assists, five steals

and two blocks.

On the season. Shearer is now
averaging 13.2 points per game,

9.6 rebounds, has handed out 45

assists and leads the entire PSAC
with 62 steals.

In his career. Shearer has now
totaled 944 points and 565

rebounds, which places him 26th

in career scoring and 13th in

career rebounding.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

#3
1 David Shearer peers over his shoulder for some back-up

against Pitt -Johnstown. Shearer received "PSAC-West Co-
Player of the Weel<" honors due to his performances.

Swimmers and
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor and

Stephanie Sutton

Clarion Call Staff Writer

ine uolden Eagle swimming
and diving teams competed
against four teams at the

University of Pittsburgh's Trees

Pool on Feb. 3. Opposing
schools were Grove City,

Slippery Rock, and Pittsburgh.

Both mens and womens teams

gave a good showing despite the

team consensus of feeling

"worn out" due to an exuberant

amount of training during the

prior weeks.

The divers started off the meet

for the four visiting teams.

Clarion had great competition

against some of the Pitt divers.

The womens team was lead by

Stephanie Sutton, Amanda
Earnest, and Jessica Waldman.
Sutton took first in the one and

three-meter events, followed

closely by Earnest with a second

and Waldman in third.

The divers performed a ten-

dive list on the one-meter and a

six-dive list on the three. Sutton

scored 412.20 on the one-meter

and 281.40 on the three.

Earnest managed a close

Inside

Sports

397.20 on the one and 273.40 on

the three-meter, followed by

Waldman with a 340.95 on the

one-meter and 221.75 on the

three-meter.

The mens diving was led by

Jimmy McGee who stepped up

to the competition and won both

the one and three-meter boards

with respective scores of 387.05

and 262.55.

Kicking it off for the swim-

ming section of the meet was

Brian Monico with a first place

in the 1650 freestyle. Following

close behind him with a third in

the 1650 was EJ Dams.

www.theclarioncaII.com*

Shannon Cattoni and Megan
Trimbur gave good swims in the

200 freestyle, placing third and

fourth overall.

Megan Tracy brought home a

gold for Clarion in the 100

backstroke, followed closely by
Brandi Smithson with a second.

Abby Koch also placed fourth in

that event for the women while

Aaron Bell took a fourth in the

100 backstroke for the men.

Mary Cardell posted a season

best in the 100 breaststroke, tak-

ing a third place overall. Jessica

DiLoreto was right on her tail,

managing a fourth place finish.

Ben Chandlee brought home a

second place finish in the mens
100 breaststroke, followed by
Matt Jeffers in fourth overall.

Missy Baer captured a first

place finish in the 200 fly with

an NCAA Div. II national cut

time. Bethany Bankovich came
in close behind her and pulled in

a third place for the team.

Trimbur took a third place fin-

ish in the 50 freestyle while

Koch brought home a second

place finish for the women.
Monico captured another vic-

tory in the 400 Individual med-

See ^Swimming' Page 24

Edinboro stops

Clarion's seven match

winning streak,

Seepage22

Test your sport smarts

with the Sports Irivia

question of the week.

See page 22

V\^tlers bounce back

with big 32-5 win

against Pittsburgh

,

See page 23

Athletes struggle to

make the grade in

recent study.

See page 24
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Wrestling

Edinboro stops Clarion's seven match
Courtesy of Sports

Information

Eleventh ranked Edinboro

won seven of ten matches on

Feb. 2, stopping Clarion's

seven match winning streak.

Edinboro defeated the Golden

Eagles 26-9 on Friday night

at Edinboro's McComb Field

House. The Golden Eagles

are 8-2 overall and 3-1 in the

EWL, while Edinboro is 8-3

overall and 3-0-1 in the

EWL.
The Golden Eagles received

the^ir first win of the evening

from tenth ranked Rad

Martinez. Martinez deci-

sioned Charlie Soto 4-2 at the

133 lb. weight class.

Shane McChesney defeated

Josh Evans 4-3 at the 157 lb.

weight class and tenth ranked

heavyweight John Testa

decisoned fifteenth ranked

Josh Pearce 5-3.

Testa's win marked the sec-

ond this year over previously

top ten rated Pearce. He

defeated Pearce 3-1 in the

finals of the PSAC's last

Saturday, prior to his 5-3 win

Friday night.

Testa had a take down in

the second and third periods

to control the match. Pearce

was coming off a close 5-3

loss to number one ranked

Tommy Rowlands of Ohio

State on Monday night at the

NWCA All-Star match.

Four pivotal bouts turned

the tide for the favored Scots.

At 125 lbs., Jacob Gray used

a third period reversal to

edge Clarion's Peter Derstine

3-0.

At 141 lbs., Chad Caros

surged ahead 5-0, then held

off a furious rally by Golden

Eagle freshman, Frank Edgar,

to win 7-4.

At 149 lbs, twelth ranked

Ryan Shapert was taken to

the limit by Clarion junior,

Dom Surra, before defeating

the former St. Mary's product

3-1 in overtime. Surra had a

near takedown in the first

period and early in overtime.

Lastly, at 197 lbs., eleventh

rated Dave Shunamon rallied

to edge Clarion sophomore,

Eric Mausser, 7-6 in the final

seconds. Mausser led 3-0

early in the second with

an escape and takedown.

Shunamon had a big third

period notching two take-

downs, the last of which

broke a 4-4 tie with ten sec-

onds left. Mausser hit a

reversal with 3 seconds left,

but Shunamon posted 1:05

riding time to earn the win.

Clarion hosted Pitt at W.S.

Tippin Gym on Tuesday, Feb.

6 for its final home dual of

the season. DuBois area

senior Aaron Mitchell, along

with Bob Topper, Pete

Kroshefskie and Shane

McChesney received honors

in pre-match, Senior Night,

Eric Mausser

Sports
Trivia
The answer

to last

week's
question is

1995.This
weel('s

question is:

Wiio Is tiie

Pro Big Air

Sicier best
Icnown for

the
"sicodeo?"
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INTRAMURAL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

5 on 5 BASKETBALL
Games begin Tuesday, 1/30/00.

Registration due by Monday, 1/29.

Captains meeting Monday 1/29 9:15 pm.

Both Men's and Women's leagues

will be offered. Rosters are limited to

ten players. You may drop or add

players until halfway through the

regular season. Further information

and registration forms are available in

the Rec Center.

FLOOR HOCKEY
Floor Hockey begins Thursday, 2/1

Registration due Wednesday 1/30/00.

Captain's meeting Wednesday 9 pm.

This is a 4 on 4 league, and rosters are

limited to 8 players. Registration

forms and further information are

available in the Rec Center.

RACOUETBALL RESULTS:
Doug Knepp and Jon O'Donnell were the

champions ofthe doubles racquetball

tournament held on Friday, Jan. 19* Eight

teams competed in all.

SPRING 2001 TM SCHEDULE

ACTIVITY: REGISTRATION DUE:

RACQUETBALL
CLIMBING CONTEST
5 ON 5 BASKETBALL
FLOOR HOCKEY
BOWLING
DARTS
POOL VOLLEYBALL
BELUARDS
BENCH PRESS
3 POINT SHOT
BACKGAMMON
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
3 ON 3 VOLLEYBALL
CHESS
POKER TOURNAMENT
FLOOR HOCKEY
WALLEYBALL
WRESTLING
PUNT/PASS/KICK
HACKEY-SACK
TUBE H20 POLO
SOFTBALL
5KROADRACE
HOME-RUN DERBY
FISHING DERBY
TRACK MEET
TURKEY SHOOT
TRUTHALON
GOLF SCRAMBLE

1/18

1/26

1/29

1/30

1/30

1/30

1/31

2/1

2/5

2/6

2/7

2/12

2/13

2/14

2/21

3/5

3/6

3/7

3/13

3/14

3/27

3/28

4/3

4/4

4/10

4/19

4/20

4/26

4/27

BOWLING
The spring bowling League will begin

Wednesday, Jan. 31 '^ Registration fonns

are due Tuesday, Jan. 30^^. Teams will be

Co-Rec and must have at least two girls on

each team. Teams may have four or five

bowlers per team. There will be a $3.00

lane fee charged per person for each night

of bowling. Fee must be paid before you

start bowling. Shoe rental is included in the

lane fee. Championship T-shirts will be

awarded to the winners of the Regular

Season, Final Tournament, and the Lowball

Tournament. Further information and

registration forms are available in the Rec

Center.

CLIMBING WAT J. COMPETITION:
Monday, January 29^^" at 8:00pm. Registration

forms are due Friday, January 26^^ Men's and

Women's singles and Co-Rec divisions will

compete. All equipment will be provided by

the Rec Center. The Rec Center will also

provide belayers for all climbers. Further

information and registration forms are available

in the Rec Center.

tM

Wrestling

Golden Eagles defeat Pittsburgh on "Senior Night"
by Kathleen Burchfield 11-8 decision over Josh tP^m u/,th how;„„ .u. r:„. ...,„ i _

"
by Kathleen Burchfield

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Golden Eagles trampled

over the University of Pittsburgh

on Tuesday, Feb. 6 at Clarion's

Tippin Gymnasium. Clarion won
the tournament 32-5 in a sweaty
match against the Panthers.

Clarion took victories in the

first eight weight classes and fin-

ished with nine wins out of ten

bouts as the Golden Eagles
rolled to a commendable 32-5

Eastern Wrestling League win
over Pittsburgh.

Clarion upped its record to 9-2

overall and 4-1 in the Eastern

Wrestling League, while Pitt

dropped to 5-5 overall and 2-4 in

the league.

Senior Night drew a crowd of
1,200 at W.S. Tippin Gym. The
spectators roared as Clarion took

control from the beginning with

senior captain, Bob Topper, post-

ing a big upset over Pitt's thir-

teenth ranked, Dan Stine, 4-3 at

184.

Following Topper's lead.

Golden Eagle, Eric Mausser,
avenged an early season loss to

Pittsburgh's David Sandberg,
with a 4-1 win, making Clarion's

lead to 6-0.

Clarion heavyweight John
Testa, ranked tenth, posted an

11-8 decision over Josh

McCollough. Right behind him
• was Peter Derstine, who won a

forfeit at 125.

Teammate, Rad Martinez, post-

ed a 10-5 decision over Joe

Crecca at the 1331b. class to give

Clarion an 18-0 advantage.

The Golden Eagles built a 29-

lead with three more wins as

Frank Edgar notched an 11-5

decision over Zach Hasse at 141,

Dom Surra had an 18-3 techni-

cal fall at 7:00 over Matt Kaus at

149 while senior Shane
McChesney posted a 10-5 deci-

sion over Zach Doll at 157.

Pittsburgh's Carl Fronhofer,

ranked eleventh in the nation,

notched a 17-2 technical fall

over Pete Kroshefskie at 165 to

get the Panthers on the board.

Clarion senior, Aaron
Mitchell, ended the night on a

positive note for the Golden
Eagles, as he decisioned Rob
Black 9-5 to give Clarion its 32-

5 victory.

Assistant coach, Tony Purler

quoted on the ending win saying,

"The team looked sharp, espe-

cially McChesney, Topper,

Surra, and Martinez. Bob Topper
took over with a good win, and
will hopefully place number one
with that win, and should be first

at the EWL."
"We came out and wrestled as a

team. With having the first win
of the night, it really got the rest

of the team going. We definitely

came out better with this game
than we had with Edinboro,

because our offense was on
track."

Seniors honored in pre-match

ceremonies included Clarion's

Shane McChesney, Pete

Kroshefskie, Aaron Mitchell and
Bob Topper.

Clarion will travel to Lock
Haven on Saturday night for a
key EWL matchup. Lock Haven,
under eleventh year head coach,

Carl Poff, enters the weekend
with an impressive 18-1 dual

meet record and a 4-0 record in

the EWL.
Lock Haven is ranked eleventh

by Intermat and fourteenth by
the NWCA in the most recent

dual meet polls. The Bald
Eagles' only loss this year came
at Lehigh in the season opener
by a 20-16 margin.

"We are expecting a very tough

match at Lock Haven on
Saturday. They have a very
strong lineup from top to bottom

and have been wrestling

extremely well all year. There
should be some exciting individ-

ual match-ups and we're anxious
to see how those play out," said

Clarion coach, Ken Nellis.

Bob Topper

From Hanover, Pa.

Elementary education major.

Tri-captain and three-year starter.

Best season: 2001

PSAC and Slippery Rock Open
titles.

PSAC & Clarion scholar athlete.

Fourth at EWL's and PSAC's

Shane McChesney

From Corry, Pa.

Secondary education/ history

major

Tri-captain and four-year starter.

Best season: 1999

NCAA Div. I Qualifier

Fourth at EWL's and PSAC's.

Fifth at PSAC's

Aaron Mitchell

From DuBois, Pa.

Communication major

Tri-captain and four-year starter.

Best season: 2001

Third at North Carolina and

Slippery Rock Opens

Fourth at PSAC's

Pete Kroshefskie

From Gordon, Pa.

General studies major

Three-year starter.

Best season: 1999

Fourth & sixth at PSAC's
Veteran wrestler with good mat

leadership.

DAN ESTAOrS
SPORTS

527 Main street

Thursday, Feb. 8th -

Saturday, Feb. 1 0th

STOREWIDE SALE

Runners compete at Kent State
by Andrea Borek

Clarion Call Staff Writer

•

I •

I

The Golden Eagle indoor track team is back into
season and ready to pull in victories. The team is off
to a good start, recently competing at Kent State
Ohio.

This top-notch Division I meet, provided Clarion
with fierce competition. The Golden Eagles selected
their finest athletes to compete in the tournament.
The team looks at the indoor season as practice and

as a great opportunity to work in an indoor facility.

A number of Clarion athletes qualified for the
PSAC and NCAA competitions over the weekend.
These meets will not occur until later on in the year.

The first of the qualifiers was Justin Wise in the
pole-vault. Following in his lead was Gilbert Todd in

the triple jump and Ben Steingrabe in the mens hur-
dles.

Excellent performances were also pulled in by Jen
Boerner in the 800 meter run and Andrea Barge in

the womens hurdles.

Jerry Smith made a good show in the 800 meter run
and was joined by Ean^King in the 5000, Kristie

Shoemaker in the long jump, and Julie Evenoski in

the shot put.

The Golden Eagle track team hopes to use their
indoor experience as a springboard to a great outdoor
season.

Ean King gives a good show in the 5000.
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Athletes straggle to make the grade in recent study

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

When it comes to preferential

treatment in college admissions,

minorities, musicians and the

children of alumni have nothing

on varsity athletes.

It will surprise no one that foot-

ball and basketball players are

heavily recruited and coddled by

colleges. The common wisdom is

that colleges covet brawny ath-

letes because they bring in

money by filling the stands.

But news that players of

squash, tennis, lacrosse and

every other varsity sport have an

edge on admissions, and bring

down the overall academic

achievement levels of the student

body, might raise a few eye-

brows.

That's one of the findings of a

new study, "The Game of Life,"

by the Andrew W. Mellon

Foundation.

There is a growing gap between

student athletes and their class-

mates in aptitude, values, inter-

ests and academic achievement,

according to the study, authored

by James L. Shulman, a Mellon

officer, and William G. Bowen,

the foundation president and for-

mer president of Princeton.

They find the contributions

varsity athletics make to campus

life have been seriously overrat-

ed.

The study evaluated the enter-

ing classes of 1951, 1976 and

1987 at 32 selective public and

private colleges and universities,

and found the gap in SAT scores

between athletes and other stu-

dents has grown considerably. In

1951, the scores of athletes and

non-athletes were virtually the

same.

The performance gap between

athletes and their fellow students

is not limited to big-time univer-

sity football or basketball pro-

grams. Varsity tennis players at

coed liberal arts colleges, for

example, slipped 140 points

behind their classmates' SAT

scores in the study's most recent

year. Student athletes earned

lower grades than their fellow

students. Is it that athletes just

don't have time to study? Well,

students engaged in other time-

consuming extracurricular activi-

ties tended to produce higher-

than-average grades.

The study also found that big,

expensive campus sports pro-

grams generate surprisingly little

profit, even for the big bowl-win-

ners.

Winning seasons don't appre-

ciably increase alumni contribu-

tions. And the alumni-athletes

themselves give less than their

former classmates and, when

they do give, are more likely to

limit their donation to the athlet-

ic program.

None of that is likely to make

much of a difference in the fever-

ish enthusiasm Americans tend to

give to college sports. "Jock cul-

ture" seems to have become

almost everyone's culture on

campus.

College administrators should

take a little time out to ask them-

selves how much of a contribu-

tion their varsity sports programs

are making to the ideals of acad-

emic excellence, not just athletic

excellence.

How much do you already know about wellness?

(Answers to last week's questions 5-9)

5.) TRUE: Walking is one of the best all-around exercises. It is by far the easiest

and safest way to begin and maintain an exercise program.

6.) TRUE: For beginners, this zone is between 50% and 75% of your maximum

heart rate.

7.) FALSE: Strength training helps your body grow stronger and leaner.

8.) TRUE: Prioritize...simpUfy. Work on managing time efficiently to reduce

stress.

9.) FALSE: Your health-care provider will appreciate your active participation in

improving and/or maintaining your health. Bring a written list of your ques-

tions and concerns to office visits, so you don't forget them. Then write down

any recommendations your healthcare provider makes, so you remember them

correctly.

Swimmingl from Page 21.

ley, followed by newcomer, Chris

Strauber, with a second place finish.

Cattoni and Trimbur took another

set of back to back finishes for the

women with a third and fourth in the

100 freestyle. Aaron Bell and Bill

Wrightpulled the same antic for the

mens team with a third and fourth in

the 100 free as well.

Tracy, Smithson, and Alyssa Hehn

dominated the 200 backstroke with a

first, second, and third place finishes.

Doug Scott brought home a second

place in the 200 back for the men, fol-

lowed by Aaron Ulishney in fourth.

Cardell gave another commendable

show in the 200 breaststroke with a

fourth place finish for the women.

while on the mens side, Jeffers took

second and Chandlee, third.

Cattoni, Cardell, and Helm man-

aged a second, third, and fourth place

sweep in the womens 500 fi^e. Adam

Lohr lead the mens 500 with a first

place finish, followed by Matt buck-

ley in third and Ryan Wiehagen in

fourth.

Baer and Koch captured a second

and third in the womens 100 butter-

fly, while John Smithson brought in a

fourth in the mens.

Tracy finished up the meet with a

fourth place in the womens 200 indi-

vidual medley, while the mens team

swept the top four places. Beau

Caldwell, Chandlee, Bell, and Adam

Ulishney took first through fourth in

the 200 1.M., bringing in more points.

Jimmy Buffet escorted from

courtside for use of profanity

hang ten,
earn six

m
6

of tuition, room & board, boolcs. and estimated ahfem)

i: May 21 -June 29 • Term 2: July 2-August 10

www.sunHner.hawaii.8du • toll-fm 1 (800) 862-6628

University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Summer Sessions

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

Sunday, Feb. 5's 103-100

overtime loss to the New York

Knicks was not only a blow to

Miami Heat fans, it was a swipe

at parrot heads everywhere.

Singer Jimmy Buffett, a long-

time Heat season-ticket holder,

was removed from his courtside

seat during the fourth quarter of

the emotional defeat for what

referee Joe Forte said was the

use of profanity.

The nationally televised game

was delayed for several seconds

as security escorted the singer to

another location at American

Airlines Arena.

"He used some words that he

shouldn't have used. Forte said.

We don't have to take that kind

of thing."

Photographers seated near

Buffett along the east baseline

heard Buffett say, "Hey Joe,

make the f- call."

Considering the combative

nature of arguably the most con-

tentious rivalry in ^11 of sports,

Buffett hardly was alone in his

sentiment and semantics.

Buffett, whose fans call them-

selves parrot heads, is in the

process of developing a

Margaritaville restaurant as part

of the Heat's arena complex.

Forte said he was unaware the

spectator was Buffett.

Heat Coach Pat Riley said he

had an interesting conversation

with Forte as security tended to

the matter.

"I told Joe Forte, 'You know

who that is?' I said, 'You mean

to tell me you've never been a

parrot head in your life?'" Riley

said. "He said, 'Who's a parrot

head?' So that tells you where

our officials were coming from

"He thought I was insulting

him. He wanted to give me a

technical (foul) for calling him a

parrot head."

February 14, 2001 The first draft of Clarion University history.
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After 31 years of memories Three Rivers Stadium served up one lasting memory for people last Sunday.

Clarion crime

National City Bank robbed; accused
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

National City Bank on Main

Street was robbed Tuesday at

approximately 2:30 p.m.

The bank was robbed by a male

described as six feet tall, slender

build, clean shaven, early 20's,

wearing a bright red knit tossel

cap with a black hooded sweat-

shirt with a pouch in the front.

Eyewitnesses also described the

man as wearing blue jeans and

tennis shoes. According to police

reports the male was carrying a

blue back pack.

Apparently afer a short disussion

with the tellar the male slipped a

note to a cashier in which it dis-

closed that he was committing a

robbery and that he was armed.

The note also read that no one

would be injured as long as his

demands were met.

The suspect placed approxi-

mately $10,000 in stolen money

in his back pack.

The assailant fled the bank on

foot and proceeded down Main

Street towards the University.

As of Tuesday afternoon a crime

alert was sent out to Clarion

University to beware of the

assailant if seen in public.

In the crime alert bulletin sent

out, individuals are warned not to

approach the man, but to dial 91

1

and let the authorities step in.

As a precaution Residence Halls

locked their doors early Tuesday

as a result of the incident.

Eyewitnesses were said to have

seen some students on campus

who fit the description being

stopped and searched.

•www.theclafioncall.coni*

Public Safety reported that no

individuals had contacted them as

of Tuesday night regarding the

issue.

By Tuesday night the suspect

remained at large as police are

continuing to investigate the mat-

ter.

A reward is being offered to

anyone who has information lead-

ing to the suspects arrest.

VOLUME 86, ISSUE 4

Student

charged in

Theta Chi

incident

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief
(•••••••••••••4 >•••••••

Clarion Borough Police have

filed charges against Muhannad

Hatough, 320 Ralston Hall, for

aggrevated assault and simple

assault for an incident that occured

Saturday night at the Theta Chi

fraternity house.

Allegedly Hatough was in atten-

dance at a private party held by the

Theta Chi fraternity, during which

he pulled a knife on an individual.

Apparently a scuffle ensued in

which several of the Theta Chi

members were trying to contain

Hatough.

During the scuffle, Hatough

again pulled the knife and one

member was injured in the hand.

Police arrived at the scene and

located Hatough a short distance

away from the fraternity house.

Hatough spent the night at the

Clarion Hospital from injuries he

had sustained.

He was treated and released the

next day.

On Monday charges were

brought against the Clarion

University student for aggrevated

and simple assault.

The president of Theta Chi Matt

Hosely had no comment regarding

the incident at this time saying that

he would comment once the police

investigation was complete.

No charges have been filed

against any Theta Chi members.

Inside
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Senate upset over

alcohol being served

on campus.
See page 7.
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Visiting writer Lee

Gutkdnd read his work

on campus last week.

See page 12.
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Golden Eagles fall to

LockH&vea
See Page 20.
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We all have our own opinions of Napster. Some agree

with the artists, while others are extremely upset about the

recent problems with the service.

In support of the artists, Napster does infringe on their

money making capabilities on their music. Think about it,

if everyone that could potentially buy a CD, downloads it,

that is a ton of money that the artist is now missing out on.

However, we as consumers feel that taking Napster away

is cheating us too. Not everyone has the luxury of being so

financially stable that he/she can purchase a CD whenever

they please.

Many times we buy a CD simply for one song on it, and

the rest is crap. Is that fair to us? We don't think so. If the

CD only has one song on it worth listening to, then they

deserve to have low sales.

The artists also have to realize that Napster can benefit

them too. There are many people that go to. Napster to sam-

ple songs and artists to see what they might like.

Sometimes this leads to the web surfer purchasing the CD
for themselves. Can the artists complain about that?

Another point, is that downloading from the web is no dif-

ferent than making a mixed tape from the radio. No one

seems to have a problem with that. It's the same thing.

There has also been instances where a CD is available on

Napster before hitting the stores and still manages to reach

top sales. So what are the artists complaining about? We
are only trying to save the few dollars that we do have for

something other than CDs.

The artists should just suck it up and realize that we have

a mechanism now that can download songs to a computer

and to a disc. No one can have everything they want. It's

not like people completely boycotted purchasing CDs.

They are just trying to save money.

In the end, no matter what happens, somewhere out there

is a 19 year old inventor that is a millionaire and doesn't

care what we think.

YOU'RE THE
ONLY ONE FOR
ME: PLEASE
SEND MONEY:
Cheryl Koniewicz wrote a love

letter to a middle-aged pen pal she

found through a lonely hearts ad,

vowing to move in with him as

soon as she gets out of prison, and

urging him in the meantime to

send her money to pay fines and

various expenses, police say.

She also wrote letters to at least

100 other men making the same

plea, asking for dough and enclos-

ing pictures of other, more attrac-

tive, women. Cops say the scam

netted Koniewicz, 38, about

$57,000 from her love-starved

suitors.

OH
WE'VE

SURE,
GOT

YOUR POCK-
ETBOOK: a 41 year-

old woman shoplifted some goods

from a Family Dollar store in

Muskegon Heights, Mich., but the

merchandise set off an alarm as

she was leaving.

She took off running with the

manager in hot pursuit, but

dropped her purse in the parking

lot as she fled. It would have been

easy enough for the cops to track

her down from the IDs in her

handbag, but she made it even

easier by calling the police depart-

ment to ask if they had found it

and if she could get it back. The

policeman said, "yes," and arrest-

ed her when she came in.

ABDUL: A MAN
AMONG MEN:
Abdul Muin Hamid, a van driver

in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,

embarked on simultaneous love

affairs with Suhaida Saad and

Rohaya Romli, two women he

chauffeured to work each morn-

ing.

Though the women were

friends, neither knew that the

other was involved with Abdul at

first. When they did find out,

Abdul came up with a unique

solution: he married them both.

(Islamic law allows for up to four

wives.) Both women have quit

their jobs to become fiill time

housewives, and Abdul has vowed

to be fair with his attentions. "I

have promised to be with them on

alternate days," he said. "(And) ...

to divide my love equally between

them."

I'M BACK!
PLEASE
IGNORE MY
ESCORT! Jimmy Dean

Jones, 43, serving

time on a drug conviction,

escaped from the Northside

Correctional Institution in

Spartanburg, S.C, but was spotted

the next day driving around town

with his wife and two children.

The cops chased him at high

speed for about 20 miles, when

Jones just decided to give up.

With police hot on his tail, he

drove back to the prison and

turned himself in at the door.

A SENSE OF
WHAT'S
IMPORTANT:
When fire broke out out in a high-

rise building in Hong Kong, emer-

gency workers ran through every

floor to evacuate the people, but

the women customers in the

Fingertfix nail salon refused to

leave.

They were having acrylic fin-

gernails attached and did not want

to interrupt the delicate procedure.

They emerged an hour later, their

nails perfect. By then, the fire was

already out.
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e Real Worid"

**One out of four college-age

wottien have been seximUyi

assault^ BOiiieiiine in their

Uves* tlwt^s 25^ of the

women on campti'^!'

Hide Park

Holly Johnson
Have you ever watched "The

Real World" on MTV? I must say

I have only caught a few minutes

of it here and there, but from what

I've seen I like what MTV is try-

ing to do talk frankly about life.

Most people and institutions

avoid doing this; Clarion is not an

exception.

I'd now like to welcome you to

Clarion's first "Real World"

episode. Today's focus is sexual

assault. Before you tune out

(because I know you're thinking

"this isn't my problem") let me
tell you what a problem sexual

assault is.

One out of four college-age

women have been sexually

assaulted sometime in their lives.

That's 25% of the women on cam-

pus!

Think about it...

Women: It could be you! If it's

not you, the statistics say that it's

someone you know. Was it your

roommate, someone next door, a

sorority sister or your best friend

from high school?

Men: You may think that sexu-

al assault is a woman's problem.

WRONG! Sexual assault impacts

you in two respects. First, think

of the four most important women

in your lives. These could be your

girlfriend, your sister, your closest

female friend or even your moth-

er (she was once this age). Now,

you decide which one of these

women will be assaulted. Tough

decision right? The other way

that sexual assault affects you is

that most of them are men attack-

ing women. You may not be the

perpetrator, but I bet you know

someone that is (although you

may not realize it).

Before anyone asks let me clear

one thing up.

See *Hide Park' Page 5
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Jen DeFazio, Managing Editor

Editorial
Up until about two years ago,

Valentine's Day was just another

day on the calendar to me.

Even if I had a significant other,

the day of love seemed to be a

bust. Even in grade school I was

the kid who received the "left-

over" valentines.

In high school the scenario was

no different. I was either cheated

on, dumped, or forgotten all

together. I think that being for-

gotten is my favorite so far

though.

So, you can all see how it was

easy for me to just give up on

Valentine's Day. I was successful

at this until two years ago. It was

then that I realized just what

Valentine's Day meant.

For the first time, I was with

someone who gave one hundred

percent to our relationship. No
matter what we did on Valentine's

Day, or what gifts we exchanged,

I had realized why so many other

people looked forward to this day

and enjoyed it.

After my first great Valentine's

Day, I started to think about other

people in my life. Yes,

Valentine's Day might be the card

companies greatest creation, but it

gives us the opportunity to let oth-

ers know how we feel about them.

I now buy valentines for my
family and friends, as well as my
boyfriend. Especially now that I

am in school and on my own, I

rely on my parents more than

ever, financially and sometimes

emotionally.

I figure that if there are 364 days

of the year that I take them for

granted, I can take the time to use

that other day of the year to let

them know that I appreciate

everything that they do for me.

I know it sounds cliche, but life

is short. Don't just go through life

assuming that people who are

close to you know how you feel

about them. Even if they do, it is

always nice to hear it once in

awhile. Sometimes a simple card

can mean more than any gift in

the world because you took the

time to put thought into it.

So spend the extra dollar or two

on a card and let people know you

care about them.

Hallmark card...two dollars,

postage stamp. ..thirty four

cents. ..telling someone what they

mean to you. ..priceless.
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Association, The Clarion Call is entitled

to access NNA's Libel Hotline; with advice

from Washington attorney

Alice Neff Lucan.
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We all have our own opinions of Napster. Some agree

with the artists, while others are extremely upset about the

recent problems with the service.

In support of the artists, Napster does infringe on their

money making capabilities on their music. Think about it,

if everyone that could potentially buy a CD, downloads it,

that is a ton of money that the artist is now missing out on.

However, we as consumers feel that taking Napster away

is cheating us too. Not everyone has the luxury of being so

financially stable that he/she can purchase a CD whenever

they please.

Many times we buy a CD simply for one song on it, and

the rest is crap. Is that fair to us? We don't think so. If the

CD only has one song on it worth listening to, then they

deserve to have low sales.

The artists also have to realize that Napster can benefit

them too. There are many people that go to Napster to sam-

ple songs and artists to see what they might like.

Sometimes this leads to the web surfer purchasing the CD
for themselves. Can the artists complain about that?

Another point, is that downloading from the web is no dif-

ferent than making a mixed tape from the radio. No one

seems to have a problem with that. It's the same thing.

There has also been instances where a CD is available on

Napster before hitting the stores and still manages to reach

top sales. So what are the artists complaining about? We
are only trying to save the few dollars that we do have for

something other than CDs.
v.-

The artists should just suck it up and realize that we have

a mechanism now that can download songs to a computer

and to a disc. No one can have everything they want. It's

not like people completely boycotted purchasing CDs.

They are just trying to save money.

In the end, no m.atter w hat happens, somewhere out there

is a 19 year old inventor that is a millionaire and doesn't

care what we think.

ONLY ONE FOR
ME: PLEASE
SEND MONEY:
Cheryl Koniewicz wrote a love

letter to a middle-aged pen pal she

found through a lonely hearts ad,

vowing to n-iove in with him as

soon as she gets out of prison, and

urging him in the meantime to

send her money to pay fines and

various expenses, police say.

She also wrote letters to at least

100 other men making the same

plea, asking for dough and enclos-

ing pictures of other, more attrac-

tive, women. Cops say the scam

netted Koniewicz, 38, about

$57,000 from her love-starved

suitors.

OH
WE'VE

SURE,
GOT

YOUR POCK-
ETBOOK: a 41 year

old woman shoplifted some goods

from a Family Dollar store in

Muskegon Heights, Mich., but the

merchandise set off an alarm as

she was leaving.

She took off running with the

manager in hot pursuit, but

dropped her purse in the parking

lot as she tied. It would have been

easy enough for the cops to track

her down from the IDs in her

handbag, but she made it even

easier by calling the police depart-

ment to ask if they had found it

and if she could get it back. The

policeman said, "yes," and arrest-

ed her when she came in.

ABDUL: A MAN
AMONG MEN:
Abdul Muin Hamid, a van driver

in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,

embarked on simultaneous love

affairs with Suhaida Saad and

Rohaya Romli, two women he

chauffeured to work each morn-

ing.

Though the women were

friends, neither knew that the

other was involved with Abdul at

first. When they did find out,

Abdul came up with a unique

solution; he married them both.

(Islamic law allows for up to four

wives.) Both women have quit

their jobs to become full time

housewives, and Abdul has vowed

to be fair with his attentions. "I

have promised to be with them on

alternate days," he said. "(And) ...

to divide my love equally between

them."

I'M BACK!
PLEASE
IGNORE MY
rLI^v^vJIvlI Jimmy Dean

Jones, 43, serving

time on a drug conviction,

escaped from the Northside

Correctional Institution in

Spartanburg, S.C., but was spotted

the next day driving around town

with his wife and two children.

The cops chased him at high

speed for about 20 miles, when

Jones Just decided to give up.

With police hot on his tail, he

drove back to the prison and

turned himself in at the door.

A SENSE OF
WHAT'S
IMPORTANT:
When fire broke out out in a high-

rise building in Hong Kong, emer-

gency workers ran through every

floor to evacuate the people, but

the women customers in the

Fingerti'ix nail salon refused to

leave.

They were having acrylic fin-

gernails attached and did not want

to interrupt the delicate procedure.

They emerged an hour later, their

nails perfect. By then, the fire was

already out.

Editorial The Clarion Call is taking steps (6 unijpy the paper witht
aslngle voice, We MMlto^^ ^

Is that first step.
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imous opinion. ¥du, the public, reserve the right to express your plea-
sure or displeasure with these opinions via a Letter to the Editon
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Opinion
fie RearWorlcP

*'One out of four college-age

women have been sexually

assault<^ sometime in (heir

lives. rhnVn 2S% of the

women on campus!

Hide Park

Holly Johnson
Have you ever watched "The

Real World" on MTV'^ I must say

I have only caught a few minutes

of it here and there, but from what

I've seen I like what MTV is try-

ing to do talk frankly about life.

Most people and institutions

avoid doing this; Clarion is not an

exception.

I'd now like to welcome you to

Clarion's first "Real World"

episode. Today's focus is sexual

assault. Before you tune out

(because I know you're thinking

"this isn't my problem") let me

tell you what a problem sexual

assault is.

One out of four college-age

women have been sexually

assaulted sometime in their lives.

That's 25% of the women on cam-

pus!

Think about it...

Women: It could be you! If it's

not you, the statistics say that it's

someone you know. Was it your

roommate, someone next door, a

sorority sister or your best friend

from high school?

Men: You may think that sexu-

al assault is a woman's problem.

WRONG! Sexual assault impacts

you in two respects. First, think

of the four most important women

in your lives. These could be your

girlfriend, your sister, your closest

female friend or even your moth-

er (she was once this age). Now,

you decide which one of these

women will be assaulted. Tough

decision right? The other way

that sexual assault affects you is

that most of them are men attack-

ing women. You may not be the

perpetrator, but I bet you know

someone that is (although you

may not realize it).

Before anyone asks let me clear

one thing up.

See 'Hide Park' Page 5

**Yes, Valentine^ Day might be the card companies greatest creation^ but

it gives us the opportunity to let others know how we feel about them/'

Jen DeFazio, Managing Editor

Editorial
Up until about two ycais ago,

Valentine's Day was just another

day on the calendar to me.

Even if I had a significant other,

the day of love seemed to be a

bust. Even in grade school I vvas

the kid who received the "left-

over" valentines.

In high school the scenario was

no different. I was either cheated

on, dumped, or forgotten all

together. I think thai being for-

gotten is my favorite so far

though.

So, you can all see how it was

easy for me to just give up on

Valentine's Day. I was successful

at this until two years ago. It vvas

then that I realized just what

Valentine's Day meant.

For the first time, I was with

someone who gave one hundred

percent to our relationship. No

matter what we did on Valentine's

Day, or what gifts we exchanged,

I had realized why so many other

people looked forward to this day

and enjoyed it.

.After my first great Valentine's

Day, I started to think about other

people in my life. Yes,

Valentine's Day might be the card

companies greatest creation, but it

gives us the opportunity to let oth-

ers know how we feel about them.

I now buy valentines for my
family and friends, as well as my
boyfriend. Especially nov* that I

am in .school and on my own, I

rely on my parents more than

ever, financially and sometimes

emotionally.

I figure that if there are 364 days

of the year that I take them for

granted, I can take the time to use

that other day of the year to let

them know that I appreciate

everything that they do for me.

I know it sounds cliche, but life

is short. Don't just go through life

assuming that people who are

close to you know how you feel

about them. Even if they do, it is

always nice to hear it once in

awhile. Sometimes a simple card

can mean more than any gift in

the world because you took the

time to put thought into it.

vSo spend the extra dollar or two

on a card and let people know you

care about them.

Hallmark card, .two dollars,

postage stamp...thirty four

cents. ..telling someone vvhat they

mean to you. ..priceless.

As a member of the National Newspaper
Association, The Clarion Call is entitled

to access NNA's Libel Hotiine; with advice

from Washington attorney

Alice Neff Liican.
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OPINION
Cau On You

What's your idea of a perfect date?

by: liz Potter

/

J^uBrey Linder

Senior, Secondary 'Ed

Comm J^rts

"Jonathan Daniel Eakin

at the Monster Truck

Rally.

"1

^on 'EalQn

Junior, *£[. 'Ed. Spec. Ed.

"Monster Truck Rally"

Justin 1{pyCe

Jresfiman, Jinance

"Candle light dinner."

%ay IQiauer

Sopfiomore

Secondary Ed.

"A romantic walk on the

beach.
i>

Financial Aid Renewal Starts

Deadline to apply for financial aid

for the 2001/2002 academic year is

May 1, 2001. Any student interested

in applying for a federal PELL
Grant, Pennsylvania State Grant or

a Stafford Loan must complete the

FAFSA in order to be eligible for

these programs.

The FAFSA is a green and white

application and is currently avail-

able in the Office of Financial Aid.

Students who are applying for aid

for summer school should contact

the Office of Financial Aid after

March 15 for speciHc instructions.

Reaching for the Stars

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by

J.P. Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The

Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To Chandler Dining Hall (The Caf). I am one of the few who do like eating there.

If Yes, some days are worse than others, but they have been sticking with a formula that

seems to work. That is chicken. Everybody likes chicken. Whether it's bbq chicken,

fried chicken, or chicken nuggets in my opinion it is good. So for that I give you three stars and an

improved thumbs up from a year ago.

1 TV) laziness. Everyone bitches and complains about articles that are printed in The Clarion Call

but still no letters to the editor. Geez, that article on page six about Eminem was horrible. Well

then do something about it! Write me a letter. Quit talking behind my back. If you don't like it, write to

me. But quit whining about things that are printed do something about it.

To Gemmell. Where are the steak hoagies? Where are all the double bacon cheeseburgers? You

:: know where they are, they are gone. What's the deal? You keep taking menu items away but really

do not introduce anything new. Yes, the Mexican menu is a good idea but the idea doesn't taste so

good. At least cut us a break on the prices of things! $1.50 for a banana, give me a break why don't I just

start out with $50 in flex and then price everything accordingly?

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief J.P. Kenney. Ideas

and views expressed do not necessarily

reflect that of The Clarion Call staff.

Please do not take these comments to
f

heart. They are all in good fun and are

meant as conversation builders.
" ." ?
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Hide ParkI Holly

Johnson, a former student, writes to inform students about Student opinion on the XFL
Yes, sexual assault does happen,

even in the time we spend here.

It has been my experience as

president of S.T.A.R. that approx-

imately 85% of these people sim-

ply do not get involved, about

10% say they'd like to help but

only sometimes follow through,

and the remaining 5% are truly

committed to stopping sexual

assault. These few people not

only make announcements in class

but also offer extra credit for

attendance of rape awareness

activities, set an example for the

students by going to activities and

programs on campus and in the

community. Others get even more

involved and advocate student's

rights, volunteer with organiza-

tions outside of the classroom that

work with students and work with

the administration to make

tougher policies and see that they

are carried through. When a

member of the faculty, staff or

administration joins forces with

the students, they act as a source

of empowerment for the students

and a resource/support center that

students can go to for guidance.

At the end of last semester, two

professors from the English

Department came to Deb King,

the advisor of S.T.A.R. and chair-

person of the Sexual Assault

Network, saying they wanted to

do SOMETHING to stop rape on

this campus. I was amazed at

what a difference two people can

make to our cause. Suddenly

there were multiple messages on

the e-mail system on campus.

They got responses from people

across campus, many of whom we

had never heard from before.

Some people told us they had no

idea that it was such a problem,

especially here. Others said they

had been approached by students

who had been sexually assaulted

and they too wanted to put an end

to it. Suddenly a network of fac-

ulty, staff and administration had

been formed and a forum had been

developed. Through e-mail these

people could express their con-

cerns and support as well as have

a place to voice their opinions on

the people across campus with

whom they may never have com-

municated.

There is a lesson to be learned

from all of this; one or two people

can make a difference if they want

to.

Holly Johnson was the President

of Students Together Against

Rape (S.T.A.R.)

This articlefirst appeared in the

February 10, 1994 edition of The

Clarion Call

XFL, NBC An Unholy Marriage
by Jay Senter

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

I watched the XFL last weekend

and was pleasantly surprised. I

liked it, at least mostly.

I thought the camera angles

were innovative and the produc-

tion quality was unexpectedly

high.

The players, though generally

untalented, were driven, and you

could tell they really cared about

the game.

There was no obvious scripting,

as I had feared, and the gratuitous

camera shots of second-rate

cheerleaders were kept to a mini-

mum.

But last weekend was only the

beginning, and I can only imagine

that things will get worse.

The positive qualities of the

XFL are not inspired by Vince

McMahon and his clan of loud

wrestlers. Indeed, they are the

work of NBC, the oldest and most

reputable network in the land.

NBC has taken a huge gamble

in pairing up with the XFL, and

while the suits at the network may

be smiling and smoking cigars

now, they are likely to be missing

advertising dollars in the near

future.

Yes, the XFL attracted double

the viewership that NBC had

promised, but there is a good

chance that figure will plummet.

ESPN.com conducted a poll in

which 50 percent of some 60,000

respondents said that, after hav-

ing seen the XFL once, they

would not watch it again.

Further, a league in its first few

seasons has to develop a fan base,

and while a professional sports

team is sure to draw crowds in

Birmingham and Memphis, the

people of LA and San Francisco a

likely to scorn their XFL fran-

chises.

And when viewership drops,

NBC will realize that it has made

a deal with the devil.

If ratings slip, NBC, which

appears to have had most of the

production control thus far, will

probably look to McMahon for

pointers. McMahon, after all, did

turn professional wrestling into a

multi-million dollar industry.

And that means more scripting,

more trash talking, and, yes, more

gratuitous shots of second-rate

cheerleaders for the XFL.

The cheerleader issue is where

NBC stands to get in real trouble.

Though there was not as mucb,

floozy camera time as expected, \

the up-close shots of the Las

Vegas Hitmen cheerleaders were

more than enough to unsettle the

masses. Even XFL commentator

Matt Vasgersian voiced his disap-

proval.

"I feel uncomfortable," he said

as the camera zoomed in for an

X-treme close up of the jiggling

posterior of a Hitwoman.

The attire of the XFT. cheer-

leaders makes the outfits of the

NFL cheerleaders look like win-

ter coats.

And, though I know this is an

understatement, few of the XFL
girls project a wholesome image

that families can embrace.

The cleavage (no pun intended)

between football and sex in the

XFL is going to scare away

advertising dollars that NBC
should be raking in on a Saturday

evening.

While it will certainly attract the

viewers that NBC wants, few

respectable companies are going

to want to have their products

associated with the XFL.

And considering the price of an

commercial during Saturday

ni^ prime time, advertisers are

just not going to take the risk.

"Saturday night needs a real

rejuvenation," said NBC Sports

chairman Dick Ebersol in defense

of his XFL partnership.

5 for $15
8 for $10

n for $30

1B for $35
On(rtviite<i ^amlf)s $^0 for 1 t^on^h

Larg^ detection of tannin^-^rojoctj

a^4 new i^ud^s

Everyone's opinion matters. We want to hear from

you- If you have an opinion on an article that appears

throughoiit lie Clarion Call write us a letter and drop it

oflf IB the Call office. The ofiRce is located in 270

GemmeU Student Center.
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Federal Appeals Court

Drops Bomb On Napster
by Billy O* Keefe

Courtesy ofTMS Campus.

In what company officials are

saying could be a fatal blow, the

9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

has ordered music-swapping ser-

vice Napster to discontinue facili-

tating the trade of copyrighted

music.

The three-judge panel ruled that

Napster must prevent its more

than 53 million members from

accessing and trading copyrighted

music, and in its ruling said that

the company may be liable for

"vicarious copyright infringe-

ment."

"Napster, by its conduct, know-

ingly encourages and assists the

infringement of plaintiffs' copy-

rights," read part of the 58-page

ruling.

Additionally, the court ruled that

District Court Judge Marilyn Patel

would need a July injunction, in

which she ordered the service to

cease operation.

The court ruled that the injunc-

tion should apply only to the file-

trading portion of Napster's appli-

cation and not to the chat or other

services.

Members of the recording indus-

try naturally approved of the deci-

sion.

"This is a clear victory," Hilary

Rosen, president and CEO of the

Recording Industry Association of

America, said in a public state-

ment.

"The court of appeals found that

the injunction is not only warrant-

ed, but required. And it ruled in

our favor on every legal issue pre-

sented."

Users flooded Napster's servers

this weekend in a last-ditch effort

to download music from the ser-

vice.

No mention has yet been made

about how the ruling will affect

Napster's future plans, which

include a partnership with

German publishing conglomerate

Bertelsmann, which owns BMG
Music, and a pay-only service,

which was scheduled to replace

Napster's free service sometime

this summer.
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STUDENT
SENATE

President
By Brian Sowa Student Senate President"

President'^ Forum
As ma;iy people know the

University Foundation is holding

their 2001 "Spring for Scholars

Auction" on March 3, in our

Student Recreation Center. This

is a great event, considering the

money it raises for scholarships

on our campus. Over the past

three years, more than a

$100,000 has been raised through

this auction for scholarship

funds.

The fact that many students are

not aware of though, is that there

will be an open bar and a cash

bar at this event. An event held

on our campus, a supposedly

dry-campus. Furthermore, the

event is being held in not a

University building, but a build-

ing that was funded and operated

by our student fees.

I am not arguing with the con-

cept of the auction, I think it

does wonders for raising scholar-

ships. They are auctioning some

great things; a few things that I

would not mind bidding on. The

event will raise thousands for

scholarships.

What I do question is the fact

that the University is providing,

furnishing, selling and basically

condoning alcohol on campus.

Seems to me, the University is

contradicting themselves just a

little bit.

In the 2000-2001 Student

Rights, Regulations and

Procedures Handbook, it states

that the prohibition of alcohol is

not a matter of law but

University policy. Simply put.

the University s position is that

the interests of both the students

and the Universitv are best

served by an alcohol-free cam-

pus.

To me, and maybe I am reading

it wrong (its been known to hap-

pen before), that statement clear-

ly states that all alcohol should

be prohibited on campus. I know

there are a few exceptions to the

rule, such as on campus private

residences like Dr Reinhard's and

Residence Directors apartments.

But alcohol in a student funded

building?

I'm sure that everyone at this

auction will be of legal age, but

does that make it all right?

Because the participants in this

auction are above the age of 21

and more than most will be

employees of the University, it is

ok for them to serve alcohol? Do

they think if they serve and sell

alcohol that the participants will

have a better time?

What the University needs to do

is examine the message they are

sending to the student body. To

many of us, they are contradict-

ing themselves. The University

created the Alcohol and Violence

Task Force to combat alcohol.

Senate recently passed the

Weekend Programming Initiative

to partly combat alcohol. We are

adopting new policies all the

time to combat alcohol. And

then, the University decides to

serve and sell alcohol on campus.

Once again, is this the message

the University should be sending

to the student body? We know

you are not allowed alcohol on

campus, even the juniors and

seniors (maybe even some

sophomores) that are of age and

can legally possess it anywhere

else. We are aware that we place

these restrictions on you, the

paying constituents of this

University but we are going to

have a big old party with all the

alcohol we want in your build-

ing.

Maybe I am blowing this out of

proportion maybe I am not. The

fact of that matter may be that

there are "exceptions" for certain

groups on campus. But then the

question becomes, should this be

the case? Should alcohol be

allowed at all. ..by anybody?

What I really want to know is

what you think and how you feel,

should the University Foundation

be condoning alcohol on cam-

pus? Should they be allowed to

sell it in a student funded build-

ing? Are they contradicting

themselves with us, the student

body? Let me know better yet,

let the administration know how

you feel. That is what we are

here for.

G©&^mlll in need of clothing donations
Goodwilj Industries of North Central Pa are in need of clothing dona-

tions.

All donated items should be in good condition.

For more information on Goodwill Industrie^ programs please call

(814) 371-2821 or 1 -8000-37M 205.
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News
Student Senate

University Foundation to host an event with alcohol
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

^itoT

The Clarion University

Foundation is holding the "2001

Spring for Scholars Auction" at

the Student Recreation Center to

raise funds for student scholar-

ships.

During Monday night's Student

Senate meeting. Senator Dave

Snyder presented a copy of an e-

mail sent by Linda Horner,

Secretary of Alumni Relations,

which described the event.

On Saturday March 3rd, doors

open at 6 p.m., and open bar is

available from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.

and the cash bar begins at 7:30

p.m.

A silent auction will take place

at 6:30 p.m., and a live auction is

set for 9 p.m.

Members of Senate questioned

the ethics of serving and selling

alcohol in the recreation center

because the facility is owned and

operated by student funding,

rather than university or state-sup-

ported funds.

President Brian Sowa said, "I

would need to question why the

foundation can serve and provide

alcohol on a dry campus, let alone

in a student-owned building."

Senator Snyder said, "I am con-

cerned that the university is send-

ing the wrong message, that alco-

hol must be provided at a social

function in order for it to be prof-

itable and or successful."

Vice President Drew

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

At Monday night's meeting ttiere was discussion concerning

The Clarion University Foundation's "2001 Spring for Scholars

Auction ". The event will feature an open and a cash bar at

it's venue, the Recreation Center.

McWilliams agreed. He said, "I

am disturbed with alcohol permit-

ted and condoned on campus

while we, as a student senate, are

working very diligently to combat

this same issue."

One means of combat Vice

President Drew McWilliams is

referring to is the Alcohol Task

Force.

During a two-hour meeting, the

task force discussed the program

initiative recently passed by

Student Senate, as well as other

ideas to reduce alcohol consump-

tion at Clarion University.

In other business, Treasurer Ben

Chervenak reported the following

account balances: Large Item

Capital, $434,651.10; Capital,

$118,614.63; Supplemental

Reserve, $26,548.53; and

Supplemental, $5,482.

Treasurer Chervenak moved to

allocate $548 from the Capital

account to the Visual Arts Club

for new lounge furniture, pending

the approval of Dr. Reinhard.

All students would be able to

utilize the furniture, although the

Visual Arts club proposed the

idea. The motion carried 15-4-0.

During the officer's report.

President Sowa reported on a suc-

cessful BSGP trip in Harrisburg

this past weekend. He said they

spent a great deal of time dis-

cussing campus safety and securi-

ty-

Treasurer Chervenak, who also

attended the conference, said two

major topics he faced dealt with

funding for club sports, as well as

athletic enrichment fees at other

state schools.

President Sowa announced

another upcoming trip to

Harrisburg on Tuesday March 27

for Advocacy Day.

Student Senators plan to per-

suade state legislatures to give

schools in the state system more

funding.

Senator Missy Gring moved to

amend the recognition of the

Clarion Barbell Club from a non-

funded organization to a funded

CSA organization.

The main reasons the Barbell

Club requested funds were for

travel and lodging accommoda-

tions for power-lifting meets.

In addition, they would like to

hold recruitment activites for new

members. The motion passed 17-

1-1.

Senator Tom Clopp reported, on

behalf of UAB, the Toby Keith

concert on Sunday, Feb. 18 has

been sold out.

In addition, there is a bus trip to

lUP for the upcoming basketball

game.

On Thursday, Feb. 15, motiva-

tional speaker Dwayne Bryant,

will visit Clarion at 7 p.m. in Hart

Chapel.

A representative from

Panhellenic Council reported a

successful Fun Fair this past

Saturday.

In addition, some of the sorori-

ties are participating in 'V-Day'

by displaying banners in Hart

Chapel.

Senator Mike Davis reported, on

behalf of Inter-Fraternity Council,

members are attending a Greek

Leadership conference in

Connecticut Thursday, Feb. 22

through Sunday Feb. 25.

In addition, he said Greek Week

would take place during the first

week of April.

Vice President McWilliams

announced Senator Snyder as

Senator of the Week for his "dili-

gent work at last weekend's con-

ference."

Senator Snyder said, "I was able

to network with representatives

from other state system schools

and hear what concerns their

constiuents have and how they

relate to our Student Senate here

at Clarion University."

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is Monday, Feb. 19 at 7:30.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

David Snyder was elected

as this week's Senator of the

Week for his work at last

weekend's conference.

Retraction

The TV 5 article from the February 8, 2001 issue of The Clarion Call had the wrong day and

time for the show "Feedback". "Feedback" airs on Tuesday and Wednesday nights at

7:30 p.m. The Clarion Call wishes to apologize for the inconvenience.

www.theclarioncail.coni

Inside

News

For the latest

inforination on

Tobeco and Eyerie,

Clarion's new
magazines.

See Page 8.

A Clarion University

student was selected

for a Harrisburg

internship for the

Speaker of the House.

See Page 9.

Chelsea Clinton will

continue to have

Secret Service

protection.

For more details.

See Page 10.

SAFE Inc, PASSAGES
and STAR will be

honored with a

reception for V-Day

inititives.

See Page 11.
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Clarion University introduces Tobeco
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary

Tobeco is the new literary and arts magazine for Clarion

County and Clarion University.

The magazine was formerly known as Dare. The name

change came about because of the many changes in the

magazine and also because of the anti-drug group,

D.A.R.E.

The faculty advisor, Philip Terman, did some research

and came up with the name Tobeco. Tobeco is the Native

American name for the Clarion River.

The students and faculty both agreed upon this name.

The people serving on the executive board of Tobeco are:

two faculty advisors, Philip Terman and Margaret

Bloomfield; and ten students including, Tom Philips, the

Editor in Chief, and Todd Emery, Assistant Editor.

A new addition to the magazine will be its foreign lan-

guage submission.

If a person submits an article in a foreign language it can

be published in both languages.

Another addition to the magazine will be its community

involvement. Any one from the community can submit

article to the magazine.

The Clarion County Art Council will also be involved

Debby Amon/The Clarion Call

Pictured above from left, Todd Emery, Assistant

Editor and Tom Philips, Editor in Chief of Clarion

University's Literary Magazine, Tobeco. The maga-
zine will feature many changes.

in the publication of Tobeco.

There are advantages of having this magazine in Clarion

County. Currently there is not a magazine where students

and community members can express and publish their art

and poetry.

"What fun is creating, if you don't share it with others,

said Tom Philip, the Editor in Chief of Tobeco.

This gives people an outlet for their creative needs and

a chance to get published and recognized. There are both

visual and written parts to this magazine.

Everything that is submitted to Tobeco is carefully con-

sidered. In the end the editors choose what will be pub-

lished.

This magazine is a way to bridge the gap between the col-

lege students and the community.

Students will be able to get a better understanding of

what is happening in the community. Although there are

currently no staff positions open on the board of Tobeco,

they are always looking for volunteers and submissions.

Submissions for this publication will be accepted until

March 9.

Tobeco is sponsoring an event at Michelle's Cafe on

February 26.

This event will include Dr. Philip Terman, professor of

English, reading poetry and The Glue Monkeys. There

will be a small admissions charge at the door and submis-

sions will be accepted.

What is an eyerie anywayiV
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor in Chief

What is an eyerie? Besides

being an eagles nest it is a word

that will allow communication

majors another possible way to

earn their print co-curriculars in

the near future.

Eyerie is the title of a new mag-

azine that will be based on the

Clarion campus, it will be edited

and written by Clarion University

students.

"College students will be pro-

College Students

will he providing a

service for the

community. 99
-Dr. Arthur Barlow

viding a service for the communi-

ty," said Dr. Arthur Barlow.

Barlow, along with two stu-

dents, John Gerow and John

Better Than
Sex, Drugs, and Rock n Roll.

All of these became popular in the

1950's but
in 1963 Judo and Self-defense were
established on Clarion's campus.

Dr. Paposi-Jobb, 6 time U.S. Masters

Champion and 3 time Masters World
Champ,

Brought this to us 40 years ago and
it's still alive and well today.

So come and join us Tuesday and
Thursday

From 7:00pm to 9:00pm in Tippin
Gymnasium's Wrestling Room.
Open for all sexes and ages.

Crawford, are spear heading a

campaign to start this magazine.

By their accounts the magazine

will be centered around western

Pennsylvania life.

"It's for and about life in west-

ern Pennsylvania," said

Crawford.

The idea originated in the

Spring of 2000 in Barlow's

Advanced Media Writing class.

The magazine was being dis-

cussed by around a half dozen

students in the class

After a fall semester of planning

the three central planners hope to

have it up and running by next

semester.

As for the name Gerow said, "It

just made sense."

According to Barlow the work

of talented writers will be dis-

played through this magazine.

"There is some excellent writ-

ing produced at this University;

good writers should be recog-

nized. Their (students) motiva-

tion and written contributions will

It's for and about

life in Western

Pennsylvania. 99

-John Crawford

make this work."

Gerow, who plans to act as

senior editor, echoes the same

sentiments.

"There is an incredible pool of

talent, on our campus we have the

talent to do a world class publica-

tion," Gerow said.

Many communication students

have already shown interest in

writing and producing the maga-

zine. There also have been inter-

ested students from other majors.

Barlow said, "All are welcome."

"We have had very heavy inter-

est from the graphic arts people,"

said Crawford.

There are tentative plans for

launching Eyerie; they are hoping

to have a press run this summer.

According to Gerow and

Barlow the first run of Eyerie

should have 28-36 pages.

The magazine will contain

photo essays, personality profiles

and many lifestyle articles about

life and history in Western

Pennsylvania.

"We hope to produce a vehicle

that would appeal to the readers

in Western Pennsylvania. The

area of western Pennsylvania is

an incredible market," Gerow

said.

Barlow is currently in the

process of securing credit to give

co-curricular credit to students
•

who work on the executive board.

Are you

interested in

photography?

If so, The

Clarion Call is

looking for

you to

become its

new Assistant

Photography

Editor.

For more

information

contact Liz at

393-2380
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Kirkwood earns internship
by Carrie Lopuh

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Heather Kirkwood from Clarion University

is spending a semester in Harrisburg.

The senior marketing major is an intern in

the Capitol office at Matthew J. Ryan, Speaker

of the House.

Kirkwood's internship is sponsored by the

State System of Higher Education and is part

of The Harrisburg Internship Semester

(THIS).

THIS provides an opportunity for one stu-

dent from each of the 14 state schools to work

in a government office in Harrisburg.

Each student is placed in an area that will

help them produce more skills and hands on

experience in their respective area of study.

For their work, all interns receive 15 credits

and a salary that refunds tuition for a semester.

In addition to their internships at the Capitol,

students are required to participate in an

"Ifeel that this internship has

reinforced the knowledge that I

received in the classroom.

"

-Heather Kirkwood

evening seminar class in which speakers dis-

cuss current policy issues.

Students are placed in offices and participate

directly in public policy formulation and

research.

Their work experience includes speech and

report writing, direct involvement with pro-

gram initiation, implementation, and evalua-

tion. In these ways students have a meaning-

ful practical assignment and an enriching aca-

demic experience.

"I feel that this internship has reinforced the

knowledge that I received in the classroom.

No amount of classroom lecturing could com-

pare to the hands-on approach to learning that

I am experiencing at the Capitol," said

Kirkwood.

Currently she is working as a special project

assistant to the Speaker and is the statewide

supervisor for Arts in Education Day, sched-

uled for April 3, 2001.

Kirkwood put together a House Resolution

declaring April to be "Arts in Education

Month" and April 3rd as "Arts in Education

Day."

"Kirkwood has drafted a resolution that

reminds us of and reinforces the importance of

Arts in Education. It encourages the citizens

of Pennsylvania to join together and commend
art educators and express gratitude for their

service to our children and our

Commonwealth," said Speaker Matthew

I his internship experience

has been an excellent opportu-

nity to learn about the govern-

mentfrom the inside. 99

Heather Kirkwood

Ryan.

Kirkwood who is also responsible for carry-

ing out the project will plan the events for

"Arts in Education Day."

Besides her "Arts in Education" project,

Kirkwood is also doing research for a book

detailing the careers and lives of the House of

Representatives Chief Clerks since 1682.

The research involves traveling to

Philadelphia and Washington D.C. In the

nation's capitol, she will attend the Jefferson

Lecture, held by the National Endowment for

the Humanities.

"This internship has provided me with a

great experience that is incomparable. A
hands on approach to working in state govern-

ment is helping to prepare me for future

endeavors," said Kirkwood."

"This internship experience has been an

excellent opportunity to learn about the gov-

ernment from the inside."

Have a

news
tip?

Call Amy
at 393-

2380.

BUCK -A-BOX

$tOO 1 piece If

Dark Chicken. Mashed
PetatoeSpfiravyand

BvttermilkBisqHii

Second Annual
Teacher Recruitment

Fair
Sponsored by

Shenandoah Valley Teacher Recruitment Consortium

Saturday, March 10, 2001
10:00 am -3:00 pm
Harrisonburg High Scool

Harrisonburg, Virginia

Meet Represatives From...
Cities of: Harrisonburg, Staunton, and Waynesboro

Counties of: Augusta, Madison, Page, Rockingham, and

Shenandoah.

Early letters of intent may be offered following this event.
This recruitment fair provides an excellent opportunity to meet representatives

from eight outstanding school divisions located in or near the historic and
beautiful Shenandoah Valley of Virginia!

Register to attend the fair on-line at:

www.rockingham.k12.va.us/jobfair

If you do not have internet access, please call Brenda at (540)564-3221

Public Safety

Blotter

Disorderly Conduct

According to Public

Safety, there was a

report of unknown indi-

viduals on the first and

third floor of Ralston Hall

shouting obsenities at

individuals outside

Gemmel Center

Criminal Mischief

A student said that a win-

dow was smashed out of

her car, according to

public safety. This inci-

dent happened between

5:30 p.m. on 2-11-01 and

3:30 p.m. on 2-12-01.

Pruq Parapherniia

On Feb. 9, according to

public safety, drug para-

pherniia was taken from

a resident in Nair Hall

after the officers were

summoned.

Begeiving StQien
Prppgrly
According to public safe-

ty, Items that were possi-

bly stolen while invetlga-

tion a noise complaint

There are no charges

pending at this time.

Hsr^??m?nt
According to public safe-

ty, on Feb. 9, there was a

fight on the 5th floor of

Nair Hall. Charges are

pending until there is fur-

ther investigation.

Welfare of

Children/Concealment

of Whereabouts of a

Child.

Willie Burnett, 19, of 243

Nair Hall, was charged

for not properly caring for

a 1 4-year- old juvinlal

that he had in his cus-

tody. The juvenile was
taken from his home
without proper authority

and wasn't returned.
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V-Day represents more than Valentine's Day
National News

by Kelly Drevitch

Clarion Call Staff Writer

A reception that praises local

volunteer organizations devoted

to stop domestic and sexual vio-

lence will open Clarion

University's participation in the

National V-Day College

Initiative.

The reception is Thursday,

February 15, 11:30 a.m.- 1 p.m.

in Moore Hall and will recog-

nize SAFE Inc, PASSAGES,
and STAR staff and volunteers.

This event is free and open to

all. Reservations can be made

by phone to the Clarion

University Women's Study

Center at (814) 393-2720 or by

email to kshirey@clarion.edu.

Reservations must be made

by Febrary 9.

Clarion's Women Study's

Center, Sexual Assault

Network, and President's

Commission on the Status of

Women are the event's spon-

[

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SER VIC E5 TUITION Fl NANCIN6

Tax-deferred solutions

from TIAA-CREF can

help you reach your

retirement goals faster.

When you're investing for retirement, the adage

"never put off until tomorrow what you can do today"

doesn't apply to taxes.

That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes

can add up to significantly more money for you—

money you can use to supplement your pension and

Social Security.

Let our consultants show you all the advantages of tax

deferral, or call us for a free tax-savings calculator.

Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs). IRAs and

other tax-saving solutions—along with TIAA-CREF's

low expenses and solid history of performance—can

help you invest tax smart today so that you can reach

your retirement goals faster in the years to come.

*Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59H may be

subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

TAX DEFERRAL MAKES A DIFFERENCE

$102,068

liU-defeiTed savings after taxes'

$67,514

In this tiypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month

in a tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28%

tax bracket shows better growth after 30 years tlian the

same net amount put into a savings account. Total returns

and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield

may vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative

puiposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or

predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or

reflect expenses.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org
For more complete information on our securities prodtxts, call 1.800842,2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before

you itwest • TIAA-CREF ln<Jvidual and Institutional Services, Inc. and "Ssachefs Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products.

• leachers Insi^ance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New Yoric, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and

annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services • Irtvestment products are rxrt FDIC insured, nnay lose value and are

not bank guaranteed. O 2001 lieachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New Ykxk, NY 01/04

sors.

The National V-Day College

Initiative hopes to stop sexual

violence against women.

V-Day symbolizes the day to

praise women and end rape,

incest, domestic battery, and

female mutilation.

Over 300 colleges and univer-

sities are partaking in this event.

In addition to Clarion, five

other state sister schools are

participating, Boomsburg, East

Stroudsburg, Kutztown,

Slippery Rock, and West

Chester.

The second big event of

National V-Day is Eve Ensley's

Obie Award-winning play, "The

Vagina Monologues."

The play will be performed on

Tuesday, February 20 and

Wednesday, February 21 at 7:30

p.m. in Hart Chapel.

Enslei interviewed hundreds

of women on what their reaction

was to the word vagina. The

Monologues capture especially

funny and comical to sad and

touching stories of women sur-

vivors of sexual violence.

With the language and con-

tent, the play asks for a mature

audience.

Kate Handra, the student V-

Day coordinator really antici-

pates the play. "I hope this play

opens up people's eyes to the

reality and truth of women's

sexual and domestic abuse,"

Kate also said she enjoyed her

work on this committee.'

Amy Krachkowski, a commit-

tee member said, "I am looking

forward to the play because I'm

in the speech and debate club

and director of the club is an

actor in the play."

Sonja Meerabux, another

memer, also anticipates the

play. "It will be very interest-

ing," she said.

General admission tickets are

$5 and student tickets are $2.-

Tickets are available at the

Women Study's Center, 207

Harvey Hall, the Gemmell

Student Information Desk, Sage

Meadow, and any member of

the committee.

Proceeds benefit PASSAGES,
Clarion's rape center.

Donations are welcome, if you

cannot attend the play.

Some facts from V-Day

Initiative domestic and sexual

violence against women:

-Somewhere in America, a

woman is raped every two min-

/ hope this play

opens up people s eyes

to the reality and truth

ofwomen *s sexual and
domestic abuse. 99

-Kate Handra

utes.

-Their husband or boyfriends

35% by acquaintances, and 5%
by other relatives rape approxi-

mately 28% of victims of sexu-

al violence.

-Domestic violence does not

consist of a single incident; it is

instead a continual state of vic-

timization.

-Domestic violence occurs in

approximately 25-33% of same-

sex relationships.

-Every 21 hours on each col-

lege campus in the U.S., there is

a rape.

-Approximately 50% of home-

less women and children in the

U.S. are on the streets because

of violence in the homes.

-Battering is the leading cause

of injury to women aged 15-44

in the U.S.

Any other information con-

cerning V-Day 2001 and vio-

lence stands against women can

be found at the event's global

website at http://www.vday.org.

The V-Day coordinators are:

Dr. Deborah Burghardt, director

of Women Studies, Kathy

Shirey, Women Study's secre-

tary, and students Kate Handra

and Moniqua Williams.

Handra, a junior dual sociolo-

gy and political science major

and women studies minor, is a

daughter of Debra Handra of

Glassport and is a graduate of

South Allegheny High School.

Williams, a sophomore dual

communication/marketing
major and women studies

minor, is a daughter of Dianna

Ruff of Greensburg and is a

graduate of Greensburg-Salem

High School.

The V-Day committee

includes:

Candace Jacket, Amy
Krachkowski, Sonja

Meerabux,

Maggie Lacock, Jessica

Lutz, Mary Reed, Alicia

Shropshire, Maggie Skiba,

Tricia Muzzey, Tina Wagner,

Jacque Walsh, and Katie

Weinheimer,.

Chelsea Clinton to have extended Secret Service protection

by Matthew McGuire

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Looks like Chelsea Clinton should be

pretty safe during her last year at

Stanford University.

In former President Clinton's final days

in office, he signed a directive ordering

Secret Service protection for Chelsea to

be temporarily extended, the Associated

Press reported Jan. 25.

Chelsea's Secret Service protection was

scheduled to end when her father left

office Jan. 20.

Clinton also signed a similar directive

for former Vice President Al Gore on Jan.

19.

Secret Service spokesman Jim Mackin

would not say how long the protection

would be offered or if Chelsea would be

covered until she graduates this fall, the

AP reported.

With few exceptions, Chelsea has

remained out of the spotlight during her

father's tenure in the White House.

During the Monica Lewinski ordeal,

» Chelsea served as a bond between her

Photo Courtesy of The Stanford Daily Online

Chelsea Clinton is pictured above cen-

ter. Ctielsea will continue to have
Secret Service protection while at

Stanford University.

parents, and she's also accompanied her

mother, Hillary, during her senate cam-

paign and on foreign-relations trip.

The press including Stanford

University's student newspaper — has

also taken a hands-off approach, at the

Clinton's urging.

The Stanford Daily pledged not to

cover Chelsea and even went so far as to

fire staff writer Jesse Oxfeld after she

wrote an opinion piece about how
Chelsea's presence on campus has incon-

venienced students.

There have, of course, been a few leaks

about Chelsea's love life and her intern-

ship on a Montana ranch where she dealt

with cattle and animal embryo transfers.

Under a 1997 change in federal law, the

Clinton's will be the last former presi-

dent and first lady eligible for Secret

Service protection for life.

When President Bush and his wife

Laura leave the White House they will be

offered protection for a maximum of 10

years.

Mary Walter

Leadership

Development
Series

Dr. Legene

Quesenberry

Challenges

Leaders will always

be presented with

challenges. Dr.

Legene

Quesenberry, from

the College of

Business

Administration, will

show us that

challenges are best

met one step at a

time.

*February 21 , in room

250/252 Gemmell from

7:00- 8:00 p.m.

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

PepperonI, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

PIXXA

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Prinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

I

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid *

only at participating locations. Custonwr pays all applic-
|

I
able sales tax. Additional toppings extra. •

' Late Night"Speclal1
Large 1 -Topping _ .

I

Two Large

MM ^"® Topping

® $12.99

PAPA lOINS
223-4010

Hours:
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Visa Master Card and
American Express

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers
Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

©
r-
I

I

I

slices only
$.99

X-Large 2 Topping

2 Liter Coke^
$10.99I

I

I
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

I

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax. Additional toppings extra

mm
2-20 oz. Coke

$8.99® ©o.yy I

Expires 30 days. Not valid wnth any other offer Valid I

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic- I

, able sales tax. Additional toppings extra. .

^ Family Speciafj
One large with the works & One

j

large with two toppings
1-2 liter of Coke ^j

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

I

1 6th Anniversary Speciafj

Two Large 1 Topping
lOHNiji

® Pizzas For $11.99
Delivered

^^ $16.99
Expires Xj (My '< Noi valid with any oinar oiler Valid |

cxily al par(lclpmi>iglocal"v>s Cualomar pay* ail appHca- I

I
bta aalaa tax Additional topplngi extra

^ Free Breadsticks
|

with purchase of Large or I

I

Expires 30 davs. Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applica-
|

I
Me sales tax. Additionty toppings extra.

ffXfUsd X-Large pizza

r 4 L^rge One Topping Pizzas]

lafiHia $23.99

I Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

I
only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

. able sales tax Additional toppings extra. .

®
I

Not valid with any other offer Valid only at participal- I

ing locations Customer pays all applicable sales tax. I

Additional toppings extra. .

I

II

I

I

I

JJ

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

iprfiltesi . $9*99
©

Not valid with any other offer V^id only at participal-

I
ing locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

I Additional tc^jpings extra.
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Lifestyles
Visiting Writers Series continues with Lee Gutkind

by Amy Thompson

Lee Gutkind, the famous

non-fiction writer from

Pittsburgh, visited Clarion

University on Wednesday Feb.

7.

Gutkind gave an informal

talk at 4:30 and performed a

reading at 7:30. Both events

were held in Moore Hall.

When he read he used inten-

tional pauses to mark scene

changes. The reading he chose

was from a selection that he

said was unfinished. Gutkind

also said he was planning to

eventually make the selection a

portion of his book.

From his reading, he spoke of

various letters he had received

from students and other people,

whom he could not remember.

He spoke of one person who
had written him named Irene.

Besides not being able to

remember Irene, he ended up

losing her letter until six years

later.

When he found her letter he

responded to it. Irene wrote

back to him saying that she

lived in California with her

husband. They eventually

agreed to get "reacquainted"

when Gutkind was going to

California on business. He was

hoping that seeing her would

jog his memory.

When he arrived at the air-

port Irene hugged him excited-

ly. Gutkind still didn't remem-

ber her. He didn't tell Irene

that he couldn't remember her

as they spent the entire after-

noon and evening together. He
kept up the charade by asking

her questions that he thought

would remind him of who she

was. However, he still could

not recall who she was.

Even Irene's friends seemed

to know who he was because of

the stories Irene had shared

with them throughout the

years. But after a certain point

Gutkind said that it didn't mat-

ter that he couldn't remember

her because he was enjoying

the company of Irene and her

friends. He was actually grate-

ful for the experience.

When he returned home he

mailed the books that Irene's

friends had requested from

him. Gutkind said that it has

been five years since he has

talked to Irene and her friends.

He even questions whether or

not the incident happened at

all. When he traveled to

California recently he looked

up Irene and called her phone

number. It had been discon-

nected. He even tried to call

her daycare center and the

number had been disconnected

as well.

After the reading there was a

reception in Moore Hall.

Gutkind stayed and signed

autographs and talked to those

who were in attendance. He

even offered a special book

offer.

When I attended the reading

I was afraid my mind would

wander. I'm not usually the

type of person who likes to be

read to, but the type of person

who prefers to read for them-

selves. So I was completely

surprised at how into his story

I was. I was captivated the

whole way through and won-

derfully surprised at the end. I

even had Gutkind sign my text

book. He was an incredibly

sweet man. I would like to

encourage you to attend read-

ings, lectures and art exhibits

at Clarion. I didn't think I

would have enjoyed it, but I

loved it. So give it a chance.

Oscar nominations

for 2000 announced r
Courtesy ofTMS Campus

Gladiator emerged as the clear

leader in this year's race for Oscar

gold Tuesday, with nominations in

12 categories, including Best

Picture, Best Director, Best Actor

and Best Supporting Actor.

Jockeying for second place in

the nominations race is Crouching

Tiger, Hidden Dragon, with 10

nominations including Best

Picture, Best Foreign Language

Picture and Best Director.

Traffic and Erin Brockovich each

had five nominations for both Best

Picture and Best Director. Also

included in the Erin Brockovich

nominations were Best Actress for

Julia Roberts and Best Supporting

Actor for Albert Finney. Benicio

Del Toro was nominated for Best

Supporting Actor for Traffic.

Oscar nominations for films

released in 2000 were read by

actress Kathy Bates and Academy

of Arts and Sciences President

Robert Rehme on an unusually

cold and rainy Los Angeles morn-

ing.

Best Actor nominees are: Russell

Crowe {Gladiator), Javier Bardem

{Before Night Falls), Tom Hanks

(Cast Away), Ed Harris (Pollock),

and Geoffrey Rush (Quills).

Best Actress nominees are:

Ellen Burstyn (Requiem For A
Dream), Joan Allen (The

Contender), Juliette Binoche

(Chocolat), Laura Linney (You

Can Count On Me), and Julia

Roberts (Erin Brockovich).

Best Picture nominees are:

Chocolat, Crouching Tiger,

Hidden Dragon, Erin Brockovich,

Gladiator, and Traffic.

Nominated for Best Director are:

Stephen Daldry (Billy Elliot), Ang

Lee (Crouching Tiger..), Steven

Soderbergh (Erin Brockovich and

Traffic), and Ridley Scott

(Gladiator).

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the Clarion Area Firehouse. See a

new Clarion landmark each week.

' www.theclarioncall.com

The Open Road is

bringing a concert to

Qarion on March 6th
For details about the

bands, and tickets.

See Page 13.

English band The

Doves have delivered

an ambitious album

whose reach matches

their grasp.

See Page 14.

Dr. Hannibal Lecter

returns to the silver

screen with the sequel

to Silence OfThe hmbs,
Hannibal.

See Page 15.

Calandar of Events.

Tofindoutwhafs
going on in Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 13.
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Today
•VALENTINE'S DAY
•Spring Musical (Aud) 8 pm
•W.BB at Slippery Rock 6 pm
•M.BB at Slippery Rock 8 pm
•Leadership

Development Series

(250/252 Gem) 7 pm
•Summer Job Fair (No
& So Gyms) 8 am - 3

pm
•UAB Snowflake
Grams delivered

UAB Snow Object

Building Contest

(outside Gem) 2 pm
•Admissions Visit

Day (250/252 Gem)
8:30 am
Thursday,
February 15
•Spring Musical
(Aud) 8 pm
•Admissions Visit

Day (250/252 Gem) 9

am
•UAB Sled Race
(Wilkinson Field) 3

pm
•UAB presents speak-

er, Dwayne Bryant, (Chapel) 7 pm
Friday, February 16
•UAB spirit Day
Spring Musical (Aud) 8 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•Credit/No Record ends 4 pm
Saturday, February 17
Spring Musical (Aud) 8 pm

•Admissions Visit Day (Carter Aud, Chap) 9 am
•W.BB at Indiana 6 pm
•M.BB at Indiana 8 pm
•Wrestling at Virginia 1

pm
•UAB Bus Trip to lUP
basketball (outside Tip)

5 pm
•UAB Snow Days ends
Sunday, February
18
•MSS Spiritual

Program (Chap) 3:30 -

5 pm
Wrestling at Virginia

Tech 1 pm
•AmeriCheer
Cheerleading

Competition
(Columbus, Ohio)
Monday, February
19
•WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
Professional Development Series (250/252 Gem) 5 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
Tuesday, February 20
Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•CUAA Board of Directors Mtg. (246 Gem) 4:30 pm
•Public Performance Competition (Founders Hall) 6 pm
Wednesday, February 21
Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 am
•W.BB vs. California 6 pm
M.BB vs. California 8 pm
•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
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The Open Road to sponsor a concert next month, "Road Rage"
by Mike Cody

Contributing Writer

On Tuesday night, March 6th,

Clarion University's Hart

Chapel will be invaded by per-

haps the most eclectic concert in

recent memory. "Road Rage,"

which is being promoted jointly

by the UAB and The Open
Road, will feature a wide variety

of underground artists working

together in the name of charity.

Headlining the show will be

Grand Buffet, an offbeat hip-

hop duo from Pittsburgh who've

Qarion County Market & Phannacy
Near The Qarion Mall

(814) 226 5830

Pepsi 2 liters

Assorted Flavors

Limit 4
Offer expires Thurs Feb 22

I

I

I

L

opened for such diverse per-

formers as KRS-One and

Vanilla Ice (though their affilia-

tion with that last artist should-

n't be held against them).

Grand Buffet will be promoting

their latest CD, entitled Sparkle

Classic.

Also making an appearance

will be Atlantic Records artists

Sinomatic, who've agreed to

play an acoustic set. Having

opened major concerts for bands

like Fuel and Disturbed,

Sinomatic are ready to hit the

big time, as their debut record

has a tentative release date of

April 3rd.

Rounding out the lineup are

Clarion rockers Kingseed, Ohio

folk singer Briston Boughman,

and Pittsburgh punk rockers

Stacey's Kiesh. All in all,

"Road Rage" truly promises to

"Road Rage truly

promises to offer some-

tliingfor every musical

taste. 99

-Mike Cody

offer something for every musi-

cal taste.

"Road Rage" is being held to

raise money for The Open Road,

a free microphone night held

each month at Michelle's Cafe

in Clarion. The Open Road is in

dire need of a new sound system

to replace the one they're cur-

rently using, which belongs to

another party. Graciously, the

artists appearing at "Road

Rage" are working for free in

the hopes that the concert will

raise enough money to help out

The Open Road.

Tickets for "Road Rage" will

be on sale shortly at the Gemmel
Information Desk. The cost for

students is only $5 in advance,

while non-student tickets and

tickets bought on March 6th are

still just $6. Since Hart Chapel

holds a maximum of 400 people,

it's advised that students buy

their tickets soon.
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The Doves take flight with hypnotizing debut album
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestj'les Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM: The

Doves, Lost Souls

FOR FANS OF: Modern

British alternative, formative

and formal post-punk, and

musicians who take them-

selves REALLY seriously.

FOR FURTHER LISTEN-

ING: The Chameleons'

Strange Times, The Verve's

Urban Hymns, every single

note that Radiohead has

recorded... ever.

British music has always

been more cerebral than what

us Yanks can churn out (I'm

not taking the Spice Girls and

Robbie Williams into consid-

eration). Sure, the USA can

put on its thinking cap and

produce some pretty heady

concoctions, but it's never

embraced in the Top 40, which

England does regularly.

Witness The Doves, and

We've got you

their brief little trip through a

town called Melancholy: Lost

Souls. The title alone should

clue you in to the fact that

they don't sing about sunshine

and teddy bears. Previously

known under the moniker of

Sub Sub, they recorded an

album or two of passable

synth-pop, before their studio

burned down, destroying

countless recordings.

Apparently, The Doves

found the strength to regroup,

and rethink their approach to

music. While Lost Souls is

undeniably the work of a rock

group (ya know - bass, drums,

guitar, verse-chorus-verse

structures), it's still one of the

most electronica-aware

albums in recent memory.

Programming, keyboards and

subtle samples are found at

every turn on Lost Souls, mak-

ing it more than just another

depressing album by a bunch

of mopey fops. Even if Lost

Souls had nothing else going

for it (fortunately, it does), it

would still have great atmos-

phere, not to mention produc-

tion value.

Perhaps the most surprising

thing about The Doves is that

they're such good musicians.

Don't get me wrong; there's

no orgasm-inducing solos a'la

"Layla" here, but it's still

pretty accomplished.

COVERED.
Our professional staff offers:

Complete gyne care

Free walk-in pregnancy testing

Birth control

Emergency Contraception

Testing & treatment for sexually transmitted

diseases (men & women)

O All sen/Ices are high quality, confidential, &

reasonably priced for college students. Most

health insurance plans accepted.

We are located at:

1064A East Main Street

(814) 226-7500

FamUx Health
Council, Inc.

www.fhcinc.org

Heartfelt acoustic guitar,

echoed riffs, and steady drum-

ming abound. This from a

group that until recently was

blip-blooping on Casios.

Most bands in the vein of

The Doves give me the

impression that the group

grew up on some isolated

moor in the middle of rural

England. The air is always

foggy, the ground is always

soggy, and contact with the

outside world is minimal. The

with ecstasy; but fortunately it

won't send you screaming to

the bathroom to puke up your

lunch. What it will do is make

you want to listen to all of

your old post-punk records

from the early/mid 80s

(assuming you have any - if

you don't, then shame on

you). If Echo and the

Bunnymen were still making

halfway decent music (instead

of just flogging to death ideas

that Oasis has already flogged

band wakes up in the morning,

prays to a shrine of Ian Curtis

made from twigs and moss,

spends the next 15 hours play-

ing really intricate and deli-

;ate music, sobs helplessly for

ibout an hour, and then falls

asleep to a Tolkein book, or

something.

But make no mistake about

t: The Doves have something

;o say (or at least think that

they do), and they want you to

hear it. Every single plucked

guitar string, every syllable

uttered by Jim Goodwin, and

so on, is treated like an ocean

of sound, full of unrealized

possibilities. Let's just say

that their copy of Dark Side Of

The Moon must be damn near

death. Pretentious? Hell yes.

Over-produced? Sometimes.

Good music? For the most

part.

Lost Souls isn't going to

change the world, make you

tear down your Radiohead

posters, or make you quiver

plenty), this is what they'd be

playing. The Doves' sound is

mournful yet hopeful, atmos-

pheric, vaguely psychedelic,

but still poppy enough to get

your toes tappin'.

The Doves are a little more

pastoral than that, though.

"The Man Who Told

Everything" has a Belle &
Sebastian-worthy acoustic riff

and lyrics that'll have every

arty, lonely teenage boy across

the nation singing along; with

melodramatic string arrange-

ments to draw out maximum
emotional response. "Sea

Song" makes copious use of

the vocorder, and nearly all

the tracks are bathed in taste-

ful electronic and string wash-

es. Electric and acoustic gui-

tars are entwined like lovers

frequently, trading lead duties

as they caress your ears. Oh

yeah - Goodwin sings in th"is

really yearning, mellow style

that shouts out two things: (1)

"I'm singing about the secret

of life, and it's really burden-

some," and (2) "Hey, don't I

sound just like Thorn Yorke?

Isn't that insufferably coolT

But all the multi-tracking

and knob-twiddling in the stu-

dio won't help if you don't

have a strong foundation of

songs to start with. While The

Doves haven't written any real

classics on the album, there's

not a bad track here. The

opener, "Firesuite," is a logi-

cal opener, an instrumental

piece that combines film-

music, that whole epic-moor

guitar sound and electronics to

craft a song so overly dramat-

ic it sounds like the newest

James Bond theme.

"Firesuite" provides a perfect

lead-in to "Here It Comes," a

piano-driven piece that sounds

like Billy Joel discovered alt-

rock.

The first real keeper on Lost

Souls, though is the six-

minute slice of electronic-

rock, "Sea Song." Textures

and rhythms flow, a beautiful

and flowing cyclic guitar riff

runs through the whole song

like an undercurrent, and

Goodwin's processed vocal

takes wing, floating above the

mix like. ..well, like a dove.

"Sea Song" gives way to the

not-as-impressive Verve-isms

of "Rise" and "Lost Souls."

The disc is redeemed by its

powerhouse second half,

though. Kicking off with the

off-the-cuff sounding

"Melody Calls," this is where

Lost Souls really gets interest-

ing. "Melody Calls" is

brighter, looser, and shorter

(at 3:36) than anything else on

the disc. The goofy little toy

piano and harmonica solos of

"Melody..." are juxtaposed

nicely with "Catch The Sun,"

filled with enough washed-

out, epic-sounding guitars and

high-end electronics to make

The Chameleons weep.

"Catch The Sun" is the biggest

"rocker" on the album, and

has a chorus that'll have you

singing along in no time.

Welcome to the return of

shoegazing pop; God knows

I've missed it. "The Man Who
Told Everything" is another

fast change of pace, this time

to a slow-burning ballad of

adolescent alienation.

"The Cedar Room" is the

album's biggest song (literally

See 'Doves,' Page 15
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Movie review

Hannibal is a bloody feast for the eyes
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

In the spirit of Hannibal

"The Cannibal" Lecter, main

character of the new film,

Hannibal, I'm going to fill my
review with as many cheesy,

stupid, and bad-taste food

metaphors that I can think of.

Hey, you gotta have goals in

life.

as FBI Agent Clarice Starling.

Also garnishing (3) the cast is

Gary Oldman, playing the only

survivor of a Hannibal Lecter

attack. Oldman is unrecogniz-

able here, as he's got a real

pizza face (4). Apparently, he

cut off his own face and

watched as Hannibal fed it to

his dogs years ago. Cute stuff,

huh?

The other notable addition to

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Dr. Hannibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins) confronts FBI Agent
Clarice Starling (Julianne Moore) in "Hannibal"'s climax.

Anyway, let's fire up the grill

on this sucker (that's 1). Actor

Anthony Hopkins is pretty

much the only link to the orig-

inal film, that of course being

The Silence Of The Lambs.

But that doesn't mean that

Hannibal is lacking other

savory ingredients (2).

Director Ridley Scott takes

over the reigns from Silence Of
The Lambs director Johnathan

Demme, and Julianne Moore

steps into Jodie Foster's shoes

the cast is Ray Liotta, as an

FBI agent who has gone as bad

as month-old yogurt (5).

Fortunately, he's the only

weak part of the cast, as all the

others turn in average to strong

performances.

Hannibal takes place a

decade after the original

Silence Of The Lambs. Han

the Man is living in Florence,

Italy (which he said was to his

taste (6) in the original). He's

posing as a scholar, and is in

relative retirement. That is,

until a nosy policeman, Pazzi

(Francesca Neri) starts getting

suspicious of him. Pazzi

pokes around the FBI data-

base, and discovers that his

scholar friend likes to munch

on people. Oldman is tracking

down Hannibal so he can feed

him to giant boars as revenge,

and is willing to whip up a

large chunk of cash to Pazzi

for information.

Starling, on the other hand,

is currently being disowned by

the FBI, due to a botched drug

bust. Her life is in shambles,

and she is obsessed with sniff-

ing out Hannibal. All these

elements get thrown in the

blender (7), chronicling

Hannibal's return to active,

ummm...duty.

Hopkin's performance is the

highlight of this film, as he

chews scenery (8) every

chance he gets. It's never

overdone (9), though - just fit-

ting for the character. We
don't discover any nuggets of

truth about the character that

we didn't know in the original,

but it is a wonder to watch

Hopkins work his magic on

screen.

Julianne Moore is service-

able, but leaves a bland after-

taste (10) when all is said and

done. There's really not much
for her to do here, though - it's

Hopkins' movie, and it never

pretends to be anything other

than that. You can't help but

wonder what Foster could have

done with the role, though. I

guess I was just expecting

more from Moore (ha ha) after

her stunning turn in Magnolia.

But Ridley Scott is the one

who really makes Hannibal

more than the sum of its parts.

His direction is simply exquis-

ite, as he fills up every single

frame with eye-popping detail

and action. It looks like every

single shot took years to plan

out. Scott is now riding high

just duplicate the original,

which would have been a hor-

rible and unforgivable mis-

take. Hannibal is kind of like

going swimming - don't eat for

an hour before or after. If the

rampaging boars don't get to

you, the hanging/disembowl-

ment, exposed brains and vari-

ous slashings will.

Where Silence Of The Lambs

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Hannibal stiows off some of his professional tools of the

trade in the 2001 sequel to "Silence Of The Lambs,

"

''HannibaL

"

on his comeback wave, follow-

ing last year's Gladiator

(which was recently nominated

for Best Picture, and Scott for

Best Director).

Hannibal is being accused

for being nothing more than a

stomach-churning gore-fest,

and admittedly it is pretty

unflinching in parts, but is

effective for the type of movie

it wants to be. You have to

give it kudos for not trying to

was a searing psychological

thriller, Hannibal mostly con-

cerns itself with searing flesh,

not minds. While it won't

stimulate your mind, it does

work incredibly well as a vis-

ceral thriller, keeping you on

the edge of your seat. You'd

bite your nails, but then you'd

realize you're eating yourself,

and that's just a bit too creepy.

Bon appetite. 3 1/2 out of 5

stars.

DOVESI A review of the debut disc from England's The

Doves, entitled Lost Souls.

•^ct

(literally - it's over seven and a

half minutes), and I wish I could

tell you its an awful, overblown

mess, but I'd be wrong. I would

be right in saying its heavily

indebted to "Champagne

Supernova," which is in turn in

debt to "Hey Jude," but it's "hey

everyone - join hands and sing

along"-sounding chorus is hard

to resist. Lost Souls closes with

an instrumental reprise of "The

Man Who...", and then ends on

the nice but bland "A House."

The three bonus tracks tacked

on at the end are definitely worth

it, though. "Darker" is simply

wonderful, and should have been

sequenced into the actual run of

the album. It provides a grimy

and dark counterpoint to the

album's stately grace and heav-

enly sounding music. "Valley"

is a more competent imitation of

The Verve, and "Zither" is a

touching instrumental.

In the end, Lost Souls is a won-

derful mood-setter (it's already

on my list of favorite rainy-day

albums), and filled with emo-

tional, from-the-heart anthems.

Albums are rarely this uniformly

hypnotic and calming. 4 out of 5

stars.
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DITHERED TW?TS by^nWalin,
DITHERED TWYTS ^e^y,.^

"I want a flat top."
"Waiter, there's a fly in my ants!"

AHmCRWAVtS ^j Ihnr I t^tjufts

ne^c^ -to cup\o^$
^^ftoviS...

Sou D\ A?t9~-WCA9-\tJ&
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Twisted View* Cooney

"It was exactly the same with me!
The last thing I saw was this really bright light..."

Crossword
ACROSS

1 "Heart and "

5 Thoroughly

modem memo
10 Knife wounds
14 Earthenware pot

15 Tilts to one side
16 Jot

17 Lacking a
seacoast

19 Actress Foch
20 Avoid capture
21 Shade provider

22 Indiana pro
23 Protutaerance

25 Warhol's

movement
26 Sentimental

feeling

30 Rage
31 Mel highlight

32 Guarantee
34 Dined

37 Cocktail choice

39 More mean
41 Ernie of (he PGA
42 Tidy up
44 Notion

45 TV adjunct

46 Clam's siphon,

e.g.

4a Renowned
51 Minor quan-el

52 Disc jockey's cue
53 Trident shaped

letter

54 Pester

59 Eager
60 Crinkled fabnc
62 Queue
63 Slipped up
64 Tire holders

65 Huskies' pull

66 Campus
commons

67 Military group

DOWN
1 Shoe part

2 Norway's patron

saint

3 Radius's

neighbor

4 Alan or Cheryl

5 Toucaulfs
Pendulum"
author

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 a 9

1

10 11 12 13

u 15 16

18

25

19

20 21

1
33

22

phH^i 23 24

26 2/ 2tl 29 30 Mii
3t 32

34 35 36

37 P 39 40

41

I 42 44

45

1
.S3

46 47

49 bU SI

61

mM
52

1 54 55 56 57 58

59

1
«viCM

60

62 63

66 1
64

65
67

© 2001 Tribune Media Se
Al! righli raswvad
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2/14/01

6 Ancient kingdom
of Greece

7 Some socks

8 News piece

9 Psychedelic drug
10 Horsd'oeuvre
11 New York city

12 Skin cream
13 Intelligent

18 Camera element
22 Breathing

spaces?
24 First t)ids

25 Attack fish

26 Ditto

27 By mouth
28 Douglas' trees?

29 Make lace

33 Still mnning
34 Verdi heroine

35 Adolescent

36 Part of Q.E.D.
38 Sustain

40 Up to. briefly

43 Mosaic piece

45 Nullified

47 Aleutian island

Solutions
i 1 N n

1
n

s a V n

1
a 3 1 s

s l^ 1 B a 3 b d 3 3 N 1 1
d 3 X s y 3 3 S a 1 A V
3 S V 3 i.|l 1 S i^l d 1 V N

i V d S

1
S n Iftl V d

1 N Vj 1 H X 3 ti 3 A j^Ai
V 3 a 1 N 3 1

1
V 3 N 1 _s^

_2j 3
a 3 1 i s V N 1 N T i d V 1^

3 i V 1 3 u n S N 3

!
V 1 d V

PVHi 3 H 1

1
1 d I d" s

i ti V d d

1
3 a NMMta^i

b 3 V d 1 3 3 a V A 3
V N 1 N

1

a 3 M D

1

Q N V 1
w O I V s 1 N V V 1 1 d
111 1 ti 1 1 V W 3 1 n s

46 Babyequines
49 Blacksmith's

bkx:k

50 Battleship to

renfjember

53 Lima's place

55 Hosiery shade

56 Related (to)

57 Big fig

58 Fomierty,

tormerfy

60 Next in a series:

abbr.

61 '60s radicals
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r spring Draaic

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go

Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.
**************

SPRING BREAK 2001 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com.

*******•**«*•*

2001-2002 year. House for 2, 3 or

4 female students. Quiet, close to

campus, summer included. Call

226-6867.

Furnished apartment near campus

for 3 non-smoking students. Air

conditioning, and all utilities

included. Available for Fall 2001.

226-7997.

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.
*****iii«iiiiii*****

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

Shanna, keep up the good work,

we can't wait 'til you're a sister.

Love, your future 0OA sisters.

])(# 1(1]^% )((}({ 3tci|t)|c:fit'>l'^

Happy 21st birthday Amy U. The

bar will never be the same. Love,

your 0OA sisters.

if^!^i*:tf^^f^:f****1'

iHiittt****iti***** ****4l*«:|<l|l*iti4l«*

****«******:•<«*

Student apartments for rent for

groups of 3-4. One block from

campus. Call 354-2489 or 226-

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.

7774.
**************

1 bedroom apartment in Clarion.

All utilities included. $425 per

month. 226-8561.

rapfmmmaumm

il#1P
nwp

**************

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top prioriries include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!
**************

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
**************

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.
**************

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.
**************

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school, Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.
**************

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.
**************

Nice quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

**************

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.
**************

Seeking summer camp counselors

willing and eager to work with chil-

dren and adults with special needs

in a residential camp environment.

Employment from May 30-August

15. Nursing positions available.

(RN's and LPN's) Call 814-542-

2511. beaconl@penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp
**************

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer

camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
**************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour ftindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusftindraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

CT.com
**************

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail oixier. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.
**************

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F

9am-4pm EST.
**************

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

Looking for student to care for 11

year old female and 7 year old

male on a part time basis this

coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6:00 p.m.

Happy B-day Diana, Love your

90A sisters.

We hope everyone has a great

break. Have fun! 0OA
**************

Congratulations to our new asso-

ciate members: Gretchen, Jill,

Erica, Kiera, Melissa, Sarah H.,

Danielle, Sarah L., Laura M.,
**************

Anne, Liz, Lindsie, Amy, Tara,

and Laura P. Good luck girls, we

love you! Your future sisters of

AIT.
**************

**************

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars-1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call 1-866-

746-4836.

Congratulations to the sister of the

week Amy Tanski. You did a won-

derful job with rush! Love, AST

Happy 21st birthday to Carrie!

Show the bars what you're made

of! We love you, AZT

or s«i#
**************

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

Sisters of OZS, Happy Valentine's

Day. Good job with your recruit-

ment. Congratulations to the new

members. Have a good week.

Love, your sweetheart Mike.
**************

**************

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

r greek «ils \

The sisters of 0OA just want

to wish everyone a happy

Valenrine's Day.

Happy 22nd birthday to Christina

Sullivan and Shelley Evans!

Love, your AOE sisters!

**************

The sisters of AOE would like to

thank all the sororities who sent us

the lovely valentines.

**************

To my AOE sisters: Words cannot

express how much you mean to

me. I love you girs so much!

Love, Jess Froehlich.

**************
**************

Happy Valentine's Day to our

sweetheart Dan and our Theta Phi

Guy Chris. We love you both.

Love, 04>A

To the brothers of <t>lK, I wish

you all a great Valentine's Day! I

hope you enjoyed your present.

Love, your sweetheart Dena.

Managing Editor is

looking for an assi*nt.

If interested, Call Jen

at 393-2380.

\
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Great job at the Fun Fair to all fra-

ternities and sororities that partici-

apated! We enjoyed working with

you! Love, sisters of ZTA
**************

OZZ would like to wish all of the

fraternities and sororities a Happy

Valentine's Day!
**************

Congratulations to Nina and

Carrie on becoming a part of the

Spring '01 class! OZ love, your

future OZZ sisters.

**l|l****l|l*l|C***«

To our sweetheart Mike, have a

great Valentine's Day! You're the

best. Love your OEZ girls,

**************

Nina, Carrie, Amanda, Sarah,

Laura, Kimmi and Nikki, you

guys are doing an awesome job.

Keep up the good work. OZ love,

your future 0Z2 girls.

**************

To D and Kara, congratulations on

your lavalier. Love, Dena.
**************

AOE, we appreciate all your help

last weekend. You girls are the

best. Love, AZT
**************

Spring 2001, you girls are so cute!

Keep smiling, we love you. Love,

your future sisters of AZT
**************

0X, we had a great time bowling

with you. From the sisters of ZZZ
**************

Jon, you're the greatest sweet-

heart. Love, ZZZ
**************

Spring 2001, You're almost there.

Love, your future ZZZ sisters.

**************

Justi, Congratulations on taking

third place in the art show. Love,

your Z sisters.

*****>iiiii**>ii****

Christine, Julie, Jen, Janna and

AuBrey, we know you're busy but

we miss you guys. Love your Z
sisters.

**************

Congrats on your lavalier Kara!

Want to advertise your

business in

The Clarion Call?

Call 393-2380

for more information.

St. Joseph's Church Hall

in Lucinda

Monday February 12, 2001

12 p.m. until 5 p.m.

All types are needed,

although type O
and B negative

are in critically short supplies,

*-^'' "••'•• •-"

Love your ZTA sisters.

***:|c<|[i|i>|i***:ti*l|l*

Happy birthday Stacy! Love your

ZTA sisters.

Brothers of ZIl, congrats on a suc-

cessful rush! Love, ZTA
**************

Congratulations Mandi Slattery!

Love your ZTA sisters.

**************

Welcome Kristy to the Spring

2001 ZTA pledge class! Love,

ZTA sisters.

**************

Thank you tennis team and soft-

ball team for a great time.

Brothers of Sigma Pi.

**************

Congratulations to the new AZ
rush class, Juliann, Lisa S., Lisa

A., Andrea, Becky, Michelle,

Katie, Amy and Jess. Good luck!

Love, Ben.

Happy Valentine's Day to all the

AZs. Love your sweetheart Ben.
**************

Dena, thanks for the wonderful

paddle. We can't tell you how

much we love it. We've said it

before, but it's still true: you're

the best sweetheart we'll ever

have. Have a wonderful

Valentine's Day, we can't imagine

someone who deserves it more.

Love the brothers of OZK

personal*

Hey, Alyson Paulden! We are hav-

ing a baby! It's a girl, we thought

of the name "Aly". Love Jeff and

Crystal-Makail Townsend.
**************

Happy one-year anniversary

Jared! I love you! Love, Teri.

**************

Waylon, Thank you for being my
Valentine, today and for the rest of

my life. I love you. Nancy.
**************

Debby, screaming child? Yeah I

want 4 just like him. Love, Jen.

***********

Geibel and the UAB crew, I am so

proud of you guys selling out. I

knew you would! Keep up the

great work. I am looking forward

to Sunday. Love, JenSay.
**************

Jeff, one of these days we will get

Valentine's Day right! I am sure

this year will be even more special

than last year. I love you, Jen.
**************

Amy is a flower child.

**************

Happy Valentine's Day Call staff!

Love, Amy
**************

Tim, I can't wait to spend the

weekend with you in New York.

It's going to be great. Your

Mountain Dew.
**************

Amy, I thought that I was shel-

tered until I met you. (Star Wars,

Dark Crystal, Goonies, Labyrinth)

I can't believe I have lived with

you this long. Love, Deb.
**************

Jen, What's up with the Mint

Cookie ice cream at Gemmell ! ! I

would have loved the stuffed ani-

mal!! Bad Jeff, Bad. Love, Deb.
**************

Jeff, I finally got the Skinnyman

submission move and I out lasted

you!!! I am #1. Love, Deb.
**************

Kurt, NO!! Love, JenSay.
**************

Amy...roll the dice, just roll the

dice. Love, Jen.

**************

Erb, I am glad that you are in a

better mood. I am 100% with it

now too, so at least I have that

going for me. Love, JenSay.
**************

Call staff... here's to staying awake

on the car trip! We are gonna have

a blast. Jen.

**************

Tim, thanks for letUng me make

Jeff look like a wimp. Debby.
**************

Keith. ..the hobbit is watching

you!
**************

Deb, I have talked to several peo-

ple today who haven't seen Star

Wars either. It doesn't make us

bad people. Love, Amy.
**************

Jen, I hate to inform you that the

room is no longer a tundra. Love,

Amy. P.S. Do you have any vine-

gar?
**************

Timmy!!! Ready for WWF New
York? Jeff.

**************

Hi Gwillim, here is your personal.
**************

Jen, I can't wait to spend time

with you in New York. Love, Jeff.

Still need that

co-curricular?

Come join the staff of

The Clarion Call

UAB presents

"Toby Keith"

with special guest.

When: February 18, 2001

Where:Tippin Gymnasium

Doors open at 7 p.m. and the

show starts at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $8 for students and

$15 for non-students.

Tickets can be purchased at

Gemmell Info Desk!
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Sports
Golden Eagles fall to Lock Haven in EWL showdown
Courtesy of Sports Information

Coming off an impressive

32-5 win iuer Pitt, Clarion's

2001 wre^tiing team traveled

to Lock Haven on Saturday,

Feb. 10 for an important

Eastern Wrestling League

(EWL) dual meet. Despite the

Golden Eagles' latest victory,

the wrestlers fell to Lock

Haven, 9-28.

The Golden Eagles under

fourth year head coach Ken

Nellis entered the match with a

9-2 dual meet record and a 4-1

slate in the EWL. Clarion won
seven straight duals prior to

losing at Edinboro 26-9.

Other EWL wins include

victories over West Virginia,

Cleveland State, Bloomsburg,

and Pitt.

Lock Haven, under 11th year

head coach Carl Poff, entered

the weekend with an 18-1 dual

meet record and a 4-0 record in

the EWL. Lock Haven is

ranked 11th by Intermat and

14th by the NWCA in the lat-

est dual meet polls.

The Bald Eagles only loss

this year came at Lehigh in the

season opener by a 20-16 mar-

gin.

Lock Haven traveled to

Edinboro on Friday Feb. 9, and

competed in morning matches

at the Bucknell Duals on

Saturday prior to Clarion's

visit on Saturday night.

Lock Haven has featured

EWL wins over Virginia Tech

(26-14), Pitt (31-6), Cleveland

State (47-0) and West Virginia

(33-12). The Bald Eagles also

own a 24-9 win at Penn State.

"We were expecting a very

tough match at Lock Haven on

Saturday," said Clarion coach

Ken Nellis. "They have a very

strong lineup from top to bot-

tom and have been wrestling

extremely well all year. There

were some exciting individual

matchups."

Clarion was led by #10

ranked John Testa at heavy-

weight and #12 ranked Rd
Martinez at 133.

Other top wrestlers included

Dom Surra at 149, Bob Topper

at 184, and Eric Mausser at

197. Also in the lineup will be

Peter Derstine at 125, Frank

Edgar at 141, Shane

McChesney at 157, Pete

Kroshefskie at 165, and Aaron

Mitchell at 174.

Lock Haven had five ranked

wrestlers including #9 Jamarr

Billman at 149, #11 Trap

McCormack at 125, #14 Scott

Bair at 133, #15 Mike Maney
at 141 and #18 Avery Zerkle at

197.

Also in the lineup will be

Jason Gilligan at 157, Brian

Olenek at 165, Ed Pawlak at

174, Josh Millard at 184 and

Craig Tefft at heavyweight.

Clarion's last win in the

series came in 1994 and there

was an 18-18 tie in 1995. Last

year Lock Haven won 28-12,

while the Bald Eagles also

won 26-12 in 1999.

Clarion leads the EWL series

12-10-2, while also leading the

overall series 17-15-2. At

PSAC's this year, four individ-

ual matchups took place with

Lock Haven winning three.

At 133, Bair defeated

Martinez 10-3 in the finals. In

Rod Martinez goes for the kill during the match against the

University of Pittsburgh. Martinez posted a 10-5 decision over
Crecca during the match.

the 141 class, Maney edged semi-finals.

Edgar 5-4 in the semi-finals. Clarion travels to Virginia

while Pawlak majored Tech on Feb. 16 and Virginia

Mitchell 9-1 for third place. Feb. 17, to close the regular

Clarion's Topper majored Lock season.

Haven's Millard 10-2 in the

Clarion athletic programs awarded for acheivenients
Courtesy of Sports Information

Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference (PSAC)

Commissioner, Steve Murray, presented Clarion

University President, Diane L. Reinhard, with a spe-

cial plaque on Wednesday, Jan. 31 in honor of "PSAC
DAY."

The event was held at Clarion University in con-

junction with the PSAC's 50th Year Celebration. The

PSAC began in 1951 and the 2000-2001 Athletic Year

marks the 50th year for organized championships and

league play among what are now considered the 14

schools in the SSHE.

The plaque itself acknowledged that Clarion has

won 85 conference titles since the PSAC started in

1951, which are the most titles of any PSAC school.

Clarion won its first title in 1963 during the PSAC

Golf Championship.

The University also took the time to publicly honor

its Clarion "Scholar Athletes" for the 2000-2001 aca-

demic year at the same event. The athletes were intro-

duced by teams and were recognized by taking the

court prior to the plaque presentation to Dr. Reinhard.

Clarion has 106 Scholar Athletes in its 16 sports

programs this year. For the last three years, Clarion

has had the highest percentage of scholar athletes of

any school in the PSAC. All of Clarion's 16 sports

were represented by scholar athletes. To be consid-

ered a scholar athlete, one must have at least a 3.2 or

higher cumulative GPA, as of now or for the previous

two semesters.

Steve Murray presents Diane L Reinhard with

"PSAC Day" plaque in honor of scholar-athletes.

Photo courtesy of the Sports Information Web page

•www.theclarioncaIl.com<

Mens basketball

tramples Lock Haven,

See page 21.

Svsdmmers ranked for

PSAC championships.

See page 22.

Iracynamed Qarion

CaU "Athlete of the

Week",

See page 23.

Golden Eagle divers

compete at

Youngstown State,

See page 23.
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Mens Basketball

Clarion sweeps Lock Haven in home game
by Stephanie DeFIorentis

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Golden Eagle mens

baketball team were looking

for revenge going into

Saturday's game against

Lock Haven. Clarion got

exactly what they came for,

topping the Bald Eagles with

an 88-68 victory.

Bouncing back from a 92-

104 upset against Edinboro,

the team is back on track and

ready for more wins.

"We stole any playoff

chance from Lock Haven.

This loss put them out of it

and sealed a playoff spot for

us," said Al Stevens.

The team was lead by

Stevens with 21 points, fol-

lowed by Tamir Harbin, con-

tributing 16 points. Rollie

Smith and Steve Serwatka

both raked in 15 points each.

David Shearer led the

boards once again with ten

rebounds. Averaging 9.5

rebounds per game and per-

forming very well, earned

Shearer with a "PSAC-West
Co-player of the Week" hon-

ors recently.

"I have to step up. We have

to win and none of us can

relax," said Shearer.

The first half of the game
appeared a little rocky with

starter Al Stevens on the

bench with an injury late in

the half. A technical foul on

Stephen Nesmith added to

the awkwardness of the

game, but as the half closed

out. Clarion was up by 12

and didn't look back.

The second half of the

game verified Lock Haven's

defeat with several com-
mendable defensive plays.

"We put out any flame of

Lock Haven coming back

during the first half," com-

mented Stevens.

The victory over Lock

Haven placed Clarion at 15-7

overall. In conference play,

the Golden Eagles are at 6-3.

"It's satisfactory, not

where we wanted to be

though, but now our focus is

9-3," stated Stevens.

Going into the game, the

Clarion men had a primary

focus on how the game was

to be played.

"We won the game on the

defensive end. We set a goal

and we accomplished it,"

said assistant coach, Brian

DePaoli.

The regular season is

quickly coming to an end

and the current veteran team

has high hopes for the

future.

"We just have to take it

one game at a time,"added

Smith.

David Shearer looks for the shot.

Courtesy of the 2000-01 Media Guide

Sports
Trivia
The answer to

last week's

question is

Skogen
Sprang. This

week's ques-

tion is: Who
was the 1999

Co-Big 12

offensive

"Player of the

Year" from the

University of

Nebraska?

IMTRAMURAL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreation, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1 667

5 on 5 Basketball Results
MONDAY. 2/5

TOO NICE 46 EUCLID
DA-BRICKS 55 PAC. MBX
CAMEL TOES 42 AND 1

TUESDAY. 2/6

SIGMA TAU 62

TEAM PICA 30

RUN REBELS 53

OD BASKETS 59

KDR 33

WHY TRY 32

GLADIATOR
2,1.3.

REDMAN
245 HELLAG
GOODFELL
WIZARDS

42

35

33

34

29

18

25

29

31

WEDNESDAY. 2/7

DYNASTY 49 WILKBOYZ 45

EUCLID 51 KRAZYLEGS 42

SPAF 42 PACELLAMBX 35

THURSDAY. 2/8

OUTLAWS 40

SIGMS TAU 46

CAMEL TOES 37

GLADIATORZ 47

2.1.3.

HOOPS

TOO NICE 39

AND 1 38

TEAM PICA 25

GOODFELLAS 36

REDMAN FORFEIT
D.S. FORFEIT

MONDAY. 2/12

SPAF 45 THETAXI 31

OD BASKETS 73 CRAZY LEGS 30

KDR 54 EUCLID 46

Floor Hockey Results
THURSDAY. 2/1

SIGMA PI 4 PHI DELTA 2

STUDIO MULL 5 ABSOLUTE 33'S 3

IMPLOSION 7 STICK'N BALLS
MONDAY. 2/5

ST GAMMA 7 STICK N BALLS
IMPLOSION 2 MOTHERFUCKERS 1

PHI DELTA ^ HUnNFUTIN 3

WEDNESDAY. 2/7

STUDIO MULL 4 ST GAMMA 3

SIGMA PI 3 ABSOLUTE 33'S 1

PUCKERS 7 HUTINFUTIN 3

MONDAY. 2/12

ABSOLUTE 33'S 3 PHI DELTA 2

SIGMAPI 5 STGAMMA 3

PUCKERS 5 ELSS S SLANGERS 3

*F.Y.L These are ail the box scores

for this season.

(Last week's article was a misprint!)

Body Fat Testing - Thursday

at 12 noon, or by appointment.

In Recreation Center rooml06!

Bowling Results
WINNER LOSER (WEEK#2>
ROC HEADS 1034

SLAPPY AND BUCKETS 908

708B 1007

ROLLING ROCS 910

TED BLUNT AFFAIR 838

CLARION ANGELS 819

IRON CIFY'S 1217

THE KNIGHTS OF NEIGH %3
AKMF 1060

TWEEDS 999

THE SHOCKERS 915

FORFEIT
POOH-CUCKA'S 1112

CHUBBS V 1021

BOWLING LEGENDS 1386

THE FOCKER 913

SPACE HEATERS 958

FIVE STRIKERS 875

Recreation Center / Open Net Nights

Here's your chance to join others in

three different net sports fix)m 6-8 pm.

Monday - Tennis

Wednesday - Volleyball

Friday - Badminton
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Mens and womens swimmins

darion swimmers hold high rankings going into PSAC meet
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Staff Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle swimming

teams seek to earn their 25th

PSAC titles in the champi-

onship meet being held Feb.

22-24 at West Chester

University.

Both mens and womens

teams hold very high rankings

going into the meet with sever-

al swimmers currently ranked

within the top ten in the PSAC.

On the top of the list for the

mens team is senior, Doug

Scott. Scott currently holds

first in the 50 freestyle, fourth

in the 100 back, third in the

200 back, and eighth in the 100

fly-

Freshman, Aaron Bell is next

on the top times list. Bell

holds second in the 100 back,

third in the 200 free, tenth in

the 50 free, ninth in the 100

free, and eighth in the 200 I.M.

Sophomore Bill Wright is

fifth in the 50 freestyle and

sixth in the 100 freestyle,

while junior, Gary

Aughinbaugh holds seventh

and tenth in those events as

well as a tenth in the 100 fly.

John Smithson is currently

seventh in the 100 fly.

Juniors Adam Lohr and Brian

Monico hold high spots in the

distance events. Lohr is cur-

rently tenth in the 200 free and

ninth in the 1650 free. Monico

holds seventh in the 500 free,

eighth in the 1000 free, fifth in

the 1650 free, and fifth in the

400 I.M. E.J. Dams also cur-

rently holds a sixth in the 400

I.M.

"I feel pretty confident this

year after two years of coming

close to a victory. We have all

been working very hard and

the adrenaline at the meet will

help us swim fast," said

Monico.

Another I.M. swimmer is

freshman. Beau Caldwell.

Caldwell is third in the 400

I.M., fifth in the 200 I.M., and

fifth in the 200 fiy.

Aaron Ulishney is next on

the list for the mens team with

a fifth in the 200 back, seventh

in the 100 back, and tenth in

the 200 I.M. He is followed by

brother, Adam, with a seventh

in the 200 back.

Finishing up for the mens

team are breaststrokers, Ben

Chandlee and Matt Jeffers.

Chandlee is currently in sec-

ond place for the 100 breast

and eighth in the 200 breast.

Jeffers holds fifth in the 200

breast and seventh in the 100.

The Clarion swimmers find it

necessary to keep a positive

attitude about the intense com-

petition.

"Dude, I've got fivers on the

100 breast, and the losers' girl-

friends," said Chandlee.

On the women's side, Megan

Tracy leads the way. Tracy cur-

rently holds first in the 100

backstroke and fourth in the

200 back.

Following close behind is co-

captain, Shannon Cattoni.

Cattoni holds sixth in the 100

free, second in the 200 free,

and fifth in the 500 free.

Cattoni has high hopes for the

team at this season's PSAC
meet.

"I'm excited for everyone to

come together at the meet and

support each other as a team,"

said Cattoni.

Freshman, Megan Trimbur

also contributes to the list in

the freestyle events. Trimbur is

seventh in the 50 free, eighth

in the 100 free, and sixth in the

200 free. Andrea Faller also

holds a sixth in the 50 free.

Next for the women is fresh-

man, Brandi Smithson.

Smithson holds a third in the

1000 free, eighth in the 1650,

fifth in the 100 back, and fifth

in the 200 back. Alyssa Helm

also specializes in distance

free and back events with a

seventh in the 1650 free and

ninth in the 200 back.

With intense competition and

many competitors, the meet

can become very intimidating.

"I'm excited, but a little ner-

vous because I choke at big

meets where there are a lot of

people. I will just have to do

the best that I can," said

Smithson.

Sophomore, Missy Baer

holds many top ten standings

in the PSAC. Baer is ninth in

the 1000 free, fifth in the 1650,

See 'Swimming' Page 23

®TOYOTA
CALL IT START UP MONEY.

TOYOTASaCOLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $500

TO GET YOU GOING!

There's sure to be a Toyota thal^s just right for you

And now there's a Toyota College Graduate Finance Program

that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages:

• No Down Payment

• No Payment for 90 days

• Finance up to 72 months

• Get $500 Cash Back From Toyota,..

in addition to any other current Toyota customer incentinsl

Corolla

Canfiry

So if you're within 4 months of graduation

or if you graduated within the past 2 years

Ask your Toyota dealer for all the details.

www.gettoyota.com
Tovota C ollrgf (iraduaic [ insince Program available loqualifieu appli-

cants thru Tin ou Financial Services Noi all applicants wiit qualily Some

reMriciioiis and limiutions apply Cash bac k offer subjecl lo geographic

limumioiis .»n<.! offer expire-. b/JO/OI. Sec dealer for details.
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Golden Eagle divers compete at Youngstown State
by Stephanie Sutton

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion mens and wom-
ens diving tams travelled to

Youngstown State to compete

in the annual Youngstown

State Diving Invitational on

Sunday, Feb. 11.

The Division II divers

showed that they weren't

intimidated by the Division I

team, taking two first places,

and a third, fifth, sixth, and

seventh overall.

Leading the teams with first

places were Jimmy McGee and

Stephanie Sutton. McGee won
the one-meter with the com-

bined score of 465.45, and the

three meter score of 426.50.

Sutton won the one-meter

with the two combined scores

of 496. Following in second

was Brandi Goettsom from

Youngstown State with a score

of 487.15. Golden Eagle,

Amanda Earnest, came in third

with a score of 456.20.

On the three-meter board,

Sutton took first for the 11

dive list with a score of

458.70. Brandi Goettsom fin-

ished second with 447.30

points, and Mandy Small

(YSU) finished third with a

score of 393.65. Other Golden

Eagles who contributed to the

meet were Jessica Waldman,

Chrissy Young, and Kim
Perez.

Division I diving has recent-

ly adopted the same format as

the USA Diving Association.

On the one-meter board, the

diver now performs six dives

at one show.

The judges cut down the

competition to the top 12

divers and then the athletes do

the same six dives again. The

six dives are all optional dives

on the one-meter.

The Division II diving for-

mat is different from the new

Division I system. In Division

II, the divers perform a ten

dive list without diver elimi-

nation.

This Division 1 system for

the one-meter is unlike the

three-meter board, where the

divers each perform 11 dives.

Five of those dives on the

three-meter are required dives

from each category, and the

remaining six are optional.

Despite the scoring differ-

ences in Division I and II, the

Clarion diving team gave a

good show. The only competi-

tion left for the Golden Eagles

is the NCAA diving meet in

Canton, Ohio from March 14-

17.

SwimmingI fix)m Page 22.

the 1000 free, fifth in the 1650,

ninth in the 400 I.M., tenth in

the 100 fly, and third in the

200 fly. Also specializing in

the fly events is freshman,

Bethany Bankovich.

Bankovich currently holds

sixth in the 200 fly and sev-

enth in the 100 fly.

Sophomore, Abby Koch, also

places in an array of PSAC top

ten lists. Koch is seventh in the

100 back, tenth in the 200

back, sixth in the 200 breast,

ninth in the 100 fly, seventh in

the 200 I.M., and second in the

400 I.M.

Caroline Miller, a freshman,

holds top standings in the

breaststroke events. Miller is

fourth in the 100 breast and

tenth in the 200 breast. Also

placing in the 100 breast is

Jessica DiLoreto with an

eighth place. April Johnson

finishes up for the Clarion

women with a seventh in the

200 breast and an eighth in the

400 I.M.

Both mens and womens

teams maintain positive atti-

tudes going into the meet. Due

to intense competition, many

races will be very close.

"We have very good senior

leadership and the team is

working very hard towards the

goal of regaining the PSAC
title. Depth scoring will be our

key to reaching that goal and

everyone that goes to PSAC's

will need to step up and score

points," said coach VanDyke

regarding the mens team.

The womens team is also in

good standing going into the

state meet.

"We have a quality team with

outstanding depth and great

leadership. Depth scoring at

the PSAC's will be the key for

us to defend our title. Winning

that title along with top five

finishes at the NCAA's
remains our team goals," stat-

ed VanDyke.

Sports Briefs

Basketball

The mens basketball team has two more games left this season:

@ lUP on Feb.l7 and California@ home on Feb. 21.

Wrestling

The wrestling team has four away matches left this season:

Virginia Tech on Feb. 16, Virginia on Feb. 17, EWL's on Mar. 3-4,

and NCAA's on Mar. 15-17.

Swimming

The swimming team has two more away meets this season:

PSAC's on Feb. 22-24 and NCAA's on Mar. 14-17.

DESTINTA THEATRES in the

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

CROUCHING TIGER pg-i;

11:35 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30
(S«t - Sun)

RECESS G
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00

(Sal a Sun)

DOWN TO EARTH PG-13|
12:00 2:15 4:30 6:45 9:15

Playing Fri 16th Thru III

Thur. 22nd J
Movie line |

227-2115 I
Check us out on the web at §

WWW.Destinta.com I

Megan Traq^ named Clarion

Call "Athlete of the Week"

(Sal i Sun)

THE WEDDING PLANNER PG-13|

11:00 1:15 4:00 6:05 8:15
(Sat • Sun)

SAVE THE LAST DANCE PG-13

11:00 3:30 9:50
(Sal Sun)

HANNIBAL
11:00 1:35 4:15 7:00 9:35

(Sal . Sun)

EMPEROR'S NEWGTOOVE G
11:15 1:00

(Sal ' Sun)

CASTAWAY PG-13

1

1:15 4:30 8:15

SWEET NOVEMBER PG-13
2:45 5:10 7:30 9:45

SAVING SILVERMAN PG-13
1 :30 6:05 7:55

S4.50 Child & Senior f

Student Discounts L

Ge! a SI off when you show a
^

Clanon University ID
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by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Clarion Call "Athlete of

the Week" for the week of Feb.

14 is senior, Megan Tracy.

Tracy is being recognized for

her outstanding achievements

in swimming and academics.

Tracy is an elementary edu-

cation major from Jacobus, Pa.

and is currently student teach-

ing second grade. She attended

Dallastown high school and

swam under coach, Richard

Howley.

Tracy's career at Clarion

includes many athletic and

academic awards. She is a

CSCAA academic All-

American as well as a PSAC
and Clarion scholar athlete.

Tracy serves as a co-captain

for the womens swimming

team. She is a 12 time NCAA

Megan Traq^

Ail-American in backstroke

and relay events. Tracy also

holds the PSAC 100 and 200

backstroke titles.

She is the daughter of Steve

and Deb Tracy and has a

younger brother. Brock.

Some of Tracy's favorites

include reading Harry Potter

books, tanning, and coaching

younger swimmers. Her

favorite foods are pizza and

chocolate.

Tracy's personal quote: "I've

learned that if you want to

make it bad enough, no matter

how bad it is, you can make it."

-Gayle Sayers
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Stanford recruit sacked by Stanford's academic denial
Courtesy ofTMS Campus

/ • •

Lorenzo Alexander is a senior

at St. Mary's High in Berkeley

and one of the top defensive tack-

les in the nation, a 280-pound

dervish with uncanny strength

and speed. He is a good student

as well: 3.6 grade-point average,

1 ,050 SAT score, and an aspiring

mechanical engineer with his

heart set on Stanford.

For the Cardinal coaching staff,

it was a dream scenario.

Alexander was a consensus All-

American at one of the toughest

positions to fill. He lived an hour

from campus. He had solid acad-

emic credentials, and he was

willing to complete Stanford's

rigorous application process. But

there was one problem,

Alexander was denied admission.

He ended up signing with

California University.

"I was very upset," said

Alexander, who also considered

Miami, UCLA and USC. "I went

to Stanford's games and talked to

the players. I thought I was going

to be part of the family, and for it

to be snatched away really hurt."

Alexander is the latest example

of the challenges facing

Stanford's coaching staff, which

works closely with the admis-

sions office to find players who

can compete with the nation's top

programs and also meet the

school's academic requirements.

According to the latest figures

available from the NCAA, fresh-

man football players who entered

Stanford from 1994-97 had an

average SAT score of 1,176 and

an average GPA of 3.63. Both

figures are much higher than

comparable classes at Notre

Dame, Michigan and California.

"There isn't another major

Division I program that's as hard

to get into as Stanford," said

Greg Biggins, who tracks foot-

ball recruiting for Student Sports

Magazine, a Los Angeles-based

high school sports publication.

"Every year, they turn down big-

time players who could get into

any other school."

It's no different in the high-

stakes recruiting world of mens

basketball. From 1994-97, Coach

Mike Montgomery's freshmen

averaged 1,123 on the SAT and

had a 3.46 GPA. Their peers at

UCLA had a 935 SAT and a 2.91

GPA.

The numbers also debunk the

popular notion that Stanford is

"the Duke of the West." The aver-

age SAT score of Duke's fresh-

men was 155 points lower than

Stanford's. Think William Avery

could have gotten into Stanford?

Or Carlos Boozer? No chance.

According to NCAA admis-

sions data for Division I football

and mens basketball, Stanford's

freshmen had the highest SAT

scores and GPAs in the country.

(Figures for Ivy League schools

are not available.)

"You can never make people

understand what it's like here,"

Montgomery said. "I've hired

coaches for years who thought

they understood what recruiting

is like, and then they say, "I had

no idea.'

"

Joan Lippman does not play a

sport. She does not coach a team.

She does not recruit, and she does

not allocate money. But she is

one of the most influential people

in Stanford athletics. As the

senior director of admissions,

Lippman oversees student-athlete

admissions.

"Joan is the Alan Greenspan of

Stanford athletics," assistant

football coach Denny Schuler

said. "He runs the country, and

she has a great deal to say about

who gets in. I'm a big fan of hers.

She's very fair."

The relationship between the

football and admissions staffs

would seem naturally fractious,

especially when top players like

Alexander are rejected. "I'm sure

I've been called lots of names

over there," Lippman said with a

half-smile.

But the departments work quite

well together. The coaches under-

stand Mamlet and Lippman are
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simply enforcing the parameters

set by the university president

and board of trustees. They like

Lippman immensely and respect

the 12-person admissions staff,

which includes former football

player Marlon Evans.

Besides, the football program

has a better chance of beating the

Raiders than winning a battle

with admissions.

"Coaches who have criticized

the admissions process have got-

ten no support on campus,"

Athletic Director Ted Leland

said.

Football Coach Tyrone

Willingham considers the stan-

dards as an advantage.

"Anytime you miss someone

who can help in your area, you're

always a little down,"

Willingham said. "But we have

tremendous confidence in the

admissions department. I think

Stanford is very comfortable with

its role with academics and its

role with athletics. It believes it

can have the best of both worlds -

- the great student who is also an

outstanding athlete or musician."

Based on the NCAA figures,

each football recruiting class

averages a 3.6 GPA and 1,150-

1,200 SAT. According to

Lippman, there are no minimum

standards. The GPA and test

scores are important, but they are

only part of the equation.

Lippman and Evans pay careful

attention to the personal essay

and letters of recommendation

from teachers and counselors,

which often reveal a side of the

recruit's personality the coaches

never see. A 3.9 GPA and a 1,350

SAT aren't much good if the play-

er has behavioral problems or is

lazy. On the other hand, subjec-

tive factors can offset below-

average grades or test scores.

"We care very much about how

students are thought of at school

.

We ask if they are respected or

just thought of as athletes,"

Lippman said.

"What we look for are students

with extraordinary talent,

whether it's dance or music or

physics or poetry, whether they

are an actor or an athlete, an

Olympic-level archer."

Based on the most recent

NCAA graduation rates,

Stanford's athletes have handled

the curriculum almost as well as

non-athletes. The graduation rate

for freshmen who entered school

from 1990-93 was 92 percent.

For student-athletes, there was

minimal drop-off. Mens basket-

ball was perfect.

For football players, the rate

was 83 percent, which is higher

than Michigan, Cal, UCLA , and

Notre Dame, but not quite the

level of Northwestern and Duke.

The recruiting process begins in

the spring of a player's junior

year. Stanford uses several

recruiting services to compile a

list of thousands of players. Then

comes the initial screening

process: Players must have at

least a 3.0 GPA and 1,000 SAT.

This year, 285 players were

honored as All-Americans by

SuperPrep Magazine. Of those,

only 48 met Stanford's standards.

Surviving the first cut does not

guarantee ultimate acceptance.

Alexander passed several hurdles

before being rejected.

"I knew the entrance require-

ments were higher," said Schuler,

who has worked at Cal, Oregon,

Oregon State and Washington.

"But I didn't realize the amount

of time needed to do the research

and facilitate the recruiting

process. It's clearly a different

ballgame. The pool of athletes is

just so much smaller than what

other schools have to work with."

Stanford's success rate is much

higher. Most schools offer schol-

arships to 35 players and hope 20

accept. If Stanford has 20 schol-

arships available, it makes offers

to just 25 or 28 players.

It's a self-selecting process.

Recruits who meet Stanford's

standards and are interested

enough to complete the applica-

tion will probably accept a schol-

arship. They're like Tiger Woods,

who wrote Stanford a letter when

he was in the eighth grade, asking

what he needed to do in high

school to be admitted.

In May,, the coaches visjt high

schools to meet teachers, coun-

selors and coaches. They scruti-

nize transcripts and often find

inflated GPAs. Eliminate physi-

cal education, for instance, and a

3.2 quickly becomes a 2.6. If

there's a "D" in the junior year,

forget it. Hundreds of recruits

who passed the first cut are elim-

inated in the summer.

At this point, Lippman and

Evans join the process. They

review transcripts and advise the

coaches about potential rejec-

tions.

"We try to stop it before a rela-

tionship starts," Lippman said.

By September, the list is at 200 to

250 players. When fall grades

appear, and a second round of

SAT scores arrives, the list is

trimmed again.

Athlete applications are treated

exactly like non-athlete applica-

tions, with one excepfion: timing.

The admissions staff reviews

applications so recruits can be

notified before the signing period

begins in early February. (Non-

athletes are notified at the end of

March.) Each application is read

by three admissions directors,

and they don't miss a thing. Every

grade in every class is evaluated.

Was it a core class? Was it a

weighted class? Was it the most

advanced class offered in a par-

ticular discipline? How strong is

the school's overall curriculum?

This was Alexander's downfall.

Using its own standards, Stanford

determined that his 3.6 GPA was

actually closer to a 3.2, sources

said. It also found that he did not

take the most rigorous courses

available at St. Mary's and that

his sophomore grades were sub-

standard. Combine that with a

below-average SAT score, and he

was deemed a risk.

"They said my SATs were too

low and my lOth-grade GPA was

too low," Alexander said. "They

really caught me off guard. I only

took the SATs once. If I had

known it was too low, I could

have taken it again."

There is a significant discrep-

ancy between the academic cre-

dentials of athletes and non-ath-

letes. The average SAT score for

football players who entered

Stanford from 1994-97 was

1,176.

Lippman says the discrepancy

falls within Stanford's admissions

parameters. Many of the football

players or basketball players, or

golfers are considered "extraordi-

nary talents," much like a fabu-

lous poet who can't multiply frac-

tions."

"Most of the people close to the

athlefic department understand

what makes Stanford different,

and they appreciate it. If I stood

up before an alumni group and

said, "We're going back to the

Rose Bowl,' they'd all clap. But if

I said, "We're going back to the

Rose Bowl, but we have change

our admission standards to do it,'

they'd throw me out of the room.

They have no interest in that."
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*How do you like him now'

Jason Erb/UAB President

Toby Keith rocks Tippin Gymnasium

Toby Keith rides into Tippin
by Jen DeFazio

Clanon Call Manaping^ Editor

By the time the doors of Tippin

Gymnasium opened at 7 p.m., the

line for the Toby Keith concert

was past Pierce Science Center, as

well it should have been.

By the time I entered the premis-

es, just before 8 p.m., the gym was

packed. Both sides of the bleach-

ers were crammed with eager

Keith fans waiting for the show to

begin. The lower section floor

space was equally as crowded,

and I wedged my way between

cowboy hats and boots just to find

a suitable spot.

When I finally picked a location,

I surveyed my surroundings.

There were people of all ages, and

I couldn't even begin to count the

number of cowboy hats and Toby

Keith shirts. Now, I am a country

fan, but I never thought that fans

could range in age like the ones I

encountered waiting for Toby

Keith.

When the opening act hit the

stage the crowd went wild. Some

of the people around me who

seemed mild mannered succeeded

in proving me wrong; and

screamed in my ear.. .multiple

times. The group consisting of

three sisters from Pittsburgh made

an awesome headway for Toby

Keith.

At about 9 p.m., Toby Keith and

his band hit the stage; after the

crowd had been chanting his name

for more than ten mimutes. Keith

greeted the crowd and then pro-

ceeded to charm the fans with his

allotment of chosen hits.

After songs such as "Dream

Walkin'" and "Should Have Been

A Cowboy", Keith ended his per-

formance with the smash single

"How Do You Like Me Now."

After the concert I also had the

opportunity to join the fan club

and members of UAB backstage

to meet the artist.

After the evening was over, and

the cowboy hats were all gone, I

could honestly say that was one of

the best concerts 1 have attended.

National City robbery

suspect captured in a

Cincinnati airport

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

Paul Charles Schuenemann, of

310A Campbell Hall, was arrested

Wednesday afternoon in a

Cincinnati airport in connection

with the National City bank rob-

bery of a week ago.

Airport police officials moved in

on the Clarion University student,

Schunemann after several televi-

sion viewers tipped off the FBI

saying they saw the 20-year-old

freshman on "Direct Effect" a

MTV dance show Tuesday night.

Police were able to locate him

as he flew from New York to

Cincinnati.

Apparently Schunemann was on

his way to Florida for "Spring

Break" according to reports from

the FBI.

At the time of his arrest

Schuenemann was in possession

of "false" identification.

Schuenemann is a suspect in the

National City Bank robbery on

Feb. 13.

The suspect robbed National

City bank of approximately

$10,000 on Tuesday.

Schuenemann, a freshman, was

identified as a possible suspect

after police circulated pho-

tographs of Schuenemann on cam-

pus Friday.

The suspect was last seen in

Clarion Pa, Friday afternoon at

Campbell Hall.

The ones who know him best

describe him as "independent and

quiet" and a lover of basketball.

courtesy of www.bankguys.net

He was often seen by many stu-

dents frequenting the Rec Center.

Several students have said they

saw Schuenemann one day after

the robbery playing intramural

basketball Wednesday night at the

Rec Center.

Investigators were reported to

have searched his room in

Campbell Hall on Saturday.

Several items were removed but

were not identified.

Schuenemann will be moved to

a federal prison as he awaits

arraignment for the National City

robbery.
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New York City can be a place that is either loved or hated.

There really isn't a middle ground on the subject.

Even though everything is about ten times more expensive

in NYC than in any other place in the country, buying a hot

dog on the street is great! The delis are everything that they

are cracked up to be, and they are found on every block.

The city never sleeps. Where else but in New York could

a person party at a nightclub until six in the morning? Think

about it, at the same time of day one person is leaving for

work, while another is leaving a club. It's true, it's true.

Saying we love New York is so cliched, but we do. It's a

great city to visit or even Hve. It is filled with culture. There

is a plethora museums, concerts and musicals. Who would-

n't want to go to Broadway at least once?

Times Square is another great feature. It looks even bet-

ter in person than just watching the ball drop. Different

shops, studios, and restaurants are also wonderful spots to

stop.

Any city that has FAQ Schwartz, St. Patrick's Cathedral,

WWF New York, and the MTV studios is good in our book.

The mere experience of even window shopping at some of

those places is quite entertaining.

It has also been noted that the fattest squirrels in the world

are said to reside in Central Park. The myths of the bums

that walk around picking through garbage is also highly

overrated.

New York City at night is also one of the most beautiful

sights ever. From the top of the Empire State Building the

view of all of the lights is spectacular.

Simply visiting the sights and places that everyone talks

about, or that are seen on television is definitely a venture

that is recommended. New York City, 'The Big Apple,"

needs more than a weekend stay to take in all that it has to

offer.

. Let's face it, having a park in the middle of the city is just

plain cool.

BANK!
CAN THERE BE

Harold Berry didn't know that the

sole function of the Columbus,

Ohio, branch of the National City

Bank is to handle loan applica-

tions. So when he went in to rob

the place, he was quite surprised

to hear the assistant manager tell

him: "Sir, we don't have any cash

here." He fled and was arrested a

short time later for attempted rob-

bery. Bank employee Tom Louters

said, "He obviously didn't do his

research."

RETURNING
TO THE SCENE
OF THE
CRIME: Two 20-year-

old men broke into a home in

Tallahassee, Fla., and stole two

television sets, but were spotted

loading them into their sport utili-

ty vehicle by a neighbor who

called police. The burglars drove

off, but came back minutes later

because they realized they had

forgotten to steal the remote con-

trols. They got there just as police

arrived, and were arrested.

goats living on the property next

door have been spending their

evenings loudly and persistently

making love.

YO, ROCKY!
LOVE THE
NEW OUTFIT! i„

an effort to make escaped prison-

ers easier to spot. Sheriff Joseph

Gerace has ordered prisoners in

New York's Chautauqua County

Jail to wear black-and-white,

zebra-striped coveralls and pink

underwear. One con shrugged off

the new look. "What are you

going to do?" he said. "It's a jail."

DEAR HOME-
OWNER, FIRST:

OUR SINCERE
APOLOGIES:
Officials in Texarkana, Ark., ruled

that a house did not measure up to

the city's building codes, and so

sent a wrecking crew out to

demolish it. The crew mistakenly

knocked down the house across

the street instead. Attorneys have

become involved in the matter.

OTHERWISE, A
LOVELY
E

V

ENl! An extremely

drunk guest at a wedding in Tokyo

(a friend of the bride's father)

planted a great big wet kiss on the

shocked bride, who struggled to

escape his advances. Then the

drunk turned to the groom and

punched him in the face. He was

arrested, and later fined $30,500.

ALWAYS GAS
UP THE GET-
AWAY CAR: Tom

Bennett, 52, strolled into a conve-

nience store in Aiken, S.C.,

grabbed two cases of Budweiser

beer, and walked out without pay-

ing. He then attempted to flee the

scene in his pickup truck, but ran

out of gas almost immediately. It

happened so fast that a store

employee chasing the vehicle on

foot actually caught up with him.

Bennett was arrested.

LOVE IS IN

THE AIR: Queenie

Hollon has filed a noise complaint

with Prattville, Ala., officials

because the ruckus coming from

her neighbor's yard is keeping her

awake nights. More than a dozen
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Opinion
View from abroaa

'There isn't just one thing

that has nmde this experi-

ence jsuch an adventure, but

there have been some espe-

cially good highlights/*

Hide Park

Julie Miller

I've been in Malta for about six

weeks. Time seems to be flying

by. In these first six weeks, I have

made many new friends, seen

some of the most beautiful sites in

the world, and learned more than I

had ever imagined that I would.

Many of my new friends are

Maltese, several of whom will be

coming to Clarion University in

the fall. They are unbelievably

excited about coming to Clarion,

as I'm sure you will find out when

they arrive in late August.

I am currently living in an

International students' building. I

have also met people from all

over the world: China, Greece,

Libya, France, Spain, Italy and

the list goes on. Each has his or

her own interesting story to tell

and I am always eager to listen.

Just to be in a different country in

a daily learning experience is

itself. And of course, I've learned

many things from the University

of Malta. My classes are very

interesting. The professors are

very helpful and the Maltese stu-

dents are always waiting to hear

what my "American perspective"

is.

There isn't just one thing that

has made this experience such an

adventure, but there have been

some especially good highlights.

The weather is absolutely beau-

tiful. It is always sunny and there

is usually a gently breeze blow-

ing. I've not yet swam in the

Mediterranean Sea, but I do swim

three times a week in the universi-

ty's gorgeous, heated pool. I am

looking forward to swimming in

the sea however, when the water

warms up some.

The Mediterranean Sea is beau-

tiful. The water is clear. I took a

boat ride through some and out

into the sea last week.

See 'Hide Park* Page 5
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**We realize that other women are going to turn your head every once ui

|t|rM!e but this doesn^t give you the right to tell us about it^'

Debby Amon, Secretary

Editorial
I know that I have not datec

much in my life, but I still don't

understand many things that men

do and preconcepections that they

have about women and what we

want.

PDA. I don't understand why

men feel that it is uncool to show

affection to their girlfriends in

front of their friends. Guys are

completely different when they

are one on one with their girl-

friends and then when their

friends are around.

MOVIES. Why do guys

think it is so terrible to watch a so

called "chick flick". Do the

movies always have to have peo-

ple killing each other to keep your

interest?

PRESENTS. Whereto

begin. ..I don't understand why

guys feel bad when a girl buys

him presents. This goes into

equality in a relationship.

People need to think of all the

expenses. The guy normaly owns

the car while the girl doesn't.

This is a huge expense for the

man. Many girls don't think

about this. All the gas that he uses

to drive you around, why not buy

him things to make up for it?

Second, I don't understand why

guys think it is so hard to shop for

us. We like everything! (stuffed

animals, jewelry, flowers, roman-

tic dinners.)

I have been told that girls don't

like gift certificates because they

are not personal enough. I don't

understand this, I would be

thrilled. It doesn't have to be any-

thing big either.

Also getting a gift for no reason

means a lot more than getting

something for your birthday or

Valentine's Day. It means that

you are thinking of us even when

it's not a holiday.

DIRECTIONS, idont

understand why guys have such a

hard time asking for help when

they are lost.

Woman will ask as soon as pos-

sible when they are lost, but men

will drive around for hours before

they ask someone. It doesn't

make you less of a man or what-

ever you are thinking if you sim-

ply ask.

It actually makes you appear

smarter because you don't want to

waste your time trying to find a

place that you have no idea where

it is located.

See 'Men' Page 4
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OPINION
Call On You

What is your biggest pet peeve?

by: liz Potter

yef Chajfee

Speech TatfioCogy,

Junior

"Stupid obnoxious

people who feel the need

to talk."

%y[u %BersoU

Jresfiman, Communication

"People who lie to me."

Qrafiam 'Hermanns

^resfiman, Communication

"People that are late."

MeCanie Titus

Sophomore,

Communication

"People who talk about

you behind your back."

MenI Debby breaks down the cons of men, from Page 3.

TOYS. Men seem to never

grow up. They always have to

have their video games, comput-

ers, and entertainment systems.

When people say that the only

thing that changes between a boy

and a man is the size of their toys

is completly right.

Not that this is bad but they are

constantly having to get new

stuff because it has to be better

than their friends.

As soon as the new video game

system comes out to the stores

thay have to be the first person in

line to get it.

If they are not the first person

to get it, they feel like less of a

man.

Having these toys also seems

to be a nice excuse to ignore us.

It is not that much fun to sit

there and watch men play video

games. If you are going to play

them while we are with you . you

could at least let us play too.

...PMS. IT IS NOT AN
EXCUSE FOR EVERYTHING.
There are other reasons why we

get mad. Sometimes men just do

stupid things.

...OTHER GIRLS, we

realize that other women are

going to turn your head every

once in a while, but this doesn't

give you the right to tell us about

it.

We don't like to hear how

pretty this other girl is. Also it is

not fair that if we look at anoth-

er guy you assume that we are

cheating on you. We aren't.

...TACT. Men need to think

before they speak.

This is a simple concept so I

don't understand why men can 't

understand this.

Women are just going to have

to understand and deal with this

because I don't see it ever getting

any better.

Men don't mean to say these

tactless things, it just happens.

I understand, this but men have

to understand that sometimes it

can really hurt the feelings of the

woman in your life.

FIGHTS. Is it always the

girl's responsibilty to call after a

fight? It takes two to fight.

Calling doesn't mean that we

won. it simply means that you

care enough to fix the problem

now instead of letting it fester.

I am not saying that guys

should call every time, but

sometimes would be nice.

I don't want anyone to think

that I am a complete feminist,

because I am not.

I realize that these are also not

true of all men, but they are true

of most men.

No matter how sweet a man is

he can fall into one of these cat-

egories.

Reaching for the Stars

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by

J.P. Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The
Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To the Rec Center. I can't imagine Clarion without it. Hundreds of students use

the facility on a daily basis. It has something for everyone! The best $7.1 million

Clarion University has ever spent.

To UAB. I still feel that it is a bad idea to bring a country artist to a college campus.

But I have to give credit where credit is due. That was the first sold out concert at

Tippin Gym since I have been here. From the sounds of it, the crowd enjoyed the show. So I give you

three stars for selling out the spring concert; not an easy feat to accomplish.

To the "2001 Spring for Scholars Auction". I give it a mediocre two stars because both

sides have their valuable points. The serving of alcohol on campus is a controversial issue,

but I see Student Senate's side saying that they are trying to crack down on alcohol all togeth

er. They argue this does not portray a good image. I also see the University Foundation side in the fact

that they are grown adults, and they are going to do this responsibility. Overall in tiic grand scheme of

things it is a night to help the University, and I hope people don't lose sight of the fact that there will be

thousands of dollars raised to benefit Clarion students.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-

in-Chief J.P. Kenney. Ideas and views

expressed do not necessarily reflect that of

The Clarion Call staff. Please do not take

these comments to heart. They are all in

good fun and are meant as conversation

builders.
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OPINION
Letters to Editor

Professor upset at Call
Dear Editor:

I am writing to express my com-

plete dismay at the lack of cover-

age for the Clarion University

Theatre production of SONGS
FOR A NEW WORLD that was

presented in the Marwick-Boyd

Auditorium free of charge to stu-

dents last week. It is my under-

standing that University Relations

provided you with a photo and a

press release, and your decision to

ignore us is beyond confounding.

University Theatre is a student

organization funded by the

Student Association. While only

four student actors were on stage,

close to one hundred students par-

ticipated in the production by

playing in the pit band, working

backstage and in the construction

of the set and costumes. Why do

they not deserve coverage by their

student newspaper?

SONGS FOR A NEW WORLD
is a relatively new play with little

or no name recognition. While

we appreciate the ad that read,

"Come out and support CUP's

Theatre Department," surely you

recognize that an article with

information about the show

would have sparked more audi-

ence interest. We have often wel-

comed Call reporters at our dress

rehearsals so they can write

reviews in time for students to

read them to help them decide

whether or not to attend. Why
was this particular production

ignored?

It is unfortunate that both local

papers chose to also ignore our

press release, resulting in disap-

pointing attendance by the com-

munity despite the overwhelming

positive audience response and

nightly standing ovations

received by the performers. I

think many students on campus

would have enjoyed this perfor-

mance had you, their student

newspaper, seen fit to inform

them about it. I think you owe

the students involved in the

production as well as the students

who missed it because of your

lack of coverage, an apology.

Sincerely,

Marilouise Michel

Associate Professor

Speech Communication &
Theatre

Director/Choreographer,
SONGS FOR A NEW WORLD

DESTINTATHEATRESinthe
CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

CROUCHING TIGER pg-i;

11:35 4:30 9:30
(S«l Sim)

RECESS G
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00

DOWN TO EARTH PG-13|
12:00 2:15 4:30 6:45 9:15

Playing Fri. 23rd Until p
Thur. 1st M

.. .....^.^^^^^^^-.^^^^^-.V.^v:^^^^v.•.-:•>.V.«^VOTWM^^:!;|

Movie line i

227-2115
I

Check us out on the web at I
WWW.Destinta.com I

CHOCOUT PG-13

12:00 2:30 4:50 7:15 9:40

HANNIBAL
11:00 1:35 4:15 7:00 9:35

(Sat - Sun)

S4.50 Child & Senior

Student Discounts

Get a SI off wfien you stiow a

ClanonUniversiiylD

Valid aiimgtiis but Jijesaay

3000MI.TOGRACELAND R
11:15 1:50 4:20 7:00 9:30

Tuesday - |

Bargain Night i

MONKEYBONE PG-13
11:15 1:153:155:157:159:15

SWEET NOVEMBER PG-13
2:00 7:00

Remember you can catch the
Golden Eagle Express to the

theatre. Check out the schedule
of bus times.

liMMSlJ
:: :^: :::::>:;:::::: ::-:v;v:-Xs'<-x-x<-:-w^^

Ask about i

Frequent I
Movie Goer I
and our

^

Frequent 1
Popcorn i
Cards I

President explains alcohol at function

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank the Student

Senate for inviting me to attend

their Feb. 19 meeting to review

concerns about the Spring for

Scholars Auction scheduled for

Saturday, March 3, at the Student

Recreation Center. At the meet-

ing, it was suggested that I may

wish to address these concerns in

a letter to the editor of The
Clarion Call and I am pleased to

do so.

The Spring for Scholars Auction

is organized by the Clarion

University Alumni Association

which represents over 33,000 liv-

ing alumni of this institution. The

Alumni Association provides

valuable services including the

recruting of students, legislative

assistance and scholarship support

to benifit the students of Clarion

University. Over $130,000 for

scholarships has been raised by

the auction, now in its fourth year.

The auction annually attracts

over 300 people because of the

high quality of items provided by

alumni, faculty, staff and special

friends of the University.

Approximately 350 items have

been donated for this year's auc-

tion, including a week's vacation

in the Canary Islands, numerous

works of art, sports memorabilia,

and a host of other items and ser-

vices. The primary reason the

auction will be held on campus is

that there are no other facilities

available off campus and within

reasonable proximity that can

accommodate the number of

guests attending and the large

number of items that need to be

displayed for bidding. The

Alumni Association is paying a

rental fee for the use of the Rec

Center.

Members of the Student Senate

have raised concerns with my
approval of the serving of alcohol

at this event. Please know that I

did not make this decision without

carefully considering the conse-

quences. One of these is the sig-

nificant amount of scholarship

dollars that will be raised at the

auction. There is no doubt in my
mind that the availability of

increased scholarship dollars for

the students of Clarion University

is critical. The offering of a drink

for those who choose to have one

is a common practice at major

fund-raising events across the

System. In authorizing alcohol at

the auction, I also considered the

fact that students would not be on

campus during the time of the

event due to Winter break.

My decision to permit alcohol at

the Spring for Scholars Auction in

no way lessens my support for the

work of the University's Alcohol

and Violence Task Force or the

Student Senate's weekend pro-

gramming proposal. There is a

need to better understand the

issues surrounding high-risk and

underage drinking and to provide

healthy alternative activities for

students. I look forward to con-

tinuing to work with Student

Senate on these important issues.

Diane L. Reinhard

President

"T*WTT"

Blood Drive

p.m.

If you have a^y questions call the A -f*ti Ked Cross at 226-7040.

The Blood Drive is being spoa? ^ism

Hide ParkI Julie Miller lives it up in Malta, from Page 3.

The driver said that the water

was about fifty meters deep but I

could see the bottom with its col-

orful coral and fish. It was very

majestic.

The food here is very heavenly.

Maltese bread has to be the best in

the world. The hard crusted bread

is sold directly from the baker, so

it's always fresh and usually

warm. Due to the Italian influ-

ence, there is also a lot of pasta.

And, of course there is seafood

fresh from the sea.

One other thing that is nice

about being right in the middle of

the Mediterranean Seas is that I

am very close to many other coun-

tries. For my two week Easter

break, I am planning on touring

Europe by rail.

Also, with my student discount

and because we're within close

proximity, airfare to Sicily and

Tunisia are very reasonable.

Some of us are looking into going

to each, for a long weekend at

some point during our stay.

I can't think of just one word to

sum up my adventure so far. It

has just been too wonderful,

majestic, educational, eye open-

ing, beautiful, spectacular and

amazing. I am very thankful to be

here.

This trip was the chance of a

lifetime and it has certainly prov-

ing worthwhile. It is great to be in

Malta!

Julie Miller is a Clarion gradu-

ate who majored in Secondary

EdJ Physics. This Hide Park

originally ran in the March 17,

1994 edition
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OPINION
Lifestyles Editor responds to lack of coverage

by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

Dear Marilouise Michel,

I am bewildered AND offended

that you and your organization

should feel so neglected by my sec-

tion. Since my tenure as Lifestyles

Editor began in the fall of 1999, I

have been one of the staunchest sup-

porters of Clarion University's the-

atre department. I have published a

plethora of articles and reviews per-

taining to the myriad plays, musicals

and other productions held by the

department.

It is true that no press coverage of

"Songs For A New World" ran in

The Garion Call previous to its

run. No coverage, that is, as long as

you throw out the free info box that

ran in last week's paper (which

would have cost upwards of $25, the

going rate for an ad that size), and

the numerous mentions in the week-

ly Calendar of Events.

In the past, nearly EVERY major

theatre production here has received

Goodwill in

need of

clothing

donations

Goodwill Industries of

North Central Pa are

in need of clothing

donations.

All donated items

should be In good

condition.

For more information

on Goodwill

Industries programs

please call (814) 371"

2821 on -8000-371

-

1205.

either a preview, review, or both in

advance of, or during the show's

run. If you look in this week's issue,

you will see a review of "Songs For

A New World." (Also, you will see

your precious little photo. How
'bout that?) The only reason that the

review was not published during the

show's run was due to scheduling

conflicts. To be more specific. The

Clarion Call was published on

Wednesday, February 14 last week,

and that was the opening night of the

production.

You bring up die fact that review-

ers are welcome to come and review

a dress rehearsal of the show.

Number one; you should know as

well as I do (even more so, proba-

bly), that a dress rehearsal is not an

accurate representation of how a

show will turn out. It's the same as

me reviewing a demo of a musical

artist's latest album, and not the fin-

ished project. Number two; I can't

recall EVER receiving a call or invi-

tation to a dress rehearsal from you

or anyone else in your department.

I can't speak for past Lifestyles

Eiditors, but I feel that my coverage

ofCUP theatre events has been quite

extensive. Here's just a sampling of

the past two semesters:

On February 24, 2000 (Issue 5,

Volume 84), I ran a review of "Into

The Woods," by Jeff Chaffee. On
April 6, 2000 (Issue 9, Volume 84),

I ran a preview of "Isadora Duncan

Sleeps With The Russian Navy,"

courtesy of University Relations.

The production opened on April 11.

On April 13, 2000 (Issue 10, Volume

84), I ran a review of "Isadora

Duncan Sleeps With The Russian

Navy," by Jeff Say. The review was

published on Thursday, and the pro-

duction ran through Saturday night.

On September 28, 2000 (Issue 3,

Volume 85), I ran a preview of

'Tales Of Lost Formicans," courtesy

of University Relations. The pro-

duction ran from October 3-7. On
October 5, 2000 (Issue 4, Volume

85), I ran a review of 'Tales Of Lost

Formicans," by Tim Connors. The

production ran for two days after

that. Finally, on November 9, 2000

(Issue 9, Volume 85), I ran a review

of "Scenes And Revelations," by

Becky Thielet. The production ran

through November 11.

And that's just the past two semes-

ters. Ifyou want a complete list, Ms.

Michel, just come see me. Though I

can't imagine you would, as it just

ftuther supports my case.

Take a good long look at my title -

Editor. That means that I have con-

sent over what I cover. As much as

you would love it, I am NOT in the

business of free advertising for you

or any other department, just

because you feel it is your God-

given right to receive coverage.

Your lack of an audience is not my
fault, or of any other Clarion news-

paper, as you stated.

As for your wish for me to apolo-

gize to you and the theatre depart-

ment, well you can just keep on

wishing, because it'll never happen.

If anything, YOU owe ME an apol-

ogy for your unreasonable and

pompous letter, which took up valu-

able minutes of my life.

Sincerely,

Keith Blair Gwillim

i^nrrrwvrtwrwrm

NSSLHA
Spring vSeminar March 9

Voice treatment and working with

autistic children

Regiivtration 8 a.m.

k4K>m«» 250/252 Gemmell Student Complex

Sponsored by a studf«t non-pn>fit organization

Call CSi> department for registration fee.s and more inrortnation

at 593-2581,

Napster good idea, but has its faults
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Ed

The great debate of 2001 is

should it stay or go-Napster that

is. Who knew a 19-year-old

freshman sitting m his dormroom

bored out of his mind could cause

so much conflict?

Shawn Fanning has done just

that. Sitting in his Northeastern

University dorm room in 1999,

Fanning invented a system that

every college kid needed and

loved.

"Sharing music" Fanning

dubbed it. Two years later

Napster is a household name.

Musical legends have either dis-

agreed or agreed.

Metallica, the loudest of those

protesting testified before

Congress claiming Napster was

stealing their music.

But Napster has its supporters.

Dave Mattews Band has been

recently been quoted as saying

they endorse the music sharing

company.

Last year. Limp Bizkit put on

several free concerts sponsored by

Napster.

Napster is more than just Limp

Bizcuit versus Metallica.

Fanning is a young kid with a

great idea. I know if I had this

knowledge and capabilities I

would have done the same thing.

The guy is a genius. He knew

what kids his age wanted; and he

brought it to them.

With rising CD costs it made

sense-Fanning took an idea and

made it into a gold mine-Napster.

But I do see why artists are

upset. To tell you the truth I am

The guy is a genius. He knew what kids his

age wanted and he brought it to them. 99

-J.P. Kenney on Napster creator

Shawn Fanning

surprised

that bands

such as

Dave
Mattews
Band and

Limp
Bizkit are

supporting

Napster.

Metallica

does have a

good point.

Probably \»„„^
one of the

greatest rock bands of all-time has

made the most noise regarding

Napster. Lars Ulrich, drummer

has led the charge.

Think about if you were them.

They do have a valuable point.

Case in point; an avid Metallica

fan sees that Metallica is coming

out with a new album.

Instead of paying the $18.99,

fans of Metallica go to Napster

music community and download

the whole album onto a CD cost-

ing less than five dollars.

Metallica would lose money.

Now people are crying out saying

that they are greedy. Well, just

ask yourself would you be upset if

•you were in Metallica.

I bet your answer would be yes.

So, if I am not for Napster and not

for the bands who am I for.

I am for what they are going to

have to do, develop a different

idea of Napster.

A monthly fee. It will allow

Napster to set up something with

bands allowing them access to the

music and a way them to pay

compensation for their work.

Napster users will now have to

pay a monthly fee to get their

favorite bands music.

•But hey look at it this way; it

•will probably be cheaper than

buying CD after CD.
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News
Student Senate

Senators express concern for auction
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

F.4'.to^

President Diane L. Reinhard

addressed Clarion University

Student Senate, during Monday

night's meeting, about the upcom-

ing "Spring for Scholars" auction.

Senators expressed concern at

last week's meeting that alcohol

would be available at the March 3

auction, and that the auction is in

the Student Recreation Center.

Dr. Reinhard, along with Mr.

Harry Tripp, Vice President of

University Advancement,

explained the rationale they used

in deciding to approve the event.

According to Dr. Reinhard, the

recreation center is an auxiliary

facility. Although the recreation

center runs on a student fee basis,

the commonwealth owns the actu-

al building. Other auxiliary build-

ings include the Gemmell Student

Complex, Chandler Dining Hall,

Keeling Health Center, and the

residence halls.

One major reason Dr. Reinhard

approved the offering of liquor at

the auction is the amount of

money it has raised in the past.

Last year, the auction brought in

$50,000 of scholarship money.

Over the past three years, the auc-

tion has raised $130,000. Dr.

Reinhard said the auction directly

benefits Clarion University stu-

dents.

Another reason Dr. Reinhard

provided was the amount of

money and time devoted to the

auction by faculty, community

members, and alums.

In addition, the University

would not actually sell the liquor.

The event planners worked

through the Liquor Control Board

to find another agency, the

American Legion, which has the

approval to sell liquor.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

President Reinhard addressed Student Senate's concerns

regarding ttie upcoming "Spring for Sctiolars" auction. Tiie

event is being tield in the Student Rec. Center. The event
wiii feature open and cash bars.

One stipulation Dr. Reinhard

created was to have the auction on

an evening when students would

not be on campus for classes.

In addition to these factors, Dr.

Reinhard discussed some nega-

tive aspects of her decision.

She said, "I would rather do it

off campus. We do not have a

facility that will allow us to do

that." There is no nearby location

that would be large enough to dis-

play all the auction items or the

large crowd of people expected to

attend.

Another con Dr. Reinhard faced

is the possibility that she would

give the impression of not sup-

porting Student Senate's work

with the Task Force and Weekend

Program Initiative. However, Dr.

Reinhard said Student Senate is

primarily targeting underage

and/or abusive binge drinking.

During a question-answer ses-

sion. Parliamentarian Bill Isbir

asked if anyone could attend the

auction. President Reinhard said

anyone could purchase a ticket for

$20. However, only those indi-

viduals of legal drinking age

would have the option to drink. In

addition, most people expected to

attend the auction, based on prior

experiences, are of legal drinking

age.

Senator Jared Dickinson and

Senator John Shavulsky were

each concerned with the place-

ment of the words, "Cash Bar"

and "Open Bar" on the advertise-

ments for the auction.

Dr. Reinhard said, "Part of the

problem is the way in which it

was communicated." She said

they should have provided more

information concerning the back-

ground and purpose of the func-

tion.

Senator Dave Snyder raised the

question of whether or not it was

necessary to serve alcohol for the

event to be a success. Dr.

Reinhard said there are many

other events in which alcohol is

not an option. Mr. Tripp offered

Alumni Day, Homecoming, and

pre-football game parties as

examples. In addition, Mr. Tripp

said he thinks not offering alcohol

would hurt attendance at the auc-

tion. People may not attend

www.theclarioncall.com
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President Reinhard

announces to Faculty

Senate that the bank

robber is a Clarion

University student.

See Page 8.

Clarion University

will host the 18th

Annual Women's
Conference.

For more details.

See Page 8.

unless there was some major affil-

iation, such as a class reunion, to

draw them in.

Dr. Reinhard further explained

she only approves liquor at one

other on-campus event. The other

event is Chamber Day in

Chandler Dining Hall for the

sponsors of ALF. She has autho-

rized liquor for outside residence

events five times during her 11

years as president of Clarion

University.

Dr. Reinhard said, "All deci-

sions are not clearly black or

white... the pros outweighed the

cons."

Dr. Reinhard feels comfortable

the decision she made is in the

students' best interests.

However, some members of

Senate still disagreed with Dr

•Reinhard's decision.

Senate President Brian Sowa

said, "I feel Senate understands

Dr. Reinhard is in a difficult situ-

ation. However, Senate continues

to disagree with the decision to

condone alcohol on a dry cam-

pus."

Upon returning from an execu-

tive session. Treasurer Ben

Chervenak moved to approve a

new Resolution regarding alcohol

on campus.

The Resolution states:

Whereas, The Clarion University

of Pennsylvania campus is to be a

"dry-campus" for both the stu-

dents and University's benefit.

Whereas, The University admin-

istration has increased efforts to

combat student alcohol use on and

off campus in recent months.

Whereas, The Clarion University

Student Senate has joined in

efforts to combat student alcohol

use on and off campus in recent

months.

Whereas, The Clarion University

Foundation is holding their

"Spring for Scholars" auction in

the Student Recreation Center on

Saturday, March 3,2001.

Whereas, At the "Spring for

Scholars" auction, there shall be

an open and cash bar in the

Student Recreation Center.

Resolved, That the Clarion

University Student Senate strong-

ly disagrees with the Clarion

University Foundation serving

and selling alcohol on campus.

Be it Further Resolved, That the

Clarion University Student Senate

strongly encourages the

University President to review the

policy allowing alcohol on cam-

pus for certain events.

Be it Further Resolved, That the

Clarion University Student Senate

feels the University President

should ban all alcohol on campus

with the exception of her private

residence and Resident Directors

apartments.

The motion to approve the

Resolution passed 13-5-0.

Senate also passed a motion by

Vice President Drew McWilliams

to approve the amended Weekend

Program Initiative by a 17-0-0

vote.

See 'Senate' Page 10

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Sarah Callero was elected

this week's Student Senator

of the Weel<

Faculty member, Dr.

Arthur Barlow,

reports on college

newspaper theft.

For the story.

See Page 9.

For the latest in

campus crime,

check out the

Public Safety

Blotter,

On Page 10.
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Faculty Senate

Reinhard comments on robbery suspect
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary

President Reinhard announced

that a Clarion student was identi-

fied as the alledged bank robber.

The university is trying to make

the best of this situation. They

are doing the best to coorperate

with the police in their investiga-

tion without violating the rights

of the students involved.

Arrangements have been made

for the roommate so that this will

not interfere with his education.

Reinhard also announced that

August Wilson will be accepting

this year's honory degree at grad-

uation in the spring. They hope

to have people speak about their

reactions to his work at the cere-

mony.

The Student Senate representa-

tive, Andrew Barnes, announced

to Faculty Senate about the

suscess of the Toby Keith con-

cert.

The concert was a good money

maker and the concert was sold

out completely.

Student Senate also agreed to

the spending of $548 to buy a

television set for the lobby by the

Student Organizations.

Barnes announced that the

Senate is planning a trip to

Harrisburg on March 7, for

National Advocacy Day. They

are planning this trip to obtain

more money for the students.

Student Senate addressed their

concerns about the social func-

tion that will be held over winter

break in the Rec. Center. This

event is for the faculty, the com-

munity, and students who are

over 2 1

.

The concern about this function

is that alcohol will be served on

campus. The Senate believes

that this is a double standard

between the faculty and the stu-

dents.

Dr. Reinhard addressed these

concerns by saying that this fuc-

tion is being held in a building

Liz Potter/the Clarion Call

Reinhard announced that the National City banl< robber

suspect was identified as a Clarion University student.

Reinhard also had to answer questions regarding this

Saturday's "Spring for Scholar's" auction.

that is not owned by the students,

unlike the bookstore.

Reinhard also said that the stu-

dents will be on break and they

couldn't find another building

that would work for the event

except the Rec. Center.

Student Senate also announced

at the meeting that they will now

be recognizing the Bar Bell Club

as an organization.

The group was able to raise a

lot of money for the Toys for Tots

this past Christmas.

Clarion to host 18th Annual Women's Conference
by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University of Pennsylvania will be

hosting its 18th Annual Women's Conference

on March 30-31, 2001. The theme for this

year is "Women in Focus: What is the Future

of Feminism?" The conference will be held in

Hart Chapel and Founders Hall.

Dr. Susan Prezzano, assistant professor of

anthropology, is the conference co-chairman.

"This should be an exciting conference.

There is a little bit for everyone, and it is

accessible to the academic community and

surroundmg community." said Prezzano.

She also said that in order to increase the

contact with the Clarion community, a

Community Liaison Subcommittee was

formed this year.

"Dr. Deborah Burghardt is chairing the sub-

committee and is speakmg to human resource

groups in town about the conference. The sub-

committee will serve as the hospitality com-

mittee at the conference. Upon request, they

will pair up with any newcomers to the con-

ference," Prezzano said.

In order to reduce any existing barriers that

may have kept people from coming, the regis-

tration fee for Saturday of the conference has

been reduced. It is now $15 and $8 for stu-

dents and senior citizens pre-registered.

On Friday, March 30, the conference begins

at 2 p.m. with free workshops that will be

focused on staff development. All members of

the university and the community are invited

to attend the sessions.

In the evening, there will be a Clarion

This should be an exciting

conference. There is a little bit

for everyone, and it is accessi-

ble to the academic community

and surrounding community. 99

-Dr. Susan Prezanno

University Theatre performance of "The

Quilters" by Molly Newman and Barbara

Damashek.

The performance, directed by Ed Powers,

will start at 8 p.m. in Hart Chapel. "The

Quilters" is about the life of a pioneer woman

and her six daughters. The creation of a quilt

is the symbolic representation of their lives.

This performance is free and open to every-

one,

Saturday, March 31, will be an all-day par-

ticipatory experience. Beginning at 8:30 a.m.,

Clarion University President Diane L.

Reinhard will be officially welcoming every-

one at 9:15 a.m.

The keynote speaker, Karen Warren, will fol-

low at 9:30 a.m.. Warren is an ecofeminist

philosopher in the philosophy department at

Macalester College in St. Paul, MN.

Her scholarly interests lie in feminist philos-

ophy, particularly ecofeminist philosophy, and

environmental ethics. Her latest book is

"Economist Philosophy: A Western

Perspective on What It Is and Why It Mattes."

She also a teaches and gives presentations in

critical thinking, ethics, social and political

philosophy, peace studies, the history of

women philosophers, and philosophy for chil-

dren.

Warren can be described as a "street philoso-

pher" because she feels philosophy holds rele-

vance to people of any age, culture, geograph-

ic, and socioeconomic contest.

She has been a teacher to various students

including children in grades K-12; elertientary

and secondary school teachers, and adminis-

trators; prison inmates whose educational

experiences range from third grade to college;

college and university audiences; civic groups

that include women's and environmenta!

groups: and businesses such as Barnes &
Noble Booksellers.

Scheduled for 10:30 a.m.-noon and 2-4 p.m

are breakout sessions and workshops. The

reading of the winning essay in the Annual

Women's Conference Essay contest will te

presented at the noon luncheon at Chandler-

Dining Hall.

Catherine Joslyn and Akiko Kotani, two of

the three featured artists, and Anne Wolf in

Sanford Gallery's "Atavistic Threads" exhibit

will be presented in a reception and artist's

presentation in Sanford Gallery, Marwick-

Boyd Fine Arts Building. This is scheduled at

4:30p.m..

On Saturday evening, the conference will

end with a performance by Alix Olson.

Prominent in the New York City and National

Spoken Word Scenes, he is the National Slam

Poetry Champion. Slam poetry is the combi-

nation of poetry and performance.

See 'Women's Conference', Page 10

student Senate

Elections

Student Senate elec-

tions are soon approach-

ing. Senate is looking

for qualified candidates

to fill all twenty seats of

the 2001-2002 Student

Senate. There are many
reasons to become a

senator:

*The honor of represent-

ing the Clarion University

of Pennsylvania student

body

*lncreased awareness of

campus events, prob-

lems, and current issues

relevant to social and

academic life

*The opportunity to

develop and implement

tniatfves to improve stu

dent life

*Attend luncheons, din-

ner meetings, and con-

ferences with influential

organizations, staff, and

administration

*Become one of the 20

most influential students

on campus

If you feel that you are

ready to be "A Driving

Voice" of Clarion

University, visit the

Student Senate office

located in Room 269

Gemmell to pick up an

application. For more

iaformaticn, contact the

Student Senate office at

393-2318 or email at

senate@clarion.edu

Got a hot

news tip,

call

Amy at

393-2380.
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Theft of college newspapers continues
by Dr. Arthur H. Bariow

Clarion Call Advisor

Since the winter of '99, campus

theft has claimed 53,670 issues of

college newspapers. Reported

thefts on 18 campuses across

America's geography:

Connecticut to California; Lake

Superior to Mississippi.

If there is a single core element,

it is the realization that simply

stealing the print product itself

effectively stifles free speech.

If there is confusion among the

thieves, it is about the severity of

their actions.

This epidemic, which the

Student Press Law Center

(SPLC) detected at an early infes-

tation stage and assiduously

tracks, is exacerbated by lack-

adaisical administrations who all

too often fail to perceive the

essential violation of free speech,

and in some instances, can be the

perpetrators themselves.

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRU5TSERVICE5 TU ITI ON F I N ANCI NG

Tax-deferred solutions

from TIAA-CREF can

help you reach your

retirement goals faster.

When you're investing for retirement, the adage

"never put off until tomorrow what you can do today"

doesn't apply to taxes.

That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes

can add up to significantly more money for you—

money you can use to supplement your pension and

Social Security.

Let our consultants show you all the advantages of tax

deferral, or call us for a free tax-savings calculator.

Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs), IRAs and

other tax-saving solutions—along with TIAA-CREF's

low expenses and solid history of performance—can

help you invest tax smart today so that you can reach

your retirement goals faster in the years to come.

*Note; Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59K may be

subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

TAX DEFERRAL MAKESA DIFFERENCE

$102,068

Tix-deftmd savings after taxes*

$67,514

Afler-tax savings

In this hypothetical exampie, setting aside $100 a month

in a tax-deferred investmeni with an 8% retam in a 28%

tax bracket shows belter growth after 30 years than the

same net amount put into a savings account. Tola! returns

and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield

may vary. The chart above is presented for illusu-ative

purposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or

predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or

reflect expenses.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org
For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800 842 2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read tt»em carefuly before

you invest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc and lieachers Personal investors Sconces, ^. distribute securities products.

• Teachers msurvKe and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New Vbrk, NY issue insurance and

annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FS8 provides trust services. • Investment products are not FOIC insured, may lose value and are

not bank guaranteed. O 2001 leactiers Insurance and Annuity Association -College Retirement Equities Fund, New York. NY 01/04

At Skidmore College, 1,200

copies of the Skidmore News

were stolen by the admissions

director because the issue con-

tained a story about a recent anti-

gay hate crime. Eventually the

Skidmore College administration

issued a letter of reprimand,

required the admissions director

to attend lectures on the nature of

academic freedom, and fined the

admissions director $700, the

cost of the papers removed.

At Ohio State, an employee at

the school's athletic department

threw away inserts in the Lantern

because he disliked the cover and

an inside column. The Athletic

Director agreed to pay for the

advertisements lost in the

destroyed copies.

At Villanova University in

Pennsylvania, the entire press run

of the Conservative Column was

ordered to be removed because

the students did not have a right

to distribute the newspaper on

campus; they needed an advisor.

However, the director of stu-

dent development, in a message

left on the co-editor's answering

machine said, "We obviously

have some serious concerns

about the content of the

Conservative Column." In com-

menting on the advising role, the

director of student development

noted, "Our standpoint was that

they needed an advisor to advise

them on these fairness and

responsibility issues because they

were definitely attacking faculty

members."

Perhaps the most egregious

case emanates, from Yeshihva

University in New York where

the administration has apparently

suppressed the YU Commentator

for years. Their modus operandi

was removal of the campus

paper.

Whenever major speakers were

coming to campus or when the

university had open house days

for prospective students, copies

which contained articles critical

of the Yeshiva administration,

including one about removal of

the papers, were also taken.

The string of removals prompt-

ed the Commentator to send

repeated letters to Yeshiva

administrators. The letters did

not resolve the issue, so the

newspaper threatened legal

action and contacted The New
York Times, which published a

story about the administrators'

actions.

>
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The Commentator received a

letter from administrators on

December 14, 1999, saying that

they would not remove the news-

papers again. Enclosed in the let-

ter was a reimbursement check

for $1,850.

Of course, not all papers are

taken by the administration. At

Ocean County College, NJ, a dis-

gruntled student removed papers

because of a controversial com-

mentary about his behavior.

At Yale, copies of a campus

humor magazine were taken

because members of Secret

Societies were named. At Lake

Superior State University in

Michigan, the writer of a letter to

the Editor took copies of the

Compass when he received criti-

cism for his rebuke of campus

RAs.

In other instances, candidates

for office and members of sports

teams took copies of publications

critical of performance and posi-

tions.

At Hofstra, insert advertise-

ments containing holocaust revi-

sionist essays were removed from

the Chronicle. Because the stu-

dent reassembled the issues after

being apprised of the possibility

of a stiff fine, charges have not

been pressed.

One outcome at Hofstra is a

forum co-sponsored by the

Provost's office and the student

newspaper discussing the issues

that surfaced with the publica-

tion.

Of the advertisements content.

Chronicle editor Shawna Van

Ness said, "Instead of burying

your head in the sand and pre-

tending like these people don't

exist, you deal with them by

countering their claims with fac-

tual information."

The most effective weapon

blunting theft as a means of deny-

ing free speech is legal action.

This article was first published

by the "Publishers'Auxiliary" on

January 22, 2001.
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Faculty Senate

Reinhard comments on robbery suspect
by Dcbby Anion

Clarion Tall Secretary

President Reinhard annoutKed

that a Clarion student was identi-

fied as the alledged bank robber.

The university is trying to make

the best oi this situation. They

are doing the best to coorperate

with the police in their investiga-

tion without violating the rights

of the students involved.

Arrangements have been made

for the roommate so that this will

not interfere with his education.

Reinhard also announced that

August Wilson will be accepting

this year's honory degree at grad-

uation in the spring. They hope

to have people speak about their

reactions to his work at the cere-

mony.

The Student Senate representa-

tive, Andrew Barnes, announced

to Faculty Senate about the

suscess oi the Toby Keith con-

cert.

The concert was a good money

maker and the concert was sold

out completely.

Student Senate also agreed to

the spending of $548 to buy a

television set for the lobby by the

Student Organizations.

Barnes announced that the

Senate is planning a trip to

Harnsburg on March 7, for

National Advocacy Day. They

are planning this trip to obtain

more money for the students.

Student Senate addressed their

concerns about the social func-

tion that will be held over winter

break in the Rec. Center. This

event is for the faculty, the com-

munity, and students who are

over 2 1

.

The concern about this function

is that alcohol will be served on

campus. The Senate believes

that this IS a double standard

between the faculty and the stu-

dents.

Dr. Reinhard addressed these

concerns by saying that this fuc-

tion is being held in a building

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Reinhard announced that the National City bank robber

suspect was identified as a Clarion University student.

Reinhard also had to answer questions regarding this

Saturday's "Spring for Scholar's" auction.

that is not owned by the students,

unlike the bookstore.

Reinhard also said that the stu-

dents will be on break and they

couldn't find another building

that would work for the event

except the Rec. Center.

Student Senate also announced

at the meeting that they will now

be recognizing the Bar Bell Club

as an organization.

The group was able to raise a

lot of money for the Toys for Tots

this past Christmas.

Clarion to host 18th Annual Women's Conference
by Su.san Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University o\ Pennsylvania w ill be

hosting Its 18th Annual Women's Conference

on March 30-31, 2001. The theme for this

year is '"Women in Focus: What is the Future

of Feminism?" The conference will be held in

Hart Chapel and Founders Hall.

Dr. Susan Prezzano, assistant professor of

anthropok^gy, is the confc: o-chairman.

"This should he an exciting conference.

There is a little bit for everyone, and it is

accessib'e t.» the academic community and

suiTounding community." s;iid Piez/ano

She also :-.aid sha!
'

' to increase the

contac; '

' . Cianuu communis a

Commiiiiuj Lijison ^i-'-v-nniniitt --^ is

formed this year.

"'Dr. Deborah Burghaidi i> chairing the suh-

committee and is speaking to human resourt-c

groups in tov.ii abour the conference. The su''

committee will seive a^ the hospualiiN cian-

mittee at the conference. Upon request, the)

will pair up with any newcomers to the con-

ference," Prezzano said.

In order to reduce any existing barriers that

may have kept people from coming, the regis-

tration fee for Saturday of the conference has

been reduced. It is now $15 and S8 for stu-

dents and senior citizens pre-registered.

On Friday, March 30, the conference begins

at 2 p.m. with free workshops that will be

focused on staff development. All members of

the universit) and the community are invited

to attend the sessions.

In the evening, there will be a Clarion

This should be an exciting

conference. There is a little bit

for everyone, and it is accessi-

ble to the academic community

and surrounding community. §§

-Dr. Susan Prfzanno

lJni\ersity Pheatre j.^-rtnirnance of "'The

Quilteis" by M(m1> Nc and Barbara

Damashek.

The pciformanre, dire.'icd by Fd Powers,

v\ill start at 8 p.m. ni Hart Chapei. "The

QuiUers" is about the life ot a pumecr v-oman

and her six daughters. The creation of a qtnlt

IS the sMtibolic representation of their lives,

fhis performance is free and open to evcry-

Moe.

•»aturdav. Mar' h \si!i ne an ai!-da> par-

ticipatory experience. Beginning at S:30 a.m.,

C1;iru)n University Piesident Diane I..

Rctnhard will be officially welcoming every-

one at 9:15 am
The keynote >peakcr. Karen Warren, will fol-

low at 9:30 a.m.. Warren is an ecofeminist

philosopher in the philosophy department at

Macalester College in St. Paul, MN.

Her scholarly interests lie in feminist philos-

ophy, particularly ecofeminist philosophy, and

environmental ethics. Her latest book is

"Economist Philosophy: A Western

Perspective on What It Is and Why It Mattes."

She also a teaches and gives presentations in

critical thinking, ethics, social and political

philosophy, peace studies, the history of

women philosophers, and philosophy for chil-

dren.

Warren can be described as a "street philoso-

pher" because she feels philosophy holds rele-

vance to people of any age, culture, geograph-

ic, and socioeconomic contest.

She has been a teacher \o various students

including children in grades K-12; elefnentary

and secondary school teachers, and adminis-

trators; pnDn inmates whose educational

experiences range from third grade to college,

college and universiiy audiences; civic group-

th'it ir'cliidc won- 'n. ironm=- ;

.'

gruips; and busiot .ch as Barm-

,

Noble Booksellers,

Schcduii'd lor 10:30 am-nsion and 2

arc biciikoui -,cssions and workshop-

reading of the winning ' m the r--

Women'.'-. Ccu.fercnce '..-.-.uj. contest will .

presenied at fhe noon luncheon at Clianc.'u-

Dining H;';il.

Catherine ."••slyn and Akiko Koiani.lwo ):

the three featured aiiisis. and Anne Wolian

Sanford Gallery's ".Atavistic Threads" exhib;'

will be presenied m a reception and artist's

presentation in Sanford Gallery, Marwick-

Boyd Fine Arts Building. This is scheduled at

4:30p.m..

On Saturday evening, the conference will

end with a performance by Alix Olson.

Prominent in the New York City and National

Spoken Word Scenes, he is the National Slam

Poetry Champion. Slam poetry is the combi-

nation of poetry and performance.

See 'Women's Conference', Page 10

Student Senate

Elections

Student Senate elec-

tions are soon approach-

ing. Senate Is looking

for qualified candidates

to fill all twenty seats of

the 2001-2002 Student

Senate. There are many

reasons to become a

senator:

*The honor of represent-

ing the Clarion University

of Pennsylvania student

body

*lncreased awareness of

campus events, prob-

lems, and current issues

relevant to social and

academic life

*The opportunity to

develop and implement

iniatives to improve stu-

dent fife

*Attend luncheons, din-

ner meetings, and con-

ferences with influential

organizations, staff, and

administration

*Become one of the 20

most influential students

on campus

If you feel that you are

ready to be "A Driving

Voice" of Clarion

University, visit the

Student Senate office

boated in Room 269

Gemmeli to pick up ari

application For mnrc^

information

•itudent ^o. i 1.4 i I— V> 1 J ^

393-231 B^

senate^ -.;;c iwn.tiuu

Got a hot

news tip,

call

Amy at

393-2380.

Theft of college newspapers continues
by Dr. Arthur \\. Barlow

Clarion Call Advisor

Since the winter of '99, campus

theft has claimed 53,670 issues of

college newspapers. Reported

thefts on 18 campuses across

America's geography:

Connecticut to California; Lake

Superior to Mississippi.

If there is a single core element,

it is the realization that simply

stealing the print product itself

effectively stifles free speech.

If there is confusion among the

thieves, it is about the severity of

their actions.

This epidemic, which the

Student Press Law Center

(SPLC) detected at an early infes-

tation stage and assiduously

tracks, is exacerbated by lack-

adaisical administrations who all

too often fail to perceive the

essential violation of free speech,

and in some instances, can be the

perpetrators themselves.

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION Fl NRNCI NG

Tax-deferred solutions

from TIAA-CREF can

help you reach your

retirement goals faster.

When you're investing for retirement, the adage

"never put off until tomorrow what you can do today"

doesn't apply to taxes.

That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes

can add up to significantly more money for you

—

money you can use to supplement your pension and

Social Security

Let our consultants show you all the advantages of tax

deferral, or call us for a free tax-savings calculator.

Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs), IRAs and

other tax-saving solutions—along with TIAA-CREF's

low expenses and solid history of performance—can

help you invest tax smart today so that you can reach

your retirement goals faster in the years to come.

*Nole. Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59K may be

subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

TAX DEFERRAL MAKES A DIFFERENCE

$102,068

t^x-deferred savings after taxes*

$67,514

Aft«-iax savings

$100 per month for 30 years

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month

in a tax -deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28%

tax bracket shows better growth after 30 years than the

same net amount put into a savings account. Total returns

artd principal value of Investments will fluctuate, and yield

may vary. The chart above Is presented for illustrative

purposes only and does not reflect actual perfonnance, or

predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or

reflect expenses.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it/

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org
For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800 842 2733, ext 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before

you invest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, inc and Teachers Personal investors Services, Inc distribute securities products.

• Teachers insurance and Annuity Associatiofi (TIAA), New York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and

annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are

not bank guaranteed. © 2001 Tieachers Insurance and Annuity Association -College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04

At Skidmore College. 1,200

copies of the Skidmore News

were stolen by the admissions

director because the issue con-

tained a story about a recent anti-

gay hate crime. Eventually the

Skidmore College administration

issued a letter of reprimand,

required the admissions director

to attend lectuies on the nature of

academic freedom, and fined the

admissions director $700, the

cost of the papers removed.

At Ohio State, an employee at

the school's athletic department

threw away inserts in the Lantern

because he disliked the cover and

an inside column. The Athletic

Director agreed to pay for the

advertisements lost in the

destroyed copies.

At Villanova University in

Pennsylvania, the entire press run

of the Conservative Column was

ordered to be removed because

the students did not have a right

to distribute the newspaper on

campus; they needed an advisor.

However, the director of stu-

dent development, in a message

left on the co-editor's answering

machine said, "We obviously

have some serious concerns

about the content of the

Conservative Column." In com-

menting on the advising role, the

director of student development

noted, "Our standpoint was that

thev needed an advisor to advise

them on these fairness and

responsibility issues because they

were definitely attacking faculty

members."

Perhaps the most egregious

case emanates, from Yeshihva

University in New York where

the administration has apparently

suppressed the YU Commentator

fox years. Their modus operandi

was removal of the campus

paper.

Whenever major speakers were

coming to campus or when the

university had open house days

for prospective students, copies

which contained articles critical

of the Yeshiva administration,

including one about removal of

the papers, were also taken.

The string of removals prompt-

ed the Commentator to send

repeated letters to Yeshiva

administrators. The letters did

not resolve the issue, so the

newspaper threatened legal

action and contacted The New
York Times, which published a

story about the administrators'

actions.

The Ci)mmeniator received a

letter from administrators on

December 14, 1999, saying that

they would not remove the news-

papers again. Enclosed in the let-

ter was a reimbursement check

for $1,850.

Of course, not all papers are

taken by the administration. At

Ocean County College, NJ, a dis-

gruntled student removed papers

because of a controversial com-

mentary about his behavior.

At Yale, copies of a campus

humor magazine were taken

because members of Secret

Societies were named. At Lake

Superior State University in

Michigan, the writer of a letter to

the Editor took copies of the

Compass when he received criti-

cism for his rebuke of campus

RAs.

In other instances, candidates

for office and members of sports

teams took copies of publications

critical of performance and posi-

tions.

At Hofstra, insert advertise-

ments containing holocaust revi-

sionist essays were removed from

the Chronicle. Because the stu-

dent reassembled the issues after

being apprised of the possibility

of a stiff fine, charges have not

been pressed.

One outcome at Hofstra is a

forum co-sponsored by the

Provost's office and the student

newspaper discussing the issues

that surfaced with the publica-

tion.

Of the advertisements content.

Chronicle editor Shawna Van

Ness said, "Instead of burying

your head in the sand and pre-

tending like these people don't

exist, you deal with them by

countering their claims with fac-

tual information."

The most effective weapon

blunting theft as a means of deny-

ing free speech is legal action.

This article was first published

by the "Publishers Auxiliary" on

Januarx 22, 2001.
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Senatel Reinhard answers questions concerning the Spring for Scholars auction, from

Page 7.

In other business, Treasurer Chervenak reported

the following account balances: Large Item

Capital, $434,651.10; Capital, $115,941.63;

Supplemental Reserve, $26,548.53; and

Supplemental, $5,482.

Treasurer Chervenak moved to allocate $1,850

from the Capital Account to the Clarion Speech

and Debate Team for a new computer, pending the

approval of Dr. Reinhard. The motion carried 17-

0-1.

Next Treasurer Chervenak moved to allocate

$4,339 from the Supplemental Reserve account to

the American Marketing Association for a national

conference. The motion passed 18-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak informed Senate that

President Reinhard recently approved the purchas-

es of new furniture for the Visual Arts Club, a TV
for outside the Senate/UAB offices, a new comput-

er for Interhall Council, and new costumes for

Show Choir.

President Brian Sowa, as well as President

Reinhard, were selected to serve on the Search

Committee due to the departure of Chancellor

McCormick.

According to President Sowa, Advocacy Day is

Monday, March 26 in Harrisburg.

Vice President McWilliams announced Dr.

Martinez would visit Clarion University to

enhance multi-culture. He would be speaking on

Trends and Cuban Art.

According to Senator Tom Clopp, the Toby Keith

concert, sponsored by UAB this past Sunday, was

very successful. He announced a possible upcom-

ing bus trip to Toronto after break to see the Lion

King.

According to Senator Andrew Barnes, Clarion

University will give an honorary degree to August

Wilson, an African American playwright from

Pittsburgh.

The next Unity Night is Thursday, March 15 at

7:00 p.m. in Wilkinson Hall, according to a repre-

sentative from the Black Student Union.

Senator Farhard Hussain announced applications

for Student Senate are available in Room 269

Gemmcll.

"Senator of the Week," Sarah Callaro, said,

"People should run for Student Senate because it

lets you know all the things the school has to

offer."

The next Student Senate meeting is

Monday, March 5, 2001 at 7:30 p.m. in 246

Gemmell.

Women's Conference! The theme of the conference is "Women in Focus: What is the

Future of Feminism?", from Page 8.

Olson can be seen in Hart

Chapel at 8p.m.

Friday's events are all free and

everyone in the university and

surrounding community are invit-

ed. However, there is a registra-

tion fee for Saturday's events.

The registration fee is $15 per

person and $8 for students and

senior citizens. Registrations are

due by March 17.

To register, provide name,

address, a daytime phone number,

and a check made payable to

Clarion University, and send it to

Women's Conference 2001,

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania, Continuing

Education, 840 Wood St., Clarion,

PA 16214-1232.

Registration is also made possi-

ble on the World Wide Web at

http://www.clarion.edu/admin/soc

equ/pcsw/wcOl http://www.clari-

on.edu/admin/socequ/pcsw/wc01

.

Registrations made on Saturday

are $20 each and $10 each for stu-

dents and senior citizens.

There is sponsorship available

to those students and others who

cannot pay the fee.

For more information, contact

Kristine Stiglitz at Continuing

Education, 210 Still Hall, Clarion

L^niversity, or contact her by tele-

phone 814-393-2227.

The 18th Annual Clarion

University Women's Conference

2001 Essay Contest is looking for

submissions.

Essays should be related to the

theme of the conferencewhich is

"Women in Focus: What is the

Future of Feminism?". The dead-

line for submission is Friday,

March 9.

Submissions can be entered into

two categories.

The first category is Clarion

Area Zonta Writing Scholarship:

Scholarly writing that draws upon

outside resources to inform its

point of view.

The Clarion Area Zonta Club

will award a cash prize of $100.

The second category is the Marie

Spencer Hutchinson Memorial

Prize: Non-fiction writing (short
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essay, journal entries, sketch of a

particular woman, personal expe-

rience, etc). The Clarion Area

Zonta Club will also give the cash

prize for $100.

Submissions may be any length,

double spaced, and titled. The

cover page must include a title,

the category, author's name,

address, and telephone number.

The author's name should not be

anywhere on the paper itself.

The Essay Contest is open to

students, the public, and the

Clarion University staff Gender

is not an issue.

Send submissions to Dr. Janet

Knepper, English Department,

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania, Clarion, PA 16214.

Knepper can be contacted by tele-

phone at 814-393-2155 or by

email at mail to: jknepper@clari-

on.edu if any additional informa-

tion is needed.

To obtain any additional infor-

mation about the conference, con-

tact Susan Prezzano at 814-393-

2396.

BUCK -A-BOX

$1.00 1 piece of

Dark Gbicken, Mashed
Potatoes, Bravy and

Buttermilk lisiiiL

Public Safety Blotter

Harassment by
Communication
According to Public

Safety, a resident of

Campbell reported receiv-

ing harassing pfione calls.

The Investigation is con-

tinuing.

5505 Public

Drunkenness 6308A

Underage

Harassment by cbm^
munication

According to Public

Safety, Campus Police

investigated a report of a

Boro resident receiving

harassing calls from a

campus dorm room. No
charges are pending at

this time.

Criminal Mischief

Consumption
According to Public

Safety, Stephanie Huddy,

20, of 642 Nair Half, was

discovered on the sixth

floor hallway of Nair Hall.

She was transported by

ambulance to Clarion

Hospital.

Underage
^̂

3304A institutional

Consumption
Public Drunkenness
According to Public

Safety, officers were

called to Nair Hall on the

report that there was a

drunken male wandering

in the lobby. Upon arrival,

officers found that

Marques Johnson, 18, of

321 Wilkinson Hall, was
extremely intoxicated.

Alcohol Violation

According to Public

Safety, J a mi e

Cunningham, 18, of 733

Wilkinson Hall, was cited

for under age drinking. A
non student, April

Waligora, 19, was also

cited.

Harassment

vandalism 3307
According to Public

Safety, unknown persons

turned all the hot water

spigots on in the mens
restroom on first floor Nair

causing the restroom to

steam and causing the fire

alarm to go off.

Underage drinking

According to Public

Safety, Mar'y Gavin, 20, of

620 B Campbell Hall, is

being cited for underage

consumption of alcohol.

The defendant was found

lying on the floor of a

Campbell Hall dorm room.

Ambulance personnel

transported the defendant

to Clarion hospital, as

reported by Public Safety.

Harassing phone

According to Public

Safety, University Police

are investigating an inci-

dent between a male and

a female that occurred at

Wilkinson Hall. The inci-

dent is still under investi-

gation at this time.

call

According to Public

Safety, some unknown
person is calling an indi-

vidual in Ralston, giving

her harassing phone calls.

Disorderly conduct
According to Public

Safety, a large group of

males were fighting out

side Campbell Hall on

February 12. The incident

is under investigation by

theUniversity" Police.
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Lifestyles

Behind the scenes at MTV's "Total Request Live"
by Jeff Say

Contributing Writer

Live doesn't always mean spon-

taneous.

When someone is watching a

"hve" television show they are

lead to believe that anything can

and will happen. In reality the

producers of the show have total

control over the program and

wouldn't allow anything pur-

posely spontaneous to take place,

in fear that it would ruin the

show.

Case in point is MTV's popular

afternoon request show, Total

Request Live.

One can't comprehend how

scripted a live show is until the

person is involved in the taping.

Last week the members of the

Clarion Call took part in the

live television taping for TRL and

witnessed how a live television

show is put together.

The moment that the group

from Clarion stepped into the

MTV studios it was evident that

the experience was something

that we had never participated in

before. The line of audience

members were being briefed by

members of the MTV staff to be

loud and rowdy. So even the exu-

berant energy that the audience

puts forth at the taping is more or

less just an act.

Members of the staff made their

way through the crowd asking

which audience members could

make the most noise, then picked

out the loudest and began to pre-

pare them for their five seconds

of infamy.

"I will do anything to get on

television," said Call photogra-

phy editor Liz Potter. "A lot of

people were watching MTV at

the time and they were excited to

see someone they knew."

The MTV staff members

assigned videos to members of

the crowd randomly, feeding the

audience members their lines.

When I volunteered to "request"

a video I expected to hopefully

ask for something that would bet-

ter fit my personality, but I ended

up with the boy group, 98

Degrees.

First off I know nothing about

the band, or the boy band genre

for that matter. I've always

emersed myself in many different

styles of music but in the end I

sold my soul to request a band

that I never would listen to. It was

apparent to the staff member that

I knew nothing about the band so

my line sounded completely

scripted and I was asked to mem-

orize it for a big spot on camera.

Other members of the audience

were fed prepared lines as well

with the warning that they might

not make it on the show and the

message to "not cry if you don't

get on." As if it was our deepest

wish to be featured on their pro-

gram.

"It's just funny how all of the

live shows are rigged and people

aren't allowed to be themselves,"

commented Tim Connors, the

Clarion Call's Advertising

Design Manager.

Once the audience was seated in

the studio, the staff once again

prepped us, informing us when to

scream, clap or react to what was

happening in the studio.

Throughout the commercial

breaks the staff members went

over the lines with the audience

members who were selected to

appear on camera, making sure

one last time that they were prop-

erly brain-washed.

"It only confirmed my suspi-

cions that the music industry is in

a state today not unlike the

Payola scandals of the late-

1950's," said Lifestyles editor

Keith Gwillim. "Record and tele-

vision executives are deciding

what we listen to, not the peo-

ple."

A good example of how the

executives are manipulating the

people was the "poll" that ran on

TRL that day. Members of the

studio audience and the viewing

audience were asked to pick their

favorite live performance from

TRL. Choices included the

Backstreet Boys, 'NSYNC and

Limp Bizkit. While the Bizkit

won by a landslide in the studio

the 'NSYNC crew still came out

on top.

The chance that so many televi-

sion viewers voted for the

Backstreet Boys and 'NSYNC is

unlikely but the boy groups dom-

inated, despite the fact that the

hard rockers won by large margin

in the studio.

The staff at MTV was so intent

on getting the effect that they

desired that they didn't take into

consideration the well being of

their guests in the studio.

"The staff at MTV was very

rude," commented Call secretary

Debby Amon.

Audience members were asked

to keep up the same level of ener-

gy for two hours, but by the end

of the show most members of the

audience left with hoarse voices

and sore throats since they had

been screaming at the behest of

the MTV staff.

"At first I hated pretending to

be excited, then it was just plain

fun. I'd definitely do it again,"

said Call news editor Amy
Thomspon.

Overall the Clarion crew

enjoyed the experience but some

were soured on the media after

the ordeal.

"I'll never watch MTV again

now that I know that it is all

staged," added Amon.

"Although I enjoyed the experi-

ence, I've been cleansing my ears

with Radiohead ever since,"

sighed Gwillim.

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of Clarion University's admissions

office. See a new landmarif each weel(.

' www.theclarioncall.com
*

Alt-country superhero

Ryan Adams goes solo

with his new album,

entitled Heartbreaker.

For more info.

See Page 13.

Hip-hop music meets

swnngwith Jimmy
Luxury and the Tommy

Rome Orchestra.

For more info.

See Page 14.

CUP'S theatre

department delivers

with their spring

production, "Song For

ANew World."

See Page 14.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on at Qarion
University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 12.
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Today
•Admissions Visit Day (250/252 Gem) 8:30 pm
•Swimming at PSAC
Championships 10 am & 6

pm
Friday, February 23
•UAB Spirit Day
•WINTER HOLIDAY
BEGINS 10 PM
•PIAA District Wrestling

•Residence Halls close 10

pm for Winter Break

•Swimming at PSAC
Championships 10 am & 6

pm
Saturday, February 24
•PIAA District Wrestling

•W.BB at Binghamton 2

pm
•Swimming at PSAC Championships 10 am & 6 pm
Sunday, February 25
•No events scheduled

Monday, February 26
No events scheduled

Tuesday, February 27

•PIAA Basketball

Wednesday, February
28
•ASH WEDNESDAY
•PIAA Basketball

Thursday, March 1

•Women's History Month
•PIAA Basketball

Friday, March 2

•PIAA Regional

Wrestling

Saturday, March 3

•PIAA Regional

Wrestling

•Wrestling at EWL
Tournament (Virginia

Tech)
•Spring for Scholars

Auction (TBA) 6:30 pm
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®TOYOTA
CALL IT START UP MONEY.

TOYOTA'SaCOLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $500

TO GET YOU GOING!

There's sure to be a Toyota that's just right for you.....

And now there's a Toyoia College Graduate Finance Program

that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages:

• No Down Payment

• No Payment for 90 days

• Finance up to 72 months

• Get $500 Cash Back From Toyota.,.

in addiiwn to any other cuncnt Toyota customer incentms}

So if you're within 4 months of graduation—
or if you graduated within the past 2 years—
Ask your Toyota dealer for all the details.

www.gettoyota.com
loyota ( olI«-j{f dradualc i ini»ntc Program avaiUblr to qualifirti appli-

cants ihrw Tin oU Financial Soticcs. Not all applicants will qualify. Some

restrictions and limitations apply Cash b.itk offer subject to geographic

limitations and offet expires «V30/l)l. See dealer for detail.
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It's alright, ma (I'm only making records)
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles E^ito

ARTIST/ALBUM: Ryan

Adams, Heartbreaker.

FOR FANS OF: Early Bob

Dylan, gentle acoustic ballads,

alt-country.

FOR FURTHER LISTENING:

Dylan's Bringing It All Back

Home, Love's Forever Changes,

all of Whiskeytown's output.

"As a man I ain't never been

much for sunny days/I'm as calm

as a fruit stand in New York and

maybe as strange/But when the

color goes out of my eyes, it's

usually the change/But damn Sam

I love a woman that rains."

No, I'm not quoting Bob Dylan,

though you'd never guess it.

Rather, it is the opening stanza to

"Damn, Sam (I Love A Woman

That Rains)." The song marks the

mid-point of Ryan Adams' first

solo disc, Heartbreaker, and also

the culmination of his Dylan-

esque ambitions.

You may remember Ryan

Adams as the frontman for alter-

native country heros

Whiskeytown, the band that made

it okay for Rancid fans to dig that

"twang thang." Whiskeytown is

on an indefinite hiatus, due to

legal troubles with their label, but

Adams is not one to be silenced so

easily; hence this collection of

mostly acoustic ballads and folk

exercises.

Only the opening slice of studio

banter, concerning Britpop god

Morrissey, dates this album out of

the mid-sixties. Forlorn acoustic

guitars, wispy slide-guitars, mini-

mal drumming and husky vocals

are the dominant musical themes

on Heartbreaker, and as the title

suggests, love gone sour perme-

ates the album's lyrics. While

Heartbreaker is far from being a

stinker, Adams doesn't even come

close to the heights of the album's

inspirations. Ultimately, the folk-

troubadour mold doesn't fit as

well as Adams' previous work

does.

Adams certainly gets an "A" for

effort, though. His obvious love

of the music he's emulaUng

shines through, and he's a fine

tunesmith for the most part. You

can't help but feel that

Heartbreaker gets a little redun-

dant at points, though. Honestly -

how many re-writes of "Blowin'

In The Wind" do we really need?

But when Adams hits his stride, as

he does in the heart-on-sleeve

anthem, "Come Pick Me Up,"

among others, Heartbreaker

achieves a rustic splendor that

few of his peers can match.

The main difference between

Heartbreaker and Adams' work

with Whiskeytown is that the

'Town took the rebel spirit of

Dylan and applied it to modern

music. Where Dylan once

crossed electric with folk,

Whiskeytown made country

acceptable to Vans-wearing kids.

Here, Adams merely seeks to re-

create the sound of Dylan's early

work. Not to say that the above

isn't a noble undertaking, but it

just ain't gonna change the world.

Usually, the lyrics fall short

more often than the music. On

"Damn Sam..." Adams runs

through every ambiguous Dylan

cliche there is, all in three min-

utes. I'm not even sure if that's

impressive, or just bad.

"Bartering Lines" is another good

example. "Steal my love/Steal

my kisses/Take 'em to the barter-

ing lines/Ten cents up, two bucks

down/Ship it out and turn it into

fuel." Shudder.

Adams re-treads old musical

ground as well as lyrics, too. "Oh

My Carolina" is just plain awful.

Every single folk/country artist

since the invention of the acoustic

guitar has done this already. Why

Adams wasted a duet with

Emmylou Harris on this song is

beyond me.

While we're on the subject of

guest vocalists, you can't forget to

mention Gillian Welch's contribu-

tion to the raucous tale of bar vio-

lence, "Shakedown On 9th

Street." One of the few up-tempo

songs on the album,

"Shakedown..." shows Adams

plugging in and rocking out. A

rugged call-and-response chorus

concludes with Adams viciously

proclaiming that "I was just

gonna hit him/But I'm gonna kill

him now." Now that's more like

it.

Unfortunately, "Shakedown..."

is followed by the quagmired

"Donf Ask For The Water."

Here, Adams sings "And what

horses we rode/Through somber

fields/With our lovers at war/And

the infidels screamed, 'It's all but

a lie.'" Okay - put down the copy

of Blonde On Blonde and step

away, NOW!!!

But as I said before,

Heartbreaker isn't all bad. The

opening cut, "To Be Young (Is To

Be Sad, Is To Be High)" is an out-

of-control chunk of burning rock-

abilly that'd put the Reverend

Horton Heat to shame. Adams'

slide guitar is worth a million bot-

tles of Jack Daniels, and the

seemingly out-of-place toy piano

interlude is just the kind of off the

cuff maneuver that would've

saved this album.

"To Be Young..." melts into the

melancholy folk of "My Winding

Wheel." Certainly one of the

emotional high points (or should I

say low point?) of Heartbreaker,

"Winding Wheel"s gentle instru-

mentation and simple lyrics will

nest in your heart upon first listen.

When Adams' voice cracks as he

sings "So buy a pretty dress/And

wear it out tonight/For all the

boys you think could outdo me,"

that's the stuff of magic.

The almost-psychedelic "Amy"

is also highly enjoyable.

Accentuated by keening strings

and deep, almost ominous bass,

Adams goes for maximum effect

with minimal clutter. It reminds

one of Arthur Lee's work with

Love, yet still retains an identity

all its own. And let's not forget

"Come Pick Me Up," which is

Adams' best Dylan imitation.

All things considered, I don't

really think I could truthfully rec-

ommend Heartbreaker, despite its

undeniable highs. I'd rather that

the album was a complete

washout - it'd make it easier to

pan the album. If you're a fan of

Adams, or this type of music, it's

certainly not a waste of money,

but others should probably avoid

it. I hate to say that about such

honest and heartfelt music, but

Heartbreaker is just too uneven. I

suppose Oscar Wilde said it best:

"All bad poetry stems from gen-

uine feeling." 2 1/2 out of 5 stars
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Swing and hip-hop music? Not as crazy as it sounds
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by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Howdy. A quote to kick things off this

week. I was playing one of the more eclec-

tic tracks in my CD library to a fellow

Ballentiner this week when he asked me
"Dude, where do you find this stuff?" (and

for those who must know, the track was

Add N to (X)'s "Plug Me In"). I figured

that was just the way to kick off another

fantastic edition of my WHO files...

There have been a lot of unholy hookups

in the arts since time began. Most times,

said alliances do not produce desirable

results; see The Craft, George W. Bush,

and Rap Metal. Other times, as we'll see

with this week's artist, the results are much

better (more akin to something like a

Reese's PB Cup). I have to admit that the

cover and promo write-ups for the CD did

not look too promising...but then I had a

listen. Wow!
ARTIST: Jimmy Luxury and the Tommy

Rome Orchestra

CD: "A Night in the Arms of..." ( 1999)

THINK: Cigarettes, cocktails, and

swingin' turntables

SAMPLE LYRICS: "Ya know I lost it all

at the track, doll"

THE DOPE: Jimmy Luxury is known to

some for appearing on the "Go" movie

soundtrack. Then again, not many people

even remember the movie that well.

The Luxury sound is indicative of the

unholy Alliances I alluded to earlier. The

album starts off with a very techno-y

sounding backbeat with a boxing ring

announcer introducing Mr. Jimmy. Before

you know it, the swingin' sounds of

Jimmy's "Wait, is this a Black guy or a

White guy?" voice start matching the beats

and scratches to a T.

This CD is key to anyone needing a fun,

party-soundin' hip hop disc without a lot of

commitment. Even just sticking to the

more solid first half of the CD provides

more than your FDA-mandated supply of

funky grooves.

Each song tends to blend into those

before and after it, making track-spotting a

bit stickier than I usually can stand. But

the Rat Pack-loving lyrics (soaked with gin

and Marlboro smoke), as well as the cre-

ative uses of sampling and female voice,

makes for a more enjoyable listen than

most neo-swing can even shake it's booty

at. But even I have limits.

My prime problem with New Swing (like

Cherry Poppin Daddies, etc) is that it gets

a bit laborious after five or six songs. In

fact, the only New Swinger 1 can really lis-

ten to for any period of time is Brian

Setzer. The same kind of problems crop up

after the funky and quirky "I Love Life."

The "cha cha chas," casino/big money talk,

and self-promoting tends to wear a bit

stale. I'm sure you're an excellent gam-

bler, Jim, but just stop already.

All in all "A Night in the Arms of..." is a

very unique piece. Blending jazzy hip hop

with swing's party animal atmosphere

doesn't seem like it'd be POSSIBLE, let

alone good. The CD tends to send out and

use up its big guns fairly early on, though,

and begs the question: "Why keep listen-

ing?" Let's give this one a 2.75- 3.14 on

my 1-5; it's truly not poor enough for the 2

designation, but a solid Middle of The

Road 3 isn't really right either.

PARTING THOUGHT: Would any of us

give a damn about Fred Durst if Les

Claypool had never been born?

"Songs For A New World" is adventuresome
by Jeff ChafTee

JC: "Trevor, a question... were

you Jesus in this or what?"

TYevor Southworth: <laughs>

"No, not anyone, really, just a

guy

"

Last week, the Clarion

University Drama Department

staged the third show of the 2000-

2001 season, Jason R. Brown's

Songs for a New World. A break

from traditional drama, Songs fea-

tured a mere 4-person cast per-

forming a cycle of songs written

to reflect the "moments in life

when everything changes,"

according to director/choreogra-

pher Marilouise Michel.

The show featured familiar faces

in Clarion's theatre department:

Trevor Southworth (Tales of the

Lost Formicans), Seana Simon (in

a farewell-to-Clarion perfor-

mance), Katie Kerr {Formicans,

Measure for Measure), and Brad

Schake {Into the Woods).

The non-conventional air of the

show was also reflected in how

the action on-stage. While the

songs themselves related the

twisted ways we live our lives

(and by twisted, I mean intercon-

nected rather than bizarre) and

how those lives intertwine, they

were strong enough to stand on

their own. In spite of my usual

aversion to the music in musicals

(yes, I know that kinda defeats the

purpose), I found my foot tapping

and my usual bitchiness about the

songs being more than a little

corny dissolving.

A huge help to this production

was the inclusion of direct feed-

back from the author himself.

Michel called his help "invalu-

able" to the success of the run.

Four months of email culminated

in a weekend help session on cam-

pus prior to the show's opening.

The show itself left itself very

open to individual interpretation,

a pitfall that can make some

shows very laborious to the audi-

ence (see last fall's Scenes and

Revelations). However, Songs'

s

inherent arbitrary nature makes

my version of events not only dif-

ferent from someone else's, but

also just as correct.

Congratulations to the cast and

crew for another fantastic show,

and best wishes to Seana Simon in

her post-Clarion endeavors.

Photo courtesy'of University Relations!

The cast from ''Songs For A New World, " front from left:

Trevor Southworth and Katie Kerr: and back from left:

Brad Schake and Seana Simon.

Call On Us

What was your

favorite part of NYC?

Debby Amon, Secretary

1 got to see Phantom of Opera
with Tim. I also got to feed the

squirrels in Central Park an6 see

the squirrel biting Tim."

Amy Thompson, News~Edit"o7

"Monster in a can, riding on the sub-

way, and discovering the perfect

sweaters with my evil twin,Nancy."

s?<*~ \

M I ii.f

Jeff Say, SCJ Delegate

"Selling my soul to Carson Daly Long

live the boybands."

. . . .^
' N * i^

Bethany Bankovich, Sports Editor

"My statue friend in Central Park."

^
y

'V^y

Tim Conners, Ad Design IVIanager

"Being able to feed the squirrels until

that son-of-a gun bit me."
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Jen DeFazio, Managing Editor

"Watching Nancy freak out on the

streets of NYC, and my alien."

Nancy Kiser, Copy and Design Editor

'Touching Shaggy, riding in the lime,

mashed potatoes, and eating at

McDonalds at 4 a.m. with my good twin

Amy"

What was

your favorite

part of NYC?

Keith Gwlllim, Lifestyles Editor

"Going clubbing 'till six in the moming

with Liz, Bethany, and Rachael's shiny

pants. Massaging the rave ball..work-

In'it workin'it.

M^^M Ml^tK^

Liz Potter, Photography Editor

"1 loved New York because we were on

TRL and 1 got to meet Shaggy and

shake his hand."

Rachel Fofiygen, On-line Editor

"My shiny silver pants."

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Bedside pitcher

5 Failhful

10 Pond covering,

perhaps

14 Stallion's mate
15 "__ Written in a

Country

Churchyard'

16 Toy with a tail

17 Arm bone
18 Honeydew, e g
19 Rara follower

20 Sound system

22 Madmen
24 Schnoz
26 Race with a

baton

27 Feudal lord's

peons
31 Filch

33 "Dies _"
34 Liturgical

vestment

35 Make loasible

40 Unconditional

ultimatum

43 Familiar with

44 Charged particle

45 Data

46 Long narrative

poems
4a Heavily burdened

49 Biblical Doem
53 Shooting sport

55 Circuit control

57 Stick

62 Possesses

63 Melancholy

65 In the thick of

66 Red root

67 Twin Falls state

68 EPA concern

69 Messes up
70 Made a meal of

71 Detest

1 ' 3 4

1

5 6 1 a 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 1S 19

20 21 22 23

^^^1 24 25 "
27 28 29 30 _ 31 32

II^^^H
33

I
34 ^H35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42

4] ^^44 45

^^^1 46 47 "

49 50 51 52 53 54

Jl^^^^
55 56 57 sa 58 ec 61

62

1

63 64

1

65

66 67 68

68 70 71

® 2001 Tribune Media Sarvlce*. Inc

All right! reMP/ed
2/22/01

DOWN
Big birds down
under

Kelly or Disney

Sea eagle

Hind part

Roadway dud
6 Cornda cheer

7 Dorothy's route

8 Tailless rodent

9 Ms. Redgrave
10 Ocean ray

11 Polite

12 New Yortt city

13 Sloppy

21 Superman's letter

23 Sports venue
25 Scandinavian

capital

27 In (in position)

28 Times of note

29 Garden tool

30 Nourish

32 HaTimerpart

34 Perched on the

peak
36 Reebok rival

37 Warp
38 Existence

39 James Bond's

alma mater

41 Particulars

42 Misplace

47 Wagner heroine

48 Inc. in London

49 Exploratory

vessel

Solutions
3 i V H N 0^ 3 aHs d H 3

w S H V a 1 Hi 3 3 a

a 1 Vi V \N 1 ols N M
3 H 3 H a V 1 ti ijS 1 S 3 b

I^^^Hi 3 3 y s mm 1 V S d

N 3 a vhHs 1 d al^^^l
i N 1 I N 1 1 i 3 s n

i 1 3 A V 3 1 b 1 1 a >l V i

3 n 8 V N a I a -\ VB3 V ti 1

j^^^Ha d 1 M sBsIa b 3 s

A V 1 3 m' oinIsI^^^
S 1 -L vjr n 1 w° 1\U 3 i s

S 1 A V

r
N 1 a IN v N 1 n

i i 1 >l A 3 a 1 ams b V

M 3\N n s 1 V A iBd 3

50 Waste conduit

51 TouGranr'star
52 Itemized

accounts

54 De Valera of

Ireland

56 Wage-slave's

refrain

58 Comed beef dish

59 Bovary's first

name
60 Mob melee
61 Boundary

64 Now I see!

hangien,
earn six

Cf.

""1

»«»»4ji
«.».-
HI
n»

i-.tr

lS» weeks. 6 credrts, as ldvi^^S^,000 (based on typical mr*^^^^^

.••••»*4*H.

fhawal'i
4„»<«?!

of tuition, room & board, books, and estimated airtare)

fni 1: May 21-Jun8 29 • Term 2: July 2-August 10

www.summer.hawaii.edu • toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628

University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Summer Sessions

/|| I
as I l.,T Kr4-- i tX^iv-T-—

-

1/lN/ol

ric«.K(i. . Tl>«y t««<^ 40

Ar€ ikty «(/ ^i* ^e«<//y'? H.1^ rt«Y

June T H«« tttAy »^»f« iVi'U I l4»w« h

C*>| <.y ;tKJ- y,,'/( |,,,„ i^ Jt.Wi'Jle y,ur

M/IBCH WAVSS «. ^*m. 7. /*.pp.

Aiy MOTHER PREPARED
IASA6HA JV$J fOUNit,
^"- ~y--~^

THAT'S NOTWrNJ&i THIS
W45IN0t'ftFWD4E
AN0rBETirstfftf<^71

WHAT DO VOUEXPeCT
TO CATCH WITH A
SNACPAD 1

>

THE
"the qi."

WILLIAM
MORTON

HAR-

ST/LES

*-TVIE APE BRAPE."

SKulLy

THE CLCOJEy.*

*THE WET LOOK* THE BftV LOC5K THE SCALPEP,BALP

SiDEAD LOOK*

i

#10
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SriddAbRLD- SricKWoRLD' Qnci(i^)oRlD' QiddAJoRLD-

SUgRWORLP BPIE fit');

TO HELP KEEP YOUR CITV CLEAN,
EAT A PI6E0N EVERVDAV

For On Ciolesl SucMVofM ^nm^ truDoi Ctrts. tanet.

t Mccssiiries, Vi$il Us ac m-Av.sDckivorlil.ciun
Fv ne Coolest suckWgrU Uppirel, initm ar*t, (aus,

t Accessiines, Visil Us ic www.stidiwiirliLconi
For ni coolcil StckWiirlil «wik<. trttDn; Cams, Gaoes.

i AccessoTces, Visjt Us at mviv.sWMviipij cm

"Forget dieting. I smell frle«'."

For OK Coolesi SlickWorU Ajwarel, Greeiiiq Carts, Sana,
& accessones. Visit Us at: tvvuw.slicliworlil.coai

Emm.

1©2000 Tribune Media Services, Inc
Alt Rights Reserved.

www.c0micspa9e.com

"Are you nuts — I ain't pullin' over so

you can use a Porta-John!!!"

r<^^

(Uff if.

- you. li<i/e i"!"

r
o

DITHERED TWITS ^^.^^

Milffli II Nsra MeVltili

"TVOiUGHT ZOKlE.'?

E.VERVwHERt IM THE
COUE6E TTJWWMUF^W
LJVEb )N, THE OMl^J PEO-

PLE Twat EVJ^Ttb WERE
BETVJEEAJ THE 3&€S OF

-wTii^NfXLOJG- p3<3

Tfj cztJo, 51&RES, Restaur

was aiL "WE SaMT.

THE^ftE was oiL^ ^t^€ wav TO
E5,CaPE FROMTHI3 aUEW

wo*?uo.

c3ii^iM^ L.'ooo wwwdtwits.com

Classifieds
spring lir««k

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com
« « ««« 4c 1(1 :|< i|< i|ci|< «« «

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.
««l|citc4l««i(l:|c4it*H<*

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.
l^)f^^^^it.^^^l.^^^^^(.^(^^^^^f

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!
^^i^^^^^i^^^1(l^l^^()^^fl^^f

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

SPRING BREAK 200 1 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com.

Of f0ilt

2001-2002 year. House for 2, 3 or

4 female students. Quiet, close to

campus, summer included. Call

226-6867.

Furnished apartment near campus

for 3 non-smoking students. Air

conditioning, and all utilities

included. Available for Fall 2001.

226-7997.

Student apartments for rent for

groups of 3-4. One block from

campus. Call 354-2489 or 226-

7774.

1 bedroom apartment in Clarion.

All utilities included. $425 per

month. 226-8561.
**************

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.
:ti:ti4i])il|cil4il|c4l#«*:tc*

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.
ififi(.-ii.ififififififii.iti(it

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.

Nice quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.
**************

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.
^^^^^^^^1^^^l^)^l|.i^^^1^l^^^

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.
*«*«**«*****«*

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.
****** ]tcl|ci|ci|t :<< i|c :|c *

NEEDED! Female roommate.

Affordable house, perfect loca-

tion. Contact Sherri at 393-5389

ASAP!
Ik*************

Female roommate needed. Own
room, 3rd avenue, $1200 per

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.
**************

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large Victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m.
**************

Available for Fall, summer.

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

per person per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

in town, on campus parking per-

mits available. Call 226-5651.
>|t****!|i*l|<******

Available Summer 2001: apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2001 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.

¥ip wanted

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp
****:tc*********

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer

camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
****N<*********

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfiindraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusflindrais-

er.com
**************

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.
T sp ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

********:)< Itc****

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16- August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.
***sf:**>|<*******

Looking for student to care for 1
1-

year-old female and 7-year-old

male on a part time basis this

coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6:00 p.m.

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars-1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call 1-866-

746-4836.

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.
:te4c3(e9fe3|e]fc%9te%]lc9|c]|e)|c%

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

greek ads

The sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon

would like to wish everyone an

awesome winter break.
if.if.if.if.it.it.if.if.if.if.if.'if.if.-if.

Happy 21st birthday Jami

Delaney! We hope you get 21

beads on Fat Tuesday! Love, your

AOE sisters.

AOE would like to wish Gretchen

Gilbert a wonderful 22nd birth-

day.

**************

Congratulations to our wonderful

"sister of the month," Holly

Rudison! Love, your AOE sisters.

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment.

Employment from May 30-

August 15. Nursing positions

available. (RN's and LPN's)

Call 814-542-2511.

beacon 1 @penn.com.

Managing Editor is

looking for an assistant.

If interested, Call Jen

at 393-2380.
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Congrats to the new guys. KAP
*l^t***********

Congrats to Mandy and Dave.

Love, KAP
I|i:til»*l)<ltl4i:ti:|cjtl^**«

Congrats on your IX lavalier

Allison! Love, your ZTA sisters.

**1,1H:*********

Happy 21st birthdays Danielle

and Colleen! Love, your ZTA sis-

ters.

Way to go on the Vagina

Monologues Moniqua, Candace,

Amy, Tricia, and all other girls in

sororities that helped out! Love,

the sisters of ZTA

To all fraternities and sororities,

have a fun and safe winter break!

Love, the sisters of ZTA

To the brothers of OEK, I hope

you all have a fun and safe break!

Love, your sweetheart Dena.

To our sweetheart Mike, hope you

have a safe and wonderful break.

Love, your OZI girls.

4>SZ would like to wish everyone

a great break.

Karrah, you did a great job as

Panhel president. We are so proud

of you! Z22

Great job as Panhel treasurer

Sarah! Love, ZZZ

Sigma Spring Breakers, have an

awesome time!

Congratulations to our new asso-

ciate member Mike. The brothers

of OIK

r |i«rsoii«is

Alpha car, we brake for crack and

cake. Timmy

Sparta, I will push the button.

Ahhhhhh!...Nancy, you just

became a crazy New Yorker!

Love, Jen

Classifieds
Hello America, during my stay in

New York City I gained much dig-

nitude by incresasing my strate-

gery. Moral of the story...! am Vic-

torian.

ilrt***t:^F*******

To the Drs' Barlow, thanks for

everything. Love, The Clarion

Call Staff.

*«*]t.«««**«iKiK«i|<

Famous last words:

LaBAMBAAAaaaaaai!! SPLAT!

Smoke and Fire, Smoke and Fire!

4i!|ct% If *<!>***:•<')< Ill*

Jeff, even though you sold your

soul to MTV I still love you.

Thanks for a great weekend.

Love, Jen.

Liz, you were bound to find the

43rd floor sometime! Love, the

elevator. P.S. I am missing a but-

ton plate.. .Tim.

Nancy, Is he really doing that

again? Love Amy.

Bethany, you are slammin' and

insane. Love, Amy.

Hello Clarice, It's time for me to

come out of retirement.

Barlow, sleep with one eye open

because the monster in a can is

coming to get you. Love, the mon-

ster.

**************

Nancy, a.k.a. evil twin, I had fun

bonding. Love the good twin.

**************

To The Clarion Call's very own

Jacka**'s, Liz and Bethany, you

guys cracked me up in NYC.
**:t(>)i**********

Keith, one day the dream of the

Deli Lahma will come true. Love,

Amy.
**************

Sheila, that's the last time I'll

explain something to you. Love,

Amy.
**************

Kermit, you are a techno dancing

fool.

iii]ii ************

Go silver pants!...Go, go.

Want to advertise your

business in

The Clarion Call?

Call 393-2380

for more information.

Don't push the button! Love, the

Sparta button lady.

**************

No cream cheese for you! Love

the Bagel Nazi.
**************

Where the hell is Strawben-y?!?!

Love, Jen
**************

Bethany, need any help climbing

that statue?

**************

Bethany, thanks for noticing.

Love, the statue.

**************

Empire State Building. ..a worth-

less $9. Limo ride afterwards.. .$5.

Not having to walk 12

blocks...priceless.

**************

Debby...we ALL drank coke

while you weren't watching! Ha!

That'll learn ya.

**************

Amy, thanks for pimping my arti-

cle. Keith.
**************

Rachael, Liz, Bethany, So when

do you wanna go clubbing again?

Keith.
**************

Sell out...with Jeff tonight, sell

out!

**************

There MIGHT be cadbury eggs!

And there was. ..there was!
**************

Jen, you, me, the alien and a bot-

tle of red winc.whaddya say,

baby? Keith
**************

Tim, so what happens if you do

press the button? Nancy

Amy, get out of my head! Love,

Your Evil Twin.
**************

Bethany, the statue in Central

Park will be forever grateful!

Nancy.
**************

Tim, Rachael, Liz, and Deb:

Don't press the button! Nancy.
**************

Amy, next time you ride the sub-

way, HANG ON! Nancypantsy.
**************

$5 limo ride anyone?
**************

Justi, Julie, Cathy and Erica, we

are going to have a blast in

Cancun. Love, Lizard.

**************

Dost thou wish to take the

Question-Mark man's hand in

marriage?
**************

Barlow vs. Godzilla? Who would

win? Inquiring minds want to

know.
**************

Hey Tommy, go get your fin

shinebox!!!
**************

Tim, I had a lot of fun seeing

Phantom and feeding the squirrels

with you. I am sure that the squir-

rel didn't mean to bite you.

Debby.
**************

Jeff, you're a sell out. Debby.
**************

To The Call staff: I am sure that

the Bagel Shop appreciated our

business...AT 5 IN THE MORN-
ING!

**************

Amy, DON'T BOSS ME!! Love,

Jen.

**************

Jen, I got some pops. Love Amy.
**************

Hey fur ball, give me my finger

back. Tim.
**************

Hey Carson, I thought the camara

added 15.pounds. I didn't know

that meant working on TV would

ACTUALLY add 15 pounds.
**************

To all y'all, we sniffed out the

secret stash of Mountain Dew and

we drank it in front of your face.

Why don't you drink a real drink.

Tim and Debby.
**************

Debby, I seems to knows that our

room is finally clean! Go us being

motivated! Love, Jen.

**************

Hey Spike: Back off the country

bashing! Love, Jen.

**************

Deb, things are going to be cool.

Sorry I have been so moody late-

ly. Must be lack of Mountain Dew
or something. You're my sweetie,

Timmy.
**************

Dan, I know what it pertains to,

too! Love, Princess.

**************

The 1st rule of Sparta Club: don't

push the button.

**************

The 2nd rule of Sparta Club:

DON'T PUSH THE BUTTON!!
**************

The 3rd rule of Sparta Club: there

are no 24 hour restaurants.

**************

The 4th rule of Sparta Club: there

is no bus stop, just a shack with

windows.
**************

The 5th rule of Sparta Club: don't

mess with the Bagel Nazi.
**************

The 6th rule of Sparta Club: any

and all traffic laws can be violat-

ed.

**************

The 7th rule of Sparta Club:

though it is inviting, do not pee in

the bushes.

The 8th and final rule of Sparta

Club: if this is your first night in

Sparta Club, you have to push the

button.

**************

To The Clarion Call staff: I had a

great time in New York with you

guys. Thanks for the memories.

Love, Jen.

Interested in being a part

of the "Call On You"?

Give Liz a call at

393-2380 to participate.

Still need that

co-curricular?

Come join the staff of

The Clarion Call
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Sports
Golden Eagles slam Slippery Rock in PSAC-West game

i

Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion clinched a PSAC-
West Playoff space, junior for-

ward David Shearer hit the

1,000 career point plateau and

junior guard, Steve Serwatka

poured in 33 points as the

Golden Eagles rolled past

Slippery Rock Wednesday night

84-69.

Clarion upped its overall

record to 16-7 and its PSAC-
West mark to 7-3 with the win.

Edinboro meanwhile, defeated

lUP 70-65. That has Edinboro

in first place at 7-2, Clarion

second at 7-3 and lUP third

with a 6-3 mark.

"This might have been our

best overall effort of the sea-

son," said Clarion head coach

Ron Righter. "We played great

defense for 40 minutes, plus ran

our offense to perfection in the

second half. We were hitting on

all cylinders tonight."

On Wednesday night at

Morrow Field House it was all

Golden Eagles. Clarion took

its biggest lead of the first half

with 38-seconds left before

intermission with a Steve

Serwatka jumper making it 40-

27 at halftime.

Early in the second half with

Clarion leading 44-34, the

Golden Eagles went on an 8-0

run on a jumper by Shearer, a

three by Rollie Smith and an

old fashioned three-point play

by Serwatka to make it 52-34

Clarion and the Eagles never

looked back.

Clarion hits an amazing

70.8% from the floor in the sec-

ond half (17 of 24) and fin-

ished shooting 63.5% for the

game .

Serwatka had 33 tallies,

including a 14 of 21 shooting

performance from the floor.

Stevens was an incredible seven

of seven from the floor and col-

lected 19 points. Shearer added

18 points, 4 assists, three steals

and five rebounds.

He now claims the title of

Clarion's 21st player to reach

1,000 career points and is only

four rebounds shy of 600. He
would become the ninth player

in school history to accomplish

both. Rollie Smith added nine

points and seven assists.

David Shearer earned the title

when he hit a two-point shot

with 5:21 left. Shearer, who
needed 17 points going into the

game to reach 1,000, scored 18

to help the Golden Eagles (16-7

overall, 7-3 PSAC-West) clinch

a PSAC playoff space for the

fifth consecutive season.

He is the currently 21st over-

all in scoring in Clarion history,

57 points shy of tying Marvin

Wells (1,058) for 20th and 69

points short of tying Mark
Engram (1,070) for 19th all-

time.

Shearer, who is averaging

13.4 points per game and 9.3

rebounds per game, also has

596 career rebounds. With four

more rebounds, he will become

just the ninth player in school

history to reach 1,000 points

and 600 rebounds in a career.

The Information Systems

major is the son of Bill Shearer

and Lynn Constantine.

Last season. Shearer was a

first-team PSAC-West member
after averaging 16.1 points per

Liz Potter /The Clarion Call

David Shearer, §3 1 goes for a three point shot against Pitt-

Johnstown. Shearer hit his 1,000 pointmarl< during the game
against Siippery Rock.

game and 8.0 rebounds per West "Rookie of the Year"

game. He averaged 9.6 points Honors. He is also a good
per game and 6.2 rebounds per defensive player leading the

game his freshman season PSAC with 67 steals this sea-

(1998-99) earning him PSAC- son.

Melissa Yearous inching nearer to 1,000 point mark
Courtesy of Sports Information

Slippery Rock used a late run to

post an 80-65 win over Clarion at

Morrow Field House on Wednesday
night. The Rockets are 15-8 overall

and 7-3 in the PSAC-West, while

Clarion dips to 9-14 overall and 2-8

in the PSAC-West.
Clarion put three players in double

digits with Courtney Willman lead-

ing the way with 17 points and six

rebounds. Tiffany Taylor added 12

points and two assists, while senior

captain Melissa Yearous had ten

points and nine rebounds.

Yearous's recent ten point gain

gives her 971 in her career, just 29

shy of 1,000 with three games left

in her career and on the Eagles

schedule. Melissa now has 971

career points, 510 rebounds and 184

steals.

In the first half, Courtney
Willman's follow up with 9:34

remaining had Clarion behind by a

24-19 margin. Slippery Rock then

went on a 9-0 run to lead 33-19.

The Golden Eagles improved their

standing by nine points (45-36) at

halftime with Erin Stinnette's layup

right before the buzzer.

Stinnette helped the Eagles cut the

deficit to six on two occasions, the

last coming with 8:36 remaining in

the game at 59-53.

Christina Lantz hit two jumpers to

cut Slippery Rock's lead to seven

(64-57) with 7:14 remaining, but the

Rockets went on an 8-0 run to push

the lead to 15 with only 3:29 remain-

ing (72-57) and the Rockets had the

win.

Clarion played Wednesday, Feb. 21

against California. The Golden
eagles will finish their season at

Binghamton on Feb. 24, at 2pm.

Courtesy of 2000-01 Media Guide

Melissa Yearous (#12) jumps up for

the shot.

»www.theclafioncall.com
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Womens Basketball

Clarion hoopsters swoop by Lock Haven
Courtesy of Sports

Information

Clarion raised its overall

record to 9-13 and 2-7 in the

PSAC-West as the Golden

Eagles downed Lock Haven

62-57 in womens basketball

on Saturday Feb. 10 at Waldo

S. Tippin Gymnasium.

Clarion jumped out to a 9-0

lead to start the game, then got

three three-point field goals

from Tiffany Taylor to move

out to an 18-6 advantage with

14:34 left in the first half.

Lock Haven used an li-0

run to move back in con-

tention and narrow the lead to

29-23 at halftime. Midway
through the second half the

Golden Eagles went on a 15-4

run and led 56-40 after a

three-pointer from Melissa

Yearous with 4:28 left.

Lock Haven used another

11-0 run to make it 56-5 1 . The

Bald Eagles cut Clarion's lead

to 60-57 with 24-seconds

remaining. Y'earous went to

the line and nailed two free

throws with 14 seconds left to

preserve the win.

Tiffany Taylor had 17

points, including five three-

pointers to lead the Eagles.

Yearous notched 13 points and

5 assists, while Christina

Lantz had ten points and seven

rebounds. Courtney Willman

contributed seven points, nine

rebounds and three blocks

inside.

Melissa Yearous now has

501 career rebounds to go

with 961 career points. She is

the 12th player in Clarion his-

tory to reach 500 rebounds. If

she reaches 1000 points, she

will be only the ninth player in

team history to get 1,000

points and 500 rebounds.

Lock Haven was led by

Amanda Jones who had 14

points and 13 rebounds, while

Holly young netted 18 points.

What all athletes need to know about food and proper nutrition:

Whether you are training or trying to stay in shape, your diet can effect your performance. During a train-

ing diet, an athlete must try and include between 450 to 500 grams of carbohydrates each day. A pre-com-

petition meal should include several high-carbohydrate foods. Avoid foods that are high in fat and protein,

for they take more time to break down. Avoid fried foods in your pre-competition meal. For a weight-loss

diet or modified training diet, include at least 1,800 calories per day during the off season. For a weight-gain

diet, increase caloric intake by about 350 to 700 per day for a one to two pound weight gain per week. These

tips will help you plan a diet tailored to your needs.

Sports
Trivia

The answer to

last week's
question is

Eric Crouch.
This week's
question is:

Who won the

most consec-
utive World

Class titles in

surfing?

IWTRIIIWUIIJIL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreatton, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

2/22/01

5 on 5 Basketball Results

TPB^DAY, 2/13

WIZARDS 44 HOOPS 32

DYNASTY 66 213 32

RUNR^S 31 PACELLA MBX 38

WnJCBOYS 13 THETA XJ 5

CAMEL TOES 61 REMAN 24

ni.ADlATORZ 47 245 HELLAGRN

WEDNESDAY. 2/14

45

OD BASKETS 77 EUCLID 56

TOO NICE 58 SPAF 49

SIOTAU 66 GOODFEIJ.AS

THURSDAY, 2/15

41

PACELLA'S 47 WILKBLxZ 38

RUNREBS 64 DYNASTY 60

ANDl EXTAFFURS FORFEIT
KRAZYLEGZ 39 DA-BRICKS

MONDAY. 2/19

36

ANDl GOODFELLA FORFEIT
SIGCHI 28 REDMAN 18

TOO MCE 59 WEJCBOYZ

TVESPAY. 2/29

57

WIZARDS D.S. FORFEIT
RUNREBS 42 THETAXI 28

SIGTAU 57 245HEaAGR 37

O.DB 57 DA-BRICKS 53

DYNASTY 47 CAMEL TOES 22

PACELLA'S 57 2.1.3. 32

Recreation Center Houn
for winter Break:

Saturday 2/24 & Sunday 2/25 closed.

Monday - Friday, 9 am- 5 pm,

Saturday 3/3 closed.

Sunday 3/4 open 5 pm - 1 1 pm.

Floor Hockey Results

WBPN^SPAY. 2/14

HUnN-FUTIN 5 PUCKNUT2
STUDIO MULT, 7 IMPLOSION
STICK N BALL 5 ELSS ST. SLANG

MQNPAY. 2/19

SIGTAU 6 ELSS ST. SLANG

2

C

4

IMPLOSION
SIGMA PI

2 PHIDELTTHETA 1

4 PUCKNUTZ 3

REGISTER NOW,,,
3 Point Shot Contest, Darts,

Chess, 3 on 3 Volleyball, Euchre,

Billiards, Backgammon. ...

Body Fat Testing:

Thursday, 12 noon, or by appointment.

Bowlitig Results
WINNER LQ^EE (WEgK #3)

ROLLING ROCS 923

SLAPPY & BUCKETS FORFEFT
ROC HEADS 1080

TED BLUNT AFFAIR 943

IRONOTY'S 1254

708B 991

CLARION ANGELS 1010

AKMF 985

I ZETA PI 968

KNIGHTS OF NEIGH 839

CHUBBSV 1010

TWEEDS 978

BOWLING LEGENDS 1122

SHOCKERS 890

FOCKERS 1091

FIVE STRIKERS 1064

SPACE HEATERS 1083

POOH-CHUCKA'S 997

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Equipment Rentals:
Available gear includes: snow sleds,

cross country skis;, poles/boots, inner-

tubes, and introducing SNOW SHOES!
Deposit required.
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Wrestling
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Clarion pins Virginia teams
Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion finished the 2001

dual meet wrestling season on

the road last weekend as the

Golden Eagles visited Virginia

Tech on Friday night, then

pushed on to Virginia for a

Saturday afternoon match.

Clarion dominated over both

Virginia teams finishing 23-21

against Virginia Tech and 19-

18 against the University of

Virginia.

The Golden Eagles, under

fourth year head coach Ken
Nellis, finished the 2001 dual

meet season with a strong 11-3

dual meet record. Clarion won
the second road dual in less

than 24-hours, defeating

Virginia Tech 23-21 on Friday

night. Clarion also finished the

EWL season with a 5-2 mark.

Clarion entered the duals with

a 9-3 overall slate and a 4-2

mark in the EWL. The Golden

Eagles have defeated EWL
foes West Virginia (27-10),

Cleveland State (37-3),

Bloomsburg (18-17) and

Pittsburgh (32-5), while league

losses are against Edinboro

(26-9) and Lock Haven (28-9).

Clarion was led by #10

ranked heavyweight John Testa

(24-4) and #15 rated 133-

pounder Rad Martinez (25-6).

Testa has won 14 bouts in a

row to boost his record to 24-

4. Also in the Clarion lineup

will be Peter Derstine (13-13)

at 125, Frank Edgar (15-14) at

141, Dom Surra (18-10) at 149,

Shane McChesney (12-9) at

157, Pete Kroshefskie (7-16) at

165, Aaron Mitchell (18-15) at

174, Bob Topper (20-7) at 184

and Eric Mausser (22-8) at

197.

The meet against the

University of Virginia started

at 197 pounds and Clarion

rolled to a 16-0 lead. Eric

Mausser led off with a pin at

4:09 over Zach Freday, then

#10 ranked heavyweight John

Testa posted an 11-2 major

decision over Josh Etu and a

10-0 advantage.

Peter Derstine and Rad
Martinez posted decisions and

Clarion's lead was 16-0 before

Virginia mounted a furious

comeback. Clarion's 174-

pound senior Aaron Mitchell

won a critical 3-1 overtime

decision over Brian Muir and

Clarion edged the University

of Virginia 19-18 in its final

dual meet of the season on

Saturday afternoon, at

Memorial Gym.
The Cavaliers successive

one point decisions at 141 with

Bob Seidel decisioning Frank

Edgar 7-6, then PJ Bory edged

Dom Surra 8-7. After Shane

McChesney also lost a close

decision at 157, the Eagles for-

feited 165-pounds when Pete

Kroshefskie was unable to take

the mat after suffering a shoul-

der injury at Virginia Tech on

Friday night. Clarion held a

slim 16-15 lead, but that set the

stage for Mitchell's heroics.

Tied 1-1 in overtime,

Mitchell scored a counter-take-

down about 45-seconds into

overtime to push the Eagle lead

up to 19-15. Although Bob
Topper lost a 3-2 decision to

Jimi Massey at 184, the Eagles

held on for a 19-18 victory.

Virginia Tech, under fourth

year head coach Keith

Mourlam, had an overall

record of 7-6-1 and a 1-3-1

EWL mark. The Hokies have

defeated Bloomsburg 23-21,

tied Edinboro 16-16, and lost

to Lock Haven 26-14, Pitt 28-

12 and West Virginia 24-23.

Virginia Tech has three high-

ly ranked wrestlers in #4 Sean

Gray (22-2) at 141, #4 Chris

Martin (21-2) at 165 and #7

Eric Hall (18-6) at 174. Also

tough in the lineup are Jeremy

Gaysek (14-8) at 133, Scott

Justus (14-6) at 184 and Wes
Cummings (10-11) at 197.

Virginia, led by 8th year head

coach Lenny Bernstein, had a

record of 5-7 overall and is 1-

2 in the ACC. Virginia will be

led by Bob Seidel (17-7) at

141, PJ. Bory (14-8) at 149,

Greg Francesca (14-13) at 165,

Jimi Massey (15-7) at 184 and

Josh Etu (17-6) at heavy-

weight.

The Cavaliers own recent

wins over Duke (19-15) and

Old Dominion (24-12), with

losses to Virginia Tech (27-13)

and North Carolina (24-12).

Liz Potter /The Clarion Call

A Golden Eagle tangles with a Slippery Rock opponent dur-

ing ttie PSAC tournament at Tippin Gymnasium.

Clarion had a 1-1 record

against Virginia Tech in the

EWL. The Golden Eagles won
39-3 in 1999 and lost 35-9 last

year.

The Golden Eagles have a

2-2 record against Virginia. In

1999 Clarion lost 22-18 at

Virginia, while defeating the

Cavaliers 22-15 in 1998.

Congratulations to Clarion's

Bob Topper who was named
the PSAC "Wrestler of the

Week" on Monday. Last week
he defeated #13 ranked Dan
Stine of Pitt and Josh Millard

of Lock Haven to earn this

honor.

The match on Friday night

aired on WWCH - 1300 AM,

but the Saturday match had

been moved to the sister sta-

tion WCCR-FM, 92.7.

EWL's will be back at

Virginia Tech on March 3 and

March 4. There will be 39

NCAA qualifiers this year, the

top three in each weight class

and nine wild cards.

Clarion will next be in action

on March 3-4 at the EWL
Tournament. Scheduled for

Virginia Tech, the tournament

is the individual qualifier for

all EWL teams. 39 NCAA D-I

Qualifiers will earn spots to the

nationals in the two-day event.

Better Than
Sex, Drugs, and Rock n Roll.

All of these became popular in the

1950's but
in 1963 Judo and Self-defense were
established on Clarion's campus.

Dr. Paposi-Jobb, 6 time U.S. Masters
Champion and 3 time Masters World

Champ,
Brought this to us 40 years ago and

it's still alive and well today.

So come and join us Tuesday and
Thursday

From 7:00pm to 9:00pm in Tippin
Gymnasium's Wrestling Room.
Open for all sexes and ages.

Melissa Yearous named Clarion

Call "Athlete of the "Week"
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Clarion Call "Athlete of

the Week" for the week of

Feb. 22 is Melissa Yearous

.

Yearous's recent ten point

gain gives her 971 in her

career, just 29 shy of 1,000

with three games left in her

career and on the Eagles

schedule. Melissa now has

971 career points, 510
rebounds and 184 steals.

Yearous is a communica- Melissa Yearous

tions major and takes onlhe
positions of Guard/Forward

during the games. She is a

junior from Kaysville, Utah.

Yearous is a team captain, a

great leader, tremendous

leaper, and unselfish during

the games.

Yearous is the daughter of

Dennis & Barb Yearous. She

has a brother Mike and sister

Michelle. Her favorite food is

Grandma's Lasagna and

singer. Garth Brooks.
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Earnhardt killed during final lap of Daytona 500
Courtesy of TMS Campus

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. --

Dale Earnhardt, a feisty,

working-class hero who
emerged as one of the greatest

drivers in NASCAR history,

died Sunday from head injuries

sustained during a last-lap

crash in the Daytona 500.

A few months shy of his

50th birthday, Earnhardt leaves

a void among legions of fans

who embraced his relentless

pursuit of opponents around

the NASCAR circuit. "The

Intimidator" was never timid

about scraping paint or giving

friendly love taps.

His legacy includes seven

Winston Cup championships,

tying him with the legendary

Richard Petty, and 76 career

victories, the most of any

active driver.

"This is one, undoubtedly, of

the toughest announcements

I've ever had to make, but after

the accident on Turn 4 of the

Daytona 500, we've lost Dale

Earnhardt," NASCAR Pres-

ident Mike Helton told a clus-

ter of reporters in the infield

media center about 7 p.m.

Sunday. "We don't know a lot;

we don't know enough to

answer all of your questions.

Our prayers and wishes and

our effort right now are with

Teresa Earnhardt and her fami-

ly, Richard Childress and his

family, and Dale Earnhardt."

Childress was Earnhardt's

longtime friend and boss.

On Sunday, Earnhardt was

in third place on the final lap,

trailing Michael Waltrip and

son Dale Jr., and leading a

tightly bunched five-car pack

heading through the final turn.

Sterling Marlin tapped

Earnhardt's No. 3 Chevrolet

Monte Carlo, sending the car

spiraling from the bottom of

the track through the entire

width of the speedway.

After Earnhardt's car crashed

hard into the outside wall, Ken

Schrader slammed him hard on

the passenger side.

The cars careened again off

the wall before finally sliding

to a stop on the infield grass.

"I guess someone got into

Dale because Dale got into me,

and then we went up,"

Schrader said. "We hit pretty

hard, and Dale hit harder."

Waltrip, who was hired by

Earnhardt to drive for his Dale

Earnhardt Inc. team this year,

earned the first Winston Cup

victory of his 463-race career.

Earnhardt Jr., who also drove

for his father, finished second.

A large blue tarp, normally

used as a protective shield

after a serious crash, was

placed over the wreckage of

Earnhardt's car as emergency

crews rushed to the scene.

After firefighters removed

the roof of the car, Earnhardt

was transported by ambulance

to Halifax Medical Center,

where he was pronounced dead

at 5:16 p.m., 20 minutes after

an emergency-trauma team

worked to revive him. "We did

everything we could for him,"

said Dr. Steve Bohannon,

emergency-room physician at

Halifax and director of emer-

gency medical services at the

speedway.

"I suspect an autopsy will be

done for the exact cause of

death. My speculation would

be head injuries, particularly to

the base of the skull. He was

unconscious and unresponsive

from the time of the first

medic's arrival. He was not

breathing and had no palpable

pulse."

As Earnhardt drew his last

breath with his wife, Teresa,

and Dale Jr., at his side, fans

began to mingle outside of

Halifax, waiting for the news

they dreaded hearing.

"NASCAR's over," one fan

said.

Born April 29, 1951,

Earnhardt is survived by his

third wife, Teresa, sons Kerry,

31, and Dale Jr., 26, and

daughters Kelley, 28, and

Taylor, 12.

Earnhardt's death raises cau-

tionary tones in a sport recent-

ly besieged by safety issues,

focusing on the limited use of

head- and -neck- support
devices. Earnhardt, who was

not wearing the protective

HANS (head and neck support

system) became the fourth

NASCAR driver killed in the

past year. His death follows

those of Busch Series driver

Adam Petty and Winston Cup

driver Kenny Irwin at New
Hampshire International

Speedway (Petty in May and

Irwin in July) and truck series

driver Tony Roper at Texas

Motor Speedway in October.

It was the first death at

Daytona since February 1994,

when Rodney Orr's car went

airborne and flipped, snapping

a caution light in a remote

Courtesy of TMS Campus;

Dale Earnhardt in the #3 car is hit by #36 Kenny Schradei]

on the last lap of the Daytona 500 Sunday February 18,\

2001. Earnhardt crashed in the last lap of today's]

Daytona 500 and was sent to the hospital. Earnhardt, a
seven-time Nascar Winston Cup champion, died of

injuries resulting In the last lap of the race. He was 49

Michael Waltrip in the #15 NAPA Chevrolet won the

Daytona 500.

back turn during NASCAR
practice, just three days after

veteran driver Neil Bonnett

died when he crashed head-on

into a concrete wall.

Though no death is trivial,

they cannot approach the his-

torical benchmark of Sunday's

tragedy. Once a factory worker

in the textile-mill town of

Kannapolis, N.C., Earnhardt

eventually came to own three

race teams (fielding Winston

Cup rides for Dale Jr., Steve

Park and Waltrip) while mak-

ing an estimated $26.5 million

annually.

Most important, when not

pursuing his leisure activities

of hunting or fishing,

Earnhardt was known for

going after bigger game on

Sunday afternoons.

"I think fans always ask the

question, 'Who's the best race-

car driver?' " said Ned Jarrett,

whose son. Dale, is on the

Winston Cup circuit. "And 1

think Dale Earnhardt was the

best race-car driver there's

ever been. He had such

tremendous talent."

fhe Earnhardt family was

long bound by racing. Dale

Earnhardt's father, Ralph, was

the 1956 NASCAR Sportsman

champion. He died after a heart

attack in 1973 while working

on a car.

"I focus and give everything

I can to the driving of the No.

3 car," Earnhardt said recently.

"That had better be the priority

in life. I probably couldn't do

nothing if I didn't believe [in

God] and have all my priorities

in order."

Should college athletes be paid for performances?

Courtesy of TMS Campus

As an undergraduate scraping

by on part-time jobs, grants and

my parents' generosity, I was

appalled by the idea that a jock

should receive anything beyond

their scholarship.

They're getting a free educa-

tion! Gratis! What more could the

ungrateful lout want?

I clung to this notion for a few

years after graduation, even after I

began covering college sports for

a living. One time I was kicking

the topic around with Illinois

Athletic Director, Ron Guenther.

Because of Title IX, Guenther

explained, the athletic department

would have to offer the same pay-

ment to every athlete, from the

star quarterback to the last reserve

on the women's cross-country

team. Illinois had about 900 ath-

letes on scholarship. If each were

paid $1,000 per year - well, we

were talking about some serious

cabbage. And Illinois' athletic

department already was losing

money.

"We just can't afford it,"

Guenther said. A lot of athletic

directors, presidents and coaches

have said the same thing for years.

I used to believe them. But then I

gradually began to change my
mind. I'm not sure when, exactly.

It might have been around the

time Notre Dame received several

millions for the exclusive rights to

its home football games from

NBC.

Big-time college sports is about

a lot of things, but mostly it's

about money. There's money

everywhere but in the performers'

pockets. Let's not call them "stu-

dent-athletes," a phony and

deceptive term invented by the

NCAA.
You can go to any economics

department in the country and you

won't find an economist who can

identify the major-college sports

model. It exists only in the

NCAA, which critics have called

the world's most successful cartel.

The NCAA gets away with what

amounts to slavery by giving its

performers academic grants-in-

aid, plus room and board and

other limited benefits.

I'll concede that a scholarship

has value. But how much is a mat-

ter of some debate; many econo-

mists say it depends entirely upon

the quality of the institution grant-

ing it. But scholarships only have

value if the education is received.

Sorry, but college sports are no

different from pro when it comes

to the bottom line. In the real

world, the Big Ten has no more

dignity than the CBA. It only has

more history and a broader audi-

ence. That's basic economics. But

pay-for-pjay is no longer about

economics. It's about ethics. Pay

the players. And pay them what

they're worth.
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A trip to the "Big Dance"

VOLUME 86, ISSUE 6

Liz Potter/ The Clarion Call

Coming together at the right time, the Clarion University Mens Basketball team advanced to the NCAA tournament for the

first time in 20 years. Clarion will lace'em up against the #3 seed Salem International Thursday night in the East Regional.

Pa business leaders praise SSHE
by J.P. Kenney

aarion Call EditoM

Eighty-eight percent of 500

business and education executives

from Pennsylvania companies and

institutions believe State System

schools are doing a good job

preparing students for careers.

This is according to a telephone

survey conducted by

Millersville's University's Center

for Opinion Research.

The survey said executives

believe recent SSHE graduates

have excellent computer and tech-

nical skills, motivation and a good

••••••••••••••••••

work ethic.

"The results of this latest survey

are another strong endorsement of

our universities," said State

System Chancellor James H.

McCormick.

Most companies believe that

State System schools are teaching

students what they need to know

in their selected careers.

"We do a lot of hands-on work.

What we teach is based on the real

world experience. We believe we

have a pretty good focus on the

real world," said Dr. Dana

Madison, Chair of the CIS

Department at Clarion University.

The survey also said that state-

owned universities are teaching

students other aspects of their

related careers

"We are very inclusive, talking

about professionalism throughout

are classes," said Dr. Donna

Poljanec, Chair of the Education

Department.

At Clarion University, Dr.

Poljanec believes many students

in the Education Department ben-

efit from field work.

"Students are out in the rield

early, at least observing and grasp-

ing what it's like to see the class-

room through a student's eyes,"

said Dr. Poljanec.

The survey also revealed that

three in five executives said their

organization has ongoing relation-

ships with SSHE schools. The

relationships have allowed stu-

dents to obtain internships, stu-

dent teaching placements and job

placements.

"We have great confidence in

our academic programs for their

professional experience," said

Provost Dr. Joseph Grunewald.

"Our faculty works hard to stay up

to date and continue to stay on the

leading edge professionally."

• ••••••••••••«•••• •v^ww.thtclarioiicaH.com* • • • •
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News
New lounge added to

Clarion University. To

find out where.

See page 7.

Lifestyles

Vagina Monologues

endlessly entertaining

See page 11.

Sports

For more information

on the Mens Basketball

team

Seepage 20.

Mens team

wins PSAC

title, advance

to NCAAs
Courtesy of Sports Information

Tournament MVP Rollie Smith

scored seven of his 17 points in

overtime to lead the Clarion

University mens basketball team

to an 80-77 victory over West

Chester in the PSAC
Championship Game Saturday

night at Edinboro's McComb
Fieldhouse

With the win, Clarion's first

PSAC title-game win, the Golden

Eagles (19-9) receive the confer-

ence's automatic bid to the NCAA
Division II Tournament. It is

Clarion's first trip to the NCAA
Tournament since 1981.

"It's an elation," Clarion's 13th-

year head coach Ron Righter said.

"There is so much joy for the

kids. They worked so hard. This

win means so much. It's unbeliev-

able, gut-filled joy that we are

feeling right now.

It has made all my years in

coaching worthwhile. I am

extremely proud of them."

Smith was the hero of the day

sending the game to overtime

with a three-pointer with six sec-

onds to play after the Golden

Eagles season looked all but

dead.

Trailing by three points, 68-65,

following two free throws by

West Chester's Andy Sedora with

28 seconds left. Clarion elected to

try to get a quick two-point shot.

See 'Basketball' Page 20
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Scfaool Shootii^s

Gun control has been an issue for a very long time.

Especially when it involves school shootings, which unfortu-

nately has become a fad as of late?

Some say that the problem stems from the home, while oth-

ers think that even the most attentive parents have children

who misuse guns. The fact remains that school shootings are

a huge problem in our society.

Some high schools have installed metal detectors. While this

is a noble effort, what good are they if schools only put them
to use maybe twice a year. Maybe the money for the metal

detectors would be better used on classes or assemblies that

deal with the issue.

There is something wrong somewhere along the line when a

child wakes up in the morning with the intent to harm a class-

mate. Especially if it results in death.

It gets emotionally tiring when all we do is turn on the news
to hear of another school shooting. What is wrong with

America?

It used to be that beating someone up was a big deal. Now,
parents pray that their child getting a black eye is the worst

that could happen. It's true, it's true.

Some of us think that guns don't kill people, people kill peo-

ple, while others of us feel that it is the weapon itself that kills.

Whichever is true, children are getting ahold of weapons,
whether it's from home or somewhere else, and causing phys-

ical harm to others in an educational environment. How some
people don't find this a rising problem is a mystery.

There is always the multiple possibilities for solutions. The
most obvious is that parents should not keep firearms in the

home.

Another is that if parents insist on having guns in the home,
for sport or protection, they should be responsible for making
sure that their children know about the harm that guns can

cause. They should also keep the weapons locked up and out

of reach of their children.

Killing a classmate and harming others should not be a part

of our everyday society.

Through the Looking Glass

A LITTLE
SNOW WONT
STOP ME: Undeterred

by a major snowstorm that hit

Nebraska, a man in dire need of a

drink stole a snowplow from a

storage facility in Hastings and

drove it 20 miles to a liquor store

where he bought a case of beer.

The clerk called the cops because

the guy appeared to be intoxicat-

ed. Police had no trouble catching

the thief, because he paid for the

brewskis with a personal check

before abandoning the plow at an

elementary school near his home.

UH, HI OFFI-

CER, I WAS
JUST LEAV ...

Police said a man robbed a dry

cleaners' shop in Vandalia, Ohio,

and was walking out with the loot

just as a police lieutenant walked

in to pick up his laundry.

The shop is right next door to the

police station. The man was
arrested.

YOU AGAIN!?
Harald Hauso, a soft-hearted

fisherman, has made headlines in

his native Norway because he

took pity on a blind codfish that

keeps swimming into his nets.

Hauso's hooped nets in a

Norwegian fjord attract tiny crabs

and starfish, and the cod apparent-

ly knows he can get an easy meal

there.

He also must know that he won't

be eaten himself, because Hauso

has released him 35 times in the

past year.

A LOT OF
HERE, SKIPPY!
WHERED YOU

WORK FOR GO, DOG? Ly„ K,„g

NOTHING: a preay

strong thief stormed into the All-

Wash Laundromat in Toledo,

Ohio, forced the attendant into the

bathroom, then ~ in a feat of

Herculean might - bear-hugged a

floor-model Automatic Teller

Machine, picked it up and walked

out with it. The attendant would

have told him, had he asked, that

the ATM was out of order and

contained no cash.

HE CAN STILL
CHARM THE
LADIES: AbduHah al-

Maeedh al-Qahtani, a farmer in

Saudi Arabia, is getting married

for the third time. He is 110 years

old, and the bride-to-be is in her

50s. Doctors were consulted, and

gave their OK for the wedding to

take place.

was fishing from the bank of the

Daintree River in Australia, with

her liule doggie by her side, when
a large crocodile suddenly

emerged from the water, snatched

the dog by his head and swam to

the bottom, munching away all

the while.

ONE, TWO,
THREE.
FLUSH! Maintenance

workers shut down the pipeline

providing water to Oregon's

Jackson County Jail for a number

of hours in order to make repairs.

As soon as the water was turned

back on, 200 prisoners flushed

their toilets - all at the same time

.

- overloading the system and

causing a flood of murky sewer

water throughout the prison.

issues across the campus, state, nation, ana world. We
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Life and Death
**The reality is,

that life is really

short and our

loved ones, make
life what it is.'^

Hide Park

J.P. Kenney

In less than 24 hours, I

experienced life and death.

I saw life in a beautiful innocent

smiling baby; who has her whole

life in front of her with endless

possibilities. When she smiles

and laughs you see how much life

she has in her.

One day later, I saw death as I

sat in a automobile spinning out

of control on a highway, finally

coming to rest ten feet from

oncoming traffic.

The near death experience that

transpired really hit me when the

state trooper couldn't believe that

my car didn't flip over.

Several times he asked if I was

hurt and to his surprise I wasn't.

It made me see, I was close to

serious injury or death.

Life and death a cliched phrase,

but very evident in my life this

past weekend.

In the every day hustle and bus-

tle of life, we lose track of what

and who really is special to us.

Too many times it takes tragedy

or life threatening accidents to

awaken us to this reality. The

reality is, that life is really short

and our loved ones, make life

what it is.

When we are with the ones we

love, life is filled with laughter,

joy and anticipation.

Although death eluded me on

Sunday, I learned some valuable

life lessons in the process.

One lesson is that life is uncer-

tain, anything can happen at any

time.

The most important lesson is

that life is uncertain, you never

know when it is going to come to

an end. Appreciate the great times

you have, and, most of all cherish

the time you spend with your

loved ones.

"I3()k ifs ouf'G ^^We^re paying

for it. so why do you care?^'

Tim Conners, Advertising Design Editor

So, there I was sitting in The

Clarion Call office, contemplat-

ing on going outside to smoke a

cigarette, and this note is passed

over to my desk. I looked over it

and felt the sudden urge to claim

the editorial for this week's edi-

tion. Now I know what your

thinking, what on earth could

make old Tim leap out of his chair

and want to write? The note was

about someone or some people

who had a problem with people

smoking outside on campus.

Asking how we felt about the cig-

arette butts all over the place and

walking through a cloud of blue

smoke to get into the buildings.

The final thought was about a

smoke free campus or "smoking

huts" for smokers.

Now I'll admit that the cigarette

butts do look bad lying on the

ground all over the place. As for

the cloud of smoke that fills the air

that so many people walk through,

that's a load of bull. I've been

hanging around here for three

years now and not once have I

ever saw this mythical cloud of

blue smoke that hangs around after

all the smoke leaves. Are you

smoking something that is causing

you to see these things?

Look it's our God-given right to

smoke. We're paying for it so why

do you care. It's not like we have

anywhere else to go to smoke.

Ninety percent of all buildings on

campus are non-smoking. Now
people are upset about smokers

smoking outside? What in the hell

are you thinking? It's not like we
are tying you down and blowing

the smoke in your face.

To be honest, smokers have been

crapped on for years. Look around

a restaurant sometime, and you'll

Editorial

notice that the smokers are all

crammed in the back. Then look

and see the differences in size

between the smoking and non-

smoking areas. Non-smokers

have all the space in the world,

while the smokers have to share

ten tables. Furthermore many

restaurants have completely

banned cigar and pipe smoking

and some have banned smoking

completely. Left and right, places

have gone non-smoking just to

accommodate the non-smokers.

Now that might be ok for a few

people and to some that might be

an outrage, but at least we have the

good old outdoors to go out and

puff away.

See 'Tim' Page 4
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OPINION
Call On You

what was the best thing you did over winter break?

by: Hz Potter

1 r .^^^ 1

^il<ie (Davis

Senior,

LiSeraC Studies

"I discovered interesting

and new provacative uses

for Eric Zdenek's

toothbrush."

Justi HQidyCal^

Senior, ^rap/tic Slrts

'I went snorkling in

Cancun."

Missi ^e6l(o

Sopfiomore, *£[. 'Ed.

'I went dancing at a local

club."

%arrafi yerage

Senior,

Communication

"I partied on Bourbon

Street in New Orleans."

Timl Advertising Design Editor, Tim voices out on smoking,

from Page 3.

Oh wait, I'm sorry, now when

we smoke outside we are still

offending the non-smokers.

Where would you like us to go? I

know, you want us to run home,

climb up the stairs, and hide in

the closet. Sure let me jump right

on that train.

I'm sick of all your comments

and your dirty looks that you give

us as smokers. So stop! When
you are perfect and live in your

perfect world, then you can do all

that stuff that is listed above.

Until that day shut your pie

hole!!!

I'll tell you what. Here is my
little deal to everyone who is

offended by smokers. When you

all stop doing things that annoy

me and my fellow smokers, then I

will personally lead the campaign

to stop smoking outside, in all

resturants, on the moon, in the

ocean, and anywhere else that

you want. Until that day arrives,

deal with it like the rest of us do.

I was asked once why I smoked,

and here is my answer, "Because

it's all I can do to deal with your

incessant whining."

Teachers Wanted!!!

"Immediate Openings"

Come to SUNNY Southern California!

Fontana Unified School District (FUSD) is

now hiring fully certified teachers for

immediate openings and the 2001-2002
school year in the following areas:

Special Education K-12

Regular Education K-12

Now scheduling interviews
in Pittsburgh for

April 6 & 7, 2001.
FUSD is located 1 hour fix)m the beaches and minutes fix)m the

mountains, a major air port and several universities. Estimated

total compensation available for First Year Fullv Certified Teachers

$38,835/yr. For EXPERIENCED teachers we grant up to 9 yrs. on

the salary schedule. Full family benefits paid including vision and

dental. For info caD Maiy Como, Human Reasources at (800) 555-

0610, ext. 7221. Visit us the internet at www.fontana.k12.ca.us/

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by

J.R Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The
Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To a sense of humor. I must say I was suckered in. The writing center advertisements

throughout Gemmell Student Center definitely attracted my eye. The headline reads

NAKED TUTORING followed by the next line of "Okay, well not really." Very clever!

To the Mens Basketball team. Congratulations on the outstanding season!

Qualifying for the NCAA tournament for the first time in 20 years is quite a feat

and is deserving of four stars. My hats off to Head Coach Ron Righter and the rest of his coaching staff

along with the players.

W% To Mother Nature. Could you please just one day, have the sun shine and the grass not be covered

in snow? Clarion needs a break, throw us an early spring. I'm not asking for much but to

see 50 degrees on the thermometer would be a surprise. RS. Could you lay off the wind a little bit?

^' ^- To well spent money! Okay, I'm just kidding, but I must say I like the idea of having

a TV in the rotunda between The Clarion Call office, the Student Senate office and

UAB office. It is a good spot for students to crash or just sit out and wait. Many times students wander

the hallways waiting for representitives from The Clarion Call, UAB or Student Senate. This TV now

gives them something to do as they wait.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief

J.P. Kenney. Ideas and views expressed do not

necessarily reflect that of The Clarion Call staff.

Please do not take these comments to heart. They

are all in good fun and are meant as conversation

builders.

^
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OPINION
Letter to the editor

Whoop de do' NYC
I'm writing in response to a very

large inconsistency in the last

issue (Feb. 22) of the Call.

In the Lifestyles Editor's rebut-

tal to Marilouse Michel (side note,

Keith: had a lot of positive feed-

back to that one... nice work) he

made mention of the paper giving

free advertisement to the play. If

this is such a bone of contention-

giving a free ad when there is not

enough room for "real," paid

advertisements-then I would like

an explanation as to why you saw

fit to allow four pages of potential

ad space to be filled with useless

pablam concerning the Call's

recent trip to NYC.
While I'm sure everyone had fun

and possibly even learned a few

things, I don't understand the need

for 60 free-of-charge personal ads

and a two-page commercial free

spread about people's "favorites"

from the trip. If the ads are so

important a moneymaker ( and I

don't doubt that they are) to the

paper, then everyone-Editors and

Staff included should be responsi-

ble for paying for ads.

In addition to being an irrespon-

sible use of space (and all space in

a paper is ad space...), it also cre-

ates a real minefield of a read. Not

many outside the group that

attended the trip really care about

pushing buttons at a club, shiny

pants, or monsters. While inside

jokes are a vital part to personal

ads, enough is really enough. My
final thought should be one of you

to consider: a campus newspaper

is meant to mirror CAMPUS LIFE

AND AFFAIRS, and not merely

the whims of the executive board.

Faithfully submitted

Jeffrey M. Chaffee

Just a remindef, letters to the

editor must have a name to be

printed.

DESTINTA THEATRES in ml
CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

CROUCHING TIGER
9:15

RECESS
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00

DOWN TO EARTH PG-
12:30 2:40 4:55 7:00 9:00

(S3l& Sunj

CHOCOUT
11:00 1:30 6:30
(Sat&Sun)

HANNIBAL
9:00

3000 Ml. TO GRACEUVND
4:00 9:00

GET OVER IT PG-131
1 1 :00 1 :00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00

15 MINUTES R
11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

(Sal Sun)

THE MEXICAN R
11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

(S»l - Sun)

SEE SPOT RUN PGj
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STUDENT
SENATE

President

J

These days, you hear a lot about

respect. Respect your elders,

respect your parents, and respect

your professors. As students, we
are expected to respect a lot of

people. But am I the only one that

thinks respect should be a two

way street? Respect should not be

a given, it should be something

that is earned.

The past two weeks, I have wit-

nessed many incidents that profes-

sors, administrators, alumni, etc.

expect to be respected by students,

but in return offer nothing. Why
do people refuse to accept that as

students we pay to be here and

also require a degree of respect?

As a student leader on campus, I

deal with faculty and administra-

tion on a regular basis. Before I

go on, I will admit that there are

faculty, staff and administration

on this campus that treat me with

the same respect they would of

their colleagues. These people

will (and they know who they are)

listen to your ideas first and then

offer constructive criticism, stay

late to discuss something with you

and in general walk that extra

mile.

Then. . .we have the other type of

faculty and administration on this

campus. The ones that feel

because they have letters after

their name, they do not have to

respect us, the students. The ones

that look down at us and treat us

as small peons.

Just recently the University

passed their new Mission

Statement and Core Values for the

University. I would suggest that

By Brian Sowa - Student Senate President

President's P'orum

every faculty member, administra-

tor and employee read over this

document. Specifically pay close

attention to the second core value,

which states:

We are committed as a faculty,

staff and administration to creat-

ing opportunities for all our stu-

dents to achieve success beyond

the expectations within an envi-

ronment u'hich cultivates toler-

ance, civility and respect. (Just

so you know, I didn't add the bold

type... it was put there by the

University in the copy I have.)

Maybe it is me, maybe it is just

Student Senate, but more and

more, it seems to be that we do not

have the described environment.

For students, we do not live, learn

and work in an environment,

which cultivates respect.

For example, I recently wrote a

letter addressing some concerns

regarding our Faculty Senate and

suggested a meeting to collaborate

like causes between our two bod-

ies. It has since come to my atten-

tion that the letter was taken abra-

sively. It was also suggested that

it was taken in this light because I

was a student addressing faculty.

Regardless of my position on

Student Senate, I feel my opinion,

as a student on this campus

deserves the same respect as any-

one else.

A similar situation recently arose

with the alumni association. (I

apologize now for bringing this up

again, but it reiterates my point.

Everyone is aware of the situation

so I will not go into all over

again... Serving alcohol on cam-

pus, for those who have a short

term memory or have simply

missed the past few issues.) It's

my understanding that alumni and

some faculty were astonished that

Student Senate would even

address the issue. Why? Why is it

so surprising to you that we would

stand up for something we strong-

ly believe in and fight against it?

Is it because you lack any respect

at all for us?

This situation really blows my
mind because a number of the

alumni on the association's execu-

tive board held leadership posi-

tions on Student Senate and The
Clarion Call while they were

students here. To these alumni 1

ask, would you have fought

against this situation while you

were a student here? If not, why?

And if so, why was it suddenly all

right?

I could go on further about the

lack of respect for students on our

campus, but why? The people that

have respect for students are read-

ing this and agreeing. The ones

who don't respect us are probably

think I am a "snotty nosed adoles-

cent taking childish and destruc-

tive pleasure in disrespecting my
elders."

I don't feel that is the case. I am
simply inquiring why more facul-

ty, more administrators and more

alumni are not treating t the stu-

dent body with respect. Once

again... I always welcome

response, but for some reason I

never receive it.

Hssim
spring Seminar March 9

Voice treatment and working with autistic chifdron

Registration 8 a.m.

Rooms 250/252 Gemmell Student Compiex
Sponsored by a student non-profit organization

Call CSD department for registration fees and more information at 393-2581

(Sit - Sun)
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OPINION
Student Opinion

U.S. air strikes on Iraq defense systems warranted
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Cail Mitor-in-Chi^^^^^

It has been several weeks since

the U.S. launched air strikes on

Iraqi air defense systems.

I have made a decision as a 21-

year-old American student, that

this has been a positive decision in

George W. Bush's first month as

President.

So much criticism is directed

toward President Bush. I am not a

loyal supporter of Bush, but I do

agree with the recent air strikes on

Iraqi air defense systems.

It was a positive moment for the

U.S. The areas that were targeted

and hit were posing problems for

U.S. and British planes.

France recently has said that the

air strikes are hurting the "Iraqi

Letter to the editor

problem."

This statement from France

officials confuses me greatly.

France, an ally to America ten

years ago in the Gulf War, is not

thinking clearly about what

America is trying to portray.

Critics and countries such as

France who are criticizing

President Bush and his Secretary

of State Colin Powell are missing

the point.

The point is that Iraqi defense

systems were threatening U.S. and

British planes. I might add these

planes were flying to enforce a

"no fly" zone in Southern Iraq.

Iraq broke the agreement and the

U.S. punished Iraq for it. There is

no difference between what is

happening with this and what hap-

pens when a parent scolds a child.

The United States and Iraq were

at agreement. Iraq broke a rule

regarding that agreement. It is the

same as a child breaking a house

rule; the child gets punished. Iraq

gets punished.

I'm not characterizing the

United States as a parent and Iraq

being a child. I'm characterizing

the situation.

It amazes me that countries are

rallying against the United States

for the attack. I may be wrong but

was it not ten years ago when

Saddam Hussein reigned terror in

the little helpless country of

Kuwait. Who was there to force

Iraqi troops out, the United

States. The United States is tak-

ing a stand.

Bush has made a positive mark

in ordering this attack.

In less than a month into office

Bush is not going to tolerate any

more antics from Saddam

Hussein.

"Move on", "Get over it" not being bought by one American
Dear Editor:

"Let history of the past be spread before the eyes of a

candid and thoughtful people" are the wise words of

Timothy Fortune, once one of our outstanding journalists.

Strangely enough the recent history of Florida's extensive

electoral crimes, non-counts and irregularities appear to

be rapidly receding from our minds and memories, but

history after all, does offer some lessons.

Most legal scholars maintain that the three interventions

of the U.S. Supreme Court which provided a presidential

selection were matters for the state courts only and

beyond the jurisdiction of the federal courts. The nation

observed that "Chief Justice Rehnquist and his four allies

were going to make sure that George W's shrinking lead

would survive, and thought a fair recount would probably

make Al Gore the winner."

It is well to recall that it was the Bush campaign which

first sought court action. Even at the end they were seek-

ing another 23 local court actions to delay or deny a

recount in particular counties. The Gainesville (Fla.) Sun

concluded that "In 2000 the winner prevailed by running

out the clock."

The nation's voters are all losers, most particularly the

thousands of minorities who were denied the opportunity

to vote, the thousands whose votes were never counted

plus the victims of several crimes and numerous irregular-

ities. The only winners, aside from the Court's selected

are the special interests, particularly oil, tobacco and the

very wealthy whose significant assistance helped make

the selection of his fraudulency possible.

Unfortunately, an irresponsible Congress is addicted to

largely irrelevant "investigations" of Bill Clinton.

Senator Aden Specter and Congressman Dan Burton,

overheated missiles in search of TV cameras, lead these

never-ending fishing expeditions, seeking whatever politi-

cal advantage the not-too-well-informed might deliver. At

the same time the urgent need for serious probes of the

outrageous errors, rulings and irregularities that Florida's

electoral miscarriage provided is ignored.

We hear the simplistic messages of "move on" and "get

over it" which is spouted by believers in not wanting to

know. The implication is "pipe down, don't remind us."

These pretentious believers betray the familiar mentality

of the school yard, the school boys who, to quote Roger

Horn, "cheat to win games and then crow, it's over, I

won, get used to it." Their catchwords are concocted to

obscure memory, knowledge, analysis and understanding.

Life, however, is not a school yard and the really con-

cerned will get over it when the nation gets it right. Some
of us "can feel the hard hand of history on our shoulders"

as Prime Minister Tony Blair put it.

The media is no better. These messengers of the all-

powerful corporate world prefer to deal with still more

infotainment and superficial presentations of "news" to

divert us from our most basic problems.

The fact is that we have an un-president who was

selected rather than elected by what many regard as a cor-

rupt court, with uncounted votes. His fraudulency insists

on a highly questionable tax reduction that threatens our

economic future as it aims to enrich the rich. Have we

forgotten that he was the nation's leading executioner, the

governor of a state with extremely limited medical care

for children and the poor along with a polluted country-

side on the level of some third world countries? We hear

less and less of "compassion," a term inconsistent with

Bush's record. Nor is it in tune with the reactionary

Republican congressional leadership which aims to strip

down environmental controls, trash civil liberties and the

courts, gut health care, child protection and the arts. They

will continue taking from the poor and giving to the rich.

We saw all too. much of these practices in the Reagan

and Bush administrations. This new administration is

staffed with many prominent figures from the 1981-1993

era.

Those of us who ignore or forget the facts, as so many
are willing to do, weaken democracy even further than the

electoral disaster itself If we join with the media to bury

the Florida outrages in a blizzard of blather about the

need to "move on" and "come together" we will truly

have the miserable government we deserve. "Move on"

in that context is an absurd contradiction.

Kenneth F. Emerick

Retired assistant professor/librarian at

Clarion Univiefsity
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News
Student Senate

Three groups receive funding from Senate
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News Editor

Student Senate passed three motions to allocate funds

during the weekly meeting on Monday, March 5, 2001.

First, Treasurer Ben Chervenak moved to allocate

$1,177.20 from the Supplemental Reserve to the

American Library Association for a conference; the

motion carried 17-0-1.

Next, Treasurer Chervenak moved to allocate $2,906

from the Supplemental Reserve to the Association of

Information Technology Professionals for a conference.

This motion passed by an 18-0-0 vote.

Finally, Treasurer Chervenak moved to allocate $250

from the Supplemental Account to the Clarion University

Barbell Club. The motion carried 18-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak reported the following current

account balances: Large Item Capital, $434,651.10;

Capital, $114,091.63; Supplemental Reserve, $22,209.53;

and Supplemental, $5,482.00.

According to President Brian Sowa, the 'Spring for

Scholars' auction, held at the Student Recreation Center

Saturday, March 3rd, raised over $55,000 for scholar-

ships. In addition, President Sowa reported on his recent

trip to Harrisburg for a conference that focused on cam-

pus safety and security.

He announced another upcoming visit to Harrisburg for

Advocacy Day, which provides senators with a chance to

meet with state legislators and request additional funding;

the date is tentatively set for Monday, April 2nd.

Mr. Krull, Business Manager, said budget requests are

due by Friday, March 9th; however, many organizations

have yet to turn in a budget request.

According to a representative from Panhellenic Council,

spring recruitment for all sororities ends Friday, March

9th.

Senator Tom Clopp announced Jerry O'Sullivan would

be visiting Clarion University Tuesday, March 13th at 8

p.m. in Hart Chapel.

In addition, UAB would be sponsoring a bus trip to

Toronto to see The Lion King; tickets are $50.

A representative from Interhall Council announced a

skating event Saturday, March 31st at Belmont Skating in

Kittanning from 9:45-1 1 :45 p.m. A bus would leave from

Tippin at 8 p.m. Tickets are available for $3 at the

Gemmell Information Desk.

Two members of the Student Athlete Advisory

Committee reported the men's basketball team is current-

ly in Charlotte, North Carolina for playoffs; their next

game is scheduled for Thursday, March 8th against

Salem.

In addition, five Clarion wrestler's as well as 15 swim-

mers and five divers recently qualified for Nationals.

Senator Farhard Hussain said applications for Student

Senate are available; Senate has not received any applica-

tions at this point.

The next Student Senate meeting is Monday, March 12,

2001 at 7:30 p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senators allocated money to the

American Library Association, Association of

information Tectinology Professionals and the

Barbell Club.

Need Volunteer Hours?

The Special Olympics Western Spring Sectional will

take place Sunday, April 29, 2001.

If you are interested in becoming a committee member
and/or volunteering, please call Amanda at #3299

OR
Attend Informational Meetings:

When: Every Thursday

Time: 6:00 p.m.

Where: 104 Founders Hall

New lounge placed in Gemmell
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

A new TV lounge has been

added to Clarion University's

Gemmell Complex. The new

lounge boasts a 27 inch color TV
and a VCR. It is located in front

of the UAB and Student Senate

offices.

Chairs from the Gemmell

rotunda are being used for seating

in the lounge.

Student Senate President Brian

Sowa, Treasurer Ben Chervenak

and some UAB members felt

there was a need for another stu-

dent lounge.

The lounge was funded through

the Student Senate Capital Fund.

The appropriation granted to

spend on the lounge was about

$600. Because not all of the

money was used, the excess will

return to the Capital Fund.

The idea behind the VCR was

that it could be used as an educa-

tional tool for student groups on

campus.

"It will be nice to take a break

from the long hours in the office.

We also hope it will create unity

between the organizations locat-

ed in the lounge area," said

Chervenak.

Student Senate, UAB, IFC, the

RACS office and The Clarion

Call are located that area.

"The new lounge is a wonderful

way for the organizations in

Gemmell to come together as

well as a way for educational

functions to take place," said

Tom Clopp, Student Senator and

UAB Representative.

www.theclarioncall.com
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Speech and Debate Team sponsors tournament
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Mana^inp Editor

At the Public Performance

Tournament held on Feb. 20, ten

Clarion University students received

awards. The Clarion University Speech

and Debate team and the Speech

Communication and Theatre (SCT)

Department sponsored the event.

During the course of the tournament,

students were given the opportunity to

perform in four different categories.

They included: impromptu speaking,

informative speaking, limited prep

drama, and debate.

In the impromptu speaking event,

George Rutherford, a freshman SCT
major and graduate of Brookville High

School, placed first.

For this event, the speakers were

given a quote (or saying) by the judges

and had five minutes to prepare a two

minute speech, based on what was

given. Erin Chirdon, a sophomore ele-

mentary education/special education

major from Altoona, placed second

while Pete Gramp achieved third place.

In the informative speaking category,

Rutherford again placed first while Jen

Baumgartel, a sophomore secondary

education mathematics major from

New Brighton, and Amy Kessler, a

sophomore elementary education/spe-

cial education major from Fairview,

tied for second place.

Jessica Miller, a sophomore elemen-

tary education major from Zelienople,

took fourth place in this event, which

consisted of the speakers presenting a

five to six minute speech, using at least

three sources for background.

In the limited prep drama event. Jack

Troese, a senior real estate major from

Clarion, achieved first place.

This event involved giving the partic-

ipants a script ten minutes before per-

forming. Other award winners in the

event were: Erin Chirdon who took sec-

ond, Kate Willard from Conestoga, a

junior SCT major, achieved third, and

Mohit Mehta, a freshman economics

major from Calcuta, India, placed

fourth.

In the debate category, Rutherford

once again placed first. Taking second

was Geoff Kinder, a sophomore mar-

keting major, Willard and Pete Gramp,

a senior microbiology major from

Hatboro, tied for third place.

Photo Courtesy of the Speech and Debate Team

From top of the stairs, left to right: Erin Chirdon, George Ruthrford Pete
Gramp, Jen Baumgartel, Kate Wiiard, Amy Kessler, Jessica Miller, Mohit
Mehta and Jack Trosse.

National Broadcasting Society travels to L.A.
by Joy Strain

^^ Clarion CajIStoffWi^^^^^^^^

Look out California, here we
come!!

The Clarion Chapter of NBS-
AERho, the National

Broadcasting Society, is making

big plans for the NBS-AERho
58th Annual National convention

in Los Angeles, California this

March.

The local chapter of NBS-

AERho often invites Clarion

Alumni, work in the broadcast-

ing field and who were members

of NBS-AERho, to speak to the

chapter.

Former Clarion NBS-AERho
members include: Val Porter and

Kevin Battle of WDVE; Steve

Chenevey and Tracy Campbell

of WPXI-T, Channel 11; P.J.

Kumanchik, Program Director at

KDKA-AM radio; Tim

DeBacco, public-address

announcer for the Pittsburgh

Pirates; and Fred Angiolieri,

Production Manager at high

Performance Productions.

Networking with professionals

offers students insight into pur-

suing careers in every aspect of

broadcasting.

NBS-AERho also organizes a

I'm looking forward
to the knowledge I will

gain and the new peo-

ple I will meet. 99

-Christina Sullivan

field trip every semester to a

Pittsburgh radio or television sta-

tion, where members can gain a

realistic view of professional

broadcasting. By doing this, stu-

dents can understand what it

takes to work in a professional

environment.

NBS-AERho has two conven-

tions every ear. In the fall, the

Regional Convention is held at a

college in the Northeastern part

of the U.S. Students attend a full

day of workshops and seminars,

where they can obtain important

information about pursuing a

professional career.

Each seminar is designed to

offer students the opportunity to

ask questions and gain insight

into what is needed when they

are seeking their first job.

Members can also enter numer-

ous competitions at the Regional

Convention, including produc-

tion of a newscast, promo, PSA,

or documentary. A banquet is

held the final evening of each

convention. Many students take

this opportunity to make new
friends and learn more about

other school's programs.

The second NBS-AERho con-

vention is the National

Convention. The National

Convention is held in a different

major city each spring.

NBS-AERho invites profes-

sionals from all over the city to

come and talk with college stu-

dents from all across the U.S.

The convention will be held from

March 14th through the 18th at

Universal City in Los Angeles.

Members attending this

spring's convention are Clarion

students Eric Jones, Michelle

Wallace, Joy Strain, and

Christina Sullivan. Joining them

will be NBS-AERho advisor Mr.

Bill Adams.

"I'm looking forward to the

knowledge I will gain and the

new people I will meet. I think

this will be a great opportunity

for me to have a chance to net-

work with people in the broad-

casting business," said Christina

Sullivan, Senior Communication

major.

Mock interviews will be held

to prepare students for their first

job interviews. Professionals

will also be on hand to critique

students' audio and video tapes.

This will provide members with

ideas about what stations are

looking for when reviewing

tapes for on-air talent.

Members also have the oppor-

tunity to have their resumes

reviewed by professionals to

make their resumes stand out

above all the rest. The conven-

/ think this will be
a great opportunityfor
me to have a chance to

network with people in

the broadcasting busi-

ness. 99

-Christina Sullivan

tion will end with an awards cer-

emony to recognize members
with outstanding production

work.

Mary Walter Leadership Development
Series

Pastor Mark D. Cummins
Confidence

Pastor Mark Cummins returns by popular demand
to explore techniques for boosting confidence.

Leave this session feeling more confident as a

student and a leader.

*March 14, in room 250/252 Gemmell
from 7:00- 8:00 p,m.
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Clarion University...

In Brief

Parking fines to

increase in the fall

Parking fines will increase at

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania starting with the

Fall 2001 semester. The fines will

increase from $5 to $10 for most

violations.

Parking fines will increase from

$5 to $10 and the immobilizer fee

will go from $25 to $30 according

to Clarion University Public

Safety. The $5 fine was consid-

ered an insufficient deterrent to

illegal parking, and an increase

was necessary.

Fines for illegal parking will

increase between $10 and $25 at

all State System of Higher

Education universities beginning

in the fall. Clarion's increase to

$10 is among the smallest

increases in the State System.

Clarion University

student to appear on

Animal Planet

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania graduate student

Vincent Evelsizer will be featured

on an "Animal Planet" television

show. Evelsizer will be profiled

in, "The Marsh," an episode

exploring the ecology of wetland

ecosystems scheduled for Feb. 19

at 7:00 a.m.

Eversizer is seeking a master's

degree in biology. He is conduct-

ing research in marsh ecology in

Manitoba, Canada. He will

describe the role of ducks in the

marsh ecosystem and his own

work on marsh food webs. His

research is under the direction of

Dr. Andrew Turner, assistant pro-

fessor of biology at Clarion

University.

Evelsizer is a son of Dennis and

Cathy Evelsizer of Decorah, lA.

Venango Campus
places items in Time

Capsule
Venango Campus of Clarion

University of Pennsylvania is par-

ticipating in the Oil Heritage

Region's Time Capsule project

The campus has placed items in

the Time Capsule for the Venango

County Bicentennial.

They include: Clarion

University College Catalog; the

2000-2001 Campus Directory;

Clarion University - Venango sta-

tionary and envelope; a Clarion

University, Venango Campus

revitalization plans.

All are invited to a ceremony to

dedicate the time capsule,

Monday, Mar. 12, at 2:00 p.m., on

the first floor of the Venango

County Courthouse near the front

doors at the bottom of the short

tower. A plaque will be placed at

the base of the tower. Hosting the

event are Commissioner Robert

Murray and the Bicentennial co

chair Ann Rudegeair.

Naturalist to present

in Peirce Science

Center
Naturalist and author Scott

Weidensaul will present a public

lecture, Monday, Mar. 12 at 7:30

p.m. in the Peirce Science Center

Auditorium at Clarion University

of Pennsylvania. His slide pre-

sentation is based on his latest

book, "Living on the Wind:

Across the Hemisphere with

Migratory Birds," published in

1999.

The program is free and open to

the public. The lecture is spon-

sored by the Seneca Rocks

Audubon Society.

All articles were courtesy oj

' University Relations.
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Cladon University student

published in legal journal
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary and

University Relations

Allison Danko, a senior busi-

ness major at Clarion

University, had an article in the

Proceeding of the Mid-Atlantic

Academy of Legal Studies in

Business journal.

The article "The Story of

Jabiluka" can be found in

Volume 26, Number 1 in the

Fall 2000 issue of the journal.

Danko originally wrote this

paper for her international envi-

ronmental law class. The class

assignment was to discuss a cur-

rent issue in international envi-

ronment.

She was then encouraged by

her mentor, Dr. LeGene
Quesenberry, to polish the paper

and submit it to be published.

Quesenberry is an associate pro-

fessor of finance at Clarion

University.

Danko first presented the

paper in March of 2000 as the

"Genocide In Australia: The

Story of Jabiluka" a^ the region-

al conference of the Academy of

Legal Studies in Business in

Annapolis, MD. Danko is the

first student to ever present at

this conference.

After this conference, she pre-

sented again in Baltimore, MD
in August of 2000.

Danko's paper advocates the

adoption of an international

convention which would pro-

hibit activities associated with

the destruction of aboriginal

cultures.

Her proposal, a "Cultural

Genocide" addendum, would

amend the Convention on the

Prevention and Punishment of

the Crime of Genocide to

include, "any act committed

with the intent of destroying the

customary beliefs, social forms,

and material traits of a racial,

religious, or social group."

The catalyst for her proposal

was the uranium mining occur-

ring at Ranger and proposed at

Jabiluka. KaKadus' standing as

a World Heritage site and as a

sacred area for the Mirrar

People is threatened by this

activity.

Problems among the Mirrar

have been reportedly caused by

radioactive tailings stored at the

Ranger site and the release of

contaminated water into

KaKadu National Park.

Further compounding the

detrimental effects of mining in

this area is the fact that no eco-

nomic benefit from uranium

mining is accruing to the Mirrar.

Danko says she had no prior

knowledge of the Mirrar before

beginning her paper. She was

intrigued by the aborigines and*

started reading about them.

She conducted the majority of

her research on the Internet,

examining international docu-

ments and convention proceed-

ings.

Danko is a member of Clarion

University's Phi Beta Alpha, the

national business fraternity;

Omicron Delta Epsilon, the

national economics fraternity;

and the Society for

Advancement in Management.

She also has a work study job,

tutoring other student studying

business statistics. She was also

nominated for the All USA
College Academic Team.

>

; Got a ne^ tip for

Clarion Unl&rslty's In

^ Brief? cll Amy
at 393*2380.
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The Clarion

Free Library

will be hold-

ing a

Scholastic

Book Fair

March 26-30,

2001. It will

be located in

the County

OWce, down
the hall from

the

Children's

Room on the

of the library

building.

Education

majors, stu-

dent teach-

ers, or any-

one with a

love for chil-

dren's litera-

ture should

be sure to

attend.

Questions

may be

addressed

to the library

at 226-71 72.
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Three Outstanding Student Teacher Awards given
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The Outstanding vStudent

Teacher award was recently

given to three Clarion

University of Pennsylvania

December 2000 graduates.

Jennifer Heshler of Pittsburgh,

Elizabeth Ochs of Lucinda, and

Christopher Ritz of Gibsonia

were all recipients of the award

from the Pennsylvania

Association of Colleges and

Teacher Educators (PAC-TE)
for the Fall 2000 semester.

The PAC-TE recipients were

first recommended for an inter-

view by cooperating teachers

and university supervisors.

They were then interviewed by

a selection committee who then

nominated them for the award.

The PAC-TE awards are pre-

sented in the categories of ele-

mentary, secondary and K-12.

The PAC-TE looks for aspir-

ing teachers who fulfill the

required teaching competencies.

A caring attitude, special

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAl FUNDS TftUSr SERVICES TUITION FINANCING

Tax-deferred solutions

from TIAA-CREF can

help you reach your

retirement goals faster.

When you're investing for retirement, the adage

"never put off until tomorrow what you can do today"

doesn't apply to taxes.

That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes

can add up to significantly more money for you—
money you can use to supplement your pension and

Social Security.

Let our consultants show you all the advantages of tax

deferral, or call us for a free tax-savings calculator.

Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs), IRAs and

other tax-saving solutions—along with TIAA-CREF's

low expenses and solid history of performance—can

help you invest tax smart today so that you can reach

your retirement goals faster in the years to come.

*Note: Under federal tax law. withdrawals prior to age 59K may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

TAX DEFERRAL MAKES A DIFFERENCE

$102,068

"nu-defetied uvingt after ta«$

$67,514

AAer-iax savings

$100 per month for 3d years

!n this hypoJhetical example, setting aside $100 a month
in a lax-ileferred investment with an 8% return in a 28%
tax bracliet shows belter growth aTter HO years Uian the

same net amount put into a savings account. Total returns

and principal value of Investments will fluctuate, and yield

may vary The chart above is presented for illustrative

purposes only and does not redect actual performance, or

predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or

reflect expenses.

Ensuring the future

for those who shapeW
1.800.842.2776
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efforts and a superior teaching

talent are also key requirements.

Award recipients also exhibit

exemplarary performance indi-

cators such as understanding the

growth and development of

their pupils; encouraging and

providing effective learning

experiences; applying princi-

ples of learning in their class-

room practice; undertaking pro-

fessional responsibility; and

communicating effectively.

Jennifer Heshler, an elemen-

tary education/special education

major, is the daughter of Rob
and Sharon Heshler of

Pittsburgh.

A graduate of Shaler High
School, Heshler made the

Dean's List seven times while at

Clarion.

She is a member of Kappa
Delta Pi, the national honors

education society, as well as

Alpha Phi Omega, a national

service fraternity, where she

held various positions and com-
pleted over 200 hours of com-
munity service.

She is also a member of ACEI
and PSEA (Pennsylvania State

Education Association).

Heshler has completed the

Technology Advancing A
Continuous Community of

Learners program, which
allowed her to integrate more
technology in her lessons.

She was also a member of the

concert Choir and Madrigal

Singers.

Elizabeth Ochs, daughter of

Jack and Jean Gatesman of

Lucinda. is an elementary edu-

cation major who graduated

from North Clarion High
School. Ochs graduated from

Clarion University Summa Cum
Laude, maintaining a 4.0 aver-

age.

She and her husband Greg
reside in Lucinda with their

three children. She graduated

from Villa Maria College, Erie,

in 1986 with a degree in nurs-

ing.

Christopher Ritz is the son of

Donna Ritz of Gibsonia and a

graduate of Pine-Richland High

School.

A music education major, Ritz

was the president of the Clarion

University Concert for two
years and president of the

Clarion University Show Choir

for four years.

Ritz performed in several

Clarion University Theatre pro-

ductions, including "Jesus

Christ Superstar", and "Into the

Woods".

Ritz served as both president

and treasurer of Phi Mu Alpha,

the professional social fraterni-

ty dedicated to promoting the

best in music.

While involved with the fra-

ternity, he sang at various

churches and participated in

Clarion University's "Taking

the Plunge", a volunteer service

day to the community.

Congratulations to the other Clarion
University students who met the PAC-TE

requirements!

"Misty Bennett

*Eric Foust
*Julie. Hiinnicutt

"Kristin \r\ir\en

*Maggie Kobylinski

*Shellee Miller

*Edward Roberson
*Michael Shevock

*Amy Wolfe

*Devon Barr

*Robin Cumpston
*Kelli Hilinski

*Eran Larson

*Nichole Onifer

*Amanda Radaker
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Lifestyles
Theatre Review

The Vagina Monologues is thoughtful entertainment
by Emily E. Gill

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I can rernember seeing signs for

The Vagina Monologues posted

everywhere. It was especially

amusing to hear someone com-

menting on the signs who wasn't

familiar with The Vagina

Monologues. "Vagina what?" or

"What the hell are The Vagina

Monologues?' echoed throughout

Clarion University. Everyone

wanted to know, but some were just

too shy to ask.

Well, let me clue in those who still

are in the dark about The Vagina

Monologues. Playwright Eve

Ensler created a series of mono-

logues based on intimate interviews

with over 200 women of all ages,

races, and backgrounds. From this

compilation of storiiCs came the idea

for the play, The Vagina

Monologues. Since the creation of

the now famous Monologues,

Ensler has met young girls in Africa

fighting genital mutilation to

Bosnian refugees recovering from

rape and war. Ensler knows that

women face hard issues here in the

United States too. These are the

inspiring stories that made The

Vagina Monologues a reality.

Throughout Ensler's "vagina

interviews," she asks questions of

the women, such as, "If your vagina

wore clothes, what would it wear?"

or "If it could speak, what would it

say?" Ensler picked some of the

best interviews and turned them

into The Vagina Monologues.

Women's vaginas are just as differ-

ent as people's eye color, personali-

ties, and imaginations after all.

Some of the stories told by The

Vagina Monologues are quite seri-

ous, and some are incredibly

humorous.

Ensler enlisted some of the most

well-known celebrities to perform

these monologues. And so diis V-

Day 2001 brought The Vagina

Monologues to Clarion University

on February 20-21 at 7:30 pm in

Hart Chapel. Sororities made V-

Day banners in honor of the occa-

sion and hung them around the

auditorium in Hart Chapel. There

were five pre-show musicians and

poets. One of these musicians, Jude

Pierre, was the only male performer

for the entire event. Original poetry

read by Latisha Jones and lyana

Tennon was especially moving.

After the shows, there was an infor-

mal debate about the play and

women's issues in general.

The all-female cast performed The

Vagina Monologues with passion

and a powerful awareness of all that

is female. These Clarion women

who performed The Vagina

Monologues brought up subject

matter that I'm sure rattled some

individuals, but it was refreshing.

Even though there were mostly

females in attendance at the two

performances, there were a handful

of males who came out to support

friends, or maybe learn a little

something about (gasp) vaginas.

There were also some new faces

in this Clarion University Theatre

production of The Vagina

Monologues. Among them were

Adell Suggs and Christina Sierzega,

who although never in Clarion

University productions before, did

the stage justice in their dramatic,

and (in Sierzega's case) orgasmic

monologues. There were intriguing

titles to each monologue, such as

"The Angry Vagina," 'The Coochie

Snorcher," and "The Flood." All

titles reflected the subject matter of

that particular monologue. You

name it...it was discussed in The

Vagina Monologues.

Clarion University Theatre and

Women's Studies sponsored the

Clarion performance of The Vagina

Monologues. All the proceeds from

the two shows will go to PAS-

SAGES (Prevention and Service for

Sexual Assault through Guidance,

Empowerment, and Support). PAS-

SAGES, which used to be The Rape

Crisis Center, will use the money to

aid women in Clarion, Jefferson,

and Clearfield counties. This ser-

vice is free, confidential, and avail-

able 24 hours a day.

Student director Carrie Arnold has

a lot to be proud of The two per-

formances of The Vagina

Monologues were sold out. The

audiences loved The Vagina

Monologues and I think everyone

went away with something that will

help them in understanding

women...and their vaginas.

If you would like to get involved

in or learn more about The Vagina

Monologues, I recommend the

March 2001 issue of "Marie-

Claire" magazine. You can pur-

chase a V-Day fundraiser T-shirt

and help put a stop to violence

against women.
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Holding a concert to

benefit The Open Road

is not as easy as you

may think. To learn

more.

See Page 12.

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the First Presbyterian Church in

Clarion. See a new landmarl( every weeic.

www.theclarioncall.com
*

Sweet November is a

melodramatic mess of a

movie. Tofindoutw^hy

the movie fails so

miserably.

See Page 13.

Dave Matthews Band
returns wdth the tight

and eclectic offering of

soulful rock. Even/day.

For more details.

See Page 14.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on at Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community
See Page 12.
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Todays

•PIAA Basketball

Friday, March 9
•Wind Ensemble Concert (Aud) 8:15 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•PIAA Basketball

•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, March 10
•PPST/PLT/Specialty Area Exam/Subject Assessments
Sunday, March 11
•Wind Ensemble Tour
•Student Recital (Chap)
Monday, March 12
•Senior Pictures sign up (HTTP://www.ouryear.com)
•Wind Ensemble Tour
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
Professional Development Series (250/252 Gem) 5 pm

•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
•Koinonia presents: The True Story of the Million Dollar
Man (Aud) 7 pm
•Woman's Studies Brown Bag Series (124 Harvey) 12 N
Tuesday, March 13
•Senior Pictures sign up (HTTP://www.ouryear.com)
•PIAA Basketball

•Wind Ensemble Tour
•UAB: Jerry O'Sullivan Ensemble (Chap) 8 pm
Wednesday, March 14
•Senior Pictures sign up (HTTP://www.ouryear.com)
PIAA Basketball

•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
•Swimming and Diving at NCAA Championships
•Anne Wolf, Akiko Kotani, Catherine Joslyn, Atavistic
Threads Lecture (Chap) 7 pm - Reception to follow in
Sanford Gallery

i

I

I

I

Student Lifestyles Opinion

The trials and tribulations of holding a concert
by Mike Cody

Contributing Writer

On Tuesday night. The Open
Road held a concert called

"Road Rage." The event was
the culmination of several

months of hard work, succeed-

ing artistically despite every

roadblock that both Clarion

University and Mother Nature

threw in our way. Road Rage
was an attempt to raise enough

money to purchase a new sound

system for The Open Road, an

open microphone night at

Michelle's Cafe.

Although The Open Road
would end up falling signifi-

cantly short of our goal, there-

by putting the future of The
Open Road in some jeopardy,

the concert went over quite

well with those who braved the

winter show to hang out for an

evening at Hart Chapel.

The only problem was that

there were perhaps only 40

people in attendance. Although

I appreciate the fact that those

people w«re willing to spend $5

or $6 and share an evening with

a few largely underground

bands, I can't help but feel

slightly bitter right now.

Why? Because tomorrow I'll

go to class and hear the same

people whining about how
there's never anything to do at

Clarion. How there's no point

in staying around the weekends

unless you want to get loaded

and throw up in your neigh-

bor's yard. How Clarion is the

most boring place on earth

unless you're completely wast-

ed.

Frankly, I think that's the

biggest load of bulls*** I've

ever heard in my life.

Often times, people in

Clarion always gripe about not

having the sort of events and

opportunities that "bigger" col-

leges have. But when they

actually have the opportunity to

COUNTY MARKET
FREE Pepsi 2 Liter with Purchase

of 12" Pepperoni Pizza from the

Deli

Expires March 15, 2001

have those sort of experiences,

they either don't bother or

don't care.

I've always been immensely

proud to say that I go to

Clarion. The opportunities I've

received at this school are ten

times greater than any I had at

high school or at the first col-

lege I went to. But so many
people on campus truly don't

appreciate what they have.

Student apathy makes it so

much harder for any group or

individual to try and create

something special. In the

words of a proactive, socially

conscious professor whom I

talked to last year, "Why both-

er trying when you know peo-

ple aren't going to show up?"

When someone is trying to set

up an event that breaks from

the norm, it doesn't help when
the organizer's hands are tied

by campus organizations who
aren't terribly focused on stu-

dent interests. While there

were numerous people working

for the University Activities

Board who went above and

beyond the call of duty to help

me, my overall experience with

them was quite poor.

Arrangements I'd made with

the UAB, none of which would

have taken much effort to

honor, were either completely

disregarded or ignored. For

example, it isn't terribly easy to

promote a UAB -related concert

when the UAB hasn't even

bothered informing the Student

Information Desk that such a

concert is taking place. Or
when you can't get someone
from the organization to call

you back or e-mail you to save

your life.

Frankly, it's a shame that the

Info Desk wasn't informed

about the concert and that they

didn't have tickets to sell.

There's always the possibility

that more people would have

attended one of the most well-

rounded Clarion shows in

recent memory.

For starters, folk singer

Briston Boughman literally

destroyed his voice and sprayed

his guitar with blood during the

performance. Boughman
wound up ripping his finger

open during the third song in

his set but wound up finishing

even stronger than he had

begun with fine renditions of

songs by such artists as The
Smiths and Bob Dylan.

Glue Monkey, who were kind

enough to come in as last

minute replacements for

Atlantic Record artists

Sinomatic, put on a laid-back,

free-flowing jazz set that was

well received by those in atten-

dance. For those who are still
'

interested in catching Glue
Monkey, they'll be appearing at

Michelle's Cafe later on this

month for a benefit show to

help out the literary magazine

Tobeco.

Local artists Kingseed, whom
were among the original artists

agreeing to appear at Road
Rage, also turned out to be

crowd pleasers with their

folksy alternative performance

capped off by a great rendition

of The Who's "Baba O'Reily."

Finally, Pittsburgh's Grand
Buffet mixed bizarre banter

with driving hip-hop, dancing

all throughout Hart Chapel and

putting on one of the wildest

performances I've ever had the

pleasure of seeing. Despite

being caught in the midst of a

wild snow storm only to play

before a relatively small audi-

ence. Grand Buffet pulled out

all the stops during their show
and hung out for quite some
time after the performance,

signing autographs and hanging

out with fans.

Since I came to Clarion three

years ago, one of my dreams
has always been to hold a show
at Hart Chapel. For me. Road
Rage was more than just an

effort to help The Open Road
continue for many years to

come. It was the pleasant real-

ization of a small dream.

I just wish more people had

been there to share the experi-

ence.
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Movie Review

November isn't sweet
A blast from

Page 13

by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I will be the first one to

admit every once in a while I

like to see a good dramatic

film. I enjoy the perfor-

mances and watching a

strong storyline build.

However, the new film.

Sweet November, starring

Charlize Theoron and Keanu
Reeves seems to go a bit

overboard.

The movie centers around a

bubbly woman (Theoron)
who loves life, and I mean
loves it (she does lots of cart-

wheels) and Reeves is a bull-

headed businessman, with

not much to offer the world.

The two meet at the depart-

ment of motor vehicles when
Reeves gets Theoron in trou-

ble for cheating. She then

makes him drive her around

to make up for his mistake.

When Reeves then loses his

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Charlize Theoron in the new
film, "Sweet November.

"

job, he moves in with

Theoron, and tries to sample
her love of life. She guaran-

tees Reeves that she can get

him to love and appreciate

life in 30 days, which she

does. They then fall in love,

but there is one problem - she

is dying of cancer. Yes, that

is sad, but this is also where
the movie goes bad. They try

hard to make the viewer cry.

The rest of the movie is one

over-dramatized mess after

another, and it gets a little

old.

Sweet November is a weak
movie with poor perfor-

mances. But the big problem
with it is that it tries way too

hard, and by the end I was
sick of it. Don't tell me
when to be sad - I can figure

it out for myself.

The Posies' past
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I always re-read my articles

once they are published just as

a kind of quick flashback (and

to try and catch my editor in

any stupid typos he managed
to forget to correct...). As I

finished last issue's review

about Jimmy Luxury and

thought back to Echoboy, 1

realized that I've been kinda

partial to techno in its many
various forms.

So, this week, a switch of

sorts. It's still going to be

someone a lot of you may not

have heard of or may remem-
ber, but someone who plays a

different genre. ROCK
MUSIC.

Now, I know the concept is

lost on quite a few of you, but

ROCK MUSIC was what peo-

ple listened to before toys,

slutty pop divas and Limp
Bizkit came on the scene.

Most of the time, ROCK
MUSIC was pretty good - of

course there were exceptions -

and also kinda predictable as it

grew into its various genres

(verse about a girl, chorus

about how she screwed you
over, verse about a girl, etc).

About the time most of us

were hitting puberty, a call of

the wild came out of Seattle,

and the "grunge" alternative

music buffet was opened to the

public. Are you still with me,

See *Posies,' Page 15
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Dave Matthews Band is enjoyable Everyday
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestjjes Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM: Dave
Matthews Band, Everyday.

FOR FANS OF: Stuff that

makes you wave your lighter in

the air at a concert, despite your

reservations.

FOR FURTHER LISTENING:
Steve Miller's Greatest Hits

1974-1978; Peter Gabriel's So

(only without Kate Bush and

less arty).

Let's face it - it's never been

cool to like the Dave Matthews

Band. If you got into them with

their debut album, Remember
Two Things, you only earned

blank stares and indifference if

they were mentioned. With

Under The Table And Dreaming,

you were accused of pledging

allegiance to a sub-par

Phish/Grateful Dead rip-off (not

to mention the fact that you

probably liked Hootie and the

Blowfish, and I won't even go

into that). Along came Crash,

and you were a brainless Top 40

automatoii. And if you liked

Before These Crowded Streets

the whole way through. ..well,

you're just really stoned.

Don't gel me wrong - I'm not

knocking them. The DMB has

been one of the brightest rays of

sunshine piercing the opaque

clouds of today's cookie-cutter

pop world. It's rare to find a

band these days that can actual-

ly meld pop sensibility with

artistic integrity, and make it

sound so convincing. With the

exception of ...Crowded Streets

(which was weighted down with

meandering jam sessions that

went on forever and slack song-

writing), Matthews has been on

top of the game for nearly a

decade. Now, with their latest

platter. Everyday, the DMB
manages to both return to their

tighter roots and forge new terri-

tory (new to them, at least).

The unceremonial dumping of

longtime producer Steve

Lillywhite (he of U2 and Peter

Gabriel fame) had many fans up

in arms. Especially after learn-

ing that Glen Ballard was

"This message isn't about magic, it's about medicine."

.Ammd* w»» born with wrioas skin comiition A rp<i hinhmark covered atmoM iiaW'

her lice. Left untreated, it could have daiiiagL'tl licr M-lf-fsteem, and she wouldn't b« the

happy, outgoing child she u today. Most skiti londilion.'s sn-t treatable. And while UK>y

won't diiapp«ar by niagic, they tan diHipjwar with the help of a deintalologisi. For

more information, call L88g.462.DERM iir visit wwwjuui.org. Don't let anytliing gel in

the way of being a kid _^___^_,

brought in to produce (he of

Alanis Morrisette and,

um...Alanis fame). But sur-

prise! Ballard has actually pro-

vided Matthews with a breath of

fresh air, and made his song-

writing and playing air-tight. At

the very least, he got Dave to

put down the bong for a few

minutes.

While DMB remains ambi-

tious (hell, it's hard not to be

with a band of five jazz-trained

musicians), they never let their

aspirations get in the way of

delivering a great hook or

melody. Make no mistake about

it - Everyday is their slickest

and most poppy album yet.

Look no further than the lead-

off single, "I Did It," for proof

of that.

"I Did It" is big, not-quite-so-

dumb fun pop at its most capti-

vating. It has an ecstatic hook

that'll sound stupid on first lis-

ten, and absolutely irresistible

every time after that. The truly

groovalicious melody will stick

in your head until you're ready

to rip off the top of your skull to

get it out. It's the kind of song

that, if it comes on the car

stereo, will have you rolling up

the windows so nobody knows

what a mook you sound like

when singing (don't worry - I

won't tell).

And while Everyday doesn't

have many songs that match "I

Did It" for pure pleasure, it's

never a let-down. Not as kalei-

doscopic or pastoral as Under

The Table..., or as virtuostic as

Crash, but certainly more con-

cise and enjoyable than the dire

...Crowded Streets, Everyday is

the album that should cement

Matthew's reputation as a supe-

rior songwriting talent, and the

band's status as one of the few

survivors of the mid-90s rock
'

boom.

The basic sound of the'DMB
hasn't changed much. Tlie

songs are still pretty basic folk-

rock and jazz-fusion numbers,

the lyrics are the kind that only

the hopelessly romantic or per-

petually stoned can truly love,

and Matthews hasn't betrayed

his love of those "big flourish"

endings.

Instrumentally, there's an

emphasis on electric guitar

that's never been present in his

music before, and the already

eclectic proceedings are fleshed

out further by touches of piano,

sprinklings of strings, and subtle

washes of synthesizers. All that,

and a track featuring Carlos

Santana on guitar ("Mother

Father"). All these changes fur-

ther support the songs, which

are mostly up-tempo rockers.

The other noticeable differ-

ence is in song structure. Where

on previous discs you'd expect

violinist Boyd Tinsley or saxo-

phonist Leroi Moore to go off

on an extended jam tangent after

the second chorus, on Everyday

Ballard will have no such

excess. A slight, tasteful burst

of sax, or a few lines of exposi-

tion is allotted, but not much
more. Thankfully, this never

seems to be butchering the

songs, or willful manipulation.

Rather, it forces all the players

to pack everything they've got

into every note played, until

every song is bursting with

energy, and bristling at the

edges, threatening to burst out.

Tracks such as "Angel" and

"Dreams Of Our Fathers" are

streamlined vehicles propelled

forward by endlessly enthralling

musicianship. Bassist Stefan

Lessard in particular is in top

form, with some of the most

elastic bass lines I've ever

heard. Together with drummer

Carter Beauford, they make up

what is perhaps the best rhythm

section in music today.

Standout tracks include the

convincing "Crash Into Me"
rewrite of "The Space

Between," the worldbeat influ-

enced "Dreams Of Our Fathers,"

the sure-to-be-a-hit "Angel,"

and the latin-tinted "Mother

Father," which features the lyri-

cal guitar work of Santana,

along with clarinet playing

straight out of a Sting song (say,

"Moon Over Bourbon Street").

You know how your parents

sing along like goofballs when a

Creedence Clearwater Revival

song comes on the radio? Well,

in 20 years or so, that'll be you

with a Dave Matthews Band
song. It's classic rock in the

making. Matthews isn't going

to change the world, or anything

else so significant. What he

does do is write the songs the

.whole world sings. Get those

lighters up, man. 4 out of 5

stars.

POSIESI A review of The Posie's final album to be released, from Page 13.

or are you thinking about the slutty divas again?

Our subject today comes from this buffet, and fol-

lows grunge rocks' formula fairly well, but has fun

with it. 1 present to you:

ARTIST: The Posies.

THINK: That kick-ass bar band who crawled out of

your dump of a town and made some killer records.

SAMPLE LYRICS: "Hear the sound of paper drums

and shredded paper voice..." (Track 9, "Grant Hart.")

FURTHER LISTENING: Frosting On The Beater
ALBUM: Amazing Disgrace (1996, DGC Records). (1993 Geffen).

While the Posies have quite a library of music to their

credit, including three live/rarities discs and almost ten

studio alburns, Disgrace is really my favorite. It's per-

fection: just enough hard songs to get your blood

pumping and enough softer stuff to soothe ya back

down. Point of fact, there's only one song on the disc

I consistently avoid, and that's because it's just toii

damn whiny for me (track 6. '"Precious Moments").

Had it up to HERE with people not calling you?

Check out "Everybody Is A F***ing Liar." Looking to

woo that special someone? "World" ousht to do it

nicely. It's a CD full of great tunes that you're bound

to be whistling once through the disc. Catchy, power-

poppy, and all-around fantastic. Amazing Disgrace is

one of the few discs in my collection that always finds

its way into mix tapes and travel music.

So, a complete work (though sadly, their last as a

group) running the gamut of emotion.. .a full 5.0 on my
1 to 5 scale.

Electricity is a lot less complicated than it looks
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

When we consider the serious

electricity shortage in

California, our reaction, as

concerned American, is: Ha ha!

No, seriously, we are

alarmed. Because history

teaches us that whatever hap-

pens to California — smog;

road rage; tofu; coffee that is

mainly air; cellphones; the

belief that abdominal muscles

are attractive; Shirley

MacLaine; people taking

Rollerblading seriously; grand-

mothers sporting new, flagrant-

ly inappropriate bosoms —
eventually happens to the rest

of the nation. Thus, it is vital

that we analyze the California

electricity shortage and see if

we can develop a workable

solution before we become
bored and change the subject.

Our first question is: What,

exactly, is electricity? When we
look in our Microsoft Encarta

encyclopedia, we see that elec-

tricity is defined as a "class of

physical phenomena resulting

from the existence of charge

and from the interaction of

charges." What does this mean,

in layperson's terms? It means
that whoever wrote the

Microsoft Encarta encyclope-

dia is a big fat dope. Because

we know from our junior-high-

school science training that

electricity is actually a fast-

moving herd of electrons.
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which are tiny one-celled ani-

mals that can survive in almost

any environment except inside

a double-A battery, where they

die within minutes.

Electrons are formed when
clouds rub together and become
excited. This was proved in the

famous experiment wherein

Benjamin Franklin flew a kite

during a thunderstorm and was
almost killed. Encouraged by

this success, Franklin went on

to conduct many more electri-

cal experiments, including

rolling a hoop in a thunder-

storm, playing hopscotch in a

thunderstorm and doing somer-

saults in a thunderstorm.

Finally, one night he was
caught wearing only a bonnet

and playing "Mister Footer

Rides the Pony" in a thunder-

storm, leaving the authorities

with no choice but to arrest him

and make him ambassador to

France. Nevertheless, Franklin

proved an important scientific

point, which is that electricity

originates inside clouds. There,

it forms into lightning, which is

attracted to the Earth by

golfers. After entering the

ground, the electricity hardens

into coal, which, when dug up

by power companies and

burned in big ovens called

"generators," turns back into

electricity, which is sent in the

form of "volts" (also known as

"watts," or "r.p.m." for short)

through special wires with

birds sitting on them to con-

sumers' homes, where it is

transformed by TV sets into

commercials for beer, which
passes through the consumers
and back into the ground, thus

completing what is known as a

"circuit."

But enough technical talk.

The problem is that California

is running out of electricity.

The situation is so bad that in

some hospitals, they don't have

enough electricity to power
those electric-shock paddles

that get people's hearts started

again; instead, the doctors and

nurses have to hold hands,

scuff their feet across the car-

pet in unison, then shout

"CLEAR!" as they touch the

patient's chest.

Who is responsible for

California's electricity short-

age? You could blame the

power companies; or you could

blame environmental wackos;

or you could blame the enter-

tainment industry, which uses

over 750 billion watts of elec-

tricity per day just to blow-dry

the cast of Dawson's Creek; or

you could blame (Why not?)

the Firestone tire company. But
you would be wrong. Because

obviously the real cause of the

California electricity shortage

is: college students.

I base this statement on wide-

spread observation of my son.

who is a college student, and

who personally consumes more
electricity than Belgium. If my
son is in a room, then every

electrical device within 200
yards of that room — every

light, computer, television,

stereo, video game, microwave
oven, etc. — will be running.

My son doesn't even have to

turn the devices on; they acti-

vate themselves spontaneously

in response to his presence.

Now take my son and multiply

him by the number of college

students in California, which
according to my research is

(EDITOR: Please insert num-
ber of college students in

California) and you see my
point, which is (EDITOR:
Please insert my point).

The question is: What can the

rest of us do to help our fellow

countrypersons in California?

The answer is that we can send

them our spare electricity. Just

imagine what would happen if

all the households in this great

and generous nation got out

their extension cords and con-

nected them together, forming

a giant electrical "chain of

helping" across the fruited

plain to the Golden State!

Millions of people would be

turned into generous smoking
lumps of carbon, that's what.

So maybe we should go with

Plan B. This involves building

a really, really, really big kite.
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Dave Matthews Band is enjoyable Everyday
hy Keith (pwillim

Clarion Call l.ifcsl>les Kditor

ARIIST/ALBUM: Dave

Matthews Band, Everyday.

FOR FANS OF: Stuff that

makes you wave your lighter in

the air at a concert, despite your

reservations.

FOR FURTHER LISTENING:
Steve Miller's Greatest Has
1974-1978; Peter Gabriel's So

(only without Kate Bush and

less arty).

Let's face it - it's never been

cool to like the Dave Matthews

Band. If you got into them with

their debut album, Remember
Two Things, you only earned

blank stares and indifference if

they were mentioned. With

Under The Table And Dreaming,

you were accused of pledging

allegiance to a sub-par

Phish/Grateful Dead rip-off (not

to mention the fact that you

probabl. iiked llootie and the

Blow fish, and 1 won't even go

into that) AloHL. came Crash,

and you were a brainless Top 40

automaton. And if you liked

Before These Crowded Streets

the whole way through. ..well,

you're jusi reail_\ .-^itincd.

Don't gel me wrong - I'm not

knocking them. The DMB has

been one of the brightest rays of

sunshine piercing the opaque

clouds of today's cookie-cutter

pop world. It's rare to find a

band these days that can actual-

ly meld pop sensibility with

artistic integrity, and make it

sound so convincing. With the

exception of ...Crowded Streets

(which was weighted down with

meandering jam sessions that

went on forever and slack song-

writing), Matthews has been on

top oi the game for nearly a

decade. Now, with their latest

platter. Everyday, the DMB
manages to both return to their

tighter roots and forge new terri-

tory (new to them, at least).

The unceremonial dumping of

longtime producer Steve

Lillywhite (he of U2 and Peter

Gabriel fame) had many fans up

in arms. Especially after learn-

ing that Glen Ballard was

Higher ocodemic sfc^dardi are good for eyefyone.
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brought in to produce (he of

A Ian is Morrisettc and,

um...Alanis fame). But sur-

prise! Ballard has actually pro-

vided Matthews with a breath of

fresh air, and made his song-

writing and playing air-tight. At

the very least, he got Dave to

put down the bong for a few

minutes.

While DMB remains ambi-

tious (hell, it's hard not to be

with a band of five jazz-trained

musicians), they never let their

aspirations get in the way of

delivering a great hook or

melody. Make no mistake about

it - Everyday is their slickest

and most poppy album yet.

Look no further than the lead-

off single, "I Did It," for proof

of that.

"I Did It" is big, not-quite-so-

dumb fun pop at its most capti-

vating. It has an ecstatic hook

that'll sound stupid on first lis-

ten, and absolutely irresistible

every time after that. The truly

groovalicious melody wili stick

in yt)ur head until you're ready

to rip off the top of your skull to

gel it out. It's the kind of song

that, if it comes on the car

stereo, will have you rolling up

the windows so nobody knows

what a mook you sound like

when singing (don't worry - I

won't tell).

And while Everyday doesn't

have many songs that match "I

Did It" for pure pleasure, it's

never a let-down. Not as kalei-

doscopic or pastoral as Under

The Table..., or as virtuostic as

Crash, but certainly more con-

cise and enjoyable than the d;

...Crowded Streets. Everyday i

the album that should cenu i

Matthew's reputation as a suj c

nor songwriting talent, and t'l

band's status as one of the ft\\

survivors of the mid-90s rod
'

boom.

The basic sound of the DMB
hasn't changed much. The

songs are still pretty basic folk-

rock and jazz-fusion numbers,

the lyrics are the kind that only

the hopelessly romantic or per-

petually stoned can truly love,

and Matthews hasn't betrayed

his love of those "big flourish"

endings.

Instrumentally. there's an

emphasis on electric guitar

that's never been present in his

music before, and the already

eclectic proceedings are fleshed

out further by touches of piano,

sprinklings of strings, and subtle

washes of synthesizers. All that,

and a track featuring Carlos

Santana on guitar ("Mother

Father"). All these changes fur-

ther support the songs, which

are mostly up-tempo rockers.

The other noticeable differ-

ence is in song structure. Where
on previous discs you'd expect

violinist Boyd Tinsley or saxo-

phonist Leroi Moore to go off

on an extended jam tangent after

the second chorus, on Everyday

Ballard will have no such

excess. A slight, tasteful burst

of sax, or a few lines of exposi-

tion is allotted, but not much
more. Thankfully, this never

seems to be butchering the

songs, or willful manipulation.

Rather, it forces all the players

to pack everything they've got

into every note played, until

every song is bursting with

energy, and bristling at the

edges, threatening to burst out.

Tracks such as "Angel" and

"Dreams Of Our Fathers" are

streamlined vehicles propelled

forward by endlessly enthralling

musicianship. Bassist Stefan

Lessard in particular is in top

form, with some of the most

elastic bass lines I've ever

heard. Together with drummer
Carter Beauford, they make up

what is perhaps the best rhythm

section in music today.

Standout tracks include the

convincing "Crash Into Me"
rewrite of "The Space

l^etween," the worldbeat influ-

r.ed "Dreams Of Our Fathers,"

!h_' sure-t(^-bc-a-hii "Angel."

1-. the laiin-linicd "Mother

.; unci,"" wiiich features the lyri-

c il guitar work of Santana.

a ong with clarinet playing

ilraight out of a Sting song (say,

"Moon Over Bourbon Street").

You know how your parents

sing along like goofballs when a

Crcedence Clearwater Revival

.song comes on the radio? Well,

in 20 years or so, that'll be you

»\ith a Dave Matthews Band
son.!. It's classic rock in the

making. Matthews isn't uoimi

to change the \'.orid. or anything

el.--c si» significani. What he

dot's do is write the songs the

whole world sings, (iet those

lighters lip, m.m. 4 out oi 5

stars

POSIEvSl A review of The Posie's final album to be released, from Page 13.

or are you thinking about the slutty divas again'

Our subject today comes from this buffet, and fol-

lows grunge rocks' t'ormuia fairly well, but has fun

with it. 1 present to you:

ARTIST: The Posies.

ALBUM: Aniozim' D/.vt,'ract' (I W6. OGC Records)

THINK: That kick-ass b.u inind who crawled out o\

your dump of a town and made some killer records.

SAMPLE LYRICS: "Hear the ;,ound of paper drums

and shredded paper voice..." (Track 9, "Grant Hart."")

FURTHER LISTENING. rn>stini; On The Beater

U993(ielfcn).

While :hc Posies have quite a library of music to their

credit, including three hve/raritics discs and alrnos'

studio albums. Disgrate is really my fav(.;ite. It's
)

fcction: jusi enough hard songs to y.c\ your hi.

pumping and enough softer stuff to soothe ya back

down. Point of fact, there's (^nly r)ne song on the d-

i consisic'itly avoid, and that's because it's just

dai:in whinv ('nr me (track 6. "Precious iVIoments")

Had it up to lUiKH wuh petiplc no! caiiiim yo

Check out "!:verybody Is A r'^+^ing Liar." Lookin:^

U')o that siK'cia! someone? "World" ou'^h! t't do it

nice!}. It's a CL") full of great tunes that you're bound

to be whistling once through the disc. Catchy,

;

poppy, a.nd aii-around fantastic. Amazing Disgraet

one of the few di.scs in my collection that always finci.^

its way into mix tapes and travel music.

So, a complete work (though sadly, their last as a .. trm
group) running the gamut of emotion. ..a full 5.0 on mv ^f'^^k
1 to 5 scale.

\
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Electricity is a lot less complicated than it looks
by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

When we consider the serious

electricity shortage in

California, our reaction, as

concerned American, is: Ha ha!

No, seriously, we are

alarmed. Because history

teaches us that whatever hap-

pens to California — smog;

road rage; tofu; coffee that is

mainly air; cellphones; the

belief that abdominal muscles

are attractive; Shirley

MacLaine; people taking

Rollerblading seriously; grand-

mothers sporting new, flagrant-

ly inappropriate bosoms —
eventually happens to the rest

of the nation. Thus, it is vital

that we analyze the California

electricity shortage and see if

we can develop a workable

solution before we become
bored and change the subject.

Our first question is: What,

exactly, is electricity? When we
look in our Microsoft Encarta

encyclopedia, we see that elec-

tricity is defined as a "class of

physical phenomena resulting

from the existence of charge

and from the interaction of

charges." What does this mean,

in layperson's terms? It means
that whoever wrote the

Microsoft Encarta encyclope-

dia is a big fat dope. Because

we know from our junior-high-

school science training that

electricity i.-> actually a fast-

moving herd of electrons.
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which are tiny one-celled ani-

mals that can survive in almost

any environment except inside

a double-A battery, where they

die within minutes.

Electrons are formed when
clouds rub together and become
excited. This was proved in the

famous experiment wherein

Benjamin Franklin flew a kite

during a thunderstorm and was

almost killed. Encouraged by

this success, Franklin went on

to conduct many more electri-

cal experiments, including

rolling a hoop in a thunder-

storm, playing hopscotch in a

thunderstorm and doing somer-

saults in a thunderstorm.

Finally, one night he was

caught wearing only a bonnet

and playing "Mister Pooter

Rides (he Pony" in a thunder-

storm, leaving the authorities

with no choice but to arrest him

and make him ambassador t(^

France. Nevertheless, Franklin

proved an important scientific

point, which is that electricity

originates inside clouds. There,

it forms into lightning, which is

attracted to the Earth by

golfers. After entering the

ground, the electricity hardens

into coal, which, when dug up

by power companies and

burned in big ovens called

"generators," turns back into

electricity, which is sent in the

form of "volts" (also known as

"watts," or "r.p.m." for short)

through special wires with

birds sitting on them to con-

sumers' homes, where it is

transformed by TV sets into

commercials for beer, which

passes through the consumers

and back into the ground, thus

completing what is known as a

"circuit."

But enough technical talk.

The problem is that California

is running out of electricity.

The situation is so bad that in

some hospitals, they don't have

enough electricity to power
those electric-shock paddles

that get people's hearts started

again; instead, the doctors and

nurses have to hold hands,

scuff their feet across the car-

pet in unison, then shout

"CLEAR!" as they touch the

[Mtient's chest.

Who is respcmsible for

California's electricity short-

age.' You could blam.e the

power companies; or you could

blame environmental wackos.

or you could blame the enter-

tainment industry, which uses

over 750 billion watts of elec-

tricity per day just to blow-dry

the cast of Dawson's Creek; or

you could blame (Why not?)

the Firestone tire company. But

you would be wrong. Because

obviously the real cause of the

California electricity shortage

is: college students.

I base this statement on wide-

spread observation of mv son.

who is a college student, and

who personally consumes more
electricity than Belgium. If my
son is in a room, then every

electrical device within 200
yards of that room — every

light, computer, television,

stereo, video game, microwave
oven, etc. — will be running.

My son doesn't even have to

turn the devices on; they acti-

vate themselves spontaneously

in response to his presence.

Now take my son and multiply

him by the number of college

students in California, which

according to my research is

(EDITOR: Please insert num-
ber of college students in

California,' ;ind you see m\
point, which IS (FUrrOR
Please insert my point).

The question is: What cjn the

rest of us do to help our tellow

countrypersons in California''

The answer is that we can send

them our spare electri'-ity. Just

imagine what would happen u

all the households in this ^ricai

and generous nation got out

their extension cords anJ c-)n

nected them together, forininu

a giant electrical "chain of

helping" across the fruited

plain to the Golden State!

Millit)ns of people would be

turned into generous smokinsi

lumps of carbon, that's what.

So maybe we should go with

Plan B. This involves building

a really, really, really big kite.
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Entertainment
Hip Daddy by Charlie Podrebarac

Pipsqueaks by Henry Williams

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Dog-breeders'

org.

4 Cultivated plants

9 Nuzzled

14 Natal lead-in

15 Maui dances
16 Hyi or ODay
17 Singer Mornson
18 Commercial

artist

20 Banks
21 Grourxl grain

22 East Asia

23 Skulkers

25 General Bradley

26 Broadcasts

27 Coll. social dub
28 Writer Levin

31 Ahjminum
company

33 Brotherty

35 Pads
36 Remain in place,

as a ship

37 Noca's pooch
38 Business records

pots

7 Partner o1 Mary
and Peter

8 Draft org.

9 Tell the story

10 During a

broadcast

n Locatwn
12 Boncfsalma

mater

13 Pub missile

19 Pan of a BLT
24 Token booth

25 Declaim
27 Austrian

psychiatrist

28 Teacher

29 Proportional

measure
30 Win^ke
31 Both: pret

32 Teak-exporting

country

33 The X _."

34 Mathematical

relatkxiship

36 Attorney

1 2 3 4 5 e 7 8

1
9 10 11 12 13

u 15 16

17 IB

20 21 22

23 24 25

l^^l
lljH

26

I
27

I 2t M 30

3^^^32 33 34

36 36

I
37

38

J
39 40

41 42 43 ||H
^^B 44

I
45 46 47

4« 49 50

I
51

1

52

53 54 55

56

1
57 56

56 60 61

@20a
Atng

1 Tribijxeu
rvKl

edwSenrtc*».lnc 3/1B/01

61 PibwBycok>r

1 InoM <rf the ear

2 Actor Beeves
3 Bidder

4 John Baith novel

5 Sovereiyis

6 Eadhenwane

Solutions
3 ti

1
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1
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39 Jumped over

40 Sporls officials

43 Obtain by

intimidation

44 Painter's base

45 Rocker John
46 Credulous

47 Apprehension

48 Cicatrix

49 Ripped

50 Slaughter in
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Feeding Frenzy by Greg Dirkes

ANOTHER
YEAR aOSER
TO DEATH.

( OR PAST IT ).

www.mortco.azit.com #60

The Misadventures of Mark & John by Mark Leiknes

T:
AMIS A«E FUN?

DO you HAVE
ANY TOYS OC
GAMES THAT
WE COULD
ALLPUY?

GOTTA SHOVEu)

,
TKAfSGCEAt BILLY

[BLfT A SHO^«L REALLY
ISNTATOY.INFAO:

IN THE WRONG HA^D5
A SHO^/EL CAN
BEQUITL.

WHY DO THEY ALWAYS
RUN AWAY? NOBODY WILL
EVERBEMYFRlENP.NEVEIt

OOH A SLEEPY WBW
/

How tl«tpy is ihot bird?

Ch^ck ovt: morkandjohn.nef

"Mother and I Ihink it's time you knew.

Son, you were adopted."
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Entertainment

ICK.
by Rich Moyer

Captain RIBMAN *« Whatchu ralKin' Bout, CR? by Sprengelmeyer& Davis

..WATCHING
fi§ RCRUNS Of

STROKeS/j

CAPTAIN RIBMAN »«Team Captain RibMan by Sprcngelmeyer It Davis

Captain ribman has the av/esome
RESPONSteiun of assembling a staff
FOR THE OffICE Of CHIEF VIGILANTE.

/=5%

I AM PROUD
TO ANNOONCe AiV

FIRST APPOINT/WieNTS.
rv« RKRUITCD TMt
BBST PEOPLE TO
AOVANCe MY

CRIMe-flGHTthKi
AGBNOAf

INCHAX^Ce
or SHMStOINO MB
tK>M UNfLATTeHtNG
ptitss coveAAce.
IS «eX "PAPPA*

«AT»/
HtAOING UP

rue C^PARTMeHT
MAKe-OP AHO SLCA/USH

A^lANAOeAieNT IS
pocxv zrrreffMAN/

K mi
IN CNAACe OF

VKHtANTe «TH»C$
IS MV STINKING ftJCH
ArrORNSV. F. LCt

L0OPN0L£/

YOU WATCH/
A4Y STAFF WILL 6*
AOLC TO 'SPIN* THE

lOEA OF Me
CAPTUFMN6 AN eSCAPCD

AAASS-MUROERER
SEEM Jt^T AS UKtLY

AS A PEACEFUL
ISRAai-
PAUESTfNIAN
CEASE FIREf

off the mark by Mark Parisi off the mark by Mark Parisi

www.ottthemark.com www.otfthemark.com
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Classifieds
or rent

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com
»fit:iHf1fiififlftfi^H.ifi^if

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.
iein^ifififie-iftiUfiUfifir

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

VVV VV V V T* V V TV ^h

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Stude it

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

SPRING BREAK 200 1 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com.
**************

Student apartments for rent for

groups of 3-4. One block from

campus. Call 354-2489 or 226-

7774.
**************

1 bedroom apartment in Clarion.

All utilities included. $425 per

month. 226-8561.
**************

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.

1-866-746-4836.

**************

Female roommate needed. Own
room, 3rd Avenue, $1200 per

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.
3fCl|ei(c]|(lk>(C^3|t)|'l|C%9t'9|'>f<

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large Victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-565 1 after 1 p.m.

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusftindraiser.com at 1-888-923- Steel Buildings, never put up.

3238, or visit www.campusftindrais- 40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

er.com 50x90 was $16,670 will sell

************** $9980. 1-800-292-0111.

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25- ***********

$75/hr PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888- 1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com. Power everything, sunroof,
**************

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

Independent Contractors with 226-6252 ext. 533.

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores. |i:iii|||^:j|||pi||^|(^^^

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

**************

**************

**************

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
**************

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.

Available for Fall, Summer,

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

per person per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

in town, on campus parking per-

mits available. Call 226-5651.
**************

**************

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.

Available Summer 2001: apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

**************

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2001 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

**************

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.

Apartment for rent for 5-6 stu-

dents for Fall and Spring semes-

ter. Located on Main Street. Call

226-4871 for details.

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

OZS would like to welcome

everyone back, and we hope

everyone had a great break.
3(()(c3(c)te:4ei^]|c%3tt'tc^'f>('%

Nina, Sarah, Amanda, Nikki,

Carrie, Laura and Kimmie, you

guys are almost there. We love

you guys! Love, your future OZ
sisters.

](t3(t}tE]|ci4e])t;|e4e>|ci|c3|tiiti|t3tc

OZK boys. Welcome back. I hope

you all had a great break. Happy

21st B-Day to Jason Z.

Congratulations to Brent, Jarod

and Mike on becoming the newest

associate members of <^SK.

Happy Founder's Day guys. All

my love, your sweetheart, Dena!

Happy 20th Birthday Jaque Walsh

and Jarah Heeter! Love your AOE
sisters.

**************

**************

**************

Nice quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

**************

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.
*********4i*i|i«:»

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.
**************

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.
**************

Apartments for rent for

Two female roommates needed to

fill 5 bedroom house. Own bed-

room. Available May 15. For

more information call, 226-4028.

fiolp wantod

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment. Employment

from May 30-August 15. Nursing

positions available. (RN's and

LPN's) Call 814-542-2511. bea-

con l@penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp
**************

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer
camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
**************

Looking for student to care for 1 1-

year-old female and 7-year-old

male on a part time basis this

coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6:00 p.m.

Keep smiling Julie! We love you!

Love, Kelli and Steph.
**************

Congratulations to Gretchen

Gilbert on your engagement! We
wish you all the best of luck and

happiness. Love, your AOE sis-

ters.

Welcome back everyone! We
hope you had a wonderful break.

AOE

Congratulations to Brent Lang on

receiving his first bid to our broth-

erhood. The brothers of OSK
**************

**************

Great summer job! Start at $7.50

an hour. Earn commission and

bonus for painting houses with

Clarion Branch of Tuition

Painters. For more information,

call Andrea at 814-379-3855.

The brothers of OSK would like

to welcome back all of our alumni

returning for this annual

Founder's Day celebration. It

wouldn't be half as enjoyable

without your presence.
**************

**************

Congratulations to Jim and

Gretchen on their engagement.

Brothers of Sigma Pi.

**************

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars- 1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call

Welcome back everyone, we hope

everyone had a great break.

Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha.
**************
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Sports
Golden Eagles win first PSAC title; Qualify for NCAA's
Basketball! from Front

Page.

But Tamir Harbin's lay-up

attempt rattled off the rim and

into the waiting hands of West

Chester's Ramzee Stanton, who
was fouled with 12 seconds

remaining.

Stanton, who had hit nine of

11 free throws in the game to

this point, needed to make one

to ice the game for the Golden

Rams.

Clarion called time-out to

freeze Stanton, and the strategy

worked as he missed the front

end of the one-and-one. Smith

rebounded the Stanton miss

and pushed the ball up court

looking for Clarion's top three-

point shooter, Steve Serwatka.

West Chester, however, had

Serwatka guarded closely, so

Smith pulled up from about six

inches behind the arc and

nailed the game tying shot.

"Make or miss we knew we
had to push the ball up court,"

Righter said. "They took

Serwatka away, and Rollie

made one of the biggest shots

of his career."

West Chester still had one

last chance to win the game in

regulation, as the Golden Rams
inbounded the ball to center

court and called time-out with

five seconds left on the clock.

The b:.li then went into the

hands of Joe Meade who was

closely .uiarded by Harbin.

Meade's last second shot came

up short forcing the extra ses-

sion.

Clarion entered the extra ses-

sion without its top two inside

threats in David Shearer and

Allen Stevens, who had both

fouled out. But the Golden

Eagles got the first basket of

the overtime on a lay-up by

Harbin.

"It's incredible (playing with-

out Stevens and Shearer and

still winning)," Righter said.

"Everybody is contributing

something right now. We are

doing the little things that it

takes to win championships."

West Chester came back to

reel off five of the next six

points, however, to take a 73-

71 lead on a three-pointer by

Rob Williams with 3:12

remaining in the extra frame.

The Golden Rams then got a

steal and had a chance to gain

some breathing room, but

Tyariq Corbin missed a three

with 2:43 left.

Clarion then came down and

retook the lead when Smith hit

a jumper and was fouled on the

play. The made-free throw gave

the Golden Eagles a 74-73 lead

with 2:32 left to play.

Stephen Nesmith put Clarion

up by three points, 76-73, with

a layup with 1:50 to play, but

Corbin tied the game at 76 with

a three-pointer 26 seconds

later.

Following a time-out by

Clarion, Smith banked home a

shot as the shot clock expired

to give the Golden Eagles the

lead for good at 78-76 with 57

seconds left.

On the shot. Smith took a

pass in mid-air and pushed up a

shot up to beat the shot-clock

violation.

After a missed three by

Corbin, Smith gave Clarion

some breathing room with 20

seconds left when he hit two

free throws to increase

Clarion's lead to four points,

80-76.

West Chester had one last

hope, as Mark Starkey fouled

Corbin as he was taking a

three-pointer with six seconds

left. The shot just missed, but

Corbin had three free throws

that could of pulled West

Chester to within a point.

The first shot was short, but

the second one was nothing but

net bringing West Chester to

within three at 80-77.

The Golden Rams called

time-out and decided to have

Corbin miss the third foul shot

and attempt to get the rebound

and kick it out for a last second

three-pointer attempt.

The strategy almost worked,

as Corbin missed the shot, got

his own rebound and threw up

a shot from the right corner as

time expired. The shot, though,

came up short and the celebra-

tion began for the Golden

Eagles.

"It's an absolute joy," Righter

said. "I want them to enjoy

this. There is nothing like

going to the NCAA
Tournament. I want them to

enjoy this moment, they are

never going to forget it."

West Chester led by a point at

intermission, 34-33, thanks to

hot outside shooting that saw

the Golden Rams go 7 of 15

from three-point range in the

half. Seventy percent of West

Chester's made baskets in the

half were from behind the arc

with Meade leading the way

with three treys.

Serwatka, however, answered

with 12 of his game-high 24

points in the opening half to

keep the Golden Eagles within

striking distance.

In the second half, Serwatka

scored the first four points to

give Clarion a 37-34 lead, but

West Chester went on a 6-0 run

to regain the lead at 40-37.

Serwatka tied the game at 40

on a three-pointer with 15:24

remaining in regulation before

West Chester went on a 5-0 run

to take a 45-40 lead with 14:49

left in the half.

Clarion still trailed by two

points at 52-50 when West

Chester went on a 10-6 run to

take a 62-56 lead with 7:15 to

play, the Golden Rams biggest

lead of the game.

'Www.thecIarioncalI.com*

The Golden Eagles rebound-

ed with a 5-0 run to close the

gap to 62-61 on two free

throws by David Shearer with

4:22 remaining. Shearer

rebounded a missed free throw

by Smith and got fouled

putting up a shot.

West Chester still led by one

at 64-63 when Clarion had a

chance to take the lead with

2:40 left in the game, but

Serwatka missed an open layup

and the follow-up shot was also

off the mark.

West Chester then missed two

consecutive three-pointers

around the two-minute mark,

but Tyariq Corbin rebounded

both misses allowing the

Golden Rams to run more time

off the clock.

Stanton then made Corbin's

efforts pay off with a layup that

gave the Golden Rams a 66-63

lead with 1:19 remaining. Two
made free throws by Smith

closed the gap to 66-65 with

1:00 remaining, but Meade's

two free throws gave West

Chester the 68-65 lead.

In the first half. West Chester

grabbed a quick 5-0 lead before

Clarion went on an 18-5 run to

take its biggest lead of the

game at 18-10 with 10:08 left

in the half. ,

The Golden Rams, though,

got hot from the outside hitting

five straight three's including

three from Meade to go on a

15-5 run and take a 25-23' lead

with 4:35 left in the half.

Clarion answered with a 10-5

run to take a 33-30 lead on a

basket by Shearer with 1:03

left in the opening 20 minutes.

Four free throws by Stanton

gave West Chester the one;

point halftime lead.

In addition to Serwatka's and.

Smith's efforts, Starkey added

10 points off the bench for

Clarion, while Shearer had

eight points and six rebound

despite being limited to only 28

minutes because of a bad ankle

and foul trouBle.

"What Dave is doing with one

bad wheel is unbelievable,"

Righter said. "It has been a

gutsy effort. He has played

beyond the call of duty."

Stevens added nine points

and six rebounds for the

Golden Eagles in just 27 min-

utes because of foul trouble.

Stanton led West Chester

with 21 points and 14

rebounds, while Corbin had 16

points and eight rebounds.

Meade added 15 points, four

rebounds and three assists, and

Williams had 11 points and five

rebounds.

In Clarion's last trip to the

NCAA Tournament, the Golden

Eagles rallied from a 20-point

deficit to defeat Monmouth 80-

78 on a last second shot in the

regional semifinals. Clarion

then lost 84-61 to Cal Poly

SLO in the regional finals.

Clarion had finished second

in PSAC Championship Games
six times since the inception of

the PSAC Tournament in 1961,

the last time in 1997, before

finally getting over the hump
this season. The Golden Eagles

are the fifth different team to

win the PSAC title in the last

five years and the second No. 3

seed from the PSAC-West to do

it in those five years joining

lUP, who did it last season.

With the win. Clarion has

now averaged 20 wins per sea-

son over the last five years. In

that span, the Golden Eagles

arc i 00-38 (72.4%). They have

qualified for the PSAC
Playoffs in each of those sea-

sons and have won two PSAC-
Wcst crowns and one PSAC
Title Righter, the winningest

coach in Clarion history is now
217-129 (62.7 percent) in his

13-year career.

Clarion hoopsters

play Salem in

NCAA's,

See page 21.

Check your sports

smarts.

Seepage 21.

Clarion sends five

wrestlers to NCAA's,

See page 22.

Swimmers take run-

• ners-up at PSAC's,

See page 23.
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Clarion plays Salem in NCAA tournament
Courtesy of Sports

Information

The Clarion University menis

basketball team (19-9), making

its first NCAA Tournament

appearance in 20 years, will face

Salem International (24-6) in the

first round of the NCAA
Division II East Regional

Thursday night at the Charlotte

Hornets' Training Facility in Fort

Mill, S.C. Tip-off is set for 6 p.m.

Joining Clarion, the No. 6 seed,

and Salem, the No. 3 seed, in the

six-team East Regional are top

seeded Queens College (22-4),

the tournament's host from the

Carolina- Virginia Athletic

Conference (CVAC), second

seeded Charleston (23-6) from

the WVIAC, fourth seeded

Longwood (19-7), the CVAC
Tournament Champions and fifth

seeded West Chester (22-7).

West Chester will play

Longwood in the other first-

round game Thursday with tip-

off set for 6 p.m.

The winner of the Clarion-

Salem game will play Charleston

in the regional semi-final Friday,

while the winner of the West

Chester-Longwood game will

play Queens College also Friday.

The championship game is

scheduled for Saturday with the

winner advancing to the NCAA
"Elite Eight" in Bakersfield,

Calif., March 21-22 and March

24.

The Golden Eagles, who won

the PSAC Championship and

gained the automatic berth in the

NCAA's with an 80-77 overtime

win against West Chester

Saturday night at Edinboro, last

appeared in the NCAA
Tournament in 1981. That year,

the Golden Eagles beat

Monmouth 80-78 on a last-sec-

ond shot in the regional semifi-

nals before falling to Cal Poly

SLO 84-61 in the regional cham-

pionship game. It was Clarion's

only appearance in the NCAA
Tournament.

Clarion (19-9) finished third in

the PSAC-West before defeating

lUP, Bloomsburg and West

Chester to advance to the NCAA
Tournament.

Salem International (formerly

Salem-Teikyo) is 24-6 overall.

They finished in third-place in

the West Virginia Intercollegiate

Athletic Conference (WVIAC)

during the regular season, before

falling to Charleston 86-81 in the

WVIAC Tournament

Championship contest. They beat

West Liberty State (77-58) and

West Virginia Wesleyan (77-60)

to reach the WVIAC Finals.

There are eight NCAA Division

II Regionals with the winner of

each regional advancing to the

"Elite Eight." The winner of the

East Region will play the winner

of the West Region on March 21.

Complete NCAA Division II

Mens Brackets can be found on

the NCAA Web Site

(www.ncaa.org).

The win over West Chester

was Clarion's first PSAC Title

Game win in seven tries. The

Golden Eagles have finished sec-

ond six times, the last time being

in 1997. With the 19 wins.

Clarion is now 100-38 (72.5%)

over the last five years; an aver-

age of 20 wins per season. In that

five-year span, Clarion has won

two PSAC-West crowns and one

PSAC Championship. Dr. Ron

Righter is in his 13th season

coaching at Clarion and has

more wins than any coach in

school history. His record is 217-

129(62.7%).

Sports
Trivia
The answer to

last issue's

question is

Skogen Sprang.

This week's

question is:

Who holds the

records for most

postseason

games played

and most play-

off points with-

out winning a

Stanley Cup?

IWTRillVIUllllL NEWS
Doug Knepp - Intramural, Recreatioti, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

3/8/01

5 on 5 Basketball Results

WEDNESDAY. 2/21

SIGMA TAU 61 EUCLID 57

S.P.A.F. 53 KRAZY LEGS 48

KDR 35 245 HELLAGRN 30

THURSDAY. 2/22

WHY TRY HOOPS Forfeit

TOO NICE 55 RUNIN REBS 44

DA-BRICKS THETAXJ Forfeit

ANDl REDMAN Forfeit

DYNASTY SIGMA CHI Forfeit

EUCLID GLADIATOR

MONDAY. 3/5

Forfeit

DA-BRICKS 69 GLADIATORZ 36

CAMEL TOES 44 PACELLA'SMBX 34

S.P.A.F. 44 KDR

TUESDAY. 3/6

26

WHY TRY 33 WIZARDS 17

213 50 TOO NICE 33

KRAZY LEGS 46 THETA XI 28

O.D.B. 48 WILK BOYZ 43

iffi^H^^it*************************

AU-Star Game
All-Star week will begin on March,

19***. Voting on the teams will start on

March, 12^. There will also be a

slam dunk and 3 point shot contest.

Sign up now!!!!!

Floor Hockey Results

WEDNESDAY. 2/21

HUTIN-FUTIN 5 PUCKNUTZ
STUDIO MULT. 7 IMPLOSION
STICK N BALL 5 ELSS ST. SLANG

MONDAY. 3/5

PHI DELTA 14 ELSS ST SLANG
SIGMA TAU 4 PUCKNUTZ
ABSOLUTE 5 HUTM-FUTIN

2

4

2

1

4

3 on 3 Volleyball Results

Classy Beer Chicks def. Silly Slimmers

15-11, 15-8

PDT w/ Steph def. Bridget's Manhores

15-7,14-16,11-5

Body Fat Testing:

Thursday, 12 noon, or by appointment.

Open Rec. 6-8 p.m. (Court 1)

Monday - Tennis

Wednesday - Volleyball

Friday - Badminton

Bowling Results
WINNER Losm mmEKM)
TED BLUNT AFFAIR 895

SLAPPY & BUCKETS FORFEIT
IRON CITY'S 1120

ROLLING ROCS 1038

AKMF 1090

ROC HEADS 1080

708B 1091

IZETAPI 971

KNIGHTS OF NEIGH 983

CLARION ANGELS 917

BOWLING LEGENDS 1134

CHUBBS V 967

TWEEDS 1020

SPACE HEATERS 914

THE SHOCKERS 1053

FIVE STRIKERS 892

FOCKERS 817

POOH-CHUCKA'S 570

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Equipment Rentals:
Think Sprmg!!!

Go for a hike or camping, we now have

new backpacks available for student

use, along with tents etc.

Deposit required.
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Wrestling

Clarion sends five to NCAA Division I tournament
Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion heavyweight John

Testa defeated West Virginia

University's Ryan Kehler 7-4

in the championship final. The

Golden Eagles finished fourth

in team scoring in the eight

team field at the 26th Annual

Eastern Wrestling League

Championships hosted by

Virginia Tech.

The EWL tournament con-

cluded with finals at 2p.m. on

Sunday afternoon at Cassell

Coliseum. The NCAA Division

I Qualifier for all league teams,

39 wrestlers qualified for the

NCAA's by placing in the top

three, or by earning one of the

nine wild card spots, the league

coaches voted on following

the two-day tournament.

Edinboro won its fourth

jtraighi team title finishing

with 123.5 points, while Lock

Haven was second with 95

points, Pitt third at 94.5 and

Clarion fourth with 87.

Rounding out the eight team

field were fifth place Virginia

Tech with 85 points,

Bloomsburg sixth with 78,

Cleveland State seventh with

41.5 and West Virginia eighth

with 37.5.

Testa, a sophomore, won his

individual title with three qual-

ity takedowns against Kehler.

Testa had double leg takedowns

in the first, second and

third periods, plus an escape in

the second to account for his 7

points.

Kehler had a first period

reversal and two escapes. The

win by Testa avenges an earli-

er 5-2 dual meet loss to Kehler

in December.

Clarion's 197-pounder Eric

Mausser battled back for a

third place finish and an auto-

matic qualifying spot. Mausser

defeated Bloomsburg's Todd

Hockenbroch 2-2 tie breaker,

riding out Hockenbroch in the

30-second rideout period of

overtime. Then, for third place,

Mausser defeated David

Sandberg of Pitt 7-2 with first

and third period takedowns,

plus riding time leading the

way.

A total of 5 Clarion wrestlers

are qualified for the NCAA's.

In addition to Testa and

Mausser, Clarion wild card

selections included Rad

Martinez, Frank Edgar and

Dom Surra.

Four Golden Eagles earned

fourth place finishes this week-

end including Rad Martinez at

133, Frank Edgar at 141, Dom
Surra at 149 and Shane

Liz Potter /The Clarion Call

A Golden Eagle psyches-out his opponent during the PSAC
Championship at Tippin Gymnasium.

SUMMER 2001
DISTANCE EDUCATION

x> I a t h A E T
Summer Session 1: June 4-July 6, 2001

Summer Session 2: July 9-August 9, 2001

School ofContinuing Education

()l 1 -(A .M V I s s i L 1)1 j:s

DlSTANCi: KDLC A 1 10\

Undergraduate credit via the NET:
Registration begins March 20, 2001

CRIM 101 Crime and Justice Systems

CRIM 281 Introduction to Corrections

FDNT M.'J Nutrition and Wellness

FDNT 1 45 Intro to Nutrition

FDNT 212 Nutrition

CEOS 101 Dynamic Earth

MATH 101 Foundations ot" Mathematics

MATH 2 1

7

ProbabUity and Statistics

PHYS 1 1

1

General College Physics I

PllYS n

2

General College Physics II

PHYS 511 Secondar)' School Physics Laboratory Practice

PLSClOl World Politics

PLSC 1 1

1

American Politics

PLSC 359 Constitutional Law/Civil Liberties

SAFE 630 Pollution Control

IUP also oners regular undergraduate DAY CI,ASSF.S during Summer Sessions

1 and 2 at the MonrocviUc Graduate and Professional Center.

CALL 1-800-845-0131 for more information!
hnp://www.iup.edu/contin/ (Click on DISTANCE EDUCATION.)

IL'F is (he largeil rrumher tinivrnily efIhr Stale Syilem ojHiffier Education.

3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

McChesney at 157.

Martinez came through the

wrestle backs on Sunday morn-

ing and decisioned Charlie

Soto (Ed) 7-3, but lost his third

place match to Nick Boucher of

Cleveland State 9-6 to finish

fourth.

Edgar won his Sunday wres-

tle back pinning Cleveland

State's Matt DePolo at 6:06,

but lost his third place match to

Cory Ace of Edinboro 8-4. That

match was tied at 4-4 entering

the third period, but Ace

notched a takedown, then a

counter takedown with seconds

left to post the win.

Surra defeated West Virginia

University's Anthony

Regalbuto 8-3 on Sunday

morning, but lost his wrestle

back match to Ryan Sahpert of

Edinboro 4.-0.

McChesney had a strong first

match against Lock Haven's

Jason Gilligan. He defeated

Gilligan 8-5 with a key third

period takedown and riding

time of 1:04. In his third place

match, Shane was headlocked

in the first period by Pitt's

Zach Doll and pinned at 2:39.

Also earning places fof the

Golden Eagles were fifth place

finishes for Pete Kroshefskie

at 165 and Aaron Mitchell at

174, plus a sixth place ending

for Bob Topper at 184.

Kroshefskie pinned West

Virginia University's Orlando

Ricci at 3:51, and Mitchell

major decisioned Cleveland

State's Joe Phillips 15-2 for his

fifth place ending.

Topper had a tough Sunday.

The #1 seed at 184 was head-

locked and pinned by

Edinboro's Justin Millard at

2:38, then lost a 6-3 decision to

Pitt's Dan Stine for fifth.

John Testa has now won 18

straight bouts and will likely

gain a seed at the NCAA
Tournament which starts on

March 15th at the University

of Iowa.

Testa is the ninth Clarion

heavyweight to win since 1987

when Todd Harrison won the

heavyweight title. Clarion

moved up with a strong 4th

place showing, after last year's

8th place finish.

Next year's EWL's are report-

edly at Lock Haven. Lock

Haven and Pitt had three indi-

vidual champions this year,

while Clarion, Edinboro,

Bloomsburg and Virginia Tech

had one each. Clarion has had

at least one individual EWL
charnpion in each of the 26

seasons except for 1983, 1989

and 2000.

With Testa, Clarion has 45

EWL champions. This is the

second most in league history,

behind former EWL member,

Penn State. Penn State had 59

before leaving the EWL after

the 1992 season

Bob Topper is the first alter-

nate wild card in case any of

the nine selections cannot go.

The other wild cards are Trap

McCormack, David Sandberg,

Hunter Guenot, Dan Stine,

Shaun Shapert, and Jason

Gilligan.
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Clarion swimmers take runner-up at PSAC meet
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle mens and

womens swimming team

recently competed in the

PSAC championship meet.

Both teams earned runners-up

honors for their performances

during the three-day event. 15

athletes from both the mens

and womens team qualified for

the Division II NCAA champi-

onship being held from March
14-17.

Senior Shannon Cattoni was

named the "Women's
Outstanding Athlete of the

Meet after placing seven times

in the relays and individual

events combined. Cattoni's

individual events included

first place finishes in the 500

and 200 freestyle. She took a

second in the 100 freestyle.

Her relays included the 200,

400, and 800 freestyle relays

and the 400 medley. Cattoni

placed first, third, third, and

second respectively.

A number of other athletes

placed within the top twelve

during the preliminary compe-

tition, allowing them to race at

the finals in the evening.

Starting off the meet for the

womens team and taking a

first in the 200 free relay were

Megan Trimbur, Andrea Faller,

Katie McNerny, and Shannon

Cattoni. These women swam a

NCAA qualifying time in this

event. In the 400 medley relay,

Megan Tracy, Caroline Miller,

Bethany Bankovich, and

Cattoni took second and also

qualified for nationals.

The 400 freestyle relay of

Trimbur, McNerny,
Bankovich, and Cattoni

brought in a third while the

800 freestyle relay of Abby
Koch, Brandi Smithson,

Trimbur, and Cattoni also took

third. The 200 medley relay of

Tracy, Miller, Baer, and

Trimbur brought in a second

for the womens team as well.

Several women placed with-

in the the top twelve individu-

ally. Freshman Megan Trimbur

earned a third place finish in

the 50 free, a seventh in the

200 free, and a fourth in the

100 free. Freshman Caroline

Miller placed fifth in the 100

breaststroke and fourth in the

200 breaststroke. Freshman
Jessica DiLoreto placed tenth

in both the 100 and 200 breast-

stroke. Freshman Brandi

Smithson placed eighth in the

500 free, fourth in the 1000

free, and seventh in the 200

backstroke. Finishing up for

the freshmen squad was

Bethany Bankovich, placing

fifth in the 100 fly and seventh

in the 200 fly.

Sophomore Abby Koch
placed fifth in the 200 I.M.,

fourth in the 400 I.M., and

fifth in the 200 fly. Sophomore
Missy Baer placed tenth in the

500 free, fourth in the 100 fly,

and fourth in the 200 fly.

Sophomore Alyssa Helm
placed sixth in the 200 back-

stroke and seventh in the 1000

freestyle. Finishing up for the

sophomore women was April

Johnson placing ninth in the

200 I.M., eleventh in the 400

I.M., and twelfth in the 200

breaststroke.

Juniors Mary Cardell and

Tina Decker brought in points

for Clarion. Cardell took

eighth in the 1000 free while

Decker placed eleventh in the

200 backstroke.

Seniors Jeanine Buecheler,

Tracy, and Faller wrapped up

the womens division of the

PSAC meet. Buecheler

brought in a seventh in the 100

back and twelfth in the 200

back. Tracy placed tenth in the

200 I.M., third in the 100

backstroke, and second in the

200 back. Faller placed ninth

in the 50 freestyle.

The mens team swam even

closer races and many individ-

uals placed in the top twelve.

The mens 200 freestyle relay

with Bill Wright, Gary

Aughinbagh, Doug Scott, and

John Smithson took second

and started off the competi-

tion. The relay also qualified

for the NCAA competition.

The 400 medley relay of Aaron

Bell, Ben Chandlee, Scott, and

Aughinbaugh brought in a sec-

ond place finish while the 200

medley of Scott, Chandlee,

Aughinbaugh, and Wright

pulled ina first place finish.

The 400 freestyle relay of

Aaron Bell, Wright,

Aughinbaugh, and Smithson

brought in a second place. The

800 freestyle relay of Beau

Caldwell, Wright, Adam Lohr,

and Bell took second place

overall.

Placing individually for the

Clarion mens team was fresh-

man Beau Caldwell managing

a first in the 400 I.M., fifth in

the 200 I.M., and second in the

200 fly. Freshman Ryan
Wiehagen placed eleventh in

the 1000 freestyle as well as

tenth in the 1650 free.

Freshman competitor Aaron

Bell brought home points by

placing second in the 100

freestyle, third in the 200 free,

and fourth in the 100 back-

stroke. Freshman Chris

Strauber also pulled in a sixth

place in the 400 I.M. for the

mens team.

Sophomore Bill Wright

placed fourth in the 50 free,

seventh in the 200 free, and

the 100 free. Sophomore Ben

Chandlee placed first in the

100 breaststroke, fourth in the

200 breaststroke, and sixth in

the 200 I.M. Sophomore E.J.

Dams placed fifth in the 400

I.M., eleventh in the 200 fly,

and twelfth in the 500 free.

Junior Brian Monico brought

in two thirds in the 1000 free

and 1650 free as well as a fifth

in the 500 free. Junior Adam
Lohr placed fifth in the 1000

free, seventh in the 500 free,

and eleventh in the 200 free.

Junior Gary Aughinbaugh

placed second in the 50 free

and eighth in the 100 fly while

junior Matt Buckley placed

tenth in the 200 free.

Seniors Doug Scott, John

Smithson, Adam Ulishney,

Aaron Ulishney, and Matt jef-

fers brought home many points

for the mens team. Scott

placed first in the 100 and 200

backstroke as well as sixth in

the 50 free. Smithson placed

seventh in the 100 fly and

ninth in the 50 free while

Adam Ulishney placed

eleventh in the 200 I.M. and

eighth in the 400 I.M. Aaron

Ulishney placed ninth in the

200 backstroke and twelfth in

the 100 backstroke. Jeffers

finished up for the mens team

with a second place in the 100

breaststroke and fifth in the

200 breaststroke.

Competing in the NCAA
Division II swimming meet are

Shannon Cattoni, Megan
Tracy, Andrea Faller, Katie

McNerny, Abby Koch, Missy

Baer, Bethany Bankovich,

Caroline Miller, Megan
Trimbur, Brandi Smithson,

Doug Scott, John Smithson,

Gary Aughinbaugh, Ben
Chandlee, and Bill Wright.

Students recognized for academic achievements
Courtesy of University

Relations
••••••••••«••< »•••••••••••••••••••••

106 students representing all 16

varsity sports and the sports medi-

cine program were honored at a

"Scholar Athlete Luncheon" in

Chandler Dining Hall. Recognized

for the first time were athletes in

Clarion's newest sport, soccer. Dr.

Doug Smith, professor of biology,

was also honored as "Faculty

Member of the Year" award.

The student-athletes received a cer-

tificate if they have a cumulative 3.2

grade point average, attained a 3.2

GPA dunng each of the previous

two semesters, or earned a 3.2 GPA
as a first semester freshman. Each

student invited a professor or other

campus affiliated person who had

influenced their academic achieve-

ment to be their guest at the ceremo-

ny

Students Tab Musser and Tamika

Washington, representing the

Student Athletic Advisory

Committee (SAAC), presented the

"Faculty Member of the Year"

award to Smith.

:!&

U/kat Jiol yo^ Jo lart r^/z^/^e^-?
EaKn oveK $^0^000,00

Live in Ocean City, Maryland, be part of the tradition.

Telescope Pictures.

Northend Studio is looking for the right people for its 2001
season staff. Work on the beach. No experience necessary.

Are you highly motivated? Do you like the beach?

Are you good with people?

if so, Call 1-800-260-2184 today

^ or apply directly at www.Northendstudio.com

BUCK -A-BOX

$1.00 1 piece of

Dark Chicken, Mashed
Potatoes Braty and
BitteimiikBisqiit Photo courtesy of University Relations

Dr. Doug Smith was presented with the Faculty Member of
the Year award at Clarion University's Scholar Athlete
Luncheon.
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Williams earns Big Tens' "Player of the Year" award
Courtesy ofTMS Campus

In recognition of his growth

from a talented but raw fresh-

man into the acknowledged

leader of one of the confer-

ence's co-champions, Illinois

sophomore point guard Frank

Williams was honored Monday
as the Big Ten Player of the

Year in voting by the league's

coaches and the media.

The 6-foot-3-inch Williams

is the first player to be chosen

by both groups since former

Michigan Stale guard Mateen

Cleaves won the award as a

sophomore in 1998. He's also

Illinois' first Big Ten MVP
since Jim Dawson in 1967.

"It's a great feeling, a great

award," Williams said. 'I had

to beat out a lot of great guys.

I knew 1/8 winning the award

3/8 was possible, but at the

same time you can't think

about it because if you do you

won't go out and play the way

you're capable of playing."

Heading into this week's Big

Ten tournament Williams leads

the mini in scoring (15 points

per game), assists (4.07) and

steals (2.07), ranking among
the league's top 10 in all three

categories. He averaged in

double figures in 23 of

Illinois' 29 games, including a

season-high 27 in the first

Arizona game.

"Frank's stats are mislead-

ing," Illinois coach Bill Self

said. "He could be leading the

league in scoring if he wanted

to. But when things are going

well he wants to get the rest of

the players involved. I think

he's very deserving of the

honor. He has been one of the

biggest reasons our chemistry

has been so good."

Williams joins Defensive

Player of the Year Ken
Johnson of Ohio State, Big

Ten scoring champion Kirk

Haston of Indiana and

Michigan State's Jason

Richardson as first team all-

conference choices of both the

media and the coaches. Penn

State's Joe Crispin was the

other first-team coaches'

choice, and Michigan State's

Charlie Bell made the first-

team media squad.

"Williams is certainly the

reason Illinois is conference

champion," said Minnesota

coach Dan Monson. "He has

the attitude and the talent to

take games over."

Ohio State's Jim O'Brien was

named Coach of the Year for

the second time in the last

three seasons. Despite the loss

of guards Scoonie Penn and

Michael Redd, the Buckeyes

(20-9) far exceeded expecta-

tions by finishing third in the

league.

Illinois' Brian Cook and

Marcus Griffin were named

third team all-Big Ten by the

coaches, and Cook also landed

on the media's second team.

Griffin and Cory Bradford

received honorable mention by

the media. Indiana's Jared

Jeffries was named Freshman

of the Year.

Louisville Cardinals going after coach Rick Pitino

Courtesy ofTMS Campus

On the surface. Bob Knight

seemed a good candidate for the

Louisville job. He has plenty of

red in his wardrobe. He spent

nearly three decades across the

border in Bloomington, Ind. And,

like ousted Cardinal coach Denny

Crum, he's in the Hall of Fame.

But the Cardinals clearly have

no interest in Knight. They're

going after Rick Pitino.

Meanwhile, the man who replaced

Knight, Mike Davis, is hoping

he'll be named the permanent suc-

cessor at Indiana. On Friday in the

Big Ten tournament quarterfinals,

Davis' Hoosiers will face the

Wisconsin Badgers, coached by

another interim. Brad Soderberg.

College basketball teams aren't

the only ones on the bubble this

month. A handful of coaches,

those with jobs and those without,

find themselves facing uncertain-

ty as the postseason heats up.

It's just another strain of March

Madness.

Start in Louisville, where signs

point to Pitino taking the job that

opened when the school pushed

Denny Crum out the door last

week after 30 years on campus.

Louisville Athletic Director Tom
Jurich announced he would visit

with Pitino at the coach's South

Florida home this weekend.

"I want to go down and spend as

much time as I possibly can sell-

ing the amenities of this pro-

gram," Jurich said in Louisville.

"It's a program I feel is one of the

top five jobs in America and I

want the opportunity to tell him."

Pitino, speaking to ESPN Radio's

"Dan Patrick Show" Tuesday, said

he would listen to Jurich's pitch.

"It's something I would be inter-

ested in," he said. "How interest-

ed? I'm not sure."

Pitino is known for making

glowing statements about possible

jobs, then losing interest. That's

what happened at UNfLV, where

some believed he was signed and

sealed before he withdrew from

consideration last weekend.

It's no coincidence that Pitino's

interest in UNLV cooled off short-

ly after Louisville ousted Crum.

The early line had Jurich hiring

his high school classmate, Larry

Eustachy, away from Iowa State,

but Eustachy has agreed to a 10-

year extension to stay in Ames.

That left the Cardinal job to

Pitino. Forget the chatter about

Pitino being afraid to alienate his

old friends at Kentucky,

Louisville's most bitter rival.

Pitino, who led UK to the 1996

national title, always looks after

himself. He has always spoken

fondly about his family's days in

Kentucky; he's passionate about

horse racing and still has a mem-

bership at the exclusive Valhalla

Golf Club in Louisville.

Louisville has everything in

place, from forgiving academic

standards to a rabid fan base, to

reassert itself on the national

scene. All it needs is the right

coach.

"What I've tried to focus on is

who would be the best fit and who

would do the best job and who I

would enjoy working with,"

Jurich said. "I feel, at this point,

coach Pitino is really who I want

to focus on."

When colleges look for basket-

ball coaches, it's all about fit -

and not the sort Knight used to

pitch in Bloomington.

When Knight was fired last fall

after grabbing an Indiana student,

many of his supporters insisted

he'd quickly find an elite job.

News flash: It's not happening.

Knight has hardly been a blip on

the coaching-rumor radar screen.

This is not by choice. He's report-

edly becoming desperate to return

but has yet to find the right open-

ing.

Knight's March Playboy inter-

view, which is still on newsstands,

may not be helping his cause.

Knight castigated his former boss-

es at Indiana in the interview, and

his angry exchanges with the

interviewer raised questions about

whether Knight has gained con-

trol of his infamous temper.

The best that Knight may be

able to hope for is a second-tier

job - such as Massachusetts,

which appears ready to oust

Bruiser Flint.

As one Division I coach put it,

"It's going to take a lot of guts to

hire Bob. And when you think of

college presidents, you don't think

of guts."

While Pitino and Knight are

looking for jobs, Davis and

Soderberg are hoping they won't

have to.

Both coaches have strong cases

for being retained. But neither has

heard the first word from his supe-

riors.

For the record, Richter said he is

"pleased" with Soderberg's perfor-

mance. It's hard to believe

Wisconsin would dump
Soderberg, who filled in

admirably when Dick Bennett

quit unexpectedly two weeks into

the regular season. But Soderberg

could be a two-game losing streak

away from losing his job.

"We've won 19 games, and to

me that's a really good basketball

season," Davis said. "You think

about your personal future all the

time. If I said I didn't I'd be lying

to you."

GSU searching for new fight song

Courtesy of TMS Campus

They have the teamwork. They

have the skills. They have a

winning season. 28 wins, four

losses, and a 16-2 conference

record, as well as the 2001 Trans

America Athletic Conference

championship. And, perhaps

most importantly, their ticket to

this year's NCAA Tournament

has been signed, sealed and

delivered.

Now, all the members of

Georgia State University's men's

basketball team needs is a little

ambience. And a contest to find

an official fight song for GSU's

athletic teams, which until now

have had no such thing, hopes to

provide just that.

The contest, which Dept'. of

Sports Marketing Director Jason

Lerner said is open to all fans,

launched in February and has

already garnered "hundreds" of

wannabe fight songs.

"A lot more than I ever antici-

pated," Lerner said. "But our

fans are terrific and very loyal,

so maybe I should know better."

Lerner said that while many

entrants send in their entries on

paper, some feel compelled to

.

go the extra mile.

"I've listened to countless ren-

ditions of songs on my answer-

ing machine, and I've actually

had people come to my office

and perform," he said.

"Basically, if it can be a submis-

sion, then it's been done. It's

been great."

Lerner said that the depart-

ment will pare the stack of

entries down to a select handful

of finalists, which will then be

at the mercy of the fans, who
will cast their vote at the top of

the 2001-02 season. Unless

exceptions need to be made, the

students who wrote the songs

chosen as finalists will perform

the songs in front of fans.

<)
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Solution to parking difficulties?

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-ln-C
W^^^^^

Parking fines at Clarion

University will increase from $5

to $10 beginning in the Fall.

Almost all the State System of

Higher Education schools are hav-

ing increases in parking fines,

Clarion University is among the

smallest

.

"We (Public Safety) thought the

increase from five to $10 dollars

was an appropriate manner", said

Director of Public Safety David

Tedjeske. "A misconception

among many is that the money

goes to public safety, but it's for

lot paving and lot maintainence."

The changes came about at the

state level but recommendations

were made by Clarion's adminis-

tration.

Parking fines of five dollars are

considered an insufficient deterent

to illegal parking.

Students on the Student

Facilities Committee had diffem-

ing opinions on the increase.

"As a non-car owner in one way

it is a more serious offense, $10,

to a student in college, is a lot,"

said John Shavulsky, student sen-

ator. "I think more students will

••••••• • • c • • • • • • • • • ••••e«»«»»

now pay attention to parking."

Fellow committee member

Sarah Callaro echos different

statements.

"As a student it's insane, (the

parking increase). It's a huge

jump. I personally don't think it

solves the problem."

When asked what she thought

about parking situations at Clarion

University Callaro cited the

amount of cars allowed on cam-

pus.

"Everyone is allowed to have a

car, that is a problem."

This includes freshman, many

other universities do not allow

www.tbeclarioncall.com

freshman students the right to a

parking pass according to Callaro

Senator Mike McCabe looks at

it from a different view point.

"I think it's better." It will cut

down the campus from having so

many freshman with cars, said

McCabe.

McCabe believes that freshman

will leave their car at home

instead of risking the $10 parking

ticket.

The rise in parking fines will be

effective this fall.

It remains to be seen what

impact the increase will have on

parking dilemmas.

«»##»»
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News
$55,000 plus donated

at "Spring for

Scholars Auction"

See page 7.

Lifestyles

Famous poet, Eamon
Grennon reads his

poetry

See page 12

Sporto

Play ball! The mens
baseball team begins the

season

See Page 21.

CU hosting

national

debate

tournament

by Kelly R. Brown

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion University Speech

and Debate team is preparing to

host the American Debate

Association National Tournament

this weekend. This is the only time

Clarion University has ever hosted

college debate tournament.

Preparation has been taking place

since last year.""""^

Competition will take place in

three different divisions. The var-

sity division is the highest level of

debate, followed by junior varsity

and novice, in that order. Sixty-

five teams are currently registered,

including teams from each divi-

sion.

The tournament is set to begin on

Friday afternoon when three

rounds of competition will take

place. Saturday morning, an addi-

tional three rounds will be held. In

between rounds five and six, a

public debate will take place in

Hart Chapel.

ADA Nationals

Clarion University

I 3,16.01

3.17.01

3,18.01

See 'Debate' Page 8
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Qiildhood Pastimes

So how many of you are sick of Pokemon? Oh, oh pick us,

pick us. We decided this week to reminise about when we

were young and all the toys we played with and shows we

used to watch.

The toys now are so high-tech and complicated. What ever

happened to the good old stuff like Big Wheels, Sit and Spin,

transformers and G.L Joe? Those are truly missed.

Even though Barbie and her mansion are still around, we
definitely miss He-Man and She-Ra. The neighborhood isn't

quite the same without them.

A nice spring day in the 80's used to mean seeing a pletho-

ra ofpogo sticks and those big red bouncy balls with the han-

dle. Then, when it started to get dark, we would all go inside

and play a game of ATARL By the time bedtime rolled

around, we would all settle down with an assortment of pop-

ples, Glo-worms, or a Cabbage Patch doll. It's true, it's true.

Who could forget the television shows that were rituals in

every household? Saturday mornings consisted of cartoons

such as Transformers, Garfield, Heathcliff, Smurfs, Shirt

Tails, Tailspin, Snorkles, Gummie Bears, Duck Tales,

Muppet Babies, and last but certainly not least.. .Pee Wee's

Playhouse. The word of the day was always a blast.

The shows that have replaced those don't even come close

to what we used to enjoy. Don't even get us started on the

new class of Saved by the Bell.

The afternoon and evening sitcoms and series were also a

must. Who could forget ALF! He was the best. You can't tell

us that you didn't enjoy Fraggle Rock as a child either. Mr.

Belvedere, My Two Dads, Quantum-Leap and Silver Spoons

were also popular choices.

There were also the classic "girl toys" like Rainbow Bright,

My Little Pony, and Gem. Carebears were a must have also

enjoyed by both sexes. Admit it guys, it's okay.

Quite possibly the best part of our childhood was the

Snoopy Sno-cone maker (for those of us who had one). We
could not have lived without it.

WHY? DID I DO
SOMETHING
WRONG? A 22 year

old Dutchman taking his driving

test stalled the car at a railroad

crossing in Amsterdam, and was

frantically trying to get it started

when a speeding train

approached. The man and his dri-

ving examiner finally had to leap

from the vehicle right before the

train smashed into it and dragged

it 500 feet. Another train heading

in the opposite direction subse-

quently collided with the car as

well and ripped it to pieces. The

man was not granted a driver's

license.

apparently moving on. Soon after- A
ward, the bar's owners found out

he was a wanted fugitive, and

posted his picture on the wall.

After four months, they took it

down, assuming he would never

show his face there again. Wrong!

He came in for a brewski, and the

bartender called the cops.

GRAND
ENTRANCE: A

WHERE AM I?

UH, HOME,
DEAR, WHY?

Rebecca Fyfe, a British tourist,

found herself on a ship which was

sinking in heavy seas in the

Lomboc Strait off Indonesia. The

ship had no radio, so she sent a

mobile phone text message to her

boyfriend back in England. He

immediately called the Coast

Guard, which rescued everyone.

He had received the message

while he was drinking in a

London pub.

LONG TIME NO
t^H/Jl/! After escaping from a

Tennessee prison where he had

been locked up for murder, Gary enough to go around," one breed-

Dean Gray went to Florida and, gj- g^id.

for a time, hung around the

Roundup bar in Pensacola before

LOOKING FOR
LOVE WITH A
VENGEANCE:

Peacocks have become increas-

ingly frantic at the shortage of

mates in the quaint villages of

England, and have vented their

frustration by terrorizing the

locals, chasing children and tear-

ing up vegetable gardens. Each

male bird requires at ieast five

females for mating, and, since

foxes have eaten many of itie pea-

hens this year, "there are not

radio quiz show in Malaysia

called Shahrul Nizam Zainol on

his cell phone to offer him a

chance to answer questions for

money, but he was with in a hos-

pital his wife who was in labor. He
said he was too busy to partici-

pate, but forgot to turn off his

phone, so thousands of radio lis-

teners got to hear the woman give

birth to a son.

I DUNNO,
WHAT DO YOU
WANT TO DO?
Police said two brothers and their

female friend went on a two-hour

crime spree during which they

robbed four convenience stores in

Knoxville, Tenn., making off with

beer, cigarettes and cash totaling

less than $100. They told arresting

officers they did it because they

were "bored and had nothing else

to do."

^^I•^^^^x•>^^^^^x<•X'^*^x•I•^Kx•:•^^^>:A .•.VA*:*.V.WAW.V.*.W.'.wC*A'Ac.'H-X':'

Editorial

Policy

The Clarion CJ[I is^ taking stegs to unify the paper with

SL^^^'g^.Pi?^ W3MjMTm€Ali^, i« that ftrst step. We,
the Edltoriai Koarcf, win express our opmion about
iB$nm across the cstnipus* state^ nation, and world. We
^are not speakiiig for Clarion University, the Clarion

Students Association or the studints of the Universitv, we ai*e speakii-
as an Editonal Board - the voice of Tm: Clarion C vi L. lliese editorials
are developed in a meeting of the Editorial Board, all membei^s did not
necessarily agree on the opinion stated in the editorial. The opinion
expressed is snared by the majprity of the board, it is not alwavs a unan-
imous opinion* You, the pumic, reserve the right to express your plea-
sure or aispleasure with these opinions via a l^etter to the Editor*

What is ijour op'mion?

Write itdown Send it to us!

270 Gemmell Student Complex

Clarion, PA 16214

call@clarion.edu
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Unify Yourself
WNow is the

opportunity to further

develop cultural, social,

political awareness, and

to fuse them...
'^

Hide Park

Laurie Moses

Many western societies (not

including ours) have a tendency to

compartmentalize the many facts

of life; make them separate and

distinct. One of these precepts

upon which our country is based,

is the separation of church and

state.

This is certainly needed govern-

mentally to ensure our religious

freedom, but, must individuals

also make such a separation?

People divide the areas of their

life; we make a distinction

between our many roles. Each of

us at one time is a businessman,

then housewife/husband, social

butterfly, student, community vol-

unteer, citizen, and our own pri-

vate self, hidden and separate

from the tjthers. . But if a person

takes a broader scope of his envi-

ronment, to include one's neigh-

bors and nameless fellow human

beings, then one would realize

that these "separations" impact on

each other.

"Where does it all start?" you

may wonder.

Be aware!

As inhabitants of this world, we

students in little Clarion today,

and contributors to the "real

world" tomorrow must awaken

our world consciousness. Be

greedy and take advantage of all

the speakers, news, events and

barrage of media presented to us

here.

Now is the opportunity to fur-

ther develop cultural, social, polit-

ical awareness, and to fuse them

with your individual ethical,

moral and religious beliefs.

We hear about injustices every-

day: oppressive societies in South

Africa, political prisoners in Latin

America, children starving all

over the world.

See 'Hide PaiV PagTT

''^Does George W, notknow that the entire world is watdH

tag and hanging on his every word?''

Amy Thompson, News Editor

All of my life I have been bom-

barded with the famous quotes and

speeches of our political leaders.

Phrases such as "Ask not what

your country can do for you...," "I

have a dream...," Four score and

seven years ago..." have endured

the test of time.

I have never once heard of John

F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King

Jr., or Abraham Lincoln saying

something as ludicrous as, "I know

the human being and fish can co-

exist peacefully." 1 have never

heard of one them saying, "It's

clearly a budget. It's got a lot of

numbers in it." (Said by George

W. Bush at Saginaw, Michigan,

Sept. 29, 2000 and at Reuters, May

5, 2000 respectively)

My purpose of this editorial isn't

just to publically scoff at our 43rd

president. After all Saturday

Night Live does a good job of

making fun of him already.

My point is this. The media

didn't always have the same

amount of resources and power

that it does today. Therefore, peo-

ple must think carefully about

what they choose to say in a public

forum. Even our own Student

Senators must realize that anything

they say at their open meetings

becomes fair game unless they say

"off the record." However, anyone

who is at the meeting will hear

what they say, but it will go unre-

ported in the media.

I wanted to defend George W.

Bush by saying that the president

is human and we all fumble with

words from time to time.

However, I am having more and

more trouble doing that since there

is an entire book with nothing but

lines and phrases that he has man-

aged to screw up. (It's called

Editorial
'George W. Bushisms' and even if

you are a Republican you'll find it

amusing.)

Does George W. not know that

the entire world is watching and

hanging on his every word? Also

who is advising him? Although I

wouldn't blame his advisors

entirely because they can't moni-

tor him and tell him what to say

during a debate or press confer-

ence.

Will we ever have famous words

and phrases from a current leader

that will be remembered for more

than the amusing lack of wit and

intelligence? The question

remains to be seen. Until then,

watch Saturday Night Livewith

great strategery.

As a member of the National Newspaper
Association, The Clarion Call is entitied

to access NNA's Libel Hotiine; with advice

from Washington attorney

Alice NeffLucan.

Advertisers must sign a contract. Advertisements

removed by the advertiser after the Monday prior to

publication must still be paid.
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OPINION
Call On You

What are your plans for St. Patrick's Day?

byrJonPizzica

Jln^ie Cronin

J^reshman,

'ECementary SpeciaC ^d.

"Going to the parade in

Pittsburgh with Kare-

Bear."

Scott ^otvcr

junior, 'Business

"The usual."

'EmiCy ^Pastor

!Fresfiman, 'Business

Living it up with

D-Phi-E."

TJ. 'Xoun^

Senior,

ToCiticat Science

"Me and the Figit are

going the U.I. to throw

down some pints."

Hide ParkI Laurie Moses' Hide Park titled "Unify Yourself,"

from Page 3.

And there are the personal injus-

tices: the slighting of a needing

friend when you were too busy; or

the jeering comments made about

the "geek" in class, the "hoopies"

downtown or anyone different

from the norm, (anyhow, who

does define normal?)

Tuning in one's awareness and

sensitivity to another breathing,

feeling person moves those

beliefs and ideals into action: con-

sistent actions that show one's

identity, not separate actions at

work, at home, during the night

on the town.

All right, so these small actions

may not change the situation

around the world. But these

actions do affect how others react.

Similarly, as an aware individual

world situations can affect the

way you react. If you wouldn't

support a system that oppresses

the poor then don't support busi-

nesses that capitalize on the situa-

tion. One single reaction can't

change the entire situation; how-

ever, as a consciously aware indi-

vidual, you are reacting and get-

ting responses from all others

who come in contact with you.

So, start your own chain reac-

tion. Grab those opportunities

and become aware. And just

because someone else may tear

apart socio-political awareness

from high ethical ideals and put

them in two more separate boxes,

your impact on each other reflect

the one distinct 'you'.

Laurie Moses is a

Communication graduate of

Clarion University.

This column originally

appeared in 1988.

Reaching for the Stars

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by

J.P. Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The
Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To the raising of parking fines. Unfortunately, this has to be done. I hate the fact the

public safety hunts down cars just to hand out tickets. But there are alot people who
park where they shouldn't. Five more dollars might help curb the parking problem. The problem that

never seems to end.
,

^- To returning adult students. I can't imagine coming back to school in ten or

even twenty years. To keep up academically, let alone socially and maintaining

the way classes are taught is truly amazing. All returning adult students are taking a gamble of a lifetime.

It is one hell of a risk. I respect that.

If you are interested in writing a Hide Park

contact us at The Clarion Call office. Hide

Parks can be about everything and anything.

They are your way of expressing your opinion

about a subject or event that about which you

feel strongly.

Give us a call if interested at

393-2380

|| To all the support for the West Pacs Job Fain Career Services, and the

whole Communication Department has done an outstanding job promoting and

preparing students for this day. My hats off to a special few, including Penny Farmery, who always goes

beyond her call of duty.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief

J.R Kenney. Ideas and views expressed do not

necessarily reflect that of The Clarion Call staff.

Please do not take these comments to heart. They

are all in good fun and are meant as converisation

builders.

L
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OPINION
Student Opinion

Guns kill people too
by J.P. Kenney

aarion Call Edit^^^^^^^

In light of the recent school

shootings in California, and in

Pennsylvania, many media outlets

are trying to determine, what is

causing this to happen?

Many say the over dramatized

coverage the media puts on the

shootings is said to provoke young

students.

But I have a different theory on

the matter. In fact, I agree that

media coverage does have a ten-

dency to be overwhelmingly cover

and glorify these events.

Guns are a big problem in this.

Where are these children getting

these guns? Mostly in their homes.

Parents need to take responsibility,

because guns are dangerous.

I propose, that no guns should be

allowed in any homes, if you have

a child under the age of 18 years of

age.

I understand the amendment that

everyone has the right to bear

arms. But in today's society things

have changed.

Guns are right at the fingertips of

these young confused children.

Parents of these children need to

ask themselves, "is it right to have

a weapon in the comfort of their

home." My friend said to me,

"well my dad taught me to respect

guns." Maybe so, but that doesn't

mean that the guns aren't danger-

ous and easily accessible.

Times have changed, children are

dealing with more stress and pres-

sure than ever before. Guns give

children an opportunity to spread

that srtess and pressure. The only

difference is that stress can be dealt

with but a dead body can't.

DESTINT^ THEATRES iMhe

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

EXIT WOUNDS
11:15 1:45 4:15 6:45 9:15
(S»l Sun)

RECESS
11:00 1:00 3:00
(Sal & Sun)

EX)WN TO EARTH PG-131

12:30 2:40 4:55 7:00 9:00

GHOGOLAT PG-13

9:15

HANNIBAL
5:00 7:50

GET OVER IT PG-lSj

11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00

15 MINUTES R
11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

THE MEXIGAN R
11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

SEE SPOT RUN PGI

11:151:153:155:157:15

Remember you can catch the Golden
Eagle Express to the theatre. Check

out the schedule of bus times.

H Playing Fri. 16th Until

Thur 22tnd |

Movie line

227-2115 ^
Check us out on the web at j|

WWW.Desfinta.com ;

..;....-.,....-.....,
. .^^^-v-::^v.:<,^^^M*^>^MM6w

S7 00 Adult II

S4.50Cliilci& Senior

Student Discounts

Get a SI off when you stiow a \

Clarion University ID

Va^ila^: nights |}yt Tuesday i

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.50 Tickets ^

Ask about i

Frequent

Movie Goer
and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

Parking problems of a dififerent kind
Dear Editor:

I feel the need to air my concerns

about the state of the parking lots

on campus. Though many others

have mentioned the lack of park-

ing available, I have a different

point of interest.

I've noticed that many of the

parking lots on campus have not

been well maintained. Though

there are many spots in disrepair, I

am going to focus mainly on one

specific lot. I'm not sure whether

or not the university perceives

those who work in and go to class

in Still Hall as second-class uni-

versity citizens, but from the shape

of the parking lots, it seems to sig-

nify as much.

This brings me to the major issue

in my quest for parking lot equali-

ty: the commuter student lot adja-

cent to the employee lot (other-

wise known as the "dirt lot," or

other unmentionable names). For

those of you who know your park-

ing lot call number, it is a mixture

of Lots 4 and 15.

Let me digress and tell you a

story. Once upon a time, the uni-

versity, in its infinite wisdom,

decided to create a parking lot to

hold the freshmen dorm residents'

cars so they would not take up

parking spaces in the lots next to

the dorms. A contractor was hired

to create and pave the parking lot.

While in the process, the paving

crew had to drive through another

student lot, which was yet to be

paved. After completing the new

freshmen lot, the contractors had a

few extra loads of asphalt.

Thinking in a logical way, the

foreman asked if the crew should

take the extra material and pave

the dirt lot the, had been driving

through.

The university proceeded to

direct the foreman to take the extra

material and pave the basketball

courts behind the Admissions

building.

This was (approximately) five

years ago. I came here in the fall

of 1997, and have yet to see the

parking lot's condition improve.

At this point, it is in an unconceiv-

able state of disrepair. It has an

uncanny resemblance to the coun-

try roads that surround my par-

ents' house.

In a seemingly related matter,

the parking permit rates increased

from $15 in 1998 to $50 in 1999,

and again in 2000 to $75. They
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will rise once more in 2001, to

$1(X). I found it interesting, while

perusing the Frequently Asked

Questions link on Public Safety's

page of th^'campus website, that

the increase in permit cost is to

"properly maintain existing lots

and to fiind the expansion and

acquisition of new parking lot." In

another listed question, as to how

permit revenue money is spent, the

response was, "Proceeds from

parking permits and tickets are

used to maintain and improve

campus lots.

These funds are also used to

acquire additional property to be

developed for parking." I howev-

er, do not see these lots as being

"properly maintained."

At this point, with the usually

warm weather making a com-

manding entrance, the lot would

be best suited for a bout of mud

wrestling, instead of a parking

area.

There are potholes large enough

to park my car in, which are filled

with water. The freshmen who

park in the resident lot have a new

sport to add to their resumes; that

of Car-Splashing. I have, on more

than one occasion, witnessed a

freshmen come barreling up the

hill, racing through the lot, steer-

ing head-on for an easily avoid-

able pothole, and hitting it with so

much force it sends a tidal wave of

muddy water across the cars

parked in the lot.

I gave him straight lO's across

the board; one for artistic ability,

one for degree of difficulty, and

one for overall performance.

I also gave him a big "number

one," due to the fact that one of the

cars he sullied was mine.

The university needs to serious-

ly consider the upkeep of the dirt

lot. It is not safe for various rea-

sons. Snow and ice are not readi-

ly disposed of due to the lack of

pavement, which cause slippery

walking conditions. The lack of

lighting creates a large dark spot at

night, which is fine, until some-

thing worse than a purse-snatching

happens. The need for a sidewalk

from the building to the parking lot

is obvious, due to the fact that stu-

dents are forced to walk on the

road, which, when two cars are

passing, does not leave much room

on the constantly muddy burm.

Another concern is the lack of

structured parking spaces (which

is a direct result of not being

paved).

Many times, when looking for a

parking space, I find a space that

my car would fit into, if it were

two feet wider.

Usually this is caused by some-

one's lack of parking skills.

Some people actually maneuver

their car to take up almost two

entire spaces. Do these people get

tickets? No, because there are no

pavement guidelines for parking.

In an appeal to those who do have

to park in the notorious dirt lot:

Please, please, please attempt to

park as straight as possible.

It takes a mere 30 seconds to back

up a little and straighten your car.

I'll end with a plea to the univer-

sity. When the weather breaks,

and seems as if it will stay that

way for more than three days, I

hope you will consider the condi-

tions of the parking lots. At this

point, I think that their repair

should be more important than

hoarding the parking permit

money to buy surrounding housing

lots in which to build more lots.

Thank you for your time,

Mary Cunningham
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OPINION
Dispute settled

Gwillim, Ms. Michel settle things right
Dear Ms. Marilouise Michel,

I would like to echo your sentiments about our

recent meeting regarding the quibble sparked by last

week's publication. I felt that the meeting was most-

ly productive, while we remain at an impasse on sev-

eral issues.

First, I would like to thank you for your apology,

and to extend my own (both of which we've already

done face to face). It was not meant to be a person-

al attack, but rather on the business level. I careful-

ly considered what to put into my previous response,

and only responded the way I did because I felt (as

did many others) that your first letter did the same to

me. It is truly unfortunate that we both misunder-

stood each other so grievously.

While I am sorry that any personal turmoil result-

ed, I still cannot apologize to the students (or as one

unsigned letter to me read, "to beg for their respect

back"). This was a single, isolated production that

received little pre-opening coverage, not a string of

continued neglect. As you know, there are many

Letter to the Editor

other events at Clarion University that deserve cov-

erage just as much, and I only have so much space

allotted to my section each week (which I try to fill

with what I feel is diverse coverage, ranging from

on-campus events to national ones, such as music

and movie reviews). To me, one slighted play is not

that grave an injustice.

I thank you for explaining to me in greater detail

the concept and purpose of dress rehearsals, and I am

looking forward to taking advantage of them in the

future. However, I wish you would not have just

assumed that I would have known about invitations

to editors that came years before me.

It's very fortunate that we were able to air our con-

cerns to each other in such an open and professional

manner. Despite our obvious difference in opinion,

I feel that we were able to clarify many issues, and

admit to our respective faults.

Sincerely,

Keith Blair Gwillim

speaking of "God Given Rights"...

Dear Editor:

Generally, I would define

myself as a relatively soft spoken

person who seldom publicly

expresses my opinions, but once

in a while there comes an issue

that I feel needs addressing. Such

is the case with the editorial by

Tim Conners from last weeks

Clarion Call. The article dis-

cussed various complaints about

the condition of smoking on cam-

pus and in the U.S. in general. I

would like to show the other side

of these issues thus allowing you

to construct your own opinion on

the subject.

The main premise of Tim's arti-

cle was to attack non-smokers for

voicing their disapproval of being

forced to inhale smoke when

entering school buildings. While

I agree that there is no "mythical

cloud of blue smoke" there is

however an abundance of invisi-

ble fumes. Tim says that it is his

"God-given right to smoke",

that's fine but is it not first my

God-given right to breath fresh

air? When was my and other non-

smoker's rights revoked forcing

us to take in second hand cigarette

smoke? You posed the question

"We're paying for it (smoking) so

why do you care?" I'll tell you

why I care. I have cho-

sen to try and keep my

body as healthy as possi-

ble, this includes not

smoking and avoiding

second hand smoke as

much as possible.

That's "what in the hell"

I am thinking!

I would also like to

respond to the attacks on

limiting smoking in

restaurants. Nothing is

more annoying than

being forced to breath

second hand smoke when you are

trying to eat. I know of many

smokers who are even annoyed by

this. It simply ruins your appetite.

Consider this, according to the

recent "Potty Press" 80% of your

sense of taste comes from your

sense of smell.

Now doesn't it make perfectly

good sense that if someone smells

smoke their meals would be less

enjoyable? Do you really think

that the general public should

have to live with this?

I would be in support of having

some type of "smoking huts" on

campus.

I am not against smoking as long

as I don't have to breath it in. I

did not buy the cigarettes for a

reason. Also, to prevent those

"dirty looks" from non-smokers

why don't you try courteously

moving from directly in front of

the entrance ways to the build-

ings. Standing 15 or 20 feet away

would certainly help the situation.

Finally, I find it pretty pathetic

when someone stated their only

reason for smoking is "Because

it's all I can do to deal with your

(non-smokers) incessant whin-

ing."

This statement makes practical-

ly no sense when you think about

it. If you weren't smoking, then

we wouldn't be complaining in

the first place.

John Sherry

Graduate Student

Dear Mr. Gwillim:

I want to thank you for taking

the time to speak with me face to

face about the issues brought up

in the letters printed in the Feb. 22

issue of the Call. While I believe

that we came to an understanding,

I would like to try to bring this

conflict to some sort of public clo-

sure.

As you stated in your response,

you have been quite conscientious

in your coverage of University

Theatre productions.

My question was, why was this

particular production ignored?

We certainly appreciate Mr.

Chaffe's review, but I suspect that

many of your student readers

would have enjoyed attending the

production had the review been

printed before the show closed.

As the student newspaper, sure-

ly you feel it is your responsibili-

ty to inform the students of the

entertainment opportunities avail-

able to them, particularly the ones

available at no cost because they

have been paid for with their

activities fee. We do not expect

free advertising. We occasionally

take out ads, but didn't feel an ad

would help this production

because of it's lack of name

recognition. We needed to get out

information, and a press release is

the only way I know how to do

that.

We provide you with the press

releases, a service to save you

some research time. If you prefer,

we more than welcome you at any

dress rehearsal you want to send a

reporter to-then you can print

your own impressions of the pro-

duction instead of ours. In pnpfes-

sional theatre the final dress

rehearsal is considered a "pre-

view" and reviewers often attend

them.

Productions are very little

changed from the final dress

rehearsal to the opening, and we

often have a small audience any-

way. If you hate it, tell the stu-

dents to stay away and not waste

their time.

If you think their activity fee has

been well spent and provides the

type for professional entertain-

ment we strive for, please tell your

readers that too. It is only the
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omission that is disturbing.

Please consider this an open

invitation to the final dress

rehearsal of any production I am

directing (I can't speak for all the

productions, but I feel confident

that if you contacted the other

directors, they wold be agreeable

too.)

In the past, perhaps before your

tenure, this was common practice

by Call writers. Also please know

that my first letter was written

because the students who were

involved with the production

asked me why they were ignored,

and I could not answer them.

If there was something wrong

with the press release, or you felt

the need for an invitation to the

production, then we would under-

stand.

I hope you will accept my apol-

ogy for any misunderstanding

concerning the tone of my first

letter.

As I read it, I am still not sure

why it prompted such a hostile

and disrespectful response, but

angering you or insulting you per-

sonally was certainly not my

intention.

However, I still feel that an apol-

ogy to the student population and

performers would be appropriate.

I respect your position as "editor"

which gives you the right to print

what you please, however, as a

communication major with an eye

toward a career as a professional

journalist (which I gather from

your profile on the Call web

page), I would hope that you

would be able to be objective and

feel a responsibility to your read-

ers.

Sincerely,

Marilouise Michel

Associate Professor

Speech Communication and

Theatre

News
Spring for Scholars raises $55,247

by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News Editor

The 'Spring for Scholars' auction spon-

sored by the Clarion University Alumni

Association raised $55,247 for student

scholarships.

Three hundred and sixty-seven people

attended the fourth annual event held in

the Student Recreation Center Saturday,

March 3, 2001. Over $130,000 has been

raised during the first three years of the

auction.

Director of Alumni Relations and Annual

Funds, Jean Wolf, said, "This year's auc-

tion was the most successful.

Approximately 800 individuals, business-

es, volunteers, contributors, and attendees

participate to make each auction a success.

What a tremendous tribute to Clarion

University that so many individuals want

to participate this way and make a differ-

ence for students."

According to Mr. Harry Tripp of

University Advancement, the auction pro-

vided a wonderful turnout in regard to the

number of people in attendance, the

amount of money raised, and the efforts

put forth to support the student scholarship

endowments.

He credits the Alumni Association and

the volunteers, as well as all the people

who donated and/or purchased items.

There were over 360 items and services

available at the 2001 auction.

Some of the special items on the block

were: an MTV Total Request Live (TRL)

package; a luxury box suite for 12 for a

Pittsburgh Pirates game; a hockey stick

autographed by Pittsburgh Penguin Jarmir

Jagr; lunch with Clarion alumnus, Larry

Richert, of KDKA-TV; a Purinton Pottery

/ was pleased not only with

the turnout... but also with the

quality and creativity of the

items donated by our alumni

and special friends of the uni-

versity. 99

-President Diane Reinhard

plate signed by Dortothy Purinton; dinner

for 12 with President Diane L. Reinhard at

the official University residence; a chance

to name a new species of insect; a

Pittsburgh sports package, which includes

tickets to Pirate, Steeler, and Penguin

games; condo packages for a week in

South Carolina, Arizona, Florida, and the

Canary Islands; a week in a cottage at

Findley Lake, NY; a townhouse for a week

in Orlando, FL including tickets to Disney

World; a barn party; and two tickets to the

2001 Indianapolis 500.

After the completion of a silent auction,

items were sold during a live auction as

well.

John Drayer and Mary Mike Sayres won

three treasure chests. Bill Hartle won the

50-50 raffle of $1,718.

Dr. Joseph Grunenwald, Academic

Provost, served as the master of cere-

monies for the auction.

He introduced Dr. Reinhard who said, "I

was pleased not only with the turnout...but

also with the quality and creativity of the

items donated by our alumni and special

friends of the university. Given the needs

of our students, it was gratifying to see

that the auction raised over $55,000 for

critical scholarships."

In addition, Dr. Grunenwald introduced

auction committee co-chairs Andy Sayers

and Mary Louise Logue; Ron Paranick,

president of the Clarion University Alumni

Association; John Drayer, chairman of

Clarion University's Council of Trustees;

Jim Kriebel, president elect of the Clarion

University Foundation; Brian Sowa, presi-

dent of the Clarion University Student

Senate; and the Venango Advisory Board

Members.

President Sowa said, "1 applaud the

Alumni Association and all of its' donors

for raising over $55,000 for student schol-

arships."

Committee members for the 2001 auction

were: Dawn Bish, Madelon Callen, Carl

Callenburg, Bob Carlson, Wendy Clayton,

Jim Conley, Angie and Charlie Desch,

Mary Beth and Adam Earnheardt, Linda

Eisenman, Jim Fulton, Jeff Gauger, Paul

Hambke, Jim Kifer, Iseli Krauss, Allan and

Mary Larson, Jean Lewis, Bill and Robin

Lutz, Jean Mills, Rose Neiswonger,

Legene Quesenberry, Lori Sabatose, Mary

Mike Sayres, Debbie Sobina, Bonnie

Streyle, Joanne Vavrek, Mary Weyer, and

Libby Williams.

Ron Paranick, president of the Clarion

University Alumni Association said, "The

Alumni Association supports the mission

of Clarion University in providing oppor-

tunities to develop a respect and enthusi-

asm for learning that will extend through-

out students' lives."

According to Paranick, the proceeds

from this auction help provide $7,500

annually in scholarships to Clarion

University undergraduate students. Up to

$1,500 of the $7,500 is awarded to gradu-

ate students.

The graduate scholarships were renamed

the Ross Rankin and Family Graduate

Scholarships by a resolution passed at a

Board of Directors meeting in February.

The resolution was passed based on the

generosity and commitment to Clarion

University by the Rankin family.

The 'Spring for Scholars' auction will be

held again next year with a date and time

to be announced.

I applaud the Alumni

Association and all of its'

donors for raising over $55,000

for student scholarships. 99

-President Brian Sowa

Student Senate

Elections

student Senate elections

are soon approaching.

Senate is looking for

qualified candidates to fill

all twenty seats of the

2001-2002 Student

Senate. There are many
reasons to become a

senator:

*The honor of represent*

ing the Clarion University

of Pennsylvania student

body

Increased awareness of

campus events, problems,

and current issues rele-

vant to social and acade-:

mic life

The opportunity to deveN

op and implement initia*

tives to improve student

iife

Attend luncheons, dinner

meetings, and confer-;

ences with influential

organizations, staff, and;

administration

Become one of the 20

most influential students

on campus

If you feel that you are

ready to be "A Driving

Voice" of Giarlon

University, visit the

Student Senate office

located in Room 269

Gemmell to pick up an

application, for more

information, contact the

Student Senate office at

393-2v318 Of ©mail at sen-

ate® clarion.edu

www.theclarioncall.cofn

Inside

News

A Spring break

student dies from

injuries while per-

forming a stunt. For

the details.

See Page 9.

To find out

who has been

nominated for

Minority Woman of

the Year,

See Page 10.

To find out what

organization received

allocations

from

Student Senate,

See Page 11.

To find out

the latest in

campus crime, check

out the

Public Safety Blotter,

On Page 11.
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Debatel The Clarion University Speech and Debate Team will host the American Debate Association National Tournament this weekend.

This debate will argue

whether or not philosphical

positions are valid arguments

and if they should be considered

in a debate round. This topic is

rather controversial in the

debate community. The debate

will provide an interesting panel

of debaters being composed of

debate coaches from four differ-

ent Universities.

They include Dr. John

Katsulas, Boston College, and

Dr. Brent Brossman of John

Carroll University arguing that

the philosphical positions

should not be allowed.

Defending that they should be

considered will be Dr. Bill

Shanahan, Fort Hays

University, and Dr. Max

Schnurer of Marist College.

The debate will begin at 2:30

p.m. and is open to the public.

President Reinhard is sched-

uled to speak at Saturday's

award banquet when the top ten

speakers of each division will

be honored. Following the ban-

quet, Dr. Reinhard will host a

reception for all coaches and

judges at the Official

Residence.

The University has been

extremely supportive of the

efforts to make this an outstand-

ing weekend. Sponsors include:

the Office of the President,

Academic Affairs/Office of the

Provost, College of Arts and

Sciences, Speech

Communication and Theatre

Mary Walter Leadership Development
Series

Dr. Joseph Grunenwald

Commitment

Leaders stand out by the nature of their commit-

ment. Dr. Joseph Grunenwald, University Provost,

wit! share his insight on commitment and why it is

significant to become a successful leader.

"fVlarch 14, in room 250/252 Gemmell
from 7:00- 8:00 p.m.

We've got you

COVERED.
Our professional staff offers:

Complete gyne care

Free walk-in pregnancy testing

O Birth control

Emergency Contraception

Testing & treatment for sexually transmitted

diseases (men & women)
o All services are high quality, confidential, &

reasonably priced for college students. Most
health insurance plans accepted.

We are located at:

1064A East Main Street

(814) 226-7500

Famitsr Health
Council, Inc.

We have been
extremely proud of the
support that we have
receivedfrom the uni-

versity. 99

-Dr. Anand Rao

Department, Clarion University

Adavancement, and Clarion

Student Association.

Dr. Anand Rao, faculty advi-

sor and coach to the Clarion

Speech and Debate Team, said,

"This isn't just the speech and

debate team hosting this event,

it is the entire University. We
have been extremly proud of the

support that we have received

from the University. It is

because of their dedication that

this weekend will be a success."

The American Debate

Association, New Bethelem

Bank, Alltel, and S&T bank are

also sponsoring the event.

On Sunday morning, elimina-

tion rounds will take place. The

elimination rounds will begin

with the top sixteen teams in

each division competing. After

the first round of competition

on Sunday, there will be an

awards ceremony that will be

held in Pierce Auditorium.

Awards will be given to those

teams who clear into elimina-

tion rounds.

The team is makng an extra

effort to make this a memorable

experience for all of the teams

participating. Carrie Arnold,

team member, will be shooting

candid shots of the debaters all

weekend in order to create a

video montage that will be

shown on Sunday.

Hosting the ADA tournament

is just one of the many accom-

plishments the team has made
this year. The Clarion Speech

and Debate team has made an

astounding comeback within the

last few years.

As of approximately five years

ago the debate team was virtual-

ly non-existent. The program

had suffered a loss of both fac-

ulty and student interest, that

made it impossible for the team

to stay competitive. In 1995 Dr.

Rao took over the program.

With Rao's encouragement

and increased participation of

team members, the debate pro-

gram has made a remarkable

comeback.

Last year. Clarion University

ranked fourth in the American

Debate Association in the

novice division after Scott

O'Donnell and Courtney

Morton completed the year with

a 30-6 record. This year teams

are competing in each division.

Schools scheduled to compete

include Augustana College,

Boston College, Catholic

University, University of

Duquesne, University of

Georgia, George Mason
University, James Madison

University, John Carrol

University, Kings College,

Liberty University, Mansfield

University, Marist College,

Mary Washington College,

Methodist University, Miami
University of Ohio, Northern

Illnois University, Pennsylvania

State University, University of

Richmond, Trinity University,

Wayne State University and

West Virginia University.

The team has worked very

hard to get to where they are.

All of the traveling members

spend endless hours working in

the debate office either doing

research or practice debates.

Scott O'Donnell, Speech and

Debate team president and var-

sity debater said,"It is extreme-

ly stressful trying to stay on top

of both my school work and

keep up with the demands of

debate, but it all worth it in the

end. Debate is more than an

extra-curricular activity, it is a

way by which we can increase

our understanding of how the

world functions."

This year the novice teams

^9i ^f9t CMC

www.fhcinc.org

Debate is more
than an extracurricular

activitiy, it is a way by

which we can increase

our understanding of
how the worldfunc-

tions. 99
-Scott O'Donnell
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including Amy Krachkowski,

Terrilyn Cheatham, Andrea

Smith, Lisa Bria, Nicole

Williams, Julie Lundy, Anna
Gullickson, and Mark
Gatesman, have placed into

elimination rounds at almost

every tournament.

Varsity debaters Scott

O'Donnell and Andrew Barnes

have also had a successful year.

They are in good standing after

competing against teams from

schools including James

Madison University, the

University of Pittsburgh, the

Naval Academy, Catholic

University, and Mary
Washington College, among
many other top schools.

Team members Amy
Krachkowski, Terrilyn

Cheatham, Andrea Smith, Lisa

Bria, Nicole Williams, Anna
Gullickson, and Scott

O'Donnell have also brought

back speaker awards.

This year alonge the team has

traveled to eight tournaments,

taking up to six teams at a time,

which makes this year the most

active year in over 20 years.

King's College, Liberty

University, Wake Forest

University, and the Naval

Academy were among the

schools to which the team trav-

eled.

This weekend there will be

two teams competing. They are

Amy Krachkowski and Terrilyn

Cheatham competing in the

novice decision, and Scott

O'Donnell and Kelly Brown
competing in the junior varsity

division.

Got a fiot

news tip,

call

Amy at 393

2380.

Spring break student dies from stunt injuries
Courtesy of TMS Campus

The Rutgers University sopho-

more who fell from a third-floor

balcony to the concrete near a

beach-area motel swimming pool

died Monday evening at Broward

General Medical Center.

Michael Santiago, 19, of Wall

Township, N.J., had been kept

alive by artificial life support

since the early Sunday morning

accident. At a news conference

Monday afternoon. Dr. Ralph

Guarneri, a trauma surgeon at the

hospital, said, "I don't believe he

vvill recover ... The situation will

not reverse.

"

At 6:30 p.m.. doctors declared

Santiago brain dead and. with the

consent of his family, took him

off life support, according to hos-

pital spokeswoman Sara Howley.

Santiago's parents and sister were

at his bedside throughout the day.

Witnesses told police that

Santiago had jumped from the

balcony into the pool three times

before he lost his balance on the

wet railing, fell to the concrete

feet first, then slipped again and

smacked the back of his head.

Santiago's accident was the first

serious Spring Break incident

since 1986, when a University of

Massachusetts student died in a

motorcycle crash on Ocean

Drive.

That year seven students died in

Spring Break-related accidents in

the state.

In the 1980s, Fort Lauderdale's

beaches drew as many as 375,000

students each spring. For the past

several years, the number has

hovered around 15,000, accord-

ing to Nicki Grossman, the presi-

dent of the Greater Fort

Lauderdale Convention &
Visitors Bureau.

But some merchants feel that

estimate is low and police are

geared up for the crowds, said

Maj. Sharon Andersen, who over-

sees the beach area.

Twelve officers were added

Friday to the normal complement

of 10 for Spring Break, she said.

They will walk the beach 9 a.m.

to 5 a.m. until April 12.

"I can't say there is zero toler-

ance. It's unfair to hold visitors to

zero tolerance when they don't

know our laws," Andersen said.

"But people are drinking out of

open containers and walking in

the streets. If we must, we will

take action. We'll give them a

chance to comply. If we are

advised of something, we will act

on it."

So far, the number of arrests and

citations is about normal,

Andersen said.

Santiago was injured Sunday

morning as he and other Spring

Breakers partied around the pool

and on the balconies at the Days

Inn and Suites at 4221 N. Ocean

Drive.

Police received a 911 call at 3:52

a.m. from a man who said, "This

kid fell off the third story. He
landed right next to the pool. He

looks young. A college student."

Two paramedics staying at the

motel rushed to Santiago's side,

and emergency workers arrived

two minutes later, said police

spokesman Detective Mike Reed.

They found Santiago with a

very weak pulse and a severe

injury to the back of his head.

Reed said.

At a news conference in the

hospital Monday before Santiago

died, his relative, Richard Blom,

described him as "an athletic and

strong individual who has a

unique love of life."

"Mikey is a very warm, outgo-

ing young man who has many
friends and family members who

are devastated by his accident,"

Blom said.

Grossman said the accident was

an anomaly, not a signal that the

excesses of old Spring Breaks

fights, drunkenness and all-night

partying are creeping back. But

some merchants say the crowds

are getting bigger.

Mikey is a very

warm, outgoing young
man who has many
friends andfamily

members who are dev-

astated by his

accident. 99

-Richard Blom

Dave Edwards, the new general

manager of popular Spring Break

spot Club Atlantis, said this year's

Spring Break crowd is larger than

the last one, in both door count

and money.

At Howard Johnson, a Spring

Break hotel on the beach, the col-

lege crowd is out in full force.

"This year and last year," said

director of operations Alan

Berger, "you've seen an escala-

tion."

Grossman said the current crowd

is welcome here. Some local

business people agreed.

®TOYOTA

SPENDING
^mm^tlf''^fLtiMm^%

ivivw.gettoyota.eom

Most everyone has them...no one likes them. (Toyota Echo can help.) Echo gets up to 38 miles per gallon*..that limits your spending

on gasoline. (Good start.) Echo has an amazing amount of interior room...seating for 5...so it will hold a lot of something, like up to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home— positive cash flow to further Umit your spending. (Another plus.) Now you try one.

(Hints: It's Toyota...very dependable. And its an Echo, starting around $13,500 well equipped.) So the next time your spending limits

come up for discussion, you'll be all set with a positive suggestion...A visit to your nearby Toyota dealer.

*EPA estimate 31/38 4 door, 4-specd automatic. Even better with 5-speed manual.
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2001 Minority Woman of the Year to be selected
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

The office of Minority Services

is sponsoring the 2001 Minority

Woman of the Year with a recep-

tion on Mar. 23 at 6:30 p.m. in

Moore Hall.

Among the nominees are two

women currently in the Clarion

University community, Dr.

Brenda Dede, assistant vice

president for academic affairs,

and Sandra Robinson, a return-

ing adult student. The two other

nominees who have been affili-

ated with Clarion in the past are

Rev. Sharon Goodwin, associate

minister at the Lincoln Avenue

Church of God in Pittsburgh, and

Portia Diaz-Martin,

instructor/reference librarian,

and library resident of

University of Buffalo, Buffalo

N.Y.

Dede is the current advisor for

the Lift Every Voice Choir and a

mentor in the mentoring pro-

gram. In the past she was also

chair of the African American

Just Ofle unburn can more (ran doi-ble v'our risk of skin cancer So ff you're gohg to be oufe'de, be sun smart. Wear SPF
1 5 su.Tsaeei a/id reapp^' often Fo' more irlonnatior- call 1 -877-PA-HB\LTH'or visitm website at mv,heallti,state.pa.ua

WE'RE THERE. For Your Health. For Your Community.
irVfNTOF

T»m lli'/tf, Gfvtrtmr

J

Caucus. She serves on the edu-

cational board of First Baptist

Church and is a member of Stop

Abuse for Everyone and the

Clarion County Ethnic Tolerance

Coalition.

Robinson attends Clarion

University's Venango Campus in

Oil City. She has done volunteer

work for Easter Seals and is a

volunteer literacy tutor. She has

also raised three children alone

and cared for an autistic nephew

at the same time. At her previ-

ous school she received a schol-

arship from the schools

Women's Association.

Goodwin, who accepted the

call to mmistry in 1995, was

involved during the starting

years of the partnership with

Christian Life Skills and Clarion

University. Before becoming

associate minister, Goodwin was

an assistant Family Life and

youth ministry coordinator at

Lincoln Avenue Church of God.

She was a member of the inspi-

rational choir and a youth and

young adult mentor through

Christian Life Skills.

Diaz-Martin graduated from

Clarion with a B.S. in account-

ing and an M.S.L.S. in library

science. Before joining the

University of Buffalo, she was

the chair/founder of the Minority

Woman of the Year Award and

president of First United

Methodist Church Daycare

board. She was a member of the

Clarion Elementary Parent

Teacher Organization.

The purpose of this award is to

honor outstanding women of

color. Criteria for this award

includes success in personal and

professional life; support of

women's issues and diversity;

and a demonstrated commitment

to the community.

Minority Student Services will

award the "Woman of the Year"

with a plaque and $250 to donate

to the charity of her choice.

Graham Hermans /The Cliirion

Call

Dr. Dede is one of the four

nominees for the Minority

Woman of f/ie Year Award,

Need Volunteer Hours?

The Special Olympics Western
Spring Sectional will

take place Sunday, April 29, 2001

.

If you are interested in becoming a

committee member
and/or volunteering, please call

Amanda at #3299

OR
Attend Informational Meetings:

When: Every Thursday

Time: 6:00 p.m. -

Where: 104 Founders Hall
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Student Senate

Student Senate allocate funds to CUP athletics
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

Editor

Clarion University Athletics

will receive $5,490 from the

Capital Account, pending the

approval of Dr. Diane L.

Reinhard.

Student Senate passed

Treasurer Ben Chervenak's

motion to allocate this amount

during the 19th meeting of the

2000-2001 semester by a 16-1-1

vote.

This allocation is considered a

capital improvement, which

improves the physical quality of

land, plant, or equipment.

Treasurer Chervenak reported

the following current account

balances: Large Item Capital,

$434,651.10; Capital,

$114,091.63; Supplemental

Reserve, $18,126.33; and

Supplemental, $5,232.00.

Business Manager Mr. Krull

announced all budget request

forms have been turned in, and

during the next two weeks, he

and the Appropriations

Committee will begin reviewing

the requests.

In other business, president

Brian Sowa said copies of the

new BSGP pamphlet are avail-

able.

In addition, he said Advocacy

Day in Harrisburg is officially

Graham Hermans/The Clarion Call

On Monday, Mar 12, Student Senators voted to allocate

funds fo Clarion University Athletics to improve the physciai

quality of land, plant, or equipment.

set for Monday, April 2, 2001.

According to Senator Andrew

Barnes, Faculty Senate elec-

tions will be held Thursday,

April 19,2001.

He said the library would

receive a new set of books

called the Frederick Douglas

Series.

Dr. Curtis, Vice President of

Academic Affairs, announced

the James Moore Scholarship,

which offers $1,800 in funds.

Current senators with a 3.0 or

higher who have at least one

full academic year left are eligi-

ble to apply. The deadline is

Saturday, March 31, 2001.

Senator Tom Clopp reported

on behalf of the University

Activities Board, Freshman

Julianne Lanich has been named

Public Relations chair.

In addition, tickets for the trip

to Toronto to see 'The Lion

King' have decreased to $30;

the bus will leave at 2:00 a.m.

Saturday, March 24, 2001.

As for the spring concert.

Senator Clopp said, "We lost

Domino's
I'he Pi:.:fi ()<_//. i-ri/ fyf)r>.

$5.99
Large Pizza(1 4") With

one topping
Order as many as you like

Deep dish $1 Extra Per pizza

2000 Oomlno'a Pizza, LLC Coupon ntyt VaHd wl»iny ottier off«r Offei v«lkj witri coupon only. Valid at
paniclpattng stofes only Pr*c«» may vary Cuatofner
pays aalas tax wt^are applicable, our cJrtvara carry

laaa man S20. Caari valua 1/20 o( a cant

^
$7.99

EX- Large Pizza(16") With

one topphg

Order as many as you like

2000 Domino's RIzza. LLC Coupon not Valid wvfth
any ot^er of^r Offer valid wttTi coupon onty Valid at
partk:tpatir>o storaa only Prices may vary. Customer
pays aaiea tax wfiere appHcabla. our drivers carry

leas tr>en S20 Cash value 1/20 of a cant

GREAT SIDE ITEMS
Bread Sticks
Double Cheesybread
Buffalo WInas
New Cinnastix

11:99
$2.99

t4.493.49

Call for our everyday specials. If we
PONT have what your looking for, we

will gladly match a competitor's coupon!

Call for details.

OPEN AT 11:00AM
EVERY DAY

iUUM 2264060
We Accept

Visa
ft MasterCard

Register to win a free pizza at

hot-dominos-pizza.com

Shaggy to the University of

Rhode Island, which is about

three times as large of a school.

We're in the works of trying to

get Everclear."

A representative of Interhall

council announced the 'Spring

Fling' Friday, March 30, 2001;

there are 120 tickets available.

Vice President Drew

McWilliams announced

Parliamentarian Bill Isbir as

Senator of the Week.

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is Monday, March 19, 2001

at 7:30 p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

Graham Hermans/The Clarion

Call

Parliamentarian Bill Isbir was
elected Student Senator of

the Week.

Have a

hot news
tip call

Amy at

393-2380.

Public Safety

Blotter

Escape. False

Reports, and
Underage
Consumption

According to Public

Safety, Clarion University

Police assisted Clarion

Borough Police on serv-

ing a warrant on a

Thomas Owens from

Ballentine Hal!. Owens
was transported to the

Magistrate by Clarion

Borough Police after

being taken into custody.

Criminal Mischief,

Disorderly
Conduct. Public

Drunkenness, andMinors
Consumption

On March 6, according to

Public Safety, a report of

a male urinating in anoth-

ers room in Nair Hall was

responded to by Public

Safety.

Underage Drinking

According to Public

Safety, officers discov-

ered alcohol in a Nair Hall

dorm room after being

called about a marijuana

complaint on March 5.

County Market
Bucket of 50 wings

$2.00 Off
REG. $17.99 NOW $1S.99

Coupon for Deli.

Call Deli Ahead for Order
Clarion County Market Only. Expires 3/22/01
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Poet Gfennan enthralls Clarion students
by Amy Thompson

.... i?!?ri??. f.^\
News Editor

On March 3, Eamon
Grennan graced Clarion

University's Hart Chapel
with a reading of 15 of his

poetry works.

For about an hour Grennan
engaged the audience with

not only his poetry, but his

sense of humor and light

Irish accent. Grennan,

although an Irish citizen,

came to the United States in

his 20s.

he'd use his hands as though It," was about a bee trying to

he was acting out his poems, get out of a house. Grennan
Grennan went on to read

three poems that were about

each one of his children.

The first of which was about

a day gathering clams with

his daughter, entitled, "Two

explained that bees have

short memories and when
they enter an area they don't

remember how to find their

way out. They desire to

leave and they try desperate-

Gathering." He said that any ly to go through the window
time he has written about his by pushing 'up against it.'

Photo courtesy of Graywolf Press

Poet Eamon Grennan. who
read his work at Clarion

University last week.

Grennan chose to read

"Laundromat," which in the

literal sense is about a laun-

dromat. However, the poem
is actually about a couple at

the laundromat. The poem
uses the analogy of laundry

to represent sexual imagery.

"Everything is poetry in

some way," Grennan said.

He also said that he does

not write about the past.

What he enjoys writing

about is paintings. He said

he is especially inspired by

the paintings of Vermir. He
even read a poem entitled

"Vermir, My Mother and

Me." As he read, his voice

inflection would change and

children it has been from

observing them at moments
of change.

A good example of this fact

is his poem about his other

daughter entitled

"Caterpillar and Dancing

Child." Grennan said it was

written during a time when
all she would do is dance

and sing around the house.

Grennan also read a poem
about his son streaking at

college. The poem, "Streak

of Light," described what his

son had told him about the

moment. Grennan said the

poem includes what he

believes his son was also

trying to tell him about pass-

ing out of one room of life

into another.

He also read "The

Breakfast Room." "When I

was a kid I was always fasci-

nated by the phrase 'break-

fast room'," said Grennan.

In the poem's first stanza,

he touches on the phrase

breakfast room and what that

words means and the images

it invokes. In the second

stanza of the poem he makes

mention to Bonnard's paint-

ing, "The Breakfast Room."
Grennan also read three

poems that he said were all

about desire in some form.

With "Woman at Lit

Window," the speaker of the

poem is questioning what

would happen if the woman
at the window noticed him.

The third poem about

desire entitled "Up Against

He read another poem
based on a subject that he

said he was inspired by.

Grennan said he went to a

museum one day and saw an

ant petrified in a piece of

amber that was supposed to

be 80 million years old. The
poem honors the ant and the

work that an ant does.

He also read a humorous
poem entitled "In the

Kitchen with Yates." In

regards to that poem,
Grennan gave a piece of

advice to writers saying,

"What we read is our nour-

ishment."

Most of the poems he read

can be found in his book,

Relations. His other books

include So It Goes, What
Light There Is and Other
Poems, and As If It Matters.

He also won the PEN award

for translation with the book
Leopardi: Selected Poems.
Grennan currently works as

an English professor at

Vassar College in

Poughkeepsie New York.

On April 3, Clarion

University will host visiting

writer, Liz Rosenberg, a

children's author.

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of the Clarion Area High School, See

a new landmark each week.

www.theclarioncall.com
*

friteihall Council has

March Madness events

planned for

Qarion University.

For details.

See Page 14

Revisit more music of

days past wdth Jeff

Chaffee's weeklyWHO
feature. This week,

Htchshifterisup.

See Page 14.

Jon Crosb/s group,

VAST show that

ambition can be both an

asset and detriment.

For details.

See Page 15. ,

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on at Clarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 13.
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Today
•Senior Pictures sign up (HTTP://www.ouryear.com)
•Swimming and Diving at NCAA Championships
•Wrestling at NCAA Tournament (Iowa)
Friday, March 16
Senior Pictures sign up (HTTP://www.ouryear.com)
•Admissions Visit Day
(248 Gem) 9 am
•PIAA Basketball

•Swimming and Diving
at NCAA
Championships
•ADA National Debate
Tourn. (Pierce Bldg.) 12
N - 11 pm
•Wrestling at NCAA
Tournament (Iowa)
•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, March 17
•ST PATRICK'S DAY
•PIAA Basketball

Swimming and Diving

at NCAA Championships
•ADA National Debate Tourn. (Pierce Bldg.) 7 am - 1 1 pm
Wrestling at NCAA Tournament (Iowa)
Baseball at Fairmount State
Sunday, March 18
•Chamber Music Recital (Aud) 3:15 pm
•MSS Spiritual Program (Chap) 3:30 pm - 5 pm
•ADA National Debate Tourn. (Pierce Bldg.) 7 am - 3 pm
Monday, March 19
•Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
•Faculty Senate Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Professional Development Series (250/252 Gem) 5 pm
Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
Tuesday, March 20
•Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
•PIAA Basketball

Wednesday, March 21
•Senior Pictures taken today (248 Gem)
•PIAA Basketball

•Leadership Development Series (250/252 Gem) 7 pm
•UAB: Studio 13 Tattoo & Body Piercing (250/252 Gem) 5
pm

6h.^^.«...^pr...^^^^.,^^^^^^^^^^^^

Side Items
Gariic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce
Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni. Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Extras

Bread Sticks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet;

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large

^Sltel One Topping

$12,99©

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax. Additional toppings extra

Late Night Special
Large 1 -Topping
2-20 oz. Coke ||mm

® $8.99
Expires 30 days Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage
Baby Portabella Mushrooms

Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

slices only
$.99

223-4010
Hours:

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Visa Master Card and
American Express

:- :jam^-::^a^'-' , ^^^—.<.

1
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X-Large 2 Topping^ 2LiterCoke«

$10.99
Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer Valid

only at participating locations. Customer pays all applic-

able sales tax Additional toppings extra

One Large One Topping Pizza

Plus Order of Cheesesticks &
Breadsticksjom

Family Special
One large vyith the works & One

large with two toppings
1-2 liter ofCoke

Expires 30 days Not vatfid wilfi any ottier o«ter VaHd
only m participating location* Customer pays all applica-

ble sales tax AcWIiional loppings extra

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

Free Breadsticks
with purchase of Large or

^XftSii X-Large pizza

Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer. Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all applica-

ble sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

4 Large One Topping Pizzas

ffidSBa $23.99

Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participat-

ing locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax

Additional toppings extra

®$14.99 ^livered

Expires 30 days. Not valid wrth any other offer. Valid

only at participating locations Customer pays all apple-
able sales tax Adcfitional toppings extra

99

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

$9.99mm
G

Not valid wrth any other offer Valid only at participat-

ing locations Customer pays all appicable sales tax.

Additional toppings extra.
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Pitchshifter creates confrontational sounds
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I have to admit last week's voyage into

the nearly forgotten realms of rock'n'roll

was kinda fun. Nostalgic like. So 1

decided I can do it again, kinda, taking

on punkelectrametal as a subgenre this

week (keep reading, fine followers of

Chaffee, all will be explained).

mmLMimk^S^^ti^Mi) i

Most folks subconsciously cringe

when someone mentions the English

town of Nottingham. After all, that bas-

tard Sherriff was just a completely evil

guy, huh?

Of late though, Nottingham has given

birth to a much more positive kind of

Englishman— five of them to be exact.

Five strapping young Englishmen with

spiky hair and metal ball necklaces.

Ladies and germs, I give you:

ARTIST: Pitchshifter (sometimes with a

space between words, sometimes not)

ALBUM: www.pitchshifter.com (1998)

THINK: Metal band that accidentally

wandered into a dance club

LYRICS: "If dysfunction is our function,

then I must be some kinda Genius"

("Genius")

FURTHER LISTENING: Any of the

other five Pitchshifter albums

As promised, a definition of

"Punkelectrametal"- (noun) a hybrid of

musical styles, taking the driving guitars

and beats of heavy metal, the sneer of

punk lyrics, and the bleeps and blips of

electronica and to.ssing them in a blender.

Pitchshifter started their days togeth-

er as a band whose music was more

industrial and harder to listen to than

bands like Skinny Puppy and Alec

Empire (although still nothing like

them). In fact, their first two albums

were released on heaviest of heavy label

Earache. Luckily, by the time of

Desensitized (the second full-length stu-

dio LP) the boys had found their niche in

rolling together styles.

The band's fourth studio release,

www.pitchshifter.com is a perfect exam-

ple of why it is imperative that you buy

the CD of that kick-ass opening band.

Each track has its own message of non-

conformity and class destruction, set to a

sometimes blistering aural attack of

synth, sample, and strings. Standouts on

the disc are easy to find, and even the

songs that don't stick with you right

away are still very well done. Personal

favorites include "Genius," "What's in it

for Me?," and the quiet, almost acoustic

(well, as close as this very plugged-in

quintet get) "Disposable."

Pitchshifter is unlike any band before

them or concurrent with them. In my
days of being the listener and critic I

pride myself to be, I have never run

across anything I can even consider

Pitchshifter-like. A very good thing. In

the days after the ".com" album, the band

has switched parts of their lineup (an

amicable parting of ways between the

former drummer and bassist) and taken a

somewhat mellower-sounding, but none-

the-softer tone to their wrecking ball of

sound.

.com, (and to a lesser degree its pre-

decessor Infotainment?) represents

Pitchshifter at it's highest level, which is

not to say the others are tripe or unlisten-

able. The boys seem to have truly found

their own sound, something they very

definitely want you to listen to. A 4.89 to

www.pitchshifter.com for its innovative

spirit and overall excellent mix of good

and bad.

PARTING THOUGHT: I dig that

"Outside" song by the dude from Staind,

but can't Fred Durst shut his damn mouth

and just sing backup on the damn thing?
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Interhall Council plans

March Madness events
Story courtesy of

Interhall Council

Interhall council has been

very busy lately getting ready

for March Madness weekend.

The weekend of March 30,

2001, we have an exciting

weekend of events planned for

your enjoyment. To begin the

weekend, we have planned a

Spring Fling that will be on

the night of March 30, at the

Holiday Inn. The doors will

open at 6:30 p.m. and dinner

will be served at 7:00.

Following dinner, you can get

your groove on with

Houserockers. They wiH be

the DJ for the night and they

will entertain us from 7:30

until 10:30 p.m. The tickets

are only $10.00 per person.

For just ten dollars, you get

dinner and a night of dancing.

You can't beat that!

The next day, March 31,

Interhall has arranged a trip to

Kittanning for a night of ice-

skating. The bus will leave

from Tippen Gym at 8:00 p.m.

and will return around 1:00

a.m. Skating will be from

9:45 to 11:45 p.m. The cost

for this day is $3.00. This

money is non-refundable! We
arc also getting ready for Hall

Wars and we hope that you

are, too! Hall Wars are April

22. 2001 to April 29, 2001.

We hope to see everyone out

there supporting Inherhall

Council and Clarion

University.
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VAST - hey, at least they're better than Creed
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM: VAST, Music

For People.

FOR FANS OF: Darkly ambi-

tious, industrial stadium rock for

which "anthemic" is too weak a

word. Oh yeah - Bulgarian chants,

too.

FOR FURTHER LISTENING:

Stabbing Westward's Darkest

Days, A Perfect Circle's Mer De

Noms, latter-day Led Zeppelin.

Marilyn Manson too evil for you?

Bauhaus too droning? Nine Inch

Nails too arty? Well, then VAST
just might be the answer for you.

The brainchild of one man, Jon

Crosby, VAST (which stands for

Visual Audio Sensory Theatre)

serves up an album of maximum

riffage, irrepressible angst and

grandstanding theatrics with the

sophomore release, Music For

People. Can you get any more prog

these days? Only if you're

Maynard James Keenan.

Yes, the album's moniker is a

homage to a Depeche Mode album,

and yes - Crosby does pull off a

mean David Gahan-meets-heroin

chic croon. In short, VAST is goth

music for people who hate goth.

Brooding lyrics, melodramatic

orchestration and eerie synthesizers

- yep, they're all here. But the de-

ference between VAST and The

Mission UK is that Crosby can

make you bob your head at the

same time you wallow in self-pity.

And Crosby wants to be a rock star.

Music For People manages to

improve on VAST's uneven debut,

and shows Crosby's continued

growth as a producer, singer, gui-

tarist and tunesmith. The formula

for VAST's selftitled debut was to

graft cut-and-paste samples of

native and Bulgarian chants onto

his Led Zeppelin-cum-NIN music,

but Music For People shows

Crosby expanding on that formula.

Crosby lully integrates the samples

here, instead of just overlaying

them, or foregoes them altogether.

No longer are the samples nothing

more than fancy window treatments

- they're pan of the song's frame.

Listen to how the lilting chv)ir

unobtrusively peppers the verses of

"What Else Do 1 Need." or how the

"Zulu" sample in "Free" is buried

under a mudslide of neo-grunge

guitars and fire 'n' brimstone

drums, only to break the surface

occasionally to remind you that you

aren't, in fact, listening to Creed's

red-headed stepchild. It sounds as

if Crosby actually wrote up from

the rudimentar>' samples, much like

Moby did with 1999's stunning

Play.

Throughout it all, Crosby's bull-

roar of a voice reign o'er all. It

remains dark at the fringes, but still

has a smoothness that all great sta-

dium-rockers possess, but it Bono's

god-posturing, or David Lee Roth's

barfly come-ons. His vocals are the

perfect transmitter for the tortured

("I'll be on top of a mountain piss-

ing on your grave"), and often pre-

tentious ("The gates of nx;k and roll

will never close on me") lyrics.

VAST'S thudding, "Kashmire"

drenched rock is at all-time highs in

parts, most notably on the lead sin-

gle "Free." This is a song that begs

to be omnipresent; this track should

turn up everywhere from radio,

MTV, and a mix-tape for your ex.

"It's time to be what I want to

be/You can't tell me what to do

anymore/'Now I'm free..." Yeah, a

third-grader could write these

lyrics, but they sure are fun to belt

out.

Crosby shows a wider dynamic

here then he did on the debut, to

biK)t. Witness the unabashed bal-

lad, "I Don't Have Anything."

Somber strings that would make

Robert Smith weep swoon as

Crosby mourns for love lost. A
weary acoustic guitar paces the

track as Crosby laments that "I've

been stripped of everything/Except

some flesh that bleeds/And I've

been robbed of everything/Except a

soul that needs you...sweet you."

It's as heartfelt a bid for mainstream

success as I've ever heard, and

other tunes showcased here nearly

match it.

The only problem is that no mat-

ter how hard the guitars crunch, or

how much Crosby bears his soul,

the music is rarely edgy. Crosby's

desire to be a household name may

have pushed him to whip up a batch

of tuneful and catchy Longs, but

also has caused him to put a crystal-

clear sheen on the album, smcx^th-

ing out all offensive snares that

threaten to snag Top 40"s cardigan

sweater. When this approach

works, the results are wonderfully

guilty pleasures. But when it fails,

as it does on tracks like 'A Better

Place" and "My TV And You," it's

pre-fabricated rock at its wr^rst.

VAST has just spread ifself too

thin here, on Music For People.

The weak and strong moments even

out, which makes the dis i .some-

what enjoyable, but certainly

uneven effort. In the end, VAST is

a band that makes goth-rock palat-

able to the Wal-Mart masses. And

while that may be an amazing

undertaking in theory, I don't think

you'll hear any cow-tippers singing

along to Manson's "Irresp<.>nsible

Hate Anthem" anytime stxm. 2 1/2

out of 5 stars.

RAISE YOUR HAND FOR
A FIRST-CLASS OPPORTUNITY!

*.' jt-J*'' fS'

After ^;Riduation, you could become part of the
nadons mosr innovative and ambitious urban
education reform program at The School District of
Philaddphia. As a part ofour commitment, w«e arc
continuing the Balancied literacy Inidadve that

provides you with a unique emplc^onent opportunity.

LITERACY INTERN TEACHERS
Kindergarten & 1st Grade

Our Literacy Proaram 1$ des^oicd to reduce dass size and adiicve literacy

across the curriciJum, ensuring the future success ofour children. Litera<y

Intern Icachcrs support and collaborate with appointed teachers, focusing
on one-to-one and small group instmcrion. literacy Intern Teaclicr$ will also

parddpate in a broad spectrum of school activities supporting literacy

development and overall education goals.

Our ideal candidates will possess a Bachelor's decree in a n<m-educarion
field, academic training stiessing the liberal arts, and an btcrest 'in literacy

and WOTking widr young people. Ongoing u^ning and support will be
provided through professional dcvdopmcnt programs and enrollment at
various selected uruveraties.

Don't miss this opportunity to make a J^trencd
The School District of Philadelphia offers a conrapedtivc salary range and a
couipitjieiuive benefits package, including partial tuition remission toward
your certification. Please send resume to: Balanced litoacy Inidathc^
Office of Human Resources, 55 N. 22nd St[««t, Philadelphia, I^
19103. FAXi 215-299-46SS. &mail: fecruhnieni%)hiiaJcl2^.us. Or
to receive an application and additional information, call 215-979-S133.
Dcadlbe for ^plications is 3/30/01.

Teachers Wanted! !

!

"Immediate Openings"
Come to SUNNY SoutRern California!

Fontana Unified School District (FUSD) is

now hiring fully certified teachers for

immediate openings and the 2001-
2002 school year in the following areas:

Special Education K-12
Regular Education K-12

Now scheduling interviews
in Pittsburgh for
April 6 & 7, 2001.

FXJSD is located 1 hour from tiie beaches and minutes

from the mountains, a major air port and several uni-

versities. Estimated total compensation available for

First Year Fullv Certified Teachers $38,835/yr. For

EXPERIENCED teachers we grant up to 9 yrs. on the

salary schedule. Full family benefits paid including

vision and dental. For info call Mary Como, Human
Reasources at (800) 555-0610, ext. 7221. Visit us the

internet at www.fontana.k12.ca.us/
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Good movies come to those who wait
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I must apologize to all my
readers; due to my schedule

this week I was unable to

attend a new movie this week.

So, I thought to make up for

that I would discuss two

movies I watched on television

this weekend. I had never

seen these movies before, but

you can be sure I will be

watching them many times in

the future. You may have

seen these movies before, but

for those of you who have not,

you should. I am talking about

The Matrix and Erin

Brockovich.

First, let's look at The

Matrix, the 1999 thriller star-

ring Keanu Reeves. For those

of you who don't already know
this, the special effects in this

film are amazing. The fight

scenes and action sequences

are amazing. The story is fas-

cinating and complex, and

Reeves actually gives a good

performance (which you can't

say very often).

Reeves plays Neo, a comput-

er programmer/hacker who
gets taken into the "matrix" by

brings the picture to life with

amazing visuals and unique

camera shots.

Erin Brockovich is the true

story of how a small town

attorney's office won a $333

million lawsuit against a major

company, mainly with quick

REMENT INSURANCE MUTUAl FUNDS TflUSTSERVICES TUITION FINAN CIN6

Tax-deferred solutions

from TIAA-CREF can

help you reach your

retirement goals faster.

When you're investing for retirement, the adage

"never put off until tomorrow what you can do today"

doesn't apply to taxes.

That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes

can add up to significantly more money for you—

money you can use to supplement your pension and

Social Security.

Let our consultants show you all the advantages of tax

deferral, or call us for a free tax-savings calculator.

Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs), IRAs and

other tax-saving solutions—along with TIAA-CREF's

low expenses and solid history of performance—can

help you invest tax smart today so that you can reach

your retirement goals faster in the years to come.

*Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59H may be

subject to restrictions, and toa 10% additional tax

TAX DEFERRAL MAKES A DIFFERENCE

$102,068

Tix-deferred .savings after taxes'

$67,514

After-iat S3\mgs

$100 per month for 30 years

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month

in a tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28%

tax bracket shows belter growth after 30 years than the

same net amount put into a savings account. Total returns

and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield

may vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative

purposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or

predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or

reflect expenses.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it"

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org
For more complete information on our securities products, can 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefuly before

you invest. • T1AA-CR£F indivitkjai and Institutional Services, Inc. arxl Tieachers Personal investors Sendees, Inc. distribute securities products.

• ftachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New Ybric, NY and TIAA-CREF Ufe Insurance Co.. New
annuities. • TIAA-CREF Tnat Company, FSB priMides trust services. • Invesbnent products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are

(KM bank guaranteed. O 2001 leachers Insurance and Annuity Assodation -CoNege Retiremem Equities Fund, New Vd^

Keanu Reeves and Hugo Weaving square off in "The

Matrix.

"

Morphieus (Lawrence

Fishburne), the leader of a

band of rebels. The goal of

this group is to save the world

from being taken over by

machines. This movie is excit-

ing and visually stunning. I

wit, and unusual methods used

by Brockovich. However, 1

am probably wasting my time

writing about this, because I

honestly think I am the only

person in the world who has

not seen this movie. However,

i _^
^^BB^^K^'^iiH^ iffi-^^^^ffl^^^^BB^MjjiBw^ffl^]ffl^^^^B

HRHHIilMMnH^^HH^ WBK& ^
^^ !IHbI^hHH|HH||HMRI9|

BbP^^^^I
^^^^mM^^S^^^^B^ ^

.
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i^M^M^hiBhI
Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Moviesj

M\a Roberts and Aaron Ecktiart in ttie Academy Award
nominated film, "Erin Brockovich

"

was very upset with myself for

not viewing it sooner.

The second movie, .2000's

Academy Award-nominated

Erin Brockovich, stars Julia

Roberts as the tough-talking,

sexy-walking legal assistant,

and mother of three. This

movie was simply amazing,

and most of the credit should

go to Roberts for giving the

performance of her career.

Director Steven Soderbergh

should not be forgotten, as he

if there are still a few strag-

glers out there like me, you

must see this the next time you

have a chance.

Next week, I will be back

with a review of a recent film,

I promise you that. But until

then, the next time you're

bored watch The Matrix or

Erin Brockovich. ..you will be

surprised with how entertain-

ing these movies are; I know I

was. They made a boring

Sunday more enjoyable.
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r

AtLa^t by I. Kfiuw t D st-r"
S/l^/oJ

Dr. '^elveciefcT Di<:^ y*a* ^ec

-ir^'

DITHERED TWTTS b^st^nw^

Joe leaves a lasting impression.

Hip Daddy by Charlie Podrebarac

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Shrewish hag
6 Heart ol the

matter

10 Skiers' ride

14 Intense hatred

15 Typee" sequel

16 Trick

17 Some
telescopes

19Par1o1B.A.
20 Opposed
21 Theater sections

22 Agitated state

23 G riddled pastry

25 Theater
employees

27 Los NM
30 Snoozed
32 Homer hitter?

33 Coyote or

Yarrow
35 Annexed
38 NYC subway

line

39 Sault_ Marie

40 Capone and
Padno

42 Mineral vein

43 Third rock (rom

the sun

45 Capital of

Morocco
47 Victory

48 Neartjy

50 Animation

mogul
52 Briet summanes
54 Presen/ed for

later

56 Play opening

57 Raised, as the

ante

59 Ticklish doU

63 Murder
64 Disavowal

66 Bum soother

67 Scraped (by)

68 Call

69 Actress Russo
70 Cincinnati team

71 Leases

DOWN
1 Israeli dance
2 Arat>ian gulf

3 Qeotogical fault

1 2 3 4 5

1
6 7 8 9

26

10 11 12 'h

H ^ 15 16

17 ^6 19

20

1
21

I
31

25

22

BBi 23 24

30~
27 26 29 I

41

Bl
32

1
33 34

I
46

40

35

1
51

36 37

38 39 42

«3

11
44 I 45

1
65

47

48 49

I 64

60

1
60

52 S3

65

59
11^

56

1

57 58 61 62

63 64

1
66 67 68

69 70 71

e2a( tTiibun*NMiaSicrvieii«,lnc 8/15/01
AM righu raumd.

4 Insistence on
correct language

5 Singer Sumac
6 Boarded
7 Comic Coca
8 Smarting

9 Fifty-fifty

10 Vandalized

1

1

Destroyed by

fire

12 Out of bed
13 Break times

18 Wardrobe

24 Police station,

slangily

26 Of involuntary

muscle

contractions

27 French cleric

28 Himalayan priest

29 Charm
31 Yemeni or Saudi

34 Gull's cousin

36 US border lake

37 Withhold

41 Pretentious

44 Apprentice

Solutions

s i N 3 u

1
s a 3 ti

1

3 N 3 ti

3 N H d a 3 X 3 3 1 V

N 1 i V a i 3 b N 1 a

\N 1 3 a 3 d d n 1 i V

|H^| 9 1 N o| S d V 3 ti

A 3 N S 1 a |a|N n b V ^B
N 1 M

1
i V 9 Vjd| H 1 ti V 3

B U s 1 V 3 i S

1
i n 8

a 3 V U 3 i 3 d i V g

a 3 d d jNl s n V 1 V

s ti 3 H s n Ih N sB
i 1 N S

1

s 3 O 1 1 I N V

s i ti V s H i V u d 3 ti

3 S n U O n

1
n n 1 o

u V a i_ J. S j_
A d ti

\l^
H

46 Took into the

family

49 Loan shark

51 Boil

52 Velocity detector

53 Pierre's school

55 Dweebs

58 Lapdog, bnefly

60 Serengeti

sprinter

61 _ Blanc

62 Small bills

65 Life-saving

meth
www.mor-tco.azit.com #64
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Classifieds
spring break

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com
ic)4citc9t'3tc'(c^9t(^3|'**3tc3te

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.
****+*******

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

Avenue. Call 226-4028.
*:if***iift****>lf**

*itn^^l^l^li^i):^i*^ti^^li^

SPRING BREAK 200 1 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com.

for rmi

Student apartments for rent for

groups of 3-4. One block from

campus. Call 354-2489 or 226-

7774.
**************

1 bedroom apartment in Clarion.

All utilities included. $425 per

month. 226-8561.
**************

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

**************

Available Fall 2001 -Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
**************

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.
**********:|i:t:!|c*

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.
**************

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Nice quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

**********>)( I): !(<*

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.
3tC]fe3|C%3t'*'f<^}|C3((3tC^](c4e

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.
**************

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.
**************

Female roommate needed. Own
room, 3rd Avenue, $1200 per

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2001 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

Apartment for rent for 5-6 stu-

dents for Fall and Spring semes-

ter. Located on Main Street. Call

226-4871 for details.

Two female roommates needed to

fill 5 bedroom house. Own bed-

room. Available May 15. For

more information call, 226-4028.
**************

Available Fall/Spring '01-'02.

Very nice, fully furnished 3-4 per-

son apartments. 2 blocks from

campus. Cheaper than dorm rates.

764-3690.
**************

Available for summer. Very nice,

fully furnished apartments. 2

blocks from campus. Very reason-

able rates. 764-3690.

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.
>|(******«!Ki|i*>|c*;f

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

:|c3ic3f4(9(ti(c>(cj|c:4(%)|t%])t)tc

9)ci{c)|c;4c3|e])c9|e3te%:4;;|e9)c3^9|c

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large Victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m.
**************

Available for Fall, Summer,

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

per person, per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person, per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

in town, on campus parking per

mits available. Call 226-5651.
**************

Available Summer 2001: apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment. Employment

from May 30-August 15. Nursing

positions available. (RN's and

LPN's) Call 814-542-2511. bea-

con l@penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp
**:|e***********

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer
camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
**************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Cainpusflindraiser.com three

hour fiindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusflindrais-

er.com
************«4t

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.

Looking for student to care for 11-

year-old female and 7-year-old

male on a part time basis this

coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6:00 p.m.
**************

Great summer job! Start at $7.50

an hour. Earn commission and

bonus for painting houses with

Clarion Branch of Tuition

Painters. For more information,

call Andrea at 814-379-3855.
**********iii|cit:*

BUY ONE BIG MAC SANDWICH
GET ONE FREE!

Prcseni this coupon when
you buy a Big Mac <>aud-

wbich and the second one

is free. Limit one food item

per coupon, per fouslomer,

|)er vLsit. Please present cou|x>n^

when ordering. Not «ild with an;

othe offer.mm

VaKd only at McDonald'

J

of Clarion, Brookville.

and Punxsutawney.

Expircs4/25/01 Jf

What dtiol yov do tart i^/t^t^e/i
i%YY, oV€K $\0^000,Q0

Live in Ocean City, Maryland, be part of the tradition.

Telescope Pictures.

Northend Studio is looking for the right people for its 2001
season staff. Work on the beach. No experience necessary.

Are you highly motivated? Do you like the beach?

Are you good with people?

if so, Call 1-800-260-2184 today
or apply directly at www.Northendstudio.com

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars- 1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call

1-866-746-4836.

for sale

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.
**************
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Classifieds
1Q91 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

C
greek ras

D
Happy St. Paddy's to everyone!

0OA

Happy Belated 21st B-Day

Sweetheart Dan! Love, Theta Phi

Alpha.

Happy Birthday Theta Phi Guy

Chris! Love, Theta Phi Alpha.

Shanna, keep up the good work,

you're almost there! Love, your

future 0^A sisters.

The brothers of OZK would like

to thank everyone who attended

Founder's Day this weekend. It

was a blast!

<I)IK would like to thank Brother

Mike Metz for all of his hard work

and dedication to the Founder's

Day celebration. You're the rea-

son it was such a success!

:)! i|i t >l< * * 41 * 4< * >•"• t >t<

Congratulations to Dena on being

named <I)IK sweetheart for the

second year in a row! We're look

ing forward to another great year

with you.

Mike, Nice job with Founder's

Day. Erb.
i» * % t it< * * >)< * * 41 >t"4< 't'

OSK, it's time to move for-

ward. ..like we always do! Your

BROTHER, Erb.

To my "newest roommie" Chris

Hulings, congratulations on being

named OSK brother of the year.

You truly deserve it. Love,

JenSay.
*i|t4ii|i«itc*iti«>t<%*i|<*

Nina, Carrie, Amanda, Kimmie,

Laura and Sarah, congratulations

on becoming the newest edition to

the sisterhood of OSI. We love

you guys. OS love, your OIS sis-

ters.

I|I 4< 41 « « III s|l sK :«ci|l t >)< IK

«

OIS would like to wish everyone

a fun and safe St. Patrick's Day.
^i|^l)t^li^**^:******

Dena, congratulations on becom-

ing OZK's sweetheart for the sec-

ond time! 02 love, your OSI sis-

ters.

^iti^ii^***^t****if*

OSK boys, thank you for every-

thing this past year. I am excited

to spend yet another year together.

Have a safe and fun St. Patrick's

Day. Love, your sweetheart Dena!

m UnivIrsityL

Courses, Workshops, Seminars,

Study Abroad

Transferable Credits

Accelerated Sessions

Start Dates: May through July

Register by fax, phone, mail or

in person

Call 1.800.2833853 for our

complete Summer 2001

InfonnationlApplication

Package

,PUQUESNE
UNIVMT

FrrrsBUKGH, PA 15282

www.duq.edu

e-mail: summer@duq.edu

Mike, you did a great job with

02K Founder's Day! It was a

great night! All my love, Dena.

Happy 23rd birthday to our awe-

some sweetheart Pat Aaron! Love,

your AOE's.

Mindy, you did a super job at your

recital this weekend. We loved it,

AOE

AOE would like to wish everyone

a very happy St. Patrick's Day!

Congratulations to our Spring

2001 new members on getting

your bigs! Love, your future AOE

sisters.

AIT would like to wish everyone

a great St. Patrick's Day.

To everyone who went to the

NGLA conference, you all did a

great job! AZT

Congratulations to sister of the

week, Briana Shomin! You are a

wonderful sister! We love you.

AST

Happy 21st B-Day Kelly! You are

so cute and we're sure the bars

will love you as much as we do.

AST

Spring 2001, you're doing great.

Keep up the good work 'cause

you're almost done! Love, AST

Congratulations to Kate Handra

on becoming the new secretary of

(STAR). We are so proud of you!

Love, AST
««s|[i|ii|>«4<4li|li|<>|i>|i«iti

Happy birthday to our sisters

Stacey Hogan, Amy Johnson and

Bethany DeSanto. Love, the sis-

ters of AZ

Congratulations to Gaby Randall

and new member Julianne Lanich

for your new chairs on UAB. We

are so proud of you two! Love,

Delta Zeta.

Good job to the new members.

Keep up the hard work. Love, the

sisters of AZ

Congratulations to our sisters

Betsy Schmitz and Missy Bauer

on your engagements to Mikey

and Todd. We wish you all the

best. Love, Delta Zeta.

New members you guys are doing

great! Keep up the good work.

Love S sisters.

Happy St. Patrick's Day to our

sweetheart, Jon Eakin! Love the

sisters of Tri-S

To all the Tri-Sigma sisters.

Thanks for making this a memo-

rable experience for us. Love,

Spring '01.

Happy birthday Vicki and Cathy!

Love, SSS sisters.

Just saying hi to our sweetheart

Erica. Love, the brothers of 0S

Happy belated birthday to Maria,

Tracy, Allison, and Tiffani! Love,

your ZTA sisters.

Congrats to all the ZTA new

members on getting their Bigs!

Thanks brothers of SP for your

help with our Big-Little night! We

had a lot of fun! Love, ZTA

personals
Jeff, thanks for a great anniver-

sary. (Even though some people

think it was illegal.) I love you.

Here is to yet another two years

and many more. Love, Jen.

:ifJf^ii^i)Lilf>tt****i'**

Chaffee, sorry you felt left out.

P.S. I got this ad for free. Love,

JenSay.
i^^t^f^t^t0^^^^t*****

Abby, hope you feel better soon!

Love, your roommies from The

Call.
^iitiit***********

Jen, I don't have any personals.

Keith.
#)(;*i|i 1)1*** ******

Want to advertise your

business in

The Clarion Call?

Gail 393-2380

for more information.

Nicole, I can't wait for Sunday, I

hope the dresses look as good as

they do in the catalog. Love,

Nancy.

'

Still need that

co-curricular?

Come join the staff of

The Clarion Call

next semester.

Interested

in being a

part of the

"Call On
You"? Give

Liz a call at

393-2380

to partici-

pate.
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Sports
Golden Eagles fall 77-72 in NCAA game against Salem
Courtesy of Sports Information

Ed Jenkins, who sat out all

but the last 4:14 of the second

half with four fouls, came off

the bench to lead Salem

International to a 77-72 win

over Clarion in the first-round

of the NCAA Division 11 East

Regional at the Charlotte

Hornet's Training Facility in

Fort Mill, S.C.

"I'm very proud of our guys,"

Clarion's 13th-year head coach

Dr. Ron Righter said. "1 am

also very happy for Salem.

They were a formidable oppo-

nent. We knew it was going to

be a tough game, and we just

fell short."

Jenkins, who had picked up

his fourth foul on a first-half

technical, scored six of

Salem's final 11 points and

assisted on four other points to

lead the Tigers (27-4) to the

opening-round win.

"I thought he (Jenkins) had

gone into a cave and went to

sleep," Righter said. "But he

came back to life and was the

difference down the stretch. He
made a couple of big baskets."

Before Jenkins re-entered the

game, both teams were trading

baskets with Salem holding a

slim 66-65 lead.

Clarion (19-10) was able to

tie the game at 66 on a free

throw by David Shearer with

3:42 left in the game, but two

of Jenkins passes to Derrick

Paul jump-started a 9-3 Salem

run that ended with the Tigers

holding a 75-69 lead with 1:28

to play following a convention-

al three-point play by Jenkins.

"We played hard but just

came up short," Clarion senior

guard, Tamir Harbin, said.

"We fully expected to win this

game. 1 am really disappointed

right now. But I was happy to

be here. It just ended up being

a tough loss for our team."

Clarion closed to within three

points on a trey by Rollie

Smith with 1:15 left, and the

Golden Eagles had a chance to

tie the game following a steal

by Tamir Harbin with under a

minute to play.

But a three-pointer from the

NBA stripe by Smith rattled in

and out with 32 seconds left,

and Chris Weakley hit one of

two free throws with 25.4 sec-

onds remaining effectively

ending the game.

"We had our opportunities to

win," Righter said. "That's all

you can ask for."

Clarion led 40-32 at halftime,

but Salem went on a 21-12 run

to start the second half, taking

a 55-52 lead with 11:12 left to

play on two free throws by

Mike Blunt.

The Golden Eagles responded

with a 7-0 run to take a 59-55

lead, but Salem answered with

a 7-0 run of its own that gave

the Tigers a 62-59 lead with

8:26 remaining.

Clarion built the 40-32 half-

time lead thanks to a 26-12 run

that turned a 19-14 deficit with

13:42 left in the half into a 40-

31 lead after a free throw by

Stephen Nesmith with 3:54

remaining in the half.

The Nesmith free throw came

after a pivotal moment in the

half. Ed Jenkins, Salem's top

scorer and rebounder, was

whistled for a foul on the

offensive side of the court, his

third of the game.

He then picked up his fourth

of the game on a technical foul

arguing the call. Steve

Serwatka hit the two technical

foul shots followed by the

Nesmith free throw that gave

Clarion the nine-point lead.

Liz Potter /The Clarion Call

A Golden Eagle jumps to block a shot during a practice

before ttie NCAA tournament against Salem.

Neither team was able to

muster a field goal the rest of

the half, as the only scoring in

the final 3:54 was a free throw

by Salem's James Fowler with

12.8 seconds left in the half.

Serwatka led the way for

Clarion with 23 points, while

Stevens had 20 points, 16 in

the first half, and 10 rebounds.

Harbin added 15 points for the

Golden Eagles.

"Coach never put any pres-

sure on us," Stevens said. "He

believed in us fully. Because

out that, I knew that I could go

out and tight it right at them

with him believing I could.

This isn't the last you have

heard of Clarion. Being here

and tasting this but coming up

short has made us hungry. I

believe we will be back here

next year."

Fowler led Salem with 22

points, while Paul had 19.

Baseball team looking forward to winning season
Courtesy of Sports Information

The Golden Eagles began

their Florida Spring Training

Trip on Saturday, February

24th playing a single game

against Hanover (Indiana) at

7p.m., then a doubleheader

against Saginaw Valley (Mi.)

on Sunday at 2p.m. The 11-

game trip ended on Friday,

March 2 with a single game

against Salem-Teikyo.

"We were really looking for-

ward to the Florida trip," stated

Feldman. "We were anxious to

get outside in the warm weath-

er and get our work in to pre-

pare for our season."

About the 2001 season? "If

we stay away from injuries we

think we can compete for a #1

spot in the PSAC-West and a

conference playoff spot this

season," said Feldman. "We

return a number of veteran

players who nearly accom-

plished that goal a year ago and

we feel we have the leadership

and talent to have a good sea-

son. Our strengths will be in

our infield speed, overall

power hitting and a strong

starting pitching staff."

Clarion posted a 17-18 record

last year and placed third in the

PSAC-West with a 10-10

league record. The Golden

Eagles were 7-1 in their last

eight PSAC-West games to

close fast and narrowly miss

the playoffs.

"www.theclarioncalI.com"

Clarion's leadership roles

will fall on captains Nate

Seegers (Sr. Murrysville),

Mike Morgan (Sr. New Castle),

Jason Haefner (Sr. Cranberry

Twp.) and Mike Brown (Jr.

Bellefonte).

Seegers, a two-year starter in

the outfield and first base, bat-

ted .309 last year (30 for 97)

with 2 home runs and 22 rbi's.

In 1999 he hit .301 (25 of 83)

in the wooden bat season of D-

II baseball. Morgan, a three-

year player, had his best season

in 2000 hitting .313 (30 of 96)

with 18 rbi's. Recruited as a

catcher, he had arm surgery in

the off season and will play

first base this year.

Haefner, a catcher throughout

his career, is ready to take over

behind the plate. He batted

.292 last year (21 of 72) with 1

home run and 15 rbi's .Brown,

a two-year starter at second

base, is ready for another

See 'Baseball' Page22

Test your smarts

with the trivia ques-

tion of the week,

See page 22.

Check out what's

new with hitramural

sports.

See page 22.

Womens softball

ready to start season.

See page 23.

Track and field 2001

season preview.

See page 24.

1
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Mens Baseball

Baseballl from Page 21.

quality year. In 1999 with the

wooden hats he hit .278 with 18

walks. Last year he batted .213,

but walked 25 times for a .417 on

base percentage.

The Clarion infield will be

anchored by the return of Brown

at .second, Morgan at first, senior

Ray Sadowski (Farrell

Hickory) at third and transfer

Dalaine Ofchinick at shortstop.

Sadowski, a quality glove man,

is moving to third from second

base. He batted .185 last year,

and had his best year as a fresh-

man, hitting .255 with the wood.

Also looking for infield time

will be sophomore Brandon

McCliment (Philipsburg

Osceola) at first, freshman Steve

Smith (Cranberry - Seneca

Valley) at short or second, Emil

Johnson (Fr. Brookville) at sec-

ond and Thom Vogel (Jr.

Brockport) at third. McCliment

and Vogel are strong hitters,

while Smith is a slick-fielding

infieldcr and Johnson has excel-

lent speed.

The catching chores will be

handled by senior Jason Haefner

and sophomore Pete Vuckovich

(Conemaugh Valley).

Vuckovich, the son of former

Clarion All-American. Cy

Young, Awaid winning

Pittsburgh Pirates Pitching

Coach, is expected to see plenty

of time this year. A very strong

arm and knowledge of the game,

Pete also has a very quick bat.

They will have Jeff Brzezinski

(Jr. Erie- Cathedral Prep) in cen-

ter field, with Matt Eppley (So.

Johnstown - Bishop McCort) or

Vogel in left and Seegers in

right. Brzezinski hit .289 last

year (22 of 76) with 12 rbi's and

is a two-year starter. Eppley was

6 for 11 in limited play last year

(.727) and is expected to give the

lineup a lift.

Also looking for outfield time

will be Adam Allshouse (Fr.

Brookville), Corey Trott (Jr.

New Castle - Hickory) and Brad

Malaspina (Fr. Lower Burrell)

Trott can hit for power and could

possibly see time as a dh.

Pitching will undoubtedly play

a major role in the Golden

Eagles success in 2001. Junior

tandem Dave Graham (Erie -

Central) and Nate Baumgardner

(Lcwistown) will be the #1 and

#2 starters on the staff. They had

outstanding seasons a year ago

leading the Eagle staff. Graham

was 6-4 overall, tossed 61

innings, struck out 48 and

walked only 28. He had an ERA
of 4.57. Baumgardner posted an

incedible 2.36 ERA with a 6-3

record. He pitched 61 innings,

struck out 31 and walked only

14. Both have been starters for

two seasons and know what it

takes to get the job done.

Junior Jared Nash (EUwood

City - Riverside), sophomore

Kyle Haskins (Coudersport) and

red-shirt freshman Jon Egbert

(Lower Burrell) will also con-

tribute as starting pitchers. Nash,

a two-year contributor, tossed

9.1 innmgs last year and 21.1

mnings as a freshman. Haskins is

a transfer from St. Bonavcnture

who looks strong in the early

going, and Egbert led Burrell

High to the WPIAL Playoffs two

years ago, but sat out last season.

Also looking for mound time

are sophomores Greg Ross (Erie-

McDowell), Brad Adamski (Fr.

Valencia - Mars), Jeff Spoljaric

(Jr. Harrisburg), and Jared Frey

(Fr. New Bloomfield). Ross was

2-2 as a freshman last year pitch-

ing 33.1 innings, and Spoljaric

was 1-2 in 18 innings. Frey,

Seegers and Vogel are seen as the

Eagle closers. Seegers posted 2

saves last year.

Clarion's Northern Season will

begin on March 17th at Fairmont

State. The home opener is March

27th against Gannon at 1p.m.

The Eagles will open their new

baseball field that day. The base-

ball field was moved to the

Northern end of the complex and

includes new infield, outfield,

fences, and dugouts.

Sports
Trivia
The answer to

last issue's

question is Ray

Bourque. Tiiis

weel^'s question

is: who was the

first rookie net-

minder to lead

the NHL in

goals-against

average since

1992-93's

Potvin?

INTRillVlURAL NEWS
Doug Kjiepp - Intramural, Recreation, & fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

3/15/01

^^ALL STAR''
EXTRAVAGANZA

- Tuesday March 20 -

3 Point Shot Contest

Slam Dunk Contest

Basketball Game

9:00 pm
9:30 pm
10:00 pm

5 on 5 Basketball All-Starts

Women:
LisaKoerbel Hoops

Danielle Loughlin Hoops

Miesha Henry Why Try

Michelle AngUn Why Try

Amanda Bowser Wizards

Sarah Carmichael Wizards

Single's Racquetball Tournament

March 21, at 5:00 pm @ Gemmell

FREE to students $5.00 non-students

(3 Divisions Offered)

3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Two different tournaments are being held on

Saturday, March 24. Get your team together

and get going!

5 on 5 Basketball AlkStar^s

Men:

Chooch MuUany

Matt Casamento

Jon Maozzocio

MattMcCuUough

Joel Roth

Mike Shoaf

Jason Bailor

JeffMullen

Doug Mitchell

Ethan Gallagher

Mickey Tejada

JohnCoch

Dane Graham

JohnYingling

Joe Ladanosky

Dan Smith

BUI Celko

Andy DeAntonio

Robert Mott

Jesse Coon

Ro Benjamin

Maurice Goodwine

Anthony Rozier

Maurice Meyers

MattHeally

Chris Kelly

Dwone Sanders

Mike Obley

Bill Isber

JefFShiokowski

Andl
Andl
Gladiators

2.1.3.

Camel Toes

Camel Toes

KDR
Sigma Tau Gamma
Sigma Tau Gamma
Running Rebels

Running Rebels

Old Dirty Baskets

Old Dirty Baskets

GoodFellas

Wilk Boyz

Krazy Legs

245 Hellogreen

245 Hellogreen

S.P.A.F.

S.P.A.F.

The Dynasty

The Dynasty

Too Nice

Too Nice

Euclid

Da-Bricks

Da-Bricks

Pacella's MBX
Pacella's MBX
ThetaXi

Floor Hockey Results
WEDNESDAY. 3/7

STICKN BALLS 5 STUDIO MULLET 3

IMPLOSION 4 PUCKNUTZ
MONDAY. 3/12

AB0LUTE33'SW E S SLANGERS F

S.T.G. 3 PHI DELTA 1

HUTIN-FUTIN 2 IMPLOSION 1

Bowling Results
WINNER LOSER (WEEK #5)

IRON CITY'S 1063

BYE
TED BLUNT AFFAIRS 914

AKMF 889

I ZETA PI 948

- ROLLING ROCS 871

CHUBBS V 1163

ROC HEADS 1008

BOWLING LEGENDS 1271

708B 944

SPACE HEATERS 926

CLARION ANGELS 919

FIVE STRIKERS 961

KNIGHTS NEIGH 903

THE FOCKERS . 925

TWEEDS 902

POOH-CUCKA'S 1218

THE SHOCKERS 1005
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NCAA Championships

Sutton defends diving titles, Clarion women's, men's swim teams competing

Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion's Womens and Mens
Swimming and Diving teams are

ready for the NCAA Division II

National Championships this

week and are looking for some

top performances. The NCAA's
will be hosted by Ashland

University (Ohio) and will be held

at the C.T. Branin Natatorium in

Canton, Ohio, from March

14-17.

Prelims will start each day at

10:30am with finals starting at

6pm.

Clarion first year head coach

Mark VanDyke is looking forward

to his first NCAA's leading the

Golden Eagles. The womens team

enters the NCAA's having

posted a 7-2 dual meet record in

2001, placed second at the

PSAC's and has qualified 14

swimmers and divers for the com-

petition.

The mens squad posted a

6-1 dual meet record in 2001, also

placed second at the PSAC's, and

has qualified 6 competitors for the

NCAA's.

"I believe we're ready for some

quality swims in the pool, and the

divers are ready to have another

great meet," said coach VanDyke.

"Our goal for the women will be

to try and place in the top 5, while

we'll try for a top 10 placing for

the men's team."

Clarion's women have a long

and strong tradition at the

NCAA's. Winners of 8 Division II

Titles (77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84 &
86) and 24 PSAC titles, the

Golden Eagles have also recently

placed high at nationals. Last

year the Eagles were 4th at the

NCAA's,scoring 375 points, while

Drury won the team title with 663

points. Other top 5 Clarion plac-

ings recently include 2nd in 1993,

3rd in 1998 and '94, 4th in

2000,'99,'97, '95and'98and

5th in 1996, '92 and '91.

Ready to lead the way for the

women will be Shannon Cattoni

(Sr. Bradford) in the pool and

Stephanie Sutton (Sr. Fairfax,

Virginia) on the boards.

In the pool, Cattoni returns as a

16-time career All-American and

a 7-time A-A performer last year.

The PSAC "Swimmer of the

Meet" at PSAC's in 2001,

her top individual events will be

the 100, 200 and 500 freestyles.

Joining her in the pool will be

Megan Tracy (Sr. Jacobus-

Dallastown), along with Missy

Baer (So. Breinigsville-Parkland),

Bethany Bankovich (Fr. Latrobe),

Andrea Faller (Sr. California,

Md), Abby Koch (So.

Harmony-Seneca Valley), Kafie

McNerney (Sr. Erie-Villa Maria),

Caroline Miller (Fr. Va. Beach),

Brandi Smithson (Fr.

Mechanicsville, Va.) and Megan

SUMMER 2001
DISTANCE EDUCATION

T' / a t h N E T
Summer Session 1: June 4-July 6, 2001

Summer Session 2: July 9-August 9, 2001

School ofCjontimiing Edvcation

() I 1 - C A M V IS S 1 L D I K JS -

DIS TANCi: i: I) 11 CATION
UndergTdduate credit via the NET:
Registration begins March 20, 2001

CRIM 101 Crime and Justice Systems

GRIM 281 Introduction to Corrections

FONT 1 4.J Nutrition and Wellness

FDNT 1 45 Intro to Nutrition

FDNT212 Nutrition

CEOS 101 Dynamic Earth

MATH 101 Foundations ot Mathematics

MATH 217 Probability and Statistics

PHYS 1 1

1

General College Phv.sics I

Pi 1YS 1 1

2

General College Physics II

PHYS 511 Secondary School Pliysics Laboratorv Practice

PLSClOl World Politics

PLSG I I I American Politics

PLSC 359 Constitutional Law/Civil Liberties

SAFE 6J0 Pollution Control

lUP also oRcrs regular undergraduate DAY CLASSES during Summer Sessions

1 and 2 at the MonrocviUc Graduate and Professional Center.

CALL 1-800-845-0131 for more information!
http://www.iup.edu/contin/ (Click on DISTANCE EDUCATION.)

lUF is the larf^esl member university of the State System oJHiffier Education.

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!

Trimbur (Fr. Warren, Ohio -

Harding).

Tracy, a backstroke spe-

cialisL is a 12-tinrie A-A, while

Baer, a butterfly/freestyle swim-

mer, was a 7-time A-A as a fresh-

man last year. Faller, McNerney

and Koch are returning All-

Americans. Faller is a 3-time A-

A, McNerney a 2-time A-A and

Koch a 5-time All-American.

Miller, Smithson and Trimbur will

be making their first NCAA
appearance.

Clarion's diving contin-

gent, under the watchful eye of

coach Dave Hrovat, is poised for

another strong nationals. Senior

Stephanie Sutton is the defending

NCAA Champion on both the 1

and 3 meter boards. Last year she

won the 3 meter with a score of

474.45, and 1 meter with 412.35

points. She has also been second

on both boards four times in her

career as a 6-time All-American.

Her strongest competition could

come from teammate Amanda
Earnest (Jr. Yardley). Earnest was

second on 3-meter last year with

453.85 points and 4th on 1 meter

totaling 369.65. Senior Chrissy

Young (Lansdale) and sophomore

Jessica Waldman (Logan Station)

are also hoping for quality

meets.

Clarion's men also have a

strong tradition at the NCAA's.

Last year's team was 12th at the

NCAA's scoring 109 points. The

team championship was captured

by Cal-Bakersfield with 687

points, while Drury was second

with 630. Recently Clarion has

placed 2nd at the Division II

Nationals in 1992, 3rd in 1991,

'88 and '84, 4th in 1997, '95 and

'83 and 5th in 1989, '86.' 85,' 82

and '81.

Leading the Golden

Eagles in the pool will be captain

Doug Scott (Sr. Paoli -

Conestoga). Scott was a 6-time

All-American last year earning

8th place finishes in the 100 and

200 backstroke, plus 4 relays.

This year he'll swim both back-

strokes and the 50 free, plus the

relays.

Joining Scott will be

Gary Aughinbaugh (Jr.

Chambersburg), Ben Chandlee

(So. Red Lion), John Smithson

(Sr. Mechanicsville, Va.) and Bill

Wright (So. Canton, Oh - Glen

Oaks). Chandlee is a breast-

stroke/IM specialist, while

Aughinbaugh, Wright and

Smithson are freestylers.

Smithson has 4 A-A awards in his

career, while Wright was a 3-time

A-A last year and Aughinbaugh a

2-time All-American.

Diver Jim McGee (So.

Warren, Ohio) will make his sec-

ond trip to the NCAA's. Last year

he placed 8th on 3 meter and 10th

on 1 meter.

Knight may sue lU
Courtesy ofTMS Campus

Bobby Knight's lawyer sent a let-

ter to Indiana University last week

that effectively notified the basket-

ball coach's former employer of

Knight's intention to file suit.

While Knight's lawyer hopes to

setde the matter out of court, it was

necessary to notify the university of

his intent within 180 days of

Knight's Sept. 10 firing in order to

retain the right to sue.

The letter accuses the university of

libel, slander, inflicting emotional

distress and interfering with Knight's

subsequent job search. Knight's con-

tract with the lU contained a

"covenant not to compete," which

states that Knight needed to wait

eight years before he could take a

coaching position in Kentucky,

Indiana or at any of the other Big Ten

schools. If he were to break the

covenant, he would forfeit deterred

compensation owed to him by the

university, estimated at $4.5 million.

The university has called Knight's

accusations frivolous and unfound-

ed.

Knight wouldn't need to break his

covenant if he were to take a coach-

ing position at Texas Tech

University, where the administration

has expressed an interest in Knight

following the dismissal of coach

James Dickey. Texas Tech is a mem-
ber of the Big 12 conference.

Indiana University president Myles

Brand fired Knight Sept. 10 after

months of "unacceptable behavior,"

the most recent example taking place

when the legendary coach grabbed a

freshman by the arm after the student

said, "What's up, Knight?'
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Track and field teams have high expectations for 2001
Courtesy of 2001 Media Guide

The Clarion University mens

track and field team will use a

combination of youth and expe-

rience to make a move forward

in the PSAC in 2000.

"We are looking to moving up

in the conference." Clarion's

sixth-year head coach Pat

Mooney said, "We have a talent-

ed team thanks to the athletes we

have returning and the addition

of our best recruiting class since

Tve been here."

The Golden Eagles finished

11th at the PSAC
Championships in 1999. up

onespot from their 12th place

finish in 1998. Clarion was sixth

in 1997.

"Last season we had some peo-

ple who just missed scoring for

us who I think can finish in the

top six this season," Mooney

said. "We also have a good group

of freshman to go along with

some good returning athletes."

Clarion returns one runner who

placed at the PSAC's last season

in hurdles John Dellich who took

third in the 110-meter high hur-

dles and sixth in the 400-meter

intermediate hurdles.

"John had a break-through sea-

son last year," Mooney said.

The Golden Eagles' strengths

this season should be their

jumpers, sprinters and hurdlers.

The jumpers will be a young

group that consists of two fresh-

man, a sophomore and a junior,

who will be competing for the

first time at Clarion.

Freshman Dave Clark should

lead the way in the long jump,

while freshman Tony Morrow

will give the Golden Eagles

quality performances in the high

jump.

Junior transfer Gilbert Todd

will lead the team in the triple

jump, and sophomore Justin

Wise will try to continue the

improvement he showed last sea-

son in the pole vault.

The sprints will also feature a

young line-up with the best

being Clark and fellow freshman

Nick Cucunato.

"This might be their first year

competing at the college level,"

Mooney said, "but from all indi-

cations they should be very, very

competitive. I believe they will

have a chance to place at the

PSAC's."

Dellich and fellow senior Jason

Tubbs will lead the way for the

Golden Eagles in the hurdles.

"Both runners have been with me

for four years," Mooney

said,"Every year they get better.

I really believe this will be their

best year here."

Another area where Clarion

might be able to place in is the

decathlon, where Greg Wade will

look to improve on his seventh

place finish at the PSAC's.

"He was just converted to the

decathlon last year and then

barely missed placing," Mooney

said. "He just keeps getting bet-

ter every day."

In the distance events, the

Golden Eagles will be paced by

sophomore Ean King who had an

outstanding cross country season

for Clarion, becoming the first

Golden Eagle to be named to the

All-Region team.

"He has a chance to place in the

5,000-meter and 10,000-meter

runs this sea-son," Mooney said.

With the nucleus of its sixth

place PSAC team returning from

1999, the Clarion University

women's track and field team has

high expectations for the 2001

season.

"We have everyone who scored

points at the PSAC's last year, so

we hope to move up in the stand-

ings again this year," Clarion's

head coach Pat Mooney said. "If

we move up two spots, I'd be

pretty happy."

Mooney said the Golden

Eagles are a well-rounded team

in 2000, with its biggest strength

lying in the jumps.

Leading the way in the jumps

for the Golden Eagles will be

four school-record holders and

one PSAC Champion. Junior

Melissa Yearous won the PSAC
Championship in the high jump

last season and holds the school

record at 5-6.

Senior Miesha Henry finished

third at the PSAC's in the triple

jump and holds the school record

with a leap of 38-1, while Lisa

Hamrick was third in the confer-

ence in the pole vault and set the

school mark at 9-6. Allison Ochs

is the school record holder in the

long jump at 17-3 3/4.

Also providing depth in the

jumps for Clarion is Kristy

Shoemaker who qualified for the

Courtesy of the 2001 Media Guide

Two Golden Eagles battle for the finish line during a practice

run. Clarion looks forward to a winning season.

PSAC's in both the long and

triple jumps last season.

On the track, sophomore Tori

Watt will lead Clarion in the

sprint events. Watts, who was an

all-PSAC performer finishing

fourth in the 100 in 1999, broke

the school record in the event

last season with a time of 12.59.

She also was a member of the

4X100 relay team that broke the

school record last season. She

will run in the 100, 200 and 400

this season as well as the 4X100.

"Tori could place in three of

those events," Mooney said.

Helping Watt lead the way in

the sprints will be Cheryl Sorice

in the 200 and 400 dashes, while

hurdler Laura Crago will top that

event.

A host of talented cross country

NCAA
by David Teel

Courtesy^ ofTMS

EAST
Upset special: No. 1 1 Oklahoma

State over No. 6 Southern

California. Non-Trojans every-

><^here are rooting for the

Cowboys and Eddie Sutton.

BUCK -A-BOX

StOO Ipieeetf

arkCbtekM^Mislieil
Ntatoes, Gravyand

Battle tested: The top three seeds

Duke, Kentucky and Boston

College won their respective con-

ference tournaments.

Injury issues: Can Iowa's Luke

Recker (broken kneecap) and

Duke's Carlos Boozer (broken

foot) return and play effectively?

Player to watch: Boston College

guard Troy Bell, the co-Big East

Player of the Year with Notre

Dame's Troy Murphy.

Second-round must-see: UCLA-
Ohio State would make a good

Rose Bowl, too.

WESTUpset special: No. 11

Georgia State over No. 6

Wisconsin. Don't be fooled by the

obscure name. Georgia State's

best players transferred in from

major Division I programs.

Easy Street: Stanford and

Maryland are on a collision course

for the final in what appears to be

the softest regional.

Head-scratcher: Maryland and

George Mason are about 20 miles

apart. But they'll travel 2,375

miles to Boise for their first-round

game Thursday.

Player to watch: Iowa State

guard Jamaal Tinsley. Hampton is

about to discover just how legit

this kid is.

Second-round must-see: Georgia

State-Maryland. Lefty Driesell

against the school that booted

him. Doesn't get any better.

MIDWEST
Upset special: No. 10 Butler over

No. 7 Wake Forest. The Deacons

were awful in the ACC
Tournament, and Craig Dawson is

doubtful with a separated shoul-

der.

Head-scratcher: Whom do ^ood

Catholics cheer for when Xavier

plays Notre Dame?

Player to watch: Arizona center

Loren Woods. He's a head case,

and when he's right, the Wildcats

are awesome.

Second-round must-see: Kansas-

Syracuse. Neither team is terribly

athletic, but the Jayhawks' Roy

Williams and the Orangemen's

Jim Boeheim are among the

nation's best coaches.

SOUTH
Upset special: No. 10 Providence

over No. 7 Penn State. This is

pretty cheesy, because the Nittany

Lions won't be favored by much,

if at all. Friars guard John Linehan

will give Penn State fits.

On the horizon: Virginia could

face defending national champion

Michigan State in the regional

semis at the Georgia Dome. This

would bring the Cavs' season to a

screeching halt.

Point-counterpoint: Thomas

Jefferson founded the University

of Virginia; Bing Crosby graduat-

ed from Gonzaga.

Player to watch: Fresno State

guard Titt) Maddox. Coach Jerry

Tarkanian says he's a big-league

talent, and when Tark speaks, we

listen.

runners will lead the way in the

distances with Maureen Long

running the 800 and the 1,500,

Dana Diaz the 5,000 and 10,000

and Kelly Null the 3,000 and

5,000. Long holds the school

record in both the 800 and 1,500

and was third at the PSAC's in

the 1,500. Diaz was an All-PSAC

performer in the 10,000 with a

sixth place finish.

Senior Heidi Shellgren is the

Golden Eagles top performer in

the field events and holds the
\

school record in the shot put and

the javelin. She placed second at

the PSAC's in the shot put.

PSAC qualifier Kara Emrich will

give Clarion quality depth in the

shot put and the discuss.

March 11, 2001 'The first draft of Clarion University history.

6th place
wmmmmm' —iib

i
His

Liz Potter/ The Clarion Call

The womens swimming and diving team placed sixth at the NCAA 1 1 Division Championships. The mens swimming and diving
teams placed 1 1th. For the story, see page 24.

Feature

CU graduate making a difference
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Ed^

Jason Rhoades knows what he is

doing. This recent Clarion

University graduate is giving back

to the ailment that affects him.

Rhoades, a 2000 graduate of

Clarion University, is visually

impaired. He is in the process of

helping those in his condition

advance in the job market.

He is doing this by developing a

distance learning program to teach

the blind community about adaptive

technology that will help them

obtain career goals.

The distance learning program

will enable its students to learn

about screen readers, scanners,

audio output and specialized equip-

ment.

"I have done market research and

there is an actual need for this adap-

tive technology," said Rhoades.

"...I think I can make it fly."

The first step Rhoades is taking is

to develop a web site. A website

similar to one developed by

California University representa-

tives titled accesstechnologyinsti-

tute-com/CAM/.

Rhoades has done his homework

on the subject by developing a sur-

vey and a mailing list about

distance learning.

Rhoades believes his system will

have the "access to everything a

sightful person has." The learning

program he hopes to build will be

more centered on the one-on-one

aspect of learning.

Technical schools that help the

visually impaired are time consum-

ing and costly according to

Rhoades. He hopes by developing

this system, individuals will be able

to obtain the training they need to

www.theclarioncalI.com

proceed on with their careers more

efficiently. Rhoades said the user

will get more training time with dis-

tance learning compared to a tech-

nical school.

Once complete, Rhoades hopes to

show his distance learning to agen-

cies looking for more cost efficient

tools.

"I plan to target a couple of the

bigger organizations (Blind And

Visual Services) who are looking

for a cheaper way to do things."

Rhoades is currently in the

process of looking for volunteers to

help with the web site development.

Wanted:

SSHE

Chancellor

Courtesy of the SSHE
Education

A 14-member committee led by

Board of Governors Vice Chair

Benjamin Wiley will lead the

search for a new chancellor to head

the State System of Higher

Education.

Dr. James H. McCormick,

who has served as the State

System's only chancellor since the

System's founding in 1983, will

leave the post June 30, to become

chancellor of the Minnesota State

College and University System

(MnSCU).

Wiley, who will lead the search

committee, is chair of the Board's

Human Resources Committee.

Other Board members who will

serve on the search committee are

state Sen. Vincent J. Hughes, Kim
E. Lyttle, David M. Sanko, B.

Michael Schaul, state Rep. Jere W.

Schuler, John K. Thomburgh and

Christine J. Toretti. Board

Chairman Charles A. Gomulka will

serve as a member of the search

committee.

Other members of the search

committee are Dr. Diane L.

Reinhard, president of Clarion

University of Pennsylvania, and

representing the Commission of

Presidents; and Brian Sowa, presi-

dent of the Student Senate at

Clarion University of Pennsylvania,

representing students.

Dr. Jan Greenwood of Kearney

of Alexandria, Virginia, has been

hired to serve as a consultant to

assist with the search process.

•••••••••••••«••«••••••••«•• •••••••
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All time favorites

Okay, so after last week's column, we decided to also rem-

inisce about our favorite movies of all time. (Well, so far)

Of all of the titles thrown around in discussion, we would

have to say that "The Godfather" ranked pretty high. Who
couldn't love a family that finds it fun to place a horse head

in a bed? It's tme, it's true.

Then there are also the movies that come in right behind

'The Godfather'. Movies such as 'Goodfellas', Tombstone',

'The Usual Suspects', 'Shawshank Redemption', and

'Grosse Point Blank' were also listed among favorites.

Especially the mob related ones. Maybe it's because those of

us who aren't Italian wish we were.

There are also movies such as 'Dazed and Confused',

'Office Space', and 'American Pie'. These are movies that

ten years from now should be considered classics. Even

though the humor may surpass some people, (like our pai'-

ents) these flicks are worthy of the two hours.

As are movies such as 'Ace Ventura' and 'South Park the

Movie'. The vulgar humor makes these movies what they

are. Admit it, we know you love them.

Chick flicks are also loved among many. (Guys too) 'Pretty

Woman', 'Dirty Dancing', 'Steel Magnolias', and 'Sixteen

Candles' were among our favorites of this kind. Maybe it's

us, but a movie being classified as a chick flick usually has

something to do with Julia Roberts as a leading lady.

There are also the older films that we all enjoy no matter

what age. Movies like 'Star Wars', (episodes 4, 5, and 6 that

is) 'Jaws', 'Back to the Future', 'Edward Scissorhands',

'Sandlot', 'Big', and 'A Christmas Story' these are some

flicks that we won't ever be tired of watching.

There are also favorites that just don't seem to fit a catego-

ry, but will remain favorites for a long time to come. 'High

Fidelity', 'Almost Famous', 'Trainspotting', and 'American

Beauty' definitely fit this description. We also find that any

film involving John Cusak fits this as well.

FAST WAS I

GOING? On the day

Bruce Barnes bought a brand-

new $40,000 Ford Excursion

SUV, he got very drunk, parked

in the driveway of his Minnesota

home, put some very loud

Rolling Stones rock 'n' roll

music on the car stereo, and lis-

tened to the tunes as he sat

behind the wheel.

A neighbor complained to the

cops about the noise. Even

though he was parked, they

arrested him for drunken driving

because the motor was running.

And, since this was his third

DWI conviction within five

years, authorities confiscated the

vehicle.

NOW, THAT'S
WHAT I CALL
'CULTURE': Two

men, one from Alaska and the

other from neighboring Russia,

told Immigration officials that

they were bnnging seven Russian

women into America's northern-

most state to perform traditional

folk dances as part of a "cultur-

al" program.

Then, they promptly put the

women to work as strip-tease

dancers at the Crazy Horse night-

club in Anchorage.

Though these were probably

the most popular "traditional

folk dances" ever seen in Alaska,

federal agents arrested Tony

Kennard of Chugiak and his

Russian partner, Viktor

Virchenko.

LONGING FOR
THE GOOD
OLD DAYS: Da„iei

Hanson was arrested for trying to

enroll as a student at South

Medford, Ore., High School.

This is because he is 26 years

old and has already graduated

from high school. Police said he

falsified his birth date and Social

Security number to pass himself

off as a teenager, but he was

exposed when he was seen drink-

ing beer legally at a local pizza

joint.

A policeman said Hanson

embarked on the scam to obtain

"documentation ... to change cer-

tain aspects about himself."

Hanson's father blames mental

problems.

CAN'T YOU
PEOPLE GO
ANY FASTER? A

man in a hurry became impatient

at having to wait in traffic as an

Alabama funeral procession

passed finally threw a bottle at

one of the cars then drove in

front of the vehicle and slammed

on his brakes causing a collision.

A frank and open exchange of

views ensued, during which

punches were thrown.

The man and two mourners

were arrested.

I'M NOT
GOING ANY-
WHERE, DAR-
JLlINvJ. Konstantin

Baehring, age 35, lured a 15-

year-old Florida girl to Greece

via an Internet romantic

courtship, and then embarked on

a sexual affair with her, police

said. After authorities became

involved i^r.d the girl was sent

home, he said, "I still love her. ...

When she turns 18, if she can

find me, we can get married."

She can currently find him in the

Diavata maximum security

prison, where he is being held on

charges of "abducting a minor

with intent to carry out unethical

actions."

FoTTORTAT Timt^iiMm Call ts taking steps' foiiiriffy the paper^withnynuKiAL ^$imtYoict,WEMm TM Qaia is ihaflrst Step,
We, toe Editonai lioard, willexpress our opinion aboutPot ICY " -_-_
ii^ues across the campu^, state, nation, and world. We
are not speaking for Clarion University, the Clarion

Stuaentr A^ociation or tlie students of the University, we are speakins
asm Editonai Board - the voice of The Clamon Catx. Tliese edltoriaS
are aeveiopea in a meeting of the Editorial Board, all members did not
itecessaril]^ agree on the opinion stated m the editoriaL The opinion
expressed is snared by the majority of the board* it is not ahvavs a unan-
imous opbiipti. You, the public*, reserve the right to ejipress your plea-
sure or displeasure vnXh these opinions via a Letter to the Editor.

What is ijour opimom?
Write it dowin Send it to us!

270 Gemmell Student Complex

.Clarion, PA 16214

call@clarion.edu
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Opinion
Aspire to inspire

*'rhey are iunuzin;!]; tor

their delenninatlon io

overcome such difficult

life altering events."

Hide Park

J.P. Kenney
Martin Luther King, Abraham

Lincoln, Michael Jordan inspira-

tional people for thousands.

The list of inspirational people

goes on-like a who's who of

prominent figures.

They have been inspirational to

so many for their ideals and

actions over their course of histo-

ry-

But what about all the other

inspirational people in this world?

The ones who are with us every-

day. They aren't famous or rich

for what they have done but they

go about their life in an amazing

way.

Inspirational people are thought

of as individuals who are success-

ful, educated, athletic and other

such qualities. But many people

overlook those individuals who

are inspiring in just the way they

live their life.

I am talking about the father

working two jobs to feed his

family of six. He comes home

after a long day of work and

changes to go to his next job. Or

the single father who raises a son

through high school, while he

still mourns his oldest son's death.

Inspiration in the form of a sin-

gle mother of three, working and

livingraising children while

under her mother's roof.

Don't forget the student who is

away at college while her sick

father fights cancer.

These are a few people I have

come across over my life. The

best part about these individuals is

that they don't feel sorry for

themselves. They live life to the

fullest.

These are truly amazing individ-

uals. They are amazing for their

determination to overcome such

difficult life altering events.

<w i rn wi»i iiiTw i •^vpnfnviiiiiiM

"What Uie hell happened to the CD player? C&i^«y to popular

belief, I was not the t^^^i^ thing was taken out of there.'*

Rock Wyrwas, Ad Sales Manager

Editorial
As a graduating senior here at

Clarion University, I decided it

was my responsibility to discuss

the issues that really bother me
about this campus. You may or

may not agree with me on some of

these. However, I'll be gone in

two months so I don't really care

if they change or not.

1) Gemmell: Ok, 79 cents for a

nutty bar! Those things cost a

quarter at any other store. Also,

how are students supposed to

have a selection of drinks when

80% of the choices are out of

order? I see that the just-in time

inventory technique isn't really

working well. Convenience is the

only reason Gemmell still exists.

2) The Student Recreation

Center: What the hell happened

to the CD player? Contrary to

popular belief, I was not the rea-

son that thing was taken out of

there. Most of us who did play

music did play appropriate songs

without foul language. Now we

are all stuck with Michael Bolton

and Whitney Houston to lift to. I

have a really hard time getting

going with that trash.

By the way, where is that CD
player at right now? Students

paid for it. Don't you think we

have a right to know?

3) Graduation Application: Ya,

ya, ya I heard it's for the cap and

gown and the diploma. Well,

what did the University do with

the several thousands of dollars I

spent to go to school here? Why
couldn't they just grab 15 bucks

out of that fund? Have fun if you

go to graduate school, too. The

cost for the application is 30 dol-

lars that time around.

4) Clarion University; dry cam-

pus: Enough said!

5) Staff Responsibility: Who is

in charge of this university? It

seems to me that when I have a

problem I have to make 20 calls to

find who I need to talk to.

Then when I think I have the

right person they tell me to call

someone I already talked to.

Someone just take responsibility

for God's sake!

Alright, I'm done bitching now.

However, none of these things

will change as long as students sit

back and don't start speaking up

about them.

I'm sure I left out about 50 more

things but time and space will

bring this column to an end.

As a member of the National Newspaper
Association, The Clarion Call is entitled

to access NNA's Libel Hotline; with advice

from Washington attorney

Alice Neff Lucan.

Advertisers must sign a contract. Advertisements

removed by the advertiser after the Monday prior to

publication must still be paid.
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OPINION
Call On You

what do you like doing during the warm weather?

by:Craig Smith

yate Waflier

Junior,

Communication

"Pulling tubes on the

nver.

i^ndy Ion

Soffiomore, ^History

"Going to Payne Caves."

I^icky Hmes

Senior, Speech tath.

"Laying out, getting a tan."

^an McjFailden

Senior,

iiccountin£

'Pitching a tent in the

woods with friends."

If you are interested in

writing a Hide Park

contact us at The Clarion

Call office. Hide Parks

can be about everything

and anything. They are

your way of expressing

your opinion about a

subject or event that about

which you feel strongly.

Give us a call if interested

at

393-2380

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by

J.P. Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The
Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To Intramural basketbaU. There's no messing around when it comes to intramural

basketball. Regular season, all star game, slam dunk contest, three point contest, play-

offs and a championship. What is this, the NBA! In all seriousness, it is run very well. It is a nice reflec-

tion of good competition at Clarion University.

To the temporary library. What a set-up! My first reaction to the library moving to

Gemmell Multi- Purpose Room was disbelief, But I must say after seeing in operation

for one year, the library is doing an excellent job. I check out books in no time. Plus, there are plenty of

computers to browse on and it is a nice place to study on occasion.

*|p To the second spring concert. Second time is always better than the first. Everclear

is coming to Clarion! A much improved step up from well, you know who!

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on

University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief J.P. Kenney. Ideas

and views expressed do not necessarily reflect that

of The Clarion Call staff. Please do not take these

comments to heart. They are all in good fun and

are meant as

conversation builders.

1
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OPINION
Letter to Editor

Bush went too far with air strikes

Dear Editor:

I strongly disagree with Editor J.P.

Kenney 's support of George W.'s

air strikes against Iraq and its' peo-

ple. Kenney's opinion appeared on

these pages.

One might well conclude that

Dubya is attempting to overcome

his illegitimate selection, a gift from

a politically motivated Supreme

Court by appearing to demonstrate

a "tough guy" approach to foreign

policy.

The Nation recently observed that

"The attacks main outcome was to

remind the world of the emptiness

of US policy in the area. These sto-

ries continue because no one has a

better idea of what U.S. policy

toward Iraq should be." The Nation

also reminded us that "the bomb-

ings stirred up renewed hostility

among the Arab people."

Despite Kenney's inference,

numerous countries in addition to

France and Russia, which supported

the Gulf War, oppose these air

attacks and crushing embargos and

economic sanctions inflicted on the

populace.

Alexande Cockbum wrote that

"UNICEF and otherUN agencies in

Iraq reckon that more than a million

civilians, mosdy children, have died

from malnutrition and disease as a

result of the embargo. Despite the

UN's oil for food program UNICEF

estimates that more than 4,500 chil-

dren under the age of five die each

month as a consequence of this

embargo." The embargo demoni-

cally provides an endless gnawing

and suffering. Water is filthy and

dangerous without chlorine which

is forbidden as an import. Illness is

lenghtened and exaggerated, often

fatally, without the simplist medi-

cines and equipment which are

embargoed.

The Friends Committee on

National Legislation reports that

these are "the harshest economic

sanctions ever imposed on a civilian

population. These sanctions have

caused the premature death of over

a million Iraq civilians, "in a land of

only twenty million."

In short, George W. has dealt not

with the horrible suffering and

dying of the Iraqi people, but he has

added horror from the skies.

"Compassionate conservatism" was

simply another campaign slogan.

Noel Mamere, a French parliamen-

tarian, has referred to our behavoir

as "omnipotence and ignorance, a

questionable cocktail."

Most sincerely,

Alan J. Wilson

DESTINTA THEATRES in me

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

EXIT WOUNDS R
11:15 1:45 4:15 6:45 9:15

SAY IT ISN'T SO R
1

1

:00 1 :00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00

DOWN TO EARTH PG-13|

12:30 2:40 4:55 7:00 9:00

Playing Fri 23th Until

Thur. 29tnd

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Destinta.com

HEARTBREAKERS PG-131

11:00 1:45 4:30 7:00 9:40
(Sal tSun)

GET OVER IT PG-iSJ
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00

15 MINUTES
7:00 9:30

THE MEXICAN R
11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

J

SEE SPOT RUN PGI
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00

Remember you can catch the

Golden Eagle Express to the

theatre. Check out the schedule
of bus times.

$4 50 Chid S Senior

Student Discounts

Get a SI off when you show

Clafion University ID

Tuesday -
|

Bargain Night I

$4.50 Tickets
|

Ask about "i
our I

Frequent |

Movie Goer I

and our

Frequent

Popcorn I

Cards i.

Job interviews resemble "Office Space"

Student Opinion

by Reese Edwards and

Andy Levey

, . . .Qim^^, Pf,XMSf^mR^h . .

.

A daunting and dreaded task

hovers over soon-to-be-unem-

ployed business school undergrad-

uates: the job interview.

Job interviews are similar to

being blindfolded and put out in

front of a firing squad — only

they're a bit more stressful.

They all start out pretty much the

same: You walk into the office

building and tell the secretary that

you're there for the interview.

You then proceed to sit for at

least half an hour, waiting for

someone to interview you.

Finally, a person whom you

believe is your interviewer takes

you inside. But this person is not

your interviewer. She is the assis-

tant to the administrative assistant

of human resources.

You are then passed around the

administrative office like a cold

sore at a frat party. Finally, you

think you've entered the inter-

viewer's office, but this is actually

a pre-interview screening.

The pre-interview is the worst

part of the interview, as it usually

consists of questions like, "So, tell

us about yourself."

The interviewer simply stares at

you while you spout out the most

random and scripted information

you can think of "I was treasurer

of the business fraternity, even

though it lasted only two semes-

ters."

But then, when you think you are

done, the pre-interviewer resumes

his activity of staring at you.

While the importance of eye con-

tact is not to be under-appreciated,

neither is the need to blink.

As the interviewer continues to

stare you down, you feel the need

to fill the silent, corporate black

hole with something. You start to

utter sentences that begin, "One

time at band camp ..." and con-

clude with, "Did I mention that I

can snort dental floss through my
nose?"

From there, it's on to questions

about your skills, which consist of

those things you were supposed to

absorb while playing solitaire dur-

ing business computing class. "Do

you know how to use Windows

2000 3.0 Hypertext while updat-

ing substandard clearance files

using your telecom adapter?"

Usually, the interviewer doesn't

understand this any more than you

do, but the answer is always,

"Yes."

After the pre-interview, you pro-

ceed to the real interview, con-

ducted in your future ex-boss'

office. Usually, the interviews are

conveniently scheduled for a time

when the boss has 77 calls waiting

for him or her, their spouse has left

them, the house is on fire, the kids

are sick and the people from

Global Tech are coming to the

office in 15 minutes. The boss usu-

ally starts out by saying, "So,

Doug, tell me all about yourself"

"Well, first of all, sir, my name is

Reesetholomew."

The boss continues to call you

Doug the entire time while asking

you relatively simple questions.

"You go to Tulane. Not bad.

"I went to Wharton, but I always

wished I attended an all-female

Jewish trade school, like your

alma mater."

So you think everything is going

well. Then the boss drops the a-

bomb of questions on you.

"Tell me what you know about

the company." "What did the Dow
finish at on September 16, 1994?"

"Tell me all that you know about

distributing dividends to non-

exclusive shareholders who have

coupons for buyout options when

we merge with P.W. Anderson and

Big Al's Porn Shop, soon to be

known as Global Tech Busin-

Ass?" "Do you have what it takes

to work in Bruff Commons?"

For about five seconds after you

have answered the question there

lies that moment of awkward

silence.

It is then best to let the boss

make a joke or comment, since

your story about midget tossing

didn't go over too well. The boss

usually asks, "Hey, how's that

great basketball team at Tulane?"

"We have a basketball team at

Tulane?"

After the interview, you are

given the office tour and intro-

duced to people around the office.

Some office tours are actually

known to contain the following

sentences: "Here is where we keep

the mail stuff— envelopes, paper

and stuff. Here is where the copier

is ... Oh shoot, I forgot to mention

that we also keep the stamps with

the mail stuff. Oh well, when is

lunch?"

If unsuccessful in your inter-

view, you are introduced to

Baxter, the bow-tie wearing

Harvard grad who's making 600k

per year at 20 but will die of a

heart attack within the hour.

This is a personal reminder that

you'll never work at this company.

If you're successful, there's Ted,

the guy who sits in cubicle D. Ted

has half of his lunch on his shirt.

Ted's been at Global Tech for

seven years, drives a Saturn, lis-

tens to Journey and Billy Joel artd

never does any work.

Oh and by the way, you'll be sit-

ting in the cubicle next to him.

The interviewer than parades you

as king loser throughout the office,

and says good-bye with the typi-

cal, "Well, we have a lot of appli-

cants for the job and we'll be in

touch with you soon," which in

lay-terms means, "Thanks for the

resume, we needed the toilet

paper. We'll forward this to

Smoothie King. And don't call us

... we'll never call you!"

You are now ready to enter the

cutthroat world of pretzel making.
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OPINION
Letters to the Editor

UAB member apalled at "concert review"

Dear Editor:

I am writing you in response to

Mike Cody's blasphemous review

of the "Road Rage" Concert that

was printed in the March 8 edition

of The Clarion Call. In his let-

ter, Mr. Cody not only criticized

the lack of student attendance at

the event, but he also attacked the

bands that performed as well as

the organization that was co-spon-

soring it.

I say this to you because in his

article Mr. Cody states that all of

his efforts were "completely disre-

garded or ignored" by the

University Activities Board.

This I assure you, is complete

fallacy.

Secondly, when Mr. Cody origi-

nally contacted UAB about co-

sponsoring this event, the

Recreation Committee of the

board VOLUNTEERED to help

with it, due to the fact that our

Concert Committee was busily

preparing for the sold out Toby

Keith Concert.

Now personally, if I were Mr.

Cody, I would consider myself

pretty dam lucky that I had even

gotten any support at all from

UAB due to the fact that it was

soon after the aforementioned

show.

When I called Mr. Cody about

co-sponsoring the event I asked

him what he needed from UAB.

His response to me was that he

needed me to put our logo on his

publicity so that we were official-

ly co-sponsors of the event.

He told me that the reason why

we needed this co-sponsor was so

that he could reserve Hart Chapel

for the show and sell tickets at the

Gemmell Information Desk.

I willingly agreed to this and

told him that was all well and

good, except for the fact that UAB
does not sell tickets for events

other than our own concerts or the

Christmas Show.

He told me that he would take

care of the tickets as long as I

would get an info sheet about the

event to the Gemmell Information

Desk.

Once again, I obliged this

request and filled out an info

sheet, and took it to Gemmell.

However, in his letter, Mr. Cody

criticized me, saying that I never

took tickets or an info sheet to the

Gemmell Information Desk.

Well, I never said that I would sell

tickets, he told me that he would

PERSONALLY take care of them.

At lUP U4h4fu^ UUd

Want to get more than a tan this summer?

lUP offers just the opportunity you ore looking for!

> More than 400 courses offered

> Earn up to 12 credits this summer

> Accelerate your degree program

> Transfer credits to other colleges

> Enjoy open enrollment for undergraduate courses

> Enhance your technical skills

> Take a special-interest course or workshop

> Try a distance education course

> Study abroad in Spain, England, Mexico, or France

Early classes begin May 14

Two five-week Summer Sessions:

June 4 - July 6 July 9 - August 9

For further information call: 888-800-3190 or

check the sumn^er web site at: www.iup.edu/summer

niversitv of FennsvlvaiiiaiiiiSiaiia L

njf is « member of Pennsvlvania'f Swe System of Higher EducMi«n.

Apparently, THAT never hap-

pened. Secondly, if Mr. Cody

would have talked to Mr. Dave

Tomeo, the Director of the

Gemmell Student Center, he

would have known that an infrar-

mation sheet had indeed been

taken down the desk.

But, what do I know, I am mwe-

ly a student programmer with five

years of experience planning

events for this University. I guess

Mr. Cody now has a deeper under-

standing of what myself and oth-

ers face everytime we plan an

event on this campus.

However, unlike Mr. Cody the

rest of us do not publish articles in

the he school newspaper to make

ourselves feel better. Instead we

accept our losses, admit our

downfalls and move on.

In my opinion, Mr. Cody owes a

sincere apology to those of us he

bashed, for it is not our fault that

his lack of organization and plan-

ning caused his event not to be his

"realization of a small dream."

Sincerely,

Julia Barletta

UAB Recreations Chair

This letter was written by an indi-

vidual and not the University

Activities Board itself. This letter

is the sole

expression of Us writer.

Students protest Starbucks

by Deborah Kades

Carrying signs urging con-

sumers to "Think globally, buy

locally," members of the UW-
Madison Greens, a student

activist group, staged modest

protests in front of the two

Downtown Starbucks Coffee

locations Tuesday.

At the same time, Starbucks

Cwp. announced at its annual

shareholders meeting in Seattle

that it will split its shares 2-for-l,

effective March 30.

Companies may split their to

keep share prices accessible to

individual investors, such as the

Starbucks employees who partic-

ipate in the company's stock-pur-

chase plan. Starbucks closed at

$43.25, dovm $1.06 for the day.

About 40 protesters and onlook-

ers gathered in front of the

Starbucks at 661 State Street at

2:30 p.m., urging consumers to

boycott the international gourmet

coffee chain and patronize locally

owned coffee shops.

Organic, "free-trade" coffee

was provided at no charge by

Cafe Assisi, 245 W. Oilman St.,

said Brian Honermann, an Assisi

collective worker/owner and a

junior at UW-Madison, who par-

ticipated in the protest.

Fewer than a dozen people

showed up for an 8 a.m. protest at

the Capitol Square Starbucks, 1

-b^^ ^ 'Wlt$4l
J" ImI^^ hHk>
., ^p-S',«|^

1
i ^^iki

E. Main St.

Protesters accuse Starbucks of

failing to promote its own line of

"fair trade" coffee aggressively

enough. Fair trade practices

attempt to ensure that producers

in the Third World receive fair

wages.

The Madison Greens also

charge that Starbucks does not

guarantee that its dairy products

are free of rBGH, a synthetic

dairy hormone that increases milk

production.

In a detailed letter posted on

Starbucks' Web site, Orin C.

Smith, president and chief execu-

tive officer, replied that the com-

pany expects to offer BGH-free

milk in all its U.S. stores by the

end of the year.

Starbucks sold two cups of fair

trade coffee to protesters at the

State St. location, however it was

not one'of the coffees featured for

the day.

Get on track with JobTrak
This week, learn how long a background check takes and

how to compute your major GPA

.

BACKGROUND CHECK
Q. I recently had a second interview with a company and was told they were seriously considering me for

the position. They are now in the process of doing a background check. How long should I expect to wait

to hear back from them? I've never had a check done on my history and I don't want to seem pushy by ask-

ing too socMi. Any advice would be helpfiil. -Thomas

A. A background check can take 2 - 5 days, depending on the depth of the check. There is nothing wrong

with calling back after one week to let them know of your continued interest and to inquire how the

{MTOcess is coming.

Theresa Jackson

Human Resources Manager

MAJOR GPA
Q. What ex^Iy shoM I include when computing my major GPA? -Michael

A. The courses you took to get yoinr degree, in your major are the ones you use to calculate your major

GPA. If you do not know which ones to include, visit ^our career center.

Daria Maumo
St. Human Resource Manager
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News

Is your house or apartment safe?
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

Clay Williams, Clarion Fire

Chief, and Bob Ragen, Clarion

Borough Zoning Officer, came

to Clarion University on March

14 to address the issue of off-

campus apartment or house safe-

ty and answer any questions

regarding the topic.

Also on hand to answer any

questions was Dr. Barry Morris,

Director of Residence Life at

Clarion University.

Williams outlined some safety

tips to avoid starting fires.

Williams said to watch candles

closely and to make sure your

house is tidy.

He said that it was important to

test smoke detectors once a

month. He added that if you

take a battery out of a smoke

detector when cooking, put it

back as soon as you are done.

Williams stressed the impor-

tance of not overloading electri-

cal cords. He recommended

using multiples that have a

switch or a heavy extension

cords.

Jon Pizzica/The Clarion Call

Clay Williams discusses fire

safety with Clarion University

students at a meeting hteld

Marchi 14.

Concerning inexpensive exten-

sion cords, he said, "You're only

getting what you pay for."

He also warned the audience

about the potential that space

heaters and halogen lamps have

for causing fires. He said that

halogen lamps are the most dan-

gerous lamps because they get

very hot and dust can get into

them, causing fires.

Williams also said to become

familiar with location of the fire

extinguisher and know how to

use it.

If hosting a party, Williams

said to assign a person who is

not going to be impaired to be

the event monitor. According to

Williams, if the party is in the

basement, make sure there is a

way out. He also said when the

party is over, clean it up so that

there aren't any cigarette butts

lying around.

Williams said that if a fire is

taking place, do not grab items

in the house. "Your life is more

important than material items.

Also, do not look for other peo-

ple," Williams said," at best you

are to shout to let people know

they should get out of the house

or apartment."

Williams also said he has 16-

minute video programs which he

would show to any group or

organization free of charge.

Williams can be reached at two

numbers to set up a time and

location for the presentation.

The Fire Department number is

226-5531. You can also reach

Williams at the number 229-

3528 at anytime.

Everyone in attendance

received informational lists con-

cerning what to look for when

leasing a dwelling unit and what

landlords are required by ordi-

nance to do.

According to the handout,

items to look for when leasing a

dwelling unit and what is

expected from landlords are as

follows:

*The interior and its equipment

must be structurally sound and

in sanitary condition so as to not

pose a threat to the health, safe-

ty, or welfare of the occupants.

Floors, walls (including win-

dows & doors), ceilings, and

other interior surfaces must be

maintained in good, clean, and

sanitary conditions.

Toilet, bathroom, and kitchen

floor surfaces must be kept

clean.

*A11 structures shall be kept

clean of insects and rodent infes-

tations

Exit doors shall be capable of

being opened easily from the

inside and without the use of a

key

All interior stairs and railings

aiKi other exit facilities must be

in sound condition.

Each flight of stairs with four

or more risers must have at least

one handrail firmly fastened and

capable of bearing normally

imposed loads.

Each habitable space (meaning

bedrooms, living rooms, and

dining rooms) must have at least

one window at least eight per-

cent of the floor area

Each bathroom must have an

openable window or a ventila-

tion fan duct to the outside of the

building.

Sleeping rooms cannot be used

as the only means of access to

other sleeping rooms or habit-

able space.

Every room occupied for sleep-

ing purposes by one occupant

shall contain at least 70 square

feet and every room occupied

for sleeping purposes by more

than one person must contain at

least 50 square feet of floor area

for each occupant.

All residential occupancies

www.theclarioncall.com
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Clay Williams (center),Chief of ttie Clarion Volunteer Fire

Department tiosts a panel discussion about fire safety for

college students. Williams suggested to watcti candles care-

fully and offered ottier fire safety tips.

must have a minimum of one

smoke alarm in the sleeping

area, one in the furnace area, and

one in the kitchen area. Anyone

tampering or interfering with the

effectiveness of a smoke alarm

is in violation of the BOCA
Code.

Toilet rooms must be accessi-

ble from any sleeping room

without passing through another

sleeping room.

Landlord is to furnish approved

garbage storage containers suffi-

cient to meet the needs of occu-

pants. A minimum of 16 gallons

per person is required.

Landlord is responsible for

garbage removal and must con-

tract with a licensed hauler to

have garbage removed from the

premises a minimum of one time

a week

Inform tenants that solid waste

is to be stored in containers until

pick-up and not on front porches

or lawns. Solid waste may be

placed at curbside on the date of

pick-up.

Inform tenants of pick-up days

for solid waste and recyclables.

Provide recycling tubs for each

dwelling unit if original tubs

have been removed from the

premises.

Inform tenants recyclables are

to be placed at curb the night

before pick-up; and recycling

tubs removed from the curb after

pick-up

Every residential building

exceeding two stories in height

above grade shall be provided

with not less than two approved

independent exits from each

floor above the second floor

Every dwelling unit must have

an approved fire extinguisher

and it must be installed in plain

view and be easily accessible.

Each structure to which a street

number has been assigned shall

have such number displayed in a

position easily observed and

readable from public right-of-

way. Numbers are to be Arabic

numerals at least 3" high and

1/2" stroke

Supply the Borough an accu-

rate tenant list, by unit, and the

name, address, and telephone

number of the person responsi-

ble for the rental unit(s), if other

than the landlord

Inside

Nhws

Student Senate

makes more

allocations.

To find out who
received fundings

See Page 8.

Are you in the market

for a used car? Find

out about a book that

can help you make an

informed decision.

On Page 9.

Student Senate is

holding an Open
Forum. To find out

when, where and

what time.

See Page 10.

To find out

the latest in

campus crime, check

out the

Public Safety Blotter,

On Page 10.
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Student Senate

Six motions discussed at Senate meeting
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

Editor

Student Senate discussed six

motions to allocate funds during

Monday night's meeting. First,

Treasurer Ben Chervenak moved

to allocate $7,525 from the

Capital Account to General

Administration, pending the

approval of Dr. Diane L.

Reinhard.

This money would be used to

update the current accounting

system. The motion passed by

an 18-0-0 vote.

Next, Treasurer Chervenak

moved to allocate $1,716 from

the Supplemental Reserve

Account to the Anthropology

Club for a national conference;

the motion carried 16-1-1.

Treasurer Chervenak then

moved to allocate $1,215 from

the Supplemental Reserve

Account to The Clarion Call

for the Government Affairs

Conference in Washington, D.C.

The motion passed 17-1-0.

Senators then discussed

Treasurer Chervenak 's motion to

allocate $205 from the

Supplemental Reserve Account

to the Association of Graduate

Business Students. However,

upon recognizing this group had

not completed any fund-raising

activities, nor were there any

representatives present for ques-

tions, the motion failed 0-18-0.

Treasurer Chervenak's next

motion was to allocate $3,750

from the Supplemental Reserve

Account to Interhall for the pur-

pose of a national conference in

Southern California.

Senator Andrew Barnes moved

to create a stipulation on

Treasurer Chervenak's motion

that all six members attending

this conference return as mem-
bers of Interhall next semester;

however, Senator Barnes'

motion failed. Senate passed

Treasurer Chervenak's motion

by a 12-4-2 vote.

Finally, Treasurer Chervenak

moved to allocate $1,906 from

the Supplemental Reserve

Account to the Political Science

Association; the motion carried

15-1-2.

Treasurer Chervenak reported

the following current account

balances: Large Item Capital,

$434,651.10; Capital,

$108,601.63; Supplemental

Reserve, $18,131.33; and

Supplemental, $5,232.

In other business. Senator

Farhard Hussain announced

applications for Student Senate

are due Wednesday, March 21,

2001.

An orientation for all candi-

dates is scheduled for Monday,

March 26th, and the Open

Forum is Wednesday, March

28th at 8 p.m. in Pierce Science

Center.

Senator Hussain moved to

make it mandatory for all CSA-

funded organizations to send at

least one representative to the

Open Forum. After a discussion

regarding this motion, Senator

Dave Snyder moved to call to

question Senator Hussain's

motion; Senator Snyder's

motion passed 17-1-0. Senator

Hussain's motion passed by a 9-

8-1 vote.

Parliamentarian Bill Isbir

moved to adopt the election rules

and regulations for the upcoming

Student Senate elections; the

motion carried 18-0-0.

Vice President Drew

McWilliams said he spoke to Dr.

Haynes of the Psychology

Department, regarding the

University Experience. This is a

program designed to determine

personal and academic changes

needed at Clarion University.

Zee Boni/The Clarion Call

Student Senate mulls through business as usual on Monday.
Some topics discussed Included the upcoming orientation

for potential future student senators on Wednesday, March
26 at 8 p.m. In Pierce Science Center

this summer
and Earn College Credit

You CAN take that beach job or summer yacadon and still earn

college credit... through Westmoreland County Community
College's ONLINE classes and TELECOURSES.

WCCC online classes and tcleconrses count the same as tradition-

al courses, except you complete coursework at your own pace,

when it's njosl convenient for you. And, WCCC credits transfer to

many regional coUcges and universities.

WCCC summer online classes and telecourses run
May 14-August 2. To see ifonline courses arefor jfou, visit

http://wccc.blaekhoard.com

View the schedule @ www.westmorcland.cc.pa.us or

caU 1-800-262-2103.

WeBtmordyd CountyCoPMnuniiyCoBcgB
4i^ tait-seto

Zee Boni/The Clarion Call

This week's Senator of the

Week Is Andrew Barnes for all

of his work on the

Appropriations Committee.

Two focus groups have already

been formed, and they have

begun conducting surveys.

According to Vice President

McWilliams, between 500 and

1,000 surveys will be completed,

and any recommendations stem-

ming from the results will be

turned into the Retention

Committee.

President Brian Sowa attended

the first Chancellor's Search

Committee last Friday. In addi-

tion, he said a representative

from the Alumni Association

would attend the Student Senate

meeting next week.

According to Student Trustee

Joe Sciullo, the trustees met and

approved two motions, regarding

room and board increases, last

Thursday.

Senator Wendy Kengor report-

ed, on behalf of the Food &
Dining Concerns Committee,

upcoming events at Chandler

Dining Hall. In late March,

there will be a barbecue promo-

tion.

At a date to be determined in

April, Chandler will host .a

Chefs' Fair, and there will be

another midnight breakfast dur-

ing finals week.

In addition. Senator Kengor

said two new employees were

hired at Chandler Dining Hall;

Chris Klinger is the Directional

Leader and Jennifer Cough is the

Marketing Director.

According to Senator Dave

Snyder, the Housing Committee

met and discussed the possibility

of adding more television chan-

nels in the residence halls in

place of others.

They also addressed the issue

of whether or not students would

be interested in moving into on-

campus apartments rather than

dormitories or off-campus hous-

ing.

A representative of Interhall

Council said the 120 tickets for

the upcoming Spring Fling sold

out in one week.

Senator Tom Clopp reported,

on behalf of the University

Activities Board, the bus trip to

Toronto to see The Lion King

has sold out as well.

In addition, he said UAB
would be sponsoring a clothing

show by Crooks Clothing

Wednesday, March 28th at 2

p.m.

The spring concert is also

scheduled for Wednesday, April

28th; Everclear will perform at 8

p.m. Tickets are $10 for students

and $20 for non-students.

According to a member of the

Student Athlete Advisory

Committee, the Athlete Auction

has been rescheduled for

Wednesday, April 4. In addition,

athletes will participate in

Operation Clean Sweep

Saturday, April 21st.

Vice President McWilliams

announced Senator Barnes as

Senator of the Week.

Senator Barnes said,

"Appropriations Committee

should be Student Senators of

the Month because we're work-

ing our asses off, myself exclud-

ed because I was Senator of the

Week this week.'"

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is Monday, April 26th at 7:30

p.m in 246 Gemmell.
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Consumer Information

Wheels that keep rolling
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary

Kyle Busch wrote a book enti-

tled "Drive the Best for the Price:

How to Buy a Used Automobile,

Sport-Utility Vehicle, or Minivan

and Save Money" This book to

intended to help first time car

buyers.

"The goal of the book is to assist

readers to obtain more transporta-

tion enjoyment and value for a

given amount of money," said

Busch.

Busch decided to write this book

after purchasing a used

Volkswagen Jetta.

He paid $2,600 in 1991 for his

car. When he bought the car it

had 82,000 miles on the odometer.

After buying this car he got a job

for a company that required him

to travel a seven- county territory, exterior of the

Later he was informed that he vehicle, test-

would need to provide his own driving used

transportation for the first year of vehicles, com-

the job.

The car was driven 500-800

miles on back roads and inter-

states each week.

After six months and getting

paid mileage for all the traveling

he had to do, his car had paid for

itself.

The grand total mileage on the

car now is up to 290,000 miles.

Busch has had 25 years experi- cially college

ence dealing with used cars and students,
has interest in many other aspects

of cars, including vehicle design,

manufacturing, and performance.

According to Busch, his book

focuses on identifying the correct

parison check-

list for cars,

saving money,

and selling

used vehicles.

"I believe that

each driver

who lives in

the United

States, espe-

should have

the informa

tion and the

opportunity to

Kyle Busch with his Volkswagen Jetta that he

purchased In 1991. The car at the time had
82,000 miles on it. The car now has over

290,000 miles on It.

^:m^ a95J%p?t«i \ »vw, -(.* > j>
'.

enjoy driving the best vehicle for

vehicle, places to find used vehi- the price," said Busch.

cles, inspecting the interior and This book can be purchased

:t!l#i|^«?*;^*>''^^^|

from IstBooks at 1-800-839-8640

or on their website

www.lstBooks.com . It could also

be found at Barnes and Noble at

www.bamesandnoble.com.

Have a

news tip?

Call Amy
393-2380!

student Senate

Election

Update

The open forum for

the Student Senate

candidates will take

place on Wednesday,

March 28 at the

Peirce Science

Center Auditorium at

8:00 p.m.

The open forum is

mandatory for all

CSA recognized

organizations. The

event will give you,

the students, the

opportunity to meet

and get to know your

candidates.

Every vote counts, so

decide who will be

the best candidates

to represent the

student body.

Need Volunteer Hours?

The Special Olympics Western

Spring Sectional will

take place Sunday, April 29, 2001

.

If you are interested in becoming a

committee member
and/or volunteering, please call

Amanda at #3299

OR
Attend Informational Meetings:

When: Every Thursday

Time: 6:00 p.m.

Where: 104 Founders Hall

^ I
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Continuing Education Courses

Adult beginning Golf Monday througli Friday May 14-19, or

Monday through Friday May 21-26, Instructor

Norb Baschnagel, Cost $59

Solar Design, Passive Wednesdays, April 18-May % 7-10 p.m.

Instructor Peter Kiesei, Cost $45

Spring Wildflowers Saturday, April 21, 9 a.m.-lp»m. April 28, 9

of the Allegheny 9a.m.-4 p.ni. Instructor Chuck Williams, Cost

Plateau $47

Alternative Energy Thursdays, April 19-May 10 7-10 p.m.

Instructor Peter Kiesei, Cost $45

Butterfly/Entmology

Energy Conscious

House

Fridays, April 20-May 11 7-8 p.m.

Instructor Peter Kiesei, Cost $25

Ibesdays, April 17-May 8, 7-10 p.m.

Instructor Peter Kiesei, Cost $45

For additional information or to register contact Continuing Education,

210 Hall, Clarion University, Clarion, PA 16214, phone (814) 393-2227

Mary Walter Leadership Development

Series

Dr Anand Rao
Communication

In our fina{ session of the semester we will experl-

ence an interactive public debate on communica-

tion In leadership roles, lead by Dr. Anand Rao of

the Speech Communication and Theatre

Denartment.

March 14, room 250/252 Gemmefl from

7:00- 8:00 p.m.

Wkat did yov do la/t (^r^t^erl
EaK»* oV€K $\0^000M

Live in Ocean City, Maryland, be part of the tradition.

Telescope Pictures.

Northend Studio is looking for the right people for its 2001
season staff. Work on the beach. No experience necessary.

Are you highly motivated? Do you like the beach?

Are you good with people?

If so, Call 1 -800-260-2 1 84 today

or apply directly at www.Northendstudio.com

Clarion Free

librafy

Scholastic Book

Fair

March 26-30

Meeting Room

Education majors,

student teachers,

or anyone with a

love for children's

literature is

welcomed to attend

For more

information caU

226-7172

Public Safety Blotter

Underage Drinking

and Public

Drunkeness

According to Public

Safety, on March 18 at

approximately 2:15 a.m.

Clarion University Police

observed a male Individ-

ual intoxicated in Lot 5.

Daniel McDonnell of Nair

Hall was arrested for

underage drinking and

Public drunkeness as

reported by Public Safety.

Underage

Students reported seeing

individuals vandalizing a

car in Lot tO. Public

Safety is continuing to

investigate.

Harassment and
Disorderly

Consumption

According to Public

Safety, an individual cited

for underage consump-

tion in Lot 5 on March 18.

Harassment/

Stalking

According to Public

Safety, on March 16

Campus police respond-

ed to Nair Hall for-a fight.

Apparently an unknown

male individual struck

another male in the face.

No charges have been

filed.

Harassment by

Conduct

According to Public

Safety on March 12, offi-

cers reported to a fight on

the first floor of Nair Hall.

Upon arrival officem saw
those individuals fig!iting

speaking with resident

directors. Both declined

prosecution.

Tampering with

Fire Aparatus

According to Public

Safety, on Mar. 10 an indi-

vidual(s) pulled a fire

alarm on the second floor

of Nair Hall. This remains

under investigation.

Attempted bur-

glary, Criminal

t r e s p a s s

Instruments of

communication or

address lewd lan-

Crime, Institutional

V a n d a I i s m
,

Criminal Mischiei

guage Public Drink and

According to Public

Safety, a student reported

receiving obscene tele-

phone call. Public Safety

is continuing to investi-

gate

ln $tftMtiQnal
Vandalism
Personal Property

Underage,

According to Public

Safety, on March 10 an

individual was found try-

ing to gain access to

Davis Hall. The individual

was carrying a hammer
and scissors. He said he

had been drinking at a frai

ternity house. Charges

are being filed.

J
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^^^L IFESTYLES
Theatre preview

Second Series returns to Clarion with "SubUrbia"
story courtesy of

University Relations

The Clarion University of

Pennsylvania Second Series

will present the play

"SubUrbia" by Eric Bogosian,

March 22 and 23, at 8 pm in

Hart Chapel Theatre. The play

is free and open to the public.

Because of its language, it is not

recommended for children.

"SubUrbia" is set during one

day in Burnfield, a composite of

all the suburban areas in

Although they are not poor and

they have jobs or past success

of some type, all of them are

bored, prompting tension and

anger. During the play most of

the characters experience some

sort of change.

Clarion native Eric Grugel

selected "SubUrbia" to be his

senior project. "Previously, to

graduate with an acting degree

you had to do a senior show-

case," says Grugel. "That was

changed to allow a showcase

role either in a main stage or a

people on the street. I have

played many character roles in

previous plays and this was a

chance to play someone my
own age. I thought that was

important because it is hard to

find roles for college-age

actors. It is also hard to play

someone your own age because

you have to be conscious of

everything you do."

Grugel also feels the play will

have relevance to anyone from

suburban or rural areas. "It

deals with many things that are

talked about when you grow up

in a small town like Clarion,"

he says. "The boredom issue is

relevant and the play addresses

alcohol-related problems. It

deals with people who are

afraid to take that next big

step."

Grugel has the role of Jeff in

the production. Grugel, a senior

theatre/history major, is a grad-

uate of Clarion High School.

The rest of the cast includes:

Becky Thielet as Sooze, a

sophomore theatre/English

major; Steve Gallagher as

Nazer, a junior theatre major;

Danielle Garman as Erica, a

junior theatre major; Miranda

Scopel as Bee-Bee, a sopho-

more theatre major; Andrea

Smith as Pakeza, a freshman

speech communication and the-

atre major; Jud Steiner as Buff;

Bret Sloan as Pony, a freshman

communication major, and Bob

Zinsmeister as Tim, a junior

theatre major. The understudies

are Mandy Joe and John

Banjak.

America. It relates the story of 5^^^^^ ^g^jg^ production,

young adults in the community »j ^^^^Hy ^^^^ ^his play. My
who "hang out" in front of a

^^yj^ j^ naturalistic and
local convenience store. "SubUrbia" is like watching

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of UAB President Jason Erb getting a

tattoo during Tattoo U's on-campus event this Wednesday.

www.thecIarioncall.com
*

Inside

LIFE

Everclear has been

announced as the

second spring concert

this semester.

For details.

See Page 13.

Trip-hop band
Hooverphonic craft

lush music thafs

consistently engaging.

For a review.

See Page 14.

Ex/f Wounds marks

actor Steven Segal's

retum to the silver

screen. To see how it

holds up.

See Page 15.

Calendar of Events.

To find out what's

going on at Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 12.
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Cale © H t S
Today
•Second Series Production (Chap) 8 pm
•Senior Pictures taken
today (248 Gem)
Friday, March 23
•Second Series Production
(Chap) 8 pm
•Senior Pictures taken
today (248 Gem)
•Admissions Visit Day (250
Gem) 9 am
•Class Withdrawals end 4
pm
•Track & Field CU Early
Bird Multi Event 3:30 pm
•MSS Woman of the Year
Reception (TBA)
UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, March 24
Admissions Visit Day
(Carter Aud) 9 am
•Track & Field CU Early

Baseball at Geneva
Sunday, March 25
•Student Recital (Chap)
Monday, March 26
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Professional Development
Series (250/252 Gem) 5 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246
Gem) 7:30 pm
•MLK Series: Chiqui
Cartegena (Chap) 7:30 pm
•Softball vs. Ashland 3:30
pm
Tuesday, March 27
•No events scheduled
Wednesday, March 28
•UAB: Crooks Clothing
Fashion Show (Gem
Rotunda) 2 pm
•Softball vs. Mercyhurst 3

pm

« 'Todav
- -

Bird Open 9 am nl
I

i
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®TOYOTA
CALL IT SIART UP MONEY.

TOYOTA'S/^COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $500

TO GET YOU GOING!

There's sure to be a Toyota that's just right for you

And now there's a Toyota College Graduate Finance Program

that's just right, too. Here are sotne of the advantages:

• No Down Payment

• No Payment for 90 days

• Finance up to 72 months

Get $500 Cash Back From Toyota,..

in addition to any other current Toyota customer incentives!

So if you're within 4 months of graduation —
or if you graduated within the past 2 years—
Ask your Toyota dealer for all the details.

www.gettoyota.com
Toyota ( ollegf (iradiuilc Vmamr Program available to qualifird appti-

ciinis thni Toyota Financial Services. Not all applicants will qualify Some
restrictions and limiutions apply Cash back offer subject to geographic

limitations and offer expires h/50/OI . Sec dealer for details.
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H
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Concert preview

"Everything is wonderfiil now" - Everclear in Clarion
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

It's time to swim out past

the breakers, and declare that

everything is wonderful now
- Everclear is coming to

Clarion! One of mainstream

rock's biggest names will be

gracing Clarion LJniversity on

Saturday, April 28, for what

already promises to be an

electrifying evening of

effortless tunes and sing-

along melodies.

Everclear, who formed in

1992 in Portland, Oregon
have made a career out of

making catchy hard rock

that's influenced equally by
both punk and pop.

Originally consisting of

singer Art Alexakis, Craig

Montoya, and Scott Cuthbert,

the trio delivered their debut

release, 1993 's ^orld Of

Noise. This album showed the

band could rock out with the

best of them, showcasing rag-

ing guitars with bludgeoning

drums. It is clearly indebted

to the grunge movement, but

failed to find an audience.

Soon after, Greg Eklund
replaced Scott Cuthbert as

the band's drummer.

The alternative rock boom
of the early and mid 90s

proved to be the big break

Everclear needed, though.

1995's set, Sparkle And Fade
was a hugely successful

effort, with no less than three

smash singles: the dark-horse

"Heroin Girl," the top-ten

smash "Santa Monica," and

the socially conscious

"Heartspark Dollarsign."

Sparkle And Fade showed a

much more pop-oriented

direction, yet still featured

rough edges in both lyrics

and music. It also showed
that Everclear was equally

comfortable with slower tem-

pos and rhythms, as tracks

such as "Strawberry Girl"

proved.

Everclear was pegged as a

one-album wonder by much
of the music industry, which

made the popularity of So

Much For The Afterglow an

even bigger surprise. It

showed them abandoning
their hard roots even more,

which made many fans cry

"sell-out," but the release

was refreshing, particularly

in the face of the rising boy-

band and teenybopper move-
ment (Backstreet Boys,

Britney Spears). Singles

included "Everything For

Everyone," "Father Of
Mine," and "I Will Buy You
A New Life."

So Much For The Afterglow

showed a continued musical

and lyrical maturity, as it

dealt with topics such as

deadbeat fathers (a reoccur-

ing theme in lead singer Art

Alexakis' lyrics), religion,

and social classes.

Last year showed Everclear

releasing two records within

the span of a few months, the

loose concept albums of

Songs From An American
Movie Vol. 1: Learning How
To Smile, and Songs. ..Vol. 2:

Good Time For A Bad
Attitude. Learning How To

Smile was the more pop-ori-

ented approach, featuring the

hit single, "Wonderful" and

"AM Radio," a song that is in

heavy rotation right now.

Good Time For A Bad

Attitude showed Everclear

returning to their harder

roots, which surprisingly did

not garner them the respect pf

many critics, who com-
plained that they were mov-
ing into a slicker sound.

Despite being their weakest

release, their legion of devot-

ed fans remain loyal to the

band.

"We're looking forward to

pulling in another packed
house with Everclear," says

UAB Concert Chair Christie

Geibel. "They're a band that

has a lot of across-the-board

appeal, so there's something

for everyone."

Everclear, who will appear

with an as-yet unnamed open-

ing band, are the last in this

year's concert series, which

also featured sold-out shows
from Pittsburgh rockers The
Clarks and country artist

Toby Keith.

So come on out on April 28

to enjoy one of America's

biggest names in rock. The
doors will open at 6:30 pm
and the show starts at 7:30

pm. Tickets will be on sale

Monday, March 26; students

can get tickets for $10 with a

valid ID, and non-student

tickets are $20.

Clarion University Introduces
This »«m«star students vAW b« able to point and click th«ir way through registration and a varlaty of
other university services through the convenience ofWeb for Students. URL «tudent.elarion.edu

Check it out seven days a week 8 a.m. to 1 1 p.m!

Beginning March 26 «lud«nls wilt be abl« to:

• Check availability of classes

• Check registration status

• Access degree audit

• View the university catalog

• Check gndas/transcripts

• Check curienl financial aid

• Venfy iKMress information

• Charge PIN

• Check for holds

Beginning April 9, tludento wfH be able to:

• Schedule dasses online using the web
• Print class sclwdi^

• Procee* conditfonal Drop/Adds

• EiMer specific credHs for variable credit courses

Sunwner 2001, studwits will be able to:

• Check account balanca'pay fees online with credit card

Fall 2001, prospective ctudento will be able to:

• Apply (or admission to Clarion University using the web
• Request informatwn on Clarion University

Career Services is

holding a Resume clinic and
a Wioch Interview program.

Both are designed to prepare

students for real-world

situations. Appointments
need to foe made for both,

and the clinics last abo^ it a

half hour.

The clinics are being held in

1 14 Egbert HalL at the Office

of Career Services.

WM^you have any questions,

call 393-2323.
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Today
•Scc(.iiid Scries Piuduciiop, (CMiap) 8 [iin

•Senior Pictiites taken

today ( 248 Cieiii)

Friday, March 23
•Second Series Production

(Chap) 8 pm
•Senit>r Pictures taken

today (248 Gem)
•Admissions Visit Day (250

Gem) am
•Class Withdrawals end 4

pm
•Track & Field CU Early

Bird Multi Event 3:30 pm
•MSS Woman of the Year

Reception (TBA)
•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, March 24
•Admissions Visit Day
(Carter Aud) 9 am
•Track & Field CU Early

liird ()|MMi ') am
•Baseltall at Genexa
Sunday, March 25
•Student Recital (Chap)

Monday, March 26
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Professional Development
Series (250/252 Gem) 5 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246

Gem) 7:30 pm
•MLK Series: Chiqui

Cartegena (Chap) 7:30 pm
•Softball vs. Ashland 3:30

pm
Tuesday, March 27
•No events scheduled

Wednesday, March 28
•UAB: Crooks Clothing

Fashion Show (Gem
Rotunda) 2 pm
•Softball vs. Mercyhurst 3

pm
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MONEY,
TOYOTA'SaCOLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $300

TO GET YOU GOING!

There's sure to be a Toyota that's just right for you

An(d now ihercs a Tc:)yoia College Graduaie Finance Program

that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages:

So Payment for 90 days

rinancc up to 12 months

Get $500 Cash Bach From loyoia.,.

Corolla

C amrv

Jiflon to any other cimcni To\oia customer men

, I

I \ou re wiihm -t moiith.-^ of graduation

or il \'0u graduated within the past 2 years

.\sk vour Toxola dealer for all the details.

WWw.get toyota.com

l.nola C olh'gf (iradualc i inantf Program .^vailablr lo qualilieti .ipph-

CHnlslhniTovota finantiai -it^ui- Noi all applicants \v!liquali!y Some

it^iriuions fln.l uiniliilKins appl;. (.ash baik oilci subject lo geographic

lim!ifli!i)ns ,ii)d isffct expirfs tv' W/'OI. Sve UchIi-i for d<-UiK
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Concert preview

"Everything is wonderful now" - Everclear in Clarion
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Kditor

It's time to swim out past

the breakers, and declare that

everything is wonderful n(nv

- Everclear is coming to

Clarion! One of mainstream

rock's biggest names will be

gracing Clarion University on

Saturday, April 28, for what

already promises to be an

electrifying evening of

citortless tunes and sirui-

along melodies.

F'verclear, who formed in

1992 in Portland, Oregon

have made a career out of

making catchy hard riick

that's influenced equally by

both punk and pop.

Originally consisting of

singer Art Alexakis, Craig

Montoya, and Scott Culhbert,

the trio delivered their debut

release, 1993's World Of

.y

5 f^.

Soi.sc. i'hi.s alburn sluiwed the

band could rock out with the

best of them, showcasing rag-

ing guitars with bludgeoning

drums. It is clearly indebted

to the grunge movement, but

failed to find an audience.

Soon after, Greg Ekiund

replaced Scott Cuthbert as

the band's druminer.

The alternative rock boom

of the early and mid 90s

proved to be the big break

Everclear needed, though.

I995's set. Sparkle And Fade

was a hugely successful

effort, with no less than three

smash singles: the dark-horse

"Heroin Girl," the top-ten

smash "Santa Monica," and

the socially conscious

"Heartspark Dollarsign."

Sparkle And Fade showed a

much more pop-oriented

direction, yet still featured

rough edges in both lyrics

and music. It also showed

that Everclear was equally

comfortable with slower tem-

pos and rhythms, as tracks

such as "Strawberry Girl"

proved.

Everclear was pegged as a

one-album wonder by much

of the music industry, which

made the popularity of So

Much For The Afterglow an

Clarion University Introduces
This semester students vyrill bo able to point and clici< ttieir way through registration and a variety of

other university services through the convenience of Web lor Students. URL «tudent.clarion.edu

Webfor
Students

Check fT out seven days a week 8 a.m. to 11 p.m!

Bvctinning IVUrch 26 aludenls will be abia to:

• Ch«ck avai'abilitv of classes

. Chet* tegis'.iation status

• Access degr»« audit

• Vi»w the university (.alalixj

• Check gradssi'ttanscripls

• Check current financial aid

• Venfy acWress mtormation

• Cha^^ge PIN

• Check for holds

Beginning April 9, student* will be able to:

• Schedule classes online using the web

• Print class schedule

• Process conditional Drop/Adds

• Enter specific ctedits for variable credit courses

Summer 2001 , students wiii be able to:

• Check account balar>ca''pay tees online with credit card

Fall 2001, prospective students will be able to:

• Apply for admission to Claiioo Universitv using the web

• Request intoiination on Clanon University

""Portant Note I..U.

^^^^'^
~

even biggci suriu It

^liowcd them abandoning

iheir haid roots even mire,

which made many fans cry

"sell-out," but the release

was refreshing, particularly

in the face of the rising boy-

band and teenybopper move

ment (Backstreet Boys,

Britney Spears). Singles

included "Everything For

Everyone," "Father Of

Mine," and "I Will Buy You

A New Life."

So Much For The Afterglow

showed a continued musical

and lyrical maturity, as it

dealt with topics such as

deadbeat fathers (a reoccur-

ing theme in lead singer Art

Alexakis' lyrics), religion,

and social classes.

Last year showed Everclear

releasing two records within

the span of a few months, the

loose concept albums of

Songs From An American

Movie Vol. I: Learning How
To Smile, and Songs.. .Vol. 2:

Good Time For A Bad

Attitude. Learning How To

Smile was the more pop-ori-

ented approach, featuring the

hit single, "Wonderful" and

"AM Radio," a song that is in

heavy rotation right now.

Good Time For A Bad

Atiitudc shou ca _ ;
-

returning to their harder

roots, which surprisingly dijd

not garner them the respect of

many critics, who com-

plained that they were mov-

ing into a slicker sound.

Despite being their weakest

release, their legion of devot-

ed fans remain loyal to the

band.

"We're looking forward to

pulling in another packed

house with Everclear," says

UAB Concert Chair Christie

Geibel. "They're a band that

has a lot of across-the-board

appeal, so there's something

for everyone."

Everclear, who will appear

with an as-yet unnamed open-

ing band, are the last in this

year's concert series, which

also featured sold-out shows

from Pittsburgh rockers The

Clarks and country artist

Toby Keith.

So come on out on April 28

to enjoy one of America's

biggest names in rock. The

doors will open at 6:30 pm
and the show starts at 7:30

pm. Tickets will be on sale

Monday, March 26; students

can get tickets for $10 with a

valid ID, and non-student

tickets are $20.

Career Services is

holding a Resume clinic and

a Mock Interview program.

Both are designed to prepare

students for real-world

situations. Appointments

need to be made for ^ h,

and the cl a

half hour.

The clinics ar^ being ht lii

1 1 4 Egbert HalL at the Office

of Career Services.

If you have any questions,

call 393-2323.
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breathes life into trip-hop
by Keith Gwillini

Clarion Call Lj/«stJ'Jes Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM:
Hooverphonic, The

Magnificent Tree.

FOR FANS OF: Lush,

orchestral synthesized pop.

FOR FURTHER LISTEN-

ING: Olive's Extra Virgin,

Bjork's Homogenic, Dubstar's

Goodbye.

Trip-hop is dead.

Irretrievably moribund, at the

very least. What looked to be

the future of hip-hop/r&b in

the early 90s has now sadly

fizzled out, with staunch prac-

titioners either abandoning the

genre, or cranking out pale

imitations of former glories.

Let's run down the all-star

roster. Massive Attack deliv-

ered what was possibly trip-

hop's last great moment with

1998's Mezzanine, which

pointed the way to a more gui-

tar-based sound, and we won't

see another album by them for

at least another year.

Morcheeba has now gone fully

pop, as has Olive, with aver-

age and truly awful releases,

respectively. Tricky is badly

in need of direction, and

Portishead is. ..wait - where

the hell IS Portishead? Where

"Unfinished Sympathy" once

ruled the airwaves. Dido now

reigns (a great artist, but she's

NOT trip-hop).

So, fans of the laid-back,

fusion-heavy and often omi-

nous genre don't have much to

celebrate. That makes the fact

that Hooverphonic, a group

that almost went completely

pop on 1998's Blue Wonder

Power Milk, have made a

return to the fold with their

new release. The Magnificent

Tree.

Well, sort of. Hooverphonic

was never a trip-hop obses-

Dbquesot UNTvinsiTYi

Courses, Workshops, Seminars,

Study Abroad

Transferable Credits

Accelerated Sessions

Start Dates: May through July

Register by fax, phone, mail or

in person

Call 1.800.283.3853 for our

complete Summer lOOt

Information/Application

Package

.DUQUESNE

PmsBUKGH, PA 15282

www.duq.edu

e-mail: suininer@duq.edu

sive's favorite group to name-

check, as they've always

embraced lighter sounds more

frequently than their contem-

poraries. While The

Magnificent Tree doesn't float

around in a smokey, Isaac

Hayes-ambiance, it does sport

lacadasiac beats alongside

plenty of high-end electronica

touches. Fans of Blue

Wonder... shouldn't fret,

though - The Magnificent Tree

has plenty of sweeping bal-

lads, which actually make up

the bulk of the album (in fact,

"Mad About You" is probably

their finest effort in that vein

to date).

The only stumbling block

Hooverphonic get tripped up

on is that like its predecessor,

The Magnificent Tree relies

more on concrete songs than

wafty, sparse and airy jams. A
number of songs on this

release miss their mark,

including the opener,

"Autoharp," which can't

decide whether it wants to be

a mood-setter or sing-along.

"Out Of Sight" is a passable

song, but retreads the same

ground Blue Wonder... did, a

disappointment considering

the adventurous nature of the

group. And speaking of going

over familiar ground, the track

"Renaissance Affair" makes

its second appearance on a

Hooverphonic full-length,

presumably to only cash in on

its inclusion in a VW Beetle

commercial. At least we know

ad reps have good taste in

music.

Disregard the few rotten

apples, and you've still got a

bushel overflowing with tasty,

luscious and lush music. The

Magnificent Tree can be so

evocative as to conjure up its

own world at times, a land

seen through a hazy blue fil-

ter, filled with lead singer

Geike Arneart's stream-of-

consciousness lyrics and

woozy soundscapes.

Arnaart's lyrics won't win

her any literary prizes soon,

but she manages to keep an air

of whimsy over the album.

Whether this is the product of

a conscious effort to do so, or

just an incomplete mastery of

the English language is up for

debate (they're Belgian).

Tracks like "Waves" and

"Jacky Cane" are fairy tales

for a rave's chill-out room,

filled with childlike wonder

and playful mysticism.

Arnaert's vocal grows frosted

ice crystals on your speakers,

while Alex Callier's bass

attempts to melt them at the

same time. Dreamy program-

ming sprinkles your mind's

eye with a sky filled with stars

in the heavens, an illusion

only furthered by lines like

"Stars will guide us through

this exotic white."

"Frosted Flake Wood" ups

the ante on Hooverphonic's

fairy world, perhaps to excess.

Aside from being an interest-

ing curiosity, the only thing

this song proves is that

Hooverphonic must eat a lot

of mushrooms, and I'm not

talking about portabellos,

either. Still, you have to

admire a group that has the

courage to sing about a talk-

ing fungus.

The Magnificent Tree's best

moments come in the form of

opulent ballads that wallow in

over-production that actually

works. "Mad About You," the

best of the lot, contains not

only one of the group's most

memorable melodies, but an

emotional directness that's

been previously wanting.

Instead of singing about dol-

phins or pink dinosaurs,

Arnaert belts out "Give me all

your true hate and I'll trans-

late it in our bed." "Vinegar

& Salt" also shows this new-

found grasp of personal lyrics.

A resplendent string section

provides Arnaert with wings

as she floats above you,

informing a lover that "You

are the oil that dissolves my
frustrations/limitations/but

sometimes I don't dare ask

why."

It may sound like all these

conflicting styles would make

for a messy and jarring listen,

but that couldn't be further

from the truth. The basic

tenets of their music (and of

trip-hop in general) haven't

changed. Slow-to-simmer

beats, frugal use of guitars,

and narcotized vocals are still

the norm. The Magnificent

Tree has roots that go back a

long way, and Hooverphonic

isn't about to cease tending to

them just because it's no

longer fashionable.

It isn't quite the head trip it

sets out to be, and is rarely

extraordinary, but The

Magnificent Tree manages to

impress consistently. Slap on

some headphones (which is

where Hooverphonic really

takes life) on a blustery winter

night and lose yourself in

their calming tones. 3 1/2 out

of 5 stars.

Next week's

review:

Queens Of

The Stone

Age - Rated R
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Movie review

Segal returns with Exit Wounds
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I am not the biggest Steven Segal

fan in the world. I should make

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Rapper DMX makes his first

film appearence since

"Romeo Must Die" with "Exit

Wounds.

"

that clear right now. In fact, I have

never liked any of his movies.

That is why I was so surprised that

his new flick, Exit V^ounds, was so

entertaining. However, after a lot

of thought I realized that it was the

director and the cast that made this

movie so good, not Segal. DMX,
Jill Hennessy {qHmm; knd Order),

and Tom Arnold bring this film to

life.

Exit Wounds stars Segal as a

tough Detroit cop, who is sudden-

ly demoted to an inner-city

precinct, where violent crime is

plentiful. To make matters worse,

he uncovers a very far-fetched

scenario of police corruption in his

own precinct. However, with the

help of rapper DMX (who plays a

gang member), the problem will

soon be solved in a very entertain-

ing, and violent way.

Now, I know you are probably

thinking that this sounds like your

regular fighting action flick,

which it is. However, DMX's
philosophical gangster character is

played very well, and Tom
Arnold's turn as a drunken alco-

holic talk show host is hysterical

(yes - Arnold is actually funny in

this movie).

Although the performances are

good, and the fight scenes are

good, most of the credit for this

movie should go to director

Andrzej Bartkowiak for using

wonderful locations, and brilliant

camera shots to bring this picture

to life.

Exit V^ounds is not for everyone.

The storyline is thin, and it is

packed full of violence. But, if

you are like me, and enjoy a blend

of comedy and action then you

may get a kick out oiExit Wounds.

And if you happen to be a Steven

Segal fan then you should enjoy

seeing him at the top of his game.

The WHO Files

profiles Poe's debut
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Girls like to show that they can

do everything a boy can. That's

pretty much a gospel rule. So,

when life dialed up a need for a

new kind of girl singer, Mr. and

Mrs. decided to give us this week's

WHO.
Although silent in the last few

years, she has in fact put out a

sequel of sorts to the album

reviewed below to mixed reac-

tions, varying from "tripe" to

"well, not really that bad," to "eh."

But let's forget the second-CD

curse and get to it:

ARTIST: Poe

ALBUM: ...hello (1995 Adantic)

THINK: schizo chick with a stand-

up bass and a siren's voice

LYRICS: "I dreamt tomorrow had

a prettier face" ("That Day")

really a lot to go on. I was lucky

enough to see her live about three

months later as an opening act (a

travesty, as I was to find out) for

rockers Sponge. I was glued to my
spot on the floor. Wow.

Poe's sound is a mixture of pop

grooves and samples laid over a

truly eclectic mix of real-live

instruments (drums, guitar and

string bass usually). The lyrics are

Poe's own shot at being Jewel

—

dark, sappy, chick poetry all about

her mom messing her up later in

life and men doing pretty much the

same. Case in point: "That Day,"

quoted above. While Poe has the

tendency to go off on Gavin

Rossdale tangents (ie meaningless-

to-the-rest-of-us word strings), the

words are all fun to learn, even the

songs that are really really deep.

These seemingly bad things

aside (and I certainly didn't say

SUMMER 2001
DISTANCE EDUCATION

T^^^TW-IA'AW.'.'

7 a /V E 1
Summer Session 1: June 4-July 6, 2001

Summer Session 2: July 9-August 9, 2001

School ofContinuing Education

01 1 -CAMPUS STUDIKS
DISTANCE EDUCATION

/'

^h

Undergraduate credit via the NET:
Registration begins March 20, 2001

CRIM 101 Crime and justice System.s

CRiM 281 Introduction to Corrections

FONT H.'J Nutrition and Wellness

FONT ] 45 Intro to Nutrition

FONT 212 Nutririon

CEOS 101 Dynamic Earth

MATH 101 Foundations ol" Mathematics

MATH 2 1

7

Probability and Statistics

PHYS 1 1

1

CJetieral College Pliysics I

PI lYS 1 ] 2 General College Phy-sics II

PHYS 51

1

Secondary School Phvsics Laboratory Practice

PLSClOl World Politics

Pl.SC 1 1

1

American Politics

PLSC 359 Constitutional l^w/Civil Liberties

SAFE 630 Pollution Control

lUP also offers regular iindcrp-aduatc D.AY CLASSES during Summer Sessions

1 and i at the Monrocville Graduate and Professional Center.

CALL 1-800-845-0131 for more information!
http://www.iup.edu/contin/ (Click on DISTANCE EDUCATION.)

IUP is the largest member umi<mily ofthe State System ofHif/ur Edmalion.

3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW^!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 crt-dit-s Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!
3 credits Register NOW!

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

SONG YOU MAY HAVE
HEARD: "Angry Johnny"

FURTHER LISTENING: Dido No
Angel

I first picked up on Poe when
two stoner guys from my sopho-

more chem class came in sleep-

deprived and tattooed with her

autograph on their shirts. Their

only thing to say "Dude, she stage-

dived and I caught one of her

boobs." {note: I did nothing to con-

done similar remarks from being

made at the time and my editor

said I could say "boobs") Not

they were bad) ...hello is a CD
you'll find yourself at the end of

before it seems like it even started.

Destined for worn-out cassette

infamy and a permanent spot in

your five-disc, ...hello fills every

emotional need, much like I said

about the Posies Amazing
Disgrace. Therefore: the

rating.. .better than "good" Limp
Bizkit (thought I forgot, didn't ya '0

and definitely a Chaffee 5 star pick.

CLOSING THOUGHT: I may be

wrong about this, but a Crisco

Statue of Sean Connery is long

ovprHiif*
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Entertainment

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Father children,

once
6 Italian three

9 Survives

14 Battery electrode

15 Resembling: suft.

16 Barrymoie or

Waters

17 Vital point

20 Crude mineral

21 Middle-ear bone
22 Prefix's prefix

23 At this moment
24 Entangle

25 Fly tike an eagle

26 Subcontinent

28 Skyline

component
30 Pierre's head
32 Rudder

connection

35 State gambling

38 Earthy color

40 Goof
41 Coen brother

42 Days Inn, e.g.

43 Paper quantity

45 Present!

46 Sound system

48 Peeled

50 Passed with

flying colors

52 Minolta or Nikon,

eg-
55 Moray
58 Intimidate

59 Worst enemy
60 Black or White

61 Marble-moving

game
64 Actress Taylor

65Sgt.,e.g.

66 Eagle's pad
67 Choice of

conjunctions

68 Was left idle

69 Some time alter

1 2 3 4 5

1
6 / 8

1
9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

M 18 19

20

1
21 22

23 24 "n 26 27 |^H2a 29 ~^H
30 31 r 33 34

1
3b 36 37

38 39

1
40 41

42 43 44 ^H4b

^^H46 "^ 48 49

^^1
50 51 -" 53 54

1
55 56 57

58 59 60

61 62 63

64

1
66

1
66

67 68 69

©20(MTribunaMMitSiCrviM!*,lnc 8/22/01

DOWN
Breakfast meat
January in

Juarez

Civil War movie

NYC summer
iirs.

Abounded

Al righli reservad

6 Skilled machinist

7 Search messily

8 Advantages

9 Poetic fields

10 Off-road

transporfs

letters

11 Camel
12 Aquarium fish

13 Craftier

1

8

Rajahs' wives

19 German region

25 Calm
27 Sea nymph
29 Bullring cheer

30 Cowboy Mix

31 Author of

"Foucault's

Pendulum"

33 Before, to a bard

34 Cannon load

36 Pipe buildup

37 Individual

39 Leprechaun

44 Curie or

Osmond
47 Clinches

Solutions
u 3 1 V 1

1
1 V S

1
d a N V

3 1 d 3 V N 3 3 N 3 d

S U 3 >l 3 H 3 s 3 N 1 H

V 3 S

1
s 1 S 3 W 3 N M

1 3 3 V d 3 n V a 3 Va 3 H V d! 1 d 1 H 1^1
3 H 3 H in V 3 ti

1
1 3 1 vi

"n V H i 3^

1
d U 3 3 d H

J- 1 1 3 y, 5| 3 1 3 i

Hpl =! oju^Hv 1 a N T^^H
d V [Si H S 3 w N 3

1
M N

3 d d I s n 3 1 1 V w 3 d o
A 1 1 A V d d o d 3 i N 3

1 3 H i 3

1
a 1

1
3 a N V

S 1 S V 1 3 d i 1 3 3 9

^rteKo^tot^ioes

49 Scamp
50 Ghana's capital

51 Leonard or

Myron
53 Grace closings

54 Central city of

Islam

56 Spooky
57 "Star Wars"

weapon
59 -cio-well

62 Modern; pref.

63 New Zealand

parrot

THE

WILLIAM
MORTON

©KCMXCIX

HAS IT BEEN
THAT L0N6?

THE JOCK
60T FAT I

THE CHEERLEADER
GOT PREGNANT I

THE A.V. GEEK

IS A BILLIONAIRE I

THE
VALEDICTORIAN

WORKS AT
A CAR WASH !

..S^^^'

THE STONER
BECAME A COP

THE EASY GIRL

BECAME A NUN I

SKUay? I HEARD
HE ^AS DEAD I

k«efII'K^>wnna>"l . co»i,

www.mortco dzit com #59
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The InterPETS by Todd Schowalter
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"And ftnafly, in our

'Where are They Now' segment..."
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Entertainment
The InterPETS by Todd Schowalter
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Classifieds
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ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go

Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

wrmm D

press.com.
t«4<t**4< >!<«:)< >t<4i**

SPRING BREAK 2001 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com.

1 bedroom apartment in

Clarion. All utilities included.

$425 per month. 226-8561.

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fiilly furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.
**************

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.
**************

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.
**************

House for rent 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.
**************

Nice, quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

**************

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.
**************

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.
**************

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.
**************

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. I and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.

Female roommate needed. Own
room, 3rd Avenue, $1200 per

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.
**************

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m.

help wanted

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment. Employment

from May 30-August 15. Nursing

positions available. (RN's and

LPN's) Call 814-542-2511. bea-

con! @penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp
He ******** **if if*

**************

Available for Fall, Summer,

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

per person, per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person, per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

in town, on campus parking per

mits available. Call 226-5651.
**************

Available Summer 2001: apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer

camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
**************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusiundraiser.com three

hour fiindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com

Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6:00 p.m.
**************

Great summer job! Start at $7.50

an hour. Earn commission and

bonus for painting houses with

Clarion Branch of Tuition

Painters. For more information,

call Andrea at 814-379-3855.

**************

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars- 1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call

1-866-746-4836.

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

**************

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2002 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

Apartment for rent for 5-6 stu-

dents for Fall and Spring semes-

ter. Located on Main Street. Call

226-4871 for details.

**************

Two female roommates needed to

fill 5 bedroom house. Own bed-

room. Available May 15. For

more information call, 226-4028.
**************

Available Fall/Spring '01-'02.

Very nice, fully furnished 3-4 per-

son apartments. 2 blocks from

campus. Cheaper than dorm rates.

764-3690.
**************

Available for summer. Very nice,

fully furnished apartments. 2

blocks from campus. Very reason-

able rates. 764-3690.
**************

SUMMER RENTALS: Three

bedroom houses next to campus

for up to four people. Only $800

total for entire summer. Only

good housekeepers need apply.

Gray and Co. 877-562-1020.

www.grayandcompany.net.
**************

Roommates Needed: Fall/Spring

2001-02. Two female roommates

needed. Nice, furnished apart-

ment, one block from campus. If

interested or have any questions,

call 223-9697.
**************

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.
**************

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F

9am-4pm EST.

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

**************

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.
**************

Looking for student to care for 1 1-

year-old female and 7-year-old

male on a part time basis this

coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

greeic ads

Thanks A<I>E for a great time last

weekend. Brothers of III

Turkey; Meatball: happy 21st

birthday! I hope it's a memorable

one! Love, Dena.
**************

<I)IK boys, just a little note to say

hi and wishing you a good week-

end! Love, your sweetheart Dena!

Congratulations to KAP's new

sweetheart, Brianne Ayala. Love,

AST

Congratulations to sister of the

week, Kristen Adams. You're

doing a great job with Greek sing!

Love, AST

St. Patrick's Day was a blast.

Thanks to everyone that came to

the party. AST
**************

KAP, from all the sisters that went

to your formal, we had a n awe-

some time. We love you guys!

AST
**************

OSK would like to wish Kevin

Yurkovich a great 21st birthday.

Have fun at the bar Meat!
**************

Thanks to Erb for helping make

St. Patrick's Day so much fun.

<DSK

-^.
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Sports
"Hall of Fame" Committee inducts six new members
Courtesy of Sports Information

The Clarion University "Sports

Hall of Fame" Committee

announced today that six new

members will be inducted as the

thirteenth "Hall of Fame" Class in

2001.

Induction ceremonies are sched-

uled for Friday, May 4 at Chandler

Dining Hall beginning at 7p.m. A
social is set for 5:30p.m. at Moore

Hall (former President's resi-

dence) on campus. Ticket orders

are being handled by Associate

A.D. Tracy Cumming, Room 1 1

1

Tippin Gymnasium. Tickets are

$25 per person and are available

by contacting Associate A.D.

Tracy Cumming at 814-393-

1989. Checks should be made

payable to Clarion "Sports Hall of

Fame".

The new inductees include five

former athletes and a former

coach. In alphabetical order they

are: David G. Caslow (wrestling),

Leatha (Dudeck) Baker (basket-

ball), James T. Hersh (swim-

ming), Thomas J. Komenda (foot-

ball), Gordon G. Sills (baseball)

and Robert E. Leonard (Head

Athletic Trainer).

"I'd like to congratulate the new

inductees on their selection to the

Hall of Fame," said Clarion

Athletic Director Bob Carlson.

"They have made a very signifi-

cant contribution to Clarion

Athletics and we look forward to

their return on May 4. We invite

everyone to come out and help us

welcome them into the presti-

gious Hall of Fame. I'd also like to

thank the Hall of Fame

Committee on doing another out-

standing job in the selection

process."

David G. Caslow will be hon-

ored for wrestling. He is a 1968

Clarion University graduate and

Secondary Ed. Social Studies

major.

Dave Caslow was a true pioneer

of the Clarion Wrestling program

that was re-started in the 1959-60

season under coach Frank

Lignelli. He was an outstanding

wrestler for the first four seasons

(1960-63) and continues to con-

tribute to his alma mater today. A
four year starter and letterwinner

at Clarion, Dave posted a career

record of 42-5-2 with only one

career dual meet loss. He was

Clarion's first All-America

wrestler when he placed 4th at

the NAIA Nationals at 123-

pounds in 1963. 'He was team

captain in 1962 and 63.

Dave also was the PSAC runner-

up at 130-pounds in 1963 and won

the Western Pennsylvania State

College Tournament

Championship in 1960, '61 and

'62. He helped the Eagles to an

11-1 dual record his senior year

and a 7-2 mark as a junior. The

head wrestling coach at

Philipsburg Osceola since 1971

(30 years), Dave has posted a

dual meet record of 344-123-4.

With three years at Warrior Run

as head coach, his career record is

371-139-4. His wrestlers have

won 34 district and 21 individual

regional titles, along with 80

PIAA Qualifiers and 23 placewin-

ners. Inducted into the

Pennsylvania Wrestling Coaches

Association "Hall of Fame" in

1997, he was named District 6

AAA "Coach of the Year" four

times among many other awards.

Caslow has also made a strong

contribution to his alma mater by

working the Clarion Summer

Wrestling Camps for over 30

years. He started helping coach

Bob Bubb in 1970 and continues

to work them today.

A native of Mount Pleasant and

a 1959 graduate of Hempfield

High in 1959, Dave and wife

Grace have six children including

Troy, Jill, Matt, Alice, Sara and

Merry.

Leatha (Dudeck) Baker will be

recognized for womens basket-

ball. She is a 1993 Clarion

University graduate with a

Bachelor of Science in nursing.

Leatha Dudeck, a great all-around

basketball player at the forward

spot, led the Clarion Womens

Basketball team to three straight

PSAC-West titles, two PSAC
championships and three NCAA
Division II Tournament appear-

ances, in her three years with the

Golden Eagles (1991-93). Clarion

posted an overall record of 73-18

and an unbelievable PSAC-West

mark of 30-6.

A captain all three seasons, she

led Clarion to a 24-8 record in

1991 including the PSAC and

PSAC-West titles and the NCAA
East Region title before losing.

The 1992 squad was 25-4, 1st in

the PSAC-West and advanced to

the "Sweet 16", while the 1993

Eagles were 24-6, 1st in the PSAC

and PSAC-West and notched

another "Sweet 16" finish.

In her three seasons, Leatha's

ranked #1 in career rebounds with

838, #1 in steals with 256, sixth

in points scored (1,046), fourth in

assists (222), third in blocks (53),

first in free throws made (190)

and fourth in three pointers made

(124). She connected on 366 of

866 career field goals (42.3%),

including sinking 124 of 348

three point shots (35.6%) and

shooting 72.8% from the free

throw line (190 of 261). She was

named a Kodak HM Ail-

American following the 1992

season where she averaged 11.8

points per game, 8.8 rebounds per

game, led the team with 89 steals,

had 77 assists and shot 75.5%

from the foul line. She averaged

12.7 points per game and 10.9

rebounds per game in 1991 along

with 9.9 points per game, 7.8

rebounds per game in 1993.

She was voted to the PSAC-

West second team all three sea-

sons. A Registered Nurse at the

Butler Memorial Hospital, Leatha

is married to Paul Baker and the

www.theclarioncaIl.com<

couple have a son, Nathan.

Currently residing in Renfrew,

Leatha is a Butler native and a

1988 graduate of Butler High.

James T. Hersh will be recog-

nized for his achievements in

swimming. He is a 1989 Clarion

University graduate and psychol-

ogy major. Jim Hersh, a sprint

freestyler, was the first male

swimmer to win an individual

NCAA Division II title at Clarion.

In 1985, as a sophomore, he set a

new Clarion record in the 100

yard freestyle at the NCAA's win-

ning the event with a time of

45.50. He closed the NCAA's that

year, helping the 4(X) free relay

team win the NCAA title with a

time of 3:02.69. He was also part

of a third Clarion record in the

400 medley relay (3:25.19),

which still stands today. A swim-

mer in 1984 and '85, and '87 and

'88, he was a 17-time NCAA
Division II AU-American and an

8-time PSAC Champion. Clarion

won four PSAC team titles and

had high NCAA placings during

his tenure.

The Golden Eagles, under Bill

Miller, placed 3rd in 1984, 5th in

1985. 7th in 1987 and 3rd in

1988. Clarion also compiled a

dual meet record of 32-5 during

those years. Jim and wife Lisa

reside in Allentown, Pa. He is

employed by the City of

Allentown as a "Specialist" fire-

fighter. He is a native of

Allentown and a 1983 graduate of

Allentown High School.

Thomas J. Komenda will be

inducted for his performances in

football. He is a 1971 Clarion

University graduate with a

Bachelor of Science degree in

Business Administration. Tom
Komenda was one of Clarion's top

offensive linemen in its football

rich tradition. A three-year starter

at right tackle (1968-70) and two

year captain (69-70), Komenda

led the way for a strong Golden

Eagle running and passing game

during his three seasons.

The Golden Eagles were PSAC-

West champs in 1969 and lost the

PSAC title game to West Chester,

finishing with an 8-2 record

under Hall of Fame coach Al

Jacks. Clarion was 6-3 in 1968

and 5-3 in 1970, with the offense

averaging over 24 points per

game. He protected Clarion Hall

of Fame quarterback Bob

Erdeljac, and played on the same

line with Hall of Fame center

Roland Sparrow. Komenda was

selected to the PSAC-West,

NAIA District 18, ECAC All-East

and All-State teams in 1969 and

70. He was selected for and

played in the 1970 Dutch Bowl

All-Star game.

Voted Clarion's MVP on offense

as a senior, he's a 1970 PCPA 1st

team All-Selection. An offensive

lineman who graded out with a

high percentage in every game

during his career, his quality and

consistency made him a top line-

man. He was a strong, but quiet

his wife Judy and sons Ryan and

Brad reside in Powell, Ohio. He is

a native of Braddock, Pa. and a

1967 graduate of Braddock High

School.

Gordon G. Sills will be recog-

nized for achievements in base-

ball. He is a 1948 Clarion

University graduate with a degree

in Secondary Education, Social

Studies. An outstanding baseball

player, "Gordie" Sills was a great

pitcher for the Golden Eagles

from 1946 through 1948. He post-

ed nine straight pitching wins

from 1946 - 1947, including seven

straight wins during Clarion's

undefeated season of 1946. Sills

defeated Pitt in the annual

"Homecoming" game that year

and was considered one of the top

collegiate pitchers in the nation

that season. Also considered a

solid hitter who contributed with

his bat, Gordon served as a play-

er/coach of the 1948 team. Sills

See 'Inductions' Page 24
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Ironman/v^oman

competition results.

See page 21.

Check your sports

smarts.

See page 21.

Wrestlers compete at

NCAA's,
.

See page 22.

Yearous makes All-

PSAC Second-team,

See page 24.

Student Recreation

Students place in IronmanAvonian competition
by Mark Watts

Clarion Call Contributing Writer

On Thursday March 15, 14 students

and faculty members competed in

Clarion Barbell's first ever Ironman/

Ironwoman Strength and Endurance

competition. The event was held at the

Student Recreation center and consisted

of Squats or Leg Press, Bench Press,

Pull-ups, Dips, and Curls.

All competitors repped out with a

weight proportionate to their body

weight. There was not much rest

between individual events, which made

the competition grueling and exciting.

It takes a substantial amount of

courage, determination, and confidence

to enter the competition. All of the

competitors deserve a great deal of

respect and admiration for their efforts.

There were four female competitors.

Leah Fennell sealed a victory by com-

pleting 98 dips with half of her body-

weight. Allison Loll benched half of her

bodyweight 44 times and performed 100

curls with one fourth of her bodyweight

to earn second place. Bridget Hammond
leg-pressed her bodyweight 60 times to

chalk up a well-deserved third place

finish. Finally, Marcy Schlueter had an

outstanding effort by completing 155

total reps.

There was a very tight race for the

Ironman as three competitors finished

with over 200 reps. Emil Johnson and

John Kimmel ended up in a tie for first

place with 219 reps.

Highlights of the competition includ-

ed 125 curls by Johnson to even things

up with Kimmel who performed a com-

petition-high of 62 dips. Joel Joyce was

leading the competition early with 29

and 31 reps with the squat and bench-

press respectively and ended up in third

place.

Matt Esmond and Kelly Shaffer had a

very tight race for fourth place with

Esmond edging out Shaffer by eight

reps. The rest of the competitors includ-

ed Adam Zellman, Alan Miller, Brian

Abell, David Coyle, Ryan McGorry, and

Craig Hartle. Many of these lifters com-

peted after completing their required

football team workout. Injuries prevent-

ed Hartle and Zellman from competing

in all of the event.

The Clarion Barbell Club would like

to thank all of the competitors and con-

gratulate each one of them on their out-

standing performances. Event descrip-

tions and full competition results are

available in the Rec. Center weight

room.

Anyone interested in joining

the Clarion Barbell Club

can contact Bill Burns at

226-7865

or

Craig Hartle at

223-4684.

SportsI
Trivia
The answer

to last

week's ques-
tion is Brian

Boucher.
This weelc's

question is:

Who are

l\/lichigan's

old Fabulous

INTRiiMURIIL NEWS
Doug Kncpp - Intniinural, RccreaJion, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

3/22/01

5 on 5 Basketball All-Starts

This year's All-Star Basketball game turned

out to be one of the best ever!

GAME RESULTS:
Ck>ld 34 Blue 25

White 25 Gold 23

Blue 32 White 30

3 Point Shot Contest Chris 01ay
(Chris hit 9 of 15 to qualify for the finals,

then capped 7 of 10 to take home the top

gun award!)

Slam Dunk Contest James King
Three great finalists, but one champion!

Bowling Results
(Final Regular Season)

Team: Record: Handicap:

708 B 4-2 191

CLARION ANGELS 1-5 263

RCX: HEADS 3-3 142

KNIGHTS NEIGH 2-3 271

ROLLING ROCS 2-4 235

TWEEDS 3-3 199

TED BLUNT AFFAIRS 3-3 256

THE SHOCKERS 2-4 227

IRON CITY'S 6-0 42

POOH-CUCKA'S 3-3 154

AKMF 4-2 146

THE FOCKERS 4-2 290

1 2ETA PI 2-2 226

FIVE STRIKERS 1-5 240

CHUBBSV 4-2 143

SPACE HEATERS 4-2 216

BOWLING LEGENDS 6-0

**Bowling Legends are the Regular

Season Champs!

!

Low Ball Tournaroeiit March 28, 2001

.

-EQUIPMENT RENTALS-

BIKES & BLADES READY
FOR ACTION!!

Floor Hockey Finals:

The tournament starts Thursday, March

22. Check the Recreation Center

bulletin board for game times.

WRESTLING
Monday, March 26 9:00piti

(Tippin Gym Wrestling Rm.)
Intramural Wrestling Tournament open

to all students (except varsity wrestlers).

3 on 3 Basketball -Saturday, 3/24

(2 diffcrcni ioumc\s- check Rec Center for details)

PAINTBALL TRIP
Sunday, April 1 at Briar Hill Paintball.

Cost for students is only $10.00 and

includes: field fee, semi-automatic

rental, C02, and 200 rounds of paint.

Transportation and snacks will also be

provided. Meet at Recreation Center

parking lot at 1 1 :00 am. Space is

limited, so reser\e your spot at the

Recreation Center front desk.

($5 deposit required to register)
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Wrestling

NCAA'
Yearous makes All-PSAC: Golden Eagles finish season

Coiirtisy of Sports Information

Clarivin's NCAA Division I

Wrestling team closed its sea-

son with a 42nd place team

finish at the NCAA Division I

National Championships

hosted by the University of

Iowa on March 15-17.

The 7 1st NCAA Division I

Nationals were held at the

Carver - Hawkeye Arena on

the campus of the University

of Iowa. Minnesota won the

team championship scoring

138.5 team points, edging

Iowa who finished with 125.5

in second place and

Oklahoma State who was

third with 115.5 points.

Rounding out top five were

Oklahoma in fourth place

with 93.5 points and Illinois

fifth with 89 points.

Minnesota posted 10 All-

Americans, which was the

first time that had ever been

achieved at the D-1 National

Championships. They are also

the only team ever to win an

NCAA title without posting a

finalist. Clarion meanwhile

scored 4 team points and fin-

ished in 42nd place as a

team.

The Golden Eagles quali-

fied five wrestlers to the

NCAA's this year. Wrestling

at nationals were heavy-

weight John Testa (So.

Newark, De.), Eric Mausser

(So. Sharon) at 197, Frank

Edgar (Fr. Toms River, N.J.)

at 141, Rad Martinez (So.

West Jordan, Utah) at 131

and Dom Surra (Jr. Kersey,

Pa., St. Mary's H.S.) at 149.

Clarion posted a match

record of 4-10 overall in

scoring its 4 points at nation-

als.

Testa, who was seeded

eighth at heavyweight,

opened his NCAA
Tournament with a 12-3

major decision win over

Adrian Thompson (Howard).

In the sectnid round he lost a

tough 3-2 decision to

Oklahoma's Leonce Crump,

then in his first wrestle back

match he lost a 4-2 decision

to Kevin Hoy of Air Force.

John finished a very good

season with an overall record

of 29-6 and first place finish-

es at the PSAC's and EWL's.

Testa now has a two-year

record of 57-17. He was 3-2

at the NCAA's in 2000, so he

now has a nationals mark of

4-4.

Mausser, unseeded at the

NCAA's, posted a 2-2 record

at nationals. In his opening

match he was pinned at 5:49

against #5 seed Owen Elzen

of Minnesota. That match

was a lot closer than the final

score. Mausser actually led

3-0 in the second period and

3-2 at the end of two periods,

but in the third period while

riding Elzen, he was caught

and pinned at 5:49. In his

first wrestle back match he

defeated Lock Haven's Avery

Zerkle 3-2, then continued

with a 7-6 win over Ty

Matthews of Indiana. In his

fourth match he lost a 3-1

decision to #4 seed Rusty

Cook of Boise State.

Mausser finished the year

with a 29-11 overall record

and now has a two-year

Clarion mark of 54-27. In

2001 Mausser was 3rd at

EWL's and 4th at PSAC's. A
two-time NCAA Qualifier

(1999), Eric now has an

NCAA record of 2-4.

Edgar, an unseeded fresh-

man, was 1-2 at the NCAA's

in his first trip. In his open-

ing match Frank was pinned

at 2:48 by Donnie DeFilippis

(#5 seed) of George Mason,

then rebounded for a 5-4 win

over Tom Waldron of Cornell

County Market
Free 2-liter of Pepsi with
purchase of 50 wings.

contact the deli to place

your order.
Clarion County Market Only. Expires 3/29/01

in the wrestle backs. In his

next match he lost 10 deci-

sion to Pat Diaz of James

Madison. For the season

Edgar finished with an over-

all record of 17-18 including

a 4th place finish at EWL's

and at PSAC's.

Martinez, unseeded at 133,

was 0-2 at the NCAA's but

was hampered with an elbow

injury suffered in practice

prior to the tournament. In his

opening bout Rad lost a 9-4

decision to Ben Richards of

Oregon State, then in the

wrestle backs he lost a 4-1

decision to Nick Boucher of

Cleveland State. Martinez, in

his first year with Clarion,

had a quality season posting a

29-10 overall record. He

placed 4th at EWL's, 2nd at

PSAC's and 4th at the Las

Vegas Open.

Surra, unseeded at 149, was

0-2 at nationals but gained

valuable experience. In his

opening match Dom lost 11-5

to #6 seed Eric Schmiesing

(Hofstra), then in the wrestle

backs he was pinned by Jesse

Jantzen (Harvard) at h26.

Surra gained valuable experi-

ence in his first trip to the

NCAA's and finished the sea-

son with a solid 21-15 record.

He placed 4th at EWL's and

PSAC's this season and

pushed his career record at

Clarion to 41-38.

The Pot of Gold awaited the

NCAA Division I wrestlers,

at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

last Saturday, March 17,

where the "Rainbow" ended

and the best collegiate

wrestlers in the nation were

crowned.

The 71st NCAA Division I

Wrestling National

Championships went under-

way on Thursday, March 15th

with round one beginning at

11 am. A second prelim round

BUCK -A-BOX

$1.00 1 piece of

Dark Chicken, Mashed
Potatoes, Bravy and

Buttermilk Bis«Hil

Courtesy of the 2000-01 Media Guide

Golden Eagle head coach, Ken Nellis, lends advice to soph-

more John Testa at the 2000 NCAA Division 1 championships.

started at 6:30pm, followed

by a round of consolations.

Friday had the quarterfinals

starting at 10 a.m., with the

semifinals at 5:30p.m. Friday

night. Saturday featured the

All-America place matches

starting at 8a.m., with the

championship finals at 1p.m.

Saturday's early times were a

result of ESPN2's coverage of

the event. The championship

finals were aired Saturday at

6p.m., which is the first time

the finals have been aired

with "same day" coverage.

Iowa won the team title last

year with 116.0 points, edg-

ing Iowa State with 109.5

points. Rounding out the top

five last year were third place

Minnesota with 80 points,

fourth place Oklahoma with

69.5 and fifth place

Oklahoma State with 66.5.

Clarion finished 26th with 15

points.

Minnesota was the 2001

pre-tourney favorite having

won the dual meet champi-

onship in January with a 20-

12 win over Oklahoma State

in the finals, while Iowa took

third with a 26-21 win over

Iowa State.

The final NWCA team rank-

ings showed Minnesota on

top, Oklahoma State second,

Michigan third, Iowa fourth,

Iowa State fifth, Oklahoma

sixth, Illinois seventh and

Ohio State was 8th.

Minnesota won the Big 10

title this year with Illinois a

close second and Iowa third,

Michigan and Ohio State

were close enough to make

noise.

Oklahoma State won the Big

12, with Oklahoma second.

The host Hawkeyes have won

six straight NCAA titles and

20 NCAA crowns since 1975,

including the last three under

current head coach Jim

Zelesky. Iowa certainly

enjoys a "Home Court"

advantage. The last team to

dethrone the Hawkeyes was

Oklahoma State in 1994

under current head coach

John Smith. Former Iowa

coach Dan Gable won 15

titles between 1978-1997.

The 1999 team title at Penn

State went down to the final

match when Minnesota

heavyweight Brock Lesnar

lost a 3-2 decision to Cal-

Bakersfield's Stephan Neal

and Iowa edged Minnesota

100.5 - 98.5.

Posting ten NCAA
Qualifiers this year were

Minnesota, Oklahoma State

and Ohio State, while Iowa

State and Oklahoma have

nine and Iowa and Michigan

with eight.

Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion University senior cap-

tain Melissa Yearous was recent-

ly named to the PSAC-West All-

Conference Second Team.

Yearous led the Golden Eagles

in scoring (10.6 ppg) and was

third on the team in rebounding

(5.5 rpg) this season, while

adding a team-high 41 steals. She

was third on the squad with 53

assists, and her 80.7% mark from

the free-throw line (67-83) was

the second best single-season

mark in school history.

Finishing her career with 1,003

points and 524 rebounds,

Yearous became just the eighth

player in school history to score

1,000 points and grab 500

rebounds in a career. She also

finished fifth in school history

with 191 steals and had the sec-

ond-best career free-throw per-

centage in school history at

77.6% (256-330). During her

junior season she set a school and

PSAC record by hitting 45

straight free throws.

"Melissa was the heart and soul

of our team for four years,"

Clarion's 12th-year head coach

Margaret "die" Parsons said.

"She always worked hard and did

more than she was ever asked to

do. She was a very coachable

young lady."

Yearous' play helped Clarion, a

team that featured three sopho-

mores in starting roles and six

other freshmen or sophomores in

key reserve positions* improve

on its overall record and PSAC-

West record from a year ago. The

Golden Eagles finished a decep-

tive 10-16 overall and 3-9 in the

PSAC-West against one of the

toughest schedules in the county.

Clarion played a total five games

against four NCAA Division II

East Regional Tournament

teams, including two against

"Elite Eight" participant

Shippensburg and made a trip to

the North Dakota St. Tournament

Thanksgiving weekend.

In addition to the tough sched-

ule, three of Clarion's losses

came by 10 points or less mean-

ing that if a bounce or two had

gone the Golden Eagles way in

any of those games, Clarion

would have been able to finish

the season at 13-13.

"We took a step in the right

direction this season," Parsons

said. "We did some good things

against probably one of the

toughest schedules in Division II.

We have some really good stu-

dent-athletes who are hungry.

They are only going to get bet-

ter."

Clarion got the season off on

the right foot defeating Kendall

College 88-48 in the opening

game of the Clarion Classic

thanks to 24 points and 13

rebounds from Yearous.

The Golden Eagles, though,

lost their next three games

including a tough 60-51 decision

to Pitt-Johnstown, who ended the

season as the No. 3 team in the

East Region, in the championship

game of the Clarion Classic.

In the second game of the

Valley Imports Classic at North

Dakota St. on Thanksgiving

weekend Clarion came together

as a team, snapping the three-

game slide with a 76-58 win over

Queens College (N.Y.) thanks to

22 points and 10 rebounds from

Yearous.

The win against Queens started

a stretch that saw Clarion win

five of seven games to improve

its record to 6-5 wins came

against Queens, Mansfield (66-

59), Wheeling Jesuit (82-70),

Cheyney (72-53) and previously

unbeaten West Chester (112-108

in double overtime).

"We won some big games in

that stretch," Parsons said. "We

were really playing well as a

team."

Sophomore guard Tameka

Washington was the driving force

during the seven-game stretch

averaging 14.4 ppg & 4.7 rpg,

while fellow sophomore Allison

Stodart averaged 14.1 ppg & 3.9

rpg. Junior forward Christina

Lantz added 13.9 ppg & 8.1 rpg,

and sophomore center Courtney

Willman averaged 9.3 ppg & 9.1

rpg during the stretch.

For the first four games of the

seven-game stretch, when the

Golden Eagles went 3-1, Yearous

averaged 14.8 points per game &
6.2 rebounds per game. Clarion

suffered a setback in late

December when Yearous, the

captain and emotional leader of

the team, underwent hand

surgery that forced her to miss

three games completely and lim-

ited her action in five others.

In the first three games without

their captain. Clarion was able to

go 2-1, including the thrilling

112-108 double overtime win

against West Chester, a team that

was 10-0 at the time and would

go on to finish No. 2 in the East

Region. In the win, Lantz scored

a career-high 34 points, while

Willman pulled in 15 rebounds.

In addition to playing without

Yearous, the Golden Eagles were

also without 6-4 sophomore cen-

ter Erin Stinnette and freshman

guard Aaliyah Muhammad for

much of the streak.

"We were heading in the right

direction," Parsons said. "But the

injuries hurt us. Melissa was

never able to get back to being

100 percent after she was hurt,

and that hurt us. We were never

able to bounce back totally."

The Golden Eagles got their

first PSAC-West win Jan. 24 at

Lock Haven, as Lantz led the

way with 19 points and ten

rebounds. The game also marked

the return of Yearous to the start-

ing line-up, and she provided a

boast for the Eagles, scoring 12

points, hauling in five rebounds

and dishing out five assists.

Following the Lock Haven

game Clarion lost four in a row,

including a heartbreaking 68-67

overtime loss at California and a

tough 78-71 loss at Edinboro.

After the two close losses, how-

ever, things started to turn around

for the Golden Eagles, as Clarion

won two of its next three PSAC-

West games.

On Feb. 10, Clarion topped

Lock Haven 62-57 at home

behind Tiffany Taylor's 17 points

and Courtney Willman's nine

rebounds.

A week later, the Golden Eagles

knocked lUP, the preseason co-

favorite to win the PSAC-West,

out of the playoffs with a

thrilling 70-67 win at lUP thanks

to 24 points from Taylor and 12

rebounds from Willman.

"That was a big win for us,"

Parsons said. "It gives us some-

thing to build on for next yean"

Clarion finished its season with

a tough 82-61 loss to NCAA
Division I Binghamton, but the

game featured its own special

moment as Yearous became just

the 10th player in school history

to go over 1,000 points in a

career. "I was thrilled to see

Melissa get to 1,000 points,"

Parsons said. "I wasn't really

thinking about it, but then some-

one said she was only seven

points shy of 1,000 so 1 said let's

leave her in the game and see if

she can get it."

In addition to Yearous, Clarion

will lose one other senior from

this year's club, Judy

Zimmerman. Zimmerman, a two-

year player, was a defensive spe-

cialist for the Golden Eagles. She

averaged 2.5 ppg this season and

also had 13 steals.

"Judy is a hard worker who has

a great work ethic," Parsons said.

"She was a key defensive spe-

cialist for us and personified the

student-athlete with her hard

work both in the classroom and

in the gym."

While the Golden Eagles will

miss Yearous and Zimmerman

next year. Clarion should have

four quality starters back for

2001-2002.

Geneva College
Graduate Programs
Master of Business Administration

Master of Arts in Counseling

Master of Education in Special Education

Master of Arts in Higher Education

(724) 847-6697

masters@geneva.edu

www.geneva.edu

^
Geneva College

3200 College Avenue

Beaver Falls, PA 15010
>^i*^^

Sports Briefs

Track and Field

CU Early Bird Multi

Event and Invitational

March 23 and 24.

Baseball

Away game against

Mercyhurst

March 21.

SoftbaU

Home game against

Ahland

March 26.
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Swimming and diving teams pk^^
by Bethany Bankovich

^^^
Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle mens and

womens swimming and diving

teams gave it their all at the

NCAA Division II championships

March 14-17 at the C.T. Branin

Natatorium in Canton, Ohio. A
total of twenty athletes from both

teams qualified to compete in var-

ious events throughout the meet.

With a combined effort from all

of the participants, the swimmers

and divers managed to put

Clarion on the map with the wom-

ens team placing sixth and the

mens team coming in eleventh.

All of the participating Clarion

athletes earned NCAA division II

All-American honors for placing

in the top 16 in their events. First

through eighth place finishes earn

All-American honors while ninth

through sixteenth earn All-

American honorable mention.

Diving coach, Dave Hrovat

was named the NCAA division II

womens "Diving Coach of the

Year." Hrovat has earned this

honor nine times during his

coaching career at Clarion.

Senior Stephanie Sutton gave

excellent performances and

earned two more NCAA division

II diving titles on both the one and

three-meter boards. She was also

named "Diver of the Year" for her

performances. Sutton ended her

diving career as an eight-tipie All-

American.

Junior Amanda Earnest trailed

Sutton and came in at a close sec-

ond in the womens diving.

Earnest brought home two second

place finishes in both one and

three-meter boards. Earnest's fin-

ishes dramatically aided in

Clarion's overall placing at the

competition.

"The competition was very

intense throughout the meet.

There were many times when

several divers were only a half of

a point ahead of one another,"

said Earnest.

Senior Chrissy Young also con-

tributed to the Golden Eagles

overall meet standing. Young

placed sixth on the three-meter

and ninth on the one-meter board.

Finishing up the womens diving

was sophomore Jessica Waldman.

Waldman made her first NCAA
appearance and placed twelfth on

the three-meter and thirteenth on

the one-meter.

Leading the way for the wom-
ens swimming team was senior

tri-captain Shannon Cattoni.

Cattoni placed fourth in the 200

free, fifth in the 100 free, and

eleventh in the 500 free for her

individual events. She was part of

the ninth place 200 freestyle

relay, ninth place 400 medley,

tenth place 400 freestyle relay,

and tenth in the 800 freestyle

relay. Cattoni ended her career as

a 23-time All-American.

Senior Megan Tracy, also a

senior captain, was a four-time

All-American. She placed fifth in

the 100 backstroke and twelfth in

the 200 backstroke. She was also

part of the 8th place 200 medley

relay and the 9th place 400 med-

ley relay. Megan finishes her

career as a 16-time All-American.

Missy Baer, a sophomore, was a

two-time All-American. She

placed twelfth in the 1650

freestyle and helped the 200 med-

ley relay to an eighth place finish.

She was a seven-time All-

American in 2000 and now owns

nine-time All-America status.

Bethany Bankovich, a fresh-

man, was a four-time All-

American. She placed sixteenth in

the 200 yard butterfly, along with

three relays swims. She was part

of the ninth place 400 medley,

and tenth place 400 free and 800

free relays.

Megan Trimbur, also a fresh-

man, was a five-time All-

American. She placed fourteenth

in the 50 freestyle with a time of

24.69. She was part of four relays

including the eighth place 200

medley, ninth place 200 free,

tenth place 400 free, and 10th

place 800 free relays.

Katie McNerney, a senior, came

back strong from an automobile

accident in the fall that put her out

for some time. She was a two-

time All-American on the ninth

place 200 free and the tenth place

400 free relays. She finishes her

career as a four-time All-

American.

Caroline Miller, a freshman,

was a two-time All-American in

relays. She was part of the eighth

place 200 medley relay and the

ninth place 400 medley relay.

Andrea Faller, a senior, earned

one A-A award at nationals. She

was part of the ninth place 200

free relay. She finished her career

as a four-time All-American.

Abby Koch, a sophomore,

earned one All-American honor

in an individual event. She placed

thirteenth in the 400 Individual

Medley with a time of 4:37.82. A
five time All-American last year,

she is now a six-time All-

American at Clarion.

Brandi Smithson, a freshman,

earned her All-American honors

in the 800 free relay which fin-

ished tenth.

On the mens side, sophomore

diver Jimmy McGee made his

second trip to the NCAA division

II championships and earned two

All-America placings on the

boards. He placed fifth on three-

meter scoring 396.65 points, and

was fifth on one-meter scoring

376.90 points. Now a four-time

career All-American, McGee
placed eighth on three meter and

tenth on the one meter last year.

Captain Doug Scott led the men

earning six All-America honors.

In individual events, Scott placed

tenth in the 200 yard backstroke

and tenth in the 100 backstroke.

He was also part of four relays

including the fifth place 200 free

relay, ninth place 400 medley

relay, ninth place 400 free relay

and the eleventh place 200 med-

ley relay. A two-year swimmer at

Clarion, he finishes his career as a

twelve-time All-American at

Clarion. He was a six-time All-

American last year.

Bill Wright, a sophomore,

earned six-time All-America sta-

tus by competing in one individ-

ual event and five relays. He
placed sixteenth in the 100

freestyle and was on the fifth

place 200 free relay, the ninth

place 400 medley relay, ninth

place 400 free relay, tenth place

800 free relay, and the eleventh

place 200 medley relay. A three-

time All-American last year, he is

now a nine-time career All-

American at Clarion.

Gary Aughinbaugh, a junior,

was part of four All-America

relay teams. He was on the fifth

place 200 free, the ninth place

400 free, the tenth place 800 free

and the twelfth place 200 medley

relay teams. He is now a six-time

All-American at Clarion.

John Smithson, a senior, earned

four All-America placings. He
was part of the fifth place 200 free

relay, ninth place 400 medley

relay, ninth place 400 free relay

and the tenth place 800 free relay.

John finished as an eight-time

All-American at Clarion.

Ben Chandlee, a sophomore,

topped off a very good year with

three All-American placings. He
was part of the ninth place 400

medley relay, tenth place 800 free

relay, and eleventh place 200

medley relay.

Both swimming and diving

teams have concluded their regu-

lar seasons and will return to the

water in September. Competition

will not begin until late October.
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Extremely active on campus,

he was also part of the Sequelle

staff and a member of Alpha

Gamma Phi fraternity. A native of

Johnsonburg, Pa., Sills was a

1938 graduate of Johnsonburg

High. A WWII veteran with the

U.S. Coast Guard, he played

baseball in California and in

Hawaii, plus played semi-pro and

professional baseball during his

career. He currently resides in

Kenmore, New York with wife

Annabelle. They have four chil-

dren; Bonnie, Jeff, Greg and

Kathy. Gordon retired from

General Motors in 1981 after 30

years of service.

Robert E. Leonard will be rec-

ognized for being a Honorary -

Head Athletic Trainer. Robert

"Bob" Leonard, better known as

"Doc" by Clarion University ath-

letes, coaches and friends, was

Clarion's Head Athletic Trainer

for 20 years, from the 1970-71

season through the 1989-90 cam-

paign.

During that time he was the

only trainer for all Clarion's sports

teams, a daunting task. But Bob

always put in whatever time nec-

essary to take care of the univer-

sity's teams and athletes. He was

responsible for preparing all ath-

letes for practices and games, as

well as diagnosis and rehabilita-

tion of all injuries, referrals, etc.

Leonard's work made a strong

contribution to Clarion's rich ath-

letic traditions of the 1970's and

80's.

"There just aren't enough good

things to say about Bob's loyalty,

dedication and service," said for-

mer Clarion A.D. Frank Lignelli.

"He gave unlimited time and

energy as a trainer and teacher and

was highly respected nationally in

his profession," said former

wrestling coach Bob Bubb.

An Assistant Professor in Health

and Physical Education from

1970-96, he retired from teaching

in 1996 and resides in

Shippenville with his wife Ruth.

They have a son, Michael and a

daughter, Kathleen. A Cincinnati,

Ohio native, he is a graduate of

Purcell High. Bob earned his

B.PE. degree at Purdue in 1957

and Masters in 1958, then moved

on to Iowa and earned his

Physical Therapy Certification in

1960. He .was the head trainer at

Union College (Schenectady,

N.Y.) for 10 years (60-70) before

coming to Clarion.

Bush addresses NNA Conference $162,740

awarded to

CUfor

performance

Courtesy of University

Relations

Arthur H. Barlow/ The Clarion Call

Diane Everson, president of the National Newspaper Association, introducing George W. Bush, who detailed his fax plan at

the NNA Conference in Washington D.C.

News

Alleged bank robber commits suicide

by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-CW^^^^^

Former Clarion University stu-

dent Paul Schuenemann was pro-

nounced dead at 4:50 p.m. Friday

evening in an Allegheny County

prison.

According to Allegheny County

Coroner reports, Schuenemann

hanged himself with a bed sheet

in his cell shortly after his

arraignment hearing.

Schuenemann, 19, of

Harrisburg, was being held in

connection with the National City

Bank Robbery on Main Street in

Clarion, Pa on Feb. 13.

Friday morning Federal

Magistrate Frances Caiazza ruled

that no bail be set for

Schuenemann.

In Friday morning's arraign-

ment, U.S. attorney Tina

Oberdorf asked the judge to con-

sider no bail be set, saying that

Schuenemann was a danger to the

community.

Defense attorney Caroline

Roberto asked the judge to give

Schuenemann bail possibilities in

order for psychiatric evaluation

and therapy.

Schuenemann was picked up in

a Cincinnati airport approximate-

ly a week after the National City

robbery. He was said to be in

possession of fake identification

and to be carrying a large sum of

cash, according to authorities.

Schuenemann was picked up by

authorities after several individu-

als spotted him on a MTV dance

show "Direct Effect".

Federal Magistrate Caiazza

cited his air travel as a reason he

was not setting bail.

He also mentioned that it wasn't

www.theclarioncall.com

for him being a "bad person."

Schuenemann was a freshman

at Clarion University.

Those who knew him best

described him as quiet and a lover

of basketball.

He is survived by his mother

Cathy Schuenemann, father

Raymond Schuenemann, and his

older sister Erin.

Authorities are continuing to

investigate the details of his

death.

Forfeedback contact J.P. Kenney

at jpkenney6@liotmaU.com

Clarion University of Pennsylvania

is a state leader in performance based

funding. As a result, the State

System Board of Governors award-

ed Clarion $162,740 in additional

funding. Clarion was third among

the 14 State System members in

receiving incentive payments.

"There is a growing trend nation-

wide, certainly in Pennsylvania, and

certainly at Clarion to pay attention

to how effectively a university is

being operated," explained Dr.

Joseph Grunenwald, provost and

academic vice president at Clarion

University.

The reward was a share of the $2

million in "Performance Result

Funding" (PRF) set aside by the

State System to reward results. The

money was divided competitively

based on the university's perfor-

mance in the three broad areas of stu-

dent advancement, finance, and effi-

ciency and diversity.

"Clarion did a really good job,"

says Grunenwald. "This is a good,

solid performance in some pretty

important areas. Clarion was

competitive based upon the perfor-

mance ofour sister universities. This

reflects that Clarion's processes and

systems were well conceived, effec-

tive and cost efficient."

Gruenenwald said the incentive

money is earmarked for three new

programs: the Center for Teaching

Excellence, the Frederick Douglas

library collection and the Clarion

University Emerginging Scholars

Program
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Take the time - VOQE in

the i:pcxznii]g electiczis

Election time always creates quite a stir. Either people

criticize others for not voting, or people criticize who oth-

ers voted for. It is a never ending battle.

The way we see it, the people who don't vote have no

right to complain about the candidate who won, and criti-

cizing someone for who they voted for is ridiculous. At

least they voted.
^

Just look at the recent presidential election. Who would

have ever thought that it would have come down to just

over 100 votes? This shows the importance of voting.

Take the upcoming Student Senate election for example.

This year there are 43 candidates to choose from. No one

can tell us that out of that number of candidates, there isn't

one that you feel can support your feelings and issues.

If you have even one complaint about something on this

campus and want it changed, then read the platforms of the

candidates, and vote for who you think can change that.

No one has a right to complain about how things are done

if they don't vote.

If one major body on campus holds most, if not all, of

the votes, then that major body basically decides what

happens on this campus. Think about it.

The apathy on this campus is horrible. Last year 562

students voted for the new Student Senate representatives

out of over 6,000. Why is this? Voting takes five minutes

of your time, and in the long run will represent what you

want for Clarion.

Read the platforms in this week's issue and we guaran-

tee that at least one person will have a standpoint on an

issue you are concerned about. If more students knew

what each representative was about, then maybe more

would vote.

So take the time to vote for your favorite ten candidates

and then, and only then, can you complain about what

happens. Maybe, just maybe, if more people vote this

year, our concerns will be voiced and dealt with.

Letters to the editor

Sowa addresses Senate concerns for future
Dear Editor,

I am attempting to write this

letter simply as a student of

Clarion University of PA, not as

President of Student Senate or

even a member of the 2000-2001

Student Senate.

I am well aware of the fact that

people will disagree with this

letter, that they will feel that I

am unjustly using my positions

to express my views.

To these people, I respectfully

request for them to realize that

even though I am the President

of Senate, I am also a student at

our institution. And last time I

checked, I did not give up my
right to express my opinions

when I took my oath of office.

The reason I am writing this

letter is that I am very concerned

with the possible situations fac-

ing our Student Body.

Student Senate's purpose is to

provide a representative, unified,

and responsible student govern-

ment; to promote the welfare of

all students and to ensure the

rights and privileges of all stu-

dents.

In order to do this. Student

Senate must be diverse. It can-

not be dominated by one group

or another.

If a single organization or

group of students gained eleven

seats on Student Senate we
would have a minority deciding

the fate of the majority.

This cannot happen if our

University is to flourish; for

Student Senate to be able to a

representative, unified and

responsible student government,

we must be made up of a diverse

group of students.

I also feel the need to comment

on the creation of the new

Academic Enrichment Party.

Though I feel that getting a

group of students together to run

on a common theme is a great

idea, I need to question this

groups purpose. Simply put,

myself and many others are con-

fused by their platform.

Academics receive only 7/10 of

the allocated budget? What bud-

get? The state budget, the uni-

versity budget, the Student

Association budget?

If they are addressing the CSA
budget, we do not allocate any

funds to academics, though we
do allocate to academic organi-

zations.

Also, I think these organiza-

tions that are receiving seventy

percent of a million dollar bud-

get are getting their fair portion.

Another problem I see with

their platform is the statement,

"We are not for the abolition or

degradation of Athletics. We
would support the University

sharing the burden of Athletics."

They probably should have

done a little more research

before proposing this statement

in their platform.

Last year, the Student

Association allocated $365,000

to athletics for their operating

costs. The university, on the

other hand, spent $965,551 of E
& G money (state) on just the

salaries of athletic coaches,

directors and trainers.

On top of the $965,55 1 the uni-

versity spends on salaries, they

provide and maintain all of the

facilities for athletics out of their

budget.

For example, the university

pays for the electricity and water

used in Tippin for an athletic

event.

The facility improvements,

such as replacing the basketball

court, the addition of the soccer

field, maintaining the football

field, and I could go on and on,

are all paid for by the University.

When you look at the big pic-

ture, the university contributes

quite a bit more than the

$365,000 we provided for athlet-

ics last year.

If you would add up every-

thing the university pays for,

they are probably shelling out 4-

5 times more than us?

Then I ask the Academic

Enrichment Party, how much
more do you want them to pay?

The more the university pays

for athletics, the less money is

available for academic programs

at the university.

In closing, I will state that I am
very concerned at what the make

up of next year's Senate will be.

With the possible retirements the

university is facing by key

administrators and faculty, it is

vital that they student body has a

strong Student Senate to repre-

sent them in the changing times.

Though it is great for any orga-

nization to recruit new members

and ideas, it is vital for an orga-

nization such as Student Senate

to have some experience carry

over.

For the students that have taken

the .time to read this that have no

affiliation on campus, I encour-

age you to get out and vote next

week.

You are the ones that will be

affected if one group or another

gains a majority control on

Student Senate.

Sincerely,

Brian S. Sowa
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Opinion
''One baby don't stop no show''

"Who said that!

having a baby is

the end of your

life?"

Hide Park

Khalia Robinson

"This can't be true! I'm only

fifteen. I mean, we've only had

sex twice- and we were so care-

ful." -Neeya

"Oh my god, how will I tell my
parents? A baby at sixteen? My
mother raised me better than this."

-Kate

"Wait a minute. Could you

repeat that again? Pregnant? No,

not me. I'm getting my degree in

a year. This can't be happening."

-Khalia.

Horrifying scenarios aren't they?

You know the drill. Now you

have to drop out of school and get

on welfare. Your life is over! Or

is it? In the age of the independent

women, nothing is impossible.

Unfortunately, teenage and early

adulthood pregnancies have

become all too commonplace in

today's society. It's no longer

taboo to see a fifteen or a sixteen

year old girl pushing a baby

stroller with her own child in it. In

1992, barely ten years ago, 1 12 out

of every 1,000 babies born in the

United States were bom to young

girls between the ages of 15-19

(Family Planning Perspectives,

1997). Though the rate of teenage

pregnancies seems to have

dropped in the last few years, the

rates are still alarming. Between

1998-99, 1,939,791 babies were

born to young mothers between

the ages of 10 and 19 (National

Center for Health Statistics, 1998-

99). At 10, girls shouldn't even

have an idea of how to conceive

children. It's sad.

The honest truth is that society is

just not the same as it used to be.

In the past, if a woman became

pregnant out of wedlock, as a

teenager or as an adult, the parents

would get married and start a life

together.

See 'Baby' Page 6

Finally, my senior year has

arrived. I am counting down the

days until I graduate. I just can't

believe how fast the past four

years have gone by. Clarion

University has given me many

memories. I still rememer when I

was a freshman. I live in York,

which is about four hours away.

Most of my friends from high

school went to college closer to

home. Not me! I was the brave

one. I came here not knowing

anyone. Like every other fresh-

man, my parents helped me move

in the dorms. Got to love those

dorms. Never again!!!! My mom
was concerned about me being so

far away. Me, I didn't care. My
goal was to meet new people. The

very first week of school I met

my good friend Heather. She

introduced me to her friends

Brianne and Becky. To this day I

am still very close with them. I

hope that we can keep in touch

after we graduate.

College was a major change in

my life. I was not a big partier in

high school, but the moment I

came to college I learned how to

party like a rock star. I don't

know how I was able to stay up

until three o'clock in the morning

and go to my eight o'clock class-

es. And I still managed to get

very good grades. Grades were

always very important to me (and

my parents, because they were not

paying for me to party, they were

paying for me to get an educa-

tion).

I adjusted to school very well. I

met my group of friends and I had

good grades, so I decided to join

my sorority, Sigma Sigma Sigma.

I joined my second semester.

Commentary

Joining my sorority was one of

the best things I have ever done.

Almost all of my memories are

with my sorority sisters.

I was very sick my freshman

year. I came down with mono.

After five weeks of sleeping all of

the time I was finally better. To

top off the mono, I broke my tail-

bone two weeks later. Breaking

my tailbone was the most excruci-

ating pain I have ever experi-

enced. I remember walking

around like a penguin. I was in so

much pain that I carried a pillow

with me to class.

See 'Liz' Page 4
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OPINION
CAa On You

What is your best characteristic?

by:Graham Hertnaniis

March 29, 2001

Amanda 9{art(c

Jresfiman,

Medical TecfinoCogy

t*T»,
'I'm an easygoing

person with an outgoing

attitude."

"Tfie slQnny man"

Conners

Hunior, Communication

iAfefissa !HamiCton

Jresfiman, Communication

'I am an amusing person

with a fun attitude."

'Ben ChandUt

So-phomore, education

"Hellraiser."

'Argumentation."

LizI Goodbye to you all, from Page 3.

My sophomore and

junior years were both fun also. I

lived in my sorority house both

years which was a lot better than

the dorms. I think that my senior

year is the best year ever, but it

went by so fast. I feel like I just

moved into my apartment with my
wonderful roommates, Justi, Julie,

Christine and Janna. They are the

best roommates ever, and I am
going to miss them next year.

I also had the honor and

pleasure of being the Photo Editor

for The Clarion Call. The staff

and I all had good times together

as we spent our Wednesday

evenings in the office trying to

meet our deadline.

Look at me now. I am
about to graduate. College was

not all about studying. Now don't

get me wrong; I had enough time

set aside to study, but I also set

some time to meet new people,

party, hang out with friends, and

go on spring break. I made the

best of college and tried to enjoy

every moment of it.

I want to wish all of my
fellow friends who are graduating

good luck. I will miss all of you

guys. WE'RE ALMOST
THERE!!!!!

For Feedback contact Liz Potter

at LPotts5@aol.com

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by
J.R Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The
Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

if To Spring break. I forget to mention this a few weeks ago. Why is Clarion University's spring

break so early in the spring semester? Every other school is a week or two later. When we go on

break every other school is in session.

Athletic Auction

All money raised will be donated to local

charities

Need a hand? Is spring cleaning too much for

you this year? Buy a Clarion University ath-

lete and put them to work for you!

Door Prize drawings

Tippin Gym/South Gym

April 4

7:30 p.m.

To chalk drawings. Vandalism aside, the chalk outline drawings on campus Friday

morning were a break from the norm.

If '^^ student involvement. Forty-three students are trying to be elected to Student

Senate. That doubles the total from last year. Hopefully the student body will get

out and vote. Next year might have the most diverse Student Senate in quite awhile.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on
University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief

J.P. Kenney. Ideas and views expressed do not

necessarily reflect that of The Clarion Call staff.

Please do not take these comments to heart. They
are all in good fun and are meant as

conversation builders.
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OPINION
Cody fires back at UAB member

Dear Editor:

I would like to apologize to those

at the UAB office who were offend-

ed by my concert review of "Road

Rage," which ran in the Clarion

Call on March 8. Again I would

Hke to restate the comment I made in

the original article that there were

numerous people in UAB who went

above and beyond the call of duty to

help out and for that I am both

thankful and grateful.

Also, I'd like to thank some peo-

ple who were of invaluable help to

the concert but I was unable to thank

due to space restrictions: Hal

Wassink, Carl Callenberg, all my

friends who took tickets and helped

set up the show, and the student who

ran the lights for us during the show

(whose name I have unfortunately

forgotten).

Your help and advice was greatly

appreciated and I can't thank you

enough for supporting the show,

especially as there was no clear

reward involved for any of you.

However, I found quite a few faults

with Julie Barletta's reply to my

concert review.

First of all, never at any point dur-

ing my review did I say or imply

anything such as, "The problems we

had were all Julie Barletta's fault,"

nor would I have because it simply

isn't true.

There were certain factors work-

ing against the concert from the

beginning, most notably the atro-

cious snowfall and the short time

span I had to plan and promote a

show due to The Open Road urgent-

ly needing new sound equipment.

Miss Barletta's suggestion that I

attacked the bands who performed

at the show is nothing more than a

FLAT OUT LIE. I am deeply

indebted to everyone who played at

"Road Rage," many of whom

braved harsh conditions to be pre-

sent.

If Briston Boughman, Glue

Monkey, Kingseed, or Grand Buffet

somehow got the impression from

my earlier article that I was attack-

ing them, I profusely apologize.

How Miss Barletta could have got-

ten such a completely mangled

interpretation of the truth is beyond

my comprehension.

Then again, there were numerous

exaggerations and misquotations in

Miss Barletta's letter so one more

shouldn't make a significant differ-

ence.

As for the misunderstanding

involving the tickets, Miss Barletta

NEVER at any point informed me

that UAB only sells tickets for their

own concerts and Christmas shows.

I thought Miss Barletta and I were

on the same page because I

informed her that we had no tickets

to sell and asked if the UAB would

have some printed up and sold for

us.

I would have had them profession-

ally printed but The Open Road's

budget basically consists of whatev-

er money I have in my wallet after

all the rest ofmy day-to-day bills are

paid.

While the Gemmell Student

Center might have had the informa-

tion Miss Barletta presented at the

Information Desk, numerous people

who attended the show told me that

they had called the Information

Desk earlier that day with questions

regarding the show and were given

wrong information. Some people

were told that there was no such

concert going on. Others were

given incorrect show times.

Still others were wrongly informed

that the concert had been cancelled

due to the snow.

I would also like to address Miss

Barletta's statement that I had writ-

ten my concert review to "make

(myself) feel better."

Yes, as a matter of fact, writing that

review did make me feel better.

For years I'd wanted to write an

article expressing both my frustra-

tions with student apathy and the tri-

als of fighting through mounds of

red tape in order to get anything

done on this campus.

As you suggested. Miss Barletta, I

have certainly accepted my losses,

admitted my downfalls, and moved

on.

But there's a big difference

between accepting one's losses and

staying silent rather than speaking

up about a cause you believe in.

In closing, my "lack of organiza-

tion and planning" resulted in what I

felt was a pretty good show.

Again, I would like to thank all

those who helped with the event and

braved the heavy snows to attend.

As for Miss Barletta, I'm sorry that

you felt slighted by my review.

Despite what you might think, I did

appreciate the assistance you

offered. Your recent attitude howev-

er, has left a bit to be desired.

Sincerely,

Mike Cody

STUDENT
SENATE

President

President's Forum

Student Senate elections are once again upon us

here at Clarion University. I cannot express how

important this event is to the student body and how

much the results will affect students and the univer-

sity. It is essential that you get out and vote for a

diverse group of students to represent you.

These are a couple of things Student Senate would

like to hear feedback on in the coming weeks. First,

should campus safety be allowed to carry firearms?

Clarion is one of the few schools from across the

state that does not allow our officers to carry a

weapon. Considering the fact that these individuals

receive the same training and certification as a

Pennsylvania State Trooper, shouldn't they be

allowed to be armed? It is not as if they will be

pulling a gun on parking ticket violators, as some stu-

dents actually fear. As crime on our campus and in

the surrounding community continues to increase,

this is a possibility the university must continue to

Letters to the Editor

explore.

Vending machines: funny, students probably pump

more money into vending machines than any other

group on campus, but we do not receive the profits

from the machines. From the research I can gather.

Student Senate voted to give control of the profits of

the vending machines to the University Foundation

around the time that Gemmell was built. Why? I

still cannot find an answer. My view and that of

many others are that the student body should control

the profits from machines that they put the most

money into. This is definitely an item Student Senate

will continue to explore.

Because of constraints on space this week, I'm

keeping my column short. As always, please send

any comments, suggestions or questions to me. I will

be sure to address any concerns.

S_BSSOWA @clarion.edu

The Purpose of Student Senate
Dear Editor:

The purpose of the Student Senate of Clarion

University of Pennsylvania is to provide a represen-

tative, unified, and responsible student government;

to promote the welfare of all students; to enrich stu-

dent education with practical experience in self-gov-

ernment; to ensure the rights and privileges of all stu-

dents; to budget and allocate the Student Activity Fee

and to recognize and govern student organizations

with approval of the President of Clarion University

of Pennsylvania.

This is the purpose of Student Senate, and it can be

found (in further detail) in the constitution of the

Clarion Student's Association. It appears to be clear

and concise.

The parts about the Senate being unified and

responsible, is to promote the welfare of all students,

and to ensure the rights and privileges of all students

seem to be in order.

Then why do we have two organizations dominat-

ing the elections year after year?

The top five vote-getters from a year ago were

either representative of the Interhall Council or

Athletics, or both.

This year, there are 17 students running for Senate

that repeat the pattern above and there are over 120

recognized organizations on this campus.

Something just doesn't seem right.

Also, we have a new political party on campus

called the Academic Enrichment Party.

It seems like just yesterday that the Athletic

Enrichment Fee was a hot topic among Senators.

As I contemplate the possible purpose of this party

(whose name signifies a noble purpose) the words

argumentative and vindictive come to mind.

Last year, 562 students voted for the representation

that affects over 6,0(X).

I wonder which organizations a majority of those

voting students belonged to?

And now, with elections approaching, there seems

to be a three-way battle for who will gain control of

Student Senate.

The integrity of Student Senate, whose purpose

involves the representation of ALL students, is in

jeopardy.

What I ask is simple.

If you are reading this, exercise your right to vote.

Stand up for yourself, and for the thousands that

don't have a behemoth organization or political party

to support them.

Elections are next week, April 2- 5, at various cam-

pus locations, and the voting tables will be easy to

spot.

Lastly, to those running for Student Senate, read

the purpose carefully.

What does it mean? What does it mean to you?

Sincerely,

Jared Dickinson
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OPINION
BabyI Khalia Robinson discusses what it's like to be a young single mother and the adversity mothers overcome to become successful, from Page 3

It just doesn't work that way any-

more. Society and media has made

sex all too common among young,

unmarried people... without teach-

ing them that careless sex may
carry some devastating conse-

quences.

In the past, teenagers who became

pregnant either dropped out of

school, or had to attend a special

school for pregnant girls. Now, it is

not uncommon for high schools to

come equipped with a day care

facility. A good thing yes, for those

who decide to continue their educa-

tion, but what about those young

girls who don't have the help they

need? Many young girls get preg-

nant and wind up without a father

for their child, or a family to sup-

port them. But what many of these

young girls don't know is, there is

always a light at the end of the tun-

nel.

If you talk to some of the elder

adults, they'll tell you that it is best

for the mother to be in the house

taking care of the children and the

household at all times. They say

that even if you're single, the home

is where you belong instead of

teaching young girls how to grow

up to be independent women. I

guess that's why the welfare system

is overcrowded with single, jobless

and hopeless mothers now.

There's a young woman I've

known for about eight years now,

who I believe is a poster child for

teenage mothers. This young

woman, whom we'll call "Neeya,"

has in twenty-one years, lived the

life that some forty-year-olds

couldn't imagine. Losing her

mother at ten was hard enough. But

Neeya didn't have a lot of family to

look after her...after her mother

passed, her father became virtually

non existent.

She had to move from

Connecticut to Philadelphia, sepa-

rating her from her twin brother and

older sister. And just when it

seemed that life couldn't get any

worse, she ended up pregnant at the

tender and naive age of just fifteen.

Still in high school, and with very

little family, Neeya didn't know

what to do. The child's father was

definitely out of the question. He
already had enough illegitimate

children to build his own day care

facility. Survival of the fittest is a

good way to describe what Neeya

was going through. Yet through all

of these seemingly endless perils,

she still managed to find a way out

of the black hole of teenage moth-

erhood. Strong-willed and deter-

mined to finish high school, Neeya

attended school full-time during the

day, and worked eight to ten hours

every night. Neeya graduated from

high school on time, despite odds

If you are interested in writing a

Hide Park

contact us at The Clarion Call

office. Hide Parks can be about

everything and anything. They are

your way of expressing your opin-

ion about a subject or event that

about which you fee! strongly.

Give us a call if interested at

393-2380

against her. But just as soon as life

seemed to begin getting better,

Neeya found herself pregnant

again, this time at the age of eigh-

teen. Not only was she about to

have two children, but the few fam-

ily members she did have returned

to Connecticut. Finding herself lost

and alone, Neeya ended up in a

shelter with no place to go. It seems

that life would have basically ended

for Neeya. Now at twenty-one,

with two sons, single motherhocxl

has proved to be a plus in her favor.

Struggling so hard has made her a

stronger woman, with not many

adversities that could wear her

down.

Neeya is working now, lives in

her own house with her sons, and is

returning to school this year. Who
said that having a baby is the end of

your life? Neeya 's story may seem

unique, but she is not the only one

who has gone through such devas-

tating ordeals as a single mother.

Many women have suffered this

same fate... and have dug them-

selves out of the financial and emo-

tional "hole" that being a single

parent may leave you in.

"Kate," a thirty-something year

old woman with three children of

her own, is another woman who
went through many of the same dis-

paraging incidents that Neeya did.

At sixteen and in the eleventh

grade, Kate became pregnant with

her first child, and boy did the situ-

ation seem ever so grim. Kate's

mother is an old-fashioned, reli-

gious woman with an extreme case

of morals. Knowing that there

would be some sort of punishment,

Kate didn't know how to tell her

mother about her pregnancy. What

Kate did know was that she would

eventually have to tell her mother,

and that she would have to prove

that she could take care of her own
responsibilities. In order to satisfy

her mother's soul and raise her

child right, Kate knew that perser-

vance had to be her new source of

guidance.

After graduating from high

school, Kate started working for the

FBI as an administrator. This was

hard for her, because Kate's daugh-

ter lived in Philadelphia with her

parents, and she lived in

Washington D.C. where the FBI

headquarters was. Talk about

learning a definite life lesson; Kate

learned that in order to get where

you're going in life many sacrifices

have to be made. Commuting to

Philadelphia became

a little too expen-

sive, so after estab-

lishing herself in an

apartment, she

brought her daughter

to D.C. to live with

her.

Eventually Kate

moved back to

Philadelphia, only to

find that life always

gets harder before it

gets easier. Kate

married a few years

after returning

home, only to find

herself in a dead-end

relationship that

ended in divorce-

leaving her with

another child, bad

credit, and a sense of hopelessness.

How many women out there are

going through that same kind of sit-

uation? The divorce rate these days

stands at an absurd 50 percent.

There were times when Kate

worked up to 16 hours a day, only

seeing her children for about ten

minutes in the morning, and some-

times on the weekend. Now with a

third child, Kate has proved that life

does go on. Having one of the

highest positions in her office

(resulting in three promotions from

last year), and on the road to receiv-

ing her associate's degree in busi-

ness this year, Kate stands out

among the rest.

"You know what I've been

through, and I've seen a lot of

things, but none that could stop me
from reaching my goals. People are

mistaken by the old unsaid rule that

once a child is bom, a woman must

stop her own life to raise her child.

This is a sadly mistaken belief. Yes

the road is rough, but I work as hard

as I do for my children and I take

care of them just as good as any

housewife could. If I can do it, so

can anyone." Some food for

thought Kate has left us with. .

At times it may seem that becom-

ing successful is impossible, but

that is so untrue. Mothers, we have

to look at our children as sources of

inspiration and joy, not as a burden.

If I've learned anything from being

a young, single mother, it's that

children enhance our lives. Now I

work harder at everything that I do,

and I know that I'll be successful,

because I want my son to have the
"

best in life.

Yes, I too am a young mother. My

son was born my senior year in col-

lege, and oh, how devastating that

was to me. I went through severe

depression, feeling like my life had

ended. I thought I would have to

drop out of school and that life

would just crumble before my eyes.

But you know what? It hasn't. As

of this July, I will have a bachelor's

degree in communication.

Sure, going to school full-time

and continuing with extra-curricu-

lar activities while raising a child

alone may be hard, but I know now
that I'll definitely reach my goals.

If I want, my child to have a good

life, I have no other choice.

Yes, I do have a small support sys-

tem, but support doesn't pay the

bills, put food in your child's mouth

or clothes on your child's back

especially when everyone in your

support system has children of their

own. It's all about the determina-

tion and dedication to your child

that you carry within yourself.

I'm not going to pretend that hav-

ing a child is easy, and that every-

one will have the opportunities for

advancement that Neeya, Kate and

I have had. ..but we all need to know

that hfe is what we make it. Always

look at the glass as half full, even if

it's completely empty.

I believe what Frederick Douglas

said, "Without struggle there is no

progress." If you as a single, inde-

pendent mother can just remember

a statement like that, you'll always

know that success and happiness

are baby steps away.
«

Khalia Robinson is a senior

communication major
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'Meet the Candidates' Open Forum
by Michelle D'Uva

Assistant Clarion Call

News Editor

Thirty-six candidates for

Student Senate presented plat-

forms at Wednesday night's

Open Forum.

Current Chair of the Student

Relations Committee, Senator

Farhard Hussain welcomed

audience members and

explained how the evening

would progress.

Each candidate had a maxi-

mum of three minutes to intro-

duce him or herself and

address prominent issues.

According to mediator. Dr.

Anad Rao, audience members

would have the chance to com-

pose questions throughout the

meeting; current senators who

were not seeking re-election

would collect and scan the

questions.

The question-answer session

began about an hour into the

Open Forum; each candidate

would have 90 seconds to

answer. The questions direct-

ed to all candidates were given

priority over ones geared

toward specific groups or indi-

viduals.

Current Treasurer and chair

of the Appropriations

Committee, Ben Chervenak

addressed a question regarding

the impartiality of senators

toward all organizations.

He said all matters are han-

dled impartially; if an issue is

being voted on and a member

of Senate is affiliated with the

organization, he or she

abstains from the vote.

Quite a few audience mem-

bers addressed the issue of

promoting a more diverse

campus. Tameka Washington

said, "I walk diversity every-

day.. .The organization itself

needs to be diverse."

According to Senator Tom
Clopp, the UAB is considering

a multi-cultural chairperson as

a new position. The UAB
would celebrate a different

ethnic group each month.

Terrilyn Cheatham said, "I

believe in order for there to be

diversity people would have to

participate..."

Melinda Schrecengost was

the first of six candidates to

answer a question regarding

Graham Hermanns/The Clarion Call

President Brian Sowa lool<s out into ttie crowd at Wednesday
night's open forum. Elections for next year's Student Senate

will begin next week..

time management.

She said the more she does,

the better she organizes her

time.

Megin Hanely pointed out

the two main topics she feels

Senate should focus on are

academics and student

involvement.

Eleven senators answered a

question regarding the

description of a good leader.

Senator Wendy Kengor said,

"A true leader should be able

to triumph in a moment of

weakness rather than success."

Dustin Tudor said one has to

have a goal in mind as well as

the initiative to reach it.

In regard to Student Senate

making minimal efforts to

advertise the issues being

voted on, Scott Glicbe sug-

gested Senate should partici-

pate in meetings of various

organizations, such as

Interhall Council.

Several candidates men-

tioned Senate meetings are

open to all, and perhaps Senate

could publicize issues in The
Clarion Call or through cam-

pus e-mail accounts.

A group of candidates have

formed the Party for Academic

Enrichment (AEP)and worked

to create a joint platform.

Their platform addresses

five main points: Academics

only receive .7 of 1% of the

budget; they support the

Weekend Initative, positive

aspects of Greek Life, and

diversity throughout campus;

and they support the

University sharing the burdens

of funding athletics.

Several questions were

directed toward the AEP. One

dealt with the Weekend

Program Initiative. Senator

Andrew Barnes said there are

not a lot of intellectually stim-

www.theclarioncali.com
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Senate hopefuls look on at Wednesday night's Open Forum.

The Forum gave 43 students the opportunity to speak out

concerning issues that they feel passionate about.

ulating activities currently

offered.

He said there should be

more diverse options. Julie

Lundy said the Weekend

Program Initiative would

require more organizations

than just the UAB to offer

activities, enhancing diversity.

Valerie Hill addressed a

question about interacting

with other senators who are

not members of AEP. She

said, "Our interests are your

interests." In addition, each

member of the AEP played a

role in composing the plat-

form.

Candidates seeking re-elec-

tion were asked specific ques-

tions. Senator Missy Gring

said her biggest accomplish-

ment on Senate thus far has

been the Weekend Program

Initiative, which she co-found-

ed with President Brian Sowa;

this is an important way to get

students involved.

Senator Mike McCabe
stressed the importance of

having an experienced group

of individuals to lead the stu-

dent body.

Audience members also

directed questions toward

freshmen candidates. Tim

Smith said his qualifications

include his experiences on

Student Senate, the Board of

Directors, the mens rugby

team, and his position as a

Resident Assistant.

He has had the opportunity

to meet many people and to

seek advice from fellow sena-

tors.

Heather Ambrisco said each

college experience is what an

individual makes of it, regard-

less of his or her year.

Finally, a separate set of

questions dealt with the out-

look of the Greek System.

Robert Pica said the positive

aspects, such as community

service need to be focused on.

Amy Cohen agreed that Greek

life needs to be more under-

stood and talked about

throughout the university.

Senator Farhard Hussain

concluded the Open Forum by

thanking all candidates as well

as audience members.

He reminded candidates to

review and follow the election

rules and regulations.

Finally, he encouraged

everyone to vote for senators

beginning Monday, April 2.

Easier way to register

for classes?

"Web for Student" is

making it possible.

For more details.

See Page 10.

President Bush,

first president to

speak at

NNAConference,

for details.

See page 12.
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Student Senate

45 appUcations for Senate
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

P.^iVj?

According to Senator Farhard

Hussain. chair of the Student

Relations Committee, 45 applica-

tions for Student Senate have

been turned in. The Student

Relations Committee believes this

is the highest number of candi-

dates running for Senate since the

1980s.

All candidates had an orienta-

tion before the meeting Monday

night, and the Open Forum is set

for Wednesday, March 28 at 8:00

p.m. in Pierce Auditorium,

Elections will be held Monday,

April 2 through Thursday, April 5.

Senator Hussain wished good

luck to all current senators seek-

ing re-election.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak

reported the following amounts in

each of the accounts: Large Item

Capital, $434,651.10; Capital,

$101,076.63; Supplemental

Reserve, $11,450.33; and

Supplemental, $5,232.

Treasurer Chervenak then

moved to allocate $1,100 from the

Supplemental Account to the

Sequelle Yearbook to eliminate

the organization's debt and return

its account balance to zero.

President Brian Sowa ques-

tioned whether or not it was nec-

essary to use student activity

funds to pay the Sequelle's

expenses.

According to Business Manager,

Mr. Krull, Senate would not have

to allocate funds from this partic-

ular account; however, the use of

student activity funds would be

the most logical way to pay for

the debt.

After some discussion. Vice

President Drew McWilliams

moved to table Treasurer

Chervenak's motion. Senator

Andrew Barnes seconded the

motion, and Senate passed Vice

President McWilliams' motion

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Student Senators learned at Monday's meeting ttiat 45 stu-

dents are seeking positions on Senate.

13-5-0.

Senator Missy Gring made the

next motion to approve the

revised constitution of Arete; the

motion carried 1 8-0-0.

Senator Gring said the commit-

tee on Rules, Regulations, and

Policies approved the

Photography Club's revision as

well.

In other business. President

Sowa reminded Senate that

Advocacy Day is Monday, April 2

in Harrisburg.

According to President Sowa,

Open Forums for the Vice

President of Finance and

Administration are scheduled for

Wednesday, March 28; Monday,

April 2; Monday, April 10; and

Wednesday, April 18 at 2:30 p.m.

in 250 Gemmell. Finally,

President Sowa announced Open

Forum for Student Senate is

mandatory for all current sena-

tors.

According to Senator Tom
Clopp, the bus trip sponsored by

UAB, to see The Lion King, was

successful. The clothing show by

Crooks Clothing has been post-

poned until a date to be deter-

mined.

Finally, tickets for the Everclear

concert on Saturday, April 28 are

on sale now; the cost is $10 for

students and $20 for non-students.

A member of the Student Athlete

Advisory Committee reminded

Senate of the upcoming Athlete

Auction on Wednesday, April 4 at

7:30 p.m. in Tippin Gym; she

encourages everyone to attend. In

addition, she said athletes would

participate in Operation Clean

Sweep on Saturday, April 21.

Vice President McWilliams

announced Senator of the Week

Treasurer Ben Chervenak for his

continuous hard work as chair of

the Appropriations committee.

Treasurer Chervenak said, "I

think that my committee deserves

more credit than me. They have

been putting in a lot of time, and I

am really pleased to be the chair

of such a hard-working group of

senators."

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is Monday, April 2 at 7:30

p.m. in 246 Gemmell.
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This week's Senator of tlie

Week is Ben Ctiervenak for

his work on the

Appropriations Committee.

Faculty Senate

Faculty Senate elections

to be held on April 5

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Faculty Senate met this week and learned the dates of both

Faculty and Student Senate elections. Faculty Senate has

only two more scheduled meetings for this yean

by Debby Amon
Clarion Call Secretary

Faculty Senate elections will be

taking place this week, starting

with the primaries on April 5.

Faculty will be able to vote for

the senators in the upstairs of

Gemmell, by the TV lounge. The

final elections will be on April 19

downstairs in front of the

Information Desk. Absentee

Ballot will be allowed by special

means and they will be due on

April 4.

Student Senate representative,

Andrew Barnes, talked about the

Student Senate elections that will

be held Monday, April 2 thru

Thursday, April 5.

There will also be an Open

Forum, Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.

in Peirce Auditorium, where the

43 students running will be able

to address questions and con-

cerns.

Student Senate also is combin-

ing the Board of Directors and

Student Senate to help better

organize the two organizations.

Faculty Senator, Barrie

Brancato, announced that there

will be a retirement banquet on

May 9 from 4:00 to 5:30 p.m.

The opening will be held in Hart

Chapel and irr? reception will be

in Moore Hall.

Elizabeth Macdaniel discussed

the problems with the catalog

revisions. The software on the

computers is not compatible and

there are problems with the time

deadlines.

Clarion University is hiring a

new consultant to review the

Master Plan of the renovations for

the university. The buildings that

will be looked at are Becht,

Moore, Stevens, and Campbell.

Bill Buchanan brought up the

problems with the recycling on

campus. Many of the janitorial

staff have not been properly dis-

posing of the recycling. Instead

they are just mixing the recycling

back into the regular garbage.

Many faculty and students were

also told that the university was

no longer interested in recycling

and this is not true. These prob-

lems will hopefully be resolved

and get the recycling to take place

again on Clarion University.

For feedback contact Debby

Amon at debraamon@yahoo.com

Last week's artioie "Is Your House or

Apartment Safe?'' was sponsored by

the Pantellenic Council. The Clarion

Catl apologizes for failing to mention
that in the article.

Sorry for the inconvenience.
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CUP students shine bright next to Hollywood stars
by Joy Strain

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Four Clarion University students have returned from a success-

fiil and educational trip from Los Angeles, California. Eric Jones,

Joy Strain, Christina Sullivan, and Michelle Wallace, along with

NBS Advisor Bill Adams, attended the 58th Annual National

Broadcasting Society Convention at Universal City.

The convention is designed to assist students with getting an

internship and their first job. Professionals fix)m all across

California spoke to students about pursuing careos in the \xoad-

casting industry.

"I feel I have a huge advantage over students who did wA take

the opportunity to attended the convention. I look fcrward to

keeping in touch with the professionals I met and I think the con-

vention will help me considerably in securing a successful inton-

ship," said senior communication major Christina Sullivan.

Mike Parrel, from NBCs hit television show "Providence, on

which he plays the role of veterinarian Jim Hanson, joined the

convention as the keynote speaker. Parrel spoke to students about

his career and his work as an activist.

Robert Dowling, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher ior the

'Hollywood Reporter \ addressed students about getting ahead in

their career.

Barry Adelman, Senior VP of Dick Clark Productions

addressed students on how to pitch a concept to networks and

how to be an effective writer, producer, and director in today's

marketplace.

JeffWald, News Director from KTLA-TV, enlightened students

about the realities of working in today's newsrooms and working

up to a large market or network.

Shannon Pamham Hunt, Associate Producer for 'Judge Jiidy'

and former NBS member, lectured to students about getting their

foot in the door and securing an entry-level position.

Students also had the opportunity to attend a career focus ses-

sion in which they could approach more than 65 professionals for

a one-on-one session to discuss their resumes and careers.

Karen Tobin, Marketing Consultant for Fandango, gave advice

on broadcast promotions.

It's not only what you are saying, it's how the message is get-

ting across to your viewers and listeners, at least that's what

Chuck Benedict, announcer and author, said about ad-libbing and

voice delivery. Benedict gave pointers about what to do if the

teleprompter dies or the tape player doesn't roll.

Photo Courtesy of Joy Strain

Pictured above from left is Joy Strain, Mike Farrell,

of 'M.A.S.H. ' and 'Providence', and Christina

Sullivan. The convention addressed a wide vari-

ety of careers and what it takes to be sucssessful.

CUP accepting grant proposals
by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University of Pennsylvania is now
accepting proposals for a grant, from any stu-

dents who wish to participate in individual

research or a specific project. The idea of this

research/project is to give students an opportuni-

ty to go above and beyond the everyday norms in

their fields.

Applying for this grant is also a chance to gain

beneficial experience in writing proposals, writ-

ing for a general audience, and will give an edge

when it comes to making career decisions. The

deadline for applications is Wednesday, April 11,

2001. Dr. Steve Harris, professor of biology, is

the project coordinator, and the person to whom
applications should be submitted.

The proposed projects can deal with any topic,

and can be submitted by any student interested in

applying. However, the topics should involve

the field of study and career objectives that are

applicable to each student. The projects should

have a reasonable time-line, and should be able

to be completed during the summer, a semester,

or in a year.

It is suggested that the proposal and the project

be developed with the consultation of a faculty

supervisor or advisor. It is important to remem-

ber, though, that the student is solely responsible

for the initiation and writing of the actual pro-

posal itself.

In writing the proposal it is important to bear

in mind that a committee will review the propos-

al. The committee faculty members are from the

Humanities, Arts, Education, Social Sciences,

and Natural Sciences. The proposal should be

written in a manner that can be understood by

any audience, including those persons who may

not be familiar with a specific field.

"The successful undergraduate students in

today's market are the ones who go above and

beyond. This grant provides students with the

funds and gives the opportunity to write a com-

petitive grant, which is excellent experience. It

works across the campus. It is really great that

the university is making this money available,"

Harris said.

The Clarion University Strategic Directions for

the 2000-2001 academic year provided the

funds. The total amount allotted was $5,000.

Proposals up to $500 will be given the highest

consideration. If the project costs will be con-

siderably higher, chances are it will not be fully

supported.

When submitting an application, students

should include a hard copy of the grant proposal

form, a project description, and a letter of sup-

port.

The proposals will be evaluated based on rea-

sonableness of the project, whether the project

description is well written and clear, whether the

project's goals are reasonable, and whether the

project can be justified in light of the budget and

student goals.

On the application itself, there is a list of cri-

teria that should be included in the proposal.

Also, there is a section where budgets can be

outlined specifically.

A committee member will not evaluate a pro-

posal given by a student in their department.

This is so the evaluations are kept fair and unbi-

ased.

Students will be given notification of awarded

grants before the end of the current semester.

Projects involving human subjects may be sub-

ject to compliance with the University

Institutional Review Board before funding.

Again, it should be emphasized that this grant

opportunity is being offered to any student in

any major.

AH applications can be submitted to Dr. Steve

Harris, Project Coordinator, Clarion University

of Pennsylvania, 230 Peirce Science Center,

Clarion, PA 16214. Applications are also avail-

able on the new student Web service.

Need Volunteer

Hours?

The Special

Olympics

Western Spring

Sectional will

take place

Sunday, April 29,

2001

.

If you are interest-

ed in becoming a

committee mem-
ber

and/or volunteer-

ing, please call

Amanda at 3299

OR
attend

Informational

Meetings:

When: Every

Thursday

Time: 6:00 p.m.

Where: 104

Founders Hall

jMHiillMI tmm

Diabetes

Support

Group
by Kelly Drevitch

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Earlier this month, the diabetes

support group held their first

meeting. Elaine Carbone, of the

mathematics department, and

Susan Bornak, of the Keeling

Health Center, both share the

leadership responsibilities for this

new group.

The support group hopes to help

diabetic patients or friends or

family of a diabetic patient under-

stand, cope, and deal with their

disease. With this, they could

make connections and empathize

with others who understand. The

support group will feature differ-

ent speakers, activities, and free

gifts at the meetings.

Carbone organized a similar

group at Indiana University of Pa.

She was very pleased and happy

with the overall turnout. She

hopes she will receive the same

success at Clarion.

The next meeting is scheduled

for Wednesday, April 25 in Room
244 Gemmell at 7:00 p.m.

Carbone and Bomak encourage

anyone to come.

If anyone needs more informa-

tion, call Elaine Carbone at 393-

2100 or Susan Bornak at the

Keeling Health Center.
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Clarion U. ofifers "Web for Students"
by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania is making tasks

much easier through a new web
service called "Web For Students".

"Web For Students" is going to

provide easier access for a variety

of university services to students

starting on March 26. Class regis-

tration, beginning on April 9 will

also be a service included on "Web

For Students".

Clarion University Registrar,

Doug Bills, said that from their

own personal computers, students

using the World Wide Web can

f ' '"k the availability of classes.

check registration status, view the

university catalog, check their

grades and transcripts, check cur-

rent financial aid status, verify

address information, change PIN

numbers, and check for any holds

that would prevent registration.

"Using the World Wide Web
makes personal information more

Just one sunbun can more ^an double your risk of skin cancer So ft you're going to be afede, be sun smart. Wear SPF

1 5 sj'isaeen and reappy often For more informatiori cal 1 -877-PA-HEALTH aM our website at WAV.health.state.pa,ua

WE'RE THERE For Your Health. For Your Community.
r>l^iMFNror

HEALTH
Totn Ridf^, Oavtrnnr

accessible to the students. Most of

Clarion's students are quite com-

puter savvy and they expect this

type of service, " Bills said.

Working together with the exist-

ing Student Information System,

"Web for Students" is an addition

to the telephone registration sys-

tem already active since 1992. The

telereg system is how students cur-

rently register for classes. Now
with the addition of "Web For

Students", the two systems will

work along with each other.

'This is the collaborative effort

by many offices on campus. The

planning started in October 2000

and involved financial aid, admis-

sions, accounts receivable, com-

puting services, and the web mas-

ter," said Robin Peterson of com-

puting services.

Access to "Web For Students"

can be obtained by students enter-

ing their identification number and

individual PIN number.

"Using this format keeps the

information secure. The site will

have a secure shell with a 128-byte

encryption," Bills said.

Notification about "Web For

Students" is being done by e-mail,

postcards, and posters placed

throughout campus. Committee

representatives will also be attend-

ing campus meetings to explain the

availability of the new service.

On a schedule of what is to come

from this new service, students

will be able to register for classes

beginning April 9. They will be

able to print their class schedules,

process conditional drop/add, and

enter specific credits for variable

credit courses online.

By summer 2001, checking

account balances and paying fees

with credit cards will be available

online. By fall 2001, students will

be able to apply for admission to

Clarion University using this web

service and will be able to request

information about the university

itself

Bills also said that students will

be able to access their unofficial

transcripts through "Web For

Students", just by using their PIN

numbers. Students from 1985 and

on already have PIN numbers.

Official transcripts must still be

obtained from the registrar's

office.

"Web for Students" will be avail-

able daily from 8 a.m. -11p.m.

"This is just another way of serv-

ing our current students, nontradi-

tional students, and our graduates,"

Bills said.

Public Saf^

Blotter

Tamperingwith Fire

Apparatus and
Criminal Mischief

According to Public Safety,

on Mar. 25 at approximate

ly 3:09 a.m., an unknown

person(s) discharged a

fire extinguisher Into the

second floor staiavay of

Campbell Hall without rea

son.

Simple Assault,

Harassment
According to Public Safety,

a female student was
assaulted by a known per-

son but refused prosecu

tion by police.

Theft

According to Public Safety,

a student reported her

purse stolen from her vehi

de that was parked near

the Rec-Center. The ind-

dent is under investigation.

Criminal attempt.

mstitutional vandal-

ism, criminal mis-

chief, public drunk-

enness. underage
drinking

According to Public Safety,

Erik Marquardt, 19 of 421

Wilkinson Hall, was arrest-

ed for an incident on Mar
10 at Davis Hall. He was
arrested on a warrant

issued by Magistrate

Heasley.

Criminal Mischief

According to Public Safety,

unknown Individual(s)

placed a garbage can of

water against another's

door and when the door

was opened water spilled

Into the room and the hall-

bauAiMwwiu
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CUP Writing Center certifies student consultants
Courtesy of University

Relations

The Clarion University Writing

Center is the first in Pennsylvania

to qualify to present training cer-

tificates to its student consul-

tants. The College Reading and

Learning Association (CRLA)

recently certified Clarion's tutor

training program, qualifying it to

issue CRLA certificates to indi-

vidual tutors.

"CRLA has three levels of cer-

tification: regular, advanced, and

master," says Dr. Kathleen

Welsch, Writing Center Director.

"Clarion was approved to grant

certification at all three levels

because of our extensive training

program." Each level requires an

additional 10 hours of training

and 25 hours of experience.

CRLA is a group of student-ori-

ented professionals active in the

fields of reading, learning assis-

tance, developmental education,

and tutorial services at the col-

lege/adult level. Clarion joins

over 300 college and university

tutorial programs in the United

States and Canada in receiving

tutor training certification

through CRLA's International

Tutor Certification Program

(ITCP), which sets a standard of

skills and training for tutors.

The Clarion University Writing

Center uses its student consul-

tants to support all students to

become better writers rather than

to produce perfect papers. The

Center's writing consultants do

not "fix" or proofread papers, nor

do they tell writers what to do. In

this way the Center assures facul-

ty that writing turned in for eval-

uation is the student's work, not

that of a writing consultant.

"For a student, a position as a

writing center consultant is truly

a work/study position," says

Welsch.

"Students earn funds to sup-

plement their finances, and

receive tutorial training and first-

hand tutoring experience. Work

in the Writing Center has always

offered students a paraprofes-

sional work experience. Now
with the new CRLA certification,

students also gain official valida-

tion of the quality of that experi-

ence which should serve them

well as they enter the job mar-

ket."

The candidates for the positions

must have a 3.0 grade point aver-

age, be recommended by a pro-

fessor, and complete a successful

interview with three members of

the English department faculty.

Once selected, they attend a two-

day, pre-semester training work-

shop in August, where they learn

as a team and bond.

They must master one-on-one

consulting technique, the writing

process, and grammar. They also

learn about the Writing Center's

resources, computer software,

and Internet capabilities. The

training does not end after the

summer session.

"The training staff meets every

week, or 30 hours per academic

year," says Welsch. "All of the

workers, even if they have sever-

al years of experience, go

through this training every year.

The writing issues are covered

from different angles and certain

concerns are presented in differ-

ent ways."

The workers spend time in the

Writing Center lab working with

classes and individuals. "This is a

real teaching experience for the

students," says Welsch. "Being a

writing consultant is more than a

work study job, it requires a lot of

dedication, discipline, and pro-

fessionalism."

Besides their formal training,

they must participate in a Writing

Center project.

This could include working on

the Writing Center newsletter,

creating instructional materials,

or working on public relations

projects such as posters, news for

the student newspaper and radio

stations, or working on the

Center's World Wide Web site.

"I heard about the CRLA pro-

gram three years ago," recalled

Welsch. "Previously, the Writing

Center work study students took

a one credit course to work in the

Writing Center. That credit didn't

count toward most of degrees and

the students had to pay for the

course. This meant that they were

paying to have the job. I thought

Clarion should provide an oppor-

tunity for them to gain from their

education in the classroom or

work study and started the appli-

cation for CRLA certification.

We have now dropped the

required course."

To receive CRLA certification

status Welsch submitted a pro-

gram history, program objectives

for training tutors, samples of

training schedules, and samples

of materials. She also had to

explain how training is conduct-

ed and how tutors are selected

and evaluated. The current

approval is good through 2002,

when application may be made

for renewal.

Welsch says two students will

qualify for the regular certificate,

one for the advanced certificate,

and three for the masters certifi-

cate this year. This year's work-

ers include:

Graduate assistants Douglas

Roote of Jeannette, Desmond

Warzel of Cranberry, and Laura

Yencsik of Emlenton.

The undergraduates are Joe

Banjak of Windber; Elicia Donze

of Seneca; Erica Fowlks of

Pittsburgh; Kelli Guntrum of

Rimersburg; Sarah Howe of

Hanover; Rachel Lindberg of

Amity; Mary Lou Manhart of

Brockway; Janna Martin of

Ginter; Dani Stein of Johnstown;

and Jennifer Toy of Parker.

The Writing Center in room 101

Davis Hall is open Monday-

Thursday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and

Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. It is

equipped with 30 Gateway E-

1400 computers, 6 MAC
Performas computers, and 2

Hewlett-Packard laser printers.

The Muslim Students

Association of Clarion

Presents:
"Islam and Science"

-Did you know?

-What is Islam?

-What is the relationship?

-What does science have to do with Islam?

or What has Islam to do with science?

-Join us, and enhance your knowledge on

some amazing facts and discoveries!!!

Date: Wednesday, April 4th, 2001

Location: Peirce Auditorium

Time: 8:30p.m.

County Market

5% OFF PURCHASE

OF $20 OR MORE
Clarion County Market Only. Expires 4/05/01

Spring iisak Transportation Home!

Where to: Harrisburg, King of Prussia, and

Philadelphia (30th Street Station)

How Much: Round trip $45.00 (NO REFUNDS)
What to Bring: Maximum = One suitcase and one

carry-on bag

Sign Up Where: CSA, 1 23 Gemmell

Departure: 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday, April 17

Sign Up Departure: Wednesday, April 1 1 at 1 :00

p.m.

Any Questions: Call the CSA office at 393-2423

(123 Gemmell)
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National News

Bush to change tone in Capital
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

"We need more respect in our

nation's capital." said President

George W. Bush at the Government

Affairs Conference (GAC) in

Washington D.C. GAC is an annu-

al event hosted by the National

Newspaper Association (NNA).

The Resident discussed the budget

and his desire to return the surplus to

the American people.

"All the talk about the surplus as

the government's money misses the

point. They forgot who pays the

bills. Those who say the surplus is

the government's money forget

where it comes from," said

President Bush.

According to the President, the

budget he submitted increased the

funding of public education. He
went on to say that along with the

increase of funding, an increase in

power at the local level is needed.

"One size does not fit all when it

comes to the education of the chil-

dren of America," said President

Bush.

According to President Bush, the

budget he submitted pays down $2

til II ion of the national debt over a 10

year period. He said he also wants

to remind Congress that people have

personal debt. He said that people

should be encouraged to manage

their own finances with some of

their money returned to them.

Another issue President Bush

addressed was literacy. He was

addressing the NNA directly when

he said that it was in their best inter-

est that "we have a literate tomor-

row."

In addition, he said that he believes

that states and local jurisdictions

should be able to tell us whether or

not our children can read. President

Bush said that he is against a nation-

al test because it would take control

away from the local level.

I hope that by

changing the tone in

Washington we can
change the tone in

other places around the

country... 99

-President

George W.Bush

According to President Bush, one

of the biggest causes he is involved

with is changing the tone in

Washington D.C. "We need more

respect in our nation's capital," said

President Bush.

"I hope that by changing the tone in

Washington we can change the tone

in other places around the country,

too, where we can prove that there

can be respectful disagreement,"

said President Bush.

President Bush also said that he is

against the tax code that taxes or

Arthur H. Barlow /The Clarion Call

George W. Bush makes his way through a crowd at the NNA
Conference.

'penalizes' marriage. Furthermore,

he said he would like to eliminate

the death tax. "It is unfair to tax a

person's assets twice," he said.

In closing. President Bush said that

there is a time for politics and a time

for policy. He added that once you

get sworn in, the politics are over.

He joked that for him it took a little

longer to get sworn in. President

Bush ended by saying, "I'm hon-

ored to be your President."

The Holocaust is remembered in D.C.
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor and

Amy Thompson
Clarion Call New^^^ Editor

When entering the United States

Holocaust Memorial Museum in

Washington D.C, one would think from

looking at the outside, that the inside would

be similar to that of any other museum.

However, when one walks through the

security system and views the entrance in

its entirety, there is a realization that this is

not just an ordinary museum as you step

into the Hall of Witness.

The interior design and structure is made
to resemble a ghetto. The walls were com-

posed of brick and cast iron beams. The

beams created a misleading and deceiving

feeling of entrapment.

In the regular exhibition, there is a vari-

ety of visual sites for memorial. The

Children's Tile Wall was composed of

6,000 tiles painted by American elemen-

tary school students to remember the chil-

dren that died in the Holocaust. Every sin-

gle tile represents 5,000 children murdered.

The Hall of Remembrance is a room

made of marble that contains a large flame

in the center of the room. The flame is sur-

rounded by a black marble wall with the

engraved names of every concentration

IDENTIFICATION CARD

L
Courtesy of the U.S. Holocaust Museum

The above picture is the cover of

the passport that each person

receives upon entering the perma-
nent exhibition. Inside was the iden-

tity of real Holocaust victim.

camp.

The museum also has a room designed to

teach young children about the Holocaust.

David's Story takes you through the differ-

ent environments that David and his fami-

ly lived through before, during and after

the

Holocaust.

Children can pull window sills to uncov-

er the story. The end of the site has a

hands-on drawing area for children to

depict their feelings about the Holocaust on

paper.

The permanent exhibition is a three floor

self-guided tour. Before entering, every-

one is given their own passport identifica-

tion card of a real person who lived during

the Holocaust.

Each card tells the story of the person,

their experiences during the Holocaust, and

whether or not they lived through it.

The exhibit is narrated the whole way
through with storyboards and enlarged

photographs. There is also a multitude of

audio stations, some of which are nartated

by survivors.

In some parts of the exhibit the walkways

were so narrow that with the mass amounts

of people, it almost could have been a re-

enactment of the victims being herded

from area to area.

On one of the floors, the walking area is

made from real Warsaw Ghetto cobble-

stones. People even have the option to

walk through an actual boxcar used, to

transport victims (usually 100 or more) to

concentration camps and ghettos. The train

was known to not stop for days and only

had one window.

Jewish tombstones that were desecrated

by the Nazis were used to make a wall and

an untraveled walkway in the museum.

Hebrew letters can still be seen on some of

the stones.

The museum houses many different arti-

facts from both victims and the camps.

Some of the victim's possessions that were

confiscated by the Nazis include piles of

combs, scissors, eafing utensils, and bins

full of shoes.

There was also authentic camp equipment

and clothing used and worn by the victims.

Such items were striped uniforms, wooden
sleeping units (for five to six people per

row), and eating bowls.

In one area there is an incinerator that

was used to cremate the bodies of

Holocaust victims.

There was also an examination table

where dead victims were placed to be

stripped of any gold or valuables both

inside and outside the body. The table had

a hole in the center for draining the blood

from the dead body.

The final stage of the tour features a

testimonial video from survivors of the

Holocaust. From that area one is lead into

the Hall of Remembrance.
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Powell addresses defense issues
by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor^

On Friday March 23,

Secretary of State, Colin

Powell, concluded the day by

addressing the National

Newspaper Association (NNA)

attendees.

He included such topics as

the Russian Situation and feel-

ings toward other countries as

well.

Powell began by stating that

the U.S. wishes to reach out to

all other nations and show them

the perks of democracy and

free enterprise.

He also focused on the fact

that he is an advocate for let-

ting American people know

what is going on and what is

being done.

"I will communicate to the

American people and also the

media," said Powell.

Powell then continued by

addressing the situation in

Russia. After uncovering an

American FBI agent, Robert

Hanssen, who was working as a

Russian spy, the country await-

ed a reaction.

The U.S. asked four Russians

to leave the country within

twenty four hours. Fifty others

were given until July to do the

same. After this, Russia retali-

ated by asking fifty-four

Americans to do the same.

Powell addressed this issue

by assuring the public that this

was a stand alone problem that

had been dealt with. It was not

part of a grand scheme.

"The world needs a good rela-

tionship with Russia and the

United States," said Powell.

As Powell finished his

speech, he agreed to accept

questions from the audience.

One of the first concerns to be

voiced was whether or not the

U.S. would keep Cuba isolated,

and if so for how long.

Powell simply replied by say-

ing, "As long as Castro confin-

ues to be the kind of person he

has been for the last 40 years."

A comment was also made

about the U.S. troops still in

South Korea. Powell replied

by saying that until something

changes between North and

South Korea, the U.S. will sup-

port South Korea and the troops

will stay.

To conclude the questions, an

NNA member asked if the U.S.

would continue to stand behind

Taiwan as the years go by.

Powell, in a quick one word

response, said, "Yes."

For feedback contact Jen

DeFazio at JBD1198@aol.com

• The Capitol

Arthur H. Barlow/The clarion Call

Pictured above is the United States Capitol Building. Being one of the most

recognizable sites in Washington D.C, the Capitol Building remains one of the

most spectacular views in the Washington D.C. area.
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would like to encourage

everyone to vote in

Student Senate Elections.

NNA meets for GAC

Photo coutesy of Sue Nicolais

Pictured above are members of the current NNA College

Committee. They attended a weekend conference in

Washington D.C. where President Bush was one of many fea-

tured speakers.

by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

During the 40th annual

National Newspaper

Association (NNA) conference

held in Washington D.C,March

22-24, members were there for

more reasons than just to com-

pare notes. Specific key issues

such as postal reform and estate

taxes were brought to Capital

Hill by NNA members.

Estate taxes were the biggest

issue addressed to the House

and Senate. Since most com-

munity newspapers are family

owned, having to pay the estate

taxes has required some news-

papers to be sold.

There are two different ver-

sions of the estate taxes which

consist of republican and demo-

crat. NNA members were con-

cerned about how both of these

versions would impact their

community newspapers.

"NNA members were warmly

welcomed, and we received a

lot of support on estate tax

repeal." said Senny Boone,

NNA Vice President of

Government Relations and

General Council.

Postal reform continues to be

a big issue for community news-

papers. Most community news-

papers rely upon the U.S. Postal

Service to deliver their product.

Therefore, postal rates are cru-

gg
Every university

should be dying to get

to this event. 99

-Jerry Reppert

|L

cial to newspapers.

Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHA)

ergonomics regulations would

have jeopardized small busi-

nesses such as community

newspapers.

Luckily for NNA, Congress

has rescinded the rule.

Members also spoke with gov-

ernment officials on this issue

and their concerns about it.

During the last day of the con-

ference, members had the

chance to meet in committees to

discuss certain topics and pro-

gression. One of the commit-

tees is just now in the early

stages.

The College Committee is

now comprised of four college

students, two from Minnesota

and two from Clarion

University.

The committee is being guid-

ed by Diane Everson, NNA
President, Jerry Tidwell, and

William Lawbaugh.

The number of college stu-

dents on the committee is

expected to grow in the next

couple years. "Every university

should be dying to get to this

event," said Jerry Reppert,

NNA Government Relations

Committee Chair.

The College Committee dis-

cussed ways to broaden commu-

nication between campus news-

papers and the National

Newspaper Organization.

Suggestions were made to

contact student papers on the

state level, and also to consider

a student position on the NNA
board. The tone at the end of

the meeting was one of high

hopes for the future.
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Cabinet members speak out at GAC
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

The Government Affairs Conference in

Washington D.C. hosted many cabinet

members and government officials.

The cabinet members included Anthony

Principi, Secretary of Veterans Affairs;

Gail Norton, Secretary of the Interior; and

Robert Paige, Secretary of Education.

Principi began his speech by thankmg

the newspapers for what they do. He also

connected newspapers with the military by

saying without the presence of the mili-

tary, there would never be free press.

He went on to say that many veterans

have lost faith in the availablility of bene-

fits and that he did not want an abstract

idea of veterans benefits.

He also said that he wants to speed up the

claims process, "...it's time to declare our

own war. A war on claims processing."

Norton is the first woman director of the

department of interior in 15 i years

Norton said to the National Newspaper

Association (NNA), "You're our commu-

niy's historians." She described the scruti-

ny in which she was interviewed for her

position.

When she was done speaking she took

questions from the audience. The first

question she was asked was about Alaska's

oil reserve and the threat to the wildlife if

oil is extracted there.

She first said that she understood that

this is an emotional issue. She also said

that the areas that will be impacted are

about the size of South Carolina and they

believe the oil reserve that exists there is

equivalent to what comes from Saudi

Arabia each year.

Paige began his speech by quoting

Barbara Jordan. "We may have come to

this country on different ships but we're on

the same boat now."

Paige said that America's high school

seniors trail nearly every country in indus-

trial math and there is a big gap between

disadvantaged students and more advan-

taged ones.

According to Paige, Bush has made edu-

cation a top priority.

Paige also said that education is not a

Democratic or Republican problem. "This

is an American problem," said Paige.

He said that he is 'astonished' that any-

one thinks there shouldn't be assessment

tests.

He asked how the teachers are to know

where the defecits are.

Paige said that each state should place its

own standards for a test and that the

administration is not in favor of a national

test.

Also present at the conference was North

Dakota Democratic Senator Kent Conrad.

Conrad gave his views on the presidents

proposed budget and why he thinks it is

will fail. Conrad said that Bush is signal-

ing to them that the budget has got to be all

his way.

He did however, say that Bush is chang-

ing the tone in Capital. "We can disagree

without being disaggreable," said Conrad.

Republican Senator of Missouri, Roy

Blunt, was also a speaker. "It is clearly a

new day in Washington," said Blunt.

He said that he was against a marriage

tax. He said that his wife jokes that there

is enough penalties in marriage already.

He was later questioned about Cuban

relations. He said that Castro is the type of

person who is always looking for a reason

to not do the right thing.

Student Senate Election Time Schedule

Monday
10-12 Stm Hall

12-5 Gemmell Student Center

5-7 Chandler Dining Hall

'I\iesday

10-12 Peirce Science Center

12-5 Gemmell Student Center

5-7 Chandler Dining Hall

Wednesday

10-12 Stevens Hall

12-5Chandler Dining Hall

5-7 Snack Bar

Thursday

10-12 Becker Hall

12-5 Chandler Dining Hall

5-7 Snack Bar
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Student Senate Elections
Jacqueline Collier Rebecca Emert Mike Farer

I am a sophomore with a major in Education. Currently, I

am a resident assistant and vice president of Interhall

Council. My strengths are that I am a diligent, hard work-

er, an outgoing leader, and a person who is willing to lis-

ten and able to make a change within our student body. By

becoming apart of the Student Senate team, I will improve

the quality of my leadership abilities and truly become a

driving force" on our campus.

I am a member of the womens tennis team, a SAC repre

sentative, and a employee at the Student Rec Center.

Through my involvement the past two years, I know that

issues and problems arise. Being a part of Student Senate,

I can voice your opinions and concerns about the problems

and issues that occur at this university, whether they are

reconstructing the meal plans, to seeing what can be done

to provide on-campus apartments. I will do my best to con

tribute to the best possible solutions.

Party for Academic Enrichment:

Academics receives only seven tenths of one percent of

the allocated budget. We will fight for academic orga-

nizations on campus. We support the weekend initia-

tive. We support the positive aspects of Greek life. We

support the diversity on campus and through campus

activities. We are not for the abolition or degradation

of athletics. We would support the university sharing

the burdens of funding athletics.

Scott Gliehe Melissa Warbara Hammond

During my first year at Clarion, I have contributed a great

deal to Interhall Council. I would like to become more

involved at Clarion by being on Student Senate. My expe-

rience serving in the Navy, as well as my involvement with

Interhall Council shows that I am able to take on responsi-

bilities and work in a group setting. As a member of

Student Senate, I would enjoy the opportunity to represent

the whole student population.

Being a Student Senate representative is a difficult and chal-

lenging job but one I enjoy partaking in. Communication

among the student body is a must for all senators because

their are the ones making decisions that will benefit the stu-

dent body. This is why, I am choosing to rerun for Student

Senate. Other activities that I am involved in put me in con-

tact with members of the student body. With this contact, I

am able to bring to Senate my ideas along with other students

wants, needs, and desires at Clarion University.

I'm Barbara Hammond and I am a junior speech pathol

ogy major. I hold many executive positions in many

campus organizations. Hove to work with different

types of people. This is one of the many reasons, why I

am interested in becoming a senator my senior year. I

would really love to be more involved in decision mak-

ing on campus. I feel that I would be a great asset to this

organization.

Megin Hanely Joseph Heiman Laurie Hepler

I feel that through my participation in the Student Senate

I could assist in making our college more well known

both to the community and at large by promoting the

welfare of the university's band programs. If the bands

have the support of the school in the form of the Student

Senate, they will be better equipped to represent our

school in a complementary fashion.

It would be an honor to represent the student body of CU

by running for Student Senate, on the issues that the stu-

dents care about. I will rely on the three I's intensity,

integrity and intelligence. I will use intensity and integri-

ty in my effort to generate profound and meaningful

ideas for the student body. I will use the intelligence I

have garnished from Clarion and previous experiences...

I plan to leave an impression at Clarion University

with my endless fight for the student body. As a

student I know how frustrating it is to feel as if

nothing can be done. Changing that alone will be

one of my main priorities. Each student will know

they can come to me to try and make a positive

change.
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Student Senate Elections
Valerie Hill Despo loakim

Party for Academic Enrichment:

Academics receive only seven tenths of one percent of the

allocated budget. We will fight for academic organizations

on campus. We support the weekend initiative. We sup

port the positive aspects of Greek life. We support the

diversity on campus and through campus activities. We are

not for the abolition or degradation of athletics. We would

support the university sharing the burdens of funding

athletics.

I am an international student from Greece-Cyprus. I am a gradu

ate student in the communication field. The major reason why I

am running for these elections is because I am given the chance

to represent both myself and the entire international community

to the Clarion University student body. Since I am going to be

here for almost two more years I want to make the most of it, by

getting myself involved in events that influence me as a person,

and as an international student here in Clarion and give my input.
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Student Senate Elections
Mike McCahe Brandon McCliment

Emma Jones Wendy Kengor Justin Kauffmati

I am drawn to student government because it gives me the

best means to accomplish my most important goal: to iden-

tify the challenges that face my community and do my per-

sonal best to meet them. Ultimately, I feel it is the goal of

Student Senate (and other leadership in general) to help our

community identify and stay accountable for our own val-

ues. As an elected official it would be my highest priority

not only to provide for the improvement of daily amenities,

but to take seriously our responsibility to the big picture...

The knowledge, skills and experience I have acquired

through Senate this year are plentiful, but there is still

much to learn. If elected again I will strive to apply what

I have learned and what I will continue to learn for the

betterment of the students. By actively being involved in

many campus organizations, I feel that I have an ear open

to the voice of this dynamic student population. I would

appreciate it if you'd cast a vote for me, Wendy Kengor.

Party for Academic Enrichment:

Academics receive only seven tenths of one percent of

the allocated budget. We wil} fight for academic orga

nizations on campus. We support the weekend initia

tive. We support the positive aspects of Greek life. We
support the diversity on campus and through campus

activities. We are not for the abolition or degradation of

athletics. We would support the university sharing the

burdens of funding athletics.

MiinmssssiiLst^m J
As an incoming freshman with an education major, I have

had the opportunity to be involved in various campus activ

ities, which include Student Senate. Throughout my time

on Student Senate I have been able to utilize my natural

leadership qualities and hope to continue to lead our cam-

pus in the right direction in the years to come. I would

appreciate your vote in the upcoming election. Thank you!

Thomas McKeough

As a member of Clarion University's baseball team I

know what it's like to work and compromise with my fel-

low students. I feel this experience will help me in my bid

to become a student senator. I believe the qualities of a

good student senator include the ability to communicate

with my fellow students. I excel in that ability and will

use that experience to lead our Student Senate.

My name is Tom McKeough, I am currently a junior

majoring in marketing. I am very active on campus with

organizations such as Clarion Barbell Club, American

Marketing Association, and a member of Theta Chi fra-

ternity. As a leader in my fraternity holding various

leadership positions, I feel that I can utilize my
interpersonel skills to help make changes to benefit

Clarion University students.

Editor's Note

All

platform

statements

appear as

written

by the

candidates.

Mike Phillips Robert Pica

As a student-athlete and a member of a fraternity, I will

strongly support and strive for more support for these gen-

eral areas. I would like to also use my position on Student

Senate to better improve overall student life for Clarion

students. I would like to see more organizations on cam

pus get more involved in community activities.

Erika Pidro

I'm ajunior majoring in athletic training and biology and

minoring in Allied Healdi Services. Some of my cam-

pus activities include being a member of Sigma Chi,

playing rugby for Clarions Mens Club and taking part in

Special Olympics. I think I will be a good Senator

because I will keep an open ear for the student body's

suggestions and make the best decisions on their behalf

Julie Lundy Marcie Lyle Demar Manuel

Party for Academic Enrichment:

Academics receive only seven tenths of one percent the

allocated budget. We wil! fight for academic organizations

on campus. We support the weekend initiative. We support

the positive aspects of Greek life. We support the diversi-

ty on campus and through campus activities. We are not for

the abolition or degradation of athletics. We would support

the university sharing the burdens of funding athletics.

I would like to be a bridge between the student body

that lives here on campus and the growing number of

students who are returning adults or commuting stu-

dents. The representation within student council should

encompass the wide range of diversity among its popu-

lation. I hope to be a driving force in that happening.

Although, we do not live directly on campus, we all

have an active role in the success of Clarion University.

1 '%"*!:^^'«.r"" i

^f
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My name is Demar Manuel, I am a freshman, who is

planning to go to medical school. I plan to graduate

from Clarion University with a four year degree with

high honors. I am active in the Research Committee,

Black Student Union, Biology Club and the Men of

Color Think Tank. I want to promrtte diversity and

multi-culturalism. By joining Student Senate I think 1

bring a lot more to the table than just leadership skills. I

bring poise, sacrifice, perseverance and hard work.

Andrea Smith

I am a junior majoring in Special Elementary Education. I would

like to run for Student Senate once again because of the great

opportunities this position holds. By being actively involved on

this campus in various organizations for the past 3 years, I have to

say I've gained the most valuable experiences from being on

Student Senate. For the past two years this position gave me the

chance to play a huge role in decision making while gaining lead-

ership positions. I am currently chair of the committee and have

the opportunity to meet with various faculty which coincides with

sharpening my speaking and social skills...

Party for Academic Enrichment:

Academics receive only seven tenths of one percent of

the allocated budget. We will fight for academic orga-

nizations on campus. We support the weekend initia-

tive. We support the positive aspects of Greek life.

We support the diversity on campus and through cam-

pus activities. We are not for the abolition or degra-

dation of athletics. We would support the university

sharing the burdens of funding athletics.
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Student Senate Elections
Jennifer Reis

I feel that I would be a good candidate for the student sen-

ator position because I am willing to go the distance to do

whatever it takes to make a difference at CU. I am a per-

son full of energy and I know I can make my voice be

heard because I did it while I was in high school. The

main reason that I would like to obtain this position is so

I can better understand what is happening around campus

and why.

Melinda Schrecengost

;*•^ss^ ;;;*

Hello, my name is Mehnda Schrecengost and I am cur-

rently running for Clarion University Student Senate. I

will be a senior Industrial Relations major in the fall and

I am involved in various activities on and around campus.

I wish to be elected for senate because I feel that I am a

strong voice and a competent leader and could get things

accomplished that the student body wishes to be heard on.

Thank You!

Nathan Trice

Hi, my name is Nathan Trice and I am a freshman biology

major. As a freshman I feel a need to get involved in

Clarion University as soon as I can. I am currently

involved with the Mens and Womans Basketball teams as

the video camera man. I am also employed by the Student

Recreation Center as a wall belayer. I will represent our

student body to the best of my ability. I appreciate your

vote, every vote counts!

Joel Roth

After living in Clarion, Pa all of my life, I feel that it is

important to establish the relationship between the uni-

versity and the community. Along with this, I would like

to diminish apathy among the student body. This can be

done by emphasizing student to faculty relationships,

improving campus activities, and strengthening student

organizations.

Get out and

vote!

Vote for

next year's

student senators

Timothy Smith Tyler Strugill

By getting involved as a freshman exemplifies my eager

ness to change Clarion University for the better. I am a

member of the CSA Board of Directors, have a 4.0 GPA,

and a Student Senator, a Resident Assistant and play rugby.

By being very involved, I have been able to identify the

problems with our school from a wide variety of people. If

re-elected I will see to it that these problems be addressed

Student Senate is the ideal organization because I will be able

to make beneficial changes on campus as well as gain valu-

able experience. My dedication to leadership and involve-

ment in UAB, Hall Council, and Eagle Ambassador Program

aids me to be a qualified candidate as a member, I want to be

a part of the appropriations committee. This will help me to

further help in the upcoming years.

Dustin Tudor Tameka Washington

There are three subjects I would like to address on cam-

pus. First, I will work for more options for flex such as

using it in restaurants, vending machines, and even laun-

dry. Second, I would like to increase student involvement

on committees in order to relay student's concerns about

Alltel, food, housing, etc. Finally, I will look into devel-

oping smoking lounges in residence halls, which would

benefit both smokers and non-smokers. Remember, "You

can trust in Dustin."

As a strong-willed and determined individual, I believe

that I have what it takes to demonstrate leadership quali-

ties in a leadership role. I genuinely care about social

issues and events that go on within this university and

for this reason, I would like to be a part of the organiza-

tion that makes a difference on campus. I would be

honored to be a student senator and represent Clarion

University's student body.
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Student Senate Elections
Heather Ambrisco Andrew Barnei William Breat

Party for Academic Enrichment:

Academics receive only seven tenths of one percent of the

allocated budget. We will fight for academic organiza-

tions on campus. We support the weekend initiative. We
support the positive aspects of Greek life. We support the

diversity on campus and through campus activities. We
are not for the abolition or degradation of athletics. We
would support the university sharing the burdens of fund-

ing athletics.

Party for Academic Enrichment:

Academics receive only seven tenths of one percent of the

allocated budget. We will fight for academic organizations

on campus. We support the weekend initiative. We sup-

port the positive aspects of Greek life. We support the

diversity on campus and through campus activities. We are

not for the abolition or degradation of athletics. We would

support the university sharing the burdens of funding ath-

letics.

'<

':

My name is William Breat. I am a second semester

freshman majoring in communication. In high

school, I was elected vice president of the Future

Business Leaders of America. I was also the senior

class president. I enjoyed holding these positions

very much. I enjoy listening to my classmates and

friends, to hear there opinions. I think that I would

work very hard for student senate and hopefully I

would be an asset to it.

Mike Brown Kevin Byrne Tom Clopp

My name is Mike Brown and I am a junior Accounting

major. I believe my experiences with finances will bring a

unique knowledge to Clarion Universities Student Senate. I

would also like to become a member of the student senate

to lead our university toward the future. I believe in my

abilities to communicate with my peers on what is best for

the future of Clarion University. When it comes time, vote

for Mike Brown.

If I were elected to the Student Senate I would endeavor to

serve the student body in a number of ways. I would

attempt to improve the service and student's image of cam

pus services such as Public Safety and the Health Center. I

would do my best to get necessary funding to a variety of

campus organizations as well as implementing more cam-

pus-wide activities to improve cultural diversity and under-

standing.

The "College Experience," what is needed for one to

achieve it? I feel that involvement is something that def-

initely aids in the achievement. I have been involved in

numerous activities, including student senate, UAB, and

others making me knowledgeable in this area. I feel that

I am the candidate to further represent the students and

make fair ^nd just decisions, while being unbiased and

looking out for the entire student body, not just one group.

Terrilyn Cheatham Ben Chervenak Amy Cohen

I am a sophomore here at Clarion as well as a member of

the Debate team, Panhellinic Council, and Zeta Phi Beta

Sorority. I hope to be your next student senator. I believe

that all individuals shoud have a voice and that voice should

be heard. If you elect me as your next Student Senator, I

will make certain that your voices will be heard and

responded to. A student senator should be a well-rounded,

social hard-working, and one who strives to meet the needs

of all whom she represents. I possess all of those qualities...

By seeking re-election to Student Senate I will work to

voice the students concerns as well as better the university.

Through my involvement on CSA Board of Directors,

other campus organizations and Treasurer of Student

Senate, I feel that I have the necessary leadership and

communication skills that would help me to effectively

serve the Clarion University Student Body.

My name is Amy Cohen. I am a sophomore. Political

Science major. I am also a sister of Delta Phi Epsilon

where I have been elected to a chair position. I have

held this position for one year. Prior to this I was the

President of Campbell Hall Council in fall of 1999.

My experience would be valuable in representing the

students of Clarion University. So please vote for

myself and my experience. Thank you.
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Lifestyles
Martin Luther Kin^ Jr. Series

Chiqui Cartagena educates about Hispanic culture

by Chuck Delcroix

Clarion Calj Staff Writer

On Monday, March 26, Ms.

Chiqui Cartagena presented

"Celebration of Hispanic

Conn ibutions to American Culture

and Performing Arts" at 7:30 in

Hart Chapel.

Cartagena is currently the execu-

tive editor of the Spanish TV

Guide. She is developing a series

of Spanish-language TV Guide -

branched products, with the hope

of attracting new users to TV

Guide's new multimedia platform.

Cartagena, who grew up in Spain,

Photo courtesy of University Relations

Chiqui Cartagena the

editor of ttie Spanisti TV

Guide.

has had a successful career in tele-

vision production and was once a

senior editor for People an

Espanol, the Spanish language ver-

sion of the popular weekly maga-

zine published by Time, Inc.

The event was the last in this

year's Martin Luther King Jr.

series, which focused on the theme

of "King's message through enter-

tainers." Sponsored by Clarion's

Martin Luther King Jr. Committee,

the performance set out to infonn

everyone in attendance about the

impact that Latin Americans have

had in the past, and will have in the

future.

With a decent crowd for the show,

Cartegena started by drawing com-

parisons between the struggles of

African-Americans and Latin

Americans. She talked about the

influence that Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr. has had on the Hispanic

population of America, and went

on to say that the black community

and the Hispanic community are

historically discriminated against,

as well as being constantly stereo-

typed.

Her focus throughout the show

was on Latin Americans in

Hollywood and in the American

entertainment industry in general.

She starts by talking about Desi

Amez, Ricardo Montalban. Charo,

and other popular Latin American

stars of the 60's and 70's.

She said that although popular,

just about every one of the charac-

ters that these entertainers played

were always overly loud and

obnoxious. She claimed that this

was the earliest form of stereotyp-

ing against Latinos in Hollywood,

but would start to get worse as the

years passed.

In the 80's and throughout the

90's, the majority of roles for Latin

Americans in Hollywood consisted

of drug dealers, pimps, homeless

people, or police officers. Latin

Americans did not land roles as

heroes, not because Hollywood is

racist, but simply because produc-

ers are not willing to take the risk.

As one audience member would

point out during the show, "the

only color that Hollywood cares

about is green." As more time kept

passing, urban populations of

blacks and Latinos grew to record

numbers, which is when

Hollywood started paying more

attention.

Cartagena informed her audience

Inside

LIFE

"SubUibia" drops ihe

ball with pointless pro-

fanity and a bad story:

To read a review of the

Second Series play,

See Page 21.

that there is still plenty of discrimi-

nation in Hollywood. She used the

movies Jerry Maguire, Men In

Black, and the modem version of

2U)rro to convey her points.

The show was not all facts about

Hollywood. Before she concluded,

CcU-tagena gave some very interest-

ing statistics about the growing

population of Latin Americans in

the United States. These numbers

were based on the last U.S. census

and proved informative to all in

attendance.

At the end of her performance she

fielded some questions from audi-

ence members and had this to say

about the situation of Latin

Americans in the U.S.: "The past

has not been great, but hopefully

the future will be." Programs like

this will be a step in the right direc-

tion.

Vincent Spina, Chairman of

Modern Languages at Clarion,

thought the performance was "very

good and informative. Clarion has

almost 0% Latin population, and

we need more programs like this to

inform people about the Latin com-

munity." Spina went on to say that

"I think it is important for students

to learn more about what is hap-

pening in Hollywood and the enter-

tainment industry with the Latino

population."

Ms. Cartagena said that the one

message she hoped the audience

would take home with them is that

"There is a Hispanic baby boom

that will affect every aspect of

American society. It would be wise

to learn more about the Hispanic

culture in order to get rid of preju-

dice."

After the performance, the audi-

ence had learned many things

about the Hispanic culture. Ms.

Cartagena got her audience think-

ing, and it is for this that she should

be applauded.

Ctit^iSoDDH won

Photo by Graham Hermanns

This week's photo is of the University Booi( Center's

clothing department.

www.theclarioiicall.com
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Think metal only exists

witi\ white rap-rockers?

Ihink again. The

Queens C8The Stone

Age rock out

See Page 21

TheWHO Hies contin-

ue to bring you

unknown and imder-

ground music with this

week's offering.

See Page 23.

Calendar of Events.

To find out whafs
going on at Clarion

University and the sur-

rounding community
See Page 21.
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Today
•National Alcohol Screening Day
Friday, March 30
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•Woman's Conference (Founders, Moore Hall, Chap,

Gem)
•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, March 31
•NW PA Federation of Music Clubs Junior Festival (M-B
Bldg.) 8 am - 4 pm
•Track & Field at

Geneva/CMU
•Softball at Lock Haven 1 pm
•Women's Conference
(Founders, Moore Hall, Chap,

Gem)
•Community Service Plunge 8

am - 3 pm
•Baseball vs. California 1 pm
Sunday, April 1

•Daylight Savings Time begins

(turn clocks ahead one hour) 2

am
•Greek Sing (Aud) 3 pm
Monday, April 2
•PHEAA Forms now available in Financial Aid (104 Egbert)

•Faculty Senate Policy Mtg. (B-8 Chap) 3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem) 7:30 pm
•Greek Swim (Tip) 8 pm
Tuesday, April 3
•Softball vs. Allegheny 3 pm
•Greek V-Ball (Tip) 7 pm
•W. Tennis at Allegheny 3

pm
•Baseball at Lock Haven 1

pm
Wednesday, April 4

•Jazz Bands Spring Concert

(Aud) 8 pm
•Dec. 01 Grads need to file

grad. apps during early regis-

tration (B-16 Carrier)

•Softball at Indiana 3 pm
•Greek Flag football 3 pm
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Theatre Review

SUMMER 2001
DISTANCE EDUCATION

V I a t h /V E T

Summer Session 1: June 4-July 6, 2001

Summer Session 2: July 9-August 9, 2001

School ofContinuing Education

"Suburbia" is foul-

mouthed drivel

() 1 1 - C A M 1* I S S 1 L 1) 1 i: S

DIS rANCh hi) LC AT ION

Undergraduate credit via the NET:

Registration begins March 20, 2001

CRIM 101 Crime and Justice Systems

CRIM 281 Introduction to Corrections

FONT 1 43 Nutrition and Wellness

FONT 145 Intro to Nutrition

FONT 212 Nutridon

CEOS 101 Dynamic Earth

MATH 1 1 Foundations of Mathematics

MATH 2 1

7

Probability and Statistics

PHYS 1 1

1

Ceneral College Pliysics I

PI lYS 1 1

2

General College Physics II

PHYS 51

1

Secondary School Physics Laboratory Practice

PLSClOl World Poliucs

PLSC 1 1

1

American Politics

PLSC 359 Constitutional I^w/Civil Liberties

SAFE 630 Polluuon Conttol

lUP also offers re{;ular undci-graduatc DAY CLASSES during Summer Sessions

I and 2 at the Monrocville Graduate and Professional Center.

CALL 1-800-845-0131 for more information!
http://wwwJup.edu/contin/ (Click on DISTANCE EDUCATION.)

lUP is the laT^al member univmity ofthe Stale System ofHigher Education.

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

Register

NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
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NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
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NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!
NOW!

by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I went into last Friday night's

presentation of "SubUrbia" hav-

ing heard many rave reviews

beforehand. More than a few

people told me it was a show that

they could not only see me liking,

but possibly even having written.

Hey, how bad could this be, right?

Whew.

Good news and cold hard facts

first: this was the first full-scale

play to be performed in Hart

Chapel in a very long time (exact-

ly how long I can't say). Second

Series shows tend to scare away

people due to their often nonreal-

istic and experimental shows (last

year's Sam Shepard showcase

being an example), but this one

was more what we're used to

—

the "verse-chorus-verse" kind of

on stage action.

Telling the story of a group of

maybe-twentysomething losers

and their favorite 7-11 hangout,

"SubUrbia" started out very

promisingly. The set was fright-

eningly realistic as were the

improvised milk-crate furniture

pieces and the overall "Good

Lord, did they just really say

'f**k' sixteen times in six sec-

onds of dialogue?" writing.

Things progress rapidly down-

hill from there. My old rants (see

the other shows that I have dis-

liked) apply here again: good act-

ing, bad bad bad bad script.

Realism is one thing, using the

Seven Deadly words (s**t, p**s,

f**k, c**t, c**ksucker, moth-

erf* **er and t*ts) just because

you're being "realistic" is quite

another. Ditto for smoking ciga-

rettes and "joints" on stage. The

reason everyone likes Psycho so

much is because it leaves the

worst things to our imagination

—

"Sub" should have too.

I apologize to those I know who
were involved with the show— in

no way am I attacking your acting

(although the lines at times

seemed a bit dragging and forced)

or anything of the sort. I just

hope another "Celebration" or

"Savage Love" comes along

soon.
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Music Review
Music Review

Sex, drugs and rock n' roll? Yes please! CFP - Nintendo rock will never die
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call U{fsidles Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM: Queens Of

The Stone Age, Rated R.

FOR FANS OF: Stoner rock

weened on grunge.

FOR FURTHER LISTEN-

ING: FuManchu'sA'm^O/r/ie

Road, Kyuss' Blues For The Red

Sun, Chris ComeH's solo work.

Now that Dave Matthews Band

has gone fully pop, and Phish is

on indefinite hiatus, what's a

stoner to do? Oh well - no use

crying over spilt bongwater.

Especially when you have the

Queens Of The Stone Age.

Big, weird name; and an even

bigger and weirder sound. Sure,

you could call many of the songs

off of Rated R grunge, but

Nirvana and Soundgarden never

sounded so spacey, so transcen-

y

'
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The Honey Baked Ham
Company™

EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
Easter Season!!

TEMPORARY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Customer Service Clerks
Phone Operators

Food Prep.

^Flexible Hours
$6.oo-$7.oo/Hr.

i^pfynow to guarantee yourjob at the Easter holiday.

Call 800-^^/^6-4267

The Honey Baked Ham Companv Locations
4780 McKnight Rd, PittsDurgh

1600 Washington Rd, Pittsburgh

329 Penn Center Blvd, Pittsburgh

Century III Mall, Pittsburgh

Westmoreland Mall, Greensburg

4713 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg
Park Cit>' Mall, Lancaster

dental, so. ..well, stoned. A reca-

pitulation of everything that they

stood for when the boys were

known as Kyuss, but so much

more. Rated /? is a burned-out

jaunt through one band's really

groovy trip, dude.

"Feel Good Hit Of The

Summer," "Better Living

Through Chemistry," "Monsters

In The Parasol" - song monikers

such as these should clue you in

to the fact that you won't see

QOTSA at a Nancy Regan rally

in the near future.

The Queens make no attempt to

hide their love of mind-altering

substances - the album's opener,

"Feel Good Hit..." serves as the

apotheosis of the whole set. An

incendiary guitar riff that would

make Kurt Cobain's corpse

orgasm lashes out in a frezy

against militarized drumming as

lead singer Joshua Homme
chants one line over and over

again: "Nicotine, valium, vico-

den, marijuana. Ecstasy and alco-

hol....c-c-c-c-c-
cocaine!!!!!!!!!!!!"

No, wait - I know what you're

thinking: "Yeah, a bunch of

Scooby-Doo freaks blazin' in

their basement, gettin' fat on

three-cheese Doritos who think

they're the next friggin' Led

Zep." Wrong. Queens Of The

Stone Age is the band that will

inspire that sort of musical

moronity (but don't hold that

against them). They're too

tongue-in-cheek, too savvy and

intelligent to be discounted as

amatuers, yet sophomoric enough

to not buckle to pretentiousness

and delusions of grandeur. And

they can write a killer hook.

Aside from reciting Robert

Downey Jr.'s shopping list on

Rated R, the Queens read from

the Metal Bible at every turn.

Pounding Black Sabbath riffs,

drumming that would do John

Bonham proud (well, maybe not

that good), and vocals that can

alternately conjure images of

Cobain, Screaming Trees front-

man Mark Lanegan, and Ozzy's

more sedated moments abound.

Witness the second track, "The

Lost Art Of Keeping A Secret,"

which single-handedly tries to

resurect the days when "Black

Hole Sun" ruled the radio. A
clunky drum break clears the pipe

on "Feel Good Hit...," and as the

purple haze dissipates, a mea-

sured rhythm guitar tip-toes

around a plinking electric piano.

Homme breaks out in the chorus,

crooning "Whatever you do,

don't telly anyone..." as a mali-

cious baritone sex belts out the

news of the world. As for what

he doesn't want you to tell, your

guess is a good as mine, though I

suspect it's one of two things: 1)

that rock is indeed not dead, just

on a really bad trip, or 2) don't

reveal the location of Homme's

secret stash, dude-mar.

Rated R is chock full of great

moments like that one, thankful-

ly. "Auto Pilof's soaring blues

riff proves you're flying the vir-

tuostic skies, and by the time

Homme and Co. attempt a Beach

Boys-like harmony towards the

end, you'll realize the overhead

oxygen masks ain't pumpin' 02,

baby. A rapid-fire riff frames the

paranoid babblings of "Monsters

In The Parasol," which leads into

the stellar "Quick And To The

Pointless." A demented twist on

"Hey Mickey" (complete with

goofy handclaps and cheerleader

shouts), "Quick... '"s over-before-

it-began barrage of bratty noise

will leave you reeling.

By far, the best song on Rated

R is the creep-jam of "Better

Living Through Chemistry." As

Homme's seemingly phoned-in

and echoed vocal cops a chorus

from Bjork, tribal drumming and

a subversive piano lull you into a

calm. After an extended instru-

mental section, the guitar breaks

out in an attack that is at once

energetic and lethargic. A noctur-

nal ride through druggy psyche-

delia, "Better Living..." never

lets up, and never fails to capti-

vate.

Queens Of The Stone Age are

not without their faults, though.

"In The Fade" doesn't really go

anywhere, and resorts to repris-

ing "Feel Good Hit..." for no

good reason. The freak-out horn

section that closes out "I Think 1

Lost My Headache" just blud-

geons the listener to the point of

irritation, as it meanders on the

same repetitive refrain for over

three minutes. But the strong

points, such as "Better Living..."

or the acoustic experiment of

"Lightning Song" more than save

the album, and are what you

remember after all is said and

done.

If they ever remake Dazed And

Confused and set it in this time

frame. Queens Of The Stone Age

better be on the soundtrack.

Bore-rockers Creed may ask

"Can you take me higher?" but

QOTSA are the ones who answer

the call. Rated R is some of the

most adventurous hard rock I've

heard in a while. Now pass the

Visine, man. 3 1/2 out of 5 stars.

For feedback contact Keith

Gwdlim at Neworder586@ hot-

mail.com.

Greek Week starts this upcom-

ing Sunday with Greek Sing In

the Marwick-Boyd auditorium at

3 PM. Come out and cheep on

your favorite Sreek

by Jeff Chaffee

.9?.'?.*VI .?.^.'.'.?f^^
^"*^'"

I was that kid in the Nintendo days who was a

junkie for everything but the actual game play

—

music, colors, sounds, etc. In fact, I even went as far

as to hook up a tape recorder to StarFox one time and

record the soundtrack (I still have it too).

This week's WHO seem to be kindred spirits to me
in this regard. My roommate even asked me "What
the hell? Is this a Nintendo game or something?"

ARTIST: Call Florence POW.
ALBUM: These are the plans... (1999 Spongebath).

THINK: Ween about ten years younger.

SAMPLE LYRICS: "Looking through my collection

of recollection, I held the phone book in one hand

for my protection." ("I'm Traveling").

Two men comprise the sensual juggernaut (never

thought you'd hear that phrase, now did you?) that is

CFP, boyhood pals Brian Jacobs and David Tobias.

The CD is about the weirdest lyrical stylings I've

heard in a long time.

I mean, there's a song about a kid who turns into

the periodic table of the elements, one about a girl

creating a sweatsuit-clad army, and the phrase "Cuz
my choice was made, f**k my hair."

Odd and quirky beats and rhythms dominate the

album's ten tracks, making the funny lyrics sound

perfectly at home.

Even the promoter who sent good old WCCB (ah,

we barely knew thee) didn't quite know what to say

about these two.

The disc tends to sag a bit in the middle, but is res-

cued with pop-perfect "Three and Four Part Tones"

and "57.5 Bars."

The funky rap to the elements and an instrumental

"Theme to Call Florence POW" round out the solid

second half of the disc, making it a must hear for

anyone who digs Nintendo music, or goof-rock

bands such as They Might Be Giants.

A 4.5 for these really weird guys.

PARTING SHOT: Yep, I still hate Limp Bizkit.

Theatre Department announces auditions
story courtesy of

University Relations

Auditions for the 2001

Clarion University Summer
Musical Theatre Festival will

be held March 31, April 9 and

10.

The productions this summer

will be "The Fantastiks," "The
Sound of Music," and "Joseph

and the Amazing Technicolor

Dreamcoat."

Performers of all ages and

experience levels are welcome
and encouraged to attend.

"The Sound of Music" has

roles for seven children and

there is a large children's cho-

rus in "Joseph."

The audition for children's

roles, five to 15 years of age,

will be held at 10 a.m.,

Saturday March 31 in the

Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre.

Adults, 15 and older, may
audition on April 9 at 7 p.m.

or April 10 at 5 p.m.

Those auditioning should

prepare a short song of 32 bars

and be prepared to dance.

Performance dates are: "The

Fantastiks," June 14-16,

Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre,

Clarion University, and June

21-23 and 27-30, Verna Leith

Sawmill Theatre, Cook Forest.

"Sound of Music," July 5-7,

Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre,

Clarion University, and July

12-14 and 18-21, Verna Leith

Sawmill Theatre, Cook Forest.

"Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat," July

26-28, Marwick-Boyd Little

Theatre, Clarion University,

and August 2-4 and 9-11,

Verna Leith Sawmill Theatre,

Cook Forest.

For more information,

please call Marilouise Michel

at (814) 393-2284.

Robert

Mirable's

concert of

Native

American
music ttiat was
sctieduled for

ApriMOat
Clarion

University tias

been
cancelled.
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Sex, drugs and rock n' roll? Yes please!
,

CFP Nintendo rock will never die
by Keith (iwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Kditor

ARTIST/ALBUM: Queens Of

The Stone Age. Rated K

FOR FANS OF: Stoner roek

weened on gruniie.

FOR FURTHER LISrF:N-

ING: Fii Manehu"s Kini^ Of The

R(Hid, Kyuss' Blues For The Red

Sun, Chris Cornell's solo work.

Now thai Dave Matthews Band

has gone fully pop, and Phish is

on indefinite hiatus, what's a

stoner to do? Oh well - no use

crying over spilt bongwater.

Eispecially when you have the

Queens Of The Stone Age.

Big. weird name; and an even

bigger and weirder sound. Sure,

you could call many of the songs

off of Rated R grunge, but

Nirvana and Soundgarden never

sounded so spacey, so transcen-

^

^ *•"•.<" j\ ^ ' *

jRi

The Honey Baked Ham
Company™

EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
Easter Season!!

TEMPORARY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Customer Senice Clerks
Phone Operators

Food Frep.

Flexible Hours
$6.oo-$7.oo/Hr.

Apply now to guarantee \ourjob at the Easter holiclav.

Call 8oo-^'^6-a267

The Honev Baked Ham Companv Locations
* 4780 McKnight Rd, Pittsburgh

1600 Washington Rd, Pittsburgh

329 Penn Center Blvd, Pittsburgh

Centur\- III Mall, Pittsburgh

\Vestmoreland Mall. Greensburg

t7i3 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg
Park Cit\ Mall, Lancaster

dental, so... well, stoned. A reea-

pitulation of everything that they

stood for when the boys were

known as Kyuss. but so much

more. Rated /? is a burned-out

jaunt through one band's really

groovy trip, dude.

"Feel Good Hit Of The

Summer," "Better Living

Through Chemistry," "Monsters

In The Parasol" - song monikers

such as these should clue you in

to the fact that you won't see

QOTSA at a Nancy Regan rally

in the near future.

The Queens make no attempt to

hide their love of mind-altering

substances - the album's opener.

"Feel Good Hit..." serves as the

apotheosis of the whole set. An

incendiary guitar riff that would

make Kurt Cobain's corpse

orgasm lashes out in a frezy

against militarized drumming as

lead singer Joshua Homme
chants one line over and over

again: "Nicotine, valium, vico-

den, marijuana. Ecstasy and alco-

h o 1 . . . . c - c - c - c - c -

cocaine!!!!!!!!!!!!"

No, wait - I know what you're

thinking: "Yeah, a bunch of

Scooby-Doo freaks blazin' in

their basement, gettin' fat on

three-cheese Doritos who think

they're the next friggin" Led

Zep." Wrong. Queens Of The

Stone Age is the band that will

inspire that sort of musical

moronity (but don't hold that

against them). They're too

tongue-in-cheek, too savvy and

intelligent to be discounted as

amatuers, yet sophomoric enough

to not buckle to pretentiousness

and delusions of grandeur. .And

ihey can write a killer hook.

.Aside from reciting Robert

Downey Jr.'s shopping list on

Rated /?. the Queens read from

the Metal Bible at every turn.

Pounding Black Sabbath riffs,

drumming that would do .lohn

Bonham proud (well, maybe not

that good), and vocals that can

alternately conjure images of

Cobain, Screaming Trees front-

man Mark Lanegan, and Ozzy's

more sedated moments abound.

Witness the second track, "The

Lost Art Of Keeping A Secret,"

which single-handedly tries to

resurect the days when "Black

Hole Sun" ruled the radio. A
clunky drum break clears the pipe

on "Feel Good Hit...," and as the

purple haze dissipates, a mea-

sured rhythm guitar tip-toes

around a plinking electric piano.

Homme breaks out in the chorus,

crooning "Whatever you do.

don't telly anyone..." as a mali-

cious baritone se.x belts out the

news of the world. As for what

he doesn't want you to tell, your

guess is a good as mine, though 1

suspect it's one of two things: I)

that rock is indeed not dead, just

on a really bad trip, or 2) don't

reveal the location of Homme's

secret stash, dude-mar.

Rated R is chock full of great

moments like that one, thankful-

ly. "Auto Pilot"'s soaring blues

riff proves you're flying the vii-

tuostic skies, and by the time

Homme and Co. attempt a Beach

Boys-like harmony towards the

end, you'll realize the overhead

oxygen masks ain't pumpin' 02,

baby. A rapid-fire riff frames the

paranoid babblings of "Monsters

In The Parasol," which leads into

the stellar "Quick And To The

Pointless." A demented twist on

"Hey Mickey" (complete with

goofy handclaps and cheerleader

shouts), "Quick... '"s over-before-

it-began barrage y^i bratty noise

will leave you reeling.

By far, the best song on Rated

R is the creep-jam of "Better

Living Through Chemistry." As

Homme's seemingly phoned-in

and echoed vocal cops a chorus

from Bjork, tribal drumming and

a subversive piano lull you into a

calm. After an extended instru-

mental section, the guitar breaks

out in an attack that is at once

energetic and lethargic. A noctur-

nal ride through druggy psyche-

delia. "Better Living..." never

lets up, and never fails to capti-

vate.

Queens Of The Stone Age are

not without their faults, though.

"In The Fade" doesn't really go

anywhere, and resorts to repris-

ing "Feel G(M)d Hit..." tor no

good reast)n. The freak -out horn

section that closes out "I Think 1

Lost My Headache" just blud-

geons the listener to the point of

irritation, as it meanders on the

same repetitive refrain for over

three minutes. But the strong

points, such as "Better Living..."

or the acoustic experiment of

"Lightning Song" more than save

the album, and are what you

remember after all is said and

done.

If they ever remake Dazed And

Confused and set it in this time

frame, Queens Of The Stone Age

better be on the soundtrack.

Bore-rockers Creed may ask

"Can you take me higher?" but

QOTSA are the ones who answer

the call. Rated R is some of the

most adventurous hard rock I've

heard in a while. Now pass the

Visine, man. 3 1/2 out of 5 stars.

For feedback contact Keith

Gwdlim at Ne\vorder58()@hot-

mad.com.

^eek Week starts this upcom-

ing Sunday with Greek Sing \n

the Marwick-Boyd auditorium at

3 PM. Come out and cheer on

your favorite Sreek

organization!!

by Jeff Chaffee

C\^r\m\ Call Staff Writer

I was that kid in the Nintendo days who was a

junkie for everything but the actual game play

—

music, colors, sounds, etc. In fact, I even went as far

as to hook up a tape recorder to StarFox one time and

record the soundtrack (I still have it too).

This week's WHO seem to be kindred spirits to me
in this regard. My roommate even asked me "What
the hell? Is this a Nintendo game or something?"

ARTIST: Call Florence POW.
ALBUM: These are the plans... (1999 Spongebath).

THINK: Ween about ten years younger.

SAMPLE LYRICS: "Looking through my collection

of recollection, I held the phone book in one hand

lor my protection." ("Lm Traveling").

Two men comprise the sensual juggernaut (never

thought you'd hear that phrase, now did you?) that is

CFP, boyhixKJ pals Brian .lacob:-, and David Tobias.

The CI) IS about the weirdest Ivrical stvlings I've

heard in a long time.

I mean, there's a song about a kid who turns into

the periodic table of the elements, one about a girl

creating a sweatsuit-clad army, and the phrase "Cuz
my choice was made, f**k my hair."

Odd and quirky beats and rhythms dominate the

album's ten tracks, making the funny lyrics sound

perfectly at home.

Even the promoter who sent good old WCCB (ah,

we barely knew thee) didn't quite know what to say

about these two.

The disc tends to sag a bit in the middle, but is res-

^ cued with pop-perfect "Three and Four Part Tones"

and "57.5 Bars."

The funky rap to the elements and an instrumental

"Theme to Call Florence POW " round out the solid

second half of the disc, making it a must hear for

anyone who digs Nintendo music, or u^-of-rock

bands such as They Might Be Giants.

.A 4.5 for these really weird guys.

PARTING SHOT: Yep. I still hate Limp B: /kit.

Theatre Department announces auditions
story courtesy of

University Relations

Auditions for the 2001

Clarion University Summer
Musical Theatre Festival will

be held March 31, ,'\piil 9 and

10.

The productions this summer

will be "The Fantastiks." "The

Sound of Music," and "Joseph

and the Amazing Technicolor

Dreamcoat."

Performers of all ages and

experience levels are welcome

and encouraged [o attend.

"The Sound of Music" has

roles for seven children and

there is a large children's cho-

rus in "Joseph."

The audition for children's

roles, five to 15 years of age,

will be held at 10 a.m.,

Saturday March 31 in the

Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre.

Adults, 15 and older, may
audition on April 9 at 7 p.m.

or April 10 at 5 p.m.

Those auditioning should

prepare a short song of 32 bars

and be prepared to dance.

Performance dates are: "The

Fantastiks," June 14-16,

Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre,

Clarion University, and June

21-23 and 27-30, 'Verna Leith

Sawmill Theatre, Cook Forest.

"Sound of Music," July 5-7.

Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre,

Clarion University, and July

12 14 and 18-21, Vema Leith

Sawmill Theatre, Cook Forest.

"Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat," July

26-28, Marwick-Boyd Little

Theatre, Clarion Ui!i\ersity.

and August 2-4 and 9-1 i,

Verna Leith Sawmill Theatre,

Cook I'cuest.

For more iniormation,

please call Marilouisc .Vlichcl

at (814) 393-2284.

Robert

Mirable's

concert of

Native

American
music that was
sctieduled for

April 10 at

Glofion

University has
been

cancelled.
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Classifieds
ipFlipliiiii low rant Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

ACTNOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!

Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go

Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Eurdp?, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!
i|i ;|c :|i i|i s|< 1)1 «i|i«itc:4i till*

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.

SPRING BREAK 2001 ! CAN-

CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com.

1)1 i|cl|i « * l|ci|i* « ilcilc :(( * i|c

Ibedroom apartment in

Clarion. All utilities, included.

$425 per month. 226-8561.
l|li|c:|i:|cH<l|<>l<>)<*t*«3t<*

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.

3690.
+***********

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.
Ill*************

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.
**************

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.
**************

Nice, quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.
**************

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.
**************

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.
**************

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.
**************

style! ! We have all the hottest des- Available for summer school.

RE- ELECT
Ben Chervenak

Tom Clopp

Wendy Kengor

Mike McCabe
Erika Pidro

Missy Gring

Experience That Counts
Clarion University Student Senate

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.
**************

Female roommate needed. Own

room, 3rd Avenue, $1200 per

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.

mits available. Call 226-5651.

**************

Available Summer 2001; apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2002 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

Apartment for rent for 5-6 stu-

dents for Fall and Spring semes-

ter. Located on Main Street. Call

226-4871 for details.

**************

Two female roommates needed to

fill 5 bedroom house. Own bed-

room. Available May 15. For

more information call, 226-4028.

**************

Available Fall/Spring '01-'02.

Very nice, fully furnished 3-4 per-

son apartments. 2 blocks from

campus. Cheaper than dorm rates.

764-3690.
**************

Available for summer. Very nice,

fully furnished apartments. 2

blocks from campus. Very reason-

able rates. 764-3690.
**************

SUMMER RENTALS: Three

bedroom houses next to campus

for up to four people. Only $800

total for entire summer. Only

good housekeepers need apply.

Gray and Co. 877-562-1020.

www.grayandcompany.net.
**************

Roommates Needed: Fall/Spring

2001-02. Also available Summer

2001. Two female roommates

needed. Nice, furnished apart-

ment, one block from campus

with private parking lot. If inter-

ested or have any questions, call

223-9697. Ask for Amy. or

camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
**************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour fundraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfiindrais-

er.com
**************

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.
**************

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F

9am-4pm EST.
**************

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.
**************

Crystal.
**************

**************

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large Victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m.

**************

Available for Fall, Summer,

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

per person, per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person, per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

in town, on campus parking per

Winfield apartments now renting

for summer 2001, Fall 2001,

Spring 2002. Call 745-3121:

Cmmnammmam j; 'if ""Mu,

elp wantaa \

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment. Employment

from May 30-August 15. Nursing

positions available. (RN's and

LPN's) Call 814-542-2511. bea-

con i@penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp

Looking for student to care for 1 1
-

year-old female and 7-year-old

male on a part time basis this

coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6.00 p.m.
**************

•*«*«***•«•***

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer

Great summer job! Start at $7.50

an hour. Earn commission and

bonus for painting houses with

Clarion Branch of Tuition

Painters. For more information,

call Andrea at 814-379-3855.

**************

Classifieds
Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars- 1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call

1-866-746-4836.

for sale

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell for

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

0m|iloyiii0itt

Employment for students in

Clarion, Jefferson, and surround-

ing counties. Interested and quali-

fied Clarion University students

will work 30-35 hours per week.

These jobs will consist of organiz-

ing and operating summer youth

activities in conjunction with local

municipalities and school dis-

tricts. Undergraduates will earn

$6.00 per hour and graduate stu-

dents will earn $8.00 per hour.

Students satisfactorily completing

450 hours of employment will be

eligible to receive a $1,113 schol-

arship. Interested students may

obtain applications in the

Partnerships for Education Office

(PEP) in the Special Education

Building. For more information

call Marta Alexander or Karen

McNaughton at 393-2401.

opportunities

opportunity to study Russian lan-

guage and culture in the Fall

semester, 2001. Anyone interested

in enrolling in either Russian 101

(Basic Russian Language and

Culture 1) or Russian 306

(Twentieth Century Russian

Legacy) is invited to attend an

information session on

Wednesday April 4 in room 130D

Becker from 2-3 pm, or from 3-4

pm. At these sessions Dr. Charies

Tichy, who will teach these cours-

es via ITV from Slippery Rock

University, will discuss how each

course is structured including

requirements and goals. The func-

tions of an ITV course arrange-

ment will be demonstrated.

Clarion students who have taken

Dr. Tichy's Russian courses via

ITV will also be present to discuss

their experiences and achieve-

ments with Russian via Interactive

Television. For further informa-

tion contact Dr. Horst in the

Modern Languages Department

of Clarion University, 393-2494,

eterhorst@clarion.edu.

Congratulations to our newest

members. You girls are the best,

and we're proud to call you our

sisters! Love, AZT

Congrats Brianne on being the

new KAP sweetheart! Love, your

ZTA sisters.

**************

**************

OZK boys, have a great weekend,

I hope you guys enjoyed the

brownies. Best wishes to the grad-

uating brothers Luke, D, Korn and

Kurt in all that you may do. Love

your sweetheart Dena.

Thank you brothers of OA0! We
had fun last Thursday! Love, ZTA

9|c9je>(cj|e3lc3fc>|c9fc>|c>|ci(>|(^^

Congratulations to Christina

Hamme on your engagement!

Love your ZTA sisters.

KAP, great job with rush!

Welcome new members! Love,

sweetheart Brianne.

Congrats to sister of the week,

Jennie Drnach. Great job with

Greek Week. We love you! Love,

AZT

Good luck to all the fraternities

and sororities during Greek Week!

AST
)|c]|e)|e)fc^>tt>K>l'>fc)|<3|(3|(3|'3|c

Study Russian at Clarion! Clarion

students will once again have the

To our new alumnal sisters, you

have been so important to our

sorority, it won't be the same

without you giris. We love you

very much! Congratulations!

Love, AST

Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) has

proudly endorsed seven individuals for

Student Senate this year

Dave Duriancik of Phi Delta Theta

William Holmes, IV of Theta Xi

Jim Gallager of Sigma Pi

Mike Phillips of Kappa Delta Rho

Tom McKeough of Theta Chi

Mike McCabe of Sigma Tau Gamma

Justin Kauffman of Phi Mu Alpha

KAP, good luck with Greek Week

guys! Love, your sweetheart

Brianne.

Congratulations to Brianne Ayela

on becoming our new sweetheart!

Love, the brothers of KAP

Thanks AOE for helping with our

rush event. Love, KAP

Happy birthday Jessica P., Sarah,

and Faith! Love your Tri Sigma

sisters.

Spring 2001, you're doing great!

Keep up the good work! Love,

SIS sisters.

Congratulations to Lauren,

Mandy, Amanda, and Mary Jane

on their recent lavaliers. 0X

Congratulations to Tracey on your

acceptance to grad school. 0X
**************

Thanks to the Softball team for a

great mixer. 0X
**************

in. Thank you for giving me the

honor of your new sweetheart.

Good luck in Greek Sing, I'll be

there cheering you on! Love,

Stacy.

**************

Congratulations Stacy for being

Sigma Pi's new sweetheart. We
love you. Brothers of Sigma Pi.

**************

Congratulations to the newest

members of Alpha Kappa Alpha

Sorority, Inc., Kappa Zeta chapter,

LaKeeta Sheffey, Jill Strong,

Adrienne Honaker and Tia Diggs.
**************

Hi to my Theta Xi guys. Have a

great week! I love you! Love,

your sweetheart, Erika. Congrats

on your new found freedom.
**************

To the 0H pledge class, keep up

the good work! I love you! Love

your sweetheart, Erika.

**************

Happy birthday Kasey, Tiffani,

Moniqua, and Becky! Love your

ZTA sisters.

**************

**************

Good luck to all sororities and fra-

ternities with Greek Week! ZTA

TBS and KK4^, Syracuse was a

BLAST!! Thanks for making my
first districts great! 1TB, Ali.

To my road trippin' TBS sisters.

All I have to say is "Tau Bete

Sigma" and lets say hi to Tibeten

Monks. ITB, Ali

Congratulations to our new sweet

hearts Ben Chervenak, Na$h

Parks and Tom Clopp and our

Turtle Buddy for 2001-Tron

Valentine. We love you guys!

Love the sisters of AZ

Great job Andra Faller at

Nationals for swimming and for

four great years of hard work. We
are so proud of you! Love, your

sisters in Delta Zeta.

**************

Good luck to all the sororities and

fraternities in Greek Week. Have

fun! Love, AZ
**************

To the 0X brothers, we had a ton

of fun Thursday night. You can

write all over us anytime! Love,

AZ sisters.

Congratulations to our sister

Alisha Roberts on your engage-

ment to Jeremy. We are so excited

for you two and wish you the best!

Love, the sisters of AZ
**************

Diana you are doing a wonderful

job with Greek Week! Love, your

04)A sisters.

**************

Good luck to all the sororities and

fraternities with Greek Week.

0a>A
**************

Congratulations Shanna on being

the newest sister of i iieta Phi

Alpha, we love you! Your 0OA
sisters.

**************

To the brothers of OIK , best of

luck during Greek Week! Love,

JenSay.
3|c>{e3tc%:4citt;{o|c:1ci(c4c]((9|c:4c

OSK would like to wish all

Fraternities and Sororities the best

of luck during Greek Week!
:|e:((^]tc>l'>k>|c>Ki|'%%'l'>|t>((

OSK wishes Brother Rob
Marutiak a happy 19th birthday

and Brother Dennis Cappizzi a

happy 22nd birthday.
:4C1{C9)C9)C3(C]^^9|C)|{3|C](C:|C){C3K

Congratulations to OIKs most

recent 3rd degree Brothers: Kurt

Stabb, Darren Stenger, James

Gates and Luke Benedict. May
you have the best success in your

future!

**************

Thanks for the brownies Dena.

They were great. Love, OSK

pftrsonals

Waylon, I know you are sick and

tired of being shut-in, but hopeful-

ly that will change soon. It has

been a "pleasure" to wait on you

hand and foot, but I expect to be

paid back someday (diamonds and

expensive dinners should do the

trick). I'm looking forward to our

first motorcycle ride! I am forever

yours. Nancy
**************

Ames, thanks for being my pal in

D.C. I had a blast. Love, Jen.

Want to advertise

your

business in

The Clarion Call?

Call 393-2380

for more information.
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"You're a lucky man, Charlie. It isn't every

condemned man who gets his last meal

cooked by Julia Child."
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Sports
Eagles open season^th Early Bird Invitational

March 29, 2001 The Clarion Call

by Stephanie DeFlorentIs

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Clarion University mens

and womens track teams opened

their seasons Friday and

Saturday when they played host

to the McDonald's Early Bird

Open at Memorial Stadium.

Competing in the event were 19

schools and over 800 athletes.

This is the largest Early Bird

meet in the PSAC and no offi-

cial score was kept during the

invitational. Clarion won top

honors in seven total events

during the course of the week-

end.

The meet opened with the

decathlon and heptathlon and

concluded with all of the indi-

vidual events and relays.

Despite of the weather, both

teams competed to the best of

their ability.

"Considering the conditions, I

thought all the athletes adjusted

well to the poor weather," said

head coach Pat Mooney.

The Clarion mens team

placed many individuals within

the top five finishers. Scoring in

the top five for Clarion were

Gerald Smith (first in 800),

David Durianick (second in

5,000), AJ Mayernick (fourth in

5,000), Ban King (fifth in

5,000), Justin Wise (second in

pole vault and fifth in javelin),

Gilbert Todd third in triple

jump), and Samuel Steingrabe

(third in decathlon).

The Golden Eagles' mens

team is looking forward to an

exciting and challenging season

in 2001 with a variable team of

experience mixed with youth.

Clarion finished seventh at the

PSAC Championships last sea-

son after placing eleventh in

1999.

The Golden Eagles return four

PSAC qualifiers including

Justin Wise (pole vault), Greg

Wade (decathlon), Gilbert Todd

(triple jump) and Gerald Smith

(1,600 relay).

In the sprints and hurdles

Clarion will be strong with

freshman Brandon Phillips and

sophomore Ben Steingrabe,

leading the way. Phillips was an

accomplished high-school

sprinter, while Steingrabe was a

state champion in the 100 hur-

dles and finished third in the

300 hurdles as a high school

senior.

In the middle distances the

Golden Eagles will rely on

Smith, freshmen Donovan

Karki, and Tim Fabrizi to lead

the way.

Ean King, who was injured

last season, is the team's best

distance runner. King was a

PSAC qualifier in the 5,000 in

1999. Also expected to con-

tribute in the distances will be

David Durianick, A.J.

Mayernik, Joe McDaniel and

Matt Mastarone. Brad Walker

will run the steeplechase for the

Golden Eagles.

In the field. Clarion will look

towards John Krol and Bill

Burns in the throws, Todd and

Steingrabe in the jumps, and

Wise and Ken Ross in the pole

vault. Krol just missed qualify-

ing for the PSAC's last season

and is poised to make it this

year.

Burns, who started at nose

tackle for the football team,

adds quality depth to the throw-

ing events, while Wise will

throw the javelin for the Golden

Eagles in addition to vaulting.

Todd just missed placing at

PSAC's in the triple jump last

season, while Steingrabe fin-

ished second in the state in the

long jump his senior season in

high school.

Wise also just missed placing

at PSAC's last season in the

pole vault, while Ross, who

transferred from Slippery Rock

after missing all of last season

with an injury, was a PSAC

qualifier in the pole vault two

seasons ago.

Wade gives the Golden Eagles

a strong decathlete, as he is a

two-time PSAC qualifier in the

event.

Many of the Clarion women

placed in the top five finishers

during the meet as well. Taking

top five honors for the women

are Kristy Shoemaker (third in

100), Nicole Morrett (fourth in

400), Jennifer Boerner (fifth in

800 and second in 1,500), Kelly

Null (first in 3,000), Alison

Borek (fifth in 3,000), Daria

Diaz (second in 5,000), Andrea

Barge (second in 100 hurdles),

Laura Crago (third in 100 hur-

dles and second in 400 hurdles),

Brandy Colley (fourth in 3,000

steeplechase), Melissa Yearous

(first in high jump), Elissa Till

(first in pole vault), Allison Loll

(fourth in long jump), Miesha

Henry ( first in triple jump and

fifth in long jump), Julie

Evenoski (first in shot put), and

Liz Eury (first in discus).

The women are also expected

to give exciting performances

during the 2001 season. With 11

individual PSAC qualifiers back

from last season, hopes are high

for the Golden Eagles womens

team. Clarion finished ninth at

the PSAC's last season after fin-

ishing sixth in 1999.

The Golden Eagles are a well-

rounded team that will be led by

two returning PSAC place win-

ners including two-time defend-

ing PSAC high jump champion

Melissa Yearous and Liz Eury,

who finished fifth in the discus.

Clarion will be strong in the

sprints with three returning

PSAC qualifiers, including Tori

Watt in the 100 and Miesha

Henry and Laura Crago in the

100 hurdles. Crago also quali-

fied for PSAC's in the 400 hur-

dles. Joining those three will be

junior Kristie Shoemaker and

»www.theciarioncall.com<

Annual "Wild Game
Dinner" scheduled.

See page 29.

Paintball Club

challenges Army
Reserves,

See page 30.

"Courtesy of the 2000 Media Guide

Golden Eagle, Allison Loll takes flight while trying for a person-

al best. Loll specializes in the long jump event.

freshman Ginnie Fleming in the

sprints and freshman Andrea in

the hurdles.

Two more freshmen, Nicole

Morret and Jennifer Boerner,

will led the way in the middle

distances, while senior Kelly

Null will be the top distance

runner for the Golden Eagles.

Null qualified for the PSAC
meet in both the 3,000 and

5,000 last season.

The field events will also be a

strong point for Clarion, as Eury

will be joined in the throws by

Julia Jackson, who qualified for

the PSAC's in the shot put, and

freshmen Julie Evenoski in the

shot, discus and javelin and

Carrie Bullman in the javelin.

In the jumps, the Golden

Eagles will be led by. three

school record holders and

PSAC qualifiers in Yearous

(high jump, 5'6 1/2"), Henry

(triple jump, 38' 1") and Allison

Loll, in the long jump (17'3

3/4").

Joining those three will be

Shoemaker and sophomore

Michele George. Shoemaker

was a PSAC qualifier in both

the long jump and the triple

jump last season.

Elissa Till, another PSAC
qualifier, will lead the way in

the ' pole vault, while Leah

Fennell, who qualified for

PSAC's in the heptathlon, the

pole vault and the triple jump,

will concentrate on the multi-

event heptathlon.

A new event for the womens

team this season will be the

steeplechase, and two cross

country runners. Brandy Colley

and Wendy Kengor, are going to

run the event for Clarion.

The Golden Eagles should

also be strong in the relays,

especially the 400 relay.

"We competed well and had

some personal records. That

should get us ready for some big

meets to come," said Mooney.

Clarion tennis team

opens spring season.

See page 31.

PSAC recognizes for-

mer athletes.

See page 31.
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Sports Relations

Annual 'Wild Game Dinner" ready to serve
Courtesy of Sports

Information

Get those taste buds work-

ing! The third annual Clarion

University - George

Garbarino Scholarship "Wild

Game Dinner" has been set for

Saturday April 7, at the

Clarion American Legion

Hall, located at 530 Main
Street. The annual dinner,

sponsored by S&T Bank and

Pizza Hut, benefits the George

Garbarino Scholarship

Endowment at Clarion

University.

Tickets are available for the

annual event and cost $100

per person and that includes

happy hour, hors d'oeuvres,

dinner, raffle tickets and a

chance to bid on some great

auction items. Tickets can be

purchased through Jim

Thornton, the Game Dinner

Director, at Room 215 Tippin

Gym, or for more information

call Thornton at 814-393-

2456.

The night starts at 6 p.m.

with hors d'oeuvres, games
and happy hour, with dinner

served at 7:30 p.m. featuring

the culinary talents of

Execiitive Chef Kevin

Dittman. A special program of

raffles and auctions will get

underway at 8:30pm.

Last year's dinner raised

$21,000 for the Garbarino

Scholarship Endowment and

the two year total placed into

the endowment from the din-

ner has reached $35,000. The

Game Dinner was organized in

1999 by Thornton and raised

$14,000 in its inaugural year.

"We are looking forward to a

great night," said Thornton.

"It is always an exciting

evening with lots of great

food, stories and auction

items. The biggest thing

though is the money we raise

for athletic scholarships

through the endowment. That

makes the night complete."

You get a lot for your $100

dinner ticket including the

tasty hors d'oeuvres, games,

happy hour, dinner, a chance

to win some raffle items and a

great time. Those in atten-

dance will have a chance to

bid on some unique auction

items, including an antique

European Lithograph of a

wild turkey; a Maple Creek

Studio sculpture of a cougar

out of wood; a beautiful con-

trast drawing by Matt Righter

and much more. An additional

$50 for the Early Bird Raffle

puts you in line for additional

prizes.

On the menu there are:

Curried Venison Meatballs;

Sweet & Sour Porcupine

Meatballs; Venison Stuffed

Hungarian Peppers; Smoked
Steelhead Mousse; Mule Deer

Popovers; Barbecue Ginger

Goose Breast; Mini Bunny
Burritos; and a lot more .

Entrees include Venison

Scaloppini; Salisbury Elk

Steak; Moose Tips &
Noodles; Curried Caribou,

Burgundy Bear; Billy Goat

Gruff Kielbasa and Sour

Kraut; Broiled Wahoo and

Cero Mackerel; Wild Game
Cacciatore; Hunters Veggies

and Amish Bread.

For tickets, contact Jim

Tliofton at Room 215

Tippin Gym. For more info.

call 814-393-2456

Sports
Trivia
The answer to

last week's

question is:

Jimmy King,

Ray Jackson,

Chris Webber,

Juwuan {Howard,

and Jalen Rose.

This week's

question is:

Where did Texas

Tech's, Bobby
Knight, used to

coach?

INTRAlVIURiU. NEWS
^ Doug Kncpp InlraiiRiral, Recreation. &. Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

3/29/01

Floor Hockey Tournament:
First Round Games:

Absolute 33 's 5 HutinFutin 2

MothcrPucker's 5 Stick N Balis 2

Phi Delta Thcta W EIss St. Slangers F

Second Round Games:

Phi Delta Thcta 8 Studio Mullet

Sig Tau Gamma 4 Implosion

Sigma Pi 10 MotherPuckers 2

Final Four Games on Wed. 3/28:

Sigma Pi vs. Absolute 33 *s

Sig Tau Gamma vs Phi Delta Theta

The Championship Game is Thurs. 3/29

5 on 5 Basketball Standings
The Touraaments will start Tuesday,

April 3"*. Check the bulletin board on

Friday, 3/30 for tournament seeds.

RacQuctball ToMrnament Results

Jack Treoic won the intermediate bracket

and Jon O'Oonoell took home the trophy in

the advanced division. Congratulations! !

!

Roller HcM:key - Get ready to Rumble*..

The boards may be ready the first

week of April ! ! Make sure your team

registration is in.

Bowling Results
(FINAL TOURNAMENT)

Team: Hand: Score: Total:

708 B 191 1105 1296

CLARION ANGELS 263 897 1160

ROC HEADS 142 949 1091

KNIGHTS NEIGH 271 983 1254

ROLLING ROCS 235 943 1178

TWEEDS 199 1216 1415

T BLUNT AFFAIRS 256 n/a a/a

THE SHOCKERS 227 1039 1266

IRON CITY'S 42 1193 1235

POOH-CUCKA'S 154 1349 1503

AKMF 146 1107 1253

THE FOCKERS 290 999 1289

I ZETA PI 226 896 1122

FIVE STRIKERS 240 926 1166

CHUBBSV 143 1120 1263

SPACE HEATERS 216 917 1133

BOWL LEGENDS 1337 1337

Congratulations to Poo-Cucka^s for

rolling a 1349 at the tournament, for a

total team score with handicap of 1503.

-EQUIPMENT RENTALS-

BACKPACKS, BIKES,
BLADES AND TENTS!!!!

Clarion River Half Marathon
Saturday, April 7 2001 - at Cook Forest

The Intramural office is sponsoring any student

interested in competing in this race. We will

reimburse your registration fee, and award our

own prizes to top student runners See bulletin

board for more information

WRESTLING
1 40 lb class Starlin Jimenez T
160 lb class DanBainey F
ISO lb class Jason Robinet F
200 lb class Ryan Mcgory F
The championship round included 3pins

and a technical fall. Great job guys! !

!

PAINTBALL TRIP
Sunday, April 1 at Briar Hill Paintball.

Cost for students is only $10.00 and

includes: field fee, semi-automatic

rental, C02, and 200 rounds of paint.

Transportation and snacks will also be

provided. Meet at Recreation Center

parking lot at 1 1 :00 am. Space is

limited, so reserve your spot at the

Recreation Center front desk.

($5 deposit required to register)
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PamflbaDas emoieiiceAmay Reserveo)^^
by Melvin Blake

Clarion Call Staff Wri/er

On St. Patrick's Day, Clarion

University's Paintballers

Anonymous Club participated

alongside members of Briar

Hill Paintball in the Army

Reserves biannual combat sim-

ulations. Paintballers

Anonymous was invited by

Sergeant McNeily to engage

with members of the Army
Reserves on the field.

The Army Reservists repre-

sented the United States Army

while Briar Hill and

Paintballers Anonymous repre-

sented the Dysfunctional

Hillbilly Elbonians. The Army

also used this opportunity as

an actual public relations event

to encourage more people to

enlist. High school students

from Abraxis and other area

schools aided the Reservists

against the Elbonians.

On this day there were three

particular field scenarios. The

first two simulations dealt with

the Reservists dividing into

two teams. One team would

engage the Elbonians, while

the other would plant traps and

landmines. The Elbonians, in

return, had to eliminate the

other team and keep them from

planting the booby traps.

The only difference between

these two field scenarios was

that the Elbonians had to cease

fire and retreat on the second

field. When the observing offi-

cer yelled, "Gas, gas, gas," and

popped yellow smoke, the

Reservists had to stop in their

tracks and apply their gas-

masks within nine seconds of

the initial alarm.

The third field scenario was

the most difficult for both the

Elbonians and the Army
reservists because it required

patience and discipline from

both. The following is the

reservists scenario for field

three.

"Due to relentless allied

attacks, the majority of the

armored capability of the

Elbonian forces north of our

sector have been destroyed

Courtesy of the Paintballers Anonymous Club

Members of the Paintballers Anonymous Club gather for a photo before taking up arms. The

organization recently competed against members of the Army Reserves during their annual

combat training.

Among the Elbonians wreak-

ing the most havoc were Jason

during the attempted river

crossing of Mahoning Creek.

Although much of their

armored capability has been Maline, Tim Miller, Rod

destroyed, the Elbonians have Cyphert, James Spencer,

continued to press the attack Freezer Andre, Marty

with the utilization of dis- Weingarter, Mike Russel, Patty

mounted infantry elements into Stepnowski, and Paul Flint,

lower Punxsutawney. The U.S. There were several Elbonians

Army is to secure the cross- that rose above the call of duty

roads known as 'Deadman's

coming in to reinforce the first, troops were severely outnum-

bered in their scenarios, but

still managed to come out on

top. When their tank was taken

out and Steve Kahle, the tank's

gunner, broke the power feed

on his AutoMag, thus disabling

the gun, he and Rod Cyphert

charged out of their tank, tak-

ing the guns from the dead and

Corner,' radio in enemy posi-

tions and eliminate any

Elbonian forces. The U.S.

Army is bound to Rules of

Engagement: Do not fire

unless fired upon. There may

still be civilians in the area."

On the other hand, the

Elbonians had to defend the

'Deadman's Corner.'

"When the U.S Army reach-

this summer
and Earn College Credit

You CAN take that beach job or summer vacation and still earn
college credit... through Westmoreland County Community
College's ONLINE classes and TELECOURSES.

WCCC online classes and tclecourses count the same as tradition-

al courses, except you complete coursework at your own pace,
when it's most convenient for you. And, WCCC credits transfer to

many regional colleges and universities.

WCCC summer online ehisses and telecourtes run
May 14-Au.giat 2. To see if online courses urefor you, visit

http://wccc.blacltbourd.com

es the ambush site, they will McNeily.

find an enemy Elbonian soldier "It's not everyday you get to

laying dead or wounded in the shoot the U.S. government,

intersection. They should con- This is a once in a lifetime

duct a P.O.W. search. The occasion that one should dress

wounded Elbonian soldier, up for," Smiley replied,

when rolled over, will throw a With the help of his team,

paint grenade. At this point. Smiley would engage the

the ambush is in full effect, enemy platoon by himself.

Rod Cyphert, owner of Briar continuing to fight on foot.

Hill Paintball, lent the equip- The Reservists learned a les-

ment to the Army Reserves for son in humility and discipline,

the weekend and built as well while' the Paintballers

as drove the Elbonian tank. Anonymous and Briar Hill

Another Elbonian worthy of learned that they should

honorable mention is Smiley, respect the government more.

Throughout the day. Smiley After an entire squad of

stood out the most with his Reservists were blown away, a

button down dress shirt and tie. Paintballer Anonymous mem-

"Why in the hell are you ber commented on the lack of

wearing a tie," asked Sgt. respect for members of the

Army.

"Give them a chance to com-

plete their objectives," Lt.

View the schedule

call 1-800-262-2103
@ yww.westmoreland.ccpa.u« or

Weatmonetoad CountyCommunis CoBtjge
^^ l»7»-S0»0

The Elbonians will attack

using their snipers and tank to

eliminate the U.S. Army pla-

toon."

The Elbonians were extreme-

ly successful in this scenario.

After each encounter, the

Elbonians left no survivors and

suffered very minimal casual-

ties. At the end of each battle,

the Elbonians also would

regroup and lay another

ambush for the second platoon

with his custom VM-68 sniper

rifle, reducing the Reservists'

numbers by half. He then

returned and fell back behind

the rest of his hidden team.

The Army Reservists, not sus-

Yauger instructed.

This was hard for the

Elbonian side to do since the

Reservists did not follow the

Rules of Engagement and

opened fire too soon.

"The purpose of these sce-

narios is to test how well the

Reservists apply their training

to an actual combat situation,"

said Lt. Yauger.

At the end of each scenario.

pecting the trap, would chase the observing officer, with half

after Smiley, but only to be

mowed down by the hidden

Elbonians.

Among others worthy of

mention are the Briar Hill

Paintball Club members. These

a smile,, would say to the

Elbonian leader, "Did you have

to kill them so soon?"

"Hey, they shot at us first,"

was all Smiley, the Elbonian

leader, could reply.
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Womens Tennis

Clarion tennis team ready to serve up spring season
by Stephanie DeFlorentis

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Golden Eagle tennis

team has high expectations for

the Spring 2001 season. The

women hope to improve their

overall record from the fall as

well as better individual per-

formances. The team has six

more matches before the PSAC
championship in late April. The

women open up their spring

season this Saturday March 31,

during a home match against

California.

The Golden Eagles come off

a disappointing fall season with

a record of 1-5 overall.

However, the ladies have been

working hard over the last few

months of the off-season.

Conditioning and lifting raises

their hopes for a successful

Records: Singles and

Doubles

Erin Glatz 2-3, 2-5

Cara Bobish 2-4, 1-5

Jen Spaid 2-5, 2-4

Brooke Vukich 0-6, 1-5

Brandy Vukich 0-6, 0-5

Janet Irvin 0-5, 0-6

Rebecca Emert 0-1, 0-1

Exhibition:

Rebecca Emert 1-2, 0-1

Kenyata Dawson 1-0, 0-1

Season Record 1-5

season.

The team continues its season

under head coach, Jamie Bero.

The team will be led by new

captains Brooke Vukich and

Janet Irvin. In singles action,

they look at Erin Glatz, Cara

Bobish and Jen Spaid who

posted 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5

records in the fall.

Stepping up for the team is

the tandem of Erin Glatz and

Cara Bobish. During the fall,

these two women switched

back and forth between first

and second seed for the team.

When these two Golden Eagles

team up, they create a powerful

doubles team.

"We're very optimistic. Of

course we are going to improve

and I think they are all mental-

ly prepared," said head coach

Jamie Bero.

Courtesy of the Tennis team

A Golden Eagle returns a serve during a match In the fall sea-

son. The women look forward to Improving their overall

record during the spring season.

PSAC recognizes former athletes for success in field

Courtesy of Sports Information

& PSAC Contacts

The Pennsylvania State Athletic

Conference, in cooperation with its

14 member institutions, has com-

piled a list of 112 former student-

athletes who have achieved suc-

cess in their chosen field.

The list is comprised of eight for-

mer student-athletes from each

institution. The student-athletes are

being showcased in conjunction-

with the league's year-long cele-

bration of its 50th Season.

In 1983, the schools were grant-

ed university status with the forma-

tion of the State System of Higher

DESTJNmTHEArPfESlnrhe
CLARION MALfcii il
Movie Schedule^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^B

EXIT WOUNDS R
11:15 1:454:15 6:45 9:15

SAY IT ISN'T SO
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00

SPY KIDS PG
11:001:003:00 5:007:00 9:00

Playing Fn. 301h Until M
Thur. 5th ^^M

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Destinta.com

HEARTBREAKERS PG-lsl

11:00 1:45 4:30 7:00 9:40
Student Discounts

Get a SI off when vou stiow a

GET OVER IT

9:00

SOMEONE LIKE YOU PG-isl
12:30 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30

THE MEXICAN
7:00 9:30

SEE SPOT RUN
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00
ISal Sun)

TOMCATS R

12:00 2:15 4:30 7:00 9:15

Valid all nights bul Tuesday i

Tuesday -"j
Bargain Night I

$4.50 Tickets I

Ask abouf" I

Frequent

Movie Goer

and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

Education and are now known as

Bloomsburg, California, Cheyney,

Clarion, East Stroudsburg,

Edinboro, Indiana, Kutztown,

Lock Haven, Mansfield,

Millersville, Shippensburg,

Slippery Rock and West Chester

Universities of Pennsylvania.

"This list is by all means an

impressive one," said PSAC
Commissioner, Steve Murray. "I

think these levels of achievement

are reflective of the quality stu-

dent-athletes that our institutions

are able to attract. It also speaks to

the fact that our institutions are

doing an outstanding job of prepar-

ing student-athletes for success

after their collegiate playing

careers are through."

The conference's success in the

classroom is evident, as a record

960 of its student-athletes earned

recognition as "PSAC Scholar-

Athletes" in 1999-2000 for main-

taining a cumulative grade point

average of 3.25 or better.

In addition, the PSAC's triumphs

in competition have yielded 31

NCAA team champions and 169

individual title winners.

Representing Clarion are the fol-

lowing:

Kurt S. Angle, Wrestling, 1988-

92 Hometown: Pittsburgh, Pa.

Two-time NCAA heavyweight

champion; Olympic Gold medalist

at 220 pounds in 1996. Now is an

internationally known star with the

World Wrestling Federation.

John V. Calipari, Basketball,

1981-82 Hometown: Coraopolis,

Pa. College and NBA head basket-

ball coach; former University of

Massachusetts (Final Four 1996)

and New Jersey Nets mentor. Now
serves as head coach at the

University of Memphis.

Dr. Margaret A. (Horning)

Charley, Swimming, 1973-76

Hometown: Natrona Heights, Pa.

Practicing dentist in Pittsburgh;

What JiJ yo»/ olo la;t i^f^i<e\ri
il\rv, oMe\r $%000,00

Live in Ocean City, Maryland, be part of the tradition.

Telescope Pictures.

Northend Studio is looking for the right people for its 2001

season staff. Work on the beach. No experience necessary.

Are you highly motivated? Do you like the beach?

Are you good with people?

if so, Call 1-800-260-2184 today

or apply directly at www.Northendstudio.com

multiple All-America swimmer

who led Clarion to the first-ever

PSAC women's swimming title in

1976.

Frank Lignelli, Football,

Wrestling, Baseball, 1946-50

Hometown: Monongahela, Pa.

Football All-American; in 23 years

as an athletic director at Clarion,

the school earned 11 national

championships and 59 PSAC
titles.

Guido Malacarne, Football,

Baseball, 1946-49 Hometown:

Brookville, Pa. Former president

and chief executive officer of Penn

Traffic; tackle who was one of the

all-time best offensive linemen in

Clarion history.

Alex V. Sandusky, Football,

1950-53 Hometown: McKees
Rocks, Pa. 13-year NFL starting

guard was an All-Pro; 16th overall

draft pick of the Baltimore Colts.

Barbara Schaefer-Nejman,

Diving, 1971-72 Hometown:

Berea, Ohio. Helped pioneer

women's athletics at Clarion by

winning two NAIA diving titles in

1971; later participated in the 1976

Olympics and now works as

a school teacher in Phoenix, Ariz.

Pete Vuckovich, Baseball, 1971-

74 Hometown: Conemaugh, Pa.

Former Major League pitcher; won

American League Cy Young

Award in 1982 with the Milwaukee

Brewers; holds front office posi-

tion with the Pittsburgh Pirates.
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Bobby Knight receives warm welcome at Texas Tech
by Bill Wallace

Courtesy of TMS Campus

At Texas Tech University,

entertainment won out and

education lost. The bread-

and-circus issue was the hir-

ing of the new basketball

coach, Bobby Knight, late of

the University of Indiana at

Bloomington.

Before the recent appoint-

ment there was brief belief

that the president, David
Schmidly, would fend off the

importunities of Gerald

Myers, his athletic director.

Knight, dismissed at Indiana

last September 20 following a

series of behavioral blunders,

had an old pal in Myers, a

former basketball coach at

Tech.

But no. The campus of

25,000 students, and the city

of Lubbock (325 miles west

of Dallas, population

175,000), were euphoric

about the probable coming of

a coach whose teams had won
723 games, 11 Big 10 titles

and three national champi-

onships in 29 seasons at

Indiana.

Nothing like that had ever

happened at Tech, a distant

third among state universities

there after the University of

Texas at Austin and Texas

A&M at College Station.

Walter Schaller, an associ-

ate professor of philosophy,

had written a petition circu-

lated among the faculty that

opposed the hiring of Knight.

Schaller wrote that the

appointment "would bring

much negative publicity and

damage our reputation."

Madonne Miner, the chair-

person of the English depart-

ment, told The New York

Times, "I want Tech to be

seen as an academically solid,

ethically based university in

which we feel proud of our

athletes and proud of our

coaches." She didn't think

that would happen with

Knight on the scene.

Schaller envisaged the

famous film clip of Knight in

a rage throwing a metal chair

across a basketball court

being revived on television,

which may or may not have

happened.

However Schaller's ardor

switched once the deed was

done.

"I welcome Bob Knight to

Texas Tech," he said. "I hope

the team wins 30 games. But I

also hope Bob Knight has

realized his behavior must

change and that Texas Tech

proves to be the second

chance he needs."

The petition had attracted

100 signatures from the fac-

ulty of 900 at a time when
many were away because of

spring break.

President Schmidly, new to

the campus, would have paid

it little heed. He had said,

"What better thing could hap-

pen for Texas Tech? He's one

of the best basketball coaches

to ever live."

Schmidly had a codicil.

Knight had to behave and

there's little evidence of that.

For the hiring announcement

a crowd of 7,500 showed up

at the United Spirit Arena and
Knight displayed his usual

brash self-confidence and bit-

ing banter with the media.

He was unapologetic about

his alleged choking of a play-

er at Indiana, just as he had

been in a television interview

with Bob Costas ' last year.

Knight told Costas he had
nothing to apologize for, and

remained unrepentant on the

Larry King TV show even

after his new hiring.

Knight did have a charis-

matic credential for the facul-

ty. The graduation percent-

ages for his players at Indiana

were good, in the 1980s.

Texas Tech has figures

nowhere near that. The -dis-

mal graduation rate for

African-American' student-

athletes is just 23 percent

compared to 67 percent for

white students.

That gap of 44 percent is

the third widest among big

time sportsprograms, exceed-

ed only by Auburn, 50 per-

cent, and Fresno State, 45.

According to the teachings

of Allen Sack, it was certain

that Knight would find anoth-

er port of call after being cut

loose at last by Myles Brand,

the president at Indiana. Sack
is a professor of sociology at

the University of New Haven
in Connecticut and co-author

of "College Athletes for

Hire."

The latter is one of several

recent books calling attention

to the dismal state of inter-

collegiate sports. In a recent

essay in the Chronicle of

Higher Education, Sack
wrote, "All the proposals set

forth are problematical for

the same reason. The authors

assume that a significant con-

stituency truly wants to chal-

lenge the collegiate sports

juggernaut.

"But, with the exception of

a handful of faculty members
who think that a college edu-

cation should mean more than

merely staying eligible for

sports, it may be that no one

really cares if big-time col-

lege athletes receive a mean-

ingful education."

This handful of faculty

members makes up the Drake

Group founded by Jon

Erickson, a professor at

Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa. The group's

concern is the corruption that

college sports bring into the

academic realm. Sack is a

member, as is Murray
Sperber, author of "Beer and

Circus: How Big-Time
College Sports Is Crippling

Undergraduate Education."

Sperber, an Indiana

University professor, was
publicly critical of Knight

and the administration for

tolerating his boorishness for

so long. -After Knight's dis-

missal, unpopular with the

Hoosier yahoos, Sperber felt

so threatened in Bloomington
that he asked for and received

a sabbatical year away.

Greek Week 2001

Allison Fink/The Clarion Call

Show your colors! Fraternities and sororities root on their volleyball teams at Tuesday night's Greek Volleyball event In TIppin

Gymnasium.

Athletic Enrichment Fee violates SSHE standards

by J. P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chi^^^^^

President Diane Reinhard broke

the bad news last Thursday at the

Student Athletic Committee's

meeting.

The controversial athletic

enrichment fee violates State

System policy and will not be

allowed to be instituted at Clarion

University.

Bob Mulley, chief legal counsel

for this issue, informed Dr.

Reinhard that the fee violates pol-

icy.

The fee violates the State System

of Higher Education policy

regarding student activities for

scholarships.

The prospected plan had incom-

ing freshman paying out a one

time $30 fee.

The $30 fee was supposed to go

to three different areas; fifty-per-

cent distributed to student athletes

as scholarship money. Twenty-

five percent toward an endowment

for the future and the last quarter

toward an account set aside to

improve recreational athletic

facilities.

"We are looking to deal with it a

different way," said President

Reinhard. "We are investigating if

other alternatives to accomplish

the goals of the Athletic

Enrichment Fee are possible."

Dr. Reinhard did not make a

decision regarding the Athletic

Enrichment fee, calling it a moot

point to make a decision until it

was seen as possible to institute.

Kutztown University which has

been using an athletic enrichment

fee for years, has been ordered to

stop by the State System of Higher

Education.

The fee passed through Clarion

University's Student Senate on

November 6, 2000 with a 13-6

vote.

The Athletic Enrichment Fee

www.theclarioncall.com

remains a very hot topic among

student senators.

"It shouldn't be the students'

burden to finance athletics," said

student senator Derek Parker.

"I am very disappointed to learn

that the AEF violates state system

policy, considering Kutztown

University has had the exact same

fee in place since 1988," said

Brian Sowa, Student Senate

President.

"I will continue to search for

alternative means of supporting

our athletic programs."

For feedback contact J. P.

Kenney jpkenney6@hotmail.com

Big

week for

Greeks
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

Where can you "Walk like an

Egyptian", or dress up like Marilyn

Monroe and sing with your best

friends from college? The answer is

Greek Week!

Greek Week 2001 is upon us,

Clarion University's fraternities and

sororities are doing battle in a host

of athletic and intellectual competi-

tions.

"No matter the letter, were all

Greek together," is this year's

motto; a motto the Greeks are hop-

ing shines through this week.

Bringing the Greek community

together through these events was

the overwhelming theme at Greek

Sing.

The Sing opened up the week long

event. Phi Mu Alpha took home

first for fraternities, while Zeta Tau

Alpha dressed ala Marilyn Monroe

to take home the sorority title.

Greek Swim was once again won

by Delta Zeta, on the fraternity side,

Sigma Tau Gamma was declared

the victor after Theta Chi was dis-

qualified.

In Greek Volleyball on Tuesday

Phi Delta Theta won, completing

back-to-back years of victory in this

event. On the women's side Zeta

Tau Alpha kept events rolling with

a victory.

Week long events continue,

Thursday at 7 p.m. with Greek

Bowl. Events conclude with the

Greek Olympics on Saturday at

Memorial Stadium

Inside

The Call
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See Page 7.
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Last week an issue was brought to our attention.

A student had a problem with the fact that they

were not notified prior to a letter to the editor that

was printed that involved them.

Everyone who reads The Clarion Call has the

opportunity to respond to anything that is printed.

It is not, nor ever was, our policy to notify anyone

before something is printed.

We are sorry that you felt it was our duty to let

you know what was going to be in that issue.

However, we have a few concerns as well.

Placing your own letter to the editor everywhere

The Call is distributed is in poor form. There is

really no reason why some people should have the

opportunity to respond before the next issue,

when others have to wait until the following

week.

We apologize for the timing in which you felt

you had to get your point across, but that in no

way, shape or form was a fault of The Call.

We encourage letters to the editor about any-

thing that anyone on campus agrees with, dis-

agrees with or even feels indifferent about.

However, if something is printed in which some-

one feels the need to respond, their response will

be printed in the next issue. There really is no

room for exceptions.

Our policies can not just change due to a certain

circumstance which may arise. We do try to

accommodate everyone who wants to respond to

anything written in our paper.

We apologize again for not being able to run the

letter in the same issue as the letter to the editor it

was in response to.

The Clarion Call appreciates all comments or

suggestions that anyone may have about the paper.

However, there is only so much we can do.

National News

Through the Looking Glass

I'LL BE BACK
A LITTLE
LATER, DEAR,
KISSY-KISS: The

fact that Nixon Peters had been

living with his pregnant girl-

friend for nine years did not stop

him from shpping out of their

home in Monrovia, Liberia, and

going to a church to marry

another woman. Unfortunately

for him, someone spilled the

beans to his girlfriend immedi-

ately after he left. Enraged, she

found her brothers and they

forced their way into the church

while the ceremony was going

on. When the clergyman tried to

ignore the intruders, some of

them pulled out hand grenades.

Everyone fled. The wedding was

cancelled.

HOPE I'M NOT
BOTHERING
ANYONE: a man who

apparently does not own a VCR
went to the electronics depart-

ment of the Wal-Mart in York,

Pa., where he stood in front of a

TV set, and began watching a

pornographic videotape he had

rented elsewhere. An employee

soon noticed what was going on,

and held the man for police. He
had two other porno tapes that he

also intended to watch.

WELL, WELL,
LOOK WHO'S
BAOlVj Police say that a

man finished working his shift at

the Shedd Aquarium in Chicago,

then donned a mask and returned

FniTORiAi Pni rrv '^^^ CNrion Call is Uikiitg slepsS to unify thi* pitpcr with y sinj»U' \oite,

WgMAK]ET«£a/X b tb«t first step. W«, the E<Htorial Board, N%iH cxpmy
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only minutes later with an

accomplice to rob his place of

employment.

He wrongly assumed that none

of his fellow employees would,

a.) recognize his voice or, b.)

notice he was wearing the same

clothes during the robbery that he

had been wearing at work all

day. He and his pal have been

arrested.

VOTED 'MOST
POPULAR
SHIPMATE':
Fifteen Dominicans sailing to

nearby Puerto Rico to look for

work were cast adrift in the

Caribbean for 12 days when their

boat's engine died. They would

have starved to death, but

Faustina Mercedes, a 31-year-old

mother of four, allowed her fel-

low passengers to nurse at her

breasts two or three times a day

until they were rescued by the

Coast Guard.

SAY, THIS
LOOKS FAMIL-
lr\.J\.! A former German spy

sold 1 ,000 secret documents

about the former Soviet Union to

his old employer, the German

Federal Intelligence Service, for

$138,000. He got the documents

from right out of the German

Federal Intelligence Service's

own file cabinets.

YOU CANT
ARREST ME,
I'M AN ARTIST!
A 37-year-old supermarket

employee in Vienna, Austria,

forced female shoplifters he

caught to pose for nude pho-

tographs in exchange for their

freedom. Responding to a com-

plaint, police found the pictures

in his office, and arrested him.

What is Ljour opimon?
Write it down Send it to us!

270 Gemmell Student Complex

Clarion, PA 16214

call@clarion.edu
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Opinion
Leave me alone in the morning

^*As I sec it, there are dif-

ferent ways that people

deal \viti» mornings—herel

defined as those hours of

the day he tween legal sun

rise and lunch/'

Hide Park

Scott Dillon

I am not a morning person by

any stretch of the imagination.

One of my staunchest beliefs as a

human being is: people have the

right to stay up until the wee

hours of the morning, arise

moments before a scheduled class

(breakfast and shower optional),

and to go about your morning as

cranky as a wild-cat caught in a

clothes dryer because you didn't

get enough sleep the night before.

Number two on my list of

staunch beliefs is: people have

the right to be undisturbed in their

state of the morning grouchies by

cheery, happy-go-lucky, so darned

friendly that you'd like to choke

that smile right off their beaming

faces, MORNING PEOPLE. Yes,

more dreaded than a second com-

ing of the black death or another

'Honey I Shrunk the Kids' movie

is the Morning Person to me.

As I see it, there are different

ways that people deal with morn-

ings—here defined as those hours

of the day between legal sunrise

and lunch. How a person deals

with the morning determines

which of three personalities cate-

gories that he or she may fall into.

1. Regular People: regular peo-

ple are defined as that segment of

the population that is generally on

time and can be up and running

with less than three cups of cof-

fee. Basically, these are your sta-

tus quo people, covering roughly

3/4 of the world's population and

who probably would never know-

ingly antagonize personality num-

ber two.

2. People like me: this is a

hardcore category, folks—things

will start to get ugly here. People

like me are, thankfully for the rest

of you, rare, but we're out here. I

guarantee that you know a couple

of us.

See 'Hide Park' Page 5
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Save WCCB!
Keith Gwiliim, Lifestyles Editor

Commentary
"Play what you want to,

man.. .just be sure there aren't any

'f**ks' in it." Some of the first

words spoken to me my first day

at WCCB.
"WCCB?", you ask, "Don't you

mean WCUC?" No, and here's a

brief history lesson; WCCB is the

now moribund AM radio stafion

here at Clarion University. A true

college 'indie' radio station in let-

ter, word, and most importantly,

spirit. Dub next to hardcore. Jazz

alongside techno. Riot grri hold-

ing hands with underground hip-

hop. Basically, a record geek's

dream come true.

No set playlists, no regimenta-

tion or unreasonable restrictions

on what's "radio-friendly" or

"commercially viable." No for-

mats, and no rules except to have

fun, and keep it clean. The com-

plete opposite of the giant behe-

moth of WCUC, slave to the

record companies' whim, judges

of what you should be listening to.

It may not have offered as true a

professional radio experience as

WCUC did, but that wasn't the

point. WCCB's mission; its pur-

pose for being was to provide an

outlet for the true music lover, and

to cultivate musical tastes that ran

deeper than vacuous Backstreet

Boys ballads and ape-ish rap

metal.

All of that is in danger now.

WCCB is precariously close to

being wiped off the face of this

campus. God forbid that such an

unruly and unsightful blemish

should tarnish this university.

After WCCB's mixing board

fried itself last year, WCCBs' core

members fought a valiant battle to

protect the station. They sought

to go FM, which would have

expanded coverage area and lis-

tenership. New call letters were

secured (WPIP), and the ground

didn't seem so shaky for a while

there.

But as Yeats said, the center

doesn't hold, and despite the best

efforts of WCCB's staff, stum-

bling blocks were put into place.

A certain portion of the

Communication Department, the

Student Senate, and others,

impeded work on reviving the sta-

tion.

See 'Keith' Page 4
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U^hDlduig Policy

Last week an issue was brought to our attention.

A student had a problem with the fact that they

were not notified prior to a letter to the editor that

was printed that involved them.

Everyone who reads The Clarion Call has the

opportunity to respond to anything that is printed.

It is not, nor ever was, our policy to notify anyone

before something is printed.

We are sorry that you felt it was our duty to let

you know what was going to be in that issue.

However, we have a few concerns as well.

Placing your own letter to the editor everywhere

The Call is distributed is in poor form. There is

really no reason why some people should have the

opportunity to respond before the next issue,

when others have to wait until the following

week.

We apologize for the timing in which you felt

you had to get your point across, but that in no

way, shape or form was a fault of The Call.

We encourage letters to the editor about any-

thing that anyone on campus agrees with, dis-

agrees with or even feels indifferent about.

However, if something is printed in which some-

one feels the need to respond, their response will

be printed in the next issue. There really is no

room for exceptions.

Our policies can not just change due to a certain

circumstance which may arise. We do try to

accommodate everyone who wants to respond to

an\ thing written in our paper.

We apologi/e again for not being able to run the

letter in the same issue as the letter to the editor it

was in response to.

The Clarion Call appreciates all comments or

su22estions that anyone may have about the paper.

However, there is only so much we can do.

National News

Through the Looking Glass

I'LL BE BACK
A LITTLE
LATER, DEAR,
KISSY-KISS: lu

lad tiuil Nixon Peters had been

!i\inu with his pregnanl giii-

iriend toi nine \ears did not stop

hnii tiiMii ^h(^p^lg out ot their

home in Monnnui, Liberia, and

ijoing to a ehurch lo marry

another wtmian. Unt'ortunalely

lor him, someone spilled the

beans to his girlfriend immedi-

ately after he left. Enraged, she

found her brothers and they

forced iheir way into the church

v\ hile the ceremony was going

on. When the clergyman tried to

ignore the intruders, some of

them pulled out hand grenades.

Everyone fled. The wedding was

cancelled.

HOPE I'M NOT
BOTHERING
ANYONE: A man who

apparently does not own a VCR
went to the electronics depart-

ment of the Wal-Mart in York,

Pa., where he stood in front of a

TV set, and began watching a

pornographic videotape he had

rented elsewhere. An employee

soon noticed what was going on,

and held the man for police. He

had two other porno tapes that he

also intended to watch.

WELL, WELL,
LOOK WHO'S
BACKl Police say that a

man finished working his shitt at

the Shedd Aquarium in Chicago,

then donned a mask and returned

LUliUKiAL 1 ULii_i ^p jviAKK Th£ Cill- ts that first step. We, the EilHortal Board, will cvpitss

otor opirtwn alHKie issues across the campos, state, oation, aoB world. We are not srpeaUing tor Clarion

University, the Clarion Students* Associatioo or the students of the Uoiversity, we are speaking as an

Editorial Board - the voice of Tm: Clarion CalU These editorials are developed in a meeting of the

Editorial Board, all members did not nec^sarily agree on the opinion stated In the editorial. The

opinion expressed is shared by the majority of the board, it Is not always a unanimous opinion. \'ou,

the public, reserve the right to express your pleasure or displeasure with these opinions via a Letter

totheEdlton
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only minutes later with an

accomplice to rob his place of

employment.

He wrongly assumed that none

of his fellow employees would,

a.) recognize his voice or, b.)

notice he was wearing the same

clothes during the robbery that he

had been wearing at work all

day. He and his pal have been

arrested.

VOTED 'MOST
POPULAR
SHIPMATE':
Fifteen Dominicans sailing to

nearby Puerto Rico to look for

work were cast adrift in the

Caribbean for 12 days when their

boat's engine died. They would

have starved to death, but

Faustina Mercedes, a .'^ 1 -year-old

mother of four, allowed her fel-

low passengers to nurse at her

breasts [wo or three times a day

until they were rescued by the

("oast (juard.

SAY, THIS

LOOKS FAMIL-

1Alvl A former German spy

sold 1 ,000 secret documents

about the former Soviet Union to

his old employer, the German

Federal Intelligence Service, for

$138,000. He got the documents

from right out of the German

Federal Intelligence Service's

own file cabinets.

YOU CANT
ARREST ME,
I'M AN ARTIST!

A 37-year-old supermarket

employee m Vienna, Austria,

forced female shoplifters he

caught to pose \\)V nude pho-

tographs in exchange foi tlien

freedom. Responding to a com

plaint, police found the pictures

in his otfice, and arrested liini.

What is your opinion?

Write it down *- Send it to us!

1270 Gcmmell Student Complex

. Clarion, PA 16214

call@clarion.edu

Opinion

mmm\

Leave me alone in the morning
^*As I see it, there are dif

ferent ways that people

deal with mornings—here

defined as those hours of

the day between legal sun-

rise and lunch,''

Hide Park

Scott Dillon

I am not a morning person by

any stretch of the imagination.

One oi my staunchest beliefs as a

human being is: people have the

right t(^ stay up until the wee

hours o'( the morning, arise

moments before a scheduled class

(breakfast and shower optional),

and to no abcuit vour morning as

.•rankv as a wild-cat caught in a

clothes dryer because you didn't

get enough sleep the night before.

Number two on my list vf

staufsch beiieis is: people ha\e

the right to be undisturbed in their

state of the morning grouchies by

cheery, happy-go-lucky, so darned

friendly that you'd like to choke

that smile right off their beaming

faces. MORNINCi PEOPLE. Yes.

more dreaded than a second com-

ing of the black death or another

'Honey I Shrunk the Kids' movie

is the Morning Person to me.

As I see it. there arc different

ways that people deal with morn-

ings—here defined as those hours

of the day between legal sunrise

and lunch. Mow a person deals

with the morning determines

which of three personalities cate-

gories that he or she may fall into.

1. Regular People: regular peo

pie are defined as that segment of

the population that is generally on

time and can be up and running

with less than three cups of cof-

fee. Basically, these are your sta

tus quo people, covering roughly

3/4 of the world's population and

who probably would never know-

ingly antagt)nize personality num-

ber two.

2. People like me: this is a

hardcore category, folks -things

will start to get ugly here. P('()ple

like me are, thankfully for the rest

of you, rare, but we're out here 1

guarantee that you know a ccniplc

of us.

"See TTTdeTark^age^S

Save
i>iwni|iiiiPiPiii

Keith Gwillim, Lifestyles Editor

Commentary
"Play what you want to,

man. ..just be sure there aren't any

't'**ks' in it." Some of the first

words spoken tt) me my first day

at WCCB.
•'WCCB?", you ask, "Don't you

mean WCUC?" No. and here's a

brief history lesson; WCXB is the

now moribund AM radio station

here at Clarion University. A true

college 'indie' radio station in let-

ter, word, and most importantly,

spirit. Dub next to hardcore. Jazz

alongside techno. Riot grrl hold-

ing hands with underground hip-

hop. Basically, a record geek's

dream come true.

No set playlists, no regimenta-

tion or unreasonable restrictions

on what's "radio-friendly" or

"commercially viable." No for-

mats, and no rules except to have

fun, and keep it clean. The com-

plete opposite of the giant behe-

moth of WCUC, slave to the

record companies' whim. Judges

of what you should be listening to.

It may not have offered as true a

professional radio experience as

WCUC did, but that wasn't the

point. WCCB's mission; its pur-

pose for being was to provide an

outlet for the true music lover, and

to cultivate musical tastes that ran

deeper than vacuous Backstreet

Boys ballads and ape-ish rap

metal.

All of that is in danger now.

WCCB is precariously close to

being wiped off the face of this

campus. God forbid that such an

unruly and unsightful blemish

should tarnish this university.

After WCCB's mixing board

fried itself last year, WCCBs' core

members fought a valiant battle to

protect the station. They sought

to go FM, which would have

expanded coverage area and lis-

tenership. New call letters were

secured (WPIP). and the ground

didn't seem so shaky for a while

there.

But as Yeats said, the center

doesn't hold, and despite the best

efforts of WCCB's staff, stum-

bling blocks were put into place.

A certain portion of the

Communication Department, the

Student Senate, and others,

impeded work on reviving the sta-

tion.

See 'Keith' PageX
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OPINION
Call On You

who do you think is hotter AC Slater or Zack Morris?

by: "Moth"

Christine ^afsijer

Senior,

Secondary "Ed. "Ln^tisfi

"Zack Morris because I

love blondes."

9darij 'Beth Crawshaiv

Senior^ Communication

Zack Morris, he was

beautiful

KeithI Keith Gwillim's commentary on WCCB, from Page 3.

Why? Personal disputes, the

fact that some people in the

Comm. Department didn't want

any FM competition for their

golden goose (WCUC), the fact

that Senate didn't think it appro-

priate to allocate funds to WCCB,
and others all come into play.

Why should you care? Because

anyone who ever worked at that

station can tell you it was one of

the best experiences they've had.

Because it was a valuable campus

resource. The WCCB office (now

WPIP) office was a haven for the

punks, skaters, and general musi-

cal misfits who didn't fit neatly

into Top 40 categorization.

If you're listening to Britney

Spears or Creed whilst reading

this, then chances are you won't

ever be concerned. You have your

station, a carbon copy of nearly

every other Top 40 station in the

land. But if you're listening to

anything from Fugazi to the Clash

to Crystal Method, I hope you're

outraged at being slighted by the

powers-that-be.

And if you are, then take that a

step further. Write to Senate, the

administration, the Comm.
Department, and tell them you

want Clarion to have what most

other respectable colleges have -

an alternative radio station.

WCUC is nothing more than a

business, but WCCB/WPIP was a

cultural forum, every bit as impor-

tant as the Theatre or Art

Departments to many students.

As the soap drawing in

WCCB/WPIP's window reads:
"
Real music for real people." It's

not too late for David to defeat

Goliath.

^ason ftora

Senior, Markstin^

Zack Morris, because he

got Kelly."

(Dan "'Btinker'' Leech

junior

Communication

"A.C. Slater because

he's a greasy stud."

Reaching for the Stars

Rating Clarion University's daily goings and happenings in and around the University campus by J.P.

Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The

Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To "hardcore chicks". The womens' rugby team members are badasses. Busting

their butt rain or shine, mud, sleet or snow. No wimps on this team.

—p^wrw^^wwn"^njT^w*^"fn

Financial Aid Renewal

Deadline to apply for financial aid for the

2001/2002 academic year is May 1, 2001. Any
student interested in applying for a federal

PELL Grant, Pennsylvania State Grant or a

Stafford Loan must complete the FAFSA In

order to be eligible for these programs.

The FAFSA is a green and white application

and IS currently available In the Office of

Financial Aid.

To competition. Greeks fighting, losing, winning and tying. No, I'm not talking about a

Saturday night fight in the backyard. Greek Week is a chance to have a friendly competi-

tion amongst the Greek community.

To the Athletic Enrichment Fee violating SSHE policy. The name of the game in a lot of college

!. athletics is, how much scholarship money could I possibly earn by coming to your school? This fee

would have been a huge boost for several athletic teams down the road. It becomes increasingly harder

for Clarion to compete against schools with deeper pockets. In the meantime schools such as lUP and

California will continue to have a little extra advantage recruiting athletes.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief J.P. Kenney. Ideas

and views expressed do not neccesarily reflect that of The Clarion Call

staff. Please do not take these comments to heart. They are all in good

fun and are meant as conversation builders.
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OPINION
Clarion Call Feedback
Remembering Paul

Schuenemann

As I read over your article on

Paul Schueneman's tragic death,

you forgot to mention a few

things. I and the rest of the guys,

who live on Paul's floor in

Campbell Hall saw him as a

friendly guy who went out of his

way to say 'hi' to you. I never

saw him as a threat. He was a

great personality on our floor.

While he was somewhat quiet, he

never kept to himself. I have seen

him go out of his way to help other

people with homework. He will

be missed by his family, friends,

and all the people in Campbell

Hall who had the pleasure of

knowing him. I hope more than

anything that people learn from his

mistakes and know that there are

other outlets.

Neal Porter

-Regarding article in The Clarion

Call March 29 edition titled

"Alleged bank robber commits

suicide.

"

The Clarion Call wishes to apologize for an error that

appeared in a Subway ad two weeks ago. A price for

3 12" hoagles was $9.99 not $3.99.

^faUA^dAk^i^A^^wd im^^UfcKfcMU ^^M^^A^^UM

The ciariott Call Wishes to apologize for misspelling

William Sraatz name in the Student Senate Elections

section of the March 29 edition.

DE$TIN7V\ THEATRES in ,he

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule I

EXIT WOUNDS
9:15

SPY KIDS PG
11:001:00 3:00 5:00 7:009:00
(S«t A Sun)

HEARTBREAKERS PG-13

7:00 9:30

i

Playing Fri. 6th Until

Thur. 10th

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Destinta.com

SOMEONE LIKE YOU PG-13|

12:30 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30
(Sat A Sun)

TOMCATS

S4,50 Child & Senior

Student Discounts

I a SI olf when you s

Clarion University I

Va;^J all mqhls bot Tuesday

-12:00 2:15 4:30 7:00 9:15
(Sal Sun)

^•vyy»:<ivx-^-

SEE SPOT RUN PGI

11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00
(S«l - Sun)

BLOW
11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:35
(S«t » Sun)

ALONG CAME A SPIDER R
12:00 2:30 5:00 7:30 9:40

(Sal &Sun)

POKEMON 3 G
11:15 1:15 3:15 5:15 7:15

(Sat . Sun)

Note: All movie times will change

on 4/10 call 227-2115 for updates.

Tuesday - |

Bargain Night |

$4.50 Tickets |

Asl< about I
our I

Frequent |
IVIovie Goer |

and our I

Frequent |
Popcorn I
Cards

Hide Parl<l Leave me alone in the mornings, from Page 3

We never make it to any sched-

uled class on time until after 10

a.m., because we never went to

sleep until after 3 a.m.

Instead, we were up studying,

chatting about affairs of state, or

out exercising staunch right num-

ber three: people have the right to

overindulge in merry making.

Generally our appearance resem-

bles that of unkept ogres until

mid-afternoon because we are not

capable of transmulating back to

our friendly human forms until

10:30 or 11 a.m. at the earliest.

Needless to say, speech, if any, is

monosyllabic at best and most

likely unintelligible.

Note that this article is pertinent

to over 3/4 of the world's popula-

tion because the lines between

regular people and people like me

are not cast in stone.

We all move between the two

categories at times, so listen up all

of you regular people out there!

As the crucifix is to the vampire

or the silver bullet is to the were-

wolf, so is personality type num-

Letters to Editor

ber three to us.

3. Morning People: the per-

centage of the world's population

that is member to this vile and

sinister clan is unknown: these

people are just too annoying to

study.

At a glance, the term "Morning

Person" seems simple enough: a

person who enjoys the morning

and who needs one cup or less of

donut shop coffee to be up and

running. But as read, this popu-

larly accepted definition of the

term is not all encompassing and

must be expanded.

You see, it's not just the sunrise

and a big bowl of Grape Nuts that

makes these demons so jolly, oh

no. I have come to the conclusion

that the Morning Person derives a

significant amount (most?) of

their demented morning pleasure

by antagonizing, in terrorist-like

fashion, everyone in their roses-

cented wake who has the misfor-

tune of being a Non-Morning

Person.

I guess that I can give all of

you Morning People out there the

benefit of the doubt. Perhaps you

are not the vindictive little

troglodytes that I think you are,

but rather you are just a little mis-

directed with your morning mirth.

You may think the rest of us are as

overjoyed to see 8 a.m. class is

only somewhat less amusing than

spending the morning in the elec-

tric chair, and that you "wake up"

(ha-ha-hd).

You should leave those of us

who are obviously still semico-

matose the heck alone.

Well, it's now 2:45 a.m., and

my article is finally done. I'm

going to get some sleep now

because I have to get up for an 8

a.m. class. I will see you all

tomorrow. Goodnight, and bear

in mind what you have

read Please!

Scott Dillon was a junior commu-

nication major when this article

was first published in The

Clarion Call on October 22,

1992.

Reader still upset over Bush victory
Dear Editor:

Orchids to Amy Thompson: She

effectively called our attention to

the inept Bushism that comes

from the un-president who was

unjustifiably and politically

awarded the White House.

Many of us, with good reason,

think of him as "His

Fraudulency", as 1 referred to him

in my recent letter. Why?
Florida's election fiasco demon-

strated widespread unfairness and

discrimination primarily against

the thousands of Afro-Americans

who were prevented from voting

or whose votes were never count-

ed. Strange and complicated bal-

lots, unworkable vote counting

machines, inadequate procedures

for recounts and numerous other

irregularities, all of which favored

Bush.

The U.S. Supreme Court twice

halted counts of up to at least

100,000 ballots even though

ordered by Florida's Supreme

Court. Later on Dec. 12 the Court

again by another 5-4 vote,

squashed all opportunity for a

legally mandated count. The

Court maintained there was no

longer any time to count the bal-

lots although the Dec. 18 deadline

was six days off.

Justice Ginsburg, in a strong dis-

sent, insisted that "such an untest-

ed prophecy should not decide the

presidency."

Justice Souter offered that "there

is no justification for denying the

state the opportunity to try to

count all disputed ballots," and

Justice Breyer complained that

what the Court did "it should have

left undone." Nevertheless, the

Court had handed the White house

to George Bush.

Justice John Paul Stevens, the

longest serving justice (appointed

by a Republican president) wrote,

"Although we may never know

with complete certainty the identi-

ty of the winner of this year's

presidential election, the identity

of the loser is perfectly clear. It is

the nation's confidence in the

judge as an impartial guardian of

the law."

Columinist Sandy Grady tells us

that "by legal sleigh of hand, the

justices tried to hide their finger-

prints on their gift to Bush. They

wanted to avoid the slur of being

the first Court to tilt a presidential

election, but they put their 200

years of majesty and integrity at

grave peril. The Court wouldn't

allow the people's voices to

decide the presidency in a vote

count."

Even William Kristol, editor of

the conservative "Weekly

Standard", and former chief

assistant to Vice President

Quayle, concluded that George W.

"gained office through the act of a

judicial usurpation."

The one and only Molly Ivins

wrote for the "Progressive" that

"elected, he wasn't, but an actual,

honest to God putsch. There it

was a raw, naked unconstitutional,

illegal, anti-democratic power

grab."

Clearly, "His Fraudulency", a

selectee of the Supreme Court,

will continue to spout shallow and

unintelligible Bushisms. The

assaults we already see on the

governmental structure will also

continue.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Emerick
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Fictional story

"I went to a party, Mom."
"I went to a party. Mom"
I went to a party, and remem-

bered what you said.

You told me not to drink, Mom
so I had a Sprite instead.

I felt proud of myself, the way

you said I would, that I didn't

drink and drive, though some

friends said I should.

I made a healthy choice, and

your advice to me was right, the

party finally ended, and the kids

drove out of sight.

I got into my car, sure to get

home in one piece,

I never knew what was coming.

Mom something I expected least.

Now I'm lying on the pavement.

And I hear the policeman say, the

kid that caused this wreck was

drunk," Mom, His voice seems far

away.

My own blood's all around me,

as I try hard not to cry. I can hear

the paramedic say, This girl is

going to die."

I'm sure the guy had no idea,

while he was flying high, because

he chose to drink and drive, now I

would have to die.

So why do people do it. Mom.
Knowing that it ruins lives? And

now the pain is cutting me, like a

hundred stabbing knives.

Tell sister not to be afraid, Mom

Motkrs Against Drunk Driving

tell daddy to be brave, and when I

go to heaven, put "Daddy's Girl"

on my grave.

Someone should have taught

him, that it's wrong to drink and

drive.

Maybe if his parents had, I'd still

be alive.

My breath is getting shorter.

Mom I'm getting really scared.

These are my final moments, and

I'm so unprepared.

I wish that you could hold me
Mom, as I lie here and die.

I wish that I could say I love you.

Mom
So I love you and good-bye.

This article was a forward

e-mail from Mothers Against

Drunk Drivers (MADD)

Thinkiiig sAiout law school?

How wfll you score on the LSAT exam?

Find out by taking a free practice exam.

Political Science will be sponsoring a free

practice exam

Saturday April 21, 2001 at 8:30 a.m. in 118

Founders Hall

See Dn Sweet in 306 Founders Hall by April 11

to sign up, or email bsweet@clarion.edUj or call

extension x2205

Letter to Editor

A look at the Student Senate Budget
Dear Editor:

Recently, I was intrigued by the

claims of the 'Party for Academic

Enrichment' that Academics

receive only seven-tenths of one

percent of the allocated budget. I

am often weary of such state-

ments. A local professor here

once told me that percentages

and statistics can be used to say

just about anything. Move a

number from one column to

another or divide by a slightly

different number and the math

can be swayed toward either of

two opposing sides' point of

view. Are the numbers wrong on

either side? Not really, but as

long as the people doing the

adding have a bias in one direc-

tion or another, different sides

will just get different numbers.

So I decided to investigate their

claim.

I believe any mathematical

investigation needs a justifica-

tion. So I will try to explain what

I did. First, I took the 2000-01

Fiscal Budget for the Student

Senate printed in the Clarion

University Handbook and divid-

ed each of the organizations into

a category. This is rather arbi-

trary, but the categories that

made tlK most sense to me were

Academic Organizations,

Athletics/Cheerleaders, Greek,

General Administration, Student

S^vices and Special Interests. I

will try to explain what each of

these categories mean. My defin-

ition of an Academic

Oganization is one where you

can take it for a class credit and

whoe it is listed as an academic

course in the course catalog.

Athletics/Cheerleaders, Greek,

and General Administration are

pretty self-explanatory. Student

Sauces are organizations that

provide very general events or

SCTvices campus wide. Special

Interests are those groups that

have more specifically targeted

events or so^ices. Next, I added

each allocated group budget

within their category, divided by

the total budget and multiplied it

times one hundred to give a per-

cent

As one can see, I got nowhere

near seven-tenths of one percent

for Academics. I am not calling

the 'Party for Academic

Enrichment' liars, all I am saying

is that here are the percents I

came up with and how I arrived

at them. I find their claim some-

what interesting although, con-

sidering the fact that Student

Senate isn' t really in charge of

'Academics' in the formal sense.

It's not like the Student Senate

budget buys departmental equip-

ment or resources. Departments

receive their own separate budget

from the university, independent

of the Senate budget. To those

that

aren't active or interested with

'the system', this might be a very

misleading statement.

Despite my different conclu-

sions, I am glad to see the organi-

zation of this new group. I wish

them much luck. As more and

more groups form, maybe it will

make the domination of the

Senate by any specific group less

and less likely.

An interested student,

Joshua Wood
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Budget for 2000-2001

Academic Organizations

Administration

General Administration

Athletics/Cheerleaders

Athletics

Greek

1FC& Panhellenic Council

Student Services

Money Allocated

$90,480.00

(in dollars)

8.6% of the budget

$122,500.00 = 11.7% of the budget

$372,400.00 = 35.6% of the budget

$4^30.00 =
'

.5% of the budget

$283,985.00 • = 27.2% of the budget

$60,410.00 = 5.8% of the budget

$110,645.00
/ ^ 10.6% of the budget

$1,045,350.00

Special Intersts

Working Budget

Total planned budget

*Please note that since the publication of the handbook.

Individual Speaking Events and the Debate team has

merged into the Speech and Debate Team.

-Chart submitted by Joshua Wood

News
Student Interview

Interview with Senator Rick Santorum
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

Pennsylvania Republican Senator Rick

Santorum advises aspiring politicians to

get involved in the political process early.

Sen. Santorum is familiar with this con-

cept because he is the youngest

Conference Chairman since Senator Hugh

Scott in the 1970s.

He was also involved in the campaign

of the late Senator John Heinz when he

was in college.

Sen. Santorum is also an advocate for

tax reduction for all Americans. When
asked whether he disapproved of any of

the President's proposed budget, he said

that he felt the president's budget was

conservative in it's reductions.

He said that if it was him, he would

have tried to offset the plan with more

reductions in other places, but he didn't

have any major disagreements with the

plan.

He was asked what he felt the

Republican Party hiKl to offer college stu-

dents. He said that the Republican Party

stands for opportunity and freedom. He
went on to say that for older Americans

the Republican Party has always been a

source of security.

He said if he was a college student he

would be concerned with the future of

Social Security. Santorum is fighting to

save Social Security and Medicare.

He is also Senate Chairman of the

Renewal Alliance, a member of the

Senate Committee on Aging, a member of

the Senate Health Care Task Force, and a

member of the Senate Steel Caucus.

In 1998, Sen. Santorum voted in favor

of the Higher Education Reauthorization

Act. The purpose of the act was to allow

press access fw information about cam-

pus crimes.

The prior Buckley Amendment of 1974

prohibited access to information for rea-

sons of privacy. Santorum said his moti-

vation for voting in favor of the Higher

Education Reauthorization Act in 1998

was because he felt that "people should

be aware of problems."

He said that universities were not pro-

viding the proper information to students.

He said that when President Bush came

to Washington, the city was very divided.

He said that the previous administration

was "very aggressive personally."

"He realizes you set tone at the top,"

said Sen. Santorum.

Besides his political career. Sen.

Santorum and his wife Karen Carver

Santorum of Penn Hills PA, have five

children. He and his wife are also expect-

ing another child.

He said that one of the greatest influ-

ences in his life was his dad, who had

core values. He said that with his father

there was no substitute for hard work and

his father knew the value of education.

He went on to say that in his father's fam-

ily there were no quitters.
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Photo Courtesy of

Senator Santorum's Office

Pennsylvania Republican Senator

Rick Santorum.

Women's Conference features keynote Dr. Karen Warren
by Amy Thompson

Clarion Call News Editor

The 18th Annual Women's

Conference featured Dr. Karen

Warren, a philosopher and

ecofeminist, who gave a presen-

tation entitled "The Future of

Feminism: An Ecofeminist

Phik)sophical Perspective." The

presentation was held on the sec-

ond day of the conference in Hart

Chapel at 9:30 a.m.

Warren tried to clarify what

ecofeminism is and isn't.

She said that there is not one

ecofeminism and there is a great

deal of disagreement between

ecofeminists as to what ecofemi-

nism should entail.

Warren said that ecofeminism

is not anti-male and not Goddess

worship. Ecofeminism is also

against biological determinism.

Photo Courtesy of Women's

ConferiHKre

Dr Karen Warren, phik)so-

pher and ecofeminist.

According to Warren ecofemi-

nist philosophy is ecological,

environmental, pluralist, multi-

cultural, post-colonial, practical

and in-process.

She said that there are inter-

connections between history,

religion, ethics, science and lan-

guage and the domination of

women, animals and nature.

She also said the the slogan of

ecofeminism is "Nature is a

Feminist Issue." Another basic

idea of ecofeminism is that it is

also against the subordination of

people of color, animals and the

environment.

She also went on to say that

women have been called certain

types of animals such as dogs,

hens, chicks and cows. She said

that when one refers to someone

as another being that is already

deemed inferior, the result is that

people will start to view that

group as inferior as well.

She also gave a brief history of

feminism that included: First

www.theclarioncall.com

Wave Feminism, Second Wave
Feminism, Third Wave
Feminism.

First Wave Feminism, she said,

is feminism as the equal rights

and equal opportunity move-

ment.

Second Wave Feminism

Warren said was the movement

to end sexist/racist/classist/het-

erosexual oppressions.

Third Wave Feminism is the

movement to end all systems of

oppression and unjustified domi-

nation according to Warren She

also listed a variety of feminism

that exists including Liberal,

Marxist, Radical Socialist,

Black, Ecological and Post-colo-

nial.

The keynote address was fol-

lowed by workshops in Founders

Hall. The workshops included:

*Women and Science

*Women and Mental Illness

*Women's Issues in Other

Countries

Rhetorical Analysis of Anti-

Women Web Pages

*Sex, Love, and Genger: An
Introduction to Sexual Diversity,

Part 1 and 2

Making Baskets

*"Women United" Speak Sistah

to Sister

*Cross-Cultural Look at

Feminism: Islamic an Western

Basque Women, Language and

Feminism and

Reflecting on the Vagina

Monologues.

All workshops were led by fac-

ulty, students and special guests.

In between the workshops a

lunch in Chandler Dining Hall

was served.

Inside

News

Two ad hoc

committees have been

formed by

Student Senate.

For more details.

See Page 8.

The Speech and

Debate Team hosted

the American Debate

Association National

Tournament,

See Page 9.

The Suzanne Brown
Excellence in

Teaching Award has

been given to a

Clarion professor.

See Page 10.

Clarion will hold the

Institute of

Management
Accountants

conference in April.

See page 10.
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Student Senate

Student Senate forms ad hoc committees
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call News Editor

Two new ad hoc committees

have been formed, according to

Student Senate President Brian

Sowa. One committee is Public

Safety; members will address

the issue of whether or not cam-

pus safety should be armed.

The second committee will

address the Students

Association Structure.

Senator Jared Dickinson said

current senators seeking re-

election for the 2001-2002 aca-

demic year should volunteer for

the committees; if they are re-

elected, they could explain poli-

cies to new senators.

In addition. President Sowa

announced an Open Forum for

students to voice their opinions

regarding the Instructional

Support Fee on Monday, April 9

at 2 p.m. in Gemmell.

Craig Smith /The Clarion Call

Student Senators learned about the formation of two ad
lioc commiffees. One committee will address ttie issue of

wtieftier or not Public Safety stiouid be armed, and tlie sec-

ond involves the Students Association Structure.

18 at 2:30 p.m. in 250 Gemmell. of two others.

In other business, Senator Elections began Monday,

Farhard Hussain said the Open April 2 and will conclude on

Forum for the Student Senate Thursday, April 5.

There are also two remaining elections last Wednesday was Vice President Drew

Open Forums for the Vice well attended by major campus McWilliams reminded candi-

President of Finance and organizations. There are 40 dates present at Monday's meet-

Administration on Tuesday, applicants remaining due to the ing to sign in with Senate secre-

April 10 and Wednesday, April ineligibility of three former tary Julianne Lanich.

candidates and the withdrawal

Dmv^m UniversityL

Courses, Workshops^ Seminars,

Study Abroad

Transferable Credits

Accelerated Sessions

Start Dates: May through July

Register byfax, phone, mail or

in person

In addition. Vice President

McWilliams said the boards are

in for the new hockey rink,

which should be completed by

next week.

According to Treasurer Ben

Chervenak, budget hearings

will take place over the next

two weeks. He reported the fol

-

lowing current account bal-

ances: Large Item Capital,

$434,651.10; Capital,

$101,076.63; Supplemental

Reserve, $11,450.33; and

Supplemental, $5,232.00.

Senator Mike Davis reported

on behalf of the Inter-fraternity

Council, Greek Week events

will take place throughout the

week; activities will conclude

with Greek Olympics on

Saturday, April 7 at the stadium.

Senator Tom Clopp said 173

people attended a WWF event,

sponsored by the University

Activities Board; a similar

event will take place on Sunday,

April 29 at Pierce.

He reminded Senate of the

upcoming Everclear concert on

Saturday, April 28.

A representative of Interhall

Council said 120 people attend-

ed the Spring Fling last Friday,

and 70 students participated in

the ice skating party the follow-

ing night.

President Sowa reminded sen-

ators the Sequelle issue from

the previous meeting is still

tabled; no one moved to bring

the motion back at that point.

Senators discussed the idea of

having a softball game between

Student Senate and UAB
toward the end of the semester.

Senator Tim Smith will be look-

ing into possible dates for the

event.

Vice President McWilliams

announced Senator Bill

McWilliams as Senator of the

Week. In regard to this honor.

Senator McWilliams said, "It

couldn't happen to a better

man."

Upon conclusion of the 15-

minute meeting. Senator Sarah

Callaro announced the Blood

Drive on Monday, April 9 at

Tippin Gym from 11 a.m.

through 5 p.m.

The next Student Senate meet-

ing is Monday, April 9 at 7:30

p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

Call 1.800.2833853for our

complete Summer 2001

InfonnationlApplication

Package ®
.DUQUESNE
UNIViSlTY

PrrrsBURGH, PA 15282

www.duq.edu
e-mail: suinnier@duq.edu

We've got you

COVERED
Our professional staff offers:

o Complete gyne care

O Free walk-in pregnancy testing

O Birth control

o Emergency Contraception

O Testing & treatment for sexually transmitted

diseases (men & women)
o All services are high quality, confidential, &

reasonably priced for college students. Most

health insurance plans accepted.

We are located at:

1064A East Main Street

(814) 226-7500

Faimil^r Health
Council, Inc.

Craig Smith /The Clarion Call

This week's Senator of the

Weel< is Bill McWilliams.

www.fhcinc.org

Got a hot

news tip,

call

Amy at

393-

2380.
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ADA Nationals hosted by Clarion University

by Nancy Kiser

Clarion Call Copy and Design

Editor

Students from all over the

Northeastern United States

travelled to Clarion University

for the American Debate

Association (ADA) National

Tournament last weekend.

Scott O'Donnell, a junior

English/Speech Communication

major at Clarion University,

placed in the top ten of junior

varsity speakers.

Mary Washington College

was the team winner in the

Novice category. Liberty

College claimed the victory in

the junior varsity competition,

and Catholic University left

Clarion as the winners of the

Varsity competition.

The ADA National is the final

tournament of the year that is

sanctioned by the ADA. The

tournament's purpose is to

Overall people were

impressed with how
Clarion ran the tourna-

ment, the amenities,

and the support of the

entire campus commu-
nity. 99

-Dr. Anand Rao

determine the best team in each

of the debate's divisions. There

are three divisions in the tour-

nament; Novice, Junior Varsity,

and Varsity. The ADA tourna-

ment is the only national tour-

nament with three competition

divisions.

According to Dr. Anand Rao,

director of Clarion University's

forensic program, the students

on the Clarion Debate Team

were busy during the tourna-

ment, with each individual vol-

unteering 12-14 hours of work

each day.

"Overall people were

impressed with how Clarion ran

the tournament, the amenities,

and the support of the entire

campus community," said Rao.

"Anand Rao and all of the

Clarion University debaters did

an outstanding job," said John

Morello, assistant vice presi-

dent for academic affairs at

Mary Washington College.

"They handled every aspect of

tournament management with

extraordinary care and skill,

and somehow managed to find

the time to accomplish a num-

ber of extra activities--for

example every competing

school left with a CD contain-

ing a number digital photos

taken throughout the tourna-

ment; and several Clarion stu-

dents collaborated on a short

Anand Rao and all

of the Clarion

University debaters did

an outstanding job. 99

-John Morello

video offering an amusing look

at the people and events of the

tournament accompanied by

some witty choices for the

audio track."

"Special thanks to Anand Rao

and his debaters for putting on a

great tournament," said Stephan

Bauschard of Boston College.

"It was certainly one of the best

ADA national tournaments."

The first two days of the tour-

naments consisted of three

cross-exam debates, each one

lasting two hours. The National

Team winner was decided on

the third day.

An open public debate, "How

Philosophical Arguments

Should be Included in Policy

Development" was also held.

President Diane L. Reinhard

hosted a banquet, awards cere-

mony and reception.

Clarion placed 12th in the

Novice rankings, 21st in the

Junior Varsity rankings, and

18th in the Grand Sweepstakes.

Sponsors for the event were:

*AllTel

*S & T Bank

*New Bethlehem Bank

American Debate Association

*the Clarion University Office

of the President

Academic Affairs/Office of

the Provost

College of Arts and Sciences

Speech Communication and

Theatre Department

Clarion University

Advancement

Clarion Student Association

Clarion Speech and Debate

Team.

The following Clarion

University students helped with

the event: Andrea Smith, Lisa

Bria, Julie Lundy, Nicole

Williams, Shayne Cornell,

Mark Gatesman, Jessica

Angelo, K.im Kelly, George

Rutherford, Andrew Barnes,

Courtney Morton, Carrie

Arnold, Allison Rilling, Ken

Kemmer, and Barry McCauliff.

Special thanks to

Anand Rao and his

debaters for putting on

a great tournament. 99

-Stephan Bauschard

Spring Break

Transportation

Home!

Where to:

Harrisburg, King of

Prussia, and

Philadelphia {30th

Street Station)

How Much: Round
Trip $45.00 (No

Refunds)

What to Bring:

Maximum- One suit-

case and one carry-

on bag

Sign Up Where:

CSA, 123 Gemmell

Departure: 3:30 p m.

on Wednesday, April

11

Return: 2:00 p.m. on

Tuesday, April 17

Sign Up Deadiine:

Wednesday, April 11

at 1:00 p.m.

Need Volunteer Hours?

The Special Olympics Western Spring Sectional

will

take place Sunday, April 29, 2001

.

If you are interested in becoming a committee

memberand/or volunteering,

please call Amanda at 3299

OR
attend Informational Meetings:

When: Every Thursday

Time: 6:00 p.m.

Where: 104 Founders Hall
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The Clarion

r wishes to

congratulate

anyone who
made the

decision to

vote in this

Student

Senate
< ^

Election.

Professor receives teaching award

As of

Wednesday,

April 4, over

700 people

had voted.

jMMkiM^ m wMttOAtliAtAimmiitiMttt^

by Jen DeFazio

Clarion Call Managing Editor

Every year, one out of the 5,500

faculty members in the State

System is awarded the Suzanne

Brown Excellence in Teaching

Award. This year, Dr. Anne Day,

professor of history at Clarion

University, had the honor of

receiving this award.

It was presented in State

College during the State System

of Higher Education's Annual

Conference for the Advancement

of College Teaching and

Learning.

Day has been a faculty member

at Clarion University since 1972,

and was nominated for the award

by Dr. Sylvia Stalker, professor of

education at Clarion University.

Day has always loved history

and considers it her life's pursuit.

Her passion for the subject shows

in her teaching. Since she has

started at Clarion, Day has tried to

move her students to orient them-

selves to the larger world.

"Preparing teachers is a part of

my teaching experience.

Therefore, I try to model good

Preparing teachers

is a part ofmy teach-

ing experience.

Therefore, I try to

model good teaching in

my classroom. 99

-Dr. Anne Day

teaching in my classroom. I want

to engage and involve students in

the subject matter. I hope my stu-

dents will be able to think and

learn for themselves, so that they

become their own learners,

thinkers, and teachers...and stand

on their own intellectual feet."

said Day.

Day also participated in a pro-

gram to help her with early efforts

in the teaching area. Project

Flourish is a Clarion program that

helps faculty members to engage

themselves more with the fresh-

men experience.

"It made me a better teacher. It

was fun to work with the first year

experience and it was fun to

teach." said Day.

Day was also one of the

founders of the Making

Connections program at Clarion

University. This program was

founded in 1992 and was intended

to help first-time college students

adjust to their new environment.

"History in the Headlines", a

popular class offered at Clarion

University and taught by Day,

helps students to learn how histo-

ry is written , the history of con-

temporary events, and how to

learn about history. Day has now

integrated the use of Internet in

the class so that her students can

have access to international news-

papers.

During this course and others

that Day teaches, she enjoys the

relationships that develop.

"The courses involve field trips,

and those trips help to build more

personal relationships between

Clarion students

are very conscientious,

cooperative, and give

me joy. 99

-Dr. Anne Day

Public Safety

Blotter

the teachers and the students.

This carries over into the class-

room. Clarion students are very

conscientious, cooperative, and

give me joy. I have also had won-

derful colleagues both in the his-

tory department and other depart-

ments to work with during my
time at Clarion." said Day.

Day earned her Bachelor of Arts

degree in history from Emmanuel

College in Boston, MA. She then

received her Ph. D. in history

from St. Louis University.

In addition. Day has also attend-

ed the University of Mexico,

Boston State College, and the

University of Connecticut Law
School.

Day has also taught other places

before coming to Clarion. She

started at Memorial Junior High

in Beverly, MA, and then at the

college level at the University of

Hartford in Hartford, CT.

She continued her college level

teaching in places such as the

University of Connecticut,

Sacred Heart University in CT,

and Niagara University in New
York.

Criminal Mischief

According to Public

Safety, campus police

are investigating the

Intentional non-emer-

gency activation of an

emergency telephone

near corner of Wood St.

and Wilson Ave.

Criminal IViischief

According to Public

Safety, campus police

are investigating a pos

sible act of criminal mis-

chief to a vehicle that

had been parked in Lot

8.

Theft by Unlawful
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Taking

According to Public

Safety, unknown per-

son(s) removed a nee-

dle off of the turn table

In the Becker Hall

Radio station. It was

noticed missing on Mar.

30.

CUP to host Institute of Management Accountants Conference
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

m\^i
Clarion University of

Pennsylvania will host the

Institute of Management

Accountants conference on

Thursday, April 26.

The conference will begin at 8

a.m. in Rooms 250-252

Gemmell. Participants may

receive up to nine continuing pro-

fessional education credits for the

session.

Main topics include:

Leading the shift from custodian

to business partner

*The imperative for change and

Wkat olid yoi/ do lart iMt^r^eri
i%\r^ OVCK $\O^OOQM

Live in Ocean City, Maryland, be part of the tradition.

Telescope Pictures.

N"orthend Studio is looking for the right people for its 2001
season staff Work on the beach. No experience necessary.

Are you highly motivated? Do you like the beach?

Are you good with people?

if so, Call 1-800-260-2184 today
or apply direcdy at www.Northendstudio.com

how to get there

*ABCs of ABM (Activity-Based

Budgeting)

*Is ABM right for your compa-

ny?

Advanced uses ofABM
Refresher on financial statement

disclosures

Update on new accounting stan-

dards

Use of the internet

Hardware and software needs;

The web way to conduct busi-

ness

Benefiting from the web

Trends in e-commerce and

Purchasing card implementa-

tion.

Several presenters are sched-

uled to participate in the confer-

ence.

Michael King, CPA, senior

manager at DeLoitte & Touche

will present "TheChanging Role

of the Finance Professional."

Angela Bruno, CPA, manager

at DeLoitte & Touche will also

participate in the conference. She

will address the topic of

"Lending Business

Improvements with .Activity

Based Management."

After the seminar, the IMA
Northwest Keystone Chapter

scheduled their monthly meeting

in room 248 Gemmell. Darlene

Hartle of Keeling Health Center

at Clarion University will present

"Stress in the Workplace" at 6

p.m.

The conference is co-sponsored

by Clarion University's Center

for Accounting Education and

Small Business Development

Center, the Institute of

Management Accountants

Northwest Keystone Chapter, and

the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania.

The registration fee is $95 for

all sessions, $50 for one-half day,

and $5 for students. This price

includes lunch and refreshments;

dinner is available for an addi-

tional $18.

Registrations are due by

Thursday, April 19.

Cancellations after Friday, April

20 will be refunded at 50% of the

original cost.

To register for the conference or

to obtain additional information,

contact The Division of

Continuing Education atCTIarion

University, 840 Wood Street,

Clarion PA, 16214-1232.

Lifestyles
Spoken Word Series

Liz Rosenberg entertains with her brand of poetry
by Jessica Froehlich

Clarion Call Staff Writer

On Tuesday, April 2, poet

Liz Rosenberg visited Hart

Chapel for a free public

reading of her poems. Her

reading was the conclusion

of Clarion University's

Spoken Arts Series.

Rosenberg, a teacher of

English at State University

of New York at

Binghamton, has written

several books of poetry,

including her third, 'These

Happy Eyes.'

Rosenberg has also been

published in magazines

such as 'The New Yorker'

and 'The Paris Review.'

She began Tuesday

night's reading with a poem
by Milton Kessler rather

than her own, then proceed-

ed to read her own works

ranging from the oldest to

the most recent for the

remainder of the reading

with flair and emotion.

Many of her poems dealt

with situations that she has

faced, several being quite

serious.

She also read an array of

highly descriptive poems
about the various observa-

tions she has made on

things she has seen.

For example, she wrote a

series of poems about her

mailman. Another good

example of this is a series

of poems written about

crushes that people have,

called "Crushed."

Rosenberg was able to

display her love and knowl-

edge of her work clearly

throughout the night by

reciting certain poems with-

out even looking off any

notes from the podium.

Rosenberg also gave the

audience a chance to have a

better understanding and a

more intimate feeling of her

poems by preceding each

work with an explanation of

why she wrote it, making

the presentation rather like

something you would see on

VHl Storytellers.

Students in attendance

were very impressed with

Rosenberg's reading, and

had nothing but praise.

Jaison Palermo said that

"She creates a very intimate

atmosphere," while Jessica

Weatherby said that "She

creates a vivid picture."

It would have been hard

to disagree. The words

used in her poems aided

audience members to under-

stand the tone and mean-

ings.

I had a chance to speak

briefly with Rosenberg after

her reading and I asked her

what she felt was an impor-

tant goal of a poet, and she

replied, "to pay attention."

She went on to explain

that the goal of the poet is

to try to wake up and notice

things in order to make the

observations needed to

write.

Judging from her work,

she definitely listens to her

own advice.

The April sky
story courtesy of

University Relations

Astronomy Day will be

observed April 28, according to

Dr. Stephen J. Shulik, planetar-

ian director at Clarion

University of Pennsylvania.

Shulik provides the following

information about the April sky.

At I a.m. on April 15. Mars is

on the ESE horizon. At 6:38

am, sunrise, Mercury is low in

the east, Venus is in the east,

the Moon is in the SSE, and

Mars is in the SSW. At 7:53

pm, sunset, Jupiter and Saturn

are high in the west.

At 1 a.m. on April 31, Mars is

low in the SE and the Moon is

in the west. At 6:16 a.m., sun-

rise, Venus is in the ESE, and

Mars is in the SSW. At 8:13

p.m., sunset, the Moon is very

high in the SSW, Jupiter and

Saturn are in the west, and

Mercury is low in the WNW.
Here is a list of celestial

events during the month:

April 7: The full moon, or

grass or egg moon at 1 1 :20 p.m.

April 13: Friday the thir-

teenth. Good Friday.

April 14: Mars, Jupiter and

Saturn within five degrees of

each other at 4 p.m.

Shulik welcomes any ques-

tions on astronomy or space

exploration, or inquiries con-

cerning the Clarion Univerity

planetarium programs for

schools, groups, or general pub-

lic. While there is no fee for

the program, donations are wel-

come. There is a multimedia

program using a video projector

available. For more informa-

tion call the

anthropology/geography/earth

science department at

(814)226-2317 during normal

work hours.

Photo by Liz Potter

This week's photo is of one of the voting booths for

Student Senate elections.

www.theclarioncall.com
*
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The new Sigoumey
Weaver fihn,

Heartbreakers is filled

with great humor and

laughs. For a review.

See Page 12.

Scottish rock group

Idlewild lands on U.S.

shores with the

sophomore release,

100 Broken Windows.

See Page 13.

TheWHO Files profiles

the experimental techno

group Add N To X this

week To find out about

their blend of music.

See Page 14.

Calendar of Events.

To find out whafs

going on at Clarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 12.
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Today
•Concert Choir/Show Choir Tour
•Greek Bowl (Chap) 7 pm
•NCA Collegiate Cheer Nationals (Daytona Beach,
Florida)

Friday, April 6
•Clarion's Spring Librarians Conference (Gemmell) 8 am-
5 pm
•Concert Choir/Show
Choir Tour
NCA Collegiate Cheer
Nationals (Daytona Beach,
Florida)

•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, April 7
•The Clarion Ladies'

Seminar (Chapel &
Founders) 8 am-5 pm
•Softball vs. Slippery Rock
1 pm
•Track & Field at Duke
•Greek Olympics (Stad) 12
Noon
•NCA Collegiate Cheer
Nationals (Daytona Beach,
Florida)

Baseball vs. Indiana 1 pm

Sunday, April 8
•PALM SUNDAY
•PASSOVER
•Orchestra Concert (Aud) 3:15 pm
•Raindate: Greek Olympics (Stad)

1 1 am
Monday, April 9
•Percussion Ensemble Concert
(Aud) 8 pm
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap)
3:30 pm
•Early Registration begins for 2001
Summer/Fall Terms
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem)
7:30 pm
•Bloodmobile (No. Gym) 11 am-5
pm
•Woman's Studies Brown Bag
Series (124 Harvey) 12 N
Tuesday, April 10
•Softball vs. California 3 pm
Wednesday, April 11
•SPRING VACATION BEGINS 10

PM
•W. Tennis vs. Edinboro 3:30 pm
•Residence Halls close 10 pm for Spring Break
•Baseball at Edinboro 1 pm

BifB/B/BMB/B/BfBjgiBMBfgiBiaaBIBIBfBIBJilBJBfBMBiB/BlE^^

Movie Review

Heartbreakers scores with

big laughs and a great cast
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

What a nice refreshing treat to go to a comedy

and laugh for a change. Most times, I do not find

the humor in many comedies. However,

Heartbreakers, starring Sigourney Weaver,

Jennifer Love Hewitt, Ray Liotta and Gene

Hackman was one of the most entertaining movies

I have seen in a long time.

The story revolves around a mother/daughter con

team, who play men for everything they are worth.

They also have a few tricks for receiving free meals

and hotel rooms. The movie is not only funny, but

also quite exciting. It was fun to see how they

screwed each of the men they were playing.

The cast is another thing that made this movie so

entertaining. Weaver is excellent as Hewitt's no-

nonsense mother. She brought a quiet sexuality to

her role, and a very dark sense of humor. It was

also nice to see her in a movie that does not involve

space or aliens.

Hewitt was hilarious as her sexy daughter who
wanted to leave her mother and go out on her own,

but then ends up finding love in the wrong place.

However, Gene Hackman steals the show as an

old cigarette-smoking billionaire that is going to

become Weaver's next beau.

Heartbreakers is a refreshing take on the old

story of love and deception. The story is funny,

and provides two hours of non-stop entertainment.

So, if you are in the mood to laugh, check out

Heartbreakers.

April 5, 2001
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100 Broken Windows is eclectic and energetic
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Li^^^^^^

ARTIST/ALBUM:
Idlewild, 100 Broken

Windows.

FOR FANS OF:
Beautifully fractured art-

punk.

FOR FURTHER LISTEN-
ING: The Pixies' Doolittle,

REM's Murmur played simul-

taneously with The Clash's

self-titled debut.

The keystone of punk music

is to rip down rock to its foun-

dations, and then to either

bash out the smoldering rem-

nants, or to build on that foun-

dation to create adventurous

and distinctly original music.

That method is how punk
saved the world in the late

70s, and the charts are primed

for a new revolution along the

same lines.

Idlewild's new album, 100

Broken Windows follows the

constructionist view of punk,

and while it isn't as revolu-

tionary as Never Mind The

Bollocks or Nevermind, it is

every bit as good. 100 Broken

Windows plows a path into the

depths of your heart where all

of your other favorite albums

dwell; a slash-and-burn mis-

sion to set your soul ablaze

with incandescent passion and

love of music.

A history lesson of indie-

rock up to this point, hitting

on everything from the forma-

tive (The Stooges), following

through to gawky adolescence

(REM) and finally that uncer-

tain period of the early 20's

(Pavement), 100 Broken

Windows is reverent without

being repetitious. And if

reupholstering college rock

wasn't enough, Idlewild tries

(and succeeds) in making
righteous punk sound relevant

again; all of this done in con-

cise, 4-minute sparks of

anthemic choruses, timeless

melodies and arpeggio guitar.

Idlewild hails from

Scotland, and while your mind
is tempted to drift towards fel-

low Scotsmen Travis, geo-

graphic location is the only

similarity. Sure, Idlewild has

spent some time in art-school

limbo, and it shows, but they

temper that sensitivity with

crystal-clear production, sear-

ing guitars and vocals that

alternate between shouting

and whispering.

See that tightrope act in

"Little Discourage," as singer

Roddy Woomble yelps in a

Michael Stipe circa-1983

infliction, but sings with an

unfettered fervor that Stipe

never had. When Woomble
shreds his voice on lines like

"All I need is a little discour-

age," you realize that "Radio

Free Europe" still holds true.

Put simply, Idlewild rocks ,

creating music that's all blus-

ter and belligerence on the

surface, but goes much deeper.

Beneath that soccer hooligan

exterior, there's a shy little

whip of a lad listening to

Smiths records in his bed-

room, pondering the meaning

of it all (or why he can't get a

date). That misfit pops up

most visibly in the Mozz-wor-
thy "Let Me Sleep (Next To
The Mirror)" and the stripped-

down "The Bronze Medal." In

the latter, Woomble nearly

breaks down in tears as he

sings "It wasn't

frustration/Because I had

nothing to throw away.. .look-

ing down on third place."

It's that sort of naked hon-

esty, both in lyrics and sound,

that makes 100 Broken
Windows so amazing. In the

surging "These Wooden
Ideas," Woomble sounds like

he's condemning the music
industry, shown by lines like

"This wooden idea is your

method of repetition...! bet

you don't know how to sell

conviction!" Woomble sure

does, though. A high-pitched

keyboard squeal and radio-

friendly but smart guitars flail

about.

The art-school boy-meets-

punk rocker contradictions of

the band are showcased the

best on the single

"Roseability." A mish-mash

of cleaned-up Stooges riffs,

shifting stop-start dynamics
and a melody that Johnny
Marr would cut off his legs

for, "Roseability" is indie rock

at its most exhilarating.

Woomble shouts "Gertrude

Stein said 'that's enough
now!'" like the coolest

English professor in the

world, while Colin Newton's

drums build walls that bend

and give to the waves of sonic

force.

Equally impressive is the

pounding riff cookbook of

"Idea Track." A skittering

guitar introduces the song, as

Idlewild crafts some ethereal

vocal harmonies. Then a

thorny batch of distortion and

feedback is launched at you,

and Woomble adopts a Black

Francis howl, yelling non-

sense like "Three months on

this bad design won't make it

feel any easier/Your grave, it's

your grave." But then the

chorus rolls around, revealing

an unforgettable hook that

scrapes the heavens.

That pop heart that secretly

pumps blood throughout the

entire album really seeps to

the surface on tracks such as

"Let Me Sleep" and "Actually

It's Darkness." While they

may have choruses that are

instant sing-alongs and

squeaky-clean production,

they're never dumbed-down
attempts to pander to the mar-

ket. "Actually..." kicks off

with an ancient sounding post-

punk keyboard before jumping
into an "Oi! Oi" punk riff, and
the piano-driven bridge will

make you a believer. It's a

moment every bit as magical
as when REM discovered the

Top 40 with "The One I

Love." Also, check out the

Edge knock-off at the begin-

ning of "Let Me Sleep."

Even when Idlewild decides

to just thrash the hell out of a

song, as "Rusty" shows, they

can't help but be the catchiest

band in the world. A truly

apocalyptic guitar and a thug-

gish bass line chase you down
a dark alley, where Woomble
waits at the end to spew bile at

you such as "You're not origi-

nal/What are you looking

See *Idlewild,^ Page 15
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Music Review

Add N To X crafts surreal experimentalism
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

A discovery to start off

today's nugget: this week, I

found out that I have two

kinda-groupies— a loud shout

to Patch and Denise. Now the

meat 'n' 'tators...

For this edition, I decided to

go back into the archives of

the beeps, bloops, ect and fish

out another kind of techno to

serve up. My first time 'round

with these folks was with my
art-dude/poet apartment-mate

last year, who had even more

bizarre music tastes than any

of the writers for the

Lifestyles section. But I was

intrigued by this one, a band

he assured me "I put on to

sleep, so you oughta like it

just fine." Being thus assured,

I present:

ARTIST: Add N to (X)

ALBUM: Avant Hard (1999

Mute Records)

THINK: Lots of Kraftwerk

and drug-free Skinny Puppy

SAMPLE LYRICS: urn,

there aren't really many here...

"Skills" ("Skills")

FURTHER LISTENING:
Skinny Puppy's Brap,

Kraftwerk's Die Mensch

Machine/ The Model, John

Cage's Sonatas and Interludes

for Prepared Piano.

THE SKINNY: A quick look

at the bio included on allmu-

sic.com tells you pretty much

all the band info you need.

Three people, lots of Moog
synthesizers (and older syn-

thesizers too), and a handful

of DJs to make records.

Avant Hard is Add N's third

studio album, an interesting

listen to say the least. How
the Roommate Dude fell

asleep to anything before

about track 7 is a miracle to

me, as the beats come unsus-

pectingly fast and furious

through a good portion of the

first half of the album.

Leading off with the twang of

"Barry 7's Contraption," the

album is a ride through the

bizarre, noisy parts of the

brain.

While true to the band's ana-

log-synth style, this third

effort stands remarkably well

with the forms and experimen-

tation it uses to weave its

web. The songs border from,

well, noise to more funny,

almost-danceable tracks like

"Skills" and "Steve's Going to

Show Himself Who's Boss"

(the real name of the song, I

kid you not), and even a few

you may be able to use next

Halloween as mood music (the

creepy "Ann's Everready

Equestrian). The high point

comes late in the disc with the

sensual and perverse rhythms

of "Metal Fingers in My
Body," a track the band helped

write and direct an animated

short for (the content of which

I'll leave you to contemplate

yourselves).

A more balanced than not

CD, it still is one that I really

have to be in the mood for

(sorry, that mood is NOT
sleepy). The noise and indus-

trial feel is one that keeps this

very solid record at a respect-

ful distance from day-to-day

play and an overall perfect

score. ..sorry Add-heads, Avant

can only get a 3.5 out of 5

from me today.

CLOSING SHOT: Nothing

about the Limp this week, as

I'm out of nasty things to

say. ..but thinking about

'Roommate Dude did kinda

weird me out. Maybe I should

go listen to Avant after all.
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Buying gifts for your girlfriend is a scary tiling

by Dave Barry

Syndicated Writer

The other day my son and

I were talking, and the sub-

ject of women came up, and

I realized that it was time he

and I had a Serious Talk. It's

a talk every father should

have with his son; and yet,

far too often, we fathers

avoid the subject, because

it's so awkward.

The subject I am referring

to is: buying gifts for

women.
This is an area where many

men do not have a clue.

Exhibit A was my father,

who was a very thoughtful

man, but who once gave my
mother, on their anniversary,

the following token of his

love, his commitment, and

— yes — his passion for her:

an electric blanket. He hon-

estly could not understand

why, when she opened the

box, she gave him that look

(you veteran men know the

look I mean). After all, this

was the deluxe model elec-

tric blanket! With an auto-

matic thermostat! What
more could any woman
WANT?

Another example: I once

worked with a guy named
George who, for Christmas,

gave his wife, for her big

gift — and I am not making

this gift up — a chain saw.

(As he later explained:

"Hey, we NEEDED a chain

saw.") Fortunately, the saw

was not operational when his

wife unwrapped it.

The mistake that George

and my
dad
made,
and that

many
guys
make,
was
thinking

that
when
you
choose
a gift

for a

woman,
i t

should
d o

some-
thing
useful. Wrong! The first rule

of buying gifts for women
is: THE GIFT SHOULD
NOT DO ANYTHING, OR,
IF IT DOES, IT SHOULD
DO IT BADLY.

For example, let's consid-

er two possible gifts, both of

which, theoretically, per-

form the same function:

GIFT ONE: A state-of-the-

art gasoline-powered

lantern, with electronic igni-

tion and dual mantles capa-

ble of generating 1,200

lumens of light for 10 hours

on a single tank of fuel.

GIFT TWO: A scented

beeswax
candle,
containing

visible
particles

of bee

poop and

providing

roughly
the same
illumina-

tion as a

lukewarm
corn dog.

Now to

a guy. Gift

One is

clearly
superior,

because
you could

use it to see in the dark.

Whereas to a woman. Gift

Two is MUCH better,

because women love to sit

around in the gloom with

reeking, sputtering candles,

and don't ask ME why. I also

don't know why a woman
would be ticked off if you

gave her a 56-piece socket-

wrench set with a 72-tooth

reversible ratchet, but

thrilled if you give her a

tiny, very expensive vial of

liquid with a name like

"L'essence de Nooquie Eau

de Parfum de Cologne de

Toilette de Bidet," which, to

the naked male nostril, does

not smell any better than a

stick of Juicy Fruit. All I'm

saying is that this is the kind

of thing women want.

(That's why the ultimate gift

is jewelry; it's totally use-

less.)

The second rule of buying

gifts for women is: YOU
ARE NEVER FINISHED.
This is the scary part, the

part that my son and his

friends are just discovering.

If you have a girlfriend, she

will give you, at MINIMUM,
a birthday gift, an anniver-

sary gift, a

Christmas/Chanukah/Kwanz

aa gift, and a Valentine's

Day gift, and every one of

these gifts will be nicely

wrapped AND accompanied

by a thoughtful card. When
she gives you this gift, YOU
HAVE TO GIVE HER ONE
BACK. You can't just open

your wallet and say, "Here's,

let's see... 17 dollars!"

And, as I told my son, it

only gets worse. Looming
ahead are bridal showers,

weddings, baby showers,

Mother's Day and other

Mandatory Gift Occasions

that would not even EXIST
if men, as is alleged, really

ran the world. Women
observe ALL of these occa-

sions, and MORE. My wife

will buy gifts for NO REA-
SON. She'll go into one of

those gift stores at the mall

that men never enter, and

she'll find something,

maybe a tiny cute box that

could not hold anything

larger than a molecule, and

is therefore useless, and

she'll buy it, PLUS a

thoughtful card, and SHE
DOESN'T EVEN KNOW
WHO THE RECIPIENT IS

YET. Millions of other

women are out doing the

same thing, getting farther

and farther ahead, while we
guys are home watching

instant replays. We haye no

chance of winning this war.

That's what I told my son.

It wasn't pleasant, but it was

time he knew the truth.

Some day, when he is older

and stronger, we'll tackle an

even more difficult issue,

namely, what to do when a

woman asks: "Do these

pants make me look fat?"

Riemer Snack Bar
Easter Meal

Riemer Snack Bar Will

Have All your Easter

Favorites

Thursday, April 5th

Sliced smoked baked ham with scalloped

potatoes, prince edward vegetables

20oz fountain drink

Board Plus

$1.50

Idlewildl A review of the Scottish rockers' new album, 100 Broken Windows, From Page 13.

for?/You'll never get close." Yeah, there is a prerequisite for liking all things hard, fast and abra-

sive, but if you can stop yourself from shrieking along with Woomble, then just run back to your

Celine Dion albums, loser.

If "Rusty" didn't get your blood pumpin', then the 100 MPH assault of "Listen To What You've

Got" will. Propelled into warp speed by Rod Jones' greased lighting riff, Woomble keeps the pace

as Newton's drumming will make you swear you can feel the wind beating in your face. "Listen..."

finally breaks down as Woomble bellows an unintelligible shout on the beat and a short burst of

feedback ends it all. The song gives you the feeling of being a race car driver jacked up on amphet-

amines.

The tail end of the disc is perhaps the most conventional section, filled with mid-tempo rockers

and ballads that may not be as edgy or nervous as the rest of the album, but never fail to get your

undivided attention. By the time the plaintive, "The Bronze Medal" closes out the album, Idlewild

has come full circle, proving their maturity and mastery of craft.

There aren't enough superlatives for me to adorn 100 Broken Windows with. Idlewild shows what

rock is really all about here: stealing from the past and making it your own; dressing up everyday

feelings in little packages that may seem uninviting on the surface, but eventually work their way

into our ears, hearts and lives. Did I say rock was dead? Damn, I love admitting I'm wrong. 4 and

1/2 out of 5 stars. For feedback contact Keith Gwillim at neworder586@hotmail.com.

. . ; # t f t 4 f t * t * t *'*»* *'* <' ' ' ^ *J' I
r ' • . , f '.T^ 'ft '< r r f f r •
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Entertainment

The way i see it by R T. Irvine

TlMll^ylSttR by R.T. Irvtnt O2001

*l dool Know, 11m loyal, i sit and stay, I even Nks

to ohaaa cara.-.viAial's wrong witfi me doc?.*

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Pradtoiri jokes

5 Sub shop

9 Band of eight

14 Bo(dor(on)

15 B«ClUZ)6$

16 T«BUtt hwidmarit

17 Uma'tlwid
18 Fervor

19 InofWfMv*
20 Group riMpOMBT
23 Pwpackagt
34 PonallB cannons
26 l^tticsal symix;!

33 P^offlo»rs
34WMI
36 Actor

MacLacNan
36 Rngp»rUi«e
37 Bufar43mtBim

fihmm
38 0f(inanc9
41 BiTKistrip

42 VMtfMWOnroler
tiwtes

45 Tailor's

connecfen
46 BusNiBss abbr.

49 AnlKnoeK
mjmber

50 P«ycrtc

S2 Hom0fneH«ni
54 Luauioop

S6 WMSf befw««n
hHoCNnas

61 PtayMaquaic
manranal

64 Scad*
65CBf
66 CompasMxi
«7-__L*sa"
68 8Nppc»ionnd
eswalands
70 E(|ual

71 eftfetUbeis

DOWN
1 Intamiptlont ot

Qonamity

2 Cain's vicam

3 Spiritu^guide

4 Ba0t%
5 mastupefed
rnanner

6 Water pitc^r

7 Vautt

6 kmtrfs religion

9 QiOM^acom
10 RoycAandJan
11 KegfMMiNi
12 Canowary

cousin

13 uaiB'un

21 Be«rcho>cci

22 Aoiffand
Rogsrs

25 Famriisi Bloomar
26Makeatofmal

re&acion

27 Onasp auddanty

26 LighViouse

29^natKXii^»
njgton

30 Missaa narrowly

31 Nafwwingofta
lactory

32 LM^^fepsst
36 Breaks stiOdanly

40tJwaiJlBeSoot
43 krfiivm fiont^

wkte

44Glptno(Tm8ier
46 NoihJnobul

Soiiittons

s Iff V A if 3 3 d H s u ¥ «
M 1 u 3 ¥ H n 1 ti ¥ 3 M

i n V 1 O 1 ¥ U 3 i. i O
1 t V U 1 S H V M 1 ¥ 1

1 3 1

Iff
S d 3 i S 1 N

H i V d 3 1 3 N ¥ X D
3 N 1 ft V 3|S d O H « ¥ ^

i V 1 8 QQD s L S V

13
¥ S

V 3 3 M 3 S

!

3 1 A )i

N a n 3 A i 3 1

O
s s

s it V I H e3
k 1 u ¥ «l H 3 e w n 1 S

i n 4 V % 1 ¥ 3 Z n tt 3 d

N V 1 V S 3 M ¥ 1 n 8 ¥

i 3 X I 1 3 s 9¥

47 Enoountar

51 r%}bbery on Ihe

high 1660
53 Flooded

txrttomiand

56 Sha^^-cfeam
addeve

57 hJaryaorw
58 Vysinque

59 Detail

60 Drags bchirKi

61 Fte«iiSt3rK« unit

62 Dar)eei«f>g, eg
63 ^ack gpo

Dutchmess by EUy Mossman
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Entertainment
0,

DITHERED T¥lTS bySianWaUns

InspKtor Danger's Crime Qob by WW. Olwn

s'i.-'^. ,'• ,j*-^4av

Twisted View® Cooney

"Say, aren't you one of those Smart Bombs?"
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Classifieds
Spring break

j

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapuico, Florida and Mardigras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

wwvv.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and E.\RNCASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!
]fe:4e3|e:|c^]|e:4ci|c)tc3{t9|e^%3|c

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.
;|C!tc:tc:|it>|<>|<4<«>l>*>l<!*<!|c

SPRING BREAK 200 1 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com

for rent

%*««l|l*4>««*«««:|i

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europ«^, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des

1 bedroom apartment in

Clarion. All utilities included.

$425 per month. 226-8561.

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!
*****^it*******

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
^F V *n T ^ •F ^ ^ T V VV ^r ^r

Positions open for the 2001-2002

Clarion Call Executive Board

Editor-in-Ghlef

Managing Editor

News Editor

Lifestyles Editor

Sports Editor

Ad Design Manager
Ad Sales Manager
Photography Editor

Business Manager

Copy and Design Editor

On-Line Editor

Circulation Manager

Secretary

Applications due

in the folder

outside The Call

office by April 26.

Elections will be

held on Sunday

April 29.

I

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.
*4>*!|<«*«*>l>>|Elt»»«l|<

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.

in town, on campus parking per-

mits available. Call 226-5651.

Available Summer 2001: apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**4i«i|i]ti«4i*«*t:|i«

**************

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2002 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
innniftiit^t*****

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.
Itl*:|l*«:)c:|c**>tt«***

Nice, quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

Apartment for rent for 5-6 stu-

dents for Fall and Spring semes-

ter. Located on Main Street. Call

226-4871 for details.

Two female roommates needed to

fill 5 bedroom house. Own bed-

room. Available May 15. For

more information call, 226-4028.
nni^HftnttA'*******

*ilfitt***^**Hit***

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Available Fall/Spring '01 -'02.

Very nice, fully furnished 3-4 per-

son apartments. 2 blocks from

campus. Cheaper than dorm rates.

764-3690.
««**««***t4i«*:)i

*««4c%:|[:|l««stt>l<«*>l<

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.

Available for summer. Very nice,

fully furnished apartments. 2

blocks from campus. Very reason-

able rates. 764-3690.
i|i«*«****4i*4c4<itc*

SUMMER RENTALS: Three

bedroom houses next to campus

for up to four people. Only $800

total for entire summer. Only

good housekeepers need apply.

Gray and Co. 877-562-1020.

www.grayandcompany.net.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ **t***********

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.
«i|c:|c*%!|c:fc*H<H<:|<*>l<i|>

Female roommate needed. Own
room, 3rd Avenue, $1200 per

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.

Roommates Needed: Fall/Spring

2001-02. Also available Summer
2001. Two female roommates

needed. Nice, furnished apart-

ment, one block from campus

with private parking lot. If inter-

ested or have any questions, call

223-9697. Ask for Amy or

Crystal.

^^t*i^*ti^t***^^**

4c««4ii«4<*>(<**«!|<«*

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large Victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m.

Winfield apartments now- renting

for summer 2001, Fall 2001,

Spring 2002. Call 745-3121.

Ielp wallted

i^tiHi^^i^t****** ,

*4ii|i«**«*«*4>«**

Available for Fall, Summer,

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

per person, per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person, per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

House for rent. Fall and Spring, 4

students needed, 1/2 block from

campus, parking available for all

4 students. Call Ryan 814-227-

2999 or Rich 412-828-3865.

House for rent for summer. 1-4

students, 1/2 block from campus,

call Rich 412-828-3865.
**************

Apartments available for simimer,

within walking distance from

campus. 227-1238.
«********4>«***

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment. Employment

from May 30-August 15. Nursing

positions available. (RN's and

LPN's) Call 814-542-2511. bea-

con l@penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer
camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusftindraiser.com three

hour fiindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-

er.com
****>t:^:>ti******^

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail order. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myself.com.
**************

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

**************

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448.
**************

Looking for student to care for 1 1
-

year-old female and 7-year-old

male on a part time basis this

coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

ifc.^-jfc.^.^a« »»fc^«^fm»».»gfcii^fc.«»K. (•^ih«>-a.flb^«4
fc^»''W»"!«^*<*T»-»-^-»Tfc-»''-«

tt « % -» « « « ^ « fc V..S 1
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Classifieds
Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6:00 p.m.
**************

Great summer job! Start at $7.50

an hour. Earn commission and

bonus for painting houses with

Clarion Branch of Tuition

Painters. For more information,

call Andrea at 814-379-3855.

**************

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars- 1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call

1-866-746-4836.

or sale

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell for

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

**************

Computer for sale. Windows 95,

CD drive, IBM formatted. $200 or

best offer. Call Debby at 223-9161

for details.

Employment for students in

Clarion, Jefferson, and surround-

ing counties. Interested and quali-

fied Clarion University students

will work 30-35 hours per week.

These jobs will consist of organiz-

ing and operating summer youth

activities in conjunction with local

municipalities and school dis-

tricts. Undergraduates will earn

$6.00 per hour and graduate stu-

dents will earn $8.00 per hour.

Students satisfactorily completing

450 hours of employment will be

eligible to receive a $1,113 schol-

arship. Interested students may

Everclear

Sponsered by UAB

April 28, 2001

Doors open at 6:30

Show starts at 7:30

Tickets: $1 0.00 for students

$20.00 for non-students

Tickets now on sale at

Gemmell Information @^k

obtain applications in the

Partnerships for Education Office

(PEP) in the Special Education

Building. For more information,

call Marta Alexander or Karen

McNaughton at 393-2401.

Study Russian at Clarion! Clarion

students will once again have the

opportunity to study Russian lan-

guage and culture in the Fall

semester, 2001. Anyone interested

in enrolling in either Russian 101

(Basic Russian Language and

Culture 1) or Russian 306

(Twentieth Century Russian

Legacy) is invited to attend an

information session on

Wednesday, April 4 in room BOD
Becker from 2-3 pm, or from 3-4

pm. At these sessions Dr. Charles

Tichy, who will teach these cours-

es via ITV from Slippery Rock

University, will discuss how each

course is structured including

requirements and goals. The func-

tions of an ITV course arrange-

ment will be demonstrated.

Clarion students who have taken

Dr. Tichy 's Russian courses via

ITV will also be present to discuss

their experiences and achieve-

ments with Russian via Interactive

Television. For further informa-

tion contact Dr. Horst in the

Modern Languages Department

of Clarion University, 393-2494,

eterhorst@clarion.edu.

Congrats to Spring 2001 for get-

ting your Bigs, Love Tri-Sigma

Sisters.

**************

Good job to all Fraternities and

Sororities that participated in

Greek Week 2001. Good luck to

all for Greek Olympics.

To my Sigma sisters, we" re proud

to be number 3! Love, Liz.

flttPSOIiSlS

**************

Happy belated birthday to Jenna

Kathur, Callie Buhl and Maggie

Lacock! Love, A<I>E

**************

The staff at The Clarion Call

would like to wish everyone a

great Spring Break and the best

of luck during Finals Week!

Good luck at Nationals Kristy,

Love ZTA
**************

Happy Birthday Nicole, Love

ZTA
**************

Great job so far in Greek Week

everyone, Love ZTA
**************

Congratulations Megan on being

chosen as this years Zeta Lady!

Love, your ZTA sisters.

**************

OSZ would like to wish everyone

a fun and safe break.

**************

<I>SL hopes everyone is having a

great Greek Week.
**************

Congratulations Amanda for

becoming the newest edition to

Phi Sigma Sigma! Love, your

future Phi Sig Sisters.

**************

Happy 21st Birthday to Molly and

Steph. Welcome to the Big Girls

Club! Love, your ZZZ sisters.

**************

Good Luck to everyone for the

remainder of Greek Week! Love,

A<DE
**************

Congratulations to Marilyn Frye

on your lavalier! Love, AOE
**************

Congrats to all our newest AOE's!

We love you girls!

**************

OSK boys, you guys are doing an

awesome job in Greek Week.

Keep up the good work. Happy

Belated Birthday to Dennis and

Rob. Have fun this weekend, I am
looking forward to it. Have a

great Easter and Spring Break.

Love, your sweetheart Dena
**************

To the Brothers of XFI, Good

Luck in the Greek Week events

this week. Let's make it three

years in a row. Love, Stacy
**************

OSK, Congrats on placing 3rd in

formal at Greek Sing. You guys

did great. You were robbed in

informal, I just hope that "Jesus"

is okay. Love, JenSay.
**************

To the brothers of OSK, good

luck during the rest of Greek

Week. Love, The Peach House.
**************

We love our sweetheart John.

Love, the sisters of Sigma Sigma

Sigma.
**************

Jeff, thanks for always being there

for me. I love you, Jen.

**************

Erb, don't worry about stuff. It

will all work out in the end, I

promise. Keep smiling and we

will go visit Bill and Winnie since

the weather is nice. Love, JenSay.
**************

Tim, blah blah blah, and all that

stuff. Thanks for my present, it's

the best. Love, Debby.
**************

Waylon, Hang in there sweetie! I

hope you're back on your feet

soon. Two more months until the

wedding! I love you, Nancy.
**************

Brian, I had fun taking care of you

on Sunday after the Loomis.

Happy 21st B-day. Love, Jill.

**************

Brandi, step aerobics is almost

over! Nancy.
**************

Judy, Ashley, and Ashlee: Thanks

for standing us up girls! Just kid-

ding. We are looking forward to

hanging out with you next week.

Love, Jen, Deb, and Amy.
**************

Gobbles, I think the hair looks

great. Love, JenSay.
**************

Amy, thanks for helping me to not

go crazy. I love you for it. Jen.

**************

John, thanks for dinner the other

night. It meant a lot to me. Sue.
**************

Debby, you're the greatest.

Thanks for everything. Tim.
**************

Jackie, I had a blast on Saturday.

Thanks for everything. Matt.

Want to advertise

your

business in

The Clarion Call?

Call 393-2380

for more information.
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Sports
Hockey boards under construction on Nair/Wilk. courts

by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

For two years now, student

hockey patrons have pushed

for the school to provide an

outdoor hockey facility for

both Intramural players and

the rest of the student body.

With much support from the

student body and the help of

petitions, the proposal was

recently passed and funded by

the Student Senate.

Four-foot high barriers as

well as a six-foot high upper

containment fence are cur-

rently under construction on

the tennis courts beside

Wilkinson and Nair halls. The

construction, which began

two weeks ago, is expected to

be completed this Friday,

April 6.

Due to the current construc-

tion, the area has been

chained off until all work is

completed. After the area is

declared use-ready,

Intramural hockey will begin

on the courts. The facility

will also be open to all of the

student body.

There are a total of twelve

Intramural teams lined up and

waiting to begin their season.

A number of other student

patrons will use the facility as

well.

The four-foot high boards

cost a total of 13,000 dollars

while the six-footers were

6,000. The funding was pro-

vided by the Student Senate

after all proposals and differ-

ent company estimates were

analyzed to find the best deal.

The hockey boards system

being constructed at the

courts are the same as the

ones used in floor hockey in

the Student Recreation

Center. The boards are semi-

permanent and are driven into

the courts with stakes to keep

the structure sturdy.
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Hockey boards for Intramural sports and the student body are currently under construction

on ttie tennis courts beside Wilkinson and Nair Halls.

In-line skates are currently Students participating must suitable for indoor hockey,

available at the Student provide their own sticks since Goalie gear may also be rent-

Recreation Center for rent, the Rec-center only has sticks ed from the Rec-center.

Annual "Learn to Swim/Dive" underway in Tippin

by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

Clarion University's annual

"Learn to Swim" and "Learn to

Dive" programs are currently under-

way in Tippin Natatorium. The pro-

gram began on Monday, April 2 and

Tuesday, April 3, and will continue

through the beginning of May.

The program is set up to run in

eight sessions including four on

Mondays and Wednesdays as well as

four on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Children enrolled on Mondays and

Wednesdays participate in either the

A, B, C, or D sessions running at 35

minutes a piece.

Children participating in the E,F,

G, or H sessions meet on Tuesdays

and Thurdsays. The lessons run

from 4:00-4:35, 4:45-5:20, 5:30-

6:05, and 6:15-6:50 each of the

days.

The clinic is taught by members of

the swimming and diving teams as

well as other student athletes

knowledgable in the both fields.

The clinic provides instruction in

swimming and diving skills ranging

from non-swimmers and divers to

very competitive.

The total cost of each child par-

ticipating is $60, with a five dollar

deduction for each additional per-

son from the same family. All

checks should be made out to the

Clarion University Foundation.

For more information about the

programs, contact head swimming

coach, Mark VanDyke, diving

coach, Dave Hrovat, or assistant

swimming coach, Christina

Tillotson.

Photo by^ Graham Hermanns/The Clarion Call

Children participate In ttie "Learn to SwirD/Dlve" programs currently under-

way in Tippin Natatorium.

www.theclarioncall.com'

Rugby Team wins

Pittsburgh Classic,

See page 21.

Test out your Sports

smarts.

See page 21.

Get into extreme out-

door rock climbing,

See page 22 .•

Baseball team chal-

lenges Lock Haven,

See page 22 .

Intramural Rugby

Taflfurs defend title at Pittsburgh Classic
by Steve Sikon and Robert

Pica

Clarion Call Staff Writers

On Saturday, March 31, the

Clarion Taffurs Rugby Club

went to the Pittsburgh Rugby
Classic to defend their

Collegiate Division Title.

The Taffurs had the number

one seed in the bracket and

went on to defeat Geneva
College 59-0. The team then

triumphed over Penn State B-

side with a score of 40-5.

During the game against

Geneva, the Taffurs dominat-

ed the field, only allowing

Geneva to get past their 50,

one time.

The Taffurs were led by

strong running from junior

flanker, Robert Pica, scoring

three tries. Sophomore
Fullback, Chad Toland scored

one try and was joined by

sophomore wing, Jim

Gallagher and wing Jamel

Bailey, also with one try.

The championship match

against PSU B-side proved to

be a little more difficult.

After some sloppy play, the

Taffurs took control with

aggressive running. Senior

lock, D.J. Stinelli and senior

Flanker, Paul Dyer led the

running plays.

This ultimately opened up

gaps for big runs by junior

Inside center, Jason Minnear

with two tries. Senior fly half

and Captain, Zac Craig

joined in the running and

aided in the scoring by

Gallagher and senior Prop,

Ryan Conley. Also scoring

for the taffurs were Chad
Toland and Pica.

Playing strong for the

Taffurs were their rookies

consisting of Brandon Peifer, The Taffurs next matches

Dave Santoro, Tim Smith, are at Grove City on April 21,

Tyler Sturgill, Andy Porter, and the season finale is on

Sam Giordano, and Kenny May 5, at Slippery Rock.

Rudolph.
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rivia
The answer to

last week's

question is:

University of

Indiana at

Bloomington.

This week's

question is:

When was the

last time Duke

won an NCAA
basketball title?

INTlUiMlIRM, NEWS
Doug Knepp - Ii^ranuB^ Recreatbn, & Fitness Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

4/5/01

Clarion River Half Marathon
Saturday, April 7 2001 - at Cook Forest

The Intramural office is sponsoring

any student interested in competing in

this race. We will reimburse your

registration fee, and award our own

prizes to top student runners. See

bulletin board for more information.

Floor Hockey Tournament:
Final Four Games:

Sigma Pi 5 Absolute 33 's 2

Phi Delta Theta 3 SigTau Gamma 2

Championship Game
Sigma Pi 8 Phi Delta Theta 2

5 on 5 Basketball Tourney
NCAA:

0. D. Baskets 50 Running Rebels 30

Too Nice 39 The Dynasty 36

S.P.A.F. 51 Camel Toes 35

NIT:

Gladiatorz 42 Hellogreen 39

2.1.3. 51 Euclid 34

KDR 31 Krazy Legs 20

Congratulations to Sigma Pi this year*s

champions! Matt Honacki is the

tournament MVP. Matt recorded "Hat

Tricks" in both the semi-final and

championship game for Sigma Pi!

Softball TQurnament
Saturday, April 28

Co-Rec, Double Elimination Tournament.

We will also be having a barbecue in the

afternoon. Cost is $20 per team to help pay for

food. Roster limit is 15 players, and at-least 5

should be women. Tournament is limited to

the first S teams that pay the registration fee.

Bowling Wrap-up
"Poo-Cucka's" won both the Regular Season

Tournament and the Low Ball Championship.

The "Bowling Legends" won the regular

season for the third consecutive year.

THREEPEAT! THREEPEAT! THREEPEAT!

SIGMA PI POO-CUCKA'S
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Student Extreme Sports Spotlight: Climbing

Studente seek adrenaline rush in outdoor dimbing
by Heidi Schirato

Clarion Call Staff Writer

To escape the norm of

everyday sports activities,

students of Clarion have dis-

covered an ultimate adrena-

line rush in the field of out-

door rock climbing.

Participants travel to nearby

sites over the weekends where

they climb various runs with

fluctuating levels of difficul-

ty-

Some of the local areas

where students may find runs

suitable to challenge are Bear

town Rocks, Panther's Cave,

Bellmont, McConnell's Mills,

and Turkey Foot Boulders.

In order to prevent injury

and make the ultimate climb,

students interested in climb-

ing must be familiar with var-

ious types of climbing equip-

ment. Participants must also

know what to do in order to

belay, or lower the climber to

the ground or catch them in

case of a slip.

Courses on belaying, tying

various knots, and how to

work with climbing equip-

ment are occassionally

offered in the Student

Recreation Center.

Some of the equipment nec-

essary to climb a run are har-

nesses, specialized shoes,

chalk (in a bag connected to

one's harness), carabiners,

ropes, an ATC or belay

device, webbing, and a crash

pad (for those going boulder-

ing).

There are different types of

climbs and descends. A climb

without ropes is referred to as

free-climbing or bouldering.

This type of climb is usually

performed up to about ten feet

off of the ground. A crash pad

should be situated on the

ground beneath where one

plans to boulder in case of a

slip.

The second kind of climb is

done with ropes. This climb

typically involves two people,

the climber and the belayer.

The belayer stays on the

ground and controls the

amount of slack on the rope

and prevents the climber from

falling, if they should happen

to slip.

Climbing with ropes

involves the use of harnesses,

carabiners, and ATC or other

types of belaying devices to

ensure maximum safety to the

climber. Only experienced

climbers should attempt to

climb with ropes solo.

A type of popular descend is

called repelling. This is per-

formed with some different

equipment than climbing, but

a harness must still be imple-

mented. A figure eight device

is latched by a carabiner onto

the descender's harness and

attatched to the descent rope.

The descender must use

gloves in order to prevent

rope burn on their control

hand. By moving the control

hand to the side of the descen-

der's body, they will descend

faster down the rope.

To stop, the descender must

put the control hand com-

pletely behind their back.

Repelling can be performed

solo, but a safety guide at the

end of the rope is recommend-

ed. In case of an emergency,

the partner at the end will pull

the rope tight, and stop the

descender from continuing

downward.

Students interested in climb-

ing should begin by trying

their luck at the Student

Recreation Center's climbing
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Experienced climber, Heidi Schirato scales the climbing wall

at the Rec-center. Schirato participates in many area out-

door climbs with friends.

wall before performing an lenging climbs is at the Gatos

outdoor climb. Another indoor Cylce center in Wilkinsburg,

wall with higher, more chal- just outside of Pittsburgh.

Gators' experience defeats Lady Eagle tennis team
by Aaron Mitchell

Clarion Car Staff Writer

On Tuesday, the Clarion

University womens tennis team

traveled to Allegheny to take

on the Gators in Meadville,

PA. Although this was

Clarion's first meet of the

spring season, Allegheny had

already tallied up a record of

12-2 going in to this meet. On

top of this, Allegheny has a

history of strong womens ten-

nis.

The number one player of the

Lady Eagles, Erin Glatz, took

on Allegheny's top dog, Katy

Trustle. Glatz played well even

though she lost 6-3, and 6-4

decisions.

Striking back in the number

two spot for the Lady Eagles

was Cara Bobish who had an

incredible day starting out in

the singles competition. She

defeated Janie Senchak 6-4

twice to score Clarion's only

point in the singles competi-

tion.

Later on in the doubles com-
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petition, Cara was set to put

Katy Trustle in her place once

again. While playing beside

her, Erin Glatz was set on

revenge from her match with

Katie Trustle. Cara kept on

rolling and Erin got her

revenge and left on a good

note. Bobish and Glatz left

with an 8-6 victory over

Trustle and Senchak.

Head coach Jamie Bero said,

"Cara had an exceptional day!"

Cara was 2-0 on the day win-

ning a singles match and a dou-

bles match with partner Erin

Glatz. Unfortunately, these

were the only points scored in

the match. The Lady Eagles

were defeated 7-2 against the

veterans from Meadville, PA.

Despite the loss, head coach,

Jamie Bero feels that her team

played well for the first match

of the year and they are look-

ing forward to the rest of the

season. Bero is very excited

about this team because of

their youth.

Bero stated, "It js good they

are young because they are

excited about the future."

This team has no seniors, and

believe it or not, no juniors.

Jill Lucas is the young buck of

the bunch, she is the only

freshman. Glatz, Bobish, Jen

Spaid, Rebecca Emert, and

Brooke, and Brandy Vukich are

all sophomores. Two other

sophomores also worth men-

tioning were unable to compete

this weekend. Kenyata Dauson

was out with an illness while

team captain, Janet Irvin, who

also plays softball for CU, was

needed in the softball game on

Tuesday.

Coach Bero and her team are

looking forward to the rest of

the season. Coach Bero plans

on placing in the top 6 in the

PSAC. The Golden Eagles are

playing Edinboro at home next

Wednesday at 3:30. Clarion

lost to the fighting Scots in the

fall season 6-3. When asked,

the humble but confident coach

Bero about the upcoming meet,

she said, "I anticipate we will

beat Edinboro."

Sports Briefs

Baseball
April 6 @ Pitt-Johnstown

April 7 home- Indiana

SoftbaU
April 6 home-Mercyhurst

April 7 home- Slippery

Rock

Track and Field

April 6-7 @ Duke
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April Madness: Schools Riot After Basketball Losses
by Matthew McGuire

Courtesy of TMS Campus

Mens and womens college

basketball may get unequal

attention, but student rioters

at the University of Arizona

and Purdue University

caused equal amounts of

destruction when each

school's teams lost the

national college basketball

championships.

Police fired stun grenades

and rubber pellets into the

crowds of students that

began to wreak havoc just

off the Tuscon, Ariz., cam-

pus following Arizona's

men's basketball team's 82-

72 loss to Duke University

in the NCAA finals Monday,

April 2.

Estimates place the crowd

at about 2,000, which made
its way through the off-cam-

pus nightlife stretch break-

ing store windows and over-

turning cars, setting at least

three ablaze.

Seventeen rioters were

arrested during Monday
night's melee, seven of

whom were students, said

associate dean of students

Alexis Hernandez. Those

students will not be subject-

ed to disciplinary action

from the university as the

fracas took place off-cam-

pus, beyond the university's

jurisdiction, he said.

The school did hold an on-

campus event in the univer-

sity's basketball arena

where hundreds of students

watched the game on big

screen monitors. There were

no outbreaks of violence at

that event, Hernandez said.

The scene at Arizona did-

n't vary much from the riots

that plagued the Purdue

University campus one

night earlier.

Police arrested five

Purdue University students

and one former student

Sunday, April 1, after about

1,000 fans took to the

streets surrounding the West

Lafayette, Ind., campus

this summer
and Earn College Credit

You CAN take that beach job or summer vacation and still cam
college credit... through Westmoreland County Community

College's ONLINE classes and TELECOURSES.

WCCC online c1hs.scs and tclccourses count the same as tradition-

al courses, except you complete coursework at your own pace,

whcfi it's most convenient for you. And, WCCC credits transfer to

many regional colleges and universities.

WCCC summer online classes and, teUcourses run

May 14-August 2. To see if online courses arefor you, visit

http://wccc.blackhoard,com

View the schedule g

caU 1-800-262-2103.

www.westmoreland.cc.t>a.us or

WeetmorelMid CountyCommunityCdB^e
Al^ li/O^tOOO

after the women's basketball

team's 68-66 loss to Notre

Dame.
About 200 police officers

initially tried to scatter stu-

dents with warnings when
the melee began about 10

p.m. but eventually dis-

persed the crowd by 1 a.m.

Monday morning with tear

gas.

University estimates place

on-campus damages at about

$50,000 after rioters over-

turned cars, started fire and

pelted police with rocks.

The city of West Lafayette

had not yet estimated the

damages in the areas sur-

rounding the campus.

In addition to the criminal

charges, Purdue officials

have pledged to take disci-

plinary action.

"A small minority [of the

student population] is

responsible for this vandal-

ism, and the university will

take disciplinary action

against any students known
to have been involved," uni-

versity president Martin

Jischke said in a statement.

The university's news
office also released a list of

students who were arrested

following the riots. Everett

L. Owen, 19, a freshman

majoring in engineering,

was charged with the manu-

facture of an explosive

device.

Kevin M. Cook, 21, a lib-

eral arts senior, was charged

with theft and criminal mis-

chief. Jon W. Ilhan, 19, a

sophomore in the school of

science, was charged with

criminal mischief. Douglas

E. Meyer, 18, a freshman,

was charged with criminal

mischief.

Christopher Helton, 18, a

freshman, was charged with

illegal possession of alco-

hol. Kate M. Hatfield, 21, a

former student last enrolled

in 1999, was charged with

disorderly conduct.

Additional charges could

come after police review

video tapes made of the

Sunday night's riots, the

university news office said.

Riots even plagued semi-

final losses in the men's

NCAA tournament. Dejected

students at the University of

Maryland rioted the 95-84

loss to Duke University.

Police reported similar

vandalism to Arizona and

Purdue riots and university

administrators expressed

disgust at the student's

behavior.

"We are disappointed that

some of our students went

beyond a level of tolerable

behavior by going off-cam-

pus and causing damage to

private property," said vice-

president of student affairs

Linda Clement.

"Individuals alleged to be

involved in criminal activi-

ties related to these events

will be subject to appropri-

ate criminal and discipli-

nary action," Clement
added.

Softballers working season
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports JSditor

The Golden Eagles womens softball team suf-

fered tough losses on March 31, at Lock haven

University. The Lady Eagles ended their first game

0-4 while the second game closed 0-1.

Pitching the first game for the Golden Eagles was

Allison Stodart (L 0-3) while Kim Overholt (L 5-3)

pitched the second game. Clarion has a deep pitch-

ing staff with five quality pitchers in junior tri-cap-

tain Melissa Gring, sophomores Kim Overholt,

Allison Stodart and Kristy Strenko and freshman

Jennifer Reis.

Clarion's infield has two returning starters, one

battle for playing time and two new faces. The

infield is anchored by junior shortstop and tri-cap-

tain Kristina Strojny, a two-year starter, who had

12 hits and 10 walks last season while scoring 10

runs.

The outfield has returning starters Shintrika

Hudson and Jessica Waldman, the 2000 PSAC-
West "Rookie of the Year", starting in center and

right respectively.

Freshman Ashlee Fleck will get the nod in left

field, and junior Kristin Dinkel will be the DP.

Backing those players up will be junior Mandy
Depp, who played seven games in 2000.

The softball team has two home games coming

up. The Golden Eagles play Mercyhurst on April 6,

and Slippery Rock on April 7.

2001 Softball Roster

33- Angela Algeier C -Fr Ellwood City

21- Brooke Colao SS -Fr Ellwood City

11- Mandy Depp OF -Jr Westmoreland

15- Kristin Dinkel OF -Jr Pittsburgh

16- Ashlee Fleck OF -Fr Howard

26- Nicole Furnia IF -Fr Skaneateles, NY

14- Erin Gallagher 2B -So Enola East

29- Missy Gring P/IB -Sr Sinking Spring

5- Shintrika Hudson OF -So Dayton

19- Janet Irwin 2B -So Pittsburgh

7- Leslie Mills 3B -So Pittsburgh

23- Kim Overholt P -So Wind Gap

4- Beth Rebholtz 3B -So Pittsburgh

6- Jennifer Reis P/IB -Fr Allentown

30- Emily Sowers C -So Manchester

8- Allison Stodart P/IB -So Ebensburg

10- Kristy Strenko P -So

24- Kristina Strojny SS -Jr Canfield, OH

3- Jessica Waldman OF -So Clogan

9- Christine Walker C -Sr Ellwood City

13- Kristin Wiehe IB -So Duncannon

34- Christy Williams P -Fr Greenville
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Duke defends third NCAA title against Arizona

by Andrew Bagnato

Courtesy of TMS Campus

The son of Portland Trail

Blazers head coach. Mike

Dunleavy, burned the Wildcats

for 21 points in the national

final Monday night, lifting the

Blue Devils to an 82-72 victo-

ry in front of 45,994 at the

Metrodome.

Olson and his Arizona brain

trust hardly could have expect-

ed that sort of outburst from a

reedy 6-foot-8-inch sophomore

who had scored a total of 22

points in the previous three

games.

"Defending Duke you pick

your poison," Olson said.

"Sometimes it's going to be one

guy; another time it's going to

be another guy."

The Wildcats got Duke point

guard Jason Williams in foul

trouble. They limited the dam-

age by All-American forward

Shane Battier, who finished

with 18 points and 11 rebounds

and was named most outstand-

ing player of the Final Four.

But Duke coach Mike

Krzyzewski hasn't won three

national championships by

relying only on stars.

Just when it looked as if

Arizona (28-8) might ride a

wave of emotion to the title.

Dunleavy stepped in and bailed

out the Blue Devils.

Leading 35-33 at halftime,

Duke (35-4) came out looking

to make a run. It came three

minutes after halftime. And it

was all Dunleavy.

First he buried a three-point-

er from the right wing. Then,

after Arizona's Jason Gardner

knocked down a jumper,

Dunleavy flung in a three-

pointer from the left wing. And

then he drained another from

the right side.

In only 44 seconds Dunleavy

had personally produced a 9-2

run.

"Once I hit the second one, I

knew the rest were going to go

in," Dunleavy said.

But Arizona answered with

its own lightning bolt, which

was a 9-0 run with baskets by

four different players in an 84-

second span. Suddenly Duke

led only 50-48.

No fears, Duke. It was

Dunleavy's turn again. He

scored on a layup, a jumper, a

drive and another three-point-

er. That was another nine

points, and combined with a

dunk by Carlos Boozer, it gave

Duke a 61-51 lead at the mid-

point of the second half.

Arizona chipped away in the

late stages but couldn't come

closer than three points the rest

of the way.

Dunleavy hit 8-of-17 shots

from the floor, 5-of-9 from

beyond the arc. His 21-point

Mh.
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Duke players J.D. Simpson, #13, and Mike Dunleavy hug as

they celebrate the Blue Devils' 82-72 victory over the Arizona

Wildcats to win the NCAA National Championship at the

Metrodome, Monday night.

night wasn't bad for a guy who Conference rivals. But it also

had managed four points in the developed a toughness and a

semifinals against Maryland, self-reliance that was most

11 in the regional final against clearly seen in its rally from a

Southern California and seven

in the regional semifinal

against UCLA.
Dunleavy, who grew up in

the Pacific Northwest, said he

22-point deficit againsi

Maryland in the national semi-

final Saturday.

"I think the two seasons

(1999 and this year) are entire-

picked Duke because "it was a ly different," Krzyzewski said,

great academic school with a "That season we won most big

tremendous program. And I fell games. By the time we got into

in love with Coach K." • the tournament, I think we got

This was the second time a little bit distracted. Whereas

Krzyzewski had cut down the this team has been in so many

nets on a Monday night in the close games, so many situa

Twin Cities. He did it in 1992

when the Blue Devils put away

Michigan's Fab Five to defend

their 1991 national title.

tions, they know they need

each other."

Battier played on both teams.

He wouldn't soon forget the

I

With only two championships pain of losing in 1999. But it

in eight previous Final Four helped drive him to a senior

appearances, Krzyzewski was season that has netted him

beginning to develop a reputa- seven national player-of-the-

tion as a bridesmaid.

Krzyzewski's third title

seemed a foregone conclusion

two years, ago when Duke

rolled through ,the regular sea

year awards

"It's complete," Battier said.

"All that's left for me is to ride

off into the sunset. It was ;i

great year, and this is just the

son 32-1. By the time the Blue perfect way for us to end it."

Devils reached the national

final, some were trying to fig-

ure out where they should

stand on the list of all-time

powerhouses. But all that talk

ended when the Blue Devils

were stunned by a determined

Connecticut team.

This year's Duke team started

Battier scored six of DukeS

final 10 points Monday night

Dunleavy had started the job

Battier finished it.

"He's had the best career, as

good a career as any kid I've

coached," said Krzyzewski.

whose list of All-American.''

"includes Christian Laettner.

near the top of thepolls, but it Bobby Hurley, Grant Hill and

hasn't been nearly so dominant. Trajan Langdon. "I'm going to

It lost four times, twice on its really miss coaching that kid."

home floor to Atlantic Coast

April 26, 2001 The first draft of Clarion University history.
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Courtesy of the SSHE

Sage Meadow Owner,,Pat MacFarland, stands next to four disc jockeys who are helping raise money for MH/MR week at

WCUC

WCUC staying up late to raise money for MH/MR
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chie^^^

For roughly 20 years the

student-run radio station WCUC
has been raising money for

MH/MR.
The fundraiser benefits the

Clarion County's Mental

Health/Mental Retardation and the

Drug and Alcohol Administration.

Money donated goes to children,

families and adults in the local

area who are not covered by state

funding.

Once again WCUC is helping

contribute with its six-day 24 hour

music marathon to help fight this

disease.

"I enjoy seeing students have the

opportunity to help the communi-

ty," said Bill Adams WCUC
Station Advisor.

CU disc jockeys will brave the

night taking turns staying up

around the clock playing music

and giving away prizes.

"It's a good way for a campus

organization to bring awareness to

the community and raise money

for a worthwhile cause. Also it's a

good way to show that the college

community cares," said Tron

Valentine, WCUC disc jockey.

Community members are

encouraged to drop by the WCUC

studios and contribute to the

cause.

But WCUC just doesn't stay in

one place, the week long marathon

allows disc jockeys the opportuni-

ty to go on location and broadcast.

"This is what radio stations do.

It is a good experience for students

to take part in." said Adams.

WCUC is about giving as well,

with help from local businesses

WCUC gives away prizes to

listeners.

As for the business involvement,

more than 20 businesses are pro-

viding support as sponsors.

MH/MR program deals with

www.theclarioncall.com

both mental illnesses and mental

retardation.

Severe depression, bi-polar dis-

orders (manic depression), anxiety

disorders such as panic attacks and

schizophrenia all fall under mental

illnesses.

Mental retardation, an all togeth-

er different disease, deals with the

slowing down of brain functions.

Many factors contribute to this

disease; prenatal problems, such

as infections, metabolic disorders,

RH blood factor incompatibility

or chromosome abnormality.

WCUC will be at two remote

locations this Friday, Bowl Arena

and Papa John's.

A Nobel Prize winning chemist

and Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award

winning playwright will be among

the commencement speakers next

month as the 14 SSHE universities

hold their Spring graduations.

Other speakers will include suc-

cessful alumni, journalists, politi-

cians and popular professors.

Pulitzer Prize winning play-

wright August Wilson will speak

May 12 at Clarion University of

Pennsylvania.

Wilson, who won both a Pulitzer

Prize and Tony Award for

'Fences', and whose work has

been produced on Broadway, at

regional theaters across the coun-

try and around the world, will

receive an honorary doctor of let-

ters degree as part of the days

activities.

Two commencement programs

will be held, 10 a.m. and 2.p.m., in

Tippin Gymnasium.

Wilson, a native of the Hill

District in Pittsburgh will speak at

both ceremonies.
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The Call
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'Full ride" to Yale for

one Clarion student

See Page 7.

Lifestyles

The Clarion University

theatre is a "Picnic" in its

final showing of the year.

See Page 11.
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See Page 20.
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National News

Through the Looking Glass

Garbage Gone Bad

Clarion University has provided garbage cans all over

campus for the students to use, but for some reason people

can't seem to get the trash in to them.

As you walk around campus especially around Carlson,

all you see is trash. It is quite disgusting. People even
throw the garbage over the construction fence. Come on
guys, we aren't in high school anymore.

It is also a matter of respect. We have very little green

space on campus as it is, so let's keep what we do have.

I don't know about anyone else, but I really don't enjoy

my shoes being all sticky and things sticking to them and
then go in back to my room and having things coming off

my shoes and sticking to the carpet that is on my floor. It

really isn't the high point of my day.

Another big problem is ice cream cones that people insist

on throwing on the sidewalks and steps. If you want an ice

cream cone that is great, but eat it, don't throw it on the

ground so that the rest of us have to walk through it.

Cigarette butts have also been brought to our attention.

Cigarette butts around campus lead to a poor appearance as

a smoker. This causes unfair judgements passed upon the

smokers, it is sad but true. Furthermore, not ALL smokers
throw their butts on the ground. PS. Smoke huts are a bad
idea.

Maybe if you see some garbage laying on the ground, you
could pick it up. There are professors that pick up garbage

on their way to and from class, so would it really kill you
to do the same? I really don't think that it would. Then this

way we could solve some of the garbage problems that we
have here at Clarion University.

Another big garbage problem is the food that lays in the

hall in Gemmell. If you spill or drop something on the

floor, bend over and pick it up.

The garbage around campus is absolutely disgusting! We
have garbage cans for a reason, so please try to use them.

Give a hoot, and don't pollute.

I KNOW THIS
LOOKS BAD,
YOUR HONOR:
A 45-year-old man was in a

Tennessee courtroom to face drug

possession charges when he real-

ized that he had a small bag of

cocaine in his shirt pocket, police

said. Correctly assuming that this

was neither the time nor the place

to get caught with drugs yet again,

he tried to hide the coke under a

chair, but a deputy saw him. The

man was locked up.

THAT'S
BABY!
O V

IT,

IT'S

E R
BETWEEN US!
A moose in the mood for love

happened upon Leif Borgersen's

small yellow automobile in the

front yard of his Lardal, Norway,

home, mistook it for a female

moose, and (ahem) acted accord-

ingly. But despite his efforts, the

beast didn't get the response he

expected to his show of affection.

In fact, he didn't get any response

at all from his would-be girl-

friend. So, to demonstrate his hurt

feelings, the disdained suitor

unleashed a thunderous bowel

movement on the vehicle and ran

off into the woods.

they got into a little discussion

about the gifts they had received.

This soon escalated into a lovers'

quarrel during which the blushing

bride, who is pregnant, threw the

wedding cake at her groom,

punched him in the face, knocking

him to the floor, and then kicked

him while he was down, police

say. She was arrested.

SORRY
BOTHER

TO
YOU

OF COURSE I

LOVE YOU,
BABY, WHAM!
Kathryn and Brett Patrick had a

lovely wedding, and then went to

their Stuart, Fla., home, where

AGAIN, SIR:

A burglar, who broke into a

house in the town of Ipoh,

Malaysia, fled when the occu-

pants unexpectedly returned

home, but, in his haste, left the

keys to his getaway car behind.

He had to go back and ask for

them. The people refused to give

I THINK I'LL

CALL IT

'SWEAT': A .nan fre-

quented a sauna in Frankfurt,

Germany, to surreptitiously film

naked patrons with a miniature

camera in his hair gel bottle. The

staff became suspicious, because

they noticed he was constantly

holding the bottle. The man was

arrested and banned from the

sauna for life. He told police he

was making the film for "artistic

purposes."

YOU CAN HAVE
HIM, LADY:
A middle-aged woman in Dong

Nai, Vietnam, unable to get her

husband to give up his young

lover, came up with a deal in

them up, so the burglar removed which the wife would come away
the license plate from his car and with something at least: She sold

l^ft- her husband to his mistress for

about $500. The man and the

other woman immediately set up

housekeeping together, and the

41-year-old wife is now living

blissfully alone.
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Opinion
A different Mnd of goodbye
'*Coll4j^e is (h*; peii'ect step

between answering to vour

parents 24 hours a clay, 7

days a week, and being In

the real world/'

Hide Park

Jen DeFazio
Typically when an editor is

graduating or leaving, they get a

chance to say good-bye and to

thank everyone who has helped

them along the way.

Although this is a nice idea, the

people I love and care for know

what they mean to me. So I am
choosing to end my time at The

Clarion Call by reflecting on my
time so far at this university.

College is a time for personal

growth, acceptance, and finding.

I have achieved all of these due to

many aspects.

The friends you make while in

college are probably the best you

will ever have. Having the oppor-

tunity to live with peers really

opens up your eyes to what

friendship is. There are more sac-

rifices to be made, and because of

this stronger bonds are formed.

Having no curfew also allows

for stronger friendships. There is

something to be said about 3 a.m.

group trips to Wal-Mart and late

night talks that can last until early

morning. These are the times

when you learn the most about not

only your friends, but yourself as

well.

College also gives everyone a

chance to reinvent themselves, if

they so choose, or the chance to

simply find out who they really

are. Nothing is really considered

"weird", and there aren't normal-

ly fads that go around that people

feel they must conform to. It's the

best chance to be exactly who you

have always wanted to be, and in

turn, probably a much happier

person.

College is the perfect step

between answering to your par-

ents 24 hours a day, 7 days a

week, and being in the real world.

See 'Hide Park' Page 5
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Rachael Foflygen, On-Line Editor

Not too long ago, an article was

submitted to The Clarion Call on

the subject of respect for students-

not enough of it on campus by the

administration, faculty, and staff.

As a student myself, I can even see

many reasons why respect for stu-

dents is lacking. The main reason,

in my opinion, is that students do

not respect themselves first.

Being a student assistant in the

Career Services office of Clarion

University since 1997 has taught

me a lot about the workings of this

fine institution. One of the unfor-

tunate facts that I've learned is that

not enough students think about

their future or take it seriously until

it's too late. What do I mean by

too late? Well, too late includes

statements I've heard from gradu-

ating seniors such as this: I don't

have enough to put on my resume.

What do I do?" Well, honestly,

this student should've thought of

that during those four or five years

of college when the student could

have participated in club activities,

volunteered or sought a leadership

position somehow. The bottom

line is to get involved because this

is your future, and you have to

make the decision for it...nobody

else! Students have gotten too

accustomed to people making

decisions for them. It's time to

break out of the mold and think for

yourself!

Originally, I wanted to write this

editorial on student apathy on cam-

pus. However, I thought that was a

little overdone what with the

Student Senate elecions just com-

pleted. The figures speak for

themselves. Although there was a

slight increase of approximately

200 more students than the previ-

Commentary
ous year who voted, that's only

700 students out of 6,000 total!

How can anyone respect students

when they do not even respect

themselves enough to stand up and

vote for the person they want to

represent them in their own
Student Senate?

But, as I already said, I don't

want to beat dead horse on the

issue of not voting.

It does make my point, however,

that the majority of students don't

care enough about their own future

and, thus, do not respect them-

selves.

See 'RachaeP Page 4
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Cail On You

think ofwhen you hear the word finals?

by: Graham Hermanm

Liz Totter

Senior, Speech

Tatho(o^y

"Graduation."

^oe( Jerrin^er

Jresfiman, Communication

"Insanity."

Rachaell Rachael Foflygen's commentary, from Page 3.

This attitude on the part of stu-

dents may, in my opinion, be a

product of our American educa-

tion system.

Students have gotten so used to

people, teachers specifically,

thinking for them and telling them

what to think that they just contin-

ue this mode of thought into their

college years.

I remember many times, during

my high school years, when I

attempted to question "wisdom"

of my teachers during a classroom

discussion only to be shut down
promptyl by a response that con-

veyed that the teachers just did not

want to deal with my incessant

questions.

Once students get used to this

sort of behavior by their teachers,

they understand that the teachers

have absolute authority and should

not be questioned at any time.

Then, students begin and con-

tinue to mimic this very same

behavior by rolling their eyes at

students deemed as "overachiev-

ers" because they actually take

interest in a subject and question

the teachers.

What made these "overachiev-

ers" different from the majority?

How did they break from the

norm? They resisted peer pres-

sure.

This type of peer pressure brings

students down to mediocrity

because no one wants to be sin-

gled out as a "brain." This would

be devastating to the student's

social life and thus is unaccept-

able. This mindset has continued,

unfortunately, in the College set-

ting.

College students in general are

not living up to their potential at

the university/college level

because they do not respect them-

selves enought to think that their

ideas are worth more than any

peer pressure or authority pres-

sure, for that matter.

Jesus Christ, Einstein, Governor

Jesse Ventura, what do these peo-

ple have in common?

Persistance in the face of con-

stant criticism.

We should learn from the exam-

ples of people who resisted the

temptation to give up in the face of

constant criticisim.

After all, how can we, as stu-

dents, expect faculty, administra-

tion and staff to respect us in if we
cannot even respect ourselves?

Students have forgotten their

role in the college setting.

They are customers paying for a

decent education. Act like

informed consumers.

Be advocates for yourselves.. .it

only gets worse in the "real"

world.

If you don't stick up for your-

selves, your parents won't always

be there to pick up the pieces. It's

time to grown up!

Once students begin to take

themselves more seriously, every-

one else will take them seriously,

too.

Meidi Scfiirato

!^resfiman, Communication

'Anxiety."

Mif:^ ^ordonero

Jreshman,

Secondary %d.

Social Studies

'All-nighters."

Reaching for the Stars

Rating Clarion University's daily goings and happenings in and around the University campus by J.P.

Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The
Clarion Call. A four star rating is warranted for an excellent idea or concept. Three stars is close to per-

fect, two stars is mediocre and one star is rated as not a very good idea or event.

To the Siler Center. Siler Center provides Clarion students the opportunity to

work with young children. Sometimes I don't know who enjoys it more, the chil-

dren or the students.

To the walk across East Main Street to Still Hall. We need a bridge of some sort. That walk
across East Main Street is just an accident waiting to happen. Drivers are careless as they tear

through that intersection. I know that the university probably wouldn't be responsible if a student got hit

by a car but they should take action.

To University vans. Where do I begin, university vans are gas mileage killers, they're dirty and
^< always have some rickety problem with them. Whether it's a bum door or a squealing tire, there is

always a problem. Cut university athletic teams a break! Every team is strapped, when it comes to their

respective budgets. Be forgiving with the cost of the vans. In most cases it is cheaper for an athletic team
to rent an Enterprise van than it is a university van. Athletic teams represent this university, when athletic

teams roll up in their beaten up dirty rotten van that barely makes it to the competition, it makes our uni-

versity look poor. PSAC competition is tough enough. Cut costs, if you are going to provide less than
average transportation.

Agree or disagree, let me know, write me with your thoughts about my opinion on University life.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief J.P. Kenney. Ideas

and views expressed do not neccesarily reflect that of The Clarion Call
staff. Please do not take these comments to heart. They are all in good
fun and are meant as

conversation builders.
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OPINION
Clarion Call feedback

More tributes to Paul

Schuenemann

I just read your article about the

Clarion student who robbed a

bank and commited suicide.

Paul was a student in my pro-

gram. He is survived by not only

his mother, father and sister, he

has two brothers as well. I know

the family very well and both

brothers spoke at the funeral ser-

vices last Saturday in Harrisburg.

Paul was very well liked by

Clarion University students as

well as those in my EOP/ACT 101

program. Additionally, Paul was a

very good student.

Letter to Editor

About 20 Clarion University stu-

dents, faculty and staff traveled to

Harrisburg for the funeral. Also in

attendance was the state-wide

Director for ACT 101,

Pennsylvania Department of

Education.

Dr. Stevan Arthur McCrory,

Assistant Professor

Director, EOP/ACT 101

-Regarding the article in The

Clarion Call March 29 edition

titled "Alleged Bank Robber

Committs Suicide.

"

CU equals no fun

for one student
Dear Editor:

Clarion University, the land of

water towers, golden eagles and no

fun! I am positive I am not the

only student who has noticed the

increase in"party busting" police

officers and more frequent visits

from the LCB. Is Clarion

University purposely trying to

drive students off of this campus,

and discourage others from

enrolling? No one wants to come

to a college where the weekend fun

factor is holding steady at zero!

College is about three things:

learning, experience and

fun - sadly Clarion offers only two

of these.

When 1 spend five days a week

in my dorm studying and reading I

pray for the weekend to come so I

can relax and go out with my
friends.

Sometimes "going out" involves

alcohol, however just because

alcohol is available does not mean

it is always consumed. For this

fact, 1 resent being hassled and

questioned by police while I am

walking home from a friend's

house late at night. The last time I

checked walking on a sidewalk,

drunk or sober, was not against the

law.

It is true that Clarion University

does occasionally provide dances

and other social activities for stu-

dents on the weekends. However,

I have already spwnt four years in

high school, so no thank you.

As a freshman at Clarion this was

my first and last year on this cam-

pus, and I am not alone. Many stu-

dents are transferring, and who can

blame them?

We are considered adults when

we enter college (actually when we

turn eighteen), and we should be

trusted by the university to make

the correct decisions about alcohol

consumption.

Instead of lecturing us about not

drinking, educate us about how to

drink smart.

Instead of handing out underages

to intoxicated students walking

home, commend them for not dri-

ving, and if they do drive acknowl-

edge those who care enough about

their friends to be designated dri-

vers.

Underage drinking is against the

law, however. President Reinhard,

calling in the LCB every weekend

will not eliminate it.

After two semesters of fearing

the liquor control board and steer-

ing clear of the police this little

freshman is saying, "Good rid-

dance Clarion!" I am fleeing to the

south where the weather is nice,

and the cops have better things to

do than stalk college students.

Sincerely,

Erica Wyrwas

Sex In America: Just Another Pop Image

by Matthew Beck

Courtesy of TMS Camjpus^^^^

With all the recent topics for dis-

cussion — turmoil in the world,

the tenuous nature of our relative-

ly peaceful international relations,

assaults on our own culture and

others' cultures we deem lesser,

and the vast array of intellectual

opinions presented daily in papers

across the world — 1 have decid-

ed to write about sex.

The fact is that every one of the

people involved in the above men-

tioned topics has sex. But for

whatever reason, the topic is

raised only in hushed tones or rel-

egated to late-night hours when

the kiddies have gone to bed.

We are a Puritanical nation. That

isn't good, bad or anything else,

but if people wonder why so many

Americans have sexual hang-ups

— some of them criminal — but

that might not be the case if they

weren't told they would go blind

from masturbating.

In my early pubescent years, I

remember one constant theme —
sex is bad. In retrospect, this has

got to be the single stupidest thing

the adults around me could have

done regarding my development.

They were of course trying to

protect me from growing up too

fast, or something, and in all, they

did a good job. Given that the

imagination of young people runs

wild while trying to make sense of

the world, it is obvious to me that

sexual maturity gets stunted as

soon as adults feed youths this

kind of paradox.

Then we get to that great bastion

of sexual clarity — high school.

This is where girls leam their

coquettish ways and men sur-

round themselves with big things.

The equation in the middle teens

is something like gender roles +

the act = sexual maturity. This

makes sense, this is good, and we

stick with that until we get preg-

nant or the clap or just plain hurt.

Frankly, I'd like to go back to that,

but that's not life.

Soon the world of sex is com-

plex again. Suddenly not all

women like men in big trucks, and

not all men are attracted to vapid-

ity. This is oversimplification, but

sex turns into sexuality in early

adulthood. The high school equa-

tion no longer fits because the

novelty wears off and the com-

plexity of being a sexual entity

starts to force decisions. Sexuality

is just as much a part of how you

live your life as it is a part of your

evenings (or mornings, or lunch

breaks), and we must reconcile

how we live with our desires.

Hell no to written finals!
Dear Editor, student body, profes-

sors, administrators and staff:

We, as members of the Honors

240 / Sociology 340: Sociology of

Conflict Resolution class, have

come to the agreement that in a

university or college setting, writ-

ten final exams are an unfair and

impratical way of judging what

student have learned during the

course of the semester. We
believe that, without entirely abol-

ishing the system- the status

quo we can alter the format so that

a student is better able to demon-

strate what he or she has learned.

Instead of a multiple choice, com-

pletion, matching, etc. test, a stu-

dent should, if applicable ( and it

is in most cases) be required to

display his or her new talents or

knowledge in an appropiate man-

ner and setting. For example, in a

speech class, it is much more

practical to have a student present

a speech than it is for him to take

a test, answering questions about

the best way to address an audi-

ence. Would it not be better for

him to show his professor that he

is now adept at what he has been

taught? The same way a medical

student must eventually perform

exams and procedures to earn her

degrees, so should other students

be pressed to prove their capabili-

ty of displaying what they have

learned. We are not suggesting

complete destruction of the pen-

cil-paper format; indeed, we are

suggesting that it remain in place

when necessary, such as in a writ-

ing class, where an essay would

be a wonderful medium in which

to exemplify one's new skills.

And even in classes where physi-

cal performanc is advisable or

necessary to receive a grade (the-

atre, art, dance, biology, physical

education, music, chemistry, etc.)

a written exam may be compli-

mentary to the performance of

what has been learned.

But those classes whose profes-

sors quiz them on knowledge,

without letting them demonstrate

it, are only partially successful. If

a student learns about the benefits

of non-violent protest, but has no

way of putting this into perspec-

tive, how effective can he or she

be in a "real world" situation that

calls for it?

This brings us to our final argue-

ment and example. Our class has

been given a rare opportunity. We
have been permitted the opportu-

nity to chose the medium in which

our final exam is adminstered.

After brainstorming and lively

debate, a large majority of the

class decided that the best way to

take the final wold be to protest it.

The method chose was, of course,

not violent - a petition.

If approached to sign a petition,

please consider our position on

this issue and, if in agreement, add

your signature.

Thank you,

Representatives of Honors

240/Sociology 340: Sociology of

Conflict Resolution
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OPINION
Student opinion

How to spot a graduating senior
by Elizabeth Weishan

Courtesy of TMS Camjius

There are only four more weeks

of classes, and all over campus

you can see the signs that another

year is drawing to a close. The

freshmen look panicked at the

thought of having another round

of exams. The sophomores are

just now realizing that maybe they

should attend those last few weeks

of classes to make sure they don't

fail. The juniors look depressed

that they have another year of this

ahead of them. The seniors, espe-

cially those seniors completing

their fifth or sixth years, have that

look of total apathy.

The years here at Madison have

been great. I am sure that many

seniors would agree that they

would like to stay in college for-

ever if only it didn't cost so much.

But with graduation looming, the

senior class is finding it harder

and harder to stay focused.

In the spirit of National

Geographic, I present to you the

top-ten ways to recognize a grad-

uating senior.

1 . Seniors can be recognized by

their lighter backpacks. Many

seniors have given up carrying all

of their books and notebooks with

them. Some have even converted

to the "one notebook is good

enough for all of my classes" style

of learning.

2. In smaller classes and labs,

seniors can often be recognized by

their listless posture and inability

to rouse themselves to participa-

tion. Aimless rearranging of lab

supplies is a sure sign of seniori-

tis.

3. Seniors can often be found out

at bars during the week, toasting

to the fact that they have an exam

the next day. Let's listen in on a

typical exchange between a grad-

uating senior and another student.

Graduating senior to non-gradu-

ating friend: "Hey what's going

on tonight? Wanna go to the

Plaza?"

Non-graduating friend: "It's

Tuesday."

Graduating senior: "I know,

that's when all the good drink spe-

cials happen!"

Non-graduating friend: "But I

have an exam on Thursday."

Graduating senior: "I have one

tomorrow, but it's not stopping

me.

Non-graduating friend: "No

thanks."

Graduating senior: "Wuss."

4. Over in engineering, graduat-

ing seniors have another distin-

guishing feature: the weirdly

formed grin of terror. This partic-

ular trait, while not unique to

engineering students, does seem

to be more predominant in this

species. The cause seems to be the

fear that results from not yet hav-

ing a job to start immediately after

graduation. The grin of terror is

particularly easy to spot this year

in light of the declining economy.

To observe the grin of terror, sim-

ply ask a graduating engineer:

"So, what are you doing after

graduation?" The grin should

appear instantly.

5. Graduating seniors are also

highly recognizable through their

unique speech patterns. They use

an unusual number of place

names, for example: "Well, I sure

don't want to stay in Wisconsin.

I'm thinking Portland, San

Francisco, maybe Seattle."

This can also be observed in the

graduating senior who is looking

for graduate schools. "I got into

Boston and George Washington,

but I really want to go to

American. I haven't heard from

them yet." The uninitiated are

usually left to nod wisely as

though they care about these top-

ics.

6. With the weather finally tend-

ing toward spring, we can observe

another distinct graduating senior

trait called Terracephilia. On any

rainless afternoon, Terracephilia

can easily be observed in the

crowds of graduating seniors

lolling about the Memorial Union

Terrace. They all profess to love

the Terrace more than life itself

and claim that they will miss it

more than any other feature of

Madison. As such, graduating

seniors try to s[)end as much time

at the Terrace as possible.

7. The graduating senior also

displays a highly developed abili-

ty to justify his or her actions.

Mottos like "C's get degrees" and

"Here we go, two-point-0" are

just some of the ways graduating

seniors justify hanging out at the

Terrace, skipping classes and

going to bars during the week.

8. Graduating seniors may also

be discovered through careful

analysis of schedules. Graduating

seniors take an unusual number of

"easy classes" like Phys. Ed. elec-

tives and lOO-level. lectures with

300 or more students. "Yeah, I'm

taking the last class I needed for

my major. Music Appreciation

101, Ballroom Dancing and

Anthropology 104 'cause I needed

an ethnic-studies class."

9. Right now graduating seniors

can be found if one waits patient-

ly in the Peterson Building or

Union South. When a graduating

senior passes the newly released

stack of Fall 2001 Timetables, he

will usually slow down a little,

look at the pile and smile happily

(and not a little smugly) to him-

self.

10. A very specific species of

graduating senior those who work

for The Badger Herald can be dis-

tinguished by their complete

inability to write about anything

of substance in the Opinion sec-

tion:
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McViegh feeds off publicity
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call EkiitoM^^^^

People are sick. They want to

watch an individual die. Timothy

McVeigh is set to die and the

debate rages on, should it be on

pay-per-view or not.

In my opinion it should be

closed circuit for the families who

have been devastated by this in

humane individual.

McVeigh wants the American

people to make a big deal out of

him, and that is just what every-

one is doing. He doesn't care if he

dies. He knew getting into all this

that he was destined to die. Why
else would he have just walked

away from the bomb site?

All he wants is people to glorify

him for his sick beliefs.

Primetime specials, hour long

documentaries, and now a pro-

posed pay-per-view event to

watch him get executed.

McVeigh is playing right into

the hands of millions of individu-

als. He is getting what he wants.

To punish McVeigh is not to kill

him but not to let him speak.

That's all he is about, speaking

his beliefs on how the government

let him down or betrayed him.

But he continually promotes his

image.

He speaks on a daily basis

through TV shows, primetime

magazine shows, talk shows; you

name it, McVeigh is getting his

wish. Publicity.

What I would do is not even

mention his name anymore. Let

him die in pain. Pain to this sick

individual is silence.

Pull the plug, no more TV shows

about him, no more in depth inter-

views with his biographers, just

silence.

McVeigh has not even been pun-

ished yet. The day of his death

will be a huge story. But for what,

he doesn't care about dying.

All he cares about is attention.

The last words McVeigh should

hear about himself is that of the

priest blessing over him. None of

that "I'm the master of my own

soul' or whatever useless drivel.

Hide ParkI Jen DeFazio's article titled "A different kind of

goodbye", from Page 3.

It gives us all a chance to be on

our own while still being able to

rely on mom and dad when we

screw up.

Being in college allows for

opportunities to be in many dif-

ferent organizations.

During my time at Clarion I

have been involved in maijy dif-

ferent organizations.

While 1 may not be a recog-

nizable name or face to many

people here, I know that I have

made my mark on this campus

and more importantly, I have

bettered myself in the process.

1 have learned how to laugh at

my own mistakes and also how
to move past them.

I have learned how to deal

with stress and I know that no

matter how many obstacles' I

overcome, there will always be

more hurdles in the distance.

Being involved and dealing

with more than just classes has

taught me how to do this.

Even though my time here at

The Call is done, the experi-

ences and relationships I have

made in the process are irre-

placeable and priceless.

College is the best time of

your life. I highly suggest tak-

ing full advantage of everything

that is at your fingertips here at

Clarion.

Who knows, you might meet

your best friend, find a job

opportunity, or become involved

in something you learn to love.

So as my final good-bye, I say

to enjoy every day that you have

here.

Even though some may be hor-

rible and stressful, you will look

back on these days. Make the

best of them.

Jen DeFazio is a junior com-

munication major.

News
Clarion University senior accepted at Yale

by Susan Campbell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Michelle Aaron, a senior at Clarion

University of Pennsylvania, has been

accepted into a doctoral degree program
with full financial support at Yale.

She is accepting a position in the

microbiology track of the biological and

biomedical sciences program for the fall

semester. Aaron will be graduating in

May with a degree in molecular biolo-

gy/biotechnology and a minor in chem-
istry.

"I'm really excited about the opportu-

nity to pursue my graduate studies at

Yale. They have a wonderful program,

lots of research opportunities, and an

overall atmosphere that is great."

Aaron said.

She went on to say that approximate-

ly five students each year are selected

into this track. She will be working on
research dealing with molecular virolo-

gy, studying the mechanism of action of

viruses. Yale was Aaron's choice after

applying to many graduate programs.

Not only has Aaron been accepted to

Yale, she learned recently that she will

be the first Clarion University student

to receive a Howard Hughes Medical

Institute Predoctoral Fellowship in

Biological Sciences.

She is also a finalist for the National

Defense Science and Engineering

Graduate Fellowship. Based on acade-

mic merit, this fellowship is sponsored

by the Department of Defense and
administered by the American Society

for Engineering Education.

After interviews with each of the

schools she applied to, Aaron was
accepted to all of them with full finan-

cial support. Aaron was accepted at
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Michelle Aaron has been accepted
into a doctoral program at Yale with

full financial support. Aaron will be
graduating in Ma/.

66
I'm really excited about

the opportunity to pursue my
graduate studies at Yale. 99

-Michelle Aaron

Johns Hopkins School of Medicine,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT), Johns Hopkins School of Public

Health, University of Pittsburgh,

University of Michigan, and Case
Western Reserve.

Aaron, a daughter of William and Lisa

Aaron of Marble, graduated from North

Clarion High School. Clarion

University was attractive to Aaron
because of its closeness to home and the

cost.

"I talked to others in the molecular

biology/biotechnology program, and
they told me about completing national

internships and the strength of the pro-

gram." Aaron said.

Under the supervision of Dr. Doug
Smith, Aaron has conducted research at

Clarion involving a family of proteins

present during red blood cell formation.

According to Aaron, Clarion is a great

place to carry out undergraduate
research.

She feels that the small size of the

department allows for hands-on experi-

ence and individual instruction. "My
advisors have been great and have taken

a real interest in their students." Aaron
added.

Included on Aaron's list of achieve-

ments are two off-campus internships.

Last summer she was part of a ten-week

National Science Foundation financed

internship at Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory in Long Island, New York.

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory is a

world renowned research institute in

molecular biology.

Her research included splicing interns,

parts of genes that must be removed to

allow the gene to function properly.

She received full financial support for

the internship that included a stipend.

Her second internship was in the sum-
mer of 1999 She completed a full

scholarship internship at the University

of Pittsburgh that was sponsored by the

Howard Hughes Medical Institute.

She conducted independent research

to study the integration of mycopacte-

riophage and investigated molecular

mechanisms that could be used in vac-

cine development involving tuberculo-

sis.

Aaron learned about the nationally

competitive Howard Hughes Medical

Institute Predoctoral Fellowship while

she was at Cold Harbor Laboratory.

The grant application requirements

included a research proposal, letters of

recommendation, and several personal

essays.

The Howard Hughes Medical Institute

is a nonprofit medical research organi-

zation dedicated to basic biomedical

research and education. This year, 89
awards were made from 1068 applica-

tions. There were 12 awards made in

the field of immunology, microbiology,

and virology. Aaron plans to pursue

virology

The Hughes fellowship is for five

years. This includes an $18,000

MM
The Clarion University

Biology Department and all

of the faculty I have worked
with in the department have
been outstanding and have
done a greatjob in helping

me to preparefor myfuture

studies. 99

-Michelle Aaron

My advisors have been
great and have taken a real

interest in their students. 99
-Michelle Aaron

stipend, allowance for tuition and fees,

a fellows allowance for educational

expenses including computer supplies,

travel to scientific meetings, and books.

The support Aaron receives will

include a full tuition waiver and a gen-

erous stipend that covers living and per-

sonal expenses.

In the spring of 2000, Aaron and

Jessica Smith of Clarion received

nationally competitive 47,500 Barry M.
Goldwater Scholarships. The Barry M.
Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence

in Education Foundation awarded 309
scholarships for the 2000-2001 academ-
ic year to undergraduate sophomores
and juniors from all fifty states and
Puerto Rico.

Twenty were awarded in

Pennsylvania. Aaron and Smith were
Clarion University's second and third

Goldwater Scholarship winners, making
Clarion University the only school out

of the State System of Higher Education

to have students receive these scholar-

ships.

"I didn't expect this when I came to

Clarion University. But there are great

opportunities here. The Clarion

University Biology Department and all

of the faculty I have worked with in the

department have been outstanding and
have done a great job in helping me to

prepare for my future studies. There is

a closeness between the faculty and the

students that helped me when I needed

recommendations to apply for intern-

ships and graduate school. My family

has always provided me with wonderful

support."

www.thecIarioncalI.com
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Three students present their

research papers in Norfolk
Courtesy of Dr. LeGene

Quesenberry

Three Clarion University stu-

dents had their research papers

accepted for presentation by the

Mid-Atlantic Academy of Legal

Studies in Business.

The presentations were made at

a conference in Norfolk, VA,

March 22-23. All are students in

Dr. LeGene Quesenberry's

"International Environmental

Law" class.

Christina Arsalidou presented

"Poaching of the African

Elephant and the Ivory Market."

Arsalidou is a senior real

estate/international business

major from Nicosia Cyprus. She

is a gradate of the American

Academy of Nicosia.

Her paper addressed the abuse

and poaching of the elephants says Arsalidou. New Generation of Vehicles

ivory tusks by illegal harvesters, "I promise the parties to the (PNGV) and the Corporate

leading to a dramatic decrease in convention (CITES) force Asian Average Fuel Economy
the numbers of the African ele- countries to take a proactive (C.A.F.E.), and how their vague-

phants. stance against the illegal poach- ness and lack of enforcement

"The reasons for this illegal >ng of elephants through trade contributed to this current energy

harvesting are due to ivory's high sanctions. This measure will crisis in the United States.

drive the cost of ivory up to the

point where compliance with

CITES is more beneficial than

violating it."

Photo Courtesy of Dr. LeGene Quesenberry

From left to right at ttie Chrysler Musuem: Tricia Power,

Christina Arsalidou Kathryn Szafran, and Dr. LeGene
Quesenberry. All three students presented their papers at a
conference in Norfolk VA last Inarch 22-23.

"It also discusses SUV mania's

contribution to the energy crisis

and what changes are being made
in SUV's to decrease the demand

Kathryn Szafran presented, for oil and deliver friendlier gas

emissions. Environmentally

friendly and safer alternatives

Szafran, a sophomore political proposed are fuel cells, solar

science major, is a daughter of power, biomass, and wind power.

Shirley Evers of Bradford and They hold the power to set you

Thomas Szafran of Bradford and free from confusing and entan-

is a graduate of Bradford High gling IPA's and stupefying oil.

School. This article argues for the adop-

"This article is about the pre- tion of tax incentive programs

phant products since October of sent energy crisis and how it is which would increase consump-

1989. being handled in American, tion of non-petroleum based

The poaching continues due to Europe and on an international power and transportation."

the incapacity of African nations basis with a focus on Tricia Power presented.

International Petroleum "Agriculture: An In Depth Look
Agreements (IPA's)," says at an Industry Out of Control."

Szafran. Power, a senior French major, is

"It includes some scrutiny of from Brooklyn, NY and is a

America's governmental pro- graduate of Northeast High
grams like the Partnership for a

value as a commodity and its

high demand in the international

market," says Arsalidou.

"Many developed countries in

Europe, the United States, and

Japan have been responsible for "Dealing With Rising Oil Prices:

the brutal killing of elephants Environmental Solutions."

through the importation of black

market ivory."

However, due to the decreased

number of elephants left, the

Convention on International

Trade in Endangered Species

(CITES) has banned trading cle-

to protect these animals, mainly

because of poor economy.

"Although no trade of this com-

modity is allowed in the interna-

tional market, the demand from

Asian countries is still present,"

^9i ^M CMC
^^ ^' ^ GHEAT
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School.

"This paper explores the envi-

ronmental issues of the agricul-

tural industry due to its intensifi-

cation," says Power.

"The effects of the industry

encompass all aspects of life.

Not only is our planet experienc-

ing extreme strain from this

industry, but the human popula-

tion, also, has begun to rapidly

feel the weight of the agricultur-

al sector's polluting activities."

Take Our Daughters

to Work Day'

by Carrie Lopuh

Clarion Call Staff Writer

On Thursday, April 26, Clarion

University will host the ninth

annual Take Our Daughters to

Work Day.

The theme this year "The Girls

Force of Today is the Work Force

of Tomorrow." According to Dr.

Deborah Brughardt director of

Women's Studies for Clarion

University, "This is a day dedi-

cated to the ideas, spirits, and

dreams of girls. We will have a

full day of activities for girls in

grades 4-6 and 7-12."

Dr. Marylin Howe, assistant

professor of education organized

a series of programs for girls to

participate in.

For girls in grades 4-6, activi-

ties include: the Storytelling

Series," watching the Clarion

University Women's Soccer

Tournament, environment educa-

tion- "Earthworms and

Compositing," and visiting the

Pierce Planetarium.

For girls in grades 7-12, they

will participate in workshops on

business, communication, sci-

ence, wellness, and women in

history. There will be a luncheon

where they can talk with women
in the work force, and the girls

will also see a one-woman play

"Deconstructing Barbie:

Hilarious Tales of Growing Up,"

by Alison Babusci of Pittsburgh.

Babusci is the resident story-

teller/program specialist for the

Carnegie Museum of Art in

Pittsburgh. She received a

degree in art education from

Chatham College in Pittsburgh, a

BA degree in theatre from the

American University in

Washington D.C. and attended

the theatre for young audiences

program at Arizona State

University.

Premiering at the Three-Rivers

Arts Festival in 1999, Babusci 's

one-woman play features true life

stories. The stories follower

transition from a girl to a woman,

and the tribulations and victories

that went along with growing up.

Forbidden by her mom to have

a Barbie, Babusci says she is fas-

cinated by the way this fourteen-

inch tall plastic icon has shaped

and influenced the self-image of

girls for decades.

Barbie facts are woven

throughout the piece to add

humor and understanding of the

stories. She has a few moments

of seriousness, but handles these

with grace and humor.

Take Our Daughters to Work
Day is sponsored by Clarion

University's Academic Talent

Search Program, Presidential

Commission on the Status of

Women, Office of Human
Resources, Upward Bound
Program, Women's Studies

Program, and the Ms.

Foundation.

For more information or to

reserve a place for a daughter,

niece, grandchild, or neighbor,

contact Clarion University

Women's Studies at (814) 393-

2720.
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Have a

news tip

for the

last issue?

Call Amy at

3i3-2380.

Student Senate

Gninenwald and Gusler explain ISF Budget
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

Editor

Dr. Joseph Grunenwald,

Clarion University Provost, and

Mr. Thomas Gusler of Academic

Affairs, addressed Student Senate

Monday evening regarding the

2002 Instructional Support Fee

(ISF) Budget.

According to Mr. Gusler, ten

years ago the total budget for aca-

demic equipment equaled

$15,000. That number has

increased to about $350,000

today.

Dr. Grunenwald reviewed the

proposed budget, which shows an

expected net increase of approxi-

mately $159,000. This increase

would result from three cate-

gories: Additional support for

instructional equipment. Library

collection enhancement, and

CNet maintenance.

Dr. Grunenwald and Mr. Gusler

then invited senators to either

share their opinions on the pro-

posed budget, or to think of a few

suggestions and contact them

over the next couple weeks.

Senator Dave Snyder suggested

they look into the reasons why

the computer labs available to

education majors charge students

to print, but most other depart-

ments have no fee. Dr.

Grunenwald explained the need

to charge students deals with the

volume of materials being print-

ed, but he assured Senate they

would investigate. In addition,

Mr. Gusler said Stevens

Computer Lab would be upgrad-

ing to compatible Macintosh

computers this summer.

Senator Andrew Barnes then

suggested a software program

called Congressional University

would be beneficial to Political

Science majors. According to

Senator Barnes, a wider variety

ofjournals in this field, as well as

in philosophy, would also be

helpful.

Vice President Drew

McWilliams and Senator Jared

Dickinson each asked specific

questions regarding the College

of Business and the Writing

Center. However, Dr.

Grunenwald and Mr. Gusler

explained the first step would be

to address the department deans

regarding these issues.

In other business. Treasurer

Ben Chervenak reported the fol-

lowing current account balances

Large Item Capital, $434,651.10

Capital, $101,076.63

Supplemental Reserve,

$11,450.33; and Supplemental,

$5,232.00.

He moved to allocate $1,500

from the Supplemental Reserve

account to Intramurals. The

funds would be used for safety

reasons involving the new hock-

ey rink and to successfully com-

plete the remainder of this school

year. The motion carried 17-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak then

moved to allocate $3,883.70 from

the Supplemental account to

General Administration; the

motion passed by another 17-0-0

vote.

Later, Treasurer Chervenak

moved to bring to table the

motion to allocate $1,100 from

the Supplemental account to the

Sequelle. This motion passed 17-

0-0. The original motion to allo-
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From left to right: Farhard Hussain, Vice President Drew
McWilliams, and Ben Chervenak are this week's Senators of

the Week.

cate the funds also carried 17-0-0

after a brief discussion.

Vice President McWilliams

began reviewing an issue to be

voted on at next week's meeting.

One point from the proposal he

addressed was increasing the

number of Student Senators from

20 to 22; and the two additional

members would either be incom-

ing freshmen or transfer students.

Vagina Monologues donates $2001 to PASSAGES
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary

April is national sexual vio-

lence awareness month.

Clarion County and Clarion

University celebrated this month

by presenting PASSAGES
(Prevention and Service for

Sexual Assault through

Guidance), a local crisis center

that serves Clarion and two other

counties with rape counseling, a

monetary award of $2,001 . This

money was raised because of the

recent National V-day College

initiative.

This initiative is to put an end

to sexual violence against

women. According to the

National V-Day Inititive,

Valentine's Day is a day that

should celebrate woman, calling

an end to rape, incest, domestic

battery, and female mutilation.

The money was raised by the

production of 'The Vagina

Monologues,' a play by Eve

Ensler.

The money donated to PAS-

SAGES by 'The Vagina

Monologues' ticket sales is the

largest amount that has been

donated to them in the past six

years.

"The proceeds may not seem

like huge amount, but to PAS-

SAGES it felt like a million dol-

lars," said Lou Ann Williams,

Executive Director of PAS-

^UBIURY^
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SAGES.

"We began the current fiscal

year with virtually no increase in

funding from the previous

year— the donation enables us

to keep our head above water for

the remainder of the year."

This ceremony, in which the

money was donated, took place

in Harvey Hall. Harvey Hall

was the location of the first rape

crisis center in Clarion. The

center was opened in 1980,

when the University was still

known as Clarion State College.

Carrie Arnold, who was the

director of the play, along with

Marilouise Michel, her faculty

advisor and the associative pro-

fessor of speech communication

and theatre, and Dr. Deborah

Burghardt, the director of

Woman's Studies presented the

money to the Executive Director

of PASSAGES, Lou Ann
Williams and Lisa Pafrath, the

President of PASSAGES execu-

tive board.

Copies of the book, 'The

Vagina Monologues,' were

donated to the Carlson Library at

Clarion University, Suhr Library

at Venango Campus in Oil City,

The Clarion Free Library, and

the Woman's Studies Center all

in the effort to put a stop to the

violence against woman.

Clarion University's sororities

also came out to support the

event. Delta Zeta coordinated a

banner competition with the

other sororities, Zeta Tau Alpha,

Delta Phi Epsilon, Phi Sigma

Sigma, and Alpha Sigma Tau, on

the topic of stopping sexual

assault.

Eve Ensler, the author of 'The

Vagina Monologues' said this

about the efforts that Clarion has

made about V-Day, "If a solution

doesn't happen by 2005, we'll

do it until 2010. I believe in

staying focused in saying, 'This

is what we're going to aim for.'

None of us knows what's possi-

ble here. We make determina-

tions, we set arbitrary bound-

aries, and we put fixed points on

what we can do: 'I can only go

this far,' *I can only be this

happy.' What I am saying is let's

break out of that. Let's imagine

things beyond our fixed

notions."

Elections for these positions

would be held during the third

week of the Fall semester. In

addition, two advisory members

would join Student Senate, a

director of Student Activities and

a representative of Faculty

Senate. These ideas raised some

questions from senators, which

Vice President McWilliams said

would be discussed further next

week.

A representative of Panhellenic

Council, Kara Guinther,

announced a Smoking Cessation

Workshop on Tuesday, April 24

in Pierce. In addition, she report-

ed on the sorority recognition

banquet held last week.

Debbie Burghardt, of the

Womens' Studies Department,

was named Faculty Member of

the Year, and Darlene Hartle of

Keeling Health Center received

the Outstanding Service to the

Greek Community Award.

Kirsten Kinley of Phi Sigma

Sigma and Alicia Roberts of

Delta Zeta each received recog-

nition as Outstanding Greek

Women of the Year.

Tameka Washington, a member

of the Student Athlete Advisory

Committee, said Operation Clean

Sweep, held on Saturday, April

21, was a success. In addition,

elections are scheduled for

Tuesday's meeting.

Vice President McWilliams

announced a group of senators

had qualified for Senator of the

Week. First, he acknowledged

the Appropriations Committee,

and then he recognized members

of the Student Relations

Committee.
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CUP introduces Frederick Douglass Program
by Khalia Robinson

Clarion Call Staff Writer

University - a word of which the ety-

mology is unity + diversity. In these days

and times we live in a global university;

yet we know that this has not always

been the case. Though we are far from

the days of segregation, we are a far cry

from perfection.

This year. Clarion University intro-

duces the Frederick Douglass Program.

The program is actually a series of events

and experiences linked the State System

of Higher Education's Frederick

Douglass Institute.

Coinciding with the opening of Black

Arts Week on Clarion's campus, the

inception of the Frederick Douglass pro-

gram was announced at the Lift Every

Voice choir's gospel fest at Hart Chapel

on Sunday, April 21st.

It is said that the purpose of the

Frederick Douglass Institute is, "to be

window to the world of knowledge, a cat-

alyst for bridging systems of thought and

expression, a light of hope and a place of

encouragement for all who seek change."

Sunday marked the beginning of three

of the institute's programs on Clarion's

campus: The Frederick Douglass

Collection in Carlson Library, The

Frederick Douglass Graduate

Assistantship Program, and The

Frederick Douglass Summer Scholars

program.

Under the direction of Howard
McGinn, Clarion University's Dean of

Libraries, The Frederick Douglass book

collection will intrigue your mind while

educating you in African-American his-

tory.

The Frederick Douglass collection will

not only be interesting to many, but it

plays a very important role in diversify-

ing the Carlson Library.

The addition of this collection will add

to the library's wealth of African-

American literature, especially pertaining

to slavery and Frederick Douglass' life

during these times.

The collection will also extend the

number of ethnic minority literature for

children and young adults.

Though in recent years Clarion's under-

graduate minority population has

increased. Clarion's graduate schools

still have only a small amount of minori-

ty students attending classes.

The Frederick Doulass graduate assist-

antship program is a tool that will be used

to make an increase in graduate minority

population.

Four positions will be offered to stu-

dents planning on attending graduate

school at Clarion University. Interested

students must attend a historically black

college or university. One of the many
incentives of this program is that the

assistantship will be renewable for a sec-

ond year. The graduate assistantship pro-

gram will be coordinated by Dr. Brenda

DeDe, Assistant Vice-President for

Academic Affairs at Clarion University.

Under the Frederick Douglass Summer
Scholars program, minority doctoral stu-

dents will have an opportunity to experi-

ence teaching at a university. Each of the

doctoral students will teach one summer
session class that will not conflict with

normal faculty offerings.

This program was instated to diversify

Clarion's summer session faculty. Dr.

Jocelind Gant, who is the Assistant to the

President for Social Equity, will be coor-

dinating this program.

Clarion University's interest in the

Fredrick Douglass Institute started in

1998-1999 with the late Dr. John Kuhn,

Clarion's former provost. Clarion's cur-

rent provost. Dr. Joseph Grunenwald

continues in supporting the Institute just

as Dr. Kuhn did.

As an escaped slave and abolitionist,

Frederick Douglass carried many bags on

his shoulder. Douglass was a writer, ora-

tor, public official, women's right advo-

cate and an advisor to President Abraham

Lincoln.

Frederick Douglass is one of the most

famous figures in African-American his-

tory, yet little people know much about

him. Programs such as the Frederick

Douglass program gives everyone an

opportunity to learn more about such an

influential figure in our nation's history.

Other program events included

Minority Student Services' "Bless the

World Tour" hip-hop gospel concert on

April 22nd in Hart Chapel. On April 28,

Fred Morsell will present a one-man per-

formance of "Presenting Mr. Frederick

Douglass."

The 4 p.m. play will be held in Hart

Chapel, and is free and open to the pub-

lic. Also on the 28 of April will be the

Minority Student Recognition Dinner at

6:30 p.m. in Chandler Dining Hall.

Portia Diaz-Martin named 2001 Minority

Woman of the Year
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

Editor

The Office of Minority Student

Services honored Portia Diaz-

Martin by presenting to her the

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania's 2001 Minority

Woman of the Year Award. She

received the award during a

reception in Moore Hall.

The Woman of the Year Award

serves to recognize exceptional

women of color who have been

successful in personal and/or pro-

fessional life, shown support of

women's issues and diversity, and

expressed dedication to the sur-

rounding community.

Diaz-Martin said, "This is an

appropriate award for Women's

History Month. I am highly hon-

ored; the award means a lot com-

ing from my peers. I did not

expect any awards, particularly at

this early stage of my life. It is

really a wonderful boost to know

that I am doing something worth-

while and to know that I made a

mark at Clarion."

The award consisted of a plaque

and $250 from Minority Student

Services to donate to a charity of

Diaz-Martin's choice. Her selec-

tion was the Clarion YMCA.
In regard to her choice, Diaz-

Martin said, "I am excited there

will be a YMCA branch in

Clarion...The YMCA has a lot. to

offer for parents and children. I

want the YMCA in Clarion to

continue that experience."

Diaz-Martin earned her Ef.S.

degree in business administration

with a concentration in account-

ing, and a Master of Science in

library science degree from

Clarion University. She served as

program coordinator/manage-

ment technician for Clarion

University's Office of Minority

Student Services for six years.

During her time working at

Clarion, Diaz-Martin was the

president and founder of the .

Friends of Clarion University

Libraries; chair/founder of the

Minority Woman of the Year

Award; and secretary for the

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Committee.

Diaz-Martin is currently

employed in the Oscar A.

Silverman Undergraduate Library

by the University Libraries at the

University of Buffalo in New
York.

She will join the Pittsburgh

branch of PALINET, a consor-

tium of 600 libraries based in

Philadelphia, as purchasing coor-

dinator beginnmg May 1.

According to Diaz-Martin, an

M.S.L.S. is required for this posi-

tion, and she credits her business

background for giving her a com-

petitive edge.

"During the last two years I

have made sacrifices to advance

my career," said Diaz-Martin,

who lived in Buffalo with her

children, while her husband, Basil

Martin, remained at Clarion

University in his position at

Carlson Library.

Diaz-Martin said she is happy to

have her husband's support, and

she feels her sacrifices have paid

off.
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llth Annual Wellness Fair
Courtesy of University

Relations

With ten years of growth

behind them, Clarion University

of Pennsylvania will host its 1 1th

Annual Wellness Fair, Thursday,

April 26, 10a.m. -4p.m. in Tippin

Gymnasium. The fair is free and

open to the public.

The fair continues to grow in

popularity. Last year over 500

people attended. Eight new ven-

dors are scheduled to attend this

year, joining 35 vendors from

the 2000 event. They will offer

health screenings and informa-

tion about wellness.

The Wellness Fair is designed

for Clarion University employ-

ees, students, and the community

explore the seven aspects of

wellness. "The state of being the

can be achieved through the bal-

ance and the integration of

diverse aspects of one's life" is

one of the new focuses of public

health in the United States. The
wellness aspects

include:

Physical - Encouraging cardio-

vascular flexibility, strength, and

regular physical activity.

Social - Encouraging contribu-

tions to one's human and physi-

cal environment to the common

welfare of one's community.

Emotional - Emphasizing an

awareness of one's feelings.

Intellectual - Encouraging cre-

ative, stimulating mental activi-

ties.

Occupational - Involving

preparation for work in which

one will gain personal satisfac-

tion and find enrichment in one's

life through work.

Spiritual - Involving the seek-

ing of meaning and purpose in

human experience.

Environmental - Emphasizing

harmony with and protection of

our environment.

Clarion Hospital is offering

free health screenings including

glucose, blood pressure, body fat

analysis, grip strength, choles-

terol, pulmonary function, height

and weight.

The Northwest Medical Center

is offering free osteoporosis

screenings. Free vision screen-

ing is being provided by Wal-

Mart.

Other areas of interest include

reflexology, massage therapy, a

canine search and rescue demon-
stration, chiropractic screening,

healthy living information,

counseling services, assistive

devices and information for

seniors, information on various

illnesses and services available,

nutrition, craft demonstrations,

starting a small business, safety

tips, information on drugs and

alcohol, stress management, eat-

ing disorders, domestic violence,

family problems, and mental ill-

ness.

Northwest Medical Center is

offering mammography screen-

ings. The cost of a screening

mammogram will be billed to the

participant's insurance.

Appointments are limited and

must be made to have a mam-
mography.

To make an appointment phone

Gina at the Keeling Health

Center, 814-393-2121.

Door prizes, donated by the

vendors and Clarion University,

will be given away at the end of

the day. Registration for door

prizes may be made at the

Wellness Fair. It is not necessary

to be present to receive a door

prize.

A grant to help with the

funding of the 2001 Wellness

Fair was successfully applied for

by Clarion University's

Association of Pennsylvania

State College and University

Faculties (APSCUF).

Election Results

Congratualtions to all elected

Student Senators:

Wendy Kengor

Robert Pica

Jacqueline Collier

Tameka Washington

Ben Chervenak

Erika Pidro

Mike Phillips

Demar Manuel

Tom Clopp

Mike McCabe
Tim Smith

Mike Brown

Dustin Tudor

Amy Cohen
Rebecca Emert

Andrew Barnes

Barbara Hammond
Thomas McKeough

Jennifer Reis

Congratulations to all alternates:

Justin Kauffman

Nathan Trice

Marcle Lyie

Terrilyn Cheatham
Tyler StrugHI

William Braatz

Heather Ambrisco

Julie Lundy

Scott Gliebe

Joel Roth

Brandon McCliment

Emma Jones

Andrea Smith

Joseph Heiman
Megun Hanely

Melinda Schrecengost

Kevin Bryne

Valerie Hill

Laurie Hepler

Despo loakim
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Harassment

noise ordinance violations

which occurred in Clarion

Borough.

According to Public Safety,

on April 22 at 12:40 a.m.

University Police responded

to Givan Hall for a
Harassment complaint. A
female reported that her ex-

boyfriend had driven by
Givan Hall numerous times

stopping the vehicle by her

residence and shouting her

name. No charges have
been filed at this time.

University Police are inveb-

tigating this incident.

Drug Violation
According to Public Safety,

Nicholas Bissett, 20, of

3138 Campbell Hall, was
arrested by the Clarion

Borough Police Department

at his residence in

Campbell. He was arrested

on a warrant issued by a

magistrate for drug viola-

tion.

Arson. Criminal

Mischief. Risking

Title 18 section 5503 Catastrophe
(aU1U2) Disorderly

Conduct
Institution a I

According to Public Safety,

Michael Gianoutsos, 20, of

204 B Campbell Hall, was
cited for creating a distur-

bance outside of Campbell
Hall on the morning of April

11.

Title 18 section 5503
(a)MU2^ Disorderly

Conduct
According to Public Safety,

Brett Blanchard, 20, of 217
B Campbell Hall, was cited

for creating a disturbance

outside of Campbell Hall

early on the morning of April

11.

Harassment by com-

Vandalism. Disorderly

Conduct
According to Public Safety,

Thomas Owens is accused
of starting fires in Ballentine

Hall. The fire alarm was
activated. Owens was
arraigned before District

Justice Lapinto on April 11

and incarcerated on $5,000
bond.

Harassmen t

municatlon of

address

Disorderly Conduct
According to Public Safety,

Victor Jumba was cited after

a female reported that he
was hugging her and trying

to kiss her after she told him
not to. He was also making
sexual comments to her.

Criminal Mischief

According to Public Safety,

a female employee called to

report that a known male
had called her in her office

and yelled, screamed and
used profane language

towards the victim. Victim

declined prosecution at this

time.

Noise Ordinance
Violations

Public Safety officer assist-

ed the Clarion Borough with

serving an arrest warrant on
Dwyone Sanders, 22, of

409D Park Circle, for two

According to Public Safety,

unknown persons broke a
mirror off a vehicle parked in

Lot 5. Police are investigat

ing.

Burglary. Theft

According to Public Safety,

unknown individual(s)

entered a room on the 7th

floor of Nair Hall, taking a
black purse with the name
FOXY on it. $65.00 cash.

Discover Card, insurance

card and Social Security

Card were taken. Anyone
with information contact

University Police.
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Lifestyles
Theatre review

Picnic is a fine close for CUP's theatre season
by Jeff Chaffee

Picnic, the final show in the

2000-01 CUP theatrical season,

opened Tuesday night in the

Little Theatre. The show runs

though Saturday and starts each

evening at 8 p.m.

As many have come to expect,

the show offers a fine mix of

new and familiar faces, and the

entire cast is to be commended
for 100% fantastic acting all

around. The sets and costumes

were not anything to dismiss

either; Ed Powers and Myra
BuUington are to be recognized

as well.

The play itself is very good.

Yes, you just read that right, and

no, the other shoe is not about to

drop. I liked this show all the

way through (even if the end

dragged a little bit, it's a far cry

from the nine-hour "Death of

Jesus" scene in Jesus Christ

Superstar). And there's more:

no cussing, no dying, no drugs

(other than moonshine and ciga-

rettes), and no bizarre stuff

going on to distract you. No
kidding.

We see the story of the Owens
ladies: Mom Flo (Miranda

Scopel), eldest daughter Madge
(Megan Overholt), and

youngest Milly (the fantastic

and completely genuine Andrea
Smith). Enter a big shirtless

transient dude (that'd be Alex

Thompson) next door to them
who could pretty much make a

man want to date him, toss in a

"steady," too- 1952 boyfriend

(loved your shoes, Casey) with

ties to the bum and we've got

ourselves a hoedown. But that's

not all! Order in the next ten

minutes and we'll send you
three prim and psychotic

schoolmarms, a whipped
wanna-be fiance, and a kind-

hearted neighbor lady!

Every actor seemed complete-

ly at ease with their roles, some-

thing I have yet to see in any

play I have seen or been a part

of - something truly wonderful

when it happens. I mentioned

before the dead-on work of

newbie Andrea Smith (who

could have actually been my 15-

year-old sister, but Thompson's
portrayal of the charismatic, if

misguided, Hal was nearly per-

fect, and if it were up to me,
Danielle Garman would have

been locked in the looney bin

after her interpretation (no

insult intended, Ms. Garman).

For once, I really don't have

to say much about "how" to

watch the show. It's just a great

night out and an excellent end to

a season that left many people

scratching their heads. See you
all in the fall.

Photo courtesy of University. Relations

"Picnic": Left to right - Alex Tliompson, Andrea Smith
(seated), Miranda Scopel, and Megan Overholt.

Photo by Liz Potter

Can you guess where this week's landmark is? Look for
sights from Clarion every week in "Where In Clarion?"
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Today
•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•IHC Pizza Eating Contest (Ballentine) 6 pm
•IHC Name That Tune (Nair) 8 pm
•Track & Field at Penn Relays
•Softball at California 3 pm
•Wellness Fair (Tip) 9 am - 4 pm
Friday, April 27
•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•IHC Walleyball (Gem Racquetball courts) 6 pm
•IHC "Crazy" Pool

Relays (Tip pool) 8 pm
•Track & Field at Penn
State Relays

•UAB Little Sibs

Weekend
•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, April 28
•Professional Secretary

Week ends

•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•IHC Flag Football (Still

Field) 1 pm
•IHC Ultimate Frisbee

(Still Field) 4 pm
•Softball vs. Edinboro 1

pm

•Track & Field at Penn State Relays/Baldwin Wallace
•UAB Little Sibs Weekend
•MSS Recognition Dinner (TBA) 6:30 pm
•Spring gobbler season begins

•UAB Little Siblings Carnival (Pierce Lawn) 12 N - 4 pm
Rain site: Tip Gym
•Baseball vs. Edinboro 1 pm
Sunday, April 29
•Student Recital (Chap)

•IHC Capture the Flag (Gem Rotunda) 2 pm
•IHC Hall Wars end
UAB Little Siblings Weekend
•MSS Cookout (Wilk/Nair) 1 pm
•Black Arts Week ends

Monday, April 30
•Symphonic Band Concert (Aud)
8: 15 pm
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap)
3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem)
7:30 pm
Tuesday, May 1

•Today is deadline for PHEAA
application!

Wednesday, May 2
•Concert Choir Concert (Aud) 8

pm
•Track & Field at Slippery Rock

Movie review

The Wedding Planner is a waste
by Matt Green

Clarion Call Staff Writer

I love going to those run-

down cheap movie theaters.

You know the ones that are

only one or two dollars all

the time? My theory is "who
cares if the movie sucks,

because you're only spend-

ing a dollar?" Well, I only

spent a dollar to see the lat-

est Jennifer Lopez movie.

The Wedding Planner, and

when it was over, I wanted

my dollar back.

In this dramatic comedy,

Jennifer Lopez plays a tal-

ented wedding planner. She

plans weddings for the rich-

est and most elite people in

the world. You think with all

of her skills she would have

a man of her own, but she

doesn't. Instead, she sits at

home all alone every night

eating leftovers from her

weddings, and watching the

Antiques Roadshow on PBS. It was even touching when
Now, that part of the movie she was home alone,

was not bad, as it was inter- However, we now go from

esting to watch her pull off simple and sweet to so pre-

these over-the-top weddings, dictable you'll want to

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Matthew McConaughey and Jennifer Lopez share a
moment in the absolutely awful melodramatic romantic

comedy, ''The Wedding Planner, ' which is now showing.

vomit.

Lopez falls in love with the

groom (Matthew
McCougnehey) of one of the

weddings she is planning.

The rest is just a big cliche

of a mess. They fight, cry,

and fight some more. That's

about it.

It's a very standard roman-

tic comedy that doesn't

deviate from formulas at all.

It's a carbon copy of every

other movie in that vein that

you've seen before.

All in all. The Wedding

Planner is a weak attempt at

making us laugh, and kind of

insults our intelligence a bit

by actually thinking we
won't know what is going to

happen in the end. So, the

next time you only have a

dollar in your pocket, buy a

pack of gum or something,

just don't waste it on this

movie.
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Picnic is a fine dose for CUP's theatre season
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Picnic, the final show in the

2000-01 CUP theatrical season,

opened Tuesday night in the

Little Theatre. The show runs

though Saturday and starts each

evening at 8 p.m.

As many have come to expect,

the show otters a fine mix of

new and familiar faces, and the

entire cast is to be commended
tor 1009; fantastic acting all

around. The sets and costumes

were not anything to dismiss

either; Ed Powers and Myra
Bullington are to be recognized

as well.

The play itself is very good.

Yes, you just read that right, and

no, the other shoe is not about to

drop. I liked this show all the

way through (even if the end

dragged a little bit. it's a far cry

from the nine-hour "Death of

Jesus" scene in Jesus Christ

Superstar). And there's more:

no cussing, no dying, no drugs

(other than moonshine and ciga-

rettes), and no bizarre stuff

going on to distract you. No
kidding.

We see the story of the Owens
ladies: Mom Flo (Miranda

Scopel), eldest daughter Madge
(Megan Overholt), and

youngest Milly (the fantastic

and completely genuine Andrea

Smith). Enter a big shirtless

transient dude (that'd be Alex

Thompson) next door to them

who could pretty much make a

man want to date him, toss in a

"steady," too- 195 2 boyfriend

(loved your shoes. Casey) with

ties to the bum and we've got

ourselves a hoedown. But that's

not all! Order in the next ten

minutes and we'll send you

three prim and psychotic

schoolmarms, a whipped

wanna-be fiance, and a kind-

hearted neighbor lady!

Every actor seemed complete-

ly at ease with their roles, some-

thing I have yet to see in any

play I have seen or been a part

of - something truly wonderful

when it happens. I mentioned

before the dead-on work of

newbie Andrea Smith (who

could have actually been my 15-

year-old sister, but Thompson's

portrayal of the charismatic, if

misguided, Hal was nearly per-

fect, and if it were up to me,

Danielle Garman would have

been locked in the looney bin

after her interpretation (no

insult intended, Ms. Garman).

For once, I really don't have

to say much about "how" to

watch the show. It's just a great

night out and an excellent end to

a season that left many people

scratching their heads. See you

all in the fall.

Photo courier; ol LmveiMtN. Relations

"Picnic": Left to right - Alex Ttiompson, Andrea Smith
(seated"^ Miranda Scopel, and Megan Overholt.

Photo by Liz Potter]
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Today
•Drama Prod (I^T) 8 pm
•IHC Pizza Eating Contest (Ballentine) 6 pm
•IHC Name That Tune (Nair) 8 pm
•Track & Field at Penn Relays

•Softball at California 3 pm
•Wellness Fair (Tip) 9 am - 4 pm
Friday, April 27
•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•IHC Walleyball (Gem Racquetball courts) 6 pm
•IHC "Crazy" Pool

Relays (Tip pool) 8 pm
•Track & Field at Penn
State Relays

•UAB Little Sibs

Weekend
UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, April 28
•Professional Secretary

Week ends

•Drama Prod (LT) 8 pm
•IHC Flag Football (Still

Field) I pm
•IHC Ultimate Frisbee

(Still Field) 4 pm
•Softball vs. Edinboro 1

pm
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•Track & Field at Penn State Relays/Baldwin Wallace

•UAB Little Sibs Weekend
•MSS Recognition Dinner (TBA) 6:30 pm
•Spring gobbler season begins

•UAB Little Siblings Carnival (Pierce Lawn) 12 N - 4 pm
Rain site: Tip Gym
•Baseball vs. Edinboro 1 pm
Sunday, April 29
•Student Recital (Chap)

•IHC Capture the Flag (Gem Rotunda) 2 pm
•IHC Hall Wars end

•UAB Little Siblings Weekend
MSS Cookout (Wilk/Nair) 1 pm
•Black Arts Week ends

Monday, April 30
•Symphonic Band Concert (Aud)
8:15 pm
•Faculty Senate Mtg. (B-8 Chap)
3:30 pm
•Student Senate Mtg. (246 Gem)
7:30 pm
Tuesday, May 1

•Today is deadline for PHFLAA
application!

Wednesday, May 2

•Concert Choir Concert (Aud) 8

pm
•Track & Field at Slippery Rock

1
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Movie review

The Wedding Planner is a waciv

^'"SWW^'W'"-"''""WW

UZ7

by Matt Green

^
Clarion Call Staff Writer

\ love going to those run-

down cheap movie theaters.

You know the ones that are

only one or two dollars all

the time'' My theory is "who

caie^ ihe movie suck .

because you're only spend-

ing a dollar?'" Well. 1 only

spent a dollar to see the lat-

est Jennifer Lopez movie.

The Wedding Planner, and

when it was over, I wanted

mv dollar hack.

In this dram.atic comedy,

Jennifer Lopez plays a tal-

ented wedding planner. She

plans weddings for the rich-

est and most elite people in

the world. You think with all

of her skills she would have

a man of her own, but she

doesn't. Instead, she sits at

home all alone every night

eating leftovers from her

weddings, and watching the

Antiques Roadshow on PBS. L wa.- even touching when

Now, that part of the movie she home alone

was noi bad. as it was inter- }iowe\er. we now go fr*

estine to watch her pull off simple and sweet to so pre-

thesc over-the-top weddings, datable you'll want to

Photo courtesy of Yahoo! Movies

Matthew McConaughey and Jennifer Lopez share a
moment in the absolutely awful melodramatic romantic

comedy, "The Wedding Planner. " which Is now showing.

l..onez falls in lose with the

(Matthew

McC-ougnehey) ot one of the

weddings she is planning.

The rest is ju^i a big cliche

oi a mess. They fight, cry,

and light some more Tnai's

about it

Its a ver\ standard roman-

tic comedy that doesn'f

deviate from formulas at all.

l! arbon copy of every

other movie in that vein that

you've seen before.

All in all. The Wedding

Planner is a weak attempt at

making us laugh, and kind of

insults our intelligence a bit

by actually thinking we
won't know what is going to

happen in the end. So. the

ne.xt lime you only have a

dollar in your pocket, buy a

pack of gum or something,

just don't waste it on this

movie.

:)?»f1orm

pril 2/

/fy/i^yj»»»y/<wj»:
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London calling? More like Melbourne calling!f

hy Keith Cwilliin

Clark)!! Call Lifestyles Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM: The

Livin 5 nd. Roll On.

FOR FANS OF: A white

riot, lacko' Straight-up punk

with a mean sense of pop.

FOR FURTHER LISTEN-
ING: The Clash's selftitled

debut. Rancid's ...And Out

Come The Wolves, Social

Dist rtion's selftitled album.

Tho first thing observant lis-

tent will notice about The

Liv; > End's sophomore

rele :. Roll On, is that they

can : seem to decide what sort

of punk band they want to be.

Australia's biggest band is

having an identity crisis, and

what a glorious thing it is.

There are moments on Roll

On V, iiere the End take up the

yoke of political conscious-

ness. ;s in the labor-dispute

tale ot "Roll On." They sacri-

fice being politically fired up

for just being liquored up later,

shown by "Carry Me Home."

The End can sound like just

another garage band on

"Killing The Right," and have

more sheen than Blmk 182 on

"Staring At The Light."

Most of these stylistic

changes won't even register

with casual listeners. Most

people will hear Roll On and

say, "Hey, is this Green Day's

new album?" Which brings me
to the one unifying thread of

the album - its got more

catchy, get-iinder-your-skin

hooks than Billy Joe can shake

a guitar at.

Corporate punk, to be sure,

but so were the Clash, and

purists certainly don't com-

plain about them. And besides,

not many major-label artists

will slap a messy, steeped-in-

Jack Daniels ode to alcoholism

on their albums ("Carry Me
Home"). No values have been

compromised here, and the

Living End never seem to be

anything less or more than

what they are - three hard-

boiled punkers who are pas-

sionate about playing (incredi-

bly well) what they love the

most.

It's amazing to hear how
deftly they've avoided the

sophomore slump with Roll

On. All the tracks are careful-

ly constructed and concentrat-

ed bursts of purposely aimless

Hands, " and new wave ner-

vousness in "Pictures In The

Mirror" and "Staring At The

Light."

The album grabs you by the

jugular right from the start,

with "Roll On." I haven't

heard a punk-pop song this

this summer
and Earn College Credit

You CAN take that beach job or sumtoer vacation and still cam
college credit... through Westmoreland County Community
College's ONLINE classes and TELECOURSES.

WCCC online classes and tcleconrses count the same as traditioti-

al courses, except you complete coarsework at your own pace,

when it's most convenient for you. And, WCCC credits transfer to

many regional colleges and universities.

WCCC summer inline classes and telecourtes run
May 14-August 2. To see if online courses arefor ^ou, visit

http://u)ccc.blaekboard.com

View the schedule (Q www.westmoreland.cc.pa.us or

call 1-800 262-2103.

WeetmorelMid Coun^Community CoBcgc
^1^ ii7»-aooe

angst and inspired playing.

The lyrics, while certainly not

great, serve their purpose well,

and we all can't be Pete Shelly,

now can we? Aside from that,

the band's dynamic is incredi-

ble; the End sounds like

they've been playing together

for decades, something that is

belied only by their youthful

abandon and boundless energy.

Subtle hints of other styles

have crept into the mix, which

is a vast improvement over

their uneven debut. Watch for

ska influences in the skittery

guitars of "Blood On Your

unforgettable since the era of

Green Day's Dookie. Lead

singer Chris Cheney sounds

like the bastard son of Joe

Strummer and Chrissie Hynde,

a workingman's hero; savior of

the back streets and champion

of grimy, street-wise hard

rock. Guitars try to pummel
him down, but Cheney bites

back with hard-won optimism

that transcends the song's

beleagured dock workers,

"...our conscience in the gut-

ter/Our dreams up in the sky..."

- you'd be hard-pressed to sum
up the album more neatly that.

The End show that they've

mastered Rancid's British-

meets-American punk on

tracks such as "Dirty Man"
(you'll swear that it's Lars

Frederik;,on on this one...) and

"Read About It." Anthemic

choruses duel with welfare line

aesthetics and snotty vocals.

Even more impressive is

when they attempt to take up

the reigns of SoCal punk main-

stays Social Distortion.

Cheney pulls out his best Mike

Ness impersonation, which is

put to its most impressive use

on the galvanizing "Carry Me
Home." Buzzsaw guitars

that'll please both the surfers

and CBGB's crowd dwell

alongside unmerciful drum-

ming that will rattle the shot

glasses right off the shelves.

"All you need is alcohol... free-

dom's just another open bottle

anyway," bellows Cheney,

scaring off any AA members

unfortunate enough to be in the

vicinity.

And for all those Living End

neophytes out there, they've

been kind enough to tack on a

rousing live version of their

old hit, "Prisoner Of Society,"

taken from their debut.

After the final riff has been

plucked, and your ears are still

ringing from the assualt, the

Living End will stick with you

for quite a while. You'll won-

der why us Americans have

ignored this group, when

Austrailains have hoisted them

to superstar status. Roll On is

a tasty slab of punk worship

that'll have you singing along

even after (many) repeated lis-

tens. They really mean it,

man! 4 out of 5 stars.

Everclear concert this

Saturday!!!!!!

You can buy your tickets at the
Gemntell info Desk, or at the
door. Doors open at 6:30 pm

and the show starts at 7:30 pm.

I
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Getting naked with Skindive in the WHO Files
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff Writer

ARTIST/ALBUM: Skindive

ALBUM: Skindive (2001 1

Palm)

PUTS ME IN MIND OF: A
girly version of Spineshank's

The Height Of Callousness -

electronic metal with a siren's

voice.

FURTHER LISTENING:
Skunk Anansie's Post-

Orgasmic Chill, Drain STH's

Freaks Of Nature, Pet Pet.

MISC: Poke around the

band's site at www.skindive.ie

At the risk of sounding like a

completely sexist pig, I don't

usually jive on "chick music."

You're not bloody likely to get

me to sit through anything

Sleater-Kinney, the Donnas, or

even No Doubt has ever put on

a CD. Sorry.

But I've noticed something,

despite my anti-grrrl attitude:

when a woman fronts a hard-

rock outfit, the results can be

extremely intoxicating. The

she-angst of women scorned

(or even just kinda in need of

an outlet) paired with the syn-

thesizers, pounding drums, and

manhandled guitars of metal

makes for a truly unique listen.

Ireland's Skindive hits this

vein fantastically. The CD
seems rather unassuming as

you take it out and slide it in,

even offering you the choice of

playing with its enhanced fea-

tures or not (how cool is that?

I hate it when enhanced CDs
just fire themselves up). The

music kicks in hard early, and

the first crooning words of

vocalist Danielle Harrison (or

is it Gerry So and So?) came as

such a (pleasant) surprise that

1H

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^/^^KKKKK/^^KK^K^/^^^^^^^^B^^ "'•'^'"^

''^^

DESTINTA THEATRES mthe

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

DRIVEN PG-13

11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:20

ONE NIGHT AT McCOOL'S PG
11:301:30 3:30 5:307:30 9:30

TOWN AND COUNTRY R

12:00 2:15 4:30 6:45 9:00
(Sal Sun)

BRIDGET JONES'S DIARY R
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:15 9:15

CROCODILE DUNDEE PG

11:30 1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
(S«l Sun)

FREDDY GOT RNGERED R
11:00 1:00 3:0u 5:00 7:20 9:20

SPY KIDS
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00
(Sal t Sun)

ALONG CAME A SPIDER R|

7:00 9:20

Remember you can catch the

Golden Eagle Express to the

theatre. Check out the schedule

of bus times.

Playing Fri 27th Until i

Thur 3rd
|

v ., . ,-v..Xw.v.-.v.-.-.-.-Avw:

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWW.Destinta,com

S7.00 Adult

S4,50 Child & Senior

Student Oiscoynis

6e! a Si off when you show a

Clarion University iD

Valid all nig[i!sMTii€s:a,

. -. .:• ^<^v.v.v.^v:>w.:.vxKWWOW^W0

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.50 Tickets
..: v/i-Xv'vi'i-i-.vv.'X'V-x-;':'^

Ask about

Frequent

Movie Goer

and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

I was instantly drawn into the

disc itself. Standouts include

the razorwire dance club of "In

For The Kill," the plodding

drowsiness of "Space Age
Lullaby" and the lilting seduc-

tion of the album's title track.

While I'm not really willing

or ready to herald Skindive as

any kind of rock savior or pio-

neers, I could see the band

having success within the

same kind of realms that Coal

Chamber did. The good stuff

here, while plentiful, really

isn't a lantern in the dark or a

sign of things to come, but

rather solid, if programmatic

girl metal. A 3.75 out of 5

here. The album is a bit of a

rough gem (notice not a "dia-

mond"); I'd look for the band's

next effort before offering any

kind of long-term prognostica-

tion.

Hall Wars 2001 is going strong
by Kylee Ebersole

i\ssistant Manaping Editor

Hall Wars officially went

underway on April 22, 2001.

The current standings (includes

7 of the 15 total events) are, in

the male division: Wilkinson,

Campbell, and Ralston.

In the female division we
have Givan in first, then

Wilkinson, aqd finally

Campbell.

There are still many events

remaining in Hall Wars. On
Thursday, there will be a pizza

eating contest at 6 p.m. in

Ballentine Hall and "Name
that Tune" will be held that

day, at 8 p.m. in Nair Hall.

On Friday, the Walleyball

tournament will be held at 6

p.m. in Gemmell, and later the

pool relay at 8 p.m. in Tippin

Gymnasium.

Saturday brings us flag foot-

ball at 1 p.m., and ultimate

frisbee at 4 p.m., both at the

Still Field.

Finally, on Sunday, there will

be "Capture the Flag" at 2 p.m.

in the Gemmell Rotunda.

Competing in Hall Wars can

win you great stuff like t-shirts,

frisbees, and gift certificates.

In addition, the winning hall

in each division will be award-

ed a trophy.

Come out and support both

your residence hall, and

Interhall Council. See what the

"all" in "hall" is about.
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hoicks than Bill} Joe can shake

a guitar at

I'orporate punk, t.i Ic mjic.

but so were (he (.Mash, and

pui i ^; . I tdinlv don't cotn-

plain abiHit them. And besides.

no\ man\ major-label artists

\\ill slap a messy, steeped

Jack Dasiicis ode to aieoholistn

on their albums ^"Carry Me
Home ). .No \alues have been

eompronnsed here, and the

Living End never seem to be

anything less or more than

what they are - three hard-

boiled punkers vvhv> are pas

sionate about playing (incredi-

this Slimmer

and Earn College Credit
You CAN take that beach job or summer vacation and still earn

college crfdit... through Westmoreland County Community

College's ONLINE classes and TELECOUHSBS.

WCCC online classes and tclecourses count the same as tradition

al courses, except you complete coursework at your own pace,

when its most convenient for you And, WCCC credits tr.insfer to

many TC|ional colleges and universities.

WCCC summer online classes and teUccurses run

Mdji 14-August 2. To see if online courses arr for you, visit

htt ft:,'/ wccc.hlackhoard.com
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i punk-pop song this

angst and inspired playing.

The lyrics, while certainly not

great, serve their purpose well,

and we all can't be Pete Shelly,

now can we? Aside from that,

the band's dynamic is incredi-

ble; the End sounds like

they've been playing together

for decades, something that is

belied only by their youthful

abandon and boundless energy.

Subtle hints of other styles

have crept into the mix, which

is a vast improvement over

their uneven debut. Watch for

ska influences in the skittery

guitars of "Blood On Your

unforgettable since the era of

Green Day's Dookie. Lead

singer Chris Cheney sounds

like the bastard son of Joe

Strummer and Chrissie Hynde,

a workingman's hero; savior of

the back streets and champion

of grimy, street-wise hard

rock. Guitars try to pummel

him down, but Cheney bites

back with hard-won optimism

that transcends the song's

beleagured dock workers,

"...our conscience in the gut-

ter/Our dreams up in the sky..."

- you'd be hard-pressed to sum

up the album more neatly that.

The l:nd show that they've

mastered Rancid's British

meets .American punk im

tracks ich a^ "Dirty Man"

(NtHi'll swear that it".>, Lai^

f-rederiki.on on this one. .) and

Read About It" Ant hemic

choruscN duel wiili welL'.re liiu;

aesthetics and simtty vocals

Even more impressive is

when they attempt to lake up

the reigns of SoCal punk main

stays Social Distortion.

Cheney palls out his best Mike

Ness impersonation, which is

put to us most impressive use

on the galvanizing "Carry Me
Home." Buzzsaw guitars

that'll please both the surfers

and CBCiB's crowd dwell

alongside unmerciful diiun-

ming that will rattle the shot

glasses right off the shelves.

"All you need is alc(^hol. .tiee-

dom's just another open bolt!>.

anyway," bellows Cheney,

scaring off any \\ members

unfortunate enough to be in the

vicinity.

And for all those Living Lnd

neophytes out there, they've

been kind enough to tack on a

rousing live version of their

old hit, "Prisoner Of Society,"

taken from their debut.

After the final riff has been

plucked, and your ears are still

ringing from the assualt, the

Living End will stick with you

for quite a while. You'll won-

der why us Americans have

ignored this group, when

Austrailains have hoisted them

to superstar status. Roll On is

a tasty slab of punk worship

that'll have you singing along

even after (many) repeated lis-

tens. They really mean it,

man! 4 out of 5 stars.

Don'Oorget about the

Everclear concert this

Saturday!!!!!!

You can buy your tickets at the

Gemmell Info Desk, or at the
w

door. Doors open at 6:30 pm
and the show starts at 7:30 pm.
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Getting naked with Skindive in the WHO Files
by Jeff Chaffee

Clarion Call Staff W riter

ARTIST/ALBUM: Skindive

ALBUM: Skindive (2001 I

Palm)

PUTS ML IN MIND OF: A
girly version of Spineshank's

The Heivjil Of Callousness -

electronic metal with a siren's

voice.

FURTHER LLSTENING:
Skunk Anansie's Post-

Ori^asniu Chill, Drain STH's

Freaks Of Nature, Pet Pet.

MISC: Poke around the

band's site at www.skindive.ie

Al the risk of sounding like a

completely sexist pig, I don't

usually jive on "chick music."

You're not bloody likely to get

me to sit through anything

Sleater-Kinney, the Donnas, or

even No Doubt has ever put on

a CD. Sorry.

But Eve noticed something,

despite my anti-grrrl attitude:

when a woman fronts a hard-

rock outfit, the results can be

extremely intoxicating. The

she-angst of women scorned

(or even just kinda in need of

an outlet) paired with the syn-

thesizers, pounding drums, and

manhandled guitars of metal

makes for a truly unique listen.

Ireland's Skindive hits this

vein fantastically. The CD
seems rather unassuming as

you take it out and slide it in.

even offering you the choice of

playing with its enhanced fea-

tures or not (how cool is that?

I hate it when enhanced CDs
just fire themselves up). The

music kicks in hard early, and

the first crooning words of

vocalist Danielle Harrison (or

is it Gerry So and So?) came as

such a (pleasant) surprise that

rt'^ ' .i^ji.>di
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CLARION MALiI

i l\il©vie Schedulffii
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DRIVEN PG-13

11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:20
^mk

ONE NIGHT .AT McCOOL'S PG
11:30 1:30 3:30 5:Xi 7: 30 9:30

TOWN AND COUNTRY R

12:00 2:15 4:30 6:45 9:00

BRIDGET JONES'S DIARY R

11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:15 9:15

CROCODILE DUNDEE PG

11:30 1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30

FREDDY GOT FINGERED R
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:20 9:20

SPY KIDS
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00

ALONG CAME A SPIDER R

7:00 9:20

Remember you can catch the

Golden Eagle Express to the

tlieatre. Check out the sche(jule

o[ bus times.

:
Playing Fri 27th Until

Thur 3r(i % :'

Movie line

227-2115
Checkiaoutonthewebat

WWW,t3e$tinta.com .
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I was instantly drawn into the

disc itself. Standouts include

the razorwire dance club of "In

For The Kill," the plodding

drowsiness of "Space Age

Lullaby" and the lilting seduc-

tion of the album's title tiack

While I'm not really willing

or ready to herald Skindive as

any kind of rock savior or pio-

neers, I could see the hand

having success witlur, the

same kind of realms thai Coal

Chamber did. The good stuff

here, while plentiful, really

isn't a lantern in the dark sr a

sign of things to corns' but

rather solid, if programmatic

girl metal. A 3.75 out of 5

here. The album is a bit of a

rough gem (notice not a "dia-

mond"); I'd look for the band's

next effort before offering any

kind of long-term prognostica-

tion.

Hall Wars 2001 is going strong
by Kylee Ebersole

Assistant Managing Editor

Hall Wars officially went

underway on April 22, 2001.

Thecurrent standings (includes

7 of the 15 total events) are, in

the male division: Wilkinscm.

Campbell, and Ralston.

In the female division we

liave Givan in first, then

Wilkinson, arid finally

Campbell.

There are still many events

remaining in Hall Wars. On
Thursday, there will be a pizza

eating contest at 6 p.m. in

Ballentine Hall and "Name
that Tune" will be held that

day, at 8 p.m. in Nair Hall.

On Friday, the Walleyball

tournament will be held at 6

p.m. in Gemmell, and later the

pool relay at 8 p.m. in Tippin

Gymnasium.

Saturday brings us flag foot-

ball at 1 p.m., and ultimate

frisbce at 4 p.m., both at the

Still Field.

Finally, on Sunday, there will

be "Capture the Flag" at 2 p.m.

in the Gemmell Rotunda.

Competing in Hall War.s can

win you great stuff like t-shirts,

frisbees, and gift certificates.

In addition, the winning hall

in each division will be ;i\« ard-

ed a trophy.

Come out and suppor- ho\h

your residence h.ii:

Interhall Council. .Sec
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by David Miller

off the mark by Mark Parisi
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best pizza place in Clarion
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place to hang out. Take

the "best of survey on

the Clarion Call website at

www.theclarioncall.com
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spriiifi br^ak

ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapuko, Florida and MardiGras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$. Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun. Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREEH! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style! ! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.
))ei|ci)(>|c^)|e!fe3|c]f(9|c]f(^3tc%

SPRING BREAK 2001 ! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudentu^avel.com

for rent

Apartment for rent for 4 students.

Available Fall 2001/Spring 2002.

Call 814-354-2238 for details.

1 bedroom apartment in

Clarion. All utilities included.

$425 per month. 226-8561.
**********

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

Positions open for the 2001-2002

Clarion Call Executive Board

Edito^ln-Chlef

Managing Editor

ISIews Editor

LIfastyles Editor

Sports Editor

Ad Design Manager

Ad Sales Manager

Photography Editor

Business Manager

Copy and Design Editor

On-Line Editor

Circulation Manager

Secretary

Applications due

in the folder

outside The Call

office by April 26.

Elections will be

held on Sunday

April 29.

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
*i|c:<iit<«>|<if<:tiHi>l<4<*:tc*

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.

per person, per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person, per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

in town, on campus parking per-

mits available. Call 226-5651.

within walking distance from

campus. 227-1238.

H<:|<t*!|<«*><<H<>l<>l<*«>l<

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.

Available Summer 2001: apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.

**************

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school. Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2002 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.
**************

**************

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.

Apartment for rent for 5-6 stu-

dents for Fall and Spring semes-

ter. Located on Main Street. Call

226-4871 for details.

**************

Nice, quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

Two female roommates needed to

fill 5 bedroom house. Own bed-

room. Available May 15. For

more information call, 226-4028.
**************

**************

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Available Fall/Spring '01 -'02.

Very nice, fully furnished 3-4 per-

son apartments. 2 blocks from

campus. Cheaper than dorm rates.

764-3690.
**************

**************

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.

Available for summer. Very nice,

fully furnished apartments. 2

blocks from campus. Very reason-

able rates. 764-3690.
**************

**************

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.

SUMMER RENTALS: Three

bedroom houses next to campus

for up to four people. Only $800

total for entire summer. Only

good housekeepers need apply.

Gray and Co. 877-562-1020.

www.grayandcompany.net.
************** **************

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.
**************

Female roommate needed. Own
room, 3rd Avenue, $1200 per

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.

Roommates Needed: Fall/Spring

2001-02. Also available Summer

2001. Two female roommates

needed. Nice, furnished apart-

ment, one block from campus

with private parking lot. If inter-

ested or have any questions, call

223-9697. Ask for Amy or

Crystal.

**************

**************

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large Victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-5651 after 1 p.m.
**************

Available for Fall, Summer,

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

Winfield apartments now renting

for summer 2001, Fall 2001,

Spring 2002. Call 745-3121.
**************

House for rent, Fall and Spring, 4

students needed, 1/2 block from

campus, parking available for all

4 students. Call Ryan 814-227-

2999 or Rich 412-828-3865.
**************

House for rent for summer. 1-4

students, 1/2 block from campus.

call Rich 412-828-3865.
**************

Apartments available for summer.

help wanted

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment. Employment

from May 30-August 15. Nursing

positions available. (RN's and

LPN's) Call 814-542-2511. bea-

con l@penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp
}|c:|e>^:fc:fe))c)|e)|e3|c}|c;|o)(j|ci(c

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer

camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
**************

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusiundraiser.com three

hour ftindraising event. No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusftindraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusftindrais-

er.com
**************

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail oixler. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iwork4myselfcom.
**************

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

FT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

**************

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf,

volleyball, roller-hockey,

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, and

basketball! Nurses, kitchen and

operations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many
majors! June 16-August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call 1-800-544-5448. .

**************

Looking for student to care for 1 1-

year-old female and 7-year-old

male on a part-time basis this
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coming summer. Require skills in

basketball and swimming (family

pool in backyard). Family has

affectionate pet chocolate lab.

Must have own transportation to

and from residence approximately

4 miles outside of Clarion. Send

resume/letter/recomendations to

10674 Route 66, Clarion Pa

16214 or phone 764-3970 after

6:00 p.m.
**************

Great summer job! Start at $7.50

an hour. Earn commission and

bonus for painting houses with

Clarion Branch of Tuition

Painters. For more information,

call Andrea at 814-379-3855.
%^9(ei)c:(c9|c3|cjte)fc:|c](c4(3|c3t'

Attention: Own a computer? PUT
IT TO WORK! 500 dollars- 1000

dollars per month, www.twomore-

money.com/lamb or call

1-866-746-4836.

or sale

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell for

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

**************

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.
**************

Computer for sale. Windows 95,

CD drive, IBM formatted. $200 or

best offer. Call Debby at 223-9161

for details.

employmeitf

Employment for students in

Clarion, Jefferson, and surround-

ing counties. Interested and quali-

fied Clarion University students

will work 30-35 hours per week.

These jobs will consist of organiz-

ing and operating summer youth

activities in conjunction with local

municipalities and school dis-

tricts. Undergraduates will earn

$6.00 per hour and graduate stu-

dents will earn $8.00 per hour.

Students satisfactorily completing

450 hours of employment will be

eligible to receive a $1,113 schol-

arship. Interested students may

obtain applications in the

Partnerships for Education Office

(PEP) in the Special Education

Building. For more information,

call Marta Alexander or Karen

McNaughton at 393-2401.

Study Russian at Clarion! Clarion

students will once again have the

opportunity to study Russian lan-

guage and culture in the Fall

semester, 2001. Anyone interested

in enrolling in either Russian 101

(Basic Russian Language and

Culture 1) or Russian 306

(Twentieth Century Russian

Legacy) is invited to attend an

information session on

Wednesday, April 4 in room 1300

Becker from 2-3 pm, or from 3-4

pm. At these sessions Dr. Charles

Tichy, who will teach these cours-

es via ITV from Slippery Rock

University, will discuss how each

course is structured including

requirements and goals. The func-

tions of an ITV course arrange-

ment will be demonstrated.

Clarion students who have taken

Dr. Tichy 's Russian courses via

ITV will also be present to discuss

their experiences and achieve

ments with Russian via Interactive

Television. For further informa-

tion contact Dr. Horst in the

Modern Languages Department

of Clarion University, 393-2494,

eterhorst@clarion.edu.

( greek ads

Congratulations on a Great Greek

Week everyone! Love, ZTA
**************

Happy Brirthday Jenn, Brianne,

and Heather! Love your ZTA sis-

ters.

**************

Congratulations to all the frater-

nities and sororities with Greek

Week GOA.
**************

Diana, you did a good job with

Greek Week! Love your, 0^A
sisters

**************

Congratulations Diana on sister of

the week! Love your ©OA sis-

ters.

**************

We hope that everyone has a fun

and safe break! 0OA
**************

Happy 21st Birthday Jamie! We
love you and hope you have a

blast! Love your 02 sisters.

Come to 02S's car wash and bake

sale on April 29th from 1 1-4 at the

Wal-Mart! Hope to see you there.

**************

Amanda, keep up the fabulous

work! We're all proud of you!

Love, your future Phi Sig Sisters.

**************

Congratulations to all the sorori-

ties on their awards from the

recognition dinner. ©OA
**************

Maura, you did a wonderful job

with the recognition reception.

Love your GOA sisters.

**************

0SI Sisters, Great job with your

Division Conference. Keep shin-

ing. Happy 21st B-day to Kelly.

Happy B-days to Karen and

Jamie. Love your sweetheart.

Mike.
**************

Kelly, Happy 21st Birthday!

Have the best time ever! We love

you! Love, your 0S sisters.

Happy belated birthday to Kelly

Tomaszewski and Holly Bachner!

Love your AOE sisters.

:(t:ft)|t4ti|t4t)|eite%^:|t:|c^:(c

Happy 22nd birthday to Haylee

Becker! Love, AOE

AOE would like to send a special

congratulations to Laura Eilenfeld

and Jenna Katchur on their

engagements, we are all so happy

for you.
**************

Maura and Kylene, Please take

over my job as official scorekeep-

er for the Pigs. Make sure they

end the game in a different area

than they started. Thanks, I'll be

back to visit. Julie

**************

To the brothers of 0S, Thank you

for being a major part of the best

years of my life. Although I'm

graduating, I'll be back to visit

and share my opinions. You know

you can't get rid of me that easy.

Truly you guys are the best. I'll

miss you, Julie.

Casey, It might have been worth

it. I love you, Julie.

T *n V ^r ^ ^ •n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Geneva College
Graduate Programs
Master of Business Administration

Master of Arts in Counseling

Master of Education in Special Education

Master of Arts in Higher Education

(724)847-6697

masters@geneva.edu

www.geneva.edu

Jk
Geneva Colleoe
PRO CH^ISTO ST »A( '11*

3200 Col!ege Avenue

Beaver Falls, PA 15010

Happy Birthday Sabrina! Love

your ZTA sisters.

* :|i i|i :)ci(c« i|ci|t :)! * :ti « « *

Congrats Megan Pile on being

Greek woman of the year!

Great job to all sororities on

Greek Week! Love, ZTA.
**************

Way to go Zeta Tau Alpha on

Winning Greek Week!
**************

Thanks for such a great year Matt.

We'll miss having you as our cud-

dle bunny! Love, ZTA.

Congratulations Amy I Love, your

ZTA sisters.

OSK would like to thank Brother

Tim Conners for all of his work on

the Bowl-A-Thon. It wouldn't

have happened without you.
**************

<E>IK would like to thank Brother

Jeff Chaffee, for setting up the

composite.

Amy, Deb, and Jen, my dog is not

scary. She is a great dog and her

hair will grow back. Nancy
**************

To my bridemaids, thanks for a

great shower, especially the

unmetionables. Nancy

Nicole, thank you for being my
maid-of-honor. No one could do

it better than you. Nancy

Waylon, I'm glad that you finally

got to ride your bike. I'm happy

that you are going back to work

soon. Seven more weeks until the

wedding, and then I'll really start

to crack the whip. See you in

church on Sunday. Always,

Nancy.
**************

Jeff, I know that things have been

rough lately, but I love you and

will always be there for you.

Love, Jen.

**************

J.P., even though I always pick on

you, I will help you find your wal-

let any day. Jen.

**************

Erb, we will have to go shopping

again soon. I need some "pank" in

my wardrobe. Thanks for every-

thing and for always feeding me.

Love, JenSay.
**************

Paul, I had a great time on

Tuesday night. Hope to do it

again soon. Me
**************

What's up to my girls Katie, Kelly

and Sublima. Good luck on your

finals. Love ya, Jill

**************
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Sports
Clarion hosts Western Special Olympics sectional

by Stephanie Sutton

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Clarion University is proud to

host the 2001 Special Olympics

Pennsylvania Western Spring

Sectional. The event will be

held on April 29, 2001. This

Sunday, there will be up to 400

determined athletes participat-

ing under the guidance of over

130 coaches.

The Opening Ceremonies are

scheduled to begin at 9:30 a.m.

at the Memorial Stadium, where

athletes will be eager to partici-

pate. Athletes will compete in

aquatics, basketball, softball,

and tennis. The athletes travel

to Clarion from all over

Western Pennsylvania including

areas such as Allegheny,

Beaver, Butler, Clarion,

Dubois. Jefferson, Elk,

Cameron, Erie City, Erie

County, Lawrence, McKean,

Mercer, Venango, Warren, and

Washington.

The actual competition will

kick off at 10:15 a.m. and the

events will be located at differ-

ent sites on the Clarion campus.

The aquatics and basketball

sections will be held at the

Tippin Natatorium,

Gymnasium, and at the Student

Rec. Center. The track and field

events will be held at Memorial

Stadium, softball will be at the

Clarion County Community

Park, and the tennis events will

be on the campus tennis courts.

After working diligently to

fulfill their personal and team

goals, the athletes will then

attend the Closing Ceremonies.

At the Closing Ceremonies

there will be eleven basketball

teams and eight softball teams

chosen to attend the Summer

Olympics. The Summer
Olympics will be held at Penn

State University June 7-10,

2001.

The Event director and

Clarion student, Amanda Dodd

is working very hard at getting

the best volunteers together to

help all participants reach their

goals. There are approximately

200 volunteers from Clarion

University and the community.

Fraternities, sororities, univer-

sity athletes, coaches and stu-

dents will be assisting the par-

ticipants during this challeng-

ing event.

Special Olympics Pennsylvania

provides a year round program

in 22 Olympic-type sports to

adults and children with mental

retardation or closely related

developmental disabilities.

With the help of all the volun-

teers over the years, the (SOPA)

has grown from 135 athletes to

just about 25,000 over the past

30 years.

There is always room for

more volunteers to help these

special needs athletes to fulfill

their goals and make the

Special Olympics run success-

fully. Students are encouraged

to help the number of athletes

grow and succeed in this won-

derful program.

If anyone is interesting in

volunteering in the 2001 Special

Olympics,

please call

1-800-233-5161.

No experience is necessary.

Softball team takes one win/loss against Slippery Rock
by Ben Chandlee

Clarion CaU Staff Writer

The Clarion womens softball team

won a game, and lost a game in a double

header against Slippery Rock on

Tuesday April 24, at Slippery Rock

University.

Clarion lost a close first game with a

final score of 6-5, but rebounded to a

near annihilation during the second

game, winning 7-1.

During the first game, Kim Overholt

pitched for six innings while Allison

Stodart pitched for the final four. Erin

Gallagher had a home run during the

first game, sending the ball in a line

drive shot over the fence.

Emily Sowers also hit a home run dur-

ing the first game, aiding the Clarion

women. The score fluctuated back and

fourth throughout the entire game, mak-

ing it rough for the Golden Eagles.

Despite of the turning score, the ladies

put forth a good effort pitching and

playing.

"It was a tough game that came down

to the tenth inning and Slippery Rock

had two outs with a base hit that drove

them home for a victory," said Coach

Ron Baum about the first game.

The Golden Eagles were turned on and

ready for revenge during the second

game against Slippery Rock. Pitcher Jen

Reis, threw the entire game and gained

her first college victory. Sowers made

her second great contribution to the

games by hitting another home run,

bringing the Golden Eagles a well-

deserved victory.

"The team pulled together during the

game and everyone hit the ball," said

Kristen Dinkel.

Other highlights of the game included

a triple by Ashley Fleck, a double by

Kristen Dinkel, and Jess Waldman had

key singles in the game as well as

Kristina Strojny.

There are still two tough games left

and the team plans to stay strong in

order to bring home more victories.

"We would like to see more people at

the softball game on Saturday. It is the

last home game as well as Senior

Recognition Day," commented Sowers

concerning the game scheduled for

Saturday, April 28 at Memorial

Stadium.

"We feel we are mentally prepared

for the remainder of the season," com-

mented Dinkel.

"The team is coming together really

well and the remainder of the season

will provide some good competition,"

added Sowers.

The Golden Eagle softball team also

enjoys their new playing field very

much.

"It's nice to play on a great new field.

Thank you Mr. Carlson for the new

facilities and for making it happen for

us," added the team.

Courtesy of Johr\ Sowers

The Golden Eagle softball team gathers Into a pre-game huddle to get psy-

ched up for their first home game.

•www.theclarioncaIl.com'
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Barbell to host state champs and seminar
by Mark Watts

Clarion Call Staff Writer

The Barbell Club will kick

off the weekend by proudly

presenting the Grimwood
Strength Systems Seminar.
The Grimwood Power Plant

has produced numerous world

champion lifters and their

secrets are going to be
revealed in the seminar.

The seminar will be held on
Friday, May 4 at 8:00 p.m. in

Tippin Gymnasium. The cost

is free for Clarion University

students and only $5.00 for

non-students.

This will be a great oppor-

tunity for beginning lifters,

strength enthusiasts, and any-

one interested in general fit-

ness to gain some first-hand

knowledge.

Topics of discussion

include; exercise techniques

for the squat, bench, and
deadlift. Assistance work in

program development and
overall strength training

philosophies will also be

covered in the seminar.

On Saturday, May 5, the

Clarion Barbell Club will

host the Pennsylvania State

Open Championship Meet.
The meet will begin at 9:00

a.m. Saturday morning in

Tippin Gymnasium and run

throughout the day.

There will be a full power-
lifting category, which will

consist of the squat, bench-
press, and deadlift. There
will also be a bench-press

only category. So far, there

are approximately 30 lifters

participating from all over
the state.

There will be separate

weight classes and divisions

for the lifters. These cate-

gories include Open (all

ages). Novice (12 and under).

Junior (20-23), Teen (13-19),

Submaster (33-39), and

Master (59 and over). Entry

forms are available at the

Rec. Center. Clarion hosts

are expecting a great meet
with many big lifts.

Soorts

Information for the Powerlifting Meet

and

Strength Seminar

are available in the Student

Recreation Center or by visiting

http://eagle.clarion.edu/~student/s mi watts/default,html.

The Barbell Club hopes to see every-

one participating for a great

powerhfting weekend!

pi
Trivrivia
The answer to

the last

issue's ques-
tion is 1992-

1993. Tiiis

weel('s ques-

tion is: Wlio
led tlie NFL for

the Jaguars in

1996 with

4,367 passing

yards?

INTRAMURAl. WWlfS
Doug Kncpp - Immmural, Recreation, & Fitn«»8 Director

Recreation Center phone: 393-1667

4/26/01

GolfTouniament
Monday & Tuesday, 4/30-5/1

The Intramural spring scramble it staled for

next week! Teams of four players may
compete at any time during these two days.

You are responsible to make your own tee

times, and follow all course rcgulationi.

The IntramuraJ department will pay half of

the normal green fees for 18 holes. Carts

arc optional and arc not includ«l. This is a

best ball scramble, with a scorecard play-off

if necessary. Half price cost for students is

$5 per person.

•Call Clarion Oaks GdfClub at 226-8888.

^^^^^^^^M -X

In-line Hockey R^ults!
Wedn^day4/18;

Studio Mullet 4 Mother Pudceti 2

Ne&riou$Rollm3 Binge Drinkers I

Thursday 4/19:

Nefitfious Rollers 4 Free Agents 3

Tuesday 4/24:

Free Agents 2 Mother Puckers 1

Binge Drinkers 3 Flyguins I

Studio Mullet 7 Ne&rious Rollers 1

Womea'i SmtS Toarnameiit Actioof!

Power Liltliig Meet
Saturday, May 6

Spring Gobbler - Longest Beard
Beards due in Friday May 1

1

FisUng Derby - Longest Trout
Best catch due by Friday, May 1

1

5 on S Basketball CHAMPS!
Nail biting excitem<mt marked this year*s

5 on S Championship B8^ed}all Tournament.

Capturing the crown in the women's division

was "Why Try**. In the men's division the

NIT went to "And T, while 'Da-Bncks" won
the coveted NCAA championship. Both the

men*s games canw right down to the wire, as

Dt-Brkks edged SPAF. 56-51. It was And 1

in a seesaw i»ttle over PaccUa's MBX by a

I
final score of42-37.

Softball Tournnment
Saturday, April 28

Co-Rec, Doable ElimiMtfoa TottraaiiiMt

We will also be having a barbeci^ in the

afternoon. Cost is $20 per team to help

pay for food, Rostcrlimit is 15 players,

and at-lcast 5 should be women.
Tournament is limited to the first 8
teams that pay the registration fea. At
press time there were 3 spots left, if you
haven't paid - you're not registered!!

Paintbali Mega Game
Sunday, ApiiJ 29 at Briar ffill Paintbali

Transponatton will be provided. C^unes start

atl2nooii. Cost for students is $35 and
includes field fee, rental equipment, and 500
rounds of paint! IfyoulovepiindMU->(k»i*t
miss this one. over 100 people are expected!

Idli&l&i - Thursday, May a''

Ifyou think you*ve got what k takes...

Rf^sternowfbrouramnialTritfhkxL This

grueling event includes a 500-yard indoor

swim, a 10-mile road bike race» followed by a 3

mile nm!
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Track and Field

Eagle track and field teams take tri'

by Bethany Bankovich

^^
Clarion Call Sports Editor

On Saturday April 21, the

Golden Eagle track and field

teams competed in a tri-meet

against Edinboro and lUP.

Both men and women domi-

nated the meet. This was the

first time the mens team

defeated lUP at this event.

The womens record is current-

ly 6-1 while the men are 5-3.

The womens results are as

follows: In the 100 yard dash,

Ginnie Fleming brought home
a second while Kristy

Shoemaker took a close third.

Fleming came back to take a

third in the 200 yard dash

while Andrea Barge took fifth.

In the 400, Nicole Morret

scored points for Clarion with

a third place finish while

Kathryn Szafran followed in

fourth.

In the distance events, Jen

Boerner captured a second in

the 800 while Wendy Kengor
brought in a fifth. The 1500

had the team of Jen Boerner

and Allison Borek who took a

fifth and seventh respectively.

The quartet of Kelly Null,

Borek, Gayle Spect, and

Hillary Rectenwald carried

the 3000 with third, sixth,

eighth, and ninth place finish-

es. Null came back to win the

5000 while Daria Diaz cap-

tured fourth.

In the 100 hurdles. Barge

brought home a first place fin-

ish and was followed by Laura

Crago in second, Cheri

LaFlamme in fourth, and Jen

Klock in fifth. In the 400 hur-

dles, Crago took second while

LaFlamme followed in third.

Kengor was the lone Clarion

finisher in the 3000 steeple-

chase with a second place.

Both the 4x100 and 4x400

relays from Clarion finished

in second place.

In the field events, Melissa

Yearous captured a first place

in the high jump while Leah

Fennell followed in second

and Klock in sixth. Yearous is

currently the only NCAA
qualifier on the team.

Ellie Till brought in a first

place finish in the pole vault

event, clearing nine feet.

George finished in second and

Fennell brought in a fourth.

Five Golden Eagle women
placed in the long jump event

with Kristy Shoemaker lead-

ing the way with a second

place. Allison Loll captured a

fourth, followed by Till in

fifth, George in sixth, and

Klock in seventh.

In the triple jump, Fennell

captured a gold for Clarion

while Shoemaker brought in a

second, and George took

fourth.

In the throwing events, Julie

Evenowski won the shot put

event and was followed by

Julia Jackson in third and

Klock in fourth. Liz Eury

placed second in the discuss

event, while Jess Crouch

brought in a fifth, and Jackson

in seventh. Evenowski cap-

tured another first in the

javelin event while Carey

Bullman took second, Crouch

brought home a third, and

Klock finished fourth.

On the mens side, Brandon

Phillips captured a third place

in the 100 while Tim Fabrizi

took fourth. Phillips came
back with another third in the

200, Fabrizi captured another

fourth and was followed by

Donovan Karki. Karki stepped

up in the 400 and finished sec-

ond.

In the 800, Gerry Smith

brought in a first place finish

while Shane Krause finished

fourth. The 1500 had three

finishers consisting of John

Snyder, Joe McDaniels, and

Colin McGlone who took

sixth, eighth, and ninth

places.

Four runners placed for

Clarion in the 5000. Matt

Mastarone brought in a sec-

ond while Fan King took

sixth, Jason Bochert took sev-

enth, and Snyder took ninth.

In the 100 and 400 hurdles,

Ben Steingrabe finished sec-

ond for Clarion and was fol-

lowed by Gregg Wade in third.

In the final individual event

for for the men, Dave
Duriancik and Brad Walker

brought home a one-two fin-

ish in the 3000 steeplechase.

The Clarion relay took a

first in the 4x100 relay and a

second in the 4x400 relay to

conclude the running events

of the meet.

Courtesy of 2001 Track Team

Melissa Yearous won the high jump at the tri meet against
Edinboro and lUP. She has also qualified for NCAAs in the
event.

In the field events. Burns captured a second in

Steingrabe and Wade took the shot put while John Krol

third and fourth in the high took fifth and Wade finished

jump. Kenny Ross captured eighth. Krol stepped u ) in the

the only finish in the pole discuss event, finishing third

vault, finishing first. In the and was followed by Wade in

long jump, Steingrabe fin- sixth. In javelin, Justin Wise
ished second while Gilbert took tiiird, Burns captured

Todd came in fourth, followed fifth, and Krol finished in sev-

by Wade in sixth. The triple enth, respectively,

jump had two finishers from The Golden Eagle track and
Clarion. Todd finished in first field team will travel to the

place and Steingrabe took

fourth.

In the field events, Bill

Penn Relay meet at PennState

University on April 26-27 to

compete against many other

Golden Eagle golf team places second at PSACs
by J.P. Kenney

Clarion Call Editor-in-Chief

Anthoney Tacconelli's third

straight All-PSAC performance

helped lead the Clarion

University golf team to an

impressive second place finish

at the PSAC Champioships last

weekend.

Contested on the par 72

6,569 yard layout of the Hawk

What eliel yov Jo la;t s^t^t^eri
i2\r^ ovcK $\0^000,00

Live in Ocean City, Maryland, be part of the tradition.

Telescope Pictures.

Northend Studio is looking for the right people for its 2001
season staff Work on the beach. No experience necessary.

Are you highly motivated? Do you like the beach?

Are you good with people?

if so. Call 1-800-260-2184 today

or apply direcdy at www.Northendstudio.com

Valley Golf Course, the golden

eagles posted a two day total of

623. The total edged out West

Chester by one shot for second

place.

lUP captured the conference

championship with a 598 total.

The Golden Eagles were

paced by their junior Anthony

Tacconelli who shot rounds of

74-78. Not far behind him,

Dave Lachina a junior college

transfer played well firing a

opening round 73 followed by

an 80 to finish seventh individ-

ually. Tacconelli earned a fifth

place finish for his efforts.

Ryan Peffer chipped in for

the first round with a 79 as did

Matt Biddington with an 80.

Stepping it up in round two

was another junior college

transfer Steve Rodgers'who
shot the low for the golden

eagles on day two with a five

over par 77.

Individually Ryan Sikora

won with a pair of 7rs for a

two day total of 142.

Following him was teammate,

Sam Varano who posted a 146

total after two days.

Rounding out the team com-

petition after West Chester was

Millersville in the fourth spot

at 629, Slippery Rock in fifth

at 640 and for the first time the

Kutztwon women played

shooting a 791 total.

The Kutztown women were

added after Edinboro dropped

its golf program two years ago.

In accordance with PSAC rules

it is mandatory for a PSAC
Championship to have six

teams competing.

With the end of the confer-

ence championship, the Golden

Eagles season comes to an end.

Next years' team promises to

be highly competitive as all

five starters from the PSAC
Championships are returning.

Tennis

Tennis team finishes seventh in PSAC championship
by Aaron Mitchell

Clarion Call Staff Writer

Head Coach Jamie Bero led a

young Golden Eagle Lady

Tennis Team in a strong sev-

enth place showing in the

PSAC Conference

Championship in Bloomsburg

last weekend. Clarion tied

West Chester for seventh place

in the tournament.

Coach Bero stated, "This was

the best they played all year."

When she was asked, What was

the difference in their perfor-

mances? Without hesitation

she said, "mental focus."

In the tournament Clarion

drew California the first round.

Cal may have thought they had

the first round in the bag

because they beat The Lady

Eagles just six days prior in a

match at Millersville. Clarion

came out ready to fight for

every point, and they were

focused. Clarion's Erin Glatz

and Jen Spaid were eager to

even the score with a pair of

girls from Cal. Glatz lost to

Linda Escobedo last week in

two straight games. This week

she more than evened the score

by defeating her when it count-

ed in a battle of mental tough-

ness. She won two mentally

straining games, which went to

the tiebreaker. The games were

both tied at 6 and she proved to

be the dominant player by win-

ning 7-3 and 7-4 in her

tiebreaker games.

Glatz also avenged a doubles

loss with her partner Cara

Bobish as they beat Olga

Gonzalez and Linda Escobedo.

One week ago they lost in the

tiebreaker game 9-7. This time

around Glatz and Bobish got

the last word of the season win-

ning a solid 8-6 game.

Without a doubt Jen Spaid

deserves to be considered one

of the heroes of the event. A
Psychology major from

Johnstown, she proved that she

learned from her close 7-5, 6-4

loss against Lori Casper last

week as she smoked her 6-2

and 6-1 in her match. Coach

Bero was especially pleased

with how well Spaid played

this weekend.

Spaid, Glatz, and Bobish all

turning their losses into wins

this weekend were the key fac-

tors of the Lady Eagles advanc-

ing to the quarterfinal round.

They avenged a 5-3 loss last

week with a 5-3 win this week

when it really mattered.

Head Coach Jamie Bero stat-

ed, "They knew every point

counted." S'.ie believed it was

the small battles that helped

them with the big picture.

Clarion next moved on to the

quarterfinals to face

Bloomsburg. The experience

of the Huskies was too much

for the Eagles. The Eagles

dropped the match 9-0. The

Huskies then made it to the

finals by defeating

Shippensburg 5-0. In the finals

they dropped the ball by loos-

ing to Millersville 5-3.

Coach Bero was happy with

the performance of her team.

She is excited for the future of

the Lady Eagles Tennis Team,

the Lady Eagles have one

freshman, and the rest are

sophomores. The youth of this

team has competed well with

the experience of the PSAC.

the Lady Eagle Tennis Team

seems to be constantly improv-

ing. All of them have at least

two years of NCAA eligibility

left.

Coach Jamie Bero also is

excited about some potential

recruits. If you take all of

these things into consideration,

The Lady Eagles may be a

force to be reckoned with the

next two years. Their progres-

sion should be really fun to

Three named to PSAC Winter Academic Top Ten
Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion University's Megan

Tracy (Sr. Jacobus/Dallastown),

Bob Topper (Sr. Hanover/New

Oxford) and Gary Aughinbaugh

(Jr. Chambersburg ) were honored

recently by the PSAC
(Pennsylvania State Athletic

Conference) by being named as

recipients of the conference's

"Winter Top Ten" award.

The Sports Information Directors

of the PSAC vote on this award

from a distinguished list of stu-

dent athletes representing all four-

teen universities in the SSHE. The

award recognizes the top five

female and male student athletes

for all winter sports teams includ-

ing mens and womens basketball,

mens and womens swimming and

wrestling.

Each of the 14 PSAC schools are

permitted to nominate two female

and two male candidates. Each

nominee must have a minimum

QPA of 3.25 and be a starter or a

key reserve on their respective

teams.

Tracy, a senior and tri-captain of

the 2001 Golden Eagle Swimming

and Diving team, has a 3.79

cumulative GPA and is an

Elementary Education major. In

2001 she capped a brilliant career

in the pool earning four NCAA
Division II All-America placings

to finish her career as a 16-time

Division II All-American. In 2001

she helped lead the Golden Eagles

to a 7-2 dual meet record, a 2nd

place PSAC finish and a 6th place

ending at the Division II

Nationals.

Individually she placed 5th in

the 100 back, 12th in the 200

back, while the 200 medley relay

was 8th and the 400 medley relay

was 9th. Tracy was also the

PSACs runner-up in the 200 back

and third in the 1(X) back.

Tracy's top individual season was

in 1999 when she won both the

1 (X) and 200 backstroke events at

PSACs, then went on to place 3rd

new
purser ha\^e finaKy

arrWe<i at

Images of
the West

|6lS Main St.l Has Chat^pa /ncen^e
Clarion I Is Back!
116-5573

in the 100 back and 4th in the 200

back at the Division II Nationals.

In her four seasons Tracy helped

Clarion captured 2 PSAC titles

(2000, 1998) and post two PSAC
runner-up finishes. At Nationals,

Clarion was third in 1998, 4th in

1999 and 2000 and 6th in 2001.

She is a member of SAAC
(Student Athlete Advisory

Committee) and is a four-time

Clarion and three time PSAC
Scholar Athlete.

Topper, a senior and captain of

the wrestling team, has a 3.59

cumulative GPA and is an

Elementary and Early Childhood

Education major. In 2001 he had

his best wrestling season for the

NCAA Division I Golden Eagles.

Topper posted a 21-12 record at

184-pounds and captured the

PSAC individual title at 184. He
also placed 6th at the EWL's and

was a first alternate wild card

selection for the NCAA's. He also

won the Slippery Rock Open and

placed third at the Ashland Open.

A four-time PSAC and Clarion

Scholar Athlete, Topper red-shirt-

ed the 2000 season. He posted a

17-20 mark in 1999 and placed

4th at the EWL's and PSACs at

184. In 1998 at 190-pounds he

was 6th at PSACs while posting a

6-10 record. Clarion posted an 1 1-

3 dual meet record in 2001 and

was third in the EWL's dual meet

season with a 5-2 league record.

Aughinbaugh, a junior, has a 3.61

cumulative GPA and is a finance

major. A sprint freestyler and but-

terfly specialist, Gary had a strong

performance at the 2001 PSAC
Championships. He placed 2nd in

the 50 freestyle, was 8th in the

100 butterfly, and helped four

strong relays. The 200 medley

relay finished first, while the 4(X)

medley, and 200 and 400 free

relays were all second place fin-

ishers with Aughinbaugh con-

tributing. At the NCAA Div. II

Nationals he helped four relay

teams earn A-A status. The 200

free relay was 5 th, the 400 free

relay was 9th, the 800 free relay

was 10th and the 200 medley

relay was 11th. In 2001 Clarion

posted a 6-1 dual meet record,

placed 2nd at the PSACs and 11th

at the NCAA D-II

Championships.

A 3-fime Clarion and two-time

PSAC "Scholar Athlete", Gary

was a 2-time D-II All-American in

2000 and is now a 6-time Ail-

American, along with being a

multiple time PSAC finalist in

individual events. Aughinbaugh

has helped Clarion also finish sec-

ond at PSACs in 1999 and 2000.

Clarion notched three PSAC Top

Ten winners this year which was

the most of any PSAC school.

Shippensburg and West Chester

had two awardees, while Lock

Haven, Cal and Slippery Rock had

one each. Clarion also had one in

the Fall Top 10 with Tab Musser

earning the award, giving Clarion

four out of the 20 named this year.

Clarion has led all PSAC schools

in percentage of scholar athletes

among the 14 PSAC schools for

the last three years.

3 on 3 Basketball

Do you think you have skills?

Are you taking summer classes?

Then sign up for the Inaugural Clarion LadyCat Booster

Club

3 on 3 Basketball Tournament.

The tournament will be divided into six age appropriate

brackets for boys and girls.

Held at the Clarion Area High School Gym on

Saturday June 2, 2001.

The cost is $30 per team -4 players per team.

Questions? Call Keith Williams at

814-226-4590.
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April 30th thru May 12th
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Souvenir

Does not include graduation

or special order items

Cann<H be used with

any cd^r coupon or offer

Center
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE Avahabue on-une

TEXTBOOKS AND MORE.

WWW.CLARI0NST0RE.COM
You CAN RESERVE YOUR ORDER TO PICK UP AT 1HE STORE OR HAVE IT SHIPPED TO YOU

We have more used books at 2S% off

(FORKST^HllON (ffU^TEA SIGN UP AS SOON ASY#
lECr BOOKS OTLL BE READY fOR Y(HJTOPKX UP WHENYOU MEHIHTO SCROOIf)

Or SItH> BY OUR SIOREWe HAVE ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR AU, YOUR texts!

Support YOUR STORE AND HELP KEEP YOUR FEES DOWN.
wmi ffX tl4-3§S>2(»y

May 3, 20( 'The first draft of Clarion University history. VOLUME 86, ISSUE!

I

Student Senate Executive Board 2001-02

Graham Hermanns/ The Clarion Call

The new Student Senate executive board is in piace. From left to rigtit Wendy Kengor Parlimentarian, Missy Gring Vice

President, Ben Cliervenal< President and Tom Clopp Treasurer

Everclear concert contains "musical highs"

by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifestyles Editor

On Saturday, April 28, Clarion

University was treated to unbe-

lievable musical highs (and equal-

ly unbelievable lows) courtesy of

big-league rockers Everclear,

along with opening bands

Mayfield Four and Flipp.

As the crowd slowly filtered in,

I staked a place out on the side-

lines toward the front. I've been

moshed into oblivion at shows

before, and decided to sit this one

out safely.

The lights dimmed, crowd noise

abated to a dull roar, and sudden-

ly, the synthesized strains of the

Close Encounters Of The Third

Kind theme were played. Amidst

this, Flipp took to the stage.

Decked out in an assortment of

wild garb, including Insane

Clown Posse/KISS facepaint and

mile-high purple mohawks, Flipp

first gave the impression that we
were about to see something oth-

erworldly. Unfortunately, Flipp's

cheesy and crunchy ait-rock is

about as earthly as it gets (say,

cow dung).

Cranking out predictably dumb
rock songs that combined Duran

Duran-ish hooks with a grunge

attack and Sex Pistols sneer, Flipp

«••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••

seemed more interested in inciting

the audience to flip them the bird

than playing well.

With titles like "Cock In The

Rock," "Hairdo," and "Half A
Brain" (at least they got some-

thing right) you can get a slight

hint of the depths of Flipp's

sophomoric mook-ness.

For the final insult to good musi-

cal taste, Flipp covered (or tried

to) Black Sabbath's "Iron Man"

and the Knack's "My Sharona." I

so wished for Ozzy to appear on

stage, mistake Flipp's frontman

for a dove and proceed to chow

down.

After Flipp left the stage in a

www.theclarioncalLcom

blaze of rocket backpacks and the

sound of my heaving stomach, it

was time for the Mayfield Four

to hit the stage.

Foregoing crowd banter, the

Mayfield Four relied on their

music to win over the crowd,

rather than cheap parlor tricks and

middle fingers. From all indica-

tions, their approach worked, as

the crowd was bouncing in time to

the tried-and-true alt-grunge mix.

Hell, after hearing Flipp, the

Mayfield Four sounded like the

Beatles.

See 'Everclear' Page

New senate

exec, board

installed

by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call

Assistant News Editor

Four members of Student Senate

have recently been elected to the

2001-2002 Executive Board.

During the April 30 meeting, for-

mer Treasurer Ben Chervenak was

elected President by acclimation

after being nominated by Senator

Missy Gring.

The upcoming term will be

President Chervenak's third year

as a member of Student Senate.

He served as the 2000-2001

Treasurer and chair of the

Appropriations Committee. In

addition, he served as a member of

the Executive Committee.

President Chervenak said, "I am
extremely honored to be the new

president for Senate. I think that

we have built a very strong

Executive Board, and I feel that

next year will be a very productive

year."

In regard to next year's plans.

President Chervenak said, "I want

to look into the restructuring of the

CSA Board of Directors. I also

want to look into the vending

machine policy as well as the

restructuring of the Student Affairs

Division. Those are just some of

the very first issues I'd like to

address next year."

After former President Brian

Sowa passed the gavel on to

President Chervenak, nominations

began for the office of Vice

President.

See 'Senate' Page 8

#•••«••##••#••»••••##»
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nNALS...yes they are here again! Now the stress, all-

nighters, and panic attacks start all over again. Break out

the coffee, it is going to be a long week.

We think that finals week is the most pleasant week of the

whole semester.

You don't have all of your classes in the same day that you

usually do, and you get to sleep in. It also means that you

are almost done.

Some think that cumulative finals should be illegal here at

Clarion University.

The only reason profs think they are easy is because they

know everything in that subject. After all, they are teaching

the subject at a college.

Some don't mind finals week, they mind the week before

finals. The week before finals is pure hell.

So many things are due is such a short amount of time.

There is only so much that we can do.

Some believe that finals week is the best week of the

semester because it means that the semester is almost done

and over with. Plus, you only have around four classes to

attend for the whole week compared to the grueling 10 or

12 of a usual week. Then we have summer break to look

forward to.

Others say that when they hear the word FINAL, they start

to stress out even before the week is here. They don't want

to pull all-nighters and they also don't want to pull their hair

out of their head.

Some people love finals week because of Senior Week.

They don't worry about finals, they just worry about show-

ing up on time for Senior Walk. Who needs to study when

you can hit all the fine bars here in Clarion?

Well, don't start panicking already. You still have four

more days until the stress begins. Just think, it will all be

over before you know it.

Student Opinion

Being Up Front at a Concert
by Tron Valentine

Contributing Writer

Anyone who has ever been to

a concert knows the importance

of a really good concert seat. The

closer you are to the stage, the

closer you are to the action, as

well as the artist that is perform-

ing. Plus it doesn't hurt to brag a

little that you had a better seat

than some of your friends whot

went to the same show. Still

everyone knows that the closer to

the stage you get, the more dough

your are going to have to shell out

for your seat. This fact is

unavoidable.

So let's just say that your

favorite band is coming to town

and you camp out by the phone on

that rainy Saturday morning that

tickets go on sale. Before you

know it, it's 10 a.m. and it's time

to make that disappointing first

phone call in which a busy signal

is almost inevitable. But wait, oh

my God it's ringing, and by some

divine miracle you manage to get

front row seats. You are so excit-

ed, you seem to forget about the

$200 plus that will appear on your

credit card statement next month.

So you're all pumped because

you figure there is no better seat

than the one that you have just

been immensely overcharged for.

Well, I've got one. As the matter

of fact, I've had one at almost

every concert that has come to

Clarion in the past two and a half

years. So when you are being

crushed up against that steel barri-

cade looking at the band with

every last breath, I am very com-

fortably looking at you with my
left arm resting on the stage. But

that still isn't the best part. The

best part is I didn't have to pay a

dime for where I am standing.

How do you feel about those front

row seats now? I mean don't get

me wrong, front row seats are

great, but I am so close, I go ho, ne

with the performers sweat on my
shirt. What am I doing you may

ask? I am one of those guys in

front of the barricade working

security for the show.

Another great thing about this

experience is that it is right here at

Clarion and you too, yes you, can

be a part of it. If you ever won-

dered who brings these concerts

to our little secluded "neck of the

woods" it is none other than our

very own University Activities

Board. Anyon who wants to work

any show that comes to Clarion,

can go and sign up in the UAB
office a month or two prior to the

concert date. You can be involved

with almost any part of the pro-

duction from set-up and take-

down, hospitality or security.

And the best part is that because

we all pay that $250 activity fee

with our tuition, it's all free! Over

the past few years of working

University sponsored shows, I

have not only learned a great deal

about how much work it really

does take for a concert to take

place, but I have also had the

chance to be involved with those

productions. Not to mention hav-

ing the chance to meet and hang

out with some very notable and

famous musicians at the time. I

mean, it's not every day that you

get to take a walk across campus

to Hart Chapel with the lead

singer of Tonic. (Don't ask, he

thought it was cool looking and

wanted to check out the inside I

guess.) In the time I have been

working shows I have met big

time bands such as Blues

Traveler, Lit, Garbage, Tonic,

Earth to Andy, Buzz Poets, and

as of last Saturday, Flipp, The

Mayfield 4, and the star attraction

Everclear. (Which by the way

was a stellar performance for

those of you who missed it

because you went home).

So what is a day of working a

show like? Until the Toby Keith

show, it usually started the night

before at around 9 p.m. with the

arrival of the stage for set-up. But

for Saturday's Everclear show,

work started at 7 a.m. with the

stage set-up. After the stage is

set-up, it is time for the real "load

in" to start. Two semi-trucks, fol-

lowed by a large coach bus that

houses the tour crew will begin to

arrive shortly after the stage is up

and ready. The first semi usually

contains all of the band's instru-

ments, stage equipment, some

lighting, and all the necessary

cords, cables, and power supplies

needed for the show. The second

truck will usually house the entire

P.A. system, the rest of the light-

ing, and any other miscellaneous

items that are required.

All of the contents of those

trucks need to be wheeled into the

gym where they will be placed on

and off stage according to where

they will be set up.

This is where the stage crew

that the UAB assembles gets to

interact with the touring crew in

the entire set up process of the

concert.

After everything is off the

trucks and into the gym, the set-

up can begin. Set-up usually

takes between five and six hours.

See 'Tron' Page 6
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Hide Park

Jacqueline Mclellan

Mrs. Dolores Kaczmarek has

been waking up at four in the

morning every day for the past 18

years. She gets up early to put on

her make-up and curl her short

brown hair. She stands a mere

5 '4" and weighs as much as a

feather. At first glance you would

think she's a fragile human, but

deep inside she's as strong as an

ox. I watched as she tied on her

black grease-stained apron. "I

didn't have a choice. I had to

raise four children on my own,"

she said. "Now my only excuse is

that I don't know what to do with

myself."

Dolores became a waitress in

1981 for King's Family

Restaurant in Crafton,

Pennsylvania. It's a quaint restau-

rant with antiques and pictures of

landscapes lining the walls. It's a

place where you can get home-

made ice cream and a warming

smile; where there's always a con-

versation brewing, whether it's

with a regular or a frequent truck-

er who stops by for breakfast.

"My husband left me with three

young children and a newborn. I

had nowhere to turn and had no

income. I had to do this," she

said. "Don't get me wrong

though, the money's good, but it

has taken a huge toll on my body."

Dolores suffers from what any

longtime waitress would - she has

carpal tunnel syndrome, torn liga-

ments in her shoulder, varicose

veins all over her legs, painful

corns and calluses on her feet, a

bulging disc in her neck and

arthritis all throughout her body.

"On some days it takes everything

I have just to walk," she said.

See ^Jacqueline' Page 5
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Nancy Kiser, Copy and Design Editor

Commentary
I have always loved spring

because it signifies a time of

renewal and rebirth. The winter,

with all of its dark and dreary

days, is finally over.

The tulips and daisies start to

push their way up through the

ground, the birds come back to

sing us their songs of sunshine,

and the lawns of Clarion

University become littered with

students playing catch, working

on their tans, and (occasionally)

studying.

My birthday is in the spring, so

around this time I like to sit back

and review the events of the past

year and think about the growing

I have done.

Then I start to think ahead to the

next year; the things that I hope

will happen, the changes I want to

make in myself.

My 21st year was an exciting

one. Over the summer I got

engaged and imediately con-

sumed myself with wedding

plans.

I also got to see my favorite

band. The Counting Crows, in

concert for the first time.

The highlight of the school year

was going to New York City for

the first time and fulfilling my fif-

teen minutes of fame on MTV.

I made several new friendships

this year, and I finally became a

senior at Clarion University.

My 22nd year will bring me just

as much excitement as 21 did,

simply in a different form.

In a few weeks I will kiss single

life goodbye and kiss my new

husband hello as I marry Waylon,

my best and most precious friend

for the past four-and-a-half years.

In December I will graduate

from Clarion University and be

thrown to the wolves out there in

the real world, to find a job and

make it on my own. There were

many times in my college career

when I felt like this day would

never come, and now it careens

toward me like a runaway train.

While I look back at the fun I

have had and look forward to my
new adventures, I also think about

all the things that are coming to an

end. I celebrated Thanksgiving,

Christmas and Easter at home

with my family for the last time

this year.

See *Nancy' Page 4
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OPINION
CAa On You

What are your plans for the summer?

by: liz Potter

Sarafi Sum
Senior,

Speciaf 'Education

"Finding a new job and

hanging out at the

Alcove with R.G.

Mike 9{a'pierkps(Q

Jresfiman, llndecided

"Beer, family, beer, work,

beer and friends"

Tiffany ^usseCC

junior, %efiaB Science

"Drink a lot of beer and

enjoy my last free summer."

'Keith QzuiCCim

Junior,

Communication

*'T'I'm just going to keep

on being the swinging

playboy that I am. Oh
yeah beer, too."

Nancyl Nanq^ Riser's Commentary, "A Year of Lasts", from Page 3.

Soon I will have my own house

and family, and my parents and

sister will come to see me on the

holidays. Sometimes I think that

with all the trouble I've caused

my parents over the years that

they will breathe a sigh of relief to

see me go! Seriously, my parents

have always been there when I

needed them. I thank them for

raising me to be a confident

young woman, and for allowing

me to make my own decisions

even though they haven't always

agreed with them.

This was also the last year for

me to live with my roommate

Nicole.

My sophomore year I moved

into an apartment with Nicole and

two other girls; by the end of the

first semester Nicole and I were

the only two left, and it has been

that way ever since.

Together we have watched

countless episodes of 'Friends',

drank more Pepsi and Coke than

any human ever should, and have

shared tons of advice on every

subject imaginable. Nicole and I

have always found time in our

busy schedules for laughing and

having fun together, but have

rarely found time for doing the

dishes! (Sorry Mom, I know

you're horrified that I just let all

of Clarion know what a slob I am,

but it's the truth!)

I am honored to have a friend

like Nicole, who has gone above

and beyond the call of duty as a

friend many times, and I sure will

miss her when I'm arguing with

my new roommate (Waylon)

about what to watch on T.V., or

when he is snoring like a chain-

saw in the middle of the night!

Finally, this was my last year to

serve on the Executive Board of

The Clai-ion Call. Don't worry

guys, I'll still be around next year,

I just won't be sitting at every

meeting telling you my opinion

on everything. I know you're dis-

appointed!

Working with the members of

this Executive Board has been an

incredibly rewarding experience,

and (most of the time) it was fun

too.

It has been a pleasure getting to

know everyone better, but I have

worked more closely with some

people than others, and for those

people I have some special good-

byes.

J.P., You are an extremely

patient and good man. I really

respect and admire you for all the

responsibility you have taken on

in the past year. Your patientness

and team spirit is what makes you

a good leader - at work or other-

wise. Thanks for being willing to

pitch in and help with whatever

needs done, like all the nights you

have helped me cut pages. I know

you only did it to get out of the

office faster, but I appreciated it

anyway!

Tim, where do I start? Even

though you say you won't miss

me next year, I know that you

will. I know that we pretend to

hate each other, but I think if we

were on 'Survivor' we would def-

initely form an alliance! I will

miss all of our little talks in the

comer and all of our fights on

Wednesday nights. Since I know

that no one will be able to fill my
shoes when it comes to "verbal

sparring", I'll stop in every once

in a while just to give you a run

for your money.

Amy, I hope that you never do

anything to besmirk your reputa-

tion as the Good Twin. You rock

because you are an individual

who is willing to stand up for

what you believe in. Stick to your

guns and you will go far in life.

The world would be a better place

if there were more people like you

in it, and I mean that. I have

enjoyed all of our conversations

and the fun we've had together

(like group projects). Get out of

my head!

Keith, plain and simple, I think

you are an excellent writer. I will

not be the least bit surprised when

I'm see your articles in Spin

magazine. When you write music

reviews you make them sing. (No

pun intended). Also, you are a

very cool guy and I'm glad that I

got to know you better. Don't be

disheartened, the perfect woman
for you is out there somewhere

and when you finally meet her the

whole worid will fade into the

background.

Debby, it has been a pleasure

sharing a desk with you. It's too

bad that they won't let us back

next year, I guess they just don't

know quality when they see it! I

will always treasure the birthday

card you gave me, but my dog's

haircut is beautiful!

Jen, one year was all it took to

do you in, huh? That's okay, you

were just smart enough to get out

while the getting was still good!

You wore a lot of hats as manag-

ing editor and you did a good job

at it.

To the "Alpha Car" (and you

know who you are): The trip to

NYC was a long one, but you

guys made it fun. I will never,

ever forget the late-night shenani-

gans in Sparta, nor 'will I forget

the rules of Sparta Club.

Whatever you do in life, don't

push the button, and remember,

we brake for cake and well... you

know what else.

Dr. Barlow, people who don't

know you think that you are scary

and mean, but that couldn't be

further from the truth.

You have always gone out of

your way to be accessible to stu-

dents and that is a quality that is

found in a great educator like you.

I just wanted an opportunity to tell

you how much I have enjoyed our

talks, and I'm sure I'll be back for

more when next semester rolls

around.

To Jill, good luck next year. I

think that you will do a great job.

Just remember to speak your mind

and keep Tim in line (one duty of

the Copy and Design Editor that

isn't written in the constitution).

One last thing. Call staff, no mat-

ter how hard you try, Bad Taste

Wednesday will not be the same

without me.

Well, that's it folks. I've run out

of things to say. I know the people

who know me are stunned to hear

that, but it's true. Have a great

summer.

Finals have you stressed?

Relax with some food.

Pu It on flex or use up your board or just plain

cash.

Only $3.05

Midnight Madness
All you can eat breakfast!

Tuesday May 8 *

Chandler Dining Hall

9-12 p.m.
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OPINION
Jacquelinel She has iron legs, a steel trap memory and

the patience of a saint, from Page 3.

She's even had a co-worker

break a foot from walking on it so

much. "In this line of work you

have to have legs of iron, a steel

trap memory and the patience of a

saint."

"It's not an easy job, but I enjoy

it a lot. I get to talk to people

every day, and I really don't mind

the customers. Although there are

a select few you just have to shake

your head at." At the restaurant

where Dolores works there is a

customer who comes in every day

wearing gloves. "We call her the

germ lady," she said. The woman

insists that her glass be carried in

the palm of the hand and her sil-

verware has to be held by the

stems when given to her. "There

are a lot of crazy people out there,

and I have dealt with a good share

of them."

The only gripe Dolores has

about her job is the nasty people

who come to her restaurant.

"These people will come into the

store and order one thing and

when I bring the food out to them,

they say that they didn't order it. I

go through this a lot and there's

nothing I can do. I have to get

them something else. And, no, it's

not because I get my order wrong

either."

"One time one of my co-work-

ers was serving a customer his

food when an argument broke out.

The man ordered his bacon crisp

and when the waitress brought his

food to him he complained that

the bacon wasn't crisp enough.

V He returned the bacon three more

times before the waitress snapped.

She grabbed the bacon, threw it

on the ground and started dancing

on it while yelling, 'Is it crisp

enough for you yet!' I was on the

floor laughing, but it really wasn't

funny," Dolores said. "We get

pushed to our limits all the time."

Not all customers are nasty

though. "About five years ago I

received my biggest tip ever. I

was serving two ladies and did

nothing I wouldn't normally do. I

was polite, served their food hot

and made sure their cups were

always filled.

When I went to get the tip I

found 47 dollars waiting for me. I

was so happy because I needed

the money so bad."

"I don't always get a tip, but I

can't let it get me down. I have to

keep going. I work really hard for

those tips, and when I don't get

one, when I know I did a good job,

it can be discouraging." When
Dolores was a new waitress at

King's she worked with Irene, a

petite, white haired 70-year-old

woman.

Irene waited on a table of four

people who left a whole 33 cents.

Irene scooped up the money, ran

out the door as fast as she could

after them and gave it back. She

told them that they probably need-

ed it more than she did. "I could-

n't believe it," Dolores said.

"I've seen a lot of funny things

happen here in the past 20 years.

One time a bunch of college stu-

dents came in and ordered a

chocolate creme pie. When I

brought it to the table, one kid

picked up the pie and slammed it

in the face of another kid," she

said. Needless to say, the kids got

kicked out of the restaurant.

"Another time, a bunch of college

students came in and decided to

stand up on the tables and moon

everyone in the restaurant. I just

had to shake my head in disbe-

lief."

I'm going to retire soon. At least

I think I am. If I quit now I

wouldn't know what to do with

myself at home.

The routine customers have

become favorites to me." In fact,

Dolores met her new husband

where she works. He was a cus-

tomer who came in daily; they've

been living happily together for

going on eight years.

"I don't reconmiend this job. It

pays good, though.

I've raised four children on this

job, putting two of them through

college."

I watched as she finished getting

ready for the grueling day ahead

of her.

She put away her make-up and

finished tying her black shoes

with worn tread. "I just hope you

make something of yourself and

don't have to go through all of

this," she said as she walked to the

door.

I thought to myself as she left,

when I graduate in May of 2001,

Dolores will be able to up that

number from two to three.

Jacqueline Mclellan will be grad-

uating with a bachelor's in com-

munication

Clarion University of PennsyKyania

STUDENT
SENATE

President
By Brian Sowa - Student Senate President

¥tmt^nt*B Forum

Finally, the day of graduation is

just around the comer. This spe-

cial day that we have been waiting

four years for. And some of us,

who have had two senior years

(Isbir) have been waiting even

longer. All through our college

careers we say we carmot wait to

leave, that Clarion is so boring and

that all we want is to be out of

here. But when the time comes,

everyone seems to be singing a

different song.

Being at student a Clarion

University has been the best expe-

rience of my life. There have been

some bad times, and some times

when I didn't know if I would

make it through (I'm still wonder-

ing and graduation is a week

away). But I have had the chance

to grow up here, to mature and to

learn so much. Not just about aca-

demics, but life. Life doesn't

always happen the way you want it

to, but you need to "sew it up" and

roll with it.

I would never have gotten where

I am today without the help of a lot

of people. So many people have

been there to support me, teach

me, and love me throughout my
college career. My last column as

Student Senate President is dedi-

cated to these people. I know, I

know, I'm using the column again

for my own personal

agenda. . .(Sew it up Snyder)

The individuals I thank today are

in no particular order, and if I for-

get anyone, I apologize.

To my mother, I will never be

able to thank you enough for

everything your have done for me.

I know sometimes I can be a screw

up, but this is no reflection of how

you raised me. You did an excel-

lent job. Usually it is the mom
who is proud of the son, but I am

also proud of you. To raise three

kids, go back to school and get

your degree, then your masters

and then your CPA (hopefully),

should be worthy of a Nobel Prize.

Joe, thanks for entering my life

and making such a positive impact

on it. Thank you for everything

you have done for me the past five

years, I don't tell you enough how

much I appreciate everything.

Chris, Jen, Vince, and

Katie. . .the four of you have given

me more shit over the past 5 years

than anyone (except maybe my
roonmiates). But what else are

siblings for? You guys were

always there to listen to me com-

plain about something or lend me
money. By the way Jen, I think we

are even now.

Angela, we made it through

everything...much to your own

dismay. Everything worked out

and will continue to be great.

Thanks for being my biggest sup-

porter throughout the year and

always being there for me. You

stuck by me and my decisions this

year, even when you disagreed and

I cannot express how much that

means to me. Blah Blah Blah.

Bill, Veronie, and Bush... all I

have to say is make me a sandwich

and then maybe I'll throw it up.

You guys have made my college

career everything that it should be.

Someday, our kids probably won't

even believe some of the stories

we have to tell them about the past

five years.

Veronie and Bill, thanks for

being my best friends. How the

hell we lived together for five

years is beyond me. You know,

we're all going to get jobs in DC,

and go through the same things.

The two of you may constantly

bust my balls, but you have always

stood by me and been there for me

when I have needed it.

Veronie, thanks for trying to keep

me in line. You have picked me up

so many times. Though most times

you were my partner in crime, yet

you let me know when I was

wrong and being an asshole.

Don't worry, you'll be there mak-

ing your "toast" and coming over

for dinner on a weekly basis. I'm

just excited that I have a small

chance to finally beat you in a

league.

Bill, I need to thank you again

for getting me involved in some-

thing that has changed my life and

has offered me so many great

opportunities. Without your help,

I would have never become

involved in Student Senate. I

know you guys make fun of me for

practically living in the office,

we're all pretty well aware that

with my grades, I needed these

experiences to get anywhere in

life. New Orleans and Florida are

trips that we'll never forget. Good

luck with everything, I'm confi-

dent you'll make it into the "SS."

We'll make the dinner for ya, if

you buy the groceries. And we

have the extra bedroom reserved

for you.

Bush, almost forgot you lived at

our house...of course I have no

room to talk. I can't wait for you

to get a job and get settled so your

"ulcer and tumor" can begin to

heal themselves. Thanks for try-

ing to keep our house out ofjail on

most nights, though some of it

seemed that you were leading the

way. You know what you need to

do before graduation...take a ride

on the MBX.
Ben, how do people go from hat-

ing each other to being great

friends? Thanks for all of your

help this year in everything.

Congratulations again... I could

not hand the gavel over to a better

or more qualified person. I know

I have passed Student Senate on to

someone who will continue to

excel as long as you remember

where your pants are. Sometime

this weekend, go get some of that

stuff we use to eat, you know, back

in the day. And try to keep this

next kid in line next year. .

.

Shrub, Shrub, Shrub, where do I

start with you? You have had the

most eventful freshman year I

have ever seen.

See 'Brian' Page 7
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OPINION
Thirty-six things

by Mark Watts

Contributing Writer

I have learned a few things

here at Clarion. I have been here

since 1995 and I will receive my
Masters in Elementary Education

in May. I have been a lot of

things here at Clarion.

I have been an undergrad and

grad student, an assistant football

coach, the founder of the Barbell

Club, and the president of Sigma

Tau Gamma.

I learned some things the hard

way and some from other people.

Well, I'll pass them on to you

now.

I've learned that:

1. Not too many people (with

social lives) graduate in four

years.

2. You have to actually try to

fail out of Clarion.

3. Freshman that have spent the

last 18 years at home, celebrate

their independence by going

home every weekend.

4. The Rec. Center is the best

thing to happen to Clarion. (I

was here when the Sabadome

wasn't).

5. Everyone here is stereotyped

by someone here at Clarion.

6. Freshmen who have

boyfriends or girlfriends at home

won't by the time they graduate.

7. About half of the freshman

here will not be back next year.

8. The only classes that get can-

celled are the 8 o'clocks that you

have already woke up for and

have been sitting in for about 15

minutes.

9. The nicer the weather, the

prettier the ladies are.

10. About a month after you're

old enough to get into the bars,

you're sick of them.

11. Eddie Dog will never hire

any help or become any

faster...deal with it.
^^^^ ^^^y ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ your letters away. Your girlfriend

12. The parking situation will o'clock class and stop showering has nothing to do with your fra-

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Mark Watts has done his time at Clarion University. He shares

some of the things he has learned over his "sentence'.

not get any better...ever.

13. No matter how close people

live to the University, they will

still drive.

14. Guys-as soon as your girl-

friend turns 21. ..she'll dump
you.. .she has somewhere to go

now.

15. You will probably do the

"Walk of Shame" at least once

(anyone can get Gretchened).

16. Your rent will always be

and start wearing hats.

18. The people that complain

the most about having so much

work are usually the ones that

have the least to do.

temity.

23. You will fail a test here.. .it's

not the end of the world.

24. The only people that show

up to ALF are people that weren't

19. Not every student at Clarion cool when they went to school

wants the athletic teams to suc-

ceed.

20. Saturday nights - those

touch-screen machines at Sheetz

here and they sure aren't any-

more.

25. Athletes and fraternities

will always be portrayed in the

media as negative. ..no matterare smarter than you.

21. A small group of students how much good they do... it sells

due before your reimbursement (Student Senate) have more more newspapers.

check comes in.
power at this school than any fae- 26. Fraternity/Sorority mixers

17. It takes everyone about one "^^y member. are like eighth grade dances until

week to realize that no one cares 22. Frat brothers - do not give

27. If you get into a fight in

high school; you get suspended.

In college; you get arrested.

28. You might not ever meet

your advisor the whole time

you're here.. .and you probably

don't need to.

29. Sorry to say but most peo-

ple won't remember you for your

major or what your academic

accomplishments. ..you will be

remembered for who you hung

with and who you hooked up

with.

30. No matter how cold it is

outside, some girls will insist on

wearing tank tops to parties.

31. The Clarion Call is a

damn good newspaper.

32. WCUC is a great station,

with great DJs.. .unless they're

reading the news.

33. I'm not the only one who
wonders what the hell happened

to TV-5.

34. You can have a 4.0 GPA,

save someone's life, and win the

big game but still not be as popu-

lar as if you bring the beer.

35. You will never have it this

easy again.

36. You will find a job some-

where... I promise.

the alcohol kicks in.

TronI Tron Valentine explains all the work that goes into making a concert happen in his article title "Being up Front", from Page 3.

After tlie set-up is completed,

and the student crew is finished.

For the student crew, this is always

a good time to watch the band

technicians prepare everything for

the show. The lighting crew tests

and focuses all of the high powered

lights that will be used to amaze

the audience and enhance the

band's performance later on that

night. Also at this time, the instru-

ment technicians prepare all the

instruments that will be used in the

show. They restring various gui-

tars and basses, while the drum and

keyboard technicians test out

everything for the show, making

sure everything is just right and to

all of the band members specifica-

tions. Also during this time, the

audio technician lest the P.A. to see

what type of volume leave will be

needed for the specific venue.

Once the tour crew completes all

of the prep work it is time for

sound check. Sound check is

always my favorite part of the day

when working. Here you arc.

standing in the gym after all the

doors have been locked, watching

the band that is about to perform

that night run through a few songs

just make sure everything is right.

It is actually like being at your own

private concert with the band.

After sound check you have a

good chance to meet and talk with

the band and maybe get an auto-

graph or a picture with them. Most

of the acts that have come in my
few years of working concerts here

at Clarion, are more than gratefiil

to those of us who have taken time

out of are busy academic schedules

to help out with the concert. I have

never been refused for an auto-

graph or quick picture from any of

the performers we have had since I

have been working shows here.

At the same time the stage crew

is setting up all the equipment, the

hospitality crew is working hard at

setting up the dressing rooms for

the bands, helping the concert

director run errands throughout the

day, and feeding the stage crew.

The girls that worked the Everclear

show went above and beyond the

call of duty, doing chores for the

band and road crew such as

immense loads of bar smelling

laundry, not to mention countless

trips to Wal-Mart for trivial things

such as fans and small flashlights.

Even though the stage crew does a

bulk of the physical labor, the hos-

pitality crew definitely works non-

stop throughout the duration of the

day.

After the show is over, the hard-

est part of the day starts. Although

it takes five hours or so to load in,

it takes less than two to load every-

thing back on the trucks and wish

the band and touring crew a fair-

well. Then after a brief refueling

which consists of Papa John's

pizza, breadsticks and as many soft

drinks one can possibly throw back

in 20 minutes, it is time for the

dreaded stage tear down. By this

point in the day you are so tired

you don't even care that you are

carrying pieces of a stage onto yet

another truck. It usually ends

around 1 a.m., long after the con-

cert goers have left. Yet the work

continues. The greatest moment is

when the last piece of stage is

loaded in the truck and you can't

help but to sit down outside of

Tippin in the cold 3 a.m. morning

and think about the day you just

experienced.

When it is all said and done it's

close to 3:30 in the morning,

you're cold, tired, delirious," dirty

and on top of all your feet and legs

are killing you. But after all of

this, in my opinion, it doesn't mat-

to* when you reflect on the experi-

ences of the day. You saw a free

concert, met the band, got an auto-

graph, and most of all were

involved with the production of a

concert that just rocked your

school out of the norm of books

and lectures. Not exactly your nor-

mal day at college-

So what's my pitch? If you. eat,

sleep and breathe music as much

as I do, thoi get involved! UAB

usually puts on one major big

name concert a semester so there is

no reason not to be a part of such a

great thing. Also, I can't end this

without mentioning what a great

job everyone at UAB has done not

only with Saturday's concert, but

every show prior to. Christie

Giebel has done an outstanding job

as a concert chair from booking

acts, to publicity, to running these

shows. It takes an immense

amount of work and effort to put

on a concert, such as the one last

Saturday, and Christy has been

nothing but well- organized and

professional with every show she

has been involved with. Also, a

major shout out goes to everyone

who worked the Everclear show,

stage, hospitality and especially

security. It was a blast! So next

semester when you hear what con-

cert is coming town go up to the

UAB office in Gemmell and sign

up to work the show. Next time, it

might just be you shaking hands

and hanging out with a rock star.

OPINION
Letter to Editor

"Hard work pays oflP'

Dear Editor:

How often have you heard

something like "hard work pays

off" from an older person?

Most likely we've heard some-

thing like that from our parents,

grandparents or maybe even

our great grandparents if we

were fortunate enough to know

them.

There's a reason there is a

resounding repetition of the

words "Hard work pays off."

Things were a little more diffi-

cult in the past.

To make it, anywhere in life,

you had to invest your time in

hard work.

As a young child, I was fortu-

nate enough to be around my
great grandparents, Mr. and

Mrs. Bill Crippen.

Bill was one of numerous

children of Adolphus "Dolph"

Crippen of Brokenstraw Trip in

central Warren County

Pennsylvania.

The Crippens were farmers

by trade. Dolph 's father had

moved from the fertile

Genessee Valley near

Rochester, NY in the mid

1800's to settle in Warren

County.

I clearly remember the stories

told by my great grandfather

Bill of how he would work

from sunrise to sunset at jobs

such as heaving timbers for use

as railroad ties or cutting fire-

wood for local families to make

a living.

During the Great Depression,

he was employed by the

Civilians Conservation Corps

as were many people.

Later in life. Bill gave his

time as a forest fire warden,

directing firefighting crews,

usually fighting fires spawned

by the glowing embers of steam

locomotives.

As a member of the Crippen

family, I often attended the

annual reunion.

It was a small reunion, nev-

ertheless, I treasure every mem-
ory of them.

It was at one such reunion I

met two very intriguing cousins

of mine, descended of

Adolphus Crippen like myself.

Each was deeply involved in

the genealogical research of our

family.

They were scampering about

the park taking pictures, inter-

views, and recording conversa-

tions and stories.

I was fascinated.

The first gentleman as David

Cox, a descendent of Dolph 's

son Frank and Douglas

Spoulding, a descendent of

Dolph 's daughter Amanda
Crippen, true hard workers.

They had compiled myriads

of information about our family

including evidence of our

ancestors being Mayflower pas-

sengers.

I'd like to the focus on

Douglas Spaulding for the rest

of this article, however.

A true Crippen most will say,

because of his strong work

ethic, Doug is a retired teacher,

former editor of several news-

papers (some at the same time)

and current host of a local tele-

vision show as well as the pro-

ducer of another.

It seems as though this distin-

guished member of a western

New York community has

passed along our family's

strong work ethic to his chil-

dren.

Doug's daughter Jane and her

husband Bob are the proud par-

ents of Nick, BJ, Leslie, Aaron

and Angel Carter.

Aaron is a budding young

singer who has seen tremen-

dous success worldwide, espe-

cially in Europe. Leslie has

begun a singing career.

She's been signed by

Dreamworks Entertainment and

Nick, well if you don't know

the name you've at least of

heard of the band he's in the

Backstreet Boys.

I'd just like to point out one

thing, it doesn't matter if

you've even heard of Aaron or

Leslie.

What's important is that they

made it where they are today

only because of hard work.

Yes, hard work does pay off.

I am a firm believer.

Luke Benedict

Senior

BrianI Student Senate President Brian Sowa reflecting on his college experience, from

Page 5.

I am almost afraid to see what you

get yourself into by the time you're

a senior. Do not store any ammonia

in the house next year for your own

j)ersonal safety. I know I can trust

you to keep our tradition of having

a "House of Asshdes" alive. Just

remember to save that back bed-

room for me, in case I am stuck here

in the near future.

Obley, congratulations to you and

Amy and good luck with every-

thing. Before we leave, I'll grant

you a rematch of our 2:00 a.m. bas-

ketball game, but only after we play

plenty of suites and three man.

Chucky, you've done such a great

job the past couple years and I'm

glad you turned everything around.

Only one more year to go and the

midget with the mullet will be with

the rest of us doing the same old

stuff, only in a different state.

Dave and Drew, thanks for being

such an important part of this year's

Senate. The two of you opened my
eyes to so many different situations

and ideas. At the same time, I have

learned so many new words during

BSGP. Drew, I hope you share your

grilled sausage with everyone this

Saturday. I'll be back up for an

"advisor" BSGP trip.

Tom and Missy, we had a great

time diis year. I'll admit that you

had me believing the BSGP story

about the "sausage from ship."

Good luck to both of you next year

and help Ben out as much as you

can. Missy, you're the VP, so you

may need to pass those "bags"

down to someone.

Jared, thanks for all of your help

this year. I'll save that speech-

writer's position for you. I'll be

giving you a call in about eight

years.

Juli, thanks for coming into our

office and livening it up. It was nice

to leam how to be young again. Try

to keep Ben organized and if you

need me to come back and be your

boss, just give me a call.

Remember what we talked about on

our walk for the future. . .1 think you

would be a great addition to SS.

Hooker, no matter what you say,

you did show us. We have pictiu^es

that cannot be published in this

paper.

To the entire 2000-2001 Clarion

University Student Senate. . .thanks

for being great leaders this year. I

have received so many compli-

ments from people on how great

this year went, it was not because

of me or what I did, but all of you.

Without all of you, I would have

been lost. Thank You.

Reaching for the Stars

Rating Clarion University's daily goings on and happenings in and around the University campus by

J.P. Kenney. "Reaching for the Stars" is a new opinion column that will be featured each week in The

Clarion Call.

To a weekend of music. Although I did not attend either concert, the Buzz Poets free

concert on Friday and the Everclear concert on Saturday gave students no reason to

truck home for the weekend.

To the new Student Senate Executive Board. I think these four individuals are

the best possible candidates to lead the student body into next year. It is well diversified with all four

members. I've had the pleasure of meeting all four and all are very personable. Any student would have

no problem talking to them about a school issue.

To the students of Clarion University. I'm graduating and boy let me tell you

\ r\ I've met some amazing individuals in my four years. To the ones who know me
best and are my friends thanks for all the memories. I will never forget these past four years. It's been

one great time after another.

This column is the opinion of the Editor-in-

Chief J.P. Kenney. Ideas and views expressed

do not necessarily reflect that of The Clarion

Call staff. Please do not take these comments

to heart. They are all in good fun and are

meant as conversation builders.
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News
Student Service Award named for two administrators

by Amy Thompson
Clarion Call New^^^

S^''^*"

Student Senate has created a

Student Service award in the

names of Dr. George Curtis, Vice

President of Student Affairs, and

Mr. Hal R. Wassink, Coordinator

of Student Activities.

According to Student Senate

President Brian Sowa, the Curtis-

Wassink Outstanding Student

Service award was created

because of their dedication and

hard work for students throughout

their tenure at Clarion University.

"We thought it was great to

honor these two men in such a

way," said President Sowa.

Currently, the plans are to get a

Dr, Curtis and Hal
Wassink have helped

me, the majority of the
students, and also

many of the alumni

during their time

here, 99

-Treasurer Ben
Chervenak

portrait of both men with their

names engraved on the plaque.

The plaque will be placed some-

where in Gemmell Student

Complex. Names of the recipi-

ents will be engraved on their

own name plates underneath their

pictures.

The Curtis-Wassink

Outstanding Student Service

Award is to be given annually

every spring to an administrator

or faculty member who portrays

excellence in the area of service

to students. The award is non-

monetary.

"Dr. Curtis and Hal Wassink

have helped me, the majority of

the students, and also many of the

alumni during their time here.

This is just a small way that we
could thank them and recognize

them," said Student Senate

Treasurer Ben Chervenak.

Both Curtis and Wassink are

planning to retire at the end of this

year.

Graham Hermanns/The Clarion Call

Left to right : Dr. George Curtis, Vice President of Student
Affairs, Student Senate President, Brian Sowa, and Hai R.

Wassinl<, Coordinator of Student Activities.

Senatel Elections, from Page 1. New Senate Executive Board elected and installed.

Senator Missy Gring was

elected Vice President by accli-

mation. Senator Tom Clopp had

also been nominated, however

he declined.

Next year will be Vice

President Grings third year as a

member of Student Senate. She

has served as chair of the Rules,

Regulations, and Policies

Committee as well as the

Executive Committee.

According to the constitution

of the Clarion Student's

Association, this officer would

assume all duties of the presi-

dent in the president's absence.

In addition, the Vice President

would serve on the

Appropriations Committee, the

CSA Board of Directors, and the

Executive Committee. He or

she would organize reports for

all Student Senate standing

iitie;;i;i:ii£;S$i^^ a«

Graham Hermanns/The Clarion Call

Current Student Senate President Brian Sowa, passes ttie

gavei on to next year's Student Senate President Ben
Ct)ervenal<. Ctiervenak was ttie 2000-01 Student Senate
Treasurer

committees, tabulate and main-

tain attendance records for all

senators, and advise all standing

committee chairpersons of their

roles.

Next, Senator Andrew Barnes

nominated Senator Clopp for

Treasurer. Clopp was also

elected by acclimation.

He said, "This year's execu-

tive board, along with the rest of

Senate, did an excellent job. I

only hope that as good a job is

done next year, especially with

the retirement of Dr. Curtis and

Mr. Wassink."

The treasurer's duties include

serving as the chairperson of the

Appropriations committee and

as a member of the Executive

Board of Student Senate and

keeping accurate records of all

Student Activity Fee accounts.

In addition, he or she would

provide an oral report at each

meeting on the financial status

of the Student Activity Fee and

on any motions passed through

the Appropriations Committee.

In the absence of both the presi-

dent and the vice president, the

www.theclarioncaIl.cofn

treasurer would preside over the

meetings of Student Senate.

He or she is also responsible

for proposing the Student

Activity Fee budget for the next

fiscal year in conjunction with

the Appropriations Committee.

According to the constitution,

the treasurer would also period-

ically review and recommend

changes to the Student Senate

Policies and Procedures.

The 2001-2002 term will be

Treasurer Clopp's second year

as a member of Student Senate.

He has served as a member of

the Rules, Regulations, and

Policies Committee as well as

the Appropriations Committee.

Finally, Senator Wendy
Kengor was elected to the

Parliamentarian position after

about a 15-mi,nute debate with

Senator Barnes.

The Parliamentarian is to

assist the president and senatoi

.

in conducting business in com-

pliance with the current edition

of "Robert's Rules of Order,

Newly Revised." He or she is

also to periodically review the

constitution of the CSA and the

CSA Student Senate By-Laws,

making recommendations when
necessary. In addition, the par-

liamentarian would ensure that

all standing committee chairs

are aware of their responsibili-

ties.

Next year will mark

Parliamentarian Kengor's sec-

ond year as a member of

Student Senate. During the

2000-2001 term, she served as

chair of the Dining Concerns

Committee and was a member
of the Appropriations

Committee.

Parliamentarian Kengor said,

"1 am truly honored and excited

to face next year. I only hope to

follow in the footsteps of the

present executive board."

Former President Brian Sowa
said, "Next year's executive

board is a group of good friends

v.ho I've had the opportunity to

vvork with this year. I have no

dnvbi that they will step into

their positions and continue to

lead Student Senate in an honor-

able way."

Inside

News

Student Senate

adopts the require-

ments for the new
Student Service

Award,

See Page 9.

A student teacher

takes part in a Civil

War re-enactment for

the benefit of his

students.

See Page 9.

Communication pro-

fessors, Adams and
Piilton, win the

Telly Award.

For more details.

See Page 10.

For highlights

of the

Professional

Development

Series,

See page 11.
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Student Senate

Senate adopts requirements for new Student Service Award
by Michelle D'Uva

Clarion Call Assistant News

Editor

Eleven motions were passed

through Student Senate during the

final meeting of the 2000-2001

academic year.

The first motion had been made

by Vice President Drew

McWilliams to adopt the require-

ments for the new Curtis-Wassink

Student Service Award. The

motion carried 19-0-0, pending

the approval of Dr. Diane L.

Reinhard.

Dr. George Curtis, Vice

President of Student Affairs and

Mr. Hal Wassink, Director of

Student Activities, will both be

retiring in the summer after many

years of service to Clarion

University.

Treasurer Ben Chervenak pro-

posed three motions regarding

allocations of funds. His first

motion was to allocate $1,117

from the Supplemental Reserve

account to the Society of Physics

Students.

After they passed Senator Dave

Snyder's motion to call to ques-

tion. Senate passed Treasurer

Chervenak's original motion by a

17-1-0 vote.

Next, Treasurer Chervenak

moved to allocate $14,807 from

the Capital account to Student

Activities, pending the approval

of Dr. Reinhard.

Graham Hermanns/The Clarion Call

Current Parliamentarian, Bill Isbir, writes down the candidates

for next year's Executive Board as Senate watches on. The

only debate was for next year's Parliamentarian. After the

debate Student Senators voted to elect Senator Wendy
Kengor.

three motions regarding Rules,
This funding would be used to

Regulations, and Policies. Her
provide an improved technologi-

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^

ances: Large Item Capital, relevant to residents of western

$434,651.10; Capital, Pennsylvania. In addition, they

$101,076.63; Supplemental said communication majors

Reserve, $9,950.33; and would be able to receive co-cur-

Supplemental, $248.30. ricular credit in print by writing

Treasurer Chervenak presented for Eyerie,

another motion to Senate to adopt Mr. Lee KruU explained to

the 2001-2002 CSA Budget, President Brian Sowa, Vice

pending the approval of Dr. President Drew McWilliams and

Reinhard. the rest of Senate they would hold

This budget plan resulted from no legal responsibility to cover

several requests for increased Eyerie's debt, should such a cir-

cumstance arise.

After Senate passed

Parliamentarian Bill Isbir 's

motion to call to question, they

Senator Missy Gring presented passed Senator Gring's motion by

a 10-8-0 vote.

funding that were made during

budget hearings with the

Appropriations Committee.

Senate passed the motion 18-0-0.

cal system that would allow cam-

pus news and radio information to

reach all on-campus students.

The motion carried 18-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak's third

motion was to allocate up to

$17,000 from the Large Item

Capital account to the Clarion

Students Association, pending the

approval of Dr. Reinhard. This

amount would be used to update

the student ID validation system.

Senate passed the motion 18-0-0.

Treasurer Chervenak reported

the following current account bal-

letter to Senate firom Mr. Dave

Tomeo, Director of Gemmell

Complex, regarding office space.

Senators passed the motions to

unrecognize WCCB and the

Sequelle, both by 17-1-0 votes.

Next, Senator Gring moved to

recognize Eyerie, a new magazine

to be published by Clarion

University students about once

each semester.

Vice President McWilliams

moved to adopt the amended con-

stitution of the CSA. After some

discussion regarding the increase

from 20 senators to 22, Senator

Snyder moved to call to question.

The motion to adopt the new con-

stitution passed by a 17-1-0 vote.

The amendments are to be voted

on by members of the student

body next week.

Vice President McWilliams then

moved to adopt the Club Sports

Senator Barnes' motion carried

18-0-0.

In other news, a member of

Panhellenic Council said they are

still seeking a co-sponsor for their

fall speaker. In addition. Fall

2001 recruitment days have been

set for all sororities.

A representative of Interhall

Council announced Campbell

Hall as the winner of the 2001

Hall Wars. Thursday would be

Interhall's last meeting, and they

are holding a picnic on Sunday.

Senator Tom Clopp, of UAB,

said Craig Stephens would be

here for a concert on Friday in

Hart Chapel at 7:00 pm.

A member of the Student Athlete

Advisory Committee (SAAC)

said elections were held last

Tuesday; Tom Gaydosz of the

Clarion University Football Team

was elected president.

Throughout the meeting, sena-

tors took the time to thank the

executive board, fellow senators,

and Dr. Curtis, Mr. Wassink, and

Mr. Krull.

Senator Jared Dickinson said, "I

had a fantastic year with Student

Senate, and I feel that we accom-

plished many great things. My
only hope is that next year's

Senate can continue the tradi-

tion."

Vice President McWilliams

announced President Brian Sowa

as Senator of the Week for his out-

standing work throughout the

year.

President Sowa said, "I am

proud of how all our Student

Senators came together this year,

and I'm especially grateful for the

honor of being named the final

Senator of the Week."

Need Cash?
MAO flvolflble ait our
Clarioii MaU office.

M Farmers
NatioffUil

Bank
St

(t14)22t-74M

Two representatives from Eyerie policy. This plan involves recog-

said the target audience would nizing and funding club sports

include Clarion alumni and the and hiring a GA position under

magazine would address issues Mr. Doug Knepp to supervise

these sports.

Parliamentarian Isbir moved to

call to question, and Vice

President McWilliams' motion

carried 18-0-0.

Finally, Senator Andrew Barnes

moved to adopt the Language

Provision Resolution, which

Faculty Senate had been dis-

cussing regarding the Bachelor of

Arts degrees. Again, Senator

Snyder moved to call to question.

Graham Hermarxns/The Clarion

Call

This semester's last Student

Senator of the week is

President Brian Sowa.

Student

Experience

Civil War

Re-enactment

in Rimersburg

by Kenny Adler

Contributing Writer

While student teaching in a fifth

grade classroom at Rimersburg

Elementary School, it has been

my pleasure to teach students in

many content areas including

Social Studies.

We began our study of the civil

War this month and will conclude

the study very shortly. As a stu-

dent teacher, I have tried to create

interesting opportunities for the

students to learn in every subject I

teach.

To enhance the students' under-

standing of the Civil War, I had

two gentlemen that are Civil War

re-enactors come into my class-

room and do a presentation on the

events of that time.

To be actively involved in the

presentation, I was able to dress in

the attire worn by members of the

Union Army. From the reactions

and comments of the students, it

is my belief that they truly

enjoyed the event.

As a student teacher in the

Education program at Clarion

University, I try to demonstrate

and incorporate the knowledge

and strategies that I have acquired

throughout my coursework.

I plan to continue this practice

when I have a classroom of my
own. It is my advice to all the

students participating in the

Education program at Clarion

University to actively involve

members of the community with-

in the classroom setting.

This helps to motivate the stu-

dents in their learning process and

allows the community to become

aware of the types of teaching

strategies incorporated into class-

rooms.

The Clarion

Call

would like to

wish all of the

graduating

seniors,

congratulations.
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Adams and Hilton win Telly Award
by Debby Amon

Clarion Call Secretary

Bill Adams and Susan Hilton,

Clarion University faculty members

received the 2001 Telly Award.

The bronze Telly Award was award-

ed in the educational fund raising cat-

egory. The video was entitled "A
Clarion Call for Heritage."

The Clarion University Foundation

supplied $5,500 to get a camcorder

and digital VCR.
These tools were purchased to help

with the production of the iO-minute

informational video. The equipment

will be kept in the communication

department for use in the future.

"...The video was made to show to

special audiences and potential

planned gift donors to Clarion

University," said Adams.

"It has a brief history of campus and

shows how it looks today. It is an

opportunity for alumni and potential

donors, who don't have an opportuni-

ty to visit campus to see changes."

Carl and Charlene (Benninghoff)

Mcmanamy of Dunwoody, GA, who is

Graham Hermaruis/The Clarion Call

Sue Hilton and Bill Adams are the

recipients of the Telly Award. Bill

Adams was not available for a
photo.

a Clarion University alumni and Ron

Sapp of Hydes, MD, a planned giving

consultant, did all the narration on the

video.

Also helping with the production

were two students, Wayne Anderson

shot video and worked on production

and Carrie Arnold worked on post-

production, editing, and designed

graphics.

Anderson graduated in December of

2000 from Clarion University with a

B.S. degree in communication. He is

the son of Daniel Anderson and grad-

uated from Kiski High School in

Apollo.

Arnold is a senior communication

major/theater minor. She is the

daughter of Bradley and Victoria

Arnold.

"It was an amazing six months,"

said Adams. "It is very exciting to

receive and award for the work."

The Telly Award was founded in

1980. It was created to showcase and

recognize outstanding non-network

and cable TV commercials. This was

later expanded to include film and

video production.

David E. Carter administers the

awards. He is a Clio winner and

seven-time Emmy winner. Carter has

also produced many comedy sketches

for the 'Johnny Carson Show.'

The entries are judged on a 10-point

scale. Finalists have to score between

7.0 and 8.9 and receive the bronze

Telly. 9.0 and higher receive the sil-

ver Telly. Entries are not judged

against each other but instead are put

up against the high standards set by

the Award.

Winners from last year's TV
Commercial competition included

firms such as 7 UP, Adidas, the

American Heart Association, and

Animal Planet and in the area of

Video and Film and Program winner

included Dick Clark Productions,

Touchstone Pictures, Dream Works,

and the Sci-Fi Channel.

To get a free copy of "A Clarion

Call for Heritage" contact the Clarion

University Advancement, Haskell

House, Clarion University, Clarion

PA 16214, telephone 814-393-2572.

// is an opportunity for

alumni and potential donors,

who don 't have an opportuni-

ty to visit campus to see

changes. 99

-Bill Adams

Faculty Senate

Becht Hall renovations discussed

Liz Potter/The Clarion Call

Among the topics of discussion at the Faculty Senate meet-

Ing was the master plan and the need for Becht Hall renova-

tions. The question now is, where will students wll be housed

when Becht is renovated?
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by Debby Amon
Clarion Call Secretary

The Faculty Senate meeting this

week addressed the topic of the

master plans for the university.

The master plan was first writ-

ten up two years ago.

One of the major projects to be

addressed is the renovations of

Becht Hall. In order to do this

there will have to be a new place

to put students while this project

is being carried out.

The dorm will have to be fund-

ed by a third party, which usually

means by an alumni or private cit-

izen.

The new plan will have to be

flexible and able to recognize

changes easily. The university

will most likely have to hire a new

consultant.

In other business. Student

Senate representative Andrew

Barnes announced that Student

Senate's advisor. Dr. George

Curtis is retiring in May.

Dr. Susan Prezzano, chair of

Academic Standards, announced

that probations and suspensions

have remained the same over the

past five years.

The Mmfs Editor

mm^d like to thonk

hep st for all of

their hard work

this semester,

especially her

^sistant

Michelle D'Uva.

Congratualtions to

next year's

News Editor,

Susan Campbell.
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Professional Development Series completed
Courtesy of Career Services

The Spring 2001 Professional

Development Series, sponsored

by the Office of Career Services,

has successfully completed with

133 students participating in at

least one session.

The seven-session series pro-

vides information and activities

to help students develop job

search skills and manage the

transition from campus to

career.

University faculty and staff,

employers and local business

people served as presenters.

Topics included resume writ-

ing, interviewing, job search

resources, application letters,

professional attire and dining

etiquette.

Out of the 133 participants, 53

students completed at least six

of the seven sessions and were

recognized at an Awards

Ceremony and Reception on

April 10th.

Twelve students were recog-

nized for completing all seven

sessions and received an addi-

tional gift of a Clarion

University pen.

Rachael Foflygen, senior

Communication and French dual

major, coordinated the Series.

"I was very pleased with the

commitment of the students and

their willingness to set aside an

hour and a half of their Monday
evenings to prepare themselves

for their future," said Rachael.

"Student evaluations and

comments highly recommend

the Series to their peers," she

added.

The Office of Career Services

sponsors the Professional

Development Series each semes-

ter.

Career Services, located in 1 14

Egbert Hall, assists students and

alumni in their decisions about

majors, careers, jobs and gradu-

The Professional Development Series

These are Just some of the students who were recognized for

their completion of the Spring 2001 Professional

Development Series. The series was ongoing ail semester
and featured special workshops.

ate schools.

Some of the services provided

include individual counseling,

career programs, career planning

and job search information, the

Mock Interview Program, a

resume clinic, campus inter-

views, online internship and job

listings, and job fairs. For more

information on Career Services,

check out the web site

www.clarion.edu/student/career.

Congratulations to the

newest members of the

Clarion Call Executive

Board:

IVtenaging tditor

Kylee Ebersole

News Editor

Susan Campbell

Ad Sales

Tom McKeough

Photo Editor

Graham Hermanns

Online Editor

Bill McCormick

Copy and Design Editor

Jill Brennan

Secretary

Teri Catou

Side Items
Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Pizza Sauce

Pepperoni, Anchovies

Seasoning Shaker

Extras

Bread Stk;ks, Cheese Sticks

Drinks
2 Liters - Coke,

Diet, Sprite

$1.99

20oz.- Coke, Diet,

Sprite, Root Beer

$1.25

Two Large

Si^tSi O"® Topping

• $12.99

Expirvs 30 days. Not valid with any other offer. Vafid

only at partictpattng locations. Customer pays all appUc-

I
able sates tax AiMitional toppirios extra. .

Toppings
Pepperoni

Sausage

Italian Sausage

Baby Portabella Mushrooms
Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Anchovies

Ham
Bacon, Beef

Jalapenos

Banana Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Cheese

I

I

I

i..

Slices only
$.99

WWWW
9

Late Night~Specian
Large 1 -Topping
2-20 oz. Coke MM

$8.99
ExflnB 30 days. Not vaKd with wiy other offer VaHd

only al partictpeting locatiors. Customer pays all appKc-

I
aMe sales tax. Additional toppings extra. .

223-4010
Hours:

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. - Sun. - Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Fri. - Sat.

We now accept Visa Master Card and
American Express

I
X-Large 2 Topping

730 Main St.

Clarion, PA 16214

Famii\rspecial]
j ^FreirBreadsticks"
I with purchase of Large orOne large with the works & One

j

large with two toppinjgs

^p^^ 1-2 liter ofCoke !™^ $16.99
*'

'e ^llrf^^ X-Large pizza

II

e

ExpiTM 30 days Not vaM wMi any oVtar Oder VaM |
on«y particlpaUno kx:allofw Cmtomt paya an iWipMca- I

I
bta aalaa tax AdcStional lopptnoi antra

Expires 30 days. Not vtfd with any olhw^ offer. vaM
I
only at partlcipMng locations. Customer pays an appHca-

I
He sales tax. Additional loppings extra. .

[" 4 Large One Topping Pizzas

I ^^ $23-99

I Not valid «Mth any c^her offer. Valid only at participat-

I ing location. Customer pays all appiiciri)le sales tax.

. AddHnnal toppings extra. '

I Expires 30 days. Ncrt valid Mith any otfier offer. Valid

I

only at participating locations Customer pays aH applic-

able sales tax. Additional toppings extra

[" Te5iAnniversary SpS^JaT!

I ffiSlff^
Pizzas For $11.99

* OaKvered

I Expires 30 days. Not valid with any other offer. VWW

I
only « participflting locations Customer pays all appiic-

I
able sales tax AddWonal toppings extra. .

Two Large 1 Topping

r
I

I

I

j>

"Papa's Choice
1 Large with 5 toppings

$9-99
e

Not valid with any other offer Valid only at partidpai-

ing locaffeons. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

Additional toppings extra.
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Chartered Organization

Anthropology Association

Social Human Res. Mgt.

Vizuai Artz

America Chemical Society

Accouting Club

Assoc. Computing Mach.

Bios Club

Soc. Adv. Management

Black Student Union

Bacchus

STAR
Comm. Orchestra

Concert Choir

Clarion Int'l Assoc.

ACEI
The Clarion Call

Arete

Bio-Tech Club

CEC
Supplemental Fund

UAB
American Library Assoc.

Univeristy Theatre

lABC
Debate Team
AITP
French Club

EngUsh Club

General Administration

Tobeco (Dare)

Dance team

Cheerleaders

Rho Epsilon

German Club

Financial Mgt. Assoc.

Jazz Band

Lift Every Voice Choir

Math Club

Inter Hall Council

Intramurals

Leadership Insitute

PA Science Teachers

Amer. Marketing Assoc.

MENC
Music Marketing Assoc.

Marching &Sym. Band

NSSHLA
Student PSEA
Percussion Ensemble

PROUD
IFC & Panhel

Health Careers Club

CSA Budgets
1999-00 Allocation 2000-01 Allocation

$1,740 $2,000

$282 $275

$1,615 $1,700

$865 $1,550

$1,750 $2,000

$925 $860

$2,170 $1,690

$500 $550

$6,550 $6,500

$1,675 $1,390

$2,300

$525 $1,000

$7,450 $7,090

$4780 $4,500

$690 $380

$19,200 $24,000

$1,450 $1,000

$1,400 $1,600

$530

$23,234 $23,140

$121,745 $144,965

$450 $600

$27,125 $30,000

$700 $900

$17,700 $19,500

$395 $995

$710

$1,170$650

$122,500 $122,500

$635 $635

$4,850 $4,285

$8,550 $7,400

$800 $450

$400 $680

$2,500 $3,000

$3,630 $2,840

$1,550 $1,655

$570

$5,000$4,650

$12,000 $12,500

$750 $1,020

$1,100 $1,200

$1,850 $1,680

$800 $1,055

$37,350 $37,350

$1,620

$800$1,000

$200 $200

$450

$6,900 $4,930

$1,000

2001-02 Request

$3,173

$576

$2,517

$6,492

$3,384

$2,840

$13,006

$2,858

$1,500

$10,210

$11,854

$24,830

$2,061

$476,190

$2,585

$63,504

$3,117

$34,375

$7,083

$1,713

$2,921

$141,300

$2,300

$27,191

$1,725

$10,494

$8,081

$12,594

$1,214

$16,017

$27,347

$9,301

$16,226

2001-02 Allocation

$2,300

$400

$1,500

$2,175

$900

$1,100

$1,600

$1,400

$1,100

$7,540

$4,500

$24,000

$1,250

$23,000

$160,000

$890

$31,500

$960

$22,000

$1,150

$750

$2,170

$141,300

$1,150

$7,485

$700

$3,000

$3,075

$2,065

$650

$7,100

$17,000

$2,250

$1,700

$55,941 $37,350

$2,870 $1,765

$1,700 $800

$665 $230

$755 $350

$24,472 $5,000
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CSA Budget
Chartered Organization 1999-00 Allocation 2000-01 Allocation 2001-02 Request 2001-02 Allocation

Pub. Relations Sportsinfo.

Psychology Club

Philosophy Club

Geo. & Enviro. Science

Sequelle Yearbook

RACS

Spanish Club

Society of Physics Studen.

Ski Club

Political Economy Club

Student Publications

Terra Club

Student Senate

APICS

Assoc. Grad. Bus. Student

Psychobiology Club

Special Library Assoc.

WCCB Radio

Politcal Science Assoc.

Barbell Club

Intercollegiate Athletics

Major Concert Reserve

UAB Lecture reserve

Supplemental Reserve

Large Item Capital Ace.

Capital Account

Totals

$9,600

$1,400

$550

$675

$17,825

$3,050

$355

$1,325

$2,500

$390

$6,400

$2,300

$15,045

$360

$580

$1,000

$2,450

$1,000

$345,000

$19,013

$38,026

$950,650

$11,500

$875

$520

$9,000

$465

$270

$2,300

$540

$6,600

$2,630

$11,900

$360

$960

$700

$900

$13,450

$4,354

$707

$8,390

$294

$6,600

$6,534

$21,386

$1,976

$2,436

$12,350

$2,454

$250

$2,200

$252

$6,600

$1,500

$21,350

$948

$1,300

$890
$2,960

$500

$380,000

$901

$365,000

$50,000

$500

$380,000

$31,360

$20,000

$31,145

$55,500

$25,000 $36,490

$1,045,350 ^1 A^a ccxk
$1,067,750
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Lifestyles

Clarion Folk College to be held later this month
Story courtesy of

University Relations

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania will hold the

Clarion Folk College, May 18-

20, on campus.

Registration for the Folk

College is $80 before April 27.

The registration fee includes

all workshops, concerts, and

four meals. Registration after

April 27 is $95. Participants

may choose to stay in a resi-

dence hall room at Clarion

University at a cost of $12.50

per person per night. For reg-

istration contact Kris at

Clarion University Division of

Continuing Education, 210

Still Hall, 840 Wood St.,

Clarion, PA 16214, telephone

814-393-2741. Credit cards

may be used for phone regis-

tration.

Teachers and performers for

the weekend will include

Barachois, and Acadian band

from Prince Edward Island;

Jive Five Minus Two, a

Philadelphia-based swing band

with Tom Grant, Jon Dichter,

and Arty Artymiw; Simple

Gifts, featuring Linda

Littleton, Rachel Hall, and

Karen Hirshon on 12 instru-

ments; Rustical Quality String

Band playing old time and

more; Seth Austen and Beverly

Woods performing on guitar,

mandolin, hammered dulcimer,

and more; Neal and Coleen

Walters performing on moun-

tain dulcimer, autoharp, banjo,

guitar, bass and more; Bill

Quern on percussion; Grady

Poe on guitar; and Clarion

University's own Tony Vega

on guitar.

The focus of the event will

be group playing with an

emphasis on arranging and

performing folk music. Most

of the workshops will be open

to all instruments.

Some of the workshops are:

tunes from Prince Edward

Island, Celtic tunes from

Shetland, international dance

music, Scottish tunes, klezmer

repertoire, old-time tunes,

chord substitutions and bass

lines, sound systems, harmony

singing, French Canadian

songs and mouth music, per-

formance tips, rhythmic back-

up, improvising on traditional

tunes, songwriting, tune writ-

ing, sightreading, making up

harmonies, old-time songs,

vocal techniques, singing

while playing, blues basics,

and recording and releasing a

CD.

An option for hymn singing

is scheduled Sunday morning,

and each of the workshop slots

will offer at least one work-

shop for singers. There will

also be workshops for some

specific instruments including

guitar, fiddle, mandolin, ham-

mered dulcimer, recorder,

washboard, bodhran, and

bones, and new this year, there

are a few step dance work-

shops.

In response to feedback from

last year's festival, a special

track of workshops for begin-

ners was added including: how

to play by ear, how to jam,

introduction to group playing,

playing musically, and music

theory for dummies.

A key part of the weekend

will be "Folk Bands," where

participants will divide into

small bands. Each band will

spend two and a half hours

together, choose some music

to arrange and rehearse, and

Sunday afternoon have an

opportunity to perform. A full

band attending will be able to

stay together in a "Folk Band."

Concerts by the Clarion Folk

College staff are scheduled

Friday at 7 p.m. and Saturday

at 7:30 p.m. in Marwick-Boyd

auditorium. The concerts are

open to the public. Tickets are

$10 and will be sold at the

door.

For additional information

contact Kris Stiglitz at 814-

393-2227 or by e-mail at

kstiglitz@clarion.edu. Further

information is available at

www.clarion.edu by clicking

on university events.
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Can you guess where this week's landmark is? Look for

sights from Clarion every week in "Where In Clarion?"

' www.theclarioncall.coin
*

Freddie Got Fingered, Tom
Green's new comedy, is

crude but enjoyable

from beginning to end.

For a review.

See Page 15.

Synth-rockers

Depeche Mode return

witii their new album.

Exciter, To see how
they've held up.

See Page 17.

The symphonic band
held a concert

earlier this week.

For a photo of

the event.

See Page 17.

Calendar of Events.

To find out whafs
going on at Qarion

University and the sur-

rounding community.

See Page 15.
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Today
•No Events Scheduled
Friday, May 4
•CLASSES END 10 PM
•Wind Ensemble Concert (Aud) 8:15 pm
•Admissions Visit Day (248 Gem) 9 am
•UAB spirit Day
Saturday, May
5

•READING DAY
•Alumni Day
9:15 am
•Track and Field

at Youngstown
State

•Baseball vs.

Slippery Rock 1

pm
Sunday, May 6
•Baccalaureate

Mass (IC

Church) 5 pm
•Show Choir
Concert (Aud) 3

pm
Monday, May 7
FINAL EXAMS BEGIN
Tuesday, May 8
No Events Scheduled
Wednesday, May 9
•No Events Scheduled
Thursday, May 10
•Graduation Practice 4 pm
•Track and Field PSAC Championships (lUP)

Friday, May 11
•FINAL EXAMS END
•SEMESTER ENDS 10 PM
•Track and Field at PSAC Championships (lUP)

•Residence Halls close 10 pm for underclassmen

•UAB Spirit Day
Saturday, May 12
•SPRING COMMENCEMENT 10 AM & 2 PM

IH

•Track and Field at PSAC Championships (lUP)

•Residence Halls close 6 pm for graduating students

Sunday, May 13
•MOTHER'S DAY
Monday, May 14
•No Events Scheduled
Tuesday, May 15
•CUAA Board of Directors Mtg. (246 Gem) 4:30 pm
Wednesday, May 16
•No Events

Scheduled
•Thursday,
May 17
SEMESTER
GRADES DUE
FROM FACUL-
TY
Friday, May 18
•Clarion Folk
College (Chap &
Marwick-Boyd)
Saturday, May
19
•ARMED
FORCES DAY
•District Track and Field

•Clarion Folk College (Chap & Marwick-Boyd)
Sunday, May 20
•Clarion Folk College

Monday, May 21
•VICTORIA DAY (CANADA)
Tuesday, May 22
•No Events Scheduled
Wednesday, May 23
•No Events Scheduled

Thursday, May 24
•Track and Field at NCAA Championships
Friday, May 25
•Early Registration ends for 2001 Summer/Fall Terms
•Track and Field at NCAA Championships
Saturday, May 26
Track and Field at NCAA Championships
•Spring gobbler season ends

Freddie Got Fingered is good dumb fun for all
by Justin Ezyk

Clarion Call Staff Writer

FratifcGt* Ftrt^f/Brf is a classic comecfy directedbyT^
Tom (jreen phys Cjordy Brody who is a 28-year<W kid lootomg to

make hism^ as an animator, but at the expense of his parents.

With the tastes of (jreen's direction, his character is 14} to the same

antics as (jneoi himsdf is on hisMTV show.

Gonfy leaves Portland, Oregon to piosue his dreams in

Hdlywood. When Goidyanives in Ifollywood, he doesn't exact-

ly hit it off tng there. Goidy starts his new life as a production-line

worioer at a cheese sandwich factoiy. His v/bck missioi in

Hollywood is to get his drawings to a big-name producer d" many

cunently mnning animation series.

Goxiy, at this point, is ^diausted with his efibrts and decides to

headback to Portland. Hiemove badehome makes his fidKrveiy

angry, because he stresses tfie need for Goidy tohcM a regul^ full-

timejob tiutxighom the movie. The outrage ofGoidy'sMier di-

ves the Brody family iiio counseling. WhUe bdt% courfieled,

Goidy gets iqpset and falsdy accuses hisMkt offingering his little

brother, Heddie.

At this point in the movie, Goidy's father can't convince anycxie

that his crazy son framed him. Nfr. Brody goes into an outrage and

his wife finds him witfi his pants down. This drives Mrs. Brody to

leave her husband to hoc^ up with NBA star Shaquille O'Neal.

This mishap comes fiom advice that her son, Goidy gave her.

White this entire mdcis is going on, Goidy is drawing his father's

actions in animatiais. Then, Gordy takes his drawings back to

Hollywood to show his cunenl ideas to anim^ion's big shot

The mainman there loves whathe sees, and vvrites Gordy a dieck

for a milUon doDars. This amount of money is ur^bdiev^ble to

Gorcty, and he deckles to go on a ^xndit^ spiee. He sends Ms

fether to Pakistan where he realizes Goidy has a job, and also his

dreams.

They endeavor through rough times t^ bdng kklnapped v«4ule in

Pakistan, but manage to find their way hone.

Overall, I thought this was a great movie to see. It had Tom
Green's soTse of humor thoughouttfie movie. At some pdnts of

the movie, there were some ofif-cokx-jokes. He depicts a demean-

ing view ofwomen and handicapped peo{^

Other than that, I found the movie to be very humorous due to tfie

"sdjpid"jokes thatTom Green inserted into the movie's script

Altfxxigh it is filled with bad taste, and not a movie you would

want to take your kids a little siblings to, it is well worth it to take

time out of your busy day to see this rather unusual flick.
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Everclearl A review of Saturday's concert, from the front page.

Non-flashy riffs and everyman vocals typ-

ified the Mayfield Four. On record, they

have an expansive dynamic and Jeff

Buckley grandeur; this doesn't translate all

that well in their live act. But what they

lack in dynamics live, they make up for

with energy.

But of course, the crowd was really only

there to see Everclear, and the band did not

let down. Their set began with a gentle

ukulele and Beach Boys harmonies, and

ended with a torrent of anguished feedback,

touching on everything else in between.

Live, most of the sheen that recorded

Everclear suffers from is stripped away,

leaving a framework of rough & tumble

guitars, bludgeoning drums, and raspy

vocals. Everclear sounded muscular and

powerful that night, compared to their

records.

The first real highlight of their set was the

bouncy electro-rock of "Everything To

Everyone," which really got the crowd

pogoing with its bouncy rhythms. As

"Everything..." wound down, the evening's

first set of panties were thrown at frontman

Art Alexakis. This sparked Alexakis to

show Flipp how crowd banter is really

done, with genuine humor and stories.

The middle of Everclear's set featured the

band in a confessional setting, lounging on

chairs, and playing (mostly) acoustic bal-

lads. First up was a touching song sent out

to Alexakis' wife, "The Good Witch Of The

North." The drug ballad, "Strawberry Girl"

was even more impressive, and gave the

audience its first chance at that old concert

staple, the sing-along.

Drummer Greg Eklund finished out the

"Storytellers" set of the concert with "The

Honeymoon Song." Kissed by a tropical

flavor, "The Honeymoon Song" was decent

enough, but performed too awkwardly to

have any real effect.

Everclear then plugged back in, and

kicked the concert into overdrive, with a

hit-filled section that captivated the crowd.

"Wonderful," a divorce song seen through

the eyes of a child may not be very hip to

like, but the band turned in a perfect slice of

Americana, as the crowd ebbed and flowed

with the song's energy. "Wonderful" was a

Tom Petty-worthy moment of roots-rock.

And to top it all off, they pulled out a talk-

box for the song's solo. Peter freakin'

Frampton, people!

"AM Radio" raved up the crowd like no

other. All neo-glam guitars and new wave

glimmer, "AM Radio" rode high on the

wave "Wonderful" provided. Several peo-

ple complained that the song was not close

enough to the album version, but that's the

point of seeing a live show.

Next up was "Father Of Mine," which

was a showcase for bassist Craig Montoya,

and the thorny "Sparkle And Fade."

Continuing on their string of huge radio hits

Sec ^Everclear/ Pagel?

Ifs Tifntlo Stay Coo^ .

.
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Pns«»ion diK»es: May 14 - June 8

Summef Session 1 : June 1 1 * July 13

Strnimer Se»ion 2: July 16 - August 17

some credits. ^^^"^^^ course aedits^^bifn Maiefsville

UniversityM^'Hin^for to Clarion aiM pr6l>ably to another college
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MU ADMIT or 717-872-3^71
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53tisfy your^i»cadei)i% goab. And maybe you can even cany a

light^ oe<fit load and^ graduated) four years.
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For information on Undergraduate Admissions,
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Music Review

Depeche Mode returns with new, mature sound
by Keith Gwillim

Clarion Call Lifesyles Editor

ARTIST/ALBUM: Depeche

Mode, Exciter.

FOR FANS OF: Subdued

synth-pop reaching middle age.

FOR FURTHER LISTEN-
ING: Depeche Mode's Black

Celebration, The Cure's

Disintegration, On's Shifting

Skin.

Once a band reaches the twenty-

year mark, they have earned the

dubious title of a "dinosaur" act.

Usually, this means that the law of

diminishing returns (both musical

and commercial) catches up with

the group in question, leaving

them with a hollow shell of their

former successes.

Exciter is the first album

Depeche Mode has recorded since

1997's mixed-bag effort, ULTRA,

and also the first since they've

crossed into dino-land. While

Exciter never even comes close to

the past glories of albums like

Black Celebration or Music For

The Masses, Exciter is a fine

album from synth-pop 's premier

gloom-and-doomers.

Exciter trades in the edgy guitars

and menacing synths of recent

affairs for plaintive acoustic gui-

tars and subtle, calming tones of

emotionally detached program-

ming. Singer David Gahan has

traded his heroin-addicted drone

in for a mournful croon, coloring

the spaces between the beats in

shades of deepest gray.

Depeche Mode has never

seemed so at peace with the world

and themselves. Purged of angst

and life-sucking drugs that have

consumed them in the past, the

group sounds like a beaten man
learning to love life after rehab.

What this means is that Exciter

is anything but an attention-grab-

ber at first. Only two songs break

from the slow-tempo, soul-tinted

album ("The Dead Of Night" and

"I Feel Loved"), making it more

of a mood-setter than anything

else. This new approach doesn't

mean that Exciter is a boring

album (though it does slip in its

second half); rather it is more of a

soundtrack to sleepless nights and

rainy days.

By focusing on a limited palette

of moods and sounds, Depeche

Mode has devoted time to crafting

songs that will stand up to repeat-

ed listens. Obviously, the album

isn't packed with hooks and

immediate gratification, but there

is noticeably less filler here than

on previous records. The tracks

found here are tweaked to the

point of perfection, seemingly

sparse on first examination, but

brimming with barely-heard pro-

duction and instrumentation.

The first single, "Dream On,"

will seem slight on the first listen,

but give it time, and the nervy pro-

gramming and taut guitar will

work their way into your head.

"The Dead Of Night" is pure

old-school goth, filled with

images of zombies and anguish,

carried along by creeping beats

and Gahan's gravely vocal.

Several tracks, including

"Breathe" and "Goodnight

Lovers" have an antiquated feel,

relying heavily on pop from the

1940's and 50's. Another stand-

out track is "I Feel Loved," which

should satisfy all those older fans

of Depeche Mode, with its irre-

sistible, radio-friendly dance beat.

It's no "Enjoy The Silence," but

still worthwhile.

In the end, this album shows

Depeche Mode struggling to be

relevant. The only problem is,

their legions of fans don't want to

them to be relevant, they just want

more of the old stuff. Exciter is an

album of modest pleasures, defi-

nitely worth the time of devoted

fans, but newcomers to the band

should start off with their earlier

work, which is much more vibrant

and, dare I say, classic. 3 out of 5

stars.

Then CQ
• • . V

outside of

Everclearl review of Saturday's concert, from Page 16.
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was "I Will Buy YouANew Life" and the fan favorite, "Santa Monica."

After leaving the stage, many people began to filter out ofTippin Gym. I

couldn't believe what I was seeing - they hadn't even played the encore yet!

Novice concert-goers, I suspect. At any rate, Everclear once again took the stage

fw a truly anthemic ena)re. Starting out with the lesser-known "Rock Star,"

Alexakis invited 30 to 40 fans up on stage ti3 dance and sing with tlie band. It

was the sort of gef;tiirc that y(Xi rarely see at concerts, particularly fc«- a big-name

band. It made for s(^me really "interesting" backup singers.

Everclear then decided it was time to give us all a temporary case of tinnitus,

as they launched into the dark-hfji\e tale of drug addiction, "Heroin Girl

"

Everclear pushed the song to its breaking point, with lacerating guitars and flaw-

less bass. Craig Montoya leaped to the top of the speakers and amps, hanging

himself off of them, never missing a note. After hejumped down, he threw

himself into the cnnvd and the song's tsunami of angst reached climax.

Evercleai managed to be entertaining, enthusiastic and more animated than

any band I've seen in a while. This was tinly one of the best concals UAB has

brought in within the past three years. Just leave Flij:^ out of it next year.

Synnphonic Bond

Don't forget

6rd</uatron«

Images of
the West

Picture frawej an4 f^uch

rviore.T

Photo by Liz Potter

There was a symphonic band concert held on Monday, April 30, in the

Marwick-Boyd auditorium. On Friday, there will be a wind ensemble concert

in the Marwick-Boyd auditorium at 8:15 PM
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W Twisted View* cooney TwJsted VJew® Cooney
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'7es, you are big-boned. But make no mistake,

there's plenty of fat wrapped around those bones."

"Talk to you later, I'm going off-line for a while."
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ACT NOW!! Guarantee the best

Spring Break Prices! South Padre,

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

Acapulco, Florida and MardiGras.

Reps needed. Travel Free, Earn

$$$, Group Discounts for 6+. Call

1-800-838-8203 or visit

www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and

Jamaica. Call Sun Coast

Vacations for a free brochure and

ask how you can organize a small

group and eat, drink, travel free

and EARN CASH! Call 1-888-

777-4642 or emailsales@sun-

coastvacations.com.

Spring Break! Deluxe hotels,

reliable air, free food, drinks and

parties! Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Mazatlan and Florida.

Travel Free and EARN CASH!
Do it on the web! Go to

StudentCity.com or call 1-800-

293-1443 for info.

#1 Spring Break Vacationers! Best

prices Guaranteed! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free! Now Hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007. endlesssummer-

tours.com.

Spring Break 2001. Hiring on

campus reps. Sell Trips, Earn

Cash, Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services. America's #1 Student

Tour Operator. Jamaica, Mexico,

Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1-800-

648-4849. www.ststravel.com.

Survive Spring Break 2001 in

style!! We have all the hottest des-

tinations/hotels at the guaranteed

lowest prices! Campus Sales

Representatives and Student

Organizations wanted! Visit inter-

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

6013. The tribe has spoken!

Spring Break 2001. Student

Express offers Mexico, Jamaica,

Florida and Texas with low prices

and the most reliable air. Call

today for a brochure and ask how

you can go for FREE!! 1-800-

SURFS-UP or www.studentex-

press.com.
innnnnnnnnntnint

SPRING BREAK 2001! CAN-
CUN and BAHAMAS. Eat, drink,

travel for free. Call USA Spring

Break toll free at 1-877-460-6077

for special 2nd semester special!

25 years of student travel!

www.usastudenttravel.com

Clarion. All utilities included.

$425 per month. 226-8561.
iHt1,1HfiHHHHHHHHf

Wanted: 7 female tenants whose

top priorities include: studying,

receiving an education, sleep, and

a 1 year lease. Must have 7 stu-

dents. Large 7 bedroom home,

next to campus, all utilities are

included in rent. Peaceful neigh-

borhood, must remain as such. If

you fit this description please call

226-7316. No exceptions!

semester plus utilities. Call

Kristin 223-8669 or Erin 393-

5487.

Winfield apartments now renting

for summer 2001, Fall 2001,

Spring 2002. Call 745-3121.
^^^^1^^^^i^^^^^^^(^^l^^^^^1^ **it:t**'**>Ht****

Available for Summer/Fall/Spring:

Single occupancy rooms available

in large Victorian home close to

campus. Available by interview

only. $175 per month, includes .all

utilities plus cable and private tele-

phone. Call 226-565 1 after 1 p.m.

House for rent. Fall and Spring, 4

students needed, 1/2 block from

campus, parking available for all

4 students. Call Ryan 814-227-

2999 or Rich 412-828-3865.
^iiti**^*********
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Available Fall 2001-Spring 2002.

2 very nice fully furnished apart-

ments for 3-4 people. 2 blocks

from campus. Off street parking.

Call 814-764-3690.
***>l<**>K*>|e*4c**i|i

Available for summer school.

Very reasonable, fully furnished. 2

blocks from campus. 814-764-

3690.

Available for Fall, Summer,

Spring: 3 bedroom, 2 full bath-

rooms, large outdoor sun deck.

Accomodates 3 or 4 people. $850

per person, per semester for 3 peo-

ple. $800 per person, per semester

for 4 people. Washer, dryer, and

some utilities included. Residence

in town, on campus parking per-

mits available. Call 226-5651.

House for rent for summer. 1-4

students, 1/2 block from campus,

call Rich 412-828-3865.

Apartments available for summer,

within walking distance from

campus. 227-1238.
*4i*)lf**********

4c«***l|i*i|c*l|c*4>l|tltc

**tt**********

Eagle Park off campus housing.

Singles, doubles, and suites avail-

able. Includes utilities and fully

furnished. 301 Grand Avenue,

Clarion. Call 226-4300.

Available Summer 2001: apart-

ments on South 5th Ave. $650,

utilities included. Up to 5 people

per apartment. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.

Seeking summer camp coun-

selors willing and eager to work

with children and adults with

special needs in a residential

camp environment. Employment

from May 30-August 15. Nursing

positions available. (RN's and

LPN's) Call 814-542-2511. bea-

con l@penn.com.

www.bcity.com/beaconcamp

iif*^,^n)t*im***^**

!^:^,^ii^t^isl^*^l^tin,^:**

Apartment for rent for 4 students.

Available Fall 2001/Spring 2002.

Call 814-354-2238 for details.

Affordable student housing. 2

bedroom apartments available.

Renting for Pre-session, summer

school, Fall 2001 and Spring

2002. Call 226-7092.

Apartment for 2 female students.

2001-2002 year. $150 security

deposit due upon signing lease.

Call 226-6106.

#lp weiit#ii
)
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1 bedroom apartment in

House for rent. 2 single bedrooms

available for 2 females. On Fifth

Avenue. Call 226-4028.
**************

DESTINTA THEATRES in the

CLARION MALL
Movie Schedule

Nice, quiet, 2 bedroom apartment

in quiet residential district. For

summer, fall or winter. Call 226-

8225.

Apartment for rent for 5-6 stu-

dents for Fall and Spring semes-

ter. Located on Main Street. Call

226-4871 for details.

**************

Two female roommates needed to

fill 5 bedroom house. Own bed-

room. Available May 15. For

more information call, 226-4028.

400 COUNSELORS and instruc-

tors needed! Co-ed summer

camps in Pocono Mountains,

Lohikan Pa. 1-800-488-4321.

www.lohikan.com
**************

**************

**************

DRIVEN PG-i;

11:30 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:20

ONE NIGHT AT McCOa'S R
11:301:303:305:30 7:309:30

TOWN AND COUNTRY R

1:05 5:20 9:35

BRIDGET JONES'S DIARY R
11:00 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:15 9:15

Playing Fri.4th Until

Thur. 10th

Movie line

227-2115
Check us out on the web at

WWWDestinta.com

Student Discoynts

Summer apartments/house avail-

able with Silver Spring Rentals.

Two bedroom apartments for 1-4

people and one four bedroom

house for 2-6 people. Reasonable

rates for all summer sessions.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Available Fall/Spring *01-'02.

Very nice, fully furnished 3-4 j)er-

son apartments. 2 blocks from

campus. Cheaper than dorm rates.

764-3690.

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with

the easy Campusfundraiser.com three

hour lundraising event No sales

required. Fundraising dates are filling

quickly, so call today! Contact

Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-

3238, or visit www.campusftindrais-

er.com
](c%}fc9|c%%:|e3tt)|c^4t}(ei|e9|c

]te]tc)tc](c>|c:(c«:tc)|c^:fc}(c)|c9(t

ATTN: Work from home. Up to $25-

$75/hr. PT/FT. Mail oixier. 1-888-

567-4873. www.iworic4myself.com.
**************

**************

CROCODILE DUNDEE PG

11:30 3:45 6:05 8:00

Looking for a 1 -bedroom fur-

nished room to rent May thru

September in Clarion area. 814-

393-2275.

Available for summer. Very nice,

fully furnished apartments. 2

blocks from campus. Very reason-

able rates. 764-3690.
**************

FREDDY GOT FINGERED R
11:10 3:20 7:35

SPY KIDS
11 :00 1 :00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00
(8«l»Sun) ^^^^^

ALONG CAME A SPIDER R|

1:30 10:00

THE MUMMY RETURNS PG-13

12:00 2:35 5:05 7:30 10:05

Remember you can catch the Golden
Eagle Express to the theatre. Check

out the scheriule of bus times.

Tuesday -

Bargain Night

$4.50 Tickets

Ask about

our

Frequent

Movie Goer

and our

Frequent

Popcorn

Cards

**************

Female roommate needed imme-

diately! 3 bedroom house, perfect

location, very affordable. Contact

Sherri at 393-5389.

SUMMER RENTALS: Three

bedroom houses next to campus

for up to four people. Only $800

total for entire summer. Only

good housekeepers need apply.

Gray and Co. 877-562-1020.

www.grayandcompany.net.

Independent Contractors with

merchandising experience needed

PT in local area retail stores.

Please call 1-800-953-1177 M-F
9am-4pm EST.

**************

************** **************

Apartments for rent for

Fall/Spring semesters. 1 and a half

blocks from campus. $1450

includes utilities. 4 apartments for

4 people. Call Jeff for details.

412-374-9308.
**************

Female roommate needed. Own
room, 3rd Avenue, $1200 per

Roommates Needed: Fall/Spring

2001-02. Also available Summer
2001. Two female roommates

needed. Nice, furnished apart-

ment, one block from campus

with private parking lot. If inter-

ested or have any questions, call

223-9697. Ask for Amy or

Crystal,

5 great kid's summer camps in

NY, ME, PA and WV seek

General Counselors and Group

Leaders, plus Activity Specialists

and Directors who teach/coach:

tennis, swimming, climbing,

backpacking, caving, mountain

biking, nature, kayaking, canoe-

ing, sailing, water-skiing, wind-

surfing, ropes course, theatre,

dance, arts, crafts, ceramics,

woodworking, stained glass, web-

site design, desktop publishing,

photography, video, weights/fit-

ness, gymnastics, archery, golf.
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Classifieds
volleyball, roller-hockey,and bas-

ketball! Nurses, kitchen and oper-

ations staff also needed. Wide

range of paid internships for many

majors! June 16- August 16.

Benefits include training, salary,

accomodations, food, laundry,

and travel allowance. Apply

online at www.horizoncamps.com

or call i-800-544-5448.
GwmmmmmmimmmmmmsgmmKaimK

or sale
oaiaataaesaaBBsaaamaaasssaBas

Steel Buildings, never put up.

40x48 was $8080, now $5212.

50x90 was $16,670 will sell for

$9980. 1-800-292-0111.

1991 Toyota Camry. Loaded,

Power everything, sunroof,

leather. $2500 firm. Days call

226-6252 ext. 533.

Computer for sale. Windows 95,

CD drive, IBM formatted. $200 or

best offer. Call Debby at 223-9161

for details.

es via ITV from Slippery Rock

University, will discuss how each

course is structured including

requirements and goals. The func-

tions of an ITV course arrange-

ment will be demonstrated.

Clarion students who have taken

Dr. Tichy's Russian courses via

ITV will also be present to discuss

their experiences and achieve

ments with Russian via Interactive

Television. For further informa-

tion contact Dr. Horst in the

Modern Languages Department

of Clarion University, 393-2494,

eterhorst@clarion.edu.

Renee, good luck at Slippery

Rock. We will miss you bunches!

Love your 0OA sisters!

Dara, great job being president,

we will miss you! Love your

04>A sisters!

OZ sisters.

l|<«i|c*:(i:|c*4<<<<<t<it<*<|lltl

Thank you Stacy for the delicious

cookies. Brothers of SH.

Happy 21st Birthday, Sarah!

Have a ton of fun! We love you!

Love, your OS sisters.

***********

tt^i^t^t^f^ttt*******

Amy and Kristen, great job with

Founders Day! Love your 0OA

Amy Tanski, Congratulations on

receiving the outstanding Greek

Woman award. We love you, AZT

Liz, Vicki, Janna, Christine, Justi,

and Karrah, congratulations! We
will miss you next year. Love,

your Sigma Sisters.

«4ciK*«>|i«>l>>l»K>l<i|<>li<|i

i^^l^i^^L^L^tt******

Justi, good luck with your Art

Show. Love, SZS

sisters!

^t^l^l^Li^l^^ii^ilt^^l**^l

Congratulations to all of our grad-

uating seniors, good luck with

everything you do. KAP brothers

AST would like to congratulate

Lacey Mileski on being sister of

the week. Great Job! Love, AST

Jon, we love you sweetheart.

Love, SSS
ilf^f^l:tf7ll***Hlt****
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Employment for students in

Clarion, Jefferson, and surround-

ing counties. Interested and quali-

fied Clarion University students

will work 30-35 hours per week.

These jobs will consist of organiz-

ing and operating summer youth

activities in conjunction with local

municipalities and school dis-

tricts. Undergraduates will earn

$6.00 per hour and graduate stu-

dents will earn $8.00 per hour.

Students satisfactorily completing

450 hours of employment will be

eligible to receive a $1,113 schol-

arship. Interested students may

obtain applications in the

Partnerships for Education Office

(PEP) in the Special Education

Building. For more information,

call Marta Alexander or Karen

McNaughton at 393-2401.

r #|ip#rtiiiiiti#s
^

Study Russian at Clarion! Clarion

students will once again have the

opportunity to study Russian lan-

guage and culture in the Fall

semester, 2001. Anyone interested

in enrolling in either Russian 101

(Basic Russian Language and

Culture 1) or Russian 306

(Twentieth Century Russian

Legacy) is invited to attend an

information session on

Wednesday, April 4 in room BOD
Becker from 2-3 pm, or from 3-4

pm. At these sessions Dr. Charles

Tichy, who will teach these cours

Clairon Super 8 Motel is offering

2001 graduates special rates for

parents and relatives. Call 226-

4550 for reservations and infor-

mation.

Congratulations to our new mem
bers: Julianne, Michelle, Amy,

Jessica, Katie, Lisa A., Lisa S.,

Andrea and Becky! We are so

proud to call you our sisters! Way

to go! With love, your sister in

Delta Zeta.
4c4r4<«]»*]ti*******

Great job Julie G. for a wonderful

job with the parents' tea. It was an

enjoyable time! Love, Delta Zeta
**************

Have a great summer all sorority

and fraternity members! From

Delta Zeta.

**************

Best of luck to all of your gradu-

ating senior sisters and Besty. We
will miss you all incredibly, and

wish you the best in all you do.

We love you girls! Love your sis-

ters in Delta Z^eta.

**************

Congratulations to Alisha for get-

ting Greek Woman of the year.

You do Delta Zeta proud!
**************

Shannon, Amy, and Kristen, con-

gratulations on being sister of the

week. Love your 90A sisters

**************

Phi Sigma Kappa, we had fun

bowling with you for Special

Olympics. You guys did a great

job. 64>A
**************

Good luck to everyone on finals

and have a fun and wild summer!

0OA
**************

Good bye and good luck to all of

our graduating sisters, Tessa,

Brandi, Erin, Caryl, and Nikki.

Best of luck to all of you, and we

will miss you tremendously, we

love you guys! Love your 0OA
sisters.

**************

Congratulations to Kevin on your

A(1)E Darling Award. From all of

your KDR brothers.

**************

OSK boys, I hope you all had a

great week and are getting ready

for finals. Have a safe and happy

summer. Congratulations to

Ziminsk on getting elected vice-

president! I will see you all in the

Fall! All my love, your sweet-

heart Dena!
**************

AOE would like to wish every-

body good luck on their finals and

have a great summer.
**************

Congratulations to our sister Jeni

Beckwith for winning the Purple

Heart Award. Your hard work has

truly paid off. AOE
**************

Good luck and congratulations to

all of our graduating seniors, we

wish you nothing but happiness

and luck in your future. Love,

your AOE sisters.

**************

The sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon

would like to send a warm con-

gratulations to our new sweetheart

Kevin O'Brien!
**************

Pat Aaron, thank you for all the-

work you have done for us this

year. We wish you so much luck

in the future! You did a fantastic

job and we'll miss you! Love,

AOE
**************

AOE would like to thank OSS for

the wonderful picnic last week!

We had a great time, and it was an

awesome idea.

**************

Happy Birthday to all of those

whose fall in the summer! We
hope that they'll be great! Love,

AOE
**************

Good luck to our graduating sis-

ters: Amy, Chris, Janell, Karen,

Melissa, and Tarrah. You will be

missed. Once a OSS, ALWAYS a

OSS!
**************

Good luck and love to our senior

We wish everyone the best of luck

with finals. We will see you next

semester! Thanks to all the soror-

ities and fraternities for making it

such a good year! Love, AST
**************

Tri-Sigma would like to wish

everyone good luck with finals

and a great summer.
**************

OSK would like to wish everyone

good luck on finals, and a great

Congrats to Kate Handra who is

the new vice-president of

S.T.A.R. We are so proud of you!

Love, AST
**************

Congratulations to the man of the

year. Matt Mastarone. Keep up

the good work! Love, AST
**************

Congratulations to sister Danielle

Moore on receiving the outstand-

ing senior award. We love you!

AST
**************

Congratulations to our new top

tau sister, Stacey Carothers. You

are an awesome sister! Love AST
**************

Matt and Dan, you guys are doing

a great job! Keep up the good

work! Love, Stacy.

**************

To the Brothers of SO, I hope

everyone has a fun, safe summer!

Can't wait to see you all next fall.

Love your sweetheart, Stacey.

**************

Thank you to everyone who

helped make the OSS car wash a

t

summer
**************

success!
**************

OSS wishes everyone the best of

luck on finals.

**************

Congratulations Amanda! We are

so proud of you and love calling

you our OS sister.

**************

OSS wishes everyone a safe and

happy summer! See you in the

fall!

**************

Mike, thank you for being a won-

derful sweetheart all year! Have a

terrific summer and we'll see you

in the fall! Love, OSS
**************

Thanks AOE for the help with

Special Olympics. Brothers of

En.
t

**************

Thanks AST for a great time.

Brothers ofm.
00*0**********

OSK wishes Brother Tony Reeves

a happy 20th birthday!

**************

Dena, good luck on all of your

finals, and thanks for being the

best sweetheart ever! We're look-

ing forward to another great year

with you!
**************

OSK wishes Brother Keith

Gwillim a happy 21st birthday.

**************

OSK would like to congratulate

Brother Ben Chervenak on his

election as Student Senate

President. We know you'll do a

great job!

PAfsoimis ^

To the Clarion Call Staff- It's been

fun getting to know all of you

guys. I'll miss you next year! Liz
**************

Graham, congratulations! You'll

make a great photo editor because

you're so dedicated. Thanks for

your help. Liz
**************

Bubba, mashed potatoes and

gravy. Love, Nancy.
**************

Waylon, here is your last personal

before I become your wife. I hope

you enjoyed reading them all year

long even though I never got any

from you! Glad you're finally

back to work. I love you.

Always, Nancy.
**************

Senate/Dictator Sowa, Bring

extra Kleenex to dry your tears

Saturday, I'll provide the First Aid

Kit to nurse your wounds. We'll

all have a great time I'm sure.

Jason Erb, UAB President
**************

Thanks for the memories guys! I

will miss you! Good luck in

everything you do! Love, Jen.

Sports
Clarion athletes participate

By Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

On Saturday April 21, all athletes participating in a

University sport took part in the annual spring clean-

up, Operation Clean Sweep. The athletes met at

Tippin Gymnasium on Saturday morning to partici-

pate in the hour-long event.

The Student Athlete Advisory Committee, the orga-

nizing committee of the event, provided garbage bags
and latex gloves to aid the athletes in cleaning.

Athletes were required to pick up garbage items for

one hour or until their bags were filled. Participants

cleaned the Clarion Borough from Liberty to Corbet

street. Each team was assigned a different area to

cover during the cleanup.

"It felt good to be able to give back to the college

and community for supporting the athletic programs
here in Clarion, and the barbeque was good too," said

Ben Chandlee, who is a member of the swimming
team.

For their efforts in the clean-up, all teams were
invited to Memorial Stadium for a picnic after filling

their bags. The athletes were rewarded with plenty of

hamburgers, hotdogs, potato salad, and cookies at the

cookout.

Operation Clean Sweep is an annual event that takes

place every spring and is organized by members of

the S.A.A.C. The goal of the event is for Clarion ath-

letes to show good sportsmanship by beautifying the

Photo courtesy of Bob Carlson

Members of the wrestling team display their filled garbage bags with pride during the clean up.

grounds of the campus and community. throughout the lawns around campus buildings. Some
The athletes could not believe the amount of litter athletes spent the entire hour devoted to picking up

they found either on campus or throughout the com- the cigarrette butts in only a small area
munity. The most annoying pieces of garbage to clean

were the millions of cigarrette butts scattered

Photo courtesy of Bob Carlson

Athletes line up behind the grilll during the athlete picnic at Memorial Stadium on Saturday April, 21.

T couldn't believe how many cigarrette butts we
picked up during the clean up, but since we were all

doing it together as a team, the time passed quickly,"

said freshman Kristy Stark.

Many of the athletes who covered the campus
grounds managed to have some of the fullest bags.

Problem areas included the grounds around Campbell
Hall, Gemmell, Nair, Wilkinson, and the tennis courts

behind Campbell.

The Golden Eagle golf team participated at an away
tournament during the clean up, and in order to give

their fair share of time to the program, the men had a

make-up clean up on Monday, April 30.

Despite their efforts some of the athletes feel that

the clean up was only apparent on the actual day of
the event.

"I couldn't believe how much trash there was all

over the campus. Unfortunately, it seems like it only
took a day for everything to to be a mess again," said

Jessica DiLoreto.

Although it seems as if the area only remained clean

for one day, the athletes' effort is greatly appreciated

by the community. The next Operation Clean Sweep
will be held during the spring of 2002. The S.A.A.C.
hopes that all of the athletic teams will show their

sportsmanship and continue to participate in this

helpful event.
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Baseball

Golden Eagle shortstop Dalaine Ofchinick

named PSAC-West Player of the Week
Courtesy of Sports

Information

Clarion University junior

shortstop, Dalaine Ofchinick,

(North Braddock/Woodland

Hills) has been named the

PSAC-West Player of the

Week for the week ending

April 29.

During the week, Ofchinick

hit a remarkable .682 (15 of

22) in eight PSAC-West con-

tests. He had one home run,

six doubles and eight RBI's

with a slugging percentage of

1.091. He also drew three

walks during the week giving

him an on-base percentage of

.692.

Ofchinick's top games for

the week included a 3 for 3

performance with two RBI's

and a run scored in a 7-2

Clarion win over Lock Haven

on April 23.

He had a 3 for 3 outing with

four RBI's, one home run, two

doubles and a run scored in a

6-5 loss to lUP on April 25.

He also had a 2 for 3 perfor-

mance with one RBI and one

run scored in an 11-5 loss dur-

ing the second game against

lUP on April 25.

He concluded the week with

two 3 for 4 performances with

two doubles in each game in

3-1 and 7-5 losses to Edinboro

on April 28. In the Edinboro

games he also scored one run

and had an RBI.

For the season, Ofchinick is

the third best hitter for Golden

Eagles with a .357 average (35

of 98) with 17 runs scored, 16

RBI's, one home run and

seven doubles. He is Clarion's

top base stealer with six thefts

in eight tries.

This is Ofchinick's first sea-

son at Clarion after playing

the last two years at CCAC-
South. Last season at CCAC-
South he batted .410 and was

named to the All-Region team.

Clarion is 9-24 overall and

1-17 in the PSAC-West this

season under second-year

head coach Scott Feldman.

The Golden Eagles have four

games left, traveling to

Gannon for a doubleheader

Wednesday afternoon before

returning home to close out

both the PSAC-West and regu-

lar season with a 1 p.m. dou-

bleheader against Slippery

Rock on Saturday.
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SDorts
Tri\rivia
The answer to

last week's

question is Mark

Brunei!. This

week's question

is: Who joined

the Raiders after

starring with the

Cowboys in

Super Bowl

XXX?

®(^ IWTRIIMPllflLMEWS
Dooi Kacfp-bMBm], Reemrioik ft nncM Dteto

RMNitioa OeoHr phooe: 393-t667

5/3/01

TMi yetn ditiiilpiofis were team *^.C.O"

oon^rited of Brett Laucr, Ottictt Cmdii,

Roger Wakcr, and Eddk Bkumcntz. Tlwte

guyt tore up the back nine, ihooting birdies

00 iO, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 on thdr way to

fifiiiiu]^ at niae under par! Congretuiationit

In-line Hockey Finab:
Fint roiflid Monday 4/30:

Mother Puckera 4 Ne&rious Rollers 2

FreeAgemt 2 Flyguins 1

Semi-finals Tuesday SIX

:

Binge Driitoi S Free Agents

MotherPuckers 3 StudioMullet

***FlMls Wednciday S/2 *••

BtageDriBliefiVS Motlier Packers

? 9W ? VQUrfEYPALL CHAMfS
Co-Rcc- POTwHiiSteiili

McB*s - Phi DdU Theta

Woaitt*s- Classy Beer GIris
******************************

Spring Gobbler - Losgesf Beard
Bear^ due in Frida);May 1

1

Fishiog Derby - Longest Trout
Best catdi due by Friday, May 1

1

Held at l^piii Oyai Saliifdiqr, May 5.

Ragimatlop b at S:00 tm and Kftbig staits at

9:00aat Price to enter the competition is $40

fixr the fidi meat, and $30 fiir just bench.

Sttfirtli Tniiiiig Sfiriffifir frit ^4
The Clariofi BaibeU Chib and the Fitness

Department are sponsoring the Grtmwood

Straigdi Systestt Seii^nar Friday at Ttppin

Gym. The seminar starts tf 8:00pm and is

freetoCUPstudentt. Non-students will be

charged $5.00 to get in. Special trsimng

techniques in the squat, boich, and (tead*lift

will be discussed.

iryea traki - Baa't miss it!

Triatfilon - Thursday, Mav 3*^

Come and watdi this grueling race that siaru

and finishes at Tipptn Oym at S.-OOpm.

PaiticqMtots bqpn whh a 500 yd swim, Aen
get on bikes Ibr a 10 mile ride, and finally

fb»sh offwith a 3 mile run. ODCail!

ITicintlaa Ciatrr flonri'

FinALS nMAii
Monday - Wednes(tey 9:00 am - 1 1 :00 pm
Thursday 9:00 Kn - 9:00 pm
Friday 9:00 am- 5.-00 poL Ckiaed Sat ft Sun

SUk4iER:

Mod - Tfau - 9am~ 9 pm, Fri 9am- 5 pm

SoftbaU Tonriiainettt
tins year's tournament was **as good as it

gets'*! The sun was shinii^ the b^gers were

siizlii^ and th^ bats were cntfking as play^^

whacked it around. Tesm *^Buck Rogers" wem
un(kfeated oa the day posting a perfect 5-0

record. Secmid place went to team K DR.
The Buck Rc^en squad consisted of:

Michael D»iny, Martice MKxi lohn

Mazzocio, Kate Morris, Jason Pannutti,

Courtney Baxter, Mike Petuso, Amy, Greg

KsMel, loma Sod>ra, and Tony Babusci.

^*Some <^you may recall tins same bunch of

guys also took hcmie tl^ Flag Football

Oiaminoii^pl

Oar coagiitriatimtt to you on a great year!!

QwtfWr |:qMipmeqt Rental
Take advantage ofour equipment rental!

Summer inventory includes:

Bftxs, in-line skates, helmets and pads,

inner tub^ badcpacks, toits, softbalt

equipment, Frisbee's, footballs,

btskettMdls, hcn^eshoes, voUeyballs, and

*Valid ^udent Dt) and $5 00 deposit

required to rent equipment.

Track and Field

Golden Eagles compete in Baldwin Wallace Invitational

by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The mens and womens track

and field teams recently com-

peted in the Baldwin Wallace

Invitational on April 28 at

Baldwin Wallace. Many indi-

viduals from the Clarion track

and field teams placed within

the top ten finishers at the

meet.

Placing for the women in the

100 meter dash was Kristy

Shoemaker. The women didn't

gain another top ten finish

until the 5,000 meter run with

Kelly Null taking a respective

second.

Daria Diaz took a third place

finish in the 10,000 meter run

while Andrea Barge collected

a fourth place finish in the

final competition of the 100

meter hurdles. In the 400

meter hurdles, Laura Crago

brought in a tenth place finish

overall.

Two Clarion women placed

within the top ten in the 3,000

meter steeplechase. Ali Borek

brought in a respective sev-

Photo courtesy of the Track and Field team

Two Golden Eagle hurdlers head toward the finish line during

the tri-meet on April 21 at Memorial stadium. Clarion had
many top finishes during this meet.

enth place, followed by Wendy
Kengor in ninth.

The 4x100 relay brought in a

seventh place finish overall

for Clarion while the 4x400

relay also took seventh. This

concluded the womens run-

ning section of the invitation-

al.

In the field events, Melissa

Yearous tied for a third place

in the womens high jump.

Kristy Shoemaker took an

eighth place for Clarion in the

triple jump and finished up the

jumping events for the Golden

Eagle ladies.

The Clarion women pulled in

some major points in the

javelin event with three

Golden Eagles placing in the

top ten. Carrie Bullman led the

pack with a third place finish.

Jessica Crouch followed close

behind with a sixth place fin-

ish and Julie Evenoski pulled

in a ninth.

The Golden Eagle mens

team also had several individ-

uals that placed in the top ten.

Starting off on the mens side

was Donovan Karki with a

tenth place finish in the 400

meter dash. In the 800 meter-

run, Gerald Smith pulled in a

fifth place finish, adding

points to the mens score.

In the 5,000 meter run. Matt

Masterone was the only place

winner for the Clarion men
with a tenth overall.

Ben Steingrabe had a fast

race in the 110 hurdles and

completed the preliminaries

with a first. He then came
back to run a faster time in

the final competition, but

ended up with a respectable

second place.

Photo courtesy of the Track and Field team

Two runners from the mens team stride to the finish during

the trj-meet against I.U.P. and Edinboro.

Dave Duriancik was the only

place winner for Clarion in the

3,000 meter steeplechase.

Duriancik managed a ninth

place finish in the event and

concluded the individual run-

ning events for the men.

The Golden Eagle mens
4x400 meter relay mirrored

the place of both womens
teams and managed to pull in a

seventh place overall. This

event concluded the running

section of the mens side.

In the field events, the men
had one place winner. Justin

Wise finished in sixth place

overall in the javelin event

and finished up the meet for

the mens team.

Many of the athletes believe

that the Baldwin Wallace

Invitational helped to prepare

them for what is to come at the

PSAC meet.

"Baldwin Wallace was a

good meet to prepare us for

the PSAC competition.

Hopefully, the good weather

will continue to stay so that

our team can have exceptional

performances this weekend at

Lo5k Haven and at PSAC's the

following weekend," said

Evenowski.

$45.00

Pour Out Your Love

We gathered a garland of perfect

porcelain roses. Hand-painted and

hand-applied, they've turned our

exquisite Roses of Love Teapot into a

true treasure. Filled with a profusion

of spring flowers, it's a delightful way
to show her how much you care. Call

or visit our shop.

Flowers 'N' Bows
625 Wood Street Clarion, PA 16214

814-226-7171

3 on 3 Basketball
Do you think you have skills?

Are you taking summer classes?

Then sign up for the Inaugural Clarion LadyCat Booster Club

3 on 3 Basketball Tournament.

The tournament will be divided into six age appropriate brackets for boys

and girls.

Held at the Clarion Area High School Gym on

Saturday June 2, 2001.

The cost is $30 per team - 4 players per team.

Questions? Call Keith Williams at

814-226-4590.
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Eagles split final home game
by Bethany Bankovich

Clarion Call Sports Editor

The Golden Eagle softball team

competed in their last home game

on Saturday, April 28 at Memorial

stadium. The lady Eagles split one

win/loss against Edinboro.

The Clarion senior players were

also recognized in a pre-game cer-

emony. Graduating from the soft-

ball program are Missy Gring and

Christine Walker.

The junior players organized the

event with speeches that they

wrote about the departing seniors.

The juniors read the speeches

aloud to the spectators and after,

they concluded with presents of

flowers, balloons, and photo

albums with pictures of the team.

The seniors' dedication and lead-

ership to the team has contributed

to the many past victories over the

years.

Kim Overholt pitched the first

game against Edinboro. The

Golden Eagles played well on the

field and prevented as many errors

as possible. The setback of this

game happened when an

Edinboro player had a good hit

early in the first inning. After the

run, the Golden Eagles struggled

10 catch up for the reminder of the

first game.

The second game proved more

successful for the Golden Eagle

women, with Jen Reis pitching.

Reis proved the durability of her

arm during the game against

Slippery Rock where she pitched

her first college victory.

During the second game,

Clarion sought revenge and ended

up claiming a victory. The defense

played extra hard during this

game and backed up a chain reac-

tion of hits. These combined

efforts led the Golden Eagles to

victory.

"We all came together during

the second game because of a

chain reaction of hits. The defense

also played aggressively on the

field/* said Reis.

Photo courtesy of John Sowers

Several Golden Eagles gather on the pitchers mound to give each other helpful Input and
pep talks.

"Hall ofFame" inducts six: Miller master ofceremonies
by Bill McCormack

Clarion Call Staff Writer

A total of six former athletes

are prepared to join the ranks

of the Clarion University

"Sports Hall of Fame"
Committee. The committee

will be inducting the new
members in a ceremony on

Friday May 4, as a part of the

2001 class.

The formal ceremony is

scheduled for Friday evening,

beginning at 7 p.m. The
accompanying social is sched-

uled to take place on campus

at Moore Hall, (former

President's residence) on cam-

pus.

Ticket orders for the event

are being handled by

Associate A.D. Tracy

Gumming. Students and com-

munity members may pick

them up at room 111 in Tippin

Gymnasium. Tickets are $25

per person and are available

by contacting Cumming at

814-393-1989. Checks should

be made payable to Clarion

"Sports Hall of Fame."

The new inductees include

five former athletes and a for-

mer coach. In alphabetical

order they are; David G.

Caslow (wrestling), Leatha

(Dudeck) Baker (basketball),

James T. Hersh (swimming),

Thomas J. Komenda (foot-

ball), Gordon G. Sills (base-

ball) and Robert E. Leonard

(Head Athletic Trainer).

Bill Miller, former Clarion

swimming coach for 22 years

(1979-2000), will serve as the

Master of Ceremonies.

Miller's men's teams won 16

PSAC titles in 22 years and

had a dual meet record of 154-

38. In 13 years coaching the

women's team he led Clarion

to 12 PSAC titles and a 90-20

dual meet record.

"I'm really looking forward to

May 4th and the honor of

toasting these former great

contributors to Clarion's ath-

letic tradition," said Miller.

"We expect to have a great

time and hope to have a big

turnout."

Athletes who earned a var-

sity letter during the 2000-01

competition year will be hon-

ored during the ceremony.

Other participants in the ath-

letic programs will also attend

the event in support of their

teammates.

Tacconelli selected for NCAA North Regional
Courtesy of Sports Information

Clarion junior golfer

Anthony Tacconelli

(Lansdale) has been invited to

compete at the NCAA
Division II North Regional

which will be hosted by

Bryant College.

The NCAA North Regional

is scheduled for May 7-9 at

the New England Country

Club in Bellingham,

Massachusetts. Seventeen

teams and five individuals

(including Tacconelli) have

been selected for the North

Regional and will be trying to

qualify for the NCAA
Division II Nationals. The top

6 teams and 1 individual will

move on to the NCAA's which

are scheduled in Allendale,

Michigan May 22-25.

Tacconelli recently helped

lead Clarion to a second place

finish (out of six teams) at the

PSAC Championships and fin-

ished 5th individually with a

74 - 78 - 152. The selection of

an individual is based on the

entire season and Tacconelli

has had a strong season. He

really established himself as

one of the top golfers in the

Region when he captured

medalist honors at the 2000

PSAC's. He shot a one-under

par 36-hole total of 141 (66 -

75). Since last season he has

been Clarion's top golfer in

seven of ten events. His top

score this Spring (2001) was a

second place finish at the

Millersville Invitational, fir-

ing a 146. The second day he

shot a six-under par 66, which

was one stroke off the

Crossgates Golf Course

record.

"I'm very happy for

Anthony," said Clarion second

year head coach Al Lefevre.

"He's a very talented golfer

who has worked very harjd on

improving his game and this is

his reward."

Coach Lefevre will accom-

pany Tacconelli to the

NCAA's this weekend. A prac-

tice round will be played on

Sunday, with the competition

starting on Monday.

Tacconelli is a junior from

North Penn High School and

is the son of Charles and-

Connie Tacconelli of

Lansdale.

To go on to the NCAA's
Tacconelli must post the top

score among the teams and

golfers who have not qualified

for the NCAA's. Six teams

qualify overall. The remainder

of the individual scores will

be posted to take one individ-

ual.

The last Clarion golfer to

reach the NCAA's was Greg

Spinetti in 1988. Spinetti

earned All-America honors

•and fired a hole-in-one at the

NCAA's in 1988.
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